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JOUENAL OP iHOKTICULTUEE AND COTTAGE GAEDENEE.

TO OUR READERS.

(From an unpublished ivork.)

" George, how many years have you driven ' The Success ?' "

" More than twenty, my Lady."

" Are you not tired of the occupation ?
"

" Not a bit, my Lady. You see, Kobert is always about the coach, and when I and my little

woman want a holiday, he takes the ribbons. There is no end of change in coaching. Although we

never turn off the old horses, and we drive steadily, yet they die off, and then we have to draft in new

sound ones. Then opposition coaches start, and it 's pleasant to see how they sometimes are trying

to run before us, and sometimes running behind us."

• But, George, they must take some passengers from you."

" I daresay they do sometimes, my Lady, but we never miss 'em, for we are always full, thank

God, and the old passengers come back after a time, and say they are sorry they ever left us. Some-

times a new start, to make a show, takes passengers for nothing ; but that, my Lady, you know, won't

fill the corn bin."

" Your horses, George, go as well as ever ?"

" Yes, my Lady, they are a well-bred lot, and plenty of 'em ; and they know who handles 'em ;

and W€ give 'em a few beans occasionally, and the passengers know 'em and pat 'em, and horses like

that. \Vh}-, my Lady, some of 'em have been leaders ever since the coach started, and go over then-

ground as fresh as the first day they put their shoulders to the collar. Everyone says how fresh and

gay ' old Bob ' and the ' Kentish Cob ' are still. "Wonderful horses they are. And the young uus,

my Lady, how steadily they keep the pace ! Why, the box is as easy as an armchair. Neither Kobert

nor I ever used the whip sLuce we mounted that box. Besides, my Lady, the team has travelled so long

together, that they are used to one another, and Eobert and I made up our minds years ago never

willingly to change 'em so long as we held the ribbons of ' The Success.'
"
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INDEX.

ABnTILOS TEXILLAXIL'U ilARMOBA-
TUM GBAFTINO.aiO

Acacias, new, 249
Accrintfton Poultry Show, 433

Acor Necrmido propagation. 220
Achimencs, and their culture, i08

;

potting. 177
Acrozamia sclerocarpa, 286
Adiantum farleyense and culture, 508
.T^schjTianthus. 227
Agalmyla staminea. 327
Agave Bessenana, 62
Af;ri<-"iil'ural returns, 202
Air-gifinK and tirintf, 277
Alocasias, select, 389
Aloe suckers, 430
'Alpine Plants," 203
Aniaranthus salicifolias seed germi-

uatiDf?, 316
Amaryllis, bulbs plantinir. 155 ; cul-
ture, 95; Belladonna culture, 300

Ammonia, appljing sulphate, 448

;

liquid manure, 2i0; r. red spider,

Ammoniacal liquor for grass, 315
Andalusians. 492 ; -with iSrabmas, 320

;

chickens, 532
, with bedding plants, 261

;

.425
Annuals, hardy, 155; for clumps. 156;

for early flowerins?, 156: select half-
hardy. 109 ; for exhibition, 301 ; for
late flowering. 90

Anthomyia Lactucre. 121
Anthnrium Scherzerianum culture,

seeding, 523
Ants, exterminating, 372
Aphides, 385; and ihe-r enemies, 445;
destroying. 177. 419; in conserva-
tory, 352 ; on fruit trees, 31S, 468

Apples—Belgian. 316 ; for espaliers,
261 ; leaves blotched, 412 ; spurs,
384; pruning, 384; shoots pinching,
S53, 430; fboot'* mildewed, 46S ; se-
lection, 316; tree diseased, 110

;

Beauty of Hants, 198; Graveontein
and Duchess of OldenbttTgh, 460

Apprentice, 893
Apricots, scale on. 431 ; training, 449,

468
Aquile^ia glandulosa, 498; culture,

483 ; hardy, 525
Arabis not thriving, 261
Araucaria imbricata.TO
Arbor-Vitw, Chinese, dying, hedge
treament, 261

Arbutus, removing old, 530
Areca, for greenhouse, 198 ; rubra, 78
ArisEEma speciosum,383

salem, 448
Artillery plant, 4P7
vVrums, 48G
Ashes, trees on subsoil of, 64; on-
leached, 177

Asparagus, Amcricm. 431; planting,
431 ; slugs on, Sd:i : as a decorative
plant, 439; bed-making, 41; forcing
out of doors, 109; salt for, 177;
Eale. 430; liquid manure for. 468;
our first dish, 346 ; cutting small,
352

Asterostigma Luscbnathianum, 480
Astrocaryum mexicanum culture, 171
Aubrietia deltoidea cuttings, 317
Aucubas, licrried, 261; pollen, 220,

372, presor\-io'r. 316; frame. 373;
seeds. 337. nut germinating, 353

^^ Auricula gossip. 118
^—^ Auriculas, Alpme,322: spring culture,
^Zr 208,269; shadmg. 392

22 Australia, February-blooming plants
I South, 828; advice for South, 347

;

vO BeedB from, 179 ; adventure i .193

405
Aviary, birds dying, 378, 416; tempe-
rature of, 116

Azaleas, after flowering, 109 ; flowers
small, 64; propagation, 852; repot-
ting, 316; sporting. 358

J35; Black, 262.301; pullets roupy,
304 ; Brown Red Game, 318 ; classes,
320; breeding Wheaten, 116: eega
for sitting, 22f) ; breeding Duckwing
Game, 226 ; Blacks' legs. 226 ; Game,
266:pri7es for. 374; Game cock's
hackle. 396 ; prize for Black, 513

Barley after Potatoes, 300
Barometrical fall. 106
Barrow Poultry Show. 113
Basket, making, 290; plants for stove,
227,327.365,399,465

Baskets for poultry, 4S
Bath and West of England Poultry
Show, 305, 470 ; in rain and sun-
shine. 488, 511

Bathgate Ornithological Show, 91
Bats, 472
Battle Abbey, 193
Beaucamea recurvata culture, 213
Beaudesert, 387
Keddinfr-plant house, 16
Bedding plants for autumn exhibition,

Bedlington Poultry Show, 434, 450, 469,

489
Beech, 139
Bees—ants robbers, 4*32; apiary in

1871, 69 ; at Camberwell. 140 ; Con-
vention of German keepers, 181

;

disturbed. 532; driving. 378: drones,
number, 532 ; rearing, 435 ; slaughter,
532; what do they do? 265: dying
140; dysentery, 138; fighting, 340;
fragments from hive, 304; adaptin'?
frames to box, 320 : Hives, 471 ; de-

serted. 378; large versus small, 163,

205, 377, 454 ; moving, 140. 320 ; queen-
less, 340 : Sherrington bar, 47, 93

;

simplest, 266 ; straw, painting, 203 ;

three-box collateral, 472 ; Woodbury,
206; wooden, 266; ventilation, 224:
commencing keeping, 2'i6; Ligu-

for, 374; management, 184; Meli-
lotus for, 94 ; Mexican, 319 ; net for
feeder. 454; notes on, 183; perish-
ing, 184 ; pollen, earl^ gathering.
138: Queens, Are artificial inferior?
25 ; dead, 184 ; lenving, 115 ; Ligu-
rian, adriing, 378 ; sellmg produce,
532; shading. 25,415; starting Ligu-
rians, 206; starving, 378; stocks,
removing, 378; sugar, brown, bad
for, 245 : supers, adding, 266 ; leav-
ing super, 532 ; swarms in chimney,
532 ; early, 357 ; strong, 4i5 ; third,

472; unitmg, 139; swarming threat-
ened, 492 : unhealthy, 94 : unions,
autumnal, 377; uniting stocks, 284;
wintering, 24, 245; not working,
436; Woodbury, Mr., 138

Beet, Chilian, 220; for ribbon-borders,
90; in flower gardens, 269, 323;
planting Red, 316

Begnnias, gossip, 296; damping, 156;
after flowermg. 353

Berries. sowingVarious, 90

'

Pertholletia excelsa, 345
" Bible, Natural History of," 236
Bidens atropurpurea, 40

Birds, attacking buds". 19 ; frightening,
411; varying their notes, 489

Birmingham Columbarian Society's
Show, 23 ; Philoperistcron Show,
223 ; Poultry Show, 163 ; Summer
Poultry Show, 414. 531

Black beetles, destroying, 454
Blackburn Horticultural Show, 461
Blandfordias and culture, 403
BliEht in the air, 373
Boilpra, in9, 199, 200, 509; elevated,

4S7 : setting, 89, 300
Boiade Boulogne, 37
Bolbophyllum lemniscatum, 328
Bones, dissolving. 146, 177
Border flowers. 199

"Botany for Beginners," 4"il

Bottom heat, excessive, 353 ; to out-
door plants, 189 ; from pipes, 199

Bouquets, button-hole, 346
Bowood, 32
Box, edging, cutting, 509 ; edging and

tree. 169
Bradford Ornithological Show, 223
Brahmas, as layers, and Cochins, 226 ;

Light, 262; feathers, 266; keeping,
280: light cocks' points, 284; hens
dying, 377; out of order, pullet lame,
378; marks of Light, 396 ; comb of
cock, 416; points of Light, 48;
pullet dead, 70; plumage of Dark.
358 ; Light, good and ill-shaped,

133; weight at Birmingham, hens,
139 ; roosts for, hen's abdomen
swollen, dark and light, stock, 164

;

cock wheezing, 183 ; cock's defects,
206; Light, crop-bound, 304: pullet
precocious, 514; washing Light,

I weight, cross with Dorkings, 492;
cross with Turkey, 531 ; keeping, 532

Brazil nut, 345
Breeds, pure versus cross, 511, 512
Bridges, rustic, 426
Bristol Poultry Show. 41,66
Broccoli, Cornish, 72 ; succession of,

98; Wall's Excelsior. 381
Bromeliaceous plants, 71
Bromelias, 198
Brompton Stocks spring sown, 430
Broods, uniting, 340
Buda Kale. 430
Bulbine Mackenii, 209
Bulbs from Italy, 178
Bullfinch diarrhceaed, 804
Burghley House, 11

Cabbages, scccessios of, 223; ta-
BIETIES. 117

Cactus, culture, 509; not flowering,
392 ; propagation, 430 ; speciosus not
flowering, -^61

Calceolarias, for bedding, &c., 279
;

culture, 240, 336; cuttings, 336 ; dis-
eased, 530 ; seed, 261

Calico for Cucumber frame covering,
317

Californian fruit ranch, profitable,
497

Callas not flowering, 41

Camellias — buds falling, 41; buds
not opening, 221 ; and culture, 230,
285; buds black and falling, 279;
propagatine, 109 ; as hardy shrubs,
156; select, 193: repotting, 316;
leaves spotted, 317

Canaries—among Clear Jonques, 357.

377: throats diseased, 378; and
Mules. 395: evenly-marked, 803,318,
339, 355, 395, 415, 491, 513; Jonque.

Canaeibb—Continued,
ing and sneezing, 416; one-mandi-
bled, 416; and Mules, 318, 339, 355;
hen celibate, 320; food for young,
353 ; not mating with Goldfinch.
532 ; continually moulting, 492

;

mocking, 113: parasites oa, 138;
matching, head unfeathered, 140;
dead, 140 ; cannibal, 184 ; teaching to
pipe, 184 ; classing Mules, 204

;

room for, 225 ; nesting, 225 ; wash-
ing, 226; feeding, 226; breeding,
326: exhibiting, 244; Show, waiting
for the Judge, 263 ; teaching to pipe,
69 ; characteristics, 48 ; Mule-breed-
ing, 48; Goldfinch Mules, 94; un-
well, 94 ; eye-blind, 94 ; husk in, 94

Canarj-'s song ceasing, 453
Canker in fowl's mouth. 531
Cannas, planting, 240, S72
Cannibalism in fowls. 26
Capillary attraction of soils, 497
Capunismg, 116
Capsicum culture, 249, 293
Carnation propagation, 352
Carrot, forcing, 6 ; manures for, 172

;

for showing, 155
Carter's & Co.'s seed farms, 334, 346

;

prizes, 34; challenge cup, 55
Carton, 405, 419
Caryota excelsa culture, 125
Castle Bromwich, 497
Caterpillars, destrojing, 262
Cats, eating chickens, 436; the Popa's,

45.1; new use of, 479
Cauliflowers, 508; forcing, 289; notes
on, 33 ; succession of, 97

Celeriac culture, 321
Celery, for exhibition, 132 ; lifting, 89

;

for market, 221 ; storing, 99 ; suc-
of, 248

Chamrerops excelsa culture, 108
Charcoal ashes, 109
Cheilanthes fronds browned, 316
Cherries, Kentish and MoreUo, 229;
leaves blistered, 467 ; tree overluxu-
riant, 4 •

Chickens, deformed, 377; cramped,

young, 320
Chinese fowls, 48, 140
Christmas Rose after flowering, 336
Chrysanthemums, noi fiowerinR, 155

;

select, 240
Cineraria, culture. 240; seed, 261;
dying, 261; drooping, 177

Classes of poultry, regulating, 135

bouse, 509 ; for stove, 261 ; for north
wall, 193

Closets, di-y earth, 109
Coccinellffi, 146
Coccus Adonidum, 271
Cochin-Chin as, ceck, 355; bens, 116;
legs swollen, 436 ; points ofPifrtridge,
454 : weight of White, 358 ; winter-
laying, 116 ; puUets ceasing laying,

• 246 : hen lame, 246; washing Bufi",
26 : not laying, 70 ; Black, 90

Cocks, and hens, proportion of, 94
spur nail torn off, 454; breeding
from wry-breaated, 454

Cockscomb culture, 841
Cocos campestris, 309
Coelogj-ne leutiginosa, 210
Colchester Poultry Show. 203. 222
Cold by radiation, &c., 73
Colour, ita influence, 529
Columbarian societies amalgamating,

Bnff, and Mealy defined, 416 ; wheez- i Comb wounded, 164
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Conifers, amonji the, 6, IS. 17'), 272

;

raised at Bicton and mode, 77

;

leader restorine, 252, 316
Conoclinium ianthinum for table de-

coration, 883
Conservatory arrangement, 89, 132

:

plants failing. 40 ; plants for cold.

157; climtcrs, 430; plants, 468; not
thriving, 509

Coolayna, 368
Cordon trees, 156
Cork Poultry Show, 44
Corynostylis Hybanthus, 828
Cotinns americanua. 497

Covent Garden Market, 26, 48, 70. 94,

116, m, 164. 184, 206, 226, 246, 266, 284,

80i, 320, 340, 358, 878, 396, 414, 436, 454,

472.492,514
Covent Garden measures, 220, 284

Cows, fodder for, 472
Cramp in chickens, 266
Crates. 373
Creeping plant. 487
CrOve-Cceura, combs, 246: leg3 downy,
436; pointa, 320; cock's tail, 353

Crickets, destroving, 392; poisoning.

Crocus stigma promment, 199

Cropping, continuous, 530

Croquet lawn lufty, 3^6
Cross-breeds always moulting, 514

Crotalaria He>-neana, 481
Croionfl, leaves falling, 40; green, 109

Crowing and cackling not a nuisance,
435

Crystal Palace, 269; Bird Show. 159,

181, 204; Cat Show, 414; Flower
Show. 431 ; Game ami BantLtm
Show,357.374; Fa'.il'^ T":..^. -) .v, 111

Cucumber, and M' I'
' '<-

109; aphides on v' "-•

107,299; culture'. 11. , . . . .

'-'':

leaves, 530 : houb',:.:; m. i/^' -n,

35-2: heat, 317; plant^i failin-. 372;

with Melons, 372; planting Stock-
wood Ridge, 411; seedy. 430; Mar-
quis of Lome, 4i0 : culture of frame,
448 : Snoly-Qua culture, 220, 2lj2, 272

Cunningharoia sinensis, 57

CupressuB, heading, 89; Lawsoniana

Currants, summer-pruning. 431

Cutbush's show of spring flowers, 251

Cuttings, hotbed for, 199 ; shading, 332

Cyclamen, after flowering. 261; not
'flowering, 27S; faiUng, 317; persi-

cum culture. 367 ; seed sowing. 531

;

seed not vegetating, 178 ; not thriv-

ing, 109
Cypripedium longifolium, 480

Dahlia, impehialis culttjee, 431;

time for planting out, 435

Daphne indica, heading, 371

Dealf-rs exhibiting, 2i; with ama-
teurs, 111

Dendrobium, amethystoglos8um,384;
Dalhousianum, 495; tetragonum,
209 ; Lo-\vii. 498

Deodorising sewage, 109

Depreesaria depressella, 234

Dentzia propagation, 352

Devon and Exeter Poultry Show, 450

Dianthuses, 316

Diarrhoea in fowls, 48, 206, 353
Dielyira spectabilis culture, 171

Dinner-table decoratir.nB, 419,459

Dipladenia insignis, 329

Disbudding fruit trees, 276

"Dog, The," 319
Dorkings, chickens drooping, 358

;

deaf ear of "White, 320 ; early-laying

pullet, 452; four-clawed, 226; hen's

comb, 266 ; weight at Birmingham,
139; dving, 183; Cuckoo, 93

Dover Poultry Show, 394, 5J1 ; rule at,

242
Draining, a garden, 109; horticultu-

Draias, depth of, 261

Dublin Poultry Show, 92. 112,158

Ducklings, eyes discharging, 514; for

market, 473
Duck's egg abnormal, 164

Ducks— fgffs, not hatching, 304; un-
fertile, 357

J
moved, 340; fattening.

__.; trespassing, 530; |Carolina, 94.

47i; Mandarin. 472; Kouen versus
Avlesbury, 415

Dundee Poultry Show, 136

EaELT SOWIKG AND FHOST. 299

Eccentricities of plants. 475

Edging plants grub-eaten, 487

Edgings, iron, 391

Edwardsia grandiflora,442
Egg-pouch hard, 93

Egg. eating fowls, 64. 93 ;
production,

858. 432. increasing, 432; exit end of,

414, S5S; producers, 265

Eegs—addled. 164; exhibiting, 353;

chickens' exit from, 874; hens
carrying, 377 ; home production of,

413; "by rail, 416; imported, 130;

age for sitting. 454; shelMess, 116;

keeping for sitting, 532 ; preserving.

246, 472 ; notes on, 279 ; duration of

Titaiity, 284 ; weight of, 435

Entomological Society's Meeting, 80,

188. 211. 297, 363. 505

Epacrises, and culture, 333; after

flowering, 178
Epworlh Poultry Show, 394

Espaliers, planting, 64

Eucbaris amazonica culture, 221, 273

Euphorbias, dwarf, 221

Evergreens, on grass. 317; pruning,

431 : for a screen, 509 ; under trees,

40, 260, 430
Exanthemnm palatiferum.209
Exhibitions, managemont of poultry

at, 512
Explanation needed, 254, 269. 296

Exton Hall, 311 ; flower garden, 330

FiKEjmAM Poultry Snow, 223, 242

Falkirk Poultry Show. 137

Farms, profitable small, 28 ; to make
small answer. 83

" Farms, Small," 365
Feather-eating fowls, 140, 164, 396,

514
Feathers plucked out, brittle, 26

Fermenting material in vineries, &c.,

448
Fernery ventilation, 261

Ferns -for cases, 316, 397. 442:

greenhouse, &c., 316; hardy and
exotic, 207 : under yellow glass.

486 ; culture, 431 ; notes on. 165, 325,

360; not thriving, 65 ; for wall, 300

Ficus elastica, not thriving, 109 ; cul-

ture. 198
Fi^s. pot-culture, 247 ; on vinery wall,

337

Flower, beds, 353, preparing, 261 ; gar-

den, 147, additions to, 147, beauty of

form in plants, 433, hints, 228 ; its

parts, 402
Floweriuir trees and shrubs. 510

Flowers, obtaining double. 481
" Flowers of the Field,"' 425

Flue, beating, defective, 40, 109; iron

pipe lor, 19.278
Foliaged (fine) greenhouse plants, 316

Forcing pit, 198
" Forest trees of Britain,"' 143

Fountain, self-acting, 421, 460; for

poultry, 532
ountaine's fi

i owl-house rOv-» ^.^^^^.—
Fowls—dung, 89 ; dying mystenouslv,

396; which breed is best? 412,487;
separating pullets from cockerels,

454; exhibiting, 221; catarrhed, 225

:

at shows, 242 ; management. 242 ; for

profit, 110. 200, 262, 281, 301, 469 ; feed-

ing at shows. Ill ; breeding pure,

116; management at sbows, pure
versus cross-bred. 157 : in confined

space, 184; desired, 206: treatment
md befo]

--i-;>-;'-- "Or.. ,

11 space,
-king, 472

Frames, covering for, 110 ; glazing,

372; vi'rsus pits, 219; use of small,

Freezing, plants endui-ing, 494

Fr jtiilaria tulipifolia. 384

Frost, late, 441; in D-eland in May,

dressing, 177, 178, pruning
newiv-planted, 279. newly-planted,
392, new -way to make, 34, training
miniature, 486. buds. 431. insects on,

431, leaves pinching. 364. 871 ; pro-

tecting, 41; in heated greenhouse,
530

Fruits, select list, 40
Fuchsias. 128; for bedding, &c,279;

old and new, 81
Fungi, edible. 11

Fumigating. 177, 326, 363

Furze, derivation of names, 278

Game—COCK cross-bred, 94; fo'rxs,

breeding Pile, legs of. 26; cock's

eyes, ?58; fowls, age of stock, 189 ;

hen not laying. 1^^3,225; birds and
Bantams Show, 242

Gapes, curing, 472

Garden, labour, 393: letting, 220;
levelling and plottinr.'. 53; nomen-
clature, 344

Gardeners—examinations, 199; Gene-
ral Association. 479 ; Benevolent In-
stitution, 505 ; Unions, the best, 515

;

Self-supporting Society, :^28

Garrya, elliptica, 190, 194, 275 ; female,
314

Geese, keeping, 531
Genista propagation, 4r>.'^

Geraniums—colour of Tiii'lnr. 4'^iV

select bedding, 510: cin;ir. _'j > ii n^
,

336: leaves spotted. •2r.i, :.., : nut if

doors, 371 : gradation f <-m| nn
,
.n ,

:

planting beddine. 3

198 : cuttings. 157 :

room, 109; in vi-inter, 133; double-
flowered, 156; scarlet bedding, 278

India, plants from, 372, 373; seed

Gladiolus, culture, 15: disease, 494;

does it degenerate ? 227 ; compost,

261 ;
purpureo-auratus. 61

Glass, imitation of ground, 115

Glazingwithoutlaps, 90. 317

Gleichenia rupestris, 151 ; culture, 93

Goat feeding, 532
Gold fish in aquarium, 70
Gooseberries—caterpillars, 431, 510;

showy-flowered, 353; summer-prun-
ing, 431; for gathering green, 448;

tree aphis, 392
Gorse. propagating double. 468

Grafting, 96. 120, 190, 2C9, 211, 252, 268,

310; splice, 480
Grape-room at Beltou, 86

393 ; why they fall, 95 : rusted, 411

;

shanked, 40; size of, 220; spotted.

411, 448; succession and merit of

late, 59: supply of late, 172; thin-

ning. 410; Hamburgh or Hambra?
188; Gros Colman. 102, 125: Royal
Ascot, 10; Mrs. PincG Black Muscat,
17. 33, 106. 118, 273, 308. 430 ; Madi"

Grass under Chestnut trees, 467
Grasses, twelve hardy, 155

Gravel walks, grass on. 352
Greenhouse—cheap. 5io ; climbers,

392. for f-hading, '',
. n- u ng,

166; culture, 63: ' ; ' ' iT-

ing a sTian-roofeil. i'-

small, 156: paintiir.'. _
.

^
. ii;':;:-.H ;

;

rafters, 156; Tem-'Sni-^, o-jo ,
ioof,

27S : small. 467 : small elevaied. 495 ;

stove for, 502 ; a useful. 214
Grevillea rosmarinifolia, 480
Guano, 3C0
Guemsev Lily, not flowering, 240

;

planting, 392
Guinea Fowls, detecting sex, 94

Guinea pigs versus rats, 492
Gnm picking, 193
Gwydyr's, Lady, poultry establish-
ment, 224, 264

<jynerium argentenm culture, 233

HABROTHAMNCS ELEGAKa,41
Hackle, 284
Hamburgha—cock's comb pinned, 222;

pencilled cock, 26 ; plumage of
Golden. 93

Hamwood, 294
Hawkesyard Park, 347
Heading maiden trees, 89

Heating, by hot water, 14, 197; from
batk-room, 261

Hedge, near the sea, 132 ; plants near,
177 ; shrubs for, 65

Heliotrope for winter flowering, 231
Hemerobius Perla, 446
Hen-cock. 492
Henderson. Mr. J. A., 87

Hens, disordered, 340 ; inducing to sit,

140, 158: removing broody, 164;
rendering broody, 183; egg-bound,
416; influence on her egg^, 4S6

;

liver diseased, 454 ; twisting her
neck, 472

Hepatica sowing. 300
Heracleum giganteum, 349
Hrrb pudding, 2S4
Hinds' plants, sale of Mr., 2-18

Hippeastrum culture. 95
Hollyhock culture. 110
Honeydew,336, 445: what is it? 349
Honeysuckle. Japanese. 486
Hops for mulching. So3
Horticultural show specimens. 431

Horticultural (Royal) Society, Annual
General Meeting, Report, &c., 102,

142 ; Committee Meetings and
Shows, 51. 145, 210. 250. 283, 324, 362,

399. 457,49fi; Birmineham Show, 75,

101. 170, 286. 251, 307, 333, 342, i;63. 402,

422, 498, 517; hot-water apparatus,
&c., at, 381 ; dinner-table decora-
tions, 311, 386; gardt

Hot-water heating, 853 ;
pipes paint-

ed, 449
Houdans. feather-eating, 116

House iinheated, plants for, 261

Hovas, 327

Hovle.Mr.,441
Humea elegans culture. 509

Hyacinths, in beds. 352; culture, 71,

122; after flowering, 261 ; in glasses,

88: in beat, 40: a prolific, 215, 231

;

supports. 156
Hydrangeas, blue-flowered, 126; cul-

ture, 510

" Insect World," 522

Insects, some predatory, 52, 121. 151.

233, 270, 385, 445, 505 ; plants affected

bv. 510
Intermediate-bouse plants, 317
Ipswich Poultry Show. 489
Ireland, tour in, 294, S&8

Ivy. not clinging. 530; golden-clouded,

399 ; variegated, 109

Ixora, culture, 165: leaves spotted,

133 ; Williamaii, 527

jASSnS'ES FOB GEEEXHOCEE WALLS

Jones, testimonial to Mr. P. H., 355

Judges, at poultry shows, 65,110,111

decisions, appeals from, 206

Judging poultry-, 134,158,179, 184^222,

818
Juglans rupestris, 441

Ken-dal Pocltry Show. 68, U3
Kidney Beans. 467 ; forcing. 39, 38

Kirkcaldy Poultry Show, 44
Kitchen, anthorities, hint for,

gardening untidy, 220
Kleinia repens, 147
Kniphofia caulescens, 62

LiE S, 322. 353
Lachenalia tricolor for table decora-

tion. 310
La Fleche fowls and water, 26
Lamport Hall, 501
Larix europsa pendula. 36
Larks, food for young, 514

Laterals, pruning, 3
Laurels. &c , pruning, 240; under
Beeches, &c., 261

Lauruatinus flowerless. 61

Lawes, Mr. J. B., intended gift for

agricTlltural experiments, 441

Lawns, destroying worms and moss
in, 317

Laying, promoting, 164
Leaf soil, 262
Leaves, redness of in Canada, 336
Teeds Horticultural Show, 479
Lemons unfmitful. 64
Leptopteris superba propagation, 411

Leptosiphon slug-eaten. 337
Leptosyne gicantea, 866
Lettuce Saw-fly, 121

Lettuces, good sorts, 431
Leyboume Grange auction, 347

Liability of committees, 489; and
railway companies, 470

Lice on fowls, 266
Lichens on fruit trees, 109
Life, vegetable and animal, 386
Lightbody, Mr. G., 501
Light's influence on plants and am*
mals, 214

Light, subduing, 240
Lilacs, new, 249
Lilies, 1" ; notes on. 38 ; in Russia, 101

Liliums, aphis-infested, 449 ; auratum
buds shrivelling, 468, culture, 372;

eximium thinning, 198; lancifolium
culture, 132 ; Thompsonianum cul-

ture, 344
Lily, of the Bible, 256 ; not floweiing.

Liparis auriflua and chrysorrbcpa, 234

Liquid manure, 64, 89 ;
applying, 317 ;

for garden, 352
Lithospermmn petrreum, 62

Liverpool Southern Hospital Show,
322

Lloyd's protectors, 46S
Love Birds, Zebra. 184
Love-lies-bleeding, beddingout, 373

Lower Aston spring gardening, 474

Lowestuft Poultry Show. 118

Luculia gratissima culture. '292

Lycaste Skiuneri culturf, 119
Lychiiis, propagating double, 468
Lycopodium. browned, 392; culture,

187
Lysimachitt Nummularia, 187

Macrozamia cohallipes, 62

Magic of mis-spelling. 820
Magnolia grandiflora, 133
MahaUb stock, 486
Maidenhair Fern browned, 131
Maidstene Cemetery,256
Malt dust for fowls, 116
Manchester Horticultural Show, 443

;

Poultry Show, 21
Mancold for fowls, 116
Manures, chemistry of, 168, 354. 299

for light soil, 353; tai-kg, pitjfons'

and fowls' dung for liquid, 278; their
influence, 199

Market for fruit and flowers. 350
Marketa, 26, 48, 70. 94, 116, 140, 164, 184.

206, 226, 146, 266, 284, 304, 320, 840, 358,

S?8, 89G, 416, 436, 454, 47a, 492, 511
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Marking chickens, 514

MasdeTallia ignea, 828

Mating, 510; fowls for sesea, 266

May froats, 428; plantB flowering at

Gleanevin Botanic Garden, 400

Meadowbank, 29

Medinilla magniflca, S99

Melon pit lights' angle. 278

Melon, culture, 49, 817; from last

Tear's seed, 430 ; m greenhouse, 13J;

iate in frame, 157 ; leayes scorched,

373, 509 :
plants cankering, 530

Melrose Poultry Show, ISn
.

Mesembryanthemums. wintering, 853

Mignonette for winter-flowering, 3itj

Minorcas, 70, 115 .

Mistletoe propagation, S98

Mohl, Professor Hugo Von, 350

Moas, applying lime, 2611

Mountain finch, 94

Mouse and sparrow trap8,299

Mouae-traps. 199, 232. 270, 314, 350, 405

Moving, where to ? 19

Mowing machines, 106 ; setting, 5Ti

Musa, for greenhouae, 198 ; rosacea. 9

Mushroom, hed making, 81 ; culture,

156, 187. SOI; forcing, 166

Myosotis avlvatica culture, 431

MjTtles not flowering, 916

NiSCISSOS NOT FLOWEJINO, S92

Nasturtium, King of Tom Thumts,
pale, 221

Nature, cultivated, 32

Nectarine trees, stoppmg, 531

Neill bequest, 343 . , -. „„
Nenthead Ornithological Show, 6S

Netting wall trees, 316

Nice, plants near, 524

Nitrogen, action of on plants, 72

Northampton Poultry Show, 243

Northern Poultry Show, 45

Norwich Poultry Show, 91

Nurseries, workmen at London, 310

Nymphiea alba, 178

(Enothera, a new. 99

Olearia dentata, 480 .

Onions, 391 ; culture, 109; for showing.

155; obtaining a succession, 4'29;

succession of, 229 ; Giant Tripoli,

PEiCBES—Contmued.
seaaon. the coming, 475; treea,

summer pruning, 530; stopping, 531;

leaves browned, 301 ; shoots dying,

336; insects on. 337; maiden in pot,

177 potted casting buds, 178 ;
blos-

soms falling, 198; tramrng, 149;

trees, syringing, 262

Pear fly '^89

Pears-aspect for, 316; thinning. 336

;

shoots. 353; pinching, 353 ;
scale,

353 ; old vnih new names, 7 ;
for

Quince stocka, 64; old under new
names, 50 ; spurs, prunmg. 384 ;

tree

barren, diseased, 392; trees dis-

eased, 431 ; shoots pinching, « ' ;

trees, culture of pyramidal, select

varieties, 437; tree pruning. 220;

shoots decayed, 2S0 ; trees, sumnier

pruning. 530 ; Benedicune, 78. 99

,

Brockworth Park. 103; Beurre.de
Piaeau, 311 ; Edgarley, 99 ;

Esperme,

57, 98 ; Glastonbury, 126

Peas-colour of, 19 ;
green, 50 ;

good,

85 122- late, 90; for August show,

132 ; dwarf, 178 ; saving from spar-

rowa, 237; sowing. 269: stoppmg,

411 ; King of Marrows, 151

Peat soil, '27
. <;i,„„

Pelargoniums—cuttings. 474; snow
for bedding-out, 279, 486 ; wintering,

465; leavel spotted, 282, 468 ;
Tri-

color for exhibition, 510 ; and Oera-

niuma 392 ;
gi-afting, 449 ; show. 286;

guano for, 817 ; stopping. 19 ;
young.

109; for show, 240; Pompey and
Achievement, S84; Zonal, 132;

lanthe, 210 . ,.

Perennials, hardy, and their cultui-e,

493
Perilla8topping,430
Peristeronio Society's Show, Ob

Peristrophe salicifolia aureo-varie-

gata, 169
PeterabuJ-g bird market, 318

.

Petunias, in pots, 199 ; Souvemr de

Chiswick, Pantaloon, 481

Pheasants, Chinese, 531; cross-bred

barren, 436 ,.

Phloxes, cuttings of. 392; Drummondi
sowing. 279 : in pots, 431 ;

raismg
perennial, 133

^ „„ ...
Pigeons—aviary tor, 70 ; dung, 89, 94

1C9

Ophrys luteaOphrys lutea, 62
j , i

OpunUa Rafttnesqmana and humile.

Orange, blostoms, 440; bridal, 440;

and their substitutes, 440 ; pips,

156; soot for,35; sowing. 156. 3O0;

under Vinea, 35; trees unfruitful,

Orchard-house, fruits, 486 ; manage-

ment, 219, 273; Vme border, 260;

trees, 430, fruit dropping, 449

Orchard worth care, '210

Orchids, cool, 99; culture, 99, at Fer-

niehurst. 476, intermediate. 476,

at Meadowbank, so ; insects at-

tacking, 279; sale of, 418, 4i9, 466-

and Ferns sale, 507
" Orchids. The Fairfield," 365

Ornamental plants lor summermg out-

of-doors, 132

Ornix juttea. 234

Osborn,Mr. T.,106; Mr. W., 23d

Otiorhvnchus Bulcatus and tenebricQ-

SUB, 606
Overseer's salary, 109

Oxford Poultry Show, 180, 489

Uxlip, 342

PACHVPHITON BRACTEAUM. 147

Packing-caae, plants for, 178

Pa?onia Moutan propagation, 4b6

PjBony, moving Tree. 178

Pamting stove, &c., 155

Paint's effect on plants, 65

Paisley Ornithological Show, 47

Palings, colouring. 260
.

Palms, for cool culture, 146; soil for

potted, 155 ; in pots for window, 240

;

seed germinating, 316

Pampas Grass, culture, 353; dying

Pansies, for bedding, 531 ; soil for. 373

;

shading, 392; while bedding, 157

Paris Acclimatisation Garden, 386

"Paris, Lea Promenades de,' 3o, 82,

129
Parktrees. ornamental, 132

Parroquets, Australian, 452

Panrot. feather-eating, 340; feeding,

435 ; self-plucking. 454 ; unwell, 3C4

;

wings distorted, 284

Passiflora soil, 240

Passion-flower shoots dying, 220

Parsnips for showing, 155

Paul's (W.) Rose Show, 441

Pavetta borbonica cuttings, 220

Pea hurdles, 463

Peach and Cucumber houses, 220

Peaches. &c., m Delaware and Mary-
land. 59 ; bouse, 89 ; tree gumming,
89. 132 ; leaves blistered, 373, 411,

437, 468 ; trees, 892 ;
pruning newly-

planteii, 392 ;
potted not setting, 892

;

centres hare, 392 ; with Vines, 412

;

giunaied, 412; trees failing, 431;

canner, «,.. tumbling '?hmtary,

&c.. 489; why they tumble, 490,

selling diseased, 450. 491 ;
trespass-

ing, 514 ; a singular one. 188; going

light, 94, 115, 140, 163, 303,36d; Mr.

Fulton's. 201; breeding loft, 204;

portraits, 220; hemp seed, poison-

ous, 318; wing diseased, 358; rat-

proof boxes, 851 ; Maltese removing
one old, 858; earthenware neat-

pan 8, 358; race, 396; fighting, 396;

tumbling, 4SS; yonng cankered, 454;
ArchnTi.^il^ 41: B'H'b and Fantail

Bairi-J :' I'Miih I-. 2(14. 263 ; Per-

sian (

'

'
' '111161,492 ;Dra-

S02 338; and
n'a bars. 224;

Poultry— Continued

.

duotion, 358; keeping phenomena,
224 • keepers' union, 241 ;

manage-
ment. 139, at shows, 373 ;

grass for

run 189 ; yard floor, 140 : experience

pmchased, 201; cooking. 893;

houses, glass-roofed, in a aarden,

396; home production of, 413. 432,

452; flesh for, 415; management be,

fore and after exhibition, 449;

during exhibition, 460; run and
houses, 93 ; Show rules, 179

Prairie birds, 164

Prices a century since. 436

Primroses, 326, 342 ; and their propa-

gation, 3f'S; select, 892; Chinese

and Double, 411 _ ,

Primulas, after flowermg, 486; japo-

nioa and culture, 426; culture. 241;

Bcede, time for vegetating. . 468

;

so\ving. 102 ; from seed, 132 ;
amen-

sis 109 second year, 240 ;
culture,

241'; seed, 261; sowing, 373

Propagating house, 487

Protecting, 319

Pruning, love of exceasive, 188

Pullets not laying. 189

Putteridgebury, 443, 461

Pyrethrum, Golden, second season,

Pyrus speotahilis Eiversii, 249

QnEENSLAND, FOWLS FOE, 206

Quicks, planting, 155

Rabbit-hotch floor, 3, G

Rabbits—at Northampton, 180,303 818,

338, 340; preserving skina, 181; at

Ihome, 376 ;
parsley for, 416

Railway, what It can do, 90

RainfaU in .Tanuarj', 130

Ralegh. Sir Walter. 175 , ^ , „„.
Ranunculus, the, 324 ; neglected, 29»

Raspberry, insect, 393; rows, digging

between, 173
.

Rats, 514; balking, 467; in outhouses,

431- uersus Peas, 133

Raven's wing-feathers, 340

BajTier, Mr. VP., 126

Redcaps, 184
Red-leading seeds, 2o9

Red spider on Peach tree, 2i8

Repotting, 239
Restrepiaelegans,383
Retarding, 219 „ „ j c^n •

Rhododendrons, leaves gnawed, 509

,

moving old, 178; pruning, 155;

showsr479; sou, 41 ; transplantmg.

Sea-kale, 155; culture. 239; cutting,

220; after forcing, 220; forcing, 186,

277 ;
planting, 199 ;

pots, 872 ; roots

decaying. 221 ; weak, 133

Seeds, vitality of. 155; sowing, 197

Selaginellas in Wardian case, 220

Selkirk Poultry Show, 92

Selling classes and show, 20

Senecio, pteroneuia, 62; pulcher, 328

Serioographis Ghiesbreghtiana, 126

"Seventy pounds a-year from Bee-

keeping," 803

Sewage, 64 ; applying. 278

Shading under glaas, 89'2

Shed for fowls. 93

Shelter, trees for, 473

Hhows, feeding fowls at, 06

Siphocampylos ooccineus culture, 449

Sirex gigas, 271

Siskins, 48
, „,^

Sittings, failure of early, 246

slugs, destroying, 481, 468

Snowdrops, 267

Soapsuds for trees, 64

Soil, improving, 156

Solanum macranthum cultui-e, 147

Soot, top-dressing. 220 ; water. 64

Sowing, early, 851 ; in wet weather, 42

Spalding Poultry Show, 242

Spanish cock's comb bent, 284, black,

415, face scabby, 357: fowls, red-

feathered, 116; cock's comb unde-

veloped, 206 ; breeding, 206

Sphffiralcea miniata, 62

sihierogyne latilolia, 449; culture

Spring-blooming plants in Dublin

Botanic Garden, 186

Spring flowers for London gardens

Spring gardening, cheap, 208 ;
plants

from seed, 208

Spurs, reducing cock's, 266

Stage or bed for stove plants, 64

Stapelia aororia, 829
Stephanotia for greenhouse, 220

Stock fowls, aelecting, 26

Stocks, East Lothian, 221; Paradise

411 ; sowing, 178

Stove, climbers, 392 ;
plants' Eceds, 892

Strawberries, aphia on, 240; forcmg,

277 ; culture, 9, 150, 321 ; culture and
varieties, 84; eatimate, 50, 120;

forced faUing, 407, 418, 431, 460;

potted and in beds, 486; merits of,

525; poting tor forcing, 372; m
pots, 391; planting, 101. out, 410,

forced plants, 438: keeping be:

goons
Antwi
uca,^.,. -^ . 'i2ti ;

eyes. 184; Silver

Drago'on, ISO ; Silver Dragoon's
bars. 233, 318, 388, 340, 355, 375,395,

414, 513 ;
Dragoon not Dragon, 266

;

Magpies, 356; beak of Magpie, 140;

Nuns, 116. 161; points in. 94; Ural
Ice, 282 : White Jacobins. 140 ; food

for Runts. 514 ; Tumblers. 302, 338,

376 ; training. 416 ; Trumpeter, 451

;

Turbit going light, 266

Pimelea spectabilia cutting back, 509

Pine Apple, culture, 41, 455, 477 ; pits.

456; for August to October, 352;

stem cuttings, 412 ; ripening, 316 ;

suckers, 316; Lambton SeedUng,
101

Pinus Laricio, &c.. 474

Pip in chickens, 890

Pipes, joints of hot-water, 65 ; fixing

hot-water, 893 ;
proportions of, 329,

865 „ ,„
Pit, dividing economically, 10; con-

verting to house, 19

Planting, 219 ; small grounds, &c., 251,

Plumbago capensis for August, 373

Plums, aspect for, 316 ; training, 449,

4B8 ; tree over-vigoroua, 332

Poinsettias. dwarf, 221

Poisoned fowls. 140 ; aigna of, 116

Rolands. 179 ; claases. 221 ; crests, dc
221, 135, of Black dirty, 70

Polyanthuses, at Calcot. 832 ; charac-

teristiCB, 872; sowing. 373

Pond gi-eensrumou, 316;makmg, 379

PortamouthPoultry Show, 160

Potatoes-cooking, 34, 235; hosted,

485; grafting, 359 ; disease, 448;

earthing v. non-earthing. 448; im-

ported, 130; for August show. 132;

sprouted, 133. 155; untt for table,

distinguishing by their sprouts, I36 ;

and Tobacco, 174; twelve good, 198;

culture, 186; sets of early. 209

;

manures for, 272; Eedakinned
Flour-ball. 178

Pota. washing. 108

Potting, hints for, 218, 219
, „ ...

" Poultry Book. The Illustrated.' 180

Poultry-feeding. 472; in ^
Umited

space, 304 ; hooka about, S20 ;
pro-

Rhubarb forcing, 133, 166, 411

Rhynchospermum jasminoideB pro-

pagating, 509

Ribea speciosum, 363

.

Rihston Pippin's origin, 21o

Kiddle, &c ,
'240

Ridging, 18

Rockwork. plants for, 239

Rollers, wooden, li 8

Rookery, evergreens for. 240

Room, decorative plants, 384 ;
plants,

plea for, 254
Roosting place, 48

Rose, Mr. H., 480,603
, „:„,

Roses—buds distorted. 486, falling,

317- rrreen-centred, 486; liquid nia-

nm-ing, 509; removing. 610; for

li«ht soil, 530; prospects, 341;

fungus on, &c., 864 ; at Oakwood,
897 conservatory, 411 ; shifting at

a show, 411 ; under Vines, 481 ;
in

dry situation, 220 ; Briar stocks, 289

;

cuttingu. 240: to bloom late. 240; m
conservitory, 240: soil, 240; mil-

dewed, 260; budding, 261; new, '261

;

earlv-iloweringin conservatory, 2 ,y

;

iron in soil for, 102 ; list of, lus ; cut-

tings, pruning in pots, 132 ;
plant-

ing, 183 ; iron for, 147 ; nomencla-

ture, 150; select, 156; potting cut-

tings, 178; February-blooming, 189;

manuring, preparing soil lor, 199;

pruning, 199 ; distincUon of classes,

19 ; election of. 29 ; hybride remon-

tante, 29: autumn-pruning, 00; iron

in soil, 55 ; winter culture, 80 ;
se-

lect. 81: remontant hybrid, 85 ; Ga-
' hnelle, 240, 260; Gloire ie Dl.lon,

S3, and Marechal Niel, 626; Ma-
rechal Neil, 380, 424, buds, 198, 221,

on Gloire de Dijon, 38; Manetti

stocks tor forced, 108 ; Madame
Cbirard, &c., 108; forced Tea, S36

Rubbish-heap. 529

Rue and Sweet Basil, 530

Russian gardening, 293

Salt ab a mandrb, 18

Salvia rubesoens, 62

Sandringham House, 59, 103

Sarracenias, culture of, 382

Saxifraga stracheyi, 884

Scale, destroying, .262 ; on orchard-

house trees, li.9 ; insects, 87-

Scarlet dye, poisonous, 48

Scarlet Runners, stoppmg, 411

Scotland, in the Highlands, 63, 127,

Scottish Columbarian Show, 22

Scuify fowls, 139; fowla legs, 265

clean, 448; removing runners, 352;

Black Bess, 81, 130 : Hautbois, 1S3

Strawberry-house utilising, 609

Sunflowers as disinfectants, 442

Surface-stirring, 238. 529

Swamp, shiubs for, 220

Sydney seed sower. 99

Syringing greenhouse plants, 392

Table decorations, 852 ; plasts
FOR, 178, 281. 384

Tacsonia, aoU, 241; Van-\oLxemi
culture, 198

,

Tan, limed, for plunging 262

Tank and pipe heating, 65

Tanks, water, 382 ; waterm cemented,

428
Tar on hot-water pipes, 40

Terrier, black and tan, 319

Thalictrum adiantoidea culture, 337

Thermometrical observations, 8

Thrips, destroying, 262

Throat-rattle in fowls, 79

Thrush food, 472

Thuia heading, 89 '-
,.

Thunbergia Harrisi, 399, 418 ; culture

3so
Thyme, Variegated Lemon, 147

Tobacco, culture, 800; and Potatoes

171
Todeabarbara,828
Tomato for pots, 178

Tomatoes in pots, 119

Torenia asiatica culture, 269

Torquay, 352
Town gardens, 260

Training on walls, 11

Tree Uftmg, 235,273 ,. . ^

Trees, fixing, 177; for warm. district

316 ; removing. 609

Trellis, plants for, S3G

Trenching, 18
Trimming birds, 242; for exhibition,

1'9. 202
Tntoma Uvaria cuHm-e, 279

TropiEolums, culture, 863; for green

house. 873 ; late-planted, 155

Tuberose culture, 239

Tulips not flowering, 892

Turkeys, and Brahmas cross, 531

;

eggs shell-less, 472; hen moping,
454; lame, 93; roupy, 70

Turnips, Swede, for fowls, 116

Ubceolixa aueea after flowering ,

467
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Vanilla flowere, aettinp. 431

Vegetable, and fruit growing, 331, 343,

865 : refuae for manure. GIO

VoKCtablc Morrow, in frames, 210;

pIuotinK, 411

VepctablKB, oarly, 441 ; for exhibition,

301; Rrowing, 80G; for shoW; 132;

Bhowing, 1U2; Bowinfi.SH; pnoeof,
C5

Vcrhenas for bctHintr. &c., 27!)

Veronica, parvifolia I'ar. anRusiifona,

383: propatiation, 4G8

I for, 64, 337,

^liphtlyfTan-
' : select, 109 ;

iiii,' BoU. KO;
failing,

193; loaves diseased, 4^8; shoots
(angrened. mildewed in green-

house, 487 ; newly-planted not
thriving, neRlected, 519 ; unfruitful,

planting, and Cucumbers, 530;

overcropped, 372; culture of pnt,

283 ; leaves puckered, shoots do-

ViNEs— Continued.
_ ,

caved, 892; scalded, 393; warted,

393; stem rootlets. S93: leaves

shanked, 411 ; failin?, with Peaches.

412; spring culture. 417; greenhouse
failing, 430; air roots, 419: planting,

2-20; gnifting, 221; replanting, 300;

American General's, 815 ; with
Peach trees, 316; treatment of

young, 316; 'binning and pinching
shoots. 316; cropping, 317; disbud-

ding, 352; shoots shanking, 853;

planting, making border. 19; resting

time, 4u; pot starting, culture, 41;

winter treatment, 89; in pots, 89;

Royal Muscadine, 18; Mrs. Pince,

380 ; Muscat management, 132

Vrie'sia brachystachya, 73

Vulture hocka, 26, 284

Walls—Continued,
trees for. 178: plants for N.W., 178

;

plants for, 336: height of garden,

353; south, plants for, 449; trees,

planting, 64

Walnut, grafting. 170; tree, manu-
ring. 411 ; small-fruited black, 440

Walsall Poultry Show, 281; Rabbit
Sho '"

Watercress culture, 278. 315

Water-fowl, Ornamental, 48
Water Lily basin. 156

Waterproofing, 261
Watering, 39
Weather. 292
Weeds, destroying, 409

Week, work for, 17, 38, 62, 87, 107. ISO,

154, 176, 196, 218, 238. 258, 276, 298. 314.

335, S50, S70, 390, 409. 428, 447. 466, 484,

507. 528; doings of last. 18. 39. 62. 88,

108, 131, 155. 177, 197, 219. 238. 259, 276.

298, 815, 351, 371, 391, 409, 429, 448, 4G7,

485,603.529
Wharfedale Poultrv Show. f^54

Wheat, the varieties, &c., 125; plants
grub-eaten. 431

Wiiitchaven Poultry Show, 162, 222

Wight Dr. K.. 480
Wild flowers, at Aflhwcll, S07; round
Liverpool and Abergele, 832; at
Hawkhur8t.346 ; about Cirange-over*
Sands, 404 ; this year, 230

Window, box plants, 200 ; gardening.
173; propagating case, 132; plants,

261
Winter bedding at Dublin, 296

Wireworma in new garden, 413

Wishaw Ornithological Show,JS
Wistar

Wolverhampton Show. 135

Wolverhampton and Portamonth
ShowB,20

Wooden house covering, 4S1
Woodlice, destroying, 337, 892 ; and
water, 423 : in old woIIb 431

Woodstock Park, 461, 481, 5U4

Woolley, Mr. W., 130

Worms, in dog, 254; in pots, 132; m
lawn, no

*' Year, Natural History of," 329
Year, promise of the new, 1 ; the old
and new, 19

Yew hedge manuring, 15G

WOODCUTS.

PAGE.
Acrozamia seleiocarpa 287

Adiantum farlcyense Srs

.aischynanthus Paxtonii 227

Agalmyla ataminea 327
Alocasia intermedia 389

Anemone coronaria 256

Anthomyia Lactucffi 121

Anthurium Scherzeiianum 526

Apple spurs, pruning 384

Aquilegift gisndulosa 483

Araucaria imbricata at Piltdo^vn 79

Ajeca rubra 78
Astrocaryum mexicanum 171

Auricula frame 373

Barkerirt melanocaulon 31

Basket making 290, 291

Battle Abbey cloisters 194

HighAltarruins 195

Beaucamea recurvata 213

Beaudesert S8S
Bedding-plant house, working sections 16

Bee-hive, Sherrington bar 47

Bees, cluster on a branch 523

Bees, wax guides and hive warming 471

Belton Grape room 86
Bertholletia excelsa fruit 345

Birch leaf and flower 149

„ weeping 149
Birmingham ground plan of Royal Horticul-
tural Society's show 499

„ exhibition tent 519
Blandfordia aurea 404
Boiade Boulogne, Grand Lac 37

Bois de Vincennes, Rotunda and Grotto on Isle
of Reuilly 126

„ rustic bridge on River St. Maude 425
Brahmas, Light, correct and incorrect forms

133, 134
Bromelia longifolia 185

Bruchus Pisi 523
Burghley House 12

Lake 13

CarbtTV Castle 368
CartiT's Challenge Cup 56
Carton 40G, 407

„ Infrlini i-:ir.l^'n 420
„ II. -Ai r ',,,!, II 421

Carvolii.>.. .: ^ 125
Cattk\:i . ii ; III . 31

Char.iitHNl.ik. 129
Chestnut avenue ul Minimes S3
Coccus Adomdom 271

Coolayna flower garden
Creve-CiBurs' combs
Cunninghr
Cypripedium Lowii

.

Duck house

.

Edwardsia grandiflora
Elaphoglosfium eonforme
Exton Hall, pleasure grounds and chureh, 312,

flower garden
Ferniehurst cool Orchid house
Fountain, self-acting 424,

,, poultry
Fruit-tree leaves, pinching

Garrya elliptica
Gooseberry Sawfly

buttress-i ching \ I bud
I branch 97,

„ English
„ variousmodes 120,

,. Walnut
Grapes, keeping in water 86, 212,

Greenhouse shading
Ground levelling and garden plotting .. 53, 54,

G5Ticrium argenteum
Hamwood 994,
Hawkesyard
Heating sp.an-roofed greenhouse
Hemionitea palmata
Heracleum giganteum
Ice storing
Inarching 97, 120,

Ingcbtric Hall
„ gardener's lodge

Jetd'eau
July
Lamport Hall flower garden

Land measuring 54,

Larix enroprea pendula
Lilium Thonipsonianuni
Lime-tree avenue at Minimes
Lindsi-ea trapezifonnis
ISIaidstone cemetery
Maze ;

Meniacium palustre
Mouse traps 199,232, 370,

PAOB.
Muaa rosacea 9
Niphobolus lingua 8G0
rdontogloBsum citrosmum 30
Olfersia cervina 360
Oncidium hfematochilum SI

Orchid-house, cool at Ferniehurst 100

Otiorhynchus Bulcatus 506

„ tenebricosna 506
Pea hurdles 468
Fears, Benedictine S

„ Beurri- de Biseau 811

„ Edgarley Foundling 8
„ Esperine 8

Pear spups, pruning S64
Phalseonopsis amabilis 8U
tigeon, Archangel 46

„ Magpie SS6

„ Nun 161

„ Trumpeter 451

„ Urallce 283

Pine Apple, seedling 101

„ „ houses and pita 456
Pipes, proportion of 329, 365
Poles 52T
Pond-making 379

Poultry house. 281

Primula japonica 427
Protectors. Lloyd's wall and plant 46S
Putteridgebury 444, 445
Ralegh. Sir Walter's birthplace 175

Sandringham, old house 6)

„ church path— 61

„ flower garden 104

„ new house 10*
Shading 74
Sirex gigaa 271
Solannm macranthum 148
Stoke Park poultry yard 225

eggroom 264
Stove, Amott's 510
Thermometer stand 4, 5

Transplanting 236,237,274, 275
Traps, flgure4 199

„ formice 232
Vale Royal 158

„ ,. flower garden 15S
Vandasuavis 31
Vanessa Autiopa 52S
Vulture hocks 26
Walnut grafting 170
Willow, male and female flow* rs 402
Window garden design 174

Woodstock 462, 482
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the Victoria Docks, and Mr. E. Fish followed soon after with

ail admirable article cnlitletl " Importaiice of an Interest in

Gardening and Natural History to the Young." If that paper

hapiienod to escape the eye of anyone interested in the im-

prov.nu'ut of children, let "me fitate that Mr. Fish's remarks

are to Ijc found in the number of our Journal for July '27th.

But yet the other matter I was alluding to, I mean another

Bcheme for tlie good of poor cliildren. It seems that Mr.

Euskiii, England's great art critic, who has aho-wn in liis

writing how marvellously pliant and powerful is the English

huiguage, has given a small space of ground for a play-place.

Our forefathers would have called it a pleystow, or' plestor,

locHs luiluruin, for the poor children in one of the densely-

peopled parts of London. It is but a small space, but when it

had been cleared of rubbish in came the London children and,

with as keen enjoyment as our rural ones, mounted the sea-

saws, and held on at the swings ; and we ai-e told that gi-adu-

ally the tone of the children was improved ; the maimers, bad

indeed at first, grew better. The presence of ladies among them
began to tell. Miss Hill says, "We took them flowers, acornt?,

seaweed, pictures, beads, all marvellous new things to be seen

and handed round. We taught them games, and they played

them. Many an houi- have I spent teaching them to make
dai.sy-chauis, or to thread beads. Our ground was in one of

the worst courts of the neighbourhood, and the dirtiest, wildest

children flocked in without restriction. Now, gi'adually, in-

stead of destroying all that comes in their way, they actually

dehght to watch and water our five trees which we have planted,

and our creepers. The civihsing influence has partly been
from the fact that the children are withdi'awn from the

terrible influence of the streets and courts, and partly from
the fact that they are gi-aduaUy placed amongst pretty things

that want care." Miss HUl goes on to state that they have
one annual gathering, on May-day, and a Maypole, and many
friends are there to meet about four hundred cliildren.

Here, surely, is a blessed work. Here are " sweetness and
light " for poor things brought up in the midst of filthiness

and darkness. Would that there were many such playgrounds
scattered over London. The Parks are too far for many.
Childien must play. John Wesley, good man as he was, made
yet a great mistake in his arranging each hour's work for each
day in his institution for children, and yet not to aUow a play
hour. This may be excused in him, for he was a childless man.
Children must play. Last summer I saw ragged urchins
playing horses in St. James's Park, and if such have no whole-
some play they become precocious, impish, little things, look-
ing upon all people as their natural enemies, full of thief's

slang, mocking in gesture, and filthy in converse. Whence aU
the wUd ideas of the Communists? from the fact of their
working all then' days in town workshops, shut out from the
pure air of heaven, and from the sight of tree and flower.
If we cannot take the town children to i)lay in the country,
then the n.xt best thing is to provide, as Mr. Euskin has,
play-places for them in the town. He has done a patriotic
act, and a christian act as well.

As to gardeners and gardening, and I hope gardeners are
prospering, man's first trade is among his best still, so far
as enjoyment goes, if there be in a gardener a true and loyal
love for his profession. I have sometimes thought when
passing through show tents of beautiful flowers, and fruit,
and vegetables, that there is a higher aspect in regard to tak-
ing prizes, which is, perhaps, too often forgotten. Not alone
is there a wholesome rivalry, not alone do prizes keep men
up to the mark, and striving beyond their present mark, but
think of the patience needed to obtain a prize. Think of the
care and forethought, as well as pains and patience ; and all
these improve and raise a man's character. Look at that
prize flower; it grew not like the Buttercups, without any tend-
ing. Look at those Grapes, amazing in .size of bunch and
berry, and rich and beautifiil in colour. TMiik of the hom-s
out of bed in the cold frosty nights that the gardener had,
and the skill he has shown, aud if sho^vn, the skill he is
possessed of. In regai-d to prize birds it is the same. No
idle, no imskiUed man takes the cup and the money. What
patience a breeder has ! what management in crossing ! what
disappointments, often at the produce being so different to
what was hoped for !

Now, all this patience, <S:c., is good for people ; their minds
are thus benefited and disciplined. Besides, how such things
keep evn thoughts out of mind, aud evU feelings out of the
heart

!
The unoccupied man whose mind and heart are faUow

IS the one most open to evil. Then, also, if care, aud pams,

and skill not always issue in success, let the unsuccessful

remember that a law of compensation runs through Nature.

I often have seen this in my beautiful Elms in the park near
me. I love to see theu' giant arms stretching out at right

angles to their trunks. How noble they are ! how handsome
they make the trees I but they grow heavier and heavier, and
some windy day in full leaf the great outstretched arms fall to

the ground, and the tree stands a maimed giant. But a few
years and tufts shoot aromid the great scar on the stem, aud
a few more years aud graceful branchlets have grown out, aud
the tree is again beautiful. This law of compensation rung
through Nature, and an honest man, even ha%-ing failed, finds

yet a blessuig follows in some unlooked-for way, perhaps.

In regard to reports of poultry shows, I think an unreason-
ing and unreasonable complaint is often made about their not
entering enough into details. But it is after aU a narrow sub-

ject ; the field is not large, and extraneous matters, special,

perhaps, to the place where the show is held, being introduced
can alone make variety and make an article readable, and what
is not readable is not worth the cost of printer's ink.

An objection I remember was once made—indeed, more than
once, against those writers who prefer using a nom de plume
instead of theii' patronymic, and we were told that we were
ashamed of our names. " Not a bit of it," say I. At the

same time I think this, that it would be well that a writer

should adopt a designation which gives an idea, if not of who
he is, yet of what position ho holds. Hence, I object to mere
initifds, which do not even give the sex of the writer. Those
who receive numerous letters from strangers frequently get

some from those who only sign with the initial letter of theu'

christian names. These are sadly puzzling. Thus, I receive

a letter in a good bold hand stating that the writer will call

upon me, and this letter, say, bears the signature, " J. Smith."
Is it John Smith or Julia Smith ? " that's the question." Is

it to be a study guest or a drawing-room one ? Then, suppose
the letter requests an answer, is it to be addressed Jolin

Smith, Esq., or Mrs. Smith, or Miss Smith? The hand-
writing alone is not sufficient, for now ladies write so much
hke gentlemen, only, not unfrequently, much better. So, I

think, initial writing is always wrong, private or public.

Ladies are the greatest offenders in letters ; so if a woman is

named Susannah or Eerenhappuch, I hope she will write it

in full—it is her godmother's fault, not hers, that she was
not named Edith, or Ada, or Ethel, or Uke angel-sounding
names. So I venture to hope, that if any lady or gentleman
is burning to attack or praise me in these columns, they will

not adopt merely initials. Of course, those who have long
written under initials it is too late to mend. Yet if " Y'. B. A. Z."

had written under " Countet SrEOEON," we should have at-

tached great weight to any remedy he had proposed for fowl-

disorders.

Something has during last year been said about poulti-y

prizes for the working classes. I hope the subject will not
wholly drop out of sight. As a life-long pigeon-fancier let me
notice, that as Antwerps, the real working homing Carrier,

have come to the front, and taken a place at our shows, and
people have deUghted to gaze upon a pen of birds with a notice

on then- pen of their performances, so I think the other real

bird of the air, as wonderful for his performances in the air as

the Antwerp, will also come to the front, and appear at our
shows—I mean the high-flying Tumbler ; his aerial gymnastics
are marvellous, and he is as worthy a bird as the Antwerp. I

should hke to see cages of such birds shown, good in feather

and form, with truthful accounts of the hours they have flown.

I beUeve in Birmingham an effort is being made in this direc-

tion, aud pretty and useful birds under the name of Eosewings,
Eedbreasts, WTiitesides, <Sc., have been exhibited ; but as Ihave
never seen any of them I cannot speak from personal observa-

tion. Probably the Muffs wUl be reduced to mere grouse-

feathering, and the Tumbler form, in its dapperness, be at-

tained—better still if the legs were quite clean. The clear

coral legs and feet, as also the pearl eye, best suit the pretty

Tumbler form. May, then, flying Tumblers, most interesting

birds as they are, become more general favourites.

Another kind of show is growing in popularity—I mean Cat
shows ; and lo ! it is discovered that not ladies, maiden ladies

only, but some gentlemen love and admire cats ! Who knows
but, as the cat is beconmig an animal of points and properties,

that choice breeds will be kept in aviary-Uke buildings, and
anxious visitors will appear, asking for permission to visit

" feUaries ?" Well, poor puss has had many a stone thi'own at

her, and it is fair there should be a tui'n in her favour. She
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has mourned for generations over countless litters of cb-owned
kittens, and grndgingly allowed one live one

;
perhaps whole

litters will gambol about her in the future, and gratify her
motherly instincts. Who can tell? A cat helps to make a
home ; and a wise man said, " A servant is not worth having
until she talks of our cat." Pigeon-fancier and ignorant
blackguard used to be associated ideas with some people, yet

how untrue that association would now be.

A man of great mteUect, though I cannot agree with one of

his books, Mr. Dar^vin, was thus spoken of in the Saturday
Review of last March :

" When Mr. Darwin was pursuing his

inquiries into the origin of species he was known to one class

of mankind simply as a pigeon-fancier. They supposed, it

may be, that his ambition was limited by that which formed
its more immeiliate goal, the production of a pigeon with a

beak a tenth of an inch longer (!) than its ancestors, or with
rather a more brilUaut iris on its neck (!)" It is quite clear

that the reviewer is no pigeon-fancier, but utterly pigeon-
ignorant. Still, when men of Mr. Darwin's calibre delight in

fancy pigeons, it shows there is much in them to cause in-

tellectual pleasure. A modern authoress, of whose mental
powers no one doubts, Mary Russel MUford, thus writes to

Miss Barrett, afterwards Mrs. Browning, " I love to see my
tame pigeons feed at the window, and the saucy hen tap at the
glass if the casement be shut. She likes to come in and to sit

on the innermost ledge of the window-sill, and Usteu and turn

her pretty top-knotted head to this side and that while I talk

to her. This pleasure I owe to you, having taken to the

home-loving domestic pigeons as a rustic imitation of your
doves, and they blend well with my Tlowery garden." Thus
we have the author of " Julian " and " Kienzi " loving pigeons,

and Mrs. Browning, the most learned of modern ladies dehghts
in keeping doves. But go further back to another woman, a

great historic character, Maiy Queen of Scots ; in a letter dated
1574, she writes to friends abroad, " I beg you procure me
pigeons, red pai'tridges, and hens from Barbary. I uitend to

endeavour to rear them in this country, or to feed them in

cages, as I do all the small bu-ds I can come by—a pastime
for a prisoner." Thus how faj- diffused is a love of pet birds,

and how much pleasure they afford ! We of this Journal help
to foster these gentle tastes. No advertisement on our pages
reads like this—"Fox-terrier pups, bred to murder." Cruel-

sounding, certainly.

And now to draw near to a conclusion. The past year saw
one of our staff pass away, one whom even the soft air of

Devon could not keep in life—I mean Mr. Woodbury. I knew
him not in person ; his hobby is not mine ; but I read enough
of what he wrote to know that he was an able and a kindly

man. Peace to his memory ! May the honey bee he loved so

well make its solemn music over his grave

!

Tlie New Yeai' promises well. May it fulfil all its promise to

aU who write or who read our pages. I know of some who
not only read but long for the next number to read on. May
our bark float this yeai' in smootli waters, with a bright sun
and a favouring breeze, and, whether to those on board or

those who look on, may the new year be a healthy and a happy
year, and more than fulfil its promise.

—

Wiltshike Eectok.

PRUNING LATERALS.
By M. J. Van Hclle.

As a rule, pruning-time still falls within the months of

February and Mai'ch. In this article we would remind our
readers that the winter, unless it be frosty, is by no means an
nnfavom-able season for pruning, and experience has taught us
that October or November is a more favourable time still for

the purpose. In either of these cases the gardener will obtain
at least one advantage, and that is his work will be considerably
lessened in the spring, when, as everyone knows, gardeners
have enough to do. By completmg the pruning at this period
the laceration of the trees at a season when the sap is beginning
to flow, and which should not be inflicted unless they are in

a very vigorous condition, is avoided.
But, whatever be the pruning-time, we would particularly

advise persons in then passion for beauty, their regard for

symmetry, or in then devotion to the rule which says " that
the side branches should be pnined as short and as near the
mother branch as possible," not to fall into the mistake of

cutting the laterals, which either bear or promise to bear
flower-buds, too short. He who scrupulously pays attention
to the above-quoted advice, continues but too often to respect

it for a number of years, when he finally attains his object';

but on reflecting that this time has been spent in forming Ithe
framework of the trees, and that no fruit has been gathered in
the intervals, he must confess that it has cost him dear. As
for the Peach, in which the bearing-wood is the chief thiag,

there are reasons why it should be pruned a httle shorter, but
we, nevertheless, think that it is better not to push this

practice too far. There is a greater probabUity of having
fruit on a branch with from 8 to 10 inches of wood left

untouched, than upon the same branch if shortened to the
fourth or fifth bud lower down. The bearing-wood must not,

however, be forgotten.

It is more especially in the case of the Pear that we would
recommend that the laterals should not be pruned too short.

Certainly these, if woody and too strong, ought to be cut to

the base or well broken as fai' as the sixth or seventh bud, or

still more—breaking to the second or third bud would only
give rise again to undesirably strong shoots—but all the

other branches, although they might not be " spurs," provided
they resemble these up to a certain point, should be left

untouched, be they 8 inches in length or even more. We are

aware that it is a gi'ave infringement of the rule, stUl it is

really not only a question of shape, but also one of fruit. The
unpruned laterals nearly always bear flower-buds at their ends,

and as the branches must of necessity bend beneath the weight

of the fruit arising from these, the consequence is that there

will be fruit at the lower pait much sooner on the " spurs "

—

spurs as fine as those of any tree treated on the short-pruning

system. Once these spurs have come into being, they ai'e sure

to grow agaui.

Thus it is that the desired object is attained ; in fact we secm-e

the fruitiug-wood very short and as neai'ly as possible in the

couiUtion for forming the friunework, more sui'ely and sooner

by prunmg the lateral long than by pruning it short ; and
mth this noteworthy difference—that in the meanwhile a
supply of fruit has not been wanting.

—

(Cercle d'Arbori-

cultarc.)

MADRESPIELD COURT GRAPE.
The following information may be usefiU to " J. W." I

have not gi'own this Grape yet, but having seen it in very fine

condition I obtained two plants of it, intending to grow it both
in the early and late vineries. I am now assured that it is

not at all adapted for late vineries, as it will not keep after

Christmas. Indeed Mr. Stevens, of Trentham, exhibited ex-

ceDent examples of it at South Kensington last year, and it

was stated on his authority that it was not likely to keep after

that date. I also saw it tine in Scotland in September last

;

but in a communication received from one of the best Grape-
growers in that coimtry, dated December 9th, the writer says,
" Madresfield Court Grape has all gone rotten with me, and I

find it is doing so elsewhere ;" so I think we ought to be
cautious how we plant it in late houses. That old vai-iety»

Gros GuUlaume, better known as Barbai'ossa, is not so much
grown as it ought to be for late work. It requu'es the tempe-
rature of the Muscat house. It is also a noble Grape in ap-

pearance, and superior to Lady Downe's in flavour'. I grow it-

on its own roots, and it could not possibly do better. The true

Black Alicante keeps weU, and is also of superior flavour. Mr.
Sage, of Ashridge, took the first prize with it at South Ken-
sington on March 1st in the class for late Grapes, beating very

superior examples of Lady Downe's. Mrs. Pince's Black Muscat
even when well grown, generally colours baiUy, and is the first

to show signs of shrivelling in the berries ; it is, however, vei-y

distinct, and the flavour is very rich. The following black

varieties are distinct and adapted for gi-owing in late houses—
AUcante and Gros Guillaume requii-e the most heat. Mrs.

Pince and Lady Downe's can be grown in a lower temperature,,

but they ought to be quite ripe by the first week in September^
—J. Douglas.

THERMOMETRICAL OBSERVATIONS.
[The foDowiug wiU supply the information asked for by

"W. M."]

Vaeiations of temperature have many controlling causes, for,

as observed by Dr. Thomson, the temperature is altered by
an almost infinite number of circumstances; thus, altitude,

latitude, longitude, horary and seasonal periods, the presence
of aqueous meteors, winds, and the physical relations of the
locality—even the aspect of the horizon^whether it is rugged
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or unbroken Viy lofty eminences, the chemical nature and colour

of the soil, inrtuent-e the result. Subject,"_however, to nu-

meroua' fluctuations, we, nevertheless, observejithat there are

two stated periods of the day when the temperature reaches a

maximum and minimum. The warmest period is generally

from two to three hours after the sun
has passed the meridian, the difference

depending upon season ; the coldest is

nearly an hour before sunrise. A mean
may be conveniently obtained by re-

cording the oscillations of the ther-

mometer at suitable intervals, and
thus the toils of hourly observation

dispensed with. Thus the sum of the

indications at 6 .i.m., 2 and 10 p.m.,

or as suggested by Schouw, at 7 a.m.,

noon, and 10 p.m., divided by 3, will

give a near approximation to the di-

urnal temperature. From observations

made by Professor Dewey, in North
America, it would appear that the

result obtained at the homonvmous
hours of 10 A.M. and 10 p.m. afforded

an approximation of 5-lOOths of a

degree to the true mean diurnal tem-
jjerature. Though the maximum tem-
peratiu'e occurs some time after the
sun has culminated, we find that proxi-

mity to coasts accelerates the epoch

;

and in tropical regions the sea-breeze

still farther modifies the result. The
same has been found on mountain
tops ; nor is it at all remarkable : for,

let it be observed, that in the plain,

not onl.y is the atmosphere warmed by
direct solar rays, but by those radiated
from the ground ; upon the mountain
top there will be a greater absorption
of caloric and less radiation, more
heat being abstracted by
conduction there than below,
where the temperature of

the earth is higher and more
equaUy diffused. The tem-
perature, then, upon those
lofty spots will depend
chiefly upon the sun's direct

calorific action ; and as

those rays are most
powerful wliich pierce

the thinnest atmo
sphere

—

i.e. , when the
sun is on the men
,dian, the hottest

certain height from the gi'ound ; they should all face the north
(except those which are required to register the maximum
temperature in the sunshine, which should face the south)

;

they should not be influenced by radiated heat, by currents,

by reflected heat, such as is communicated from an opposite

wall, by absorption of heat from the
wall or woodwork to which the ther-

mometer is attached ; and, in short,

they should be situated where there is

a free passage of air.

" With regard to the height that a

thermometer is placed above the

ground, it is ascertained that an inch

occasionally makes a difference of a

few degrees. Thermometers placed at

various heights do not vary much from
each other in cloudy weather ; but

mth a cloudless sky the difference is

very great ; as an illustration we shall

(juote an example—viz., March 13th,

1845, 9h. 10m. p.m., a thermometer on
the grass had fallen to 4..5°, 2 feet

above the grass it stood 15°, and
7 feet above the grass at 18.5°. Here
is a difference of lOJ', or three times

as much between the temperature of

the grass and 2 feet above it ; and be-

tween the grass and 7 feet, of 14°, or

tour times as much.
" With respect to the aspect of ther-

mometers, we shall give an instance

which occurred at the same time as

the last observation. A thermometer

placed 14 feet above the ground, with

a south-east aspect was 15°, with a

north aspect 17°, with a north-east

aspect 18°, and with a south-west

aspect 19°.

" It cannot be expected that ther-

mometers, placed as they

generally are, may be de-

pended upon, some facing

the north, others the south ;

some the north-east, others

the north-west ; some 3 feet

to 5 feet above the ground,

others 10 feet to 20 feet

;

some sheltered by a high

wall, others by low
palings ; some touch-

ing a wall, others dis-

tant from it ; and
some in the angle of

period of the day will b; at, or very soon after, culmination.

—

\Etements nf Meteorology.)

To obtain accurate comparative observations and records of

the maxima and minima temperatures daily, requires not only
that the thermometers should be accurately and similarly gi'a-

duated, but that they should be similarly exposed and similarly
protected in every respect.

Mr. E. J. Lowe published some years smce, in the " Gar-
deners' Magazine of Botany," the foUowiug judicious du-ections
upon this subject ;

—

" Thermometers for comparison should fll be placed at a

a high building (cool as a cellar) , and others exposed to the
rays of the sun at one or other hour during the day.

" ' The Lawson Meteorological Thermometer Stand,' wliieh
we shaU descrilie, is so arranged that it may be placed in any
ehgible situation ; it commands a true north and south aspect

;

the instruments can be read off with the greatest facUity, and
they win be at a known distance from the ground ; the instru-

ments on the south face will have the meridian sun, and those
on the north face will always be in the shade. The instrument
is not costly, and were this stand universally adopted, ob-

servations, whether recorded here or at the antipodes, could
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Ijg compared with each other with far less chance of error

than has hitherto been the case.
" Fig. 1 is a view of the stand. It is composed of white deal

boards, and can be constructed by any carpenter. It consists

of an oblong trunk t, 12 inches by 8 inches outside measure,

to the opposite sides of which trunk are uaUed boards, b, b, at

the distance of three-quarters of an inch, and projecting about
6 inches from the trunk towards the north. Outside of these

are nailed other thin boards, c, c, full half an inch distant, and
projecting about 4 inches beyond the last-mentioned boards,

also towards the north. These sides being thus multiple,

prevent the sun from heating the interior of the stand, where
the thermometers are placed. The top or pent-board, p, is

made double, and the boards are placed fuDy three-quarters of

an inch distant from each other, and come so forward as to

overhang by a fuU inch. The legs, L, L, of the stand are

merely the continuation of the sides of the trunk. The boards,

or feet, r, F, are loaded or fixed to the ground to sustain the

force of the wind. The interior, T, is blackened to prevent
strong reflections of light.

" Fig. 4 is a ground plan, or bird's-eye view of the machine.
The sides and woodwork generally are of three-quarter-inch

"White deal. The distance or space between the sides of the

trunk, T (Jig. 1), and the board or inner bide ( ti;h i), is three-
quarters of an inch ; and the distance from that board to the
outer side {fig. 4), is full half an inch. The narrow boards

(fig. 4), are to be uaUed, with studs intervening, to the middle
board or side, and are for the purjiose of preventing the sun
from shining between the trunk and the sides of the stand,
when near the meridian. The sides are fixed one upon another
at the required distances—viz., three-quarters of an inch and
half an inch, by numerous wooden studs, partially shown at

figs. 1 and 2, about three-quarters of an inch diameter, and
the screws passed through the sides and studs, fixing the
whole firmly together. The whole is to be painted white, except
the trunk t, which should be black.

" Fig. 2 is the view of the north side of the stand. No. 1 is

an index thermometer to give the greatest cold of the night.

The thermometer inclines, the ball end being the lowest, in

order that the index, by being assisted by gravity, will move
more easily. No. 2 is an index thermometer to show the

greatest heat of the day ; for the same reasons it is also placed

on an incline, the ball being the highest. No. 4 are a pair of

thermometers called the wet and dry-ball thermometers, to

show the power of the air to evaporate water, v Is a vase or

cistern of water for the wet-ball thermometer ; it is placed oa

Fio >.

the outside of the thermometer, to which a cotton wick is to

be attached to connect it with the water, and at about the same
elevation as the ball of the thermometer, in order that the
evaporation from the vessel of water may not influence the
thermometer on the other side, which is to be the dry-baU
thermometer ; for, in some careful experiments which I made
•with a vessel placed beneath the balls, it was found that the
dry ball was lowered from 0.2' to 0.3°, which, though ap-
parently a small error, is a serious amount in the main dif-

ference between the readings of the dry and wet-ball ther-
mometers.

" Fig. 3 is the view of the south side of the stand. No. 3 is

iin index mercuriiU thermometer, with a black ball to give the
greatest solar heat, r Is a rain gauge on Glaisher's con-
struction

; and B is a measure into which rain is to be poured
for measurement."
For ascertaining the temperature of the soil at various

depths, we recommend three tin tubes to be sunk in it in a
place fully exposed to the sun, but far from a wall or other
shelter

; each tube to be about 2 inches in (hameter, and of
the respective depths of 2J feet, IJ foot, and 9 inches. These
tubes should have in each a thermometer with the shank

lengthened so as to correspond with the depth of the tube in
which it is placed. These tubes should be covered over by
a hand-hght glazed only on the top to exclude rain from
entering the tubes, but entirely open at the .sides to allow of the
free admission of the air. The thermometers should be well
packed into the tubes with cotton to exclude the atmospheric
temperature.
The importance of ascertaining for a certainty that the soil

is of a temperature correctly relative to that of the air above
it is demonstrated by the fact, that naturally its average tem-
perature is always higher than that of the au-. In other
words, the roots on the average are kept warmer than the
branches.
From observations made at Chismck during six years (1833—

1847), Mr. Robert Thompson gave the following epitome of

results :

—

" The hottest year as regards the temperature of the earth,

1846, afforded a mean temperature of 52.32" at 1 foot deep

;

and 52.85° at 2 feet deep. In the coldest year, 1845, the

mean temperature at 1 foot deep was 48.95° ; and at 2 feet

deep 49.44°. The respective differences of the two thermome-
ters in these hottest and coldest years were 3.37° at 1 foot
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deep, and 3.41= at 2 feet. The mean temperature of the air was

51.45° in 1846, and 47.92" in 1845 ;
the difJerenco l^^mg 3.53

" On the average of the Bis years the earth i« ''olJ'^^/ '"^/j"

hrtiary, and warmest in July. The mean temperature " *•>« a^

is also highest in .July, but it is lowest in January. Through-

out the nfonths the gradations of temperature are not uniform.

The monthly progiessiou is as follows :—
" Temperature increases.

Feb. March. April. May -Ttma .Tuly^

1 foot de^....(Lo*»Bt» 3.10^ 6.01^ 7.^= 'f/ ^^
iii°f.'!!^::::."'S:^a'"l.§ 5.I0 ?:S i:S I'S,

" Temperature decreases.

An» Sent Oct. Nov. Dec Jan. Feb.

FOECING VEGETABLES.—Xo. 5.

THE C.\RKOT.

Cabbots must not he omitted from the Ust of the various

sorts of vegetables that require forcing, as they are quite as

much sought after in the spiing for making-up certain dishes

as anv other vegetable sent to table. They are pai-ticukrly

sweet: and have a tender transparent flesh, with a flavour

peculiar to themselves, so that it is surpnsmg they are not

more frequently cultivated. A crop of them can be easily

grown by artificial means, since they do not require so much

space as'many other sorts of vegetables. A large crop can be

produced under a two or three-Ught garden frame, and will

last a considerable time, as it is not, like the Potato, an every-

day vegetable. To grow them successfuUy a mild temperature

only is required, consequently there is much less trouble m
applying dung linings to keep-up the necessary temperature.

Unlike many other sorts of vegetables, the Carrot does not

admit of being forced in a vaiiety of ways. The old method

practised for so many years has not been improved upon, nor

do I think it ever can be. By it we are most certain of pro-

ducing what is requu-ed as inexpeusively as by any other

plan. It is tliis : Make with dung or leaves, or both together,

a hotbed of moderate thickness, and sweeten it in the usual

way ; select an open, airy position for the bed, and place the

frame upon it when the lieat begins to rise ; if the weather be

frosty at the time, cover the bed with G or 8 inches of soil,

which should be moderately warmed, or else it will so diminish

the heat as to prevent it rismg again. I would advise that, after

the frame is put on, sufficient manure be placed inside so as

to bring the soil rather close to the glass ;
this soil should be

of moderate richness and not too Ught. Be certain that the

heat is not likely to become too strong, then sow the seed,

cover it with finely-sifted soil, and press the whole firmly with

the back of the sipade. After the lights are on regulate the

heat by ventilation, and when the heat deeUnes apply external

linings of moderate heating capacity. WTien the plants show

themselves admit air in favourable weather to prevent drawing,

and continue this system of ventUatiou throughout the growth

of the crop. As tlie plants grow, frequent thinnings wih be

necessary, until, at the end of the final one, the plants wiU

remaui not less than B inches apart. Water, of course, must

be applied, but moderately at first.

If the seed is sown hi the first week in January, which is, I

think, the usual time, by the begimimg of March the lights of

the frame may be removed entirely in the daytime and placed

on at night; but if they are wanted for other purposes, a mat
or canvas protection, properly constructed, will answer the

purpose of the Ughts remarkably well. There is not a great

choice of varieties for forcing, but those we have are really

very good. They are the Early Short Horn and the French

forcing Carrot. The latter, I find, comes in a httle earUer than

the former, though the Short Horn is a better colour, and, I

think, better in flavour. The Short Horn is the one I use,

and it gives satisfaction.

—

Thomas Recohd.

AMONG THE CONIFERS.—Ko. 1.

Is no class of hardy ornamental trees is there so much real

utility and elegance combined as in the Conifers. From the

time they are a foot high until the time they attain to lai'ge

proportions, they are as useful as ornamental. It is in some
measure owing to the very early age at which young plants of

this order can be turned tp account, that tliey are so much
esteemed. A choice selection of young Conifers tastefully

disposed about a flower garden m winter has an exceedingly

agreeable effect, and offers many pomts worthy of study.

Used for such a puri'ose, planted on lawns in smgle specimens

or mised groups, distributed in wUd woodlands and over ex-

tensive landscapes, thev arc equally satisfactoiy.

There can be no doubt but that all the varieties worth grow-

ing appear to the greatest advantage when cai-efully arrangei

in a pinetum. This, however, can rarely be well done, as a.

pinetum, to be worthy of the name, sliould he spacious, and.

every part kept in tasteful order. Rather than a form^

pmetum in small gardens, I should like to see the Umited.

number of Conifers either associated with other shnibs, or

arranged in pleasing groups tending to alleviate the formal

aspect of those Primrose-lined turf plats not unusually to be

seen. My own idea of a thoroughly enjoyable pinetum is the

total absence of all formality of arrangement, and the mter-

spersion of groups of Rhododendrons, Roses, Azaleas, Heaths,

Kalmias, Ledums, Crataegus, Cytisus, Cercis, Escallonia, Hy-

drangea, Maguoha, Pceonia, Philadelphus, Ribes, Spuwa, Sy-

ringa, Weigela, or Pyrus. In contrast with the best varieties

of these species, the "Couifera; afiord a far more pleasing aspect

than when seen alone, as the floweiing shrubs not only con-

duce to enliven the scene with their blossoms, but impart

greater charm to the " dark-hued Pines."

The contrast presented by Conifers of the same kind growing

in different soils, is very striking and worthy of attention-

Even such hardy and common kinds as the Spruce and the

Larch, exhibit tlie influence of soil and situation upon then-

general appearance in a remarkable manner. Let the soil be

light and sandy, or so close as to merge upon clay, but at the

same time we'U drained, and the trees will flourish. The

Spruces sending forth then- pendant branches in graceful curves,

tasseUed with a profusion of luxuriant laterals, and tapermg in

all the stateliuess granted them by Nature, compel our ad-

miration and care. I have occasionally met with such trees,

—notably at Maresfield Park—but perfect specimens are by no

means common. A remarkable difference is frequently visible

in large plantations, the Larch appealing to flourish much more

vigorously upon slopes and elevated positions than it does m
low-lying damp soU, where it is not at all a free grower. Its

hardy nature does certainly enable it to mature a shght annual

growth, even in such a position, but stunted moss-clad trees

are an unpleasant sight. It is, therefore, highly important

that those who plant such trees should possess a thorough

knowledge of the soil and situation they require.

The Welliugtonia mav be taken as an instance. It is a tree

that should never be planted in a permanent position without

an especial preparation of the soU. What it evidently re-

quires is a very deep, cool, and tolerably rich soU, and without

this it cannot be depended upon as a lasting ornamental tree.

It is, consequently, not a desirable plant for poor or shallow

soils, owing to the very considerable outlay that must be in-

curred in preparing the stations. The many interesting ac-

counts puhhshed during the last few years about the appear-

ance of this forest giant in the woods of Cahfomia, have

created a sort of rage for it, so that there is hardly a garden

to be seen that does not hold a few plants. They are generaUy^

handsome and thriving, but it is very probable that as the

trees gain size, instances of failure and bad health will mul-

tiply among them, owing to the exhaustion of the too shaUow

soil by the strong quick growth.

It may be useful to give a few select varieties worthy of

associatiiig with the Welliugtonia in its yonng state. Of the

Piceas, the ver%- distinct and beautiful Pinsapo, one of the

most hardy Conifers, stands first, and the elegant Nordman-

niaua and nobiUs deserve to follow. Among Eetinosporas,

pisifera is very beautiful when laden with its seed ;
leptoclada,

very symmetrical and distinct ; and the dense purple ericoides,

so useful for combining with the various green varieties. The

Pinuses afford us the striking macrocarpa, monticola, and

Cembra, all distinct and good. Then there are the Thujas, of

which Lobii and aurea are the best
;
gigantea, or Libocedrus

decurrens, is also valuable for its pleasing shade of green, but

its pecuUar rounded top give it a somewhat squat and clumsy

appearance. Thujopsis borealis is a great beauty, very elegant

and symmetrical. Of other desirable varieties I may select

the Deodar, the red and white Cedai's, Cupressus Lawsouiana,

Abies canadensis, the Hemlock Spruce, increasing in beauty

as it gains size, of which there are some noble specimens at

Alton Towers, the elegant Taxodinm distichum, and Araucaria

imbricata. There are, of course, numerous other varieties

worthy of a place, but my object is to give a few very distinct
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kinds for the guidance of amateurs, to wliom a long list is

often puzzling and of very little service.

—

Edwakd Luckhukst.

OLD PEABS WITH NEW NAMES.
'' In your last number I was pleased to see au article from
*' T. R." on " Old Pears and New Names," and that he has
been able to fix the name of the Glastonbury Pear, which I

hope will be retained, if it is sent out by the trade, as I beUeve
it is stm mentioned in the French catalogues. In this neigh-
bourhood it is first-class in every respect, both from pyramids
and the wall, and where it succeeds should be extensively

planted, as out of many varieties it is the best that I have
grown. I have no doubt the Pear sent out the last two years
by Mr. Sampson, of the Yeovil Nurseries, under the name of

the Benedictine, stated to be a seedling and raised at Glaston-
bury, is the long-forgotten Esperione. To prove the correct-

ness of " T. B.'s" remark, "the great change brought on
some Pears by the soft mild cUmate of the west of England,"
and the necessity of trying many sorts before you plant many
trees of one kind, I wiU state that with me Louise Bonne of

Jersey, which appears to be a great favourite, is almost worth-
less, and does not even deserve that limited space which Mr.
Bivers, iu his " Miniature Fruit Garden," recommends.—I. A. P.

EsPEKiNE, of Van Mons (Esperione, Rivers ? Grosse Louise
•dii, Nord, Decaisne). First to second size. First quaUty. Ripe
November 6th, 1870, at Merriott, Somerset. ' Form obtuse
pj-riform, drawn-in near the top, much bossed, irregular iu

outline, and knobbed at the summit. Stalk strong, about an
inch long, somewhat curved, and set a Uttle obliquely, some-
times suuk or mserted level with the surface. Eye large and
lialf closed, set in a wide and rather shallow basin. Skin very
thin, greyish yellow, covered with small greenish dots, and
spotted and netted with cinnamon-coloured russet, which
becomes on the sunny side of a pale rose tint. Flesh wliito,

rather fine, and somewhat melting. Juice very abundant,
refreshing, sugary and vinous, with a nice deUcate perfume.
The above description was made from fruit produced here iu

1870, and the following description was made from fruit pre-

sented to me by Mr. Sampson, of Houudstone, near Yeovil, in

November, 1871 , and No. 2 is a sectional figure of one of the fruits.

Benedictine, Sampson {Doctor, of the Glastonbury gardens).

First size. First quality. November. Pyriform, rather re-

gular but somewhat one-sided, even and smooth on the sur-

face. Skin very thin, yellow, suffused or nearly covered with
Ijright cinnamon-coloured russet, which is brightest on the

sunny side, pitted with brownish dots, and strewn with brownish
specks in the shade. Stalk about 1 inch long, set in a narrow
knobbed cavity by the side of a fleshy lip. Eye half closed,

and set in an uneven, knobbed, and rather deep basin. Flesh
white, fine, excessively melting, and somewhat gritty at the

core. Juice very abundant, acidulated and aromatic, with a

nice slight astringency and piquant flavour. A beautiful and
delicious fruit, with somewhat of the appearance of Marie
Louise, and much of the flavour and quahty of that sort.

As above, I have given a true and faithful description of the

fruit sent to me under the name of the Benedictine by Mr.
Sampson who said that he obtained his grafts from a Mr.
Lovel, of Glastonbury, and that the original tree grows in a

garden, which had at some time belonged to the religious order

caUed Benedictines. How old the tree is I have not been able

to ascertain ; its age would help to determine whether or not
it is or could be referred to the Esperiue, which was raised by
Van Mons between the year 1820 and 1830, and was dedicated

by him to Major Esperen. The fruit was figured by Bivort,

in his " Album de Pomologie," in 18-19, and later by M. De-
•caisne, of Paris, inliis beautiful work the " Jardin Fruitier," in

1865. M. Jules Liron d'Airoles iu his " Notice Pomologique,"
both figures and describes it. Neither M. Bivort's, M. De-
caisne's, nor M. Liron d'Airoles' figures or descriptions agree

with those of the Benedictine as made by me, nor do the fruit

presented to me by Mr. Sampson under that name resemble
the fruit of the Esperiue produced here in 1870, and of which
I had about half a bushel, so that I had a fair view of the
sort, and I made my figure from a medium-sized one. Mr.
Rivers, at page 503, thinks the Glastonbury Pear the same
}is the " Esperione." I suppose he means the Esporme? as

I do not know a Pear caUed Esperione, nor can I find the

name in any book or catalogue, not even in Mr. Rivers's own
catalogues from 1843 to 1871, although it may be in them and
has escaped my notice. I, therefore, from what Mr. Rivers lias

written, and from what I know of the two Pears, must with-
hold my decision until both sorts begin to show their leaves, a
thing that wUl very soon decide whether the two sorts are the
same or not.

As to the Brockworth Park, I have compared its wood
and leaves with many sorts, but have as yet been unable to
identify it, neither do I know another Pear like it iu form
and size, although the fruits I saw exhibited at the Inter-

national Fruit Show in October were, no doubt, produced
under advantageous circumstances. I doubted the Pear being
a new one at the time it was sent out, and expressed myself
so

;
yet I have not yet been able to identify it with any other.

I bought it when it was offered for sale, and have multiplied it

considerably ; and I may state, as it takes well upon the
Quince, a few years will sufiice to show whether I and others
have paid our guineas for something that is something else.—John Scott.

P.S.—The Brockworth Park was certainly amongst the finest

if not the finest, of the specimens of Pears shown on October
4th. As most of our own pomologists and some of the best
continental ones were at the Show, it is surprising that none
of them recognised the Brockworth under its proper name, if

it has another. The basket and splendid Pears were con-
spicuous enough.

[There is clearly some confusion or misapprehension iu

regard to the Pear referred to in the above communications
and the " Esperiue." On the 16th of November, 1865, we
received from Mr. Porch, of Edgarley, a very handsome Pear
with a communication, from which the following is an extract

:

—" Making inquiries from the oldest inhabitants concerning
the tree, I can learn but very httle. From the situation one
would fancy the tree must have been a wild one, as it is grow-
ing in a hedge, north aspect, surrounded by Elms. From its

great age I cannot find out whether it has been grafted." Be-
lieving it to be a new variety, we named it in our notes " Ed-
garley Foundling," and made the following drawing and de-
scription of it :

—

Edgabley FonsDLiNG.—This handsome Pear was sent by
J. A. Porch, Esq., of -Edgarley, Glastonbury. The fruit is

very narrow towards the stalk, which is slender and woody.
The eye is bold, stout, and open. Skin entirely covered with
warm, pale brown russet, which has numerous rough scales of

russet on its surface ; it is also speckled with grey and green
dots, particularly on the shaded side. Flesh white, firm, but
smooth and fine-grained, very buttery and melting, with a fine

brisk, sweet, and very rich flavour, and delicate perfume.
Ripe in the middle of November.
On the 18th of October, 1864, we received from Mr. Rivers,

of Sawbridgeworth, a fruit of the Esperine Pear, of which the

following are a drawing and description :

—

EsPEBiNE.—A handsome fruit, even and regularly shaped.
Skin smooth, of a beautiful golden yellow colour, with streaks

and a very pale crimson cheek on the side next the sun ; and
round the crown, there are also some sprinklings of thin

cinnamon russet here and there. Eye quite open, set in a
considerable depression. Flesh coarse-grained, crisp, juicy,

sweet, and half-melting, but without any merit. A second-

rate Pear, ripe in the middle of October.

Can it be possible that these two Pears are the same ? Much
of the e\-ideuce for or against their identity will rest on the

age of the tree at Edgarley. The Esperine Pear, which was
raised by Van Mons at Louvain in 1823, does not appear to

have been one of those sent by him to the Horticultural Society

of London, and distributed at any period ; nor is it mentioned
in any of the editions of the " Catalogue" up to 1842 as being

in the collection at Chiswick. It has never appeared in any
nurseryman's catalogue in this country, with the exception of

Mr. Eivers's, and there for the first time only in 1855 and
again in 1859, and there does not appear to be any evidence of

its having been distributed among us. These facts and the age

of the tree are against the probability of the Edgarley Pear
being identical with the Esperine.

So far we should have had no difficulty in the matter, and
would have been disposed to pronounce them distinct, had we
not received on the 7th of November last, from Mr. Sampson,
of Yeovil, a fruit of Benedictine Pear, which is said to be

identical with the Edgarley, but which appears to us to be

distinct from what we have seen of that variety. The figure

and description we made at the time, are as follows :

—

Benedictine.— This handsome Pear very much resembles

Brown Beurre in form and colour. The eye is open, the stalk

short and stout, and the flesh is very juicy, but also very
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Edgarley Foundling.
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Riitty, with a brisk, acidulous, refreshing flavour, ^ritbout I possible that the fruit we received may not have been a
richness or aroma.

|
characteristic specimen, and the inferior quality may have

Our own opnuon is that the Edtrailey Pear and Esperine aie I been due to the season. There can bo uo doubt whatever that
(juite distinct ; and as regards the Benedictine, it is quite

|
the Edgarley Pear is a very excellent one.—Eds.]

MUSA ROSACEA.
This species is a native of the Mauritius, and is veij oina- I >oung pot them in about equiJ parts

mental in the stove, but I am not aware that it has been tned decompnseil manuie, and leaf mould,
ill the open air duriug the summer mouths, noi do I thmk the

|
oi sihti s.iud added'. After they hav

result would bo " ' ' '

satisfactory if it

were so used. M.
rosacea, like the

beautiful M. coc-

ciuea, does not
belong to that sec-

tion of this genus
which is prized

for its fruit-bear-

ing qualities. Its

estimable features

are a noble port,

handsome flowers,

and a growth from
10 to 15 feet in

height. These
plants are stem-
less, although
they are generally

described by the
majority of people
as having stout

and taU stems,
which in reality

are composed of

the very long and
compact sheath-

ing bases of the
loaves. The blade
of the leaf in

the species hero
figured is dark
green and oblong,
with a prominent
midrib. The bracts

of the flowers

—

the special ob-

jects of attraction

ill this plant, are

a beautiful, long-

lasting, ro.sy pink,

and, combined
with the noble
appearance of its

leaves, produce a
splendid effect in

any group of

lilants with which
it may be ar-

ranged. I would
strongly urge
upon every grower
of stove plants jluiu

who does not al-

ready possess tliis Musa, to add it at once to his collection,

if sufficient height can be allowed for its accommodation.
The cultivation of these plants is extremely simple. When

great quantity of the chignons which
the fair sex are also derived from this
terial being used for ships' ropes, itc—

of good rich loam, well-

with a Uttle sharp river

e attained to some size

a little less ma-
nure should be
given, for as frait

is not expected
of them, the with-
holding of a little

nutriment will

only induce them
to flower eai'lier.

They enjoy copi-
ous waterings, and
in the case of the
fruiting varieties

liquid manure is

extremely bene-
ficial, though I

have never used
it for tins species.

In a young state

M. rosacea forms
a beautiful object

for the decoration
of apartments,
and even when it

grows too large
for vases in the
drawing-room, it

may be used with
advantage for
halls or staircases,

or when any
special decora-
tions for grand
parties are re-

quired. I am not
aware that the
species here fig-

ured is used eco-
nomically in any
way, but several
of this genus ai-e

extremely useful.

One m particulai-,

M. textiUs, yields

what is known
as the MauUla
Hemp, and is

largely cultivated

in the Philippine
and other islands

for its fibre. The
finest portion of

this is used for
shawls, and I am
informed that a

adorn (?| the heads of

ource, the coarser ma-
EXPEIIIO CHEDE.

STEAWBEEKY CULTUEE.
You have had several papers on the cultivation of Straw-

berries, and about these I think there is still much to be
learnt, especially with regard to the soils and localities suitable
to the different sorts.

Some years since the variety Dr. Hogg was so much praised
for quality and hardiness that I discarded British Queen hi its

f.ivour, and have been grievously disappointed. Last season,
having planted it freely, I expected to gather a full crop, and a
more ragged, miserable result surely never vexed the heart of a

.;anguine cultivator. From a row of nearly ?0 yards in length
I do not thmk I gathered a quait of Strawberries, and the
plants are poor stai'ved specimens which merely exist. I
thought this might be owing to the soil bemg too Ught and
calcai-eons, but the crop and the plants are no better where the
soU is more loamy and free from lime. La Constante is very
httle better ; the plants seem more hardy, but the crop is very
indifferent.

I think if some uiteUigent cultivators were to publish in
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your Journal their experiences the information would be of

great value, siiecifying at the same tune the character of the

soil as regards the clay, the lime, and the iron, the sorts that

grow best, and those tliey cannot gi-ow satisfactorily. In this

way the ordinai-y grower would eventually ul.taiii -oine guide

which would save liini much tunc and many disapjioiiitmcnts.

The soil in mv garden varies from a hght allu\iiil to a stiff

clay; in the fuiiuer 1 lia\-e found Eivers's Eliza, Eclipse,

Keens" Seedling. !Sii- Jo>cph Paxton, and Due de Malakoff suc-

ceed well. In the heavier soil the Roseberry, British Queen,

Yates's Seedling, and the Vicomtesse Hcricart de Thuiy do

tolerably well.

Mimy years ago, in consequence of some iuformatiou {but

whence derived I have forgotten), I dressed a worn-out Straw-

berry bed with the refuse of a brick-ldhi, and the birrnt eaith and

fragments of bricks were put ou rather thickly between the rows.

The effect was very good, and the blooms and fruit exceeduigly

tine. Eecollcct that this was a worn-out bed. Not ha\-iug

access now to the same material, I have not repeated the

experiment.—T. G.

MADAME CHIRAED AND OTHER EOSES.
1 EECEIVED the following from Mr. AV. Paul :

—" lu my
judgment you ai'e right in recommending Madame Ghii'ai'd.

With mo it is quite first-class ; and everyone who sees it

pronounces it so. I first met with it iu the um-sery of Pemet
at Lyons, the same year that I saw Baronne de Rothschild in

the same uiusery, and I find that I marked them both as
' first-rate.' As I journeyed northwards I found at Orleans

Madame Alice Dureau ; and this I also marked first-rate [It

is so here—TV. F. E.j , with the additional note that I rather

prefen-ed Madame Chuard." I do not think it equal to Per-

fection de Lyon or Madame Ghirai'd, two grand Eoses, of ex-

cellent growth and general good attributes ; but it is still a

first-class Rose iu the line of Reiue du Midi, which does not

bloom freely here. Reine du Midi is spherical and fine when
it opens freely.

There is no Rose hi the line of rose-coloiu' equal to Louise

Peyronny alin^ Lielia, but it is not very strong iu constitution,

although derived from La Reine.

I thank Mr. Peach and the electors much. Their selections

of Roses are good ou the whole ; but, as far as my experience

goes, iu this exposed place, I make out two reluctant bloomers,

six /»•(«(/»(' ^j/ciHC, and six bad growers on the Manetti stock.

Eoses which are jtreaiine-iileioe Eoses are valuable for the

garden, as they bloom freely iu bad weather, and bloom late iu

the season, but they are bad for travelling, and show early in

simimer "a shilling eye."—W. F. R.U)cl\tfe.

THE ROYAL ASCOT VINE.
Eeferbixh to the Journal of September 2'2nd, 1870, page 221,

respecting this Grape, I am very happy to say I am now in a

position to speak most highly iu its favour. As a Vine for

pots it is quite first-rate, being very refreshing to eat, and so

black as to look well against the green leaf wheu used for table

decoration, while for Grapes to cut in winter and eaily spring

it stands without an equal. If strong selected fruit-eyes are

stai'ted in January, and the green canes stopped in July, a
nice crop cau be obtained in the beginning of the next yeai'

and onwards from plants iu 15-inch pots. Thus in about
twelve mouths from stai'tiug the eyes you have the reward of

all the laboiu' and care. A small dung bed and a glass house
without much fire heat are what is required. With a httle tact,

from 1.5-iueh pots capital ripe Grapes coijd be obtained in

July and January out of the same glass building.

Wlien the Vines have frmted once I throw them away. I
know that by such treatment it will do well, but as to its bear-
ing perpetually I wiU say nothing. Tryhig to make a Vme, or
indeed any plant, work on with little or no rest is an attempt
to upset the laws of Nature, and from which I rather abstain.
I advise those who have it not to obtain it. With me it is

grafted for growing hi ground \-ineries, but I intend another
season to try it also against a wall, wheu I will state the results,

and the stocks I have used. Its hardihood and free bearing
are unexceptionable. I send with this coinmmiication (De-
cember 26th), a hunch of miniature Grapes obtained from a
green cane of this yeai-'s growth in a 10-inch pot, wluch stood
against an easteru wall ou which the sun ceased to sliine at
11.30. Here several bunches were produced. AATieu the nights
became frosty, however, it was removed to au outhouse until

I had time to write this. I removed it in order to see if in so

low a temperature bunches could bo obtained from green canes

of the same year's gi'owing. Had the Vine been removed to a

glass house, slightly heated, all the bunches would have ripened.

The failure I mentioned was totally owing to the Vuies

which I received being from an exhausted stock, brought about

in the eagerness to produce a quantity of Vuies in a veiy short

time. The Golden Champion, I regret to see, is much written

against. I have seen some grand bunches in Yorkshire grafted

on Bowood Muscat, but I think a more hardy stock would suit

me better. I shall tiy my best with several stocks, because so

noble a fruit is worthy of some painstaking.—R. M. W., Fir

Vivii-, ]\'am(ij, near Slicffiehl.

LILIES.
I have never found an}' difficultym growing Liliumjapoiiicuni,

which thrives with me in peat and leaf mould. I winter the pots

of this and other LUies, plunged, like Hyacinths and such thuigs,

in sawdust, anywhere out of reach of actual frost. I think the

first, or slow-growing period, should be prolonged as much as

possible, after which the wai'mer berth of greenhouse or con-

servatory encourages development to a high degi'ee. A free

ch'culatiou of air is, however, indispensable, and the contrary

most prejudicial—to wit, anything of continued close and moist

treatment.
Much as I object to peat for general cultivation. Lilies un-

doubtedly like it. They wOl, however, do well and healthily

in loam, with leaf mould or very old hotbed manure. This is

aU that is uecessaiy for the Maitagous and other hardy sorts,

still I find myself giving a " bit of peat " to a favourite.

L. longiflonim will flourish planted under a wall for years, and
I have had beds of it in great beauty under peat treatment in

a genial situation. It is apt, as my friend Mr. Wilson says, to

suffer from eaily frosts. In this case gangrenous spots appeal'

ou the leaves, and the plants are checked and injured. Even
the common white Lily sometimes suffers iu the same way
here. L. japoniciim sometimes lies dormant for a year, which
I believe is induced by too dry a season of rest. L. Wallichii

I never could induce to start at all. L. tenuifolium came up
freely from seed, and thrived in absolutely pm'e sandy loam
under a glass frame in front of my stove. L. testaceum luxu-
riates with me out of doors in strong loam heavily maniu'ed.

Lilies seldom grow or flower strongly the first season out of

doors after transplanting. They sometimes, too, resent division

in-doors. When a mass is broken-up for stock, rather small
pots should be used, and the plants brought ou slowly. I

should be glad to know what LUies are known to produce seed
in England. I have only observed it upon the old Martagous,
chalcedouicum, the old orange, and once upon L. testaceum,
out of doors ; in-doors, L. tigrinum speciosum and giganteum
have seeded, but L. japonicum and lougiflorum never.

Your corresijondeut's autumn Daffodil might be Oporanthus
luteus, obtainable from the niuserymen, perhaps even now.
By the way, Lilium lougiflorum, which forces veiy fairly,

becomes after that operation almost a perpetual, jumping up
and flowering at all sorts of odd times, sometimes " In tempore
quod reriim omnium est primum "—say just iu time for your
Christmas ball. Cainliihim forces well.—E. T. Claeke.

HOW TO DIVIDE A PIT ECONOMIC.\LLY.
"A" HAS apit 60 feet long, -nlth hot-water pipes along the front

and across one end. Now, could he manage to keep out the
frost, he would make a hotbed at that end, but at present the
heat, by diffusing itself, prevents his doing so. He would
also like to use the bottom of the pit for standing pots from
12 to 15 inches in height upon, but he is told that tliis would
necessitate the formation of brick divisious, which would seri-

ously interfere with the existing aiTaiigemeut of his water
pipes, aud entail au expense he does not wish to incur.

The advantage of having the floor of the house di\-ided is

that one cau so regulate the temperature in the one, two, or
three lights fonniug a division, as to giow plants requiring the
most different temperatures in each, keeping that compart-
ment iu which the pipes meet at right angles, for those that need
the highest. Now to effect a very temporary cUvision a clean,
double mat would do well, a strong piece of calico on a frame
better, and a piurtition made of three cross pieces aud half-inch
boards best of all. The bottom should run from wall to wall
at any depth reqiui-ed, and the top should be made to suit the
slope of the rafter, leaning Ughtly against it seciu-ed by a nsul
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or screw, so that tlie sash could slide freely. We find these
constructions very useful in a number of cases of which the
following may he taken as an instance :—Four lights of a pit

have been filled with cuttings, some are half-struck, others
want a fortnight of attaining that condition. Place the struck
ones in two lights, and the uustruck in the other two ; insert

the wooden partition between them, and then you ^ill be able
to give warmth and closeness to the one division, and air, so
as to harden-off, to the other.—E. P.

OUR EDIBLE FUNGI.
That any of our indigeuoits Fungi, other than the familiar

and fragrant " pink gill " of the pastures (Agaricus campes-
tris) , are wholesome or fit to be eaten is a tiling wliich finds

small credence even among those who might be supposed to

know better. Now, nothing can be more contrary to fact than
this mistaken idea, and it is desirable that it should be gene-
rally exploded. There are many other species, almost, if not
equally, valuable, which, through ignorance, prejudice, or both,
are allowed year after year to spring up and grow and waste,
when a little knowledge would cause them to be sought after,

and converted into useful aud delicious articles of food.

Let us take a case in point which the present year affords,

as showing that no small advantage would be derived from
even a very slight acquaintance with the more fnmiliar forms
of iiur edible Fungi. AMiile the ordinary field ilushroom was
this year almost a blank, and the supply for the manufacture
of catsup all but nil, the Champignon, Marasmius oreades, a
species equally palatable, and capable of producing a far supe-
rior catsup, was allowed to wither and to waste unheeded,
though it might have been largely aud profitably availed of for

the production of this last-named article of ciiisiiif.

Another case, for which, however, we must go back to last

year—by the way, a real Mushroom year. In journej^-iug up
aud down the Great Southern line we, as well as nianj' others,

in passuig through some of the rich feeding grounds of Kil-

dai'e, were struck with the marvellous patches of Mushrooms
of all sizes, from that of a cheese-plate to a platter. Our
astonishment was rather increased on the return journey to

see these beautiful-lookuig " flaps " remaining ungathered.
We at once concluded that the abundant supply was in excess

of tlie demand, and that they were not considered worth the
gathering. However, on since thinking over the matter, we
incline to beheve that they belonged to the nearly allied and
equally useful and palatable Agaricus arvensis, or Horse Mush-
room, and that prejudice, not the consideration of profit, was
the cause of their being left to bleach and wither.

Some years ago we took occasion in this Journal to allude

v;ith regret to the want in our public institutions of well exe-

cuted models of at least the commoner forms of esculent Fungi,
as also of their deleterious compeers. At Glasneviu Botanic
Garden, where it could be seen by such numbers of the public,

and specially accessible to gardeners, young and old, such a
coUectiou would be of the highest value, in improving their

acquaintance with, and enabling them readily to identify at

least the most useful kinds.

However, no models, no matter how beautifully aud accu-

rately executed, can be so instructive as recently collected

specimens ; and our reason for alluding to the subject to-day
is, that we may inform our readers that in the course of the
coming year there is a probability of such collections being for

the first time placed before the Dublin public. The learned
Professor of Botany in Trinity College, Dr. E. Perceval Wright,
being anxious to familiarise gardeners and the public with
their forms, and remove some of the prejudice which exists

against theu' use, hberally proposes to offer prizes for the best

collection of edible Fungi, correctly named and tastefully set

up, to be competed for at the Special Fruit Show of the Boyal
Horticultural Society of Ireland, to be held in the second week
in October next. In order further to provoke spirited compe-
tition aud an interesting tUsphiy, the -Society will supplement
Dr. Wright's prizes with its silver gilt medal for the first prize,

its silver medal for the second, and bronze medal for the third.

We trust that not only will the call be responded to by our
scientific and gardening friends at home, but that some of the
many accompUshed gastronomic fungologists of England may
be induced to come over with instructive collections.

—

(Irish

Fanners' Gazette.)

Tkaining on Walls.—As cottagers often find a difficulty in

training trees upon a stone or other rough wall, a very good

plan is to nail osiers or hazel 7 or more inches apart on the
wall, and train t)ie trees upon them by tying-in the branches.
This will save naUs, as a rod 8 feet will require but a shred Jit

each end and one in the centre.

—

C'anooet Park.

BURGHLEY HOUSE,
The Eesidence of the Marquis of Exetee.

In "Domesday Book" it is spelt Bui'ghelei and Burglea,
and detailed as part of the endo-mnents of Burgh Abbey. In
later archives it is described as " the manor of Burle, in the
township of Burle, near PiUesgate."
Racy and mteresting are the memoir's of many of its earlier

tenants, but we must pass them over to note that it came into

the possession of the Cecils on the suppression of Burgh Abbey,
iu the reign of Henry VIII.
The chief portion of the mansion was erected by the cele-

brated Lord Treasurer Burghley during the reign of Elizabeth,

and the dates on various of its parts range from 1577 to 1587.

A residence had been erected on the same site by some of his

ancestors, for he says in one of his letters, " I have set my
walls on the old foimdation. Indeed, I have made the rough
stone walls to be squai'e, and yet one side remauieth as my
father left it me."
The Lord Treasiu-er was the first to form a park around the

ma)isiou, but it was much enlai'ged by the Earl of Exeter in

1665, and though we cannot precisely state its acreage, we
believe its circumference is about eleven miles. In a portion

of tliis park, as tliere probably is underlying the whole of it,

uou ore has been found near the surface, aud this is now
being worked.
Burghley is no exception to the rule. No ancestral hall is

without its romance. Burghley, in truth, hath its many
romances, but we wUl only particularise, aud that very briefly,

one versified by Tennyson.
Henry, first Marquis of Exeter, retaining only his family

name, retired to Bolas iu Shropshiic. Ho there wooed and
won Swali Hoggins.

" He is but a lontLscape painter.

And a village maiden she."

He represented that he was poor

—

" I can nmko no maniago pi-esout,

Little can I give my wife

;

Love will make our cottaj,'0 plcasont,

Ami I love thee more than life."

Towards tliat " cottage" they journeyed ; seeing

" wlmtovor'H fair ami aplondiU

Lay hetwi-xt his homo ami hers."

At length they reached

She wondered to see the deference with which he was re-

ceived, £uid the freedom with which he passed " on from hall

to hall," but the solution was at hand ;

—

*' For, while now she wonders blindly.

Nor the meaning can divine,

Proudly turns he round and kiiidly,

' .Mi "of this is mine aud thine.'
"

Slie was " The Lady of Burleigh," and gladdened should wo
be if we could add that she sustained long and firmly her

elevation, but tlie transition was too sudden; her spirit was

not self-reliant—she feared that she could not worthily he

the Marchioness

—

" So she di-oop'd and droop'd before him,
FadinR slowly from his side

;

Three fair childi-en first she boro him.
Then before her time she died."

Burghley House is about a nule to the east of the Stamford

station of' the Stamford and Essendine EaUway—a railway

made by the Marquis of Exeter; hence it has been said that

travellers by it are the Marquis of Exeter's passengers. It

need hardly' be remarked that when our great trmik lines were

projected great opposition was made to them by the gentlemen

through whose estates it was proposed they should pass, and

originally it was intended to take the maui line of the Great

Northern through Stamford on the old Great North Road, but

the Marquis of Exeter of those days opposed its passage, and

successfully. Stamford, great ui coaching days, suffered much
from the iliversion of the traffic by road without receiving

compensation in the shape of raUway communication with the

great towns of the kingdom ; but now all that is changed. By
the little line just referred to it is brought into connection with
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the Great Northern system, and the North-Westeru and the

MiiUaud lines each have branches to Stamford, so that perhaps

no town of equal, if not greater, population is so well provided

with railway accommodation. It is not improbable that the

opposition to this in the first instance was the best thing that

could liave happened, for, the want being felt, the railway com-

panies were all the more anxious to meet it.

The principal entrance to the park is on the Great North

Koail, but there ai-e others in different directions leading

through avenues variously planted with Limes, Ekus, and

Cliestnuts. The mansion faces a little to the west of south,

consequently the other side has a north-easterly aspect ; it is

on the latter side that the carriage circle is situated, but it

strikes one that something is wanted to break the flat appear-

ance of the wide circle of tuif enclosed by the broad gi'avel

drive, say a statue or a fountain, wliich must, however, be of

a character to accord with the building—not necessarily gor-

geous, like the richly-gilt wTought iron gates which give access to

the house on this and the west side—but noble in its appear-

ance. Round the outside of the circle is a nairow border which

in summer is occupied with Dahlias, Hollyhocks, and other

flowering plants interspersed among the dwarf shrubs which
are the permanent occupants. On the west side the most
notable object is a small-leaved Lime tree planted by Queen
Elizabeth, and therefore more than 300 years old; its trunk

is about 7 feet in diameter, but though preserved with all the

care due to so ancient and venerable a tree, its years are

numbered, for its limbs, though chained together and propped

up, creak ominously, and must eventually give way before

one of those strong " sou '-westers " to which it is so much
exposed. But there is life in the old tree j-et, and when such

a catastrophe shall have occurred the stump, which will pro-

bably be left, will doubtless throw out fresh branches, and
' thouglr then for many years the tree will be little better than

a pollard, it will still remain as a memorial of the Virgin
Queen and her far-seeing minister. On the south, or more
strictly south-west front, of which we give a view, are a thriving
young Oak—at le:ist, young as Oaks grow—planted by Her
Majesty when on a visit to Burghley in 1844, and a Lime tree
planted by the Prince Consort. Extensive views over the lake
and park are obtained in this dii-ection, in one of which a
bridge of tlnee arche.5 is seen spanning the water. Eight
handsome standard Portugal Laurels in tubs are ))laeed along
the terrace walk and sloping lawn in front of tlie mansion.
On the east side is what is called the Orange Court, in which
are several stone-edged oval beds grouped round rockwork, in
the centre of which is a fountain with an oval basiu about
16 yards long by 12 in its shorter diameter. The bashi was
empty, having been cleared out to be stocked with tish arti-
ficially hatched. The orangery, like a great many others in
this country, has been turned to other purposes than plant-
preserving, though it contains a few Camellias.

Bm-ghley has no conservatory, and the only plant houses
are three substantially-built lean-to's, with stone shelves iu
front and stages at the back. These are chiefly occupied with
old plants and cuttings of Geraniums, by Azaleas, Cinerarias,
and plants for house and table decoration, such as Draea;nas,
Coleuses, Ferns, and a number of excellently-bloomed Chinese
Primulas, of which Mr. Russell, who manages thi^j pai't of the
garden, finds the double-white very useful for bouquets, as the

petals do not drop so readily as those of the laigcr-flowered

and more sho\^'y single kinds.

The pleasure gi-oimds surrounding the house cover between
thirty and forty acres, including a large extent of kept gi-ass,

which of course involves a heavy amount of labour, and owing
to then' situation being a breezy upland, it must be difficult to

keep the lawns so free of leaves as they were when we saw
them. There is an .American garden occupying a large circle

under the lee of a mount, likewise a rosery ; and near the
shores of the lake is a garden of 14.5 small geometrical Box-
edged beds, wliich must be very difficult to plant, as the beds
form complete designs from various points of view, and still

more difficult to keep in order from tlieir small size, many
angles, and exposed position. At the head of the lake there is

also a series of long beds on one side of the walk along a bank
probably artificially formed, and on the otlier the gi'ound
rajiidly descends, and is densely clothed with Laurels and
other shrubs. Laurels both Common and Portugal, but espe-

cially the former, are planted iu great numbers b^- the sides of

the pleasure-ground walks, as they thrive so well under the
trees. Of these there are many noble specimens of the Cedar
of Lebanon, one having a stem nearly 5 feet iu diameter at

the base ; there ai'e several others almost as large, but not so

handsome, having lost some limbs through wind and snow.
There are good trees of the Hemlock Spruce and some other
Pinuses, but the number of those not indigenous to tliis
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country is not large, nor is the soil favourable to them. The '

overflow of the lake forms a waterfall, descending into an old

quarry now planted, and bears such a resemblance to that at

Bowood, though it is ou a smaller scale, that one is led to

suspect it is the work of the same hand, especially as the lake

of thiity-two acres has probably been fonued iu a similar

maimer to the one at the place referred to. One of the most
beautiful views of the lake is seen in the aceompanyuig en-

gi'a\Tng from a clever photogi'aph, but since it was taken the

boat-house has been pulled down and a new one ha.s been
commenced.

In a gardening point of view, however, the gi-eat feature of

Burghley is its kitchen garden, of which the ruling genius is

Mr. E. Gilbert, whose name is well known as a successful ex-

hibitor of fruit and vegetables, and that not in local compe-
titions, but in such as have taken place at Kensington and
Nottingham. The garden in which these products are grown,

situated far to the south of the mansion, from which it is

separated by a wide breadth of the park, is one of the largest

iu the country, covering about fourteen acres within the walls,

but there is also a large area iu outside slips, besides an orchard
of four acres, in wliich are grown Sea-kale, Ehubarb, and
Greens of various kuids, as well as fmit trees.

We will first enter the houses, which are models of neatuesft

and cleanliness, the walls fresh limewashed, the woodwork not
long painted, the glass perfectlj' clear, and not an insect to be

seen. The first vineiy is a lean-to, 60 feet by 1.5, and the
Vuies are chiefly, if not exclusively, Black Hamburghs, which
have been planted about forty years ; but by gi'afting Mr. Gil-

bert is introducing Black Damascus, Ferdinand de Lesseps,

and several new kinds. The scions worked on the old Vines
are taking remarkably well, and are treated on what may be
termed the bottle system, the lower end being inserted m a
bottle of water. Between this house and the second vinery is

Tlie Lull' lit Uiu-ld.

a.lobby filled with Chinese Primulas, CaUas, Mignonette, and
various other decorative plants, among which is the Borage,
ornamental by its blue flowers, and useful for claret cups as well.

Vinery No. 2 at present contains the MUl Hill Hamburgh, but
Mr. Gilbert purposes plantuig it with Lady Downe's and other
late kinds, makuig the border inside. It also contains a
number of Pine suckers, Vicomtesse Hericart de Thuiy, and
other Strawben-ies on the top shelf, both small and large Vines
in pots for the dinner table. Peas, and Potatoes. The next
two houses are each 30 feet by 1.5, and are occupied with pot
Vines, chiefly Black Hamburghs and Sweetwaters, breaking
very regularly, and Pines to be started at the beginning of

February for fruiting. To prevent bleetling in the Vines a
kind of varnish is employed, which sets hard and appears to

answer the purpose effectually. Two Muscat houses come
next, in which tine crops have been produced ; indeed an excel-
lent crop still remains, though one-half has been cut. Treb-
biano, which Mr. Gilbert esteems highly as a large late-keeping
Grape, is to be introduced into these houses, as well as other
kinds, which \vill carry the supply further on in the spi-ing.

Vineries Nos. 5 and 6 are devoted to Lady Downe's, West's
St. Peter's, Mrs. Puice, Trebbiano, and Alicante, of which the
crops are excellent. A span-roofed house in two divisions
comes next. This is efficiently heated by thi-ee rows of 3-inch
pipes, with evaporating tanks, ou each side, and three 4-ineh
pipes for bottom Iicat under the bed, which is 7 feet wide.

One compartment is devoted to Cucumbers, which are trained

on a trellis under the roof, and are bearing freely ; the other

is occupied with Dwarf Kidney Beans, of whicli a large .supply

is required.

The next two houses are half-spans, each 40 feet long, and
are filled with one of the healthiest stocks of Pine Apples
which it has ever been oiu' lot to see. The varieties diiefly

groflii are Thoresby Queen, Black .Jamaica, and Smooth-
leaved Cayenne. These, wliich are intended for .July fraiting,

are all planted out in a 9-feet bed of loam and bone-dust. The
latter Mr. Ciilbert finds an exceUeut healthy stimulant.

Two more lean-to houses (10 and 11), are the first and
second Peach houses. The trees in both are in admirable
health, and trained with the greatest care to curved treUises

3 feet from the glass. The varieties are Eoyal George and
Noblesse ; the former was in blossom in the early house. Figs

occupy the back walls, and Strawbenies the shelves at top.

Another Peach house has recently been planted with Early
York, Early Beatrice, and Victoria Nectarine, and is intended
in future years to foiin the earliest Peach house. There is in

addition a small Fig house, besides the hip-roofed fruiting

Pine pit, which is amply suppUed with both toj) and bottom
heat, and contains a large and remarkably healthy stock of

plants, with excellent fruit in various stages. At the warm
end there is a plant of Musa Cavendishii, which is now bearing

a cluster of fruit, but to what size it will ultimately swell it is.
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of eom-ae, impossible to eoujectme. Some idea of the number

of Pines grown may be formed from the fact that Mr. Gilbert

is supposed to have a Piiie ready for table whenever one is

required.

We will not enter largely iuto the vegetahle-forcmg depart-

ment, though heavy supplies are required and jiroduced, and

that, too, of excellent quaUty. For instance, of Asparagus

there are eleven Ughts, affording gathermgs from November

until it is obtained from the open ground, whilst of Mushrooms

the production, iu abimdance and excellence, is remai-kable
;

indeed Mushrooms are quite a speciality with Mr. Gilbert, and

he obtains them at all seasons with certainty and ease iu a

weU-coustructed liouse with beds ou arches, under which Ehu-

barb and Sea-kale are forced, and Endive brought on and

hlauched. The mode of cultivation which Mr. Gilbert pur-

sues was thus described by himself iu one of our former

volumes :

—

" I procure two cartloads of good fresh stable manure, and shake

out the longest of the straw. I am not, however, verj- particular

about this. Then it is turned over in the open air once or twice

to get rid of the rank steam. When this is gone the dung is

taken into one of the sheds at the back of the houses, and about

four barrowfuls of ordinary fresh soU mixed with it. The bed
is then made up on the floor of the shed to a depth of about

12 inches, pressed rather firmly, and spawned when at a tempe-

ratm-e of between 75° and 80°. A covering of about 1 inch of

good strong loam in a rather rough state is then added, and
beaten level with the spade. By using heavy loam as a covering,

the Mushrooms produced are of a much more solid character

than where light sifted soil is used; they are, consequently,

more valuable, commanding a far higher price in the market.

The whole is then covered up with at least 9 inches of straw or

long litter.
" I never use any fire heat, as I consider that a piece of use-

less extravagance. Better Mushrooms can be gi-own without
fire heat than with it, and a continuous supply kept up through-

out the coldest winters. Then, if it is so, why should our em-
ployers be put to so much expense in erecting and heating grand
dungeons for this dainty, which can be so easily cultivated with-
out their aid ?

"

Three ridge beds out of doors have just been spawned, and
three more are shortly to be made, so that there is eveiy pro-

spect of the ample supply of Mushrooms being continued

throughout this as it has been in past years. In one of the

outside slips is a very cheaply formed and useful pit for

Carrots, Radishes, and new Potatoes. Instead of glazed sashes

the glass slides upwards and downwards in grooves, m the

same way as iu some veiy economical protectors which Mr.
Gilbert has had made as a substitute for hand-glasses. The
latter are of the best inch deal, thiice coated with x^aiut, and,

glass and labour included, cost but .3s. 6d. each. There can be
no doubt that as protectors they will prove more effective than
hand-glasses, more durable, and cheaiJer m the long iiui as

well as in their first cost. With regard to the houses, it should
be added that there are but three boUers, the whole of the
vineries and peacheries being heated by one of Weeks's tubular
boOers, with a spare one iu case of accident, and some of the
smaller house ny a saddle boiler.

In the kitchen garden compartments, of which there are six,

enclosed by 12-feet walls, with 16-feet borders, are all the usual
crops in excellent condition, and nothing could be better than
the condition of the trees on the walls—Pears, Peaches, Necta-
rines, Apricots, and Figs. The first-named are horizontally
trained, in stages about 18 inches apart, and consist of a selec-

tion of the best kinds, ripening in succession ; and among the
Peaches are several twenty-three years old, lifted and replanted
last year, and looking none the worse of the operation. In
one of the borders Potatoes were being planted for early use,

the kinds being Coldstream Early, and Paterson's Victoria,
which Mr. Gilbert prefers to kidney varieties ; in another bor-
der is an excellent stock of Snow's Winter White Broccoli,
sowm at the end of March, to succeed Waleheren, just over;
and in a third a very fine stock of Brussels Sprouts, ranging
from 3 feet high, with the stems densely set with fine large
sprouts. These were the result of three seasons' selection, but
Mr. Gilbert thinks a further selection uecessaiy to render the
strain permanent. Extensive quarters of Gooseberries, well-
managed pyramid Pears, and all the ordinary kitchen-garden
crops are excellently represented. We have now only to add
that the fruit-room, root-stores, and the other requisite stnic-
tiu-es are conveniently and well arranged ; that in the young
men's rooms the convenience and comfort of the mmates have
been duly attended to; and lastly, that the order, neatness, and

ability with which everything is managed, reflect the greatest

credit on Mr. Gilbert, whom we have long known as one of the

best gardeners in this countiy.

HEATING BY HOT WATER.
NoTWiXHSTAXDiNG all the elaborate essays that have from

time to time appeared in the horticultural press on heating
hothouses v.-ith hot water—not to say anything of the stin'iug

controversies that have taken place on the subject—we have
the best reasons for belie'i-ing that many wliom the matter
intimately concerns have still but veiy vague and enoneous
ideas regarding the principles upon wliich the proper adjust-

ment of hot-water boilers and pipes depends. And from some
cause or other, it is a notion very prevalent that the easiest

and shortest way to get deeply immersed iu the disagreeable

and undefined difiiculty figuratively tenned " hot-water," is to

plunge iuto this heating question, in which are involved
furnaces, boilers, pipes, fire, and water, besides that un-
fortunate being who has to control the elements and condi-

tions of combustion so as to have half-a-dozen thermometer-
needles in as many hothouses standing at certain hair-like

marks at half-a-dozen different times iu the four-and-twenty
houi'S.

It is our belief that, if those who have to do with fixing

pipes and boOers were to make themselves acquainted with the

effects of heat and the power of gravitation on water, it would
be next to impossible to commit the blunders, and resort to

the unnecessaiy and expensive precautionary measures, one
so often meets with and has to deal with. It is no part of our
intention to pretend to deal with that imponderable and power-
ful agent called by men of science caloric, but which we shall

call heat—h;vi3othetically regarded as a subtle fluid, the particles

of which are to each other repellent, but attractive to all sub-

stances, though iu various degrees. But the effect of heat
upon water, an element composed of minute and distinct par-

ticles that are supposed not to have the quality or power of

transmitting heat the one to the other, as in the case of solid

bodies, is one of tlie matters concerning which some knowledge
is indispensable in the case of all who have anything to do
with heating by means of heated water circulating iu pipes.

The particles of which water consists, it need scarcely be
said, have a capacity for heat from different sources, but most
manifestly so to us in this case from combustion on the fire.

Now the expansion of bodies is one of the most universal

effects of increasing their heat. This exjjansion takes place to

a greater degi'ee in some bodies than in others. Liqnids
expand much more by the same increase of heat than solid

bodies, and air more than either. With the expansion of the
individual particles of water, their specific gravity becomes
less; in other words, they become hghter in proportion to

their size. Here lies the whole secret of hot-water circulation

in pipes and boilers, and the well-known law which should
regulate theh relative positions the one to the other. The
heated particles of water bound upwards, and, as " Nature
abhors a vacuum," then- place is taken up by a rash of colder
and heavier pai'ticles. It is of very little practical use to cavil

about the question as to whether heat or the greater specific

gi-a\ity of the cold water which jostles up the warmer and
lighter plays the gi-eatest part iu sending up and away the
stream of hot water. Both have a hand in it, no doubt. This
influence of heat upon water can be very manifestly shown by
filling a tumbler with cold water, and mixing with it some
coloured particles of matter, and then immersing the tumbler
m a vessel filled with hot water. It \\-ill at once be seen, by the
motion of the particles of coloui'ed matter, that at the sides

of the tumbler there is an upward current of heated, and in

the centre a downwai'd current of colder, water. And this

goes on until the whole is of the same temperature. A glass

of warm water immersed in cold has the current reversed in

its comse—upwards iu the centre, and do^^•nwards at the sides,

where the water is being cooled. Here we have the whole
secret of the motion and course of heated water iu the boiler

and pipes of a i^roperly-adjusted heatuig-apparatus. And one
woiild suppose that the sunple understanding of tliis would
prevent any from making mistakes. Yet, strange to say, many
who undertake hothouse-building are entirely ignorant of these
simple and well-established facts.

Wherever the heat generated by combustion in the furnace
acts most directly and powerfully, from that surface bound
upwards the particles of water, and to that spot, simultanc-
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ously, di"op the colder particles of water, to be iu theii- turn
seut bouudiug ou their errand of warmth ; and anything that

attempts to contravene this law of gravitation will be rebelled

against by the elements concerned with uumistakeable violence

and persistency. Clearly, then, the outlet for the water, thus
lightened and charged ^\-ith its freight of heat, should be at the
highest part of the boiler ; and that by which the cold water
is to ran in and dowii, to take its place, should be at the
lowest point. Boiler-inventors and manufactui'ers recognise

this important part of the matter, and always place the flow-

pipe at the highest, and the return-pipe at the lowest, point of

boilers.

Great importance has been attached by many to the neces-

sity, or at least the gi'eat desnabilitv, of ha\"ing the boiler fixed

at a veiy much lower level than the pipes ; and also to the
necessity of lading all the flow-pipes ou the inchne the whole
length of the house to be heated. The importance, too, of

having the .retirrn-pipes ou a considerable decUue, has, iu our
opinion, been vei-y much over-estimated. It is eutnely un-
necessary to form deep, damp stokeholes, in order to sink the
boiler to a level below the main body of the pipes, as is so vei*!,"

frequently met with. And as to having the pipes nuauing at

an incline after starting from so liigh a level, we consider it

entu'ely unnecessary. Indeed, one of the most efficient heat-
ing-apparatus we ever superintended, started from about a foot

above the level of the boiler, and ran down a gradual decUne
into the boiler. Iramediatelj' the water enters a hothouse
it begms to part with the heat absorbed from the fire, gets

colder, increases in specific gravity as it speeds in its way back
to the boiler again, and a downhill career is most natural to it

as soon as it leaves the highest point of action, where its heat
is the gi'eatest. Practically, we have never found much
ihffereuce when the pipes went the whole leugth of the house
on au incline, or on a dead level all the way round till it

came near the boiler and dropped into the return-opening
of the boiler. Indeed there is httle fear of a good chculation,
provided the pipes do not at anj' point descend and rise sud-
denly, and most especially that at any point they do not dip
below the level of the return-opening into the boiler. We
have had the working of apparatus where pipes, descending
perpendicularly, crossed under a walk and rose again perpen-
dicularly to heat another range of 80 feet of glass ; but at

none of the points were the pipes within a couple of feet of

the level of the return-opening into the boiler. This im-
desirable arrangement worked pretty well until hard firingbecame
necessary, when the result was that the water was thrown out
in plunges at the supply-cistern. Such an arrangement should
always be avoided ; for if it start from the warmest part, it

must be forced work for the hottest water to go downhill, and
it is equally so to send it ujihill cold.

There is another eiTor frequently committed iu arranging
the route of the water. Suppose, for instance, a boiler fixed
at one end of a house of say 80 or 100 feet long, as part of the
work allotted to it. As m the case of span-roofed houses, it

may be desuable to have three or four rows of pipes aU roimd
the house. Now it is not uncommon to find two rows called
the flow-pipes taken all round the house to near the boiler, and
there to start back with other two on the same route into the
return-opening of the boiler. This is gi™ig the water a long
jom-uey, and the return-pipes will be found comparatively cold
by the time the water gets back by the same route to the
boiler. Now, if instead of this the whole four pipes be con-
nected with the flow-pipe, and go round the front and end of
the house on a level, and start along the back ou a decliue to
the boiler, and there plunge do«-n the di'op-pipe into the
return-openmg of the boiler, it wUl be found that wiule any
portion of the pipes may not be quite so hot as at the be-
ginumg of the two flow-pipes iu the former case, there will not
be any portion of them nearly so cold as the last portion of the
retuiii. We do not say that this is the best way to conduct
the water ; but we have proved from experience that the
aiTangement indicated is the better of the two named, when
the pipes are, from any necessary conditions, laid all round the
house in this way.
The supply of waste water to the boiler and pipes is often

placed anywhere that looks most convenient ; but the proper
place is to attach the supply to the retm-n-pipe somewhere
near the boiler. Fixed to the flow, it will be frequently plunged
out by the upward tendency of the hottest water. It is also
very uudesu-able to leave the supply cistern to be kept fuU
either by pouring iu water from a pot or by turning a tap,
which is often neglected. There should always be a cistern

suppUed by the action of a ball-cock, and then the anxiety
connected with the neglect of supply does not exist.

A great many methods of supplying moisture to the atmo-
sphere of hothouses in connection with the heating apparatus
have been adopted—such as zinc troughs placed on the pipes,

troughs cast ou the pipes themselves, a flow of water running
in an open gutter, rising out of the flow at one end and drop-
ping into the return at the other. We have tried all these,

and more besides. The best we have tried is, first, to fix a
flat-bottom open trough, 2i inches deep, and 6 inches wide,
the whole length of the pipes iu front of the house ; this

trough to have no connection with the hot-water pipes beyond
resting on them at a level. In the centre of this trough is

fixed a 2J-uich-iu-iUameter rain-water pipe, jointed with Port-

land cement—the best of all joint-cement. This rain-water
pipe is connected with the flow-pipe as it leaves the boiler, and
with the retura-pipe at the other end of the house. I3oth

ends of the trough are made water-tight round t)ie rain-water

pipe. At the middle of the house a brass tap is fitted into the
close-pipe which fills the trough, and can be adjusted to let

water sufficient escape into the trough to just keep it full, and
the small pipe neaii.y immersed m water. The supply to the
boiler being of coiu'se ou the retm'u-pipe, is spoken of aheady,
and by means of a ball-cock. This is the most satisfactory

steaming-apparatus we have ever tried ; it is simple, requires

next to uo attention, and the water heats regularly the whole
leugth of the house. Iu open 'gutters without the small pipe,

we have always found a glut of steam at one end, and next to

none at the other, iu long houses. The arrangement, besides,

is equal to another row of 4-inch pipes.

Space forbids us to say much of boilers. We have worked
couicals, cannons, single and triple retorts, saddles, upright
tubulars, cruciforms, ifec. ; and we have some at work yet very
much the shape of a butcher's pickling-tub. The last-named
are perfectly absui'd, of coiu'se, holding nearly as much water
as all the pipes. Some of the others named are good. The
upright tubidars are very powerful, but expensive, and requu'e
deep stokeholes. Upon the whole, for cheapness, efficiency,

and safety of coustniction, we give the palm to Meiklejohn's
cniciform. Various materials are used in constructing boilers,

such as cast and malleable uou and copper. The latter is

expensive, but marvellously effective, durable, and safe ; and
in our own case, we are superseding others with them, and in
simple single retorts, 6 feet long by 2 feet in diameter over all.

For amateiu's, who only requhe to heat small houses, we know
of nothing so efficient and cheap as Meiklejohn's amateur's
retort. Foiuteen years ago we lieated a late vinery 63 feet

long with one of these, and it is yet doing its work well. As
to valves for stopping and regulating the flow of water, we
have had numbers in use, but we consider Messenger's patent
valve the most efficient, simple, and least likely to be out of

repau' of auy we have tried.— |T7it' Gardener.]

THE GLADIOLUS.
JrsT a few words in respect to the queiy put by " Stiff

Soil," page -185, and the answer it has called forth.

It appears to me that the main fault does not he in the HI-

health of the bulbs, although I admit that it is impossible for

diseased roots to produce good spikes of bloom. I should ima-
gine that "one of our gi-eatest EngUsh growers" would avoid

sending out bulbs that were unhealthy, and, if such were the
case, it is possible that he was not aware of it.

It seems that the uiexperieuced, and the experienced as well,

have got hold of an idea that the Gladiolus is subject to au
incurable disease, and this idea being strengthened by some of

oiu' piincipal writers, I fear it will be a long time before it is

eradicated. I do not beheve such is the case. My experience

tells me that bulbs planted iu soil which has previously had
thick cb'essings of manure, decay and die prematurely ; but
that when planted in a moderately rich soil, and when coming
into bloom, stimulated with wealc liquid manure, they rarely

show any unhealthy symptoms. The Gladiolus is like any
other bulb, the older it gets the more exliausted is it, and the

quality of the flower of course decreases with the degeneration

of the plant. Let this idea of hereditary disease be destroyed

iu the minds of the pubhc, and this genus of plants will yearly

become more popular, and be much more extensively grown.

I expected the price of the Gladiolus bought by " Stiff Soil "

woirld be questioned, but not one single word do his advisers

say about it. Probably the bulbs grown were low-priced varie-

ties, and if so, how is it possible to expect them to throw up
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fine spikes? But if " Stiff Soil" did have show varioties, for

which, of course, he must have paid good prices, he did right,

after all his care and attention, to look for some decent spikes

amongst them. I have alwavs observed tliat the bulbs for

which 3s. 6(/. and upwards is paid, invariably produce the best

flowers. " First get the goose, ami tlien cook it." I wonder
what sort of spikes " Stiff Son. " expected ? Wonderful spikes,

perhaps, after his gi-eat liberality t<iwards them—equal to those

we see exhibited by Messrs. Kclway year after year. If his

bulbs have spots and black marks m them indicative of disease

or decay, surely one man can see them as well as another ?

It is imuecessaiy to send a sample of them to any Gladiolus
physician forhis diaguosis of it. .Allowme to give " Stiff Soil "

a little advice upon this matter. Fhst procure good varieties,

which he will find, if he refers to any of our English lists,

depends upon the price charged—the higher the price (excepting

the improved Continental vai'ieties) the better the flower—and
having carried out the advic; given him by " D., Veal" and
also the instructions to be found in the principal catalogues,
j)articulaily Messrs. Kelway"s, of Laugport

—

" Attcmh pour lex

rffetx, esperaiit pour le mieu.r." May " Stiff Soil " have a
better report to give us twelve mouths hence.

—

Expebto Chede.

BEDDING-PLANT HOUSE.
I SEND a sectional (h'awing of a small bedding plant-house

which I have put up here on an economical plan—that is,

economical in pouit of expense, and economical as regards
space, all the plants being fully exposed to light. There are
two shelves carried all the way round, one of wHch, the centre
shelf, is wide enough'for fom- rows of 4-uich pots jilaced cross-

Sc-fliuu of Hou.' 0. Ri-alo ciie-quai-tcr inch to the fiwt.

iug each other
; the outer one is for three rows of pots. The

plants on the shelves are easily watered by a small step-ladder
from the central path. I use no putty aud have no laps ; the
glass in the sides (marked c in the se"ction), merely sUps'iuto
gi-ooves, the upper groove being made seven-eighths of an inch
deep, the lower one three-eighths. The glass is slipped up iuto
the upper gi-oove first, and allowed to fall into the lower one

The glass for the rafters and sides is all of one size—20 inches
by 1(), aud is 21-oz. fourths. The upright side pieces, 3 inches
by 2, wliicli support the upper piece of wood, 3 inches by 3, ou
wliich the rafters rest, are set back 1 inch ou the wall-plate,
so as to allow the glass to slide freely past them in the groove.
The glass is continuous on the sides from one end to the other,
the squares merely butting one against the other. This jjre-

vents all necessity for sashbars. I cut a nick in the bottom
groove in the centre of each pane, to allow rain to drain out
of the groove. The panes of glass in the rafters are pushed
up from the bottom, and butt one against tlie other. They
are fastened at the bottom by a bent
galvanised U'on wue pin, which is

screwed on the mside of the upper
pan 3 by 3, so that at any time ui

case of fracture the pin can be un-
screwed and all the glass taken out.

The spouts aie fixed in the same way Spout,

by strong iron crooks bent over to the toppaue and screwed on
to the inside.

The water from the roof is carried into a tank made the

whole length of one side of the house, by cementing the outer

waU, aud building an umer wall to carry the staging. The
staging over the tank is of slate, with two rows of hot-water

injies confined iu the chamber imderueath. Sliding venti-

lators, as A A, are put into the inner and outer walls. If both
ventilators are closed, the space over the water-tauk acts as a
hot-aii' chamber, aud keeps the slates at a temperature of from
90° to 100°. The heat is, however, entii'ely under control by
means of the double ventilators.

Soctiou uf rafter, 3 by 2 indict. A A, Glab^.

On the opposite side the staging is open woodwork, laths

3 inches by 1 mch, half an inch apart, and nailed together in
•1-feet lengths. Two rows of 4-mch pipes, oue flow aud one
returu, are supported by the wooden staging, by wood pieces
from the uprights into the wall. These wood pieces are 4 feet

apart, aud gradually rising 1 inch at every upright from oue
end of the house till the pijws reach to the highest point of
the flow, under the slate tauli, on the other side.

The house, owing to want of space, is only 25 feet long, and
contams a httle over 90 feet of pipe ; but the flow is so perfect
that there is hardly any perceptible dift'ereuce between the heat
of the flow and return pipes where they enter the liouse.

The boiler-house is at the 02iposite side of a path .5 feet wide,
at the end and as a continuation of a five-light frame, the flue

from the boiler heating the frame ; the boQer, a common small
saddle-back, properly set, the fire playing through and all

round the boiler. I have not sent a ground plan, as there is

no necessity.

The shelves are made of laths 3 inches by 1 inch, screwed
on to light flat iron bars, so as to be moveable iu sections, and
to be taken out when required ; they are supported ou wood
brackets tenoned into wooden uprights. The water-tauk is

made with a slight fall to the end farthest from the door ; and
under the staging, which returns at the end, a small cistern is

mad,-, about 2 feet square aiul 2 feet deep, to dip a can into,
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the cistern Leiug supplied from the tank by a tap. As there

are two rows of hot-water pipes over the water-tauk, it helps

to keep the rain water during the winter at the temperature of

the house.

The ventilation under the wood staging is through openings

in the brick walls, with moveable shutters hung on hinges and
regulated by a string. The upper ventilator is a fixed pent with
moveable shutters hung on pivots, and also regulated by means
of strings. The ventUatiou is in all respects very efficient, and
there is always a slight current of air passing under the glass,

as the glass in the rafters does not touch the wall-pan by
three-eighths of an inch. This prevents water accumulating
on the wall-pan, and any raiu which finds its way through the

butt joints runs down the inside into the spout, and though
there are no laps, the house does not leak in the wettest

weather. In summer weather the front row of glass can be
taken entirely out and Nottingham netting put in its place, or

one or two panes can be taken out and the others separated.

I freq)iently do this to harden plants previous to bedding-out.

The house runs east and west, but I should prefer to put it

up north and south. I never use any shading, but after the
first or second week in April put a sUght wash of milk and
whiting with a very little paste outside on the south side ; this

when once dry will resist almost any amount of rain, and
breaks the scorching rays of the sun without interfering in any
way with the light. I do not claim any particular novelty, but
I have never seen any house exactly like it, and I built it for

the sake of accommodating as many plants as I could, when
potted-off, in a small space.

The house is only, as I stated, 25 feet long and 10 feet wide
outside measure, but I can put 2500 Geraniums in 4-inch pots
into it. I built it before I had seen any other house without
laps to the glass or putty, and I still like the form of rafter

better than any other I have seen, as by ploughing the groove
at an angle and then takmg a slight shoulder off with the
chisel, a groove is left under the glass, down which any water
which is drawn to the rafter nins, instead of dripping into the
house. I have never seen any drip whatever from the rafter.

I can recommend the house to any amateur who wishes to

have a generahy useful plant-bouse, and especially to those
gentlemen who expect their gardeners to turn out large quan-
tities of bedding plants, and who have hitherto provided no
additional means. There is so much light and good ventilation

in a house of this kind that I find, practically speaking, plants

from it never require hardening-off. Another great advantage
is, that the whole of the glass can be removed in a very short
time for repainting or other repairs ; and the paint can be laid

on by any ordinary hand, as there is no glass to smear, and
the work is consequently very quickly done.

I keep plants growing in a, house of this kind all the winter,
and I never find they get the least drawn-up or spindly. Damp-
ing-off and e\'ils of that sort are unknown, unless there is no
fire heat in November and December, when I maintain nearly
all plants raised out of the open ground and potted-off in

October must suffer if not allowed to grow. I find the same
ci-y constantly repeated, "Don't water! Don't water! Don't
let plants grow in the winter ! All growth must be spindly
and bad." I feel sure, however, that with properly constructed
houses common sense will tell any gardener it is easier to pre-
serve a plant in health by allowing it Ught and air, water and
heat, than by keeping it stagnant in cold, and dark, and damp

;

and a Uttle common sense and attention, which are the great
secret of success in gardening, will soon teach gardeners what
degree of warmth and moisture is requisite for the various
tribes of plants. For instance, it would be absurd to treat a
Calceolaria in the same way as a Geranium, or a Chrj'sauthe-
mum in the same way as a Verbena ; and yet I have seen Cal-
ceolarias in pots dust-dry, flagging from w'ant of water, and
been assured by the gardener that they were damping-off,
instead of which they ought to have been put into a pail of
water for half an hour.—C. P. Peach.

MES. PINCE'S MUSCAT.
I WAS glad to see the notice of Mr. Donaldson's success with

this Grape. I think it has been most unfairly run down. It

has always done well with me, and was admired by hundreds
this season. I think it requires a httle care in setting. 'VSTien

in bloom my man always touches the flowers with a camel-hair
brush, and every bloom sets. This is done on two or three
different days with almost every kind of Grape, as I like to
leave nothing to chance, and the trouble is very trifling. There

are few kinds, except the Black Hamburgh, which do not bene-

fit by this operation in some seasons, though in others they
may set theii' fruit well without any trouble. The brush we
use is as large as a painter's middle-sized painting brush, and
the flowers are just gently touched with it to distribute the

pollen.

With me Mrs. Pince is larger in the bunch than ;Lady
Downe's, and keeps better. I think Madresfield Court is the

best of the new Grapes, but it does not keep so well as I ex-

pected. It is a grand Grape both in bunch and beny, and of

fine flavour ; but it will not, I think, keep more than a mouth
longer than a Black Hamburgh in the same house. If it does
not keep so well as was expected, many will be found to deny
its other good qualities. To be puffed absurdly, and after-

wards run down unfairly, seems to be the fate of all new Grapes.
After all, it is better for people to give their experience, as the
special requirements of a variety may thus be elicited. A man
may miss his way in the cultivation of a new kind of fruit with-

out being exactly a fool.—J. E. Pearson, Chilwell.

WOBK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GAEDZN.

Keep Cabbage, Caulijiotcers, and Endive thoroughly clear of

aU bad plants and dead leaves. Sow in well-prepared situations

the second crop of Peas and Broad Beans, a few of which
should be sown in boxes, pans, or flower-pots for fear of frost

or vermin. The Peas and Beans that have made their appear-

ance above ground should have a short-toothed iron rake

passed across the rows to break the surface-crust of the earth-

A warm border should be chosen for sowing early Horn Carrots

and short-top Radishes in neat drills, alternately. These drills

may be formed by means of a triangular stick, and should be
covered-in with sandy soil, and protected with such materials

as hoops, mats, fern, &c. Sifted dry dust, charred tan, or any
other charred refuse, should be shaken amongst them as they
progress. It is astonishing what robustness and vigour this

imparts, besides keeping out the frost and preventing shanking
and cankering.

FEUIT GABDEN.
Proceed with planting. Prune and nail wall trees. Dress

in suitable weather those finit trees that are infested with moss,
lichen, or scale. Prune, train, and tie-in neatly all espaher
trees, and clear away to the char heap all refuse that will not
readily decompose. Fork among aU fruit plantations, apply-

ing some manure, if possible, about the roots of the trees'.

Where the nailing of Pear, Plum, and Cherry walls is finished,

form and chop out the alleys at convenient widths, and fork

up roughly the spaces left next the wall, spreading some sifted

cinder ashes thinly on the alleys. This is the means of keep-

ing the surface of the alleys from becoming bound by trafiie,

and' makes them at all times clean and comfortable to walk on,

but scrapers should always be placed at convenient distances.

If frost prevails, stir up the soil well with the hoe, or fork

glose under the walls and fences. Such places afford a ready
efuge for slugs and other vermin to hide away in security, and

shake a httle quickhme over the earth thus disturbed.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Make new walks, flower-beds, and renew the soil in old ones,

if the weather permits. Holes for planting choice shrubs or

trees may also be prepared, by removing the bad soil and re-

placing it bj- a compost suitable for the plants ; and even
where trees are planted and not growing well, the soil may be
carefully removed from the roots and replaced by better ma-
terial. 'V\1iere any of the beds require fresh sod, it should be
made ready to be wheeled on when favourable weather for such
work occurs. Fresh soil is, in most cases, preferable to manure
as a dressing for flower-beds, which is too invigorating. On
poor soils, and where neither fresh soil nor decayed leaves can be
had, a moderate dressing of well-rotted farmyard manure will,

however, be useful, but this should be well mixed to the full

depth of the bed, and not left in lumps near the surface-

Avoid getting upon or working the gi'ouaid when it is in a
sodden state.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSEKVATORT.
About 40° is a good temperature for the conservatory when

not attached to sitting-rooms, and only used for the purpose

of wintering large specimens without plants in bloom ; but

where a supply of stove plants in bloom is constantly kept up
from a forcing pit, the best heat is 45°. Cinerarias should be

watered and protected from the attacks of insects. Chinese

Primroses ai-e very ornamental, and ought to be cultivated.
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In regard to soil, two parts rough leaf mould aud one of well-

decayed cow dung, with a little sand, suits them best, the

whole being kept moist. Large plants of Ehododendrons or

Camellias tliat have been some time in their pots or tubs, should

receive weak tepid liquid manure. Forcing pits should now
be in full actirity to furnish plants m bloom. If required in

sitting-rooms, care shoidd be taken before they are removed
there to gradually harden them for a day or two, either by

placing them iu the conservatory or intermediate house. Hya-
cinths should be protected by a frame as they begin to grow,

remove the ))luuging material down to the surface of the pots

to prevent them rooting upwards. Mignonette will require

attention to keep it from damping. As all but forced plants

are now quiescent, the temperature of plant houses should
fall to the lowest point consistent with the safety of their

various inmates, as nothing can be worse than a high tempe-
rature at this season. Keep np a regular succession of plants

to bloom through the spring by bringing forward the stock of

lorciug plants as wanted. Eoses, both dwarfs and standards.

Honeysuckles, hybrid Ehododendrons, and Azaleas, with a

host of other plants, will enable you, with the addition of the
nsual occupants of the house, to make a brilliant show through
the spring. Hyacmths, Narcissus, Tulips, LUy of the Valley,

aud other plants of the above class, must be duly forwarded as

required. Hardwooded plants wiU require a dry pure atmo-
sphere to prevent mildew and damp.

PITS AND FRAMES.
Eemember that in the absence of sunlight, plants increase

by preying on the materials stored up in their system, and are

thus injured as regards early flowering and compact habit of

growth. Atlniit air freely amongst the plants in the pits aud
fi'ames as long as the weather continues as it is, but be careful

that the air is dry. Take advantage of bad weather to wash-
up and arrange the stock of dirty pots, to paint any tubs,

baskets, wires, &o., out of use. Prepare labels of various
sizes, forked sticks for pegging-down plants in the flower gar-
den; look over the stores, and provide whatever maybe re-

quired for the season's use ; also get iu a supply of the various
loams, peat, <S:c. , required for spring potting.

—

William Keank.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN GAEDEN.

'Continued to dig, trench, and clean, and on a fine day hoed
among some young Cauliflower, Spiuach, Onions, and Lettuce,
which last have hitherto stood well. As our first crop of

Ehubarb had come in well, we placed some more iu the
Mushroom-house to form the third crop.

Trenctiiiii/ and ridoing may be done during damp weather,
but not when the ground is soaked with moisture. Some per-
sons we know, thiuking to give the roots a greater facility of

penetratiug. aud hoping to secure a more uniform supply of
moisture, have trenched down the good surface soil, aud
either turned up a hungry gravelly soil, or a hungry, un-
manageable, marly clay. The surface soil in these instances
was but from 10 to 14 inches deep, aud in striving to get a
moveable tUth of from 18 to 24 inches, they incurred a great
deal of trouble and immediate loss. In a deep soU deep
trenching is advantageous, but iu a thiu one a little of the
subsoil uiust be brought up every year to increase the tUth.
AH heavily cropped groimd should be recruited from the sub-
soil by mixing 1 inch of this -with the surface soil, and
loosening some 6 inches more, and lettiug it lie at the bottom.
This last should be allowed to remain for two years, after
which it may be made part of the upper soU, and the process
repeated upon the new subsoil. It is better not to be in too
great a hurry, or else iu a rash moment you may trench too
deeply, and make the ground utterly barren, as we have seen it

ere now, when there is no remedy but re-trenching. Trench-
ing or ridging-up very roughly has generally been thought to
be the best preventive against snails and slugs, but we think
that a smooth surface is more effectual iu this respect.

No-ff is the time to prepare ground for Asparagus, Sea-kale,
Ehubarb, aud Ouious. A sprinkling of quicklime, tar, or
lime from the gasworks, if used early iu winter, is very useful
in keeping off the grub from Onions ; but care must be taken
to have all noxious fumes arising therefrom dissipated before
sowing. We would not use dung for the ground iu which we
intended to plant, but rather Ume. At the bottom of a piece
prepared for Carrots we have placed a good coating from the
rubbish heap, aud should like to give it a Ume-dressing if we
could. In the case of too rich soils, Ume has been appUed

with the most satisfactory results, since it acts on the manure
so as to make it ser-viceable to the plants. I remember a case
where the ground had become barren from excess of manurial
matter. The stiff surface soU had 3 inches of the subsoil in-

corporated with it, was trenched and ridged, and over the
whole, on a fine day, was strewed half an inch of quicklime,
afterwards gently mixed with the soil. Before sowing, the
ground was re-ridged and cross-ridged, care being taken to
keep as much of the lime as possible near the surface. The
result was one of the finest crops of Carrots I ever saw. Lime
will be of httle benefit to poor soils, as it consumes what
httle organic matter they do possess ; but sandy soils will

be improved by the appUcatiou of lime, which in their case is

only to be excelled by clay or marl.

fkuit depatment.
Have had some newly-emptied houses cleaned and lime-

washed, in order to be ready for forcing. Pruning, planting,
tj'ing, and nailing are better done now than two months later.

A few Ught half-inch boards wiU be found very useful iu keep-
ing the feet clean whilst pruning, and likewise in working
among flower-beds in wet weather.

oknamental department.
A light wooden roller from 10 to 12 inches iu diameter will

now be found of great ser'vice. Turned up some flower-beds,

and cleared away dead leaves. Some of our plants in houses
are showing signs of ill-health, -B^hich is attributable either to

the fumes of fresh paint or gas. I much prefer a lamp to

gas, but if having the latter is unavoidable, burners with re-

flectors at the top of the roof, inside or outside, are next to be
desired. Brought iu more soil to be aerated and warmed, with
which old Mushi-oom dung, also useful for top-dressing, may
be mixed if it no longer contains any spawn. Earth for pot-

ting should not be too dry nor yet too wet. We are at present
potting Pelargoniums, as they require thiuning-out. We shall

not again stop these, nor give them a very large shift for early

flowering. Sandy fibrous loam, with a httle decayed manure,
will grow them well ; but rather than put an excessive amount
of manure, which causes too strong foUage, iu the soil, use
manure water to them when the flower-buds are set. A rich

top-dressing is also very beneficial. In such dull weather use
no more fire heat than is absolutely necessary, and give air

according to the hardiness of the plants. In foggy or close

weather give no more air than prevents the accumulation of

vapour at the top of the house. Use water rather above the
temperature of the house, aud take care not to spill it about.
—E. F.

"

TRADE CATALOGUES BECEIVED.
Dick Eadclyffe & Co., 129, High Holboru, London, W.C—

Catalogue of Vegetable, Agricultural, and Flower Seeds, i£c.—
Catalogue of Farm Seed^, d-c.

W. Bull, King's Eoad, Chelsea, London, S.W.—Setail List of
New Plants.

J. Scott, Merriott, Crewkerne, Somerset.

—

Catalogue of Fruit
Trees.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*,* We request that no one will write privately to any of the

correspondents of the " Journal of Horticulture, Cottage
Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so doing they
are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. All

communications should therefore be addressed solely to

The Editors of the Journal of Horticulture, d>c-., 171, Fleet

Street, London, E.G.
We also request that correspondents 'will not mix up on the

same sheet questions relating to Gardening and those on
Poultry and Bee subjects, if they expect to get them
answered promptly and conveniently, but write them on
separate communications. Also never to send more than
two or three questions at once.

N.B.—Many questions must remain unanswered until next
week.

Books {R. D.).
—'We do not know the publisher. We should probably be

able to aseertain if you said who was the author.

. Self-acting Fountains [J. i?.).
—

"We ai-e iufonned that they ai-e manu-
factured by Messrs. J. Brooks & Son, Sheffield. They would pay for fully

advertising.

'Vine Grafts (J. M. 0.).—Thanks for your obliging offer. 'U'e have not the

variety you name.

Eoyal MnscADiSE 'Vine—S-U.T as a Manttbe IU. Foy).—Doubtless jour
Vine suffered from being shaded by the Black Hamburgh ; but a young Vine
seldom does well when planted in a border already occupied -with othejr Vines.

You would succeed better were you to inarch the Royal Muscadine on the
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Hamburgh, and Kee that tbo yuuug rods ai-e fully exposed to the light to

ripen the wood properly. Salt applied at the rate of half a peck to a

rod of ground -will he of "much benefit to vegetables, and also to your flower

border.

Planting Vines {Ignoramita).—You purchased fniitiUR and not planting

Vines. Canes such as you describe would carry a crop of fruit nest season.

If you plant them as permanent Vines, cut them back to 3 feet at ouce, aud
plant them out in March. When the buds are fairly started rub off all except

two or thi-ee at the base ; these you must train up to the apes of the roof.

Pinch all lateral shoots at the second leaf. As your house is span-roofed,

why ut)t plant on both sides ? If you cannot do this, then you must train the

yoiing rods over from one side to the other. The second year, if the Vines

have done weU, they will hear a light crop of fruit—from two to four bunches
on each rod. As soon as the leaves have fallen the cones should he cut back,

the weakest to 3 feet, and the strongest to 6 feet from the bottom of the rafters.

If your house is used as a greenliouse in smnmer, the Vine rods should he
5 feet 6 inches apart ; if used only as a vinery, 2 feet 9 inches is the proper

distance.

Planting Vines and Making Vine Border (Philip Barker).—Vk'e would
not moke an outside border the first year, and only half of the inside one,

making' up the other half inside at the end of the second year ; two years

after this we would add 6 feet to the outside. " A hanier of slates" would
not prevent the roots from running through to the back wall. It would
require a brick wall on a Boiid foundation. You could manage it by raising a

wall of turves as you filled-in the new border, and leaving an open space between
this aud the old soil. Vines will do no good on the back waU after the roof is

covered with bearing wood. Six plants will be sufficient for a house 30 feet

long, two rods trained up from each plant ; it will leave them 2 feet 6 inches

apart, which is as close as they ought to he.

Iron Pipe for Flue {Flue).—Wo are sorry wo cannot help you much
All iron pipes used as flues are apt to havo this dark stick-y fluid formed on
them in exact proportion to the dampness of the weather and the fuel. Some-
times, but not 60 often, it appears on brick and earthenware tube flues. We
advise you to hum some dry wood in the fm-nace to diy up the condensation,

and then use fuel in a drier state than usual. It would also be well to have
a short pipe at the lowest level to slip over the ends of the other two, and by
taking this off or shpping it along you could clear out the matter by a pole

or small hoe.

Pit Converting to Propagating House (A Young BegiiiJier).—We have
no doubt the plan you propose would answer well, but you must have means
to let the heat rise to worm the air of the house. If you have tanks on the
flue, you would need corks attached to small rods to show when the tanks were
full.

" We have very lately described the modes of doing all this with a flue.

As yon mean to retain the flue, this is the way we would do it :—Instead of

the pit of 7 feet in width, 7 feet high at back, and 3 feet high in front, we
would sink the pit 6 inches more, run a 4:-inch wall, with piers of 9 inches,

2i feet from the bock wall, raising that to within 3.J feet of the gloss. That
would form your pit. Then take a 9-inch flue thi-ough the middle of it

;

brick-on-bed for a yard from the furnace, briek-on-edge the rest of the dis-

tance, and carry it back in the pathway, the top of the flue forming part of the

pathway. You would thus command bottom and top heat without any
trouble. All round the flue in the bed we would pack clinkers and brickbats

openly, aud cover them and a few inches over the flue with smaller stones, and
then fijie gravel. On each side of the flue have upright drain pipes, so that

you con damp the stones and rubble, not the flue, and have plugs of wood for

these upright pipes. Four or five of the uprights should stand on each side,

and the base end should rest on a slate, so that the water might be dispersed

over the stones. Adiantum farleyense should seldom be in a temperature
below 60".

Where to Move to (A Yorkshiremait).—A.s you have spent four years at

nursery work, we think that yoxi had better remain at that than prepare for

hoUling a place as a gentleman's gardener, in which case you would have a

good deal to leam. Much, however, depends on youi- own feelings with regard

to the subject. An intelligent temperate man will conunand good wages in a
nursery when his character and capabilitie-; are fully established, and he may
ultimately set up business for himself. At all events, he will be able to act

more independently than if he were a gentleman's gardener. Nevertheless,

in the latter case, though not free from drawbacks, he will have no trouble

with money affairs—one of the most disturbing circujnstauces to many when
they first commence business.

CuouMBER (Vegetarian).—^Write to Messrs. Rollieson, Tooting.

Distinctive Characters of the Eose Classes (An Inquirer).—Your
query is not easily answered. Many florists place a Rose in different classes,

and many would be puzzled if asked to state the characters of some of the
classes. If any of our great Rose-cultivators will furnish us with the dis-

tinctive characters of the Provence, Bom-bon, Noisette, Hybrid Perpetual,

aud other classes, into which florists divide Roses, wo and many of our

readers will be much obliged.

Colour of Peas (H. C.).~The colour of Peas is reckoned from their con-

dition in a dry state, the white, as a rule, being the smiUlest, and of a paler

colour when boiled than blues, which are also of better flavour. The green

ore good in colour when cooked. The blue and green are generally better

croppers, but this does not invariably hold good, as some of the whites are

excellent both as regards cropping and quality.

Stopping Pelargoniums (A Young Exhibitor).—Tor flowering in June
stop them early in February, and the Fancy sorts at the same time. Your
treatment is correct.

Small Birds Attacking Buds (Constant Reader).—Dress them with a
mixture of lime and soot, brought to the consistency of paint by adding 2 ozs.

of soft soap to a gallon of water. This should be done about February, and
is also a good preventive of insect pests. We have found it also desirable not

to prune until the buds have begun to swell. We have found black worsted
or cotton stretched from branch to branch, so as to form meshes about 3 or

4 niches wide, keep off birds when other means failed. Strips of glass about
3 inches long and 2 wide, blackened on one side, suspended from the shoots,

are useful for scaring them.

Electricity (J. Wilson).—It will not make plants grow without warmth'
&e., nor con we without diagrams explain how you could moke a galvanic

battery.

Names of Fruits (J. D. GiZ/Tn/;ftflm).—2, Chanmontel; 2, Beurr^Langelier;

4, Feom's Pippin; 6, Cowame Queening; 7, PUo's Russet.

Names of Plants (A Ten-years Su&5 c-r iber).—Your Oncidimn sent last

week appears to be 0. altissimum. (Mi: H. Dwrit/i).—PeUtea adiantifolia. It

is not a climbing species. The frond sent is quite exceptional in having its

rachis curved.

POULTRY, BEE, AND PiaEON CHRONICLE.

THE OLD AND THE NEW YEAB.
We have somewhat varied onr routine. Formerly we ad-

dressed our readers on the last number of the old year. The
retrospect is not so cheerful as the anticiijation. We had to

do with the past, and now we are disposed to draw on the

future. The latter is always gilded, the former has suffered

from wear aud tear. The past is somewhat stale, flat, and un-

profitable ; the future

" Hails in its heart the triumphs yet to come."

Tet we would not discard the past ; it tells us of another pro-

sperous year, of old ties still unbroken, of constantly-recurring

names that are " familiar in our mouths as household words,"

and wo trust that they, like ourselves, are grateful that we are

spared to hail the advent of Eighteen Hundred and Seventy-

two. We have had halcyon days. We have glided down the

past fifty-two weeks with few, if auy, storms, and our bark

enters the port with canvas undamaged, and with a tried and
trusty crew.

Some remarks on the past may be expected, and we shall

not withhold them. As faithful chroniclers we will briefly

notice those things with which we have been brought in con-

stant contact.

Dorkings have remained stationary as regards weight, but

it must be recollected there is a limit to everything. In the

last few vears they have iucreased (we speak of exhibition

bh-ds) froin 2 to 3 lbs. each. They stiU form one of the largest

classes at shows, aud they sell readily. The fault we have to

point out is the prevalence of spurs outside instead of inside

the leg. This should be avoided. lu this, as in mauy other

breeds, although size is a great desideratum, it must not be

gained by the sacrifice of other properties.

Spanish make no progress either in numbers or quality.

They are not equal to those we had years ago, nor are they so

distinguished for those merits that amateurs look for. We
should be sorry to see a marked decadence iu these beautiful

fowls. They are the townsman's birds. Their constitution is

of iron; they will live iu auy space however confined, and
when eggs are sold, as they should be for general purposes, by

weight, they wiU tell their tale m the balance-sheet. It is trile

they are not sitters, but few dwellers iu towns have conveni-

ence for rearing chickens.

Our good old friends the Cochins iucrease aud prosper ;

they deserve it. No fowl has kept the word of promise more

than these have. They never ail anything, theu- chickens are

hatched as hai-dy as young crocodiles, they are not wanderers,

and they do not easily take offence. The pullets lay at an

earlier age than almost any fowl ; and as it no longer costs a

good hunter, or a six-roomed cottage replete with every con-

venience, to buy a cock and hen, we are not surprised that they

are extensively kept. Viewed as show bu-ds, they have not

been kept to the standard of former years. The hideous

vulture hock has been overlooked, or allowed to be palliated

by a Uttle extra feathermg on the leg or middle toe.^ A mealy

wing iu a cock has been declared an abomination, while stained

hackles in pullets have been allowed to pass unquestioned. It

was the work of years to get rid of the marked hackle, but the

vulture hock was unknown tUl recently. Many thousands of

birds, faultless save for the hock, have been, and stiU are,

killed every spring.

These remarks will iu some measure apply to the next re-

view, that of the Brahmas. These birds have at last outlived

all opposition, and now form the large class at most exhibi-

tions. They are truly valuable fowls, ridiculously hardy, care-

less of confinement, moderate eaters. The facility with which

they are bred to resemble each other in every particular point,

has long since cUsposed of the idea they were a composite

breed, or an offshoot of the Cochms. If we were asked for a,

fowl calculated to live and do well iu any place or under any

cu-cumstances, we should certainly name the Brahma.

The beautiful Polands have been shown in larger numbers

during the past veai-. The Sdvers h.ave been especiaUy re-

markable for their high merit. Game have been everj-where

perfect. Some critics complain they ai-e now bred too long m
the leg, but we cannot help thinking they are very perfect, and
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we shall, -we believe, be in strict order when we express our

opinion that no other class shows so many faultless birds.

The exliibitors seem to understand their birds, and the condi-

tion in which they are sent proves it. Many of the old varie-

ties that were commonly seen thirty years ago have almost

disappeared, and the large entries are made up of Black Beds,

Brown Eeds, and Duckwmgs. These last are the weakest, and

do not keep pace with the others. Hamburghs barely hold

their own. The Silver-pencilled have certainly deteriorated.

The Golden in both Pencilled and Spangled classes have been

8 iperior 1 1 the Silver. The French breeds may have some-

t'.iing to do with this. They lay almost as many eggs, and
they lay them much larger. The Houdans and Creve-Cteurs

are good birds. They are excellent for the table, and are very

hardy. Their fellow breed, the La Fleche, finds few admirers.

We are not surprised ; they have not good constitutions. Vi'e

believe the two former ynii make large classes, but we do not

think the latter will ever bring a sufficient number of entries

to pay for the prizes offered.

A revolution has almost taken place in Bantams. The once-

popular and numerous Sebrights are fast disappearing. It is

rare to see a dozen pens of them, even at the largest shows,

and unless some one come to the rescue and keep up the ma-
nufacture of them, it will be difficult to keep them fair speci-

mens of these beautiful birds. The Blacks and Whites, taken

as a whole, have hardly been as good as formerly, although
some very good pens have been shown. All the energies of

Bantam-breeders appear to be centred in the Game. They
not only show in large numbers, but their quality leaves

nothing to desire. We have the Black Eeds, Brown Eeds,
Duckwings, and Piles. They do not confine themselves to

feather, but they faithfully produce the Game cock in all his

points. In the varieties of Bantams, some introduced from
Japan a few years since show in tolerable numbers. The
Cochin Bantams would appear to be difficult to breed, for

although a ready sale at very good prices awaits them, yet
they do not increase in numbers. There are also Cuckoo
Bantams, and we are promised some Dorkings for next year.

If we may believe the entries at the different shows, the
Aylesbury Ducks are losing ground, compared with theEouens.
These latter are heavier an 1 far more numerous. It would be

a great mistake if the former were allowed to degenerate.
They have properties few others have, they lay very early, and
they fatten at an age when others are only beginning to grow.

Geese have been shown well, and the birds have been very
heavy. We have no average increase to mark as compared
with last year, but it must be borne in mind that the weight
of these birds has more than doubled in the last twenty years.

Everywhere the increase m the numbers of Turkeys entered
for competition has increased, and so has the weight of the
birds. The Americans have lost somewhat of the beautiful
plumage they had, but they have gained largely in weight.

It has been a harmonious year. There have been no great
questions of division among the followers of this healthy and
humanising pursuit. Judges have been indulgently treated by
those who judge their awards. They are only now and then
attacked. It is admitted by many that at even some of our
largest shows they have little Ught and less time. Some of

the critics remind us of Mr. Boatswain Chucks, inasmuch as
they begin by aU sorts of little amenities, and end by an on-
slaught. " To every man his opinion." We have endeavoured,
and we shall continue to do so, to practise the strictest im-
partiahty. We rejoice to believe that the hue we have adopted
meets with the public approval and support. We are not un-
mindful of the obligations we are under to our many readers.
We tender them our hearty thanks. Endeavouring to realise
the ties that bind us to aU interested in our weekly issue, we
say to every one of them in the fullest sense of the words.
May they have

A Happy and Pbosperous New YEji.B.

To prevent poultry being sent at the date originally advertised,
a printed post card could be sent to all those who entered up
to 25th January, which is the date given for entries to close.

I am aware that this will cause trouble and expense, but I

think the entries would be far more numerous and so make up
for this. I feel sure the Committee will not mind that, as long
as they can bring the Show to a successful issue. If anything
in the matter can be done, it must be done at once.

—

Ose that
WOULD LIKE TO EXHIBIT AT BOTH.

WOLYEEHAirPTON AND PORTSMOUTH SHOWS.
I OBSERVE that the Wolverhampton and Portsmouth Shows

clash with regard to date, or, at least, exhibitors cannot
exhibit the same stock at both. Now that is to be regretted, as
both schedules offer liberal prizes, and I have no doubt they
would each have a very good show if it were not for their
being advertised to take place at nearly the same time. I
should think that the Portsmouth Show could be held a week
later, and the date for entries to close could also be later. A
special advertisement might be inserted as to change of date.

SELLING CLASSES—A SELLING SHOW?
The remarkable success of the selling classes at the Crystal

Palace proves to my mind that they supplied a want keenly
felt by both breeders and buyers of good poultry ; and the
quality of many of the birds also demonstrated conclusively
that moderate prices do not forbid the entry of really fine

specimens. But, in common with many others, I confess I was
strongly struck with the absurdity of the whole affair as at

present managed, and especially as it bore upon the character
of the judging. I conversed with both the Judges, and both
fuUy agreed with me as to the utter impossibihty of awarding
any moderate amount of prizes in such varied and immense
classes. Even with regard to mere numbers, it may be suffi-

cient to state that one class numbered 126 entries, sufficient

for three classes at least; but beyond this, when all breeds are

thus jumbled together, how is it even possible that anything
in the shape of judging can be done amongst birds in sueh
ludicrous variety ? As one of the gentlemen upon whom the
enviable task devolved remarked to me, "When a man comes
tome and complains, ' Why haven't you given me a prize?

Arn't my Bantams as good as Mr. So-and-So's Cochins ?

'

What can I say to him? Perhaps they are as good, but how
can I compare two breeds so totally dissimilar ? " Anj'one
can see the reasonableness of this complaint ; and considering

how these giant classes swell the coffers of the Show, not only

through entries, but from the commission on sales, it becomes
absolutely necessary in common fairness to all parties that a
remedy should be found. I would suggest that each class might
be subdivided as follows :—Large Asiatic breeds—to include
Malays, Cochins, and Brahmas ; table breeds—to include
Dorkings, French fowls, &c. ; other breeds not Bantams ; and
Bantams to have a class to themselves. Other general classi-

fications might be substituted ; but I am well convinced that
without some such remedy as I have suggested for a really

crying evU, this interesting feature of the Crystal Palace Show
will " go down."
But the success of these classes has suggested to me whether

even they have supplied a want, which is so evidently felt, of
procuring on the spot birds of really good quaUty at moderate
prices. I do not think they have, and I do not think they
ever will whUe the prices are so low. As a rule, I know by
experience, that reliable stock birds cannot be bred and sold
for two guineas—they cost more than that to produce. At all

events the question set me thinking, the consequence of which
has been a new idea, on which I should like the opinions of

some readers of this Journal. It is, that it would be a good
thing to have a Great Selling Show, some time near the end of

the season, at which the hmit of price should be five guineas
for single cocks, and six guineas for pairs of birds ; the prize
birds to be sold by auction, and any excess divided as usual

;

the other pens to be claimed, with the usual precautions against
owners claiming their own.

I beUeve whoever first takes up this plan will make a good
profit by it ; and I may suggest that it would accomplish many
desirable ends. In the first place, while these prices would, in

my judgment, be quite low enough to meet the views of fanciers,

I have no doubt there would be no want of good birds. In the
second place, at the end of the season owners would have a
good chance of clearing off much stock, without the " alarming
sacrifice" our present seUing classes often involve; and the
classes would be filled by real breeders sending good birds.

In the third place, such a show would provide the field, which
a recent correspondence seemed to desire, in which fairly good
birds might make a good fight without the dread of being out-

distanced by the champion birds of the year ; and this object

would bo obtained without the evils of handicapping or the
other plans then suggested. Lastly, at a price moderate, and
yet enough to repay breeders for producing them, really valuble

stock might be secured.

I may, perhaps, say that I have named this idea in private

to many experienced fanciers, all of whom have received it
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favourably ; and I believo that if faii'ly carrieil out such a show
would be a feature of the year. But it is because I think it

would serve a really useful purj^ose, that I propound it to the

f lucy at large.—L. Wriodt.

EXCLUDING DEALEES FROM EXHIBITING.
I HAVE been waiting to see an answer to Mr. J. Ashworth's

letter in your number of December 7th, in which he advises

secretaries and committees of poultry shows to exclude all

dealers, but no one having answered it, I ask space for a few
lines. There are many societies formed, and many forming for

the purpose of comparing birds, and for friendly competition
amongst members only, and I believe in all cases the rules are
very strict against admitting dealers. Now, if Mr. Ashworth
will join these, it will do away with his objection to compete
against dealers. At the same time I should be very sorry,

and 1 am sure many others would be sorry, to see them ex-

cluded from our large shows, as by doing so we are robbed of

half our victory when we win, for we could not but feel that
our success was only partial when all were not allowed to

compete.
The object of all large shows, such as Bhmingham, the

Crystal Palace, Manchester, is to bring together the best birds
in the kingdom ; this would be frustrated were Mr. Ashworth's
advice acted on. He says, "Fanciers may buy the best birds
dealers have at very high prices, and at the very next show
the same dealers beat them completely." Considering he
WTites in the interest of real fanciers I think his letter a con-
tradiction. Real fanciers do not buy birds to win. What
credit is it to give, say, £20 or £30 for a pen of birds to win ?

The great pleasure and credit is when you can say, " I obtained
those birds by careful breeding, and did not buy other people's
work and experience to win." I am sure Mr. Ashworth does
not object to be beaten with better birds than his own. I

always feel pleasure in seeing birds superior to what I possess.

It is a very difficult matter to say who are dealers and who are
not. A dealer is one who buys and sells—do we not all do so ?—Frank Graham, Birkenhead.

AMALGAMATION OF COLUMBARIAN SOCIETIES.
Fob the last ten or twelve years I have taken a leading part

in getting up Pigeon shows, but latterly have been inclined to

give them the cold shoulder, from a doubt arising in my mind
whether open competitions were productive of good or very
great harm. Wlien Pigeon shows were first introduced the
committees were formed of enthusiastic fanciers—business
men, as a rule—glad to have a little relaxation from the worry
of warehouse labour, and perhaps indulging in their youthful
fancy, when the memory of boyhood and their "first pair"
reproduced a pleasure they would fain reahse again, by giving
themselves and other fanciers an opportunity of meeting with
each other, and in a friendly and houom'able spirit innocently
competing their birds. Now we find that this sort of compe-
tition has greatly verged into a complete mercantile speculation,
and accompanied by all sorts of trickery and deception, by
combinations and other unfaii- means, so that every society
must now feel their labour, theh time, and their money, is

worse than thrown to the dogs. Changes have been made year
after year in the hope that a better spirit of competition would
ensue, but again and again the same sickening reflection after

it has passed; and we find, as before, the bulk of the prizes
have been carried off by some exliibitor, who, making it his

business, enters one hundred birds, or may be more (though
not always in his own name), and gives his whole time
and mind to making it pay. We too frequently find an
amount of deception practised, so artistically executed that from
*>ur best judges, not having the time necessary to detect it,

the money goes. Medals, cups, and such like, are not wanted

;

" Money I want, never mind the medal," is the invariable
request of the speculator. Can there be no alteration made
to prevent our competitions going down altogether ? for assuredly
they wiU if carried on in this way, when the continual cry of

these exhibitors is, " Give us larger prizes." " Do not charge
so much entry money." " Those who get up shows should not
exhibit, at all events, should not compete," and so forth.

Again, however, the old feeling returns when a new idea is

suggested by " A Columbarias "—the amalgamation of Colum-
barian Societies. This, I firmly beheve, would answer the
purpose, and I have no doubt " A Columbarian " will secure
he gratitude and co-operation of all true-hearted fanciers to

carr^' his new idea into effect, which having been seconded by
"West Riding," I trust will be innnediately acted upon; and
if a prehminary meethig be requested of all secretaries who
favour such a scheme, I have no doubt a very warm response

would be the result.—A Willing Helper.

MANCHESTER POULTRY SHOW.
For eleven years past the Manchester Show has been held at

the Belle Vue Zoological Gardens, aud annually increasing in

public estimation, has now become one of the most important
meetings in the kingdom. The hall it which it takes place is

not to be surpassed by any other building in the country.

Though warmed artificially, the ventilation is perfect, the Ught
amply sufficient and well-diffused, and the feeding of the birds

aud general attention such as must give entire satisfaction to even
the most fastidious exhibitor, whilst it is impossible to speak
too highly of the unvaried attention paid to the poultry. The
Messrs. Jenuison, who are the proprietors of the Gardens,
having had a hfetime's experience in keeping in perfect health
valuable animals among their own large collection, feel quite at

home in all that relates to the proper attention necessary to a
potdtry show, even in case of any unexpected illness or mis-
adventure arising to any of the highly esteemed birds entrusted

temporarily to their care. There is not a doubt that a consider-

able number of the best pens of poultry on view, evidently

almost exhausted from over-exhibition, will leave the Manches-
ter Show in far better condition to that in which they were
received at the time of admission. Indeed, it is very probable,

not a few pens that actually were sent on from the Edinburgh
Show to Manchester, would have succumbed altogether to this

overtax on their powers but for the prompt and efficient treat-

ment adopted by the managers at Belle Vue.
It is long since we saw so splendid a collection of all the lead-

ing descriptions of poultry as that exhibited on the 28th, 29th,

and 30th of December. Orey Dorkings were an immense entry,

many being shown in beautiful condition ; but beyond question

the hens and pullets were, as classes, superior to the male birds.

Silver-Grey Dorking cocks were not true to feather, having
partially white tails- partially pulled, to prevent the eyesore

being visible. The hens were excellent. Never were better

classes of Cochins seen than on this occasion, but very many
were quite beaten by continuous travelUng and consequent

hardships. The hens appeared, however, to struggle through
these difficulties better than their male companions. Buffs,

White, and Partridge-feathered hens of the highest character

were abundantly shown. As to Spanish fowls, most certainly

there has not been so good a collection as this brought to-

gether during the recently-ended year. Buyers for the best

of these classes purchased extensively, and we have httle doubt

their speculation will prove a most remunerative one. The
Dark Brahmas were really good, but many had been too much
shown previously to hold their own in competition with birds

fresh from the breeders. Light Brahmas, on the contrary, fell

behind in quaUty aud style, aud excited but httle pubhc
interest. Game fowls, Brown Reds and Black Reds more
particularly, were one of the great features of the Show, and
it will be seen by the prize hst new names are becoming
prominent. The Game fowls, almost without exception, were
in exquisite condition. It is a remarkable fact that the Game
Bantams were shown iu very inferior health and plumage,

or as a visitor verj* graphically observed when looking at them,
" they seemed all worked out." The Houdans and Creve-Cmurs

were most important and well-filled classes, far surpassing any
previous show held iu this district. Hamburghs were best in

the Spangled varieties, and perhaps the Black ones are equally

worthy of mention. All the Ducks, Geese, and Turkeys were of

the most perfect character, and the fancy Waterfowl class

embraced three pens of Whisthng Ducks, as many Mandarins,

and the like number of Ruddy Shell Ducks, CaroUnas, as well

as a variety of other interesting breeds. In cases where great

merit was general the Messrs. Jennison, with their customary

hberaUty, permitted extra prizes to be awarded, and no doubt

iu such cases an improved prize schedule in future years will

result.

DOBKING3 (Coloured except Silver-Grey).— Cocfc.— 1, J. White, Warlaby,
Northallerton. 2, Miss Daries. 8. W. Haryey, Sheffield, he, Hon. W. H. W.
Fitzwilliam, Eotherham ; T. Slalter, Mancheuter; H. Yardley, Birmingham.
c. RcT. J. G. A. Baker, Biggleswade, Beda. Hrni —1, W. W. Rultlidge. Kendal.

2, J. White. S, J. Martin, he. Rev. G. Hustler, York ; W. Arkwnghl, Chester-

field ; W. Copple, Prescot, Lancashire : G. Whitcombe, PufBey, Gloucestershire,

c. J. Copple, Prescot, Lancashire ; J. White. ^ „ „ « „ .,

DoHKiNGSlColoured except Silver-Grey).—Cocl-crf(.—l and 3, N. RusseU. 2,

J. White, he, W. Arkwrinht (21; N. Russell (2); Rev. J. G. A. Baker (i); J.

Martin, e, N. Russell, Bryngiryn, Oswestry : Miss Davies, Chester ;
J. Robm-

Bon.Garstang: J. Copple; W. Copple; W. W. Ruttlidge Pu(M< -1 and 2,

W. Arkwright. 8, Rev. J. G. A Baker, he. Miss Danes (4); A. Darby, Bridg-

north ; J. While ; J. Copi)le; W. W. Ruttlidge. „ , T T
Dorkings (Silver-Grey).— (3oc/t.—l. T. Raines. Slirling. 2, J. L. Lovrndea,

Avlesbu.y 3. R. D. Holt, Windermere, he. T. L. Jackson. Hens or Palletl.

—1, R. D.Holt. 2, T. Raines. 3, W. W. RuttUdge. /u:, J. C. Cooper, Limenok;
R. D. Holt. _ . „ -,. „ V »
DoBKLVGS -Bo$e-combed.— l, D. Parsons, Preston. 2, Miss Fairhurst,

Ormskirk. 3, J. Robinson, he, Hon. D. H. Finch, Leamington bpa ; H. Frank-

land, AccringtoQ.
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Wbs i).*IVnDant. Ponrhyn "CBBtle^'^BotiKor ; W. K. Ball, New-port Papnell.

Bncks (2) r, E. Teebay ; J. Mantcll: Hon. Miss D. I'tcnant; ^. E. Bull.

PulleU.—h Hon. Miss 1). Pencant. 2, E. Ttebay. 8, BuuUon & ehddon.
he, T. P. Wo«d, Cbestcrflcld. , ,

CcicniN-CHiK* ICinivamon and Buff).—fori—I. W. A. Taylor, ManohMlcr.
2, H. Lacy. Hebtlen Bridpe. S, T. f^tretch, Ormsltirk. he, H. Lloyd, jun., Bir-

minRham (2) ; W. A. Tavlor ; H. Yardley ; J. Sichel, Tirapcrley. c, T. Bracc-

Eirdle, Sale, Chesbire. Ern^.—l, H. Lacy. 2 ands, W. A. Taylor, he, H.
loyd,jun.(2); H. Lacy (2); A. Bamtord. rulMs.-l, W. A. Taylor. 2, Mrs.

Allsopp. S, J. Sichel. he. W. Sandy, Radcliffcon-Trent, Notts; T. Stretch;

W. A. Bnmell, Southwell, N«tt«. e, T. Braceiiirdle.

CocHlx-CniKA (Brown and Partridge-feathered).— Cocfc.—l, T. Stretch. 2,

Mrs. Allenpp. 8, J. K. Fowler, Avlesbury. c. E. Tudman, Whitchurch, Salop

:

J. A.' Taylor, Manchester; E. White, Shir, brook, Sheffield. Beiu.—l, J. A.

Tavlor. 2, C. W. Brierley, Middleton. he, E. Tudman : J. Friar, St. Helens.
l^iVflK.—l, W. A. Taylor. 2, T. Stretch. 3, E. Tudman. he, J. K. Fowler.
CocniN-CHiXACWhitc)—Corfc-l and 2, J. Sichel. e, R. S. S. Woodgate,

Tnnbridge Wells ; Rev. H. Lucas, Stamford : J. Meshiter, Ulverstone. Hens or

Pullets.-—1, J. SicheL 2, J. Mashlter. he, R. S. S. Woodgate; E. Fearon,
Whitehaven ; Rev. H. Lucas (2).

. , „
BRiHMi-PooTiu (Dark)—Coct—I, H; Lacy. 2 and Extra <. T. F. Ansdell,

St Belens. Lancashire. 3. W. A. Taylor, vhe, J. S. lainton, Gloucester.
he, W. Arkwrieht; Mrs. Baiiey, Longton, Staffordshire (2) : S. Bum, Whitby;
J. Walker, Staffordshire; M'. Harpreaves, Manchester; Hon. Miss D. Pen-
nant. Sens or Pi/ficfu. -1, H. Lacy. 2, E. Pritchard, Wolverhampton. S, W.
Arkwright. Extra 4, T. F. Ansdell. he, T. F. Ansdell (21; J. S. Tainton; E. B.
Wood, Dttoxeter; J. Watts, Birmingham; Hon. Miss D. Pennant; E. Alder,

Derbv ; W. Wbittaker, Belper (31 ; H. Lacy ; J. Sichel. e, E. Leech, Rochdale.
BBiBlii-PnoTHA (Light).— Coclt.— 1, |W. T. Storer, Breircod, ^ta£fo^dBhi^e.

Sand 3, M. Lcno. he, W. Hartley, Halifax; E. Fulton, Deptfo>d. r, Capt.
Downman, Kingstown. Bens or PulUts.—l, J. B. Rodbard, Bristol. 2, J.

Pares, Guildford. 3 and he, M. Leno.
Polish (Anv varietv).—Cock.—1, G. C. Adkins, Birmingham. 2, H. Beldon.

S, J. Seotson, Newton-le-Willows, he, W. Silvester, Sheffield; G. C. Adkins;
W. Harvey; W. Peamley, Newton-le-WUlows. Bena or PuUel3.—l, G. C.

Adkins. 2. H. Beldon, 8. W. Harvey, c, G. Speedy.
CBEVE-CtF.UR.—I, J. Sichel. 8, W. Blinkhom, St. H«lens. 3, R. B. Wood.

he, Mrs, J. rrosSj Erigp, Lincolnshire; C. H. Smith, W. Blinkhom; J. K.
Fowler, c, W. Dnng. Favershain, Kent.
HotjDA!fs.—1 land 8, R. B. Wood, i,

Cross; W. Dring; Mrs. E. Wilkinson,
Fowler; D. Lane, Hardwick, Gloucester.
Game (Black-breasted Reds).—CocJ:.—1, J. Forsyth, Wolverhampton. 2, C.

Chalonor, Chesterfield. 3, G. Bapncll, Dravcott, Staffordshire, he, Hon. Mrs.
Colvile, Bnrion-on-Trent; G. Bagnell (2). e, J. H. Salter, Kelvedcn, Essex.
Bens.—l, T. P. Lyon. Liverpool. 2, W. J. Pope, Biggleswade, Beds, he, W.
Ormerod, Tonnorden ; G. Bagnall; J. H. Wilson, Whitehaven, c, E. Brough,
Leek.
Game (Black-breasted Reds).—CocJrjreI.—1, S. Matthew, Stowraarket Suffolk.

2. C. Cha'oner. 3, J. Douglas, Worksop. Notts he, S. Matthew : W. Higgins,
Clverstonc; S. Beighton, Southwell. Notts. Pullet.—1, C. W. Brietley. 2, S.

Matthew. 8, E. Clavev, Burton-on-Trent. ftc, W. Ormerod ; J. Forsyth ; W. J.

Pope (2) ; C. Chaloner ; G. Bagnall.
Game (Brown and other Beds, except Black-breaBtod).—Cocl-.-1, J. Wood,

Wigsn. 2, G. F. Ward, Wrenbury. 3, C. W. Brierlev, jun. he, J. Bowness.
Manchester; J. Hodson, Bradford, Yorkshire: C. W. Brierley; Galley and
WiUelt, Nantwich. c, T. Statter. a^n.-l, C.W. Brierley, jun. 2. C.W. Brier-
ley, he, J. Wood ; T. Mason, Green Ayr, Lancashire ; E. Mann, Manchester

;

F, Sales, Doncaster.
Game (Brown and other Eeds. except Black-breasted).— Cockerel—I, J.

Bowness. 2, C. W. Brierlev, jun. 8. W. Sowerbutts. Nantwich. ftc, W. Dun-
ning, Salop ;tj. Wood JE. Mann ; C. W. Brierley. Pullet.—1, J. Carlisle, Skipton.
2, W. BnultoD, Dalton-in-FumcBS. 8, J. Bowness. he, G. F. Ward ; T. Mason ;

C, W. Brieriey ; E. Mann, c, T, P. Lyon ; J. Mashiter (2.)

Game (Duckwings and other Greys and Bluesi.—Cocfc—1, Morris & Woods,
Accringlon. 2 nnd 8, S- Matthew, he, C. Chaloner : J, Frith, Chatsworth ; J,

Mashiler. Coel-erel.—l, C. W. Brierley. 2, S. Matthew. 3. C. Travis, Shef.
field, he, W. Ormerod; E. C. Gilbert. Penkridpo, Staffordshire, e, S-
Matthew: Htii. and Eev, F. Dutton. Ben or Pullet. -1 and 2, E. Hall,
Chesterfield, he, J. Douglas ; Hon, and Rev. F. Dutton ; G. Noble, Dewsbury

;

F. Sales.
Gamf (Anv other vsriolv).— Cocl-.—1, C. W. Brierlev. 3. C. W. Brierley, jun,

Ac. Capt. W. G. Webb, Tamworth; T. Tl-ompson. Lancaster, Ben or Pullet.
—1, C. W. Brierley. jun- 2, W. S. Bickershaw, Wigan, he, C. W. Brierley ; N.
EuBseU : J. Stabler, Driffield, e. G. Draycott.
Decks (Eouen).—Drake— 1. T. Wakefield, N<

son, Whitehaven. 3, T, Bums, Wigan. he, I _ _
T.Wakefield; T. Statter (3), Ducts.—1 and i, T. Wakefield. 3, T. Statte
vhe and ' - "

DrcKs
Fowler.
DtTCKs (Black East Indian).—!, G. Sainsbury. 2 and he. S Burn.
Ornamental Waterfowls. — 1 and 8, M. Leno (Mandarins and Viduata

Whistling Ducksl. 2, Rev. H. Lucas (Ruddy Shield Ducks), he, N. Russell
fMandarinsi; H. B. Smith, Preston (3); M. Leno (Carolinas); C. W. Brierley (21.

Geese IWhitc).-e<indcr.—1, Rev. G, Hustler. 2, J. K. Fowler. 8, E. Leech.
ftc, E. <S. W. Rostron, Manchester; T, Statter, jun. (2). Geese.—1, E. Leech.
2, J. & W. Rostron. 3, J. K. Fowler, he, T. Statter, jun.
Geese (Grey and Mottled).-Gaii<ier.—!, J. K. Fowler. 2, J. C. Cooper. 8,

S. H. Stott. he. M. Kcw, Oakham, Rutland. Gccsc-1 E. Leech. 2 and c,
S. H. Slutt, Preston. 8, J. K. Fowler, he, J. C. Coiiper.
TOEKESS.— CocJ:.—1, F. LythaU, Banbury, 2, E. Hardwick, Bridgenorth,

Salop. 8, E. Leech, he, Mrs. Garnett, Lancaster; J. B, Braithwaite, North-
allerton r E. Leech. Hens.-1 and 3, E. Leech. 2. F. Ljthall. he, E. Hard-
wick ; F. E. EichardBon. llltoxeter.
Ant Varifty.-1, Hon. W. C. W. Fitzwilliam (La Fleche). 2, H. Frankland

(Cuckoo Cochins), he. Rev. N. J, Eidlev. Newbury (Malays) : E. Fane, Leaden-
ham (Pekin Bantams) ; W. G. Holt. Middleton (Cuckoo Cochins).
Hamburgh (Black).—Cock.—1, Eev. W. SerjeantBon. Shrewsbury. 2, T,

Walker, jun. 3, B. Beldon. he. Rev. W. Serjeantson ; D. L»rd. Stacksteads;
C. W. Brierley ; H. Hoyle. c, T. Walker, jun., Denton; H. Hoyle, Newchurch.
Bens or Pullcts.-i. T. Walker, jun. 2 and 3, Rev. W. Serjeantson. ftc, T,
Warburton, Tottington Bnry ; D.Lord(2); J. Garsido, -"laithwaite; T.Walker,
Jan. (2) ; J. M. Kilvert, Wem, Salop ; W. A. Taylor, e, J. Statter,
HAMBrRGHS (Golden-spangledl.-Cock.- 1, D. Lord. 2, S. 4 R. Ashton,

Mottram. 3. .T. Buckley, Ashton-under-Lj-ne. he. J. Eollinson, Lindley, York,
shire; J. Buckley (2); J. Ogden, Holllnwood. Bens or Pullet,^.—I, W. A.
Hyde, Ashten-under-L>-ne. 2 and 3, N.-Marlor, Manchester, ftc, J. Rollinson-
J. Buckley ; J. Ogden (2).

Hambttrohs (Silver-spangled).-Cock.— 1, J. Fielding. 2 and 3, Aehton and
Booth, ftc, N. Marlor; Aahton & Booth (3). Hem or Pullets.—1 and 3 J
Fieldtng. 2, Ashton & Booth, ftc. W. H. Robinson, Keighley, Yorkshire

-

Rev. N. J. Ridley; Rev. W. Serjeantson; J. Lancashire, Manchester- w'
McMellon, West Glossop.

HAMmTRGFS (Golden-pfncilled).— Cork.-1, W. 51. Mann. Kendal. 2 J,
Walker, Ripley. S, T. Wriglev, jun., Middleton. ftc. W. H. Eolimson • W M
Mann; T. IWngley, jun. : H. Beldon. iifn» or J>i(ll<(«.—1, J. Walker. 2, T.
Wngley. ftc, J. Walker; J.Rollinson,

Hamdurohs (Silver-pencilled).-Cock —1, W, M, Mann. 2, .T.Walker, ftc, J.
Robinson. Hcn«orPii»<:(».—l and 2, W. M.Mann, ftc, J, Robinson: J. Walker. I

Game Bantams (Black-breasted Reds).- Cock —1, J. W. Morris, Rochdale. *

2, W. Adams, Ipswich. 3. J R. Robinson, Sunderland, tiftc, E & .T. T. Hudson, i

XJlverstone. ftc, J. Blamires, Bradford, Yorkshire; Morris A Wood : H. J.
Nicholson, Holbome Hill, Cumberland; J. Oldfield, Bradford, Yorkshire; ,'

T. Sharpies, Rawtonstall ; W. Hodgson; J. Ewing, Tupton Moor, near
Chesterfield; E. Fearon ; J. Mashiter. c, W. Hodgson. Hem or Pullets.—

1

and 2, T. Sharpies. 3, J. W. Morris. i'ftc,G. Smith, Siavelcy, Derbyshire, he,
J. R. Robinson ; H. Hollih, Bulwell, Notts ; W. Hodgson ; ,1. Mashiter.
GiME Bantams (Brown-breasted Rodfll —Cock.-1, W. Adams. 2, J. Blamires.

he, H. P Leech : J. Frith- Hem or Pullets.—I, T. Barker, Burnley. 2, W. ,

Adamfi. ftc, H. P. Leech ; J. R, Yates, Manchester; J. Ewing.
|

Game Bantams (Any other varietv).—Cock.—1,H. J. Nicholson. 2. J. Frith. '

rftc. J. Ewing. ftc, J Douglas; Rev. C. J. P. neeue, Ormskirk; G. Smith;
Bellingham and Gill, Burnley ; J. Ewing. c, G, Smith ; J. Mashiter, J. Frith.
He>i»i>rPu(/c(8—1, J-Frith. 2, G. Smith, he. Rev. C. J. P. Keene ; Belling-
ham 4 Gill ; Mason & Aehmore, Chesterfield ; G. Smith.
Bantams (White).—1,S.& R. Ashton, 2, W. Arkwright. ?ic, H. Beldon.
Bantams (Anv other variety).—!, J. Sichel (Pekin Bantams). 2, W. H.

Robinson (Black Bantams). 3, M. Leno (Laced Bantams). Extra 8. F. H.
Paget, Leicester (Cuckoo Bantams), he. Ladies E. 4 C. Moreton, Falfleld,
Gloucester (Black Bantams). M. Leno (Laced Bantams) : W. A. Taylor
(Black Bantams) ; H. Dravcott, Humberstone. Leicester (Black Bantams);
S. 4 R. Ashton (Black Bantams); H. Beldon ; E. Walton, Rawtenstall (Sebright
Bantams.)

PIGEONS.
PoHTEES (Blue or Bed).-Cock.—1, W. Harvey. Sheffield. 2, J. Hawley,

Bradferd, Yorkshire. Ben.—l, R. Fulton, Deptford, 2, W. Harvey, he, E.
Homer, Leeds, c, J. Hawley.
PorTERS (Any colour).— Cock.—1 and- c, Mrs. Ladd, Calne, Wilts. 2, F. W.

Zurhorst, Dublin, ftc, J. Hawley. Hen,—1, J, Hawley. 2, Mrs.Xadd. ftc, K.
Fulton.
(ARBiERs (Black).-Cock.—1, J. Chadwick, Bolton. 2, E, Homer, c, B.

Fulton. Ben,—I and c, E. Fulton. 2, E. Homer.
Carriers (Dim)—Cock.—1, R, Fulton. 2, E. Homer, c, F. J. MaoLaren,

Pendlebury. Ben.—1. R, Fmton. 2, J. B. Buckley, Soutbport.
Carriers (Any colour except Black or Dun).— Cock.— ! and 2, E. Fulton.

Hen — 1, E. Fulton. 2, J. Watts, Birmingham.
Dragoons (Yellow).—!. F, Graham, Birkenhead. 2, J. Ashworth, Blaokbum.

he. J. Holland. Manchester, c, G. South, Bond street, London.
Dbaohons (Anv other colour).— 1 and 2. J. Holland. Extra 2, G. South, ftc

F. Graham ; C. E. Duckworth, Liverpool ; W. Hill, c, E. Horner.
Antwerps.-1, W. Arkwright. 2, C. F. Copeman, Birmingham, ftc, R.

Kevzey. Stockport: W. Boume. c, W. Harvey; L. B.irom, Blackhum.
Jacobins.-! and 2, J. Thompson, Bingley, Yerks. ftc, J. Taylor, Rochdale-

c. G. South.
Babbs. — !, J. Dowling, Cork, 2, E, Fulton, ftc, S. Holrcyd, Oldham ; R.

Fulton.
Fantait-s (White).—!, H. Yardley. 2 and c, J. F. Loversidge, Newark, Notts,

ftc. Rev. W. Serjeantson.
Fantails (Any colour except White).—! and 2. H. Y'ardley. ftc, F H. Paget.
Tumblers (Almond).— !. J. Ford. Monkwell Street. London. 2. J. Fielding,

jun., Rochdale, ftc, R. Fulton, c. J. Peace, Burton-on-Trent ; R. Fulton,
Beards or Balds.—!, J. Fielding, jun. 2. G, South, he, G. South ; J. Field-

ing, jun. e. W. J. Woorthouse, Lynn, Norfolk.
Tumblers (Any other variety).—!, J. Fielding, jun. 3, F. Moore, Burnley.
Nuns.—1 and c, J. Dowling. 2, E. Homer.
Magpies.— I and ftc, E. Homer. 2, J. Baily, jun., Mount Street, Groavenor

Square, London.
TuRBiTB--1, J. Dowling. 2, W. Croft, Ripley. Yorka. rftc, G. South, c,

R. Fulton. „ „
Swallows.—1 and 2, E. Homer, he, H. Drayoott, Leicester, c, F. H.

ARCHANGELS.—! and e, H. Yardley. 2, E. Kitchin, Whitehaven, ftc, J.

Thompson.
Owls (Blue and Silver English).-!, J. Chadwick. 2, A. Mangnall, Manches-

ter, ftc. A Magnad : Master C- Gamon. Chester, c. Master C. Ganinn.
OWLS(Foreign).—l, J Fielding, jun. 2, E. Homer, ftc, R. Fulton ; J. Field-

ing, jun. c, A. Maguall.
EuNTS.—! and 2. D. T. Green, Saffron Walden, Essex, ftc, W. Taylor.

Trumpeters.-!, E. Homer. 2. R. F^ton.
Aw OTHFR Varietv.-I, F. H. Paget 2, J. Thompson. 8, S. A, Wylhe (Ice

Pigeons), ftc, W. C. Dawson, Ollev, Yorkshire (Ice Pigeons); S. A. Wyllie,

East Moulsey; W. Harvey, c, W. Lamb. Rochdale (Black Priests); J.

Baily, jun. ; W. R. Tegetmeier, Finchley, London (Florentines.)

Judges. — Poultry : Dorkings, Spanish, Cochins, French
Breeds, and Ornamental Waterfowl, Mr. Ed-ward He-n-itt,

Sparkhrook, Birmingham ; Game Fowls and Brahmas, Mr.
Richard Teehav, Ful-n-ood, Preston ; Game Bantams, Ducks, iX:c.>

Mr. John Douglas, The A-riaries, Clumber Park, Worksop

;

Hamburghs, Polands, Extra Stock, and Bantams, except Game,
Mr. J. Dixon, North Park, Bradford, Yorkshire. Pigeons : Dr.
Cottle, Cheltenham ; Mr. Peter Eden, Cross Lane, Salford.

SCOTTISH COLUMBABIAN ASSOCIATION'S
EXHIBITION.

This -n-as held on December 28th and 29th in the Music Hall,

George Street, Edinburgh. The classes from 1 to 18 inclusive -svere

for birds bred in 1871- A gold medal, value £2 2s., was given by-

William Volckmau, Esq., as a special prize for excellence of

form and carriage, open to all the cock Pouters in the standard

Pied classes, irrespective of age, of not less measurement than
19 inches of feather, and 6i of Umb, fair colour and marking
indispensable ; and a gold medal, value £2 2s., by George Ure,

Esq., as a special prize for excellence of form and carriage, open
to nil hen Pouters of the standard Pied classes, irrespective of

age, of not less measurement than 17J inches of feather, and

6S of Umb. Pen 518 held a Pigeon engaged carrying despatches

during the late Franco-Prussian war, and -which fle-sv on board
Capt. Wilson's ship, two days' sail from land, -with a message
attached, and was brought to one of the members.

YOUNG BIRDS.
Pouters (Black)—Cockj.—1, G. Ure, Dundee. 2, J- Wallace, Glaago-w. 8, J.

Millar, Glasgow, ftc, W. Rutherford, Edinburgh. Hem.—l and 2, J. Millar.

8, G. Ure. ftc. E. Horner, c, R Fulton.
Poutees (White).—Cockj.-l, J. White, Aberdeen. 2, J. Macaulay, Edin-

burgh. 3, R. Fulton, New Cross, London, ftc, J. Wallace ; R Inch, Liberton.

c, J. M'Gill, Elie. Fife. Bens.—l, W. Duncan. 2, J. Grant, Edinburgh. S,D.
Stewart, c, R. Inch.
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Pouters (Blue).—Cocfc*.—1, G. Ure. 2, J, WftUace. 3, T. Duncan, Dalkeith,
ftc, M, Stuart, Glasgow ; W. Rothertord. c, D. Stewart. Perth ; E. Horner,
Leeds. Hfiw.—l, E. Homer. 2 and 3, J.Mitchell, Glasgow, fic, G.Ure. c, G.
Ure; J. Porteous, Edinburgh ; M. ^kinuer.
PoOTEES (Red).—Cods.—!, J. Montsomery, Belfast. 2, B. Fulton. 3, E.

Homer, o, J. Huie. ifeiu.—l, M. Stuart. 2, J. Wallace. 3, J. Grant, /ic, K.
Fulton, c, a Ure.
POOTEBS (Yellow).-Cocl-J.—I. G. Ure. 2. E. Horner. 3. J. Huie. c, H.

Mitchell, Edinburgh. Heim.—l, K. Fulton. 2 and he, J. Wallace. S, Capt. C.
Thomson. Broughtv Ferrv.
Carriers (Black)".— Cocl-s.-l, E. Homer. 2 and c, H. Heritage, London.

3, G. C. Holt. Lawton. Hem.—l, T. Colley, Sheffield. 2, H. Heritage. 3, M.
Stuart, he, H. Heritage ; E. Horner.
CiJiRiERS (Dun).-Cocfcs.— I. G. C. Holt. 2, W. Maasev, Spalding. 3. H. Heri-

tage. Hf n».—1, W. Massej-. 2, G. C. Holt. 3, H. Heritage, c, G.C.Holt; E.
Homer.
Tumblers (Almond Short-face!).- 1, J. Ford, London. 2, W. R. & H. O.

Blenkinso[i, Newoastle-on-Tyne. 3, R. Fulton.
BiRBS.—l, J. Wallace. 2, W. Masaey. 3, W. R. S: H. O. Blenkinsop.
Fantails — 1, J. Sharp, Johnstone. 2, G Ure. 3, J. Huie.
Thumpeters.-I ana 2. T. Rule, Gilesgate, Durham. 3, E. Homer, he, J.

Wallace; J. Bruce, Dunfermline.

OLD BIROS.
Pouters (Black). -CocA-!.—l and Extra Gold Modal, J. Mitchell 2,3. ti/ic,

and kc, G. Ure. flcTH.-l, J. Montgomery. 2, J. Huie. 3, R. Fullon. /ic, E.

PoDTERS(White).—foc<[«.—l, J. Wallace. 2, M. Skinner. S.J.Montgomery.
he. J. Wallace : M. Sanderson, Edmbureh. Hcjw.—1, J. Montgomery. 2, E.
Homer. 3, J. White, he, W. Moon. Edinburgh ; J. Huie (2).

Pouters (Bine).—Cocks. - 1, J. Wallace. 2, M. Stuart. 3, J. Morrison, Edin-
burgh, ftc, J. White: G Ure: W. Rbtberford ; J. Masaulay. c, D. Stewart,
flcn*.-1 and Extra Gold Medal, R. Fulton. 2, J. Montgomery, 3, G. Ure.
e, M. Skinner; J. Huie.
Pouters (Red).—Coct,t.—1 and 2, F. Fulton. 3, J. Montgomery, he, A.

Wright, Momingside, Heng.—l, J. Millar. 2, J. Montgomery. 3, M. Sander-
son, he, A. Wright.
Pouters (Yellow).-Cocfcs.-1, :

IFnlton. 2, A. Wright. 8, G. Ure.
Pouters (Any other colour) —Coc^.—l. J. Lohoar. Larkhall. 2. J. Morrison.

3, J. Sproull, Glasgow, e, J. Mitchell. Bem.—l, A. Wintour, Edinburgh. 2, J.
Millar. 3, J. Huie. he. J. Bruce.
Carriers (Black).— Cocfcs.—l and Extra Go'd Medal and 2, R. Fulton. 3. Mi«B

A. Anderson, Trinity, he, E. Homer (2). Bins.— I and Extra Gold Medal, R.
Fulton. 2, G. White. Paisley. 3, E. Homer.
Carriers (Dun).-CocA:».—1, W. Massey. 2 and 3, R. Fulton. liens.—1,R.

Fulton. 2, T. Colley. 3, J. R. Rennards. Helensburgh.
Short FACBD (Almonds).—1 and 3, J. Ford. 2 and e, R. Fulton, he. J. Wallace.
Short-faced (Any other colour).-1, J. Ford 2, E. Homer. 3, W. Lumb.
Barbs (Black).—1 and 2. R. Fulton. 3, J. Wallace.
Barbs (Any.other colour).- 1 and 3, R Fulton. 2, J. Montgomery.
Fantails.—1. J. Sharp. 2, G. Ure. 3, A. Lockhart, Kirkcaldy.
Jacobins.—1, J. Lohoar. 2 and 3, R. Fulton, ftc, T. Rule ; R. Fulton. c,J. R.

Kennards.
Trumpeters.—1 and 2, J. Montgomery. 3, E. Horner, he, T. Rule ; J.

Wallace.
Owls.- I and 2, W. Goddard, Stanhope Street, London. 3. W. Lumb.
TURBITS.-1. J. G. Orr, Beitb. 2. Miss M Anderson. 3. E. Horner.
Ndns.— 1, T. Imrie, Bourlrec Park, Ayr. 2, W. Crolt, Ripley. 3, R. B. Heggie,

Kirkcaldy.
Magpies.—1, W. Br.vdone, Dunse. 2 and 3, E. Homer.
Tumblers (Any variety not Short-faced).—I, J. Sharp. 2, D. M'Naught, Kil-

maars (Beards). 3, Capt. C. Thomson.
Ant OTHER ViRiETy.-l, T. Imrie (Swiss). 2, W. Goddard (Ice). 3, E.Horner

(Swallows).

Judges.—Mr. Joseph Frame, and Mr. E. L. Corker.

BIKMINGHAM COLUMBARIAN SOCIETY'S
SHOW.

{From a Correspondcni
.)

This Society's seventh annual Exhibition was held on Decern-
ter 28th last at the Athen^um Rooms, Temple Street, and was a
decided improvement on last year's Show, there being 332 pens,
as compared vrith 217. The quahty of the birds was good, for
not more than one or two pens conld be pointed out as inferior

;

the condition in which the o"«mers sent their specimens was also
good, every bird being in perfect feather. The Show was divided
into two sections—birds bred in 1871, and old birds.

BntDs OF 1871.
Carriers (Black) were a good and strong class. First came a

very good bird, so forward that many breeders declared he was
an adult : such was not the case. This bird obtained the third
prize at the late Palace Show. The second prizes went to good
specimens that promise well for the future. This class num-
Tsered nineteen entries. TVe may also add that the Birmingham
cup bird only received a high commendation.

Carriers (Dun).—First was a grand bird, good in evei*y point,
and promising well. This bird '^'ill most probably always stand
in the front rank ; the pride of place in all the young Carriers
must be accorded to this bird. Second came a very good hen

;

third a nice stylish bird, strong in bill, good in eye, rather do'v\'n

in face.

Carriers (Any other colour).—First a good Blue ; the second
and third Blues promise well.

Pouters.—First and second came very stylish Whites, of good
length of feather and leg, narrow in girth, and sho^Ti in splendid
condition.
Almonds.—Fine birds, possessing every essential property for

an Almond, were first and second.
Atvj other Short-faced.— First came a Eed Whole-feather

hen, perfect in head, eye, and bill, of grand carriage, and of a
deep sound colour. 'This bird also obtained the cup for the best
bird in this and the foregoing classes ; she well deserved her
reward. Second came a fine Yellow, and the same exhibitor
was also highly commended for a Red Mottle cock, sound in
colour and feather, and with only half a dozen white feathers on

his butts. The third prize went to a good Kite, which looked
as though he had come from the same loft as the other winners
in this class.

Jacobins.—In this class the first and second prizes went to
Red, and the third and a high commendation to Yellow, all of

which were good birds in every point. Mr. Waitt Hkewise
obtained the silver cup for the best bird in the young classes
of Jacobins, Turbits, Barbs, Nuns, and Owls.

Turhits.—The first-prize bird was Silver, the second Blue;
both were snake-headed and good ; the third prize went to a
deep-coloured Red, but shell-capped.
- Nuns.—AU the prize birds were Black. A very good class.

Owls.—All the prize birds were Blues. This was a good class,

in fact the best young class we remember having seen for many
years.
Dragoons (Blue).—We rather thought the third-prize bird

should have been placed first, and the first-prize bird third. AU
were good, and of a deep sound colour.
Dragoons (Silver).—This was a good and strong class, number-

ing eleven pens.
Dragoons (Any other colour). — All three prize birds were

Yellows, of a good sound colour. Several good Whites were also
shown. These classes were judged by the Society's standard,
which, by-the-by, is not " as thin as a bodkin."
Antwerps (Dun).—First was a good specimen, fine in head,

bill, and style, though rather deficient in colour. The second
and third-prize birds were promising, and good in coloiir. The
first-prize bird also took the cup, as the best young bird in the
Dragoon, Antwerp, and Any other variety classes.

Antwerps (Blue).—A good class.

Antwerps (Blue-chequer).—This was a strong class, all the
specimens were good in head and beautifully marked.
Antwerps (Red-chequer).—The first-prize bird was very fine

in eye, head, and colour—in fact perfection. This bird was iu
the cup pair at the last Bingley Hall Show.

Swallows.—The first and second prizes went to Blues.

Birds of Any Age.
Carrier Cocks piack).—First came a bird good iu every point.

It also obtained the cup as the best single old bird in the Show.
Good specimens—in fact, birds that are fit to mn at any show,
were second and third.

Carrier Cocks (Dun).—The first and second prizes went to
birds good in bill, eye, condition, and carriage.

Carrier Cocks (Any other colour).—First a good Blue, very
stylish—in fact, the best Blue seen for some time. Second a
very nice bird. A promising Silver was highly commended.

Carrier Hens (Black).—First a hen in gooti condition. The
second-prize bird in this class was by far the best hen, and
should liave obtained the first place. A good hen, rather red iu
the lash, was highly commended. This was a good class.

Carrier Sens (Dun).—First a grand hen, good in all points,

hough iu bad condition. Second a good hen, of sound colour.

Carrier Sens (Any other colour).—This was not so good a class

as we generally see at this Show.
Pouter Cocks.—The first prize went to a very showy White,

good in length of feather and limb. Second came a good Red.
Good Whites, very sho\\-y, and narrow in girth, were third and
highly commended.
Pouter Sens.—The first and second-prize birds were in

splendid condition, showy, of great length, and narrow in girth.

All the three winners were Whites. These classes exhibited a
great improvement ou the previous year's Show.
Almond.—The cock bird in the first-prize pair had a perfect

head and biU, good eye, colour, and carriage, and well broken ;

in fact, he may be considered perfection. The hen was also very
fine, possessing a real Almond ground and well broken, a good
heati and carriage. This pair obtained for their owner the cup
for the best pair of old birds in the Show.
Any Variety Short-faced.—Red and YeUow Whole-feathers,

Red and YeUow Agates, and Kites carried off the honours. This
we think was the best class in the Show. Every bird was per-

fection, in splendid condition, not a feather soiled. It is doubt-

ful if any other fancier could produce such a lot of birds as the

exliibitor of these.

Barbs.—The first prize went to a pair of Blacks that will hold
their os^^l at any show ; the second also to a pair of Blacks.

Owls.—A very good pair of Silvers possessing good heads and
wen throated were first. Blues second, good Blacks third. This

was a very good class.

/acoiins.—Blacks, Reds, and Yellows stood in the prize list

in the order named. They were all good. The Blacks well

deserved their place ; they were a perfect pair, well matched,
good in hood, frill, and mane, not a white feather to be seen

below the mandible, and perfectly black to the thighs and vent.

.N'uHS.—This was a good class, all Blacks. The scissors had
not been so freely used as is generally the case with this variety.

Trumpeters.—A good pair of Black Mottles were first. Second
came a pair far too gay to be called Mottles. Both these pens
of birds are good in hood, rose, and muff.

Tumblers (Long-muffed).—A good pair of Eed Eosewings wero
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first. Three pairs of good clear Blues were respectively second,
third, and highly commended. This is a colour seldom seen.
Blues are very pretty when they are as good as these.

Tumblers (Clean-legged).—The first prize went to a pair of

Eed Mottles. Pleasant-faced Yellow and Black Baldheads were
second and third. A pair of Self-coloured Yellows were highly
commended.
Dragoons (Blue).—A good and sound-coloured pair of well-

matched perfect birds were first. Both second and third-prize
pens consisted of good birds. In a highly-commended pair the
hen was good, but the cock was far too coarse for its mate.
Dragoons (Silver).—This was a good class, and numbered six

pens.
Dragoons (Yellow or Red).—Yellows first

;
good for head and

bill, though bad in colour, being slaty in back, tail, and thighs.
Ct lod Reds were second ; Yellows third and highly commended.
We preferred the third to the first and second-prize pairs.

Dragoo7is {Any other colour).—The first prize went to a good
pair, the hen perfection. Most of the other pairs in this class

were not up to the mark.
Antwerps (Dun).—This was a good class. Good birds fuUy up

to the standard were first, second, and highly commended. A
very good pair came third.

Antwerps (Blue).—First, the Blues that were first at the late

Bingley Hall Show. This was a good class.

Antwerps (Blue-chequered). — The prizes went to good birds
splendidly marked. A highly commended pair were very little

inferior to it.

Antwerps (Red-chequered).—This was a good and strong class.

The Antwerps as a whole were good, and such as only can be
seen at Birmingham.
Any other Variety (Pairs).—Brunettes, Turbiteens, and Black

Swallows were respectively first, second, and highly commended.
Ice were third. Several good pairs of Satinettes, Turkish Rollers,
and other new varieties were shown, and included many varie-
ties that hiive been imported from the East.
Any other Variety (Single bird).—Blondinettes, Satinettes,

and Brunettes took the prizes. This was a very strong and
pretty class.

Antwerps (Cocks).—First was the standard cock, which well
deserved his position ; the second was a Dun cock very little

inferior ; third a good Blue-chequer. A good Dun was highly
commended. This was a good and strong class of fifteen pens.
The Judges remarked that twice the number of prizes could
easily have been awarded.
The attendance was not up to the average. This was to be

accotmted for by the weather, as it rained hard all dav. Through
illness in his family Mr. Easten, of HuU, was not able to send
any birds, although he had entered twenty pens. We never
saw any show better carried out, and are pleased to find that
the Society is gaining ground, having now upwards of sixty
members. The whole of the 323 entries were contributed by
twenty-six exhibitors. Too much praise cannot be acceded to
the President, Mr. Allsop, to the Hon. Sec, Mr. Ludlow, and
to the Committee for the assiduous and courteous manner in
which they worked.
Mr. Allsop, Mr. Child, and Mr. Careless were the Judges.

The former gentleman refrained from judging in the Dragoon
classes, as he was an exhibitor, and entirely -n-ithdrew his
birds from competition for the cup in the young Dragoon, Ant-
werp, and Variety classes.

YOUNG BIRDS.
CiERiEiiB.—Btaefc. — I, H. Hallam, Lozells, Birmincham. 2. Eqnal 3, and

8. J. A. Cooper. Walsall. Equal 3, ti. HodRkin-
r. _j,_ „ y Hallam. S an.l he. J. Isaac. Keuil-

2 and S, J. Watts, King's Heath,

ftc, G. Gordin, B:
sou, Erdinaton. Dun.—l, G. Gordin. -,
worth. Any other Colour.—1, G. HodgkinSi
Birmingha:

-1 and 2, — Pralt, Lozolls, Birmingham.
-\ and 2, T. Hallnra. Lozells. Birmingham. 3, J. Watts. AnyALHON _, ^„^^,..o i^.,i^iu«u»,u

o(/i<T Slior(./<ir^,l.-Cnp 1,2. and Ac, - Hallam. S. J. Watts!

wltts'"'^''"
' '' '"'• ^"'"°"' Birmingham. CUarUeoged.-l, 3.

.TicoBiNS.-Cnp, 12. 3. and he. F. Waitt. King's Heath, Birmingham.
ToBBiTs.—1, 2, and S, F. Waitt.

b"""".

Babbs.—1 and 2, F. Smith, Selly Oak. Birmingham
NnN3.-land2, J. Watts. 8, F. Waitt
OwLS.-l and 2. J. Watts. 8 and he. T. Mills. Wa'sall.

0WI.8.-I. S. A. Cooper. 2. T. Mills. 3, F. Waitt.
Jacobins —1, 2, 3. and he, F. Waitt.
TUBBITS—I, F. Waitt.
NriNs.-l, S. A. Cooper. 2. J. Watla. S. F. Waitt.
Trdmpf.ters.—1, W. Crook. 2. J. Watts.
TuMBLEHS.—Lonp-mHiTetl.—1, J. Watts. 2 and 3, J. Masaey. Clean-legged.—

1, J. Watts. 2 and 3, T. Hallam. he. J. Masaey.
Draooons.—Blue —1, H. AUaop. 2, a. Green. 3. J. Walts, he, C. Gamon.

Silver.— 1, 2, and S, H. AUsop. he, F. Graham. Yellow and Bed.—1. J. Watts.
2, — Thompson. 3 and /le, F. Graham. It'Ai(c.—1. H.R. Wright, a, F. Graham,
AKTWEBPS—Cun— 1,2, and )!«,H. B.Wright. 3, J. W. Ludlow B(u<-.—1, C.

Gamon. 2, J. W. Ludlow. 3, J. Watts, he. J. Massey. Blue-ehequered.—l, 2,.

and 3, J. W. Ludlow, he, H. R. Wright. Red-eheqiiered.—l. H. R. Wright. 2,
3. and he, J. W. Ludlow. C'ocfcs.—1, C. Gamon. 2 and he, H. K. Wright. 3, J.
W. Ludlow.
Anv other Variety.—Pairs.—1, 2. and he, J. W. Ludlow (Brunettes, Swal-

lows, and Blondinettes). S, W. Crook. Stnale.—l, 2, 3, and he, J. W. Lualow
(Brunette, Booted Owl. Hyacinth, and Blondinctte).

r?,n!;^°ci;r-^'"t";'- ^•/S''^'
G. Green. Birminsham. he, G. Green; C.Uamon. hilver.~i, 2, and 3, H. Allsop. Birmingham, he Q Green Anu

igsy;s;^'i?r^.^ri/;^i^g;ir"si,^??^;.=v^;S-
A^-TV.-F.KPa.—Blue-eheguered.-l and he. J. W. Ludlow. 2, J. Masaey. >. H.

bi\ Ai,Lo\\ s.—1 and 2. J. Watts.
Aki other Vabietv.-I, 8, and he, J. Watta. 2, J. W. Ludlow.

„, ,
BIliDS OF ANY AGE.

CAEBirn3.-Bfacfc.-Coc4j.-Cup and 1, F. Smith. 2 and 8, H. Hallam. he J.Isaac. SfrM.---l, G. Gordin. 2 and 3, F. Smi'h. Ac, S. A. Cooper
r„,'..?"^?'-rr""~'!,'"i'-:7.' .'"'* ' H. Hallam. 3. J. Watts. Hcn.,.-I, G.GordiD. 2, J. Isaac. 3, H. Nightingale, he, .-i. A. Cooper ',

^
.„'^dT".f"Itr.l"" °o'*."- '5V,'<'"'-W.e?'^*'-T'v.H-.Nigh>ingale. Birmingham. 2

Fiye Silver Cups, as Special Pr 2 3 giTen by this Society.

DBAGOON PIGEONS.
I AM glad to see Mr. Frank Graham's remarks respecting

this breed, as there socms to be a great difference of opinion
as to the proper standard of a Dragoon. In my experience of
fifteen years as a breeder of this class of Pigeon, I have found
some difficulty in producing the birds stout in the bUl, a
property which represents the only true-bred Dragoon, pro-
vided alwaj's the bird is perfect in head, carriage, and markings.
I have bred Dragoons of almost every colour except Black,
which I maintain does not exist in this breed. The bars of
a Silver Duu Dragoon cannot be too narrow, and must be
raven-black. These markings are a very great point of ex-
cellence. Blues also require narrow jet-black bars. I have for
years bred spindle-beaked birds which never obtained me a,

prize in a show pen except once, and had I been Judge they
would not have been placed. Fanciers of the spindle-beaked.
Dragoon are fast dying out, and many Judges are changing in
favour of stout-beaked birds. Dragoons should be almost free
from wattle, and in size nearly as large as a Carrier.

—

John G.
Dunn, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

""po'lf;^- "^"^I'J' ^- "!."„»• J^'"'--l' H.'N.ghtingale 2 ind 3, J. Watts.roDTERs -C'ocJrs.-1 and 2, W. Crook, Swansea. 3 and he. — Pratt Eensand 2, -Pratt. 3, W. Crook, ftc, J. Watta.
^ »"" "». "an. ains.

ALHosns —Cup. I, and 2. T. Hallam.
SHoRT-rACEn.-^iiK varieti/.-l, 2, 3, and he, T. Hallam.Barbs.—1, F. Smith. 2, J. Watts.

» »"•

WINTERING BEES.
I NOW resume my remarks on the wintering of bees, referred

to in last number. This, as I have already said, has always
been a fertUe theme of discussion among apiarians, and various
have been the modes suggested as the best.

Some, like old Bonner, the celebrated Scottish apiarian,

plastered the skirts of the hive all round the board with
lime, covered it over with a large quantity of pob-tow or straw,
and placed a divot, or turf, upon the top, to hold it close down
and keep the bees dry and warm. The only apertures for air

were two small holes cut in a piece of wood which formed the
entrance, and these were so small in size as scarcely to exceed
a quarter of an inch each. During snowstorms even these
small apertures were loosely stuffed with tow also to keep the
bees prisoners. Some, again, like the Swiss apiarian, Jonas
de Gelieu, who also wintered out of doors, having been equally
careful, with Bonner, that the hives had ample provisions,

covered them with matting, an old blanket, fern, or other
similar substance, in order to preserve the bees from rain,

frost, or cold ; the entrances also being contracted, so as only
to admit the passage of a single bee at a time, and closed up
every crevice by which the external air could penetrate. To
prevent internal moisture, however, Gelieu placed small caps
on the top cemented all romid with mortar, by means of which
" the moisture ascending evaporates through the opening as
by a chimney." To attain the same end, Taylor, Richardson,
smd others, place bell-glasses, " well covered with flannel, over
the aperture on the top of the box or hive, removing it from
time to time, and carefully wiping away from its interior the
damp formed by condensed vapour."

Again, some apiai-ians, to prevent internal dampness, like

Miner, the American apiarian, do not resort to top ventilation

at all, but allow a free current of air to pass underneath the
hive, by openings at front and rear during all the winter,

and only shut these when breeding commences in spring, or
when snow is on the ground, by using perforated zinc sUdes.

According to Mr. Langstroth, Mr. Quinby, who is said to

have probably the largest apiary in the United States, winter*
his bees with great success within-doors,in a special repository

fitted up for the occasion ; and to get rid of the damp " he
inverts the common hives and removes the board that covers
the frame."
The Rev. Mr. Scholtz, of Lower SUesia, a German apiarian

of considerable celebrity, is said to winter his bees in what are
called clamps. The hives are piled in a pyramidal form, and
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arranged in tiers in a circular pit bedded 'n-ith straw. All is

covered over with the same material, and completely boarded
tind protected from the influences of the weather by layers of
earth surrounding all. Ample provision is made by flannels
and other means for the circulation of air, and prevention of

damp, by upward ventilation through the apex of the pyramid,
&e. In this clamp they are shut up from November to April,
and " jjass the winter (says Mr. Scholtz) uninjui'ed from damp
and moisture, and with less consumption of stores."

The celebrated Dzierzou usually winters some of his weaker
colonies in a dry cellar, and " they alwaj's do well." "Universal
experience (writes Dzierzon) teaches that the more effectually

bees are protected from disturbance, and from the variations
of temperature, the better will they pass the winter, the less

wiU they consume of their stores, and the more vigorous and
numerous wiU they be in the spring."

Notwithstanding such testimonies, however, to "in-door
wintering " and to burying in clamps, I am not inclined to
think that there is any necessity for apiarians in this country
having recourse to either of these practices. They are attended
with au amount of trouble and constant supervision which
contrast unfavourably with the simpler methods adopted in
our own land ; and De Geheu, who has tested the different

modes of " out-door and in-door wintering " m his country,
most decidedly prefers the former. " The following winter (he
writes), I left out the one half of my hives, and moved the
other half into a cold room, according to my usual custom,
when all the pains I bestowed upon them did not altogether
keep them aUve, nor preserve them from damp and infection.
In vain I swept and cleaned the boards, or placed them on dry
hay to absorb the moisture ; in vain I gave them capes or
joinings. With all my care there was not one of them free of

diseases and infection. The winter was long and severe ; and
they could not be returned to the ah- before the last week in
March, by which time they were feeble and languid, and far

less prosperous than those that had passed the winter out of

doors. From that time I have never taken one into the
house."

I am not inclined, therefore, to recommend either of the
methods adopted by American or German apiarians of wintering
our bees, either in cold, dry, dark cellars, or in clamps, alias
burjing pits. Far less should I be disposed to approve of the
new mode of wintering bees by the American apiarian Mr.
Hosmer, brought before our notice in the Journal of 14th
December, by your esteemed correspondent, " B. d- W." In
cases of necessity we might, with Dzierzou, try some of our
weaker colonies within-doors, or such as are domiciled in
uuicombs, adopting a constant supervision over them, but to

purposely divide our strong hives in autmuu for the sake of

a questionable economy in the mere consmnption of a few
pounds of honey, is, in my opinion, the very reverse of good
management. " Experience, in this matter, is the best school-
master," for we all know that a weak hive in autumn is, as a
rule, a weak hive in spring. On the principle, therefore, that
" union is strength," in the case of the bee as of man, and
believing, with Bonner, that " one (really) good hive is worth
four bad ones," I cannot approve of the breaking-up or
division of strong families in autumn.

Although I perfectly agree with Mr. Hosmer in the desir-

abihty of encouraging late breeding in autumn, with the view
of securing a preponderance of the youthful element in every
stock hive, having directed the attention of apiarians to this

subject some years ago in the Journal, yet I should not, like
" B.& W.," desire to get rid of their elder associates. Even
upon the assumed hypothesis that the old bees, " which have
consumed honey all the winter, die after their first flight in
spring," I would not wish to discard them if I could, for I

reckon their presence of the utmost value to the colony during
the rigour of winter, as well as the commencement of breeding
in spring. But is it a fact that all the old bees die during the
first flight in spring, as Hosmer supposes ? Certainly not.

Pray what bees are these that are called "old bees?" Are
they what your experienced correspondent " B. & AV.," inad-

vertently perhaps, terms " summer-bred bees," and which he,

too, I am sorry to see, thinks it desirable to get rid of before

wintering ? I venture to say there are, as a rule, few or no
" summer-bred " bees in any of our hives in winter. All have
perished, and our stocks are almost, if not entirely, peopled
by autumn-reared bees. Such being the case, I thmk that

Hosmer's theory is erroneous in principle and entirely delusive

—independently, too, of the error of holding the older bees in a

hive as worthless, the practice of weakening his strong stocks in

autumn by division, for the assumed advantage of a few
pounds saved in stores, is one which will never be followed bv
experienced apiarians, as it is alike irreconcileable with the
known winter habits of the bee, as it is opposed to all sound
and enUghtened management.—J. Lowe.

ABE ARTIFICIAL QUEENS INFERIOR TO
NATURAL QUEENS?

Mr. J. M. Pbice, writing in the American " Bee Journal,"
asserts that he has proved, beyond doubt, that queens raised
artificially are worthless in comparison with those raised
naturally. From my own experience I am led to differ from
him most decidedly. Out of twenty-five stocks, the largest
number of colonies I ever possessed at one time, I had not a
single queen that was not either artificially raised in a small
nucleus box, or was not the descendant of one who was so
raised, but I could never discover that my queens were deficient
in breeding powers, or, barring accidents, in longevity. In
fact, the fecundity of some of these was frequently a subject
of surprise and remark. One queen, in particular, seems to
stand pre-eminent in these respects.

Soon after the first introduction of Ligurian queens into
this country, my own double venture having proved unpro-
pitious, my friend, the late Mr. Woodbury, gave me a royal
ceU, which he cut out of a small nucleus box, from brood of

his best yellow queen. This cell I,inserted in a brood-comb in
a nucleus box with a few adult bees. In a few days she was
hatched out, and I was struck with her size and beautiful
colour. Soon after she had commenced breeding I transferred
them into an eight-frame Langstroth box, and gave the bees
another sealed brood-comb. The stock was not particularly

strong at the close of the autrmin, and barely managed to

hold its own through the winter ; but by the end of April it

had become so populous as to present the appearance of being
ready even then to send off a swarm. A large super was given
to the bees, into which they at once ascended, and were so
crowded as to make it seem almost impossible for them to

work at comb-building. In about three weeks from that time,

considerable progress having been made in that respect, and
the bees again crowding outside the entrance, a second super
was slipped in between the first and the honey-board of the
stock box, which also became at once crammed with bees.

Early in July I removed the doubled super, containing 54 lbs.

of honeycomb.
The following year this stock also distinguished itself in

spring and early summer by the possession of a teeming
population, and gave a splendid glass box super of 75 lbs.

weight. The next season seemed equally propitious ; a super

of 50 lbs. was taken, and an inunense swarm thrown off, which
also the same summer gave me a super of 26 lbs. weight. The
following spring I examined the queen which had come off

with this swarm, and was convinced in my own mind, from her
peculiar markings and appearance, that she was the same
queen which had been raised in the nucleus box. That season

this swarm became excessively crowded, and I put on a larger

super than I had ever before used, and it contained when full

the large quantity of 86 lbs. of the finest possible honey-

comb.
The following spring the old queen showed symptoms of

having become almost worn-out, and was, I believe, soon after-

wards superseded by the bees, as I discovered a queen of a

very different character at my next inspection of the interior.

At the time of the old queen's death she must have been

at least four years and a half of age.

I mention but this one instance out of many which have
come before my notice, but it is quite sufficient, in my mind,

to establish the truth of the assertion, that artificial queens

may and do prove equal in every respect to the best of those

raised by the bees for the purposes of natural swarming.

—

S. Sevan Fox.

Shading in Winter.—Mr. Taylor says :
—" Where the hives

stand singly, I have always seen the advantages of fixing before

each a wooden screen, nailed to a post sunk in the ground,

and large enough to throw the whole front into shade. This

does not interfere with the eoming-forth of the bees at a pro-

per temperature, and it supersedes the necessity of shutting

them up when snow is on the ground. The screen should be

fixed a foot or two in advance, and so as to intercept the sun's

rays, which will be chiefly in winter towards the west side."
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OUR LETTER BOX.
GoLDEK-PENCn-rjiD HAStBrRGU Hks (p. C).—Wo do not say we have

never seen one with a clear hackle oiul pcucilled tail, but it is ft very rare oc-

corrence, luid we sliould not know where to find one at any price.

Top-knot Plvcked Off (fl. K.).~lt is more than likely the ointment you

require would he injurious to the feiithors growing in the top-knot. The
beet ointment you can use will bo strong sulphur. The hens only eat the

feathers while they are growing ; alter they are formed they leave them alone.

There can be noobjection to Boparate them for a time, or, if neccssaiy, to

allow them occasional nms in company, being watched all the time that the

liistiry may not be indulged in.; It is not for any purpose necesfiary they should

always bo together.

YAKiors (Af. H.).—La Fleche fowls are never strong, and we believe they

Intk . un>titution. They will bear rich food very well, but they ore never well

if supplied with water. " Wc allow them to drink only morning and evening.

The cock you speak of has cither outgrown his streni^rth, or was not sufli-

cjently well fed when young. If he is not essential to your yard, do not

attempt to save him. He is not worth it. He will never be fit for a stock

bird.

"Washtng a Buff Cochin (E. C. T'.).—Wash the plumage with soft soap

and water, the former in small proportion. Use a sponge, and !» content to

wipe the feathers gently down without moistening the under plumage, which

is always clean. Wipe them afterwards with flannel, and put them in an
open basket with some soft straw before a fire. They will dry clean. Be
sure you wash the fowl's legs as well as the feathers. Ground oats miied
with kitchen scraps will put on weight very fast.

Brittlentss of Feathers (H. B.).~Tour Hamburgh cock is changing

his hackle, and the feathers only look as if they were broken. They will

come right if they are let alone. Tour feeding is very bad. Indian meal once

per day is enough. You may give it in the morning ;
give good ground oats or

oatmeal midday, and whole Indian com in the evening. The tendency of

Indian meal is" to cause extreme fatness, and that is not favourable for

health.

Brkbding Pile Game Fowxs (H.).—You con breed Piles either from the
birds you name, or from a Black Red cock and \STiite hen. You can breed
Piles irom a Brown Red cock and '\Miite hen, or between a %\'hite cock and a
Ginger hen. They would not be faulty, but if you have any fixed ideas as to

what you want, you must remedy the failings in the produce, by mating birds

possessing the properties you require with those of the first cross that comes
nearest to your standard.

Legs of Pile Gaste Fowxs {An Old Gnme Brfedfr, ffr.).—We cannot
agree with yon about the colour of the legs of Pile Game. Nearly fifty years ago
we had much to do with Cheshire Piles, and there were Willows among them.
Many years ago we shipped a main of Piles to the West Indies, and many of
them had willow legs. We are heterodox enough to believe that the colour of tho
legs is immaterial; that whether it be a Derby Bed with white legs, or an old
Red with yellow, or a modem Red with willows, we should in the pit make
choice of the bird without looking at the colour of his legs. If you can
find us any county, or even large district, where Game fowls prevail, and
whore lege of only one colour are to be found, we shall ask ourselves a question,
but at present we side with the judge or judges, and think ** in re Game
fowls," it is necessary all legs in a pen should be alike, but no colour in
itself is a mark of greater or less purity or excellence.

Price of Cochtn Cockerel [Devon Rector)).—Such a bird asyou describe,
between gentleman and gentleman, should moke £1.

Fowl's Hofse (G. A.).—Tour fowls have cold, stimulants such as strong
ale are required. Hambnrghs are more prone to roup than any others. Wash
the swollen eyes witli vin^ar and cold water. Give Baily's pUls. Get rid of
the Hamburghs, they are " messing."

Pullets Pickikg a Cockerel's Flesh {E. JMiitf).—You must separate
the cock from the hens till his top-knot is grown. It will then be safe from
attack. In these matters cocks somewhat resemble gentlemen, they stand
quiet while they are put to pain, looking for the *' compensation balance " in
the fact it gives the ladies pleasure. A cock or a cock Pheasant will stand
still to be eatru alive by the hens. Bruce's tradition of the Abyssinians cut-
ting a rump steak, day by day, out of the li%-ing ox. is nothing compared to a
Spanish or Houdan cock standing still, the one while hie head is eaten, and the
other while his face is being pecked.

Selecting Stock Fowls {Hanis Hcntci/c).—No. 1 should have gone into
the Btock-pot_ last year. How is it you hatched no cockerel till August ?

g; 5, 6, 7, should go with an
J are your own seeing, and if

and have more faulty

i too old.Because No. 1
early bird of last year. Tour failures of last
you breed as you propose, you will hatch fewer
birds.

Vulture Hocks {Inqti We republish the woodcut. Vulture hocks

arc long, straight, quilled feathers protnidiug from below the knee.
Silver-pencilled Hamburgh Cock (G. Caithmssl—Ji good Gold-pen-

cilled Hamburgh cock should have no \isible black but in the tail, and those
feathers should be edged with bronze.

Plymouth Show {J. i^onj;).—We hope you are correct in stating that it
was ' a success in every sense of the word.'' ^\Tiat vou state about another
party s misfortunes is not suitable for publication. (iV. jBar(^r).—There i^ no
need to moke further inquiries. Let us see what the present year will bring

Edinburgh Poultry Show (.7. RoUiiison).—It was very careless of the
Secretary not to Bond your prize Golden-spangled Hamburghs to Manchester
as was undertaken by the Society. It was the more vexatious because yon
travelled to Manchester. "An Exhibitor,'' Cambridge, was similarly badly
attendee! to, and at a cost of 3m.

Canajiies (H. G.).—If your letter was received the query was answered;
but we have too many questions doily to be able to remember each. Send
your query again.

Spratt's Cat Biscuits {Anthony).—As you cannot obtain an answer from
the factory we cannot advise you. Buy Meyrick's little book on dogs.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS,
Camden Square, Lokdon.

Lat. 51" 32' 40" N. ; Long. 0' 8' 0" W. ; Altitude 111 feet.

Datb.
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light sandy nature, in a dose herbage that has accumulated so

as to form a thickly-woven fibry sui-face of turf, taken off

1 to IJ inch thick, and laid up for three months to decompose.

The diiffercuce is not vci-y great, and the only objection that

can be urged against a soil of this description is the excess of

lime and iron, in which there can really be no serious draw-

back, as the excess of iron is probably decomposed by the

lime. There is also a slight excess of clay that may be over-

come by the addition of sand, and the deficiency of vegetable

matter may be compensated for by adding some old cow dung
or leaf soil, with a large amount of sand. This soU should be

laid up a few days or weeks, according to the period of the

year, less time being needed in summer than winter, and finely

chopped-up for small plants, and moderately so for large ones.

If used rather rough, let there be a good proportion of finer

particles, so as to fill up the interstices and allow of firm pot-

ting, adding to it one-sixth of silver sand, and a twelfth part

each of charcoal in lumps from the size of a pea to that of a

liazel nut, and broken pots that will pass a half-inch sieve

;

max this thoroughly, and what is the plant that will not grow
in it ? I am not prepared to say that it wUl suit the most
delicate of plants which require heath soil, but it will grow
such subjects as Azaleas and Ehododendrons much better than
any peat, and is especially suited to Camellias. So-called

American plants require vegetable matter and plenty of sand
;

indeed, most, if not all, Cape, New Holland, and American
plants need decomposing vegetable matter in the proportion of

one to two of sand, a small proportion of clay, and very little

lime or iron. In such a soU they will thrive, and by the de-

composition of organic material and their own decaying pai'ts,

will give origin to the soil we term peat.

I have been so often disappointed by peat, that I have no
hesitation in giviug preference to the top inch of an old com-
mon, the soU of which is stony, rocky, or sandy underneath,
and the old tm-f at the surface very tough, sandy, and partially

decomposed. I use it for the pui'poses of peat in the culture of

pot plants, but for American plants out of doors I do not
consider peat needed. For plants in beds I prefer compost
formed of the first 2 or 3 inches of an old pasture, chopped-up
rather roughly and enriched with leaf soU from a wood, or from
where Bracken and Foxglove grow, and the whole top-dressed
with cow dung and plenty of sharp sand, to make the soU
Hght and porous. This soD will grow Ehododendrons, Azaleas,
Kahuias, Andromedas, and hardy Heaths much better than the
majority of jjeats.

It should be stated that some peats are so ferruginous as to
be wholly unsuitable, and some contain iron in such quantity
as to be actuaDy poisonous to plants, and yet the soU beai-s a
very good gi'owth of Heath. On examination, however, it will
be found that the layer of peat is very thin, the ferruginous
substance being immediately under it, but none of the fibres
of the Heath entering it. Those ferruginous peats are also
vei7 deficient of sUica, though the subsoil is frequently a com-
pound of 150 sand, 120 silica, with as much as 50 of alumina,
oxide of iron 35, water not entering but running off by the
surface. If the ground has not a sharp LncUne, the Heath is

often covered with hchen and sphagnum. Even the surface
of these soils is of no use, as they are so largely impregnated
with iron and so deficient of sand.
There are peats, again, that overhe limestone, and are so

impregnated with it as to be wholly unsuitable, especially those
on the maguesian formations. It'is remarkable, however, that
even those formations on which there is but a thin deposit of
vegetable matter, will grow plants which need peat well if un-
distm-bed, but this, if removed, is destructive to plants in pots
or in a cultivated state.

It is also necessary to make some remai-ks on the kinds of
sand used for mixing with loam intended to be employed in-
stead of peat. There is the sand rock, which is a compound of
lime, and when burned forms the finest silver sand. In its
natm-al condition it is simply poisonous to plants, and when
washed it renders the water milky. There are also pit sands
veiy full of iron, and nearly useless. All sands should be
washed m a very fine sieve, skimming off the top. This frees
them of loam or aluminous matters, and also of what those
persons who use sand for cement or Ume term " blacks."
These spoil the work, and if not removed will also destrov the
roots of plants.

Peaty turf, such as is used for fuel, is of no value for
plant-culture, being almost destitute of silica. It consists of
sphagnum and allied plants, frequently forming a deposit to a
great depth, but it is also often found in only a thin layer. It

usually occurs in low ground and saturated with water, where
the subsoil is very clayey and almost without stones. This is

only useful for the growth of bog plants or for fuel.—G. Abbei.

SMALL FAEMS—HOW THEY CAN BE MADE
TO ANSWEE.—Xo. 5.

By Bev. Willlim Lea, Vicar of St. Peter's, Droitwich, and
Hon. Canon of Worcester.

Vegetables.—I have now exhausted the usual varieties of
fruits with the exception of Filberts {Strawberry cultivation
comes more nearly under the category of vegetables) , and not-
withstanding the very tempting accounts of the profit of
Filbert-growing which I have seen in print, I cannot say that
I have found it successful. It is stated in a pamphlet which
I have before me that Cob FUberts are readily sold at £7 for
100 lbs. weight—that is, about 1». id. per lb. My experience
was not so fortunate, as the crop produced the odd fourpence
without the shilling, so we will tlismiss them from our con-
sideration. And the point I now wish to come to is this

:

When a field is planted with fruit, it will be some 3'ears before
the trees fully cover the ground, or there may be parts of it

left open for vegetable cultivation—what will be the most
profitable vegetables to grow ? I mentioned the Strawben-y
above ; and where the ground is weU suited for the growth of
this fruit, and sulBciently near to a market, probably few kinds
of produce will bring a more profitable return. The difficul-

ties are, that it carries very badly, and requires to be netted
over where birds are numerous. I have never made an experi-

ment as to the market value of Strawberries, but after many
years' experience as a grower I may be able to thi'ow some
light on the subject to those who may wish to begin.

First, double-dig your ground and manure it heavily ; then
put in your runners, being careful to select first runners

—

i.e.,

those nearest to the parent plant ; put them in as eai'ly as you
can, and not later than the middle of August, or you will not
have much of a crop the first yeai'. Plant them in rows
12 inches apart, and 12 inches between the plants. Directly
the fruit is gathered hoe up every alternate row, so as to leave
for the second year rows 2 feet apart, with the plants 12 inches
from each other. Directly the fruit is gathered the second
year, hoe up every alternate plant in the rows, so as to leave

for the third year rows 2 feet apart, and plants 2 feet from
each other. Clean your beds by the end of August ; in No-
vember hoe them over, and put on a good surface-dressing of

manure, and at the end of May, when the plants are just

going out of blossom, give them a good watering with liquid

manure—this will materially increase the size of the fruit.

Some prefer to let the plants run all together, so that the
ground is completely covered. The advantage of this plan is

that the bh-ds do not see them so j)lainly ; the disadvantages,

that the fruit is smaller, less abundant, and in a wet season
worthless.

The vaiieties of Strawberry to be grown must depend upon
your soil. TVliere the British Queen will succeed it should
always form a part of the plantation ; but it will not grow on
all soils. I have never been able to do any good with it myself.

The eai'hest of aU sorts is the Black Prince, but it is hardly

a Strawberry, and would not be looked at when once Keens'
Seedling has been seen ; stUl, on account of its eai'liness it

may be worth a trial. To succeed this I should recommend
Keens' Seedling and President, which last, as far as my expe-

rience goes, is the hardiest, the longest-hved, and the most pro-

Ufic of all StrawbeiTies, and one which will carry well. Then
come Sir J. Paxton, where it will grow La Constante, and of

later sorts Filbert Pine, Frogmore Late Pine, and Stirling

Castle ; but the king of all is Dr. Hogg, unequalled in size and
flavour, but I fear a short-Uved variety, and of a tender con-

stitution. These are the varieties which I have found to

succeed best on a Ught loamy soil, and on such a soil I

should say that nothing would beat the President for mai'ket

puri:)oses.

I now come to the questiou of vegetables ; for if a field is

planted with fruit (trees such as Plums, Apjiles, or Cherries,

in rows 24 feet apart, and bushes, such as Gooseberries or

Currants, between them in rows 6 feet apart) for the first six

or eight years, there will be room for vegetables between the

rows, and also between the bushes. What varieties can be
grown to the greatest profit ?

In the first place I should put Onions, Garlic, or Shallots,

because they interfere less with the roots of the trees than any
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other Tegetable ; and the last especially, if the soU is in good
heart, will produce a larger profit per square yard thau any-

tliing else. Carrots and Parsnips may also be gi-own, and the

latter will hold their own, and produce large roots, even if

quite overshadowed by the bushes, when nothing else will

succeed. But the most profitable crop for the first few years

will probably bo the Potato, especially the early varieties which
do not make too much haulm, such as the Ashleaf , Early May,
Alma, The King, and other kidneys, which are always in

demand before the later Potatoes come in, and even then seem
to be preferred before them. Of the later sorts the best and
the most prohflc (but this again is a question of soil), are the

Red Regent and the Victoria, both of which will keep perfectly

sound tUl Potatoes come in again. But if a part of a field is

left open, and not planted with trees, nothing, probably, will be
more profitable than Asparagus beds, if the farm is near to a
good market.
With regard to manures, there is none which can be com-

pared with farmyard manure, more especially if the crop is to

be planted among bushes and fruit trees. Some persons have
a prejudice against " green " manure ; but I would say, When
you are planting, put on eveiy bit of maniu-e you can scrape

together, rotten if you have it ; if not, green. I have seen

just as good and healthy crops of Potatoes, if not better, grown
from manure full of soakage wheeled straight from the pigstye,

as from the well-matured heap which had accumulated during
the previous year. I say, then, there is nothing like farmyard
manure. It lasts for two or three seasons in the soil, while

artificial manure is exhausted in one. But among artificial

manures there is a difference. I have tried experiments with
many varieties, and have found nothing so efficient for Potato-
gi'owing as Peruvian guano, if it can be procured unadulterated.
A httle goes a long way, if dropped by hand upon the set when
it is planted iu the ground. AJad this mention of manure leads

to a consideration of the sources from which it is to be derived.

A fruit-farmer )m(.5( have it, and as it is not always to be pur-
chased, he must keep a certain amount of stock to produce it.

What that stock should be we will consider in another paper.

(To be continued.)

ELECTION OF BOSES.
Mk. RiBCLYFFE, in your last, after commending the hsts of

Roses on the whole, thinks there are two shy bloomers, six bad
gi'owers, and sis. prcsqtu p?t'!Ht', iu the thirty-six.

With regard to the presque pltine , I think that not only some
of the very best garden Roses, but some of the very finest

exhibition Roses belong to this division ; and though some of

them are dangerous friends, in a stand, as in a hot tent, they
are apt to open too rapidly and show an eye, yet, as a rule,

their constitution is better than the very double ones, many
of wliich, Uke La Heine, Reiue du Midi, Alpaide de RotaUer,
and others, at times utterly refuse to open, and others, agam,
open flat and rough, like Thyra Hanunerick, Souvenir de
Poiteau, Baronne Prevost, &a. What Roses can be finer than
Duke of Edinburgh, Xavier Ohbo, Pierre Notting, Victor
Verdier in their half-expanded state ? There are very few
Roses that wUl bear, as I sometimes see done, a .Judge's

pencil stuck into the middle to poke in and see if there
is a yellow eye, and then they are condemned, because they
say, " Oh ! that Rose wo'n't do, it will open directly and
show a yellow eye, very likely by the time the public are ad-
mitted."
There are some of the Roses which have incurved petals, like

Prince Henri de Pays Bas, Fehx Genero, and Louis XTV., which
keep their shape longer, but many of these Roses have quite
as much a yellow eye as the presque pleine, only on account of

the incurved petal they do not show it so much.
I am induced to write this, as I am myself a great admu-er

of that section on account of the beauty of the bud and half
and three-parts-opened flower, as instance General Jacqueminot
and La France. In my opinion, as a general rule, they are the
most useful Roses that can be grown, and I should be sorry to
have them discarded as exhibition blooms on account of then'
tendency to show, not the cloven foot, but the yellow eye when
past their best.—C. P. Peach.

have about sixty Hybrid Perpetual Roses which may be relied

upon with perfect confidence as really first-rate. Those Roses
which have only had one vote are, I beUeve, mostly excellent,

but so far- scarcely sufliciently accredited. Now, I propose
that this election be carried a little further, and that the same
able rosarians be canvassed again for then- opinions as to what
other Roses, besides those aheady elected, are really worth
growing either for the garden or for exhibition. This woiHd
enable the public to understand, once and for all, what Roses
are reaUy w<n'thy of cultivation, and nurserymen what Roses
they may with perfect confidence propagate.
To caiTy out this desirable object I would suggest that the

Roses be divided into three classes—1, Hybrid Pei-petual,

Bourbon, and China Roses ; 2, Noisettes and Tea-scented

;

3, Summer Roses, such as Pairl Verdier, Miss Ingram, Paul
Ricaut, Ac, first-rate, but only siunmer Roses. I would further

suggest that the electors prefix an asterisk to those Roses
which, however beautiful for the exliibition table, are unsuit-

able for the garden, either as too tender aud weak, or too un-
willing to open then- blooms ; also that they should prefix the

letter P to those Roses which are most perpetual in their

habit.—R. T.

[I think your suggestion a very good one, and shall be glad

to receive hsts from rosarians, which I would analyse aud
pubhsh the results, leaving out the thu-ty-six aheady named,
naming in addition, say, thirty-six Hybrid Perpetuals and
Bourbons, add the Chinese to the Teas and Noisettes, and
name twenty-four and twelve summer Roses. Tliis would give

seventy-two, in addition to the thirty-six already selected. If

more than these are named it adds seriously to the trouble of

compilation, and 108 Roses are a goodly number, though I

have httle doubt twice that number will be named to obtain

the requisite seventy-two.—C. P. Peach.]

EvEKTONE will agree that Mr. Peach has rendered valuable
assistance to Rose-growers by canvassing the most eminent
rosarians of the day for the election of the twelve best and the
thirty-six best Roses. From this election we find that we

EOSES—HYBEIDE EEMONTANTE.
I CAN find neither of these words'in my French dictionary,

De Porquet's. There is no such word as Hybrid in Walker's
Dictionary. [There is in Johnson.] There is "Hybridous

—

begotten between animals of different species
;
produced from

plants of different kinds." "Remontant" is neither French
nor EngUsh. I tliink the tei-m Hybrid Pei-jjetual is quite as

good as Hybrid Remontant, and more generally understood,
Both the French and EngUsh terms are equally apphcable to

the Tea-scented Noisettes, which are mules or hybrids, and
likewise Remontants. The French probably derived the word
from " remonte—new horses bought to remount the troopers."

If so, Hybrid Remounts or Remounters would be an intelligible

aud exact translation. The verb " remoriter—to go uji again,"
may probably be the origin of the term. In the EngUsh
part of De Porquet's dictionary " remount " is " remonter."
I am satisfied with Hj'brid Perpetuals, but if we are not to

have that I can see no better term than " Hybrid Remoun-
ters."

I agree with " D.," it is difficult to get fresh terms generally
adopted. The EngUsh love to copy the French, as if they had
no ideas of their own. They, moreover, love to intersperse

Latin, French, and Greek words, or crackjaw derivatives, into

their articles to the confusion of humble readers. This is

" philosophy vainly so caUed," because it conveys no instruc-

tion to the ilUterate.

One word about "belle tenue" and " se tenant Men." No
doubt they both mean "erect habit." Ferme pedoncule or

pedicule droit would set the matter at rest. The EngUsh word
is pedicle and not peduncle, which is Anglo-French, and is not
to be found in Walker's dictionary. I cannot find either the
word peduncle or pedicle in the English part of De Porquet's
dictionary, but in the French part I see both pedcmcule and
pCdiculc.—^W. F. Raiicltffe.

MEADOWBANK.
This, the residence of T. Dawson, Esq., is at Uddiugstone.

It is small in extent, but well worthy of a visit. The gi-ounds

are weU laid out and kept in good order, and have also the
advantage of being beautifully situated on the banks of the
Clyde. In taking a hunied walk through the grounds, where
the modem style of flower gardening has been adopted, I noticed

amongst other minor features a rather extensive coUection of

herbaceous plants. These, very properly, occupied a quiet
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nook by themselves, but I could

not, owing to want of time,

inspect this collection as I very

much wished to do.

No doubt most of your

readers ai-e aware that this

place owes its celebrity to the

extensive and select collection

of Orchids which Mr. Dawson
has collected, and which is now
under the care of Mr. Ander-

son, his able gardener. The
Orchid houses are numerous,

principally span-roofed, with

fixed upright sashes. Ventila-

tion is obtained from the apex

of the roof, and from ventila-

tors in the .side walls, fixed in

such a position that the air is

warmed by passing over the hot-

water pipes before it reaches

the plants. In the narrow

span-roofed houses, 12 feet

wide and under, the internal

arrangement consists of thick

sandstone slabs down each side

with a path in the centre.

There are several larger houses of the same description, two

of which are used as show houses, one for cool-house Orchids,

and the other for those requiring the temperature of the East-

India house. These houses have a stage in the centre and

one round the sides and ends.

The first house I entered was 65 feet by 12 feet, in two

divisions. In one compartment was a collection of AmaryUis,

a class of plants which 'Mr. Anderson has taken in hand, and

of which he also possesses many seedUngs from cross-impreg-

nated flowers. This is a class of plants not so much culti-

vated as they deserve to be. They cross readily with kindred

species, and are easily raised from seed. The form of the

flowers has been much improved by crossing with Hippeastrum

parduium, as witness the splendid flowers in the hands of

the Messrs. Veitch, of Chelsea, such as A. Chelsoni, A. Leo-

poldi, &c.

Passing into the next division we find an East-India tempe-

rature, in which are different species of Phalajnopsis, such as

P. SchUleriaua, of which there is a magnificent specimen.

This plant, with P. amabUis and P. grandiflora, should be m
all plant stoves where a night temperature of 60' can be

maintained during winter. In some collections of Orchids

the Phatenopsids are sometimes to be found in bad condi-

tion. I have charge of a fine specimen of P. grandiflora, which

came under my care five years ago in bad health ; it was re-

moved from the compost in which it was growing at that time

and the roots washed, it was then fastened to a block of wood

with some fresh sphagnum round the roots. The block was

placed in a pot, the space between the block and sides of the

pot being fiUed-in with clean potsherds, and the surface covered

with fresh sphagnum up to, but not over, the roots. The plant

has made steady progress ever since. All the treatment it has

received has consisted in giving it a little fresh sphagnum

once a-year. The roots ramble over and clasp round the pot,

but they are in no way disturbed. A successful exhibitor said

to me the other day when I was admiring his healthy stock of

Phalienopsis, " If you want to grow them well, do not disturb

the roots as long as the plants are healthy. I only dip the

baskets in water once a-week." At the time of my visit to

Meadowbank on September 20th, P. cornu-cervi and P. rosea

were in flower.

The Cattleya house also contains grand specimens of this

ffl.mil y ; indeed, what struck me most in looldng over this

collection of Orchids, was the size of the individual specimens

and the number of flowers they produce. It is also very

evident that no inferior vai-ieties have a place. For instance,

in conversing with Mr. Anderson about Cattleya Warneri, we

agreed that many inferior forms of it exist in the country.

The same may be said of many others. I have not yet seen a

bad variety of Cattleya exoniensis, yet, fine though it is, a

particular specimen I saw in flower here was surpassmgly

beautiful. Cattleya citrina was grown both on blocks and in

pots. It does best on blocks, with the leaves hanging down-

waids. Odontoglossum citrosmum was thriving in the Cattleya

house ; it requires more heat than other Odontoglots. Odoutoglossum citrosmmn
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Of cour.se there is a bouse clevotetl to Odontoglossum Alex-
andra; and the allied species, Masdevallias, and others of the
icool section. This is a span-roofed pit, and the plants are
placed very near to the glass. There are some grand speci-

"mens of 0. Alexandrje, of which no two plants are exactly
alike. Everybody who has the means should grow this by the
dozen or hundred if they can, as it thrives in even a cooler
treatment than the MasdevaUias, 40° to 45° being sufficient to

winter them in, and if the temperature fall to 35° even, no
harm will ensue

; besides, they may be had in flower every
month in the year.

Oncidiums were represented by the rare 0. Eogersii, and the ^/
singular and beautiful 0. PapiUo, of which there were many ^i^J
magnificent forms, whose flowers resemble a butterfly on the
wing.

In a small house were a number of plants in good health of

Epidendrum erubescens. It is a very difiicult plant to manage,
and is generally grown in a cool house fixed on blocks of
wood. Mr. Anderson had planted it out on a level surface in

-a medium of sphagnum moss.
The cool and tropical show houses at the time of my visit

were very gay ; no doubt they are kept so "all the year round."
In the cool compartment Odontoglossum grande in many
varieties were triily grand, rivalled only by the magnificent
Vandas in the East India division. Zygopetalum maxillare
wa? producing freely its pendant spikes of distinct flowers.

Epidendrum viteUiuum was rather past, but it was yet con-
spicuous with its very distinct orange-scarlet flowers.

Passing to the tropical show house, the distinct and recently-
introduced Cattleya Dowiana was not yet over, nor C. Aclandise,
which was also in flower. Of Aerides sua^vissimum, two
liaudsome varieties were in flower. Magnificent specimens of

Vanda tricolor and varieties were ranged do^wn the centre
Btage

; also Vanda cffirulea, of small size, but producing nice
spikes of its large pale blue flowers.
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Many species of Ladies' Slipper are grown. Tliese are at all

times interesting, as the leaves of most of them are prettily

marked. I noted Cypripedium Dayanum, a most distinct and
beautiful species both as regards its beautifuUy-variegated

leaves and flowers. C. Farrieanum is also very pretty and
distinct.

I wiU conclude by advising all lovers of this class of plants

to visit Mcadowbank, and by thanking Mr. Anderson for his

Mndness iu showing me through, and unreservedly answering

aU the questions I put to bim concerning the treatment of his

favourites.—J. Douglas.

BOWOOD.—No. 2.

The Seat of the Marquis of Lansdowne.

We left off at the kitchen garden. This is situated on the

north side of the mansion, and contains 5J acres within the

walls, which vary from 12 to 14 feet in height ; the area in-

cluded by them is di-(-ided into four compartments. There is,

besides, in another part of the grounds a kitchen garden of

about 2^ acres, in which Cabbageworts, Asparagus, Sea-kale,

Rhubarb, Potatoes, and similar crops are grown ; there is also

an orchard of 6 acres. The soil and subsoil of the walled

garden are naturally imfavourable to the growth of fruit trees,

containing a large amount of hungry, coarse, ferruginous sand,

with rock beneath, through the fissures of whicli the water

rises to within 3 feet of the surface. On this account the

borders have for the most paii been formed artificially of turfy

loam, which had to be carted a distance of several miles.

These borders are generally 12 feet wide, and the great labour

which has been expended in making them has been repaid by
excellent crops. The trees have evidently been carefully

managed from then- youth, and among the horizontal-trained

Pear trees are some of the best examples of that mode of

training anyivhere to be found. On the opposite side of the

9-feet walks, all of which are edged with stone, are also hori-

zontally-trained Apple and Pear trees on espaliers of iron wire,

and the space between them and the walk was in one border
planted with Picotees and Carnations, to furnish cut flowers.

The fan-trained Pears are large, and like the horizontals very

well trained ; so, too, are some single and double upright cordons
between the trees. The Peach and Apricot walls have copings

which project on the south side 4 inches beyond the face of

the wall, and temporary copings are put on in spring. One
wall is entirely occupied with Green Gage Plums, and on a

north aspect are Plums for late use, and Morello Cherries,

and borders with the same aspect are planted with Currants,
which are kept covered to retard them iu order to afford a late

supply, and Lily of the VaUey for forcing. On some of the

waUs are Fig trees, several of which though very old still bear
good crops. To break the force of the wind Ai-bor-Vitie hedges
extend across the borders in parts exposed to the sweep of

eddying breezes, and in front of some of the houses simQar
hedges are employed with the same object.

We will now look through the vineries and other houses,
which are for the most part lean-to's facing the south. A
half-span Muscat house 30 long, and a large vinery planted with
Black Hamburghs, which are generally started about Chr-ist-

mas, may be dismissed without further remark, than that at

the time of our visit each was filled with Geraniums. In the
late Muscat house the Vines had been lifted in 1870, aud a
fresh border made ; they had pushed roots vigorously, and
the crop r about half of which was cut, was also good. The
late vinery cont.iined such standard kinds as West's St.
Peter's and Lady Downe's ; and a house planted with Canon
HaU Muscat, a noble Grape when well gro-wn, but a shy setter,
was undergoing repah-. Mr. Scammell prefers fruiting it on
the young wood instead of on the spurs. In the early house
the spur-pruned Vines were breaking at Christmas ; on the back
EheU were Strawberries for March, and m front Orange trees.
A succession house contained Black Hamburgh and Buckland
Sweetwater for ripening in June. Another range about 50 feet
long by 1.5 or 16 feet wide, is filled with large old Black Ham-
burgh Vines, which it is intended to replace with Lady
Downe's and other late Grapes. At present it is occupied
with Chinese Primulas, Cinerarias, and bediling plants. The
last vinery to be noticed is one flue-heated, contamin" old
Tines Ufted the year before last (1870), and which bore a''good
crop last season. This likewise was profitably occupied with
bedding plants. Azaleas, and Mignonette.

Of the Peach houses, three in number, the trees in the
earliest were coming into flower at Christmas, and wiU most

likely produce fruit the first week in May. This house,''about

9 feet wide, has a steep roof well calculated to transmit and
not reflect the sun's rays early in the year, and so to econo-
mise natural heat ; still ample provision is made for artificial

heat, for there are three rows of 4-incli pipes. At the back
are two shelves under the hip where Strawberries are forced.

The trees in the succession house, wliich is flue-heated, had
just been tied-in ; the varieties were Pioyal George and Belle-
garde Peaches, and Murrey Nectarine. Those in the late
Peach house, being dormant, call for no remark.
The Pine pits, which are about 13 feet wide, and have out-

side chambers for leaves to afford bottom heat, contain a
fine stock of healthy fruiting and succession plants. Black
Jamaica and Smooth-leaved Cayenne are the varieties chiefly

grown for winter fruiting, and the Ripley Queen for sum-
mer. Providence is also ripened to a good size. In other
forcing houses were Dwarf Kidney Beans, Asparagus, and a
number of Pines, every inch of space being fully occupied.
In the Cucumber house, 30 feet by 12, Telegraph was bearing
well ; Azalea amcena, a charming little kind for spring decora-
tion, was hkewise being forced, as well as Gardenias and some
other plants. One of thfe most useful structures in the garden
is the orchard house, a little more than 200 feet long by 10 feet

wide, and having a curvilinear roof placed against a waU facing
south. The back sashes lift to afford top ventilation, and
those in front are pivot-hung to push outwards. Peaches aud
Nectarines are trained on a curved treUis in front. Half a
dozen Plum trees, taken from the open gi-ound, beheaded, and
grafted with Green Ciage, had borne well last year. The other
occupants of this house were Strawberries, to be protected
imtil required for forcing, and Cos Lettuces, of which a large
number had been taken up from the borders to be planted
out in spring. In a quarter snugly hedged round with Arbor-
Vita; are frames fiUed with a fine healthy stock of Nea-
politan Violets and half-hardy plants, pits for Strawberry-
forcing, &c.

Plant-growing is not pursued to any great extent at Bowood,
the principal object being to produce plants to meet the lai-ge

demands for the decoration of the mansion and flowers for
bouquets and similar purposes. A small stove contains Bou-
gainrillea glabra planted in a border with bottom heat, and
freely producing its rosy bracts on the roof ; also a number of
plants of the brilliant and useful Poinsettia pulcherrima in
4-inch as well as in larger pots, Dracfeuas, Marantas, Eu-
phorbias, Eucharis amazonica, Begonias, and other plants.

Another plant house is chiefly filled with Azaleas and CameDias ;
on the roof is a plant of Tacsonia Van-Volxemi, which flowers
from spring tiU late in autimm. Outside of this house is a
flourishing plant of the New Zealand Flax, which though
almost hardy is not quite so, being cut down to the ground in
severe weather unless afforded a little temporary protection-

In front are two large tufts of the Pampas Cirass, one of which
had produced the year before a hundred of its tall silvery

plumes. The only other houses we need notice are a tem-
poraiy orangery, iu which are some immense trees obtained
from France, weighing with the tubs aud soil more than 3 tons
each, and, consequently, veiy troublesome to move to the
terraces in summer, and another orangery forming part of the
mansion, and as architectural in its character as the one just
referred to is not. Here, too, are some large and handsome
Orange trees in tubs. Bays, American Aloes, etc. Outside the
Pomegranate, Bignouia radicans, and Japanese Honeysuckle
serve to clothe the walls. The fruit-room, 50 feet long by
14 or 15 feet wide, is fitted-up with open-spaiTed shelves, and
there are sliding shutters in the roof, which, except when fruil;

is required, are kept closed aud the room in darkness.
We have before said that the glory of Bowood is its pleasure

grounds, and we have also remarked how well these are kept;

notwithstanding their great extent ; but it would not be just

to the excellent gardener, Mr. Scammell, to omit adding that
the useful is as carefully attended to as the ornamental, and
that the fruit and kitchen garden and hothouses, as regards
neatness and good cultivation, are on a par with the xileasure

groimds.

CoLTivATED Natuke.—Between Nature iu her wild state and
Nature under skilful management there is as mxich difference

in appearance as between a savage and a peer, and in produc-
tive power as between a wandermg Caffre and a practised
artisan. A few days ago we went through Mr. Crook's gardens
at BlackpUl, and were astonished to find in it an Apple tree—
the Crook Seedling, as it is now to be called—bearing a third
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crop tliis season. Previously we had esammed another—the

Peach Apple, bearing its second crop—no scanty sprinkling of

fruit, but in both instances to be reckoned by hundreds. Mr.
Crook then showed us some Pumpkins, one of which weighed
130 lbs., and six of which weighed 5 cwt. ! He then let us see

a marvellous breed of ducks—the West Cornwall (the grand-

papa of which had been given him by Captain Ford of Swan-
sea), in one of whose nests in the garden he had a few days
previously foimd tifty eggs ! The strong presumption is that

they were all laid by one duck, as the daily produce of the

others had been duly accounted for. The same lucky cultiva-

tor of Nature avers that he has a heu which has scarcely

stopped laying for the last twelve months, has not moulted
during that period, and is laring now ! Has the golden age

begun ? People had better go to Mr. Crook to learn " how to

make fowls pay."

—

{The Cambrian.)

MBS. PINCE GKAPE.
I worLD not trouble you with any remarks about this Grape

had I not formed a very different opinion of it to that of Mr.
Donaldson. He declares that he has no hesitation in sajHng

it is the best late black Grape iu cultivation. I know Mr.
Donaldson is a good Grape-grower, and his opinion ought to

be worth something to Vine-planters ; but if he has formed it

from the Vines under his own care, and from the state and
appearance of the crop at this time of the year, I think that

he is premature.
This is not the time either to condemn or praise a Grape for

its late-keeping, as many others as well as myself have not yet

ceased sending to table the old Black Hamburgh, which is well

known to be anything but a late Grape. If Mr. Donaldson suc-

ceed in keeping his crop of Mrs. Pince Grapes fresh and plump in

berry until the middle of next March, he will have accomplished
what very few, if any, have hitherto done ; and if he send a

dish to the Fruit Committee in that month, so that it may be

compared with the Lady Downe's Grape, he will induce many
gardeners to alter their opinions about this Grape, and deserve

the thanks of them all. Mr. Donaldson says this is the first

year he has succeeded in growing them to perfection, as neither

in the first nor second year of fruiting were they satisfactory

;

therefore I am incUned to think that the age of the Vines has
something to do with bringing about these good results. It is

well known that if a Viue ijroduces better fruit at one par-

ticular part of its life it is pretty sure to be when it is young.
I nevertheless admii-e Mr. Donaldson's skill, and hope to see

more of the Grape towards the spring.

I agree with much of what the Editors say, for I have known
opinions expressed about new Grapes when there has been only
the raiser's notice to signify that a new Grape was to be sent

out, to say nothing of the adverse opinions of it after it had
been seen, but not tried. I believe Mrs. Pince was thus- treated

by many at first, but most of those gardeners who had the
opportunity of trying it did so, and I know of some really first-

rate Grape-growers who appUed the utmost of their skill in

order to prove its title to being the best late black Grape, but
failed at the last to discover its pretensions. There is no lack
of vigour in the Vine, and with care it has been found to set

its fruit well, and swell-oS evenly. The flavour is known to

be good, but its great failure appears to be in the colour, which
eannot compare with that of AUcaute and Lady Downe's, and
before the new year comes in, it shrivels-up'so as to become
unsightly, while aU other popular late sorts are plump, fresh,

and good.

I do not myself grow Mrs. Pince Grape, but the above de-
scription is taken from what I have witnessed in a dozen places
this autumn and winter, so that Mr. Donaldson has reason to

be proud of his crop, and no one wishes more that he may
succeed in preserving it plump and fresh throughout the next
two months than

—

Thomas Eecoed.

NOTES ON THE LILIES.
Thanking my friend. Major Trevor Clarke, for the good in-

formation which he has given us (page 10), I proceed to
answer his queries as to Lilies seeding. Here, at Weybridge,
li. auratum seeds freely out of doors, L. longiflorum oc-
casionally. In the orchard house, L. auratum, speciosum,
and Wilsoui seed freely. Of L. peuduliflorum I had one good
seed-pod. L. longiflorum seeds freely. By the same token we
have now in a seed-pan a beautiful flower just expanding; the

seed was sown November 26th, 1868. I have, unfortunately,
lost the register of the father, but I am ahnost sure that the
L. longiflorum was impregnated by pollen either of L. Wilsoni
or of a very fine variety of L. Thuubergianum. The seedlings

are very strong, the leaves larger than those of L. longiflorum
usually are, and the stems quite dark, but otherwise I can so
far detect no change. The reason for the late blooming of the
present flower appears to be this : One of its sisters bloomed
beautifully in early summer, the new blooming stem was then
growing wealdy as though the seed-pan was deep, the earth was
not enough for all the pulls on it, and the roots were all away
among the crocks at the bottom, so we wedged the pan down
into a half lard-keg fiUed with good peat ; the plants then all

went ahead.
Since my last notes (page 502), there has been an addition

to the beautiful famUy, in the shape of three if not of new
species, at least of very distinct varieties of Lilies imported by
Messrs. Teutschel, of Colchester. Two of them, called A and
B, differ only in size and, perhaps, width of openiug; they are,

in the drawings exhibited, a purpUsh-pink-shaded compound
of L. longiflorum and L. auratum without spots or bands.
I hope some other grower will keep the ball roUing. The
now happily-expanded Journal " gives ample room and verge

enough," the characters of L. to trace.

—

Geokge F. AVilson.

OBSERVATIONS ON CAULIFLOWEES.
In regard to this useful vegetable, the past few seasons have

not been without their instructive lessons as to the soils and
other circumstances most suited to its successful cultivation.

From 1808 to 1870 inclusive, excessively di-y summers have been
the lot of at least a great part of the United Kingdom—a state of

tilings very trjing, to say the least of it, to the vegetable-grower.

Prominent amongst a goodly Ust of gaa'den crops which suffer

severely from drought stands the Cauliflower ; and in very
light soils the effects (which many a gardener knows no doubt
frequently to his cost) are most clearly illustrated, especially if

such soils be shallow and gravelly. The best, I had almost
said the only, remedy in such circumstances is thick mulchings
of the best material that can be spared—if rotten manui'e, so
much the better—and copious supplies of Uquid manui'e at

stated intervals during the drought. In fact, unless the soil be
approaching to deep clay, mulching may be judiciously prac-

tised with every hope of good results. In 1809 we found plants

treated in this way far surpass those that had the benefit of

the " latter rain," planted only a fortnight later. The old
system of potting a number of plants in autmnn, and protect-

ing from fi'ost in any cold plant-structure, is an excehent way
of secm-ing early produce ; but they should not by any means
be allowed to get pot-bound, as is sometimes the case. This
can be avoided by not using too small pots. Use 3-inch pots
instead of the smaller sizes, which are generally as often

used. When weather is unfavourable for planting in spring,

the plants suffer less from drought in the lai'ge pots. When
dry pot-bomid plants are put out, buttoning invariably follows.

The past season here has been more favourable for second and
thkd plantings than it has been farther east for the last thi'ee

years, but late plantations have been a failure. I attribute

this to the prevalence of heavy cold rains almost incessantly

from end of June to August ; while in seasons immediately pre-

ceding, the heat of the earth counteracted the cooling tendency
of late rains, and these were therefore beneficial to late crops.

The vegetable quarters here are objects of more interest to the
proprietor than the plant houses, which fact has led me to pen
the foregoing notes on one of a variety of vegetables demand-
ing most of our resources, and which may interest some of

your readers.

—

David Mackie, Dunlossit Castle, Islay (iu The
Gardener.)

MARECHAL NIEL WORKED ON GLOIRE DE
DIJON FOR FORCING.

Let me recommend anyone who loves this glorious Rose
to force it when worked on the Gloire de Dijon. I bought a
quantity of trees in pots, and put them in heat in October, and
on Christmas-day they began to bloom, and on January Ith I

picked the finest bloom I have ever seen. I have never, since

I began to grow Eoses, been so dehghted with anything as the

way in which these Marechal Niels are blooming. I have them
budded on the Briar in the same pit, but the size and form of

the blooms is not to be compared with those of the former

trees. Will Mi'. Eadclyffe tell me what Eoses, mentioned iu
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the lists he refers to, will not do on the Manetti stock ? Of
course I do not allude to Teas.—J. B. M. Camm.

STEAWBEEET CULTUBE AND VAEIETIES.
YouK correspondent " T. G." (see page 9), iuTites discussion

on this fruit. My experience on Strawberr\'-growing ranges

over thirty years, during that time I have grown them in many
parts of England—in the stony stubborn land of Sussex, the

gravelly soil of Kent, and the blowing sands of Surrey, and I have
been successful with them in all places, consequently I beUeve
Strawberries can, with proper treatment, be grown anywhere.
As an illustration of what may be done with Strawberries, I

may mention that the Eev. H. Charlton, rector of our adjoin-

ing parish, Easten, told me he had been at Easten twenty
years, but could never grow good Strawberries—the soil being
too light. I gave him the same advice I give everybody

—

namely, dig deeply, manure heavily, plant early, and never
allow the plants to remain after the second crop. This he has
done with the very best results ; in fact the fruit grown by him
last season was generally admired.

Dr. Hogg Strawberry here is really something to admire

—

fine large showy fr-uit of most excellent flavour, also a pro-
digious bearer.

My favourite six varieties are British Queen, Dr. Hogg, Black
Bess, a variety too Uttle known, Frogmore Royal Pine, Sir

Charles Napier, and Keens' Seedling. If I were asked which I

consider the best Strawberry grown, I should, without any
hesitation, answer, Sir Charles Napier. To see its yearling
plants averaging two hundred flowers to each plant when ripe,

is a sight not easily forgotten, and it gladdens my eyes yearly.

^R. Gilbert, Vurghleij.

The praises of Dr. Hogg Strawberry have been so much in
everybody's mouth, and dropping from everybody's pen, that it

sounds rather astonishing to hear from anyone that it has
caused disappointment ; still it seems now to be about to

undergo the same ordeal as nearly all other novelties.

To state my own experience of it, I must say it entirely
coincides with that of your correspondent in last week's im-
pression. Until I saw these remarks I refrained from saying
anything against a variety that seemed to be of universally
recognised merit, and I thought that the plants which I had
must have been spurious. This opinion may be correct yet,
therefore I am anxious to know whether others have ex-
perienced similar failures. Thi-ee years ago, relying upon
public testimony, I planted along with other sorts ten rows of
Dr. Hogg Strawberry, about 50 yards long ; all the other sorts
grew very well, and bore well the following summer, but I was
very much disappointed with the behaviour of Dr. Hogg. The
plants made but a poor and stunted growth, and what friiit

they bore certainly had a resemblance to that of British
Queen, but the berries were so few and far between as not to be
worth gathermg. The gi-ound received no other preparation
but manure dug-in in the ordinary way.
Although my faith was somewhat shaken, I tried to see what

kind treatment would do. I selected a piece of ground that I

thought suitable, had it trenched 2 feet deep, and the subsoil
dug over in the bottom with a liberal dressing of manure. This
operation completed, a good dressing of rotten manure and a
quantity of half-inch bones were dug into the top spit. The best
runners that could be procured of this and other varieties were
planted in this ground last spring ; these are Keens' Seedling,
President, Myatt's Eleanor, and another early sort of which I
have not the name, all of which made a good growth last sum-
mer. I regret to say, however, that Dr. Hogg Strawberrj', if it

is that variety which I have, shows the same poor stunted
growth as in the former situation. I intend to let it remain
to see how it turns out. Should it be no better than I expect,
I shall bid good-bye to that variety for ever.—A Yokket.

COOKING POTATOES.
Havtsg tried various ways of cooking this valuable esculent,

all more or less faulty, a short time since the following method
was recommended to us ; and as it combines simpHcity with
economy, perhaps some of your nimierous readers might like to
try it. Take a very narrow ring of the skin off the Potatoes
before boUing (in kidneys the ring should be taken long ways),
and when they are ready for table the remainder will fall off in
two pieces, leaving the Potatoes like " flour-balls." We have
found Potatoes so treated much better than when boDed with-

out the skin being cut ; and as the skin leaves the Potatoes irt

the process of cooking, it does away with the objectionable
method of peeling afterwards. We also adopt the practice of
putting new Potatoes in boiling water, and matured ones in
cold water, not forgetting the salt in either case.

—

(The Gardener.)

THE EOYAL HORTICDLTUEAL SOCIETY'S
EXAMINATION OP GARDENERS.

The following are the results of the examination of gar-
deners, held on December 12th, 1871 :

—
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foi-med in the spring. During the summer the roots grow, and
life is thus established between them and the Umb above. In
autumn the limb is severed at the place where it was gu-ded,

and set in the ground in the same way anyyoung tree would be.

The next year, according to Mr. Hutchinson's statement, this

new tree will bear fruit just as though it had not been cut

from the parent tree.

To what extent this operation may be carried, and how
successful it may prove, remains to be seen. We have no
doubt Mr. Hutchinson has demonstrated that the new trees

will produce fruit at once, but wo suppose sufficient time has
not elapsed since his experiments commenced to determine
what effect early bearing may have upon their future growth.

That a young tree can bear fruit to any extent and at the same
tune put on a vigorous and thrifty growth, is not in accordance

with our observation. And we suspect that Mr. Hutchinson
will fail to produce very healthy trees from the applieatioa of

liis new discovery. We shall expect in a few years to hear

that his trees have died ; or at any rate that they have become
so feeble that they wUl cease both to produce fruit and to grow.

If it shall prove otherwise, the discovery is an important one.

Experiments to a considerable extent have been made in

Bristol and New Hampton, and wo hear that farmers in various

parts of the State are buying town and farm rights with the

intention of testing the practicabUity of this new system of

producing early-bearing fruit trees. If successful, a complete
revolution in om- manner of obtaining Apple trees vrill be the

result. Instead of buying trees from the nursery which re-

quire from ten to twenty years to come into bearing condition,

the Urabs from our old trees will be converted into new ones
that wUl give us fruit at once. While we have no great ex-

pectations in regard to this new process, we have thought it of

sufficient importance to call the attention of our readers to it,

who can for themselves make such inquu-ies and investigations

as the subject would seem to merit.

—

{American Gardener's

Jiloiith!!/.}

SOOT FOE ORANGES—ORANGES UNDER VINES.
I SEND a portion of a twig, and also an Orange, to show the

effects of a free use of soot for top-di'essmg the pots in intensi-

fying the colour of botli leaves and fruit. The twig is taken
from a Silver Orange ; the fruit I had from a St. Michael's, hut
the skin is thick, although the pulp is sweet.

These Oranges have been imder my Vines in the vinery all

the year round, the heat during the last two months has been
kept at about 50°. I have Tangierine Oranges in the same
house ripe and sweet, the leaves equally green and luxuriant.

I use the syi'inge frequently, and often apply hquid manure,
which carries do'wu the soot from the surface of the pot.

—

J. C. Baenham, Noncicli.

[The foliage of the twig was mteusely dark green and healthy.
The fruit small ; rind very thick ; and flesh juicy, sweet, well-

flavoured, and seedless.—Ens.]

"LES PROMENADES DE PARIS."
WjB concluded om- last notice of M. Alphand's splendid

work with the Grande Cascade de Longchamps; and not in-

appropriately do we return to the subject with a view of the
Grand Lac of the Bois de Boulogne. This great lake was dug
out m 1853 and 1854, and although in a somewhat permeable
EoU, it has remained quite perfect. It occupies a superficial

extent of 190,000 metres, or about forty-three acres, and it

contains two islands of the extent of 80,100 square metres.

To prevent the soakage of the water the sloping sides of the
lake have been built with calcareous blocks up to the edge of

the water, and the bed is formed of a layer of concrete 4 inches
thick, well rammed, and then plastered over with a coat of

mortar IJ inch thick. The mortar is composed of three pai'ts

sand and one part hydi'aulic hme. The concrete is composed
of two parts of this mortar and three parts of sUiceous gravel.

We come now to Chapter VI. in our analysis of the book,
and this we find devoted to the forest plantations, turf, and
gardening works of the Bois. This part is very richly illus-

trated witli portraits of the finest specimens of trees, and of

the landscape effects produced by the skilful gi-ouping of the
forest and ornamental trees used in the plantmg. Among the
finest of the former are ,/!,7s. 33 and 34, Thuja gigantea and
Ai'auearia imbiicata, and fine specimens of Cunninghamia
sinensis and Larix eui'opjea pendula, of which we reproduce
the figure. Not the least interesting and instructive of this

chapter is that portion which treats of planting the avenue
trees, and the use of the protectors and supports ; also the
manner of transplanthig large trees, which is very fully illus-

trated, and which is performed with an apparatus which
appears to be at once simple and effective. One of the most
useful parts of this chapter to the practical man is that which
treats of the clumps and the style of planting, %\-ith a Ust of

the trees, shrubs, and flowers with which each is planted, and
also of the flower beds distributed throughout the Bois.

Chapter VII. is devoted entirely to architectui'al works, with
ground plans and elevations of the lodges, gates, summer-
houses, and restaurants that are distributed throughout the

Bois. Chapter VIII. treats of those parts of the Bois which
have been leased out for special purposes ; one of these is the

Pro Catelan, a reserved piece of ground consisting of about
seventeen acres, which was enclosed by the city of Pai'is, and
converted into an ornamental giuxlen, with places of amuse-
ment, buffets, aquarium, dahy, photogi-aphy, music, and all

manner of attractions. The racecourse of Longchamps is

another of these, a skating establishment is a third, and,

perhaps, the most important of all to our readers wUl be the

Jardin d'Aoclimatatiou. Those who have seen and remember
that charming retreat find here a lasting representation of

that which we believe suffered, perhaps, more than any other

part dirriug the sad events which occurred dm'ing the past

year in Paris. The close of this chapter is occupied with very

useful details and illustrations of the ice-houses in the Bois.

We shall not dwell on the following chapter, which is entirely

given up to the formation of the Aa-tesian weUs wliich supply

the whole of the water for the Bois—works of wonderful

engineering skill and abUity. Here every detail is given of

the machinery and apparatus employed.
Chapter X. introduces us to that wonderful gardening esta-

blishment of the city of Paris, La Muette, lately the scene of

the great strife between the Commune and the Versailles

troops. M. Andre thus described La Muette in our tenth

volume :—
" Situated near one of the entrances to the Bois du Boulogne,

the La Muette gate, at the extremity of the fashionable quarter

of Passy, this establishment covers an area of nearly five acres

between the Rue de la Tour, the Avenue de I'Empereur, and
the old historical castle of La Muette. The railway between
AuteuU and St. Lazare cuts the ground into two unequal parts,

of which the smaller is taken up by frames; the orangery,

sheds, cellars, &c.
" The frames are more especially intended for raising plants

from seed, and for the extensive propagation of softwooded

plants for bedding, such as Pelargoniums, Verbenas, Calceola-

rias, Salvias, Fuchsias, Chrysanthemum frutesoens, &c. There
are altogether 2900 lights set in straight hues, and arranged in

sections according to the description of plants gro^vn in each.

The frames are shortly to be replaced by a range of fifty low

houses communicating with each other, and forming the most
complete assemblage of glass houses ever seen. Each section

is in charge of an under-foreman under the general dh'ectiou

of the foreman, and he has two or three assistants, mth whoso
aid he has to manage from 100 to 150 Ughts. He alone is

responsible for the plants, also for the breakage of glass, and
other casualties arismg from carelessness, and as a compen-

sation he receives a small monthly allowance. The advan-

tages of this system are, that the workman takes better care of

the plants and materials committed to his charge, economy is

consequently secured, and the men, being confined to one de-

partment, speedily gain great experience of the particular

plants livith which they are engaged. To give an idea of tho

immense number of plants raised at the Fleuriste de la Meutte

(that is the name of the estabUshment) , I may state that it

amounts to nearly 3,000,000 a-year. Pelargoniums alone count-

ing for 290,000, Cannas for 70,000, and other principal genera

in proportion.
" The orangery or conservatory, constnxoted in a very econo-

mical manner, is 226 feet in length, and is used for the pro-

tection in \vinter of hardwooded plants taken up in autumn
for planting-out in the follo\i'ing year. A large shed of the

best construction serves to shelter soils, peat, and various

composts, as well as spades, rakes, watering-pots, and light

tools. Down the middle for the entire length of the shed runs

a table 13 feet wide, at which sixty men can pot M-ith freedom
the innumerable plants struck from cuttings in the frames.

Spacious cellars, 9 feet 10 inches high, cut out of the rook at

great expense and at a considerable depth below the surface,

extend beneath the frames. They are intended for protecting
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ill wiuter tubere and i-liizomes, such as those of Dahlias,

Caiinas, &c., taken up in autumn. They may also be used as

a workshop for the gardeners in severe frosts, and as gas will

shortly be laid on, they will be still better adapted for the

purpose.
" Ou the other side of the railway are the trial ground and

glass houses. Whenever a now plant is announced it is pur-

chased at any price, and here tried, for the city of Paris will

not lag behind in the race of gardening progress. If the plant

is hardy it is grown on trial out of doors along with kindred

plants, and under different modes of culture, and after two

or three years'

experience it is

adopted or reject-

ed ; but it must
possess many good
qualities to de-

throne its rivals,

and be extensively

propagated. The
effect is here stu-

died, especially in

masses of one
species or variety,

rather than in he-

terogeneous assem-
blages of plants

without unity or

harmony. The trial

is all the more se-

vere, because long
experience has
taught mistrust of

the high-sounding,
often specious, de-

scriptions given by
dealers in novel-

ties. If the plant
is adopted it is

sent to Viucennes,
where it can be
propagated in such
niunbers, and over

an extent of
ground, that it

could not be at La
Muette.

" The houses,
wliich have been
successively erect-

ed from 1858 to the
present time, are

not equalled in ex-

tent in any other

part of France.
They consist of

twenty-one ranges,

divided into sect-

ions according to

the mode of cultme
required by the dif-

ferent classes of

the plants, and
cover an area of

95,800 square feet.

The largest house
has an area of

18,222 square feet,

is 31J feet in height in the centre, and is in three compart-
ments. The central one is filled with a splendid collection of

Camellias from 15 to 23 feet high, planted out, and several of

them once formed part of the celebrated collection of the
Empress Josephine at Mahnaisou. Of the two side divisions

one is devoted to the protection of those ornamental-foliaged
plants which have risen so much in favour during the last few
yeai's. There may be seen trees of Wigandia, Nicotiana wi-
gandioides, which is covered in winter with superb drooping
panicles of white flowers, Montagnsas, Polj-mnia, Araha papy-
ritera,"and many other handsome tropical plants. Tlie di\'ision

on the other side contains a number of large specimen Palms,
Paudanuses, and Cyoads, which are almost unrivalled. Among
them are magnificent examples of Sabal Blackburuiaua, Sea-

---V

^f^'-

.^
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forthia, Pandanus, Phceuix.Thrinax, Livistonia, Zamia, Cycas,
Ceratozamia, etc., not to mention a numerous coDection of

novelties, in fine condition, aniountiug to upwards of 390
species. Another largo house, in three spans, holds the re-

mainder of the collection of large CameUias; these are in tubs,

and while those planted out afford a multitude of cut blooms,
these are used to decorate the apartments of the Hotel de
Ville at the great balls given by the Prefect of the Seine

;

indeed, all the large stove and greenhouse ijlants are princi-

pally grown for this pui'pose. Ordinary greenhouse plants,

such as Azaleas, Acacias, Epacrises, Heaths, &c., are gi-owu

along with the Ca-
mellias, and receive

much the same
treatment as re-

gards culture.

"A square pavi-

hon, filled with
very tall Palms,
Draca;nas, Ficus,

Aralia, &c., forms
a vestibule to a
high lean-to con-

taining a collection

of no less than 110
species of Fieus.

Ficus elastica
(Urostigma elasti-

cum), or the In-

diani'ubber tree,

takes up the great-

est amount ofroom

,

although there are

some other species

of nearly equal
merit for beds of

peat soil out of

doors in summer.
" Fiu'ther on, in

sections according

to the description

of plants grown in

them, are large and
fine houses devoted
to Dracaenas, to

Aroids,to Ferns, to

lai'ge-leaved Sola-

nums, to Begonias,

to Musas, to Hibis-

cus, to Pelargo-

nium grandiflorum

,

to lai'ge Caladiums,
&c. Lastly, other

two houses deserve

special mention

;

these ai-e the pro-

pagating-house
and that which
goes by the name
of the ' serre de
sevrage.'

" The propagat-
ing-house is em-
ployed for the rapid
propagation of all

those hothouse and
hardy plants that

do not strike readily

in frames, and the appUances are such as are nowhere else to

be seen. It is impossible, however, to convey a clear idea of the

arrangements from mere description ; suffice it, therefore, to

say that there are shelves all round, and, besides, two bark beds,

in the interior of which shelves rise in gi'adation like the steps

of a stair, and under these run the hot-water pipes enclosed

by sheets of iron. The pipes, sixteen in number, are 4j inches

in diameter, and run all round the house. Being thus con-

fined mthin the pit they maintain the heat of the tan in which
the pots are plunged, and afford that degree of bottom heat
wliich is so favourable to the emission of roots. The step-Uke

arrangement of the shelves covered with tan, ou which bell-

glasses are placed, allows of the young plants being kept very

close to the glass. Sis young gardeners are employedJhrough-

eiU'opiea puujuia.
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out tli« year in propagating, and for plants difficult to strike

or raise from seed special means are provided. This house

furnishes about a million of young plants every year.

" The ' serre de sevi-age ' is that in which the young plants

are placed as soon as they have recovered from their first

transplantation or potting,' and when they are well established

they are removed to then' respective houses or frames to make
way for new comers. A portion of this house is occupied with

choice specimens of new stove plants on trial, or for propa-

gation.
" I may add that the other branches of this establishment,

such as seed-rooms, storehouses, ifec, are well organised, and

that the regulations are most judicious, and so, too, are those

with rcgai-d to the superintendence, order, and discipline of

the men. Lectures on the theory and practice of horticulture

are periodically given by the heads of departments to the

workmen and apprentices, and discussions held. The ex-

penditure for this gi'eat establishment does not exceed £8800
a-year."

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
laTCHEN GAUDEN.

As has l)3en before stated, spare ground should now be dug
and ridged ; indeed, trenched, if time permit. Where a

systematic rotation of crops is carried out, it is an excellent

plan to trench all the kitchen garden successively in the course

of three years. The trenching to be performed in each year,

should be on the ground intended for tap-rooted plants—such

as Carrots and Parsnips ; and in forming new plantations of

Strawberries, Easpberries, and bush fruit if the subsoil be stiff,

sour, and wet, work it well up, and drain it. A good coat of

cinder ashes well worked into it, serves to facilitate the passage

of water and air. Thorough drainage should be performed at

once, as now there is more ground vacant than at any other

season of the year. If the ground have a gentle slope to the

south, the main drains should be formed against the descent at

the depth of 3 feet 6 inches. They are of round draiaiug tiles

2 inches in diameter, and at the distance of 40 yards apai't,

with a layer of broken stones 4 inches in thickness, and a thin

covering of heath turf to jirevent the earth mixing with the

draining materials above. Side drains shoiild be introduced
2 feet 6 inches deep, and about 16 feet apart, with tiles li inch

in diameter, on the same ijrinciple as the main drain. Jlanru--

ing and trenching must follow aftei-wards. Ca»/(rfoiC<'r plants

under hand-lights will now requne surface-sth-ring and a

dressing of charred material. The same treatment wiU be
found alike beneficial to the plantations of early Cabbages, to

preserve them from the ravages of slugs. Any vacancies in

the Herb beds should in favourable weather be replenished,

and if new plantations are requh-ed, an accessible situation

should be chosen m consequence of the frequent demand for

them. If former directions have been carried out in making
sowings of Peas and Beans, second sowings might now be
made of the double-blossomed Early-frame Peas. This variety

of Pea is better in quality than many of the newer kinds, and
deserves a place in all gardens where choice vegetables are
esteemed. To grow thtm in perfection there should be allowed
5 feet between the rows ; a sowing of soot on the seed, and the
drills filled up v,-ith some fresh loam, if any can be spared;
and when the crops make then- appearance, a dressing of charred
materials wiU not only promote their- growth, but wUl check
the attack of slugs.

FECIT GAKDEK.
Fruit trees on the walls should have a good coating of half-

decayed manui-e over the roots as amulchuig, and where young
trees of Peaches and Nectarines were planted fourteen months
ago, if two wheelbarrows of charred ashes are now spread over
the surface on the roots of each tree, this will encourage it to
make an extraordinary growth during the following summer.
Pruning, training, and naUiug such fruit trees as furnish
walls on the north and east' aspects should not be delayed,
if the weather prove fine. EspaUers, where repairs are ue'ces-
sary, should now be attended to, and the trees pruned and
neatly tied with rope yarn. Easpberry plantations also might
be staked, tied, and pruned, according to the strength of the
canes. A large amount of manure appUed to the surface will
u-ove of great advantage to them in the bearing season. Cross

1- =U-directed branches which prevent a free circulation of air
or *._

T the bearing season should be removed, and newiy-planted
d'l'^^, ndd be carefully staked to prevent friction when tied,
trees sh^. gg require stimulating, a good dressing of half-de-
11 any tibv

cayed dung should be spread over the surface as far as the

operator considers the roots extend.

FLOWEK CiKDEN".

As the weather is unusually mild, arrears of autumn busi-

ness can now be made up, and even a march stolen on the

coming spring. In the flower garden little can, however, be
done now except digging the borders and beds deeply to ame-
liorate the soil for clumpiug-out flowers. Any of these beds
that are exhausted should have the soil renewed ready for

spring work. In open weather laying turf may be proceeded
with. See that aU hardy plants are secured against severe

weather. All Pink and Pansy beds must be looked after ; those

plants that are loosened in any way should be carefully

fastened. The same observations will apply to seedling Au-
riculas and Polyanthuses. Cai'nations and Picotees \vill still

also require regular attention, as they are said to be spindling

in tills mild weather. It wiU be better to allow the stem to re-

main on tUl later in the spring, watering occasionally when the

soil is vei-y dry, but avoid wetting the foliage as much as pos-

sible. Where tm-f is at aU uneven it should be repaired before

the end of next month, as, if lifted later than Februan-, it

might require some trouble to get it to take quickly. L'ulevel

turf is an eyesore, and it makes mowing more tedious and
difficult ; hence it is worth while to spare time to make what-
ever Little repairs may be necessary here. Sweep lawns occa-

sionally to clear them of fallen bits of branches, <S.-c., and use
the roller frequently here and on gravel to secure a firm,

smooth surface.

GKEENHOrsE AND CONSEEVJ.IOEY.

During the present changeable weather the iirincipal object

should be to keep damp and mildew in check, which the

weather we ai'e now experiencing is likely to induce. Nothing
keeps off these two evils so much as a diy, healthy atmosphere.

To assist in promoting a free circulation of ah" through plant

houses, some of the inferior duplicates might now be removed
to spai-e vineries or other quarters, for the shghtest approach
to a crowded state among delicate plants will be sure to cause at

least a partial loss of foliage. Let all descriptions of hard-
wooded plants that have made sufficient growth, be kept rather

dry at the root, in order to check their growth and induce a

tendency to foim bloom, but do not let the baUs become so

dry as to endanger the foliage. Look sharply after iusect.5

especially mealy bug, and endeavour' to get the whole col-

lection clear of this destructive pest, for if neglected now it

will not fail to demand attention in spring and summer, when
time with the plaut-gi-ower will, doubtless, be fuUy as precious.

A temperature of from 40° to 45° at night, and from 50° to 55°

dming the daytime in the conservatory, is during this dead
time of the year amply sufficient. Wliere twiners for coveiing
the roof are grown in boxes or have but limited root room, as

much of the surface soil as can be taken away without seriously

injuring the roots should be removed annually, replacing it

with some good rich fresh material; this cannot be done
at a better season than the present. The conservatory or

show house should very soon be full of floral beauty. Camellias,

Luculias, Epaciises, Heaths, Primulas, Mignonette, tree

Violets, Cinerarias, Indian Daphnes, and many other showy
things, may easily be had in flower at this time, and with
proper appliances a few Eoses, and other forced plants, as

Oranges, bulbs, &c., should be made to come in now. Let Pe-
largoniums now be kept as much at rest as possible, giving
them but little water; in fact, none unless the leaves show a
disposition to flag. In fine weather hke the present they
should, however, have plenty of aii-, but not in the shape of

cold currents, which are apt to prove injurious to the leaves.

A temperature of 50° by day, and 40° by night, will be suffi-

cient for the present. Any of the stock from which many
cuttings are wanted should, without loss of time, be removed
to a hght, warm situation, first washing the pots, and cleaning
and adding a httle fresh soil to the surface of the ball. Some
kinds of Verbenas are very subject to mildew when placed in

heat during the winter season, but this is easily kept in theck
by means of sulphui', only let it be apphed the moment the
pest makes its appearance.

rOKCIXG PIT.

The pit in which flowers for the conservatoiy are forced,

should possess at this period a permanent bottom heat of 80°

with atmospheric moisture. Such being the case, preparations
must be made for securing a due succession of early spring
flowers, a sprinkling of the most favourite kinds of which may
be forthwith introduced, such as Moss Eoses and crimson
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Perpetual Roses, hardy Azaleas, and plants of that sort.

Hybrid Perpetual Roses will do better in a more moderate
temperature.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN GAEDES.

The common and Veitch's Cauliflower were protected during
the frost vrith Utter, which was left banked-up against them
eTtu in fine weather. On looking over these we came upon
half-a-dozen so hurt as to be useless, and also numbers with
heads of from 2 to 4 inches in diameter, swelling well, and as

white as milk, all of which would have been injured if no pro-

tection had been given. Mice and rats seldom meddle with
plants put out in the open garden, but should these be placed
under cover, they are at them immediately.

FORCED vegetables.
Lately I have not been able to force Dwarf Kidney Beans in

winter, but I would recommend them as being more tender
than those grown in the open air, as making a pleasing variety

on the dinner-table, and realising a handsome profit in the
market. Our first out-of-door crop was planted out from pots

in May, and the last sowed at the beginning of July in an
earth-pit, to be protected in October, and gathered in the
middle of November. Our first crop, under glass, we sowed in

pots outside during September, and brought into a heated
position about the middle of October. If it is necessary to

grow them in pots afterwards, sow four or five Beans in

60-pots, and then transplant them to 6 or 7-inch pots, in

which they bear heavily. After the middle of January we
used 12 and 15-inch pots, but the largest produce in the
darkest months of winter was always from smaller ones.

We had more produce from pots than from pits during the
dark months, but from February and onwards that from plants
in a pit was larger than that from those in pots occupying a
similar position, though if the latter were well top-dressed
there was but little difference between them. Those planted
out, however, were on the whole better. A heated pit is pre-

ferable to a forcing house, as thrips and red spider are thus
avoided. When thus grown in pits we used to have strong
plants in 6-inch pots, which we planted thickly in rows from
2 feet apart. We often kept up successions by sowing in the
furrows between, shortly after those in the rows had begun to

bear. With a Uttle fresh soil we have thus often had four and
five successions in the same pit. When this plan is not
adopted it is best to sow in 5 -inch pots, and then plant them
out as a piece of the old crop is cleared. An apphcation of

lime and sulphur upon the walls, pipes, and flues, with a
plentiful syringing of warm soot-water on sunny days, are the
best preventives against red spider and thrips. Newington
Wonder, Sion House, and Robin's Egg were our favourite
kinds. Sir Joseph Paxton, if obtained true, is a dwarf free-

bearing kind. Kept-up successions of Sea-kale, Rhubarb, As-
paragus, and Mushrooms. Rhubarb may easUy be forwarded
by means of a barrel set over the roots, or by half a dozen
sticks put round a strong root and wrapped with a strawband,
then hght htter placed under, and a firm bunch of it stuck
n the opening at the top. The finest and sweetest Sea-kale
we ever had was obtained by covering the roots with 6 inches
of bog earth, and placing a foot of fermenting material aU
round, and on the shoots appearmg the crop was gathered.
The next best obtained out of doors was by covering the
ground above the roots with dry ashes and a httle salt to deter
slugs, and then la^-ing over from 12 to 15 inches of clean
sweet tree leaves, with a slight sprinkling of Utter. When
a Uttle protuberance appears on the covering you may be
sure that the shoots are from 6 to 7 inches in length, and
wiU come through the leaves white and sweet ; but on this

plan no dung must be mixed with the leaves. In all cases
where this is necessary the roots, or rather buds, should be
covered with pots or boxes to keep the shoots clean and sweet.
Direct contact with sUghtly warm leaves will not teU on the
sweetness of the flavour, but we have always thought that
direct contact with strong manure took away from the sweet-
ness of the shoots. We generaUy grow all our earUest in the
Mushroom-house, but we do not obtain such strong stubby
heads as we do later on by the above simple means out of
doors. The heads of Sea-kale should be stubby and branched,
not more than 6 inches in length, from 1 to 2 inches in
diameter at the base, and quite white with the exception of a
tiuge of purple at the points.

I think that last year I showed in some place the import-
ance of using Sea-kale as an early out-door vegetable without
any covering or blanching whatever. Previously, I had di-

rected attention to the use of the flowers before they were too
much expanded ; but even these are inferior to the flue short

shoots that come in spring and early summer, just showing
the flower-umbel in miniature. If these are cut when short,

and cooked, they supply an abundance of rich food, and there

is quite time enough to put out new shoots to keep the plants

well estabUshed. Even thus treated, without forcing and
blanching in winter, the Sea-kale is as worthy of a place in

every cottage garden as Cabbages and Brussels Sprouts.

Where vegetables are at all scarce, allow me again to re-

commend placing a score or two of Swedish Turnips with
their tops uncut in any dark place, with a temperature from
50° to 60°. The tops, if cut when 6 to 7 inches long, make a
deUcious yellowish dish, which many prefer to Sea-kale. The
blanching takes away much of the natural acridity of the

Turnip top, leaving just enough to make it agreeable.

FRUIT DEPARTMENT.
Looked over our fruit room, which is new and a little damp.

Pears have not kept so weU as Apples. We have open slatted

or railed shelves, the slats 3 inches wide, with thi'ee-quarters

of an inch between them, and a boarded floor.

Grapes.—Picked a few berries from late Grapes, which
showed no signs of damping, until we were obliged to place a

lot of plants on the stages. Set the first division of vinery in

action, and placed shrubs and scarlet Geraniums showing

bloom for cutting on the stage, and bulbs coming on in front.

Began to use the Peach house, the floor of which is as yet

fiUed with Geraniums in boxes, filling the shelves from a pit

with Strawberries in pots, each plant having about IJ inch

square of space, until they are thinned. Put more Strawberries

where they would have enough bottom heat to bring them on
gently, but not to entice the roots downwards. A small wedge
not much larger than an ordinary tally, inserted between the

sash and the rafter, wOl keep sashes safe in windy weather.

ORNAMENTAL DErARIMENT.
Our chief work has been
Moving and replanting large trees, though the weather was

anything but suitable for the work. The trees had received

no previous preparation, and therefore required much root-

tracing. I would tell those contemplating such work that

unless provided with very efficient machinery, the moving of

fine trees with boles ranging from 12 to 15 and 18 inches in

diameter will but rarely be very satisfactory, as for several

years they merely exist before beginning to grow freely again.

With younger trees, the diameter of whose bole ranges from
4 to 8 inches, the work is comparatively Ught, and after the

first year the trees will soon get over the check and grow away
freely. Without previous preparation much of the success will

depend on the careful tracing of the roots and the packing of

them well. The soil is just rather wet for packhig, and it i&

as weU in such changeable weather not to have the holes made
long before they are wanted.
Damp 171 Cold Pits and Frames.—We gave air freely at the

top and bottom of pits and frames which contained Geraniums^
to keep the plants from damping, but we would like better to

have them in a Uttle fire heat if that were possible. Many
thanks to Mr. Peach for his excellent article and plan of house

at page 16. It will confirm what we have aU along stated as to

the superiority of a Uttle house, however heated, over a pit into

which you cannot gain admission. Taking the comfort into con-

sideration, the Uttle extra expense for fuel in comparison with

the covering necessary for pits and frames wiU be as nothing.

The looseness of the grooves wiU contribute greatly to the safety

of the glass when put closely edge to edge. When put closely

edge to edge and held firm at the sides, there is risk of breakage

from expansion.
Watering.—All pot plants, especiaUy in low temperatm-es,

must be watered with judgment, but bulbs throwing-up their

flower-stalks wiU want a good supply. Primulas, Cinerarias,

and Calceolarias must not be kept dry. These, aU softwooded

plants in general, and hardwooded plants in particular, should
never have any water poured close to or against the stem,

especiaUy in such close wet weather. Thousands of pro-

mising Chinese Prinu'oses, and also Cyclamens, are damped
and rotted-off by aUowing the collar or stem always to be wet.

In watering it is best to sail the top of the pot by pouring the

water on a crock or sheU close to the side of the pot. It is

easy to hold the pot in one hand and a large crock in the
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Other. Air in a mixed house should be most freely given

opposite the hariUest aud most backward blooming pUuits.

li a mixed house, therefore, it is well to place the plants m
groups, which will reciuire similar attention, -fottrng nas

chiefly been confined to Pelargoniums, Ferns, Gloxmias, and

picking-out some Achimenes and Gesneras to come m ea,rly.

Placed some Azaleas where they would be forced gently into

bloom. Shrubs taken up and potted for forcing, will be much

helped if the pots are plunged in the open airm a mild hotbed,

80 as to root afresh before the heads receive much heat.—±4. J;

.

TRADE CATALOGUES EECEIVED.
Downie, Laird, & Lainp, 17, South Frederick Street;^ Edin-

burgh, and Slu. I. .1 T,nl<, Forest HiU, London, S.E.--D.scn^-

iiveCataloa '<
,
Flower, and AgnciMural Seeds £c.

Chariesiv, ,
i: ^ni-sevieL.SlousL-Catalogue of Seeds

for the Eitcin a ';</'' r. J'lower Garden, and Farm.

E. P. Dixou, 57, Queen Street, UnO..—Catalogue of Seeds for

the Farm and Garden.
. , „ „ t t tv p

Dick Eadclyffe & Co., 129, High Holborn, London, W.C.—

Spring Catalogue of Vegetable, Agricultural, and Flower heeds,

Butler & McCuUoch, Covent Garden Mai-ket, London W.C—
Spring Catalogue of Seeds for the Kitchen Garden, and Flower

Garden, <ic.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
• * We request that no one will write privately to any of the
'

correspondents of the " Journal of Horticulture, Cottage

Gardener, and Ooimtry Geutlemau." By so domg they

are subjected to imjustifiable trouble aud expense. All

communications should therefore be addi-essed solelij to

The Editors of the Journal of Horticulture, lic, 171, Fleet

Street, Loyidon, E.G.
.

We also request that correspondents will not mix up on the

same sheet questions relating to Gardemng and those on

Poultry and Bee subjects, if they expect to get them

answered promptly and conveniently, but write them on

separate communications. Also never to send more than

two or three questions at once

-They

heat up, a good deal of i

^_^ very good. You lifld l)etter

itce olTlio Boyal Horticultural Society.
Seedling Gloxinias {T.C.I

send specimens to the Floral Co]

It wiU meet on the 17tli.

Grapes Shanked (H. O., Chichester-,.—The bunch Bent is totaUy shwiied,

and it is ei-ident from yonr query that the ahanMng arises from a deficient

supply of sap, and thot deficiency is caused by the mside border bemg kept

diT "When the Vines are about to be started, thoroughly soak the border

•with tepid verr weak Uquid maniure, mulch the surface, and water moderately

once a-weei during the season of growth. Treat the Peach border smularly.

Select Feoits {J. i.).—These will all " come in one after the other."

Twelve Pear«.-Citron des Carmea, Jargonelle, Benrre dAmanlie, Lomse

Bonne of Jersey, Seckle, Van Mons Leon Leclerc, Doyenne du Comice, Beurre

Bosc, ForeUe, "Winter Nelis, Gloa Mori;eau, Bergamotte Esperen. neelye

Apples for Xlcsscrf.—Early Harvest, Devonshire Quarrenden, Keny Fippm,

Feam'e Pippin, TeUow Ingestrie, Golden "Winter Pearmam, Cos s Onmge
Pippin, Golden Heinette, Adams's Pcarmain, Cockle Pippin.Manmngtom
~

' Sturmer Pippin. Twelve Eitclun Appl

Core-

ci*iujttui jviuujci... ..A * i-^
-Keswick Codliu, Stirling

cSle, Lord stiffleld.'oj^s Pomram, Ccilini," Bedfordshire Foundling, Emperor

Alexander, Mere de Menage, Vl'arner's King, Yorkshire Greemng, Alfnston,

Norfolk Beefing. Twelve P«acfie«.—Early Rivers, Eaily Beatrice, Eariy Grosse

Mignonne, Dr. Hogg, Early York, Grosse Mignonne, Eoyal George, Noblesse,

Bellegarde, Barrington, "Walburton Admirable, Lord Palmerston.

BmENS ATBOPUEPDREA (Gootiiifss).—Botanists have no plant so named, but

some nurserymen call Cosmos diversifolius I'or. atrosanguineus by that -"—

«

It is not a glaring blunder, for Bidens, Coreopsis, andCosmos are allies,

opsis coronata is a native of Texas, whence it was sent by Mr. Di-un

the Boval Horticultural Society's coUector, in 1885. Its speclflo name, coro-

nata, refers to the circle of crimson splashes on the petals, -which have the

appearance of a coronet.

LiBELLrao (J. J.).—It is not usual to prefix the name of the kind of fruit

BrashinK the bark with a strong brine made by dissolving common salt m
water wiH remove the green moss.

"Wheue to Move to {A Bcrfcshircmnn).—The query related esdusivsly to

a gardener's employment. But we cannot aid you. Anywhere within forty

miles of Loudon and near a railway station -would suit your purpose.

DEFEcm-E Flue-heating.—"I cannot yet understand how to make

my flue lire bum for auv length of time. '
I suspect that mine is radi-

cally wrong. The flue runs the length of the home, and returns to the same

spot for the chimney. The fireplace is outside the house, and has nothing

to separate it from the flue, so that the fuel could be driven the whole

length of the house it one thought proper. Then they talk of the ashpit

doors. The fuel rests upon bars, -with nothing underneath them, entiSely

«pen to the air. As it is, the fire rages furiously when the door is open,

and lasts for a few hours. If the door be left open the fire goes out."—

H. L. "W."
, , , .

[There is no doubt that your furnace lor the flue is -wrongly constructed.

All you have to do is to lower the furnace, so that the fires may be from 18 to

24 inches below the level of the bottom of the flue. Have an ashpit, say at

least a foot in depth, beneath the" bars, and have a close-fitting door

-with a ventilator in it. Leave the ashpit door open imtil the fire

must he left on the ashpit door. "When the heat

lowcombustion will be sufficient, and that must be regulated from

the ashpit door.]

Fenn's O.ntvaed Potato (Pofaio-Zancicr).—It requires generous cultivation

and is especially suitable for garden ground. Apply to the Messrs. Veitoh,

Eoyal Exotic Nursery, King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.

Plants not TimrvrNG in Consekvatoey iBeeehwood). — "We can only

account for the plants doing so indifferently, from the house not being adapted,

for flowering plants in winter. "We do not wonder at the Camellias castmg

their buds. Chrysanthemums hall expanded -when put in never fully opening

and Cineniria flower-buds bUnd. The house is glazed with thick frosted

glass, than which nothing looks so pretty, and than -w-hich nothing is more

unsuitable for flowering, nor, indeed, any kind of plants in -winter, and m
summer only suitable for flowerless plants, or those requiring shade. .Rough

plate, or that ground on one side, is sufficient to diffuse the sun's rays; frosteo

glass prevents the passage of light to too great an extent. The fault W8
should say is in the gas-pipe, from which we think there must be an escape.

The water you allude to will not injure the plants; at least our supply is from

iron pipes.

Croton pictum and variegatxtm Losing theib Lea-ves {An Inquirer),

—The cause of leaves falling from the young growths is the imperfect ripen-

ing of the wood, due to a deficiency of heat and light ; and considering the

amount of light and heat the plants have been exposed to, we think they have

been too copiously watered. Crotons require an abundance of light and no

shade in summer in order to colour well. Keep them dry from the present

time up to March, not allowing the leaves to fall from want of water, and

then you may cut them back if straggling, keeping them rather dry in »

bottom heat of from 75 to 8()=,andnot potting untU the plant has broken, then

repot. Keep Allamanda nobilis dry, and cut back to firm wood in February,

repotting after it begins to gn>w.

Placing Hyacinths in Heat {An Old Suhteriber).—The Hyacinths which

you have had out of doors, covered two months with coal ashes, we should

remove at once, and place near the glass in a house -with a temperature ol

from 4(r to 45" at night, and 45= to 50^ by day from fire heat. A stove -with a

temperature between 65= aud 70= would bring them forward too rapidly, but

on a shelf near the glass they would not be so liable to become drawn, and

might flower fairly, hut we behove they would only do moderately well.

They would flower much better without heat if the roots were merely pro-

tected from frost. Sj-ringing with very hot water wiU not kill thrips, and il

warmer than 140= it -wU] injure the Azaleas. Syringe them with tobacco

water, made by pouring half a gallon of boiling water on an ounce of the

strongest shag tobacco. Cover over closely, let the Uquid stand untU cool,

then strain, aud sj-ringe the plants on the under sides of the leaves. Instead

of using this you may dilute the tobacco water of the shops -with six tunes lt»

volume of water, and syringe the plants.

Callas not Flowering (Papanini).—"We are not surprised at the plants

not meeting your wishes, lor you expect too much. They will not flower agam

imtil from March to May, and we should now keep them rather dry, not allow

the foliage to suffer, aud place them in a temperature ol not more than 43

to 50= for six weeks ; then encourage them with plenty of water, and a tem-

perature of from 50' to 55', and we think yon wiU have as fine a sprmg as you

appear to have had an autumn bloom.

Uses of S31.1LL Frames (C. L. X).).—Your frames S feet wide, 2 feet Binchea

high at back, and 1 foot 6 inches in front, with glass tops, fronts, and ends,

the backs and bottoms of wood, will be useful for many purposes ;
but we do

not see any necessity for a ghiss front or glass end. -Wood would be better,

as it is not so liable 'to be damaged as glass, and there is no necessity for a

bottom of auv kind. Such a frame would be useful for placing over a gentle

1 hotbed intended for raising half-hardy annuals as Ten-week Stocks and Asters,

for hordening-off bedding plants pre-vdous to planting-out, for placmg over

Lettuce or Cauliflower plants in winter, or for anything needing protection;

and in summer you might grow Cucumbers or Melons on a gentle hotbed,

nuttin" out a plant at every 6 feet of length. Achapesnorrischer Me'.on is a

good sort to be sown in a hotbed, planted out on a little bottom heat, and to

be corered with glass at least up to July. In every respect it requires the

treatment of ridge Cucumbers and is the better of glass, which may be raised

so as to allow the Vines to come under it, elevating the frame or glass at the

comers which will protect or throw off heavy rains from the collar of the

plants. ' They arc impatient of wet on their stems. The flavour is good.

Evergreens under LmE Trees {Inquirer}.—Xs the Lime trees are so

very close together, we fear the ground will be so matted with roots as to

prevent any undergrowth. The Lesser Periwinkle (Vinca minor) would give

a close green covering, and the common Ivy (Hedera Hehx) will grow where

scarcely anything else will. Common Laurel pegged down might answer, and

the Aucuba -will grow where Laurels faa. Butchers' Broom and Spurge Laurel

are also good.

Period of Resting Vines (J. B. Jones).—From the time the leaves laU

untU the Vinos start into giowth, two months should be aUowed. Prune as

soon as the leaves are off. They are the better of three months rest.

Muscadine Grapes not Ripening—Appli-ing Salt (IT. Fov).-The most

UkelT cause of the fruit not ripening is the shade of the Black Hamburgh

,

it is useless to try to grow Vines under Vines. Give them equal advantages

and the Muscadine -nlll ripen its fruit as well as the Hamburgh. Twelve

bunches are too many for a Vine just commencmg beanng. Ten bushels

ol salt per acre will be a sufficient dressmg.

cstab-

This -will be exactly two quarts

Tt will be of no use now, except to save the plants from frost, aud

we do not advise it to be apphed until March.

Tar on Hot-water Pipes (.4 Constant Reader).—H your hot-water pipes

are painted with tar, your only remedy is to take them out, moke up a fire of

brushwood, and buii the tar off. The scum on the ram-water tank is uu-

nbtldTy owing to the gas tar. No plant wiU thrive in the house «» long «B

the tar remaini on the heated pipes. If the pipes have been coated -with a

mixture of tar or varnish and oU point, you may dip cloths m a »olji''on
OJ

^ft soan 8 ozs. to the gaUon, and wrap them round the pipes for forty-eight

hours keeping t^^m saturated with the solution, and the pamt may peel off;

but we think your only remedy will be burmng it off. r.„„„.„ii
ERRATUM --At page 16, sLvth Une from the end of "ExPERTO Ckede 3

remarks on the Gladiolus, for "improved" read unprot'eii new.

OVER-LUXURUNT REINE HOBTENSE ChERRY {E P.).-AB yOf.^'^f^J^^fi

soms freely it would do it no good to lilt it. Keep the tree nailed_ :to_Jb?,':^

the usnal i do all the traming aud thinnmg of the young shoots i

lished-and-then kTep-the-fumace door' shut, and aUow just as much air'ai
^^C^- -"^'^t "^iYsucc'eed'^S^yo^rJ^tof'of ttf^

^°
the ashpit door as wiU support sloiv combustion. Of course until you get the I shy bearer. If it will not succeed wiiu you, ome
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Fmch as May Duke or Ai-chtluke. In the Bisaireau oinl Heart class the two

following are always to be depended upon—Black Tartarian and Elton.

Asparagus Bed Making {An Amateur Garden/- r).—The plants you have

saved will not be suitable for a new bed, but you may force them, directions

for which were given bv Mr. Eecord a few weeks ago in this Jouraal. The

gi-ound where you intend to make the bed should be trenched not Ies8 than

3 feet deep, if it will admit of that, and a 3-inch layer of dung placed between

every laver of koU. If the soQ be heavy put in plenty of sand, and before

turning'on the next layer mii up the manure and sand with the soil. In this

way proceed to the bottom of the soil, taking core not to bring up more than

a few inches of subsoil. The earlier this is done the better, so as to let it

have frost. For a single bed a width of 7 feet should be trenched to ailmit of

4 feet for bed and 18-inch alley on each side. In Maaxh place on a 3 to

6-inch coating of well-decaved monuie, with an inch of shai-p sand—sea sand

if possible—and fork the ground over twice to mix the dung and sand tho-

roughly with the surface soil. Leave it until the early pai-t of April, and then

put in three rows of plants—two outside ones 9 inches from the sides of the

bed, and one row in the centre. Take out a trench as in planting Bos edgings,

lay the roots against the side 1 foot apart, with then- crowns level with the

surface, and fill up the trench neatly, ^\'hen all are planted cover up 1 to

l.J inch deep with soil from the alleys. The plants should not be older than

t-wo years, but we prefer one-year-old plants. After May water as much as

you lite up to September, and as often as you can with liquid manure.

Haerothamntts elegans {Idem).—It is a greenhouse plant, and would not

succeed as a climber against a west wall in an eastern county. It is a native

of Meiico.

CrcTTMBER Cdltttre (K. H. B. L.).—You must at least have a house with

a temperature of from 50- to 55^ at sis o'clock in the morning, and capable of

being raised to 10- or 15^' more during the daytime, to succeed in gi'owing

Cucumbers in winter. A night temperature, ranging from 65^ to TO'^, with an

increase usually of from 5" to 10"^ in the day, but from 15' to 20^ in bright

weather, is also' essential. Ton may, however, begin to raise the daily tempe-

ratm-e, by means of a hotbed, as early as the beginning of March, if you feel

so inclined. Telegraph, Long Gun, and Blue Gown ai-e all good Cucumbers,

but we would select more particularly the first of these, Cos's Volunteer,

Marquis of Lome, and Master's Prolific, an early sort.

Starting Vines in Pots {Jd^m).—Weak Vines raised from eyes last year,

and cut back to the second eye, should be placed in a heat of 50" to 65^, and

left there until June, when they may be removed to the cool vinery.

Camellias Casting Buds (Irft-m).—Let the plants remain in the house

with a temperature of about 45^ untU the growth is complete and the buds

set ; then remove them to a cool house. If they, as we think, need potting,

the roots being evidently in an unhealthy state, do it at the eoily part of

Mai-ch. (E. M. itf.).—We do not attribute this to be due to the change of

temperature in consequence of the existence of a few broken squares, but

rather to the condition of the roots. The small insects are most likely mites,

and are often plentiful in a soil containing an excess of decaying vegetable

matter. Kepot the plants immediately after flowering or early in March,

carcfiilly picking out as much of the old soil as comes away freely, so as not

to injure the roots, and pot them fij-mly in a compost consisting of the top

inch of a pasture of a light sandy loam, chopped up small. Keep the point

where the root and stem join level with the rim of the pot, and di-ain them
weU.

Pine Apple Cttltfee (fl". O.).— The plants potted last September in

12-inch pots we would not shift into larger ones now, but as the pots are filled

with roots you may remove a few of the lower leaves, top-di-ess them with rich

compost, and place them in the Cucumber house. Here they must have light

and not be far from the glass. If you can afford bottom heat all the better.

The temperature will be suitable.

Vine Cclture {T. H. T.).—The Vines that have been phmged for a year

we should lift cai-efully, taking up all the roots that have extended beyond

the pots, and then by breaking the pots disentangle the roots, and lay

them out in planting. Tou may do this when they have hegrin to grow,

to the extent of an inch or two. To have Grapes early in July the Vines

should be started in the second week In January. A great deal depends,

however, on the kinds. Muscats will be three weeks later than such kinds as

Hamburghs. Oranges will do well in a heated vinery. The wires in an
orchard house, or against any wall, should be more than three-quarters of an
inch from it; better if so c:ose as only to admit of the string for tying the

shoots. You would do well to dig round the Oak in Maixh, which you con-

template moving in November.

Soil for Ehododendrons {T. T.).—To yoiu- deep black soil, which we
think would grow Rhododendrons well with admixture, you may odd in place

of peat as much sandy turf as you lite, leaf soil, and sand, two-thirds of the

former, one-third of the second, and a sisth of the latter. This is a capital

soil for them, and a fourth part of old cow dung or well-rotted hotbed maum-e
might be added with advantage.

Material for Protecting Fruit Trees {Black Edge).—Of the materials

you name for protecting fniit-tree blossom from frost, we prefer tiffany. The
protection is not a needless expense, but very often results in securing a crop
By all means use the protection you describe, taking care to keep it from
brushing against the blossoms, and making safe from winds. Put it on when
the blossoms are expanding, and remove it in all mild weather, using it only

in fi-osty weather. 2. The Scarlet and Pink Thorns attacked with blight and
catei-piUars will not communicate the pests to other trees, but you should

syringe them just before coming into flower, and again afterwards, with a

solution of soft soap, 2 ozs. to the gallon. 3. We do not know of anything

that, sprinkled around shrubs, will keep dogs from them, and we think your
only remedy is to enclose with wire netting. 4. By ha\-ing hoses made as

you propose, draining them well, and filling them with soil, you would suc-

ceed in growing cUmbers against your house. If you had a width 2 or

5 feet there would be no necessity for changing the soil every year, but merely
to remove the surface soil, and top-dress with rich soil. The main difficulty

would be in keeping the frost from the roots in winter, but that difficulty you
will, no doubt, overcome.

Larkfield RrvAL PelargontttiI, &c. (A TtcaderX—The plants you mention
can be obtained of any of the chief florists and seedsmen who advertise in

our columns.

Names of Plants (Alban Goodman).—Myrsiphyllnm asparatjoide^, native

of South Africa, and a plant we hold in high favour. {W. B.I.—1, Sida my-
frorensis, a generally-distributed weed in the western peninsula of India;
2, Polystichum Richard!^ ; 3, Very young, in all probability a Diplazium,
most likely to be D. japonicom.

POULTEY, BEE, AKD PIGEON CHEONIOLE.

BRISTOL POULTRY SHOW.
In spite of the prohibitory Buhscription, the Bristol Show this

year just exceeded one thousand entries ; but it is worthy of re-

mark that the number of exhibitors feU off matenaUy, so that the

amount gained was by no means what had been anticipated. As

usual the bii-ds were shown in single tier, which gives this Show

a gi-eat advantage over even the Crystal Palace as regards seeing

and judging the birds. We regret to say that again bad weather

interfered with the attendance, and it is only fair to state, m reply

to some of the glowing calculations which have been made,

that the receipts at the doors are always considerably under

^100. Last year they were about X'70, and it is this unaccount-

able apathy of the general pubUc which causes the Committee

such embarrassment.
, , , j

DoRKrNGS.—Cockerels were rather poor on the whole, and we
regret to say that iu our opinion the first-prize was a case of

deception, being an old bii'd ; and we believe this was the judg-

ment of all present. We can only say the spurs were perfectly

hard and perfectly sharp, and there was an amount of white

rarely seen in a chicken's tail. The head also showed evidence of

age. PuUets were afair average, but therewereno birds of marked

exceUence save the first-prize pen. The second-prize pen con-

tained a "veiy early" chicken. Cocks and hens were better

classes, and the first-prize cock an enormous bird, which fairly

beat Mr. Martin's Rose-comb. The hens formed the best Dor-

king class seen this season, and we are not sure we should not

caU the cup pair the best pen in the Show. Nearly every pen

in this class was mentioned. SUver-Greys were very poor,_ the

first prize in cocks being withheld, and no commendations givea

in either class. White cocks were good in shape, but aU very

yeUow ; the hens, on the contrary, were very fine though tew,

and the winning pen was unusually so.

Cochins.—There was some difference of judgment about the

first and second-prize Buff cockerels, the second being the

Palace cup-winner, which has left the Stoke Park yard. It was

a nice point, and we believe the Judges were in some doubt.

The first bird was rather the best in feet, wings, and perhaps

colour generally ; the second in size and shape, but decidedly

gone off in condition, and heoughtnotto have beenshovni. ihird.

came a good bird too. When we say only foirr others were named.

it will be seen the class was not of startUng exceUence. In piillets,

we thought the first-prize a mistake, and that the second should

have held that position, giving the second to the cup Palace pair,

which were neariy as good as ever, though now only highly com-

mended. Among the old cocks were several rare birds but

nearly all were somewhat rough, which certainly threw out tha

cup-winner of last year; this bird has grown to such an enor-

mous size that at our request he was weighed by one ot the

officials of the Show-he scaled 2 ozs. short of 15 lbs. Of hens

we Uked Mr. Taylor's second-prize pen better than tus fii-.st, Buo

aU three were rather evenly matched. Partridges disapjDOint us

more and more; the decadence is not confined to one breeder

but is general, nearly all the cocks getting clumsy and round-

backed. They were out of condition, which injm-es a bird s

carriage ; but we did not see a reaUy first-rate bird in the class.

Pullets and hens were better, perhaps, but far from what they

used to be. White cockerels were better m colour than usual ;

the pullets also a nice lot, and owing to the late date more deve-

loped than at other shows. The first-prize pair were really

beautiful, the old cocks yeUow, as usual, the only White bird

being the commmended, 212. In hens, the cup pair had one

gi-and bird, and another vei-y fine. Mr. Sichel s birds lost for

want of a washing. Except in the colour of the cocks, it strack

us Whites are improving. „ , . .
a. ^

Beahmas.—Cockerels were the finest collection m point of

quaUty ever brought together. The Palace cup-winner was

a-'ain to the fi-ont, and though recklessly overshoiSTi, had reaUy

improved since Edinburgh Show. Second came a very fine

bird in shape and coloirr, but with heavy hocks. The thu-d-

prize bird was of good colour, but had no other redeeming pomt,

and this award should have been given to the highly commended
pen 242. In this class an unusually conspicuous case of plucking

was properly visited by the Judges and Committee with dis-

quaUfication and publication in the catalogue. PuUets also

were a gi-and class, the Palace pen, fourth at Birmmgham, being

again to the front. Their fine marking was as good as ever ;
but;

the wings of both birds being displaced or " shpped " as it is

termed (as they were also at the two previous shows), should,

we considered, have thro-n-n them out altogether, giving the

third prize, vacant by promotion, to Mr. Artmright s pen 2dS.

The second prize went to the Bii-mingham winners.
^

In old cocks, Mr. Taylor's bird, which was first at Birmmgham
and degraded at Manchester through overshowmg, was here out

altogether, having quite gone off his legs. Very possibly he is

ruined, and we would suggest to the Judges that they might witli
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beuefit meet this gi'owing evil by i-efusinR to a-n-ard prizes

nearer the commenceraent of the poor bird'e sufferings. The
cup bird was fine in nearly all points ; the second we did

rot like much ; the third-prize bird very' fine in head, shape,

and plumage, but too long and rather white in the tail. Among
the hens were several good pairs, the second perhaps the best.

In Lights the cup bird was fine in shape and size, but had a badly

slipped wing. Second, medium shape and size, but no colour;

third rather small, but best of the three in our judgment ; we
considered pen 311 to be the best in the class, being beautifully

marked, of fair size, and nearly perfect shape : he was not noticed,

no much do people differ. Pullets were poor as usual, the

cup pen clean, but bare of feather, and pen 362 must have
-won, as we believe they have before, but were in filthy condi-

tion. Cup cock, fine shape and size, but again no colour. Second
better, and with more leg feather he must have won. The win-

ning hens were the usual pair, which have changed hands.

Spanish were the best classes of the whole season. The cup
cockerel was a beautiftil bird, in first-rate condition ; the third-

prize bird had a fine face and comb, but a slight redundancy of

earlobe, stiU we think he ought to have been second. The
pullets were well placed, and the cup pair were the gems of the

year ; in fact, the whole class was the best of the Spanish
.collection, and a treat after the mediocre lot seen at previous
shows. The first-prize cock was very fine, but we fear has
joined the early-closing movement. Hens were poor, except
the first two pens. The whole season seems to have been
strangely against this breed.
Fbench Fowls.—The cup cock was a grand Creve-Coeur, and

second another worthy his place, but the third was a very poor
Houdan, entered by an experienced exhibitor at four guineas,

and up to Friday night at least not claimed. lu this class a pair

of hens were sent in mistake by such a veteran exhibitor as Mr.
Fowler, and were necessarily disqualified. In hens, the first and
third were fine Creve-Cceui's, the second rather middling Houdans.

Hamburghs.—The cup Gold-spangled cock was a fine old bird.

The second prize went to a bird hardly matured, but in the best
condition of any in the class ; the third, on the contrary, was
not in good feather, a circumstance which lost him at least one
place. The hens were a poor class, few of the birds being good,
and good matches were conspicuous by their absence, most of

the prize pens having one good bird to one bad. In SUver-
spangled the winning cock was very fine ; none of the others
-perfect in the bars. The cup hens were a first-rate pair, except
Ihat one had rather a shady tail. The second-prize hens were
also good : the others below par. In the next division both cups
went to the Golden-pencilled, and the whole cock class was very
good. The first-prize hens were a beautiful pair ; those second
were not perfect in tail, but superior in body markings to the
third. These two classes were perhaps the best of the Ham-
burghs. Silvers were not so good by far, -with the exception of
the -winning pen in each class. In Blacks Mr. Serjeantson won
easily ; the condition in which he shows his birds is wonderful.
Throughout this gi'oup of classes the effect of the December
shows was plainly seen in a fearful loss of condition compared
with what many of the very same birds had exhibited pre-viously.
Gamx.—In the Game classes this remark will apply even more.

Many really good birds had gone quite "soft" with the repeated
confinement and course of soft food they had had, and the
awards were e-vidently chiefly guided by the handling. Black
Beds were both large and good classes ; and, as usual where
there are so many experienced breeders, it was easier to find
fault than to pick out "winners, but the prizes all went to good
birds. Bro-wn Red cocks were few, two out of eight entries not
teing sent. This made it easy to select the pens, the few other
good birds having sadly gone back. In hens no pens beyond the
three were mentioned. Duckwings were also small and poor
classes. The -winning cock was a fine bird, but too dark in
colo\ir. The next class contained only three Pile cocks, which
shared the List between them ; and in hens only one bird put in
an appearance, which, being a very good oue, was awarded the
first prize " to encoxrrage the rest." On the whole, perhaps,
the Game were the most unsatisfactory classes in the Exhibition.

Polish.—In the cock class every pen but one was highlv com-
mended. Silvers being first and third, and Gold second. In hens
Mr. Adkins was first again, and apair of Golds third. No Blacks
were shown, the first time, -we think, this has ever occurred at a
Bristol Show.

Malays.—These were the best entries of the year, eleven
cocks and sixteen hens being entered. Cocks were a fine class,
Mr. Brooke being beaten at last by a young cockerel, which was
at once claimed at two guineas and a h.alf. Hens, on the con-
trary, were poor in quality, or rather in condition, though more
numerous. Several of them showed that the o-wners did not
know what a Malay is, being quite destitute of that peculiar-
shape which enables a fancier to know one even in the dark.
Mr. Hollis won again, and fairly in our opinion. Some thought
Mr. Brooke's bird best, but slie was not in good order by any
means, and the rev. gentleman's really best bird was in worse,
and only highly commended.

Ant Vabiety.—Here we -were puzzled by the judging. In
ccks, the first prize went to a Silky, stated by the Judges to be
the best they remembered, yet absolutely destitute of feather on
the legs, and much too long in the tail in our opinion. Second
was a Pekin Bantam, and third a really miserable so-called

Black Cochin, almost bare-legged, and exactly the shape of a
leggy Brahma. A very poor Leghorn, with very short and nearly
white legs, was highly commended ; while a young cockerel,

the finest yet sent to England, and perfect in every point,

having been selected by the Treasurer of the New York Poulti-y

Society as a standard bird for portraiture, was unnoticed. This
and the folio-wing class were remarkable for two pens, stated
by Mr. Moor to be a " variety of Brahma," and put in at a high
figure. The colour of the pullets was a bluish pale grey or

drab, rather sickly to our taste ; but we heard an old lady re-

mark she had never seen " such lovely-coloured fowls," and
possibly if bred to a decent shape they might be popular. In
hens, first came unusually good White Minorcas ; second, the best
pair of Sultans we have yet seen ; and third, rather poor Black
Cochins. A reaUj' good strain of the latter variety would carry
all before it, but in our opinion not a single pen in either class

of this variety was pure bred.

Ducks.—Ayiesburies were only four entries, but all good. In
Kouens a pair that would not disgrace Birmingham were first.

The second-prize drake was nearly as good, but the Duck was
by no means equal. The Black East Indians had a class to

themselves. There were several good pairs, but Mr. Sains-

bury's -winners were worth the lot, both for smallness, colour,

and style generally ; in fact, they have never appeared in equal
condition to what they here showed. The "Any variety"
class contained two pairs of the Black Cayuga, new to this

country, and very erroneously stated by one of the Judges to be
similar to the Black Ducks so common in Lancashire. It sur-

passes any other large Duck in flavour, requires very little

water, and. has the gift of getting and keeping fat on much less

food than any other Duck of its size. None of these are shared
by the Lancashire breed. First and third were Mandarins and
Carohnas, as usual ; the third being deservedly given to a very
remarkable pair of Whistling Ducks, which drew much attention

by their peculiar notes. Both sexes are similar in plumage.
The sides of the breast are beautifully pencilled, something like

a Grouse in colour, but quite straight across the feather ; back
and -wings something like the Rouen female, but very dull-

marked ; head white to one-fifth of an inch behind the eye,

where the white ends in a straight perpendicular line ; bill

black, breast claret, and carriage Uke a AVoodcock. The Cay-
ugas were only commended.
Geese only showed five pens for six prizes. In the " Any

variety " class, besides Embden and Touloase, the first prize

went to a fine pair of Chinese, which were firmly believed to

be Swans by many of the ladies present.

Turkeys.—These were the finest ever seen at Bristol, the
winning pair being fit to compete anywhere. This class con-

tained a magnificent pure wild American cock, also sent over

by Mr. Simpson, but which was unfortunately out of com-
petition through ha-ving no partner. He only arrived from Liver-

pool three days before the Show, but even as he was, the
splendid plumage in which the -wild breed surpasses all domes-
tic varieties attracted much notice and commendation.
Game Bantams.—In the Reds, nearly all the birds had gone

more or less soft from repeated sho-wing, but the cup pen stood
grandly out, and no judge could have decided otherwise. In
the " other variety" class the first-prize pen contained a beauti-

ful young cock, with a hen far from worthy of him. Mr. Eaton's
second were also a good pair, not having been showTi before; but
to the rest the same remark as to condition will fuUy apply. The
Single cocks (any variety), was the treat of the Game classes.

The cup bird was simply perfect : where he comes from we do
not know, but he was the counterpart of Mr. Eaton's exquisite

Palace Duckwing (which has changed hands for twenty guineas),

and he fairly beat Mr. Eaton's own bird, -n-inner at both the
Palace and Birmingham Show, which was put third. Second
was a good bird, but -with a squirrel tail, and every Bantam-
breeder allowed that second and third shoiild have changed
positions. But of this we are certain—that the lot were the
three best Black Reds that we have ever seen together at one
show.
In Black Bantams the cup went to Bristol, the pair being very

fine, and in fact ten guineas were offered for them almost im-
mediately the Show was opened. As to the other prizes, there

were about four pens so nearly equal that they might have cast

lots for second and third. Mr. Maynard's pen, 799, was much
admired, but the hen was too gamey for a Black, and her dark
gipsy face, together with her shape, might cause suspicion of a

Brown Red cross. The cup Whites were beautiful birds. In
Sebrights Mr. Leno swept the whole list, as usual of late ; but

we must say, looking at these birds year by year, we do not

think they are impro-ring.

Mr. Teebay judged the Game, Hamburghs, and Game Ban-
tams ; Messrs. Hewitt and Teebay the Bralimaa (both varieties)

;
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the Rev G. Hodson all other Bantams, French Fowls, and we

think the Any variety class; Mr. Hewitt, PoUsh, Geese Ducks,

andTMkeysf and we beUeve Messrs. Hewitt and Hodson the

nokuiKGS fColourecI) -Coclerd.-l. W. Arkwrislit. Sotlon Scarsdale, Cheater-

fl«M ^Sd 3 L Pi>l on Hillmore, Taunton, he, E. Barton, Truro
;
A. Darby,

MdsnoSfj.'B, wSers, Taunton: R. W Beachey. Flude^
IX^Sgr"";

B. Burton ;
M>;-,E.WheatleyInpte|tone;E.W Beach y ^ •artiS^i.'Lieur.

BoEKiKOS (CoIoured).-CMfc^^^^
J- W. Will. Brrol.

Col. Lane. he. O. E. ^^«"»'"^"'„*'|"V BeaiheyT he, E. Barton ; J. Walts,

fS^rHea?£; IS^ln^hrm rj:-mUuTH^n? h!'w. Fitzwilliam, Wentworth

^^o^KZV(Si.ye^'^?eV^S^^-P rc%%l!-l. Withhe^

S E BaSSn pldM/ofHens.-l and 8. O. E. CresBwell, 2, W. E. George.

•Von^'lf rmitel-Cockerel or Cock.-l, J. Robinaon. GarBtang 2 and 3,

M?a M A Hij^e, Fordington. Pulkts or Hem.-l, J. Robmson. 2, Mrs. M.

A. Hayne. 8, 0. E. Cres3%yeU.
, , tt t i j ,-«« o T w Will

0?icFnvs (Cinnamon and Bum-Cockerel—1, H. Lloyd, jan. 2. J. W. vviu.

3 W. A Taylor, Manohester. he, Lady Gwydyr, Stoke Park, IP™f'':', K-

linw Br Avfesbury • Mrs. Allsopp, Hindlip Hall, Worcester: W. A. Taylor.

luil'I'-l W A. i-aylor. 2. Lady GwydVr. 3, C. Bloodworth, Cbeltenham.

^, W' A. Cneli, Southwell; J. K. Fowler; Mrs Allsopp Chelt™ham; A.

Darby ; Henry Lingwood, Barking, Needham Market, c, J. Pares, Posttord,

•*CoSs (Cinnamon and Bum.-Coek-l and Cup W. A. Taylo"-. Man'^iester

?iZd^- V.?-l ihl^i W.'"Taylor'.%!*k"Kd;iun\=;:?;^wX.''Ba^^

'•c'J™^Mfe?o'^'and Parlridge).-Cocfer,i -1 W. A. Taylor. 2. Mrs. Allsopp.

3, J. K. Fowler, he, E. Tadman, Whitchurch, Salop: W^ A. Taylm, J. N. i..

Pope, Stoke Bi*op. e. J. N. C. Pope^ PaZIeb.-l and c, W. A. Taylor. 2, J. N.

c Pone 3 J K Fowler, he, C. F. Wilson ; E. Tudman. „ _ , „

^^CocHiVs (Browi and Partrldse).-Coc«.-.-l, J. K. Fowler. 2, E. Tadman. 3,

J N C Pope. HcM.-l and 3. W. A. Taylor. 2, E. Tudman.
Cochins (White).-Coc*ereI.-l, J. N. Whitehead, Gna.ton. Torquay. 2, E. S.

S. Woodsate, Pembury, Tnnbridge Wells.
. 3, Mrs. A Wimamson. '«:, «:»•=•

Woodgate; R. Chase. Wylde Green. Birmingham; A. J. E. Swindell, Kmver,

StSurbrtdg'eVC. Bloodworth. e, P. Collins. Daventry; J Bloodworth, "lelten-

hain E. thase. Pullets.-l, R. S. S. Woodgate. 2. R. Chase. 8, Mrs A
wSiam on. he, E. S. S. Woodgate; gapt.^'. G^ Colendge^argrave ;

J.

Sichel, Lark Hall, Timperley. c, Capt. F. G. Colendge ; J. N. Whitehead.

COCHINS (White).-Cocfc,-l and 2. J. Sichel. 3, R. S. S. Woodgate. c J. N.

TOitehead! Hens.-! and Cnp.R. S. S. Woodgate. 2, J.N. Whitehead. S.Mrs.

%™M™?S-ark)':-^CoXrf.-l. Hon. Mrs. A. B. Hamilton 2 E Ensor. 8,

Mrs. A. Vigor, Southfleld, Oxbridge, he. Lady Gwydg; J. K. Fowler. K.

Ensor. Bristol 2) ; E. Burton ; J. W. Will ; W. Arkwnght; Howard & Nicholls (2)

A.Rigg; G. F. Whitehonse. e, W. E. George, Stoke Bishop.. P''"''«--l "*
Cap, Hon. Mrs. A. B. Hamilton, Ridgmont, Woburn. 2, L. Wright, B"8to'. S,

H B. Morrell, Cae Mawr, Clyro. he. J. Watt, ; W. E George: .L- Wright g),
W Ark\yright: E. Ensor: Hon. Miss D. Pennant; J. W. Will

:
G. F. White-

hoafe,Kin|'8 Heath, Birmingham; A. Eigg; J. S. Tamlon, Gloucester, c,

^BLn^sIu^^n-Coek.-l and Cap. T. F. Ansdell. Powley Mount, St. Helen's.

2 W. Adams, St. Clements. Ipswich. 8, L. Wnght. (ic,T. t. Ansaell,,

W. A. Taylor ; E. Barton, e, Hon. MiaaD Pennant P^^'-hyp Castle Bangor ,

Hon.Mra. A. B. Hamilton. Hfnj.-l, T. F. Anadell. 2. Lady Gwydyr 3^ W.

Arkwrighl. iK. H. B. Morrell (3) ; T. F. Anadell ; J. Watts, c. Rev. J. Bowen,

Talgarth : .T. Siohel ; Hon. Miaa D. Pennant. „ „ 4 r,„„^m,,,
BEiHiaAS (Light).—Cocteri't. — l and Cup. M. Leno. 2, Capt. Downman,

Beech??oye, KlSgstown. 3, F. Crook, he. Aev. J. D. Hoyatead Bradenstoke,

Chfppfnham; H M. Mayn'ard. Holmewood, Ryde : J. Long, Plymouth; Rev.

J D Hoysted: J. R. Rodbard, Wrington, Bristol; W.E. George; J- Long, c

J Pares. Pidlets.-l, Cup, and 2, Mra. A. Williamaon. 3, M. Lens, Markyate

Street? (w, W. E. George (2); Rev. J. D. Hoyated. c, J. R. Rodbard; Mra. T.

^"Sfn'Mtrrii^trCo'c^:.-! and Cup. Mrs. A. Williamson. 2, Mrs, A. Worth-

infton. Barton-ln-Trent. S, H. Dowsett, Pleshey^ Chelmatord. Hcrw.-l, Cup,

Sid 2, J. E. Eodbard. 8, J. feloodworth. Jic, F. Crook, Forest Hill (2;
;
Mra. A.

^i^ms^-Cockerel-1 and Cup, Mrs. Hyde. Bedminster, 2, Eev-.E. Lascelles.

S Howard & Nicholls. he. E. Jones (8) ; H. Beldon, Goitstock, Bmgley : Mrs.

AllBonp • Mrs. Hyde, c, E. Jones. Clilton ; F. James, Peckham Eye. Pullets.

-land'cnp Mrs Hyde! 2, Hon. Miss D. Pennant. S.E.Jones, ftc, E.Jones;

Howard & Nicholls ;F. James; T. Bush, Bristol ; Hon. Mias i>. Pennant, c,

E. Jones ; T. Bamfleld, Brandon Hill, Clifton ; Mrs. Allsopp.
„„..,„,

SPiNiBH--Coclc.-l, J. R. Eodbard. 2. T. Bash. 3, A. Rumbolds, Bnatol.

Hf^ -1, H. Beldon. 2, E. Jones. 3, T. Bamfleld- he, Miaa E. Brown, Chard-

^"FWSNCH.-Coctorf! or Cock. -I and Cup. W. R. Park (Creve-Cceur). 2, J.

Siohel (Creve-Cceur). 3, J. C. Cooper. Cooper'a Hill, Limerick. (ic^^J. K.

Fowler Hon. C. W. Fitzwilliam (La Fleche); H- Ferris, Cleye (La ^Fleche).

Pullets or Hens.—I and Cup, J. J. Maiden, Biggleawade (Creve-CCEur). A w.

Dring. 3, R. B. Wood, Uttoxeter. he, J. Sichel (Oreve-Ooeur); W. E. Park,

'^HlMBraGHrfo^l'd'-tpansledl.-CoeSerc! or CocS. -1 and Cnp, C. P"aona,

wXerhampton. 2. Mrs. Hyde. 8. H. Beldon. he and c, W. A. De Wmton,
Durdham Diwn, Bristol. PuUffs or HeM.-l. C. Parsons. 2, Mrs. Hyde. 8, J.

Forsyth, Wolverhampton, iic, W. A. De Winton ; J. Watts.

HiMEOROHS (Silver-spangledl.-CocfcereJ or Cock.— I, 3. Robineou. 2, H.

Beldon. 3. C. Parsons, he. Miss E- Browne. Pullets or Eens.-l and Cup, H.

Beldon. 2, C. Parsons. 3 and ho, Miss E. Browne.
HiKBOBGHS (Gold-nencilledj.-Cocfcerfi or Coek. — 1 and Cup, C. Parsons.

2 N. Barter. 3, 0- Bloodworth. ftc.H. Beldon : J. Robinson, c, C. Blood worth ;

J Walker, Biretwith ; F. Piltis. Pv,UeU or Bens.—\ and Cup, C. Bloodwjrth.

2.J. Walker. 3, N. Barter, ftc. J. Walker : H. Beldon. „ ^ ,^ „ t t> v.-

HAMBHEaHS (Silver-pencilled).-Cocfceraor Cocfc.-l, H. Beldon. 2, J. Robin-

son 3 F Pittis, inn., Newport, Isle of Wight. Jic, J. Walker; N. Barter.

PnUc(«'orHfn.5.-l,H. Beldon. 2, N. Barter. 3, (J. Parsons.

HiMBORGHs (Black).-l3octere( or Cocft.-l and 2. Rev. W. Serjeantson Acton

Bumell Rectory. 3, C. Parsons, he, 0. F- Wilson; C. Parsons. Pullets or

Serw.-LRev-W. Serjeantson. 2, T. Bush. 3 W. A. Taylor, (ic, H. Beldon.

Game (Black-breasted Relsl.-Cocfcerei or Cock.-l and Cap. J. Forajth. 2,

J. Fletcher, Stonoolough, Mancheater. 3, G. E. Smith. )ic, W. H. Stagg,

Netheravon; S. Matthew, Stowmarket: J. Frith, Chatswortb; W. Boyes,

Beverley: P.P. Cother, Salisbury, c, W. H. Stagg: J. Forayth; G. Bagnall.

Pullet or nen.—\ and Cup, S. Matthew. 2 and 3, W. H. Stagg. ftc, J. Fletcher

;

W-H. Stagg; G. Bagnall, Draycott,Cheadle; H. Beldon.
Game (Brown-breaated Reds) —Cocfcerei or Cock.-l and 8, W. Boyes. 2, S.

Matthew, he. J. Fletcher. Pullet or Hen.-l, S- Matthew. 2, J. Fletcher. 3,

J. Frith.

Game (Duckwinga and other Greys and Blues).—Cockerel or Cort-.—1 and

2 S Matthew. 3. E. Martin. Jic, W. Boyes. Pullet or Hen.—1. S. Matthew.

2, T. West, St. Ann's, Eccleston, St. Helen's. 8, J. T. Browne. St. AnsteU.

Gajie (Any other variety).-Coc»rcreI or Coek.-l, J. Frith (Pile). 2, J.

Fletcher( PUe). 3. J- Bird, Bristol (Pile). Pullet or Hen.—1. J. Frith (M?)-

Game Bantams (Black-breasted and other Reds).— I, Cup, and 3, J. w.

Morris Rochdale 2. W. Adams, he, J. R. Robinson,Sunderland (2); J.Frith;

^^Sh'':.f.i?i&.fSl% Vlri^?^°-l,%' hS!°-2, J. Eaton. 3, J. Frith.

"Vam^BANiAMsliny variety).-Coel- -1 and Cup, G. HaU. 2. J. R. Robin-

=°S;N?lif(mack fe^ein^egS:-!^ a'tld^orE^Tambridge, Cotham. Bristol.

2. JIrs!A Worthington 3, H. M. Maynard. "^he. H. M. Maynard ;
T. Bush. e.

'^B^ArTAMS^(White^cTean-legged).-l and Cap, Rev. F. Tearle. 2, H. Beldon.

3, Ladies Moreton, Tortworth Court.
, „ „ t

BiSTAMB (Gold and Silver Sebnghts).-!, 2. and 3, M. Leno
k^,a„„

PoTian —Cocfcerc! or Cock. — i, Cup. and 3, G. C. Adkins.. 2, H. Beldon.

;ie J linton Warminster; G. C. Adkina, Lightwooda. BinninKham; H.

Beldon Pa!"efao?He7W.-i; Cup. and fte, G. C. Adkins- 2 and 3,H. Beldon.

''M\S!-CoctereJorCoefc.-l,Cup,and c, T.Hc,llis, Twyford,^^^^^^^

^fn':ih.%%''.TeA^tT^f^!'l:G%'ooZ:'hrw%^^^^

«rNv'^o?H?rv11.;E-'x^I:J'o''e"Jre!''i/b?e?.-LR. S, S. Woodgate. 2 J- Siche,

(PAin): 3, C. M. Hole. Tiverton. )«, Rev- N. J Ridley. Newbury (Leghorn)

,

W Boyes (Sultan); J. Siche! (Sultan . c. E. Burton (Mmorca). ^'"«'» o'

Hens-l and Cup, R. WilkiuBOn, Guildford (White Mmorcas. 2, W. Boyes

(Sultans) 8 Mrs. P. Taatte, Castle Plunkett (Black Cochms). he. R. S. S.

wiodSe ; W. Ja^rett, Bristol; Rev. F. Tearle, (Sazeley Vicarage, Newmarket

(Cuckoo Dorkings) : Godfrey & Reeves Cochm-Chinas direct from Shanghai)

,

J Sichel (PeU5T;J. Bird (Slack Minorcas); F.Wilton (Black Cochms). c, J.

Watts ; H. Beldon (MafBers). tt ^ i. < i„.i,„,» n r w
pooRs (White AyleBbury).-l and 2, H. Jones, Hartwell, Aylesbury. 3, L. H.

^SocKs (Rouen).-l and 2. L. Patton. 8, J.N. C- Pope he, R Gladstone, jnn^,

Broadsreei;°LiverpooL c, J- K. Fowler (2) ; Rev. J. J. Evans. Cantreff Rectory.

ivcL (Black Bast Indian).-! G S Sainsbury
J-'i'^JL^F'^PUtirfin i"^

S S. Woodgate- he, S- Bam, Whitby (2)- c, W. E. George ;
F. Pittis, jun. (.)

,

""D'^KS^Sy^other variety).-l anl 8 M. Leno (Oarolina and Vm ,u
Whistling. 2, S. Bum (Mandarin . he. J. Smnott, Bedmmstcr Down ( Man-

S): J Watts ; M. Leno (Mandario). c. W. Simpson, Westchester Co., New

York (Black Cayuga, from America) (2). waita q I r Cooner
Geese (Embden and Toulouse).-!, J. K. Fowler. 2;J- Watts- 3, J- C- Cooper.

Geese (Any other varietyj.-l, W. E. George (White Chmese). 2. J. K.

^T"RKi°1S7variety) -!. F. LythaU, Banbury (Amerioan and Cambridge).

2 aXsTl. Mton (Cambridge), he. Rev. N. J. Ridley (Cambridge), c, W.

Simpson (Pure American wild breed).

PIGEONS- „. . ,, . T,

Caeeieks (Blue or -White)--! and Cup, H. Yardley, Birmingham, c, E.

^cSmB^lS^'iVDun).-!, Cup. and 2, R. Fulton, ttfte. E Horner. hc,3.

YardTe^E.Home^HaSwood. Leeds, c. H. M. Maynard ;
E Fu"o°;

„,
PoVTEis.-Cocto.-^l, Cup, and 2, F. Gresham, Sheftord i-ftc K- M^™-j 'g'

B Homer- E. T. Dew. Weston-super-Mare, c, E. Fulton (2). Uerus. l, c.

Homer. 2 and i')i«. F. Greaham- he, R. Fulton.
Ti,r„or lieJFord-

TOMBLEES (Almond).-!, J. Fulton. 2, J. F»rd. n/ic. E. Horner- he, J. torn,

J. Fielding, jun., Rochale. ir-„„.. j> vnitnn he H M
Jacobins.-I and 2, E. Fulton, vhe, Mrs. A. Vigor; E. Fulton, he, a. m.

''bIms*-^! and Cup, W. B. Van Haansbergen, Newcastle-on-Tyne. 3, vhc, and

"fI'ntmL's"-! and Cup, H. Yardley. 2, W. B. Van Haanabergen. vhe. Eev.W.

''Si^l?l"'^;;ml'r^t" a; g?rifa^Iln.'nelr'ilTr^e^o'r-d. e, F. Wilton

;

W. B. Van Haansbergen ; E. Homer. /i„„„j.^„ /> v T Ttpw

?^MSI;A^^^^&^;fH^r^an''d^"c?p.'^^|ieS?ruu.^•2^R"•F^

4ES°-^"nl^'e''r'faome^r.-' i^-lra^hlm^'S^^Srd- e. H- Yardley

E- Gamon : H- Yardley.,. Gamon: n. xaraiey. . .

ANT OTHER DiaTINOT VAEtETY.—1, J- Fieldmg, JO

(Malteae). ha, W. C. Dawson, Otley (Ice).

2. Eev. A. G. Brooke

WISHAW ORNITHOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION.

The Wishaw Ornithological Association held their annual

Exhibition of poiUtry, Pigeons, and Canaries on January ist.

DORONOS.-I. J. Anderson CljcWiiminu- 2 and 3, W. Good fflia^elhall.

Chiekens.-!. J. Henderson, Cleokhimmn 2, G-
foolt, ^i^"^"'^-J^^' 3, Mrs.

H?SlS?rrh'.''chl?S:-'i:"^l.tite,^'w'atarv;lfe

-tz'iiipljoori'^rtrr'^^^^^^^^
GiUhead. (Jolrfeii-jpnniiietJ.-1, .J. PoUooK, Jather.

'•„''-^'°vj
'

stewarlon.

^a^i 3^\"^SIon°'^aSI?i^- .r/.»i^^^^^^^

^S^'^n'SttTn, c'i^w'a?t\^.-frfcn, Wishaw 3D.waa
CMekeW! -1 A. Gray, GiUhead. 2, D. Wardrop, Crofthead. 8, H. Walker,

'HiSIS^^^fctcg^^'SSS. V^^Si^TTGavin,
%TNT'.«s:-OoWorSiI.er.-l,Mrs.Houldsworth. |- R- Bvy/e^ Lochma^en.

3 A Johnstone, BothweU. Any other Colour.-l and 2, H. L. Hour, Andrie.

'
Ei^Kt'-Iyle,hury.-l and 2, J. Crawford, Hamilton. 3, G. Scott. Any other

^SJ'"o7iE5'St?S?x li^r-Ta'nd l;^.^Sibi>, Cambusnethan. 8, J.

''llTi,a''SlIs".-l, J.Watson, Lanark. 2, W. Stevenson. Chapelhall. 3, G.

^^pllk OF Poin.TEY.-Prize. R. Mackie, Stewarton, Ayrshire.

PouTEES.-Biaefc.-l, J. Orr, Wi^*y''.°
2.^^^^^ ^^l^.^^ iifi7^:

k^/i?i!.'^*Sdsiyf°rJ?'FoS.'?,^'aT5S'X a!' Brown, Wishaw. Any

°'riiMS?El."li!;4&-l"-'^^e,'f^^.'Tw. Anderson. Glasgow. 8. W.

'|=li?^ilr?^nl'3fj?SI&ra«.n _
ANY OTHEE Vaeiett.-I. W. Andersou. 2 and 3, A. Brown.
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gate.

i Class.—1, J. Scott, OvertowD. 2, J. Grey. 3, A. Johnstone, Bath*

Paib of Pigeonb.—W. Lindsay, Wiahaw.
C*GE BIRDS.

CiSAnrp.s.~TeUoii\—Cnek.—l, J. Lonzhran, Lanark. 2, M. Gilmour, Glaacow,
8, T. Lindsay. Buff —Cock.—\, J. Smith. Coatbridge. 2, J. Graham, Rnthtr-
glen. S, J. Walljin'-h^w, Lanark. Yellou\—Hen.—\, J. London. 2, R. Petii*
grew, Carlnke. S, T. Lindsay. Buff—Ben—\, J. London. 2, D. Gibb. S, E.
Hnnter, Kipside. Yellow Piebald —Cock.—1, K. Pat^rson, Wishaw. 2. T.
VaUcns, Glasgow 3. J. Stewart, Carluke. Buff Piebald.—Cock.-l, M. Comrie,
Lannrk. 2 and 3, J Smith. Yellow Piebald—Hen.—I, R. Bryden. 2, W.
Moclirie, Lanark. 3, E. Hunter. Buff Piebald.—Hen—I. J. Graham. 2, .1,

Smith. 3, E. Hunter Pirbald.—Buff Cock and Yellow Hen, or Yellow Cock
and BuffHen— 1, T. Lindsay. 2. J. Watson.
Model Grres.— Yellow or Buff.—Cock.—1, J. Johnstone. 2. A. Paterson.

Glasgow. 3, T. M'Dale, Auchanheath. Hen.—l, J. Johnstone. 2. J. Taylor. 3,

M. Comrie.
Goldfinch MuLK.—YclUnp or Buff —Cock.—\, 2, and 3. A. Hamilton.
Scotch F^acY.—Yellow Cock ami Buff Hen, or Buff Cock and Yelloiv Hen,—

l.J London. 2. T. M'Millan. 3. 1). Watt.
Cavart Bird.- J. Smith, Coatbridge.
Piebald.—R. Bryden, Lochmaben.

Judges.—Poultry : Messrs. W. Smith, Wishaw ; Tuille,
Chapelh.tll ; Purdie, Ablngton ; Logan, Camwarth. Pigeons :

Messrs. D. K. Mackay, Glasgow; A. Young, Carluie. Canaries :

Messrs. G. Grant, Glasgow ; J. Brown, Pollockshaws ; J. Lind-
say, Hamilton ; J. Rennie, Wishaw.

CORK AND SOUTH OP IRELAND POULTET
SHOW.

The trn-elfth annual Exhibition of the South of L'eland poultry,
Pigeon, and Cage Bird Association was open ed on the 3rd mst.,
in the Assembly Rooms, South Mall, Cork. The Show was larger
than usual, and the quality of the birds far superior to any speci-
mens hitherto exhibited. The Judge, Mr. Jones, stated that he
had not seen better poultry and Pigeons at any of the shows
which he had judged in England lately.

A small number of Brahma Pootras were exhibited, hut of
excellent quality. The Cochin fowls were an excellent class.

The Creve-CcBurs attracted much attention, and the Spangled
and Pencilled Hamburghs were particularly good, the prize-
winners in both classes being birds of especial merit. There
was a small entry of Polish fowl, but the quality was very good.
The show of Turkeys was not as large as was expected. Not-
withstanding the inducements of class prizes and.the offer of a
silTer cup by Mr. WiLson, Victoria Hotel, the entries in this
class were fewer than in former years. The collection of Ducks
was large and the quality good. A pair of Black Swans were
exhibited by Colonel Stawell.
In the Pigeon department the Pouters were especially good

;

and the Carriers, though small in number, were of excellent
quality. The Barbs exhibited were as usual very good. Mr.
Dowling has not been as successful as usual, as his best birds
were away at Manchester, where they took the first prize, and
were sold for fifteen gydneas the pair. The Owls were far better
than any before exhibited, and the prize pair were perfect gems
in their way. The Tnimpeters were of a class superior to any
ever before exhibited in Cork. The entries in Jacobins, which
were an extremely good class, were unusually large, and gave the
Judge considerable ti-ouble in deciding which was to carry off

the blue ribbon. The Nuns were small in entry, but of very
good quaUty. The Turbits were largely represented and were
specially good, nearly every bird in the class being commended.
The Magpies were far- better than any previously shown, but
the Tumblers were few in number, and those shown but
middling. In the Variety class the first prize was won by a
magnificent pah' of White Dragoons ; and the Society's silver
medal for the winner of the greatest number of prizes was
awarded to one of the local exhibitors, Mr. John DowUng, of
Blackrock.
The show of Cage Birds was remarkably large and good.

There was a magnificent collection of Canaries. The Bullfinches,
Goldfinches, and Linnets were tolerably good, and these classes
seem to be improving. The Bhickbirds, Thrushes, and Larks were
of a fair class, and a good number were exhibited. In the Variety
class a very handsome pair of Cockateels took the first prize,
and a cage of ornamental birds were, on account of their extreme
beauty, a principal attraction for the ladies.
In consequence of an incoxTect entry, Mr. Perrin was dis-

qualified in the class for Single Game Cocks, and the cup was
awarded to Mr. Cramer, the second prize to Mr. Ducrow, and
the medal for the greatest number of prizes in poultry to Mr.
J. C. Cooper.
Spa.\-ish —1, W- H. & 6. A. Perrin, LingWinstown. 2, J. C. Cooper, Limerick.

e, T. A. Bond, Tullygarden ; S. Mowbray, Mountrath ; W. H. i G. A. Perrin
poEKisos (Greyl—1, J. C. Cooper. 2, S. Mowbray, c, Capt. Downman.

Kingstown. Chiekcns.—\, 3. C. Cooper. 2, S. Mowbray, he T O'Gradv
Rochestown. c, rapt. Downman : T. O'Grady (2). Coloured.—1, Mrs Hav
Qneenstown. Chicken.'.—1, S. Mowbray. White or other.—1 Mrs Hay
CWhite). 2. J. Perry, Cork. c. Countess of Bandon, Caslle Bernard, Bandon.
Brahmas.—Dare —1, Lady A. Lloyd, Villierstown. 2, J. C. Cooper Chickens

—1, J. C. Cooper. 2. L. F. Pemn. Longhlinstown. c, Lady A. Lloyd. Li/iht —
1, 2, and c. Mrs. Hay. he, Capt. Downman.
Cocm,sa.-Buffor Cinnamm.-l and c W. H. & G. A. Perrin (Bufn. 2, Mrs.Hay. )ij,Capt. Downman (Buff). Chickens.-l.Vl. H. & G. A. Perrin Bnffl.

2, Mrs. Hay (Bnffl he. Capt. Downman (Buffi ; Mrs. Hav (Buff), c, W. H. and
fa. A. Pemn (Buff); Mrs. Hay (Lemon). Paririioe or Brown,—!. W. H. and

_ _Hay (Partridge.)

(White
)"'

HocDANs.-1, J. C. Cooper. 2, Viacoontesa Doneraile. Doneralle.
CRBvE-C<Eca OE La Flecre. — 1, J. C. Cooper. 2 and he. Viscountess

Doneraile (Creve-Coeur and La FIfche). c, Mrs. Dring, Cork (Crive-Cffior)

;

E. J. Poer. Limerick (Creve-Cffiur).
HAMB0KOH3.—Spnnjicrf.-l, W. H. & G. A. Perrin (Silver). 2, Countess of

Banaon (Silver). Pencilled.—I, S. Mowbray (Golden). 2, R. P. Williams,
Clontarf.
PoLiaH.--l.W.H.&G. A. Perrin. 2, R. P. WUUams. c, J. K. Millner.Game—Btacfc fifrf.—1, W. H. & G. A. Perrin. 2 and he, M. C. Cramer, Kinsale.

„ "^i^J?
Ba.\T4Ms (Black Red).-i, Col. HasVard. 2, E. J. Poer. c, T. O'Grady ;

G.^H. Bull, Cork
; W. H. & G. A Perrin (2)." " " '"

ife(i.—1, E. J. Poer. Any other colour.—W.TyMcrow
iwing). he, W. H. & G. A. Perrin. c, J. Hosford,

TnHKETs (Any variety).—!, J. c. Cooper. 2, S. Mowbray (Cambridge), he, 1,
u Grady.
Geese.-1. J. C. Cooper. 3. Mrs. V. Tomkins (Danubian).„- . j^ jj p ^iiijjj^g .2_ S.Mowbray, he, J. C. Cooper, o,

.!f!/te!!)iiri/.—1, S. Mowbray. 2, R. P. Williams, he.

Ddcks.—iioii.

W. H. Massy. Macroom.
J. C. Cooper, e, N. E. Wallace. Dublin.
Waterfowl (Any other varietv).—1, R. P. Willi; I Ducks). 2,'CoL

W. St. L. A. Stawell (Black Swans), c. T. Babington, Cork (Muscovy Duciis).
Any other Vakiett.-I, Col. W. St. L. A. Stawell (Golden Pheasants). 2,

Master C. H. PurceU, MaUow (Sebright Bantam"), he, Mrs. Dring (Black
Hamburghs). c, Conntess of Bandon (Japanese Bantams) ; S. Mowbray
(Scotch Greys) : Col. W. St. L. A. StaweU ( ommon Pheasants).
Sellisg Class.— 1, Mrs. Hay (Buff Cochins). 2. S. Mowbray (Dorkings). 5,

J. K. Mil ner. he, J. Perry (Bnff Cochins); W. H. & G. A. Perrin : Mrs. Hay
(Coloured Dorkings); H. L. Tivy, sen., Cork (Black Spanish), c. Lady A.
Lloyd (Light Brabmas); J. C. Cooper; Col. Hassard (Black Red Game
Bantams) ; P. Ducrow (Black Red Game) ; Mrs. M. E. Hughes, Rathcormack
(Spangled Hamburghs); J. Perry (Spanish).
Game (Not Bantam).—Cocfc.—l and Cup. M, C. Cramer. 2 and vhc, P.

Ducrow. he and c, M. C. Cramer (Black Red).
TvRKEYS.—Poulti.—l and Cup, J. C. Cooper. 2, Countess of Bandon.
Ducklings (Boucn).-! and Cup, J. C. Cooper. 2, Mrs Taaffe, Plunket.
Medal for greatest number of points in poultry, Mr. J. C. Cooper.

PIGEONS.
Pouters.—Cocfe«.—l and 2, F. W. Znrhorst. ?ur, J. Dowling: T. Lloyd, Colt.

c, J. Lloyd ; J. H. Perrott, Cork. Hem.—I, J. H. Perrott. 2, F. W. Znrhorst. c,
J. Dowhng ; J. Lloyd ; J. K. MiUner.
Carriers.—CocAw.—l, J. Jeffries. Cork. 2, R. W. Smith. Cahir. he, G. A.

Wherland, Cork, c, G. A. Wlierland; R. W. Smith. Hena.-l, J. Dowling.
2, G. A. Wherland.
Barbs.—Black or Dun.—I, G. A. Wherland. 2, J. Dowhng. he. J. Lloyd.

', J. Dowling; J. Lleyd. ^nj/ offtcrcoiowr.-l, G. A. Wherland (Yellow). 2 and

W. J Enmley, Middleton (Blue).
Trumpeters.—1. J. H. Perrott. 2, he. and c, H. L. Tiw.
Jacobins.—1 ,W. R. Smith (Red). 2, T. O'Grady (White). , J. Dowling; J. K.

Nuns.—1 and 2. J. Dowling.
Turbits.-1, W. J. Rnmley. 2. H. L. Tiw. c,

M'Donnell ; J. Dowling ; J. K. Milluer.
Magpies.—1, L. F. Perrin. 2, J. M'Donnell.
Tumblers.-1, J. Perry. 2. J. Dowling.

T. Martin ; W. J. Rnmley (2) ; J.

c, T. O'Grady ; F. W. Znrhorst.

d 3, J. Dowling. 2 and ftc, R. W. Smith (Spots), e, J.
M'Donnell; J. Dowling (2); R. Evans, juD., Cork (Blue Owls); J. Perry
(Barbs) ; R. W. Smith (YeUow Jacobins).
Carriers.-1. 2, and vhc, G. A. Wherland. e,3. Dowling ; J. Jeffries.
Barbs.-Medal, J. Jeffries, he, W. J. Enmley ; J. R. Wherland ; J. Dowlini?.

c, E. W. Smith.
Trumpeters.—Cup. J. H. Perrott.
Jacobins (Black, Red, or YeUow).—Medal, E. 'W. Smith (Ked). he, F. 'W

Znrhorst. c, W. J. Rnmley (Yellow).
Medal, for greatest number of points in Pigeons, J. Dowling.

CAGE BIRDS.
CANARlEa.—l and c, T. Babington. 2, D. Ryan, Gardener's HlJL fie, D.Ryan;

J. Penrose, Cork; A. Allan.
Bullfinches.— 1 and 2. J. Dowling, jun.
Goldfinches —1. W. E. O'Hea, Cork. 2, D. Higgins, Cork, fie, D. Higgins ;

W. Stenson, Cork, c, J. Dowling, jnn.
Linnets.—I.E. Burke, Blackrock. 2, J. Dowling, inn, fee, J. A.Ross; W.

E. O'Hea. c. P. Keating, Cork (2).

MrLES.—land 2, R. Bull, Cork, fie, E. Jones, Cork ; W.E. O'Hea; C.O'BrieD*
Cork.
Blackbirds.—1, J. A. Ross. 2JP. Keating.
Thrushes.—1, R. Jones. 2. W. Waters, Monkstown. he, D. Higgins; J,

Hobson, Cork ; J. A. Ross, c, D. Connollj', Cork.
Larks.-1, R Jones. 2 and he, D. Higgins. c, J. Dowling, jun. ; J. A. Ross.
Ant other Variety.-1, D. A. Bavlev, Cork (Cockateels). 2. J Hosford (Car-

dinals). fi<JfM. M'Carthy (Starling) ; D. A. Bayley (African Parakeet),

Judges.—PouHrij and Pigeons: Mr. P. H. Jones, Fulham,
London. Cage Birds : Mr. T. O'Grady, The Court, Eochestown,
Cork.

KIRKCALDY POULTRY SHOW.
The twenty-first annual Show of the Fife and Kinross Oi'ni-

thological Society was held in the Com Exchange, Kirkcaldy,
on the 1st and 2nd inst. This Society was at first established

to encouj'age the ctiltivation of cage birds only, but for some
time has included in its schedules poultry and Pigeons. On
this occasion, although great numbers of shows were held simul-
taneously, it was a great success.

In the five Game classes there were forty-seven entries, many
of the birds being of high quality and shown in fine order. The
Dorkings, though not so numerous, were exceedingly good in

colour {mostly of the Dark variety), and sound in feet ; and the
cup was awarded to a pair of hens. The Cochins were not quite

equal to the Dorkings, but the Brahmas were very good. In
the cock class the first pi*ize was awarded to a well-developed
cockerel, and the second to an adult bird. The cup was won by
a capital pair of hens. Although a cup was offered for Sjianish
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the entries were small and the quality not high. The cup was

here also awarded to hens. The entries of Hambicrahs j^ere

good and the birds well shown. The Pencilled m both classes

were superior to the Spangled. The first-prize Golden-penciUed

cock was about perfect, as also the pullets, to which the cup

was deservedly awarded. Bantams were numerous, but the

quality of the Eed Game Bantam cocks was not remarkable,

although the pullets of that variety were much better, and the

cup for Bantams was given to them. These bu'ds were, however,

shown in bell-shaped pens with no dinsions, though placed far

apart. The advisabUity of this we question very much, for

•when shown in fuU sight of each other it is almost impossible

to catch the spirited little fellows in such a state of repose as to

allow of a proper decision as to the style and carriage of wing.

In the next class (as also in hens). Piles were first and Duck-

wings second, a pair of Wheaten puUets being third ;
and m the

Variety class Silver Sebrights were first, Pekins second, and

Japanese third. In the Variety class for large fowls the first

were Creve-Cceurs, the second Black Hamburghs, and third

Silver Polands. Of Ducks, to which was devoted but one class,

little can be said, the quality being poor. In the Selling Class

for cocks a Dorking was first, a Dark Brahma second, and a

Guinea fowl third; and among hens Game were first, Dark
Dorkings second, and Brahmas third.

Of Pigeons Pouters were shown in two classes, and a cup was

offered for this division. The first-prize Pouter cock was White,

and won the cup also, his measurements being 19i inches rn

feather, 7J in thigh, combined with a fine girth and good

carriage, although he might have been cleaner. Second came a

handsome Black Pied, 19 inches in feather and 7 in thigh, but

not in good show. The third Blue Pied measured 19 mches

and 6J, but did not show well. Of hens the first-prize Black

Pied ran closely for the cup, being 18 inches in feather, 7 inches

in limb, vei-y sound in colour, and in great show. The second-

prize hen was White, 18 inches by 6J, good in girth, and m
prime order ; and the third Blue Pied was 18 inches by 7, but

low in condition. Singular to say, there was no competition

either in Carriers or Tumblers, but the FautaUs were a good

class, as also the Nuns, which on minute examination P™ved
free from trimming. Of Jacobins the first were White and the

second Eed, the cup for the best pen in the Show (Pouters

excepted), being awarded to the first-named pair. Turbits and

Owls were of but moderate quality, the latter variety attaining

the first position. Barbs were good in quality, but out of con-

dition. In the Variety class the competition was severe. Black

SwaUows being first. Ice Pigeons second, and White Trumpeters

third.

There was an extensive show of Canaries, aU of which were

of the Scotch Fancy, and said by the Judge to be of the highest

merit.

Game.—Coc*.—1, E. Stewart. Blair Adam. 2, A. P. Cowan. Kelty. 8. J. H.
Hemot, Kirkcaldy, fa:, J. W. WiU. Enrol; D. Penman, Kirkcaldy : A. Stephen,

Blairgowrie. iie<i«.-l, J. Fisher, Kirkcaldy. 2, J. Al an, Inveikeithing. i, H.

Stuart. CWctcno.—Cnp, R. Stewart. 2, J. Beveridge, Kirkcaldv. S.A.Parker,

Camforth. lie, T. W. Mitchell : .1. Danskin. Kirkcaldy ; D. Harley, Edinburgh ;

J. Wishart, Kirkcaldy. A7iy other Colour.—Cup, J. Anderson, Kirkcaldy, i, u.

Harley. S, Blaik & Young. Chickens.—1. D. Harley. Cup ard 2, Blaik and

Young. 3, Elder & LyaU, Kirkcaldy, he, 3. LyaU, Kirkcaldy ; J.Elder, Kirk-

DoRKreo.f.—Cocfc.—1, D. Annan, Cupar. 2 and 3. T. Raines, Stirling, he.

Countess of Tankeryille. Alnwick ; Mrs. Tnllls, Markinch ; D. GeUatly, Meigle.

Hem.—\, D. Gellally. 2, T. Raines. 3, D. Annan, he, A. Haggart. Leslie

Piiikii—Cup. T. Raines. 2. Mrs. Tullis. 3, J. Robb, Leshe. /ic, J. Haggart

;

J. Henderson, Dunfermline. »v n t to toii a r.
Cochin-Chisa.—Cocft.—1. R. Williamson, Grangemouth. 2, J. W. Will. 3, u.

Gellally. Bens.—I, R. Williamson. 2, Mrs. Oswald, Dunnikier. S, Earl of

Eosslyn, Dysart.
, ^ . ^ „ , ^ r,-

Brabsia Pootra.—Coffc.—1, W. Brownlie, Kirkcaldy. 2, Lieut-Col. C. Rice-

Cupar. S, T. Raines, he, Miss M. Morison, Alloa, c, Countess of Tankerville.

Bens.— Cup, T. Raines. 2, Mies M. Morrison. 3, W. Brownlie. M, J. W.
Morrison.

. ^ ..

Spanish.—Cocfc.—l, D. M'Bcath, Bridge of Allan. 2, W. Leslie, Anstruther.

fi«iM.—Cup. A. Shepherd. 2. W. Leslie. 8, R. Dickie, Stirling.

HAMBVRGH.—SpangUd.—Coek.-l, Mrs. Brown, Abercaimey. 2. G. & J. Duck-
worth. Ohm-ch. 3, J. M.Campbell. iic.R. Dickson, c. W. R. Park. HcM.—1,

O. & J. Duckworth. 2, R. Dickson. S, J. M. CampbelL he, J. W. Will ; W. R.

Park. Penemed.—Cock.—l and 3, A. Pralt, Kirkcaldy. 2, R. Dicks"n. he, R.

Thomson, Kirkcaldy: J. Morrison, Alloa, e. Countess of Tankerville. How.
—Cup, W. R. Park. 2, Countess of Tankeryille. 3, R. Dickson, he. Countess
of TankertiUe; A. Pralt.

. , , ,.. ,

Game Baxtajis.—Beda.—Cocfc.-l, A. Hutchison. Falkirk. 2, J. Young, Kirk-

caldy. 3, Master D. Laing, Kirkcaldy, be, J. Mitchell. Perth : Miss Brownlie ;

J. Scntt, Bruuahtyferry ; T. Raines. Eens.—\, G. Todd, Sunderland. 2. J.

Archibald. Berwick. S. Master D. Laing. )io. Miss G. Brownlie. c, J. Young:
T.Raines, .liii/ offtcr Co!our—Coclr.—l,W. Scott. 2, Master D. Browlie. 3. A.

P. Cowan. tl<iie.—l, J. Archibald. 2, Master H. Brownlie. S, Miss E. C. Frew,

Haansbergen. lie.3, R. B. Heggie.

3 and Jic, J. G.

2. W. B. Va

Jacobins.—Cup, W. B. Van Haansbergen. 2, T. Waddingto:

^^TURDITS OE OwLS.-l, A. Crosbie (Owls). 2, W. B. Yan Haansbergen. 3, Miss

''B^nns'-i, ^v: B'.'val'ilTan'sKge'i. 2. T. Waddington. 3, A. G. M'Niel-

Coupar Angus. ,, ,
- — --. .

Anv other Variety.—1, A. Croabie, Melros.

(Porcelains). 3, W. B. Van Haansbergen.
''•'^•^^'=^-

CANARIES.
Scotch Fancy (Yellow).-Cocfc.-l and 3, W. Mnirhead._ ju

Innes, Kirkcaldy. Hen.—l, J. Bennet, Kirkcaldy.

Buff!—Cocfc.—1 and 3. A. Pearson. Alloa. 2, J. MuUion, Perth.

Ruihcrtord, Perth. 2, W. Muirhead, jun. 3. D Duncan, Carron.

Yellow Kecked.-^CocS;.-!, J. Slme, Falkirk. 2, J. Hose. Dunfermline. S,

G. Spence. Hen.—l, G. Spence. 2, R. Farmer, Glasgow. 3, C bmith.

Bdff FLECKED.-Cocfe-^L J Hogg. 2, G. Speucc. 3, J. Mitchell, Ben.-l,

J. Sime. 2, W. Innes. 3, D. Kilgour, Dunfermline.
, „ , t> v rf„™

GOLDFINCH Mole (Yellow or B"ufI).-Cocfc-l, W. Kirk. 2 and 3, J. Robertson.

The first eighteen classes of Poultry were judged by Mr. E-

Teebay, Fulwood, Preston ; the last nine classes, and Pigeons,

by Mr. E. Hutton, Pudsey, Leeds ; and the Canaries y mx.

Jam.es Eobertson, Burntisland.

H«i.—1,W

Sinclairslown, Kirkcaldy.
I |BANTAMs(Any other variety).—1, Master A. Frew. 2, T. Waddingt^
cowles, Blackburn. 3, J. Archibald

, Fenis-

Any OTHER Vamety.-I, W. R. Park. 2, A. Pratt (Black Hamburghs). 3, T.
Waddington. c, A. Wylie. Johnstone (Polands); G. W. Bot.thby, Louth
(Polands); Earl of Rosslyn (Cuckoo Dorkings).

, . , .

DncKs.—1. R. Dickie. 2, R. Lockhart. Kirkcaldy. 3. J. Grieg, Kinglassie.

Sellino Class.-Coc).-.- 1. J. Rutherford. 2, Mi.ss G. Morrison. 3, J. Nairn,
Levan. lu:, A. Campbell, Kirkcaldy ; J. Haggart ; J. Rutherford ; R. B. Heegie.
Kirkcaldy. Bem.—l, R. Stewart. 2, A. Haggart. 3, Miss G. Morrison, he. A,
Small, Glasgow, e, S. Greenwood, Locbgelly.

Haansbe'rien. NVwca9tTe."8, J. M'Gill, EUe. Bens'.—I, W. B. Van Haansbergen.
3,J. M'Gill. 3. M'Gill Skinner. „ „ ,. ,.
Fantails.-L J. G. Spence. 2, A. Crosbie. 3. W. B. Van Haansbergen. he,

A. Lockhart (2) ; J. G. Spence, Broughty Ferry.

NORTHEEN POULTBY SHOW.
The sixth annual Exhibition of poultry and Pigeons opened

at Aberdeen on the 5th inst. The entries were about equal to

those of last year, but the quality of the birds, m general,

superior. Year by year, as poultry-breeders gain experience,

the quaUty is being more and more equaUsed, few inferior birOS

being now sent for exhibition. The classes were, almost with-

out exception, well represented. Dorkings, Brahmas, and Gatne

were most conspicuous. Indeed, we beUeve the show of Game

fowls both as regards the number of entries and quaUty, naa

never been equalled at any Aberdeen Show. Geese were a very

good class, although not numerous. Turkeys and Ducks tigniea.

weU, there being in the former class some very superior birds.

The show of Pigeons was scarcely so successful as that ot last

year so far as numbers were concerned. The quality was, how-

ever, equally good. Some fine specimens of Carrier Pigeons

attracted no little attention.

The following is the prize Ust :

—

TloniiiNos (Silyer-Grey).-1. Mrs. M'Donald, Forres. 2, M. Edwards. Hilton

AUoa TS Black. ^! W. Meff. Aberdeen ^4.A.Diyorty Aberdeen Hcns.-

1 i-iin and 1 W Meff 2 M. Edwards, ic, T. Raines. Stirling. Cockerel.—

-Sol,!?N"J^?Slo^eWMf-C%"S^tfp|^'^on Til^^^^

%'"kfi'^tTnne'i:.tTt'i^infrT i: i?Xnson': l' I'l^X^i

''lVl'S-is^''-iran"d3TrSUrS'l;^S=.hc,W.W^^^^
Coekercl.-\ and Cup. A. Shepherd. 3 andJc P. H. MTherson. e, A. Allan.

Udt.y. /'uiWa.-l srnd'i A.'Shephcrd 3, W. Meff.
^'^J;,,"",''!°'"l''> ^earon

3 J. Wadlell, AtadJie. he, W. D. Fordyce : R. Brownlie, Kirkcaldy ;
H. WhUe ;

J.Mai:kie, EUon,.c, Mrs_.. Keith, '^::''i:::^^Bf-^ ^^^^Ci-Sil'.^'
FerryhiU Lodge,

. Mrs. M'Do
,
Aberdeen.

Mrs. Keith, Aberd

2 E Fearon. 3, Mrs. Hunter, he, Mrs. I

HouDANS-l. -T. Mackie. 2. Mrs. Bam. terryniu i^ooRe. Au«i.u^i.. ^.

^tS-/e^"»'^s-.-i. i-'^^^rr^^Tk. %^±^.
"'hambubgh; (Gold or Silver-pencUled).--Cocfc.^-l R MeUia NewbiUs 2 A-

rh'a^!^'r»^lVtrhlrmers!H°al^SSan!«^r^|^^
"oJt.NewPitsligo,_H.ii..-l and^Cup.G.^Lain^, Aberdeen..^2,JC. ^owles.

pencilled).

-

G. Campbeir.TiUina

,.-i'and"Cup.'G. Laing, Aberde
•, P. Campbell ; Miss E. Taylor,

H;MBDKOH»(Goldor SUver.spangled).-CocJ«--I, E R/Wn^^S-S^faylo?."

^^.^ cVifoSon'; ^.M^crn'es.^Sf.^i a'Sfd l^^l^l^^M Z,

''g^S (Sac&7e-a^trd"|d).-Cocfc. -1, W. Meldrum, Fogar 2, C. Jami^^^^

3 J Thom. he, J. Scott, Broughty Ferry. Hens.-l, J. Dick, i, u. uaiiey.

'•
^A^rdti" o^hef'ya"r"iet;).-cSSi°.";b. Harley. 2, f

^addeU S A Dewar.

Abotdeen L, J. Logan, [c, W. Hendry. Hc-^-l and Cup, W. Hendry. 2, J.

Waddell. 3. D. Harley. he, 3. Dewar. c. W. Meff.

Any OTHER Variety,—!, MiSB D. Fordyce, 2 and he, Mrs. M. Anderson. 3, J.

. Watson.
^i^^rT'rMs:-L"MfsTE.'^'c^-/rr>,/. waddell, AirdriehiU.

'=%'i?c'K?-^i^«.i?^,-T"^'lorf'Hun-'t?e'';:'^

Log^S! ),o, i Co^'e. -Any oth.r Tarict!/.-! and he, W. M'Knight. 2, H.

S'S?.^-r°^An^dIc^'w"ASw'!'"?S\^VtS7i%y^
- -

3, H. Stephenson, he. Mrs. Hunter,
Gefse.- nd 2, J. Logan. (ic, H.

Stephenson ; W. Fra'ser,' Aberdeen^^W^D^Fordyce

P0CTER3.-BIU.C Pied.-Coek,.-\ and 2, W, Meff. Aberdeen. 3^J.wmie,

^'^Z^-.^ili-oT^llo.. PM.-Coeks.-l, 3. CO... Aberdeen. Hens.-y,^.

^fJllIiB^-White.-Coek.,.-h3. White. 2 and 3, W. Hendry. Ben4.-1 and

Medil^jfWhite. 2, G. Schaschke. 3, W. Hendry.
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PouiEE8.-^r.i/ ontr Colour.-Cock!.~l,F. M'Crae. AJerdeen. 2 and 3. W.

HenS. Hc^.-l and 2, J. Tongh. Aberdeen. 3, V, Hendry, ft^. F M Crae

Poutrhs —Jnu of/icr Colour—Cockerels—\ and Medal. W. MeS. i. J. wmie.

IFM'Rae /," J \Vhile. PuJ!«(*.-l. W. Meff. 3. J. White. S.F.M'itae.

'•c^1^?1-CocJ:j:-1,S, and Medal, G. Schasehke. 2, W. Hendry. Bim.-
1 and 2. G. Schaschke.
TuMBLEBS.—fiftort-Zaccii.—1, J. While. Co .—I, F. M'Crae. 2 and S, J.

DUI1.-1, 2. and 3, W. Meff. ^ny other Colour.-l, 2, and 8,

3 and he, J. R. Michie,

Cowe.
Bakes.—Blacfc
W Meff

Fi-viiiLs.—1 and 2, W. Symon, TalUch, Dafli

Stonej"wood.

JicoBixs.-l.J.White. 2, W. Meff. 3, J. Cowe,
Trumpeters.—1. 2, and 3, W. Meff.

TuKBils.—IjJ.Tongh.
OwLS.-l. W. Hendry. 2, J. Taylor. Monlrose.

l'^i;ilr-\\^^-i.'^?nJirl- tw. Meff. Hc. J. White ; W. Meff. .. J.

^^'oTHEK ViRiiTY.-l, 3. and Medal, W. Hendir. 2, J. Cowe. c, A. Covrie.

Sii-I-ING CLASS -1, W. Hendry. 2 and 8, W. Meff.

Judges.—Pou^iry : Mr. Alexander Paterson, Airdrie ; Ptgeom

:

Mr. J. Millar, Glasgow.

THE ARCHANGEL.

This variety of domesticated Pigeon is not one of the general I
have paid especial attention to its culture, consequently it is

favo^tir^ongst fanciers; indeed, there are but few who
|
not usuaUy seen m this country.

Ai'changels are not attractive either in colour or habits, and
from the casual observer probably no word of praise would be
ehcited, yet they are a meritorious breed of Pigeon.

Their colour is sombre and unattractive ; their shape and
peculiarities differ somewhat from other breeds, and in many
ways they are dissimilar to others more numerous about us

;

they are naturally very shy and wild, and this in some degree
may account for their being disregiirded as " pets."

It is a matter of considerable doubt and speculation when
the breed was first imported into Great Britain, and from
whence it came. These Pigeons are supposed to be natives of

EuEsia, and have been designated Archangel from the fact of

the breed being found in great numbers at that Eussian seaport.
It is certain that Eussia and Germany are accredited with
having the Archangel in far greater numbers than ourselves,
and in Eussia we believe the breed was originally propagated.
The Archangel, as we have said, is not particularly attractive

in appearance, but its beauties, as we become familiar with the
birds, and as we see them in various positions moving about
in the bright sunlight, increase our admiration of them more
and more. Archangels, in size and general outline, much re-
semble the Eock Dove ; the head is somewhat of the same
form, though the beak has not quite so much of the " spindle "

chaiacter, and, like the Eock Dove, the Archangel when caged

displays that wild uneasy disposition so characteristic of alE

birds not accustomed to close confinement.
Archangels, though wild and shy naturally, are easily tamed

by the common usage of the aviary or dovecote, and when in
association with many bold httle companions, their retiring

disposition is not then so noticeable, as they gradually adopt
the habits of their fellows, although they rarely become so
tractable as most others ; and if proper nesting places are
arranged for theii' use in dark secluded comers they will thrive,

breed well, rear well, and Uve at ease and contentment.
Few words will suffice for detailing the points and peculi-

arities of this breed. The birds are of moderate size, and
though not possessing symmetry of form in a marked degree,

BtUl they are not at aU ungraceful in appearance. Their body is

usually carried in a horizontal position, though the balance is

well sustained, and the head inclines a Uttle forward. They
are easy in their movements on foot, and rapid in their flight.

Their wings are large, the secondary fhghts being more pro-

minent than usually seen in most other varieties. The head
of the bird is narrow, possessing a crest or peak, rising from
the back of the skull in continuation of the line of neck, and
terminating in a perfect point, inclining forwards. The beak
is rather thin, dark-coloured, and somewhat doveshaped. The
wai't, wattle, or nostril cover is smaD, smooth, and rather
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flattened. The eye should be of a red colour, but many splen-

did 'specimens have come under our notice having pearl eyeg
;

the'red, however, 13 far preferable, being more in unison with
the general colour of the bird. The upper part of the neck
is narrow ; the breast full, though not too prominent ; the

shoulders wide, but closely fitting to the body, and not out-

spread at their sockets. The colour of the birds in a subdued
light is a sombre unattractive black ; the head, neck, breast, and
thighs a reddish chocolate-colour. But in a bright hght and
under the influence of the sun's beams, this Pigeon becomes
all aglow ; its sober garb is illumined with varied and brilUantly

shining colours from head to tail, from beak to thigh. This
chameleon-like peculiarity is an important feature in the breed,

and is absolutely necessary in a matured and perfect bird.

The head,'neck, breast, belly, and thighs as far as the vent,

should be of a rich dark coppery bronze ; the back, tail, sides
of wings, and flight should be black and enlivened by iridescent
hues. It is in a strong light that the real colour-merit of the
specimen is fully realised.

The young of the Archangel at first are much Ughter in
colour tliroughout, but as they pass through each successive
moult the richer and more conspicuous does their colouring
become. A mistake too often made is to discard young stock
too soon—and this remark fanciers of all kinds would do well
to consider ; therefore our warning is. Do not condemn them
at an early period of their existence, see them at least through
their first moult ; and if then they are not of a bluish tinge or
dappled upon their wings, do not condemn them nor hasten
their doom

;
give them time for nature to crop out.

—

Bieming-
HAM CoLniiBiKiiN SOCIETY—.J. W. LuDLOW, Secretary.

SHERRINGTON BAR HIYE.
Since the'time when Mr. Gelding said " "Without bars there I not been satisfactory, in that the bars of one hive would not

is something wanting, something wrong," everyone must have always fit the nitches of another. I have, therefore, schemed
desired a bar hive. I have used for some time frames let into a square straw bar hive, and I am glad to be able to reoom-
round straw hives, somewhat after Mr. Taylor's plan, made

|
mend it, as combining three great advantages,

cheaply enough by the village carpenter, but the resiilt has
|

1st, The frames will with ordinary care last a lifetime, and

A, Top frame, b. Straw work, c, Bottom frame, D, Square board with centre hole. Lid, straw work—bars beneath it.

The black line under the lid is a half-inch-thick frame attached to the lid to make it fit airtight, o o Two screws which keep the lid in its plai

the straw work, being that of the ordinary straw hive, can be
renewed from time to time at an expense of 2s. dd. or 3s. by
any local worker in straw, the hive becoming indestructible.

2nd, The hives can be used in the open air as well as in a
bee-house.

.3rd, The price of the hive is only 10.9.

It is impossible in a few words and without drawings in

detail to describe the Uttle contrivances which make the
whole so complete, but no one, I am sure, will regret the ex-

periment of procuring one from King & Son, Stoke Golding-
ton, near Newport Pagnel, who make them. I hope this will

help to bring bar hives within the reach of cottagers, for

whose instruction alone I was some j'ears ago induced to keep
bees.—A Bee-keepee.

PAISLEY ORNITHOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION'S SHOW.
The eighteenth annual Exhibition, under the auspices of this

Association, was held on the 1st and 2nd inst. in the Drill Hall.
It compared favourablj' with previous years, both in the quahty
of the birds and the number of the entries. There was a re-
markably fine show of Spanish, old and young fowls, and the
first prize was well merited. The special prize was awarded for
a handsome young cock bird. The first prize for a pair of
Golden-pencilled Hamburgh hens, only five months old, was
justly won. The class was an attractive feature of the Show.
The Pigeons were very superior. The Canary and other bird
department had nirmerous entries. The prizes awarded were :

—

Spanish.—1, J. Dunlop, Paisley. 2. Miss Hodgart, Paisley. 3, A. Yuill
Airdrie. 4, G. Archibald, Paisley. Chickfwi.—l, A. Robertson, Kilmarnock.
2. H. L. Home, Whiterigs, Airdrie. 3, A. Yoill. 4, W. C. Hardie, Carron.
H^m.~l, H. L. Home-. 2 and 3, R. Paton, Kilmarnock.
DoBKiNGS.—Co/ou7-cd.—1, (i. G. Ncilson, Glasgow. 2, Z. H. Heys, Barrhead.

3. W. Scott. Blantyre. 4, Mrs. Alston. Craighead. Hamilton. Cliicktns.—l, Z. H.
Heys. 2, Mrs. Alston. 3, T. Smellie, Kilmarnock. 4, M. Henderson, Ardrossan.
DoBKiNos.— TT'Va7e.—1, J. Bell, Dalmellington. 2 and 4, K. Farrow, Dalmel-

lington. 3. Mrs. W. Arnot, Dalmellington. Hem.—l, Mrs. Alston. 2, Z. H.
Heys. 3. Miss Hodsart.
Cochin-Chisah. — 1. J. Pollock, Busby. 2, T. Brace, Busby. 3 and 4, J.

Drennan, Woodhall.
BKAnuA PooTRA—1, Mrs. Gillison, Milngarie. 2, Mrs, Alston. 3, A. Cars-

well, Larbert. 4. H. L. Home.
Scotch.—1, J Meikleham. Hamilton. 2, R. Blair, ThomhiU, Johnstone. 3,
. Dunlop, Broomlanda, Paisley.
Hambuieghs.-GoWen-8f(in^!c(i.—1, A. Gibb.Ayr. 2. A. Frisken, Irvine. 3, T.

Love. 4, J. Crawford, Beith. Goltien-pcncilled.—l, R. Macnab, Gardonald. 2,

J.'Smith, Stewarton. 3, A. Crosby, Melrose. 4, J. Howe, Paisley.
^AMBVBQHS.—Silver-spangled.—1, Ashton & Booth, Mottram. 2, J. Brace.

3, J. Moodie, Broomlands, Paisley. 4, A. Crosbie. Bilver-peneilh'd.—l, A. Can
nell, Stewarton. 2, J. Clark, Paisley. 3. K. F. GemmeU, Glasgow. 4, P. Barr
Hamburghs.—Go/rff n or Silver-spangUd.—Hens.—l, J. M, CampbeU. Bonny

Kelly. Van Dur. 2-, J. Moodie. 3, M. Ourrie, KUpatrick.
pencilled.—Hens.—1, Miss Taylor, Aberdeen.
3, Miss Hodgart.
PoLANDS.—Toppfrf.—1, R. Macnab, Cardonald. 2, W. PatersoD, Airdrie. 3

and 4, A. Wylie, Johnstone.
Game.—1. D. Harley, Edinburgh. 2, W. Nelsen, Johnstone. 3, J. Mlndoe,

Grahamslon, Barrhead. 4, Z. H. Heys. Black Bcds.—l. S. M'Coll, Stialhblane.

2, G. WiUiamson, Johnstone. 3, J. M'Lachlan, Charleston. 4, H. L. Home.
Cross, or Any other Variety.—1, R. Masson. 2, VP. A. Orr, Kilbimie. 3,

J. M. Wilson, Lochwinnoch. 4, W. Linton, Selkirk.
Dvc&s.—Aylesbury.—1, J. Meikleham. 2, J. Kerr, Glencart. 3. Z. H. Heys.

4, S. Hunter, Arkleaton. Bouen.—l, W. "Wilson, Johnstone. 2, M. Henderson
Ardrossan. 3, A. (jray, Beith. 4, J. Meikleha
Game Bantams.—1, J. Mitchell, Perth.

Kilbirnie. 4, T. Weir, WiUiamsburgh,
Bantams.-Blacfc.-1 and 3. H. L. Home. 2, S. Sc R. Ashton. Any other

Colour.—1, A. Robertson. 2, J. Dunn, Galston. 3, G. W. Boothby, Louth. 4,

5, 4 R. Ashton.
Selling Cuss.-1 and 3, J. Kerr. 2, W. White, Paisley. 4, Miss J. Leitch,

Cross Arthurlie.
Speclal Prizes.—Spani^ft.—Cocfccrc/.—a. Robertson, Kilmarnock. Cochin-

China.—3. Pollock, Busby. Brah ma Poofra.—Mrs. Gillison, Milngarie. Scotch.
—Cock.—A. Dnnlop, Broomlanda, Paisley. Samhurghs.-Silver'pencilled.—A.
ConneU, Stewarton. Game. — Black Beds. — S. M'Coll, Strathblane. Game
Bantams.—Gow & Walker, Kilbarchan.

PIGEONS.
Pouters.—Bfue.—l. J. Murray, Glasgow. 2, J. Millar, Glasgow. 3, J. Lohore,

Larkhall. Blark or Red.—l and 2. J. Millar. 3, J. Murray. Any other Colour.
1, J. Murray. 2, J. Millar. 3, H. Thomson, Glasgow.
TOMBLERS.—.Siort-fai-f (f.-1 and 2. J. Murray. 3, J. Paton, Rigg, Stewarton

Any other Variety —1, J. Sharp, Johnstone. 2, W. Wilson, Johnstone. 3, W
M'Kinlay, Kilmarnock.

, Gow & Walker. 3, B. M. Knox
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Carbiers.— 1, G. Whyte, Ladyburn, Paisley. 2, J. Murray. S, J. M'Kae, Kil-

marnock.
Fantails.—1, J. Sharp. 2, J. Gait, Kilbimie. S, A. Crosby. Melrose.
Jacobins.—1, J. Lohore. 2, J. B. Reynards. Helensburgh. 8, A. Ycndal,

Galston.
1, "W. MTvinlay. 2, A. Yendal. 3, T. Imrie, Ayr.

Selling Class— 1, J. Gait. 2, G. "White. 3,J. Moodle.
Special pRiZEs.—Pouterg.—Blug.—J. Murray, Glasgow. Black or Bed.—J.

Millar, Glasgow.
CANARIES.

Cleax.—J, M. Barr, Paisley. 2, R. White, Paisley. 3, D. Halden.
Yellow—CocA-.—l, A. CuDimine:, Rutherglen. 2. W, Wrifiht, Greenock. 3,

D. Dick. Kilmarnock. 4, J. M'Pherson, Paisley. Bens.~l, T. Femie. Paisley.

2, J. M'Alli8ter, Glasgow. 8, J. M'Cane, Kilwinning. 4. J. Wilaon, Beith.
BjTFT.—Cock.—l. H. PinkertoD, Rutberglen. 2, J. Ualziel. Paialey. S, J.

Pettigrew, Carluke. 4, J. Sievewright, Partick. Hens.—I, M. Todd, Paisley.

2, J. M'Lean, Greenock. 3. W. Love. 4, R. Honston, Kilbimie.
PiFBALDs.—1, IViBs M. Houston, Paisley. 2, H. Jobnstone, Johnstone. 3, J.

MTVilliam, Den. Dairy.
PtEBKL.i>.— Yellow.—Cocks.—I, J. PettlErrew, Carluke. 2, J. Allison, Paisley.

3, A. Wilson, Greenock. 4, C. Aird, Kilmarnock. Hena.—J, J. Scoullar, Kil-
marnock. 2. T. Scott, Carluke. 3. J. Pettigrew. 4, R. Houston.
Piebald.—B»#.—Cocfcs.—l, A. Kelly. 2, T. Scott, Carluke. 3, J. Pettigrew.

5, J. Glasgow, Beith. Bens.—l.'W. Hunter. M.D., Kilbirnie. 2, A. Crawford,
Johnstone. 3. A. Kelly. 4, G. Dmmmond, Renton.
Goi DFiNcH Ml LE8.—1. G. Goudie. Ayr. 2, Miss J. Paterson, Airdrie.
Goldfinches.—1. T. Conn, Kilwinning. 2. A. Mitchell, Stewarton.
Paroqlet.—Home or Foreign.—1, J. Campbell, Greenock. 2, W. Brown, Kil-

marnock.

Judges.—Poultry : Messrs. W. R. Farquliar, Alesaudria ; R.
Calderwood, Kilmarnock ; J. M'Lachlau, Paisley ; J. Sharp,
Jolmstone; J. Steven, M.D., Ai'drossan ; C. Jomistone, Barr-
head. Pigeons : Messrs. J. H. Frani, Overton, Carluke ; J.
Cochran, Glasgow. Small BircU : Me.ssrs. J. Fulton, Beith; J.

Lyle, Wishaw; W. Taylor, Glasgow; A. Mitchel, Paisley; J.
Gibson, Paisley; W. Weir, Paisley.

OUR LETTER BOX.
BrRMiXGHAji CoLTjMBABiAN SOCIETY'S SHOW.—"Tour rcpoi-ter, speakm^

of this Show, says the yoimg Carriers of 1871 were a good class, and the cup
bird at Eirmingham received but a high commendation. This is a great
mistake, for my bird was not there.—W. Siddons."
fWe have another note on the same subject from Mr. Nightingale, which

we cannot publish.]

Dlieeh<ea in Fowxs (C. JT.l.—Tit some bread soaked in strong ale, and
give no water. Withhold all sieni food and meat. If this does not make a
difference .Tou must give a tal>lespn,iijul of castor oil; indeed, if the bird is
not weakened by diaiThcea we slionW \v^n with the oil. We believe the dis-
order is caused by some in-itating sul>stance that has been swallowed, and
cannot be got rid of by ordinaiy means. Alter the oil give bread soaked in
ale, and no other food for two days.

Baskets ron Sendixg Poitltry by Eatl {A. ^.).—Ton need only have
round wicker baskets made, and cover them with canvas instead of a lid. The
height and diameter must be regulated by the number and size of the fowls
you wish to send. The basket should be high enough for the cock to stand
up without touching the top with hie head. You should have no difficulty in
having such made, but if you have, apply to Baily in Mount Street.

Fowls' HooSTiNG-PLACE [A. C. C. H.).—As a rale, you may safelv allow
your fowls to choose their own roosting-place, and if they are healthy we do
not see why you should interfere with them. If the place they prefer is well
protected overhead from snow and rain, and beneath fiom draught and wind,
their choice is not a bad one. Let them have access to their house if they
desire it, and they have instinct enough to use it if necessary.'

DncKs(^na<r).—No; but for security's sake separate them now. They are
not early layers, but it is time the intended breeders should be sorted and
separated. A mesalliance is often the loss of a season.
.* OHNAjrENTil, Wateefowl (Susscx).—At present Cai-olinas, Mandarins, and
Buddy ShcU Draies; later in the year all the different sorts of wild fowl.
Before advismg you we should know the locality. Is the water fenced round ?
Is there a stream near ? How large is the water ? Ai-e there any islands ?
Baily m Mount Street will supply you with a priced list.

Cbhtese Fowls (G. C. ^.).—Tour description is not sufficiently definite.
They might be Black Cochins but for the tuft of feathers on the cick's head
and the black legs of the pullets. What are theii- combs—single, double, or
pea ? AU Oriental fowls lay yeUow eggs. TeU us more about them.
Points op Light Bsahmas (A. A.).—A Light Bi-ahma pullet should have

a white body w-ith a striped hackle, and black taU and flights. The cock should

JJi o'.iPT'^:?',,''
^^"^ "**' "<* "^. striped hackle, and mai-ked

'S ,j V
should have pea combs and weU-feathered yellow legs. Thereshould be no vulture hock m either of them.

,„o^.1^„^
(fl. G.).-BrenfB is the best authority. The other book is ofanother age. We know of no others.

^^^lt^^,V6u°''""""''^'"''''^^?"^'
are not judged by any particular pointsother than buUiancy and condition of plumage.—W. A. Blakston.

•?-.^- -ff-)-—The sample appears hke mustard seed, and certainly notthe food 1 shoiild

Cana
A fri sh-

nend for Canaries.—W. A. Blakston.

b/'b,-?,? """"n
',!"'° M ^'•.'"'""''•)--Ti7the Goldfinch and Canary henht bird wiU breed this season, but he will not be in tiim earhei-

^r^^Lei'rt'-T-,\^'eKto'r "-' '""^'''' -^ ^-^'^-'e paS.

kZ7tZZ„\rrr-,A,-:. '": "!—' ™ow »' no boot such as you require.Apart from a detailed hst of pomts (on the distribution of which for subse-quent collection mto an aggi-egate much diversity of opinion exists) what is

IJfi^ w ^""'"JSm !^f
illustrations, faithful copies of known celebrities,.wT, n/i «« ^ '
'"" egard to detail, but in an ai-tistic style

drawn not only with ecrupuloi
Wood engra™^^, such as the Pigeois which appear in these pages'binT theclever pencd of Mr. Ludlow, would be a great advance on anvthhS; wMch ha^^therto been done for the Canary, though I aspu-e to seeing uSpSced
level with coloured plates.—W. A. Blakston. ^ i^ ^"'^

Poisonous Scaklet Dve (A Comtnnt Siiiwcriftcr).—Wc do not think that
any scarlet-dyed stockings would paralyse the feet weai-ing them. The dyo
might irritate the skin, but we think that would be prevented by thoroughly
rinsing the stoekingB in water before wearing them.

Worms [A Poultry Farmer).—We never heard of any mode of " raising and
keeping up a perpetual supply of worms." The Bohemian system must refer
to breeding maggots in caiTion.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS,
Camden Square, Lokdon.

Lat. 51° 32' 40" N. ; Long. 0= 8' 0" W.; Altitude 111 feet.

Date.
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thaakful to say, appeared in this locality as far as I am
aware.
In houses such as I have described a stage is fixed in a space

at the back, which should always be occupied with a varied

assortment of useful plants. Ours is used for pot Vines, Figs,

and Oranges grown for dessert, of which the Tangerine,

St. Michael's, and Maltese Blood are the best. I am now
gathering the last-named two, and am told that the flavour is

distinct aud very superior. They require much heat to ripen

them, and if the fruit is set in March, the plants must be con-

tinned in the temperature of the Cucumber house until Christ-

mas, when it will be ripe.

Tomatoes in pots are also grown on these back stages. Sown
about the first day in February their frait will be ripe about
the end of May. They are grown in 12-inch pots in a compost
of turfy loam and pulverised bones, and when the proper sorts

are chosen it is astonishing what a large crop a pot of this size

will carry. Six pots of them are sufficient for my employer's
family, and a margin is also left to give away to friends. When
growing they require much water at the roots and syringing
freely overhead twice a-day. Orangefield Dwarf Prolific is the
best I have yet tried for pot-culture. Hepper's Goliath I tried

last year. It is said to be .similar to the American variety
Trophy, but as it grows too tall and carries a croj) of very
small fruit with one of immense size, it is discarded for pot-

culture. Barley's Defiance promises to be an excellent variety
for pot-culture. It is said to be fully two weeks eai'lier than
any other kind, and the fruit is large, nearly round, and con-
tains a large proportion of pulp. Gardeners who compete in
collections of vegetables early in June will find a good dish of

Tomatoes a strong point in their favour.—J. Dooolas.

OLD PEAKS UNDER NEW NAMES.
BBOCKWORTH PAEK.

Me. Eivers seems aggrieved because we have in our adver-
tisements attached our name to the valuable Pear we discovered
at Brockworth Park. He says it is pomologieally incorrect to

do so, untQ it is proved to be a seedling. Mr. Eivers is an
authority, we bow to his decision, and express our regret at

having transgressed pomological laws. In our catalogue we
call it simply Brockworth Park (without our name), and in
future we will do so in eveiy instance.

The important question, however, remains—Is it a new
variety, or an old one under a new name ? 'We have known of

the original tree some four or five years, and each year have
tasted the fruit. During this time we have made inquiry as

to its history, and hear that it was received from Cheltenham
witot hua name. Mr. Anthony Bubb, of Witcomb Court (the

agent to the Brockworth Park estate), knows Pears well, and
has a good collection, but he does not know any name for this

Pear, although he knows the tree, and we believe had some-
thing to do with planting it. It has been exhibited two years
consecutively at the Eoyal Horticultural Society's Fruit Shows,
recei%ing a first-class certificate in September, 1870 I'last

October at the International in competition with hundreds, if

not thousands of dishes of Pears, both continental and EngUsh,
an(l no one could recognise it, though very critical aud knowing
eyes surveyed it). 'We believe it was utterly unknown in com-
merce at the time we brought it out. It bears more resemblance
to Louise Bonne of Jersey than to any other sort, but is much
larger and handsomer than that variety ; it has every appear-
ance of being a cross between it and Williams's Bon Chretien,
but this is only surmise. We can only say, he would be a very
rash man who would attempt to palm oS an old Pear under a
new name before such men as Dr. Hogg, Mr. BaiTon, and the
Fruit Committee of the Eoyal Horticultural Society.—J. C.
Wheelee & Son.

ESTIMATE OF STRAWBEERIES.
As " J. G." desires a few words I wiU endeavour to gi'atify

his wishes. I am surjjrised to hear the account he gives of
Dr. Hogg. In the chalkv- land at Bushton and in the strong
sandy loam here I have "always found the plants do weU and
crop well. The crop of this Strawberry, and indeed of all the
sorts I keep—namely, Eivers's Eliza, Dr. Hogg, Mr. Eadclyffe,
Wonderful, and Galande, Bed Alpine, were grand last season.
Cockscomb, the only other Strawberry here, was kept from
bearing last year in order to afford early runners. The runners
of this and Eliza were planted July 7th, and are now fine
plants with several crowns each. '• J. G." would find Trol-

lope's Victoria, Empress Eugenie, and Marguerite good useful
sorts, which wDl do well with Eliza, Eclipse, Sir J. Paxton,
Cockscomb, and Wonderful.

I should think the above would succeed well in all lands
;

and, if properly planted in July and well looked after, would
overburden " J. G." with fruit. Cockscomb sets every flower,

is very large, hangs a long time witnout injury, is Pine-fla-

voured, but not very good in its coloirr. 'Wonderful is very
hardy, an immense cropper, Pine-flavoured, colours well except
at its points. To effect this the leaves must be penned back.
It is one of the best for jam, being so firm after cooking.
Much fuss has been made about Vicomtesse Hericart de

Thury ; it is the same as Marquise de la Tour Maubourg and
Duchesse Trevisse. They were all raised by Jamain and Du-
rand. I had it under the second name. It is a good plant,

aud the fruit is of a nice crimson colour and of good flavour,

but it is not so good nor so much to be relied upon as Eivers's

Ehza. The British Queen likes strong irony clay that requires

a pickaxe to break it up. La Constante does well in the same
stiff clay land. It is hardy as regards cold, but burns in light

land, and the crop gets stewed. It is a tufted (the same form
of plant as Ehza), dwarf-habited plant. The form of the
plant and the form and flavour of the berries arc first-rate

;

moreover, its flavour is quite distinct. Mr. Eadclyffe is like

the British Queen in leaf and flavour ; but it is much hardier,

does well in chalky soil (the British Queen likes iron but not
chalk), and also in sandy loam, and bears well here. In the
last most severe winter I gave my plants of it no mulching
whatever. The leaves were less affected by the frost than any
other Strawljerry here. The others were all mulched.
As regards miilching, beware of excluding air from the crowns

for any length of time. A little loose straw put over them
during the intensity of the frost may be of service, but it must
be removed as soon as tlie frost is over, or the crowns will be
softened. For the many years I have had Eivers's Eliza I

have never known it fail.—^W. F. Eadclttfe.

GEEEN PEAS.
I AM venturing on a vexata qutvstio when I touch npon the

subject of new Peas, there are so many and such conflicting

accounts. New sorts come out with such an unmistakeable
character, and are so guaranteed to be good, that it seems to

be downright heresy afterwards to question them, whUe one
must expect charges of " not knowing anything at all about
it," etc., from those fi'om whom one differs; but as dear old

Lord Pam once said to Spring Eice, " Ton ought, if you want
to be a pubhc man, grow a rhinoceros hide." My cuticle has
become so hardened that it will take a good thick birch of pea
haulm, by whomsoever administered, to raise a blister, and so

I must have my say.

Now first of all -with regard to earhness. Some one said he
had made a computation of the statements made on this point,

and that there ought to be no difficulty in having them by the

first week in April. Now I must confess this is a point about
which I am tolerably indifferent—that is, I do not care to

meet my neighbour, the Eev. Smith, and say, " Had any
green Peas yet ?" " No." " Dear me ! what a muff your man
must be ; I had a dish three days ago." If I can get them in

tolerably early time a few days make but Utile difference to

me, and thus a recommendation of three or four days in a new
variety is of no moment, especially when one recollects how
much soil, situation, the very time of putting in the seed,

whether it be favourable or not, aud climatic influences, mLl
affect Peas in this point.

Then with regard to what constitutes the real value of a
Pea. We must place—at least I would—flavour first and pro-

ductiveness afterwards. In a large estabhshment, where the

servants' hall has to be considered quite as much if not more
than the dining-room, and Jeames is often more particular as

to the amount of his provisions than his master, of course

productiveness is a great element to be considered, and a Pea
hke the Cook's Favourite will doubtless win fame with aU
gardeners whose circumstances require them to furnish large

quantities of vegetables, but where flavour is considered it wiU
hold a low place.

New Peas are derivable from two sources—those which are

really and genuinely sent, the results of careful hybridising

and patient sldll, and those which are merely selected strains

of some well-known variety, which has been carefully grown

on good soU, and then by constant selection improved. Take,

for example, Daniel O'Eourke; imder how many aliases has
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be made bis appearance, eacb contending for superiority, and
eacb only owing its fancied superiority to some exceptional

cause ! To tbose at all conversant witb catalogues or witb

tbe endless varieties of Peas, many instances of a similar cha-

racter will suggest tbemselves.

Two raisers of Peas bare distiugnisbed tbemselves, eacb in

their several ways, and both of them from the eastern counties

—the late Dr. Maclean, of Colchester, and Mr. Laxton, of

Stamford. The Peas raised by tbe former gentleman occupy

a very high place in the estimation of all who prize this fa-

vourite vegetable. Little Gem, Advancer, and Princess Royal

are highly esteemed ; in fact I question if, taken aU in all, we
have a more general (and most deservedly so) favourite than

Little Gem. It is dwarf in, habit, prolific, and excellent in

flavour.

Of late Peas the largest number of really new Peas have

come from Mr. Laxton, of Stamford ; and when we mention

Alpha, Cook's Favourite, QuaHty, Quantity, Supreme, without

counting tbose coming out this season, we see his claim to

being a large raiser of new Peas is just. Through the kind-

ness of Messrs. Carter & Co. I bad tbe opportunity of trjing

these this last season, and as far as my taste goes (and we
must remember that in Peas as in other things tastes vary)

,

they are inferior to tbe Colchester seedlings. Indeed, I have

reason to believe that Mr. Laxton's first attempts were not in

tbe direction of quahty, but of size and appearance, and in

this be has unquestionably succeeded, while in Alpha we have

certainly an early Pea witb a considerable amount of flavour

;

and if be works now in this direction, and can superadd flavour

to tbe great size and appearance of such Peas as Cook's Fa-

vourite and Supreme, be will have conferred a boon on ail

lovers of good vegetables. One stands aghast at tbe guinea

packet of seeds advertised by Messrs. Hurst & Co. containing

five new varieties ; but there seems to be a good deal of cha-

racter about them, and they may give us, perhaps, that for

which we are looking. There are some Peas which in everj-

locahty assert their superiority, there are others which are

favourablj- regarded in only a few localities ; and I think that

a boon would be conferred on all who love good Peas if some
of your correspondents would tell us what sorts suit them best,

and at the same time say what tbe soil and situation of their

gardens are. I have found Easte's Kentish Invicta in my
warm and alluvial soU a very excellent Pea, early, and of good
flavour.—D., Deal.

EOTAL HOETICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Jasuaky I7th.

The opening meeting of the year is generally looked upon
more in tbe Ught of a pleasant reunion than as an exhibition

;

but in the Council room at South Kensington yesterday were
brought together what formed in reabty a charming Uttle show
for the season, affording, too, a pleasing augury of tbe success
that may be expected in spring. suiTimer, and autiunn, when
Flora and Pomona bring their gifts more plentifully.

Tbe first class in the schedule was for nine I\'ies in pots.

Messrs. Lane & Son, Great Berkbamp.stead, took tbe first place
witb well-clothed pyramids trained on wire, ranging from 3 to

4J feet high. Among the varieties were Caenwoodiana, with
small narrow-lobed leaves ; Gold-blotched ; Maculata ; Digitata

;

Rsegneriana ; Argentea rubra, with small leaves edged with
white and rose ; and Canariensis maculata, witb small leaves
mottled witb cream colour. Mr. Turner, of Slough, was second
with smaller plants.

Tbe best collection of nine hardy Conifers was exbibited by
Messrs. Standish & Co., of Ascot, who bad a first prize for ex-
cellent specimens of Cepbalotaxus Fortune! robusta, a fine
vigorous plant ; Cupressus Lawsoniana fragrans, and Taxus fas-
tigiata aurea, exbibited at tbe pre\'ious meeting ; Thujopsis
dolabrata ; Retinospora obtiisa peudula, very handsome ; R. fiU-

fera, of an extremely graceful drooping habit ; R. lycopodioides,
one of the most handsome of the Japanese Conifers ; and Juni-
perus japonica albo-variegata, strikingly splashed witb white or
cream colour. The second prize went to Messrs. Veitchj-and
Messrs. Lane had an extra prize.

Prizes were offered for the best three dishes of kitchen
Apples, also for tbe best three dishes of dessert Pears. For
Apples Mr. Parsons, gardener to R. Attenborough, Esq.,
Acton Green, was first witb excellent fruit of Blenheim Pippin,
Golden Noble, and Dumelow's Seedling. Mr. Miles, gardener
to Lord Carrington, Wycombe Abbey, was second with Dume-
low's SeedHng, Alfriston, and Prince of Wales. Mr. Frisby,
Blankney Hall, Mr. Eoss, "VN'eltord Park, Newbury, and Mi'.
Parsons, Danesbury, also competed. For Pears Mr. Miles was
first with Uvedale's St. Germain and CatiUac, fine, and Vicar

of Winkfield. Mr. Parsons, Danesbury, was the only other
exhibitor in this class.

Fruit Committee.—G. F. Wilson, Esq., in the chair. This
being the first meeting of the year, the question of certificates

was brought under consideration. There have hitherto been
two certificates granted by this Committee, tbe first-class cer-

tificate being awarded to novelties or improvements in races of

fruits and vegetables, and the special certificate for meritorious
cultivation of existing kinds. It ha^ been found, however, that

a use has been made of the special certificates which was in-

tended only for that of the first-class certificates, and to reiuedy
any disadvantages arising from such a practice, it was decided
that in future there shall be but one certificate issued, and that

to be a first-class certificate for new kinds or improved races of

fruits and vegetables, and that for meritorious culture a cultural
commendation shall in future be issued, and the special certifi-

cate abolished.
Messrs. Stuart & Mein, of Kelso, sent specimens of a very

good variety of Scotch Kale, very finely curled. Mr. Taylor,
gardener to W. R. H. Powell, Esq., Maesgwynne, Whitland,
South WiUes, sent some specimens of a good variety of Six-

weeks Turnip. Mr. Bray, gardener to W. A. Sauford, Esq.,
Nynehead Court, Wellington, Somerset, sent a very splendid
bundle of Asparagus, which was of so great merit as to obtain
the fii-st cultural commendation. Mr. Cryer, the Gai'dens,

Sneyd Park, Bristol, sent specimens of a seedling Onion, said
to be a cross between Nimeham Park and Blood Red, but which
was considered to be tbe same as Brown Globe.
Mr. Piccii-eUo, Wigmore Street, exbibited a very interesting

collection of foreign fruits and roots, the most attractive portion
of which was the wonderful specimens of GarUc, which for size

and colour are rarely seen. There were also in the collection

Onions such as have been exbibited at former meetings and
have been Hoticed in our reports. Melons, Oranges, Lemons, pre-
served Chestnuts and Figs. A letter of thanks was awarded for

this collection. Mr. Wilson, gardener to Earl Fortescue, Castle
Hill, South Molton, sent two remarkably handsome and large
specimens of Charlotte Rothschild Pines, weighing 1.3£ lbs.,

from plants seventeen months old. They were awarded a cul-

tural commendation. Mr. Batters, the Gardens, Cbilworta
Manor, sent a box of Muscat of Alexandria Grapes, but they
were too far gone ; also two bunches of Black Alicante. Mr.
Clarke, gardener to W. Vivian, Esq., Roebampton Lodge, sent
a dish of Glou Morpeau Pears which bad been well kept, but
were deficient in flavour, ilr. Dancer, of Chiswick, sent a dish
of Benrre d'Aremberg, excellent in quahty and in flavour. A_
seedling Apple, called Beechwood Foundling, came from Mi-.

J. Freeman, gardener to Sir John Sebright, Bart., Beechwood,
but it wa-s not considered superior to varieties already in ex-
istence. Another seedling from Mr. Ross, gardener to C. Eyre,
Esq., Welford Park, Newbury, was considered good, but not of

siifiicient merit to justify its being cultivated as a new variety.
Messrs. Harrison & Son, of Leicester, sent a seedling Apple,,
small and round, of a greenish-yellow colour, called Lady
Berners, which was not approved, and another called Prince of

Wales, of good size and striped, but it, too, was not of sufficient

merit.
Messrs. James Backhouse & Son, of Tork, sent two dishes of

the Galloway Pippin which received a first-class cei-tificate last

year, and tbe variety maintained the same high character which
wa-s formed of it when tbe certificate was awarded. Mr.
William Paul, of Waltham Gross, exhibited a collection of six
varieties of Apples

.

A report on the system of keeping Grapes in bottles was read
by Mr. Moore, gardener to Earl Brownlow, Belton, which we
shall publish next week, and furnish illustrations of the room
and the method of keeping tbe Grapes.
Flobal Committee.—W. Marshall, Esq., in the chair. Mr.

Denning, gardener to Lord Londesborougb, Grimston Park,
Tadcaster, sent a fine collection of Orcbid!s, including Lycaste
Skinneri, Onciditmi aurosum, with a branching spike of

numerous rich yellow and reddish brown flowers, 0. nebiilo-

sum, Ada aurantdaca, Sophronites grandiflora, with very large
flowers, La;ba autumnahs, Odontoglossum cristatum, Zygo-
petahim Mackayi, fine ; the white-flowered Saccolabium Har-
risoni, Lycaste lanipes, Ljeha anceps, and L. autumnahs grandi-
flora. A cultural commendation was awarded for Pbalaenopsis-
Porteana, with two fine spikes of lovely white flowers, with a^

rosy purple Up tinged with orange at tbe base, and dotted with
crimson. This was very handsome. A first-class certiflcate

was also given to Mr. Denning for Odontoglossum Denisora".
of the same race as 0. Alexandras, of which it appears to be a
large-flowered variety ; some of the flowers of this had seven
sepals aoid petals, the others only five ; hence there seems to be
a tendency towards producing semi-double, or, it may be, double
flowers. Tbe spike of this handsome plant had eighteen
flowers.

Mr. WiDiams, of Holloway, sent a group of his new yellow-
berried Aucuba, called luteo-carpa. The plants were heavily
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loaded with berries, which are ornamoutal as affording a con-

trast to the red-fruited kinds. A certificate was awarded to

the variety at a previous meeting. Cattleya Walienana, in

fine bloom and colour, had a commendation. Oncidium cheiro-

phorum, with a branching spilie of canary-coloured flowers

about 9 inches in length, and Odoutoglossum gloriosum majus,

were also shoivn by Mr. Williams.
Messrs. Staudish & Co., of Ascot, exhibited a collection of

plants, such as Geraniums, Cinerarias, Bouvardia jasminoides,

Cyclamens, Lily of the VaUey, and Poinsettia pulcherrima. Mr.

Wiggins, gardener to W. Beck, Esq., Isleworth, received a

commendation for a well-bloomed collection of Cyclamens. Mr.

Clarke, market gardener, Twickenham, exhibited a numerous

and excellent coUectiou of the same flower, as did Messrs. Veitcb.

Messrs. E. G. Henderson hkewise sent a small collection of

selected varieties. Mr. Wiggins also sent half a dozen plants of

kinds with the foliage more oruamentaUy marked than is

usually seen.
From Mr. Turner, Slough, came fine baskets of Tricolor Pelar-

goniums, for which a commendation was given. Mrs. Head-

ley, Achievement, and Reynolds Hole were remarkable for their

splendid colouring. Mr. Turner likewise exhibited a dozen ber-

ried Aucubas of different varieties, grown as standards of from

2 to 3J high, with great masses of bright red ben'ies. From Mr.

George, gardener to Miss Nicholson, Putney Heath, came a box

of cut flowers, including Camellias, Cypripediums, Dielytra, &c.

Messrs. Dobson it Sons, Isleworth, sent a coUection of white-

flowered Chinese Primulas in good bloom. Messrs. E. G. Hender-

son, St. John's Wood, likewise exhibited a number of seedlings

with double flowers. Of these the following had first-class

certificates :—Princess of Wales, very double, white ;
Exquisite,

delicate peach; Magenta King, magenta rose; and Emperor,

one of the Fern-leaved class, with- fine, very double, mac
flowers.

Messrs. Veitch sent a gi-and collection of white and red

Chinese Primulas, as well as the white-flowered Fern-leaved

variety ; also forced Persian and Charles X. Lilacs, and a box

of Lily of the Valley in fine bloom, Hippeastrum pardinum,

Ehododendron Princess Eoyal, a fine specimen of Coelogyne

cristata, Barkeria Skinneri, Cypripedium Harrisianum with one

very fine bloom, Odontoglossums, fine specimens of Lycaste

Skinneri superba, Saccolabium giganteum. Messrs. Veitch

likewise exhibited Oncidium cheirophorum from Chiriqiu,

ah-eady noticed, and a Dendrobium with white sepals and petals

and a purple Up.
. , , -u •»

Mr. Bull sent Dracsena conciima, a plant of graceful habit,

with the old leaves of a dark oUve, the yoimg shaded yellow and

purplish crimson ; Crimim amabile, a very showy plant, silvery

rose streaked with lilac, and brilUant purplish crimson exter-

nally; Maorozamia coraUipes and plumosa, and Dasmonorops

palembanicus, the last a very handsome Palm ;
Cjin-ipedium

pardinum, with the slipper much veined with green ; and an

Odontoglossum.
Mr. Lee, Ai-uudel, Sussex, again sent his tree Carnation, Mars.

From Mr: Edgerton, gardener to the Countess of Waldegrave,

Strawberry HiU, Twickenham, came Cyclamen persicum

splendidimi with foUage of immense size ; one of the four plants

had white flowers, the others were not in blossom. Some plants

of the Roman Hyacinth were exhibited in excellent bloom, but

the name of the sender was not stated.

Messrs. Backhouse, of York, had a commendation for Lselia

autumnalis grandiflora, on a block, with eleven large blooms,

lovely in colour. From the Society's garden came a nice panful

of Ada aurantiaca; and from Mr. Douglas, gardener to F.

Whitbourn, Esq., Loxford Hall, Hford, an Odontoglossum,

said to be new, but not so ornamental as many others of the

genus.
.

Commendations were awarded to Messrs. Veitch for their

collection of Orchids, also for their Lilacs, Primulas, and Cycla-

mens ; to Mr. Turner for his Aucubas, also for Tricolor Pelar-

goniums ; to Mr. Clarke and Mr. Wiggins for Cyclamens ; to Mr.

Demiing for his coUection of Orchids, likewise for Phaltenopsis

Porteana ; and to Messrs. Standish for their group of plants.

The Victoria electric thermometer, an ingenious instrument

for indicating and giving notice of changes of temperature in

plant houses, was also exhibited. This is the invention of Mr.
Eothnie, and has been brought into public notice by Mr.

WiUiams, of Holloway.

SOME PBEDATOBY INSECTS OF OUK
GAEDENS.—No. 25.

The effects, immediate or secondary, which are produced

upon the trunks and branches of trees by the insects which

penetrate the wood, or reside in or under the bark, are very

variable, depending upon such causes (beside the habits of the

particular insect) as the characteristics of the tree, the soil

and situation, and the treatment which it receives from the

weather and from man; so that the wood-devourers and

wood-borers have furnished a most fruitful theme for many a

discussion, and with all our modern researches we are yet in

the dark (and likely to be so) on some important points in

their economy. The gardener is apprehensive, sometimes too

apprehensive, of the injuries he may sustain from species

which carry on their work in ambush, and like crafty enemies

beleaguering a town, only allow their mining operations to be

detected when the victory is already in their hands. The
owner of a goodly orchard well stocked with choice trees, may
be excused if he heaves a sigh sometimes, when he thinks of

the insect enemies which defy fumigations, and syringing, and

other expedients he puts in force against the common run of

grubs and caterpillars. What can he do to protect himself

from the inroads of those larva; which are not satisfied with

inflicting a temporary injury to the leaves, hut seek the life-

blood of the tree itself ? Woiild it be any good to visit in

turn the trees and tap the wood with a hammer, as certain

employees are seen on railways operating on the carriage

wheels to ascertain if they are " all right?" To carry on a

rigid examination frequently, and remove every piece of loose

bark, besides absorbing much time, is not a thoroughly efiective

remedy, for the troublesome creatures frequently contrive

to get" under bark that is not loose. If the gardener now
could manage to give fuU credence to the theories of those

who assert that the wood-feeders form a branch or division

of Nature's host of scavengers, and remove only what is de-

caying or becoming useless, what a relief it would be to his

mind !

It is, however, a fact almost certain, if we are to take the

opinion of men capable of pronouncing with some authority,

that the number of injurious species amongst the Coleoptera

is not so numerous as was formerly supposed. Especially is

it so with regard to those in the genus Scolytus ;
and of a

species very well known to us near Loudon Mr. Newman
writes confidently thus, as he alludes to it while giving the

history of the really destructive Goat Moth. " This," he says,

" has caused the death of many valuable Elms, and a beetle

(S. Destructor), breeding abundantly in the bark of the dying

trees, the injury has been erroneously attributed to this beetle,

and not to the true cause, which, feeding and carrying on its

work of devastation out of sight, has escaped the notice of

superficial observers." It may be stated, however, in passing,

that the ravages of the Goat Moth do make themselves obvious

in several ways, after the caterpillars have attained some size.

In their mining operations they wUl occasionally come close

to the bark and run along their galleries so near it as to render

them observable, and, moreover, the odour which the creature

exhales is sufficiently perceptible in some conditions of the

weather. But the statement for the moment surprises us, if

we are at all read in early entomological literature, where such

fearful accounts have been given of the injuries done to several

species of trees by the Scolyti, and to counteract the ravages

of which various expedients in the way of washing, tarring

(not feathering), have been proposed. Destructor, as it is

called, and rightly enough, though whether it is justified in

destroying is a question not finally settled, is one of the largest

species in the genus. It does not seem to occur in orchards,

but visits trees in pleasure gardens and parks, having a very

decided partiality for the Elm, though these httle beetles

will also be found busy sometimes on the Ash and Lilac,

having been preceded in their labours by the huge Goat larviE

already spoken of. Indeed, wherever felled Elms have been

left on the gi-ound for some few months, whether sound or

imsound previously, they are sure to become the resort of

swarms of these beetles, which soon dispose of the bark. The
habits of S. Destructor are singular and interesting, and we
are indebted to a very accurate entomologist (Dr. Chapman),

for some recent valuable information on the subject. The
female beetles busy themselves during June and July in pre-

paring for the continuance of the species. This is done by the

construction of burrows or galleries, which are 3 or 4 inches

long, and a job of about three weeks. Along these the eggs

are deposited, never less than one hundred in a burrow, and
occasionally half as many more. They are covered with what

the Germans call ' frass," principally consisting of the particles

of gnawed wood. Whether these servo as food for a time for

the newly-hatched larvEe, imtU they have gained sufficient

power to carry on excavations for themselves, I am not pre-

pared to sayj but it is possible. The burrow runs near the

wood of the tree, and the female, says Dr. Chapman, begins

" by making her way along the bottom of some crack iu the
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bark, often bj* widening it for a little distance before com-
mencing to burrow, so that the real opening of the gaUery is

some distance from where the little heaf) of out-turned frass

lies, which marks its orifice." But what is a sort of nursery
for the progeny is a tomb for the parent, for, her life's labour
thus completed, the female Scolytus dies at the end of the
gallery. The larva; hatch in a few weeks, and form along
the inner bark (and also upon the wood sometimes), those
curious tracks which have been named " tj-pographs," but are

scarcely ever seen quite in their natural form, from the pro-
pensity which the different broods have to cross each other's
tracks. Some might compare these " typographs " to a map
in miniature, on which are delineated a number of rivers and
streamlets flowing from a common point. The tracks being
filled-up with excrementitious matter as the larvaj proceeds,
it is unusual for one to turn round and work back again,
though these channels not uncommonly run across each other.
The more usual coarse of things with these larvjB is for them
to become full-grown in the autumn, when they eat into the
«olid wood, and construct each a httle chamber where the
Tvinter is passed. And Dr. Chapman points out, that owing
to this habit they escape being devoured by birds, for as the
bark is loosened in the winter by the effects of rain and wind,
any exposed larva; are quickly seized and devoured. In most
years, however, a moiety of the brood passes through the
course of the larval and pupal states in autumn, and apparently
these neither live out the winter as beetles, nor deposit eggs.

One instance amongst many others we find of what seems a
kind of superfluity in Nature, and like the poet we are half
inclined to think sometimes that she is not sufliciently " care-
iud of the tj-pe." Dr. Chapman is strong in bis couvictious
that females of S. Destructor have nothing to do with healthy
trees ; and, therefore, he imagines that the attacks of other
insect enemies, or disease in the tree itself have always prepared
the way for the inroads of these beetle.s. Felled trees, how-
ever, the species will find out, even while they are in the act

'Of putting forth shoots ; healthy trees which are rooted in the
«oil have a mode of defending themselves from such attacks
by pouring out sap into the burrows while they are yet being
formed. On the question as to the injuries committed by both
sexes of Destructor while visiting trees in search of food. Dr.
Chapman does not enter.

I should not be stating the case fairly unless I add here, that
in the opinion of Professor Andouin and some othert, much
harm is done by the attacks of the species upon bark when it

as in search of food, so that in this way (as is supposed), through
the loss of sap, and the mischief done also by the rain enter-

ing through the holes which have been gnawed, the trees are
prepared for the ravages of the larvte.

Two species of the Scolytus which are of some interest to the
pomologist, are S. Pruni and S. rugulosus. During last sum-
mer a correspondent of this Journal forwarded specimens of

bark and wood which had been infested by the former ; many
of the larvaj were dead, proving that the species is rather
delicate, as had been already noted by observers. The burrows
«f this species are to be found in Apple, Pear, and Apricot,
and in all probability in other fruit trees. Dr. Chapman has
found no proof of its having ever committed any positive
mischief in our orchards, though it, doubtless, accelerates the
decay of some trees which, as far as our judgment goes, we
shoiild consider healthy, yet some decomposition has secretly

set in and is destroying the vitality. In one instance a strip of

iealthy bark was found to contain a few incomplete burrows,
but the beetles had been annoyed by the presence of a fluid

which was manifestly sap exuded from the tree. One marked
peculiarity in the burrow of Pruni is, that it often begins in a
squarish chamber ere it lengthens in a shape like that of
Destructor. The males in the latter species make a ver;- short
stay in the burrows. In Pruni the males continue in them for
some while and devour the excavated material. When of full

size the larvie bore into the wood of the tree to the depth of
several lines, and the matured beetles do not emerge until the
end of the June following.

The other orchard species, rngnlosus, is hardier, and therefore
rather more common, and is curious as burrowing occasionally
in very slender branches. The opening into the burrow made by
the female is not at all hidden, as in some of the other species.
This burrow is not much more than an inch in length, and it

is lined with comminuted particles taken, not from the bark,
but from the wood, so that this " frass " gives an appearance
to the gaUery which is not observable in that formed by the
Ei>ecie3 previously described. The eggs are laid very evenly.

and the larvas are irregular in their movements, the tjTpograph
being quite distinct in its tracery, except in any case where
they are unusually crowded. This species is silent. Destructor
and Pruni are able to give a vocal performance, in which the
abdomen and wing-cases are concerned. Though not exactly
quarrelsome, all the Scolyti are in the habit of giving each
other a push with the head, should they como into contact.

Perhaps it is a mode of friendly recognition, Uke the custom
of rubbing noses which is found amongst some primitive races.

On the supposition that these beetles are hurtful Loudon
and others have suggested deaUng with them as foUows ; but
the advice should, I think, be taken cum grano salis. The
advice resolves itself into three particulars. To begin, let us
say that you have before a number of suspected trees. With
a spokeshave or some fitting tool you pare away the outer
bark ; and if on examination there are no traces of burrows or

small holes in any tree, then it may be pronounced sound, so

far as this insect is concerned. Secondly, assuming that ou'

inspection you find traces of larv£E and burrows of the females,

then cut down to the wood to make sure, then have the tree
feUed, and the bark stripped off and burnt. But allow me to

add here, that if this is done during the period of hybernation,
unless something is done to the wood itself, there will be an
emergence of beetles next summer. Thirdly, trees, especially

young ones, which have seemingly been visited by the beetles

only for food, must be brushed over with coal tar, which is

highly displeasing to the olfactory nerves (possibly) of the
females. This may be repeated more than once, and is best

done in the spring. Instances have been cited by authors,

EngUsh and continental, where the life of many a jn'omising

tree has thus been saved.—J. R. S. C.

GBOUND LEVELLING AND PRACTICAL
GAEDEN PLOTTING.—No. 26.

Befoke a design is drawn to suit a piece of ground it is

necessary to find the superficial dimensions and the general

outline of the ground on which the design is to be executed,

observing accurately at the same time the exact position o f
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any object, either natural or artificial, that may stand upon or

be included in it, such as an ornamental tree, a statue, a piece

of water, or a hillock.

To do BO correctly it is necessary to have a cross staff. A
cross staff can be made in the following maimer :—Take a

piece of board 6 inches square, and cut two grooves in it at

right angles, as A, b, c, T>,fig. 51 ; fix a circular iron plate, as

E, to the under side of the board by means of three screws.

The circular iron plate has a tube attached to it. The tube is

dropped on to staff F, and fastened by means of screw g. It

is also necessary to have some station staffs 5 or 6 feet long,

and a measuring tape.

The means employed for finding the dimensions of the

piece of ground in

/iff. 52 win be suffi-

cient to illustrate the

manner in which to

survey accurately any
piece of land for

general use.

Fig. 52 is an irre-

gular piece of ground,

the outline of which
is required, and also

the exact position of

the circles included
therein, and tire space

they occupy. Insert

a station staff at each
angle, as at a, e, c, d.

Prom A to E is a
straight line 57 feet

long. Let the assist-

ant take one end of the

tape, and also some
pegs 12 or 14 inches

long. Let him start

from station b, taking

care to keep in the

straight Une between
stations B and c. At
the distance of 13 feet

6 inches from station

E insert a peg. At
that point there is an
offset of 1 foot. At
this point it will be
seen that it is neces-

sary to find the exact

position of circle a.

Take up the peg at

13 feet 6 inches, and
set the cross staff

in its place ; look

through each end of

the groove running
in the line E c, as,

for example, groove

A B in fg. 51 ; if sta-

tions B and c are seen
through the groove,

the cross staff is in

the right position to

erect a perpendicular.

Look through groove
c D in the direction of

the object, as in circle

a. Send the assist-

ant with a staff,: and
direct him to put it into the proper place (as near the object as
it is necessary or expedient) ; measure the distance from staff to
staff, which in this instance is 9 feet" 4 inches, at a right angle
with line e c. Find the square of the circle, as hereafter ex-
plained, in eh-cle c. Let the assistant take the end of the tape
and go towards station c, keeping in the straight line between
the two stations e, c. At a distance of 33 feet from the point
where the staff is inserted at 13 feet 6 inches from station e,

on line B c, measure the offset, as at point 3, which is done by
placing the cross staff at the point on hne e c, taldug the
sight of stations b and c as before described. Look through
the other gi'oove, and direct the assistant to place a staff on
the boundary line, as at point 3. Measure the distance from

BSyfoeC-

Scale 24 feet to the inch.

staff to staff, which is 3 feet. From the staff at point 33, on
line E c, measure 17 feet, this being the spot at which the
boundary line diverges most from the visual Hue b c, and
measure the distance of the set-off as before described, which
will be found to be 4 feet. Place the cross staff on line b c
(iu all cases observing for accuracy through groove a e the
stations e c) in a position that the Une seen through groove
c D shall cut the centre of circle c, as at point d. The dis-

tance required on line b c, from point 17, is 7 feet. Place the
station staff at points 7 and d ; remove the staff at point d,

and place the cross staff in its stead. Look through groove
A B, obsers-ing point 7, and through groove c n. Direct the
assistant to place the staves at any points, as in « c, which,

will be parallel to line

B c; place the cross

staff at point / on line

e e, and thi-ough the
other groove erect i^

perpendicular, as in 7i,

and insert a staff.

Place the cross staff

in g, aud in the same
manner erect a per-

pendicular as in k.

Place the cross staff

on one of the perpen-
diculars thus found,
as at m, observing
through groove A n
the points / ft; and
through groove c i>

direct the assistant

to place station staves

as in points .s, s, which
will be parallel to line

e e. The circle c is

thus enclosed in the
square / g n m, the
side of which is 8 feet,

being equal to the
diameter of the circle.

The distance between
point 7 on line e c
and point d is 24 feet.

From the station staff

at point 7, on line

B c, measure 16 feet

6 inches
;

place the
cross staff and mea-
sure the offset, which
is 2 feet, as before de-
scribed. From the
staff at point 16 feet

6 inches measure
13 feet 6 inches, and
measure the offset

(1 foot). Find the
circle o as described

in circle c. From the
staff at point 13 feet

6 inches to the staff

at angle c is 22 feet

6 inches, making the
total length of the
visual line E c 123 feet.

The points thus found
on the boundary line

(e 1 3 4 2 1 c) will be
sufficient to indicate

the curve of the line throughout. When the staves are removed
for the purpose of taking observations with the cross staff",

they must in all cases be replaced.

Enter all measurements and observations in the note book
in the following manner, commencing at the bottom of the

page and working upwards. The page of the note book must
be divided into three columns, the middle column being used

to set down the distances from the starting point, as station B,

and also the distance of the point to be denoted from the

point last named, as shown in the annexed table. Commenc-
ing at the bottom hne—thus, e is the station point. The
first point at which an observation is made is at a distance

of 13 feet 6 inches from station B. The second point is
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won three times (not necessarily consecutively) it is to become I A prize of £10 is anntiaUy given to the gardener \rinning
the property of the competitor so winning it.

|
the Cup, and a second prize of £3 is offered. The foUowing are

Bkt^rii'C'on^VnnrS'^ 'V°.
commence at I Vegetables (24 dishes), to inclnde as foUows :-HaH a pectJJinmngham on June 25th-viz., For the best CoUection of

|
each of Laxton's Alpha, Laxtoa's Quality, Laxton's SuprimeT
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Carter's First Crop, Caiter's White Gem, and Carter's Hun-
dredfold Peas ; Carter's Coveut Ciarden Garnishing Parsley,

Cox's Golden Gem Melon, Naseby Mammoth and Miirzagole
Onions, French Breakfast Radish, and Carter's Champion Cu-
cumber. All Vegetables to be grown by bcniijide gentlemen's

gardeners or gentlemen amateurs, and in the open gi'ound,
excepting Cucumbers and Melons. The following to compri.'ie

dishes :—Of Onions, 12 ; Badifh, 3 dozen ; Melons and Cucum-
bers, 1 brace; Lettuce, 2 ; Beet, 3 ; Potatoes, 18; Savoy, 2; Kale,

2; Cauliflower, 2 ; Parsnips, G ; Carrot, C; Leek, 6 ; Celeiy, .3,

This, which we noticed last week in " Les Promenades de

Paris," is a plant but little known in the horticultural world,

nevertheless it is extremely ornamental when sufficient space

can be given it to develope its beauties. It is sometimes to be

CUNNINGHAMIA SINENSIS.
found in collections under the names of Cunninghamia lanceo-
lata, Belis jnculiflora, and Finns lanceolata ; to the latter genus
it is nearly allied.

The Cunniughamia is a native of the southern parts of

CiuuiiugliaQiia slueiiciis.

China, and although too tender to withstand the severity of
,
the Aiaucaiias from the American continent. It succeeds

our winter unbanned, it is nevertheless exceedingly beautiful best planted in a mixture of peat, loam, and shall) river
when grown as a conservatory plant ; and I have no doubt in sand in the proportion of three paiis of loam to one of each
the southern and western counties, if a proper position were of the others. It may be increased by cuttrugs, but they do
selected, it would be found to stand out of doors the cntue not make such handsome plants in a young stats aa seed-
season, or at least with but slight protection. liugs, but seeds are by no means easy to be obtained.

—

Expekto
In its gtoeral appearance C. sinensis somewhat resembles ' Cbede.

THE ESPEEINE PEAE
I SHOULD much like to know why Mr. Scott fathers on me

Esperione as the name of a Pear. I am Cjuite certain I have
never employed it or thought of doing so. The name in youi'

paper I judge is a misprint, bui of that I have no concern.

I feel tolerably sure that your Edgarley Seedling, the Bene-
dictiue, which Mr. Porch suspects was raised from grafts from
his tree, and the Coalpit Heath Pear will he found the

Espeiiue. As to the Esperine Pear you have figured, I re-
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ceivcd it nearly tweuty years since from my old frieutl autl

pupil, M. Jaraiu, of Paris, but not lildug it I discontinued its

cultivation. The tree is here still, and I must say differs widely

from the true Esperiue in its shoots. About ten years since

I received another tree from France under the same name.
The shoots of this and its fniit are identical with the Pear

name d by you the Edgar-ley Seedling. M. .Jamin evident'y

sent me the wrong sort ; he still has it in his catalogue as a

second-rate Pear. M. A. Leroy figures it, and describes it and
its shoots with great accuracy, making it of first quality. Its

shoots—and I place much value on their evidence—correspond

exactly with M. A. Leroy's description. Us lenlicelles (freckles),

are large and very plain, so that its shoots may at once be

distinguished from any other kind. Such are the shoots on my
tree, and on those of trees received from Mr. Porch. I should

add that Mr. Porch saw this Pear, or what he supposed to be

the same, on some old French trees in Mr. Young's nursery

at Taunton. There is, therefore, no doubt but that the Ed-
garley Pear is French, and the true Espeiiue. The Benedic-

tine may at once he distmguished by attention to its shoots of

one year old. Mine (veiy young and small), I confess have
not the freckled character. As to the size of the Edgarley Pear,

Leroy says of Esperine, " It is above the middle size, and
sometimes larger." With regard to the outUnes of Pears, they
often vary so much. See numerous instances in the Dic-

tionnau-e, and more particularly in page 280, in Henriette

Bouvier, two figures, one of which has a long stalk, and the

other a short stout one, one round and the other " turbinee

obtuse," so that no one would think them to be the same.
If there is any doubt as to the Benedictine Pear, it maj"

easily be solved. The present tree cannot be very old. An
honest good judge like Mr. Cramb could at once tell us if it

is a seedHug or not, and thus put the question at rest. Let
it, therefore, be done.—T. Eivees.

[The fog thickens. We have received a handbUl issued by
Mr. Sampson, of Yeo^-il, in which he states that the Benedic-

tine Pear " was raised from a cross between Huyshe's Prince

of AVales and A'an Mons Leon Leclerc, by WiUiam LoveU,
Esq., of Glastonbm-y." Now, this settles the question at once
as to its not being identical with the Edgarley Pear. Huyshe's
Prince of Wales was not distributed till 1859, and Vim Mons
Leon Leclerc was not known in this country till 1844, and we
leave others to say if a seedHug raised from these newly-

introduced varieties, could in 1865 have produced a tree of

which the oldest inhabitant of Edgarley could not remember
the age. We ought to state that on reference to Mr. Eivers's

manusei'ipt we find that Esperione is a misprint.—Ens.]

A SOJOURN IN THE HIGHLANDS OF SCOTLAND.
We have long had a desire to visit the Highlands of Scot-

land. So much has been said and written about Ben Lawers
that there are few botanists who have not had a desire to see

that fine mountain. All the British botanists of note, and
even some Continental ones, have paid their respects to Ben
Lawers.
The early part of September is a favourable time for making

a botanical trip, the heat of summer has somewhat moderated,
and the days are sufficiently long to afford time for a mountam
ascent, and enough work can be done to tire much younger
persons than ourselves. The beginning of last September was
somewhat showeiy and unfavourable for excursionists, but
became more settled about the 6th and 7th of the month, and
there were satisfactory indications of a spell of fine weather.

This being so, and other cu'cumstances favourable, Mr. T.

Mitchell and myself determined to visit the Highlands, making
for KUlin, the very heart of them, as head-quarters iu the first

instance.

After arriving at KOlin on the third day out we travellers,

after breakfast, went out with the view to ascending Craig
Curich, the nearest mountain, something over 3000 feet, and
a fine feature in the landscape. As the weather seemed some-
what doubtful, we consulted certain of the natives who were
hanging about. The men said it woijd be fine ; but a fat

damsel said we would not get to the Craig, as it was going to

be wet. Wishing it to be fine, we heeded not the fat lady's
predictions, and pushed on. For about a mile the road was
level, but then it began to rise up a woody steep, partly follow-

ing the course of a small stream. Here we saw many fine trees,

chiefly coniferous ones, and passing through immense quanti-
ties of Brackens, with the Sweet-scented Mountain Fern (Las-

trea montana) everywhere plentiful, up and up we went to the
height of lUOU feet. Here we left the woods and Bracken, and
entered upon a large tract of Heather, miles iu extent. The
margins of the stream began to show alpine vegetation, the
Cloudberry (Eubus Chama;morus), and the yellow Mountain
Saxifrage (Saxifraga iroides), behig abundant, and succeeded
by the Alpine Lady's Mantle, AlchemiUa alpina, and Oxyria
reniforme. The opposite-leaved Saxifrage (Saxifi'aga oppositi-

foha) , the Alpine Meadow Eue (Thalictrum al))inum), and the
rare Tofieldia palustris also presently came to view. After
much toO we reached at the base of the cliffs the " talus,"

which consists of immense quantities of material that has
fallen from the cliffs above. These eUffs are nearly perpen-
dicular for 800 or 1000 feet, but can nevertheless be traversed

and explored at certain points here and there. Before we had
fairly anived at the foot of the cliffs the clouds came drifting

down upon us, and the wind roared among the rocks above
like the sound of innumerable railway trains moving about and
around us all at once. The rain began to come down, and we
were compelled to take shelter under a projecting rock. At
times the clouds iu which we were enveloped were so thick as

to make it almost dark, and " The wind blew as 'twould have
blown its last," roaring and howling most fearfullj-. Now
and then the rain abated somewhat, and iu these iuteiTals we
sallied out, and managed to get some thii-ty to forty good
plants of the rare Holly Fei-n (Polystichum Lonchitis). For
nearlj' three hour's were we confined in this den on the moun-
tain ; after which the wind subsided, the clouds rose like a
curtain, and the rain ceased. Evening was, however, drawing
on, it was growing dusky, and as the descent the mountam in

the dark, with no roads, would have been more difficult and
dangerous than its ascent, we hastily quitted our den, waded
through the dreary tract of bog and Heather, and reached our
quarters before it was absolutely dark, not much worse for our
journey, with the exception of a thorough soaking of the legs

and feet.

On the fourth day we rose in good time. The morning was
fine, and there was every appeajrance of settled weather. We
breakfasted, and then started for Malgurdie or Mealgurdic, a
lofty mountain about 3400 feet in height, six or seven miles to

the north-west of Killin. We had leamt from some of the
KUlinites that tins mountain was an excellent one for plant-

hunting, and was seldom visited, as most people contented
themselves with Ben Lawers. We passed up the valley of the
Lochay, and after proceeding about four mUes up the valley

we came to the falls of that name. Here the valley contracts,

and the waters of the Lochay are precipitated over a series of

rocky escarpments of no gi'eat height. The stream at first

roars, froths, foams and bubbles, and then silently, sleepily,

and sluggishly steals on to Loch Tay. The timber in this

part of the valley was very fine, the Larch and Spruce Firs

being as straight as needles, and of gi'eat height.

It was very pleasing to watch the squirrels running up the
trunks, then along the branches, and then jumping from tree

to tree with then- usual agUity. Soon after leaving the falls

Malgurdie came in -view, a fine old fellow, but still far away.
It was perfectly appalling to think of climbing up his huge
breast and shoulders, and we did not think ourselves equal to

the task. But, oh ! those rocky cliffs, which we could indis-

tuictly see near the summit, were so tempting that we could

not resist. It was in vain to wish for wings, or a balloon, or

any other possible or impossible means of ascent. For some
tune we vacillated between hope and despau' ; on the one hand
there was the mountain of Heather piled up to the sky, with a
rocky corona, and we somewhat fatigued by our six-miles walk
from Killin, and laboming, moreover, under the burden of

years, although possessing the spirit, wanted the physical

strength and energy of youth. On the other hand, the day
was gloriously fine, neither cold nor hot, temperatme about
60°, lower than which it should never be if we had the thermal
control. Not a breath of air disturbed the .slender Birchen
spray, not a cloud streaked the mountain ; it was as it the

ruder elements held holiday. Then that cro-wn of rock on the

summit was worth a severe struggle to reach—such a concur-

rence of circumstances rarely occui's, and, very probably, never
would occur to us again.

If the day had been made for our exclusive benefit it could not

have been better devised, and to neglect so good an opportunity

would be almost a crime. Accordingly we scanned the moun-
tain, narrowly noted the difficulties of the various routes which
might be taken, and finally laid down our plan of attack. At
this moment a toiuist from Edinburgh, with map in hand.
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overtook us, aud iuquii-ed if the mountain before us was Mal-

gurdie, to which we replied in the affirmative. Were we going

to ascend it ? We were thinking of it. Would we accept his

company ? Yes.

We started. The first half-mile or so was land pai-tly en-

closed, then nearly a mile of Grasses, Bents, aud Heather, aud
then we know not how many miles of Heather before we came
to the rocks which had tumbled down from the cliffs. Li the

ascent we took a short rest about every 500 feet, and these

rests, together mth suncb-y ckaughts of the Scotch beveriige,

enabled us to ascend with less fatigue. We met with four

Lycopods—Lycopodium Selago, L. selagiuoides, L. clavatum,

aud L. alpiuum ; also the Scotch Crowberry (Empetruni scoti-

cum) , which we here saw for the first time in its native habitat.

We now set about exploring the rocks, met with A^accinium
uhginosiun, and then Coruus suecica. Oar joy at seeing this'

iilpiue gem in situ, for the first time in our' lives, was almost
xinbounded. Then Pseudathyrium alpestre, Lastrua dUatata
alpiua, and the HoUy Fern in plenty. We shouted ' Bravo !

Bravo ! " The Least Willow, Salix berbacea aud S. reticulata,

wore both there; then the Sibbaldia procumbens, Rhodiola
rosea, and a host of other alpine gems which it would be
too tedious to detail.

We lingered among these rocks till after the sun had set,

and if we had possessed the power of the sou of Nun his solar

majesty would have stood still on the western mouutaius for

mauy an horn'. It was quite dark before we got to the foot of

the mountain, and we had some difficulty in fiuiling the road,

aloug which we had to tramp in the dark to Killiii. We rdti-

mately arrived at our quarters a Uttle before ten o'clock.

—

I Extracted from Mr. Stamjield's notes read before the Todmorden
Botanical Society.)

(To be coatmued.)

THE SUCCESSION AND COMPAEATIVE MERITS
OF LATE GEAPES.

Is common vrMi most gardeners, I am much interested in

the discussion of the merits of the newer late Grapes, and
pleased to see Mr. Donaldson biingmg Mrs. Pince so well

forward. Mr. Freeman's remarks will assist in fixing the
position of Madresfield Court Grape. Both are gi'aud Grapes
and late ; but there ai'e late, later, and latest Grapes.
Now, for late Grapes to ripen and be in plump condition

after the Hambui'ghs, I should prefer Muscat Hamburgh and
Madresfield Court, both with about the same consistency of

skin, the former the smaller aud better flavoui-ed, the latter the
larger, and keeping its flavour longer. Each is in season until

the 1st of Januarj-—the Matbesfield Court even later.

Of later Grapes I put Alicante first, and accompany it

with Mrs. Pince ; both will bridge over February well. The
tirst-uamed is the better-looking for bloom and colour, aud
carries its bloom persistently. Mrs. Pince, however, echpses it

in flavour, and is also lai'ger in berry. It is rather amusing to

bring to mind that on its debut Mrs. Pince was represented to

be of the size of the Black Prince.

The latest section must be filled up with Lady Downe's,
without any other black Grape. It has a pai'ticular merit of

its own, which, with its other qualities, strUdugly fixes it as being
the best of the latest kinds—namely, its quality of improving
in flavour' with age.

The keeping properties of the thi'ee sections mentioned above
do not seem to depend on the amormt of the saccharine
matter which they contain, as has been attempted to be shown
—the idea, no doubt, being taken with much plausibUity from
the results of the confectioner's ai't—but upon the compa-
rative thickness of the skin. Indeed, one of the demerits of

Lady Downe's, in the estimation of those who have most to

do with eating the berries, is that the skin is too thick, but
its keeping qusdities quite make amends for that. We may say
of it in the words of the old song

—

" Some say its beauty 's but skin dtep.
Its skill's so thick 'twill always keep."

I have a late viueiy planted with a Vine each of Madi-esfield

Court and Muscat Hamburgh, three Vines each of Alicante,
Mrs. Pince, aud Lady Downe's, all with their roots entii'ely inside,

aud all in the rudest health, aud I think there is an excellent
opportunity for making a comparison of the sorts. By far

the largest hemes iu the house are on ilrs. Pince, mauy of

them being li inch long by 1 inch wide, the flavour excellent,
but they are deficient of eolom- about the stalks. It sets iJer-

Jectly, quite unlike the Muscat Hambiu-gh.

The finest-looking for colour and bloom, and perhaps shape
of bunch, is the Alicante. The strong point iu tire Mathesfield

Court is its adaptabOity for late autumn. For flavour I turn
to the Muscat Hambm-gh, leavmg out of account three Viues
of Bowood Muscat in the same house.

This reminds me of white Grapes. I should like much to

hear something about the White Lady Downe's, whether its

properties are indeed equal to those of the black. I think it

deserves a thorough, and it must have an extensive, trial to

prove it.—W. D. C.

PEACHES AND DEYING FEUITS IN DELAWARE
AND MAEYLAND.

I iLLDE a visit in company with a few friends through a
portion of these States, and saw large orchards, from one hun-
cbed to over one thousand acres each. The quantity of fruit

was so large that the growers received but a small amoimt for

theii' labour. We visited one orchard of over one thousand
acres where all the fruit was canned, between five and sis

himilred hands were employed. They canned fom- thousand
baskets per day, and kept seven waggons employed carrying the

Peaches to the house. The cans were made on the place, and
all the workers, half or two-thirds females, were lodged and
boarded on the premises, the men and women iu separate

houses. The skins or peelings, and the poor and refuse

Peaches, were distilled on the place into brandy, making about
forty gallons per day on the average.

At one of the 1 3wus there is a drj-ing estabUshmeut on a new
plan by steam. It is simply t;iking out the water, leaving the

fruit with its good flavoiu-, aud when wauted for use, add water
and sugar sufficient to be palatable. It takes four hours to

diy the fruit, eight bushels can be lUied in an hour by one
machine. They had two set of hands, one for the day and one
at night. All kinds of fruit and vegetables can be dried iu this

way. They commence with Strawberries and Raspberries, and
continue on mth other fruits until Peaches are ripe, after they

are done. They finish off with Tomatoes, green corn, and
Sweet Potatoes. A bushel of Tomatoes or Strawberries can be

pressed into a space of 6 or 8 inches square, which makes it

convenient for the ai'my and navy, aud for travellers.—C. D.

SANDEINGHAM HOUSE.—No. 1.

A FEW weeks ago were centred on Sandi-ingham the fears and
hopes of England, aud not of England only, but of England's
wide dominions, and of all the English-speaking race. Now,
happily, the cloud which overshadowed it and us is passing

into sunshin e ; those fears which were of the darkest have
given place to hopes which are of the brightest, aud in

his return to health the Heu' Apparent wiU find himself the

most popular, the most valued man iu England. And the

sjTnpathy of all classes aud all creeds for the affliction of the

Prince, his amiable Consort, and his Royal Mother was so wide-

spread aud heartfelt that no one who had not mingled with the

masses of the people at the time could realise its fuhiess and
sincerity. Then Sandringham was in all men's mouths, then

everj'thing pertaining to Sandiingham was of keen interest,

and now that the danger is past we may mthout impropriety

give an account of a place of which the name wiU never be

forgotten iu om' generation.
" What has been shall be again," was the utterance of an

old fortune-teller, who certainly had never heard the adage,
" Histoiy repeats itself." Sandringham is an illustration of

the two sayings, for this estate of the heir to the throne was
once the possession of Harold, King of England. When he
died on the field of Hastings, his conqueror bestowed Sandi'ing-

ham on his Norman follower, Robert Fitz-Corbon.

It is named Saint Dersingham in the " Domesday Book,"

and the name is compounded of Saxon and old British words,

sand; ((cr, water; i hi/, a meadow ; and /in hi, a dweUing—that

is, a residence in a sandy wet meadow.
We will pass over various possessors until we come to WiUiam

Cobbe de Sandiingham, in the reign of Hemy VII., who by

will directed that his body be buried in the church of St. Mary
Magdalen of Sandiingham. It remained the property of the

Cobbes until about 1686, when it was sold to Sii- Edward
Atkins, Lord Chief Baron of the Coiut of Exchequer, from

whom it passed to the Hoosts and Henleys. In 1829, Hemy
Hoste-Henley resided here. Subsequently the estate passed to

the Hon. Spencer Cowper, and was purchased by the late

Priuce Consort shorily before his death.
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The estate is sitiiateJ on the uorfhern side of the county of

Norfolk, about eiglit miles from King's Lymi, and on one side is

baunded by the broad estuary of the Wash. The nearest

station to it is Woolferton on the Great Eastern Railway—

a

remote station between which and London there are three

trains a-day each way. It is a wild-lookiug road in winter that

from Woolferton to SaudrLugham, over a hill, through Ferns,

through young plantations of Conifers, through a wild heath,

passing liot a house till one reaches that of Sir William KnoUys
but a short distance from the Norwich gates. These were the

work of Messr.s. Barnard, Bishop, & Barnard, of Norwich, and ex-

hibited at the International Exliibition of 1862 ; afterwards

they were presented to the Prince by the county, and now
form an appropriate and dignified entrance to the grounds.

But before entering these we must pause to remark that on
the estate a peouhar sort of carr or ironstone is largely dug
out of the heath, where it is found close to the surfaca. It is

.soft and crumliling when recently dug out, has the appearance

of, and often is called, " brown sugar." Sir Robert Walpole
used it for constructing the walls of his stables at Houghton,
and the same material has been extensively employed in build

ing the boundary waUs of the pleasure grounds, the offices of the

mansion, and many of the cottages. Thin pieces of this stone

are held together by mortar which, however, does not extend

to the face of the wall, and the latter, consequently, has a

somewhat rustic appearance. Where employed in the offices

of the mansion and other buildings, stone facings at the

corners give a finished appearance.

Saudriugham is in a county celebrated more than others for

its productions of botanists and fruit trees, and, as we shall'.

presently show, the garden at Saudriugham fuUy maintains the'

reputation of its county for fruit trees. The county's prolificacy

of the latter may be traced, probably, to its former exuberance
in monastic establishments. Monks were celebrated for their

old Saaidi'uigliam House—We-st frout.

attention to gardening, and how they superabounded in Nor-
folk may be appreciated from the fact that of 1148 monas-
teries sequestered by Henry VIII., seveuty-nine were in Nor-
folk. Confining our attention to Apples only, the following
have this county for their birthplace :—Col. Harbord's Pippin,
Caroline, Winter Colman, Winter Broadend, Harvey's Apple,
Loudon Pippin, Baxter's Pearmain, Belle Boune, Hubbard's
Pearmain, Winter Majetin, Fonldou Pearmain, Horsham
Russet, White Stone Pippin, and Winter Quoiniug. Whether
the Beefing originated in Norfolk is doubtful, but it wa« so
early and so largely cultivated there as to be usually caUed the
" Norfolk Beefing."
Knowing the reputation of Saudriugham tor fruit-production,

—a reputation Boon gained and well upheld, as witness the lead
Mr. Carmichael took on more that one occasion in competitions
for in-izes offered by this Journal against some of the most
skilful gardeners iu the country—the fruit and kitchen garden
was that part of the place which first engaged our attention. But
iu passing through the pleasure grounds on our way thither
we could not but remark the great changes which have been
made. The old house, of which we give a representation, has
been pulled down, and a handsome new mansion, only com-
pleted last autumn, has been erected in its place from the
designs of A. J. Humbert, Esq., of London. The greatest

drawback is that the site is so low ; and although the old pond

which was in fiout of it has been replaced by a lake further
removed, still there is more of mist in the early morning than
is either desirable or healthy. A better position might have
been, and would doubtless have been, chosen had it in the first

instance been settled that au enthely new mansion should be
erected, but only a reconstruction was at first intended, and
the result has been a new house on the old site. There are
many pretty views, especially from the terrace, whence every
here and there one obtains glimpses of the church to which a
path leads through an avenue of Scotch Fir's, with a breadth of

turf on each side of the gravel, a portion of the undershrubs
having been removed to give place to the grass. We will now
pass ou to the kitchen garden, the main object of our visit,

deferring till a future occasion a notice of the new mansion
and its surroundings.
The kitchen garden at Saudriugham forms one grand pa-

rallelogram of 900 feet by 31-5 feet within the walls, or rather

more than 6J acres, besides which there is more than 8 acres
of ground in outside sUps, bringing up the total area to 1-5 acres.

It wUl thus be seen that it is one of the largest kitchen gardens
in the kingdom ; and that it is also one of the most complete
as well iu its broad comprehensiveness as in its small details

can likewise be affirmed, '\^^len it is considered that only six

years ago this was a Tunii]i field, and that in a few months
afterwards the walls were built, the groimd prepared, the trees -
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planted, and that uow these walls are covered almost to the

top with trees excellent in kiud,m health, and in fruitfnlness—

it must be admitted that even with the great means at com-

mand the result obtained is a marvel, not only of^expedition

but also of completeness, yet this result is a sohd and perma-

nent one, not one of Mushroom growth, spriuglngup in a night

and decaying as fast. The story of the gardener and the

farmer is worthy of the attention of the brethren of the plough,

who too often look down upon him of the spade, and despise

the lessons wliich they might gather from his practice. One

day Mr. Cannichael set his eyes on the Turnip field, satisfied

himself it would suit his purpose, and told the farmer he

considered that the best place for the new garden. It is a pity

we cannot give the vernacular, but great was the farmer's

amusement. " Make a garden of that !" the idea was prepos-

terous—only the farmer did not use so long a word, considering

the gardener less wise—to putit in the mildest form—than he

should be. But the garden was made on that same field, and
instead of indifferent Turnips, grow, and flourish, and frait

Peaches and Apricots, Plums and Cherries, Apples and Pears,

as well as every kind of vegetable crop. The means by which
this success has been attained is inteUigent high culture.

InteUigence and high culture, then, are the moral to the tale.

The site of the kitchen garden is a httle to the north-east of

the mansion, near it yet perfectly concealed from view by high
trees, which also shelter it from sea-sweeping wiuds—for the

sea and the long low line of the Lincolnshhe coast can be
seen as one drives over the lull from Woolferton station.

The ground within the walls is laid out so simply that the

arrangement con be understood without the aid of a diagram.

Within the oblong is a long straight-sided oval skirted all

roimd by a 15-feet-%vide drive, and at the corners quarters of

Gooseberries and Currants at one end, and of orchard trees at

the other, follow the sweep of the oval on one side, and a line

parallel to the walls on the other two. Further, a broad walk
passes through the centre of the garden lengthwise, and
another crosses it at light angles also in the centre, and at the
intersection of the two is a circle with a large basin for water.
This arrangement, as just remai'ked, is vei-y simple, and it is as

effective as it is simple ; indeed we know no gai'den which so
strikes the visitor with its greatness of extent on first entering
it, for most large gai-deus, partly from necessity, partly from
choice, are cut up into comi^artments by cross walls. The
south-aspect wall on the north side of the garden—in other
words the principal south wall—hke all the others, is 14 feet

high, except where the vineries and Peach houses ai'e placed,
where it is higher in proportion to then- various heights. This
and the other walls, which ai-e only 12 feet liigh, are 14 inches
thick, and biult in *EngUsh bond as being stronger than
Flemish bond—that usually employed. All the copings are of
Arbroath pavement, project .3 inches, are grooved to thi'ow off

the drip, and give a good finish to the walls. In front is a
border 40 feet wide, then tli? 15-feet drive, next loO feet of

ground between the cMve and 8-feet central walk, then another
100 feet of ground, the drive, and the north-as])ect waU and
border. The central ai'ea is crossed at every 75 feet by alter-

nate lines of Apple and Pear trees, the former gi-own as large
bush trees, the latter as pyramids with the branches trained

* The differeuces between these modes of laying biicks, as well as much in-
• formation on the coustniction of walls wUl be" found in vol. siv, New series

I

downwards to uou cii'cles 3 feet in diameter fixed to oak posts,

I

rising 6 inches above the surface of the ground to allow of the

!
hoe being passed beneath. Many of these Pears have already

attained the full height to which they ai'e to be allowed to

grow, and the whole form handsome trees, and productive as

well. These have 8 feet of border kept free of cropping, and
being placed so far apart it is easy to cart manure on to the

ground, which would not be the case if the trees were planted

in lines parallel to the south wall instead of at right angles

to it.

The conversion of such an extent of ground from farm land

to a weU-ordered kitchen garden must have been a work of great

labom-. Fortunately the surface was tolerably level, so that

the task of reducing eminences and fiUiug up hollows was not

so great as in some cases ; still towards the east end tha

ground rose about (i feet, and this elevation had to be reduced.

The subsoil, being iu this part chalk, was taken out and used

for bottoming the walks and drive. Generally the soil is a
Ught free sandy loam Ijong on carr, but in this part of the gar-

den it is rather stiffer and may be described as a chalky loam.

The whole of the ground was trenched from 2J to 3 feet deep,

a layer of manure placed at the bottom of each spit, and
another layer over every subsequent spit, the last layer being

covered with the shovellings from the bottom of the trench.

Having now given some accoimt of what may justly be termed

the rise of Sandiiugham, and described the laying-out of the

kitchen garden, we shall iu our nest enter into the way in
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which that garden is cultivated, aud the improvemeuts eiiected

in other pai'ts of the grounds.

PORTBAITS OF PLANTS, FLOWERS, AND
FRUITS.

Ckinum beachynema. Nat. ord., Amaryllideaj. Linn, an:,

Hexandria Monogyuia.—A fine sweet-scented plant, a native

of Bombay, whence it was sent to Kew in 1870. The bulb is

large, conical, and straw-coloui'ed ; the leaves neaa-ly 2 feet

long, entire, smooth, unfurrowed, and bright green. Spathes
somewhat red at the points. Flowers white, drooping, and
fragrant.— (iJof. Map., 5937.)

SPH.EEALCEA MiNiATA (Vermilioned Sphreraloea).

—

Nat. ord.,

Malvaccfp. L/hh. an'., MonadelphiaPolyaudria. The " Painted
Mallow " was introduced into England by the Marchioness of

Bute in 1798, and was growii both for purposes of greenhouse
decoration and that of shrubberies in October and November.
Its habiUty of succumbing to frost, however, led to its discon-

tinuance as an out-doors flower. It is a branching undershrub,
covered aU over with white down, having vermilion-red flowers

in cymose racemes, and obcordate petals, somewhat purple at

the base.— (Bof. Mar/., 5938.)
GiLiA ACHiLLE^FOLiA (Achillea-leaved Gilia).

—

Nat. ord.,Vo-
lemoniacea!. Linn, an:, Pentandria Monogynia.—A native of

Caiifomis., disiiovered by David Douglas in 1833. An erect

^annual, with the habit of the Scabious, but more pubescent
and woolly at the nodes. Flowers globose, of a fine cobalt-

T)lue, covered with large projecting stamens. Style exserted.
Stigmas thi-ee.— (i3o(. Map., 5939.)
Agave Bessewana (Besser's Agave). A'«(.oc(i., AmarylUde^.

Linn, an:, Hexandria Monogynia.—Leaves m a dense rosette,

each one ending in a hard brown spine, and having a contrac-
tion towards the base, where the leaf again expands so as to

form a semilunar sheath ; upper surface slightly, lower very
convex ; marginal spines uptm-ned, brown. Perianth-tube long,

narrowly pitcher-shaped, six-furrowed at the top, dark green
;

lobes green on both sides and brown at the ends. Filaments
yellow-green, longer than the lobes ; anthers orange-yeUow.
—{Bot. Map., 5940.)

Ophb\s LUTEA (Yellow Ophrys). A'lif. oi-rf., OrchideEe. Linn,
"an:, Gynandiia Monogynia.—A native of Southern Europe,
extending from Crete to Smyrna, and along the coast of Africa
from Morocco to Tunis. Petals yellow or yellowish green.
Lip nearly quadrate, golden yeUow with a purple disk ; disk
velvety, maroon purple, with a poUshed blue or violet centre.—{Bot. Map., 6941.)
LiTHOsPEEMUM PETE^EUM (Rock Lithospermum). Nat. ord.,

Boraginese. Linn, arr., Pentandria Monogynia.—A native of

Dalmatia, small, much-branched, with short close-set haiis.

Flowers in revolute termmal cymes, dense cymes, deep violet-

blue. Stamens mth large exserted anthers.

—

(Bot. il/dfl., 5942.)
Maceozamia coE-ALLirES (Coral-footed Macrozamia). Nut.

ord., Cycadeff!. Linn, arr., Dioecia Polyandria.—The genus to

winch this jjlaut belongs is pecuUar to AustraUa, where it

ranges from the tropical to the temperate zone. Trunk sub-
spherical with a truncate base, 8 inches in diameter. Leaves
•forming a very contracted crown, pinnate

;
puime about fifty

pairs. Male cone 7 inches long, narrow-oblong, bearing a small
sharp point on the lower scales, and an erect spine on the
upper. Female cone shorter and stouter than the male, being
about 4J inches by 3J when in fruit ; the lower scales with a
triangulai' point, the upper with an erect spine. Seeds orange-
red.— (Bo«. Map., 5943.)
Gladiolus puepueeo-auratus (Pm-pled-golden Gladiolus).

Nat. ord., Iridefe. Linn, arr., Triandria Monogynia.—This
plant came from Natal, where the genus seems to be particu-
larly varied and handsome. Stem 3 or 4 feet high. Leaves
6 to 9 inches long. Flowers arranged on a spike ; the perianth
nearly regular, pale golden yellow with a large purple blotch.
—{Bot. Map., 5'dii.)

Senecio pteeonecea (Winged-nerved Senecio). Nat. ord.,
' CompositiE. Linn, arr., Syngenesia superflua.—A native of
rocky and sandy hiUs on the Moroccan coast. It was only
introduced into England last spring. Branches articulate-
cyHndiical, with tlu-ee longitudinal ridges running down from
the leaf-scars. Involucral scales green, brownish red about
the middle. Flowers about thhty, spreading, pale straw-
colom-ed.

—

(Bot. Mag., 5945.)
Kniphofia caulescens (Stalky Kniphofia). Nat. ord., LUi-

acea. Linn, arr., Hexandria Monogynia.—A native of South

Africa. Trunk G to 10 inches high, with short fleshy roots.

Scape 6 to 10 inches high, erect, green, with many scattered

bracts. Flowers pendulous, numerous. Perianth yeUow when
young, deep blood red after expansion.

—

(Bot. Map., 5946.)

Salvia EUBESCENS (Ruddy Salvia). A'df. ord., Labiatffi. Linn,

arr., Didynamia MonogjTiia.—A native of New Grenada. Shrub

clothed with a pale hoaiy pubescence. Leaves ovate-cordate.

Panicle studded with glandular viscid hah's. Flowers scarlet.

—{Bot. Map., 5947.)

WORK FOB THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GAEDEX.

Peoceed mth trenclung, draining, aud all alterations sug-

gested preidously for the ground. Asparapus, make a bed to

succeed that in use, and on fine days draw off the Ughts to

allow the heads to acquu-e their natural flavour and colour.

Plant Early Mazapan. Beai>s in a warm situation. Protect

Lettuces in bad weather, but expose them freely on all other

occasions. Sow for an early crop. Prepare horse droppmgs
for Mushroom beds to succeed such as may soon become ex-

hausted. Continue the introduction of Rhubarb aud Sea-kale

into warmth, to obtain successions of them as plants in use

become worn-out. A few Strawberries may now be pushed
forward, but do not drive them too fast, or the blossoms are

apt to become " blind." Those in frames for succession should
have plenty of air in the daytime during mild weather, but at

night the Ughts should be put on in order to secure them
against frost.

FEUIT GAEDEN.
While the weather keeps mild new fruit trees may be planted

;

and where old trees, too, are not growing well a portion of the
soil may be carefully removed from then- roots and replaced

by better material. Old gardens are often crowded with fruit

trees, and suice light and an- are requhed more particularly

than shade for the important products of the garden, take

measures for removing all that ai'e objectionable in this respect.

The present is an excellent time for eradicating insects, espe-

cially those of the scale family. Where the young wood has
become firm, the best of all apphances for this pm'pose are the
sponge and s.-^Tiuge, with water from 110° to 130° and soft soap.

Let every tie be unfastened, as these are then- favourite hiding-

places during winter, and where wh'e treUises are used they
should also be thoroughly washed with this mixtme.

FLOWEE GAEDEN.
Dig and supply flower beds with fresh soil, attend to the

edgings of your walks and beds, reset flints, repau' Box edgings,

and rake wormcasts from your lawns with a daisj'-rake.

Where grass has failed under trees in the pleasure ground,
rake-iu strong manure, or apply manure water to prepare the

soil for grass seeds, to be sown later in the season. Collect

all sorts of soils, and store-up as many leaves as possible.

Owhig to the late mild weather Polyanthuses are throwing-up
trusses of flowers. This is not a matter of so much import-

ance in seedhugs as in the varieties retained for exhibition.

When the plant is strong it often happens that several trusses

will show themselves at once, in which case it will be better to

remove them aud run the chance of having a side blooin

that will often prove most excellent. These flowers, if in

frames, should be protected from severe frost, and even those

in the open border, though not so liable to suffer, will be better

for a few fir branches, 12 or 18 inches long, stuck in the bed
at intervals. There are great opportunities for improvement
open in this class of flowers, and we trust that our readers

generally will during the coming spring endeavour to hybridise

and seed those nearest to the standard of perfection—rotundity

of outUne added to correctness of marking and beauty of

colour. Our continental friends have done much more than
our own florists in raising fresh varieties, but then' energies

have been directed to obtaining a diversity of colour without
reference to form. Keep Auriculas from drip. Beuig alpine

in their character, the close confinement of a frame is wholly

unsuitable for them, and they therefore requh-e all the air

possible. Seed may be sown now in a cold frame, but covered

very sUghtly, and when the frames are infested with woodlice

we would advise a covering of clean and sweet moss, which
keeps the surface secure from the changes of temperature, and
will be of service to the germinating plants. It may be gra-

dually removed as the young plants spring up. Tulips will

only require keeping from severe frosts. Carnations aud

Picotees should have abundance of ah, and the amateur will
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ilo well to secure some of the best varieties early in the spring,

iu order that he may he enabled to raise seedlings worthy of

his name. Dahlias may be started iu moist heat where a great

stock is required.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSERV.iTORT.

WhUe the weather continues mild and fine, allow the plants

iu these structures the full benefit of it by admitting abund-
ance of air, and fumigate on the first appearance of green fly,

to which the late mUd weather has been particularly favour-

able. See that the worms do not remain in quiet possession

of then- lodging in pots, and remedy any defects that exist

in the drainage of these. We are inclined to recommend au
increased and more general use of peat for ordinary potting.

The best is fouud in old woods, and is preferable to strong,

loamy, and rich soils, which we believe are too much employed.
In the majority of cases the object required is not a plant

grown to a large size, but a small compact specimen exhibiting

the best characteristics of the plant. A few of the most
advanced Azaleas, intended for blooming early, may now be

planted where they can have a temperature of from 50° to 55°.

Water carefully wlien necessary, and iu mOd weather ventUate

freely. Some of the Camellias mil now be in flower, so water

must be liberally supplied, and ah- given tolerably freely during

fine weather. Cinerarias will requii-e careful attention in the

way of watering.- Do not place them so close together as to

touch one another, and be sure to keep them secure from frost.

Chinese Primroses in bloom should be introduced into the

greenhouse or conservatory, and others brought on to suc-

ceed them as theu' beauty fades ; but take care not to let them
suffer from want of water. Jasmiuum nudiflorum—the bright

yellow Primrose-like blossoms of tliis hardy Jasmine have
such a cheerful look at this time of the year, when flowers are

scarce, that a few plants of it should always be kept iu pots

for in-door decoration with green-leaved plants. Pelargoniums
intended for flowering in May should be placed as near the

glass as possible, and have a temperature of about 50° at night,

though for the later-blooming plants it should not be above 40°.

Solauum capsicastruni, together with Solanuni pseudo-capsi-

cum, and other sorts bearing small, round, bright-coloured

fruit, are very useful at this season for purposes of decoration.

See, therefore, that these iu conspicuous situations do not
suffer from want of water, especially if unavoidably placed in

the neighbourhood of hot pipes.

STOVE.

Still be cautious iu the application of more heat, as it is far

better, the season being young, that plants should start some-
what later with a free growth, than make a premature and
stunted one. Take every care that a due proportion of mois-
ture is maintained in the atmosphere. Although the majority
of Orchids requne to be very dry at the root during the rest

season, yet they, nevertheless, enjoy and require a somewhat
moist atmosphere, more especially if in a state of constant
and lively motion.

FOHOING PIT.

The flowering of the Dutch bulbs, as Hyacinths, &c., is a
most interesting part of the gardener's art. Some prepare to
conunence forcing them the moment they are purchased, or
nearly so, but this can never answer, as it appears that in all

cases several weeks of root action are necessary before the
application of heat. When their pots or glasses are full of
roots, then, and then only, can forcing really take place with
advantage. Much care is necessary iu removing them from
the plunging material, as if they are suddenly exposed to
light a premature development will be the consequence. They
should be placed iu a somewhat dark part of the stove for a
few days, and abundance of atmospheric moisture provided.
Continue to introduce flowermg plants to the forcing pit.

The dwarf-flowering Oranges might be more generally forced,
as under such treatment they may be easily covered with their
fragrant blossoms. Keep-up successions of Azaleas, Rhodo-
dendrons, Kalmias, Daphnes, Epacrises, Roses, Lilies, Deut-
zias, etc. Let the forcing pit be supphed as the plants are
taken from it. Bottom heat is of great assistance iu advanc-
ing plants.—W. Keane.

, DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
fhuit depaetment.

Grapes will set better without sun than Peaches. The present
weather is dreadful for the latter. All that can be done is to
maiutaiu a temperature some 5°-10° lower than iu sunny sum-

mer weather, and give plenty of air on mild days. Straw-
berries should be carefully watered, so that the .soil may be
neither too dry nor too inoisfc. All who contemplate setting
vineries and Peach houses in action, should see that the
roots, if out of doors, are protected from cold and excessive
moisture.

ORNAMENTAL DEPARTMENT.
All soU for potting should be well aerated and warmed be-

fore being used. The ball of any plant that is to be trans-
ferred to another pot should be well soaked with tepid water,
allowed to staud before being finally moved, and should receive
an additional watering after being potted. All plants taken
from a warm sheltered place should be returned to it as soon as

Acacias, although generally suitable for a cool house, are
subject to being encrusted with a white scale insect. In such
thick-foUaged kinds as A. armata and grandis, where washing
the insects off is out of the question, the best remedies are glue
water, or water thickened with clay. The plant is syringed
with the latter, and placed aside to dry. After this the clay,
carrying the insects with it, can be rubbed off in flakes by
drawing the hand over the branches. The insect is, however,
difficult to eradicate completely.

Azaleas.—On these insects, and especially thrips, must be
looked for. Smoke them repeatedly and moderately with to-
bacco, wash well with weak soft-soap water, and afterwards
with clear water, it being in both cases about the temperature
of 100°. This can only be done when the plauts are out of
flower.

Camellias.—Keep these well drained, and apply a cool solu-
tion of water and cow dung. If the buds swell early they do
not requii-e forcing in spring and early summer.

Calceolarias.—Keep moist, cool, and any if you wish to save
tobacco-fumigating. Large-flowering herbaceous kinds which
it is desirable to have in large plants, may have a little more
heat at the risk of inducing green fly. The benefit of a some-
what low temperature for keeping plants free of insects is not
yet thoroughly understood.

Cinerarias.—Vtlien they are in bloom, or opening their bloom,
a more airy place and a sUght rise in the temperature are de-
sirable. Dryness at the roots is very injurious to them.

Da2)hiies.—The common or pink Indian kinds do best budded
or grafted on the Spurge Daphne, and treated as Camellias.
They must not be diy when in bloom. 'WTiat can be more
splendid than their rich Violet-hke odour ?

Ericas.—The n-inter-blooming lands are now truly valuable,
and may stand opposite the frout-au- opeumgs. Give enough
of water at a time to reach every fibre, and then wait until the
surface of the soil is becoming dry. Tap the pot to see if it

rings clear before you give it more water. See what was said
lately about keeping water from the stem and collar of the
plants. This more especially applies to this tribe and the

Epacris, though it is generally apphcable. Epacrises wiU
stand a good deal of direct an-, but they mU flourish with less
than the Ericas, and are more suitable to a mixed house, as
they never or rarely are troubled with mildrew.

Fuchsias, if now beginning to break, should receive what
little pruning they need, and ere long be repotted, so that with
the fresh growth there will be fresh rooting iu fresh soil. After
growth commences the plants must have the benefit of the
light ; use loamy, moderately rich soU, with surface-di-essings
and manure waterings.

Ferns.—From now is a good time for dividing and potting.
Even the best and most tender of our hardy Ferns do aU the
better for the protection of a cool liouse. Even those from warm
tropical countries will often flourish as well in a comparatively
low temperature of from 55° to 60° hi winter and early spring.
They are less subject to the attack of thrips or other msects.
Ferns of aU kinds are rather impatient even of smoking, unless
given very mildly. Weak washings with soft-soap water, followed
in a day or so with clean water, both fully 100' in temperature,
are safer than smoking. Fresh painting of woodwork and
water pipes, and placing sulphur on hot-water pipes above
160° in temperature, will often uijure the young fronds. A
close atmosphere and a moderate temperatiu'e, with a fan
amount of vapour, will suit the most of them better than a
warmer and more airy atmosphere.

Geraniums, or rather Pelargoniums, with the exception of
the Scarlets that are in bloom and need plenty of water, should
be kept dry rather than wet. Florists' Pelargoniums should
have a medium state of moisture, and be frequently rung to

judge of the state of the soU. The most forward have been
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potted into larger pots, and will receive no more stopping ;
but

a second lot has been left unstopped to come in after the first,

and other lots have b«en stopped to come in later. Small

plants of last season have also been repotted, and the terminal

buds nipped out. This, in many cases, is much better than

taking away the points of shoots, as there is less check given,

and it is not advisable to give any plant two checks at once.

It is well to defer the picking-out of the buds for a week or so

after repotting. We potted singly those florists' Pelargoniums,

that had stood thickly in cutting pots during the winter.

Cyclamens showing bloom freely will now requu-e a fan-

amount of water, and an aii-y sunny position. Large old plants

are stiU a great treat, but they will become less so when the

practice of sowing in the spring and bloomuig the plants from

this sowing in the following winter becomes more general.

Violets.—Vfe wished we had put more under protection.

Those out of doors, owing to the frost and so much wet, have

not yielded their usual crops, but we shall get the usual supply

when the weather is better. Meanwhile we should have been

badly off if we had nothing but those out of doors to go to.

All kinds, if potted early in the autumn, bloom well in windows

or anywhere under glass where severe frost is excluded.

Buibs coming on need a good deal of water, and those

plunged in a hotbed are lifted out and gradually hardened

before being taken to house or window.—R. F.

TEADE CATALOGUES BECEIVED.
R Parker, Exotic NurseiT, Tooting, Snn-ey.—Catalogue of

Aqricultural, Flower, and Vegetable Seeds, Fruit Trees, d-c

W. Cutbush & Son, Highgate, London, N.—Catalogue of Select

Vegetable, Flower, and Far,n Seeds. ,,,,.,
T Bunyard & Sons, Maidstone, Ashford, and Allmgton.—

Descriptive Catalogue of Vegetable, Flower, and Agricultural

Hogg&Wood, Coldstream andDunse, N.B.—Sprmjr Catalogue

of Veaetable and Flower Seeds, £c.

Little & BaUantyne, C&rMsle.—Catalogue of Forest and Orna-

mental Trees, Shrubs, Fruit Trees, Ac. ^
, ,„„ -r, X ^

James Dickson & Sons, Newton Nurseries, and 102, Jiastgate

Street, Chester.—Caia^ise of Vegetable and Floioer Seeds.—

List of Gladiolus. ,, , , „ ^ ,

Charles H. Dickson, 23, Market Place, Mavchentei.—Catalogue

of Vegetable, Flower, and Agricultural Seeds.

J Scott Yeovil, Somerset, and Meniott, Crewkeme.—Cafa-
logue of Seeds for the Kitchen Garden, Flower Garden, and

F. & A. Dickson '& Sons, 106, Eastgate Street, and Upton

Nurseries, Chest&r.—Catalogne of Vegetable and Flower Seeds,

cOc.

W. Eollisson & Sons, Tooting, London.—Genera?. Seed Cata-

logue, and List of Seeds of Subtropical Plants.

PLANTrsG WiLL TREE3—S0APS0D9 FOE TREES (T. H. T.).—You may
plant the waU as proposed, but on the principle that the standards are to be

pruned-in to eive the dwarlg room, as two dwai't Peaches a^amst a waU will

soon cover ''I feet in len^-th unless the roots are curbed or pruned. In that

part Tvhich"tho sun leaves at noon, you mi«ht, as respects fruit, Rrow Plums

and Cherries very fairly. A little soda in your soapsuds will do no hai-m in

wateriu" at the roots. Such a mature may also be used for syrmprlng trees

freely when they are in a dormant state. When In fuU leaf we prefer weak

soap water that has not been used for washing and other purposes.

Trees for Bank with Ashes for Spbsoii, (.Suimvl.—On a similar

kind of bank we have found the Austrian Pino and Elm thrive, with Coto-

neaster microphyUa and Ivy for undergi-owth. If the ashes are m a tlnck

layer—say 3 feet or more—and if there is only a thin layer of soU, your

chance of gettmg anything to grow is estremoly small.

Azalea Flowers Shall (.SI. Honori).—Forcing is no doubt tho cause of

the flowers being small. If the plants liad been brought fonvard less rapidly

the flowers would have been larger. You might have increased the size ol the

flowers by giving a Uttle weak liquid mannrc two or three times a-week.

Hai-in" had the plants in bloom at Chilstmas, it is not remarkable that the

flowers were smaU. Caladiums to winter safely require a temperature ol

from 60° to 65", and cannot be kept satisfactorily in a greenhouse. Ihe

roots are much better left in the soil—in fact, in the pots, and should be

set on a floor or any place that will communicate to the pots a kttle damp-

ness. If they must be kept iu a diy position, give a sprinkUng from a syrmge

overhead once a-week. This keeps the rhizomes plump, and prevents then:

becoming fai-maccons and decaying when wateiing is resorted to to mduce

fresh growth.l

Sewaoe (T. H.).—We can haidly adrise you about yom- tank. Our im

pression is, that the water from the scvUlery, washhouse, and slops from hea-

rooms n-ith merely the water that falls from a washhouse to dilute it, wui, as

a rule, be too string to water Vines in pots with. We have used common

house sewage for such purposes, but then there was a considerable amount of

tolerably clear water mixed with it. It is much safer to give three clear weak

manWwatei-ings than too strong a one. Try it on Cabbages and Catdi-

flowers, and if the water snit them, give it to the Vmes c^onsiderably '™JBe^';

It would be an advantage if your tank were divided
'" "

ge and the other for roof water. Though
to have one part for

a-.e aiiu me uiiici lui luu^ ,.„.v.. *~>...o_ such sewage ourselves,

always tiT and regulate its strength according to the fitness of the plants

for receiving* it. UquU Manure.—U you have such a difficulty in gettmg

liquid manm-e, sm-face-dressing the pots would answer as weu, il you are

afraid of the sewage. The safest and cleanest way would be to scatter oyer

the sui-face ol a 15-inch pot about 2 ozs. of supeiThosphate of hme, and repeat

the operation in two or three weeks. It guano is resorted to, use a quarter ol

an ovmce to a pot at a time. A half-inch dressmg of '
horse droppings after it

has lain for a week fermenting in a heap so as to have just lost its rankness,

is much reUshed by Vines, and acts as a mulching, lendeimg the necessity of

watering less fi-equent.

Soot Water (/ticm).-Qear soot water is a good Uquid

and every plant that does not prefer a cooler

clear

barrel, and use only

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
ViKE Cbiture—Black Gr.ipes [A ,Su6scn!>d1.—The best Black Grapes

are Black Hambmgh, Black Muscat of Alexandria, Black Pi-ince, Madresfleld

Court Black, Lady Downe's, and Alicante. For yom- other quertions on cul-

ture we refer you'to one of our numbers of last year, No. 553, page 831.

PLANTrNO Espaliers-Pears on QnixcE (IrfliinJK-Pcars on the Quince

and Apples on the Paradise stock, trained to espaUers, should be planted from

12 to 15 feet apart. Of the sorts you name, Jai-goneUe, Beunc d'Amanlis, and

Louise Bonne of Jersey do well on the Quince. We do not know whether the

others you name will succeed. The following are recommended: WiUiams s

Bon Chretien, BemTi Superfln, Doyenne du Cornice, Eeurre Hardy, and

Winter Nelis.

SrOGESTlOKS (W. JoiHMon).—Thanks for yom- suggestions.

Garden Plan {J. ITatson).-We cannot Im-nish plans, we only criticise

those proposed. In " Gai-den Plans," which you can have free by post from

om- office for 5g. id., there ai-o numerous drawings of beds, borders, &c., how

to plant them, and how to cultivate the plants.

Questions (i?. C. W. S.).—Any questions you send -will receive the best

replies we can obtain. We make no chai-ge.

Compost for Vine Border (^n OU Stilscrilcr). — The veij best

materials for an outside Vine border is turfy loam from an old pastm-e. To
evorv tivf r;ii-tl..!irls ..f this add one hundredweight of crushed bones. Should

th.- I t
I

I L.-y nature, add one cartload of mortar rubbish to every

tin • 'I.

Li ,1 1- FRriTiNG {Cleveland).—Yom* Lemon trees ore, no

duuljL. >rL.ui,i:-. 1 licy requfre the same treatment as Orange trees, but

being of a very much more robust growth they are much longer in coming

intolieai-ing. Do not repot if the plants are in good health, and they -will

soon form fruitful spm-s.

Ribbon Border [A Beriintter).—We do not plant borders ; but with a row

of standard Roses in the centre, you cannot, unless yon use very small plants,

have lorn- rows all round—that is, eight rows besides the Roses iu a 08-inch-

wide border. We would sow at the end of Febi-uary Pei-illa, use that for the

centre row in the same line as the Rose stems and between them, then a

band of yellow Calceolarias, next a biind of Tom Thumb, and an edging

all round of a mixture of white Cerastium and Lobeha Trentham Blue. If

you had cuttings, the Iresine Lindeni would be better than the Perillo. The

centre filled would give relief, and then thiee rows round would be ample.

for Vines
Azaleas and Cine-

•y plant mub uvva noi. pic»i:i a v,ju.vi — ....— -. "'.,„„
. ,-« ,i„,

A bushel of good dry soot will be enough for fr-om 100 to 150 gallo

of water. We like to have it without dust and lumps, and - "i»-- -
best brandy. To secure this place the soot in a tub or barre

little water at a time until you have beaten it all up into a thick P^f«, then

it with the water, and add one large shoveUulol quickhme; on the to;™oon of

the day after remove the surface scum, and on the followmg day t."e>f™
be a powerful clear Uquid manure. For tender plants it wou^d require to he

reduced. Such clear liquid is invaluable for synnging, ^t if you have a

doubt, use it weak. The use of such water overhead wiU save many a tobaccc-

fumigating.

Stage or Bed foe Orchids and Stove Plants (A ^'^"''f'
^''.f"""'--;

There can be no doubt that some plants do better with a little bottom h^t,

but in your case we would be perfectly satisfied with the u:on-grated platfonn,

and evaporating-pans on the flow-pipes beneath them. .There is a double

Buogestion we would make. As the fron-gratmg is there, it woiild be bettei

to galvanise it, and for tender plantsyou might have thru round pieces of wood

or date to set the pots on, as iron is apt to get too hot or too cold 'o' ^ome

plants. To do this well you must add two more 8-mch pipes in *'« P?;»™[-

If ever you should make a sort of chambers in yom- two pit^s, ^^ich you could

easUv do even now by having sufficient rough cocoa-nut reftiae on ^c grating

to partly plunge the pots in, then we would recommend two Pipe>^tli

evapo"atto%ansaUroiid the sides andendofthehouseaboye^the^^tmgpl^^^

foi-is. With voM present aiTangement and the addition of pipes, y™ may

do wonders, it is a mistake to Ihuit piping with a view to e="n^n>y;J ""

much more firing is wanted, and because heat li-om vei-y warm pipes is

always unhealthy.
.
If you wish to.,giye^ a ht£e bottom^bcat, _aU_th^^^^^^^

Mmd,need do is to shut-in part of

cocoa-nut fibre, which does not

however, it is one of the best i

it chiefly for keepmg the hf at \

well if you covered the giatm
you wished to attempt gi-ow ui

perature and an additionally

of one of the pits, and plr

Uttle bottom boat, aU thatyo
• pit -with a wooden dirtsion audi

hiiboui WTjtUiif -.r ninth as tan

1 , 1
should r

httle box '

The

and prove!

,aSy'moVerandTevers"ed''th7l™er side te™- 1
' \ ' LTr„mmc'

cs exceedingly useful m such smaU houses With the extii piping,

to;^e7,?ou'm:rSo'%ery weU without these addition,
,

P'-'--P-„^-^;,

flora does best on a log of soft wood as the Caiaba-h tiee, oi even on woou

covered with cork fixed with a Uttle sphagnum.

LirRcsTrNtrs not Flowering (Black Edi,e).—"The sprig you enclosed to

us^snTtlvJin^dry frost, and the Aowei-buds would have expandedwheu

the weather became sufficiently mild. They are late '" fl°7™; !^L\".
the cold and wet season. The cause of the waU plants in pots hanging then

heads we sboidd SOT is injury fr-om the late November frosts. Are the po s

protctld^ n not [t'is pSble the roots bave pei-ishcd J^e^Po's should

be plun"ed m the ground over the rim, or be protected with ashes m H'tei i i

wdnteT All^-on clfl do is to protect the plants with mats in cold weathe .

What you want is mild weather. The HoUics cast
«Y"f iT %'on can

sequence of their removal, change of position, and the early frost. You can

do notbmg to prevent such occuiTences.
„„,i„rately sun-

TJRCEOLINA ABREA AFTER FLOWERING (6. H.).-Keep »'
""f^™™^

™r
ulied with water, give it a light airy position, and contmue this tieMm™'

CtSXut Ipril- then aftei reducing the <"^Vjlr 9i v.aierkeevth^ vl^nt

dry for three months, when it may be again started mto gro-wth The Afhe

iSdra aurantiaca IloeM done flowering should be kept 'i=,7.1f' ^'1°"'"; '

BO as to cause the leaves to shrivel, and in about three weeks it should be cut-
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in : or if it is only a yonng plant, merely
'^-f,'^^^elc^urlle"^ "tht??

it has made shoots ^ 'ew mcheslong epot ^t and ™c»jr^^^

plenty of moisture and heat. Having securea ago
| j ^ f jj^j, g^est

fully to Ught and air to
^f

'^'"^ff "^'"^6^^" ^CTs for table decoration
of Wer-flo^ering

P'f^^'t' ^^'^^t,''"^^ Tnl^^SiSt'^or Adiantum farleyense
ought to grow It in quantity. "<= I"™ ;,";' °

_„, nvp Afford more moisture,
losing its fronds by the dry heat, "'"'^'j

''f^' fwyT indVe have no doubt it

and Si the ''^"P"^'™ ^^ "^V^nbem °s toldu"s,ToBing its leaves in

^do so m spnng. M-H^"^^ •'^^.g^'Se ends of the branches ivhilst the

i;-LM;rs°tfgf£Bfog^^^^^^

a large tree, and so needs more room tnan can uo ».-.-

it ought to he 3 ^^^^^:f'^\'^:^:^ir^^X t ^ameter at 3 inc^hes apart,

at the bottom with holes a quarter ol an ^'^ ^^ ^ ^„^ „, the
and beneath this should be \';^"'y °'J' Jl.^e'tacle shoSd be water-tight,

;:t«X s"un 2ld\°he fTiS ™se wm p'r°e"elft the light proving too powerful

'"^.oiTx: or H0X.W...1, P1..S i^^rpY^^tz\tiz:Xit^:cm;'^ssi

^:°'-^'lnT'nla«^£id*?SorrS-ou^?
U'

p?e u^cr^yo^ne against .it.

^•er.^S • tre^trrselves «j™>2jf,^,,''>fjr£l'gol^g
the usual tempen^am made firmjnh a htt^e red ead.^^^

^^^^^=

Med to Se ouWde thai stood the wear of some thirty years, and are as good

as the day they were made. . . j
D.™ .i^ATrvr (rrf,„il_\Ve fear we do not quite understand

vou^'^ouTpeS of"?^^g a c m ntta^in t?e centre of thl winery and the
Tou. Xou spcaK oi naxuifc

^ continuation and then as

ought to be sufhcient to !'<'=;'
"lJ""™™.Y^^t^'^J, iron. Secondlv. what Uttle I

^^tL^^tv^td^ rtlT^:?tirwot^le°:d u to hesU^^^^^^

hy a T-i^cttonSect from the boUer, rising a little t°^y/'^"^^'=f^^rlT*
o^^-LlCS:" Thatendwewouldhave afewmchesb^

T^:'^:::^oS'iiT^Zel^:f^Z'^S:t' °By\'Sg^e';;^-e on the flow-pipe

SSris:s^oA;^c?.::rr^^s;LS^^i?^
ouier. We do not see how otherwise you can attam your object. By this

plan all is easy.
i . »v

ErFECT ON Pl,ANT6 OF NEW Pawt (W7)--U'itJtte sceut has tho-

roughly goue it will injure
"^jj^fj/*»8^;„^^JeTir^l%L top Si ^ght

Sa^^wSTee^trbudito/vS^s^bTci^™ ere fongV will Jd the sfent

Sa'gone It w?,id ^ advis'able to leave a little air on ;» the^ for^a fort^

nighl even
if
yo-i"'^'"-;^

'tironcrwfSI™ So^ tofplant: lilt

,\^^e\"S?wh:^Ch";e^Ldrpo^tLrrooTar?^\gauist our iud^ent^ Bear

^3, too, that a week of fine weather at midsummer wiU do more to

^e"tm a newly painted house than a month will do at Omstmas. As to

Mtotbig h?t-water pipes, there is a black paint generally used by tradesmen

For tWs^puJpose. Dried Unseed oU and lampblack or blue-black make a good

naint In either case, however, the pipes should be heated and the house

S open, so as to get the fumes from the paint off before such tender p'ants

S Ferns are placed in the house. Of course you know that tar pamt is

ruinous when placed on pipes.

Shbubs roR Hedge (Far W^sD.-VTe do not think Gorse would be suit-

able as it requires an open situation, and in your shaded spot would grow too

we^^^ti keep back "intruders. We should plant Holly ^dBerbms
Saiw4ii-two Hollies, and one Berberis per yard 5?"; Thorn and HoUy

make a very good hedge if planted at the rate of five Thorns to one HoUy pel

TfSd Eithe? of those combinations would answer your purpose. We would

nW the w-ound as a shrubbery in such a position, for shrubs succeed better

Fh^floweS^rplants. We should bave Khododendrons.Chmese A^tor-Vite

Aucubas; Berberis AquifoUum, B. Darwmu, B. japomca, B. stenophjUa,

Tree Box; Cotoneaster microphyUa, C. Simrnonsu ;
Cydonia japonca

;

Euonymus japonicus, gold and silver-striped. Holhes, the gold and sUier

variegated, aSd plain-leaved, as Hex HodgUnsu ;
Common and Portugal

ISs; Laurustinus, common, and bla^k-leaved
; ^fJT'^'^I'

Skimmi^

iaponica. Yucca filamentosa and lecurva, Enghsh and Irish Yew Vmca

elSgantissima, Azalea pontica. Broom of sorts, Deutzia gracilis, Forsytlna

.rslensa, Hypericum calycinum, S)-ringa, Eibes, Thorns, « eigelas. Lilacs, and

the others become full of roots ; and the-t^^^^^^^^
glass without ^ouchmg it the stronger tlgy^vmi oe^

j^^ ^^^^^ ^ ^^^
lower in the soil at each potting, 1°'

'"f
"~°™

, j^ within 1 inch of the
stem; but at the last potting the

^'«?^^''°"|*X w^ The buds should be
seed leaves, We .»on«4er 9-.nch pots suttcienUy^^^^^^

^^^^^^^ ^ ^^^
picked oft the mam stem mita there are^uas^nt ^^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^
soil is most suitable. U the r_^ants '''0 '"'« •»

t j^ave buds thr-
themtodoso,continueto pick OS he buds, only jou

^^^^
of peas a 'ortoight betore^^ou «sh

t"Ji^'^^^J ^^^ j^^^ ^^^^ ^
combs must be sown early m ^i^^^'."'.'*„,_ „-h.„ they are fit, and kep,

should be kept near the B^ss, pot edsmgly when tney
^^ ^^^^ ^^_

in small pots until the crowns show; then
f
'«"

Xjt ^^o^iinl a good tern

-sSis^Mats3^Sii±Ss«
l^iJsrsW^^S^-Hng^^^^
fine it to removing irregulwnties of Bl-owtll. Alter P^|'

^^^j^ j^ota. In
taking away most of the old soil. Use pots that wiU

'"^"if,? °^r!j flmeo after

M.,™» or FnriTS {G. T. M.).-YoUT Apple is Flower of Kent. {W- A.).

'You^Tpple is KerettrGrise. It is tit for dessert from November to ApriL

ToiEs OE P.AKTS (Be'''•«-'«^'"d'^eTl79u"^d°'is^l?a'r^dte"

?-?-S>BSSHS£-a^^^^S;
Phytolacca purpurascens.

5 after

..^ Ten
and it should

BiisiMs AND Cockscombs to Feoweb in Jcet Uin .-Imalcur).—April is

soon enough to sow Balsam seed. We should sow early m the month ma
Bweet hotbed, with a temperature not below 60-\ The pots should be near the

glass; and when the seeiUings can be handled, pot them smgly m smaU pots,

Ind soThat the seed leaves may not be more than 2 inches above the surface

They should be continued in the hotbed, and be shifted mto larger pots as

POTJLTEY, BEE AND PIGEON CHEOMOLE.

A PLEA FOE JUDGES AT POULTEY SHOWS.

Iv trenching itpon this delicate question I desire at once to

sav thlt it in no way interests me personally. I am not a,

pon£ jndg^, nor have I ever suffered from incorrect judging

have oiJy exhibited tlu-ee or four times, may never exhibit

aoIL and have never exhibited without bemg d^core. My

vok^isrled alike in the interests of judges, exhibitors and

managers of poultry shows. It is an unpleasant thmg for
^

WlgeTo have his judgment questioned, to an exhibitor to feel

She is wronged, *« =^ ^0°'-^"'=^*°
^'ofXK s is to

vet I cannot see how in the present state of things this is lo

be avoided? A show is announced, some five hundred entries

perhaps are made, and one judge is appomted-a man who

Cws'urwork (although I «l^°-l'i.

^'^^^^^^f *°/™^t^f
comnlete knowledge of one man m Pigeons and poultry).

Wdf le? it be presumed he does. He is admitted to the room

he has three or four hours to decide on the ^a"°"^. «lf
?f^^,' *^

look at examine, weigh the bh-ds, and he has jiist half a

mtute to ea™h pen. Now I ask, in the name of common

"re how is It possible for any man to do this ? more espe-

cially whin, as we, alas ! hear too often in the columns o the

JournaTtrhnming, and paintmg, and tricks of ^1 kmd« "e

nractised by some exhibitors. And is it any wonder that theS glaring mistakes are made ? I do not speak without book.

Wehfvehad lately two shows in this county one at A—.
and the other at M ; at both of them a Mr- G exni

Mted a DorHng cocker 1. The
^^''f ^TuTil fr :^ryZt

experienced poultry-fanciers, a i^^m^l^^^'^Vl
nt A tto

who knows anytMBg of fowls. In the
^^f

^ »•*/— *7
cockerel was very properly passed by-it ^l'^;^,^™^ *

w'eases
mirabile dictu, at M it obtained a first prize Other <=ases

of a simUar character have come before me
;
but this is one

^LnXch there can be no question, and so it will suffice to

Xuceit Nowlput it to the managers of shows whether

they cannot make ^some alteration. Curtail the expenses m
some way Let no judge go single-handed, there ought always

He Two and give them less to do. The taste is so widely

spreadTow tha?I think it would not be difficult to obtam

amateurs to act with professed judges, one m each division.M there not be a conference held (as these are all the

fasMon now-a°days), of the secretaries of pou try shows o

de^se some pUn fir improving their management ? Evidently

sometMng is wanted as to the changing of clauned bnrds, &c.

iHact there seems to me an amount of roguery connected

^th poultry exhfbitmg, which, were it not that tl^ey appeared

m vour columns, I should not have credited. I ha^e had

mu^ to do with flower shows, but the cases of dishonest

showing that I have hear^l of or --
^-^^^'f^ S/uiS

^:^^'t\::V^r^luf^^^^eTounry Chronicle bHstle.

wUh them One is, a as ! prepared to hear about cheatmg in

horseracSg and dealing, but that it should come m amongst
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the poor cocks and hens is too bad. I beheve one way m
which it can be checked is by a more rigid system of judgmg ;

and I tlnnk all honest exhibitors ^ill hail auythmg that tends

to make esMbitmg something different to what it now is.—

D., Deal.

DOEKINGS-HOW SHOULD FOWLS BE FED
AT SHOWS?

Some few weeks back I receiTed two letters from different

quarters, each written in the same strain " The Dorking

cockerel of yours which I claimed at the Crystal Palace is

dead," said one correspondent. " The two Dorking cockerels

which I showed at the Crystal Palace are dead,' said the other.

" I have also heard that the cup cockerel, you will remember

the grand black bird as sooty as the king of the sweeps may be

supposed to be, is also dying." Here was a fine catalogue, but

worse was to foUow. I had been foolish enough to buy a pair

of pullets which had won high honours at Birmingham, and

gave £10 for the two, although I had bu-ds at home nearly if

Sot enuaUy good. ^Yhen they arrived I, of course, expected

something grand ; £10 wiU do a great many things. It wiU

take you to Paris ; keep you ten days there, and bring you back

a-'ain. It will take you up the Ehine almost into Switzerland,

and bring you home again with enough left to pay your railway

fare first-class to your house if you only know how to manage

matters. It wiU almost keep you in clothes for a year, if you

are not too particular about the cut of your coat and the colour

of your gloves. It wUl insure the payment of £500 after your

death, if you will only begin in good time. In fact, £10 will

do a vast deal more than most people imagine. Well, my
precious pullets I found to be very dark (I had bought by deputy

and desired dark birds), a very good match with very good feet,

but theh- weight was nothing compared with what I have seen

described in the "Journal," as neither of them weighed, 1

believe, over 7 lbs. Their Ught weight reminded me of a

friend of mine who gave £10 for a first-prize cockerel (I thmk

he was first) at the Crystal Palace, in 1870, and found when

the bird arrived home that he weighed only 7i lbs. He, how-

ever, who deals in Dorkings must be prepared for any amount of

disappointment, so that I was not much concerned. But, then,

the wretched creatures would not eat ! They were not actually

roupy, but roup or something worse seemed certain to ensue.

My careful hen^'ife, however, fed them noJens volens, or more

strictly speaking, nolentes volentes, with warm bread and milk,

gin, port wine, and raw meat, so that they have survived to be

highly commended at a large show, and adorn the triumph of

others.

Now my chief purpose in writing this is to ask some of your

learned correspondents to state what they consider the best

method of feeding fowls at shows. I am told that at Birming-

ham they strew the pens with a quantity of sand, which is

consequently mixed with their soft food, and so cannot do them

much good. At a show recently where I happened to win two

first prizes and a £5 5.5. cup, I found the attendant feedmg

the bu-ds in the most reckless and profuse manner, while this

abominable sand was thrown down as at Birmingham and else-

where. He seemed to know nothing of what was done at other

shows, or what ought to be done, and I could not undertake to

teach him. Some of your readers, however, are certain to have

opinions on the subject. I, for one, should be glad to hear

them.—A Winner of Fouk Cups.

Yellows from Mr. F. Graham, of Birkenhead, and Mr. Betty

;

Beds, Blues, Whites, and Silvers from such well-known names

as Te'getmeier, Jones Percivall, South, Martin, Feltham, Green-

field, and Jones. Barbs were well shown by Messrs. Hedley

and Jones. Mr. Tegetmeier had a beautiful pen of Piping

Pouters. EngUsh Owls were shown by Messrs. Esquilant and

Jones, and the latter gentleman had two pairs of charimng little

foreigners. Blue and White. Mr. B. E. M. Eoyds, of Manches-

ter sent a pen of Jacobins, which fuUy sustained that gentle-

man's reputation. Mr. Jones had a beautiful pen of Black- and

Mottled Trumpeters, including two or three of great excellence.

Mr South and Mr. Jones had good pens of Turbits ;
Mr. Teget-

meier and Mr. H. Little a very fine collection of Antwerps,

showing aU the characteristics of this famous class of birds.

Magpies, Nuns, and various other Toys were shown by Messrs.

South, Jones PercivaU, P. H. Jones, and others, and the Show-

may be described as fairly representing most of the usual

' We are pleased to hear that the Society is very floiu-ishing,

several new members having been recently elected. The place of

meeting now is the Covent Garden Hotel, King Street, Covent

Garden, instead of the Freemasons' Tavern as heretofore.

BRISTOL POULTEY AND PIGEON SHOW.
Pbior to the holding of this Show last week, a somewhat

general opinion was expressed that the newly adopted rule of

enforcing in all cases a twenty-sHlUng subscription, independent

of entry fees, would so much limit the numbers at the Bristol

Exhibition as to make it comparatively a failure compared with

those shows that preceded it. We are very glad to say, that not

only was there an entry of nearly a thousand pens, but also that

a very strong feature of the Show was the general exceUejice oj

the birds on view ; and the meeting was equaUy remarkable for

the very few empty pens compared -with those on foi-mer occa-

sions The result, therefore, appears to be this :
the number of

individual exhibitors is considerably lessened, but the quahty

of the birds shown in the aggregate is vastly improved. Wo
may safely add that the Rifle Drill HaU is admirably calculated

to show such specimens to the greatest advantage. "The only

drawback was that many of the very best pens of birds were

quite oversho-wn, and instances were not wantmg m whion Urst-

class well-known birds could scarcely stand at all.
. . -,

There was a very grand display of Dorkings, the principal

winners being birds that had not been shown for many months

nast CertaiSly one of the best collections of Buff and White

Cochins ever seen were present, the hens being particularly

fine, and ako the younger birds of both sexes
;
but the old

cocks were as yet barely through their moult. Dark Brahmas

were exceedingly good, and there were also a few superior ones

among the Light sort; but the faUing-off in quahty among the

majority of these classes was very apparent. The Spanish

classes were as might be anticipated at Bristol, of first-rate

character ; and the whole of the Game fowls were equally worthy

of the highest praise. Twenty-six pens of the best Malays we

have seen for some years past were ou view, and proved a very

interesting portion of the coUection. Ducks, Turkeys, and

Geese were capital throughout; and the Buenos Ayrean class

was as near peifection as possible. The Cayniga Ducks, shown

here as a novelty, have been generaUy known, and that for a

long -series of years past, in both Lanca^shire and Yorkshire.

ThI Committee were evidently determined individually to pay

every possible attention to the wants of the poultiy exhibited,

and they certainly left no cause for complaint by anyone. The

meeting of 1872, therefore, augurs weU to insure a long suc-

cesssion of similar annual reunions.

THE ANNUAL SHOW OF PIGEONS
BY THE MEMBERS OF THE NATIONAL PERISTEBONIC SOCIETY.

This was held on the 9th inst., in the tropical department of

the Crj-stal Palace, and comprised nearly one thousand choice

birds, and almost every variety. Pouters were not numerous,

Mr. P. H. Jones being the only exhibitor. A lm onds were many
and good; the pen shown by Mr. Merck was deserving of

special mention for the beautiful colour and the natural state in

which the birds were sho-wn, proving that it is not necessary to

manipulate and deform the beak to produce a beautiful bird. Mr.

Jayne and Mr. Ford, as may be supposed, showed splendid pairs

of birds. Mr. Esden's Black Mottles were much admired, as

were Mr. South's and Mr. Ford's Beards. Carriers were a fine

show, including some magnificent birds from Messrs. Ord,

Hedley, Greenfield, Martin, Tegetmeier (Blues), Feltham, W. B.

Ford, of Weymouth, and Square, of Plymouth. Dragoons were

a show in themselves, and it is quite impossible to do justice to

this variety in a short article ; nearly two himdred of this rapidly

impro-ring pubUc favourite were penned, including splendid

THE PIGEONS.

Once more m dear, dirty, interesting Bristol. Dear, because

long known-not dear, certainly, in regard to purchases that

can be made, for there is no cheaper shoppmg-placein England,

dirty in summer often, in winter always ;
and interesting from

its history and associations. Bristol and Chfton-curiously con-

joined to-Jvns, Crissy-MiUie fashion, but one dark, the o her fan

This singular combination gives to Bristol a speciahty. In

its streetrtmlike Bath streets, heavy-laden business waggons

ostlint against CUfton well-appointed carriages. It is a mingle

if fashion and business aU through. After a tX?^r,'
^^sence

I mark a great improvement the moment after I leave the

station. Instead of crawUng along narrow,
^f

^«"tv.^^"^^^[^°S

Temple Street, there is a new, wide, straight shaft-hke^ street

riS2ig direct from the station to the bridge, hke Victoria

StieVt Westminster. This cuts through two or three narrow

streets, up either end of which we peep in passmg-a cunous

proof o'f the march of improvement. .But what do I^ee there ?

A new spire in progress ! Is it possible that can be St, Mary

BedcUffr? 'Tis^soSutthe St. Mary RedcUffe of long associ-

ation no more. Generations of Bristol boys have watched the

broken or stunted spire as they saUed to make their fortune
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from tlie harbour. Now a spick-aud-spau lofty spire, but not
the St. Mai-y EedcUffe that all the -world knew. Past Bridge
Street—so named, perhaps, because it does not lead straight to

the bridge, and past Broad Street—surely ironically so called,

for it is narrow indeed.
Soon I reach the Eiile Drill Hall and hear its annual inhabi-

tants. I dare say the worthy and gallant Bristol Volunteers
would fight as well as their temporary guests, but they would
certainly crow less. Involuntarily I exclaim with the circus

clown of my yputh, " Here we are again." Not a refined ex-

clamation certainly, but it just describes one's feelings. All is

just the same—the Hall the same, the pens the same. There
comes Mr. Cambridge, the first to shake hands, looking just the
same ; there in his office pen in hand is Mr. Eou6, as he always
was ; there the rest of the Committee ; there in a glass case the
gorgeous silver cups, three different kinds ; there, not far off, is

Mr. Eodbard and other well-known Bristol breeders of Spanish.
But before going straight to the Pigeons let me compare last

year's Show with this. Last year 1300 pens, this year 1000

—

only 300 fewer, owing to the one-pound subscription required.
But "list, oh! list." Last year 440 exhibitors, this year only
167—a falling-off owing to said pound of 273. But clearly many
exhibited under the name of one, as the comparatively small
difference in the number of pens shows. There was no rule
against this, so it was not absolutely unlawful, though not abso-
lutely correct.

Now let me just say a word—a well-intentioned word—both
to the Committee and the exhibitors. It is not right that every
year a committee should lose money by a show. They give
time, often precious ; they give gi-eat labour, they show pluck
and energy ; but after all to have to put their hands into their
pockets and pay out heavy sums is—well, is too much to expect,
indeed what ought not to be. Perhaps, as the one-pound sub-
scription was so much objected to, a graduated scale would
answer and be less disliked ; say, for instance, the exhibitor of
one pen pay as entry money 15.^., of two pens lu.s., and then if

more than two a lower sum for each pen. Perhaps this plan
would answer. But no more of this, but to the far pleasauter
work of inspecting the Pigeons.

Carriers (Blue or White).—The word white seemed to be un-
necessary, as no white birds appeared, but seven pens contested
for the cup, which was won by pen 846, containing a pair of
Mr. Tardley's birds, the cock too wide in the skull, and the blue
by no means free from a smoky tinge. Mr. Ord showed in pen
840 a well-matched p.air unnoticed. Mr. Fulton's (841), were a
grand pair and commended. Money prizes in this class there
were none.

Carriers (Black or Dun).—Sixteen pens. First and cup, Mr.
Fulton's Black, he also second. Mr. Ord's Duns, pen 849, were
a nice pair, and the hen in his pen 854 was very good. Also
the hen in Mr. Maynard's commended pen was good.
Fouler CocJts (Any colour).—This was deservedly marked " An

excellent class." The cup bird. Black Pied, is thicker than I
like. Mr. Dew's highly commended, pen 870, is a remarkably
neat bird, but the gem of the whole class was Mr. Fulton's very
highly commended Yellow Pied, which reminded me of the
Glasgow Yellows.
Pouter Hens (Any colour).—First prize. Bed and somewhat

coarse. Mr. Gresham's very highly commended, a neat Blue
and better to my mind, and no doubt to his, than the bird with
which he won second.
Almond Tumblers.—A good class, and very evenly good.
Jacobins (-Ajiy colour).—The fault of this class was the height

of the hood from the head ; some looked, instead of neat and
close, ragged and wide. Mr. Haansbergen showed both a "nTiite
pair and also a Black pair, both a treat as to colouj-, and good
too. A treat as to colour, for the Beds were so predominant,
and the Whites were unusually good.
Barbs (Any colour).—This was certainly a good class. Both

the first and second-prize birds were excellent, and must have
puzzled the Judges, but the very highly commended Duns were
to my mind as good as either, but their condition was against
them. I asked the Committee to let these birds as well as the
Carriers have saucers for their food, as they cannot see grains
of food on the ground.
Fantails.—A good class. The cup-birds were dirty in the

extreme. The same owner, Mr. TardJey, showed a good pair of
Blues. Out of the ten pens six were noticed, and the first-prize
birds at Southampton and Wilts were unnoticed. This a proof
of the great merit of the class.
Trumpeters.—Four pens only, and good ; but^ Mr. Horner's

second-prize birds I preferred to those of his which took first.

English Owls.—Very few, and among them one pair, pen 927,
which were not English. In the first-prize pen the cock is the
best.

Nuns.—Numerous. The first-prize birds well deserved their
place, they were Mr. Homer's. Mr. Haansbergen had a pair of
Yellows commended. It is pleasant to see that colour, as all

the rest were Blacks.

Turbits.—Surely in this class condition must have ruled the

Judge's mind, as both prize pens contained long-faced birds.

Mr. Eoper's very highly commended were very good, also pen
No. 94.5.

Tumblers (Any other variety).—Mr. Fielding's cup birds were
far from clean. The second-prize birds were real Black and
White, clean and good.
Dragoons (Any colour).—A large and good class, there being

fourteen pens, and not Carrier-Hke, but thorough Dragoons.
The first prize. Blue ; second, YeUow, but not so good as the
same owner's pen. No. 974. But Mr. Graham may well be
proud of both pens.

Antu-erps.—Marked "A very good class," but I own I am
utterly unable to see why they were so denominated, save,

perhaps, as they exhibited every variety of head, from the lean

and mousey, to the thick and Barb-Uke. There seems to mc to

need a standard shape in this class. The one figured in this

Journal, contributed by the Birmingham Colunibarian Society,

being evidently not followed.

Ally other Distinct Variety.—A pretty pair of African Owls
first ; a pair of Maltese, more valued by the Judge than their

owner, as they were put at a low price, second. A very pretty

pair of Frillbacks were shown by Mr. Arkwright ; a well-matched
pair of Archangels by Mr. Yardley ; and a good pair of Bed
Magpies by Mr. Haansbergen. Also, I must notice a pretty pair

of Ice by Mr. Dawson. This is a class which deserves en-

couragement more than it gets, for to very many visitors it is

the most attractive of any, and I would there had been thirty

pens instead of ten.

I do not know whether there is much to add. I would advise

the Committee to have cage birds next year. The late census

proved there were more ladies in proportion to gentlemen in

Clifton than in any other place in England, and ladies are pro-

verbial for their love of cage pets. I msntioned the advantage

in having the food in saucers, or better still, in tins, such as

contain water, as it would not be wasted by the birds; and
the heavy-wattled varieties would be sure not to starve. The
water-tins might also be hooked up higher, so that the water
would be kept purer. The Drill Hall is, as is well known, one
of the best exhibition-rooms in England, the Committee most
energetic and persevering, and I hope that every year they -n-iU

lose less and less, or better stUl, not lose at all. We, in the west
of England, could not do vrithout the Bristol Show, and may a
long reign of success be in store for it.

—

Wiltshire Eectoe.

The new regulation put in force by our Committee had the

effect of thinning the ranks of Hamburgh exhibitors immensely,
as your readers will see by the annexed figures :

—

Pens in
1871. 187-2.

Goia-srangled 89 .. 21
Silver-Bpangled' 29 .. 11

Gold-pencUled 47 .. 19
SUver-penciUed 21 . . 16
Blacks 14 .. 15

About one-half the entries of last year. We missed the names
of the majority of our leading Hamburgh breeders. Buckley,

Ogden, May, Hyde, and Walters did not send their spangles

;

Mann, Pickles, and Ashton their Silver-pencils ; Preston, Tick-

ner, Speakman, and Smith their Golds ; nor Kilvert, Sidgwick,

and Marlor their Blacks. Hence the disappointment of Ham-
burgh breeders who visited the Show.

If the entries were few, the quality as a whole was also very-

much below that of last year with one exception, the Black
Hamburgh cocks. Mr. Sergeantson's first and second-prize pens

contained unquestionably the best birds of the Show (I am
speaking of Hamburghs only). And why the cup allotted to

Pencilled and Blacks went to Mr. Parsons instead of Mr. Ser-

geantson is an enigma not easy to be solved, for the Golden

cockerel in point of tail, earlobes, carriage, and condition would

not bear comparison -with the Black. The rev. gentleman's

hens were very small, and gave me the melancholy foreboding

of a possibility of this new and beautiful variety dwindUng
do-wn to the level of Pencilleds in point of size. Pray, Messrs.

Judges, if you admire, and very properly, lustre of plumage,

neat comb, beautiful ears, and a sprightly carriage, do not forget

size ! In the Gold-pencilled cocks, the ingenuity of a TTorksbirs

exhibitor was somewhat freely commented upon. Every breeder

of this variety knows how to appreciate beautifully-arched

sickle feathers. What Nature here lacked Art supplied, the

barrel of the long sickle feathers of the cockerel in question

being very dexterously bent (a fi-iend of mine very wickedly

suggested with a curling iron), to give the desired sweep ! The
Gold-pencilleds throughout lacked the beautiful ground colour

which has been so often insisted upon, and justly so, in your

columns. In other respects the Pencilled hens -were fair as a

whole, and I was glad that the Judges recognised the value of

a penciBed breast, even at the expense of a cloudy hackle, by
giving the cup to Mr. Bloodworth's hens. The Silver-penciUed

cocks were the worst class in the Show ; whUe in the hens the
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fine peneillinfj but rather dark neeks of the second and third
pens had to frive way to the clear hackle of Mr. Beldou's paii-.

Spangles were a long way behind those of last year as a whole,
although the prize birds deserved their positions.

In conclusion, Mr. Editor, allow me on behalf of a large num-
ber of amateurs, to express the hope that the Committee of the
Bristol and Clifton Show will not rejjeat their blunder of 1872.

If a preliminary subscription be considered necessary, let it

be on the same footing as Birmingham, four pens for every 32s.,

instead of two pens for the same amount. Last year we had
433 exhibitors, this year 163. I leave this fact to speak for

itself.—P.

It must now be clear to the Committee of the Bristol Show
that their obnoxious 20,5. subscription is not at all relished or

supported by the exhibitors in general, as evidenced by the

number ot exhibitors in 1871, against those of 1872. They
may say. We have not incurred any pecuniary loss by the altera-

tion, thanks to large exhibitors (or at least forced large

exhibitors) ; but the fact that there are only 163 exhibitors
this year against 426 last year speaks for itself, and will

caution the Committee that they must study the small as well

as the large exhibitor.

I trust the Committee will endeavour to make some altera-

tion for the better so that this hitherto first-class Show may
redeem its lost supporters. It is not to be expected that the
Committee can carry on the Show at a loss, neither would any
one that had the least love for the fancy expect them to do so,

hut let all be placed on the same fair footing, whether great
or small exhibitors, and then the Committee will be large and
successfully supported.

—

Well-wishek.

KENDAL POULTEY SHOW.
The following awards were made at this Show, held on the

nth, 12th, and 13th inst :—
Game (White iind PUes).—1, O. W. Brierley, Middlelon,

HiRher Greaves, Lancaster. 3, F. Sales, Crowle, Doncastei
Game (Black-breasted and other Rede).—!, H. M. Juli;

Brierley. 3. T. Mason, Green Avre. Lanca-Jter. he, F. Sale
Town, Nantwich; J.Wilson, Rigmaden, Kirkby Lonsdale, c, Miss Graham,
Kendal. CMckcM.—l, C. W. Brierley. 2, G. F. Ward, Wrenbury, Nantwich. S,

E. Aykroyd. Eccleshill, Leeds, he, J. Jones, Nantwich ; T. Burgess, Whit'

- Thompson,

- Thompson. 3, F. Sale
chnrch, Salop ; J. Chester.
Game (Any other yarietyl. — 1, — Brierley. , __ __ _„__

he, H. M. Julian, Hull ; J. B. Cockerlon, Cartmell Fell ; E. Winwood. Wor-
cester, e, H. M. Julian, Hull. Ben.—', C W. Brierley. 2, E. Wells. Kendal.
8, T. Mason, Lancaster, he, G F. Ward. Wrenbnrv. Nantwich : — Brierley.
G«ME.— Coci-.—1, G. F. Ward, Sprosting Wood. Wrenbury. 2, H. M. Julian,

Hull. 3. J. Bowness, Manche-tcr. he. G. Clements, Birmingham :
— Brierley.

Cockerel — 1 and Cup, — BrieHey- 2. J. O. Rigg, Ulverston. 3. W. Barnes,
Blcnnerhasset, Aspatria. he, J. .Tones, Nantwich ; T. Burgess, Whitchurch ; T.
Mason, Lancaster ; J. Mashiter, Ulverston.
Game Bantams.— Coffc. — ], T. Sharpies, Forest Bank. Kawtenstnll. 2, G.

Todd, Sunderland, 3, J. Oldfleld, Bradford, he, J. W. Morris, Rochdale; W.
Caton, Kirkby Lonsdale; —Noble. Staincllffe, Dewsburv; H. J. Nicholson,
Cumberland ; J. W. Brockbank, Kirksanton ; A. Ainslie, Ulverston ; T. Barker,
Bnmley; J. R. Robinson, Sunderland: W. Adams. St. Clements.
Game Bantams (Black-breasted and other Reds).—Cup and 2, T. Sharpies,

Bawtenstall. S. G. Todd, he, — Noble, Staincliffe ; H. J. Nicholson : J. S.
Butler, Poulton-le-Fvlde ; J, R. Robinson.
Game Bantams (.Any other variety).—!, G. Todd. 2, — Sharpies S, Belling.

tam A Cill, Burnley, ft/:. Rev. C. J. P. Keene. Halsall. c J. Goth Windermere.
Bantams (Any other variety except Game)—1, J. Sichel, Timperley (Pekin).

2 and 3, — Leno, Dunstable (Laced), he. J. Walker, Birstwith. Ripley (White)

;

W. W. Boulton, Beverley (Cuckoo); R. H. Ashton, Mottram (Black); —Walker,
Halifax (Black); E. Jackson, Bolton.le-Sands ; F. Powell, Knaresbrough
<Laced): Countess Tnnkcrville. Alnwick (Frizzled Japanese); T Waddinglon,
Blackburn IHln,-kl: J Watts; H Boldon. c. W. H Robinson, Keighley (Black).
Hami I

I II - H- r spangled).-! and Cup, .\shton & Booth, Mottram. 2 and
S,D.l..ii -I il,.. ftc, G. & S. Duckworth, Church, c, W. J. Thompson,
Mo llingley.

II spangled)-1, — Lord. 2. H. B-ldon. 3, J. Burghley,
^ic, G. & J. Duckworth ; E. Brierley, Heywood ; CountessAshti,ii-ui,.l,'i-l.vii

TankerviUc, Alnw
Ha-ububghs (Silver-pencilled) -1, J. Rohi

,
Garstang. 2, W. M. Ma:

Gamtang. he, J. Walker, Birstwith.
DoBKisas (Coloured, except Silvcr-Grev). — 1 and Cup, Hons. H. * C. W.

Fitzwilliam. Rotherham. 2. R. B. Holi, Windermere. 3. J. White. Worlabv.
Tic. R. D. Holt

: W. Ruttledge, Kendal ; Miss Fairhurst. Ormskirk. e. — Stott,
Healey. Chiekens.-l, W. Swann, Bedlington. 2, Rev. E. Bnrtrum. Great
Berkhampstead. 3. — Stott. he, R. Smalley, Lancaster ; D. Gellatly. Meigle

;

Mrs. F. S. Arkwright. Chesterfield (2).

I'ORKiNos (-lilver-Grey. or any other variety).-1, R. D Holt. 2, J. Robinson.
3, J. J. Waller, Ken-lal. Tic, W. Jackson. Bolton-le Sands; D. Parsons Cuerden.
Cochin-china (Cinnamon and Buff).—I and 2. W. A. Taylor, Manchester. 9,

.r. ..... m._, ,„- ^ ,j, stretch. Ormskirk; G. F. Statter, Carlisle, c, J.
A. Wmstanl,
Cochin-Ch

Taylor, kc, H. Lloyd,

f.. Fearon, Whitehi
5r Partri Ige-feathered)-—!, T Stretch 2 and 9, W. A.— -. _i., Handsworth : E. Tudman. Whitctin ch 121.

Cochin-China (White).—Cup. R. Smalley. 2. J. Sichel, Timperley. 3. Miss
A. Williamson, Leicester, he, T. Atterton, Leighton Buzzard; J, Mashiter,
Ulverston.
Spanuh (Black).— !, J. Thresh, Bradford 2, H. Beldon. 3, E. Jackson,

Finchfield, Wolverhampton. Tic, J. P. Harrison, Kendal; R. Smith iun ,

Malton,
BitAHMA PooTRAS (Dark) —Cup and 2. — Ansdell, St. Helens. 3, W. A. Taylor.

he, C. Pi-ichard, Tetterihall. Wolverhampton ; J. Walts,lliing's Heath ; J. Sichel,

Brahma
Hereford.
Any iiTn

2, T. A. Dean, Marden,

a Vabietv.—1,H. Beldon. 2, J. Sichel. 3. R. Hawkim. Durham.
he, T. Kew, Burton; W. A. G. James, Kirkby Lonsdale; Hons. H. 4 C. W.
Fitzwilliam (La Fleche); W.J. ThompsoD, Morpeth, c, J. K. Fowler (Ayles-

(Dom,-:, ,,
, _ . _.

mans. I: .
i, 1,1 I, ,l laus); D. Gellatly, Meigle (Hamburghs); H. B. Smith,

Brouglili.ii, ITcston iPolanda); S. Stephens, iun., Ebley, Stroud; J, Watts,
King's Heath ; E. Fearon. Whitehaven (2) ; W. W. Ruttledge (Dorkings), e, T.
J. Harrison. Kendal (Black Spanish) ; G. F. Whitehouse. King's Heath (Ham-
burghs): W. A. G. James (Sultans); Mrs. E. Bowling. Lancaster (BouenI; E.
Leech, Rochdale; E. Wells, jun,, Stricklandgatc, Kenda! (2); W. W. Ruttledge
(Dorkings).
Docks (Wliite Aylesbury).—Cup and 3, J. K Fowler, Aviesbury. 2, E. Leech.
Ducks (Kouen),— !, A. Dickinson, Westcroft. 2, E. L"ech. 3, J. Newton,

Silsden, Leeds, he, J. Banks, Kendal; Miss Waller, Kendal; H. B. Smith,
Broughton, Preston ; W, J. Thompson, Morpeih ; J. K. Fowler, .Aylesbury.
Ducks (Black East Indian).-1. G. S. Sainsbury. Devizes. 2 and Tic, S. Bum,

Whitby. 3, F. Pittis. jua., Newport, Isle ot Wight.
(Any o^her variety).-1, M. Leno (Mandarin). 2, H B. Smith, Broughton,

he, R. Rawlinson, Docker Hall, Kendal.

SPECIAL PRIZES FOR LOCAL EXHIBITORS.
Game.—CTiickem.-!.- Graham, Kendal. 2. J. Barrow, jun., Kendal. 3,

—

Redhead, Kendal. Extra 3. H. Leighton. Beelham. i^uU^'t.- 1, W. F. Redhead,
2, Capt. Arnold, Kendal^ 3, Graham i Ro'jinson, Kendal, he, J. Redhead ; J.

he, F, W'ilson. Underfell, Kendal ; Mrs. Hiod, Kendal.
Cochins.—Chickens. — \, A. Fulton, Sedgwick. 2, J, Hine. 3, — Stainton,

Hilnthorpe. Tic, C, R. Kay ; — jAmes. Kirkby Lonsdale.
Bhabmas—! and 3, T. W. L Hind, Kendal. 2, Mrs. G. Carlmel, Kendal.
Bantams — CTlicfteii!.—!, W. Caton, Ku-kby Lonsdale. 2, Eadson, Kendal. S,

ndal.
..J.Banks. K

J.J.Waller.
PIGEONS.

Cahbiebs.—1. T. Waddinglon. Blackburn. 2, T. Strelch, Ormskirk. he. W.
Jackson, Boltonle-Sunds ;

— Walkins, Marden, Herefoid; Messrs. Toworson,
Etiremont.
Antwerps -!, — Copeman, Birmingham. 2, H. Yordley, Birmingham, Tic,

— Cook, Lancaster; — Collinson, Halifax, c, R. Towers, iLancaster ; — Collin-
6oa; —Beldon.
Tcmblebs.-I, W. Lumb, Rochdale. 2, Messrs. Towerson. he, — Toebuy,

Burseugh, Ormskirk ; H. Yardley.
Owls.— !, W. Lumb. 2, Messrs. Towerson. Tic, R, Thompson. Penrith; A.

Dillj-rald. Nottingham : H. Yardley ; T. Waddinglon. Blackburn ; J. Watts ; J.
Chadwick, Park View, Bolton, c. — Bell, Kendal ; H. Garnett. Kendal.
Pouters or Croppers.-1, T. Waddinglon. 2, —Beldon. he, H. Yardley;

Messrs. Towerson.
Barbs.-I, T. Waddinglon. 2, H. Yardley. he, W. Jackson ; J. Chadwick. c,

T. Kew.
Fantails.-!, T. Waddinglon. 2. H. Yardley. Tic, J. Watts.
Turrits -1. R. Thompson. 2, T. Waddinglon. he, R, Thompson ; T. Wad-

dinglon ; Messrs. Towerson
Trumpeters — 1, M. Waddinglon, Blackburn.
Jacobins.—2. Messrs. Towerson. he, T. Waddinglon ; F. Waill, Birmingham.

e, Messrs. Towerson : F. Waitt.
Any other Vabip.tv.—!. T. Waddinglon. 2, T. Imrie, Ayr. he, H. Garnett,

Kendal ; H. Yardley ; — Beldon ; Messrs. Towerson ; W. Lumb. c, — Bell,
Kendal ; T. Waddinglon.

Judges.—Mr. E. Hewitt, Sparkbrook, Birmingham; Mr. E.
Teebay, Fulwood, Preston.

NENTHEAD (CUMBERLAND) OBNITHOLOGICAL
SHOW.

This Show was held on the 11th and 12th inst. A more chilly

or uninviting region for the culture of high-class poidtry it

would be diiiiciilt to conceive, and yet many excellent specimens
are reared and exhibited in most of the classes.

In Game the adult birds were superior to the young, although
the second-prize pen of Black Eed chickens contained one of

the most perfect pullets it is possible to conceive. Of Ham-
burghs there were also some good specimens in most of the
classes, notably the first-prize pens of Silver-pencilled and
Spangled, although the best class in the Show proved to be that
for pairs of hens. The first prize and cup for the best pen ia

the Show were awarded to a pair of Golden-spangled hens, the
second prize to Spanish, the third to Game, and the fourth to

Silver-pencilled, which were, however, a little out of condition.

Bantams were not good, with the exception of the first-prize

Black chickens, and in Pigeons and Ducks there was nothing
remarkable.
Of Cage Birds there was a good show, most of the birds being

in good trim. The cup for this section was carried off by a

handsome pair of even four-pointed Norwich, the Jonque bird

in this cage being perfectly marked. Those next in point of

quaUty were the Belgians and the Green Canaries, the latter of

which were of remarkable soundness of colour.

akUt.—Blaekhreaated and other Beds.—l, W. Walton, Cocklake. 2. T. Brown,
c, T. Brown. Chickena.—l, J. Stephenson, Dykehead. 2, T. brmvn. he, W.
Liverick. Nenthead ; J. Sleph.!nson (2). e, J. Stephenson. Aiii/ other Varieti/.

—1. 'L. Cassor, Ulverston. 2, G. Holmes, Great Driffield, he, W. Walton.
ChicJieii!.—!, T. Brown. 2. W. Walton.
Hamburghs.— fToTdcu.8];ani7icd —1, G. Holmes. 2, Rev. H. Robinson, Nent-

head. he, E. White, Alston. Chicltenj.-1 and 2, J. Tod,1, White Lee. Ookten-
peneiUed.—l, G. Holmes. 2, J. Nicholson, jun., Carlisle. Chiekenn.—l, G,
Holmes. 2, Walton & Rutherford. 8ilver-ipangled.~l, G. Holmes. 2, J,
Taylor, he, J. G. MilUcan; W. Dowson ; J. Nicholson, jun. Chickens.—1, J.

J. Millioan. 2, Walton i Rutherford, c, J. Taylor. SUver-peneilled.—l und^,
J. Stephenson, he, J. Brown, Sunderland, c. J. Taylor. Chiefcen*.—1, J.

Brown. 2. G.Holmes he, J Nicholson. C.J.Stephenson.
DoRKlNos.—1. D. Walton, Hudeill. 2, W. Walton, he, J. Hilton ; Walton and

Rutherford Chie*en.s.—2, W. Walton.
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SpiNtsH.—1. H. Wilkinson, Karbv. 2, G. Holmes. Ciicfoim.-I. H. Wilkin-

Bon. 2. W. Bell, Alston, fie, W. Thompson, Nentheail. c, J. Story, Alston !

'Poi,»NDs!—1, J. Cliaplow. 2, P. Swindle. Chickens—1, P. Swindle. 2, J.

B<NT«MS —1. G. Hslmes. 3, T Hvmors. HudRill. Jic, P. Swindle. Chickeiu.

—l,G.Holnies. 2, A.Elliott, ftc, .I. D. Stephenson.
CocHiN-CHiNis.—l and 2, J. Stephenson.

, ^ „ ^
Anv other ViBiETY.-l, D. Walton. 2. J. Taylor. Hen.i.—1 and Cnp, G,

Holmes. 2, H. Wilkinson. 8, Walton & Rutherford. 4, J. Brown. 5, R.

Walton, vhc, J. J. MUlican. he, J. D. Stephenson ; T, Brown, c, T. Storey,

J. Guthrie. Tumbkn.—l, J. Guthrie. 2. R & W. Walton.
CAGR BIRDS.

Canabt —Bftoinn.-l, T. Brown. 2 and he, R & W. Walton.
Yellow—1. J. Dickinson. 2, E. Walton, he J. Robwn ; J. Guthrie.

Buff —1, J. Rohgon. 2, T. Brown, he, J. Dickinson (2) ; R. Walton ; J. Erwii
Nenthea.l. c. R & W. Walton ; T. Brown.
Yellow Marked.—2, R. Walton. „ „ ,.

BcFF Marked —1. P. Swindle. 2, R. Walton, he, R. Walton ; W. Tatters.

Green —1. J. Richardson. 2 and he, W. Thompson.
Dun.—1, J. Stephenson. 2, R. Walton, he, J. Richardson ; J. Stephenson.
Goldfinch.—1, R. Rutherford. 2, W. Thompson.
Mule.— 1 and 2, J. Guthrie, c, J. Hind.
Bullfinch.-1, R. Rutherford.
Best Pair.—1 and Cup, R. Walton. 2 and c, J. Dickinson.

Judge.—Mr. E. Hiitton, Pudsey, Leeda.

WALSALL RABBIT SHOW.
The following are the weights, ear-dimensions, and age of the

irize Rabbits at this Show, which took place on December 26th,

7th, and 28th :—
Ears. Weight. Agb.

length, wdth.

, H. Pugh, Darlaston (Sooty) 223

, J. Pritchord, Wednesbury (Sooty) 22
7 10
8 12 7

.. 11

H

H

ALL PROPERTIES
I, F. Smallman, Walsall (Black and White

buck) 20i

1, D. Mavbury, Darlaston (Black and White
doe) 20:

., E. Pugh (TeUow and Wliite doe) 20
1, B. PuKh (YeUow and White buck) 20]

, J. Pritchard (Grey and White doe) 21

!, J. Bates, Walsall (Grey and White doe) .

.

19i B . . u u

, W. Hunter, WalsaU (Blue and White doe) 18} 4J . . 8

, J. Britchard (Tortoiseshell doe) 20| 6} . . 8 2

i, H. F. Wild (TortoisesheU doe) 20| 61 . , 7 8

, H. F. Wild (Fawn doe) 21 SJ . . 9 12

1, J. Pritchard (Grey buck) 21 5 . . 6 8

WEIGHT.
., F. Smallman (Black and White buck) .

.

20J 5 . . 11 6

!, E. Pugh (TeUow and Wlute doe) 20i 5 . . 10 2

Extra Prize.—Silver Cup for Weight ; also for all Properties, K. Smallma;

Judges.—Mr. J. Newton, Mr. H. Hall, and Mr. H. Hatwood.

10 12

4
8 13
8 13
4 6

4 15
8 10
7 9
9 14
9 14

TEACHING A CANARY TO PIPE.
It may interest some of yonr Canary-fanciers to hear that a

Canary is capable of learning to pipe like a Bullfinch. I had
a pair of Canaries from Malta, given to me by a soldier's wife

four or five years ago, and by frequently playing a little German
air (" Trab Trab") this was caught up and sung so perfectly,

that persons in the garden could not always distinguish the
song of the bird from the organ. He lost his mate last summer,
and though there was another pair in the same cage (a large

one), he moped and was silent for several months. I gave
Tiim another mate and the whole cage to himself a month ago

;

lie very shortly recovered his spirits and his song. I have
more than a dozen birds of various kinds in a different com-
partment, which when singing all together one would suppose
would be rather confusing, but I distinguish his sweet pipe in

the midst of them. By reminding him occasionaUy of the air,

and giving him a few hempseeds for proficiency, he remembers
it perfectly, and generally greets me with it the first thing in
the morning, or if I go to him and invite him. On second
thoughts, my first bird died after learning the song and help-
ing to educate his firstborn.

—

South Wales.

[The above communication is most interesting, but it ought
cot to surprise ; for if a Canary can be taught one description
of song which in its endless variety defies any but a carefully
educated ear to detect its constituent parts, why should it not
learn another in the shape of a simple air ? Bnt more mar-
Tellous stUl, I know of two instances, each authenticated
beyond a doubt, in wliich Canaries have been taught to speak.—W. A. Blakston.]

"B. & W.'s" APIARY IN 1871.

I BEfiAN operations among my bees on the 22nd of May, by
driving my pure Italian stock b. The sw.trm was put in the
same place in a hive with some comb in it. Unaccountably

this hive swarmed naturally on the 4th of July, a tiny swarm,

before the bees had half-fiUed their box with comb. This was

hived m a small box and put on my garden stand in place of

H (see page 407 of last volume). It remains there still, sup-

ported entirely upon sugar. My notion is, that b, when driven

ou the 22ud of May, had an old Italian queen (imported), who

must have died some time m June, for I observed a royal cell

in it. Further, I am of opinion that one of the youthful

princesses must have led off the July swarm. However this

may have been, both are alive, but the bees in the swarmed

stock B are the strongest ; both, too, have well-marked Italians

tlii-oughout. The original parent hive, out of which I drove

the first swarm on the 22nd, after taking out a piece of brood-

comb, I put in the place of d, a very strong degenerate hybrid

stock, which I shifted into the fowl-house to the vacant place

N. Out of the piece of brood-comb (pure Italian of course), I

made up a swarm to put in place of c, which I also shifted on

the 23rd of May to the fowl-house, where it now stands iu

place of L, previously sold.

It was the shifted stock N whose queen, as I believe, mi-

grated the same or the following day back to her old stance iu

the bee-house (d), and led off a swarm therefrom on the 24th

of May, about which some controversy arose in the summer
between myself and your esteemed correspondent, Mr. Lowe.

This gentleman positively denied—too positively as I ventured

to think—that queens ever take airkigs in this sort of way.

The occurrence which I recorded was differently, and, no doubt,

reasonably accounted for ; but it stUl remains an open question.

At page 499 of last volume will be found a corroboration of

my own view, iu an extract from the American " Bee-keeper's

Journal."
This swarm with its degenerate hybrid queen and bees I

placed in an empty hive on the vacant stance a, in the bee-

house. There it remained degenerate as ever; whereas, the

artificial stock d, out of which it swarmed, abounds in beauti-

fuUy-marked Italians, and has, I doubt not, a young queen

raised out of the brood-comb, which I gave them only two days

before the degenerates quitted it.

June 1th.—A second awarm issued from N, which was hived

and placed ou the garden stand the same day, and is numbered

h2. These are still alive and weU.

June 8th.—A second swarm issued from d, located on gar-

den stand, but bemg overlooked died of starvation in November.

June 30th.—A fine natural swarm issued from F, which has

an imported Italian queen, the last Mr. Woodbury procured

for me. It is still doing weU as j2, ou my garden stand.

July 8th.—A fine swarm out of a nameless stock with a

pure-bred Itahau queen hived as i, in the same place.

July 10th.—A second swarm out of r, put on garden stand

and labelled j, by dint of feeding is stUl alive.

July 13th.—The last swarm of the year came off to-day, a

maiden swarm, out of a, in bee-house. I gave them a super

with some 8 lbs. of honey to begin with. They are stUl aUve

and well. This hive, i2, makes the sixth on my garden stand.

It wiU be seen that my apiary at the close of the year

numbered fifteen stocks, which stand as foUows :

—

BEE.HOUSE.
A. B. <;.

Pure-bred Italian. Same as B.

Queen b. Juno, 1871.

NU.

GABDEN STAND.

H. I.

Pure-bred Italian. Pure-bred Italian.

Queen imported, 1868, Queen b., 1868.

or pure.bred, 1871, June.
H2. 12. J2.

Hybrid queen degenerate, Degenerate hybiid. Imported queen, 1870.

b. June, 1871. Queen b. 1870.

FOWl-HOUSE.
K. L.

Nil. Hybrid Italian. Queen b. 1870.

M. N.

Pure-bred Italiau. Degenerate. Queen b. June, 1871.

Queen b. 1870.

Besides those mentioned above, I had other swarms which I

gave away or returned to their hives. The year with me has

been prolific in swarms beyond all my experience. Of honey

there has been none to speak of. I obtained a fine super from

M, containing about 25 lbs. nett, also about 8 lbs. from c, 7 lbs.

from D, and 4 lbs. from E, total 44 lbs. of honey, which is the

smallest honey harvest that has been gathered-in by me siace
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1S61. Only one of my fifteen stocks is ivealthy enough to
Bun-ive the wmter and spring -n-ithout feeding. Of the rest I
feax half will die, not from want of attention, but from the
seventy of the weather, which has made mo cease feeding al-
together earher than I should have done.—B. & W.

OUE LETTEE BOX.
Bristol Show.—Mrs. F. S. Alkwright, Sutton ScarscJale, Chesterfield,

Tmtes to U6 that our reporter was quite wrong in stating that her first-prize
Dorking cocicrel was an old bird. .She states, and we ai-e sure truly, that itwas hatched in March hist. It was claimed at Bristol at the catalogue price,

St-NDERLiND PocxTBT Show (C.).—Xot being advertised we oondudo itwas a small local show.

PI.YMOCTH Show (J. iOTiy).—We made no inferences, nor can any be drawn
farriy from what we said. We do not know anything about tout connection
Tfltn a contemporary.

PiiSLEV Ormthologic-u, ASSOCIATION'S SHOW.-Tho reporter has Omitted
to state, that fcr the best Gold-pencilled Hamburgh cock, the special prizewas awarded to Eobcrt Macnab, Cardonald by Govan.
PorLTRT (O. Bi,so/.).-No such periodical. "The Poultry Book " is pub-

lished at our othce, and can be had free by post for ejd. postage stamps.
EGG-EAirNo Hexs (A Suhscriberl-lhcm are only two modes of preren-

gg, or haying the trap nest

EicHANGEs (H. W(Wi}.—Tf{e msert brief notices of exchanges desired for
one shilling each. ^

Brahma Puleet Dead (_B. )— There was a stoppage. You did right in
administermg the castor-oU, but in our opinion the gin was injurious Tonmay accept it as an axiom that wine or gin should only be administered in
extreme cases, when nothing can increase the danger, and then they should
be giyen by means of bread soaked in them. Our impression is that on
careful eiamination yon will find an egg in the passage so fixed that itimpeded the exercise of aU natural functions. Had that been assisted by
means of a feather dipped in oU, the bird would probably have been aUve
and usefully employed in increasing the food of man in the shape of e-gs
_
Cochin Chinas not Laving (£, C. P.—It may be you have been deceiyed" the age of your fowls without its haying been done wilfully. Wo do not

' go to ten months without laying, and it is only the eicep-
' «"" T

: :^ jjjg winter is a question of age. not of

believe a Cochin
tion when they lay at five. Laying
breed. There is no breed whose province it is to lay out of season" Layingm the winter m these latitudes (and in others that are called more favoured)
is^ entirely a question of months and not race—and only pullets lay in the
winter. You are to have a httle patience, breed some chickens tliis year, and
yon will see you will have eggs from pullets before they are ten months old.
Vie have no fault to find with your feeding, except that we would abjure the
cat B meat. Instead of a pole lor going in and out o( the house, give them a
hole in the door, supply them two or three times per week with heavy sods of
growing grass. Let them have road grit to bask and dust lu; and if they

'pgs. they will soon do away with your grievance. "SYhat is
do not eat th. ,_ _ _
the floor of their roosting house ?

—
Black Bantam Points {Inquirer).—Yon a

only Bantam that must have the drooping wing
3 altogether wrong. The
i the Sebright. It is part
other bird is it required.
B know in the present day,

xplicable awards, but we
the ftiimitted

0( the breed that they should have it, but
We have not to take up cudgels for judges, and
when their name is legion, there are curious and ,
are not aware there has been any change of opinion ^^,j^
judges. Black and White Bantams were shown before the G
lactnred. It was always a positive point that in both breeds the birds should
be smart, clean, earlobe small, and that the cocks should have very long sickles
These do not match with drooping wings. The carriage of a Sebright, with
the tail of a Black or WMte-, would cause the latter to be thrown over his

? ',?^ "^ '"°°'* ** disquahfied as squirrel-taUed. Black Bantams
should be smaU

;
they should be neat and close in leather; quite black, save

that they may have gloss on their feathers ; taper legs not too stout, fault-
less small white deaf ears, smart carriage, and the cock should have long
streaming feathers, carrying his tail rather low.

_ TYReey Eoi;pY {A 5 ounj) Beginner).—Qh-e yonr Tiu-key some bread soaked
in strong beer. Give her onion tops in her food, and administer every nigh.
tUl she begms to mend two pUls of camphor, each the size of a garden plal
Tour Brahmas cannot take the roup from her. They are not subject to it.
Iheu- compkmt is, " wasting." They rarely have it, and it is not infectious.
11 they are faihng, give them bread steeped in strong beer. Meat and other
atunulatmg food yrill make birds lay; but it is a lamentable process, the
number of eggs is lessened rather than increased, and the bird is often
ncnrably injured.

•j*^t^, ^^•F'^ Points (S;im).—The points of a Game Bantam should be
Identical with those of a Game cock. The only difference between the two
that IS permitted is that of size. Sharp, clear, snake-like head, scanty hackleand saddle, droopmg tail rather than carried upright, hard plumage, wmg
chpped up to the body, weU placed spur, absence of duck foot, moderate
tliigh. All these pomts are required m a Game Bantam. A Game fowlwith a double comb should be as rare as a man with two heads
Black Polanbs' Crests—Minorcas (H. Boofr).—The only way m which

yon can keep the top-knots of your Polands clean, is to fasten them no withan elastic band. They not only get wet when they are unconfined, but theyBecome heavy and faU around their eyes whenever the fowls eat or drink The
confinement you speak of will do very weU for a temporary residence, for
instance durmg bad weather, but not for a continuance. What is the
flooring of It ? The Mmorcas are extinct ; they were supposed to be red-faced
Spanish, and were common in Devonshire. A White Dorking cock and henweighmg lb lbs. would be large bu-ds of the breed.

Pigeons' Kest Pans fNew Suijcriber). — We do not know where theewthenware pans you mention are to be had. We do not think they are

JThroat Rattle (Light Brahma).—A table-spoonful of castor-oil given to
the hen two nights in succession, followed by feeding for a day or two on
bread and ale, with a pill of camphor night and morning.
AVLABY FOR PiGEONS (rorfcsMrc).—There would seem to be no reason why

yoti should not make the roof of glass, as we presume your birds are oidy to
be in the place by day, and not to breed in it. If the latter it woiUd be too
Hot m summer. You will, of course, have open wirework at the side, for they

want air as well as light and sunshine. The usual plan is to have the roof of
corrugated iron, with a window in it, and the side wire, either end being close,
b^' mich depends on the position of yours, and the use you put it to. A very
shallow vase in the centre, or one nearly filled with gravel, and then water on
the top would be nice as a bath, and ornamental likewise.

Gold Fish in an AQnARicM (Heie).-Whether in an aquarium or in a
glass globe they require feeding; the following, published in an American
paper, coincides with our own experience. "I have kept gold fish for two
years or more. The first six months, or thereabouts, I lost eight fish by
foUowing the instructions of parties from whom I purchased. I then thought
I would use my own judgment in the matter and see if feeding would kill
them, as I had been informed by the aforesaid dealer. I now have five gold

oni'
''^^^ minnows, one crawfish or crab, and four turtles in an aquarium

30 by 16 inches and 12 inches deep. I have on the bottom about 2 inches of
fine lake sand, and scattered here and there stones built up or piled so as to
form run-ways. I feed them about twice a-week with fresh beef, cut into small
pieces and dropped on the water, when, quick as a trout after a fly, they will
seize the pieces until satisfied. I have often seen them jump 3 inches above
the water trying to catch a fly on the side of the glass. I keep a small plant
of Calla in a pot standing in the water all the time ; some say it helps to keep
the water pure. I change and renew the water twice a-week durg thein
winter and three times during the summer."
Dying Grasses (.fl. .S.).—We cannot give details of the processes lor

various colours. The readiest way would be to use the dying fluids advertised.
We forget the proprietor's name, but any chemist could tell you.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS,
Camden Square, Lokdon.

Lat. 51° 32' 40" N. ; Long. 8' 0" W. ; Altitude 111 feet.

Date.
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to draw the attention of some of tlie readers of tire

• ' — v.H,herto neglected the Bromeliads, to therr

jonnial who nai^ .
'"^ nlain and practical

many claims to notice, I pm-pose givmg » .... ,
•

descriptions of some of the most
^':^}^'l^^]^.fjZaLs

found in OUT gardens, commencmg with I ''''\'«/™;
'^/'"S^

This TeiT elegant species has been chosen for the hist plate

of the Miseries of the " Floral Magazine," and a Teiy bean-

tHul XeTt it is when five or six scapes are seen together. My

attention was first called to this pUmt about three years ago

when vising some of the piincipal German gardens, and

Ilthoug" it was not in first-rate concUtion at that ime, I saw

suffic ent of i to induce me to suppose that it would develope

heater beauties under a more Uberal course of treatment, and

faccordingly procured it. I have now no hesitation m saynig

it deserves to be grown in every coUection, however small

The plant I have introduced to my readers' notice is dwarf

and compact in habit; the leaves are Ught green, she^tlnng

.at the base, and arranged in a rosulate manner, so as to^ve

it a vase-like appearance. The flower-spike is erect, produced

from the centre of the plant, and bears upon its summit a

Sstichous scape of narrow boat-shaped bidets the upper ha^f

of which are dark green with a crimson base. The orange-

yellow flowers vary from six to twelvem number are aU longer

Ihan the bracts, crimson at the base, and tipped with black at

the apex. So persistent are these flowers and bracts, that the

plant when in bloom retams its peculiar and striking contrast

of colours for many weeks, and may be placed without injury

S a vase for the decoration of the drawing-room or a lady's

boudou-. I think none can gainsay my assertion that it de-

serves the attention of every plant-gi'ower.

The cultivation of Yiiesia brachystachys hke that of he ma-

jority of the order, is extremely simple. They natuiially lead an

epiphytal life, and this fact must be bornem mmd by amateurs

whL placing them, for their own personal convemence, m
flower-pots. In such a state good and thorough drainage is

not only essential to their well-bemg, but actually to their

verv exiitence, and I invariably find when any of them m pot

get' into bad order, that placing them on a block of ^oo^^f^;^

then suspending them in a moist warm atmosphere, is suie to

restore them to their wonted vigour. The sod for this plant

should consist of two parts good leaf mould, t^° P^/tf P^*'

and one part each of light loam and sand. Before leavnig

?Ms subject, however, I must just revert to a practice too much

nvo"uewih gardeners, and that is turning the plants npside

down to empty the water from the natural receptacles formed

Cl^he overlapping of the base of the leaves. Nothing m my

estoation ca\fbe more prejudicial to the health of .th^^ P an

than such a practice, for I find that water standing m these is

ihe irtual life of the plant, and therefore I mvariably make

the crown of the plant the receptacle for all the water given

That v.ortion which runs over and trickles down the plant is

usually sufficient for the roots.—Exteeio Ckede.

THE ACTION OF NITEOGEN GAS ON PLANTS.

By CuTHEEET W. Johnson, F.R.S.

The action of the nitrogen of our atmosphere upon vege-

tation has long been a moot question w^th chemists. That

this gas should form 79 per cent, of the an- we breathe tha it

should be a constituent of so large a proportion of vegetable

substances, and yet that those vegetables should not denve

any portioi of it from the atmosphere, has ever been regarded

as doubtful. It is true that the most careful chemical le-

searches have hardlv detected any absorption of nitrogen gas

by plants. The different vei-y valuable researches on this

iiiportant inquiry were some time since described by Professor

Way IJour. Roy. Ag. Soc, vol. xvi., p. 249) If, however, the

absorption of the nitrogen gas of the atmosphere is stdl a moot

point there is yet no doubt of the value to vegetation of the

^troien contahied in the nitric acid, and the ammonia which

is contained in rain water, and which Way calculates to be

annually equal per acre to the manuriiig power of 1 cwt of

guano.
' The agricultui-ist, adds the professor " may profit by

this newly discovered bounty of Nature if he will take fuU

advantage of the atmospheric manure by means of dramage

which m-omotes the equal flow of water through, mstead of

over his soil, by deep cultivation and thorough pulverisation

of the land, which brings every part of it into contact with

the au-. The atmosphere to the farmer is like the sea to the

fisherman; he who spreads his nets the wide.4 wiU catch the

most."—(I6i(J.,p. 266.)

But then there are certain phenomena which induce the

suspicion that in some way, either direct or indirect, the atmo-

spheric nitrogen gas is made subservient to the growth o

"'nnts Thus nitric acid, which is composed of mtrogen ancl

t'— ' • •-". water, and also ammonia (composed
oxygen, is found in loi." ' ., „„„;ont As, then,
of nitrogen and hydrogen), is ^^ S^-^^rally pre^vnt, As e

the combination of nitrogen with oxygen
°™«J"'"° ^^^^^

and, when united with hydrogen, ^mmoma bo h very valuable

fprt lisprs the iniiuiry naturaUy suggests itself as to wnemer

these gases n^"h be profitably combined by artificial means

An e^?nt^ivil en|neer, Mr. Jarnes Nasmy h bas la e^y

hiir naner whi/h is introduced by some remarks by Mr

j'tmt^ S?a:d\as appended to it an out^^^^^^^^^^

(joo comnressing machme, that Nitrogen, aiinoufen a, ui

Sbuncirt consfituent element in our atmosphere do not

appear to act so readily as a fertihser
'^i.^.^'^^^^J^P^^f"^^

to tV,p roots of nlantsin combmation with some otner suu

s?ance from which combination plants abstract the mtrogen

I^oZm, behig composed of hydrogen and nitrogen

Il%rnifroSn^SliirasTh^"o^^^^^^

''^^:^Vm''S^f^ ^orty years ago and con^

BideS^g tdnexhaustibleiess of the store of niti-ogen we

nossess ill our atmosphere, it occurred to me that, could we

K^somem^s^ofla^gh^d^oft^^^^^^

source around us, instead of having to obtain the aesire

1 f^CTof^t^o:TMch^^wS1^l:f r fer
diser

I flwo tW nresence if ammonia, from which the plants by

-- iSfiSt^r I Ctii:-^:^r me^
nrsom mechanici-chemical process - could manage t^

'4hofSt^t°s7mTmltttrbS^^^^^^
X^a^^t^hlor^^eral^ubst^^^^^^^^^^^^

of the atmospnere i™^
, ^ j ^ percussive compression

result might ensue."

BBOCCOLI-The Cornish BroccoH trade .of 1872 has com-
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Loudou. Price from Is. 6d. to 2s. per dozen heads. £60 have

beeu given this season for one early acre-.—(rimes.)

HISTOKY OF THE GLASTONBURY AND
BENEDICTINE PEAKS.

I WISH to make a few more remarlis on the Glastonbury

Pear which may help to settle two points. Firstly, Its identity

with the Esper'ine appears to bo very doubtful ; and secondly,

Mr. Sampson's Benedictine and the Glastonbury Pear are the

same. From your editorial remarks I learn the Esperine could

not well have been distributed m tliis country before 1850, or,

in other words, it was not known to be cultivated in England
thirty years ago. There can be no doubt the Glastonbury

Pear tree is older, and for twenty years has beeu grown against

a garden wall by a resident in the town, who has known the

original tree thirty years. When I sent you the fruit in 1865,

I ought to have stated the Pear tree was growing at Glaston-

bury, and not, as you supposed, at Edgarley from whence I

wrote. My first impression was the tree had never been
grafted, but now I think otherwise.

The original Pear tree now promises to bear a heavy crop of

fruit ; should it do so I wiU forward some to your office for

comparison witVi those grown in a garden, also some of the

leaves. The tree stands in a hedge dividing two Apple
orchards

; near it are twoJElms more than forty years old, and
in the same hedge are several Pear trees, never grafted, and
the fruit worthless. I consider they were stocks planted about
the same time as the Apple trees, and were intended to be

grafted, but only one was done, the Glastonbury Pear. The
Apple trees in both orchards are about the same age, certainly

not less than forty years.

When fruit are sent for identification it should be stated

whether grown on a standard or against a wall, and the aspect,

as exposure to a warm sun greatly adds to the colour of the

fruit. The fruit I sent to Mr. Elvers were growni against a

wall and highly coloured, much more so than those sent to

you in 1865, which were grown on a pyramid. I make the

above remark, as you notice a difference between the Bene-
dictine, which you say resembles the Brown Beurre, and the

Glastonbury Pear ; they may not have been grown under the

same conditions.

Previous to my sending the Pears to Mr. Elvers, some were
sent to Mr. Cramb, who named them Brown Beurrfi, and his

opinion was also confirmed by some one who saw the fruit.

Mr. LoveU, in 1862, obtained grafts either from the tree in the

orchard hedge, or from Mr. Chapman, who was the first to

bring the Pear into notice, and had then grown it against a
wall for many years. In 1865, as already stated, I sent you
two Pears which were grown in Mr. Lovell's garden, and as

your report was then so favourable (and which I have sent to

Mr. Elvers with the Pears), I largely grafted the variety in

1866 and 1867, as I wished the Pear to be distributed, and
mentioned it to two nurserymen. About that time, or a httle

later, Mr. Lovell sent to Edgarley for some of the grafts, which
he had promised to Mr. Sampson. I was pleased to give them,
as I considered there was a fair chance of the Glastonbury Pear
being distributed. Last February Mr. LoveU called my at-

tention to an article in the Gardenfrs' Mafia;ine, page 84, and
wished me to answer it, as it was very liiely to mislead the
public. No doubt that article if not noticed helps to esta-

bhsh a new Pear, and to confuse the identity of the Bene-
dictine and Glastonbury Pear. The following is the article :

—

" Among new fruit now in course of being distributed, there
is another west-of-Englaud Pear named the Benedictine. This
is in course of distribution by Mr. Thomas Sampson, Preston
Eoad Nurseries, Yeovil. This variety was raised from a cross
between Huyshe's Princess of Wales and Van Mons LCon Le-
clerc, by Mr. W. LoveU, of Glastonbury. The fruit when ripe
has a handsome appearance, and is nicely tinted with red on the
side towards the sun ; the flesh is melting, rich, and juicy, the
flavour said to be vei-y fine, and with an exquisite aroma. It
is a midwinter Pear, in use from November to the end of

January. It takes its name from this, that" the garden of
Mr. LoveU in which it was fruited adjoins that of the Bene-
dictine Monks at Glastonbury. Mr. LoveU has placed the
entire stock in the hands of Mr. Sampson for distribution."
Many grafts and trees I have given away in this neighbour-

hood, and should any of your readers wish for grafts I shaU
have much pleasure in sending some. There is no reason
why the Pear should be caUed Benedictine, and uutU the Pear

is identified I would suggest that it be caUed the Glaston-

bury Pear, a title which at present it has a right to, and is

laiown by in the neighbom-hood. The Pear is ripe towards

the end of October, and may sometimes last uutU the end of

November.

—

John Albeki Poech, Edgarley, Glastonbury.

It is always agreeable to see a controversy conducted with

good nature : under such feeUngs I venture to inquire into the

origin of the Benedictine Pear. I do not know Mr. LoveU. Mr.

Sampson I know as an honourable nurseryman who would
not knowingly deceive the world. According to what is known
of the origin of this Pear it was raised from a cross between
Huyshe's Prince of Wales and Van Mons Loon Leclerc, both

fine Pears. The former was sent out in 1860, or about that

time, as maiden trees on the Pear stock. Such trees would not

bear fruit tUl 1864 or 1865 ; the young seedlings would, say, be

in a growing state in 1865 or 1866, and, from my long expe-

rience, they would not bear fruit till eight years old, or rather

ten years old, as it is very rare for a seedUng Pear in this

country to bear under that period. Now, according to the

lowest calculation, taking eight years, the trees would not beai'

tUl 1872. The Benedictine Pear has been under cultivation

two or three years—I received my trees in the autumn of

1870—this seems to me to redirce the bearing state of the seed-

Ungs to an incredibly short period. I write this merely as an
inquirer, having taken your statement (page 58) as a fact.

There has been, probably, some mistake as to its origin which

may be at once explained.

—

Thos. Eivebs.

[Mr-. Porch has been kind enough to send us two large

pieces, apparently two large pjTamids, of the Edgarley Found-
ling or Glastonbury Pear, by which we are somewhat confirmed

in our suspicion that the Edgarley and the Benedictine Pears

are distinct sorts, and that by some means two varieties have
got together under the same name. In our notes on Benedic-

tine we remarked that it " very much resembles Brown Beurrfi

in form and colour;" and it is remarkable that, according to

Mr. Porch, that careful observer Mr. Cramb should have come
to the same independent conclusion. That the doubts we
expressed as to the Pear sent to us in 1865 by Mr. Porch, and
which we named Edgarley Foundling, is the same as that sent

to us last year by Mr. Sampson under the name of Benedictine,

are weU founded has some confirmation from the two speci-

mens of the tree now sent us. One is much stronger and
more robust than the other ; the colour of the shoots is a

bright, clear, yet deep reddish brown or mahogany colour,

thickly strewed with large distinct clear freckles (Icntkelles as

Mr. Elvers caUs them), and the buds prominent. The other

is not so thick or robust in growth, the shoots of a greyish

ohve colour, freckles small and sparse, and not much lighter

than the colour of the wood. We draw no other conclusion

from these facts than that they confirm oiur suspicion, and
that probably the mahogany-wooded variety is Brown Bem're.

We leave others to investigate the matter farther.—^Ens.]

COLD PRODUCED BY RADIATION AND
EVAPORATION.

Letters have been received by us so frequently of late com-
plaining that the heatiug apparatus employed was not quite

sufficient to maintain the required temperatures, that we feel

convinced an attention to the means of checking radiation and
evaporation from the glass of the stove, greenhouse, conser-

vatory, and i^it would be an effective resource. Glass radiates

heat verj- rapidly, and during a cloudless night it quickly, and
to a very low degree, cools the air in contact with it. Dew is

deposited upon the glass, and then heat has to be suppUed for

the evaporation of that. Clouds reduce the radiation from the

glass of our garden structures, and much more effectively do

coverings outside but near the glass. For example, a ther-

mometer placed upon a grass plat, exposed to a clear sky, feU

to 35° ; but another thermometer, within a few yards of the

preceding, but with the radiation of the rays of heat from

the grass checked by no other covering than a cambric pocket-

handkerchief, dechned no lower than 42'. No difference of

result occurs whether the radiating surface be paraUel or per-

pendicular to the horizon ; for when the mercury in a ther-

mometer, hung against an openly exposed waU, feU to 38°,

another thermometer against the same waU, but beneath a web
of gauze stretched tightly at a few inches' distance, indicated

a temperature of 43°.

For this reason, sustained as it is by the experience of gar-
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doners, we recommend the more general adoption of outside

blinds. They are useful for shading in summer as well as for

retaining heat in winter, and at this season they may be used
even during the day on the roofs of many of our glazed struc-

tures without injury to their tenants. The following is an
arrangement we would recommend.
The bUnd is fixed at the top of I he roof, the roller passing

up and down when required, as shown in the accompanying
drawings. A thick

string passes from
the hand round a

pulley fixed at the

corner of the roof,

and continues on-
ward to the wheel at-

tached to one end of

the pole. Supposing
the wheel to be at

the bottom—that is,

lot down, the string :

will then be turned -^
many times round '-'-^. - --..._---

the large wheel, say '^^"^:;i;rv_;^Z_r-—̂ ^^^-—"^'
6 inches in diame-

""

tcr. The action is

thus :—You pull the string passing over the pulley, which un-
winds the string turned many times round the wheel, and as
the strmg is gathered into the
hand the po'e turns round, winds
up the blind, and proceeds with
its burden until safely landed
under its wooden covering at

the top. There is some little

accommodation required to learn
how best to get the far end of

the pole to reach its destination
;.t the same time as the near
end ; but this, like all such mat-
ters, simply requires a slight

observation to make the arrange-
ment simple and effectual. Tlie

covering or locker for the bUnd,
wiieu drawn up, works on hinges
and shuts down, resting on the
roof, thus secui-ing the blind from rain or damp.
The bearers should be four in number, about 3 inches from

the roof, half an inch thick, to preserve the heat generated
within, and to exclude more effectually the outer cold. The
bearers to project beyond the glass at the lower ends. Let the
blind down 1 foot beyond the glass, which serves the pui'pose of

a bhud for the front in keeping out the frost.

The blind is of a brown coarse stout canvas, such as is

used for paclcing, 2 yards wide, at 9d. per yard. Before fixing
up stretch it on the ground, and brush well over twice with
boiled linseed oil.

As a proof of the cooling powers of radiation, and as a hint
sometimes useful when the ice-house fails, we copy the follow-

ing from our contemporary Nattire.

ICE-MAKING IN THE TROPICS.

The most marked example of the influence of radiation of
heat on temperature is its influence on the jjroduction of arti-

ficial ice by the natives of India.
The fields in which the ice is made are low, flat, and open;

and the ice is produced in large quantities when the tem-
peratui-e of the air is 16° or 20° F. above the freezing point

;

and the plan followed is an interesting example of accurate
observation applied to practical purposes by a people now
ignorant of sc;e<ice. The same process has been employed
from time immemorial in India with scientific accui'acy ; and
while the theory was explained by Dr. WeUs (Essay on Dew,
1814) , the practical application was not so well imderstood

;

and this first led me to investigate the subject in India (Experi-
mental Essay; Jour. Asiatic Society, Calcutta, vol. ii., p. 80.)
The following method is employed by the natives of Bengal

for making ice at the town of Hooghly, near Calcutta, in fields
freely exposed to the sky, and formed of a black loam soil upon
a substratum of sand.
The natives commence theii' preparations by maiking out a

rectangular piece of ground 120 feet long by 20 broad, in an
easterly and westerly direction, fi'om which the soil is removed
to a depth of 2 feet. This exoavatiou is smoothed, and is

allowed to remain exposed to the sun to diy, when rice straw
in fiiuall sheaves is laid in an oblique direction in the hollow,

with loose straw upon the top, to the depth of lA foot, leaving

its surface half a foot below that of the ground. Numerous
beds of this kind are formed, with narrow pathways between
them, in which large earthen water-jars are sunk in the ground
for the convenience of having water near, to fill the shallow
unglazed earthen vessels in which it is to be frozen. These
dishes are 9 inches in diameter at the top, diminishing to

4/'o inches at the bottom, Ij-'J, deep, and ,^o of an inch in thick-

ness ; and are so porous as to become moist throughout when
water is put into them.

Dui'ingthe day the loose straw in the beds above the sheaves
is occasionally turned up, so that the whole may be kept dry,

and the water-jars between the beds are filled with soft pure
water from the neighbouring pools. Towards evening the

shallow earthen dishes are arranged in rows upon the straw,

and by means of small earthen pots, tied to the extremities of

long bamboo rods, each is filled about a third with water. The
quantity, however, varies according to the expectation of ice

—

wliich is known by the clearness of the sky, and the steadiness

with which the wind blows from the N.N.W. When favour-

able, about 8ozs. of water is put into each dish, and when less

is expected, from 2 to 4 ozs. is the usual quantity ; but in all

cases more water is put into the dishes nearest the western

end of the beds, as the sun first falls on that part, and the ice

is thus more easily removed, from its solution being quicker.

There are about 4590 plates in each of the beds last made,
and if we allow 5 ozs. for each dish, which presents a surface

of about 4 inches square, there will be an aggregate of 239 gal-

lons, and a surface of 1530 square feet of water in each bed.

In the cold season, when the temperature of the air at the

ice fields is under 50" F., and there are gentle aii-s from the

northern and western direction, ice forms in the course of the

night in each of the shallow dishes. Persons are stationed to

observe when a small film appears upon the water in the dishes,

when the contents of several are mixed together, and thrown
over the other dishes. This operation increases the congeal-

ing process ; as a state of calmness has been discovered by the

natives to diminish the quantity of ice produced. When the

sky is quite clear, with gentle steady airs from the N.N.W.

,

which proceed from the hUIs of considerable elevation near
Bheerboom, about one hundred miles from Hooghly, the freez-

ing commences before or about midnight, and continues to

advance until morning, when the thickest ice is formed. I

have seen it seven-tenths of an inch in thickness, and in a few

very favoui'able nights the whole of the water is frozen, when
it is called by the natives soUd ice. When it commences to

congeal between two and thi-ee o'clock in the morning, thinner

ice is expected, called paper ice ; and when about four or five

o'clock in the morning the thinnest is obtained, called flower

ice.

Upwards of 250 persons of all ages are actively employed
in seeming the ice for some hours every morning that ice is

procured, and this foi-ms one of the most animated scenes wit-

nessed in Bengal. In a favourable night upwards of 10 cwt. ef

ice will be obtained from one bed, and from twenty beds up-
wards of 10 tons.

When the wind attains a southerly or easterly direction

no ice is formed, from its not being sufficiently dry ; not even
though the temperature of the air be lower than when it is

made with the wind more from a northern or western point.

The N.N.W is the most favourable direction of wind for

making ice, and this diminishes in power as it approaches the

due north or west. In the latter case more latitude is allowed

than from the N.N.W. to the north. So great is the influence

of the direction of wind on the ice, that when it changes in

the course of a night from the N.N.W to a less favourable

dii'ection, the change not only prevents the formation of more
ice, but dissolves what may have been formed. On such oc-

casions fi mist is seen hovermg over the ice beds, from the

moisture over them, and the quantity condensed by the cold

wind. A mist in like manner forms over deep tanks during
favourable nights for making ice.

Another important cu-cumstance in the production of ice is

the irmount of wind. When it approaches a breeze no ice is

formed. This is explained by such rapid currents of ah' re-

moving the cold air before any accumulation of ice has taken

place in the ice beds. It is for these reasons that the thickest

ice is expected when during the day a breeze has blown from
the N.W., which thoroughly dries the ground.

The ice dishes present a large moist external surface to the
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<liy northerly ereniug air, which cools the water in them, so

tli'at, when at 61° it will iu a few minutes fall to 56% or even
lower. But the moisture which exudes through the dish is

quickly frozen when the evaporation from the external surface

no longer continues radiative ; a more powerful agent then

produces the ice in the dishes.

The quantity of dry straw in the ice beds forms a large mass
of a bad conductor of heat, which penetrates but a short way
into it dm-ing the day ; and as soon as the sun descends below
the horizon, this large and powerfully-radiating surface is

Ibrought into action, and affects the water in the thin porous

vessels, themselves powerful radiators. The cold thus pro-

duced is further increased by the damp night air descending

-to the earth's surface, and by the removal of the heating

cause, which deposits a portion of its moisture upon the

now powerfully radiating, and therefore cold, surface of the

straw, the water, and the large moist surface of the dishes.

^'heu better radiators of heat were substituted, as glazed,

-white, or metallic dishes, the cold was greater, and the ice

"Was thicker, and the dishes were heavier in the morning
than the common dishes. Any accumulation of heat on
their surface from the ' deposit of moisture is prevented
by the cold dry north-west airs which slowly pass over the

erlishes. The wind quickly dries the ground, and declines to-

wards night to moderate airs. The influence of these causes is

so powerful that I have seen the mercury in the thermometer
placed upon the straw between the dishes descend to 27°, when
3 feet above the ice pits it was 48°.

So powerful is the cooling effect of radiation on clear nights

in tropical climates, that in very favourable mornings, during

the cold season, drops of dew may sometimes be found con-

:gealed in Bengal upon the thatched roofs of houses, and upon
the exposed leaves of plants. In the'eveniug the cooling pro-

cess advances more rapidly than could be supposed by one
who has not experienced it himself, and proves the justness of

liis feelings by the aid of the thermometer. In the open
plain on which the ice is male, I have seen the temperature of

the air, 4 feet above the ground, fall 70o° to 57°, in the

time the suu took to descend the two last degrees before his

setting.

The tropical rains are succeeded by the cold season, when
tho night is cold, the sky qiute clear, and the air becomes a

.bad conductor of electricity, from the dry northern winds
which then prevail. This is proved by the rapidity with which
evaporation proceeds, by the dispersion of clouds, and by the

more evident proofs which the hygrometer exhibits. During
the cold season vegetation proceeds, and electricity continues

to be evolved by hving bodies, and during their decompo-
sition.

These remarks wUl enable us to explain the process by which
•the ice is prepared in Bengal.

1st, The large quantity of dry straw and moist dishes

rapidly become cold, by their powerfully radiating surfaces, at

the same time that the large body of dry straw strongly attracts

positive electricity, and the descending currents of air deposit

moisture in the dishes of water. Hence, during a cold and
•clear night, with airs from the N.N.W., the cooUng process

will advance more rapidly in proportion to the non-electric or

attractive nature of tlie body, which with the radiating power
•of the surface, regulates the cold and the quantity of dew de-
posited upon the body.

2nd, The high anil dry situation and free exposure of the
ice fields to tho sky, and the absence of all causes which could
interrupt the influence of the large body of non-electrics, and
the extensive surface of powerful radiating substances, suffi-

•ciently account for the degree of cold produced in the ice

plates ; and
3rd, The cool, dry north-we:,t au-s slowly pass over the ice

ieds, absorbing the accumulation of moisture and of heat,

which is given off by the liquefying of a large quantity of

"water that would otherwise accumulate over the beds ; and,
tthus retaining the air clear and dry, allows the full operation
.:)f the other causes, particularly radiation.—T. A. Wise.

[This method of obtaining ice seems to have been practised
l.y the Israelites in the time of Josephus, for he mentions " the
a\; which the inhabitants of the country make during the
nmmer."—(Dr. Bello Jud., iii., 10.)

It may be useful also to mention that if 1 lb. of sulphuric
acid (oil of vitriol) is mixed with 1 lb. of water and allowed to

. become cold, and then 2J lbs. of powdered crystals of sulphate
of soda (Cilauber's salt) are added, the operation being carried

ou in a cM place, the temperature of the mixture will sink to

several degrees below the freezing point of water. The whole
costs but a few pence.

—

Eds.]

VISIT OF THE EOY.yL HOETICULTURAL
SOCIETY TO BIEMINGHAM.

A PUBLIC meeting was held iu the committee room of the
Town Hall, ou the 18th inst., for the appointment of a local
committee and makiug other arrangements for promoting the
Exhibition of the Royal Horticultural Society in Birmingham
iu the mouth of June next. Mr. Aldermau G. B. Lloyd (Ex-
Mayor), occupied tho chair. Mr. Marshall, a member of the
Society's Coimcil, and Mr. Richards, Assistant Secretary, at-

tended as a deputation.
Mr. T. B. Wright before moving the first resolution, men-

tioned that letters of apology for non-attendance had been re-

ceived from many gentlemen and gentlemen's gardeners. He
said it was very satisfactory to find that so many noblemen's
and gentlemen's gardehers were willing to render assistance iu
carrying out the undertaking which had brought them together.

He had pleasure in moving, that the meeting having heard with
much satisfaction that the Council of the Royal Horticultural
Society had accepted the invitation to bold their next country
meeting in Birmingham ou the 25th, 2fith, 27th, 28th, and 29th
June next, pledged itself to co-operate in all the arrangements
which might be necessary to promote the success of this its first

visit to the district. They had ou two former occasions met iu

that room to co-operate with local committees appointed to

render the visit of the Royal Agricultural Society to towns not
far distant from Bii-mingham as successful as possible. In 1859

the Society held its show at Warwick, and in 1871 at Wolver-
hampton ; and in both instances the appeal to the town was
met in a very liberal manner. On the present occasion Birming-
ham was the actual scene of operations, and instead of co-operat-

ing with a committee, they w'ere met that day to appoint a
local committee which would take the management of all the
arrangements of the forthcoming visit. The inhabitants of

Birmingham were glad to assist the Royal Agricultural Society,

and he was of opinion they would show the same spirit of liber-

ality towards the sister Association—the Royal Horticultural
Society. On the former occasions to which he referred, the sub-

committee merely took in hand the work for the town : but in

the present instance their work would be not only in Birming-
ham, but in other towns besides, and sufficient evidence would
be laid before them to .show that they would have a very wide
gathering ground, which, with an exceedingly influential com-
mittee, would, he thought, render it pretty certain that the visit

of the Society next June would be successfid. He hardly felt it

necessary to say anything with regard to the operations of the

Society. Some years ago it might, perhaps, have been thought to

be aiming a little too high to exercise much influence upon the

owners of ordinary gardens ; but the Society had year by year
become more and more useful ; and it was a happy thought when
the Council determined to hold their shows iu different parts of

the country, as that course would not fail to lead to the most
satisfactory results with respect to the progress of horticulture.

It would be remembered that the Society formerly held its

provincial shows at the same time aud place as the Royal Agri-

cultural Society ; but great difficulties were found to be insepar-

able from such an arrangement, principally because many persons

found so much to occupy their attention in the grounds of the

Royal Agricultural Society that they could not attend the show
of the Roval Horticulhrral Society. Last year the first indepen-

dent mee'ting of the Royal Horticultiu-al Society w-as held at

Nottingham, and was most successful. After its termination

some correspondence with regard to the place for the holding of

the next meeting took place between the Council and Mr. Quilter,

aud the result w-as that the Council determined the next show
should be held at Birmingham. Mr. Quilter met the Council in

a very liberal manner, and they were satisfied that no better

spot than the Lower Grounds, at Aston, could be found ; and
that there was no other place in the vicinity of Birmingham
where people were hkely to attend in greater numbers. After

this year the plans of the Society for the future would, he ex-

pected, be permanently decided upon, and arrangements made
by which every part of the kingdom would be visited in its turn,

aud under these circumstances they might look forward, in six

or eight years, to again welcoming the Society to Birmingham.
With regard to the arrangements respecting exhibitors and sub-

scriptions for admission, these would be made public in due time.

They would, he was sure, be found to be on a very Uberal scale.

One duty which the local committee would have to discharge

would be to raise a fund for providing special prizes to supple-

ment those offered bythe Society. For all other money subscribed

full value would be received. In other places where exhibitions

of this kind had been held, a large sum had to be raised in order

to put the grounds in proper order. Nothing of the kind would
be required in the present instance, for that would beundertaken

by Mr. Quilter. From what he knew of the success which had
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KL v?nw'toTaythaT?he printed lilt of the local coan-

wo,5d come forward and 'Bupplement the ordinary handsome

Tjreminms ofiered hy the Society.
^

TViB rpsolution was carried unammouBly.The resolut^^
having read a large nnmher of letters froia

•noblemen gentlemen, horticulturists, and others, expressing

Theii-^'nliess to allow their names to appear m the hst of

^'^Mx^'couriUor^E.'ToKKS moved that the nohlemen and gentle-

m^ whom he named, with power to add to their number he

S>pointed the local committee. He said the names had been

Scarefidly selected, and therefore the meeting could not do

Tter than adopt the list in its entirety. F-"- -^^t ^^^^."^^

hear the gi'ound^ upon which the exhibition would be held would

offei a better opportunity of display than any site the Eoyal

Horticultural Society had yet occupied.

The motion was carried. j t !,„ "st,- t tj

On the motion of Mr. C. J. Peeey, seconded by Mr. J. E.

Mapplebeck, it was resolved feat the Earl
?,*

Bradford be re-

snectfuUy requested to accept the office of President L^Lhisne

Ms done^, and his Worship the Mayor of Birmingham that of

Vice-President of the committee.

On the motion of Mr. Cabtlanb, seconded by Mr. y^fTEGANS

Mr. Councillor Lows was unanimously appointed honorary

^'^

MrTJwE proposed that Mr.E . W. Badgerbe appointedhonorary

se^etary to^he local committee. He ^-^'^ ^r. Badger had

taken up the business in an earnest manner and being a lover

of hortFculture and floriculture, he was the most valuable

assistant they could have.

SS^'haTlIm 'sTid, that notwithstanding the vei-y excellent

appointment thev had just made, there would be much work to

be done, which would require the services "f "^ P^-^^^^^f^^Z
and he therefore begged to propose the appointment of Mi.

Alexander Forrest, which was carried.
. ,7,

Mr Councmor Lowe moved that a subscription be entered

into for the purpose of raising a special fund to suppl^ent he

prizes offered bv the Society, and it being important that the list

should be prepared without delay, the secretary be authoiised

to issue a supplementary circular. He said a g^'eat deal would

depend upon this resolution, inasmuch as it had hitherto been

the practice to raise a very considerable sum for the purpose of

giving special prizes. Th'e people of Nottingham managed to

raise between ^700 and i;800. In Birmingham they had alw-ays

been able to raise' a good sum when it was requu-ed, and he

hoped in the present case they would prove themselves at least

equal to Nottingham, which they looked upon as a httle viUage

compared with Birmingham. He hoped that the amount sub-

scribed would be so substantial as to render the invitation whicli

would be given to exhibitors a strong one. There would be no

difficulty, in his opinion, in obtaining £700 or .4800, and he was

equally certain that the committee would distribute it wisely.

HebeUevedhe was correct in saving that not a halfpenny of any

money which might be raised would go towards defrajiug ex-

penses, and that the whole of the money would be givenm special

prizes. He trusted that a leading prize of *50 or AlOO which had

a decided Birmingham character, and which would be a. novelty,

might be given. Binningham was noted for successfuUy carry-

ing out great exhibitions of a national character, and he behevect

if the town and neighbourhood acceded to the proposal contained

in the resolution they would have a thorough goodprizelist, and

a successful meeting.

Mr E W. BiPGEB seconded the motion. He said that with

a lar<^e special prize Ust there would he no difficulty in making

the ?isit of the Eoyal Horticultural Society a successful one.

Indeed, had it not been the general impression of those who

knew the feeUng of residents in this locaUty that a large special

fund would be raised, he did not think they would have enter-

tained the idea of in^dting the Society to come here at aU. On

all occasions when a good object had been properly put before

the people of Birmingham and the district it had always been

•well supported. An Sbject, Uke that connected with the visit

to a town which is the centralpoint of a large population resident

in the counties of Warwick, Worcester, and Stafford, must neces-

sarily be of importance to those who thought that horticul-

ture had anything to do with the welfare of a people. The

benefits attendini a knowledge of horticultm-e and floijcid-

|-^4rSc|hib^

oTcfrlinTit.'^t w^ tLt^nden duty oi aU^^^^^^^^

did about the matter to give the S°"5=ty tti^,^,^'"'5^^^t°™^£

He was satisfied they would do som Birmingham ^^^ "^^.^^'^^^^

which was first excited by t\« PJ-P-^^i^^^^^k ^-Uc^

TiiPiit tbnt of the Society. They ought at least to raise in r>u.

m ngh\m\s much rs wa^; contriLted by the N^^^^

There J;750 was raised, and was subscribed ahno.st entuely 11-

that the sub-committee who would draw up the special list 01

homogeneousness m the prize list. At tne '=''""=''. .

where^donors particulariy wished to decide the ^le^t^^ataon ot .u

subscription, their wishes would be carefully attended to.

resolution was carried.
j „,„ t nr,fln-n siid him-

' bSer^TLfh*:d\Teat°dl.l o^ t™nble ^-^e outse^^^

that had been got overm
^;^^«[y ^^^^^f^^^^^^^shows having appeared to
P^l^.^g^^J^^ineteri^Lied to visit all

sary to make a stride, and so the Loimcii ^lewrmiii

bis^ijsiSdt^i^s'^g^'^^
show, and so the l;itter Society dete^ned last year^^^^^ up

^^

-c^cSat^Bir^SfnVatl^Xfm^^
not the sHghtest doubtthat

^.-^^fP^^^.^ltottouble the local
of the Eoyal Horticultm-al Societj would noi '

^ ^
committee to do much m connection ^itti tne ^^^f^fe

j \^^
they would look to that themselves J ^^'^^ *^^i.Y'!:'ri^e fSid. Of.
committee would be the formation of a "P^"^ P'^f^jj, i^eal
course the committee were far better =''^1."^™™''

„,|. „*„„„.

iXi?sts and requirements than persons coming ft"?? %'^~:
'and therefore the coUection -^ appropriation o^the subscnp^

Tthat would interfere with the^-rangement of t^^^^^^^^

^omiTtreThelwcfbTbefe^lhL^^^^^^^

Tt^l -i^^^rS^Sme^
;:|^^^^Xhminary meeting to decide upon t^^

X*"*^™ the charge for
the show, and they thought of 6^? 10s U. ^ tbe c g

^^^
the first day; 2s^ 6d or the ^ec™'^

J,^^?;^ ^^'^^l l,\ reduction
fourth days ; and 6d. for the fifth, l^e^^ woiua

of .3.. on tickets purchased beforehand for t^e hrst ' 3
,^^^ ^^^

rfSt^;!s^i^|«SiS^get:kt-
^^^^::^:S=«i^3£««^Sa^f:
I single ticket of admission available o^/^d^^^ ^^but^^^^^

ferahle, would be given pickets for tne tuira
^^^^

should be sold to manufactnrers for the 1 workreop^e P

of not less than fifty, at a ^^ductaon o^30per cent^
^^^^^^^ ^^^

result of the meeting at >'«ttu^Sham w
a|

very
^^^^

s^^^^IttlSfffaSrpit'h^-BtrS'^

^ttrr;:^t=: Mr. Q-™--^-s^
bimself -^^e^took the who e expe-^^of fte ^how.^^Af

^^^^^^
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supported him in the manner they had done. Haviug attained

the position which he had done, and his place having been

honom-ed so far as to be selected for the show, he was veiy

anxious it should be kno™ that he did not embark m th s

undertaking^ for his own benefit He intended to give to the

'

charities of the town half of his share of the proceeds. He did

so for the reason that the town shoiild not only give a heaity

and united support to the Society, as no doubt they ^^uld and

send it back ^th a good round sum of money to be devoted to

the advancement of horticultui-e ; but at the same ti^PJ'^J^
that they had not forgotten those noble chanties of which they

were iustly proud. He wished this to be distinctly understood,

because some persons thought the speculation was simply a

moneY-maldng one with him.

lu answer to Mr. Cartland, Mr. Richards said the proposal as

to admissions which he had read was merely a sketch, aud at

-present in embryo only.
*

, .-,

Mr. Wright, alluding to the regulations with regard to the

tickets, said he thought the Council of the Cattle Show had

adopted the wisest plan, after studying the regulations of every

society in England. They had had experience of the advantage

of promoting the sale of tickets beforehand. The subscribers of

i'l received six single tickets, aU of them being available for

the first day, when the charge for admission was 5s. ;
but it was

•found that not more than half went on that day, the other halt

^oing in on the Is. days. He thought the same principle should

be adopted at the forthcoming show, and that a very hberal

xeturn for subscriptions should be given. For a guinea sub-

scription three tickets should be issued for the first day ;fom-

forfhe second day; aud for the Thursday and Friday thirty

tickets for £1, and fifteen for 10s. Looking at the extent of the

pounds and their gi-eat popularity, and the advantage of being

v,-ithin easy reach, he thought they had better go on a hberal

"
Mr* WriCxHT next moved a resolution to the efiect that every

encouragement be given for the exhibition of horticultural im-

plements and appUances, garden ornaments, and articles gene-

Tallv which are appHcable for use in the several branches ot

rural economy. He said that at previous shows this depart-

ment had not always been successful, as it had been found that

when the meetings of the two great Societies wei-e held togetlier

manv of the implements used in horticulture were m bhe show-

vard of the Royal Agricultural Society. Now, however, that

the shows were held independently of each other, there would

no doubt be a good coUection, the more so as he beheved the

promoters of the department intended to act very hberaUy to-

wards the exhibitors, remembering the old saying that if tliere

wereno exhibitors there would be no exhibition." The regula-

tions had satisfied Mr. Lowe, who, he might say, ^^s an

authority on such exhibitions ; and, therefore he hoped that

other manufacturers would combine and make the show not

•only one of large extent but also one of great interest.
^

Mr J CuiTLAND seconded the resolution, which was carried.

It was proposed by Mr. Quilter, and seconded by Mr. H.
.
W

.

Badger that a memorial be presented to the Directors of the

Xondon and North-Western Railway, asking them to erect a

-temporary station at Witton Bridge for the accommodation of the

show.
This motion was also can-ied.

At the close of the meeting subscriptions to the amount ol

tbout ^130 were announced—(Midland CounUes Herald.)

tion in sandy loam. They should be transplanted annuaUy

for two or three years, after which they should be planted out

iu selected spots where the soU has been properly prepared ion

their reception.
« t • -u ^^^.^

Conifers of which large quantities of seeds ripen here every

season-such as Picea nobilis, P. cephalonica, &c.-are sown in

prepared beds in the open air, and grow freely m this way

;

they remain iu seed beds for twelve mouths, after which they

are planted in nursery lines as before stated.

CONIFEES THAT HAVE RIPENED SEED.

Ajaucaria imbricata ^'^^^ calabrica

Abiea excelsa taurica

nendula Pallasiana
P- Hon. F. Strangways

CONIFEES WHICH HAVE SEEDED AT BICTON,

AND THE MODE OF RAISING THEM EEOM SEED.

The plan we adopt here with rare Conifers is to have clean

7^ot3-or pans well drained, and filled with sandy loam or other

smtable soU, to cover the seeds carefully and not too deeply,

nud to finish with fine soil, which we firm equally. We then

plunge the pots or pans near the glass in finely-sifted cmder

ashes under cold frames or pits. The surface of the soil is

kept in proper condition as respects moisture, neither too wet

nor too dry; we also keep the pit or frame close until the seed-

iincrs appear, after which we gradually harden them off, and in

due time remove the hghts altogether. By the 1st of July, if

the seed has been sown in March, the seedlings may be trans-

planted into boxes, after which we shade them for a few days,

and then inure them to light, attending to careful and regular

v.-atering during the summer and autumn months.

The pots or boxes should be protected from frost during

winter ; this can be done in a cold frame or in a sheltered

<!orner in the open air, where they should be well covered with

dry fern, so that no frost may penetrate to the roots. Leaf

mould free of sticks is also a good material. Supposing the

winter to have been passed safely, and that March has come

round, transfer the stock to nursery lines, where the plants will

isoon give a good account of themselves if placed in a good posi-

orientalis

alba
nana

cferulea

Khutrow or Morinda
Douglasii tasifolia

Douglasii
Menziesii
canadensis

Stoithiana or Morinda
sibu-ica

laxa
sp. from New Holland
nigi'a pumila
escelsa foliis Tariegatis

glauca alba
tenuifolia
gracilis

carpatica
monstrosa
acutissima
gigantea
polita
Alcoquiana
microsperma

Ccdrus Libani
afrieana
atlantioa

Cryptomeria japonica
nana

Lobbii
variegata

ChamiEcyparis thurifera

Cupressus sempervirens
strieta

dloecia

variegata
lusitardca

torulosa
Goveniana
pendula
thui'ifera

torulosa viridis

Toumefortii
espansa
macrocai'pa
Lambertiana
^hmdulosa
Macuabiana
Lawsoniana

Picea pectinata
torfcuosa

Piebta
Pinsapo
eeplialonica

Fraseri
grandis
amabilis
nobilis
Webbiaua
Pindrow
Naptba
Nordmanniana
balsamea prostiata
hybrida
braeteata
firma
Regime-Amalise
Apollinis
panacbaica
magnifica

Pinas sylvestris

horizontalis
uncinata
genevensis
moutana
rubra
Pumilio
Fiscterii

Mugho
Laricio
caramanica
subwidis

pyrenaica
Pinaster

,

Corsica

Lemouiana
mai-ittma
Pinea
halepensis
Brutia
Banksiana
inops
pungens
resuiosa
Mitis
tffida

rigida
Fraserii

insignia
califoruica

Teocote
patula
Gerardiana
Pseudo-Strobus
oocarpa
Cembra
eibirica

lielvetica

Strobus
Lambertiana
nionticola
escelFa
Ayacabuite
Mspaniea
sp. from Armenia
variabilis

colcbica
var. of Laiicio
Brunoniana
hagnensis
Laricio altissima

Strobus laxa

Lord Clinton's Pinaster

maritima dietritis

"Wilkinsonii
Lindleyana
densiflora

Xiaiis: eni-opffia pendula
araericana
microcarpft
dahiuica
Kampferi

Thujopsis StandisMi
Thuja occidontalis

pUcata
incurvata

orieutalis

strieta

tatarica
pendula
Wai-reana_
pyramidalis
japonica
falcata

Fitzroya patagonica
Betinospora pisifera

obtusa
Tasodium sempervirens

Juuiperus vulgaris

suecica
liibemica
Oxycednis
drupacea
vli'gimana
bermudiana
Sabina
tamariscifolia
variegata
prostrata
pboenicea
Lycia
thurifera
squamata
recurva
chiuensia
uvifera
tam-ica
repanda
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JimipeniB Cracovia
pendtila

flaccida

comiuunis pendula
glauca
oblonga
Bedfordiaua
depresi

Jiinirtnis rolitaosa

flaKt'lliformis

„ -a nova
Cliamberlainii
hibemica compressa

Cedrus DeoJara has coned for several years past, but there

are no fcrtUe cones as yet. This year cones have been pro-

duced, but rhave been unable to discover any pollen on the trees.

Cunninghamia sinensis has coned for several years, but has

not proved fertUe as yet.—R. Bf.gbie, Bicton Gardens.

USEFUL FOREST TEEES OF INDIA.

Veey voluminous returns have recently been issued among

the parhamentary papers, naming the trees and sho^ving in

detail the progress of the new system of forest administra-

tion.

The three principal sorts of trees in the old forests are Teak,

Sal, and Deodar.
The papers prepared for parliament give the reports of the

twelve forest administrations on the operations of the financial

year 18C9-70. The report from British Burmah shows that,,

of the total area of 60,000,000 acres, there are 1,534,000 acres

of Teak-producing forests, and 2,940,000 acres of forest void of
' Teak, besides 26,000,000 acres of low-lj-icg forest land and land

occupied by 12,84.5 towns and villages. The yield of timber

from British forests in the year was 53,395 logs, 39,843 tons,

and the suriJus of the year's operations was £50,934. The
Pegu division is the largest and most important. The average-

age of a first-class tree of 0-feet girth in this division is found

to be 124 je&TS.—[Times.

)

ARECA RUBRA.

This is a free-growing, tolerably hardy Palm, and for these
|
to a bright green as the plant gi-ows oldi

reasons I wish to

especially draw the

attention of ama-

teurs to it. It is

admirably adapted

for the decoration

of the dinner-table,

the drawing-room

,

the hall, and of the

open grounds dur-

ing the summer
months, as, indeed,

are aU Palms, from
theh' readiness to

grow and their

power to withstand

the evil conse-

quences of the dust

arising from our

sea-coal fires. The
genus Areca is

widely distributed,

being found in both

the East and West
Indies, Australia,

and, as in the case

of the species now
under considera-

tion, in the Mau-
ritius and surround-

ing islands. One
East Indian species

(A. Catechu), yields

the famous " Betel

Nut," which is

chewed with such

gusto by the na-

tives ; and A. olc-

racea of the "West

Indies is the {a-

mous Cabbage Palm
—one of the vege-

table wonders of my
schoolboy days.

Arfca rubra is a

quick -growing
plant, rising upon
a somewhat slender

stem ; the leaves

are long, pinnate,

sheathiug at the

base, with long,

narrow, and slight-

ly recurved pi

the colour in a young state is a beautiful crimson red, changing |
ter both from the watering-pot and syiiuge.-

though the mid-
rib of the pinnae-

and the sheathing
petiole, however,
still retain a deep
red colour, which,,

combined with its

beautiful plume-
like aspect, should
render it a favour-

ite of all admirers of

ornamental - leaved

plants. The species

is propagated from-

seeds sown in

strong heat and
gro-wn Ai in a stove

temperature for the

first year or two,

by which time thejr

will have become
handsome young
plants. If required

for the decora-

tion of the green-

house or the draw-
ing-room, it will be
advisable to inirre

them gradually to
a cooler tempera-
ture ; but should
they be wanted for
the decoration of

the stove or for ex-

hibition purposes,,

then do not on any
account give them
a check.

The soil in whicli

the Areca rubra
thrives best, is that

composed of equal
parts of peat and
loam with a little

sand, to which a.

little more loam
may advantageous-
ly be added when
the plants have at-

tained some size.

The pots should be
well drained, and
the plant in sum-
mer should have a
liberal supply of wc -

ExpEETO Ceede.

AMONG THE CONIFERS.—No. 2.

The formation of the pinctums at Dropmore, Bicton, and I the culture of Conifers, and has laid a solid fonndation foi-

some other places has done much goodby di-awing attention to ]
others to buUd upon. '^' "' ^' - - '--'' " •

'-'-""" ^-That their teaching is thoroughly
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appreciated is shown by the numerous fine examples of the

best known varieties now common to most gardens. The
graceful forms are constantly to be met with, and one cannot
but admire them wherever they are seen flourishing. With
this feeling of admiration, however, comes the thought. Have
Conifers yet found their right place in gardenesque scenery,

and have we fully realised all that is capable of being etifected

by the skilful arrangement of the beauties possessed by this

large natural order ? I think that such is not the case, and
purpose devoting the present paper to the consideration of this

important part of my subject.

With many of the

choicest varieties won-
derfully rich and tlis-

tinct effects may be se-

cured in extensive

shrubberies, as well as

in park and landscape
scenery generally. Mai'k

the effect produced by a
group of solemn Pines
fringing the brow of

some high hill, and
then try to imagine that

which a grove of Deo-
dars would present on
its steep slopes. What
so suitable for such a

purpose as the Deodar '?

The sweep of its pen-

dant brsinches makes it

as suitable a tree for

covering the steep hill

side or fringmg a moun-
tain torrent, as it is for

adorning our lawns and
pleasure grounds.
In advocating the

more extensive intro-

duction of Conifer.s I

do not mean to ignoie

the merits of such noble

deciduous trees as the

Oak, the Beech, tie

Elm, or the graceful

Bu-ch, BO beautiful in

winter. These are far

too valuable ever to lie

set aside. But I think

the two classes may bo

advantageously blended
together.

The form and extent

of dressed grounds veiy

much affects the way in

which Conifers should

be arranged in thom.
Great attention should

be given before deciding

upon the number uf

plants and the most
suitable varieties. In

many iaistances more
plants are used than
there is any necessity

for, and a confused
crowded aspect is im-

parted to what, with a

little judicious management, might have been a gracefxil and
enjoyable scene. It may be useful to quote a simple instance

or two by way of illustration. On a small plat of grass in

front of a pretty villa I once saw a single plant of Aiaucaria
. imbricata in good health and of most handsome proportions

;

a few groups of Roses and other flowering plants were tastefully

dispersed around upon the turf, hut as there was no other plant
of the same species to detract from its appearance, the effect was
singularly pleasing. In contrast to the chaste simpUcity of

this scene take another. On some turf very simDar in size

and position, a number of Conifers of various kinds were
planted in straight rows, causmg it to look more like a portion
of a nursery garden than a viUa lawn. It is unnecessary to

dwell upon this lesson further than to observe that it is appli-

cable in the case of the most extensive gardens. It is best,

therefore, in grounds of no great extent, to keep to a few choice

kinds planted singly, or with other shrubs, upon the lawn in

suitable positions. In selecting kinds for such a purpose, care

should be taken to choose those of established merit and dis-

tinct appearance. If six were wanted I would choose Cu-
pressus macrocarpa, Picea Nordmanniana, Picea Pinsapo.
Thujopsis borealis, Cedrus Deodara, and Araucaria imbricata.

If a dozen, I would add Juniperus chinensis, Thuja Lobbii,

Wellingtonia gigantea, Piuus insignis, Cupressus Lawsoniana,
and Taxodium distichum. These are all distinct and ex-

cellent species, but to

do full justice to them
a considerable expanse
of turf would be re-

quired.

In large gardens I am
sure that grouping may
be earned to a greater
extent than it has
hitherto been done,
judging from what I

saw during a visit to

the nursery of Mr.
Mitchell at Piltdown.
The many kinds o
Coniferffi cultivated at

this nursery are re-

markably healthy and
vigorous, and a clear

idea of their relative

value can easily be ob-
tained from the number
there associated. The
Araucaria, however, was
the one which particu-

larly attracted my at-

tention. For some way
along each side of a
broad walk are rows of

this tree, all of them
symmetrical, but some
notably so. I remarked
a fine specimen about
30 feet high, which has
its branches so regular-

ly aiTanged as to ren-

der it conspicuous even
among the others. An-
other large plant is a
strange yet beautiful

object, having long
twisted arms closely set

with spinous leaves, but
presenting a naked ap-
pearance from the ab-

sence of any lateral

growth. Many of the
lower branches spring

out fully 10 feet from
the bole, twisthig in a
singular and not un-
graceful manner, so as

to stamp the tree as

being almost a distinct

variety. At the en-

trance of the avenne
stands by far the finest

specimen I have ever seen (of this we give a figure). It is a

vigorous tree, 45 feet high, and beautifully clothed with

branches from the base upwards. What an attractive feature

an avenue or a group of such fine trees would form.

Mixed groups and borders are common enough, and gene-

rally do not fail to please the eye ; but if Conifers were in-

troduced in masses, I think some additional beauty might
be gained. Thus, besides a grove of Araucarias, there might

be others of the lofty Abies Douglasii, the rich gieen Cu-

pressus macrocarpa, WeUmgtouia gigantea, and such Pinuses

as ponderosa, the glaucous macrocaiTa, and the bright green

insignis. Many other specie s of Conifers might be quoted

as being equally suitable for such a purpose, and with these

individual taste" can vary the list so long as it confines itself
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to those sorts which possess distiuct form and colour.

—

Euwakd
LUCKHCESI.

WINTER CULTURE OP THE ROSE TREE.

Now-A-B.iYS Perpetual Hoses flower in thj open ground as

well towards the end of October as they do in the spring. In

the immediate neighbourhood of Lyons the temperature has

not yet sunk below 32° F., and in spite of the nearness of lofty

unow-girt hihs, which cliill the moisture of the atmosphere,

the cold is more piercing than severe. The leaves of Eoses do

not commonly fail until after a frost of from 5° to 7° F., and
even then they are not longer than a fortnight in making theu'

re-appearauce if the weather turn milder. The plants them-

selves do not like either heat or cold in excess, but rather a tem-

perate and circulating atmosphere ; and do not show theii' proper

fuUness, freshness, or shade of colouring in auy other season

but the spring and autumn. It is theu that the Teas, and
more especially the Noisettes, come forth in aU their true beauty.

We are at this very time (November) pottiug-off Eoses for

winter-flowering in the greenhouse, but in so doing we have to

be careful which we select for that purpose, as forcing does not

agree equally well mth them aU. Those which do not thrive

under such treatment are Jules Margottin, Muie. Moreau, Eose
du Eoi, La Eeiue, Lion des Combats, Toujours fleuri, Achille

Gonot, and the umnerous class of Geauts. Others show them-
selves less insusceptible of forcing, and such are the Teas, the

Noisettes, and the Fles Bourbons. Among these there are Mme.
Falcot, de Safrano, de SombreuU, and Gloir'e de Dijon, from
all of which some pretty flower for a bouquet may be obtained.

Bengals succeed best as forced plants, and particidarly Hermosa,
Cramoisi superieui'e, and Prince Charles. There are certain

varieties which flower well in vases, but their branches stretch

out and straggle about too much to form a flue head, though
they do excellently as cut flowers. Of these Ludovic Letault,

whose flower bud is Uke that of Ceut-feuilles, is one.

Li November and December slips or grafts should be taken
from a fine weU-rooted plant, placed in 5 or 6-iuch pots con-

taining neither too sandy nor too clayey a soil, watered in

order to settle the earth, and two days afterwards sunk some-
what deeply in the open garden. There let them remain for a
year, and in the following November or December lift, clean,

and carry them into a hothouse, where a bed of tan, so regu-

lated as to begin heating shortly after their insertion in it, is

prepared. Heat the house gi-adually, and water and besprinkle

the plants moderately, taking care o give them snatches of

air whenever the suu reappears. Insects, which will not be
backward in maldng their presence known, should be treated

with the fumes of tobacco. Should there be any signs of

flagging, water the base of the Eose once or twice with water
slightly tainted with " purin " or guano ; but be very cautious

not to use it too highly nitrogenised, or else it wiU cause the
roots to rot instead of strengthening them.

Six weeks in the hothouse is about the time required for

bringing the Eoses into flower, and after their blossoms have
been aU gatheretl for decorative purposes, they may be removed
to a cold or temperate house until the spring, aud theu planted

out of doors to take their chance. This is not always a favour-

able one, especially during the summer. When there are

several houses devoted to this kind of culture, three or four
successions of forced Eoses can be produced, between each of

which a difference of temperature should be kept up ; thus, the
second aud third houses should have temperatures varying
from 60° to G8° F. , when the first batch is beginning to go off.

Pits can be used for forcing Eoses instead of greenhouses, they
should be heated by means of a good bed of horse droppings
fresh from the stable, over wliich a thick coating of light earth
or sand is spread, wherein the pots are plunged, the whole
being covered at night, and upon foggy and very cold days.
It is in this way that spring Eoses are prepared for sale in the
markets before those out of doors have come into flower. In
this case Roses recently potted in November or December can
be used, and not those of the preceding year. The forcing of

them in a greenhouse for the spring is the same.
We think that our way of forcmg Eoses is an immense stride

in the art of cultivation, when the Eomans knew of it more
thau two thousaud years ago. History tells us that the
Egyptians, who were still at the front of civilisation, sent the
Emperor Domitian as an invaluable gift, a bouquet of Eoses in
the winter time ; but this token of deference was received by
the court with a contemptuous laugh, so plentiful was the
flower at that period in Eomc. Martial says, " The sweet

scents of spring time are wafted about the streets, and lavish
flowers, in garlands woven, strike with dazzling lustre upon
the eye. O Egyptians ! do you send us corn, and we will

give you Eoses in return." During the pubhc games the ediles

would send crowns of Eoses to senators and other persons of

repute, aud a similar adornment was, on the occasion of her
marriage, laid upon the forehead of the bride. Guests at

banquets quaffed the old Faleruiau in goblets crowned with
Eoses, and the same seductive flower cUfi'used its perfumes
from the tables and the couches on which the guests were
lying. Even the streets were sometimes, according to Charles
Malo, strewn with Eoses. To obtain them during the winter
the Eomans used to heat theu' conservatories with boiling

water.

But long before this the Greeks had cai'ried the cultivatiou

of the Eose to a high pitch. They wore it on their heads,
decorated their furniture, and perfumed then- wine with it.

During the war of Cerra, so great became the sensuahty of the
Lacedemonian troops, that they did not care to drink any wine
but that which was perfumed with Eoses. The kings of

Bithyuia used to recline upon pillows embellished with the
Eose ; and the Jewish priests, in theu' great ritual, had their

heads encircled with it. The taste for this flower ran to such
an immoderate height during the times of Paganism, that a
reaction took place with the introduction of Christianity, and
we And Tertulhan and Clement of Alexandria declaiming
against Eoses, because the crown that Christ had woru was one
of thorns.

But this was only a fleeting shadow of bitterness aud sorrow.

The chaste aud beautiful Itosi^ soon reasserted her claims
to the devotion of every Icindly heart aud noble spirit. The
frequency of its usage in the rites and feasts caused such plea-

sure, that the serioirs Christians did not hesitate to admit it in

their celebrations. The papacy created an order of the Golden
Eose, and then the simple and odorous Eglantine became the

prize of the floral games.

—

[La BeJrjique Hortkole.)

ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY'S MEETING.
The first meeting of this Society for the present year was held

at Burlington House on New Year's evening, when, notwithstand-
ing the attractions of the festive anniversary, there was a good
attendance of the members. Among the donations to the
Society's library received since the last meeting were the fifth

volume of the " Catalogire of Memoirs," pubhshed iu the Trans-
actions of all the learned societies, issiied by the Eoyal Society,
one of the most elaborate and useful works ever pubhshed ; to-

gether with the usual periodical works treating upon entomology.
The Secretary said he had received communications from Pro-

fessor Newtou, aud Messrs. H. Doubleday and J. Gould, relative

to the destruction of dragon flies bybirds, the last named gentle-

man stating that the hobby and kestrel feed on those insects, and
that smaUer birds vnW reaihly attack the smaller blue dragon flies

commonly seen about rushes growing in nmuiug .streams. A
letter was also read from Mr. Eiley, the official entomologist of

the State of Illiuois, stating that the whole of tlie valuable col-

lections of the late Mr. Walsh had been destroyed iu the fire at

Cldcago, and Professor Westwood stated that of Mr. Stimpson,
being by far the largest collection of Crustacea ever formed, had
also there perished.

Ml-. Miller called attention to a recent statement of M. Emile
Joly, published iu the Memoirs of the Academy of Cherbourg,
to the effect that the genus of supposed Crustacea founded by
Latreille under the name of Prosopistoma is iirobably only the
immature condition of Covins, one of the genera of Ephemerida?.
A memoir was read by Mr. A. Butler containing descriptions

of some new exotic moths of the group Pericopedes ; and Mr. F.
Smith read a letter from Mr. J. 'S. Moggridge, on the habits of

some species of ants belonging to the genus Aphenogaster,
observed at Mentoue, at the end of last October and beginning of

November. These ants harvest the seeds of various plants in

chambers, sometimes excavated iu solid rock beneath their

nests. He liad seen them busily engaged iu conveying the seeds

into their chamber, aud found that iu most cases they gnawed
off the radicle to prevent germination, but he had also observed
sprouted seeds being brought out agaiu, as apparently unsuited
for storing purposes. Many of these seeds had theu" contents

extracted through a hole on one side ; and though he had not
seen the ants actually feeding on them, he was incUued to believe

that the stores were made for the purpose of supplying food dm-ing
the winter season, whilst tlie ants, although not dormant, were
confined to their nests. It was stated that Colonel Sykes had
communicated a memoir on tliis subject to the Society many
years ago, proving that certain Indian ants store up grain for

food dm-ing %vinter, and have the instinct to bring what remains
imconsiuued to the surface to cb-y it after the dosing storms of
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the monsoon, thus confirming the assertion of Solomon (Prov.

vi. 7), which had heen doubted by some northern naturalists

ignorant of the manners of the species in warm climates.

SOME OLD AND NEW FUCHSIAS.
I HAVE not the intention of sending you a critical account of

all Fuchsias, and particularising every good one—no such
ambitious project is mine. I merely think I can pen a few
lines on some that I, who have been a Fuchsia admirer and
cultivator for several years, have found worthy of attention.

First, then, let me start with the double white corollas.

There is a very beautiful one sent out by Mr. Canuoll, and I

think raised by Mr. Bland, in 1870. This is one of the best

of the section, as the flower is good in style ; a fine large

flower, tube and sepals very bright in colour, and the corolla

very double and of a pure white. There is an older variety,

Yainqucur do Pueljla, which is also exceedingly good. These
I should place in the front rank. Enipereur des Fuchsias is

a fine large flower, but the tube is too pink in colour, and the
corolla not of a good-enough white to suit my taste.

Of the varieties with suigle white corollas an old one, Con-
spicua, is, I think, as good as most. It is a good, large, well-

reflexed (lower, the corolla a good white, and the tube and
sepals a very good red. It has a peculiarity in often bearing

flowers with five or six sepals, and I recollect once noticing

one monstrosity with eight sepals. Another very good one is

Pic'turata, not a very large flower, but having a beautifully

pure white corolla. I have, and have had, many others of

this section, but none that I think equal to these two. Next
in order I will take white tubes. One of the best of these is

Annie, an old kind, but yet one of the best. Beauty of Clapham
is a very handsome flower, very large, but the tube is not pure
white. Madame Menoreau, a continental introduction of three

or four years ago, is also a very large beautifully formed flower,

but it has the fault of the tube not being pure white. Lustre
is another very be.autiful light variety, with which I think
everyone ought to be pleased. The tube is very white, and
the coroUa very bright. Arabella, Blanchette, Elegance, Minnie
Banks, and Rose of Denmark are also good varieties in the
white-tubed division. J must not forget to mention a unique
variety which is not much kno\TO, called Erecta. Instead of car-

I'ving its flowers in a drooping position it holds them erect.

I will next name a few good double dark sorts. Agamemnon,
Marksman, Norfolk Giant, Alberta, and King of tlie Doubles,
are all old favourite's. Triumphans is a fine new variety of

1870 which Mr. Williams iutroduced, and there are, doubtless,

several others in this class which are good.
Of the single dark-coroUa'd kinds blue and mauve have pro-

gressed very much in quality lately. Roderick Dhu, Father
Ignatius, Emblematic, Constellation, Beauty of Sholden, Mr.
Disraeli, and Beauty of Kent are fine varieties, some new and
some old ; and of the darker plum, or blackish iilum corollas.

Light Heart, War Eagle, Enoch Ai'den, Aurora, and Marvellous
are all good. But I would especially name one as being extra
good—viz., Fu-st of the Day ; it has a splendid corolla.

These are a few of the best, but I daresay there are plenty
of others. Regalia, Cloth of Gold, Cioldeu Queen, Golden
Mantle are also beautiful variegated-foliaged varieties.

—

Georse
W. BoOTHBY.

STRAWBERRIES.
I All highly gratified to find a man of Mr. Gilbert's experi-

ence writing so highly of the Black Bess Strawberry. I quite

agree with .all he says about it, and repeat that it is a noble
Strawberry, which must be more generally cultivated when
known. No doubt you will bring to mind that I sent you, some
weeks since, a note on its merits, but only a notice appeared in

the correspondence column to the eft'ect that you knew notliing

of it, and asked for a few plants. The following week you
noted that you were led to understand it was synonymous
vfith Empress Eugenie, and I find by referring to the descrip-

tion of the latter variety in Dr. Hogg's " Fruit Manual," that

some of the characteristics are the same as of Black Bess,

thus :
—" Fruit very large, irregular angular, furrowed and un-

even. Skin of a deep red colour, becoming almost black when
highly riiiened. Seeds small, not deeply embedded. Flesh red
throughout, hollow at the core, tender, very juicy, and briskly

flavoured. Rather a coarse-looking and very large Strawberry,

not remarkable for any excellency of flavour."

What does Mr. Gilbert say to this ? Does it correspond

with his Black Bess ? It should be added that there are

as many conical-shaped fruit as those of other shapes, especi-

ally after the first two or three pickings. I never found them,
or at least very few, hollow at the core, and I call them excel-

lent ill flavour. It bears a striking resemblance to some of the
new French Strawberries illustrated in Dr. Hogg's "Gardener's
Year Book " for 1871. Not having it at hand I cannot say which.

I had Dr. Hogg Strawberry for the first time last year, so I

cannot speak positively about it. I liked the few fruit I had of

it, but the plant is certainly not stronger than British Queen,
which grows by the side of it. I believe it to be of a weak
constitution. One plant of Black Bess is as large as eight of

either of them at the same age.—J. T., Maesrfu-ijnne , South
Wales.

SELECT ROSES.
To the thirty-six Roses already named by me these may be

added—La Vil'le de St. Denis, Madame C. j'oigneaux, Madame
C. Verdier, Madame Knorr, and Madame Charles Wood ; Tri-

omphe de Paris, Mons. de Montigny, andGloire deVitry, three

fine old Roses ; Alice Dureau, Dupuy Jamain, Madame Jac-

quier ; EUza Boelle, like MdUe. Bonnaire, but abetter grower
;

Baron Chaurand, very handsome, black shaded ; Lord Ma-
eaulay; Lord Clyde; MdUe. Emile Boyau, like Madeline;

Annie Wood ; La Sa>ur des Anges ; Prince Leopold, a fine

pole Rose ; Black Prince ; Glory of Waltham, a fine pole Rose
;

Le Lion des Combats, lake ; John Keynes ;
Frederick Biborel

;

Lord Herbert, very fine ; Monsieur Noman.
Ticoitii-fonr o/'th,' Best Sidnmer Hoses.—Paul Eicaut, Paul

Verdier, Madame Soetmans, Charles Lawson, Coupe d'Hebe,

La Volupte, Kean, Queen of Denmark, Boula de Nanteuil, La
Ville de Bruxelles, Grandissima, Triomphe de Jaussens, Na-
poleon, General .Jacqueminot (H.C.), Tricolor de Flandre,

MadeHne; Quillet Parfait, beautiful, but dwarf and delicate;

Juno, William Tell, Transon Goubault.Gloire des Mousseuses,
Vandael, Crested Moss, White Bath.

Ttcelrc Good Summer Roses.—Viincease Clementine, Common
Moss, Laneii, Felicite Parmentier, La Seduisante, Charles

Duval, Paul Perras, Persian YeUow, Blauchefieur, Frederick II.,

Chenedole, and Breunus. The last three, Mad.ame Soetmans,

La Ville de Bruxelles, Madame Plantier, Fulgens, Triomphe
de Bayeux, and Laneii make good pole Roses. Summer Roses

are good for long walks arid glades, but should not be put with

the autumnals. Tricolor de Flandre, OEillet Parfait, and
JIadeline are the only good variegated Roses we have, and
they are beautiful.

Surmner Roses are very hardy, suitable for the north, give

a grand but short-lived season of bloom, and are very sweetly

scented. You may back them for bouquets without injury.

—

W. F. EADCLVrFE.

MAKING A JIUSHROOM BED.
The old-fashioned ridge system of cultivating the Mushroom

is an excellent one, and I have often obtained good and plen-

tiful crops from beds formed on this principle. They should

be 3 J feet in width and of the same height if intended for

winter or early spring, and from '20 inches to 2 feet in width

and height if meant for summer use. The great drawback is

the long time that must elapse before the bed becomes ready

to receive the spawn, and can be earthed-up and protected. I

therefore choose for this purpose rather dry filmy material

from old linings and hotbeds, which costs no time in pre-

paring, and when firmly beaten into the proper form heats

mildly and regularly, so that the spa-mi may be with safety

inserted very shortly after the formation of the bed. The only

drawback to beds of tliis kind formed out of doors, is the

abundance of covering they require to keep in the heat, and

the necessity of remo-^'ing it at the risk of admitting the cold

air whenever the Mushrooms are to be gathered. For these

reasons I would recommend that the beds be formed under a

shed where less covering is necessary, and where they can be

examined at leisure.

For shallow beds in a Mushroom house, I prefsr two parts

of horse droppings, one of short litter, and one of dry fibi^

loam, but the materials mentioned before will also do for this

purpose. I used to turn over the manm-e and let it get dry

before mixing the loam with it, but now I think the object is

attained just as well by throwing them together outside in a

somewhat conical-shaped heap, and covering it with litter to

keep off the wet. This, when it has so heated as to be white

and dry in the middle, has the exterior removed, and is mixed

with some fibry loam to make it firm. By this means a good
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.'op ii3 obtained without a tithe of the trouble required in tha

other case, as less of the richness of the dung is expended than

t'lere is by the repeated turnings of the manure. A thatched

shed shaded by trees is veiy desirable, but I have seen good

returns, even in summer, from small ridged beds under the

shade of trees. Mushrooms do best between the temperatures
of 50° and CO", but without these limits good crops may reason-

ably be looked for.—E. F.

'LES PKOMENADES DE PAEIS."

In resuming our- notice of M. Alphand's great work we now I well known to those who have visited Paris as being on the

come to that portion of it treating of the Bois de Vincennes,
|
east, as the Bois de Boulogne is on the west side of the city.

The Bois de Vincennes forms part of what was originally the
great forest of Lauchonia, extending from Melun to Paris along
the right bank of the Seine. In thi seventh century this was
severed into three parts, which are now respectively represented
by the Bois de Bondy, the Bois de Livry, and the Bois de
Vincennes. This last is said to have been the first forest ever
enclosed in walls, and the occasion of its being so was to pre-
serve the stags, fallow deer, and roe sent by Henry II. from
England to France.
The history of this, as of most forests near the capital, is

that the Sovereign and the Court preserved it as chase or

hunting-ground. A chateau was built there in the twelfth

centm'y, and from that time to the present it has been utilised

to the varied requirements of the age and of the Court. It

continued in the hands of the French Sovereign till 1792,

when it became part of the national property ; but in 1810 it

returned to the Sovereign, and after undergoing many changes

and vicissitudes it was in 1852 included in the civil list of the

Emperor Napolfon III. In 1860 it became the property of the

city of Paris, and then were begun those great works which,

'under the dh-ection of M. Alphand, have resulted in an illus-

'tration of landscape gardening seldom to be met with, and the
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production of oue of the most unportaut and beautiful public

promenades of the French metropolis. Unlite the Bois de

Boulogne, the Bois de Vincennes has the advantage of a stronger

and moister soil, and was covered with large timber, which
enabled M. Alphand to take advantage of the opportunity thus

offered of cutting avenues and vistas so as to produce imme-
diate effects. The two illustrations now given furnish repre-

sentations of the manner in which this has been carried out,

one being the Avenue of Limes, and the other the Chestnut
Avenue at Miuimes.

uE:'A'^iQf,^. J-K^U7~^~^^.

SMALL FARMS—HOW THEY CAN
Bu Jiev. WiLLiAir Le.v, Vicar of Sf. Peter's, D

STOCK FOR A

As I am writing for the express purpose of advocating small

fruit farms sufficient to employ one family with a little oc-

casional help, this point must be borne in mind when the
question of stock is considered. My ideal small farm, where
it is to be had, is a mixture of grass and tillage—sufficient

grass to keep tliree cows, and from three to five acres of

tillage planted with fruit. Five acres should be the greatest

extent ; if it exceeds this it implies more hired labour than
such a ciiltivator can afford.

BE MADE TO ANSWER.—No. G.

roitwich, and Son. Canon of Worcester.

FEUIT FARM.

I mention three cows, for I am told, knowing nothing of

the subject myself, that cows are in inverse ratio to boys—we

have a proverb in these parts, that one boy is a boy, two boys

half a boy, three boys no boy at all. But witli cows it is the

reverse, one cow is no cow, two cows are half a cow—a doubt-

ful advantage—but three cows are a cow, a very profitable in-

vestment. We will take, then, an ideal case, and suppose

that there is sufficient grass land to keep three cows. How
much this will be, will vaiy according to the soil ; from three
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to four acres of rich land to nine or ten of inferior land will

be required. The wife will manage the dairy, and after

making a good profit by the sale of butter and milk, will have

plenty of this last produce left for her own children, who will

grow'on this diet to stalwart lads, able to do good service on

the farm long before they are old enough to leave school. I

have an idea that this milk question is an important one. It did

not requii'e the sad experience of the siege of Paris to^ prove

how essential milk is for young children. Formerly it was
readily obtained from the farm houses in country parishes, but

now, i am told, there are but few at which it can be purchased ;

and where there is a difficulty on this score, I believe one of

the most useful kinds of charity w-hich any person could adopt,

would be to keep cows for the purpose of selling milk to his

poor neighbours. It would do far more good than any amount
of money distributed in gifts or doles, which, as far as I can

see, only tend to pauperise and destroy that spirit of self-

respect and self-reliance which is so essential to the upward
progress of a people. In addition to cows a few head of sheep
should be kept on such a fann as I have described. They
will eat the herbage which the cows have passed over. But
cows and sheep can only be kept where there are some acres

of grass, and as this will not always be the case, we will

inquire what stock can be advantageously kept where the fruit

farm is only tillage laud from three to five acres in extent,

and what buildings will be required to house it.

But before we house the stock we must consider how the

owner of it should be housed. This is a very important
matter; the character of the house has no inconsiderable in-

fluence upon that of its inhabitants, and where a whole family

—parents, sons, and daughters—are huddled together in one
sleeping-room, as is too frequently the case, all feelings of

decency and self-respect are destroyed, and with them the
fulcrum on which the lever for the upheaving of the family
must rest. It is true that the cottager hunself is often satis-

tied with his present accommodation, and in many cases if he
were supplied with three bedrooms, would only see in this pro-

vision a reason for " taldng in a lodger;" but we may hope
that in a few years the Education Act will have produced a

change of feeling in this as in many other respects, and that
the labourer will not be contented with the wretched hovel in

which he is now often obliged to live, but will demand, as a

condition of his labour, a cottage in which the decencies of

life can be observed, and a good-sized garden to counteract the
attractions of the beershop, aiKl to give employment for the
spare time of the famOy.

In building a cottage certam well-known prmciples must be
home in mind

;
good drainage and proper ventilation are

necessities, so is the provision of a certain number of cubic
feet of ail- in proportion to the number of inhabitants. This
last point is, I thuik, sometimes exaggerated, when it is main-
tained that the country cottage should contain the same
number of cubic feet as the town dwelling or the prison cell,

forgetting that the countryman and his family pass much of

their time in the open air, and use the cottage principally as a
sleeping-place. The point which I should consider as the most
essential is, that there should be three separate bedrooms, or,

at any rate, the means of providing them when required by
the increase of the family—one for the parents, a second for
the girls, a third for the boys. They may be small and rough,
if you please, but they should he separate if any feelings of
modesty are to be retained. My idea of a cottage for a fruit

farm of from three to five acres would be this :—On the ground
floor one hving-room, about 18 by 1.8 feet (including the stair-

case), with a wash-house and back kitchen in one, 18 by 9,
containing furnace, oven, &c ; and on the upper floor tliree
separate bedrooms. I think two good rooms below ai-e better
than tlu-ee smaller ones, as I find that where there is a parlour,
as it is called, it is seldom, it ever, used. If grass laud is

attached, a somewiiat better description of house will be re-
quired

; a small parlour may be added on, and a dairy of a
similar size. I do not say tliat such cottages can be buUt to
pay a high per-centage in the way of rent, but the extra money
spent upon them will do far more good than if it had been
given in doles.

So much for the cottage itself ; the building to which the
next point of honour should be given is the pigstye. The pig,
as in Ireland, will be a material help in paying the rent ; more
than this, he will consume all the refuse vegetables, and tread
the weeds and Potato haulm into manure, which is essential
for_ the success of the farm. On such a take as I have de-
scribed, one or even two breeding sows might be kept, and the

young pigs which are not wanted for stores for the next winter
sold off as soon as they are able to leave the mother. Let us
see what buildings will he required for this purpose. There
should be two or three styes under one roof, either of wood or

brick, each of them 7 by 6 feet, and 4 feet liigh to the wall-

plate; a good-sized pound, 7 by 12 or 1-1 feet in length should
be attached to each. The fence of the pound should not be
made of brick but of slabs of wood placed sufficiently near
together to prevent the little pigs creeping between them ; the
building should face the south, and the bed should be raised

6 mches above the pound, and slope giaduaUy towards it.

Close at hand should be a cistern for wash, sufficiently large to

hold at least a truckload of grains of 150 bushels, as it will

sometimes happen that it will be necessary to keep the young
pigs on hand longer than is recommended, or, it may be
desired to feed them off as porkers.

As to the sort of pig which is most profitable, I mcline after

several experiments to a half-bred Berks. High-bred pigs,

though they feed on less than others, are apt to be deUcate in

constitution, and are not such good or prolific mothers as the
half-bred sorts. What a poor man wants is a sow which will

bring on the average ten pigs at a Utter, and this twice in the

year, and bring them up herself in good condition without the
assistance of the cow ; and as far as I have been able to see, a

half-bred Berks will answer this description better than any
other. In some parts there is a prejudice in favour of white
pigs. Wherever this is the case a half-bred Yorkshire may be

preferred ; but the point I wish to iiisist on is, that a high-bred
pig is not a poor man's pig, uuless he can buy one at six or

eight months old as a store—in that case it will answer his

purpose better than any other, especially if he likes his bacon
fat, with a very slight admixture of lean. It is astonishing what
a large bury of manure may be produced by a small number of

pigs, if only care be taken to put by everything fur the pound.
Potato-haujm when dry, weecfs of every kind, dead leaves, or

grass, fern, or heather where it can be had—all should be care-

fully collected, and, after being well trodden by the pigs, moved
to the heap, and in due course passed on to the ground.
There is no doubt about the profit of this part of pig-keeping,

though some authorities have questioned whether a pig is ever

fed by a cottager to a profit ; but to say nothing of other con-

siderations, I am of opinion that this may be done. If all

money paid out of pocket for the purchase of the pig, for

grains, flour, and food of every kind is calculated, I think a
pig may be fed for Ss. a-score ; and this, when the pig is killed

and salted, will give a cottager his bacon at less than Grf. per

pound—no slight advantage, be it remembered, when he cannot
buy butchers' meat under 8(1., and when it is also remembered
that one pound of bacon will go as far as two of fresh meat.
Then there are all the incidentals to be taken into account

—

the pig's company, the refuse he consumes wirieh would other-

wise be wasted, the manure he makes, last and not least the

air of comfort and contentment which he gives to the cottage

when he is suspended from the ceiling in the shape of flitches.

^Vhen all these points are duly weighed, I think I shall not be
far off right in saying that every cottager ought to feed a pig,

or two if he can, for pigs are sociable animals and thrive best

in company; and if two are not required for the use of the

family, one of them can be readily sold.

Next to the pig comes poultry, another very useful adjunct

to the kind of farm we are describing. At some seasons they
will require to be kept away from the fruit trees, but it is

astonishing how soon they learn what they may do, and how
far they are permitted to go. With regard to their dwelling-

place, if the pigstye is ceiled with boards about 4 feet from
the gi-ound, the vacant space above will make a very good
roostmg-place, and the warmth from the lower storey will make
the hens begin to lay earlier than they otherwise would.
Here again, as with pigs, I believe the most profitable sorts

will be found to be half-bred. The cross between the Dorldng
and the Cochin, or the Dorking and the Brahma w ill be ready
for the table at three months old, and as they will begin to lay

in January, and the chickens are remarkably hardy, there will

be two or tlu'ee hatches ready to send to market at the end of

May or beginning of June, when they ought to be worth Gs.

a-couple. If these half-breds are allowed to grow to theu' fuU
size they will weigh 7 or 8 lljs. each. But the best cross for the

table I have ever meet with is between these half-bred hens and
a Game cock ; so much so, that I should recommend it for that

purpose in preference to any other cross, or even to pure-bred

bu'ds, for the pure Cochm is an ugly bird for the table, and is

also too fond of sitting. The Brahma is much the same in
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these respects, the Dorkmg is too tender in constitution, the

Game requii'es a h^rge run, and does not do well in confine-

ment ; but if instead of chickens for the table, eggs are reijuired

for saie, the Hambm-gh, Spanish, or Houdau wUl be found
the most profitable breeds.

But is there any profit in keeping poultry ? From my own
experience I can say that there is ; not a large one, but still a

fair profit after paying all expenses of food, and charging the

chickens thi-oughout the year at 4s. a-couple, and the eggs at

fourteen for Is.

Ducks are a more questionable Idudof stock for profit ; they

ought to be sold otf when young at dd. or Is. each. They
wiU then pay well to the grower ; but if he keeps them on and
feeds them for the table the profit will soon disappear, for a

batch of young ducklings wUl eat as much as a pig. Nor should
I recommend either Turkeys or Geese, unless there arc special

facilities for keeping them.
There is one kind of stock for a fruit farm which I have not

yet mentioned, because I have no fancy for it myself and have
never tried it. I mean a hive of bees. They cost nothing to

feed, for like Pigeons they live upon your neighbours, and
bring then- produce home ; but I expect that bee-keeping is a

specialite which is only to be attempted where there is a mutual
attraction, and this does not always exist ; for bees, I am told,

have then' likes and dislikes to particular persons just as theu'

betters have. There is generally a good demand for honey,
and if this should not be the case it is an article which may bo

profitablj' consumed at home, and will be very popular wherever
there are children. I have heard that in a good year the

profit on a hive of bees is reckoned to be as higli as 15s. or £1.

I am conscious that one serious objection may be raised

against what has been hitherto said in these papers :
" You

have gone in entirely for what is profitable, and neglected the

beautiful, umniudful of the French ilictum ' that the beauti-

ful is often quite as useful as the profitable, and sometimes
more so,' " and as I fully acknowledge the truth of these last

words, I win make what amends I can, mindful of the old

adage :

—

" Omue tulit punctum qui miscuit utile dulci."

I will go so far as to say that the fruit farm will not be perfect

unless it is enlivened by flowers, among which their queen,

the Rose, should hold a prominent place. The gable wall of

the cottage will probably be covered by an Apricot tree, which
in good seasons will furnish no inconsiderable item towards
the rent, but the front and other parts may well be given up
to climbing Roses, such as Marechal Niel with his golden
blossoms, which he will give forth in abundance against a wall,

however coy he may be of displaying them unless provided
with this protection, and the Gloire de Dijon, the most pro-

lific of all Roses. But in speaking of the Rose, I have a

shrewd suspicion that by growing it the fruit-farmer may
vmite the utile dulci very mirch to his own advantage, and
may turn it into a profitable crop. I once gave a basket of

Roses to a Manchester salesman as a present to his mfe, and
the next time he paid a visit to my farm he confided to my
man the fact, that his wife, being of a practical turn of mind,
sold my Roses to a lady for the sum of 7s. iid. I have also

discovered that another who sometimes visits the black country,

and comes before he starts to beg a Rose for his button-hole,

generally selecting a full-blown specimen, has an eye to

business as well as to personal adornment, for he never brings

the Rose back with him, as he can sell it readily to some of

his customers for (id. These facts lead me to imagine that

the fruit-farmer may do worse than put in a few dozen Briars

to be budded with Roses ; and if he has a road or path tlu'ough

liis plantation, he may make it much more '• eyeable," as they
say in these parts, by erecting some rough rustic arches across

it with oak poles, and covering them with the Gloire de Dijon
Rose. In addition to the Gloire, which will seldom be with-
out a blossom from the middle of June till the frosts set in,

he should grow as standards Senateur Vaisse for a dark Rose,
and John Hopper for a pink Rose. I mention these varieties

as being good croppers and having compact blossoms, which
will bear the transit well ; and if the fruit-farmer will follow
my directions, I think he will find that a pot of Eoses will not
be the least profitable or the least appreciated produce which
he can send to the mai'kets of the great smoky towns of the
north.

I hope that I have carried my readers so far with me as to

convince them that a working man may make a very good
living from a small fruit farm, planted and managed as I have
described. If a man has a small freehold of liis own in a

suitable situation, I do not think he can turn it to better

account (to say nothing of the pleasure and interest derived

from this kind of cultivation), than by planting it with fruit

;

or if a man has laid by sufficient capital, say £100 or more, I

do not think that he can make a better investment of it than
by taking a lease of four or five acres of suitable laud for

fourteen or twenty-one years, and planting it with fruit at his

own expense. But my principal object in writing my experi-

ences on this subject is the hope that they may induce large

landowners to take the matter into their consideration, and
establish a few such farms ou their properties as inducements
to thrift and industry, and as steps in the ladder to enable the

deserving labourer to rise in his own profession in life. In
this case the landlord should plant, at any rate, a portion of

the ground with the best varieties of fruit, and those most
suitable to the district, leaving the tenant to till up the rest in

time with grafts or cuttings taken on the spot. The rent for

the first two or three years should not be above the agricultural

value of the land, but it may be raised as the fiiiit trees come
into bearing, till ou a good soU it reaches £o per acre or more.

In such a case, where the landlord is at the expense of plant-

ing, I do not think that a lease should be given, as if the

trees are neglected the occupier should have iuimei.liate notice

to qirit. The laud selected should be of a fair quality,

suitable for the growth of fruit, and within reach of a good
market, or of a raUway station, to which tho produce may be

sent. If these conditions are observed, I think a few such

farms held out as rewards to deserving labourers would help

to raise the tone of the whole district, and be a benefit to the

community at large. I have a strong feelhig that iu tho

present day we want every means that can be devised to pro-

mote the growth of that self-rehant independent spirit which
is tho cause of a country's greatness, and to ai'rest the spread

of pauperism. This last evil must be cut-at at both ends if

the quality of a population is to be maintained—at the lower

end by checking the indiscriminate system of out-door relief,

which is simply a premium on improvidence ; and at the

higher end by offering every aid to thrift and industry, and
every inducement to hardiness and independence, for wherever

these qualities are dying out among the bulk of a people, that

country, whatever its wealth may be, is not far from a fall. I

believe that the estabUshment of such farms as I have de-

scribed would have some influence for good, and if these papers

should have the effect of iuducmg anyone who has it in his

power to make the experiment, their purpose will have b3:;u

sufficiently answered.

GOOD PEAS.
I USE Ringleader, Little Gem, Advancer, and end with

Veitch's Perfection. The three sorts first named do not re-

quhe sticks ; the last requires a stick hero and there. I do
not Uke Peas that require sticks. The birds make more
havoc with staked Peas than with those uustaked. Moreover,

you can net uustickcd Peas better than sticked ones.

A dish of King of the Mai'rows was sent to me by our clergy-

man ; they were large and of admirable flavour. I believe the

stems grow 5 or 6 feet in height.

If Peas are not sticked or netted, the birds can only make
havoc on the exposed side.—W. F. R-idclytfe.

EEMONTANT HYBRID EOSES.
De Pokquet's French dictiouaiy is by no means a first-rate

authority to consult for terms not iu frequent use iu ordinary

conversation. Being a compilation made in and for tho pre-

ceding generation, it is at the present time an imperfect one

also. Remontant is a French word with every probability of

becoming an English one too. It is purely and simply the

present participle, answering to the English participle in in;/

of " remouter," which in Spiers' dictionary, now the standard

work for literary and other reference, is given with some twenty

different shades of meaning, besides idiomatic phrases iu

which it is used ; its general meaning is to re-ascend, to rise,

or ascend again. " Hybride" will also be found twice in the

same complete work, first as adjective, hybrid ; second, noun mas.

or fern., also hybrid. Peduncle is a botanical tei-m in frequent

use, explained by Dr. Lindley (" School Botany," p. 11) thus,

" The stalk of the flower is its peduncle, and if the latter is

divided into many smaller stalks its divisions are called pedi-

cels," sometimes written pedicles. One of the greatest of

living scholars, Archlsishop Trench, deprecates strongly the
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insertion of purely technical terms in the dictionaries of com-
mon use—a principle adhered to in the main by the best com-
pilers. It is not profitable, therefore, to be searching for words
where they are not to be found, especially in what the Ajch-
bishop terms " that absurdest of all books, a pronoimciug
dictionary," whether of Walker or of anyone else.—A. H. Kexi.

BELTON GRAPE BOOM.
[The followhif; is the report on the system of keepiug Grapes

pursued by Mr. Moore at Beltou, referred to at page 51'

.

The Grapes were cut on November 9th, 1871, and the stems
put into bottles of rain water with a little charcoal m each
bottle. Soda-water bottles were used, and filled a little more
than half full of water ; when placed iu the rack the water stood

the 2-lb. bunch was found to have taken up 1 oz., and the
smaller one thr-ee-quarters of an ounce. The room was kept
cool with closed shutters in consequence of the changeable but
for the most part severe weather, the heating power being only
used to keep out frost. In this way a very steady temperature
of about 38' was maintained in the room, and only on two
occasions did it fall below that point—namely, on the 19th of

November, when the thermometer stood at 37°, and on the 8th
of December, when it tell to 36'. The temperature never rose

above 43' at any tune. The Grapes appeared to be keeping
perfectly up to December 19th, when a few mouldy berries

were obser\-ed and cut out ; on the 20th they were again closely

examined, when it was foiind that many of the berries were
cracked ; these were at once taken out. The 21st being a drier

day the windows and door were opened, and the heat turned

Bottle Rack.

rt. Ledge fixed to wall. 1 d, Iron bracket 1 inch by { inch.

6, Tonfjued and beaded board lining e, Top bar.

to Tvall. /, Anyle block 8 inches long
r. Clear spa-^c. 1 fT, Bottom bar.

Bottles 3 feet 6 inches apai-t in the horizontal line, the rows 1^ inches apart

Section
a, a. Boarded floor.

b, Air-grating over hot-water pipes.
c, c, Air-gi-ating below board floor

at an angle, which it was thought would prevent its evapora- „„....,,

tion. Two bunches were weighed when placed in.the room, and I verticaUy.

were ticketed 2 lbs. and IJ lb. respectively, in order to test if
j

^^ . ^t this time a large number of the berries had burst ; the
' stems were then di'awn out of the water, with the view of

checking the bm'stmg of the berries. On the 22nd and 28rd, the

weather being very wet, the room was kept closed except the
top ventilator ; still more berries kept cracking. The 24th being

a dry day the room was again fully opened ; the berries were
rapidly bui'sting. On the 2Cth and 27th 11.5 lbs. of berries had
to be cut out, and the stems were inserted into Mangold Wurt-
zel, and all the best bunches removed into the vinery. The
remainder were inserted in Mangolds and kept in the room.
On the 28th 4^ lbs. of hemes had to be cut out. On the 29th

and 30th the cracking was to a great extent checked, as on those

two days sixty-three berries only had to be taken out, and these

chiefly iu the room.
The above remarks apply to the Black Ahcante Grape. The

Muscat of Alexandria did not crack, but the berries discoloured,

commencing at the footstalks.

The Grapes when cut in November were all perfectly ripe

and highly coloui'ed.

It is desired to know what is the tnie cause of the failure.

The accompanying are a plan and section of the Grape room.
—W. MOOBE.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
Mk. M.iETiN SrTTOX, the head of the weU-kno^Ti firm of

Sutton & Sons, Beading, to whom was lately granted the

special warrant of seedsmen to H.E.H. the Prince of Wales,
invited the numerous hands emi)loyed in the warehouses and
offices to his residence, Cintra Lodge, where the convalescence

of the Prince was celebrated by a display of fireworks and
illuminations. A military band was in attendance, and re-

freshments were pro'sided, of which about 300 partook.

the berries had the power of taking up the water in the absence
of leaves. On December 21st these bunches were agiun weighed

;
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Gaedesees' EoTAi Benevolent Institution.— The
Eev. S. Eeynolds Hole is to preside at the next anmversary
dinner.

Mr. John An-dkew Henderson died on the 13th inst.

at Hamilton Terrace, St. John's Wood, aged 77. Such is the
brief announcement we have to make of the departui'e of one
whose name in former years so intimately associated with the
Pine Apple Place Nursery, from the management of which,
however, he had for mauv vears retired.

"WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

The time is at hand for beginning operations herein earnest.

One of the first steps is to plan out every inch of ground for

the whole year, and to put laths, descriptive of the manur-
ing, the kind of crop, and what it is to be succeeded by, at the
heads of the quarters. It is also necessary, in order to follow
up a systematic rotation of crops, to keep a croppiug-book
con'esponding with the labels. Most people will be laying in

their stock of seed for the year. A little Caulifloufr and a
pinch of Brown Cos Lettuce should be sown in boxes placed in

a forcing house. Slopes should be forthwith formed, about
3 feet 6 inches wide, running east and west, and attached, if

possible, to the framing ground, as such crops as Horn Carrots,

Early Lettuces, and Radishes will require occasional covering
with Utter. Slopes of this kind, after having borne their

spring and early summer crops, will be free for autumn ones,
as Endive and autumn Carrots, or for raising a stock of winter
Lettiices. The sooner Asparagus beds are manured and
earthed the better. Plant Jerusalem Artichokes, Horseradish,
and Sea-kale as soon as possible. Plant a few early Potatoes
8 inches deep, and draw off 2 or 3 inches of soil in the first

week of April as a cleaning process. Sow Parsley, early dwarf
Cabbage, Bound Spinach, and Early Dutch Turnips on a warm"
slope. Select some small Onions of last year's growth, plant
them a few inches apart on the surface of the soil, and cover
them with earth ; many of these can be drawn early in a
green state, whilst others can run on for early kitchen use.
The true Two-bladed Onion is the only one fit fir this purpose,
as it does not run to seed, but the very smallest should be
selected for this purpose. Now a small patch of this kind, for

producing young Onions early, should be sown in a warm
comer very thickly, and protected as directed for Radishes. A
weU-prepared situation should be chosen for Shallots, over
which some charred refuse should be thrown, and the bulbs
placed on the surface.

FBUIT G.VKDEN.

The thinning and pruning of orchard trees should be pro-
ceeded with, and liberal dressings of manure given to ex-
hausted soils. Prune and remove the suckers from Filberts,
which rarely, except in Kent, get the management they re-

quire. Recently-planted orchard trees should be securely
fixed, by using a little hay or moss at the tie to preserve the
bark. Fruit-tree borders, particularly for the finer kinds
against walls, should be made with fresh, turfy loam ; so let

that be prepared. Where the loam is heavy add road scrapings
for the Peach and Apricot, but for Cherries and Plums use
loam itself. Pears require a small quantity of cow dung, but
not if the loam is rich. Dust over on damp mornings, with soot
and lime, Gooseberries and plants which are attacked by
birds, for preser\'ing the buds of which two or three dressings
will be sufiicient. Raspberries may have the old wood re-
moved and the new shoots thinned, the shortening of them
being deferred until another time.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Wlierever there is a large extent of mixed shrubbery some

care is necessary to prevent the stronger-growing bushes from
overgrowing the weaker ones, and it wiU be found better every
few years to lift and replant the former than to prune them
severely, as this, by inducing the gro-svth of luxuriant wood,
prevents the habit of blooming profusely. Never allow a
margin of bare earth to intervene between the grass and the
plants, but cover it with such low-gi-owing plants as Periwinkles.
The pruning of the more common kinds of Roses may now be
done. Should, however, a part of the Provence, Moss, and
others of the summer-flowering kinds be required to bloom
late, reserve a portion tiU AprU for that pui'pose. The pro-
duce of Auricula seed sown last autumn wiU now need atten-
tion. If they have been planted out in sheltered beds it wiU
be advisable to stu- the soil with a blunt stick, remove the

dead leaves, and to clean the beds thoroughly, after which a

top-dressing of a compost of decayed horse manure and leaf

soU should be applied to the depth of half an inch. It^wiU

be necessary to begin the destruction of snails by setting baits,

such as bran, &c., to decoy them. Flowering plants in pots

must be very carefully attended to, accorcUng to the directions

lately given. Phosphoric poison will be found an effectual

means of destroying mice. Polyanthus seed may now be
sown in pots. Many of the Tulips are now so forward that,

unless protected in some way, serious consequences may result

to the embryo blooms. I would advise that some sandy peat

be put in small cones over the rising plants just as they emerge
from the ground, which will greatly protect them ; this would,

however, be detrimental if it were deferred until they opened.
Pinks and Pansies wUl stUl require protection as previously

recommended, but Carnations and Picotees in frames must
have aU the exposure possible. Ranunculus beds may te
thrown up in ridges of about 4 inches, so that the lower pait

of the bed is allowed to remain undisturbed. By this means
advantage can be taken of a fine day, about the 14th of Feb-
ruary, to rake them level, as when suffered to he in the ridged

state the surface soil becomes sooner dry.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.

Some of the conservatory climbers, as those on pot trelHses,

win soon want dressing. The time for doing this must, hov-
ever, depend in some degree on the time at which they e e-

required to blossom. Cinerarias which are cramped in their

pots should have a shift, as should also Chinese Primroses for

spring work. Frequently examine Heaths and other plants

which suffer from damp at this season. It is often necessary

to keep a little air on at night, when a slight fire should be

maintained, which, with sulphur efficiently applied, wiU greatly

help to keep plants free from disease. Shift all greenhouse
plants frequently to prevent their growing one-sided, and see

that no decayed leaves are allowed to remain on them. Keep-
up a succession of blooming plants from the forcing pit in the
conservatory, and do not let the temperature fall below 40°.

The larger kinds of Fern and some dwarf Palms have often a

good effect when skilfully introduced among mere forced

flowers.

STOVE.

Potting may be proceeded with from this time onward, but
it is not necessary that this should be the case with Orchids^

except to facihtate the dispatch of spring business. Extirpate

insects when you have any leisure. The snails may be baited

for by laying a slice of fresh-cut Turnip on the spot, examining
it about nine o'clock in the evening and again the following

morning. The Blatta or cockroach may be destroyed by sper-

maceti and arsenic, say "2 ozs. of the former to 1 oz. or less of

the arsenic. This may be done by dipping sticks in the com-
position and pushing them into the pots. Woodlice may be
caught in a variety of waj's ; they will resort to a corner that is

kept dry, and may there be scalded. Thumb-pots with dry-

paper, hay, or rags wiU entrap them.
FORCING PIT.

Introduce into the forcing pit bulbs, Roses, Pinks, LUacs,
and plants of a similar description for succession. Take care

that the roots of plants in plunged pots are not burned ; no
portion of the plunging material in the vicinity of the roots

should exceed 7-5°. Maintain an average atmospheric tem-
perature of 60° at night and 70° by day, admitting air on aU
favourable occasions.—^W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
Gathering vegetables, trenching, and digging were our only

occupations of importance during the last week, as no very
deUcate operations could be proceeded with on account of the
damp condition of the soU.

The Incomparable White Celery is still looking well, but it

has suffered more from the long-continued wet weather than
the Red, which stands out clean and fresh, whilst the other

shows signs of damping and decay at the points. Notwith-

stantUng the advantages of the bed system in economising space,

I think in such linfavourable weather the plants are safer in

single rows.
Our beds of Sea-kale; each of which has two rows, we covered

to the depth of inches with ashes, placing some hot leaves in

the trenches between the beds, and also upon the top of th^
ashes. When treated iu this way the heads generally come
stronger than when the plants are taken up and placed in a

Mushi-oom house.
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Prepaie for planting Asparagus, Sea-kale, Ehubarb, and
Artichokes, and turn over the ground intended for Carrots,
Onions, and Potatoes. Made mild hotbeds for CaiTOts, Ea-
dishes, and Potatoes, and placed manj' of the eai'liest of the
last-named in shallow wooden boxes. In this position they
make a very free growth, but if early-ripe tubers are desired
they are produced better in 60-sized pots.

FKUrr GAEDEN.
Kept the fruit-room well aired by means of fire heat and

ventilation during the early part of the day. On foggy days
keep the Tentilators shut and give a little air at the top ; on
sunny days do not give much heat for fear of making the air

too dry, and thus causing the late Grapes to shrivel. Straw-
berries should be brought on very gradually, and watered very
carefully. Inesperieuced persons should not use saucers for

early crops unless they take care to see that these are empty
shortly after watering.

Fruit trees intended to bear in pots may be raised, replunged,
and mulched or surfaced with rich compost. It is too late to
repot should fruit be wanted at aU early, under ordinary
"treatment ; that is best done at the end of summer, in order
that the pots may become full of roots before the tops break
into growth. Good results may notwithstanding be obtained
by potting now and placing the pots in a mild bottom heat,
whilst the head is kept as cool as possible until the fresh roots
are near to the sides of the pot. To have ripe Strawberries in
March, the plants must be well estabhshed by the middle of

September. Plants taken up even now would make httle progress
if put in a forcing house, however gradual the increase of

temperature. Those lifted in March and April and placed
where there is heat will do very fairly, particulai'ly if bottom
heat suiBcient to encourage the roots a little more than the
4op, can be given them at first.

Preparations for the planting of fruit trees may still be
proceeded with.

AU hardy fruit is scarce. In a good fruit season Apples and
Pears would not bring much until after midwinter, but tliis

season half a peck of Apples has often brought more money
than a couple of bushels did in more plentiful years.

OKNAIIENTAL DEPARTMENT.
Box-edgings may now be cut, but the best time for doing

"this is in spring, when the frost is" nearly gone, or early in
autumn. If cut in winter or too early in spring they are apt to

"have, for a time, a stubby halt-dead appearance, instead of the
rich fresh green.

Transplanting.—Trees from 4 to 7 inches in diameter of bole
Tnay be moved advantageously, even without preparation, by
tracing the roots and by means of a timber gig. This consists

of two wheels, an axle between them, and a pole, to which
Taorse-power is appUed in proportion to the weight. We would
rather have done the work early in Kovember, as when the soil

is too wet it is difficult to pack the fine saved fibres properly,
-and on this packing much of the success depends.

Hyacinths and Tulips peeping up out of doors woiild be
safer it Uttle cones of ashes, rough cinders, sand, or, best of

all, fine charcoal, were placed over them as a protection from
frost and excess of moisture. A Uttle litter would be an equaUy
good protective against frost, biit unless carefully removed in

mild weather, the damp which accumulates about the top of

the plants vriU injure them. It is not even advisable to use
a shading or protecting cloth to the finer kinds too early, as

the flower-stems are thus apt to become drawn and weak.
"When the bulbs are planted regularly over a bed, each forward
iiUb, as it pushes through, may be protected by an inverted
4-inch pot, the hole of which is stopped. Many years ago we
used to protect TuUps, Hyacinths, and the earUer Narcissus of

the good sorts in this way, adding mats or Utter in severe
•weather, and taking off the pots in bright warm weather.

Heartsease, Pinks, a.ni Carnations, especiaUy if young plants
out of doors, wiU reqiure to be examined and fixed firmly in
their places after such changeable weather. In fixing them
"with the fingers, a Uttle dry sandy soil with some smaU char-
•coal wUl be of advantage, and wiU prevent future frosts throw-
ing the roots bare.

Atiriculas can scarcely have too much air in this mild wea-
ther, but the sash over them must be tUted back and front to
prevent deluges of rain from inundating the pit or frame.

Shruhhy Calceolarias.—The first cuttings inserted in the
cold pit at-the end of October are now matted with roots, but
those inserted in November are merely beginning to strike.

We would have liked better if the earUcr had been Uke the later.

as we must do everythuig to keep the more forward back untU
the weather wiU permit us to plant them out more thinly.

Though they stand damp well, we do not want them to be
wetted by the heavy rains, and therefore take the sashes off

only when there is no prospect of rain, merely tUting the sashes
on wet drizzling days. Without being in fire heat or in pots,
it is rarely that our bedding Calceolarias are ever troubled
with the nibble of an insect.

Chrysanthemums.—We have now only a few of these flowers

left. The tops should be cut down, and the plants turned into
the soU to set the pots at liberty. By-aud-by cuttings, suckers,
or bits of the old plants may be grown on for next season's
blooming. For beds out of doors, or for waUs, large masses
of this plant are more suitable. For flowering in pots, cuttings
and rooted suckers have their special advocates. We never saw
much difference in the results, if equal attention was given
to potting, and especiaUy watering. We used, after the plants
were fairly started, to turn them out into rich soU in May and
June, and pot them with baUs at the end of October. These
and the winter-flowering Salvias do weU under this treatment,
and much watering which would be necessary for pots in summer
is saved. We used to pack four or five plants in a vase, as closely

as possible, leaving an open space m the centre, on which the
bottom of an 8 or 12-iuch pot was placed. The shoots of the side

plants hid the central pot, and a fine pyramid of flowers was
obtained. To save frequent watering, these plants were in

summer plunged in a bed of half-decayed leaves, and the pots
were moved frequently to prevent the roots going much beyond
the pot.

Camellias.—If the soU is weU drained, plants swelling and
opening their buds should be rather freely suppUed with water
at least as warm as the temperature of the house. Weak
Uquid manure will also be acceptable, and especiaUy if instead

of being of a hot it is of a rather cool nature, as that made
from cow dung which has been dried somewhat, and is at least

a twelvemonth old before it is added to the water. If good
guano is used, 1 oz. to the gaUon is enough. It is weU to re-

mind those who wish to have CameUia blooms early in winter,

that it is not advisable to apply any extra heat for that pirr-

pose then ; but whatever extra heat or forcing is given should
be appUed so as to excite early growth in spring, and the early

setting of the bloom-buds in sununer. When these conditions

are secured, the buds wiU sweU in autumn and open at the

beginning of winter in a moderate temperature, such as 45' at

night. A lugh temperature appUed to make the buds sweU
and open wiU often cause them to faU. The true time to force

is when there has been a rest of a few weeks after blooming.
Deutzia gracilis, with its sjjray of white flowers, is very useful

at this season for reUeving flowers more briUiant in colour.

Very little heat soon brings it into bloom. I have flowered it

well along with LUacs, Ehododendrons, etc., by lifting the

plants with baUs, potting them, and plunging in a sUght hot-

bed six weeks before any increase of the atmospheric tem-
perature was given.

Bulbs.—Hyacinths, TuUps, &c., may be flowered early if the

bulbs are potted early in autumn. No forcing can weU take

place untU- the pots are fuU of roots. When I have had my
supply of bulbs late in the season and wanted some in flower

by Christmas or the New Year, I have plunged the pots in a

mUd hotbed out of doors, and put little over the bulbs, the

object being to have the pots weU fiUed with roots before the

tops moved. The heat beneath is of no use except under such
circumstances and for early b oom. In taking the bulbs to a

hotbed after plenty of roots have been made, it is desirable to

shade the yeUowish growth above the soU either by an in-

verted pot, which helps also to draw-up the flower-stem, or by
a thick mat over the glass, especiaUy in sunshine, untU the

top growth acquires its natural green colour. When the flower-

stems are rising strongly they wUl often begin to open their

blooms sooner if placed on a shelf nearer the glass, bat other-

wise in the same temperature. Before the plants are taken to

a room, window, or cool house, the pots should bo moved out

of the hotbed, and then the plants be graduaUy hardened off,

so that the change of cUmate may not be felt.

Once I had to keep up a succession of Hyacinths in flower

with a Umited number of glasses, the same glasses having to

be supplied n-ith bulbs in bloom as long as they could be had.

I grew the whole in pots, turning the plant into the glass when
a few of the lower flowers on the spike had expanded. The
baU was turned out of the pot, and the whole of the soU washed
away in a paU of water at from 65° to 70° without injuring a

root. The roots were then put carefuUy into the glass, sup-
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plied -with soft watc-r, aud, if the glass was coloured, some

charcoal aud pieces of manure were added.—R. F.

TRADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
Stuart & Meiu, Kelso, N.B.

—

General Catalogue of Vegetable

and Flower Six'ds.

Hooper & Co., Covent Garden Market, London, Yi^.C—Gar-
dening Guide and General Catalogue.
W. Bull, King's Road, Chelsea, London, ^y^.—Retail List of

Select Flower, Vegetable, and Agricultural Seeds, and New
Flants.—List of Gladiolus and New Plants.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
N.B.—Many questions must remain unanswered until next

week.

Character (W. Taylor).—It is a satisfactory testimonial; and on what
ground you could have thought it neediul to consult a lawyer we cannot
discern. ^

Setting Boilees—Kaistng Flow-pipes—Evaporating Tanks (M-).—In
fixing a. saddle boiler two plans may be adopted according to the size of the
boiler. If the boiler is email raise it at the sides the thickness of a firebrick

or tile above the furnace-bars; leave an open space of 6 inches at the farther

end; build with brick a flue C inches wide round the sides of the boiler,

and bring it as near the furnace doors as you can. This flue may be made
of bricks laid across from the cur\-e of the boiler, or by an iron plate so
placed. The opening at each side near the fiunace door allows the heat and
smoke to go round the outside of the boiler, then to pass along the top and
up the chimney, the farther end being blocked up. In a large boiler we should
prefer having two flues at the sides by using two iron plates as dividers on
each side. The heat would then pass round the lower part of the side of the
boiler, return near the upper part of the side, and thence go along the top up
the chimney. Iron plates 7 or 8 inches wide are very good for this purpose.
Soot-doors must be pro%'ided for all these flues. Like the writer at page 15,

we have made water circulate in all modes, even to going downhill ; but it

is much bettei- that the pipe should rise from the boiler, and then go and
return on a level until it dips down to the bottom of the boiler. It is still

better, in our opinion, when there is a sHght rise to the further end, with an
open air-pipe there, and then a similar decline to the bottom of the boiler;

and we say ths after ha\'ing been under the necessity of wt rlring many plnns.

The most interesting part of the article at page 15 is that relative to the im-
portance of hairing hot-water pipes ou a level, and having as fev returns as
possible. Not lon^ since we heated a smaU house by taking round three i-ipes

on a level beneath a stage, so as to leave a pathway free in front and at back.
The boiler was placed at the north-west comer. There was one flow and one
return. "When the flow arrived at its right position it was joined in the usual
manner to thi'ee pipes, and these went round the west end, the south side,

the east end, and the north side to no great distance from the boiler. In that
space the ri.se all round would be about 3 inches. At the highest point, just

where the three pipes were changed into the one to retxmi again to the boiler,

an open air-pipe was inserted. With the exception of this short piece visible

that joined the return, all the pipes were flow-pipes, and nothing could answer
better, the chief advantage being the uniform heat in the pipes all through.
The steam or evaporating-pipe alluded to, page 15, we think you will

understand better if you suppose that the flat iron pipe is merely an open
level tank, and the 'ij-inch pipe that goes through it from end to end is

intended to heat the water in the pipe or tank. All that is necessary is to

connect that 2^inch pipe in the tank with the flow-pipe near the boiler, and
with the retum-pipe at the other end. The circulation will then be as com-
plete in that pipe in the trough as anywhere else.

FLo^^-ER Beds [An ^maft ur).—Both your plans No. 1 and No. 2 would
look well if suitably planted. No. 1 is the more proportional of the two, but
the ends of your square figures should be curved-in to correspond with the
curve of the circles. Notwithstanding this, we much prefer No. 2, and chiefly

because it breaks in on the stiff monotony of the outline. In No. 1 you have
a 4-feet walk all round, and a band of turf between the walk and the beds.
In No. 2 this regularity is broken in upon. The grass all round is, wider, and
round the centre, especially, the widthis unequal or diversified, which of itself

will be a great advantage. The fault of No. 2 is the want of balance in the
Bize of the bed>;, and the narrowness of the turf between the beds at places.
We would have none less than 4 feet. We would alter it thus: Reduce your
centre circle to 6 feet in diameter, and add a foot to the grass and a foot in
width to the four beds round it. Reduce your four circles from 6 to 5 feet in
diameter. We do not agree with you as to substituting an oval for the two
end figures. We do not think you can better the outline, but we would lessen
the size by placing the two cuned inside lines from 2 to 3 feet nearer the
boundary. Pencil a group as thus suggested, and you will see you will have
more room for turf, aud the beds will be better balanced.

Geranium {D. F, J. K.).—We cannot attempt to name the varieties of
florists' flowers.

Waste Lands {A Constant Reader).—We know of no wort on their culti-

vation exclusively. Arthur Young's "Agricultural Survey's" of various coun-
ties give information on the subject.

Garden AncHiTECTrRE

—

Emigration {A Novice).—We think "Garden
Plans " and " Greenhouses for the Many," both pubhehed at our office, would
supply the infomyition. Wc are told by a good authority that Victoria in
Australia is the best new home for gardeners.

Planting a Span-roofed House {A Market Gardener).—We would advise
planting both sides of your span-roofed house with Vines 4 feet apart, as thus
yi)U would have the house furnished sooner, even if afterwards you took the
Vines across so as to fiil both sides of the roof. We would in general only
take one stem to a Vine instead of two, but if one became very strong you
could give it more room. Planting at 4 feet apart, the stems on crossing
would thus ultimately be 2 feet apart; at that distance a great weight of
Grapes can be cut, but you can expect nothing to grow under the Vines. The
Vines you name are gui'd late sorts. We are not so sure of Mrs. Pince and
Madresfield Court hanging so long. We have no doubt you will succeed veiy
Well with the trees as bushes in the orchard house, if the roots be curtailed at
times; but after trying such modes largely we think that for economy and

profit we would plant the trees on each side, and train them on a slope 18 inches

ir m the glass. Vines may be grown 7 feet apart; but even then the shade

will injure the colour of the Peaches.

Celery Lifting {A Lady in Clieshire).—It is not a good plan to lift

Celery and store it in a potting shed, for it parts with a considerable amount
of moisture, and on that account loses crispness and flavour. It ought to be
left in the ground, and protected with litter in severe weather, but remove the

covering when it is mild.

Pigeons' and Fowls' Dung (Aspire).—As both are powerful icanures

they should not be applied in such great quantity as stable or farmyard

manure, A dressing just sufficient to cover the siurface is enough, and shcaild

be pointed-inwith a spade. We have given with advantage a dressing haU
an inch thick to Onion beds. Both are valuable manures for every de-

scription of vegetable crop.

Hotbed of Dcng and Tan (G. A. S.).—We do not approve of mixing
dung and tan together in forming hotbeds, not but that the mixture answers

well enough for bottom heat, giving a steady heat, but the tan spoils the

manure. We would, therefore, make a shell or lining of the stable manure,
say IS inches wide all round the bed, carrying it up to the required height,

which at this season will be 6 feet at back, and 5 feet in front, and fill up the

centre with fresh tan. The oily cotton waste you may mix advantageously

with the manure in the proportion of one part to four of stable manure, and
if you have sufficient to raise a bed 5 feet high at back, and 4 feet high in.

front, we should dispense with the tan.

Heading-back Maiden Apple, PE.AJi, and Plum Trees {5i>fro).—We
would not head back the trees more than 3 feet, as we presume you wish them
to form pyramids or bushes, and this will give you shoots sufficiently near
the ground. These side shoots should be encouraged, not stopping the lowest

ones until they have grown a foot, nor the leader until it has made that

length of shoot ; then take out their points. If, from the top, strong shoots

start besides the leading shoot, stop them at the third leaf ; this wUl induce

the lowest side shoots to push freely.

Cutting the Leading Shoots of Cupressus and Thuja—Peach TiiEE
Gumming (Amattur).—¥ou may cut off the leading shoots of Cupressus

and Thuja without disfiguring them, and remove irregular growths. There
are no shrubs that will bear pruning better than Thujas and Cupressus, We
have some that are cut into close pyramids. We do not know what you can
apply to the stem of a Peach tree badly gummed. There is no remedy. It is

probably a consequence of the tree being on a foreign iPlum) stock. The
belt of old Fir trees just outside the north comer of the garden cannot do
any harm if the branches do not extend over the wall, or shade the giound.

On account of the shelter they afford from north winds, we would not cut

them down. If the branches extend over the wall and cause shade or diip. it

may be desirable to lop, and perhaps cut down the trees. Remember that it is

easier to cut down trees than to rear others that will afford the shelter of

those removed.

Border for Climbers—Liquid Manure {Black Edge).—'SVe highly ap
prove of your taking upthe concrete. We would make the width 2feet, and il

possible 3 feet, take out the soil, put in 9 inches of drainage, and then 3 or
3 feet of soil. The border would be far better than the boxes. A M^Ttie
trained to the wall would thrive if protected fiom frost in very severe winters.

We would remove the offset at once, and place in the water two or three pieces,

of charcoal about the size of a nut. Bedroom slops are useful as a manure,
if diluted vrith six times their bulk of water. They may be poured betweeii

the rows of growing crops of vegetables, or used in an undiluted state od
ground before cropping.

Double White Violets, &c. (B. FiTicent).—Write to some of the princi-

pal florists who advertise in our columns.

Treatment of Vines (A. D.).—Remove any loose bark from yoxu: Vines,
and paint the stems with a mixture composed of 4 ozs. of sulphur, 2 ozs. of

soft soap, and a small portion of soot, to half a gallon of water. The vinery
started at the end of Janhary should have a night temperature of 45'- to
begin with, gradually increasing it, so that by the time the shoots have giown
an inch, 60° may be attained. Increase it in two weeks to 65*=. In all cases

allow a rise of 5 by day from ai-tificial heat, and of 10- to 15° from sun heat.

Syringe the Vines twice o-day until the buds break, when syringing should be
discontinued.

Vines in Pots (Essex).—Your young Vines had the proper treatment until

you say that in May, " they were much shaded by the permanent Vii^es."

They would not be likely to form fruit-buds under such highly disadvanta-

geous circumstances. The position to which you removed them, " the ironfc

stand of a plant house," was not good; they required more heat than they
obtained there. We obtain fruiting canes of the strongest description from
eyes inserted the same season, growing them ou in a temperature of not less

than from 60*" to 65=" at night after they are fairly started, but they must not
be xmder shade. You should have shifted them into their fruiting pots by
the end of July. As you have placed the Vine eyes on pieces of tm-f upon a
Pine-bed, you will find full instructions how to proceed in No. 513, page 131, of

last year's Journal of Horticulture. The Vines which did not show
bunches try in both ways, but grow the largest portion from a single eye at

the base of the cane. The fruit-buds must be formed and thoroughly ma-
tured before the leaves fall in autumn.

Peach House (A. r.).—Your trellis should be from 12 to 15 inches from
the glassj instead of 6 inches. Have from 18 to 24 inches of good soil above

the concrete. We prefer the saddle- boiler and 3 or 4-inch pipes, but we like

conical and tubidar boilers very well, the simplest the best. A boiler with

furnace fittings for such a long house would cost about £8, and two rows of

pipes on each side would be necessary. Good 4-inch pipes will tost fi-oni

2s. 3d. to 2s. Gd. per yard, without the workmanship. Pipes may be pur-

chased at any price ; we lately heard of some put up very cheaply, but they

proved to be poor rain-water pipes, dear at any price when used fur hot water.

We cannot recommend tradesmen. If particular, have a clear specificatioii

and a contract, and any of our advertisers wUl do the work well.

Conservatory (Leamside).—The best arrangement we can think of for

such a house, 14 feet wide, would be a border all round, except oppcsite the

plate-ghiss window, of 18 inches in width—wide enough for climbers—with a

shelf or trelliswork all round of the same width, at about 3 feet from the

ground, except opposite the window. That window we would take to the floor

as a door, unless you can walk at once from the drawing-room into the central

outjut of the conse^^•atorv. Then with a walk 2 feet 9 inches all round you will

have a base for your central stage of 5A feet. If you will be satisfied with a
30-inch path you will have a G-feet base for your stage. Many would prefer

a 3-feet pathway to give room to the ladies, even if thus they curtailed either
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tie side shelves or the central platform. This platform we would either have

fli', 3i feet from the ground, or, ii a stage, have two or three shelves on each

Bide, the slope facin- ea<t and west. There are tliree modes by which j-ou

cm heat the house effectually. The pipei may be placed above ground under

the aide shelves, and if 6 inches from the climbers will not hurt them, and
a thin hoard miyht bo placed between the pipes and the stems of the climbers

;

b It then we presume it would not do to have the pipes opposite the window,

n r yet opposite the wide part in the centre. In this case the boiler could be

p'ac'ed at the north-west comer, pipes taken as far as the window on the west

8 de. and right round as far as the wider part on the other. Three 4-inch

pipej would be required. The neatest mode, if you can sink your boiler

€a5Ui,'h and do not mind a little more expense, would be to form a trench for

yoir pathway, with a brick wall on each side, take three pipes all round in the

trouL-li, and cover the opening with galvanised-iron grating. In cold damp
weather that grating will be very pleasant to the feet, especially if thin-solcd

boots are used. The third mode, and a very simple one, is to carry both your

flow and return pipe from the boiler underneath the border and pathway,

and then rise and commence at the nor,h-west side, and take the pipes right

round the house under the central platform, where they would be entirely out

of the way. We would carry the pipes round either on a level, or, better still,

with a rise of 2 or 3 inches, insert an air-pipe at the farther end, and make
the connection at once with the return-pipe to the bottom of the boiler. . To
keep out frost, two pipes round under the platform would do. To keep plants

in bloom in winter, or to force them, three 4-inch pipes would he better,

placing them in such a position that all the heating would be in the centre of

the house. We think the form of boiler is not of much consequence, and
if you tiud the tubular so much to your satisfaction, we would advise you to

have what suits you best. You will see other remarks on placing the heating
pipes under the central stage. The pipes are thus quite out of the way.

Glazing Without Laps (X. Y. Z.).—Much less air finds its way into a
house glazed without laps than into one with them. The danger lies in the

Klass bein-;' placed closely side by side, and no room being left in the groove,

as in Mr. Peach's case, for the class will suffer from expansion. We have no
doubt that the zinc bars will answer, but as to their durability we will say

nothing. Zinc roofs were recommended at one time because they would not
oxidise or rust out, but they wear out, and are very sensitive to expansion and
contraction by heat and cold. We would paint zinc bars if using them, but
<iur experience does not enable us to speak decidedly.

Sowing the Berries of Thorns, Hollies, Bats, and Berberis Dar-
wiNll (BcTmotl).—It is not necessary to take off the pulp. They may he sown
tis they are, though it is usual to place the Thorn haws in a heap, cover them
with soil for a twelvemonth, and then sow from three-quarters to an inch deep.

Tou may do this or sow, but the seedlings will not appear until the second
year. The same remarks apply to the Holly and Bay, but in the case of the
Berberis the pulp may be separated by washing, and the seeds sown in sandy
soil in March. They "should all he sown in the open ground early in March,
ehoosing a warm sheltered spot for the Bay.

Beet for a Ribbon Border (Trethowel).—The best we have grown for

this purpose is Dell's Crimson. Sow it in pans during the second week of

April, and plant out the seedlings in the second or third week of May. We
have sown it where it is to remain in the first week of May, thinning-out the
plants to 8 or 9 inches apart, and they were as good as the transplanted
seedlings. Amaranthus tricolor is not nearly so good as Beet, not so hardy

,

aud altogether very different.

Late Peas (Q. Q.).—For producing a late supply of Peas, Ne Plus Ultra
is excellent, and should be sown at the end of June ; and Imperial Wonder is

a good late sort, which should be sown at the same time. To fill-up the gap
"between Ringleader and Yeitch's Perfection, Maclean':: Princess Royal and
Premier are excellent sorts.

Annuals for Late Flowering (Idem).—They arc very uncertain sub-

jects for producing a late supply of flowers for cutting, but we find the large-

flowered Emperor Stock and Phlox Drummondi excedent for the purpose.

The seed should be sown early in April in gentle heat. We have also had
Asters in fine bloom early in October, from a sowing made at the end of

April ; Senecio elegans from seed sown at the same time in heat and the
seedlings planted out; Sweet Alyssum and Candytuft, the latter sown early

in June, and the former early in May. CaUiopsia Burridgii flowers late, and so

do Branching Larkspurs sown in April. Centranthus macrosiphon sown the
last week in May, and Sweet Pea the second week in May, will flower until

frost. The Tom Thumb varieties of Nasturtium are good sown the third
week in April, and no doubt there are many otherswhich do not occur to us at

present. Crimson King Verbena is a satisfactory bedder, but would not do
-outside Purple King, which should either be raised or the positions reversed.

Frogmore Late Pine Strawberry is superior to Elton, and is quite as late. For
a late supply the situation should he open, but we do not think anything is

gained by growing the plants on north borders. Cockscomb is an excellent

"Strawberry and would thrive with you.

Caterpillars in Leaf Mould ( W. Nock).—The caterpillars are those of
one of the many species of daddy-longlegs (Tipula sp.). They attack the
i-oots of many plants.—I. O. W.
Names of Fruits (D. F. J. K., Virginia).—The two Pears are Chaumontef.

They are now over- ripe, and becoming as usual bitter. Their shrivelling before
ripening arises, probably, from their not having been well matured before they
were gathered. {Subscriber).—It is not easy to name a Grape from seeing
only three berries ; still we venture to say that yours is Mrs. Pince.

shown by myself at Bristol, for I obtained the parents direct

from Shanghai about two years ago, and I keep no other

breed of fowls. If your reporter had been accustomed to see

Cochins a-; they are foiuid in China, he would be astonished

at the difference which exists in the breed as we have it now
exemplified in the Buff variety. The greatest improvement
has taken place, and this, I think, wiU also be the case with

the Blacks when more known. At any rate, I shall not be dis-

couraged in my attempt towards such improvement.
It is generally supposed to be impossible to breed the Black

Cochins true to feather ; this is very likely to be the case if

they are the result of the cross (referred to in the " Poultry

Book" edited by Messrs. Wingfield and Johnson, page 13) be-

tween the White and Buff varieties, which produces, I believe,

a Black, but which, after the first or second moult, shows white

feathers ; and this it was -which induced me to obtain some
birds direct from Shanghai, where I have friends, who selected

and sent me my first birds.

I should like to say a few words about age, in the hope that

judges will discourage as much as possible that which I fear

exists to a great extent—riz., understating ages, or rather

bowing birds over a year old as cockerels and puUets. This

I observe you have referred to in your remarks on the Dorking

cockerel class at Bristol, and there is no doubt that this very

unfair practice extensively prevails.—C. M. Hole, Tiverton.

SILVER-SPANGLED HAMBURGHS.
Having attended several of the principal shows, and being

to some extent a Hamburgh fancier, I was struck with the

difference in what are now called Silver-spangled Hamburghs
and those exhibited a few years ago. On reference to the

second edition of the " Poultry Book," I find illustrated there

a bold, weU-shaped, white bird, evenly and distinctly spangled

with black. On examining the prize pens at the Crystal Palace

Show, I saw what I thought were black birds shghtly pied

with white, the white spots apparently running one into the

other.

Mr. Beldon, in a letter published in an American paper,

writing of Silver-spangled Hamburghs, states that they should be

heavily and distinctly spangled ; now, I maintain that the pre-

sent breed of show birds are not distinctly spangled.—J. K. 0.

WHAT A RAILWAY CAN DO.
We so often hear complaints, and justly so, I think, of

railway neglect in the conveyance of poultry to and from shows,

that I think the following instance of celerity may, perhaps, be

worthy of note. I had a pen of Golden Polands at the Durham
Show, the Secretary of which was requested to forward the

pen to the Edinburgh Show. AU were to be at Edinburgh by

Friday night, or at the very latest by Saturday morning at

eight o'clock. Judge, then, of my chagrin to find my bii-ds

safe at home on Friday night, instead of just then being about

arriving at Edinburgh. However, an hour or two afterwards,

on consulting " Bradshaw," I found that if I sent a pen by mail

train leaving Louth at eighteen minutes to 9, there was just a

chance that they would get to Edinburgh by 8.5 in the morn-

ing; so I packed up a pen and despatched them, and as I

could only prepay the ciirriage to Berwick, I placed a large

card on the top of the hamper, requesting the railway officials

not to remove the hamper from the train at Bervidck, but

to send them on to EtUnburgh. They arrived, and won a

prize ; thus traversing a distance of fully four hundred miles

in about eleven hours and a half.—G. W. B.

POULTET, BEE AND PIGEON CHEONIOLE.

BLACK COCHIN-CHINAS.
I THINK your reporter has been a little severe generally on

the Black Cochins exhibited at the late Bristol Poultry Show,
and especially so on my unfortunate seven-months-old cockerel,

vfhich he designates a " miserable so-caUed Black Cochin."^ I

shall not be sorry if it shordd give rise to a useful discussion
on this breed, -which I believe is destined to be verj- shortly as
much in request as any of the other varieties of Cochins,
if not more so. I can vouch for the purity of the bh-ds

ANY OTHER VARIETY OF BANTAMS.
I \M sure Black Bantam breeders -will say -with me it is very

hard that we cannot be treated like all other exhibitors. We
pay the same entrance money, and have to meet in our Any
variety class five or six different breeds—-viz., Blacks, 'V\Tiites,

Gold-laced, SUver-laced, Japanese, Pekins, and of course it

becomes purely a matter of taste -with the Judges which shaU

have the prizes. How often do we see Pekins first. Laced

second, and ifa third prize is given Blacks get it. We have few

shows -where Blacks have a class, and note when they have

as a rule it is a good class numbering from ten to twenty pens.

Of course, breeders of 'UTiite and Laced Bantams may find the

same fault. Now, what we want is either separate classes for

aU sorts, or di-viding as follows: first. Blacks and Whites;

second, Gold-laced and Silver-laced; third, Any other variety
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of Bantams. I would ask all breeders who have to compete m
the Any other variety class as it is at present, to give their

opinion on the subject, and to bring the matter faii-ly before

the committees with which they may come in contact. I hope

some of our leading exhibitors in this class will take the

matter up.—F.tiR Play.

XOEWICH POULTEY SHOW.
This Show was held on the 17th and 18th inst., in the Com

Hall, Norwich. The award.-; were as follows ;

—

Game ( Black-brea&ted and oiher Eeds). — Cocfc. — 1 and Cup, G. Sutton,

BoutUam. 2, W. Ra^-ne^, Ipswich, he, S. MaUhew, Stowmarket (-2): F. Hard-
ing, ChiDgford; E. Aykroyd, Eccleshill; A. Baslani, Hyndley. Hun. — l. S
Maitbew. 2, E. Aykroyd. he, S. Matthew; A Haslam: H. E. Martm, Scul-

thorpe : E. Uranford, Snatfbam ; T. Dyson, Halifax ; G. Clfmenia. Bmnmgham.
GA^m (Anyother variety).—Cock.—1 and 2. S. Matthew (Duckwiug). lie, J.

Jeken, Eitbani IDuckwuigl. a«n.—l, S. Matthew (Duckwing). 2, E. Aykroyd.
he, S- Matihew (Dnckwing); J. Jeken. ,

Dorkings.—Cock— I, L. Patlon, Hillmore. Taunton. 2, Henry Lingwood,
Barking, Necdham Market, he, J. f-mith, Shilling)ee, Petwurth : Capt. C. E.
Bignold, Norwich. Ben.—l and Cup, Henry Lingwood. 2. Mrs. G. Clarke,

Long SuLton. he, Fev. E. Bartrum. Great Berkhampotead ; T. briden. Cononley

;

F. Parlelt, Great Baidow; O. K. Cresswell, Earlv Wood, Bagshot : L. Patton.

CccHl.s-CaiNA (Cinnamon orBuff).— Cocfc.— 1 and Cup. Lady Gwydyr, Ipswich.

2, H. Lloyd, Jan., Hansworth. ftc, E. E. Gray, Kensington Gardens, London;
Henry Lingwoud ; J. Long, Plymouth, fleii.-l, C. Jl.stickings, Wye. 2, Lady
GwyJyr. he, Mrs. A. Vigor, Souihfield, Uxbridge ; E. Fearon, Whitebaren ; B.

R. Harris, Cusgame; Henry Lingwood.
Cochin-China (Any other variety). — Cocfe. — 1. Lady Gwydyr. 2, R- S. S.

Woodgatr, Pembury (White). hcB Fearon; J.M. otter. Newark (Partridge);

F. Bi ewer. Lostwithiel (White) ; R. S. S. Woudgate ; Horace Lingwood, Creel-

ing (2). Hen.—l. E. S S. Woodgate (While). 2, Horace Lingwood. he, E.
l-earon ; R. S S. Woodgate (White): Horace Lingwood ; Ladv Gwydyr.
BniHUA PooTRA (Dark).—Cocil-.—1 and Cap, T. F. Ansdeil, St. Helens. 2,

Horace L n,'woo i. he, C. P. Hart, Eaton, Norwich : Horace Lingwood ; Lady
Owydyr. Hen—I. Lady Gwydyr. 2, Hon. Mrs. A. B. Hamilton. Woliurn. he,

T. F. Ansdeil; C. P. Ha.t: Dr. Holmes; F. L. Turner, Dorchester; Rev. J. D.
Peak^, Lalehani ; Eo ace Liugn-ood.
Bbahxa Poutra (Light)—Cocfc—1. Mrs. A. Worthinrton, Burtonon-Trent.

2,H. Dowoett, Pe»lev. (ic, Mrs. A. W.rlhingion; F. B. Astley, Norwich: P.

Haines. Di-s; L. Dean, Chepstow; H. MitchelL Hen.—l, 3. R. Rodbard,
Wrington, Bristol. 2, Mrs. A. Worihington. he, Mrs. A. Worthington; J,

Drake. Oig r; H.Lo.vsett; J. R. KodbarJ.
Hambulgus (Gold or Silver-pencilled).—! and Cup, E. E. Parker, Ipswich.

•2, W. TiC^ nor, Ipswich.
Hamburuhs (Gold or Silver-spangled) —1. Ashton i Booth, Mottrnm. 2, J.

B. Lakeman, Ip^wicJ. he, L. Wren, Lowestoft; W. Tickner; E. Wilkinson,
Guildford ; H. H. siickings, Ashford; N. Barter.
SPAM^H,—l and Cup, Mrs Tonkin, Bristol. 2, J Thresh, Bradford, he, Col.

-J. Ci'ckburu, Brackendale, Norwich ; Boulton & Gliddon, Bristol
Ani othbr Varietv.—CocS —1, W. Drirg, Faversbam iCieve-rceur). 2, J.

Hint,.n, Warminster (Silver Poland). Ac, Miss J cross, Brigg (CrL-ve-CoJur):

W. K. P.itriik, West Winch (Poland); A. Cruilenden, Hawyaids Heath (Gold-

spaiirl dl'nlisb): W. Tippler. Chelmsford. Hen.—1, Cup, and Commended, W.
K. I'.i : 1

, I. Ml i i.Ui.d). 2, F. Brewer (Houdan). he, W. Dring (Houdan);
C. H. I,. i!. on-Trent (Creve-Coiur)
A , . I. (. ' ."(.-eref—l and Cup, J. Thresh (Black Spanish). 2, Lady

Gw>ri,r -
.

I . .-i,i_fs, Melksham (Biaik Hamburgh); W. K. L. Clare. Twy-
«io.;» ,lii lAii G .1. . i: J. L. Hinton (.-ilver Poland); Horace Lingwood (Par-

Iriage t uchm). I'ulUt—l, Lady Gwydyr. 2, H. Lingwood. he, J. Threbh
(Bbick Spanish)

'"
.0) —1 a
t. Edm_. ..

SnndeiUi.d ; W. A laras, Ipswich: W. B. Jeffries, Ipswich (2).

Bantams (Any other variety). —1, Eev. F. Tejrle. Gazeley Vicarage, New-
market (White). 2, B. S. Lowndes, Stony Stratford (Pekin).~ he, J. H. Paget,
Loughijorougb (Cuckoo); Hon. Mrs. Paget (Japanese); S. & E. Ashton,
Mottram (Black); M. Leno (Laced).
Seeling Class.-I and Cup. Lady Gwydyr (Cochin). 2, W. Boyes, Beverley

<Game). 3, Hon. Mrs. P.igtt (Brown Red Game), he, A. Pane, jun.. Onlton,

Lowestoft; E. Lantonr. Ampthill (Dark Brahma); R. Loft, Woorlmansey
4Sultan): K. Brownlie, Kirkca-dy; Horace Lingwood (Partridge Coch'n); W.
Tippler (Houdan). ^, ,

i^fcLLlNG Class.—flerw.—l, H. Dowsett (Brahma) 2, 1 ady Gwydyr (Cochm).
3. R. Loft (Sutau). he, L. Wren (Gold-spangled HauH.urghl; B. Warner,
Upton (Dark Brahmal ; J. Drake (Dark Brahma) : H. Brown. Putney Heath

;

E. PosUc, Gazeley (Black Red Game); J. B. Lakeman (Golden-penciUed); W.
Rayner (Black Eed Game)
StLLisG CLAss.-Corl-or Coctfffl.-l, E. Loft (SuHan). 2. W Boyes (Game).

3, Laoy Gwvdyr (foLhii). he, W. Cutlack, jun., Littleport (Dark Brahma);
MissJ. Cross (Crcve-Lo-ur) : W. K Patrick (Poland); W. Dring iCreve-Cceur);

H. Brown; R. E. Parker (Gold-pencUled Hamburgh): E. Brownlie: Horace
Linuwood; W. Eajner (Brow-n Red and Duckwiug Game); W. F. Chickley
Bu^ Cochin),
Ducks (Aylesbury) -1 J. Drake. 2, A. W. partridge, Sprowston.
DtCKs lEonen) —1, F. Parlett. 2, J. Drake.
Extra Class.- 7i*.*, J. N. Waite, Norwich (Toulouse Geese, Sw-ans).

PIGEONS.
Carriers.—1, F. W. Metcalfe. Cambridge. 2, H. Yardley, Birmingham, he,

T. Chambers. Northampton.
Balds ok Beai-.ds.-1, S. Morling, Kins's Lynn. 2, H. P. Dwelly, Peckhsm.
TusiBLESB.—1 and 2, J. Ford, Monkwell Street, London, he, H. P. Dwelly.
Barbs.-], T. Hesdows. Boston. 2, C. Norman, Ipswich.

—1, A. A. Vaiider Meersch, To
feisidi/e; II. Yard!ey.
-1, T. H. Dows, Boston. 2. J. T. Cater, Colchester.

ASY other Vauiety.—1. H. P. Dwelly (Jacks . 2, T. C. Marshall, Peter-

borough (Magpies), he, 3. T. Cater ; Col. Cockburn (black Trumpeters), c, H.
Ytrdley.
Selling Class.—I, A. A. Vander Meersch. 2, H. P. DweUy (Owls).

Mackley. Ac, k WilUs; T. S. Merry. Norwich, c, J. Jetfes, Ipswich.
Norwich.—A/arArd or Variegated Yellow —1. J. Mortimer. 2 and vhc, G. and

J. Mackley. c, F. Wdlis. Harked or Variegated Buff.—1,3. 3eaea. 2 and c, J.

Mortimer, vhe. G. (k J. Mackley. he, F. Willis.
NOKWirH.— ricAred or Unevenly-marked Yellow—1. G. 4 J. Mackley. 2, J.

Chapman, jun., N,iwich. uAc, J. Mortimer. c.F.^MlIis. Ticked or Unevenly-
marked Buff.—l and c. J. Mortimer. 2, J. & J. Mackley. vhe, 3. E. Thirkettle,

Norwich : F. Willis he, F. Willis.

Norwich —Crested Yellow —1, 3. Mortimer. 2, J. Jeffes. Crested B}>ff.—\,5.
Mortimer. 2. J. Jeffea. vhc, E. W. Lnlham, Bnehton (2). c, O. i J. Mackley

;

. Nichols, Norwich,

LiZi^.-Golden-ipangUi.-l, R. N. Harrison, Belper. 2 and rdc, G. 4 J.

Mackley. (,i!i;er-»paii!7l.<i.-l, J. N. Harr sou. 2 and ../ic, G. i J. Muckley.

Aw OTHBR Vakiet^.-I, K. PooIc, Maldou (Kulf Cinnainon) 2. (». 4 J.

Jlackley (Yellow Belgian). r)ic, E. Poole ; J. Cuthbertson, Kings Lynn (Green

''s°irdvASis('^";viriiS)i-w"'i'-'i-"- '. f•«'"'' i^'"™"^'"- '"'

H. Larke, Norwich, lie, G. 4 J. Mackley (.S'orwiclij.
- v, o x sranonr.l

SELH.^o Class ,Snitab;e for 1 reedina).--l, F. W ilhs (N'prwich). 2 J. Stannard.

Norwich, vhc, 3. Mortimer : G. 4 J. Mackley (Norwich) he W. Bunting.

Selling class (For the best Canaryj.-l G 4 J. Mackley (Jvormch) A w.

Nichols, vhe, W. B. Hovell, Norwich; W. Biintmg. tie and c, 3. E. Ihiikettl..

(Clear Buff and Crested Buff Oraoge).
t ^ .„„ K„i-»i,.h

Selling Class (Not competing for a prize) — /ic, J. (jfuinton, i^orwicu

(Australian Ro ehillParroquet and cage); J. Stiunard. c.W. Nichols.

GOLBFINCH MCLE.-l and 2, G. 4 J. Mackley. vhe, 3. Jeffes (2). he, E. W.
Ln ham. c, 3. Cuadwick, Ungar.

. . , j, , »„j , r * I Maeklev
Ant other Cage Bird (i.'anaries exc.udcd)—1 and c, G. 4 J. M»'^«;'ey

Au-tralian Parroqaet and Pied Linnet Mule). 2, H. Larke (Goldfinch), vne,

J. Bauhain, Norw-ich. he, J. Jeffes (Bulltinch).

3vi>G-£.s.—Poultry : Messrs. Beldon and Adams. Pigeons: Mr.

J. PereivaU. Canaries and other Cage Birds : Messrs. Woou-

house, Fenn, and Clarke.

BATHGATE OENITHOLOGICAL SHOW.
The Bathgate Ornithological Association held their fourth

annual Exhibition and competition of poultry, Pigeons and

Canaries, on the loth inst., in the Corn Exchange and the

weather being aU that could be desired, a great number of the

pubUc visited the Show.
The different classes were well represented, and never smee

the Show was estabUshed have we seen such a collectaon ot

really good birds. Dorkings in both the adult and young classes,

though not numerous, were very good, the first-pnze birds m
both classes having secured similar honours in nearly aU tlie

shows they have visited. The adult Spanish were a poor class,

but of the voungthe first-prize pen was very fine, and never

have we seen such fine faces and combs at Bathgate. This pen

also secured the special prize for the best pen in the first three

classes, ffamburghs were the largest class ; many of the birds

would not have disgraced a metropoUtan show. The hrst-prize

Golden and Silver-pencilled Hamburghs were really fine birds.

The Golden-pencilled secured the special prize, but a good many
thought it should have gone to the Silvers, as they were

better matched than the Goldens. Game were not a numerous

class, and aU the birds appeared rather soft, excepting tne

Duckwings shown by the now famous Mr. Harley, Edinburgn,

which also rightly se'cured the special prize mthe Game depart-

ment. Game Bantams, though numerous, were not so good as

those shown here last year, many of them not bemg m a fit con-

dition for competing.
,

Pigeons were w-eU represented in nearly aU the classes
;
tne

first-prize Tumblers and Carriers were remarkably fine. Una

great feature was an absence of dressing in the Toy classes.

The Canaries consisted of the finest birds m Scothiud. Most

of them had secured similar honours at the different open shows

they had visited.

DoRKiNGS.-l. J. Malcom.Langton. 2. D.Forrester, Linlithgow. 3- J- Y^nng,

Batbwite. 4, J. Stepbenson. Chapelhall, Airdrie. C/..cA:fr«_-l, J- Malcom.

2. J. Waddell, Airdriehill, Airdrie. 3, A. MDonald. Easter Moffat, i, 3. Brand,

"Vr^iss.-! and 5, J. Young, Crai=neuk. Motherwell. 2, J. Waddell. 3 J.

Peat. Bathgate, i, M. Young, Blackburn. Chickena.-l and Special, J. Waddell,

2, J. YuUl, Airdrie. 3, D. Forrester. 4. Mrs. Gi-aCic. Colinton.

Scotch Gbeys.-1, A. Hastie, WU'on. Carluke. 2. A. Duulop Pjirfey. 3. J-

Meikleham, Thicacre, Hamilton. 4. W. Gibb, Armadale, thickenn.-l, w.

Gibb. 2and3. J. Meikleham 4. E. While. Bathgate. f.,,„i„,„„„„
HAMBCR..HS.-GoWeii-ji<-nci!^d.-l and Special, H. Ra«e ,

Clackmannan.

2. P. Hamilton. Gillhead. Wishaw. 3. H. t'''.»'"'"'''8- Batliuate. 4, J. trame,

Motherwell. *ih-.r.ji,„ci».d.-l and 2. J- .Young. 3- «,^Fergnsoii. Kirkton,

Batheate. 4, H. Chalmers Goldenr,paml'd.-l, 3.V.^'<dM.
\

^^^°''£-

S.J.Young. 4, J Love. >iiiier.»j)an<;itd.-l, J. Moodie, Paisley, .ianas, l>.

^'"(ScBS.ii,"A.°Crrw?o°rdI Airdriehill, Airdrie. 2, J. Stephenson. 3, J. More.

*
Pounds -I. W. Patcrson, Airdrie. 2 and 4, W. Gibb, Cambusnetban. 3, A

.

'^GlS'E'!-l"'and"special, D. Hariey, Edinburgh. 2, J. WaddeU. 3, E. Gray,

'^S^I-BlsrJ^-iXo^\ 2 Miss J. M. Frew Kirkcaldy. 3, G^Smclair.

Bathgate. 4, K. Eodgers, Bathgate. Any other Variet;/.-!, 3. vmaell. .,

Master A. Frew. 3,.l.Moodie. 4. J. Muirhead, Airdne. „ „ .

DccKS -1 and 2,'j. Meikleham! 3 and 4, K. S. W. Durham, Btithgate

TCHKEVS.—1, J. WUson, Riccarton. 2, J. Hamilton, N\ est Cjlder. 3, D. Prec-

"seJllso'cSss.-I, H. EusseL 2, W. Good, Airdrie. 3, J. WaddeP. 4, W.
°""'-

PIGEONS.
P^CTfRS.-l, 2.and Medal, J. Waddell. 3, E. 4J. Anderson, Newcastle-on-

'^ciiEiEss.-l, 3^ Special, and Crystal Fountain, J. Bro-n-n. 2, M'GiU Skinner.

*'tu2b1.ee8.-1. A.Johnstone 2,J.Brown. 3. E. i J. Anderson. 4,D Roberts.

Jacobins, Ncis. English Owls, a.nd Turbits.-I, A Johnstone. 2, Miss B.

^-F^^x'iLl'.-l'iS'spliaaW.'Baillie. 2, F. W. Christie. Liberton. 3, Miss B.

"'roiBBi'V^TTf-lland3,R.4J.Anderson. 2, Miss J. M. Frew. 4, T.

^ELLtsoCLA6S.-I,J. Gray. 2, M'GiU Skinner. 3, E. 4 J. Anderson. 4, A
Johnstone. cAfE BIRDS
YELLOW.-Cocfa..-land2,W. Mochr.e, Lanirk. 8 »°:;„t'

T-
^f "'J-

C'''''''^-

Hem.-l. T. Scott. 2, J. Pettigrew, Lanark, d, D. Duncan, Carrou. 4, 1.

"BL'^.-S.'-r-and special, J. Pettigrew 2 and *.D Duncan 3 W.

Mgchrie. Hen^.-l, J. Watson, Linlithgow. 2, T. bcott. 3, W. Mochrie. 4,D.
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,?=^s^s?^s?or^a^4i--^-^^""''
^GnrEl' *,;ri-o'rF?]iBk!rD.-l W MocSle!'''!. T.' Scott, i, J

.
Pc^t-d.r.

4. P. M'Gtuley, Coatbridge. i j .

TtTDGES -Poultry Mr. J. M'Nab, South Axthnrlee, Barrhead,

M^.TM'Infes PJsier Pigeons .Mr. James Hm«. Glasgow.

C^»a7ies .• Mr. John Smith, Coatbridge, and Mr. EohertForsjth,

Edinburgh.

DUBLIN POULTRY SHOW
The foUowing is the list of awards made at this Show, held on

themh, mh?!nd 20th inst. We must defer till nezt week our

critique. _ ^ „ „„„ ,.

D0BK,N3S (Colourea).-! and 8 J. Martit,, ClameB
^"^^^^^J^^f'^^'eJ,

De C. Drevar Blackrock. S and he, Mr-. Warburtoii.
^
Hon •'^Ma'isy;t,ti„„.

Hindlip Ball, Woroes er. 8, H. Lu.yd, jun., HandhTforth. M, W. a. reriiu,

^"c"ofiT,^r^. ,^rt-^^'o?pX;|ir 'M&er.ey, Md^.ton, Man

cheeter. !, T. Slretch, Ormakiik. he, H. Lloyd, 3un.; W. H. Pernn. c, u. a.

^'c?cS?-Cm''fiwhite) -1 and 2, J. Siohel, Lark Hill, Timperley. c. J. F.

^?Sl^'.!'Cx°B^,Dark,.-l, H. Lacy. .. T- S
,*-f,'";,C°^J'^HjJ,''MLD.

ford, Guildford; Capt.Doivnman; J. C.Cooper.
Ridler • J C.

CuEVE-CffitiEs.-l. J. Sichel. 2, J. 0. Cooper, he. Eev. N. J. KiOley, J. c.

•^
l!Tleche.-I, G. a. Stephens. 2, Key. N. J. Ridley, Maccleefield. he, Capt.

^°Hr.?l?s-'i,'F.'^.''pSH'arS54'cr?stbo. Dublin. 2, J. Sichel. he.l. C.

hampton; J. Barlow, Chapelizod ; Mrs. Allsopp; P. H. JonCB t uinam
,

l,. «.

Brierley.cMlBsDeC. Drevar ;
HBeldon.GoitslockjBinpley.

HiMBnEGks (Gold and ^UT6r-pencmed).-l and 2, U. Beldon. c, L. Stoney,

Sandymotini; CoonleBSof Tankereille.
, ,, i t T)iiekwortb Church,

"^
p'.Tn'iVhi.e.crested Black).-!, Mrs J. M. Ptocter Hull. 2. Miss De C.

Dre-rar. he, P. Dnsworth, Newton-le-Willows ; K. P. -Williams, Glasunu, cion

tarf; N.Cook. Chowbent I Mrs J. M. Proctor. . „ Tjnswortli (2)

;

^^Tifcl\ti?artfy?iTa'n^i^2.%^^.'|?er«:w':iohnson,Stanley.

^SrH's&t;e';?ltk/rBUS'sr^&^f.p!-J.^.M01?^.H0^
fccB. ReXlor : G, A. Stephens; H. C. Cullin, Galway; G. A. Periin, J. K.

^bS,'°Ss^ramtany other Tariety).-!, EeT. F. Cooper, A„,pney Cruris. 2,

^B^tSs (Any other variety).-!, B. S. Lowndes, Strny Stratford. 2 a

Perrin; S. Mo^vl5ray. t^. Mrs P. Taaffe, Castle Plunket.
.^v-illiams.

Decks (Aylesbury).-!, S. Mowbray. 2 J. C. Cooper he, ^^ P *"'^ ."

y^ g
nTrRQp—i ivlrs VVarburton. 2, J C. Cooper, he, K. P. ^J(,'^J**^'^°' *• *t

Perrin; Mrs. WaiburtouT k°ss C. Chichester, Kunnamote, Koscommon. e.

Mrs. M'Donnell. Glasnevin (2|. . „ „ „ .jn;,,,™. 7,^ K P Tfilliams ; H.
OENiMEKTii. WATtKFOWi,.-1 and 2, K. V. Williams, nc, it. f•J'iy'J"";

-H\^s"-!^irv.'?,'.^/^dfer"iS«^^^
J. C. Cooper; Couniess of Tankerville^ e. h. Mowbray^

Grefham. 8, J. Wallace, Glasgow. H-ns.-l and S, J. Montgomery. 2, F.

Gresham. he, E. Horner. , . i... .i „ i MnntanTnerv '' J.Wallace.

,
??"H^?r^?^i£^''iT? Wa;iicl''2 a'^^dt'/'Mo^t^olSry'^c, e! joiner.

'•^OUTERS lYeUow- Pied).-Coc/:,.-l and 2, J. Montgomery. Btn,.-1. S.

MontgomeiT. 2, J. Wallace. 8, E.Ho'""

fc'^-Stj. Moo^«rme?y:'^rE; ^riJ!"^y^i.'^^^^'. "c, F. W.

ZiirhorBt.
, , „\ r/i/.i-«_i J Lobore. 2, F. W. Zar-

ho^r^r%",=j'.^^o^So=mrrr'H,riri*a-n?c,'F. ^vl'z^ufhorst. 8, T. Kule.

' ""^^i^ (B>ack..-Coc..-! and2 J-^Mc-ntgomery 8 J C Ord^^hc, Col.

^cfor^ks'^srrr^s.T^^.-cTpXfii"-
^'^^-^ '• " ^

Whealand. he. Col. Hassard. /• 0-n;7l Si''s°Street, Pimlico. 2, E. Horner.

8.''G^»rThfal£itSrk^--Jif J?Mrtg^rr; ;"i'ot'-Ha.sard. H.-.-l and

!Sirfa^-l'fcofH^'S''.2TX'^^h°ea?^^^^^^
ton. '''^.'»'™'S°™f,''-l"'cSn''a'Sf3 J. Ford, MonlmeU Street, Londom 2.

^&tr(fe?a%^or"SmW cup 2 and he, J. Montgomery. 8, J. Dowling.

lSS^'SSH'J:.l^^rt%. A. Whealaud.

S3^^:%^^:i^S:r:::ie.:::i
JiCKS (Any other col.urj.-l, W. B. Van Baansoerfce^

Haafsbergen.
=. =• *

^,f,'!:i 'j-'sha*TTand s'^Ei^A.^sfare'.*- 'hJ, k A. .eale
;
E. Homer.

""t'-bS? -nn^slt A.lefl"'tH. L. Tivy. he, J. Fielding, inn. e, P. H.

'''Swlk'(F?;e'tS.-f and ,, J. Fielding, iun. 8, E. Horner, he, P. H. Jones.

'S>.Ssfrng?£h).-! and CnP,T M^DonneU ^^^^^J-^TUnoru:^i^!^
M.oP.ES.-l,J.Do,ling^

.^•l-gjtth New B^nti^et, London. 2. P. H

7„''nen°¥-G 'b^a^'he'l: l^-ntbC;' P H. Jones. e,E.Horner; S.Holroyd.

^°A\^Twl;Js.°ra'iiT8F.WZurhorst. 2 E^Horner.
. g,,,.,^. ,.,.

Ant (iTHEB VaKIXTT.—J, &• HUrutJ. f, v. w

Thompson, e, T. M'DonneU ; H. Beldon.
^^^^^^^ , and i, E. A. Scale, vhe,

E.^W-:St£"e:=i:^: M'^-Si'^Effc\^B^iE?^;S'^iMBn^B;.^L!Sp, W. B.
FoUrPaIRS, EICLOSIVE OlPOt-TEKSjCiBBIEBS, _. , ^ .„

Van Haansbergen. 2, P. U. Jon

Morton.

13, C4BBIERS, AM, V »", T, ^l,-,,/
3, E. A. Scale, he, J. Dowling.

^uuu loojj. *"
^J "r "Brooke Shrawirdine. 2. H. Beldon. S,

Mowbray. he^P.^nne, jlni-. ; Miss Brinkley, Cas.lenockj^ J.^Kchel,Jta-An

K. Haxvkin, Seaham. e H, n J Massiy^
FmpCs 3, »• Mowbray. Iw, J. K.

:SSSilr^vSo^'^:K^5^.M5^Sr^K^=;
C. DiUon, Chapelizod. e, P. Smith ; Miss Marmion.

SINGLE COOKS. , „ „

iTS-'irVr-s'^ASp.- l^on.^MS;"rieS^'/nt!^-S,°?fon. Mis. D.

'"G^^'-il^c'wSrfey. 2,W. Johnston, he, C. A. Perrin (2); G.F.Ward,

I, Hon. Miss D. Pennant, he, Hon. J. Massy

;

Mrs. Warburton ; L. F. Pernn. e. Mrs. P. Taafle.

Beaiimas (Light).-l, Capt. Downman. 2, J. C. Cooper.

HovDANS.-1, J. C. Cooper. 2, Withheld.'—- '—ES.—1, E. J. Poer. 2, J. C. Cooper.

3 (Penci!lea).-1,H. Beldon. 2, L. Stoney.

3 Spangled.-1,H. Beldon. 3, No competUionBami

GA^ Ba.xa^s'-iTud'O: W. Mo"rns-, DubhnTTc: G.;Maples^ jun ,
Waver-

tree •^. Fn^ss, Rawtenstall; J. K. Robinson; Ashley & Maitland
;
W.

^A.ToiBE''B'vAT.E4v?^lfj.\.MUner. 2, H. Beldon. he, Capt. Downman-

A. B. Dick ; S. Mowbray.
piQEONS

PooTEBS (Blue Pied).-Cne!«..-!, J. Wallace. 2, f• G«?J™-
'!„f

: »J°^'

^po™Ejf-(B!i?i=Prar-Coc^.-l, cup, and c, J. Montgomery. 2, F.

~AM.el,ow,._l,«,Sheria'it^Tf^orris. he,P.Smyth.Dublin^

"

ZlfcUK (Bui) -L m' feh.rldZ'fcublin. 2, G. Young.Dublin. he, W. Done-

Ni?wSYeliow o?Buff).-l, W. H. Culverhouse, Dublin. 2, J. Belton. he,

P. Keari.8. «. F.Wrjsht, Dublin.
j, F. W. Znrhorst. t>hc,3.

LiZAEns(Green .-1 »"* <^' ^A.^Sj',. w H CuiVerhouse.
Morris. Dublin, he, J. Belton, Dublin (i I, vv .n v.

CEESTED.-I, M. Sheridan. 2. ? ^'"S.^/' ns 2, Miss Millar, Monkstown.

IZlrlluol S;^E"x^MurEn-Ind^», j!Morris. he, F. Wright; P. Quinn.

''p^^Si'/lGr^vO -l',^j'M?;ris. 2, Mr.. Staunton, Cappagh, Clondalkin.

e,^pTM«un^n,°D\?lSr/o»ln-^Du^.,n
PAE4IEET3 OE OTHEB VaBIETUS.-1, J. MorriS.

BLACKBiBDS.-!,J^W.Kirwim 2,P.l!^«™^j
Dalkey. he, P. Kearns.

SEs"-?p'KeaSiT"il.'MriiublS"\"j,Missl«rin. e.M.M.DUU

rorE'io^.IiTorh'ef^arTSy^^Tp^'K^a^ns". 2, T. Beatty, Dublin, e, P.

""™;BS.-r.^Edward Hewitt, Mr. E. Teebay, M.-. ^. B-

Tegetmeier, Mr. J. Frame^ ^^^^^^

SELKIKK POULTBY SHOW.

A. regards mimbers and quality t,his was the test Show ever

^Bt^i^M^iV^nwiii'^fhrg-&t?:n^^3^tfii^^

iliilsiiHii
*^^E:"iV'i:S' wire"" fir'on -the whole, and both classes of

n^ ,„f^Pre vli^ good. The special prize was won by an ex-

S«L Th fatle^tlreTf tie Dar-k variety. TheMme,
fociereUn this class was very good and m excellent condition.

Of the Silver-pencilled Samburghs only one pen was good, the

rest being worthless; but the Golden were much better, and

thetimeliecewas awarded to the tecond-pnze cockerel. Tto

qnaueles of both colours were exceedingly good, and the special
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the most perfect that has been seen this season, and the penwas

entered at the low price of £5. The Creve-Cceur cock which

was first in the Variety class was awarded the special prize

against Spanish ; and in Ducks the Aylesbury carried off the palm.

The Selling class oSered an excellent opportunity for purchasers.

If the classification was well canied out in poultry, it apphed

much more forcibly to the Figeons. Tumblers, FantaUs, and

Jacobins competed for the first special ; Carriers, Pouters, and

the Variety class for the second; Nuns, Owls, and Turbits for

the third ; and for the awards we refer to the hst In Tumblers

Almonds were first and second, Piles third, and the quahty of

head, beak, and eye was very good. There were but four entries

of Carriers, but the first-prize pair were of high character in

all points. Fantails, as may he expected across the border, were

very good in style and carriage. Mr. Park won with a pair in

the highest order. Those of Mr. Loversedge appeared to be

considerably overshown and out of condition, doubtless pai-Uy

owing to their long j om-ney. The first-prize Jaoobing were Red,

veryioodin hood and chain; the second White a httle too

open in chain, but otherwise perfect ; and the third good Reds.

Nuns were good and the competition close : and the Owls one

of the best classes in the Show, the first being Black Foreign,

the second Whites, and the third Blue Enghsh. Of Turbits

Blues were first and Reds second, both pairs being perfect, in

the Variety class the first were Black German Letz, the second

Ice Pigeon's, the third Black Barbs. Excellent Blue and White

Dragoons, Ice, and Frillbacks were highly commended, and the

Selling class was exceedingly well filled.
.

, , , -.v ti.

Unfortunately the wetness of the first day interfered with the

receipts at the gates.

Spinish -1, J. Threahy, Bradford. 2 and 3, D. W.iugh, Melrose. 4 and c, J.

^l5o™1»«r-t Special, and 4, P. Hardie. Priesthangh. Hawici^ 2. J. White,

-Warlaby. 3. H. Stephenson, Tillyfour. Aberdeen, he 3. M^thison
?<='^'I^-

CMckem.-\. J. White. 2, D. Hardie. 3. W. Swann, Be-lhngton. 4, F. L. Koy,

Nenthora. Kelso, c, J. Folheringham. DalVattie; A^nglis.
i>„i,„„i,

CocinN-CHiMi.-l and Special, J. White, Wh,tley,
\^l'\^!'*-T,^i.'!o|S

° '

-Glasgow. 3. J. Brown, Hull. 4, R. H.nd. Morpeth, ^'t »;'J'„I- f'^S'"-, D
BsIb«» POOTRI.-1, R Brownlie, Kirkcaldy. 2. R. Shield, Sf-lweU 3. D.

Annan, Moonzie, Cupar, FUe. 4, J. Stuart, Helensburgh, he, H. Stephenson,

"HlMBrRr.H^'-rtriWfTi-CfncifJfd-l, W. R. Parli, Abhotsmeadow, Melrose.

2?nd S^eSU pS"ScalSy. 3, R. Dicksoii. Selkirk 4 R Blackburn

Morpeth Silrtr.pencmnL-% J. Ashworth. Burnley. 3. Lady SI Scott B„,^

iill, Selkirk. 4, J. Kerss, Selkirk. Gotdtn-!vangUd.-l,T.
^^^^•,^°lllrSS\l-

ton 2 and Special, R. H. Ashlon, Mottram, Manchester 3. J; Sj"";
''f'5

BhieUa 4 an'l c R Dickson, ftc, Mrs, B. Sweeten. Penriih. itxlverwangica.

-1 Ashtnn & Eooo;, Eroadbottoi, Mottram. 2 and 3, W. E. Park. 4, J. Ash-

'^GlME-s'J;e?i',;fj*Br"ugh, Carlisle, I, R. Little, Carlisle. 2. J. Hod„on

BraSd. 3 D. Hariey, Edinburgh 4, W Q.ice, B"""''.
';?'5'°Jj''Blairaaam

—I.J.Hodgson. 2, D. Hariey. 3,J. Brongh. 4, Mrs. Stewart, Kelty, Blairadam.

Ac.'j. W. Brockbank. Camforth.
, „ „ ,„ o r. H=rflie ! R

r- .»xx. n.v-Ti^Ta ninrk nr Urownlted —1,R. Brownlie. 2, Ir. Hardie. 3, tj.

To*id"lunder,fnrfrEoSunsr,lfndley.btley. he J. Archib^

G M'Millan. .Tedbursh: A. Button, Earlston ; G. Todd; J- Dick, t.L- Boy.

J^Mss J M.Frew, Kirkcaldy; W.' Coutts, Selkirk .4«yortcrF„ric(!/.-l J.

W.Brockbank. 2, R. Br..wnUe. 3, A. C Lang, Selkirk
«A„^/i."""S^'^„,S„'

Sutton. 2 and 4, R H. Ashton. S. Miss R. 0. Frew, ho, J. Archibald.

AvT OTHER VAHIETY.-2 and Spccial, W. R. Park Oreve-CcEui). 3, J. Smith.
ANY OTHER_VAHreTY.^^

^^^^.p^ Carterhaugh. 3, F. E. Schofield, Morpeth.

hive, particularly if it will induce masters to procm-e a hive as

a pattern to show to their labourers.

Cotta<rers, and those who keep bees to help out small means,

naturally wish to obtain the largest possible amount of honey.

When in August, the supers have been taken, and the bees have

done storing honey for their owner's profit, he naturally looks

for a Uttle extra profit by robbing the strong stock luve Howtax

easier it is to extract three or four combs from a bar hive tlian

to cut them out from a common hive ! In the one case, mth the

help of a few puffs of smoke, the four bars are removed in tioubie

the number of minutes, the bees are umnjured, and tbe le-

maining bars unshaken. In the other case it is a task requir-

ing considerable nerve, the help of an assistant, and too often

attended with more damage to the combs than profit to tne

owner. To a poor man the question, 'What hive shaU 1 use .'

receives for its answer. The cheapest ; but the cheapest is often

not really the cheapest in the end. With the common hive be

would have generally to be content with what honey was m tne

supers but with the bar hive the honey taken out would m
I the first year pay the additional expense of the hive, and for

' ever afterwards it would be a source of increased profit. A man
has only to work this out by placing a common hive beside a bar

hive to practically test the truth of what I say. There are many

bar hives, and he can buy which he likes. I have planned the

Sherrington bar hive cheap, for poor people. After seeing one,

any man handy with fingers and saw could make all he would

want for himself, during winter evenings, at the expense of the

material, which could not cost more than 3.<. I should think

the expense of such work is the time occupied m the makmg.

I should describe more fully the method of construction, had I

felt myself competent to teach another to make by written

description what I was unable to teach my own carpenter to

make at first try from word of mouth.—T. W. Goddabd,

Sherrington.

OUR LETTEE BOX.

4, J. Riddle, r.alashielis hc.J.Brown.
. ,,„./,:„ , tt <!tmb

Ducks.- irh((e .ij/tei-uri/.-l, 3. and Special. D. Hardie. 2. H. Steph^

i J. Fotheringhamf lie. G. Dryden, Selkirk (2). Bouen.-l and 4, D. naroie.

pencilled Hamburghsl. 2, Mrs- Noble, Kelso fh" Span^b). 3, D H,rd,e

'Dorkings) 4 R. Linton, Selkrk (Crere-Cffiur). ''«. T,-
". Mitcliell. Fertn

/Black fied Game)- D .Aiman (Dorking); F. L. Roy Silver Hamburgh)
;
W.

Reekie foorkiS^s);' g! D^en (Spanishj: c, T. W.Mitchell (Black Rea Game)

;

'^cSifoSrct SS.-1 and Special, J. Blyth, Dumfries. J and h., W. Linton.

3, J. Beattie, 4, J. Nichol, Selkirk.

PIGEONS. „ „ . „ .,, J
TTT«RtFi.s-land 3 G J Taylor, Huddersfield. 3, J. W. Watson, Bradford.

,.hc™. In^r'ie, Ayr h": a! Aiderson, Edinburgh. cM'Gill Skinner,Edjnburgh;

'^CiRRS^'l', x'Taddington. 2, W. Goddard, London. 8, M'GiU Skinner.

'^•FiN?«.f--l'STsp'lcW,rCrosMe. Melrose. 2, J.W. Watson. S.T.Imrie.

he, J. Gault, Kilbimie ; J. F- Loversidge, Newark ; A. Crosbie.

PotJTERS.—1. J- Hawley, Bradford. 2, 3, and Special, M Gill bkinner. lie, 1.

Duncan. Dalkeith ; J. RiddeU (2). , - ,, . ^,,.»„, « T?row he J G
JicoHMs.-l, T. Waddington. 2, J. Gault. S, Master A. Frew, he, J. G.

* nSnI-i: T°lmr °e°' 2, W. Renshaw, Littleborongh. 3, T. Waddington. c, W.

"''OwLS -l,' W. Goddard. 2 and Special, G. J. Taylor 3, A. Crosbie. he, W.

' TS°.'l^5"^l?n?u?l!'iie^^oTe^^tte^; IS^.^;';b. g^H

Taylor (bS) he. J. W.Watson (Dragoons; W.J. BryJone (Magpies)
;
W.

°tlSl4'?f.:?? ^SSVt; 2'^an°dT"VGm
.a w BoHHlht^nr.-h (Rrnffoona) 4 A Fairbairn (Tumblers . he. W. J. Brydone

(6wlsf;'A''feo7b'liTM?G?i? kinnTrlPo'uters); Miss J. M. Frew (Fantails; A.

Hntton.

Judge.—Mr. B. Hutton, Pudsey, Leeds.

SHERRINGTON BAR HIVE.

Peehaps you will not object to publish a few words from me

oa the great advantage the bar hive has over the common

Ego eatiso Fowls ( ).—Youi fowls eat their eggs 'becatise they are out

of condition." Throw down loads of bricklayers' mbliish, and giye them cool-

inf <Teen food It is yery difficult to cure. You can discourage the practice

of"eating eggs by putting very hard composition eggs in all their haunts.

They get tired of trying to eat them.

Chinese Fowls (G. C. ^.).-We are sorry we caimot help you to find the

names of your fowls. We can only repeat that but for the top-knot, or rathei

lark-crest at the back of the cock's head, we should call them Black Cochins.

Shed for Fowls (£.).—An open shed is preferable to a closed one as a

run for fowls. U they are allowed entry into their house they will go there il

the weather is too seyere tor them out of it, and it may safely be left to their

discretion.
^

L uiE TURKEY (A.M. I.).—He is probably a heayy bird, and m flying from

his perch he has bruised the ball of his foot. This would present no visible

appearance. The best treatment will be to conhne him m a place well

httered with straw. He will be long in recovering ^We lie is at hberty The

weight of his body makes it difficult, as it faUs on the tender spot each time

he puts his foot to the ground.

Hen's Ego-pocch Hard {W. r.).-If the whole of the egg-pouch and its

adjacent parts are hard to the touch, we adyise you to kill the ten; the

disease is an internal one and incurable. If it is merely cutaneous, soften

with grease, wash with soap and water till the excrescences can be remoyed,

"hen treat irith healing ointment. The bird must be shut up till the cure is

perfect, as nothing perpetuates and increases it so much as dirt.

Plumage of Golden-spangled Hambchghb (^ Bcginntr).—TM best

Snangled Hamburghs we ever had showed white tips to their feathers on

thei? beUie^^dThe cocks at times on theix thighs. The latter is a far more

serious defect than the former. We hope the exhibitors will forgive us for
BenouB uuiocj tun

common thing for the white tips to be coloured,

it'^lld of co^se'^ be fair beUeTS they did not exist. A wMte feather would

to In abomination but we can only repeat, the best and most successful

sti-S^ we
™

knew was subject to these spots. There was no breedmg-m,

""crcKoo'^DoR^Gs (H. .i.).-We are glad you have the Cuckoo Dorking, no

better fowl Uyes, and they are at home in Surrey, which is then: natiye air.

Seye-cSm-s ay large eggs and lay well, but they are subject to periods of

Sctaesstomwhicrthey recover, but they are very miserable -*^e Ji"=i' l*^*"

Hondans lay smaller eggs, hut quite as many, and they are never sick nor

fo?^ We keep hundJId^ of B?ahmas and do not find them large eaters wo

coSderthem one of the most useful fowls we have Spanish lay t>c»utihil

egg for SJe, appearance, and flayour, but they are dehcate cticiens to «^,
aid they are scarecrows for a long time when moulting. Of the three breeds

von mention, we should adyise Houdans.
. . . .i ...j„«

^
Po^LTB? BDN AND HOUSES ( F. G. C-).-fou Can keep fowlsbythrowmg

thA ^wo runs into one, thug making it 24 feet by 8 feet. It is a pity tne

bnns^are^t iSr-her One is sSient for the number of fowls you can

keep as f you have no other space you will not rear chickens If you have a

spaces you must seek to provide them ''rtiAcif7 ^i^bthatj^ch they gM m

careful not to overfeed.
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Gabte Coce (C.J. S.).—We are disposed to believe you have one between a
Black Bed and a Duckwing, or between a Black and a Duckwing. This latter
cross is often tried where a tendency has been Bhown on the part of the
Duckwing to throw white spots or grey feathers in the breast. The ob-
jectionable parts are bred out, and sometimes the first crosses are sold. It
may be you have one of them.

DiSTiNGuisinNG THE Cock FROM Hen Guinea Fowl (J. fi".).—There is no
certain test. The " comeback " is not one. The knob on the head of the
cock is larger than that of the hen, and the gills are larger and drop lower.
This cannot be depended upon, as those of an old hen sometimes become
greatly developed. U it is intended to breed them, there is no certainty
unless they are kept in pairs.
Two Cocks with Forty-four Hens (TV. H. P.).—You want two more

cocks now and for the nest month, after that one more would be enough,
and in the hot weather two would do. Go on sitting now, and a week after
the introduction of fresh cocks we should do so confidently.
White Fowts (Tam.herUque).—YovLr fowls are Silkies. If they are

thorough-bred they should have dark flesh and faces. It mar be they have a
stain, but they are Silkies. The pure birds have a small top"-knot. They are
good layers and exceUent sitters. TheT are much valued for sitting on Par-
tridge and Pheasant eggs. Their chickens are the oddest and prettiest
things imaginable, being like balls of white down.

Ducks (C/iff).—Carolina Ducks are har-iier than .

They feed freely
wild

Ducki
barley, Indian com, and buck
wheat. They do not require a
large run. A few feet of grass
extending from the water all
round is the most they require

.

They should be pinioned, then
they cannot fly. They are not
wanderers. They breed freely
in England. They will not
make nests nor lay on the
ground. They require small
boxes shaped like dog-kennels,
to be fastened on poles in the -^^
water, as in the accompanying
figure. Theywilllayandbatchinthem.
Pigeons "Going Light " (ij. H. ^eaftlc).—This disease, otherwise called

consumption, has been sadly prevalent during the present season, possibly
from the great damp. We believe there is no remedy known. We invite
the opinion and experience of the fancy on this subject.
Points in Nuns (Jarfc).—We believe the right number of dark feathers in

each wing should be six, some say seven. Tour birds having more on one
wing than on the other would not win. Their being free from black feathers
inside their hood is a great excellence, also their having no foul feathers in
the body. Breedon until you breed birds with a level number of flight feathers,
and you will have a good chance of a good prize. Jacobins should not have
white thighs.

Canary and Goldfinch Cross (S. J. T^.}.—The age is immaterial, the
main object being to get a hen from a strain which, from some inexplicable
cause, has a tendency to throw birds more nearly allied to the Canary in
plumac;e than to the i^ch. By far the greater proportion of Goldfinch Mules
are dark, seli-coloured birds, not half so bright in plumage as the Finch
himself; but where the Canary shows itself, either by giving brilliancy of
colour to the naturaUy dark feathers of the self-coloured bird, or by causing
it to break into a beautifully variegated specimen, the Mule becomes valuable
according to the amount of brilliancy so bestowed, or the exactness of the
markings ; or if the Mule be perfectly clear, a cock of good colour, il it have
a bright blaze on its face the breeder may write himself down among the
lucky men of the nineteenth century. I can give no opinion as to the best
age for pairing Cana-ies. Breeders never wait for breeding stock to reach any
particular age. You cannot go far wrong by following Nature, but put your
birds up in the spring, about the time when they are beginning to make love
out of doors. Young birds of last season will breed this year, and breeders
are only too glad to _ get nests from them while in the heyday of their
strength. I have read somewhere, I do not know where, that certain dis-
parities in the ages of the sexes have a tendency to produce more cocks or more
hens in a nest, as the case may be, but I have never recorded any statistics,
and seldom relate any experience but my ovm.—W. a. Blakston.
Canaries Unwell (H. C. TI'.).—The cage of the Canary No. 1 is infested

with a very familiar friend (?), of the Canary breeder, a parasite which
X was going to attempt a learned disquisition on the nuisance, but the truth
is, I know nothing of the natural history and private life of these pests. I only
know them by sight, and when they intrude am always desirous to cut the con-
nection. I said parasites, and that, I apprehend, they must be. Ex nihil
nihil fit, and I do not see how wood, wire, paint, and varnish can by any
fortuitous combination produce animal life. They must emanate from the
bird; but what they are, what they turn to (if they turn to anything at all),
or whither they go, is more than I can say. When I get a visitation they
usually go into boiling water. One year I put away some felt nests without
eiamming them—very careless, I admit, but at the close of a busy eea=on
one is glad to get the rubbish out of the way and clear np for moulting—
and I found them some time after completely perforated, tunnelled by some
long maggotty-looking worms, which I fancied were one form of the red
insect, mite, spider, bug, or by whatever name it may be called. They con-
gregate in masses round the inside of nests;, in cracks, between ca^es in con-
tact, in any snug comer, and there they multiply and increase in a^'wonderful
way. They do not show themselves, much till nightfall, when they emerge
from their dens and feast on the blood of the Canary, and if a cage" infested
with them be examined by candlelight, they may be* seen running over the
feathers of the birds by scores, with a nimbleness and activity quite foreign
to them in the daytime. . However, your cage seems to be infested with them,
and the best thing will be to get rid of them, and study their natural history
afterwards. This will best be dong by immersing it in boiling water, and
afterwards varnishing it, taking care to rub the varnish well into the cracks

by itself? Are the tips of the young feathers
or by its knocking itself about ? From
presi.nt state, I apprehend it has been
>-rl (^yc-i and general debility point to
II'' V, ;iv unless a change for the better

baize or other warm stuff.

and joints. Is No. 2
injured by any other bird peckiii
the length of time it has been

'

making a late moult. But the
a state of things which can onl

Cover it up entirely
and place it m an extra warm place. Take away its water for half a day and
replace the vessel with the surface well floated with castor oil. Feed on
Canary seed only.—W. A. Blakston.

Canary's Eye Blind (Laice).—Ji the complaint is of sis months' stand-
ing, it says little for any prospect of recovery. It must be the result of old
age, or causes other than temporary inflammation from cold.—W. A. Blak-
ston.
Husk in Canary (D. H.).—Give bread and milk, and hang in a warm place

away from draughts.—W. A. Blakston.
Nutt's Hive, &c. (SubscribeT's Sister).—V^rite to Messrs. Neighbour, 127,

High Holbom. They can inform you better than we can.
Unhealthy Hive (Alpha).—We should imagine yoiir bees have been suf-

fering from dysentery. We shall be better able to advise you if you will farom'
us with replies to the following questions. 1, Was the hive very light when
you united the bees ? 2, How much food did you give ? 3, Do the bees fly
out at all on warm days ? 4, "UTiat appearance and substance do the yellow
combs (as you express it) present ?
Various (Stultus).—The Mountain Finch, Bramble Finch, or Brambling,

is the Fringilla montifringilla of ornithologists. Yon will find it described
in Macgillivray'a " British Birds." Oatmeal and ground oats are not the
same. We do not know what you mean by " an ordinaiy out-door grape," nor
do yon say where your vine is growing.
Melilotus leucantha (H. B. ,S.).—You must raise plants from seed*

You can obtain it of any agricultural seedsman. All the clovers and melilota
are good bee-flowers.

Fixtures (W. B. S.).—You have no legal right to
copper without your landlord's consent.

the grate and

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS,
Camden Square, London.

Lat. 51* 32^ 40" N. ; Long. 8' 0" W. ; Altitude 111 feet.

Date.
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have given rise, are happily more frequently to be met with in oiu'

plant stoves, and upon oui' exhibition tables, but, certamly,

much less frequently than they deserve to be. I think, there-

fore, it is quite time the subject should be agitated through the

pages of the Journal, in order to arouse the latent fire of those

who were once admirers of these plants, but who may have
been seduced from then' old love by more popular modern
beauties, also to endeavour to enlist young rising amateurs in

the ranks of the Hippeastrum-growers.
If any of my readers think it an innovation on my part, or

refuse to relinquish the name Amaryllis from what I have said,

I no more wish to ask them to do so than I have means to en-

force it; but I do saj'. Grow these plants extensively, call them
whatever you please, but cultivate them largely, and hybridise

them also, so that some of your feUow labourers may be glad-

dened with the sight of new forms.

Those amateurs who deUght in grand showy flowers should
lose no time in adding some of these plants to their collections,

for they are most accommodatmg in their nature, and are very
easily managed. They are equally suitable for growing and
flowering in the stove, greenhouse, or fernery; but those who
have the advantage of a stove temperature and a moderate
quantity of bulbs may, with a httle management in arranging
the succession, enjoy the beauties of these gorgeous flowers
every month, if not every week, in the year, thus giving a
more brilliant return for the little attention bestowed than
some plants do for a whole season's unremitting care. I do
not wish, be it irnderstood, to advocate the culture of those
plants only which require little attention ; for if I know any-
thing of the genuine love of plants after twenty-six years'

courtship, I must say I have yearned for the health of, and
fondled most, the very plants that I have found most difBcult

to manage. With amateurs, however, in many instances,

the case must be very different ; for if it be only possible to

devote to then- plants a certain amount of time daily, then
it behoves them, if success is looked for, to cultivate those
plants only which can accommodate themselves to the limited
time at their disiiosal.

These plants, I am sorry to say, are treated in what appears
to me a very irrational manner, for in a state of nature the
bulbs gi'ow below the surface of the soO, but under cultivation
they are placed upon the top, or at most only partially covered,
but the reason for such a change I never heard satisfactorily ex-

plained. That they wiU grow with us and flourish when treated
in a natural manner is an undeniable fact, and certainly they
then present a more elegant appearance than they otherwise
do. Again, when the growing season is past, the usual prac-
tice is to tmTi tlie pots upon their sides, and completely dry
up the roots ; nay, some even go to a greater extreme and
turn the bulbs out of the pots, placing them upon dry shelves.
This I cannot help thinking most unnatural treatment, and
one of the reasons why we do not see much improvement from
year to year in these plants. Friends of mine, who have col-

lected them, have assured me that in the drj' season they have
dug out the bulbs with their roots deep down amongst the moist
soil, and quite active. That under similar treatment Ama-
ryllids thrive with us I may cite my old favourite A. Belladonna,
which, when planted in the open groimd, especially under a
wall, grows and flowers most luxuriantly, each year only serving
to increase its vigour and the number of its flower-scapes

;
yet

plants exactly similar, but not rejoicing in such a hardy con-
stitution, have the majority of their roots dried up every sea-
son, and, consequently, are prevented from displaying them-
selves in their best aspect.

The method I adopt in the cultivation of these bulbs, and
which has led to very successful results, is to pot them below the
surface of the soil, usiug for this purpose a compost consisting
of two parts good turfy loam, one part leaf mould, and one part
thoroughly decomposed manure, adding to the whole sufiicient

sand to make it feel gritty when taken in the hand. The most
suitable time for repotting I consider to be immediately after the
flowers fade. During the growing season they enjoy a Uberal
supply of both heat and moisture, and therefore the drainage
must be perfect. Growth completed, and the leaves showing
signs of de^ay, water should be gradually withheld; and when
the plants have become dry, inure them by degrees to a lower
temperature, untU ultimately they may be placed in a cold pit.

AVhile there no water should be given, but a little water may
occasionally be poured into the pit between the pots, by which
means I have generally preserved most of the roots, so that
when the plants begin to push up their flowers there are active
mouths all ready to supply nutriment to the awakened plant.

In drawing my remarks to a close, I wiU add a few names of
Idnds I have grown, with the colours of their flowers, to assist
some of my readers in making a selection. At the same time
it must be understood there exist an immense number of
hybrid forms, although they are somewhat difficult to procure.
This drawback to then- culture is, however, fast fading away,
as several of our leading London nurserymen are devoting
their energies both to the introduction of species and of good
hybrid kinds.

ia Beaute.—A beautiful white flower, the segments striped
with crimson.
Gravianum.—Groimd colour orange red, base of flowers light,

segments striped with wliite.
Sir John Franklin.— Greenish yellow, with deep drimson

edges.
International.—Segments very long; flowers light, striped

with rosy pink.
Lion des Combats.—Ground colour white, segments flaked

and striped with crimson. A superb flower.
Pardinum. — This is a very beautiful species from Pern.

Flowers large, gi-ound colour creamy yellow, (lotted with reddish
crimson.
Beaute sans Pareille. — Ground colour dark crimson, base

greenish yellow, segments striped with white.
Princess Alexandra.—A superb, large, crimson flower, base

gi'een, segments striped with reddish pm-ple.
Ackcmiannii pulcherrimum.—Ground colour rich deep crim-

son, beautifully veined witli green.
Alberta flore-pleno.—Flowers bright orange, double. Intro-

duced by an intimate friend of mine from Cuba.
William Pitt.—A superb variety, of good form ; white, seg-

ments striped with rich vermilion.
Aurora.—^Bright orange, segments striped with white. Very

handsome.
Cleopatra.—A superb flower, large, and of good form ; orange

scarlet, streaked with crimson.
Calyptratum.—Flowers orange red, with light base.
Eldorado.—A fine, large, white flower, the segments striped

with cerise, and shaded with purple.
Pijrrochroum.—A newly introduced species from Brazil.

Flowers very fine, reddish scarlet in colour, base greenish
yellow.
Striatum superbum. — Ground colour deep red, segments

streaked with white and green.
Beaute sans Rival.—A superb large flower, ground colour rich

orange, streaked and mottled with white.—EspERTO Ceede.

GEAFTING.
Is the course of a few weeks the time will have arrived for

grafting operations to be commenced. With us in this coimtry
the forms of the process of grafting are few and simple. We
have first the ordinary whiiJ-grafting, cleft-grafting, inarch-
ing, and budding. These are what are generally practised
among us, with here and there a fanciful form introduced by
some ingenious operator. The French are more elaborate and
diffusive in this operation than we are. Whole treatises have
been WTitten on the subject, forming good-sized volumes, and
among these the most recent are those by Abbe Dupuy and
M. Charles Baltet. We had occasion not long ago to notice
this work of M. Baltet, which is at once concise, full, and
practical. In it we have every conceivable variety of the
graft fuUy explained, and as M. Baltet had the kindness to

furnish us with Ulustratious of the most important forms of

grafting, we have much pleasure in lajing them before our
readers, with the descriptions taken from the original work.
Inaechixg {GrrJI'age par approche) is the oldest of all.

From time immemorial Nature has furnished examples of it

m the forests and hedges, where it is met with in trees united

by their roots or branches through being long in close contact

and by continued friction. Inarching consists, then, in unit-

ing two trees by their stems or their branches. In some cases

it is a branch of a tree that will be grafted on to the tree itself.

The time of inarching begins with the movement of the sap

and finishes with it—from March to September. The stock

and the graft may be either in the woody or herbaceous state

;

in whatever condition, the operation is the same. In inarch-

ing it is not necessary to remove the leaves from the graft, as

in other systems, because the graft remains in conjunction

with the parent tree when it is joined to the stock. A sUce of

the wood and bark is made on the stock and on the graft, the

same in both, so that the two parts will fit and unite intimately.

To facUitate the union a ligature and grafting-wax are appUed
;

a stake is added if two distinct trees are to be dealt with.
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After a year or less of growth, wlien the bond is complete, the
graft is separated.

[There are five forms of inarching treated on by M. Baltet,
some of which differ so slightly from each other that we con-
sider it not worth while to illustrate the whole. The first is

what he calls " in placagc,'' and consists in merely removiug a
slice of bark and wood from the stock and graft respectively,
and binding the naked surfaces close together by a ligature of

bast, cotton, or wool, and protecting it either with grafting
•clay or wax. The second is what he calls " en incrustation."
Two sloping cuts are made on the graft, so as to form an
angle, aud a corresponding angular cut is made into the stock
to receive the scion, which, when bound together as described
above, unites with the stock. The three following are so dis-

tinct we shall treat them separately.]

Is.iiicHraG,theEnghshway (Grejfe par approchea I'Anglaise).— Fi;!. 1. Over and above the Ugature the graft can be made
;stUl safer by making on the two naked surfaces where the bark
-has been removed a set of correspondiug tongues (a aud b).

"which are united as in c. If a slow union is dreaded the stock

is headed-dowu at the time of inarching, aud the graft appUed
on the top.

BuTiRESs-isARCHixG (Grcffage par approche en arc-houtant).

—Employed more especially for the restoration of plants, this

mode of inarching is equally useful for propagation, and is

practised from April till July. The chief difference between
"this and the preceding consists in heading-down the graft, tree,

or branch, and introducing it under the bark of the stock.

The graft being topped aud cut slantingly, thin at the tip

under the shoot or terminal branch, >

at is inoculated on to the stock by
means of an incision—thus, X,
made in the bark. The position
of the incision is regulated ac-

•cording to the length of the graft,

but about three-quarters of an inch
lower, in such a manner that, to

introduce the graft it is slightly

bent from above downwards to
give it a returning motion ; then
slide it under the bark of the in-

cision as if it should act like a
buttress. The two principal modes
of buttress-inarching are only appU-
cable during spring and summer.
BUTTEESS-ISARCHINC^ WITH A BcD

(Grcffe en arc-boutant avec ceil).—
Fig. 2. The bud being chosen as
a terminal shoot, we cut the graft

(s) in a flat slanting direction,
aud introduce it imder the bark of the stock (x), where it has
been raised (v).

BcTTRESs-rNAECHiSG WITH A BRANCH (Grcffc en arc-houtant
ai-ec rameau).—Fig. 3. The graft (l) bearing an adventitious
shoot wiU be shortened about three-quarters of an inch by a
flat sloping cut (n) on the opposite side from the shoot ; care
must be taken to reduce the thickness of the slant, except at
the point, and not to remove the leaves neither of the branch

nor the graft. The stock is a distinct tree (o), bearing the
graft-branch. The incision (p) is made in such a way as that

the graft will be inserted as represented at R. The shoot (m) is

preserved entire, or shortened to two eyes, according to its

Fig. 2.

Fig. 3.

length. It is called an adventitious shoot if it is produced in
the current year on an herbaceous graft-branch ; then the graft-
ing should have been done in summer. It is called young
wood in the spring on the woody graft-branch, or the graft-
branch of the preceding year. In that case the gi-afting should
have been performed from April to June.

[Buttress-inarchiug is a safe and excellent mode of renewing
detects in trained trees where the symmetr3' ol the tree is an
object of consideration with the cultivator. It not uufrequeutly
happens that a tree of great beauty of form suffers by the loss
of a branch either by the vicissitudes of the season or by acci-
deut ; iu such cases it is most desirable that some remedy
should be available, aud there is no better method of repairing
such injuries than by this method of buttress-inarchiug.]—
Baliet, L'Art de Greffer.

SUCCESSIONS OF VEGETABLES.—Xo. 6.

CAULIFLO'WERS.
E.vRLY London.—A good early kind, with fine medium-sized

heads, not very close, but white and good. Sow August 20th,
February 1.5th, and March 6th in gentle heat ; on March 15th
under a south wall ; April 6th and 26th, and May 20th.
Early Dwarf Mammoth, or Froqmore Forcing.—Sow Au-

gust 20th ; on Februarv 15th and March 15th iu gentle heat ; on
March 20th under a south wall ; -ipril 6th aud 26th, and May 20th.
E.uiLY Dwarf Erfurt.—Plant dwarf aud compact ; heads

large, white, compact, and excellent. Sow August 20th ; March
lyth in gentle heat; March 20th on a south border; April 6th
and 26th, and May 20th.
Walcheren.—Heads large, not very close, but white and good.

S.)W August 20th; March 15th in gentle heat; April 6th and
2uth, and May 20th.

ST.ADTHOLDER.—Heads large, compact, and solid. Sow Au-
B^ist 20th, AprU 6th and 26th, and May 20th.

Asiatic.—Very large close heads. Sow March 20th under a,

south wall ; April 6th aud 26th, and May 20th.
Lenormasd's.—Large close heads. Sow March 20th under a

south wall ; April 6th aud 26th, and May 20th.
Yeitch's Autumn Giant.—Heads large, compact, firm, and

hite ; distinct from all others, and a valuable acquisition. Sow
August 20th, April 6th and 26th, and May 20th.

Here we have eight sorts, and all good. Four will be suffi-

cient for most gardens, and those which I consider best are
Karly London, Walcheren, Stadtholder, and Yeitch's Autumn
Giant, and Early Dwarf Mammoth (Frogmore Forcing), for

growing iu pots in cool houses, also under hand-glasses. The
most useful of aU is Walcheren ; by sowing it on August 20th,

September 7th, February loth, March 15th, iu gentle heat ; on
March 20th under a south wall ; and on .AprU 6th, May 20th,

and June 7th it affords a supply of good heads from the close of

May to the January foUowiug. Indeed I have now iu a south
border plants each with a head the size of the closed hand, and
these, if taken up, laid in a cooljilace, and protected from frost,

keep good a month or six weeks. I am also persuaded a like

result would be attained by frequent successional sowings o£

Yeitch's Autumn Giant, a much superior variety ; but I have a
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lilting for different sorts, and d& not wish to confine myself
to one, for though I have known a gardener who could not
be induced to grow more than the never-failiug Walcheren, I

should be unwilling to resort to the retarding of the plants,

&o., needed to keep up a succession between the August-sown
and the spring-sown plants.

Now, at the August 20th sowing I consider it well to sow
Eai'ly Dwarf Mammoth, or Frogmore Forcing, and Early
London ; the former to be potted early iu October, and grown
in a cool house with plenty of air and hght. Place the
plants first of all in 3-inch pots, and when these are full of

roots, or early in January, shift into G or 7-inch pots. In these

they may remain untU March, or if the weather is severe uutU
earlj' in April, when they may be turned out ui pits or under hand-
glasses, and, if they could have the benefit of a gentle bottom
heat, say 2 feet of tree leaves and dung, would produce flue

heads iu May or early iu June, according to the weather,
succeeding the late Broccoli. Instead of adopting this method,
the plants early in October may be pricked off about 3 inches
apart in frames or under hand-glasses, and be planted out on a
warm exposure in March or April. Whether in frames or
under hand-glasses, the jilants cannot have too much air, but
must be protected from frost, keeping them close and in the
dark while they are frozen. Iu spring those under hand-glasses
may be thinned-out to thi-ee or four, and the plants left should
be earthed, have the lights or glasses raised on bricks as they
grow, and be watered in di-y weather. They will be the first to
come in at the beginning of June, and will le followed by those
planted out from the frames or hand-glasses.

At the August sowing sow also Walcheren and Veitch's
Autumn Giant, so as to make sure of there being no break
in the succession. They should be pricked-oif in frames, and
planted out in spring. These will come in at the end of June
or early part in July, and with the Autumn Giant will keep up
a supply untU those sown iu heat come iu.

The plants raised in heat iu spring should have a mild hot-
bed, be only a few inches from the glass, and be kept cool at

their' tops. If at any great distance from the glass and in any
great heat, they will all go off at the stem or " blackleg," and
they are then useless. Prick them off when they show a pair
of rough leaves, either iu the same bed or in one equally cold,

and keep them ouly gently growing. They should be planted
out when large enough. The heads will come into use about
the middle of July, and as we sow early and later kinds a
continuous succession will be maiutamed.
The jjlants of the spring and early summer sowings should

be pricked-off about 2 inches apart when large -enough to

handle, and be planted out when about 6 inches high, or with
half a dozen leaves. It is a good plan to take them up and
plant with a trowel, instead of pulling them up and planting
with a dibble, as then they do not esperience so great a cheek,

and ai'e not so liable to button. In dry weather they should
have an abundance of water, and liquid manure should be
poured between the rows once or twice a-week.

Of all the crops that from the May somug is the most impor-
tant, as it is that which affords the autumn supply. They should
be planted out by the middle of July, and I pu t in a good breadth
early ui August to make sure of a late supply until the winter
Broccoli comes in. From the first planting the heads are fit

for use early in October, and to insure a lengthened supply a^

number of plants with close heads about half developed should
be taken uji, laid in earth in a sheltered place, and be covered
with straw mats or other covering in severe weather. From
the last planting wo obtain heads in November, and later iu
mild weather, and the plants taken up and laid-in afford a
supply uutU January, or afterwards if protected from frost. An
open shed is an excellent place, but they should be covered
with straw in severe weather.
The Cauliflower season may be said to commence early in

June, and in the south in May, continuing untU November or
frost; and by taking up, laying-in, and affording protection
it may be prolonged until January.
For small gardens,' Early Dwarf Mammoth and Dwarf Erfurt

are recommended, with Veitch's Autumn Giant for late use.
It deserves a place in all gardens.

One ounce of seed of four of the kinds named is sufiicient

for a garden of two acres, with a packet of Autumn Giant
additional ; 2 ozs. for a garden of one acre, and so on in pro-
portion downwards.

BEOCCOLI.

Snow's Superb Winter White.—This is a very good sort.
Sow at the end of March or early iu April, and again on May 10th.

The heads fi-om the first sowing will come iuto use in December,
and continue so until February ; and the second sowing will be
ready in January or Februai-y if the weather be mild.
•Backhouse's Winter White Protecting.—Heads largc^

white, and compact. It is earher, hardier, and more self-pro-
tecting than Snow's, and is a most desirable kind. Sow it in
the second or third week of March for heading in December,,
and again in the second week of April for heading in January-
and successionally.
Malta.—A dwarf-growing kind; heads medium-sized, com-

pact, and white. Sow April 10th. It is in use early in March.
*Veitch's Spring White. — Dwarf and compact-gi'owiug,.

heads medium-sized, close, and white. Sow April 10th. It.

heads early in March.
Dilcock's Bribe.—Of dwarf, compact growth; heads large,

compact, and white. Sow April 10th. It heads at the eud of
March or begiuning of AprU.
*Elletson's Surprise.—Of dwarf, compact growth, with

large, close heads. Sow April 10th. It is in use iu April and-
May.
D.u,MENY Park May.—Dwarf, hardy ; heads, large, close, anS

white. Sow April 10th. It comes in during May.
•Lauder's Superb Late Goscben.— Habit dwarf; heads,

large, close, and excellent. Sow April 10th. It comes into use
about the middle of May, and heads until June.

I have omitted the Cape, Purine, &c., as I have found
that with a supply of CauUflowers iu summer and autumn,
and good close heads of Broccoli in winter, spring, and early
in summer, they are not cared for, and, indeed, they only take
up the room wanted for subjects in greater demand.

Half an ounce of each of the four kinds marked with art

asterisk (*) are sufficient for a garden of two acres, and half
that quantity for a garden of one acre ; but to insure a supply
it is necessary to grow the four kinds.
The soU for Broccolis should be in good heart, the situation

open, and the distance between the plants ought not to be-

less than 2 feet, more if the land has been enriched with fresh
dung. Tiiey should be jjlanted out early in July, and, with
the exception of the early-heading kinds, laid in or down at
the end of October or beginning of November.—G. Abbev.

GLEICHENIA BUPESTRIS CULTURE.
A leisure half-horn', what shall I write about ? I have so

many favourites that I scarcely know which to select—I will

decide to wi-ite a few lines on the successful growth of that
beautiful Fern Gleichenia rupestris.

In taking a walk round the fernery just now my eyes lighted

on my favourite, and the thought struck me that no lover of
plants could look upon it without admu-iug it—not that it is a
gigantic plant (it is 4 feet in diameter, by 2 feet high), but be-

cause of its perfect health and its exquisite foUoge and growth.

It forms a mass of beautiful light green fronds, hanging grace-

fully down over the pot in which it is growing.

The thought struck me when looking at and admu-ing this

beautiful plant, How is it that we so rarely see Gleichenia

rupestris exhibited by amateurs ? Is it because of its costliness ?

No. What, then ? Because of unsuccessful treatment and failm-e

in its culture. For my own part I have never bad the least

difficulty in growing this beautiful Fern, as I have had before

several plants as good as that referred to, and much larger

specimens of some of the other species. Shall I say it is difficult

to grow? No, quite the reverse; it grows, in common phrase, Uke
a weed, and yet we do not see it generally exhibited or grown,
I have no hesitation in saying that it is more through ignorance

of its proper treatment than o^\'ing to the expense of the plant

that we do not frequently see it grown and exhibited. I will state-

as plainly as I can my mode of treatment, and if it is rustru-

mental iu helping to success any fellow plant-lover who may
have failed in gro-wing this beautiful Fern, I shall feel myself
amply repaid for my leisure half-hour's -m-iting.

We] will suppose that we have just T^urchased a healthy

young plant from the nursery ; to shift it at once would perhaps
be hardly advisable, at least I should prefer to let it alone for

a week or two after having it home, uutU it showed signs of
fresh growth. Then prepare the soU ; I have always found the-

following the best : two-thirds good fibrous peat, and one-thml
good, turfy, half rotted yellow loam, with a free admixtirre of

sUver sand, and small lumps of charcoal the size of a walnut,

mixed well together. Prep;u-e the pot by fiUhig one-tlurd of

its depth with crocks, putting the larger crocks underneath,

and a good quantity of small ones on the top
;
put over these

a layer of sphagnum moss, or if this is not at hand a layer of

the roughest of the soU ; fiU up -with the compost, and place
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the plant so that the crown or rhizomes may be about half

au inch bolow the rim of the pot, fill iu round them, and giye

the pot two or three smart taps on the potting-boai'd or floor

;

afterwards press the soil firmly all over. Do not bury the
rhizomes, but rather let them be close on the top of the soil.

Let the sui-face be finished off rather smoothly, and the
potting is done. I generally allow a liberal shift, so that the
rhizomes may have room to run. The potting completed,
place the plant iu an any part of an intermediate house

;

do not allow the sun to shine upon it, but let it have as

much light as you can. Water it for the first three or four

times with a fine-rosed watering pot, so that the soil may settle

about the roots. AU is now complete, and with a little care in

its tre.itmeut you will soon have a beautiful plant.

I may add that I do not think any of the Gleiohenias re-

quire half so much heat as many are accustomed to give them

;

in fact, some of them will thrive in a cool house, and be far

more satisfactory than in too much heat.—T. B.

THE BENEDICTINE, EDGABLEY, AND
ESPEEINE PEARS.

I WAS very much surprised to see my name meutioued in a
footnote in your .Jom'nal, respecting the Glastonbury Pear. I

beg to say iSir. Sampson's statement with regard to my having
raised it is incorrect. I certainly gave him the grafts and some
of the fruit, at the same time telhug him I believed it came
from a wilding growing iu an orchard hedge at the back of my
garden. I should feel psirticularly obliged by your contradict-
ing his statement as to its being raised from a cross between
any particular Pears grown by me.—W. G. L. Lovell, Montague
Villa , Wvston-supcr-Mare.

As to the Edgarley Pear being identical with the Esperiue I
have strong doubts, and may say that I am almost certain that
it is not—that is, if the trees sold to me by Mr. Sampson under
the name Benedictine came originaUy from the Edgarley. But
the parentage given by Mr. Sampson precludes this idea. Mi-.

Sampson gives the Princess of Wales as one parent and Van
Mons as the other, a parentage of which I have grave doubts.

Again, as totheEdgarley andEsperine being thesamel have the
same doubts, although Mr. Rivers says that Mr. Porch saw a

Pear which he considered to be the same as the Edgarley
ai Mr. Young's nursery at Taunton, " and that, therefore, the

Edgarley Pear is French, and the true Esperine." Perhaps Mr.
Young obtained grafts from Edgarley before Mr. Porch know
the tree. Mr. Rivers's remarks would make us suppose that

Mr. Porch obtained the tree at Taunton, but Mr. Porch's re-

marks go to prove the contrary. Again, the Esperine first

fruited with Van Mons in 1824, or thereabouts, and could not
well be planted at either Taunton or Edgarley until 1830, and
then as a very young tree ; it would now be about forty-two years
old, and the oldest inhabitant must have a short memory if he
cannot recollect so far back as forty years ago. In fact, I

agree with the Editors that we are in a sort of fog about these
Pears, and that the two cannot well be the same. I think Mr.
Lovell, Mr. Sampson, and Mr. Porch, should combine to clear

away the mist.—J. Scott.

P.S.—Is Mr. LoveU's tree a seedling, or was it grafted from
the Edgarley one ?

STORING CELERY.
I HEAR the question frequently asked, How to protect Celery

irom damping and rotting off ? The system I have adopted
•this season has been most successful. At the end of November
I took up two rows of Incomparable White, and stowed it

away iu a moderately damp cellar in sand. The last stick was
used yesterday {.January 2(jth), and was as fresh as the day on
which it was taken up. At the end of December I took up two
rows of Manchester Rod, and treated it in a similar manner,
the first stick of which was used to-day. It was equally good
and crisp. I shah take up two more rows as soon as we have
a couple of dry days in succession, and I have no doubt the
'Celery will be fresh and crisp in April, or later. I send you
this information, behoving that so simple a mode of preserving
so useful au esculent is not generally known.

—

Hesby Smith.

Sidney Seed- sower.—A larger and improved form has now
ft)eeii prepared by Mr. Cox, the inventor. The improvement is

that the seed-sower now delivers freely, and without chokiug,

wrinkled or square-sided Peas. There are other advantages
also : the larger size is more useful in large gardens for all

sized seeds, also for market gardeners and for farmers for
fiUing-in blank places in fields.

NEW (ENOTHEEA.
As is then- custom at the opening of the new year, our con-

temporaries of the horticultural j)ress have in recent issues
placed before their readers elaborate notices of our gains in the
way of new plants, fruit, and vegetables dm-iug the past year

—

all very exhaustive, no doubt; but yet we looked in vain among
theu' notes for any aUusion to a charming novelty whose ac-

quaintance we made last year, and which, we submit, has
strong claims to be regarded as Al among the cream of hardy
flowering plants. We allude to a new dwarf Qiuothera, from
Utah, which we saw m flower at Glasnevin last year, and for

the introduction of which, as of so many other choice plants,

we are indebted to Dr. Moore. Calling at the gardens one
evening last summer, while walking round with Dr. Moore, he
asked. Had we seen the new CEnothera? Being answered in the
negative, he led the way to the lock-up garden or sanctum,
where one is sure at all times to meet somethuig new, very
rare, or of much botanical interest. On this occasion, how-
ever, all else was forgotten in admiration of the lovely little

transatlantic gem to which Dr. Moore iutrod .eel us. Looked
at m the quiet stillness and shadows of a summer evening's
close, with its cu'clet of large pure white flowers, raised

verticaUy above the foliage, on long, slender tubes, and ex-

panding their broad fau' bosom to the cooling moonbeams,
this lovely plant presented an appearance altogether unique
and striking.

This plant is altogether unique amongst its congeners as

regards habit and appearance. The best of the latter, as,

for instance, CE. missourensis, ffi. Lamarckiana, Ac, though
showy as regards flowers, are of a gawky, stragghng habit,

which detracts much from theh value. The plant to which we
now direct attention is just the ojiposite, bemg single-stemmed,
compact, and dwarf, flowering when not more than 6 inches

high, and at the end of the season rarely doubUng that height.

But to come to particulars. The stem is short, stout, some
8 or 10 inches high ; the leaves runcinate, having long foot-

stalks, which, together with the midrib, iu the lower leaves are

white, iu the upper red or pinkish. Commencing at the base,

the flowers issue in long succession from the axils of the leaves

,

and are elevated vertically over remarkably slender tubes, fully

a span in length, in a way to produce a beautifid effect. The
flowers, as compared with the plant, are of great size, pure
white, the Hmb of the coroUa consisting of four very large

obcordate petals, at the base of which the anthers are placed,

round the mouth of the tube, which here expands considerably,

and is of a greenish yellow colour. The stigma is cruciform
and considerably exserted. The above description, we are

quite aware, is very imperfect, and conveys a still more imper-
fect idea of this fine flower. As yet, as far as we are aware,

this CEnothera is without a specific name. It comes from the

state of Utah, North America, and was communicated to Dr.

Moore by his friend M. Roezl, of Zurich. When we saw the

plant at Glasnevin it promised to seed freely, and we hope ere

long to see it widely distributed, and taking a prominent posi-

t.on in the choice herbaceous border, or cutting a figure iu

some phase of subtropical gardening, for which its dwarf habit

and exotic appearance seem to render it eminently suitable.

—

(Irish Farmers' Gazette.)

COOL ORCHID CULTURE.
Foe some time I have had the opportunity of seeing the

good results attending the cool treatment of Orchids, and I

purpose offering a few remarks respecting it, which, doubtless,

will at least interest some of our amateur cultivators. I need
scarcely say that the yearly demand for cool-house Orchids is

great and increasing, nor is this to be wondered at, for they
are a lovely class of jilants, and can be grown at a much less

expense than the East Indian Orchids, besides being productive

of more enjoyment to the cultivator and visitor.

The first matter to be taken into consideration is a house
suitable to their requirements. This should be so constructed

as to allow the plants to be as near the glass as possible, iu

order that they may have the full benefit of the Kght, the

direct rays of the sun, of course, being at all times avoided by
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means of bliujs. The accompanying figure is a section of the

house here devoted entirely to theh' cultiyatiou. It is about
GO feet long, 12 feet wide, and 7 feet G inches high in the

centre. Only one flow and return pipe is used, that being

sutficient to keep up the requii-ed temperature, which, to take

that of winter, is a minimum of 40° and a maximum of 50°,

or a mean winter temperature of 45°. During the summer no
ai'tificial heat is used, and air is admitted freely not only by
day but at night. This, doubtless, is a much cooler tempera-

tm'e than that adopted by many ; but as regards its being

ample for practical purposes, I will allow your readers to

judge for themselves by the following results. v

In the first place must rank that magnificent Odontoglossum
Bluntii ; one of the stages is entnely tilled with this, contain-

ing upwards of a hundred healthy and vigorous plants. Many
of the bulbs measure 5 and 6 inches in circumference, while

some are nearly as long. To see thirty or more spikes of this

open at one time is a glorious sight, and such was the number
produced by these plants during the past summer. As a proof
of their free-flowering, I have taken from my note-book the
following table of spikes that opened each month during the
past yeai', which will confirm the statement made by Mr.

Douglas at page 31, where he says,

flower every month in the year."

' They may be had ill

January 4 i

February 5

Miirch 3

April 1

May 1(!

June ay
July 12

August 3 spikes.
September .... 7 ,,

October 5 ,,

November .'5 ,,

December 3 ,,

Total.. 103

At the present time about thirty spikes are in an advancing
state. These would average twelve flowers on a spike, many
of the individual blooms measuring 4J inches in diameter.
The largest number of flowers on one spike was eighteen, al-

though in three distinct cases single bulbs produced respec-

tively twenty-two, twenty-four, and twenty-eight flowers,

formed on two spikes. One particular plant of this lovely

species has six leading growths ; in 1S70 the plant had but
four bulbs, from which it last year produced six, and is now
sending out six more, thus making twelve bulbs in two years.

Such plants as these would soon foim fine specimens.

In, equal health are several plants of its relative, O. Pesca-
torei, of which an excellent variety has now twenty-fiva

Ground i

Cool Orchid HoUBe at Ferniehtust.

flowers on the spike; also 0. cordatum, of which about thirty
spikes are now ni bloom, with from seven to nine flowers on a
spiite; as well as the splendid 0. Ha]lii, of which we have
tnree plants. One has produced peven spikes, the largest
eeing nearly 4 feet long, bearing twenty-six flowers ; total
number on the whole, one hundred.

I may here remark that this plant has for some months
Been grown m a house a few degrees warmer, but, being the
largest, of course it may reasonably be expected to produce
more spikes. The strength, however, will be seen to be in
lavour of the coolhouse, for the next plant produced four spikes,
tne^ longest being 4 feet in length (from a bulb 6 inches long
ana as much round), bearing thirty flowers, while the wholenumber is eighty-eight. The othei- plant bids fair to foDow
closely although it has not so many spikes.
in adchtion to the species I have mentioned there are several

plants of Odontoglossum nebulosum with six and seven flowerson a .spike, and many others, which would occupy too much
space to particularise. I may remark that they are in equal

nf rf"
'"'^°"'' "''''^ *'^'' preceding.

Of Oncidmms, first stands that glorious 0. macranthum,wim Dulbs 7 and 8 inches long, and nearly as much in circum-
lerence, surmounted by pairs of fresh green leaves from 15 tol« inches long. One of these plants in the spring of 1871
produced a spike 12 feet long, bearing forty-four flowers, and
ai present it is throwing out a verv promising spike. At oneWme last summer five plants produced one hundred flowers,
wnicli formed a splendid mass. No collection of cool-house
Urcliids should be without this, the most lovely of its class,

ec uafh IH^'
^""^^ ^^ '^' ""'^^^'''"'^ '^'^'^ nubigenum are in

Of MasdcvaUias, there is a good specimen of M. Veitchii,

TJZA t{'^-'^^'^^
*™™ '' *° 9 mehes long, and about an inch

croaa. iius plant during the past few months has produced

fifteen of its rich flowers ; at one I'me it had six, when it pre-
sented a most magnificent appearance, while a plant of M. te-

varensis has formed one of the most novel and interesting
objects that has ever come under my notice. In IS'iO it

flowered with two spikes, one of which bore three flcwers-

Now, in general, as soon as the flowers have faded the scipe is

removed; in this case, however, the scapes were allowed to
remain, and they did not, as one would imagine, die away, but
this winter produced the one forr flowers, and the other
showed six, but only two of these were perfected. In addition
the plant produced two more spikes : one in the usual miiruer
bore two, the other three flowers, so that when fully devekpsd
it bore eleven flowers on four spikes. We see the Oncidiv.m
Papilio produce for years a succession of blooms in this man-
ner, and Phala'nopses will often form a lateral spike .after

the main stem has lost its beauty, but I never knew of Mas-
devallias doing so. Certainly it is no improvement to allow
the plants to do so, for it must naturally impoverish them to
a great extent. As well as the above, there is a healthy little

piece of M. coccinea, with leaves more than twice as large as
in those imported.
What a pity these mountain gems are so difiicult to import

from their cool homes on the New Grenadan and Peruvian
Andes, where they grow at 10,000 or more feet above the level

of the sea. We have forty or fifty species in books and herb-
aria, but how few comparatively have as yet found their way
into our gardens !

In stating these results I must not forget the Disa grandi-
flora, which thrives admir.ably in this house, growing hke a
weed, and flowering mth great freedom ; last summer sis

small pans produced thirty-two spikes, making a grand tlisplay.

I believe most of the inmates of this house have been grown
there ever since they were imported, anel consequently have
never been subjected to a high temperature. We know that
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plants of any description rarely thrive if sucTtlenly romoTed
from a high to a low temperature, or the contrary, yet at the
Fame time many can be subjected to either with uupuuity if

tho heat is tolerably regular, and other circumstances, such as

air and moisture, suitable.

To give some idea of the amount of moisture m this house,
I may mention that tho sphagnum on the surface of the pots
is as moist and growing as freely as in its native swamps ; in

fact, it keeps us supplied for potting and other purposes, and
it gives off a wholesome moisture, in which tho plants seem to

delight. In some places, also, tho common Liverwort may be
seen growing on the loose nodules of Cannel coal with which
the slate benches are covered.
Most of the " cool Orchids," or those which come from high

elevations, will endure any amount of water when making
their growths, and should never be allowed to become thoroughly
dry ; for as they are often discovered close to rivers, waterfalls,

and in similar places, and as some often send their roots into
tho water, to do so would be entirely contrary to nature.
With regard to air, when iu their mountain homes they are

constantly surrounded by fresh air freely circulating around
them, and when brought to our houses this should be admitted
as freely as tho external temperature will allow. Doubtless, if

a little more attention were paid to this point, the result would
be more healthy and robust plants, with leaves perfect to

the points—a condition very pleasing to the eye of a good
cultivator.

I may add, that in order to subject the plants as little as

possible to the influence of fire heat, the house is protected by
means of blinds at the approach of frost.—C. J. W., The
GardcM, Fcrnichiirst.

LILIES IN RUSSIA.
MiY I again ask Lily-gi-owers in different parts of the comiti-y

to give tiieir experience of the cultivation of any sorts of

Lilies which succeed well with them ?

Since my last notes, page 33, I have received the following

very interesting account of the growth of Lihes in Russia from
my friend Mr. SVolkonsteiu, a distinguished horticulturist and
Secretary of the Royal Russian Horticultural Society :

—" I re-

ceived jour .... notes on the LUies. I must teU you that

we cultivate these bulbous plants successfully by placuig them
also amongst shrubby perennials, as Dielytra spectabilis.

Spiraeas, &c., or near the groups of woody shrubs, shadowed
from tho hot spring sun. We bury the bulbs 6 or 8 inches

deep in the soU, laying under the bulb some sandy porous

earth, and covering it with the same compound. In this way
we have, iu spite of severe winter frosts, every spring and sum-
mer well-flowering Lilies of the following species that are quite

hardy with us : Avonaoeum, bulbiferum, canadense, candidum,

chalcedonioum, croceum, longiflorum, Martagon, Maximowiczii,

pulchellum [qy. our Buschianum?] pyrenaicum, speciosuni,

spoctabile, superbum, Szovitsianum, tenuifolium, testaceum,

and tigrinum. As to the dung, tlie custom with us is to renew the

ground every four or five years by adding a sufficient quantity

of well-decomposed cow manure, and diggmg the ground well."

—Geoeoe F. Wilson.

STRAWBERRY PLANTING.
Pebsons who fiud it difficult to obtain a good crop of fniit

from plants a year old may try the following plan :—To pre-

pare plants for transplanting, a piece of ground should be

selected, say 8 feet by 7 (this will plant a bed 4.5 feet by 9) ;

take oft the top sojl'to the depth of 4 inches, then have the

piece covered witli turf 9 inches wide, grass side downwards,

replace the top soil, and plant at 9 inches apart each way. The
following autumn tho plants will have large crowns with strong

healthy foUage. A month before transplanting cut tho turf

across
i so as to allow each plant to have a piece of turf 9 inches

by 9. Tho plants shonld not be allowed to bear fruit in the

nursery bed. By the above mode a large crop may be expected

the following year.

It i.^ rather late in the season to try this plan. I should

have drawn attention to it before had I not been detained in

Italy several weeks longer than I had intended.

—

Observer.

next, £5 5.<!. for the best six dishes of Peas, half a peck of each
sort, to include Dr. Maclean's Best of All, and £2 2s. for the
second best ditto, also £.5 5s. for the best three brace ofJCu-
cumbers, including Marquis of Lome, and £2 ,2s. foi^the
second best ditto. The competition is to be confined to i: oble-

men's and gentlemen's gardeners.

The R+iyal noRTicni.xcRAL Society's Birmingham Snow.

—

Messrs. Sutton & Sons have announced their intention to offer

at the Royal Horticultural Meeting at Birmingham, in June

SEEDLING PINE APPLE RAISED AT LAMBTON.
In our November issue we referred to what we considered a

most promising seedUng Pine Apple which we saw growing at
Lambton Castle. Since then Mr. Hunter has favoured us with
a photograph of a fruit of it. The plant from which the fruit

iu question was cut was nearly iiuietccn months old. Tho
fruit measured 12 inches in height by 20 inches in circum-
ference, and weighed over 10 lbs. Its colour is a high orange,

the scales on the bottom sides of the pips being nearly red.

Including the crown, the height over all did not exceed 30 inches.

In growth it is more robust than the Smooth Cayenne, and
m habit less spreading ; and, from its very free-fruiting qua-

Uties, it sometimes ripens its fruit before it attains the height

of a Queen. Mr. Hunter mforms us that' he cut the fruit

from which our engraving has been taken after it had been
in the fruit room for three weeks, and found it quite fresh and
free from speck or discoloration. One of the fruit recently

ripened from a plant which twelve months and eleven days
before was a moderate-sized rootless sucker, weighed 7 lbs.

10 ozs. ; and another now swelling—December 9th—on a plant

potted a rootless sucker last March, is 10 inches high by
IG inches in circumference, and will be ripe in ten months
from the time it was potted. AU have been grown in the Dur-
ham 11-inch pots, which are a small size, owing to the extent

they taper to the base. The foliage is very distinct, beuig

clad mth very strong prickles set wider apart than any Pine wo
know. From the above qualities, in conjunction with that of

its being more juicy and better-flavoured than any other largo-

growing Pine in cultivation, this variety must prove a very great

acquisition in all collections of Pine Apples.^(T/i« Gardener.)

[We are indebted to the courtesy of the Messrs. Blackwood
for the above representation of this Pine Apple, which, with
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the descriptive remaike, appeared in the Jauuary number of
" Tlie Gai'dcuer." Mr. Hunter informs us that from a plant

nine months and thirteen days old ho cut a fruit weighing

5 lbs. IS ozs., finely formed, high-coloured, and -nith the pips

evenly swollen.—Ei>s.]

THE GKOS COLMAN GBAPE.
M. ViBEiiT, then residing at Angers, sent mo this Grape

some twenty years siuoe. It bore abundantly with me, but

did not ripen its fnitt, being in a cold house. I have since

Been it m fine perfection with Mr. Miller, of Bishoii Stortford.

Its berries were so fine lu size and colour as to command a

iiigli price, making 'Jn. a-pound, wliile Black Hamburgh and
Muscat fif Alexandria ma<le 7x. a-pound. Fully ripe its flavour

is very rich, but when not so its flavour is not good ; it keeps

well, and requires to be " dead ripe." I send three or four

berries ; they were ripe ki July. It seems as if it would bo

valuable as a market Grape from its large size, fine colour, and
kfeping quality.

—

Thos. Hivees.

[The Gros Colmau has now been grown for some years in

many gardens with varied success. In some places it colours

badly, its substance is hard and fleshy, and its flavour is that

of a Grape, and nothing more. The fruit Mr. Elvers has sent

is jet black, tho substance tender and melting as a Black Ham-
bm-gh, and the flavour ricljer than that of any late black Grape
pe know.]

PEIMULA JAPONICA.
Thinkwo that it will ihterest your readers to leaju some-

thing of tho habit Sind growth of this magnificent Primula, we
foi-ward you a few extracts from letters received from Mr.
Kramer, of Yokohama, Japan, who has at various times for-

warded to us seeds and plants of tliis species.

He writes as follows :
—" If tho dra\Yings in the European

})eriodicals are true. Primula japonica must be very much finer

at borne than it over is seen here. A cold chmate and good
cultivation have no doiibt grea,t influence, for its native country

is said to bo the island of Yeza. It is generally found growing

on the banks of Btrea»is and watercourses in yellow loam. I

hav4 seen it growing tram 2J to 3 feet high with six or seven

tiers of flowers—a magnificent sight.

" In sowing the seed it is very important to know, that as

this Primula is not ft native of a warm country, it requu-es no
artificial heat for germinating, and that frequently the seed

does not germinate until next spring, in fact the latter is the

rule. I would, therefore, advise that the seed should be sown
immediately, and left for at least six months undisturbed."

(June, 1870).—" I have now some boxes which have stood for

two years, and this yew there are more plants coming up than
even the first year " (May, 1871).

From this it appears that the seed takes a long time to

germinate.

A moist yellow loam ie best suited to the plant, and it is

likely to improve much under cultivation. It will also prove

especially valuable for hybridisation on account of its tendency
to vary.

—

Teutschel & Co., Colchester.

MADRBSPIELD COUET GBAPE.
I HATE with a friend of mine to-day (Jauuary 23rd) cut the

last buncb of this variety, and from what I now see it has

fuUy borne out the character given to it by the Eoyal Horti-

cultural Society. S. Simpson, Esq., of Manchester, a very

good judge of Grapes, assiu'ed me a few days ago that a bunch
I gave him, after hanguig in a ivy place, but still moderate in

temperature, was kept five or six weeks amongst other thin-

skinned varieties, and at the end could not be surpassed in

flavoiu'. I have it vefy fine in colour, with large berries. I

am very sorry that I Imvt not more of it on account of its ex-

cellent quality. I am devoting a house, about 40 feet by
18 feet, to its cultivation. The constitution is good, and I

have no hesitation in sajing it is a very desirable variety to

gipw.

—

Joseph Meeemth, The Vineyard, Garston, Liverpool.

been decided upon. Tho arrangements will, we beUevc, tako
something like this form : On Tuesday, June 25th, there will

bo a public dinner ; on the followhig three days, Wednesday,
Thursday, and Friday, a lumjieou at a convenient hour and
at a very moderate figure ; and afterwards each day, as ])er a
programme to be issued in due course, papers wiU be read, to
be followed by discussions upon them. With a view to enable
the Committeo to make suitable arrangements, it is requested
that all who are interested in tho success of the Congress, and
who have suggestions to offer, and all who are willing to read
papers and take part in the Congress, wiU at once communicate
with the Hon. Seoa-etary, Mr. E. W. Badger, Midland Counties
Herald Office, Birmingham. In the case of those who wish to

read papers, it is desirable that they should state the subject
of them, and the length of time they desire to occupy. These
communications will be laid before the Sub-Committee, whose
special business it will be to arrange for visitors, the dinner
and luncheons, and the Congress. Early communications will

be much appreciated.

HoEiicuLTUEAL CoKOREss AT BiEMiXGHAM.—We are requested

to annoimce that the Birmingham Local Committee, in connec-
tion with the Royal Horticultural Society's visit in June next,

intend that there shall be a Congress during the show week,

the details of which will be published as soon as they have

IRON IN SOIL FOE EOSES.
The question raised in your Journal by a correspondent ou

the effect of iron upon Eoses and other plants is one of veiy
great interest. I have not yet had a lengthened experience of

the results of manui'es on Eoses, but, like most of those who
have studied the subject of manurial agents scientificaU3', I do
not yet beUeve in the plant differing very materially from
most others in its food-requirements. One general theory
taught is, of course, that only those elements wliich enter into

tho composition of the plant are valuable as manures, and
there is no proof, or well-sustained attempt to prove as yet,

any agent is of use a.s a tonic or stimulant which does not

feed the plant, or, Uke lime, make soluble or decompose the
valuable matter in the soil. I do not allude here to tho me-
chanical effect of soil materials, as this is to a great extent
distinct. Some plants, of course, will put up with a poorer
soil, and others, which are often called gi-oss feeders, Ac., ^vill

take more food from the soU, and particularly food of a nitro-

genous character.

From general testimony it seems as if the Eose belonged to

this class of plants, but I should Uke to see a trial of the ex-

periment of growing Roses in a rich mmcral soU against those
treated with ammonial manure. It must be remembered,
however, that we do not grow this plant for its seed, like

Wheat, but for the leaves and flowers. I must confess being
sceptical as to these strong shoots on your correspondent's
Roses being sent up by the iron.

Iron does occur to the extent of a trace among the consti-

tuents of most plants, but hai'dly seems a necessity, and it is

present in nearly every soil in more or less abundance. Its

useful chemical effect ou the soil would be difficult to see, the
oxide being a very mUd base—not to be compared in this re-

spect with lime. As an uulicator of the condition of soils by
colour it is well knowni, and, doubtless, may have some effect

on that of plants, both leaves and flowers. In some combina-
tions it is considered most injurious, and your readers, unless
indifferent to the loss of their plants, must be careful in ap-

plying it.

It almost makes one smUe to see the various nostrums re-

commended by a "hundred doctors" to achieve great resiUts.

One vamits soot, another malt sweepings, a third nitrate of

soda, a fourth sulphate of ammonia, and another guano,
believing them all to have a totally different result, whereas
an simply depend, or nearly, on some form of nitrogen for

their efficacy.

I was also somewhat amused to think of some of the readers

of a contemporary being induced by an article from a dis-

tinguished florist carefully to collect aU the hoof-parings from
the farrier's, as being the verj' best manure for Eoses ; failiug

to obtain which, strange to say, bones were to be substituted,

but on what principle it would be difficult to say, except their

being equally parts of an animal. The former had one recom-

mendation—it T^as a lasting maniu'e. No doubt it would be; I

hope their patience would be equally so. About as well make
a man sit loolung at his breakfast mitU dinner-time, and praise

the lasting quaUties of the food.

At a future time I should like to say a few more words ou
this subject if your readers would care to see them, but enough
for the present. I would conclude by saying I do not wish to

have given the impression that experiments of all kinds should

not be persevered in, but a little more knowledge among hor-
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ticaUuriat3 of accepted and well-groimded facta must bo desir-

able and beneficial.—J. S. K.

BEOCKWORTH PARK PEAR.
I WILL give you the pai'ticulai'3. In tlie year 1855 I ad\-ised

my moat intimate friend to buy an estate in the parish of

Brockworth, and also promised to put it and all the buildings
in good order. To do this I found it advis.able on the lai'gest

farm to take down the house and all the farm buildings, and I

erected new in the most convenient place. When the place
was nearly finished a'gentleman took it. About the beginning
of March, when I was laying out the gai'don, my intention was
to order the trees from you the followmg autumn, but he was
so very anxious to have them at once that he prevailed on mo
to give him a list of what I meant to plant, and he fetched
them at once from Cheltenham. I warned him of the conse-
quences, and told him the probability was that he would get
anything but what he ordere<l, which proved to be true. The
tree in question was planted for AVinter Nelis against a wall
with a south-east aspect. I saw at once it was wrong ; it bore
three Peai's the following year, and one was sent to me. I

found it a very good Pear, and had a scion from it for myself
;

of course I consulted " Hogg " and came to the conclusion it

was 'VNliite Doyeimfi with a great m.iny aliases. Since then I

have let the farm to another person and he sent the Pears to
Wheeler.

—

(Extract of a letter from A. Buhb, Esq., to Mr.
Hirers.)

'

SANDRINGHAM HOUSE.—No. 2.

In resuming our remarks on the fruit and kitchen garden
we will first take the planting of the walls, of which the con-
struction has been already described. Of the main south-aspect
wall more than one-third tlie length is covered with glass ; the
remainder is planted with Peaches, Nectarines, and Apricots,
with a few Pears. The Peaches consist of such standard kinds
as Grosse Mignonue, Bellegarde, Harrington, Late Admirable,
and Walburtou Admirable, and of each there are several trees

;

and among the Apricots are several trees of the Moorpark,
Hemskerk, Koyal, Kaisha, and Musch Musch, the last two
excellent for preserving. The south side of the wall rimning
parallel to that just noticed, but on the other side of the garden,
is planted with Peach, Apricot, and Pear trees ; its north
aspect with Black Circassian, Bigarreau, May Duke, and Mo-
rello Cherries, and with Plums. Pears and Plums cover the
east and west aspects of the other two walls, and consist of

admii-ably trained trees of varieties of established reputation
for excellence, selected with the view to successive ripening

;

indeed throughout, whether against the walls or in the rows
across the vegetable quarters, the number of trees planted has
been in proportion to the keeping qualities of the fruit.

Mr. Cai-michael says that his Peach trees on the open walls
never fail to produce a crop with no other protection, even hi
spring, than the fixed coping ; and he considers that, in his
locality at least, no matter how unfavourable the subsoil, thoy
will do so provided the trees are kept free from insects, and,
in the case of their being in a stiff or clayey subsoil, lifted every
two years in order to bring the roots more under tlie influence of

the sun's heat. To keep the trees free of insects they are dusted
when the AoWlTs have set, or as soon as any green fly is perceived,
with a mixture of one part of snuff and two parts sulphur. The
absence of insect-curled leaves contributes to the ripening of
the wood, and to promote this also, after cutting off the half
of every leaf shading the fruit when it is sweUing,all the leaves
are cut in half after the crop is gathered. Mr. Carmichael,
like many others, is no advocate for wiring the walls out of

doors, considering that the trees succeed better agamst the
brickwork trained in the old-fashioned way with nails and
shreds. Of the medicated shreds introduced some time ago
he speaks highly on the score of durabihty and convenience.
It must be added that ah the shoots of the Peach trees are
loosened from the wall during the winter, only the main
branches being kept nailed-in, and harder, better ripened wood
it would be difficult to find. In the forcing houses the trees

are all painted, as soon as pruned, with fresh-slaked Ume and
water, and this coating is left tUl it disappears in course of

time, leaving the bai'k clean, bright, and insectless. The
Gooseberry and Cun-aut bushes are dusted with Ume if insects
or mildew appear ; lime, in fact, is considered the best remedy
for all insects which appear, and if one might judge by their
fewness it must be an effectual one indeed.
Among the kitchen-garden crops Sea-kale holds a prominent

position, great quantities being daily rbquked, and the extent

of ground cropped with it alone is as largo as a moderate-sized

kitchen garden. The ground is planted in rows 5 feet apart,

and the plants are 18 inches from each other in the row. As
soon as the leaves faU in autumn each crown is marked with a

stick and covered 8 inches deep with fine soil taken from the

spaces between the rows. Tlic ground is thus thrown into

beds 2 feet wide, and 3-feet alleys. Some of the latter ai-e

fiUed in November with httery diuig, and the beds are likewise

covered with the same material. A fresh bed is covered up
every eight days so as to keep up a suocossion, and after taking

the crop the crowns are left exposed ; oaly four or five shoots

are allowed to grow, and in this way not only do the plants

remain many years without renewal, but the quality of the pro*

duce is excellent. It must, however, bo remembered that the

SOU is Kght and friable, and probably if the same practice w'ero

adopted on ground of a retentive uatui'e the shoots would
not be so lai'ge as where covering with pots is resorted to.

Asparagus is also grown extensively, there beuig no less than
an acre and a half occupied with iU The whole is grown in

single rows 3 feet apart. Mr. Carmichael advocates making
the beds 6 feet deep, filling up with turf and rich manure, and
staking the grass ; in this way shoots of the largest size are

obtained. A fresh bed is sown every year, and transplanted itt

the following year.

Among the other vegetables may be noted large breadths of

Broccoli, Cauliflowers, and Lettuces, of which the Stanstead

Park is a great favourite. In Celery, Santlriugham White is

grown almost exclusively, being that most esteemed at table on
account of its crispness, and in the garden from its not being

liable to run to seed.

We wiU now look into the forcing houses, which extend about

320 feet along the main south-aspect waU. They were erected

by Mr. Gray, of Chelsea, and, without presenting much orna-

mentation, are well designed for their several purposes and ex-

ceedingly substantial. All the houses are 50 feet long, but of

varying height and width, each increasing 2 feet in height and
2 feet in width as we pass from the ends to the centre. Enter-

ing at the west end, first there is the early Peach house 14 feet

wide, 11 feet high at back, with 2 feet of brickwork and 2 feet of

glass in front. This is heated by three flows and one return,

and the sashes at back ai-e opened simultaneously by a cog-wheel

and lever, and the front sashes push out bylever power. The same
means are adopted in all the other houses. The treUis is

about 20 inches from the glass, and ie formed of u-on uprights ^

let into stone blocks, between which ai'e stretched Uglit iron

rods at 8 inches apai-t. The trees in tliis house, which were all

in blossom, are Elruge and Murrey Nectarines, and Bellegai'de

and StirUng Castle Peaches. The last, Mr. Carmichael con-

siders the best Peach for forcing to rii:)en in the first week of

May. Next comes the earliest vinery, heated by four flows and
two returns. It is planted chiefly with the Black Hambiu'gh.
The lato house, sinulaiiy heated, is the next in succession, and
contains such as. Lady Dowue's and AUcante. Then follows

the second viueiy, in which the Black Hamburgh is the principal

kind. These two houses are the centre of the range, and

18 feet high at back, and the same in width. Next comes the

Muscat house, at present occupied with bedding plants, and
finally the second Peach house. In tlie vineries, of which the

borders are pai-tlyinside, pai-tly out, tine Vines ai-e planted, one

under each rafter and one in the intermediate space. It \vill

thus be seen that the rods ai'o rather close together, and in-

stead of allowing them to extend rapidly Mr. Carmichael only

retains a limited amount of stout well-iipened wood at the

ends of the rods, in order to have the lower eyes strong aikl

fruitful as well as those iieai'er the top.

The Pineries are the next important structures. There are

three half-spans of 100 feet long by 20, 18, and 16 feet wide

respectively, and in the same range are Cucumber and Melon,

and Strawberry houses. The varieties chiefly grown for winter

are Smooth-leaved Cayenne and Black Jamaica, and for summer
the Queen. Of these there was a fine stock both of fruiting

and succession plants, nearly aU of them planted out, a.nd a

number of suckers in pots. In i>oint of vigour and cleiinUness

there was nothing left to desii-e—no sign of mealy bug, scale^ or_

insect of any kind; partly, no doubt, owing to caa-eful super-

vision, and partly also to the plants not being confined to pots,

but having their natural freedom as reg?irds the roots. Under
the beds in which these are growing, chambers have been

formed by resting lai-ch battens ut»n bricks-on-bed, and on

the battens a paving of bricks touchuig each other at the

edges is laid, then leaves and soil, I» these and other houses
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Eefebence to Tlan of Flowek Gakdes at Saxdkixgham.

A. Flower bed edged i\itb Vaiiegated Holly, 6 inches high.

U. „ ,, Euouymub ludicous vaiiegatus, 6 inches hiyh.

C. „ „ Cupresisus Lawsoniana, 6 inches high.

D. „ „ Cuimnou I\-y, 6 inches high.

E. ., „ Cedi-ua DeoJara, 6 inches high.

F. „ „ CiTptomeria elegans, 6 inches high.

0. „ ,, Voi-iegated Ivy, 6 inches high.

H. „ „ Cotoneaster microphylla, 6 inches high.

1. ^ „ Euonymus radicans variegatus, 6 inches high.

J. ,, „ , Japan Yew, ti inches high.

K. ,. „ Common Ivy, 6 Inches hl^h.

il. N. Centre of garden, the other haU is similar.

U. O. Grass. P. P. Grass slope. E. E. Walks. S. Statue.

The desi;,'n9 mai-ked on the beds show the style of bedding-out adopted.

provision is made for securing^ supply of water of the same
ti'iiiperatiu-e as the house by a tank iu frout under the ii'on

gi-atiug which serves as a path.

In front of cue of these houses is a suiik piP for forcing

Strawberries, with which, in fact, the shelves of nearly every

house are filled. To give an idea of the demand for this fruit we
may state that no less than 10,000 pots are requii-ed to keep up
an adequate supply, and that gatheiing begins on the 1-lth of

Febraary. For the earliest gatherings 5-inch pots are used
;

for plants to fruit in April and May sometimes S-inch pots are

employed. The runners to furnish these plants are aU layered

in small pots, for each of which' a hole is made with a crowbar,

and the pot pressed down ; a stone is put on to keep the runner

steady, and as soon as rooted the plants are shifted into 5-iuch

pots and placed on an open piece of ground fully exposed to

the sun, ranging them iu 4-fcet beds \\ith 2-feet alleys between.

In the first week of October the plants intended to be first

forced are laid on their- sides, and the rest ai-e all plunged in

a border to the rims of the pots. There they remfdu without

any protection till required for forcing. Every week a fresh

lot of plants are removed to the pit, which is fiUed with leaves,

and further heated by a hot-water pipe. When the fruit begins

to swell Mr. Carmichael puts a little of Standen's manure on
the surface of the soil, and as soon as the bloom is set the

frait is thinned out so as to leave from twelve to eighteen to

each pot. The extent to which the diflferent varieties are

grown for forcing is British Queen, 2000; President, 2000;
Echpse, 1000 ; Sir J. Paxton, 1000 ; Premier, 500 ; La Con-
staiite, 500 ; and the remainder consists of Dr. Hogg, President,

Cockscomb, and some other varieties. The last lot generally

flowers out of doors, and is only brought iu if likely to be
needed to kefp up the succession till the out-door crops
come in.

Peas, likewise, are forced in quantities, and for this purpose
Maclean's Little Gem is alone employed. This is sown at the

a \A of August in 8-inch pots fiUed with soil (which is pressed
down) to three-fourths of their depth, eight Peas being placed

round the sides. The pots remain out of doors as long as the

weather is mild, but before frost they are placed iu a tempera-
tm-e of 45° to 50° at night. This sowing begins to produce
iu the first week of December, the plants bear successively

till February, and are succeeded by a sowing made about the

end of Seijtember. The plants we saw were not only furnished
with an abundance of their little pods, but were even orna-

mental by their blossom. There are so few who are not lovers

of Peas, even when these are m abundance, let alone a rarity,

that we have thought the method by which Mr. Carmichael

produces them, and not in small quantities, is worthy of de-

sciiptiou and imitation. Green Peas iu December and January
are a rarity to be sighed after by many, but rarely obtained

;

but as Mr. Carmichael manages them there seems to be little

difficulty about it, and yet we all know that the Pea wiU not

bear forcing. The Kidney Bean, on the contrary, is well known
as one of the easiest things to force, and of it, of course, in a

place like Sandringham there was no lack. Cucumbers and
Melons receive their share of attention, and of the former

there were numbers hanging from the trellis ready for being

cut. In one of the Pine pits Musa Cavendishii was throw-

ing out a cluster of fririt which is likely to jirove of great

weight; and near it was the Mangosteeu, which Mr. Car-

michael hopes some day to fniit, but the plant is young as

yet, and so far as we know it has only once borne fruit iu this

couutiy.

Before quitting the kitchen garden the Mushroom house must
be noticed, not only on account of its size but the fine crops

it contained. This is 80 feet long by 15 feet nlde, there being

a 5-feet path up the centre, and on each side 5-fcet shelves,

three tiers at the back, two tiers in front, for the house is a lean-

to against the north wall of the garden. The sides of the beds

are of iron, with iron cross-bars, and the flooiing is wood laid

longitudinally from cross-bar to cross-bar. It is heated by a

flow and return pipe, with evaporation troughs under the

centre of the iron-giated patliway. On the same side of the

wall are the fiuit-room, which is large and well-fitted up,
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potting, packing, and tool sheds, gardener's rooms, and mider-

neath spacious root-cellars.

The plant houses are not large, and are chiefly filled with

subjects suitable for in-door decoration, such as Poiusettias,

Adiantums and other Fenis, Chinese Primroses, Cyclamens,

Geraniums, Gardenias, which arc great favourites for the

button-hole. Begonias, fine-foliaged plants, and Azaleas.

In the pleasure grounds much has been done and much is still

to be done. One great improvement is a new drive up to the east

or main front of the house (of this we give a view taken by Mr.
Pridgeon, 'of Lynn) ; formerly the drive led past the offices,

and iu unpleasant proximity to them, but now by a graceful

curve they have a wide berth, and tlie approach is more in

accordance with the dignity of the house, and will bo still more
so when the Deodars at the sides among the Laurels shall have
attained a greater height. It is, however, on the west front that

the principal alterations have been made , and the most important
of these is the new flower garden wliich is represented on page
101. The beds of this are sliglitly raised above the rest of the
surface, the outer edge of the soil forming a minhature ramp as

practised by Mr. Gibson, in Hj'de Park, and this is surrounded
by various evergreens. The interior at present is filled with
autumn-sown annuals and plants for spring flowering, and
already, though the ground was only laid out last autumn, the
appearance is very ornamental, and it will be much more so in

summer. The evergi-eens round the beds of themselves give

an aspect of life even in winter. The length of this panel, of

which one-half is represented in the engraving, is within tlie

walks 192 feet, its breadth 60 feet. On the same front, but
nearer the house, there is a small garden on gravel with Box-
edged beds, and beyond the larger new flower garden a neatly

laid-out bulb garden, of which the efi'ect from the terrace walk
in frent of the mansion is no doubt gflod when the bulbs and
other plants are in flower.

A few more notes on the pleasure ground and we have done.
There are many pretty views from the terrace on the west front,

over the flower gardens just noticed, especially towards the
church, of which more than one view is obtained ; and the simple
tomb of the young Prince of a day, so well deijicted in The
Graphic two or three weeks ago, can be seen from a point near
the south-west end of the terrace walk.
The pai'k and pleasure grounds are not so extensive as those

attached to many country mansions, extending only to about
120 acres ; in the pleasure grounds Deodars, Picea uobUis, and
a considerable variety of Conifers have been introduced with
excellent effect, and on each side of one walk is an avenue
of various species of these planted by distinguished visitors

as mementos of their visits. The old lake, merely a pond,
has been abolished, and a new one formed, indeed, re-formed
as well, for since it was made the depth throughout has been
reduced to 4 feet as a safeguard against accidents on the ice.

The rockwork about it is weU executed in the earr stone of the
neighbomhood, we believe by Mr. Pulham,of Broxbourne,who
also constructed a boat-house or boat-cavern, which has been
highly approved of.

The park is well wooded, but contains no trees remarkable
for great age and size; there is, however, an avenue of fine

Limes leading from the Norwich gates to the house. Great
impi-ovements have been effected in remaking walks, in plant-
ing trees and shrubs in all parts of the grounds ; and the
energy with wliich all this has been carried out and the good
immediate effects produced are highly creditable to Mr. Car-
michael, whose courtesy iu explaining aU works connected
with the garden no one who has had the pleasure of visiting
it can fail to appreciate most highly.

_
Mowing Machines.—We warn our readers from emplojiug

tinkers or any but the makers of the mowing macliine or one
of their agents to repair it. It is unfair to the makcri, and
mistaken economy in the purchaser. We have known instances
when the tinkered machines would not mow, and the owners
blamed the makers

!

DEATH OF MR. THOMAS OSBORN.
It is with the greatest regi-et that we have to announce the

sudden death of Mr. Thomas Osborn.of the Fulham Nurseries,
on the 28th ult., at the age of 53. Mr. Osborn was one of the
two sons of the late Mr. Robert Osborn, whose death we noticed
a few years ago, at a very advanced age, and like his father
was a man whom to know was to respect and to admire. He
was a thorough gentleman in the best sense of that word, and

he will leave a great blank behind liim among those with whom
he was bo long associated in the world of horticulture. Mr.
Osborn was present at the last meeting of the Royal Horti-
cultural Society, apparently in the enjoyment of his usual
health, and took part in the proceedings of the day ; anil we
feel assured that the mtelligeuce of his premature death will have
a saddening effect on the numerous friends he has left behind.

MRS. PINCE'S MUSCAT GRApE.
Notwithstanding aU that has been said against this Grape>

it is crident that it begins to be a great favourite with many.
For my own part I consider it the very best late variety in

cultivation, and I have no hesitation iu saying that I beUeve it

will be, when its culture and merits become better known, the
most popular late variety in every garden establishment.

I say culture, as I think there is something in this that has
been misunderstood, and so has caused disappointment, con-
sequently bringing much abuse on this good variety. It is

well known that most of our best Grapes require some special

treatment to bring them up to that standard of perfection so

prized by all good Grape-growers ; neither is Mrs. Pince's

Muscat an exception to this rule, and if growers were to give

their experience for and against, doubtless the special requu'e-

ments of this variety would be elicited, for, as Mr. Pearson
justly states at page 17, a man may miss his way in the
cultivation of a new kind of fruit without being exactly a fool.

With your permission I will state my experience. In my
previous situation I received some of the first Vines of Mrs.
Pince that were sent out. There were at that time, and still

are, various opinions with respect to the right place to plant

this variety ; some advocated for it the heat to which Muscat
houses are iu general kept, others cool treatment, if I may
so term it. I planted a Vine of it iu the Muscat house ; also

one in a comparatively cold house. The border iu both ui-

stances was well prepared, and the Vines received the same
treatment as regards pruning, &'C. Perhaps I ought to state

they were not allowed to carry any fruit the first season. The
following season they broke freely and very strongly, showing
an abundance of bunches, which were reduced to the required
number.
The Vine in the Muscat house showed the largest bunches iu

the embryo state, in fact throughout ; in both instances they were
all that could be desu-ed with regai-d to setting. In the Muscat
house the berries swelled off evenly and to a large size, but the
somewhat drier atmosphere and the extra amount of light

which was admitted by lateral pruning, and which give a
good finish to the Muscat of Alexandria, failed to do the same
with Mrs. Pince's Black Muscat, and the colour of the latter

as grown under the circumstances may be described as

dingy red, although in bunch and berry it was everything that
could bo desired.

In the cold house the berries swelled evenly at first, but
many of them after attaining the size of Peas remained
stationaiT, which fault often destroyed the appearance of the
hunches ; notwithstanding, the Vine finished off a fair propor-
tion of good-sized bunches, the berries of a medium size, with
a deep bloom, and as black as Sloes. The flavour of tliis variety

is generally acknowledged to be good. In my opinion it im-
proves like that good variety Lady Downe's by being allowed

to hang, and the flavour does not arrive at its best until after

Christmas when the Grapes are grown for late use. My experi-

ence with Mrs. Pince's leads me to believe that to grow it to per-

fection it requh-es a house devoted to its culture, similar treat-

ment to that generally given to Muscats until the ripening

process commences, when a cool moist atmosphere should be
maintained with an abundance of air ; I would even ailvoeate a
little shade during bright weather. If these points are at-

tended to, with the culture generally given to the Grape Vine by
skilfiU cultivators, I have no doubt but this variety wiU pro-

duce bunches and berries of such a size, with a deep bloom,

as black as Sloes, a rich agreeable flavour, and such good
keeping qualities, that it cannot bo equalled by any Grape
in cultivation. I have drawn this conclusion not only from
my own experience with it, but from what I have seen of it

when it was growing in the Exeter nursery previous to its

being sent out, and from what I have seen of it siuce in several

good gardening establishments.

—

Thomas Foote, Gardener to

Sir A. F. Elton, Bart., Clevedon Court, Somerset.

Babometrical Fall.—My barometer to-day (24th lUt.) was
28.24° ins. in the morning—lower by O.IC than I ever registered
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before. I have been expecting a gale all day, but it has evi-

dently been on the south-west of Ireland or somewhere there-

abouts.—C. P. Peach, Appleton-lc-Strcet.

[The barometer at Pimlioo, near Loudon, was 28.35 ins. at

the same time.

—

Eds.]

WOKK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN OAEDEN.

As the season has been so mild it has been difficult to wheel
manure en the ground ; as soon, therefore, as the ground is fit,

let this work be forwarded as much as possible for all .spring

crops. ^Vhere dung will have to lie on the surface until March,
it should be soiled over immediately, or drying winds will steal

away its beneficial properties. Spring Broccoli, such as Grange's
or Knight's, now coming in should bo protected. Push a hand-
ful of soft hay amongst the leaves. Sow a little Celerij, Cauli-

jUnccr, and Lettuce seed in heat. If the early Peas appear
above ground throw over them a handful of sawdust in a ridge,

but this must be removed when their leaves are expanded.
FRUIT GAHDEN.

As soon as the blossom buds of Apricots can be distinguished,

the trees should be pruned, and nailmg completed. The eggs

of the caterpillar which so much mfests the leaf should be
hunted for and destroyed ; they are deposited on the branches
in circular groups, of about the size of a Parsnip seed, look
somewhat hke it, and have the appearance of being pasted on.

The trees must have protection forthwith. Take care to

secure bundles of the main twigs of Apple primings, tie them
at each end, and put them in some dry place ; they are very
useful in summer. Prune and uaU Peaches and Nectarines ; as

soon as they have been nailed, soak the trees and wall \vith

soapsuds, and when dry take a bowl of sulphur mixture
(sulphur blended with softsoap water until as thick as paint or
nearly so), and draw a strip with the brush between every two
shoots. This is a good preventive of red spider. Look after

Gooseberry buds ; country folks in some places tie feathers
over the bushes to keep birds away. In wet weather prepare
.shreds for nailing, make taUies, andlook over stored vegetables,

Potatoes, and Apples.
FLOWEK GARDEN.

Lawns and gravel walks will now be benefited by a thorough
roUing. Examine all belts at the outskirts of the kitchen
garden, remove deciduous trees where they uijure the best

evergreens, and introduce HolUes or trees of a permanent charac-

ter in blanks. If not already done, stake newly planted trees

carefidly ; the harm which has lately resulted from inattention

to staking has in some places been very great. Procure Rose
stocks, and plant them in lines on higlily manured ground in

the kitchen or reserve garden. Should heavy snow or severe

weather set in, Pinks and Carnations planted in the open
border will run some danger of destructioii in those locaUties

where hares and rabbits abound. I lately saw in a florist's

garden, in the immediate vicinity of a large preserve, a simple
and efficacious remedy. It consisted m laying small pieces of

Larch spray or branches between the row of plants, and then
placing other branches on the top of these ; ah- and hght have
free access to the plants, and as spring advances the covermgs
are removed, for as vegetation progresses more palatable food
in the shape of young Clover, &c., wUl entice the rabbits to

feed at a distance. Tulip seeds may now be sown m a compost
of equal parts of leaf mould and sandy peat. They may be
placed at equal distances, almost toucliing each other, on the

surface, and gently pressed down, covering with the same soU
to the depth of an eighth of an inch. As the fohage of the
bulbs planted in the main bed shows itself above groimd it

should be covered with sandy peat, but this must be done be-

fore it opens, as soil getting into the heart is very detrimental.

As soon as you perceive that the Auriculas have made a
start give them occasional waterings with weak liquid manure

;

that made with sheep dung is best. Should premature blooms
show themselves, allow the stem to rise high enough and re-

move the pips. To cut or pull the stem at this season often

has an injurious effect on the plant, by causmg it to decay
down to the heart ; by simply removing the pips this is avoided,

whilst the plant is strengthened.

onEENHOUSE AND CONSERVATOKY.
Among the plants in the mixed greenhouse may be enume-

rated Oranges, Lemons, Banksias, Chorozcmas,Pimeleas, Epa-
crises, some Heaths placed in the most airy part of the house,
with many other flowering plants interspersed. For the pre-

sent apply air abundantly in suitable weather, but we shall

certainly meet with a sudden atmospheric change. Correas,
Polj'galas, and Acacias will now begin to blossom freely; see

that they are cai-efully watered—the Acacias require much
moisture. Care must be taken that Camellias receive no check,
otherwise their buds wiU bo endangered. Brugmausia san-
guinea, a noble conservatory plant, demands similar attention.

CUmbers should bo neatly trained, and every plant that re-

quires it, previous to being introduced into the conservator^',

should be staked. At present we may expect this structure to

be furnished with the foUowmg plants in flower : Lucidia gra-

tissima, Epacris, Euphorbias, Pimeleas, Boronias, Cinerarias,

Giesnera zebrina, Eranthemum puJchellum, Primula sinensis.

Pinks, Azaleas, Hyacinths, Narcissus, Tulips, and Neapolitan
Violets. Of these the stove plants should bo jilaced in the
warmest part free from cold draughts or cm'rents of au-, and
the New Holland, greenhouse, and others of the more hardy
plants nearest to where air is admitted. Many of the plants
will require frequent changmg, and neither stove nor green-
house plants should remain in this structure long enoiigh to

be injured.

STOVE.

Here there is a constant source of interest, many interesting
plants being at all seasons in bloom, whUe others are making
their growth, and some are resting. Place a few of the early-

flowering Gesnera zebrina in the resting corner to ripen-off

gradually for early flowering again. Select a few Gloxinias
and Achimenes in variety, shake them out, and put the former
in open turfy porous loam, heath soil, coarse charcoal, and
sharp sand well incorporated, and do not pot too firmly. The
Acliiuieues tubers .should at first bo placed thicldy in pans,
and potted singly as they push, in leaf mould and light loam
in a veiy coarse open state, with a fourth part of charcoal.

These two tribes of plants delight in a moderate bottom heat.

See that no plant is suffering from want of water. Take ad-
vantage of the lightest days for applyhig the greatest portion
of humidity. If the green fly prevails smoke occasionally with
tobacco, and see that there is no other kind of vermin encou-
raged. Allow no plant to be injured from want of timely
staking. Some of the Orchids which are commencing growth,
if dry, may have a Uttle water appUed at the roots. This must
be done cautiously. The best way is to apply it round the
sides of the pot, taking care not to saturate the soil round the
collar. See that the fresh potting material undergoes a kind
of quarantme before it is introduced into the house. The
blocks should be immersed in boihng water.

FOECINO PIT.

No diminution of temperature must be allowed in the forcing

pit. Puiks after they have made a little growth require to be
removed to a cooler place, otherwise the buds wiU fail. Gar-
denias require a moist warm atmosphere. As the season is at

hand when increasing the stock of plants will demand atten-

tion, prepare a place which will afford the required convenience.
There is scarcely a gardener who is not called upon annually
to apply his skill to replace the losses that invariably attend
the occurrence of a rigorous or otherwise unfavourable season,
and yet we rarely find a proper situation appropriated for the
purpose. This is partially owing to the facilities which exist

for propagatuig the plants principally in demand for decorating
the flower garden, such as Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, and Ver-
benas, in the common plant houses ; and we consequently see

them crowded with pots of cuttings to the destruction of order,

besides being the means of introducing various insects. I

would recommend a small pit constructed with beds to contain
plunging materials, and provided mth a heatmg apparatus
capable of supporting a bottom heat of 90". This, with a
complement of beU-glasses, would enable the gardener not
only to obtain his stock of summer plants with certaiuty and
expedition, but give him the opportunity at the most suitable

seasons for multiplying rare plants and those difficult to strike.

^W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
EITCHEN GARDEN.

Owing to the wet weather the work has been very Umit'^d.

An opportunity has been given for sweeping the walks, and
the rains have washed them clean and solid.

The mild weather, though so wet, has been favourable to all

the hardier vegetables, and tall Scotch Kale headed is now
showmg fine side shoots, which I always consider much better

than the main heads. We have been taking the small heads
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from a late piece of Brussels Sprouts, as these heads are very

sweet and different in flavour from the knobs at the sules.

The earUost have produced plentifully. Cauhflowers under

classes have had the soU priol^ed over with a small fork, and a

little dry sandy compost added ;
for though uninjured as yet,

such continued damp is apt to affect them. Lettuces on ndges

are not so large as they were, but a change of weather wiU

revive thorn. All under glass will be the better of a httle dry

surfacint', which will give them a drier atmosphere.
_

• The weather has afforded a good opportunity for pomting

sticks and stakes, making tallies, washing pots, cleaamg glass,

and washing and Umewashing the walls of pits and houses.

WasUnq Pots.—On the whole nothing is better than a

vigorous scrubbing with water heated enough to be comfort-

able We have used other means to remove the green and

slimy matter that will accumulate, and though the cleamng is

more quickly done, the pots often retained something unde-

shrable from the processes used. The same may be said of

woodwork and glass. For them weak warm soap water wiU be

an improvement, but if the soap water is strong, or contains

much soda, paint and putty wiU suffer less or more.
_

Umewashing loalk is often done very inefficiently. I* is easy

to draw the lithe-brush over, and thus hide for a time all the tilth

beneath, but though this is better than nothing in a cottage, it

is but a poor makeshift, as the dirt is not removed, but for a

time merely covered up. It is just the same as respects the

waUs of our plant houses. Such washing, even, does not greatly

protect us against insects, as repeated coats are sure to crack

and admit the air to the eggs of insects. Though requiring

more time, it is time well spent, to wash away most of the old

limewash with warm water before adding the fresh hme. iliis

limewash should not be so thick but that it will enter freely

into every hoe and cranny of the walls. The fresher the hme

the more firmly it wiU adhere. To secure this object much

also depends on the temperature of the water used in making

the limewash ; hot water is in every way superior to cold water.

Limewash will set all the more firmly from having a portion

of Portland cement mixed with it immediately before usmg it.

FKUIT GAEDEN.

In fine dry days we proceeded with pruning, and prepara-

tions were made for plantmg, but the ground was too wet to

pack roots as they ought to be. Excess of moisture is any-

thing but advantageous to smaU fibres. It helps to rot them

instead of to encourage growth. Late Grapes hanging, retiuned

a brisk fire and air in the early part of the day. The only

thins to be done with Peaches in bloom was to give more heat

and air during the day, and to keep them rather cool at mght.

A few hours' sun would do much good.

The gales here have been very severe. Early on the morn-

iu" of the 24th our barometer was considerably below 28 inches

the lowest we had ever seen it, but as day began to break it

rose, and in the forenoon ciuickly. Such a gale would try

some of our new modes of glazing, and reports would be very

interesting. By using smaU wedges to sashes we suffered no

breakage of glass, with the exception of one small ventilator,

20 by 24 inches, hinged by two screws as. pivots, which was

blown out and smashed. The great danger of using large

squares, as for orchard houses, and glazing in the usual way, is

that if a large square or two go out, the wmd gets m and un-

settles a number more. So long as the wmd is kept out there

is Uttle danger. In this respect placing the g ass m grooves

instead of on rebates with putty, is safer, provided the grooves

aUow of expansion, and the glass is still firm enough not to

sUde or rattle and let the air in. We have heard much about

havmg a breeze, if not a gale, in our fruit and plant houses,

but it is often the wisest poUoy to keep such rough visitors

outside.
OENAMENTAL DEPAETMENT.

IVooden noUet-s.—The mild weather has encouraged worms

to throw up their heaps on the lawns, and thus disfigure the

bri"ht green the grass would otherwise present. Sweeping is not

to be thought of in such weather, nor in any weather if there

are no leaves or bits of wood, as well as the worm heaps, ihe

wooden roller soon puts the latter out of sight. A young man

can walk quickly with a roller a foot m diameter and 3i to

4 feet long behind him, and the comparative lightness of the

roUer is an advantage for this purpose. Part of the woi-m

he.aps is squeezed down out of sight, and part adheres to the

roller, and must frequently be scraped off with a piece of hoop

iron or wood kept on purpose. Next, or even equal to the

Daisy-knife in summer, nothmg will so soon improve the

appearance of a lawn in winter as a light wooden roller.

Planting and Transplanting. —We proceeded with these

operations, though in the latter case we had to bale the water

out of the holes that had been made previously. When the

soil is too wet the packing of the smaU roots and fibres cannot

be done in a satisfactory manner. Drenching the roots of

large specimens on planting in winter we have long considered

a mistake as it keeps the roots long wet and cold as if em-

bedded in a morass. The water would be beneficial if judiciously

given just as the buds and roots begin to move.
_

The weather furnished an opportunity for potting, tying,

training, and washing plants that otherwise might have had

nothing more than a skiff from the syringe. A good syringmg,

a wash, and then another syruiging, by keepmg fobage clean

and healthy, are the best safegu?rds against insects. Iwo

great preservatives against insects are a comparatively low

temperature at night, and avoidmg a high temperature and a

dry atmosphere during the day. Unless these conditions are

secured red spider and thrips will soon be your acquaintances.

There are some insect enemies that you can hardly eradicate,

unless you cru*h them, bury them, or freeze them out of

existence. The mealy bug is one of those, ^ou may manage

to clean every plant in a house, but if every crack and joint of

vour platforms of stone, slate, or wood be not thoroughly

examined the enemy will soon reappear i" ,as ^t™"?
^°''f,f

ever. If there wore no clunbers, and the plants could be re-

moved from the house, a free application of hot water alter-

nately with exposure to frost, would be the most effectual

remedies.—B. F.

TRADE CATALOGUES EECEIVED.
p. Lawaon & Son, 20, Budge Bow, Cannon Street, London,

E.G., and George IV. Bridge, -EAinhm^h.—Catalogue of Kitclieti

Garden and Flower Seeds, if;c. „ ,^, „ t .,,,!„„ V
W. Emnsey, Joyning's Nursery, Waltham Cross, London, IS.

—Select List of Garden, Flower, and Farm Seeds, Border

Plants, Evergreens, if'C. ,,.,., .»t -n i,

Edwin Cooling, 18, Iron Gate, and Mile Ash Nurseries, Derby.

—Cataloque of Seeds.
, „, -n i, c

Smith & Simons, 36 and 38, Howard Street, St. Enoch Square,

Glasgow.—CUiumJ Guide and Descriptive Seed Catalogue.

E G Henderson & Son, Wellington Boad, St. John s Wood,

London, N.W. — Catalogue of Flower, Vegetable, and Agri-

cultural Seeds. .^

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
• * AVe request that no one will write privately to any of the
*

correspondents of the " Journal of Horticulture, Cottage

Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so doing they

are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. All

communications should therefore be addressed solely to

The Editors of the Journal of Horticulture, dx., 171, Fleet

Street, London, E.C.

CnAa.^R0P9 EXCELSA CcLTUBE (/. S G.).-TU8 ^^^ ';™^»",«°^f
£^

J
qucceed in a Wardian caso with but little attention. Bnt -why put it in a

case? S om- opinion it is only taking up valuable space uuneccssaij^y,

because it wiU Uve and thrive admirably in any JP"'-^^"' °' ;!t^*,S
temperat.ire does not fall lower than 88- or40», and few rooms '"'^ «'l™' J*™
tMs Wo have had many species of Pahns, Chamsrops oicelsa amro»st

them, m our rooms for three years or more, and they grow weU, and »r8 realb^

charmins objects for such situations. C. eicelsa reqmres to t° f
o™

"S

about eiual parts of loam and peat mould; the drainage "tould be
^°f;^J^

enjoys copious waterings during summer. Jl"'' .i^f „=J"Xthe attention
ociasionaUy with warm water to remove dust and 'i^'

?J°
''"

'„^,^""J'o(e"t
renuned. It is a native of the Himalayas, attaming a height of about 3U Icot.

MiNETTi Stock fob T?orceb Koses (T. J^''r.')--'r'i« M,metti stock is

weUaXptedforthe forcing of Hoses cmo being t»\^°/° .^^ '^%°°^i" °l
the plant at least 2 mches below the junction of '^e scion and stock. A

liberal treatment is requu-cd, and proper »"?°"™ ""»' ^^ I™'i t° remmejU

the doi-mant buds in the Manetti stock previous to pottmg, ''d'1 '» ™ "'^'"'^

not to let a sucker appear. Use good-sized pots, P'""«^„,7* ^Se to do
summer, and weU ripen the wood. Avoid worms, which are veiy liable 10 ao

damage when pots are plunged.

Troffles (TT J. TT.).—Write to Messrs. Webber, Central Avenue, Covent

Garden Market, and ask for tho information you need.

TisT OF Koses (T. IFnlsoii)-—Though your Hoses, as per hst sent, ai-e not

entitled to raiA on the whole very high, 'yet with the exception PO'taP' »

General WashS^on, which is too unceitam to trust to, we should not

adrtse vou to cast an^ away, but recommend you to procure a dozen mo.e if

vou cai find room fir them, selecting them from the hst o the thnrty-si-x

best.^by the retm-n sent by Mr Peach Souvenir de Mateiaison wiU take^a

inn^ time to cover a wall 8 feet liigh and 4 feet wide, if ever it do so. we

sSd^-ecommend Gloire de Dijon. Your suggestion °' Pl»°"^8
^^^^fjj

Jackmanni alongside will do, il you train the Clematis uj, at ™™
»"*f^^J,J'

cJvCT the top ptrt of the wall. Madame "le Cambaccrcs, good horg Boso

rough petals; Lord Kaglon, pmThsh red, t""^"';""!'';""^^ soodj^nnt^ss

llo Mnrnv fine bright pink, good; General Washmgton, very unccuam

,

Bea!fty^tmitham%o?d, cireV ^d; Geant des Bataillcs veig Jree-blc«m-

to"; Anna de Diesbach, fine pmk, too looso-peta led ;
5Iis. Knois wusii

while <hv grower; Empereur de Maroc, daik plum, smaU flowei Anna

IleSfl flneTn^dcnKose; Souvenir dc Chas. Montanlt, un«atam, occasion-
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ally good; Souvenir
^^^J^ Ktse^'SSsb^^'pTedi d™Ku™Lo'^

Settaes good; Lord Macaulay, very fine, doi-k ci-unson, good; Madame

Louise Carique, liglit rose, good.

Variegated Ivv (J. S.).-The Ivy you s^od is H. palmata, or bo neai- to

it that it is uot worthy o£ introduction as a novelty. U you trace the v^i d

forms oJ this hrutuil plant in its native habitats, yon «11 find a mde

divergence in the sizes and forms of the leaves.

POMEGEANATE |B. E. H.).-It caunot be grafted on a Lemon stock.

CARn^NG PLANS INTO PRACTICE (7,»ram,»).-A series of dh^ections havB

been pubUshed iu our columns.

DFFErrivE FLUE-HEATING {B. S. jr.).—To prevent your fire btu-nmg so

fuSously >™ wranf that a damper fixed in the *'""'^
"f/t'S '^JTs

fi?e just as you wish, hut if your flue is at aU fa-^l'^ '
^^lishJt th^same

way mto the house. Another remedy is to fl:. a ^^^ '° yo'f a*P''.
^''^^^^^^^^

as to vour flrehole, and bv closing both you will prevent the lapid oomuustion

by exclnXig the ail. Afar better plan wiU bo to fix a jl''l;?g/"«
'\«^"f

opening, as fitted to boilers when hot-water is used for hea mg. -W horti-

cSltural ironmonger can supply one.-(From a Covre.pondcil, T. S. S.)

DroDOKisiNG Sewage.—.rf Comtant Suhscriler has a manui-e pump to the

sewa°eSwWdi throws the sewage water mto a smaller tank from which it

is used for The "arden, and he aski how to deodorise this supply in the small

tank before usiw it, with the best and cheapest deodoriser, and he quantity

o be used. tS? earth of the g.arden .^vill he an efflcient -4 'he cheje^^

deodoriser U the sewage be pumped into the smaU tank daily, and enougn

irth aMed t?mak-e it feto avlrj- stiff mud, there will beUttle or no offensive

smell. ,„ ,_, i

CVCLA.IEN PERSicua NOT Thrivino (S. P. -S. X). - We are unable to

accoiSt fS the decay of the corms. unless by their
}^-^S^-^?^°J^i^fl

dried-oa. The forcing temperaturetowhichtheyweresubiectedtofl^owerthem

in a twelvemonth, and the planting out-doors m the foUowmg sammer, may

have acta! injmriiusly on them. If you had given
«J™ ^,f

""%*0°"75?'=;*
nn nottin" and kent them near the glass m a temperatm-e of Horn su to do

,
-n e

S'tifey ^iSvfdTne better." From the leaves --^onld say yonr plants

are suffering from cold and damp. Givemorean-, '' P°=?''™
^'°f

',° ™^£f"l

and a temperature of 45^ to 60". Wo consider the best summer tieatment of

^olamen nersicnm is to plant it out m a cold frame shaded from the mid-day

s£^t"keeTthelShts on constantly, but tilted hack and front, and to repot

in \'uiJllsrmenTto corms begin to grow remove them to a house with a

temperature of 45° to 50".

Stopping Young Pelargoniums (^. B.).-Do not stop the young plaiits

a foot high, but let them go to flower, men that is past and the wood fmn^

cut thenT down to three or four eyes. You may, if you like, cut them back now

to ttaee or f^ eyes, in which case they will be more dwarf, and will not flower

until late. „ ^ * n
Heating Cucumber and Melon House (D. J. E.j.-A fine '°r -^

f"""
house is more economical thanheating with hot-water pipes though the latter

fs on the whole much better. We advise you to use a small sad^e boto and

hot-water pipes. The bed should be 5 feet wide and heated with two rows ol

8-incrnires for bottom heat, and four rows of 4-inch pipes for top heat. A

iTofmbhle should he plack over the pip-, and on '^-' ^j^-^ °^ f™,*,™^
soU. We advise you to adopt the plan practised by Mr. Douglas, and described

hy him iu the Journal for January 18th.

Transplanting Ehododendroks {S„bscHb„-).^The best time to trans-

plant Rhododendrons is during September and October and -^ "J-^i '™'^ '^^
£iiddle of February up to the second week o April, ^ast year we p anted

several hundreds in May, indeed the Rhododentoon can *« ^'"'i.''''^™"^

good halls that they may be safely remnv. 1 «t »vv t''™ ,°
,
W JJ™"^ '^^^^

times named are preferable. r«v/,'
'

' ^" !,'

''^"'taceSn S-
anumsuEerbum,Ught crimson; Brir.'^n . :

n lut ,
Loriaceum, wniie,

Ma™anTadedpink; Paxtoni, rose n, 1„ :, ;;;-';'; ret°"'Th^e"a«''of

?^arfha\u™"ThrrUo^^yr cf';xCBllok''iibIt,^bt;t''Lger^^^^^^

N"ro rosy purple finery ™fted ; Old Port, plum ; Mi-s. Johii Cluttou, white;

Alarm. whiteTentre, deeply scarlet-edged; and Lady Dorothy Nevill, pmTile,

spotted black,
, .

Select Half-hardv Annuals {B. B.).-Of novelties AmamnthuBsahci-

fohns mustlake precedence. Ageratnm Imperial Dwarf, Phlox Heynholdi and

ca^ctoXs! are th?ee good novelties; Tagotes signata flure-pleno, Brachycome

iberidifoUa, dwarf striped French Marigold, Lobelia «?''""«»•
'^'''^'^'X''^

vars., large-flowering Ten-week Stocks, PUox Drummondl, vars., Schizanthus

retus'us, and Yenidium calendulaceum.

Frrns ELASTIC 1 NOT THRIVING (CTwitfait Fii((oii).—The leaf sent htts cvory

appea^anL o ha% been destroyed by some solution and we t^nkf -^ P'-
ifalso suflermg from cold and damp. Keep it thrier at the root

;
mdecd^iN o

no more water in winter than will be sufficient to keep the leaves fresh. ^Vhen

growing copious suppUes are required. If you could place the plants in a

Ke lith a moist Rowing temperature of from 50 to 5j>- at mght until they

make fresh growth Sai roots we think the foUage would become healthy.

Propagating Camellias agnommus).-Yon must procure stocks of the

single varieties, either by sowing the seeds or ra.smg P^f^ from cnttmgs of

the ripened shoots inserted firmly m sand, " ? ='°>*%™'>^J™^'iV'm Sin°s
about a month, and then placing in a gentle hotbed The plants from cuttings

must be grown untU they are strong enough to graft. This must be done in

April, before the scions begin to grow, placmg the
™^'',<''l,PlX'„''lJ',,'J'i'J

sweet hotbed. Camellias are easily increased by marchmg, elevating the stocks

on pots or otiier contrivance to the height needed, but you must hrs secure

the stocks. Keane's "In-door" and " Out-door Gardening " would suit you.

They may he had by post from om- office for Is. 1M. each.

Primula Seed-Az-ALEas after Flowerinc^Croton Leaves Green

(.S( Honorc ) —Primula sinensis flmhriata alba, P. sinensis flmhriata rubra,

P. 'smensis fimbriata lilacina marginata, wiU give you white, red, and lilac

They may be had in separate colours from the principal seedsmen advertisin

in our columns, of whom we draw cur suppUes, and they are extra fine this

year. Order Cineraria seed saved from a fine collection. The Azaleas from

which you have removed the flowers should bo placed m a house with a mght

temperature of 55= to 60=, and he syringed, and a moist atmosphere maintamod

untS the growth is complete, and then they should have a more airj and cooler

house. The Croton may have lost its leaves from on ottack »' thrijis, or

from hemg kept wot at the roots in alow temperature. Examine the diimage.

repot if needed, afford the Ughtest position you have, do not overwater, and

with sunny weather your plant wUl have tho fresh giowths wed cjlomc .

Crotons require light to colour well.

ViNF Culture (ranoramuii).—Xn planting a vinery it is desirable to arrange

foJlTo p°errent'r?ds to eacL Yin|^ To o^uin t^-e wewouU ^-om up at

'^UTtlte^e^i^^T^&S^- n S ;rnt^o allow shoots to

mow on the upri-ht pai-t of the stem before it reaches the ratters. You caa

ruh off the buds with your fingers as they appear.

qFTFcTioN OF Vines (H. Coe).-You can grow aU the Vines you name in

a heated house witi Black Hamburghs. Phmt the
^-^'^"^^J-''^''^'

^="*

of the house, but it is not desirable to grow them with Hamburghs.

Scale on Orchard House Trees (-!'' OW S,.5»cri6.r).-ThesmaU scale

on Tour trees is very difficult to dislodge; we have had it onoui o™P»'
t";?f'

SnTsr±tj;rfXhr^rui^rw^d^^^^^^^^^^^^
a mtt brash usin"' warm rain water in which soft soap has been dissolved.

fIower Gabden Plan (-^'^ ^''''''''''1-W<>lik<'tli'^ ^ffaufment H^

6 had white centres the whole would he unproved. We t™,^' J;,™''

centre, would he improved by Lobelia half-circle etlgrngs mstead of Ceiastium.

. — //->.,.;.-,,, ,\ Tiimr (ivn iipiHipr mure nor less tlian tue

asSerf'^r wtffJoifXh'ire^c£cS'at wrfSe'-TVy will not do as a

substitute for limo rubbish in makmg a Vme border.

,r,Tr,«,- TirTTFNs ON Fruit Trees (CVninioM).-Paint thcm over with a

str^ iSitSje of qtncSiie and water;' or scrub them with a hrme of salt

and water. , ,,

r r ,>j-r Trtpot t Onion iSt. E(£hiu?uZ).—Transplant as early m spiing as the

wea her andTate oTthTsS will permit. The (?o-^f°'^,^^<'ifj„«iS*S

Smme IfS hi a liquid form, an ounce to a gaUon of water is sufficient.

DRY EARTH Closets (I«9..ir«r).-There can be no V'f"°" '^J' Se
sti^o^^s^v^^^^^H'Si?^
-r^fir SSi^SSHilf'^ ^ySS^^JS^aglJ^mell
L°m later-closets, house --^-. &«••

^^ .Z^to'bSrS c^slderei

sruser^^LiLtartaZ c^LTtSS^^^^^^

gas£ S^g tS^ay through them. No trap should contam m such cases

less than from 3.i to 4 inches in depth of water.
,, ,,^ „,

Salary ir<fcm).-We are quite unable to state what the salary should be of

an OTel^Ier of m esTate of from seven to eight thousand acres though com-

^nlTfVffices of ga^de^er, fo^^^^^^
trel^u'Se^m^rhat^ch"! t^

S."Y:5t&llyfe LT^n^S"^! rfl,and^vh^

Srkfpr^.tTS1tl"o!irhrbLrtrafecLry"LTave'h^^^
with wa-es of iom £90 to £100 each. We have known largef

'"te=J»P«'™-

work or service given will be dkectly paid for m wages without makm„s up

dependent on any left-handed or under-handed sources.

Rnrr ER ( CjmjVcl.-We hardly understand the question. We prefer saddle

boUer^cMia; because they are'simple, but we do not thmk there is anythi^.

to find fault with in any of the forms of boilers adverlisc.i m ""^ 1 » -

Another corespondent wishes to kiiow whe h. r >-,i ,i ;

j:
..

^^^^
hoUers are best. Our experience is, that for all l-i-

i,;,t in
ironis to be preferred, but for large boilers, sii;. I'l i -' '

,-.

length, wrought iron is better. The larger tlh- ci-ir.
:
U" -i' 'i' >

difficulty of havmg it regular throughout.

Wtntfring Geraniums in a Spare Koom-Forcing Aspabagus Out

OF SSSfs-TRENClX (.•lmatei<r).-Tho cause of the old Pl^nt^ot Gera-

izBf^^^ -to"|v? ^ch wlL°llr-«S
iiiks^g^n?cSs£sr^?tt^:^^SBI
IS^r^?LtSi^*n^J^e'?renSma?S^
ttaeeweeks OT a month. You must renew the fermenting material as the

SS^o^Jrh^nTrmSh^r^^^^^^^^^^
fo?aTrTot'cr?psmani? between the first and second layer of.soil m the

t^enchwiilst for most other crops it is desirable to gi™ a dressmg of well-

rotted manure at the surface, and to pomt-m with a fork.

Draining a Garden (C. S.).-As there is no outlet for water at the

nronefle"l your only plan will be to have a well as you propose and that

WiU be uselessTiless you have a pump to keep the water below the mouth

rtl?e^Sconveyii£the water ^flthe^l^^^^^^

'J?:?h1ouTlS^or\hrra£aywa?et"airi^^hewa^^
with the drain-pipes, or above them, make a. reservoir,

'''"=^^7,^7J";.VweU
pond puddled at the sides, and with a pump draw the ."?ter om the weU,

iCyl keepmg it below the drain outlet ; in the «servon >t -fl^
»»j;»'^fj^

for watermg purposes. The weU need not exceed 8 or « ^*««t
"^

"';P/"^ "^„.

about a yard in diameter ; brick it round, and by havmg »"
'^f^"^'" H™|

side of the pump you may tell exactly when the water should be pumped off.

TteeMaii?sTh" hole iLgth of theVound will be >^'^™"';
Jf/ Ĵ.^.tf J^t

il."e them 5 feet from each side, and 15 feet apar^, ^-J^^S ^^I'^^tL VeU
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heated by the sun, the forcing would probably tend to weaken the yines,_ iu

consequence of the growth of the top bemg in advance of the roots, which
would in pai't be destroyed by the removal of the soil.

Covering for Frames (R. H. F.)-—Shutters made of lye or wheat straw
are the best, but not neai'Iy so durable as those of wood, which aie the best of

all. They should be slightly raised above the frame so as to admit air, but if

this be done the frame Ughts should fii*Bt be covered with mats, and then
with the wooden shutters. The space need not exceed an inch, and an
ordhaaiy fi'ame may bo put on close, as, from the glass being lower than the

wood bars, a small space will be left between the shutters and the glass,

which will be closed in sevei'e weather by the mats.

Hollyhocks {Inquirer).—Your mode of treatment seems to us to be quite

coiTect, and we do not know how we can assist you. Probably something is

radically wrong with yom- soil or the site. Hollyhocks like au open situation

exposed to the full sun, and require to have plenty of air, but to be sheltered
fi'om cutting winds by objects at such a distance that they will not shade nor
affect the Hollyhocks. The groimd should be a good rich loam, light rather
than heavy, enriched with plenty of manure ; it must be trenched, manured,
and thrown-up roughly in November, and turned over in frosty weather.
Of com-se, it must be well drained. If the ground is heavy add sand or
ashes to the soil. If it is in good order you may plant out with every con-

fidence early in April. The plants should have protection from frost for a
short time. Beyond staking, and supplying them liberally with liquid maniu-e,
we do not find they need any further care, only to reduce tiie shoots thrown-
np to two, or at most thi-ee, of the strongest. Tiventji-four good sorts are:

—

Brilliant, rosy scai'let ; Conquest, scarlet triiiisiiu; Ge'>ri,'e Johnston, rosy
cilmsou; Lord Napier, scarlet ciimson; ^'i KiL'lit. ikLp glossy maroon;
Marvellous, deep orange buff; Su- John Sinclair, m-y salmon; Mrs. P. Bruce,
light rosy peach; Joy, delicate flesh; J^-.wU ^u},\\i vtllnw; Mrs. F. IT.

Douglas, light rose; Alba superba; John JlcI'unaM, u ' ' ;i,

Moiiou. pm-plish rose; James Mclndoe, rosy eriiji ^a: i.

deep rose ; Sovereign, claret crimson ; The Prince-. <li<ii i
.

dehcate flcyh, flushed with rosy coi-mine; E. T. I\hiL-lijii >;

John Gail-, rosy peach; Her Majesty, white, slightly shauLu; iTtii. euiuer,

pale yellow ; and filis. Dowuie, soft salmon rose.

Apple Tree Diseased (TF. H. Bennett].—The disease on your Apple tree
is caused by American blight {Aphis lauigera). We have found boiled oil an
effectual remedy ; we simply apphed it to the affected pai-ts with a small
brush. We found the insect appear to a limited extent six months after-

wards, and another application effectually destroyed it.

Verge-cuttek (/. Lumli n).—In our last volume, page 380, you will see a
drawing of oiu' im . nii [ u, .Mr, McLachlau. What yom's may be we do not
know, but WL- 1

1 ( nirse to gain anything by it will be to offer it

to some of tli- j

• Destroying V...ii:.i., jn Lawns (J. ff.).—It is true that
limate, about hall an ouuce to fifteen gallons of water, will compel worms to
come to the surface, but any fowls that ate them would be poisoned. Lime
water made by thoroughly mixing a peek of fieshly-made quicklime with
forty gallons of water, and when quite clear applying it through a rosed
watering-pot, will be as effectual.

Names of Plants (J. Bell).—Odontoglossum Cervantesii, Lindl, a very
pretty species, veiy similar to O. membranaceum, LintU. {Robert).—The
Christmas Rose, HeUeborus niger. {J. T. L.).—Eupatorium glabratum,
native of Mexico; a plant we have seen cultivated in gardens under the
eiToneous name of Ageratum glaucum. {A Market Gardener).—1, Pteris

longifolia; 2, Asplenium flaccidum ; 3, Litobrochia vespertihonis. (A Coit-

slant Read'-r).—1, Asplenium Trichomanes; 2, Pteris longifolia; 3, Blechnum
polypodioidcs ; 4, Cereus flagelliformis ; 5, Pellia epiphylla, in all probability,

or perhaps P. calycina, one of the Liverworts. We recommend you to adopt
^your idea of damping your Fenis overhead, modifying it, however, according
as the weather is bright or cloudy. The Brainea niii:iit be.nnie so affected

by being in a cnn-ent of dry heated air, or by dtfr. tivt v, atniii^', or by the
soil becoming foul, either from the presence of cntli ^-Minn- ov defective

di-ainage. {Paganini).—1, Probably Aspidistra liuiila \;irie^'!ua; 2, Oue of

the smaller-crested varieties of the Lady Fern lAi'Jjyii'ii^ lilix-foemina)
;

3, Not in good condition, probably Cystopteiis fragiiis ; 4, Nephi-oilium gla-

belliun ; 5, Young state of Polystichum angulare; 6, Asplenium marinum.
iJ. G.).—1, Asplenium flabelliformis ; 2, Polypodium vaceinioides ; 3, Pro-
bably Leucostegia immersa; 4, Asplenium Veitchianum (otherwise known as

Bellangeri) ; 5, Pteris pellucida; G, In very bad condition when received,

probably Hypolepis repens. (Quercus, Coi'k].—Elseagnus ai'boreus variegatus.

POULTEY, BEE AND PIGEON OHEONIOLE.

FOWLS FOR PEOFIT, AND AS A MEANS OF
SUBSISTENCE.—No. 1.

The rearing and management of poultry as a source of in-

come is, generally speaking, very little imderstood. In putting

these papers before the public I shall endeavour, as briefly

and plaLaly as possible, to show every poultry-keeper how his

or her poultry-yard can be converted into a valuable soui'ce of

income, instead of being, as is usually the case, an ill-arranged

non-payiug business. The invariable answer I receive to any
question I propound to the small farmer or cottager with
regard to the economy of keeping poultry, is, " Oh, sir, they
don't pay." Now I have enjoyed a life-long experience in

fowl-keeping, and know that they not only do pay, but that to

those who ecouomically and properly manage them they will

afford a valuable means of subsistence. This may appear to

some a startling assertion, nor do we wonder that it is so

when we see daily such ill-bred pigmy specimens, utterly un-
worthy of the name of poultry, but which are annually bred
often to the positive loss of the owner. I will state plaiuly

what anyone may ea.sDy make by poultry, without in any way

teaching extravagant \iews. I have calculated the profits in

moderation, and the expenses ai-e quite as large as they will

ever amoiuit to if strict attention be given to the birds and to

their requirements ; and what line of business can be expected

to retm-n a profit unless attended to ?

Selection of Beeed -n-HEN Unconfined.—No cross-bred fowl

wUl produce as many eggs as one which is pm'e bred. Now as

the largest number of eggs that a hen is capable of producing

is required, and that the largest and finest-fleshed fowls and
chickens must be obtained to make a poultry-yaixl pay in per-

fection—my advice, founded upon reason and experience, is
.

that two breeds must be kept. As I am regarding the

domestic fowl solely as a source of profit, the greatest im-

portance must be attached to obtaining the proper breed, as

there are many breeds which will not pay as egg-producers,

and others, on the contrary, -which if reared for the table or

for market purposes would be a positive loss.

Proceeding upon the assumption that the fowls have the

advantage of a good rim, say a field or farmyard to roam in,

I should recommend the Black Hamburgh fowl to be kept as

an egg-producer ; it is truly called an everlasting layer, and

will, without doubt, produce fully twice as many eggs of

ordinary size that any other known breed will do. It is a

noble-looking bird, and brUUant black" with a metallic lustre.

This breed is non-sitting, therefore we must keep another

breed for the production of chickens ; and I would strongly

recommend the Brahma Pootra ; the chickens rapidly put on
flesh, and grow to a very large size, being fit for the table at

the age of three months. The heus are good sitters and careful

mothers. They wUl become broody in tlie winter, if attention is

paid to their feeding and they are waimly housed ; but should

this not always happen at the time wished, a hen may be

persuaded to sit at any time of the year. The Brahma chicks

being naturally strongly constituted, wUl thrive weU at any

season. I would not advise a sitting of the Hambm'gh eggs to

be made before March.
It has often being m-ged as au obstacle against keeping two

distinct breeds of fowls that there is a difficulty in keeping

them separate. It is of course imperative that this shoiUd be

done, for if the cock of either breed were to obtain five minutes'

freedom in the poultiy-yard or range this mischance would

spoU the breed for twelve months. This difficulty may be

easUy obviated by keeping the cock always confined, which is

a very simple matter, as wiU be seen in a subsequent paper.

The age of the cock should not be less than twelve mouths,

nor should he be kept after he has attained his third year.

Six or seven hens are sufficient for one cock, but where a
number are kept, say twenty-five hens, three cocks will be

sufficient.

As profit is our object, the pullets hatched in the spring

must not be kept after the July or August twelvemonth, as they

will then moult and become for some time unprofitable. The
cockerels of each sitting, no matter when hatched, must be

sent to market or used for the table when from three to four

months old. If kept longer than this they must remain untU
full grown, as they always faU off in condition after the period

of chickenhood is terminated. At this age they ought to

weigh not less than 5 lbs. each, and I have known them to be

heavier. The hens may be kept for sitting until three years

old ; they are better sitters, generaUy speaking, than pullets,

but after that age they often become cross-tempered, and
shoiUd be replaced by younger birds. I have heard of capons

having been trained to rear young chickens, so that the hen
may recover her vigour' and begin to lay again. Of tlris I have

not had any experience ; and as the Brahma fowl wUl generally

lay again in a few weeks, and at the same time take chai'ge of

her brood, when this breed is kept it is unnecessary to de-

prive the mother of her own progeny.

—

Vincent Fbaseb.

A PLEA FOE JUDGES AT POULTEY SHOWS.
I BELIEVE every exhibitor of poultry will endorse the remarks

made by " D.," of Deal, on poultry-judguig. I have been an
exhibitor and breeder of poiUtry for the last twelve years, and
never have I heard such complaints—loud and long—from men
who do not generally grumble, as during the season just past.

It is essential, I fully believe, to remedy this state of things,

and that judges must have one enth-e day to make then' awai'ds.

More judges must be employed ; and at the lai-gest shows, aud

where the funds wUl permit, as at Birmingham, the Crystal

Palace, Bristol, &c., amateur breeders of the different varieties

should be sohcited, and would be glad, I doubt not, to give
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their services to the judges to revise and overlook theu' awards
;

aud I beUeve then we should not have the egregious roistakes

wc now have, nor the caprices in judgment. Uniformity in

the awards woiUd be the rule and not the exception. Birds

that are one year considered the perfection of colour, style,

size, and everything else, are the next year totally discarded,

and the award given to directly opposite. What is more
puzzling and disheartening to an exhibitor aud—A Breedee ?

AMATEURS AND DEALERS EXHIBITING IN
THE SAME CLASSES.

I HAD hoped that some abler pen than mine would have
backed up Mr. Ashworth's remarks a week or two since on the

above subject (page 4.55). I know of no other matter in con-

nection with poultry exliibitions more worthy of consideration

than this. The present arrangement of classing the amateur
aud dealer together is to my mind most uufah' and unsatis-

factory. The amateur keeps his few poultry or Pigeons as a
pastime or hobby, often to pass away a pleasant hour after

returning from his business ; in fact, he merely keeps them for

the love of them and not for profit. Still, he likes to exhibit

them oeoasioually to see whether his are as good as his neigh-
bom-'s over the wall. The dealer, on the other hand, bestows
most of his time and all his ingenuity on his bu-ds ; in fact,

it is his trade and his sole occupation, and it is but rarely that
his bu-ds return from an exhibition without bringing the hon's
share of the highest honours with them—not that they do not
deserve them ; but what chance has the amateur against a
man who makes exhibition his trade, often taking dozens
of prizes with the same birds, and putting them in the cata-

logue at a price prohibiting then- purchase except rarely ? My
impression is that the committees of the various societies

ought to place the dealers in a class by themselves.
I cannot endorse Mr. Ashworth's opinion that the Selling

class would be the place for them, as in most instances the
jirice of the birds in this class is restricted to a mere nominal
figure, far below the value of a first-class bird. This would
not encourage the dealer to show his best birds. What I would
advise would be to jdace the dealers in a class by themselves
on the same footmg as the amateur, and let it be dealer against
dealer, amateur against amateur. I have no doubt but that
the class would pay any aud every committee that adopted the
plan, and would be fai' more satisfactory to all parties con-
cerned than the present system.—AiiATEnn.

HOW SHOULD FOWLS BE FED AT SHOWS?
I A5I veiy glad indeed to find this matter taken up by

" Winner of Four Cups." I have long been of opinion that

the great havoc made amongst birds every year after returning
from shows, has been caused by the absence of digesting

materials afforded them at those shows. I have had many
complaints from breeders m England this year that then-

bu-ds returned from exhibitions diseased.
Now, I beheve there was no disease in the matter, for none

would think of sendiug diseased birds to such shows as the
Crystal Palace aud Birmingham. One gentleman told me it

was black roup that was the matter with my Crystal Palace cup
cock. I -will give you a description of how it affected my bird

and how I treated him, and let yom- readers judge whether it

was black roup or not—and breeders in England say then- birds

were exactly iu the same case. When my bird returned from
the Crj-stal Palace Exhibition I gave him bread soaked in ale,

but as he did not seem to reUsh it, I offered him his usual
food (oatmeal dough) ; of this he took a moderate meal. When
I took him out of the basket there was nothing whatever in

his crop, or first stomach. The above food, though not half

a meal, remained in his crop next day, and I gave him a dose
of castor oil but with no effect, followed by other three, and
one of salts, but all to the same purpose ; indigestion had
f:iirly set in, and the food refused to enter the second stomach.
The bh-d was iu this state for about eight days, and now his

comb was as black as if painted with black paint. As a last re-

source I gave an emetic, and took back the last particle of

the food. I by this time came to the conclusion that the
second stomach was glutted-ujj with leaven or some other
soft food, and, nothing to grind it, there it woidd lie. I then
took fresh butter and kneaded it with sand and small stones,
and put it down his throat, and as soou as this got into the

second stomach, which was about twelve hours, the bird began
to look about him and gradually recovered ; iu two days

afterwards he could eat anything and everything. He re-

covered and became perfectly well again, but minus his beauti-

ful comb, and, of course, for ever useless for exhibition.

I do not Icnow what food is given at the Crystal Palace

Exhibition, but if the fowls are not well attended to with saud,

small stones, and lime (so used), especially the last two, it is

quite sufficient to account for all the disease that has been

amongst the birds returned from the Crystal Palace and
Birmingham Shows. If birds are confined for twenty-four

hours, even allowing them sand, then give them full liberty,

and the first thing they wUl do is to rush to the heap of lime-

rubbish and pick up good large balls of it. If they do this

after twenty-four hours of confinement, how much more after

eight days' confinement—four days going and returning per

rail, and four in exhibition.

I believe the journey has very little to do -with the disease.

Strong-constitutioned birds ought to be able to endure the

fatigue of travelling without the slightest tear of fatal con-

sequences, for I have sent birds on approval to Brentwood
(more than six hundred miles), and other places in England,

and had them returned the same distance -with not the

sUghtest bad effect, because not long confined from their

uatural food. Yet when returned they refused to look at food

though offered, but went about picking up stones and lime. I

think green food, cabbages or Swedish turnip leaves (the latter

they prefer), should be cut smaU and given freely at shows.

The cockerel returned me from the Birmmgham Show was
very nearly as bad as that from the Crystal Palace, and wafS

so ill that I could not send him to Edinburgh, and he could not

make up condition in time for Aberdeen, and had to be content

with an inferior position.

—

James Clark.

LOCAL JUDGES.
In " our Journal " I have occasionally seen complaints against

the mismanagement of poidtry shows, and I consider the most
glarmg defect, and the one most likely to briug our shows into

disrepute, is the Judges engaged.

There would, perhaps, be less cause for complaint if these

•Judges were men of enlarged experience ; but often I find they

have neither kept nor studied the fowls they pretend to judge

;

and whether the prizes happen to be correctly awarded or not,

still there is among exhibitors much dissatisfaction, and even

suspicion of unfair play. In a recent number of the Journal

the Committee of a show give the names of four Judges from

the town in which the show was held, besides several from the

neighbourhood. " Would you not be astonished to learn " that

there were at least other three local Judges for poultry whose
names the Committee prefen-ed to exclude from then- cata-

logue ? As an instance of the judging, I oiight to mention that

iu a class for Red Game, the second-prize pen contained a

cock with a twisted breast, and the legs of the pair were a

very bad match. The thhd-prize pen contained a cock almost

iu the last stage of disease ; and this was not the only diseased

bird that took a prize and was allowed to remain in the pen to

the end of the show. The Committee plead economy as their

excuse ; they may find next year that it was false economy.
—Paisley.

WARNING TO EXHIBITORS AND RAILWAY
COMPANIES.

To the late Barrhead Show I sent a pen of Duckwing Game
and a pen of Black Red Game ; both pens were awarded first

prizes. The Duckwings had taken a first piize, aud the Black

Reds twice a first prize, and timepieces in both cases as extra

prizes, only a few weeks pre-viously at shows in the same dis-

trict. The Barrhead Show happened to take place on a Satur-

day, and I asked the Secretary to favour me by returning my
birds on the same evening, not wishing them to remain over

Sunday ; this was accordingly done. I waited then- arrival at

Edinburgh, and whUe at the station opened the basket to see

that all was right before driving them home, and to my horror

found all the four birds nearly dead. One died m a few

minutes, the others soon afterwards—only three hours after

leaving Barrhead Show. I at once concluded they had been

poisoned, or had received foul play, and at once communicated

with the Secretary and others connected with the Show to try

to find out the cowardly rascal guilty of such an act
:
but aU

say the birds were in good health and spirits wMle at the
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Show, and that the party who put themm he ^^'ff'^^'
to give his oath that they were aU right then. I l^^J ^f^^^ |

of the bu-ds subjected to analysis, and ^"'^l''^'^. '^"T^^"! fJ^Xs
of the report. I merely write this as a warning to exhib tors

snmng birds to showJ, as it seems that P*
«°^i\*f^i

are not responsible for cases of th,s kmd, and tl^%l°^^J^"^^ll

upon the exliibitor, such bemg my experience I ^^^^^ °°!y

say in conclusion that if such cowardlj' '-^^

,^f/_^Ytl^e nast
occur often poultry shows would soon be a thing of the past.

_D. Haeley, Rose Banl;, Bonnington Road, Edinburgh.

" Chemical Laboratory, Leith, 12th Dec, 1871.

"KEPOBTOFAN.U.VSIS OF CONTENTS OF GIZZ.UID OF GAME COCK.

' On Tuesday the 28th of November last Thomas Bell left -nTth

me at my laboitory the body of a Game cock b.f/"^g"^K *» Mr-

D Harlev. I have carefully, in accordance with instructions

received from Mr. Harley, examined and analysed the contents

ofSLard, &c., and have now to report that the results of rny

experiments are conclusive in showing arsenic to have been

present in considerable quantity.—(Signed) J. Falconek King.

rWe recommend that this case be brought specially to the

notice of the directors of railway companies. If it could be

proved that the birds had been poisoned whilst m the pos-

session of their officials the companies would be liable for the

loss.

—

Eds.]

DUBLIN POULTBY AND PIGEON SHOW.

Without dispute the DubUn Show has far siirpassed any

simUar meeting yet held in Ireland-in fact it must rank

among the greatest poultry exhibitions m the kmgdom Car-

ried out by I Committee, several of whom are among the most

noted of our poultry amateurs, tWs Show was exceedingly good

in its "eneral arrangements, and the care bestowed on the speci-

mens ?ould not be exceUed. The Exhibition Palace, m which

the meeting took place, cannot be surpassed by any bmUhng

for the purposes of a poultry show in regard to the equal difiu-

sion of light, the ventilation, and the comfort of the visitors Its

being close to DubUn is also a feature of no little importance

in securing a large attendance of all classes. Luckily the

weather was propitious, and on the first day ti^Excellency he

Lord Lieutenant, the Countess Spencer, Lady Cbfton, and suite

attended the meeting, and expressed themselves highly grati-

fied. The pubUc support on every day the Show remained open

was most satisfactory, for although the avenues were wide and

spacious, a glance from any of the galleries showed how abun-

dantly flUed with visitors was every department of tlie bnow.

On entering, the Grey Boriinff class first met the eye and

certainly a better display could not be wished for Mr. John

Martin, of Claines, Worcester, took precedence with bis vreu-

inown Rose-combed pen, on this occasion much improved in

condition as compared with that in wluch they were seen when

exhibited at Bristol. He also took the third prize with a very

good pen of single-combed birds, the hen m the latter pen being

however, somewhat small. The Hon. J^^n Massy, who was

second, had a very evenly-matched pair. In the class foi SiLver-

Grey Dorkings we were quite disappointed most of these birds

being both very irregular in colour and markings, it is singular

that though hberal prizes were offered for White Dorkings, only

one pen was shown; that, however, was reaUy good. ^ cmi-

nection with the classes for Cochins, the names of Messrs

Lacy, Brieriey, and Sichel are sufficient guarantee for trst-rate

quality in the respective varieties. Dark Bra7<m«s were good,

but for the most part quite overshown Mr. AnsdeUs second-

prize pen especially so, whilst the Hon. Miss Douglas Pennant s

third-prize pen was iu admirable condition Light Brahmas

though good, seem not to make any very rapid advance towards

perfection, and therefore, with the exception of the prize pens

but little can be said in their favour. All three varieties of

Frctch fowls were unusually good, and the La Fiedie class was

better than even at the largest of our Enghsh exhibitions. Of

the Spanish class it is scarcely possible to speak more bigniy

than it deserved. The Judges were so much impressed on this

point as to suggest to the Committee the expediency of giymg

an additional prize, a request at once acceded to. After a long

inspection the principal prize was awarded to Mr. l^dwarct

Jackson, of Wolverhampton, the remaining two prizes to the

Hon. Miss Pennant, and certainly greater painstaking on tne

part of the Judges could not be desired, for a most unenviable

task it must have been to decide among three pens closely on a

par as regards perfection. It seemed to be a very general im-

pression among visitors that had a different selection been

made as to the four birds comprised in Miss Pennant s two pens

an easy triumph as regards the first position won d have been

secured in the Spanish class, whilst the additional third prize

would have been even then not less desirable. A large entry of

first-class Bamburghs by Mr. Beldon was a sufficient g»^rantee

of the excellence of the prize pens, and we were glad to see

some veiT superior specimens on view by other exhibitors.

Polandsv^ere never shown more- numerously nor so good, t^^

Black White-crested class being extraordinarily Perfect tl?5°"|^:

out. We beUeve this portion of the Show was the "<«' ^"^^t^^f

in the whole Exhibition. Of Game, fowls there was ^"^^ S'lZi,
Mr Brieriey with the best four pens of English fowls of the

^ay,manatla to secure the principal prizes Third came a pen

that would be of no mean importance at most meetmgs. Malays

Black Hamburghs, and Scotch Greys secured P^^esm the order

named in the Variety class. This class was remarkable for tne

^'S varied of breei on view, also for the perfection of rnost

of them Game Bantams were, almost without exception gooa,

butthrmajority-ere evidently suffering from lonS-e™*^^"^^^

exhibition. The Variety Bantam class was excellent, and an

o^ct o? general attraction ;
Pekin and Black Bantams were the

winners. Itfany Sebrights were a so entered, but
^^^^^J^^^^

I of what they were as exhibited in former years. Gf««« and

Turkeys were examples of perfection m ^reedmg, and included

some of the finest hens for stock purposes we have seen for

'

years. A numerous entry of fancy Waterfowl added m»^^t°

the interest of the Show, Mandarins, the Carobn^w Kasarka

Ducks, Whisthng Ducks, Bahamas, and several other varieties

being included in this most popular class.
-r,„vnn Show

The extraordinarily fine weather during the Dubhn Show

doubtless exercised a great influence on the attendance of

visitors, which far surpassed the most sanguine e^pectat'ons ot

the Acting Committee. Now that the Dubhn Show is fairly

launched upon popular favour, its continued and increased sue-

cess may be depended upon.

PIGEONS.
(From a Correspondent.)

In Blue-pied Pouter cocks there were t^iirteen entries Mn
Gresham's'bird should have been m the front and the higWy

commended bird of Mr. Horner second. Of ?lack-pied the cug

bird weU deserved his place. The second prize went to a grand

bird rhough wanting in^olour. Of Eed-pied cocks there were

nine entries, and in each award the prizes were ^e earned. Of

Yellow cocks there were only two entries. For ^ hite the hrst

prize went to a grand bird, Mr Gresham's "-""ng neater and

narrow in girth, though wanting m crop. Hadjjhis bird been

trained to show himself he would have been difficult to beat. In

this class were thirteen entries. In the class for any other colour

a wonderful Mealy bird carried off the first prize. The second

Wl third were will held. Blue-pied hens were a grand class

height eulries. The cup bird was closely Pressed by atorraUe

birds. Black-pied hens were a good class. The colour and

marWngsof each specimen were above the average and the

xwards well made. The first prize went to a faultless bird, in

Sd-pelheSthe first-prize bird was bad in colour good in

size andUmb. The second and third were fine m colour but toe

smaU Mr. Horner's bird should have been m the prize bst^

There were five entries. Of Yellow-pied ^ens there w re on^y

three entries, and the honours were well held. N\ liite bens

were a very good class of ten entries. The principal prizes went

to birds of more than usual merit. Hens of any other colour

""Sfcl^rier' cocks there was a grand display, eonsisting of

eleven pens. A bird of Mr. Horner's should have been m the

lit Mr. Ord's bird should have been placed forward^ Of

m«n-k r-irrier hens there were three entries, the cup going to a

fiWWgoodTn aU points In Dun Carrier cocks the cup

went to a bird of great merit, closely run ^'^ fr. Horner and

Mr Whealand. Of hens there were seven entries. In Blue

eerier cocks the second-prize bird shou d have been f^rst

TM^was a poor class. The Blue hens were better. This c^ our

reWiSs to be cultivated. The class for the best pair of Black

Cairi^rl of 1871 formed a grand display, and the positions were

wel maintained. In the class for the best pair of any other

rolouTthere were five entries, and the cup birds were worthy of

their nosition. Mr. Hodgkinson's birds were good.
,

Almond Tumblers wer? a fair lot. The cup and third-prize

birds were weU placed. In the class for Tumblers of any other

i„„7vp11ow Aeates were first, Black Beards second, and Eed

«lers"Mrd^ A goodpairof Mottles we«

"tla^k^Slbrform'e"!! wonderful class of nine entrie. Here

the Manchester birds had to take the thii-d place. Mr W. B

Van Haansbergen^ birds ought to have been forward ;
they are

I'^^a'^dTair of warriors. !n Barbs, of 1871 there -ere rune

entries Mr. Montgomery again winning. Mr. Whealand s and

Mr Wallace's birds were deserving of their positions.

^In the class for Eed or Yellow Jacobins there was a most

evident miscarriage of judgment, the cup going to a parr of

Yellows unevenly matched in colour, with white throats. 'Though
1 euows ™eveii j^ Enehsh fanciers would discountenance

h'eL Mr' IhomVson-s' Ws as Yellows, were far preferable

The second-prize were YeUows of Uttle merit ; the third-prize

pa^r were Ee^ds of doubtful sex. .
Mr. Waitfs best birds.^eft out

altoirether ought to have been m the prize hst. This was tbe

Cglst class ii the Pigeon varieties, and some wonderful spe-
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cimens "vrere seut for competition. There were sixteen entries.
Of Jacobins any other colour there were ten entries ; nine pairs
were Blacks, one pair Whites. Mr. Waitt's Blacks were first-

class in all points, and their line of marking distinct. These
were unnoticed, one of the birds having had a few feathers abs-
tracted from over the eye. The first-prize cock bird was not
decided in chain, but good in other respects. Third came a
neat pair, small, and well up to the average. The second-prize
birds were good in colour and small, but badly matched. An
exquisite class.

Fantails were good. There were nine pens. The first prize
went to small birds, bad in tails, but possessed of that fine

tremulous motion so much regarded by northern fanciers. They
were in bad feather. The second-j)rize birds were far better in
all respects. The third prize went to Blues, good in all points.
Mr. Martin's two grand pairs were passed over.
Of Nuns the first-prize birds were good, but Mr. "Watts's birds

were preferable, being more even in the flights, and well saddled
and cut. The third-prize were bad Yellows, wanting in hoods.
Of Black Trumpeters there were some extraordinary speci-

mens. The cup, first, and second were an easy victory. In the
class for Trumpeters, any other colour, Mr. Horner's champion
birds were to the front, with a wonderfully fine pair second.
Two better classes of Trumpeters were never before seen.
In Turbits Blues were first and second, and Yellows third.

Mr. P. H. Jones's Reds should have been first, n'ith Mr. Field-
ing's Reds and Mr. Homer's Blacks to follow.
Foreign Owls were a good class, the Rochdale birds enjoying

their usual reputation, closely pursued by a grand pair of Blues,
which were third. In English Owls l)ad Blues with white rumps
were first. Blues were second. Third came semi-powdered
Blues. Mr. P. H. Jones and Mr. Kemp ought to have been in
the prize list.

For Magpies the first prize went to a pair of Blacks, the se-
cond to Reds of grand colour, and deserving of first honours, the
third to fair Yellows.
In Dragoons, Blues and Yellows were first and extra third.

The second-prize Yellows were good. Those which took the
third prize appeared too heavy in eye and wattle for the Bir-
mingham standard. There were eleven entries.

Of Antwerps there were seven pairs. A poor class.

In the " Any other variety " class good Red Swallows were
first, Black Priests second, and White Tumblers third.

In the Selling class, Fantails, Barbs, and Black Turbits took
the prizes. A good hen Barb in a highly commended pen was
at once claimed, and a pair of Reds found a ready purchaser.
The cup for the best coUectiou of foirr pairs of Pigeons, ex-

clusive of Pouters, Carriers, and Tumblers, was taken with
Black Turbits, White Jacobins, White FantaUs, and Mottled
Trumpeters ; the second prize with Black Trumpeters, Black
Barbs, Red Jacobins, and White Fantails ; the third with Black
Jacobins, Black Barbs, Yellow Turbits, and White Fantails.

KENDAL POULTRY SHOW.
This Show has long been noted for the liberal support it

receives from the siUTOunding district, and embraces specimens
from almost every breeder of note in the kingdom. A very
commodious mill affords ample room for the Exhibition, and
as a rule there is a very satisfactory attendance of sightseers.
The Game fowls as classes have rarely been excelled, though

a somewhat large entry of Mr. Charles Brierley's best birds
monopolised the principal prizes in this division of the Show.
It is rare that there is so pei-fect and even an entry of Hani-
btirghs at any show as that made at Kendal. Dorkings formed
heavy and very good classes, and the prizes were widely dis-

tributed. Cochins were mostly from our principal yards, and
embraced almost all the successful pens of the season. Want of

condition in many instances was deplorably manifest, fi-om the
specimens having passed of late more of their time on the rail-

way than the hen-roost. The display of Black Spanish fowls
was good ; and the same remark is equally deserved by the
Dark Brahmas, but the Light Brahma entry was very limited
indeed. A very heavy Selhng class brought forward an excel-

lent entry, and consequently proved a profitable feature of the
Show, a considerable number of pens changing owners. The
show of Geese, Turkeys, and Ducks was large, and in most
varieties very good.
There was a grand display of Pigeons—in fact, one of the best

local shows seen for some years past. Antwerps and Carriers
were especially worthy of favourable mention ; nor were the
Owls, Barbs, and Tumblers less deserving. The Pigeons were
arranged sadly too high by many feet to be properly seen by
those desirous of close inspection.
There was a good attendance of visitors, and the management

of the poultry was excellent. The prize list was given at
page 68.

The Canary a Mocking Bird.—Noticing in your Journal of

January 18th the account of a Canaiy which learut an air from

a hand-organ, it may interest some of your readers if I men-
tion another instance of the Canary's aptitude for acquii'ing

notes dissimilar to its own. I had a Belgian bii-d with a song
of rare excellence, which he preserved for two seasons. At
the same tune I had several Avadevats, which, tiny as they
are, have a lovely song, tiny like themselves, but most perfect

in sweetness. To my sorrow the third season my Canary
quite lost his song, although in perfect health. One day, to

my surprise, as I sat in a room adjoining that where the birds

were, I heard the Avadevats' song most perfect, but louder

than possible for the minute singer, 'and this explained the

Canary's loss of song. He had been studying the notes of his

small companions, and delighted with his success with the

song of one A'yadevat, it was most amusing to hear him prac-

tising the variations in the notes of the others, which he also

accomplished. I was at last obliged to separate them, as after

giving all his attention to acquire the foreign song, he pro-

ceeded to blend it with his own, thus spoiling both.—R. M.,

Lymi)igton.

BARROW POULTRY SHOW.
This was held on January 26th and 27th. The following awards

were made :

—

Game —Cocfc.—1 and 2, C. W. Brierlev, Middleton. 3. W. Boves, Beverley.
he, R. B. Hudson, Diversion : ,T. Forsyth, WolTerhampton ; G. Fletcher, Dids-
hurv. Cockerel Cup and 2. C. W. Brierley. ftc, J. Bowness. Newchurch. c.J.
Mashiter, Ulverston. Pullet—\. W. BouHon, Dalton-in-Furnesa. 2. C. W.
Brierley. he, T. Mason, Green Ayre : C. W. Brierley ; W. R. Ormandy, Barrow

;

W. Bearpark ; J. Bowness. c, G. C. Wilson.
Game ( Black-breaated and other Reds) —Cup and 2. C. W. Brierley. he, W."

; T. Mason ; W. Boulton ; J. W. Brocktiank, Kirksanton : J. Bowness :

Weeks, Bootle. he, E. Fearon. Cocfc —Cup, J. Sichel
Br*hma Pootha.—1, T. F. Anadell. 2, Dr. Holmes, Whitecotes, Chesterfield.

h', J. W. Brockbank.
Hambi:hghs (Golden-spangled).—Cup and 2, .T. Buckley. Taunton, Ashton-

nnder-Lyne. Silver-spangled.—1, G. Mitchell, Keighley. 2, Ashton & Booth,
Mottram.
Game Baktams —Coeh.—l, R. Tyson, Barrow. 2. T. Sharpies, Rawtenslall.

hc.T. B.irker. Hurnlcv : J. W. Morris, e. G. Maples, Jim., Wavcrtreo. Any
other Varietji —1. .J. W. Brockbank. 2 and he, Bellingham & Gill, Burnley,
c, A Ain.slie, tjlv.^r3ton. , , „
B<NT.iMS (Black or Brown R»da).—1, J. W. Morris. 2, T. Sharpies, lie, T.

Barker ; G. Maples, jun. : J. Mashiter.
Baxtams (Any other Variety except Game).—1. M. Leno. 2, W. H. Robinson.

Long Lee. Keiehley. he, R. & H. Ashton, Mottram. c, R. Gladstone, jun.

Broad Green, Liverpool : T. Lumb. Rochdale.
DrcKs (Rouenl.—1, J. White. Whitley, Netherton. 2. J. Banks, Kendal, he,

H B. Smith, Brouehton, Preston: G. Porter. Eavt Indian—\ and 2, G. S.

Sainebury. Devizes, he and c. S. Bum, Whitbv. Any other Variety.—\, C. W.
Brierlev.' 2, H. B. Smi(h. he, M. Leno (2); H. B. Smith
Any other Varietv.—1, Mrs. J. Cross, Appleby Vicarage, Brigg. 2, W. Hill,

Beaton Moor, Stockport, he, Mrs. Wilkin.
Sellino Class (Poultry or Pigeons).—1. T. Thompson, Lancaster (Black

Hamburghs). 2, J. Nicholson, jun., Carlisle (Hamburghst. 3. R. B. Hudson.
4, J. Mashiter (White Cochin-), he, 3. Gelderd, Kendal (Wild Ducks); J. H.
Wilson, St. Bees ; J. Mashiter (Game) ; W. Grice, Bootle.

PIGEONS.
Carriers —1, E. Homer, Harewood. Leeds. 2, E. C. Stretch, Ormskirk.

he, R. Lomas, Rampside; J. 4 W. Towerson, Egremont; H. Yardley, Bir-

mingha
POUTI
Tomb ... *,...« ... -. - - . , ,

Jacobins.—1, F.. Homer. 2, F. Waitt, King's Heath, Birmingham, /ic, J. and
W. Towerson ; H. Yardley _ ,. ,,
Antwerps.—1 and 2, C. F. Copoman, Birmingham, he. H Yardley.

Barbs.—1. H. Yardley. 2, W. Jackson, Bolton-le-Sands. Ac. E. Homer,
ToRBiT9.-^l, E. Horner. 2. H. Yardley. he, J. & W. Towerson.
Owls.—1, E. Homer. 2, J. & W. Towerson. he, W. Lumb.
Fantails— 1, J. F. Loversidge, Newark. 2, E. Homer, /ic, T. Imne, .Ayr ; H.

Yardley; J. W. Edge. Erdington. „„„
Dragoons.—1 and 2, F. Graham. Birkenhead, he, W. Hill.

Tbcmpeters.—1, J. & W. Towerson. 2 and he. E. Homer.
RoxTS.—l and Ac, J.Fisher. Barrow. 2, H. Yardley.

, „^ . „
Any OTHER Variety.-1, J. & W. Towerson. 2, H. Yardley. he, T. Imne ; E.
°™"''

CANARIES.
Belgian (Yellow).—1. J. Wool, Barrow. 2, J. N. Harrison, Helper. Buff.—

1, J. Wood. 2. W. Jones. Ulverston. , „ , ^ , ,. , x-
MuLE —1, R. Hawman, Middlesbrough. 2, J. Goode, Leicester, he. J. ^.

Harrison; Stephens* Leek, Middlesbrough.
. , „. ,_

Piebald (Yellow or B.iffl.—l, B. Hawman. 2, J. N. Harrison. Ac, Stephens
and Leek; J. Cleminson. Darlington.

^ ,. , „, ,

Lizard (Gold or Silver-spangled).-1, J. N. Harrison. 2 and Ac, J. Taylor,

MiddiesbrouKh.
, , „. , „ , ,

Common Yellow—I.W.Watson, jun. 2, J Hill. Ac, Stsphens & Leek.

Goldfinch—1 and Ac, J. N. Hairison. 2, J. Goode.

Rabbits (Tame).—1 and 2, T. E. Terry, Tung, he, T. E. Terry; A. L. Peace,

Thome ; J. H. Wilson.

Judges.—PouZ^r?/ : Mr. B. Teebay, Fulwood, Preston. Pigeons

and Canaries : Mr. J. Douglas, Clumber, Worksop.

LOWESTOFT POULTRY SHOW.
The fifth annual Show was held in the Town Hall, Lowestoft,

on the 24th and 25th of January. The building, which is small

but handsome, was filled to repletion, and many entries which

were made late had to be returned, owing to want of room. The
pens were of a most substantial kind, formed on three sides of

wood and the front of rod iron. The sliding doors admitted of

easy access for the handUug of the specimens—a pomt not always
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sufficiently attended to. Each pen was scraped out and re-sauded

eveiy morning, and perches provided for the night. The regu-

lations were very complete, and carried out with the greatest

precision. The Honorary Secretary and the principal members
of the Committee were in constant attendance, and the iinancial

results of the Show were very satisfactory.

The first class for poultry was Game ; the cup-winners were
BroT^-n Eeds, and the second prize went to Duckwings. The
former were a very even pen, and the second contained a most
perfect pullet, b\rt the cockerel had lost a sickle feather. Dork-
ings were a fair class. The cup cock was a large and perfect

bird, bnt the hen was not so good as the second-prize one, which
was, however, shown with a cock which in colour partook greatly

of the points of a SUver-Grey. In Spanish the cup went to a

pen of chickens, the cockerel heiug a well-developed bird and
the piillet extremely fine, although the hen in the second-prize

pen was far heavier in face and drop. The winning Cochins
were Buff. Those in the cup pen of Lady Gwyder were very
tnie to colour and very large, the hen being a perfect picture.

The same lady won the cup for Brahmas with a p-and pen com-
posed of a cockerel and hen, the latter exquisite in marking, the

lacing working well up to the throat. The competition in this

class was keen, there was not a pen that did not contain one or

more good birds. There were four classes for Hamburghs, and
the cup was won by an excellent pen of Golden-spangled, in

which class the Hon. Secretary showed several excellent pens,

but not for competition. In Golden-pencilled there was but one
really good pen, the pullet ia which was most perfectly peucOled.
Silver-pencils were a failure both in munbers and quality, but
the two winning pens of SUver-spangled were of high quality.

The first-prize cock was too white in face for a yoimg buxl. In
the Variety class. Silver Polands were first and White-crested
Blacks second. Sultans, Silkies, and Polands were highly com-
mended. The Selling classes for both sexes were well filled,

and very good Silver-spangled won in each case. There were
eighteen pens of Game Bantains. The first prize and cup for

that section were awarded to Piles, this pen being of extraordi-

nary quality for that colom- and in the best condition. Second
came Black Eeds, the cockerel not in the highest order, and the

hen very neat but a little squirrel-tailed ; the third an old pen,

splendid in colotir but rather heavily feathered. In the next class

of Bantams a pen of Silver Sebrights of great purity of ground
colour and without a single speck on the tails, except the proper
lacing, were first, very good Blacks second, and Whites third.

Bucks in neither class were of particular note, ii-ith the exception

of a pair of Euddy Shells, which were too late for competition.

The competition in Pigeons was severe, a cup for the greatest

number of points being given. IMr. Hawley, out of twenty-three
entries, took foiu" first prizes, five second prizes, and eleven
high commendations. Mr. Waddington followed with twelve

entries and one first prize, two second prizes, and five high
commendations ; and Mr. Jones with fourteen entries and one
first prize, two second prizes, and five high commendations.
Carriers were first on the list, both classes of adult birds being
good and the competition close. The first-prize Black cock was
good in size, style, and carriage, had a good beak-wattle, but
was not so good in eye as the second-prize bird, but the first-

prize hen was the best in the class. The yormg class contained
some most promising birds of both sexes and colours. Mr.
Wren here also sent thirteen specimens of excellent birds, but
not for competition. In Pouters the first-prize cock was Blue
and the second White; the former 19 J and 7 inches, and the
latter 18 J and 7 inches. Of the hens the first was Eed, 19 inches

by 71, and the second Blue, 17J inches by 7, although the latter

bird had the best carriage in the Show. Shortfaced Tumblers
w«re good. Almonds were both first and second. It is seldom
that so good a collection of Longfaces is seen. Several of the

pens were perfect in marking and free from trimming. Black
Balds were first and Black Mottles second. Barbs, both old

and young, were moderate in quality. The best pair in the
first-named class was left out on account of their eyes being
quite made up. Fantails were a good class. In style and car-

riage the firstprize pair was perfect ; and although the birds

were small, they were not nearly so small as the second-prize
pair. Antwerps were a most interesting class—every variety of

head, from the Dragoon to the common Snipe and Barb, every
colour of eye, and some even with a portion of feather on the

leg. The first prize went to a sonnd-colom-ed pair of Duns
with long heads but very short thick beaks, the second to very
short-headed Eed Chequers, and the third to a very handsome
pair of Longfaced Blue Chequers. In the Variety class, though
it was large, Mr. Jones won very easily with Foreign Owls, the
second prize going to Yellow Dragoons, the third to Ice, and the
fourth to Nuns.
GASEE(Anv variety).—Cup and 2, S. Matthew, Stowmarket (BlacTi-tireasted

Eeds and Duckwmgb). Local Prize, C. Sayer, Lowestoft {black Reda) he, H. E.
fllartin, Sculthorpe (Brown Reds); K. Postle, Gazeley, Kewmarket (Black
Eeds). c, K. Hall, Cambridge (2 )

DoEKiKGS 'Any variety).—Cup, F. Parlett, Great Baddow (Coloured). 2, L.
(Patton, Hillmoi-e, Taunton (Coloured). Local Prize. L. J. Peto, Lowestoft
Colouredl. he, H. Lingwood, Barking, Needliam Market (Coloured); Mrs. G.
Clarke, Long Sutton,

Spanish.—Cup, — NicholIs.Broa., Camberwell. 2, W. Jacksen, Blakedown,
Kidderminster. Local Prize. W. Saunders, Lowestoft, he, P. H. Jones,
Fulham; T. C &E. Newbi.t, Epworth.
Cocbix-Chixa (Any varietyl.—Cup, Lady Gwyder, Stoke Park, Ipswich. 2,

H. Lingwood (Partridge). Local Prize. J. T. Woods, Oul on, Lowestoft
(White), he, H. Linffwood (Buff); J. Long, Plymouth IBuff). c, JX. S. S. Wood-
gate, Pembury, Tonbridge Wells (White).
BKAB31A PooTKA {Auy Variety).—Cup, Lady Gvryder. 2, Hor.aco Lingwood,

Creeling (Dark), Local Prize, A. Page. Oulton, Lowestoft (Darkl. he, A.
Page (Dark); Rev. J. Richardson (Dark); T. F. Ansdcll, Cowley Mount, St.
H«'en'8. c, W. Hughes, Oakham; Mrs. Bishop, Bungay (Light); J. Watla

HAMEcaOHS (Golden-pencilled).—1, R. E. Parker. Ipswich. 2 and he, W. K.
ickner, Ipswictj. Lc-'" ' "'
Hambubghs (Silver-

Saundi-ia, L jWL-stuft.

„^- ^--pangled).-!, Ashton i Booth, Jlottram, 2 and Local
Piiz.-. .1. .'. l;;. . 1...V, catott.
AxY uTiiEB "\ameti- ( Exccpt Bautamn).—1, W. K. Patrick (Polands). 2, W

Jackson, Blakedown, Kidderminster (Polish). Local Prize, J, Ling, Lowestoft
(Houdan). ]ie, Mrs. J. Cross, Appleby Vicarage, Brigg (Creve-Cffiurp) ; E. P.
Youell, Yarmouth (Black Hamburghs); W. H. Tomlinson, Newark (Sultans);
R. S. S. Woodgate (Silkies) ; T. Waddington (Golden Polands).
Sellixg Class.—Cock, Coc&erel, or Drake.- 1, J. B. Bly (Silver-spanglea

Hambuighs). 2, A. Page (Dark Brahma). 3, T. C. 4 E. Newbitt. Local Prize.
C. Denton (Brahma), ftc, J. Taylor. Lowestoft (Golden-pencilled Hamburgh);
W. K. Patrick (Poland); C. Denton; H. E. Martin, Gednev (Brown Red
Game); E, T. Gardom, Newcastle, Staffordsliire (Keuen); Hon. Mrs. Paget,
Hoxne (Brown Red Game), c, W. Bun-ows, Diss (Avlebbury Drake); T. M,
Derry (Light Brahma and Partridge Cochin); M. Leno (Light Brahma); F.
Bowman (Duckwing Game); R. R. Parker (Golden-pencilled Hambarghs).
Hem, Pullets, or Ducks—1, J. B. Bly (Silver-spangled Hambarghs). 2, H.
Griss (Spanish). Local Prize, C. Denton (Golden-spangled Hamburghs). he.
Bey. W. F. D.xon, Oby Rectory (Black Eed Game) ; C. Denton (Golden-spangled
Hamburghs); W. Saunders(SpaniBLi; — NichoUs, Bros. (Spanish). c.J.B.Bly
(Silver-spangied Hamburghs.)
Game Baktjjh (Any variety)—Cup, T. C. & E. Newbitt. 2, W. Adama,

'

Ipswich (Black Eeds). S, W. Robins (Black Eeds). Local Prize, J. F. s. L.
Barber, Lowestoft (Black Reds), fcc, J. Long (Brown Red); TV. .Adam8(Duck-
wing) ; Hon. Mrs. Paget (Duckwings) ; T. C. & E. Newbitt. e, T. Page (Black
Eeda); H. W. Wallace (Black Reds).
Bastams (Any ether varielv).-1, Mrs. J. M. Proctor (Laced). 2 and 3, Rev.

F. Tearle, Gazeley Vicarage (Black and White), he, Mrs. G. Clarke (Black);
C. Reed, Cambridge (White) ; R. H. Ashton (B ackp ; Rev. G. F. Hodson, North
Petherton ; M. Leno (Laced) ; T. Waddington (Gold-laced and Pekin). c, Mra,
B sh-'p (Yokohama.)
DccKa (Aylesbury).—! and 3, F. B. Pa .ts, Kessing'and.
Ducks (Any other variety).—1, Rev. J. Richardson (East Indian). 2, A. Page

he, S. Holroyd ; C. H. Clarke, Old' Sneinton, Nottingham ; F. W. Metcalfe ; E.
Walker: E. Edmonds, Yarmouth.
Pouters —Cock.—1 and he, J. Hawley. Bradford. 2, H. Tbnrlow, Eui-nham

Market. vlie,\V. Nottage, Northampton, e, J. Hawley: P. H. Jones |2) ; T.
Waddicgt n. Sriu.—1, J. Hawley. 2, P. H. Jones, (tc, J. Hawley; T. Wadding-
ton. c. yV, Notlage.
TuMELEBs (Shoitrfaoed).-! and ftc, J. Hawley. 2,P. H.Jonts. c.T.Waddiog-

Lowestoft. /iC, J. Hawley ; J.Lincoln (Yellow Balds); W. Simmons (Yellow
Beards

)

Earbs.—I, E. Walker. 2, J. Hawley. Local Prize, D. Bedford. Lowestoft.
lie, W. Mioson, St. Ives: P. H. Jones, round.—1, E. Walker. 2, T, Wadding-

D. Bedford, he. J. Hawley ; W. Minson ; W. H. Mitchell ; — Holrovd.
AxY OTHER Vahiett —1, P. H. Joncs (Owls). 2. G. S. Clements (Yellow

Dragoons). 3. T. Waddington (Ice). 4, J. Watkins (Black Nuns). Local Prize,
A. W.Wren (Eed Dragoons) )ic, J. Hawley iTorbits and Owls); H. Tharlow
(Blue Dragoons); A. W. Wren (Yellow and Red Dragoons); W. Nottage; R.
Crane, jun. (Blue Dragoons) ; W. Minson ; P. H. Jones (Trumpeters) ; A. A.
Vander Meerech (Black Magpies), c, ilrs. Bishop (Blue Runts.)
Selusg class.—1, W. Minson (Barb"). 2, H. Tbnrlow (Dan Carriers).

Local Prize, -A. W. Wren (Yellow Dragoons), he, J. Hawley ; A. W. Wrea
(Yellow Dragoons); P. H. Jones ; E. Edmonds (Carriers.)

Judges.—Rev. T. L. FeUowes, Norwich; Mr. E. Hutton,
Pudsey, near Leeds.

DEAGOONS AND ANTWERPS.
I TAKE a gi-eat interest in the breeding of both Dragoons and

Antwerps, and I ventm-e to endorse the remark you make
about those two important classes of Pigeons.

Dragoons, as you say, are increasingly popular ; it is, there-

fore, all the more necessaiy that breeders should have before

them a fixed standard of excelleuce at which to aim ; that
decided, all breeders would keep a keen eye upon the goal, and
our judges would not only be spared much indecision, but
much criticism.

When Mr. F. Graham opened the question I hoped to have
seen a greater interest manifested, but suppose that, as the
Dragoons are a breed that has hitherto received but here and
there a notice by the various show committees, there are not
many large breeders. The tUfference of opinion seems not to be
in regard to the build of the bu'd's body, which, by-the-by, I

think is mostly rather too heavy, but as respects the beak,
I wattle, and eye. Is not the " stout" beak, advocated by Mr.
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Graham, the opposite error of the " spindle " beak he con-

demns ? Does not a medium add gracefulness to the bu-ds ?

Is not the "heavily-wattled," so often used in connection with
them, out of character ? Do they not look more graceful with-

out it—more like a distinct breed, which I think is what we
ought to aim at ?

With respect to Antwerps—a class that should afford con-

siderably more amusement to society than they do, by exer-

cising their special powers of flight—they, too, seem to hare
di'ifted from their old moorings, and, as too often seen at our
shows, uncertainty prevails. It appears to me that the most
simple way to form a standard would be for the Committees of

our two largest shows—namely, those at the Crystal Palace
and Birmingham—to exchange opinions, and publish their

decisions in this Joui'nal. Other committees would be certain

to follow in the wake.

—

William Mixson, St. Ives.

PIGEONS GOING LIGHT.
I HAVE had several of my Pigeons in this condition, and I

have effectually cured them by feeding them on toasted bread
and ale, keeping them warm, and giving them a httle canary
seed to peck at. A friend of mine has also had several cases

amongst his Antwerjis ; he has fed the birds on bread crumbs,
and given them milk to drink. I know of another case of

a Carrier fancier who had his bmls light all the summer, and
was unable to breed from them. He was admiuisteriug cod
Uver oil to them night and morning, and hoped in a short time
to have his birds all right again. A friend at once tried the
oil. He says it is the finest thing he ever tried ; the worst
result is that the oil greases the birds so that they are not fit

to go into a show pen until they have moulted.—H. Allsop.

QUEENS LEAVING THEIR HIVES.
Had the question been asked me before last spring. Do adult

queens leave their hives except with swarms ? I should have
readily answered. Decidedly not. Such a proceeding is quite

contrary to their instincts. I will, however, narrate the only
exception to the rule I have yet met with during the course

of my experience.

Very early in the past year a friend at a distance for-

warded me his strongest black colony, which I had promised
to ItaUanise. On ai-rival it proved to be both populous and
well stored. To accompUsh the object in view I took advantage
of the first mild day to drive the black stock and dethi'oue its

queen. I then made an examination of my weakest hive,

which towards the close of the season had been but a queen-

less nucleus, to which I had safely introduced an imported
queen, unexpectedly received at the end of October from the

late Mr. Woodbury, to whom I cannot allude mthout joining

in the generiil expression of sorrow at the great blank which
has been caused by his removal. 1 had never the good fortune

to meet Mr. Woodbury, but fi'om a constant correspondence
carried on for some eleven years, and intensified from the cn-

•cumstance of our apiaries having been simultaneously swept
with foul brood, I cannot look back on the kind sj-mpathy,

liappy suggestions, and sound advice his read}' pen at all times
so fi-aterually afforded, without expressing my great regard for

his memory.
The four frames of the nucleus were transferred to a Stew-

arton breeding-box, and the readiest mode of feeding was
setting upon it a good super honeycomb, and on now making
an examination I found the bees had vacated entirely the

lower box, had thinned-down the central combs, and that

teautifully-banded young bees and brood in all stages abounded
in the octagon super. The queen herself had attained most
matronly proportions since the preceding fall, and was markedly
the highest-coloured and most beautiful I ever beheld. At
dusk the same evening I transferred this super to the black

colony, and on drawing the intervening sUdes had the satis-

faction to hear a pleasant hum set up, and the queen, missing,

commotion subside in the black colony. On the following

morning I foiuid the yellow-jackets freely fraternising with the
blacks, and as the weather was too cold to re-drive the stock

to satisfy myself as to the safety of the queen, I had the

further satisfaction, two or three days afterwai'ds, of seeing

her majesty freely perambulating the combs in front of one of

the windows.
A good many weeks passed over ; on genial days fine flights

of nicely-banded ItaUans emerged, till late on a very sultry

afternoon towards the end of April, when visiting the aijiary,

ray attention was attracted to this particular colony by a most
unwonted sound. Could it be po*ible ?—di'ones in April

!

when with us they rai'ely appear before the first days of June,
and in full hives too ! but sm'e enough there they were in

abundance, the air reverberating with then- pleasant hum,
among quite a Uttle cloud of gay youngsters of the other sex.

While stooping over the landing-board to admire the very dis-

tinct and bright banding of the males, quite in keeping with
the unusual fineness of the high-coloui-ed workers, to complete
the family group, to my utter amaze, who should appear at

the entrance but the royal mother herself, no shy slim princess

on matrimonial tour intent, but my beautiful and matronly
queen. She evaded my grasp on my endeavom'iug to clutch

her, as I hastily supposed, in her mad career to abandon her
hive, and majestically soared away. Transfixed, I pulled out

my watch ; ten seconds did not elapse till she alighted on the

board and re-entered the hive as composedly as if an after-

noon's aning with royalty might be an everyday matter.

I cannot account for the phenomenon on any other ground
than that possibly the queen may have for the first time
descended from the upper to the lower breeding-box, and when
there was impelled in the crowd still onwards to the entrance,

by the hubbub and excitement of the moment, mist.iking the

exodus of young bees and drones for a swarm, and, not dis-

covering her mistake till fairly on the wing, she then quietly

returned.—A Renfp.ewshiee Bee-keepeb.

The Northampiox Societt's Poultry Show.—The thnd
annual Show is to be held on the 6th and 7th of March. The
schedule indicates a progressive spirit, the chief featme being

to give all sorts of breeders a chance. The prizes are liberal

considering the number of classes in the schedule, and for a

young society ; but it is started on a good basis, and managed
by men who evidently understand what they are about. Seven
pieces of plate and £100 for prizes are not bad for a third show,

when it is known that the whole, with the exception of one

piece of plate, is offered by the Committee themselves. Placed

in the centre of England, with good railway accommodation,
Northampton .should be well patronised by aU breeders.—H.
Thoksyckoft.

To Make a Vaesish that well Imitate Gbotjnd Glass.—
Mr. J. Garratti has favoured us with the following :—To make
a vai'nish to imitate gi-ound glass dissolve 90 grains of san-

darac and 20 grains of mastic in 2 ozs. of washed methy-

lated ether, and add, in small quantities, a sufficiency of ben-

zine to make it dry, with a suitable grain—too Uttle making
the varnish too transparent, and excess making it erapey. The
quantity of benzine required depends upon its quality—from

half an ounce to IJ oz. or even more ; but the best results

are got with a medium quaUty. It is important to use washed
ether, fi-ee from spuit.

—

{British Journal of Plwtography.)

OUR LETTER BOX.
Birmingham Ccp Dokking Cockebel.—I think it right to state tliat the

Dorkings Mr. J. B. Saunders advertised in your Journal as being bred from

Arkwl-ight's cup cockerel of 1870, at Birmingham, are incoiTect ; the cup cockerel

o£ that year -was bred by me, and was sold there at the show for £9 9s. to a

gentleman who still has him.—J. J. Waller, Mint House, Kendal.

Sdbscribers to the Wolterh-oipton Light Brahma Cvps. — The

following ladies and gentlemen have subscribed to the Wolverhampton Light

Brakma cups :—Mrs. A. WUliamson, 10s. 6d. ; Miss Hales, 10s. 6ii. ;
Mrs. Turner

Turner, lOs. 6d. ; Messrs. Pares, lOs. M. ; T. Crook, lOs. 6d. ; A. 0. Worthington,

10s. 6d. ; J. Bloodworth, 10s. M. ; H. M. Maynard, fl Is. ; J. K. Rodbard, i'l Is.

;

J. Beach, £1: Capt. Downman, £1 Is.; W. T. .Storer the remainder, unless

some other lady or gentleman will kindly assist.—W. T. Storeb, Skott Green,

Brewood, Stafford.

Mrs. Clarke (TT. Coi-ief.).—Proceed against her husband in the County

Court.

Dublin Show.—Col. Hassai-d, R.E. took the Periater-onic Society's cup, as

well as the first prize, for the best pail- of Can-iers of " Any other Colour. For

single cocks of La Fleche Mr. J. C. Cooper was 1st, Mr. G. A. Stephens 2nd.

Plymouth Poultry Show (Jui'oia!).—We decline inserting any more

letters on this Eihibition, hoping that this year there may be fewer causes

of complaint.

MrNORCis IB. IT.).—The original Minorcas were black, and almost all the

birds shown as birds of this breed of late years have been only degenerate

Spanish. Their- home was Devonshii-e, and many years ago when we tried that

county to get some, we had answers that everywhere the breed was lost. Ihe

last person who had them was a clerg>-man, and he had to cross with Spanish

in order to keep a semblance of the bi-eed. We have not seen a Mmorca fur

thirty years. We are, however, gUid to hear it has been only a misfortune

and that they still exist.
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HouDASS Feather-eating (ffoudan).—We have never met with a case of

feather-eating in Houdans exi'ii'pt nt tlie end of the summer, and when they
have been kept in coutin^ im at. \\ - nmot account for it in this case; but
as you say one hen is -] ; ilk of fowls, you should immediately
remove her before the ^ i!. • li;ibit. You should have done so at

once. Fowls are like thilh, : r - :, there is nothinj? one will not do that

others will not copy. Fet-iin^' Im^ ^*.jiKthing to do with it, and we do not ap-

prove of your diet ary . Potatoes and Indian meal are bad feeding, oats are bad.

Chanf^e it. Let the birds have morning and night some ground oats slaked

with water, and barley for a mid-day meal. Give them all the table scraps

you have, but if they have a good grass run they can do without cabbage
leaves. They d • not need the bullock's liver. It is sometimes given to birds

in confinement, but it is hardly necessary,

bricklayers' rubbish. We do not think you
factorily in the way you propose.

Shell-less Eggs (G. P. C.)—Your fowls

ground oats. If they are not to be had gi

bricklayers' rubbish made up of old mortar, ceilings, &c. ; they will pick

among it and find material for the shell. They will benefit greatly by having
thrown to them every day some large sods of growing grass cut with plenty

of fresh earth.

Fattening Ducks (J, C. L. R.).—You cannot do better than continue feed-

ing with barleymeal, putting it in water. We gather from your letter they
are at Uberty; they will not, when ducklings, fatten unless they are confined.

All you give goes to growth, as it would do in a healthy boy. The Ducks that

are fattened in Buckinghamshire and Oxfordshire are kept np, and besides

oatmeal and bran have meat given to them. As soon as they are old enough,
when about half grown, they are very fond of oats put in a shallow vessel, the
bottom of which is covered with a sod of grass, and then filled with water to

the brim. They 'A'ill eat this when they refuse other food. It is unusually
early for a Game Bantam to lay at five months.

Cochin-Chtna Hen-s Laving in Winter {J.S.).—Yours is a very pleasin^?

exception, and we congratulate you on it. We have ourselves some hundred^
of hens and pullets. We have as yet only eggs from the latter. They are a^

well cared for and as well fed as any birds in the world, but they have no
stimulating food, and no meat. Will you kindly inform us how yours are fed ?

Although we have half a century of experience, we are more than ready and
happy to learn.

Malt Dcst as PonLXRV Food (W. L.).—The eggs will be fertile within a
week, if not earlier. Fowls are very fond of malt dust, and given moderately it

is good food, but it communicates its flavour to the eggs.

Blace Spanish with Red Feathers [Red Feather).— It is no proof of

imparity or inferiority of breed if a Spanish cock shows a red feather. Such
come mostly in the hackle or saddle. All black-feathered cocks ai-e prone to

the same fault, and it often increases as they get older. Some throw red,

some white feathers. We should not breed from such a one.

Breeding Fowls Pure from a Mixed Bun (R. H. F.).—Separate your
fowls, and as the majority are probably not yet layin::^, you will lose little time.

The Cochins and Brahmas will both do well in confinement ; let the Dorkings
have the run. At the end of three weeks or a month of separation you may
safely set the eggs.

Signs of Poisoning in Fowls (if. T. R. L.). — The liver will be very

much inflamed, the blood-vessels of the brain and intestines full of blood, while

the inner coatings of the bowels will show red patches, and be honeycombed
in places, unless some subtle poison with which we are unacquainted should

he used. We are led to this last remark because youi- fowls seem to be killed

instantaneously.

Caponising {Bcshorotifih).—The art ot making capons is but very little

practised in England. It is cruel, because it entails much suffering; it is

expensive, because nearly half of the fowls operated on die ; it has been given

up, because the art of feeding poultry in England is now so well understood,

that when a fowl has attained the age at which the operation can be performed

it is as large as it would be some months afterwards. The thigh of such a

fowl is as tender as that of a chicken, while the leg of a real capon is tough
) doubt, be performed on Ducks and Geese,

year round, provided it be roofed-in and they have a chance of finding shelter

behind snug comers of the rafters, like sparrows in an outho use.—W. A-
Blakston.

METEOROLOGICAIj OBSERVATIONS,

Camden Sqcare, Loia>ON.

Lat. 51° 32' 40" N. ; Long. 0" 8' 0" W.; Altitude 111 feet.

Date.
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G. London Market.—The gi'eat London market Cabbage.

Distinct. Leaves large, round, broad, with thick midribs, and
forming large, solid, roundish, somewhat pointed hearts.

Dwai'f . The best yariety to sow in July for early summer use.

The following are a few of the synonymes :—Fulham, Batter-

sea, Vanack, Enfield Market, Emperor, Mitchell's Prince Al-

bert, Wellington, Sheppard's Manow, Shilling's Queen, East
Ham, King of the Cabbages, Cattell's Reliance, and Champion.

7. St. John's Day Eaelt Dwaef Decmhead (Chou Jounnet).—yexy dwarf. Heads large, flat, like the Drumhead or Cattle

Cabbage. Very crisp and tender. A most excellent Cabbage
for autumn use. Sow in April, and plant in rich groimd 15 or

18 inches apai't for September and late autumn use.

8. WiNNiGSTAET.—Dwarf stem. Heads large, broad at the
base, tapei-ing or conical, very hard. BoUs Tery tender. Leaves
glaucous. Unprepossessing at first. Exceedingly good in dry
summers. Sow in July or August for use the following July
and August. It requii'es much the same treatment as Red
Cabbage.

9. Pomeranian.—Stem tall. Heads exceedingly long, pointed,
'becoming very hard. Excelleut. Somewhat in appearance
like the Wirmigstadt, but taller, more pointed, and having the
leaves pale green, not glaucous.

10. Drumhead.—Tall. Heads very large, flat. Plant ex-

ceedingly robust. Coarse, scarcely admissible as a garden
Cabbage.

11. Portugal Cabbage (Couve Troncliuda).—Very distinct.

Leaves large, pale green, with very thick fleshy white midribs,
which cook like Sea-kale. Hearts sometimes close and firm.

Flowers white. iSow in spring for autumn use.

12. Yaugibakd.—An interesting variety, coming into use in

winter. Rather coarse. Heads of mediimi size, flattened.

Leaves sUghtly tinged w^ith brown.
In addition to these we have the Coleworts, the Savoy Cabbages,

and the Red Cabbages. The above, therefore, represent the
most distinct tj-pes of garden Cabbages. Of No. 1, Early York,
there are several forms, but all casUy recognised ; also No. 4,

Sugarloaf, is quite distinct. Nos. 2, 3, 5, and 6 all more or

less resemble one another, and form the main body of what
we term WTiite Cabbages.
We could extend the list of names and our remarks further,

"Were it neeessarj-, and give selections of varieties from the
seed catalogues before us, stating the type to which each be-

longs, but we think we have said enough to show that there
are not many distinct forms of Cabbages, that two-thu-ds of the
names found in commerce are appUed to mere variations,
more or less pure, of the great London Market Cabbage of

Covent Garden.—B.

AURICULA GOSSIP.
Now that the time for promoting the spring growth of this

lovely flower has an'ived, and all growers of it will soon be
busy top-dressing—an operation I never leave to other hands
than my own—it may not be unseasonable to say a few words
about the Auricula and its prospects. And I do this the rather

as I have received during the past week letters from my old

correspondent Mr. George Lightbody and from a brother cler-

gyman, imknowu to me personally, but the son of one who
in former days stood high in the rank of florists, and whose
coUeetion of Tuhps and Auriculas was known thi-onghout
England.

There is, I think, from what I see and hear from others, a
prospect of a good bloom this spring. The very mild winter
that we have had has been a favourable one for the flower,
where cai'e has been taken to keep out wet and to give air on
all possible occasions. I have never had my own collection in

better health or showing more promise of a good bloom, and
I hear the same report from others. May we not hope, then,
that at the April Show at Kensington we shall find a beautiful
an'ay to delight all lovers of the flower, and, it may be, astonish
outsiders ? One thing we ma}' rest assured of—that from the
collection of Mr. Turner, of Slough, there will be a magnificent
display staged. The Slough .Auriculas have been long famous,
and now they have attained an extent in amount and quality
which we may fau'ly say is unequalled. During the autumn
he became the possessor of a large collection belonging to a
gi'ower near Glasgow, containing between five and six hundred
plants of all the best known varieties ; whUe he had previously
purchased the collection of that veteran grower, Mr. Headley,
of Stapleford, the raiser of George Lightbody, Conductor, &c.,
and in this are, I have reason to beheve, some remarkably fine

seedlings, especially amongst green edges, so that here will be
a treat in itself for the lovers of the Auricula.
The mention of seedlings reminds me that some of our oldest

raisers are rething from the field. Campbell, of Falkirk, the
raiser of Pizarro, Lord Palmerston, Robert Bums, d-c, who is

now seventy-three, will sow no more seed. He has been work-
ing indefatigably for the last twenty years to obtain crimson
selfs with a good paste from old Lord Lee, and now beUeves
that he has succeeded. Then Mr. Lightbody also gives up;
he is well known as the raiser of Richard Headley, Fair Flora,
Lord Clyde, A-c. Mr. Robert Traill, another veteran grower,
the raiser of Maj'flower, General NeiU, ttc, also retires from
the field ; and last, but not least, Mr. Headley. It shows the
difficulty of raising seedlings of any moment, that these growers,
who have been for thirty or forty years engaged in thus raising
seedlings, have only left some half-dozen varieties of any note
in the catalogues, and even of these some will be perhajDS dis-

placed by-and-by. It is an honour, then, to be the raiser of a
good Auricula, and testifies to patient endurance and perse-

verance ; and let us hope that both north and south of the
Tweed the mantle of these patient workers may fall on some
who "will be ready to take up the work.

There is one 'disadvantage connected with it—^years must
elapse before a seedling that passes muster can be distributed

to the public, and then only in small quantities. You cannot
propagate an Auricula as you can a Pansy or a Verbena ; it

will " gang its aiu gait," and some sorts are very shy indeed
in jiroducing offsets. Hence it is that a flower like Colonel
Taylor, which is forty or fifty years out, will stiU fetch half a
guinea. On the other hand, there is the advantage that one
is not for ever recasting one's stock, while the necessity for

adding new varieties is much less than in any other florist's

flower with which I am acquainted. How few of the Dahlias,

Hollyhocks, or Pausies, of twenty years ago even, are culti-

vated now

!

At my last repotting in August (for after all I believe that

to be the best time for the operation ; I have tried May, but it

did not seem to succeed so well)—I used much less rich com-
post than I have hitherto done, and, as far as I can see as yet,

with manifestly good results. Amongst my small stock I see

a good deal of health, and my winter losses have been compa-
ratively nothing, while I find the pots well filled with roots ;

and now, with a good top-dressing of sheep's manure well

rotted, I hope to have a vigorous bloom. There is one thing

I am especially anxious to avoid, and that is coarseness ; for

one of the greatest charms of the Auricula is its refinement

;

and when by overfeeding and stimulants this is lost, I think

the result is fat;il to this special beauty of the flower. I think

at some of oui' metropohtan shows a mistake has been made
in allowing plants to be shown with two trusses. In old days
the symmetry of the plant as well as the beauty of the flower

used to be considered, and when plants were shown in pairs

an equality in the style of growth was insisted upon also. It

may sound veiy well to have Auriculas like Cabbages with
large overlapping leaves, but I think that the neat, stiff, sym-
metrical foliage is far more to be sought after. It is the same
as with the Hyacinth. Surely the stiff erect foliage is more
to be dcsu-ed than the limp leaves which require to be tied up
to prevent them falling over the sides of the pot. I think,

too, the plan of showing an overcrowded truss is bad. I have
seen them with as many as fifteen pips. Now, I believe one
with a truss of seven, or at most nine pips, is a prettier object.

All these, which I believe to be defects in sho^wing, come from
the idea, too prevalent now-a-days, that size is the test of

excellence of growth.
It would only be reiterating an oft-told tale were I to mention

which I consider to be the best varieties, and novelties are so

few that they give one but little trouble. We shall probably see

some this season from the Stapleford stock ; while of Alpines,

however pretty they may be and are, I must, as a bigoted old

florist, say they vnil bear no comparison with the florists'

varieties. They are indeed to be had in abundance. Mr.
Turner has made a wonderful advance in them, but after all

they must hold a subordinate place iu the love of the Auricula-

giower.—^D., Deal.

MRS. PINCE'S MUSCAT GRAPE.
After the excellent article of Mr. Foote, page 106, 1 shall

be very glad if Mr. Meredith would give us his experience of

this Grape, he ha^ving had it in cultivation for some years ; in

fact, I know he has a house devoted entirely to this variety.
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I myself haTe not succeeded in colouring this Grape as I

should like, though I have grown it fine in bunch, and the
flavour was aU that could be desu-ed ; but I beheve it must have
a house to itself to ripen well, and another thing I believe is,

that it will bear liner bunches on the rod or extension system
than the spur system. I shall hope to see others contributing
their experience of this fine variety of late-keeping Grape.

—

Stephen Castle.

ODONTOGLOSSUM ALEXANDRA AND LYCASTE
SKINNERI.

The first meeting for the season of the Eoyal Horticultural
Society (.January 17th) was a most interesting one. The beau-
tiful banks of Chinese Primulas and that increasingly useful

flower the Cyclamen, Lord Londesborough's Orchids, and those
sent by Messrs. Veiteh and others, were worthy of all praise.

But it is of the two species whose names are at the head of

this paper that I want to write. The superb plant sent from
Lord Londesborough's collection, and named by the Committee
Odontoglossum DenisoniiE, is worthy of special notice. It is

presumably a form of 0. luteo-purpureum ; the flowers are

3 inches in diameter ; the sepals and petals are much elongated

and pointed, as in O. luteo-puqjuremn. The colour is white
tinged with rose and very sUghtly spotted, as in 0. Alexaudi'ie.

In 0. AlexandrsB var. Bowmani, sent by Messrs. Veiteh, we
have the flowers large, well-shaped, and more densely spotted
than in the tj-pe. Each recurring importation of these beau-
tiful Odontoglots brings out new forms and serves to keep aUve
our interest in them.
Both of the species referred to are natives of New Grenada,

and are fomid grooving at an altitude of from 7000 to 8000 feet,

Then- culture is comparatively easy, and no garden where there

is sufficient means should be without them. Their culture is

as yet imperfectly understood by gai'deners. I visited many
gardens in the north last autumn, and found plants of O. Alex-

andra? had been added to small collections, and were being
treated to the heat of a warm stove as well as free exposure to

the sun. Such treatment can only end in failure : the pseudo-
bulbs will shrivel, and the yoiuig growths be checked.

If a house has to be erected for this class of plants let it be
a lean-to with a north exposure. At The Pojjlars, Leyton, the

residence of F. G. WUkins, Esq., there is a very excellent col-

lection in a house of this description under the care of Mr.
J. Ward. The pseudo-bulbs are plump, and the vigorous young
growths throw up strong flower-spikes. The temperature in

tins house during winter falls as low as 3.5". In the north of

England and in Scotland, where the sim's rays are less power-
ful, the form and situation of the house may be different. At
Meat'owbank, near Glasgow, I found they were gi'owu in a
span-roofed structure ninning east and west, the plants close

to the glass ; indeed, this is important whatever the form of

house. I grow them in a small span-roofed house with a night

temperatui'e of 4.5° in winter, but it is uecessarj' to remove
them to a cold frame in summer, as the excessive heat shi'ivels

the pseudo-bulbs. The frame is placed under a north waU.
The plants should not be overpotted ; tough fibrous peat and
fresh sphagnum chopped fine suit them, a few potsherds being

added to keep the compost more open. The pots should be

hall filled with dramage.
Lycasie Skinneri.—The splendid assortment of ten distinct

varieties exhibited by the Messrs. Veiteh, of Chelsea, was a

veiy attractive feature in the meeting. They bad L. alba, the
pm'e white variety ; L. albida, white, with just the faintest

tinge of rosy blush fi-iuging the margin of the sepals and petals.

Equally beautifid were the varieties more after the normal
type, some with the hps white, others with beautifully blotched

and spotted lips ; one had a deep crimson hp. This is another
class of Orchids, easy of culture, and to be obtained at a low
price. One of the staff officers of this Jom'nal said to me,
"I do not grow Orchids. I will go in for Lycaste Skinneri by
the dozen." The flowers are numerously produced, and last

two mouths in beauty. All the varieties ai'e from Guatemala,
and were first introduced by the late Mr. Skinner.

Lycaste Skinneri is one of the revy best winter flowers we
have, and it succeeds in the cool Orchid house, although I

have grown it very weU in an ordinary plant stove, the plants
being removed to a vinery at rest when the growths ai'e matured.
It does not succeed in a veiy low temperature. As an experi-

ment I placed a plant in a cool greenhouse for the Tvinter, and
nearly lost it. The plants delight in a comparatively moist

atmosphere and a temperature of 50° during the winter, ^^^leu
they ai'e in flower they may be placed in a wai-m gi-eenhouse or
sitting-room without any fear of injuiy. The cultural remarks
are easily summed-up. The compost is the sajne as that re-
commended for Odontoglots, and, hke them, they require
plenty of water when growing ; and even when at rest they
must not be allowed to become quite dry.
AU the species of Lycaste are easily propagated by division

when the plants are at rest.—J. Douglas.

KEEPING LATE GRAPES.
My experience in keeping Grapes this season is totally dif-

ferent from that of your correspondent Mr. W. Moore in
page 86, although he has a structirre for the purpose. I have
now some fifty bunches of Lady Downe's and Black Alicante.
They were cut from a span-roofed vinery with an inside border
at the end of October. The house was then filled with Chrys-
anthemums, and it is so at the present time ; it has also been
regularly watered. The temperature at noon to-day (.Janu-

ary 31st), was 48° without fire heat. In the same house axe
three young Vines, first year of fruiting—namely, one Black
Muscat, one Muscat Hamburgh, and Mrs. Pince grafted on the
Black Hamburgh. The fruit on these is rather shrivelled, but
not decayed. The bunches cut in October ai'e in a daj'k closet
in my house, no ventilator except at the door, in bottles as
Mr. Moore has them, with a little charcoal iu each bottle.

The temperature is 45° at noon and not a berry is cracked,
and there are very few signs of cracking. They appear as if they
would keep some months.—^D. H.

Mt Grapes were cut on October 6th, and were chiefly Black
Barbarossa (Gros GuUlaume), and the stems were placed in
quai't bottles filled with spring water, and hung up in an airy
gari'et close to the wall. I cannot claim great success for my
experiment, but few of the berries burst. They kept plump
for some weeks and afterwards began to shrivel, but in that
state they became very tolerable raisins, and were found accept-
able by my family. I have one bunch stiU left.

I intend to try the experiment again, and hope to be more
successful, as I attribute the shrivehing of the berries very
much to the fact of the Barbarossa not being so well finished
as I have had it in former years, last autumn being unfavour-
able to bringing this Grape to perfection, as you are aware it-

requires a high temperature to ripen it. My object in wi'iting

is to recommend the Barbarossa to Mr. Moore and others as a
better keeping Grape than the Alicante.

—

John Feeme.

My impression has always been that Grapes have the power
of taking up water through the stem in the absence of leaves,,

hence my weighing the bunches as stated in the paper sent to
you iu order to test this. These bunches proved that such is

the fact, although many gardeners of standing with whom I
had communicated on the subject prior to my adopting the
water system repudiated the idea, and argued the impossibUity
of the berries of Grapes having such power.

I am strongly impressed th* at this time the true pi'iuciple

of keeping Grapes in water is not understood, and until it is

so no correct practice can be founded. I am fai' from saying
that none of my friends have succeeded in keeping them ; but
what I say is, the pi'iuciple of then' success is not thoroughly
known, and therefore cannot be relied on practically. The
information I should like to see conveyed through the pages
of the Joiu'ual is, "WTiat is the lowest temperature at which
Grapes can take up water iu a perfectly dry room ? Can Grapes
evaporate the water so taken up through theh skins, and, if

so, at what temperature? Is not hght a desu'able agent ?

Is it of consequence to have the leaf ripe at the time of cutting,

and if so why ? always supposing the fruit to be thoroughly
ripe. This and other important information I should like to
see detailed.—W. Mooee, Beltoii Gardens.

TOMATOES IN POTS.
I CASNOT agree with Mr. Douglas's remark at page 50, that

Hepper's GoUath Tomato, in pots, cairies a crop of very small
fruit with one of immense size. I gi'ew it last year in pots,

and on every plant, ten in number, I left five or six fiiiit.

These swelled to a great size, some weighing upwards of 1 lb.,

others less. They were the finest Tomatoes I ever had, and
were considered by aU who saw them to be by far the lai'gest
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tliat had ever come under their notice. I also planted out
eight plants against the south wall, side by side with the old
Red, a good variety, and I found Goliath bore quite as nume-
rous a crop, and some of the fruit swelled to a much greater
size.

I quite agree with Mr. Douglas in stating that gardeners
exhibiting collections of vegetables in June will find a good
dish of Tomatoes a strong point in their favour. If size is
any object, I have no hesitation in recommending Hepper's
Goliath.

—

.James Smyth, Fynone, South Wales.

USEFUL FOEEST TREES OF INDIA.
The Teak is of peculiar value for shipbuilding and other

pra-poses from the power of the oO to conserve iron. Teak is
by far the most valuable of Indian woods. The first-class
Teak for shipbuilding takes seventy or eighty years in coming
to maturity

;
for house-building and furniture" there is a ready

sale for the thinnings in twenty years.
Sal wood is used for engineering purposes, for shipbuilding,

and for house-building. The trees grow very close together.
Planting is not required ; the seeds fall viviparous into the
ground. This wood takes a long time to season, and it is
liable to the attacks of some insects. The best of the Deodar
timber cornes from territory which is not British.
Deodar is, in fact, used for sleepers, but it is far too valu-

able a wood for that purpose. Then there is black wood, of
great value for ordnance purposes, for house-building, and for
carved furniture

; it is planted in the same situation as Teak,
and can be obtained of as large size as Teak.

^
Ebony is a wood of great value, and sold by weight. The

Chinchona cultivation has been a remarkable success on the
Neilghen-y hills. It is of extremely rapid growth, and the bark
of commerce is obtained at an early age. There are at least
2000 acres of Chinchona on the Neilgherries. It is expected
that the leaves may yield a febrifuge for the masses.

Of Bamboo there are several species ; next to the Cocoa-nut,
the Bamboo is, perhaps, the most valuable wood in India for
domestic purposes.
Rattans grow in great abundance in the forests of Malabar.

The Rattan is a species of Palm, the stem of which runs along
the ground for great lengths (80 feet to 100 feet or more) ; it is
a product of considerable value, and likely to become a larger
article of trade.

Caoutchouc and gums of similar properties are found largely
in Assam. Recently rules have been laid down for the periodi-
cal tapping of the trees, in order not to overtax them.
The Breadfruit tree is grown in gai'dens. The Betel-nut is a

valuable tree. The Casuarina, or Beef-wood, is a very useful
tree, of rapid growth, and the timber of great hardness. It is
quite large enough for building purposes. The wood is very
hard, and turns the edge of the axe. It has the peculiar
property of durability under water.
The Satiuwood is much used for picture frames and fancy

purposes
; it resembles the American Maple. The Indian Dog-

wood, a small tree of about 1.5 feet, is considered remarkably
suitable for charcoal for gunpowder purposes.
Many other species of wood might be mentioned which it

wiU be useful to conserve and propagate—the Red Cedar and
other species of the Mahogany family; Ironwood, wliich is
practically imperishable, and so forth. The cultivation of
wood for fuel is of importance ; in the drier parts of India it is
so deficient that manure is burnt, and consequently the land
is starved and production diminished.

—

[Times)

GRAFTING.—No. 2.

Is otu- last we gave examples of inarching from Mr. Baltet's
book, and we now continue the subject. There are some plants
which cannot be grafted with certainty in the ordinary way
by a free scion, and, therefore, recom-se must be had to in-
arching. Mr. Baltet in his work gives various examples of
this process, but as they all illustrate the same thing we shall
content ourselves with giving the following extract :

—

In commercial estabhshments there are sometimes new kinds
of trees cu'iivated in jols. If it is desired to propagate them
as standards, large stocks are planted, and the stock plant is
raised to their height on a slight stage (fip. 1). To sustain,
the stock plant during a period of prolonged drought it will
be convenient to place the pot in one of greater size, and to
furnish the interspace with moss or fine sand to preserve the
freshness.

An opposite example to the preceding is frequently met
with in gardens. The stock plant is very strong and branched.

The extent of its roots, and the shade of its foliage do not
permit of young stocks being planted around it. To pro-
pagate it, young stocks must be cultivated in pots. In the
second year after potting they are brought in contact with the
branches of the tree to be grafted by means of a graduated
stage. The pots being placed on this stage they are plunged in
a bed of moss, tan, sand, or other light matter to preserve
their freshness, for watering there will be ditficult, and the rain
and natural dews will be intercei)ted by the fohage.

IN.VRCH1NG FOR THE RESTORATION OF Pi.AXTS.—Inarching is

not the only mode that can be employed for the restoration of

defective plants ; but it is valuable where it serves to change
the variety of a tree, to renovate the stem, and to repair the
branches. Let us give a few examples.

Fig. s.

1st, To Change the Variety.—The Vine is subjected to this
process by planting alongside the stock in winter a young-rooted
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plant of the yariety to be inarched {Jig. 2). The time of inarch-
ing, which will be iu April, having arrived, cut the stock to the
height of the new plant, and as low as possible. Cut a longi-

tudinal notch in the upper part of the stock, and a correspond-
ing cut in the scion of the stock plant, leaving two or three eyes
above it. '\^^len the graft is bound and waxed, the shoots of

the stock plant are removed and kept in subjection.

2nd, To lifstore the Stem.—The stock (/i//. 3), the stem of which
is cankered and furnished with gross shoots at the base, may
be repaired by means of these shoots (y), which are buttress-

grafted on the same stem above the wound. The course of

the sap interrupted by the decay wUl then be re-established.

in df fault of branches being found on the diseased tree, a strong
i?tock (z), is planted in close proximity to it. After a year of

good growth, head-down the stock z, and introduce it above
the canker of the stem by means of buttress-inarching [as de-

scribed in our last week's number.] When one stock is not
.sufficient for the regeneration of the tree, several may be
planted round the old one and inarched in the same way.
Consequent on this operation the diseased stem can be re-

ifioved.

—

Baltet, L'Art de Greffer.

SOME PEEDATORT INSECTS OF OUR
GARDENS.—No. 26.

3eing rather at a loss for a commencement, I think I can-
not do better than offer a remark, by way of opening, upon
some observations made by a contributor to this Journal, who
has, what I do not profess to have, that practical knowledge of

the habits of bees derived from bee-keeping. He complains
that I have calumniated his favourites by very unkindly class-

ing them amongst predatory garden insects, though I guarded
my statements by admitting that they were only occasionally
injurious. Their obvious partiality to sweets would certainly

lead one to suppose that they would not hesitate at all to help
themselves to any fruit which afforded saccharine matter, pro-

Tided the supply from flowers ran short. I have not at hand
the volumes of " Science Gossip," but iu its pages a few years

since there appeared communications, eridently written bond
Jide, wherein it was asserted that in various parts of England
and Scotland, during a scarcity of wasps, the bees attacked
the fruit; and my friendly critic must remember that, even if

Iris statement is correct that bees will not meddle with fruit

which is not beginning to decompose, they would still merit
the name of predatory insects, for a good deal of fruit which
has been injured by the weather and other causes is still avail-

able for some purposes. As to the perforations produced by
bees in the corollas of some flowers, these are certainly dis-

figurements rather than actual injuries. Not very many cases

liave been recorded, but I have no doubt at all it is a thing

•which bees often do. It is only noticeable by the observant
amongst our gardeners, the number of whom, though gradually

increasing, is not so large as one could wish. So much for the
tenants of the hive, which we will now dismiss. I have only

to add that I am astonished to hear that the sting of a bee

may be, if not agreeable, at least beneficial; so that, reversing

the proverb, what is "pjison" to some is "meat" or "health"
to others. Possibly ; slill I doubt.
Many species belonging to the Dipterous order of insects

are exceedingly fond of sporting in the sunshine, sometimes
singly, sometimes in groups. So is it with those flies especi-

ally belonging to the genus Anthomyia, the tints of which are

considerably varied, though made up o few colours, chiefly

Mack, grey, and a reddish brown. The cause of this is that

the wings and even the bodies of these insects show shifting

lues, according to the direction in which the rays of light fall

upon them. Frequently parties will cluster about the heads
<yf composite and umbelliferous plants, at other times they
rise high in the air, and the horticulturist, who knows how in-

jurious some of the insects are in their preparatory stage of

larva life, is tempted to wish they were not quite so Uvely.

There are several species of these Anthomj-ias which frequent
Cabbages and Cauliflowers. Anthomyia Brassicie also attacks
Turnips, but is not so frequently hurtful to them as to the
plants from which it takes its name.
The unpleasant-looking larva; or maggots of A. Brassicse

have been detected at almost all seasons, but in the colder
weather of winter they become sluggish for a time. During
May and June the species may be detected in aU its stages.

The pupa; are not to be found in the roots, when they are
mature the maggots withdraw from their food and enter the
earth. The maggots, it may be observed, though less in size,

have some resemblance to those of the ordinary meat fly

(M. vomitoria). The colour is yellowish white, there are no
legs, but the head is furnished with two black hooks. The
tail is blunt, and has two brown spiracles and some minute
spines. The effects of the jaws of these little creatures is

soon manifest, even by the external appearance of the roots
;

they become enlarged, and of an unhealthy colour. On pres-

sure, or cutting them open, the interior is discovered to be full

of cavities, within which the larvfe feed ; and, iu fact, the mis-
chief is rarely discovered until the evO has gone too far for

there to be any chance of saving the particular plants. Active
as the flies are also at the time they take their excursions in

the air, the females act very differently when engaged iu their
maternal emploj-ment, and go very stealthily to the work of

oviposition. However, if we cannot find the eggs we can boil

them or the newly-hatched maggots, and no doubt hot water
poured close to the stem would be as efficacious here as it is

iu checking the ravages of the occasionally troublesome grub
of Tipula oleraeea, alias gaffer or daddy-longlegs.

To Cauhflowers the above species of Anthomyia is very
hurtful in some seasons. The eggs have been detected attached
to the stalk just below the ground ; and burrowing in the
fashion already described, the maggots soon bring the plant
into a miserable condition. The very closely-aUied species,

A. radicum, makes Turnips and Radishes its speciality, its

habits being similar, but its times of appearance different.

The flies in this case appear in April, and the evil effects of

the jaws of the larva are most noticeable in the autumn,
whereas A. Brassica shows itself to be more hurtful in the
spring or early summer. The larvse of radicum are not so
unicolorous as those of the other species, having a greenish
stripe along the back. The imago, or perfect fly, resembles
Brassioae, especially in the female. Both species are remark-
able as having long, black, and bristly legs ; in fact, as a friend

of mine observed, " They look like pests, and so they are,"

black-legs, in fact, amongst the flies ; but length of leg, takeu
by itself, cannot certainly be said to be a proof of evxl quali-

ties inherent in the individual, for I have seen some " pre-

datory " bipeds with particularly short legs I

Other Anthomyias have been noticed to affect Cabbage
plants, as, for instance, the species called trimaeulata, but I

have not heard of any instances where this has been so abun-
dant as to be particularly hurtful. The habits of the maggots
of the species vary somewhat, yet they are all careful to keep
themselves out of \iew as much as possible. Curtis, as far

back as 1841, had called at-

tention to the proceedings of

A. Lactucaa, which had for

some years previous destroyed

much of the Lettuce seed in

the eastern counties. The
maggots of this species Hve
in the flower-heads, and
devour the receptacle and
immature seeds.

The name of Coccus is al-

most, though not quite, as

tmpleasing in the ears of the

gardener as that of Aphis
and though mankind ig

greatly indebted to another

species of the first genus for

one of the most brUliaut of colours, stiU this is scarcely an
equivalent for the injuries done by Cocci to the Ohve, the Vine,

and various fruit trees. The Cabbage tribe have a tormentor

of this sort, an account of which first appeared in the old

series of the Transactions of the Entomological Society.

Kirby, in speaking of it, remarks that " In 1836 much injury

was done in the market gardens to the west of London to the

Cauhflowers and other plants of the Cabbage tribe by a species

of Aphis covered with a purple powder, which had not been

before observed by the gardeners." This might suggest to

some the idea that it had been introduced from a foreign

country, like the so-called American bUght. It is more pro-

bable, however, that it had previously been overlooked. By
writers who subsequently studied its habits it received the

name of Aleyrodes proleteUa, or, stUl more unsuitable, the

Cabbage powder-winged moth, it having no claim at aU to the

latter name, as it plainly belongs to the Hemipterous order,

and is, properly speaking, a Coccus. The females of this

species settle down in a very insidious way upon the Cabbage

leaves during June and July. " When about to lay their eggs,"

Anthomyia Lactucfe.
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Bays one, " they rem.ain quite quiet on a leaf for several days,

and after they have left the spot on -n-hich they have rested, a

small space covered with whitish powder is observable, round
which are irregularly deposited from ten to fifteen eggs." It

is, however, the custom of the female in many other species

of Coccus to die upon her eggs, and form with her dried car-

ease a sort of protective shield for the young progeny. In

this case the shelter is less needed by the larva;, which almost

immediately after they are hatched spread themselves about

the leaf. Sometimes the parent Coccus is to be detected near

her brood, but her presence does not seem necessary for their

welfare. The young larvfe are almost colourless, and very

sluggish in their movements, performing their work of destruc-

tion by means of a rostrum or beak, thi'ough which they suck

up the juices of the plants. They have six legs, and as they
increase in size are not easily to be tlistinguished from the

same insect in its pupal state. The females also have a scaly

appearance. The males, which have the thorax and abdomen
variegated with yellow and black, have four \\ings, which are

distinctly seen, the upper pair being the larger ; all are covered

with a mealy substance, and in repose bent over in a sort of

roof. It has been calculated that one female can produce
200,000 descendants, this being on the supposition that a

month suffices for these Cocci to pass through all their changes ;

but though they can withstand the cold of winter, and may
be found then in a condition of tolerable activity, their multi-

pUcation is retarded at that time. I have not as yet had an
opportnnity of counting the number of eggs deposited by the

females, but I am inclined to suppose that it is much larger

than the estimate quoted. The radical remedy for this enemy
of the kitchen garden is the immediate burning of all infected

leaves. S^'ringing and smoking the plants have their advocates,

and no doubt some of the modern compounds sold for the

destruction of Aphides are not at all agreeable to the Cocci.

Amongst other insect enemies which keep them in check, they
are persecuted by a Cynips, and also they are preyed upon by a

small Acarus.—J. R. S. C.

HYACINTH CULTUEE.
I THISK the following may be of service to amateurs like

myself. I purchased a good many bulbs at Messrs. Stevens's,

and I had some of them planted in pots and plunged in a
frame in the usual way. When they had made plenty of roots

they were taken into the hothoiise, but as I had more than I

wanted I put the others, without pots, in the hothouse in the
cocoa-nut fibre in which I always keep my Ferns plunged in

pots during the winter, taking care to cover each bulb with the
fibre. After about three weeing they all shot through and
showed strong flower-buds, t have now taken them up and
planted them in fibre in china bowls for the drawing-room,
six or seven in each, and they expand their blossoms beauti-

fully, not suffering in the least from the removal. To show how
they will stand pulling-about, I two days since took out of the
bowl one plant in full flower, placed it in a separate pot, and
it has not even flagged. I attribute this to the lightness of the
fibre, which prevents the rootlets being broken in moving. I

should add tliat the bulbs grown in this way.are at least three
weeks earUer in floweiing than those planted and plunged in
the usual way.—M. F. W.

ESTIMATE OF STEAWBERBY MEEITS.
TouE correspondent "T. G." (see page 9), desires the ex-

periences of intelligent StrawbeiTy cultivators ; it would be
presumption of me to class myself as such, but as I have paid
considerable attention to, and taken the advice so often given in
the Journal, I wOl communicate what I know on the subject.

It would save much dispute and disappointment if nurseiy-
men were more careful in sending out varieties true to name.

• Some years ago I had occasion to add six new varieties, and of
these only one was correct ; and only two years since, wishing
to tiy Garibaldi, I obtained a few plants from a nurservman
near me, but they all proved to be Vicomtesse Hericart de
Thuiy. After a while he assured me that both varieties were
synonymous, and yet this nurseryman sells both vai-ieties ! Such
conduct I consider reprehensible, I regret to say that from
being thus misled I stated in the Journal that" Vicomtesse
Hericart de Thury and Garibaldi were the same. To satisfy
myself I obtained plants from a source fi-om which the varieties
ought to be suppUed true, and I can afHrm that Garibaldi is a
distinct variety, but I must wait uatil July before I can report

on its good qualities. Nor is it with one person alone that
these mistakes are common, because I have what ought to be
one kind from eight different sources, and no two of these
Strawberries are alike or true to name ; in fact, I can only de-

pend on getting them true by applying to the raiser, to market
gardeners, or to amateurs.

I find that success in the cultivation of the Strawberry
greatly depends on the manner in which the plants are treated

when young. Strawberries ought to be planted immediately
when lifted, and at such a time and in such a manner that in-

twenty-four hours afterwards none could discover they had.

been transplanted. No after-treatment will make up for th&
careless way in which Strawberries are too often managed at

Ufting time and subsequently, as exemplified in leaving the
plants exposed so that the rootlets are di"ied-up, packing many
together and covering Ughtly with soU, and often covering the
crowns as much as if they were intended for a salad. Such
practices are sure to result in disappointment. Owing to some
of these causes I have never been able to prove a Strawberry
obtained from a distance before the third year, but plants;

under my own management I can to a certainty prove in a.

year from planting. Some varieties, no doubt, are hardier than
others, but that there can be such a difference in some kinds-

owing to soil, I hardly believe. I have frequently noticed a.

great defect in a plantation, while the same kind on the same
soil but differently treated at planting was luxuriant. I recom-
mend liberal manuring, keeping the soil firm, removing,
runners often, and taking particular care not to aUow any
3-ouug plant to establish itself near the old plant. The pre-
sence of such plants, and of the centipedes so destructive to
some varieties of Strawberries, particularly in dry seasons,
are perhaps more general causes of failure than the soil. Also-

encourage the production of fresh rootlets by adding well de-
cayed manure in a very narrow trench between the rows, as
recently advised in these columns. Those who pursue a coiurse

like this will find that many varieties wUl succeed well wher&
they previously failed.

I cultivate upwai'ds of sixty varieties, and except where one
variety surxiasses another in productiveness they seem to grovr
much alike. The soil is light.—A Lanabeshibe Bee-keepek.

GOOD VAEIETIES OF PEAS.
I SENT) you a list of varieties which I have found sueoeei

well here. They are exposed to all winds from the west and
north-west, the situation is high, and the subsoil is clay. Ring-
leader comes in first, Laxton's Prolific following about tea
days later if sown at the same time. This is a first-rate Pea,
and it is extraordinarily productive ; neither Ts-ind nor wet
injured it last year, and we had plenty of both. I think this

variety ought to be more generally grown, it is far better than
Supreme. Yorkshire Hero is very good. Prince of Wales was
the best Uked at table both in summer and autumn ; for flavour

I question if it can be surpassed. Veitch's Perfection holds its

own. I cannot do without sticks as I find I can obtain a great

many more pods with sticks than without them. Here tall-

growing sorts are unmanageable owing to the exposed situation.

—H. K., SlmchceU.

ICE-STOEING.—No. 1.

Ice being now as much a necessity as a luxury, it is not re-

markable that extravagant means are frequently adopted to
secure a supply of it for the many domestic purposes both of
summer and autumn. By digging a pit in the ground, not
coolness is sought but freedom from the variable influence of
the atmosphere, and uniformity of temperature around the
ice. This plan, however, is not, I think, the best that can b&
devised, and I shall accordingly proceed to descril)e the one
which might advantageously be substituted for it.

The essentials of keeping ice seem to me to be—1st, A per-

fectly dry site ; 2nd, Dryness and non-conducting power in
the surrounding substance ; 3rd, Exclusion of ail-. The first

will be secured by the perfect drainage of the gi-ound fonning-

the site, which should command a good fall and outlet for

drains, as the top of a hill rather than a hollow.

Now, I propose to make the ice house a decent building

;

there is no need, therefore, to bury it iu an out-of-the-way

place, but a naturally dry site may be chosen in a conuuaudinp
position, where it will either be visible at a distance, or afford a
prospect, or combine both. It may be fully exposed to the sun

instead of being in a shaded spot, sunk to the depth of G feet
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or less, but, if the drainage cannot be made very efficient, not sunk
atall,ma<le in the form a parallelogram with the ends running
north and south, and the entrance at the north end. If an es-

cayatiou be made it should be 36 feet long, 22 feet wide, 7 feet

deep at the south end, and 5 feet at the north, the sides being

1 foot lower than the centre, so that the excavation falls 2 feet

from north to south, and 1 foot from centre to sides. If no
excavation be made, then mereh' take out the soil to make a

firm bottom, giving the inclines above named

—

i.e., from the
north to the south end 2 feet, and from the centre to the sides

1 foot.

Fifi. 1 is the ground plan of such a structure ; a is the ice

house within which the ground has been excavated to a firm
bottom. The drain b is brought to a small cesspool within the
ice house, which must be covered with a stone into which is let

a 9-inch ordinary stench-trap. The stone should have a dish
from the sides to the trap of -1 inches, and channels cut for drains
to deliver water on the trap, so that the water from the melting
ice may always pass it before going to the drain b. c. The trap,

will require a stone 2 feet square and 8 or 9 inches thick, and
should have a dish of 4 inches, and channels made for drains
that are to convey the water of the melting ice. The stone to

cover the cesspool need not be more than 1 foot square and deep
in side measurement, and should be surrounded by bricks laid

in cement. It should be laid on the cessj^ool in a bed of cement,
and when set should rise 3 inches above the level of the excava-
tion. The trap being in the centre of the house or midway at

one end, itfollow.=i that it would, were we not to lower the ex-
cavation, be 1 foot higher than the side drains d, d ; let the
excavation, therefore, be made 1.5 inches deeper at that point,

and slope to that depth, beginning 6 feet from the trap in

the interior and falling to the trap evenl}'. In this case the
side di-ains will have 3 inches fall from the sides to the trap.

Let the floor be formed of bricks, beginning with a brick-ou-
•edge all round, and next to this 3-inch drain tiles, which should
he laid about 1 inch in the ground, or so that they are level

with the bricks on the other side laid on the flat. The whole
of the space within the drains should be laid with bricks on
the flat, and when this is done a floor should be made sloping
from the centre to the sides, and from the interior to the trap,

having the bricks level with the drain tiles and trap. Into this

wUl fall all water originating within the house, and thence into

the main drain b. The side drain will come to the trap by the
channels made in the stone. The floor should now be run with
cement, remo^•iug the drain tUes and putting a board to keep
the bricks in the proper position until the process is complete
.and the cement set, then the tUes should be relaid, and those
•on the trap should be run in cement and out so as to suit

the stone. When this is done no water can escape but to

the sides, and thence away by the drains, but as bricks are

porous it is well to brush the floor thrice over with cement
brought to the consistency of paint. After this is thoroughly
set place bricks on the flat, each brick isolated, with 3 inches
between each course, and the same between the ends, which will

leave spaces of 3 inches between each course, both lengthwise
and crosswise. The Ught spaces are the isolated bricks on the
flat, and the shaded pai'ts the spaces. These bricks should be
laid in cement, and be bevel-pointed round to keep them firm.

These bricks will keep the ice off the floor, and will allow the
water to run off.

e, e, e Are 9-inch walls, which should have foundations
ielow the floor of the ice house, and a coui'se below asphalted,

I

.and one above the asphalted course laid in cement. Along the
spaces/,/", a drain should be laid, and join the drain b where
that crosses the spaces. Outside the spaces is h, another drain,
that is intended to keep away all water from the enclosed space,
and is the only drain, except b, that is to be below the excava-
tions. It should have a syjihon just clear of the house to

keep back any air that may find its way up b, and keep it from
the di'ains in the spaces/',/, which should have syphons at their

junction with b. i, i Is an area wliich wOl reqirire a wall, J, J,
all round to keep up the soil—4i inches thick if an excava-
tion be made not more than 2 feet, and 9 inches thick if one
deeper than 2 feet, k, k, k, k Are 6-inch ii-on pipes that have
one end opening in the space / at the bottom, and the other
brought to the external air, and should there be provided with
a screw valve that is driven on an iudiarubber washer, and so

as to exclude air or admit it at will. I, I, 1 Are tongued and
grooved doors made of sound well-seasoned oak or elm. They
should have o.aken frames, with an iudiarubber band all

round, so that there will be httle possibility of air passing.
The fastenings of the doors ought to be brass, as iron corrodes

and gets out of order, m Is a porch having a stone floor or
other hard material that wiU do for breaking ice on when
filling, and as a storage of any straw or straw shutters that
may be required for stopping up the spaces between the doors
J, I, I ; m is also provided with a door in halves. With the ex-
ception of the outer door of the porch the door should neither
be painted nor varnished.

Fig. 2 is section through A B, and shows h, the ice house, o,

9-inch space between the two 9-inch walls. It is provided with
a 12-inch iron pipe,p, with two branches, each 6 inches in dia-

meter, the ends of which are brought to the external air

6 inches clear of all substances, and closed or ojiened at will

with air-proof valves. The pipes at the bottom of the space
are drain tUes, and those immediately above them are those
named in firj. 1, k (they not occurring in the section A B, are
introduced to show their utihty). The space o is, of course,
filled with air, and therefore at the ijeriod when ice forms the
external air will be considerably below freezing-point, whilst
that of the space o will be above it. From the structiure being
6 feet below the surface, it derives considerable heat from it,

and will not be influenced readily by atmospheric changes. In
the memorable winter of 1860-61 the temperatiu'e of the earth
at 1 foot was never lower than 36", that of the atmosphere
falling to 3°. In a space of this kind we shall have a tempe-
rature at midwinter of not less than 43° to 4.5° ; and as the ice

in n will melt according to the temperature of the au' it is sur-
rormded by, and as it must derive its heat i om o, we can by
displacing the air in it, bj' opening the valves of p, let out air

at 43°, and by those of k replace it with that at, it may be,
20°. In any case, at the time of filUng the ice house, n, we
should have in o a temperature below freezing, the parts
surrouniling being thoroughly frozen by the coldness of the
air of 0. Were o earth it would have a temperature of 40° to
43°, and the ice in n would be melted by the air heated by the
higher-temperatui'ed surrounding material, of which the heat
will keep increasing, until in July it will be from 55° to 60°,

afterwards gradually declining to the winter minimum of 43° to
45°. In our case, o, or the air in it, can also be warmed by
the temperature of the surrounding substance : hence arises

the necessity of enclosing it with a non-conductor. I propose,
therefore, that we fiU (/ , j , with very dry sawdust—kiln-dried, if

possible, but not browned very much, and put in hard, it not
beuig possible to make it too tight. The sawdust should be
isolated from the ground at the bottom of q, making over the
drain a half cncle of " culvert " tiles to keep damp from rising

and wetting the sawdust.
Above the ground line it will be seen that our arrangements

as regards the exterior are of wood ; in fact, we construct over
the ice a summer-house, only we fill the interior with ice, and
have seats, r, r, all round outside under cover of the roof;
.s', s is Uned with deal battens, 4 inches by 3 inches, and
covered with half-inch boards doubled ; first one thickness
close, and then the other upon them, so that the last boards
will cover the joints of the first. The sides and roof are done
ahke, and to give a neat appearance the sides may have fixed

on the outside larch poles, sawn iip the midiUo, from which
the bark is removed, and when dry varnished. The seats may
be formed of like material, also the floor ( over open area u.

The supports for the projecting roof are larch poles barked
and varnished, the bases of which are sUghtly elevated on
stones, and doweUed in. The roof should be thatched with
heather, a foot to 18 inches thick, and if this be done neatly
we have a structure anything but unomamental, and invaluable
for shelter from storm or heat, and as a resting-place.

But let us retm-n to the interior. The roof of the ice well

is of bricks disposed as a semicircle, the ends being also

arched to meet the quarter circle of the sides. We do not
place earth against the outer wall of the space, o, but sawdust,
to bear the weight of the bricks composing the semich-cle, the
weight of which tends to cause the upright 9-inch walls to bulge
out. One course below the striking of the arches is some strong

angle kon, 3 inches on each side of the angle, and half an inch
thick, one side of the angle to be placed on the wall, and
covered with a row of headers, and the other side close on the

face of the course of bricks on which it is laid. At every 3 feet

along the angle iron, and on its exposed face, should be made a

hole for an inch bolt, whose outer end must have a 2-inch soUd
socket, for which a li-inch wrought pipe is prepared to

screw on 2 inches. We have in building to put in clamps or

straps of 3 inches by half an inch bar iron, with an inch hole

3 inches from the upper end, and the lower to pass through
the wall at a foot above the foundation, and to turn up 3 inches
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in the space o. We jjut strajis iu, of course, as the 'wall is

buUt, and wheu the angle iron is jjut on we introduce the bolts

through the holes in the straps, .ind also through the angle

ii-on, securing them with nuts. The head of the bolt being

screwed 2 inches, a IJ-inch socket pipe is screwed on, and its

other end let into a stone, v, that must be on hard ground,

which, if not naturally so, must bo rammed until it is like

iron. These provisions must be made on both sides, and
at both ends, so far as doorways wUl admit. To keep the in-

ternal arch firm we place every alternate brick in the course of

the outer arch wall on which the angle u-on is placed,
through far enough to reach the bricks of the other arch. The

Fig. 1.— SctL'e E feet to 1 inch.

outside of the last arch, or that face next the sawdust, fhould
|

thoroughly filled, and wUl preserve it for a long time, fhougb

be plastered with cement, and the internal one also, but insiile. in order to effect this the doors must be closed, and the spaces

The house as described will hold 17'2 cubic yards of ice when
|
between each stopped tightly up with dry straw or straur

shutters, placing one against the other, when it is as safe for

keeping as if it were hermetically sealed. It is surrounded
with air at a temperature as low as that of the ice, and can
derive no heat except through the 2-feet thickness of sawdust
The valves are to remain closed, for it is necessary that the
air in be kept still, and to open them would only admit air of

a higher temptrature. If, however, after filling the house

with ice, the weather should be mild for a time, and then be

followed by a severe time of frost, it will be judicious to open

the valves, and, displacing the air in o, replace it with that at a

lower temperature. The valves should be closed when a mini-

mum has been secured, and should not be opened again until
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the return of frost the followiug autumn, when air at a tem-
jjerature below freezing should be admitted.

Nothing is so detrimental to ice-keeping as constantly

opening the doors. It should only be occasioned by necessity,

and the doors should be closed after the person visiting the
ice chamber, so that as little as possible of the outer air may
be allowed to enter, and in coming out the like care should be
bestowed on closing the door.—G. Abbey.

CAEYOTA EXCELSA.
The subject of our present illustration is a member of

perhaps the most distinct genus belonging to the natural

order Palmacea?, inasmuch as it is the only genus which has
bipinnate, or, iu other words, branching leaves. There are

other genera, such as

Wallichia and Mai'-

tiuezia, which may
be mistaken for Cary-

ota when the plants

are in a young state,

but as they increase

iu size it is utterly

impossible to cou-

foimd them with
any other family ; for

while the leaflets of

Palms as a rule are

long and narrow, ta-

pering upwards and
becoming narrowest

at the apes, thos» of

Caryota, on the con-

trary, are very broad
at the ends, present

the ajjpearanee of

having been bitten

off, and taper down-
wards towards the

base. All the species

of Caryota are na-

tives of India or the

islands of the Indian
seas, and some of

them are of immense
value to the natives,

supplying them with
sugar, sago, toddy,

and many necessa-

ries of life; and the
" kettul " fibre of

commerce is also de-

rived from one or

more species of this

genus.
In a decorative

pouit of view, Cary-
otas are exceedingly
beautiful, especially

if suftncient space can
be afforded them to

develope their beau-
ties, and this is not
so very difficult ; for

although some of the

kiuds become trees

with stately stems 50
or 00 feet in height, q
there are others that

never exceed 18 or 20 feet. In a young state Caryotas ai'e ad
mirably adapted for the decoration of the dinner-table, and
also form beautiful objects distributed throughout the various
apartments during the summer months, but during the winter

open ah- in summer, to assist in giving the pleasure ground a
tropical appearance, but, of course, the jJractical common
sense of the gardener or amateur must be brought into play,
in selecting a sheltered nook or dell to enable it to withstand

any sudden change of

temperature, which
often, in fact too
often, as we frequent-
ly find to our cost,

occurs with us even
in the most favour-
able seasons.

This plant, of which
we have now the op-
portunity of giving a
portrait through the
kindness of M. Roths-
child, is one of the
best of the genus for

decorative purposes,
and will amply rejjay

any amount of la-

bour which may be
bestowed upon it. It

will not fail to give

equal satisfaction to

the possessor, whe-
ther grown iu the
drawing-room, or iu

the stove, or used in

the open ail' ; in all

of these situations it

will produce a gi'and

tropical effect, which
is always so highly
apjireciated by lovers

of the beautiful in
Nature who live in
temperate climes.

As a compost for

Caryotas, I use good
rich loam and leaf

mould in about equal
parts, with the ad-
dition of a little sharp
river sand. The pots
should be well drain-

ed, and during the
summer a liberal sup-

ply of water should
be given. If the
plants are kept in the
stove during the win-
ter, still continue to

supply them freely

with water, but this

excelfft,
must be given more
carefully if the plants

are kept iu a low temperature. As a rule Caiyotas are not
easily projiagated except by seeds, but they occasionally send
up suckers from the base, which should be removed as soon
as large enough, potted in some sandy loam, in as small-sized

I should scarcely advise them to be kept in rooms unless these I pots as possible, and plunged in a gentle bottom heat until

are slightly heated. When larger they may be plunged iu the I well established.

—

Expekto Ckede.

GEOS COLMAN GEAPE.
Havi^jg seen at page 102 a few notes by Mr. Rivers on this

Grape, I wish to state that for the last twelve years I have
had ample opportunities of testing its qualities, and I have
come to the conclusion that there are few varieties to equal it,

not to say surpass it, as a fine late-keeping Grape of excellent

liavour. The Vine is of a vigoroits strong habit, and a free

bearer, both on its own roots and grafted on the Black Ham-
burgh.
The chief point in the treatment of- this variety is to have

the fruit ripened early, and in planthig I would place it next to

the Muscat of Alexandria, then after the Gros C'olmau I would
have Alicante. Gros Colman wiU compare favourably even with
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Lady Downo's for keepkig, and iu flavour is snperior. It miX
also colour well eveu without fire heat, which is auother jjoint in

its favour. I have had it planted in a cool house, but there it

is not so much at home, still even iu such a house it will do
better than many other kinds. The fi-uit, like that of the

Alicante and Lady Downe's, requues to hang, as Mr. Rivers

describes, till fully ripe.

Those about planting a vinery for a supply of late Grapes
win find the Gros Colman, Madresfield Court, Alicante, Lady
Downe"s, and Muscat of AlesantMa the best varieties for the

piu-pose. A few other Grapes hang well, but I question if

there are five to equal these, wliich ai'e sure croppers, large in

bunch, fine in beiTy, good keepers, and, above all, of strong
constitution.

—

Stephen Castle.

BLUE-FLOWEBED HYDRANGEAS.
As we were on a Ti.sit to .Jersey in company with oui' col-

league and fellow-worker. Dr. Eug. Fouruier, we saw some
fine blue Hydrangeas iu the teiTaced gardens of the Hotel
Royal, the coloirr of which was a beautiful ultramarine, and
distributed in a wonderfully even manner. We noticed that

there were some rose-colom-ed heads among the blue ones, but

these were upon much less vigorous subjects. As the blue

colouring was alwaj's in dii'ect proportion to the strength of

the plant, one reasonably comes to the conclusion that the

substance which imparts the colom' acts at the same time as

manure upon the soU, that rose is the colour peculiar to the

Hydrangea in a low state, whilst blue would be that of it iu a

natural or overfed one. The blue colour of Hydrangeas arises

from the mixture of certain matters with the soil, and it is upon
this practice that the following remarks bear.

In 18.57 Mr. Luscombe showed some splendid blue Hydrangeas,
which had been growu beneath a group of Fu's in the soil

formed by their decayed leaves, and by so doing threw open a

new field for inqutrv', as it had hitherto been thought that

blue Hydrangeas could only be j^roduced by means of the

following substances, and eveu then in different degrees :

—

Lime water, chalybeate water, common red sand, Norwood
loam, water in which red-hot iron had been plunged, solution

of alum, and iron filings.

To the presence of iron in solution, of lime, and of alvmi,

the action of the above-named materials was thought to be
due. Professor Solly, however, proved on trial that lime, alum,
or u'on, made more soluble by means of hydrochloric acid, or

less so by carbonate of soda, were of but little use for colour-

ing plants of the Hydrangea genus ; whilst Mr. Fortune, who
was unable to obtain blue Hydrangeas by the employment of

pure iron, did so by means of alum diluted in water. Now,
neither in peat earth nor leaf moiild is there any alum to be
found. The only explanation of the effect of these soils is

that the tannin which they contain is acted upon by the
peroxide of iron in the tissues of the plant. The experiment
which Dr. Lindley formerly advised can be made by supplying
the plants first with water impregnated with peroxide of ii'on,

and then with a weak mfusion of tannin.
This, however, is only one side of the case. In 1861 another

EugUshman brought out the idea that Hydrangeas, so long as

they were grown in virgin soil, could be had blue in all sorts of

eai-th. He tried various ways of giowiug them, and whether
it was in an ordinary garden soU or a new and turfy one, the
upshot was always the same during five years. Moreover, a

plant wilh rose-coloured flowers and placed iu common garden
soil, no sooner had reached with its roots the virgin soU which
lay midemeath, than it began to produce blue corymbs. On
the other hand, it is well known that Hydrangeas take on a
deep blue colour' in granitic, schistose, mica-schistose, and
other soils of an igneous origin.

Thus the matter lay, and some new trials of M. A. Gris had
thrown but little light upon it, when M. Eug. Founiier set

himself to work out some essays iu consequence of a dispute
which had arisen on this subject at a meethig of the Botanical
Society of France. He watered some rose-coloured varieties

of Hydrangeas daily, and with equal quantities of the following
solutions, beginning on the 1st of May.

1. 20 gi-ammes of amiuouiacal altuu to a litre of distiJleil water (175.3 gi-pins
to an imperial pint).

2. 20 ;ji-ammes of sulphate of ii-on to a litre. SuKgestcii by Dr. Boisduvol.
.". 20 ^Tammes of carbonate of coppei-. Suggested by M. CrocLord.
4. Ajunionia, quantity not determined.

On the loth of Jime, those plants to which ammonia and
carbonate of copper had been conveyed by means of water,

perished ; those treated with sulphate of iron showed decent

strength and rosy sepals ; whilst those to which the am-
moniacal solution of alum had been applied bore a luxmiaut
growth and large flowers of a violet blue. Of the other experi-

ments made by M. E. Fournier we can speak no further here,

but they all tend to show that if iron colom- Hydi-angeas blue

under certain conditions, it also possesses the power of pro-

moting growth like ammoniacal alum. The true cause, there-

fore, of the blue coloiu' of Hydrangeas is an excessive growth
artificially obtained.

—

[L'llliistrtition Horlicole.)

THE GLASTONBURY PEAR.
A FEW more words may strengthen yoiu' opinion, and then

I shall have no more to say, I hope, on the Glastonbiu-y Pear
until the autumn, when the question ought to be finally

settled.

There can be no mistake about the three shoots I sent you

—

they are one sort—my letter, which was posted the same day,

firUy explained how they were growii. The balance of opinion

points to its being Brown Beurre. On referring to Mr. Scott's

descriptive catalogue to the " BeuiTe, Brown " Pear, every re-

mark there equally applies to the Glastoubuiy Pear- ; and had
I known Beurre du Eoi and Beurre Rouge were the same
variety under different names, I should never have troubled

you with this discussion.

Many year's ago Mr. Chapman told me he had seen his Pear
figured iu an old work with only one name, Beuri'c du Roi,

and to this day he calls it by that name. You may well ask,

Why did I not mention this before, or iu 1865 ? I had for-

gotten all about it, and it was the reference to Scott's catalogue

that recalled it. I have seen the work ; it is Batty Langley's
" Pomona." Batty Langley was an advanced gai'dener. He
recommends the Quince stock for Pears, Paradise for Apples,

root-pruning, and many other practices which I thought
modern. On looking over many of my trees, I find on the

wall all the shoots are mahogany-coloured and slightly freckled,

the smaller shoots on pyramids slightly coloured red and more
freckled. If we had had a warm summer to ripen the wood
on standards, the wood would have been mahogany-coloured.—John' Albert Pokch.

SERICOGEAPHIS GHIESBREGHTIANA.
This is a plant more easily managed than its name, and may

be growu in a greenhouse. I raised a cutting two years ago in

a sunny window, and kept it in a very poor greenhouse after

near the window, but the early frost of October, 1870, made it

drop its flowers. Tliis year, as soon as I saw flower-buds, I

removed it to the middle of the greenhouse, and about a month
ago I brought it into a sitting-room. It is now in full flower,

being 4 feet high, and each branch with four sets of flowers

springing from the base of each remarkably handsome leaf,

with which its bright scarlet flowers form a fine contrast. No
doubt it could be better grown with a little more heat, but to

lovers of flowers, especially in winter, it would form a pretty
addition to a greenhouse.

—

Makt, Drvoit.

DEATH OF ME. WILLIAM EAYNER.
It is our painful duty to have to record the death of Mr. WilUam

Rayner, surgeon, on the 26tli of January, in the 71st year of

his age. Mr. Rayner was a native of Uxbridge, and resided
the whole of his lifetime iu the town, where he gained a high
reputation in his profession, and the respect of a large code of

friends, by his rare intellectual talents and active zeal iu every
work he considered calculated to promote the interests of the
town and its inhabitants. The study of his profession, to

vjiich he was devotedly attached, was the chief business of his

life. He was a frequent contributor to the I.iiiicft and other

medical works ; his leisure hours were given to the study of

natural history, omithologj-, entomology, and botany. On these

subjects he furnished a series of papers, which were published iu

the " Cott.^geGaedexek," and which possessed great merit from
the popular style in which they were written. Some years ago
he prepared a scries of lectures on his favourite subjects, which
he deUvered iu Uxbridge, Windsor, Staines, and other towns;
these lectures were highly attractive, interesting, and full of

useful information ; they were profusely illustrated with dia-

grams and drawings, in the preparation of which a great

amount of labom', skill, and time must have been bestowed, in

which he was greatly assisted by his talented daughters. He
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took great interest in the literai-y sooietios of the towu, and
none ever flourished so well as ^Yhen he was secretary, some
years ago.

—

[U.cbridt/e Marvel.)

A SO.TOUKN IN THE HIGHLANDS OF SCOTLAND.
{Continuedfrom page !>9.)

The fifth day we intended to make a day of comparative
rest, being somewhat tired by our Malgurdie excursion the day
before. We sauntered about and made ourselves better ac-

quainted with ICilliu and its surroundings. " Killin " says Dr.

McCuUoch " is the most extraordinary collection of extra-

ordinary scenery in Scotland, unlike everything else in the

country, and perhaps on earth, and is a perfect picture gallery

in itself, since you cannot move 3 yards without meeting a
new landscape." This is a somewhat overdrawn statement,
but true to a certain extent.

There is certainly a great variety of scenery ; even the two
rivers are different in chai'acter. The Loehart comes into the

t3wu dashing over rojks, a noisy and boisterous stream ; the
Loehay silently flows on, and both are wedded together in the
jilacid Loch. Tlie Loehart, as it enters the town, divides into

two streams with an island between them ; this island is covered
with large Scotch Firs, and, we understood, was the burial-

place of the MacNabs, but it is a long time (seventy years)

since a funeral took place there. The island wore a gloomy
and weird aspect.

We were recommended by a friend to caU upon Duncan
McKye, who sometimes goes out with plant-collectors, and
who acted as guide to Professor Balfour and his Edinburgh
botanic pupils on the last visit, a few months before we
were there. We had a long chat with McKye, who finally

accompanied us to the margin of the Loch. We passed the
buriiU ground of the Breadalbaue familj' ; it contains the ruins

of an old castle, and a handsome mausoleum, in which the
late Marquis was laid about two years ago. We saw some
magnilicent trees, and me.asured one Silver Fh', 11 feet in cu'-

cumference, at 4 feet from the ground. We met with thou-
sands of Asplenium Trichomanes, but looked in vain for varie-

ties. We, however, bap;ged a good form of Asplenium Adiantum-
nigrum, and some line foliaceous Lichens. AVe afterwards
went some distance on the Ben Lawers road, and found Cysto-
pteris deutata andfragihs, also Asplenium Adiautum-uigrum in

abundance. We followed a stream up the mountain for about
10,11(10 feet, but found few plants of much interest. We re-

turiii il to KUhu about eight o'clock.

Tlio morning of the sixth day was gloriously fine, and the
mountain summits stood out in bold relief against the sky ; even
Ben Lawers, the monarcli of them all, greeted us bareheaded.
Everybody said it would be fine,' and we were so confident

ourselves that we did not deem it necessary to consult the
oracular fat l.ady, who had proved so true a prophetess a few
days before. As we calculated on making good bags, we engaged
Duncan McKye to accompany us. We ascended the moun-
tain (Craig Curich) from the Loehay valley, a much longer but
a somewhat easier route. We climbed the steep vigorously,

then over miles and miles of heather, and at length reached
the rocks, and our sport began. The following ai'e a few of

the many specimens which we saw and gathered ; Saxifraga
aizoides, everywhere; S. steUaris, sparingly; S. hypnoides, not
jilentiful; also a form of it, very like S. platypetala, which
we could not determine without inflorescence, and S. oppositi-

foUa, very abundant]}' ; on reaching the cliffs our excitement
was intense. The Saxifraga nivalis was somewhat plentiful.

To gather this child of the everlasting snow—for it is seldom
found much below the perpetual snow-line—is a botanical

aeliievement of no mean order ; we had gathered it once before,

near the summit of Snowdon about 1855, and its appearance
here awakened in us a flood of pleasing recollections. Festuea
vivipara was everywhere dangling its long viviparous panicles

from the rock ; Thalictrura alpinum, plentiful ; Lycopodium
nli)inmn, Selago, and selagiuoides were also there, Ukewise the
rare Dryas octopetala, -\rbutus Uva-ursi, and the two little

arctic Willows, Salix herbacea and reticulata. Mr. Mitchell's

daring exploits in climbuig were rewarded by three plants of

the rare Woodsia ilvensis ; this was a botanical triumph of the

highest order, and we rejoiced greatly at it, as we considered

it the best rind of the day. Professor Biilfour and his thuty
botanical pujiils had gathered a solitary plant on these chffs

some months before; lIcKye pointed out the exact spot where
the professor had his find. Wo saw many other rare plants,

which we cannot stop here to notice. Our main object was to

secure a goodly quantity of the rare Polystichum Lonchitis

;

this we succeeded in doing, and quitted the cliffs with full bags.

We lingered so long on these alpine cliffs that it was dark
when we got down to the wooded part of tlie mountain ; bat

under the guidance of Duncan we finally found the road ; and
reached our quarters about nine o'clock, much fatigued but

highly deUghted with the successes of the day.

The morning of the seventh day was verj' fine ; we had asked

McKye the day before if he knew the exact spot where the

Cystopteris montaua was found ; he said it was over the

shoulder of Malgurdie, in Glenlyon. Mr. Mitchell, full of

botanical ardour, resolved to go to the habitat, provided

McKye would go with him ; to this Duncan agreed, and they

st:u-tod at an early hour in the morning. AVe accompanied
Mr. Mitchell and McKye as far as the bridge over the Loehay,
for the purpose of gathering the Lastrea spiuulosa, which we
had found on our first ascent of Craig Cmich. After gather-

ing a Buificieut quantity we took a walk up to the bridge over

the Loehart, which affords one of the finest views in Scotland.

We rambled down a lane parallel with the river, and soon

found the rai-e Cystopteris fureaus. " We would wager," said

we to ourselves, " that this is the verj' habitat in which

Mr. H. S. found the plant this summer." We have since

ascertained that this was the fact. Just think of our being

told that a Uttle plant, not more than 2 inches high, had been

found in Scotland without any indication where, and our going

and finding the identical habitat ! This was a piece of good

luck, which no one could possibly have thought would occur.

We went along the road parallel with the Loch for some
miles, and then along the margin of the Loch to see what

aquatic plants there were in its waters, but we saw nothing

except a few lacustrine Sedges of no special interest.

We then ascended some of the hills south of KiUhi, examined

thousands of Lastrea montana, but found no vai-ieties, and

returned to the town in the evening. Mr. Mitchell and McKye
came back about ten o'clock. They liad found some plants of

the rare Cystopteris montana in Glenlyon, but were very

much fatigued with the long and rough jom-ney. We soon

got tea, and then to bed.

—

{Extracted from Mr. Ston-itieliVi

notes read before the Todmorden Botanical Societij.)

(To be coutinueiS.)

ICE-STORING.
In reference to "E. F.'s" communication to you on ice-

storing in the Journal of December 14th, page 469, I find, or

at least I think, with respect to stacking, that " E. F." writes

so as to mislead or discourage those who, lilce myself, may
not have the good fortune to be provided with an ice house.

Havuig had a good number of years' experience in storing ice,

both in houses built for the purpose and in stacking, my own
experience in this simple matter in the latter case may not be

out of place. I wUl, therefore, give it for the benefit of begin-

ners who may not be better provided for, and those who might

wish to enjoy the luxury of iced wines and dishes—to say

nothing of tlie pleasure afforded in giving a piece of ice to

assist in alleviating the sufferings of a fellow creature when
laid on a sick bed.

Our mode of proceeding is one that has been carried out for

a considerable number of years, and is attended with the very

best results. After getting the ice m proper working order,

and the weather continuing frosty, we begin to take it off the

pond and cart it home to the stack, which is built on level

ground, but has the advantage of being shaded by trees and

bushes from the strong sunshine. We begin the stack by empty-

ing the carts on its foundation ; after which there are plenty

of hands ready to begin pounding the ice with light wooden

mallets sufficiently small to pack all large pieces firmly, thereby

excludmg from the interior of the stack as much air as possible

;

this should rather be a little over than under done. I retain

the people on the stack pounding away till the whole is finished,

and as the ice draws towards a point, one or two drop off as

the room for working becomes less, and begin breaking the lee

at the bottom before thro-vving it up to those who remain. As

the work proceeds we now and then throw a quantity of water

over aU, so as quicklv to congeal the whole uito a sohd mass.

We stack m this way from 100 to 110 cartloads every year,

and it keeps perfectly well over twelve months, sometimes for a

longer period, and we have to open the stack nearly every day

during summer.
Before coveriug-up, ii the weather will allow us, we leave the
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stack exposed at least twenty-four hours to the frost ; if other-

wise, we cover it at once. For covorinpf wc use ilry wheat straw,

than wliich I consider nothing is hotter ; covering not to the

depth of 18 or 24 inches, however, but to 48 at least, and
all put on at once. We leave no au'-pipe through it, and we
have no trouble in consequence of its heating or fermenting.

We leave the whole in a conical shape, neatly strapped down to

carry off the rain. This may be thought a waste of straw by
some, but I have found no less thiclmess of thatcliiug will

enable us to attain our object. The straw, however, will not
be altogether lost, as a farmer will know well what to do with

it, after it has done duty on the stack, when he has his cattle

in the fold.

I have no faith in having only twenty or thirty cartloads in

a heap, however well protected and stored, or even in a house.
My experience is that it is work in vain. Nor would I advise

collecting a less quautity than a hundred loads for a stack, if

ice is required all the year.

Up to this date (.January 29th) the weather has been so open
that we have been unable to secure our ice for the season.

—

J. Faieweatheb, The Gardens, Balnagown Castle, Itos^-sldre,

N.B.

"LES PROMENADES DE PARIS."
One of the most important of the works carried out by I of Plaiu of Bercy into the Lake of Charenton. In the centre

M. Alphand in the Bois de Viuoennes, was til' traiisf.in nation I nf this plain, in a valley artificially excavated, an immense

Fig. 1.— l;.jtiunla Hud

sheet of water covering 120,000 metres has been formed, and
its two islands, Bercy and ReuUly, are covered with plantations
of large valuable trees, which are of the deciduous aud re-
sinous character, and which have been transplanted by means
of the tree-lifter. There are also numerous clumps of ehi-ubs
and flowers, jetties of easy access to the pleasiu-e boats, two

liutlu— I,,Ic .A Kouillj-.

suspension bridges, a rotunda, and grotto {fig. 1), a cascade,
extensive gi-een swards, pleasing views obtained liy piercing
vast avenues, and numerous gravelled paths—the whole form-
ing a combination of Hght and shade, aud an example of
modern landscape gardening which cannot bd surpassed. Fig. 2
is a view of the lake taken from the rotunda.

THE FUCHSIA.
It IS remarked^ by the elder class of gardeners that the I younger days often contained a greater number of species of

smau and sometusieB ill-constructed greenhouses of their
|

plants than we meet with in the much larger aud more
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pretentious couservatories of the present tlay. At that time

botanical distinctions rather than floricultural on^s were rehed

on, and a Zonixl Geranium was a Geranium and nothing more
;

wliile Heaths, Mesembryauthemum.s, and other genera pre-

sented distinctions o£ a truly permanent charaoter, many of

them of a kind that was easily distinguished at all seasons
;

but fashion of late rears has contented itself in a great measure

with varieties, so the Geranium and other favourite ornaments

of the conservatory have been so divided and subdivided into

sections as of themselves to almost hU the house, to the exclusion

of other and more enduring members of the same half-hardy

fauiilv In other words, the range of cultivation is narrowmg,

and I much regret that the conipUers of schedules for oui' great

shows do not take means to prevent this by. oii'oring prizes for

outside objects. I do not mean by that to confine the observa-

tion to out-door subjects, but for plants and products seldom

met with at shows.

Take, for instance, the Fuchsia. A miter in your number lor

January 25th very creditably put forth a number of names

embracmg the best varieties that are known, with some useful

observations on them ; and although he mentions many names

that are strange to mo, I fear there are none amongst them

that represent the botanical species of Fuchsia, as F. corymbi-

flora, fulgens, microphylla, and similar kinds, which cannot

possibly be mist.akcn for the hybrids on which cultiva ors at

the present day bestow the whole of tluir patronage. If I had

the framing of a schedule I would make it incumbent on the

exhibitor o£ six kinds to have these three ; there would then
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be dissimilarity so far as tliey went, and there are other kinds

as well that might be broupht into use. Perhaps it may be

urged that F. corymbillora make.s a bad Bpeeimeu plant, but

it ma}', nevertheless, be worked into order.

Many years ago I remember seeing one of the finest flower

beds I ever saw, composed entirely of this species, the plants

being 7 or 8 feet, and F. fulgens upwards of 6 feet high, and
equally well loaded with bloom. The old F. microphylla is

rarely met with now, also many other old Fuchsias ; but I do
know of a plant house where a considerable part of the back
wall and some of the roof is covered with that fine variety

F. corallina, which flowers more profusely than any of the newer
kinds. In the same house F. corymbiflora occupies parts of

the rafters, and produces handfuls of its long tubular flowers,

so that I often wonder it is not more frequently met with in

a like position.

I hope an attempt will be made by some horticultural

Society to restore these and other old favourites from the
neglect in which they will otherwise soon be buried ; those old

enough to remember the flourish of trumpets with which these
two large-leaved Fuchsias were ushered in, cannot but grieve

at the careless way in which they are now treated, while many
plants of much less import have usurped their place. I hope
those having the arrangement of oiu' great horticultural shows
will see to this, and if they can do nothing more in altering theii'

schedules, they might add as a condition to the prize for six,

eight, or more Fuchsias, that botanical distinctions ajid great

dissimilarity will be indispensable in order to insure greater

variety in this family than has lately been the case. Perhaps
Mr. Boothby wUl he good enough to teU us how far this can
be done with advantage.—J. B.

BLACK BESS STKAWBEREY.
TouE correspondent, " J. T., South IValex," makes inquiry

about this Strawberrj'. I think I can tell hi in its history.

Eight years ago, when gardener to the late S. liiekards, Esq.,

Shalimar, Acton, who was a StrawbeiTy lover, he bought from
Messrs. Butler & MeCulloch, of Covent Garden Market, one
dozen small plants, teUiug nie, I think, that the kind was raised

bj- Ml'. Webb, Calcot, Reading. I planted them in a weU-prepared
border, and the foUomng summer I layered all the runners in

small pots. I had about two hundred of them planted out for

fruiting, the rest I potted for late forcing. Those planted out
were truly magnificent, bearing from forty to fifty noble fruit on
each plant. Onmanyoccasionsmy employerhad the small letter-

scale brought on the dinner-table to weigh the Strawberries,

and I have seen them often weigh down an ounce weight and a
shilling. I sent twelve plants for trial to the Royal Horticul-
tural Society's Garden, when the Fruit Committee thought
them identical with Empress Eugenie, an opmion which I never
shared. Some of the first fi-uit are flattened or ridged, but the
general crop is conical, of a particularly attractive colour, sweet,
and refreshing. The potted plants were gromi in front of an
orchard house and did well.—R. Gilbert, Buryhh'ij.

EEVIEW.
The Gift of Life. A Book for the Young. By S.utA Wood.

Author of " Children of Other Lands," &c. London

:

Groombridge & Sons.
The intention of this book—and the intention is realised

—

is to show children that God is " near them here, and with
them now, giving and sustaining Ufe." In a succession of
chapters is shown that Life is evei-j-where ; that it is a great
good ; how it is sustained ; the use of the senses ; the need of
heat, air and light ; the varieties of animal and vegetable life,

and many relative topics. It is a wholesome book, and the
contents ai-e in simple language that a child may understand.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
DuRixG last year 3,351,106 eggs and 852,125 cwts. of Potatoes

were imported into this countiy.

Mr. William Woollev, gai'dener to Sir W. Jackson,
Bart., Claughton Manor, Bukenhead, died on the 2Cth ult.,

aged 54. He was a frequent and successful exhibitor, and was
much esteemed in his situation, wliich he had held for seven-
teen years.

Mk. G. J. Symons, of 02, Camden Square, N., writes to

the Times on the Rainfall of January :

—

" It would be premature to express a decided opinion on the

distribution of the excess which has fallen last month ; but
there seems httle probabUitythat additional returns will modify
the following deductions :—

"1, The faU at all English stations is greater than the
average ; 2, The excess is greater at the southern stations, some
of which have had more than twice the usual amount ; 3, In
Scotland, the southern part has had a slight excess, but in the
north about the usual quantity has fallen ; 4, In Ireland, al-

though at one station the aggregate amount is belgw tUe
average, it has rained almost every day."

ToT.u, Eai>taix Dcni."iO J.isrjnv, 1872.
Depth.
In. Name of Station, County.
21*U0 MorJale Green, Haweswater Westmoreland.
19*25 Easdale Tarn, Gmsmere „
18-01 High Close „
17-50 .... Lougkrittg FeU „
15-75 Measandbecka, Haweswfiter „
11-74 Crohby Kavensworth „
11*32 fehan-ow Bay, Ulls-watcr „
10-70 .... Buckden, Skipton Torkshire.
10-50 .... SwartlilcU, Ullswater -Westmorelamt.
10*30 .... tiarthbibio Montgomcn-.
10-18 .... Bodmin Cornwall.
9-35 .... Okehaiupton, Dartmoor Devon.
8'8S Skiddaw Cumberland.
8-70 .... Uangurig, Llanidloes Montgomery.
7*62 Willerslcy, Matlock Derbyshij-e.'

7-50 Camo llontgomen-.
6*90 Llanwddyn
6*35 .... Dumfries Dumfi-iesshiro.
6*04 Great Slissenden Bucks.
6-83 Lymington Hants.
5-82 .... Holsworthy Devon.
5-53 Deanston Perthshire.
5*15 .... Cessuock Park, Glasgow Lanai-k.
5*12 .... Ballinasloe Galwav.
4*83 The Castle, Taunton Somerset.
4*08 Linton Park Kent.
4*55 .... BickenhiU Vicarage Warwick.
4*50 Merridale Eofld, Wolverhampton Stafford.
4-46 .... Tytherton, Chippenham WUts.
4.25 .... Cambo House, St. Andl-ew's Fife.

3-80 Westtield, Dundee Forfar.
3*46 .... Camden .Square, London Middlesex.
3*45 Monkstown Dublin.
3-34 .... Killingholme, Grimsby Lincoln.
3*10 .... Gainford, Dai-lingtou Durham.
2-89 York Yorkshire.

.

2-78 .... North Shields Noi-thumberUiud.
2-74 ThD Lodge, Sandy Bedfordshho.
2-72 .... Diss Norfolk.
2-63 Portarlington Queen's County.
2*45 .... Nairn Nairn.

WORK FOE THE WEEK.
KITCHEN G.^RDEN.

Sow, on a gentle hotbed for pricking-out, Cuuliflowers, Red
Cahbage, some Early Horn Carrots, and hardy Lettuces. Sow
a pan of Celery, and place it m heat. Make a small sowing of

Early Dwarf York Cabbage on a warm border, and fill up all

vacancies in Cabbage and Colewort beds. The surface should
be constantly stii-red. The ground intended for Onions would
be benefited by a top-di-essing of weU-decomposed rich maum-e,
which should be forked-in. Wlien the soil is in a suitable

state sow a succession of Peas and Beans, and between the
rows of Peas tiy a row of Round Spitiach. Caulijioicers under
frames and hand-glasses should have attention in giving air,

removing decayed matter, stiniug the surface, and placing di-}'

earth or charred refuse amongst the plants. Pot a few of the
strongest in healthy sandy soU for phmting-out. Sow a suc-

cession of Badishes on a sloping bank or border. Let a dozen
roots of Parsley, or more, according to the demand, be potted

immediately and placed in a vinery at work ; when the plants

are well rooted supply them liberally with clear manure w-ater.

Place a few Ashleaf Kidney Potatoes in heat to forward them
for planting out when the soil is in a fit state.

fruit garden.
Proceed -with the pruning and nailing of wall fruit trees

when the weather is favourable, and when it is not so prepare

material for protecting the blossoms. Pmning Vines out of

doors should be at once completed. Cut out old wood from
Raspberries, and cut back canes not wanted for fruiting ; re-

place decayed stakes, and tie the fruiting canes neatly to them.

Dress the groimd with light manure. The thinning and prun-

ing of trees in the orchai'd may stUl he contmued.

flower garden.

A well-kept lawn is one of the most beautiful featm-es in

English pleasure-gi-omids, but on rich soils the coarse Grasses

arc tUtlicult to kctp under ; while on soils natm-ally poor, and
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which have been for some tune under the scythe, mosses are

found to increase so much as to injure the better sorts of lawn
grasses. This is the best time to eradicate tliem, and a shai-p-

toothed iron rake or light drag is the best implement for the

purpose. It should be worked sufficiently to bring up the

moss, which must be cleared oil and the lawn left for some
time, when the operation may be repeated if necessary. Sow.

thickly in March Sheep's Fescue Grass and Crested Dogstail,

and apply a dressing of sifted lime rubbish and fresh soil, or

the latter and hue bone dust. RoU occasionally to keep the

ground firm, and a good sward will soon be obtained. Prepare

giound for Koses, and if it is poor remove as much soil as

possible, and replace it with equal parts of rotten dimg and loam.

Eoses to flower in perfection must have rich soil. Prune
stocks budded last autumn, leaving inches of the shoot above

the place where the bud is inserted ; this portion of shoot will

serve as a support when the buds form young shoots in the

spring. Prepare for planting Eauunculuses, and if any frosts

occur give the bed a turn. There has been so little frost

lately, that exposure of this kind has been impossible. Pre-

pare" the roots for planting by removing all that are small

;

these should be immediately planted by themselves, and as but

few will flower this year, they will gather strength and size for

the next. In arrangement, diversify the colours as much as

possible. Examine carefully the stock of Car-nations and
Picotees, remove every appearance of spot, and if the plants

exhibit symptoms of disease, let them be placed ajiart from
the healthy stock. Tulips, Pinks, and Amiculas will requue
similar treatment to that lately recommended.

GEEENHOrsE AND CONSERVATORY.

The conservatory should now be gay with Camellias, Heaths,

and Epacrises, Hyacinths and other bulbs from the forcing

pits, tree and Neapohtan Violets, Mignonette, Epiphyllum
truncatum. Euphorbia jacquiuiieflora, Lucuha gratissima.

Begonias, and, of com-se. Azaleas, Lilacs, Rhododendrons, and
some of the freer-blooming Chinese and Bourbon Roses. Keep
a mild slightly humid atmosphere of from 40° to 55°, recollect-

ing that the colder the exterior atmosphere is, the less neces-

sity there is for maintainuig a high in-door temperatm'e. In

the mixed greenhouse avoid any approach to a high artificial

temperature. Place neat trellises to the Tropreolums that are

not already fm-uished with such. Attend in good time to the

training, commencing to fmnish the bottom of the trellis

bountifully ; the top will be covered readily enough. The
Kenncdyas, Zichyas, Hardenbergias, and Gompholobiums
should have particular attention in regard to trellises and
training

;
young vigorous plants of Polygala, Muraltia, Pulteniea,

Oxylobium, Dillwjiiia, Eriostemon, Cborozema, Hovea, Les-

chenaultia, Pimelea, and Epacris, iSc, should have all theh'

strong shoots stopped in due time, in order that the plants may
form good specimens. "Where valuable plants are kept, a stock

of the various kinds of loams and peats should always be kept

in readiness for potting. For all potting i)urposes a soft,

sandy, yellow loam is to be preferred. Such should have been

dug "not more than G inches deep, with the turf, and after

havmg been stacked long enough for the grass to decay it may
be considered as fit for use. Silver sand, rotten leaves, and
di-y weU-rotted cow dung, are all necessai-y ingredients in clifier-

ent composts. The best peat for Heaths and hardwooded
plants is that from Wimbledon and Shirley. With these

soils, clean dry pots, crocks of various sizes, and dry moss,

potting will go on without interruption. As it is not good
XJractice to water heavily immediately after potting, see that

the roots are more moist than diy when turned out. This is

more particularly necessary with Heaths and all plants grow-

ing m heath soil. Plants should likewise never be potted and
cut back at the same time, but the heading-back should pre-

cede potting by a sufiicient length of time to enable the plant

to begin a fresh gi'owth.

STOVE.

If mealy bug exists here, even to the slightest extent, never

cease to wage war against it as long as there is the least sign

of the insect to be discovered. Perseverance now in this

respect wiH save weeks of toil and annoyance at a season when
there is less time to attend to them. After all, perhaps, the

shaap eye of a practised workman, with a small brush and
copious syringing with tepid water, is the safest, if not the

most expeditious, means of banishing those pests. Temperature
from 55° to 65°, or lower if the weather is severe.

COLD riis on ekames.

Frost and damp will, doubtless, have reduced the numbers

of some kinds of plants; therefore pots of "stores" which
became well established in autumn—such as Verbenas , Fuchsias

,

Petiuuas, Heliotropes, SaMas, Calceolarias, &c.—should be re-

moved forthwith to some of the houses or pits to enjoy, if pos-

sible, a moderate bottom heat, watering them with liquid

manure. These will quickly furnish an abundance of early

cuttings, which should be slipped off and propagated at once.

—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Wet, and still wet. Even now it is astonishing what good
will be effected by a little surface-stirring of the soil among
Cabbages, Cauliflowers, Lettuces, and other crops, if a few di'y

hours can be obtained for the purpose. All forced vegetables

have been very good.

FRUIT garden.
See previous notices, and let beginners be careful that in

this duU weather Strawberries are not overwatered.

ORNAMENTAL DEPARTMENT.
We swept and rolled the walks to keep them firm on the

surface. We also looked over plants, taking off every decaying
leaf, and made arrangements for putting in numbers of cut-

tmgs.—R. F.

rWe regret that illness prevented our reporter writing more
fully.]

TRADE CATALOGUES EECEIVED.
William Paid, Waltham Cross, London, N.

—

Seed Catalogue,
1872.

Th. Van der Bom, Oudenbosch, Netherlands.

—

Catalogue of
Trees and Shrubs.
James Vick, Rochester, New York.

—

Viek's Illustrated Cata-
logue and Floral Guide.
Robertson it Galloway, 157, Ingram Street, Glasgow, and

Helensbm'gh.

—

Descriptive Seed Catalogue and lAmateur's
Pocket Guide.

Sutton & Sons, Reading.

—

List of New and Choice Seeds
for the Vegetable and Flower Garden.—Select List of Choice
Seed Potatoes.
B. R. Davis, Middle Street, Yeovil.

—

Descriptive Catalogue
of Vegetable, Flower, and Agricultural Seed^, rOc.

S. Dixon & Co., 48a, Moorgate Street, Loudon, E.C.—Select
List of Vegetable and Flower Seeds, ft:c.

Little & Ballantyne, Carlisle.

—

Spring Seed Guide.
Robert Bowie, 22, Maxwell Street, Glasgow. — Descriptive

Catalogue of Vegetable and Flower Seeds, Gladioli, Ac.
Drummoud Brothers, 52, George Street, Edinbui'gh.

—

Cata-
logue of Vegetable and Flower Seeds.—Select List of Glaiiioli,

Hoses, <0c.

Y. Strachan, 4, High Street, Wrexham.

—

Catalogue of Agri-
cultural, Vegetable, and Flower Seeds, Plants, ite.

J. W. Mackey, 40, Westmoreland Street, Dublin.

—

Annual
Descriptive Seed Catalogue and Amateur's Guide.
B. J. Edwards, 222, Strand, and 25, Bishopsgate Street

Within, E.C.

—

Catalogue of Choice Flower and Vegetable Seeds,

Gladioli, ,\:c.

Edmoudson Brothers, 10, Dame Street, Dublin.

—

Spring Cata-
logue of Vegetable and Flower Seeds, tte.

J. Carter, Dmmett, & Beale, 237 and 238, High Holbom, Lon-
don, W.C.

—

Carter's Farmer's Calendar.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*,* We request that no one will write privately to any of the

correspondents of the " Jomual of Horticulture, Cottage

Gai-dcuer, and Country Gentleman." By so doing they

ore subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. All

communications should therefore be addressed solely to

The Editors of the Journal of Horticulture, etc., 171, Fleet

Street, London, E.C.
We also request that correspondents will not mix up on the

same sheet questions relating to Gardening and those on

Poultry and Bee subjects, if they expect to get them
answered promptly and conveniently, but wi'ite them on

separate communications. Also never to send more than

two or three questions at once.

N.B.—Many questions must remain unanswered untU next

week.

Maidenh.uk Fern Browked {Subscriber, DuhUn).—1he fronds you sent

us ave biownod, wc think from the wont of a proper temperature and moistorc,

tlie former being too Imy, and the latter too gieat. Keep up a temperature of

55 to GO' at night, but with the soil moderately moist, but do not syringe

overhead at this season, nor ovcRiator. Eemove all the old fronds down to

the roots, and i-epot early in March.
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danger of the water running over, and there should be a tap or plug to draw
tiff the water wheu cold. The heat may thus be regulated to a nicety. We
should prefer the covering-plate without holes in it. It would be best to put
the cuttings in small pots; you may pack round them cocoa-nut fibre or

clean eand. Such a box will hold eighteen 48-sized pots, and thirty-two

CU-sized pots. A second case would be useful for hai-dening-off the young
plants.

Earth Closets (E. C).—There is no doubt about the desirability of these.

None have surpassed Mr. Moule's. We cannot discuss the subject, so we send
you a pamphlet by to-day's post.

Conifer Seeds (Sestf).—Write to some of the principal seedsmen who
advertise in our columns.

Hactbois Strawberry—Rockery—Magnolia grandiflora {K. A. B.).

—The culture of the Hautbois Strawberry is the same as that of others. The
rvinners should be well rooted, placed in rows 2 feet apart, and at a distance
of 18 inches from plant to plant. We grow it in beds separated by alleys

1 foot wide ; each bed is 4 feet across, and holds tluee rows of plants, the two
outside ones being 9 inches from the edges, and the centre one midway
between them ; the plants are at a distance of 15 inches apart. After fruit-

ing the centre row is token out, and the two others allowed to remain until

the second or third year. We think Royal Hautbois is the best kind- We
know of no book specially devoted to the formation of rockeries. The Mag-
nolia against a south wall will not flower until it becomes strong. One of the
t^ize you name might do so in about three years.

IxoRA Lbaves Spotted (X. E.).—The spot on the leaves is caused by
damp or water on a late growth. It appears as if after syringing water had
rested on the leaves in drops for some time. Cease to syringe. Give more
heat and air in moderate quantity, and the leaves will come ail right. Keep
up a good amount of moisture by evaporation, either by means of a trough or
by sprinkling the floors, or both.

Roses Planting
( W. M. A. W.).—In planting standard Roses the " crown of

the roots " should not be covered more than 3 or 4 inches with soil. Deep
planting is not, however, the cause of yoin- plants going off, but it is due to
the union of the Rose with the stock not being complete, there being some
Roses very liable to go off, especially on the Briar. We do not know of a
remedy. Soapsuds may be given to Roses, but only during the growing
period, and as they hold a considerable amoxmt of soda, should be diluted
with twice the quantity of water when strong. Use liquid manxu-e for the
Roses, and apply the soapsuds between the rows of Cauliflowers, &c.

Rhtjbarb Forcing (Unfortunate).—Rhubarb cannot easily be forced in
the ground in time for th» 1st of January, but it may be done. Cover the
stools with pots or boxes 2 feet 6 inches deep, aud take a trench out on both
sides of the row or rows, about 2 feet wide and deep ; fill this with hot dung,
heaped up a foot around the pots, at the close of November, and then you
ought to have Rhubarb by New Year'i day. The dung should be in a high
state of fermentation, and should retain its heat for a month, being replenished
with fresh as it settles. For early work it is by for the best plan to take up
the roots and place them in a Mushroom house, or any place having a tempe-
rature of 55'" to 60°. Royal Albert is a good kind for early forcing, and ours
in the open ground, under 6 inches of litter, has stalks 6 to 8 inches long,
whilst none of the other sorts have done more than swell at the crowns.

Raising Perennial Phlox (T. 4f.).—We have never experienced much
difliculty in raising perennial Phlox seed, aud shuuld advise you to try again.
Sow the fieed in good sandy loam, in gentle heat; but by all means avoid peat,
as it is apt to cake and get hard, thus seriously affecting the seed.

Potatoes Sprouted (Buck^).—The sprouti of the Early Rose, if less than
an inch long, should not be removed, but tho tubers should be kept in a cool
place safe from frost, and planted with the sprouts on. If the sprouts ore
more than an inch in length, it will be necessary to remove them, when the
tubers will sprout again by planting time. Ours have sprouted about half
an inch, but by keeping them one layer thick on lath shelves, and giving them
plenty of air, we shall retard them untU a month is past, and then plant
them. The best preventive of disease is early planting, so that the Potatoes
may mature before the late summer rains. Lilium anratum's flowering
power does increase yearly. We had bulbs in 1870 with two flowers, which
In 1871 had thirteen flowers, and are now throwing np very strong shoots.
Our " Window Gardening for the Many " will suit you, and may be had free
by post from our office for ^\d. Cyclamen persicum seed is what you will
require to order. If sown now in a hotbed, aud in autumn removed to a
house with a temperature of 45'' to 50° it will flower finely next winter. If

you procure, say, a five-shilling plant of Lapageria rosea, it will in all proba-
bility flower the first year, or, if you raise it from seed, the third year.

Bats Scratching up Red-leaded Peas (F. S.).—Melt some lard and
mix it with oatmeal, so as to form a crumbling paste, and lay it three nights
by their haunts. On the fourth mix some poison with the paste. In the
meanwhile we should mi's some gas tar with ashes, merely impregnating
them with the tar, so as to become crumbly, and sprintle the ashes over the
rows. This will puzzle both them and mice ; but poison is a much more certain

remedy.

Geraniums in Winter {Carolixs).—Select some of the best of the plants
at bedding-out time for this pTU^ose. Pot them into 6-inch if in 4rinch pots
by the close of May. place in a frame, giving plenty of air, and keep all flower-

buds and the points of the shoots closely picked off. From May to the
middle of August they may be stood out-doors in an open sheltered situation

on coal ashes, and early in August pot into 8~inch pots, having been stopped
a fortnight previous. After potting place them in a cold pit or a frame,
giving them abundance of air, and in the third week in September remove
them to a house with a temperature of 45° to 50"^ at night, where they will

flower for some time. The flowers should be picked off up to the beginning
of September. Good sorts for late flowering are Baronne Haussman, Beauty
of Dulwich, Crimson Perfection, Cramoisie Superiem-e, Coleshill, Duke of Edin-
burgh, Sunlight, Mademoiselle Nilsson, Blazer, Cremome, Queen of Nosegays,
and Douglas Pearson.

Name op Fruit {Bi-lton Houjc).—Golden Winter Pearmain.

Names of Plants (C. Bennett).—1, Selaginella cuspidata; 4, S. Blraussiona

;

2, Pteris semilata; 3, P. cretica albo-lineata; 5, PT argyxiea; 6, Ailiautmn
hispidulum. {Surrey). — Chrysanthemum frutescens, L., a native of the
Canary Islands. It has become tolerably common during the past five or six

years. (If. Wilson, Helperby).—We recommend you to sow your seeds and
send us examples of the plants when in character. One appears to be a
species of Acacia, and ts remarkable for its long orange-coloured funicle ; the
other most probably is some of the Liliacese, say XJrgineo.

POUITET, BEE, AND PIGEON OHEOKICLE.

LIGHT BRAHMAS.
Since my last remarks concerning this beautiful breed of

poultry I have had an opportunity of carefully examir
'

; the

classes at the great shows of the year, aud have also read th&
letters of Mr. James Long and my old friend (though we have;

never yet met face to face) " F. P.," of Yorkshire, some of
whose Dark Brahma blood is in my own yard. I have pur-
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posely let the subject rest awhile, though longer than I had
intended, from pressure of cii-cumstanees ; hut as I have a
great admiration for this really splendid variety of fowls, which
I am still compelled to say has greatly degenerated, I wish
now to point out where I think improvement is needed, and
the special faults to be guarded against bj' breeders. I, of
coui'se, give them as my views ; I cannot commit, nor would
I if I could, any judges or breeders to my opinions ; but at the
same time I have reason to beUeve that our iirincipal judges
iully agree. And I would remark that the special instances of

judging pointed out by Mr. Long and others really prove little

or nothing, and manifest a very small knowledge of what
judging is. Many things may interfere with a bu'd repeating
any given success, and many different birds may be brought
against him. Not only shape and colour, but size, carriage,
condition, comb, slipped wings, leg-feather—all have to be
considered ; and a wise man wUl rather consider the average
of a judge's awards, and endeavour to form a sort of analysis
for himself, than pin his faith to any particular one at a lead-
ing show, where commanding excellence in one or more points
may have diverted attention from very serious faults which
afterwards become apparent.

Fig. i

Mr. Long in his letter states again that the Lights " are
and always have been, in this country at least, much inferior
in frame, and cannot be made to attain the size of their more
iortunate rivals;" and again, "It appears to me that one
variety is naturally larger than the other." I do not think
Mr. Long has been a breeder of Brahmas long enough to make
such an assertion, and I am quite sure he has not been a
breeder of fowls long enough yet to give him any right to
sneer, as he does in his last paragraph, at any facts, or effects

of strongly marked features, -which others think they have
observed in then- own yards. When he has bred longer he
may find that no law affecting the female imagination is abso-
lutely uniform

; that some individuals may be affected by the
same circumstances under which others are not ; and that
effect may be not at all marked in its character, and yet very
real. I only mention this because I object to the tone of
assumption which Mr. Long takes throughout, and I proceed
to say that during the past show season several bu'ds have
ieen taken out of pens at my request, and I can assert that
many cocks have been shown over 12 lbs. These cocks have
all been pure-bred, and though in aU but one case bad in colour,
it conclusively proves that there is size enough to be got, and
that the dissociation of size and good colour, now so universal,
is simply owing to the bad judgment of the breeders.

Mr. Long next doubts my remark that if bu-ds are shown
good in shape, colour, and feather " they wiU win, even if nof
large." I simply say that at the Palace the second and third
cockerels (the last Mr. Long's own bhd and very small), at
Birmingham the first-prize cock and second and third-prize
cockerels, were such bii-ds. As I have aheady said, any parti-
cular bird winning or not winning proves nothing ; and while,
as at present, it is colour versus size, there must always be
many apparent contradictious. Neither bird being all good, it

is a comparison of two very serious faults, and not tUl size
and colour are shown generally in the same bu-ds can the
Lights expect to compete favoiu-ably with the Darks. When
this is the case—and it may be—I am quite sure they wiU
iold then- own

; but while the very best chickens are sent out
and stunted by early shows, I fear we shall not see it to any
great extent.

But the foundation of aU real improvement must be correct
shape, and hence I wish to explain more particularly what I,

at least, mean by " duck-shape," as contrasted with the con-
toiu- of the true Brahma. The latter is, perhaps, the neatest
and most compact-looking fowl of any—of any large breed
rmquestionably. It has, or should have, a good fluff and a
broad and ample cushion. I speak of pullets. Neither, of
com-se, is so full as in the Qoohin, the Brahma being properly

a much closer-feathered bird ; but a good cushion there should
be, broad over the tail, but rising more and more to the very
last, where it merges harmoniously into the line of the neai-ly

upright tail. Such an outUne is presented in the diagrams
on page 133 {figs. 1 and 2), and which represent the true shape
as it actually exists in high-class birds.

But in looking at any Light class of pullets we shall find
many birds which utterly fail to conform to this type. There
are Dark birds, too, which fail in it, as I freely admit; but
while I myself exceedingly object to such taking prizes, it must
be remembered that whenever they do there is almost always
extraordinarj' pencilling, which catches the judge's eye and con-
dones the fault in shape, while the white of the other class affords

no such counterbalance. StQl, the fault is at least three times
more general, as I carefully noted at Loudon and Birmingham,
than in the Dark classes, and the sketches (.%k. 3 and i), were
made from a Palace bird, which was a fail' type of about fifty

single pullets in the class. In some there is literally no cushion
at all, but in others, as in my sketches, it does appear to start

oixt well over the wings. But, alas! the " early promise " is

not kept ; as it gets towards the tail it becomes narrower and
naiTOwer, so that viewed from the top the pullet appears
widest across the shoulders and gradually tapers off to the
tail, giving the bnd a triangular instead of that square com-
pact shape which the other type jiresents.

Looked at sideways the same fault will generally be found.
In place of the rising Brahma cushion and nearly upright tail,

the little cushion there is starts up too fuUy, and then gradu-
ally cb'oops, the tail itself being nearly horizontal. Of course,

in some cases the fault will show from the top and not from
the sides, or vice versa ; but the two as drawn commonly go
together, and are what is meant by " duck-shape," being ana-
logous to the formation of the Aylesbm-y Duck.
In the cocks the same fault wiU be found. The saddle may

start well, but gets narrow over the tail or does not form a
nice rise to it, and the whole bird is narrow behind. Broad-
saddled cocks were more numerous this season, as I was glad
to observe, but are stUl mxich more rare than in the Dark
classes.

In breeding Light Brahmas, then, we want to get back gene-
rally, not in exceptions merely, the neat compact shape of the
true breed. We want to get back the heavy leg-feather, yet
with soft hocks, which so many Dark bh'ds now have. We
want to get a distinct jet black stripe in the hackle, and we
want to get all this combined with the grand size, which be-

longs properly to the one as to the other. I need not say how
it is to be done. Breeders only need to keep the desired points
carefully in mind, and they will speedily procure them, and
will be fully able to compete fairly and honoui-ably with those
of us who, from want of i)ure country ah' and grass, are forced

to cultivate only the no less beautifid Dai'k breed.—L. Weight.

LAST YEAE'S JUDGING.
I THisK few of my friends will say that I am in the habit of

grumbUug without cause, but complaints in your Journal as
to the judging are now so frequent, and the dissatisfaction so

widespread, that I think the question ought not to slumber,
but something ought to be done to improve the present system
in the coming season.

I have never before this publicly complained of the Judges,
for, considering their work and the onerous duties they have
to perform, it is almost impossible for them not to make some
mistakes ; but really the mistakes that I have seen this season
by some of our acknowledged Judges have been so glaring
that I think an importation of a httle fresh blood would be an
advantage. No doubt they are set to do too much ; but surely,

for then- o-svu sakes, it would be better that before accepting the
office they should inquii'e the number of pens likely to be ex-

hibited, and refuse to act unless there are sufficient Judges
appointed, rather than that such awards should be given as
were made last season.

As your readers are aware I exhibit nothing but Dorkings,
and with some Judges unless the birds are dark they stand no
chance. Others favour' large frame irrespective of colour, and
in this I think they are right, for I hold that a Dorking (not

Silver) may be any colour but black and white ; and that there
ai'e as heavy birds and as good birds hght as well as dark, and
if we are to breed to colour, we must lose size, which is the
very essence of a Dorking. Now this is one of those things
that occm' at almost every show, and I have several times
seen a superior pen beaten simply because it was Hght in colour.
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I merely mention this as an instance, but it is not half so

glaring as many awai'ds that I haTe seen in Dorkings the last

season. They hare been so peculiar, to say the least, that I

have made up my miiul that if next season they are as bad, I

shall retire from exhibiting entirely, though I hope never from
breeding. I have heard breeders of other lands express them-
selves in similar terms as to the judgment of those kinds, but
I speak of the only kind that I profess thoroughly to imder-
stand.

As to amateurs exliibiting by themselves, all I can say is that

I shoiild consider I disgraced myself if I could not compete,
and successfully (of course, not always so), with the best breeder

or exhibitor in the kingdom, be he amateur or dealer ; and I

am sxu'e if any amateur will only use a little judgment and
keep to one breed alone, he will soon find that he can van in

any company. But there is also another consideration wliich

I think of very great importance—namel.y, that were it not for

dealers buying birds from amateui's to exhibit, many ama-
teurs, who at the end of the year find a nice little balance in

their favour in their poultry account, would find themselves
debtor to cash. In my own case dealers are amongst my best

customers, and I find they give as good a price as anyone, and
I invariably send birds on approval to them, but unless I

know the amateur I always decline. Dealers know the value

of birds ; many amateurs do not. If we debar dealers from
exhibiting their custom will soon cease.

I like free trade in the poultry exMbition as well as any-

where else ; but I do ask for and expect good decisions, which
certainly have not been the rule during the past season. I

write with the best intention, and without wishing in any way
to hurt the feelings of any of our Judges ; but I hear so many
complaints expressed, and that from many of our most emi-

nent breeders and exhibitors, that I hope the subject may be

thoroughly ventilated, and some means adopted to improve
the present system of judging, which is deterring, and will,

unless improved, deter many of our best breeders from exhibit-

ing at all. I know I am treading on very delicate ground, and
should not have touched upon the subject at all but for the

complaints that have appeared in your Journal, which 1 con-

sider are just, and require the immediate attention of the

committees of our shows.—T. E. Kell.

T\rBL\T SHOULD EEGULATE CLASSES?
POLANDS' CEESTS.

A FEW weeks ago the secretary to one of om poultiy shows

made a remark which I humbly think requires a rejoinder.

Of classes which are badly represented at some shows, he re-

marked that fanciers of those sorts of bh-ds should exhibit

then- fowls in strong numbers if they wish them to have more
classes allotted to them. Now I cannot help thinking that

this is rather more than can be expected of the generality of

exhibitors. Suppose a case at a certain show. There are four if

not five classes for Hamburghs ; at the same show there is one

class for Polands, of all ages and of all colours. Now, is it fair

to expect so numerous an entiy, or of such good quahty, in the

one class of Polands, which would include White-crested Black,

Golden, Silver and any other colour, as in the four or five

classes of Hamburghs? I certainly cannot persuade myself

that it is. In my opinion Polish fowls at all our first-class

shows should have at any rate six classes allotted to them

—

viz., two classes for Goldens, adults and chickens, the same

for Silvers, and the same for any other colour. Then, and not

until then, will PoUsh fowls have justice done them. If with

this classification they still came up in small numbers, I should

say such hberal treatment ought not to be expected in future.

If "it be said that it has been tried and has proved a failure, I

answer. Yes, but several years ago whenPolish fowls were scarce,

and when they were supposed to be only an ornamental fowl,

and a very tender and delicate breed too. Now they are much
more extensively kept than formerly, and I think my brother

fanciers will coiToborate what I say when I aflirm, as I do

most fe.arlessly, that the Pohsh fowl is extremely hardy, and

one that is very easily reared.

I will now just advert for a moment to a point on which I

expect a little contradiction ; that is, whether the largest-

crested PoUsh fowls ought, on account of their immensecrests,

to take prizes in preference to smaller-crested birds which are

more con-ect in their markings and richer in colour. I think

that they should not, if the smaUer-crested bii'ds are much
superior iu marking and colour, and have decent crests

;
for,

although the crest is the principal feature in the Polish fowl,

yet I do think that brilliancy of colour and correctness of mark-
ing are very important points, and I should certainly prefer

to sacrifice a Uttle in crest, if by so doing we could gain tu the
other points named.—G. W. Booihby.

ANY OTHER VAEIETY OF BANTAMS.
In answer to your correspondent " Faik Plat," it has long

been my opinion that it was time to have separate classes for

Black and for Any other variety of Bantams. Further, a well-

known breeder and exhibitor of Black Bantams said to me at

Birmingham Show, that he never would show any more unless

there were a separate class for Black Bantams, and I nearly

made up my mind to do the same. If I so resolve, I think

committees of shows will miss my name iu the Bantam classes,

as I show about seventy pens of Black Bantams in the year.

I consider that the extraorilinai-y merits of the Black Bantams
entitle them to a separate class, and the same may be said of

the White and Laced Bantams, though the latter two are

not shown in such large numbers, but they would be if

encouraged the same as some of the large breeds—for instance

at Birmingham and Wolverhampton Shows in 1870 and 1871,

of White Bantams there was an entry of fourteen and fifteen

pens respectively, and I am certain there will be a large entry

of Whites this year at Wolverhampton. Why ? Because good

prizes are offered.

If committees will only offer good prizes, I think o-miers wfll

make plenty of entries, and I hope that the committees of our

shows will follow the example of Birmingham, Leeds, and New-
port. I win send to all shows where there are separate

classes. If there are two or three shows on the same day, I

cannot, of course, exhibit at all of them, but I wiU send to those

with the most liberal prize list. I do not like to see exlubitors

iu the Variety class for Bantams paying an euti-y fee of 5s. to

compete for a prize of £1, whUe exhibitors of other breedscan

compete for a £2 prize for the same entrance fee. When
classed by themselves these Bantams always muster a good

entry, indeed I never saw a Black Bantam class a failure.

Our leading Black Bantam breeders should do then- best to

have separate classes for our petsi—the prettiest of all fowls.—
B. H. ASHTON.

W0L\T3EHAMPT0N POULTEY SHOW.
The sixth annual Meeting of this Society took place iu the

Agi-icultural Hall, Wolverhampton, on the 2nd, 3rd, aud 5th inst.,

and was a most extraordinary success. The Show was of gi-eat

excellence, and the first bright beams of simshine that have been

noted in this district for five or six weeks placed beyond ques-

tion the pecuniary success of the \mdertaking. Considering

that the earUest moment the Hall can be placed at the disposal

of the Directors of the Shaw is after the Wednesday's market is

closed, and that the whole of the fittings have to be erected, and

the specimens all penned and ready for the Judges early on the

Friday morning, the public being admitted at 2 p.ji., it must be

admitted that the aiTangements have to be made most expe-

ditiously ; and they were most effectually carried out under the

able superintendance of the Hon. Secretary, Mr. Barnett.

The Show embraced collections from most of the prnicipal

Enghsh breeders of poultry, and prizes were awarded to Pigeons

that had actually been sent from Amsterdam. These birds

proved to be of varieties never before seen in the United King-

dom, and as a matter of course from then- great novelty excited,

much attention. The number of entries of all descriptions

nearly reached 1200, or three hundred more than last year. There

was the customary display of the best of Cochins, Brahmas,

Dorldngs, and waterfowl in the empire ;
many very valuable

lots were, however, breaking up very rapidly in constitution

from constant exhibition. It was stated in the Exhibition that

some of the very best birds had actually never passed three

nights together at their owners' for some months past, "but

had been traveUing constantly from show to show, and had

earned tor their owners tenfold their cost price, though it ap-

peared at the time of purchase so large." Some of these birds

were evidently so emaciated as to suggest the probabihty ot

their never being able to last out the season.

In the Gayne classes, on the contrary, the most brilhant con-

dition and robust health prevailed in almost every instance, m
the majority of cases the Game fowls shown bemg quite unac-

customed to the exhibition pen, and they were such as are rarely

equalled for tightness of feather aud robust constitution. Jn.

these classes, by referring to oiu- appended prize Ust it -nill be

seen Mr. James Fletcher, of Stoneclough, ahnost monopohsed

the prizes with gi-and exhibits, worthy of the successful issues

of that gentleman's varibs in their most palmy days. It is evi-

dent by then- attractiveness at Wolverhampton that Game towls
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axe still objects of much interest and admiration in this district,

which some quarter of a century back was so noted for them.
Turkeys, Geese, and domestic Ducks were among the best fea-

tures of the Exhibition ; and in waterfowl kept simply for their
exqmsite beauty of feather and general liveliness of character
on artificial waters near private suburban residences, the Show
stood equal to any. This class proved so large and "well filled,

that at the request of the Judges au extra prize "was "willingly

granted, and even then scarcely a pen remained not fully worthy
of prizetaking. In this division Buenos Aj-rean Ducks were
first. Mandarins second, and American Summer Ducks third on
the prize list. The class for any variety of Bantams except
Game, and alniost all the classes for French fowls, were among
the best in the Show, and excited much attention from their
novelty in this neighbourhood.

LowDdes, Hartwell, AyleBbnry. e, H. Tjler, Birminghi
VoRKiKGS.—Bens.—l, L. Patton. 2 and 3, J. Martin, he. Hod. J. MaBsey,

Limerick; N. Knsscll: Rev. G. H. Biggs: Rev. E. Bartram. Bfrkhamps,lead

;

Dr. HewBon, Colon Hill, Stafford; C. Speed, Exton, Oakham, c, A. Darby,
Bridgnorth,
Cochin-china (Cinnamon and Bnff).— t'ocfc.— 1 and Extra, H. Llovd, Jan.

2, MrB. AllBopp, Hindlip Hall, "WorceBter. 3. H. Uoyd, jun,, Handaworlh. he,
W. A. BnnieU. Southwell, Notts ; W. A. Taylor.
Cochin-China (Cinnamon and BuS).—Eens.—J, Mrs. Wilkin, Bootle. 2, A.

3. W. A. Taylor, ftc, H. Lloyd, jun. (2); W. A.Taylor;

Cochin-China (Brown and Partridge).—Hfna.—l and 2, W. A. Taylor. 8, J.
K- Fowler.
CocHiN-CnrsA CWhile). — 1, W- A. Taylor.

Smalley. he. airs. A. WiiliamBon, Leicester; ^. _,

E. Swindell, Heathland, Stourbridge ; R. S. S. Woodgate, Pembury. Tunbridge
WeUs ; Mra. A Williamson.
Brahua (Dark).—Cocfc—1, T. F. Ansdell, Cowley Mount, St. Helen's. 2, B. F.

Panott. 3, W. A. Taylor, he, Dr. Holmes. Whitecotes. Chesterfield ; Master
J. Games, Chester; A. Rigg, SeveDoaks: E. Pritcbard. Tett.nhall. e. Lady
TankervUle, Chillingham Castle ; G. F. Whilehouse, King's Heath, Birming-
ham ; Hrs. Bailey, Lougton.
Bbahhas (Dark)—BfM—l.T.F. Ansdell. 2, E. Prilchard. S. J. WattB. he.

Earl of Shrewsbury, Ingestre Hall: A. H. Etches, Market Drayton: H. B.
Morrell, Caennawr,_Clyro; H- Yardley, Birmingham; A, Rigg; J. Watts, c.

(White Cochin); J. Sichel (White Cochin); Hon. Miss D. Pennant (Dark
Brahua); G. A. Stephens (La Fleche); J. K. Fowler (LaFleche): W. Tippler
(Houdsnl; F. Bennett(CreveC(eur): J. Walker(SpaniBb); E.Jack-ion (Spanish);
J. Fletcher. Stoneclough, Manchester (Game); J. Forsyth (Black Red): Duke of
Sutherland (Golden-pencilled Hamburgh); T. Boulton f Golden-spangled Ham-
burgh); J.Buckley (Golden-spangled Hamburgh); H. Baeshawe (Black Ham-
burgh)- c, Mrs. E, Williams (White Dorkings); J. Bloodwonh (buff Cochin):
H. Tomlinson (Buff Cochin); T. Sismey (fartridge Cochin); Hon. Miss D.
PennaDt(spanish); J. Clements (Game); Misses Wilson (White Malay); Capt.
Downman (Silver-Bpangled Poland) ; J. P. Gardner.
Sei ling Class.-flen,—I, K. Jackson (Spanish). 2, H. Lloyd, Jan. (White

Cochin). 3, Rev. G. P. Hudson (Dorkings), i, T. Bush (BUck Uamburghl.
he, W. A. Burnell (Buff Cochins) ; A. Darby, Bridgenorth (Buff Cochins) ; H. B.
Morrell (Dark Brahma): J. Sichel. Timperlty (Buff Cochins) : E- Ryder, Hyde,
Manchester (Dark Brahma); Hon. Miss D- Pennant (Dark Brahma); J.
A B. Dean (Light Brahma); M. Leno Markyate street (Light Brahma); E.
Pritchard (Crcve-Ccear) ; Miss E. Browne (Spanish); H. Blower (Spanishi; J.
MacBell. Longton (Spanish); S. Stephens, jun., Ebley, near Stroud (Game);
J. Widdowson, Meynell Langley (Silver-spangled Hamburgh) : T. Ya:eman
(Silver-spantfled Hamburgh) ; F. Boulton (Golden-pencilled Hamburgh) ; G. F.
Whitehouse (Golden-pencilled Hamburgh) : C. Pimley i Golden-pencilled Ham-
burgh); F- Bennett (Black Hamburgh); W. Cutler (Whiteboolcd Bantams);
e, N. Russell, Bryngwyn, Oswestry (Coloured Dorkings) ; R. W. Beachey, Kinga-
kerswell (Dorkings); J. Robinsun (Dorkings); H. Lloyd, jun. (Buff Cochin):
R. Thompson (Dark Brahma); R. M. Lord (Dark Brahma) ; G. Ashpole, Etwall
(Golden-pencilled Hambarghl: A. Darby-
TrHKEYS.—1, F. LythaU, Banbury. 2, N. RusseU. he, W. Tippler, ChelmB-

tord.
Geese.-1, J. K. Fowler. 2, J. Walts, he, W. Tippler.
Decks (Aylesbury).-1 and he, J. K. Fowler. 2, T. Hedges, c. Misses Wilson,

Woodhom Manor; T. Hedges,
Ducks (Rouen).—1, J. Wright. 2, W. Stephens, fcc. J. K. Fowler ; Eev. H. J.

Stokes. Grindon Rectory, Leek ; H. B. Smith. Broughto:

and Mandarin).
PIGEONS.

TcMBLEES.—JlmoK/i —1, J. Ford. MonkwcU Street, London. 2, J. Fielding,
Rochdale. 3, J. Ford. -Ini/ ol/i<!r FariXi/.-1, J. Ford. 2, L Fielding, jun.

E. CresweU ; G. F. Whitehouse.
Brahuas (Light). — Coek. — 1, W. T. Storer, Brewood. 2, H. Draycott,

Humberstone, Leicester. 3, Mrs. A. Williamson. 4. J. A. B. Dean. Chepstow.
c, Mrs. A. O. Worlhington, Burton-on-Trent ; J. Benton, Erdington (2J ; C.
Morris.
Bbahmas (Light).—Henj.—l and 2, J. R. Rodbard, Wrington. 3, F. Crook,

Forest Hill. 4. H. Dowsett. Pleshey. he, Mrs. A. O. Worthinglon; Mrs. A.
Williamson ; J. Beach, Wolverhampton ; T. A. Dean, e. Rev. M. Rice, Bramber

s.—H«i«.—1 and 2, R. B. Wood. 3, W. Bring, he. Rev. C. B. Bo
'
'

c, Mrs. Harding.
.—Cock.—l and 3, R. B.

Aylesbury; Mrs. Wilkin; R. B Wood, r, F.Bennett.
Cbeve CCECES.-JJtiu.-l, R. B. Wood. 2, C. H. Smith. Radcliffe-on-Trent. 3,

J. C. Cooper, Limerick. )ic, E. Pritchard ; Mrs. Wilkin ; W. Dring, Faversham

;

J. K. Fowler ; J, J. Maiden.
Spanish —Cock.—l, Hon. Miss D. Pennant. Penrhvn Caf tie. 2. E. Jackson.

3, J. Walker, he, Mrs. AUsopp ; E. Jackson, Finchiifid ; J. F. SiUietoe, Wolver-
hampton ; Miss E. Browne, e, Mrs. Allsopp ; E. Gill. Redland, Bristol.
Spanish.—Hena.-l. J. Thresh. Bradford. 2, J. F. Sillitoe. 3, Hon. Miss D.

Pennant, he, Hon. Miss D. Pennant ; E. Jackson ; J. Walker, Sandeford ; J. F.
Silhtoe : E. Gill c, H. Beldon, Bingley : E. Jones ; H. F. Cooper (2).

Game (Black Bed) — Cocii.—1 and 2. J. Fletcher, Stoneclongh. 3. G. R. Smith.
Pcarborongh. he, 3, Forsyih, Wolverhampton ; J. Mason, Worcester ; G.
Bagnall, Drayton, Cheadle ; W. Speakma
Gami (Brown Red).— CocJ;.—land 2. J. Fletcher. 3,G.Cle^

he, G. Lncas, Mansfield G. F. Ward, Wienbury. Nantwich ; J.
e. Earl of Shrewebmy : W. Dunning, Newport.

~ ~ I Redl.-CocJ:. — 1, S. Matthe
ford.

(Except Bl!
(Duckwing). 2, J. P. iardner, Rugeley (Duckwing). 3, J.Fletche

3, R. G. Teebay, Ormskirk.
Cakbiers.—1 and 3. W. Siddens,

Holroyde, Mumps, Oldham.
2, H. yardley, Birm'ngha:

Vauder Meersch, Tooting.
ANTWEBPS.—1, H. R. Wright, Hockley. 2, H. Yardler. 3. J. Robbins, Wolver-

hampton, he. S. A. Tailor, Satton Coldfield ; H, R. Wrigbt. e, C. Copeman.
Working or Homing AntweriM,—! and 2, H. P. P. Price, Castle Madoc, Brecon.
3, R Pritchard, Ludlow, e, Hon. G. Laacelles, Leeds.
Dbagooxs.—I.W. H.Mitchell. 2 and 3, J. Waits, he, T. Kobson.
Jacobins.-1, J. Thompson, Bingley. 2, F. Waitt, King's Heath, Birmingham.

3, H. Yardley.
ANY other Variety.-1, H. R. Wright (Barbs). 2, W. Cnoopkoopman, .Amster-

dam. 3. H. Yardlev. 4, H. Draycott, Humberstone. Leicester, rhe, J. Thomp-
son (Helmets)- he, T. A. Dean, Marden, Hereford (black-headed Nunsl; H.
Yardley ; W. Arkwrighl (White Frill-back) ; J. Fielding, jun. e, J. E. Morris,
Elmsdale, Wolverhampton (Ice); W. Cnoopkoopman ; S. Holroyde.
Selling Class.-I, J. Thompson. 2. H. Yardley. 3. H. R. Wright (White

Dragoons), he, C Langman, Bilston (Antwerps); J. W. Edge (Barbs), c, T.
Robaon (Turbits and Magpies) ; W. Choyce; J. W. Edge.

Ji:dges. — Poultry : Mr. Edward Hewitt, Eden Cottage,
Sparkbrook, Birmingham ; Mr. E. Teebay, Fulwood, Preston.

Fiifcons : Mr. W. B. Tegetmeier, Fiachley, London; Mr. H.
Allsopp, Birmingham.

he. G. Lucaa ; G. Heafford.
Gjhe (Anyvariety)-H(n.—I, J. Fletcher. 2. S. Matth.

(Plies), he, J. Forsyth (3) : J. Fletcher, c. Earl of Shrewsbury ; J. Fletcher ; C.
H. Kyle (Duckwing) ; C. W. Brierley.
Hambceghs (Gold-spangled).—!. J. Buckley. 2. H. Beldon. 8, J. Roe, Had-

field. he, Duke of Suiherland ; C. Paraons. c, T. May & Son ; E. F. Gardom

;

T. Walker, jun.
Hambcrobs (Silrer-Boangled).-1, Duke of Sutherland. 2, H. Beldon. 8,

—

ABsopp, e, R. Bailey. Etwall, Derby.
Hambcrghs (Gold-peucUled).—1, Duke of Sutherland. 2. H. Beldon. 3, G.

Ashpole. Etwall. e. A, s^m th. Northowram : C. Parsons : C. Bloodwnrth.
Hambcsghs (Silver pencilled).—1, H. Beldon. 2 and 3, Duke of Sutherland.

he, J- W. Edge. Erdini:ton.
Hamburghs IBlacki.—1, N. Marlor. 2. Rev. W. Serjeantson, Acton Burnell.

S, C. Parsons, he. C. Parsons. Whitmore Reans : T Bush, Bristol : B. Bailey

;

Kev. W. Serjeantson. e, H. Beldon : C. Sidgwick, Ryddlesden Hall, Keighley.
Bantams (Gamc).-l, Clews & Adkins. 2, G. Heafford. 3, Miss Swindell.

t, J. Oldfleld.
Baktahs (White, Clean-legged) —1 and 2, Rev. F. Tearle, Gazeley Vicarage,

Newmarket. 3, R. H. Ashton. he, H. Beldon. e, R. Pickles, Great Hey; H.
Draycott.
Bantams (Any variety exc(

Street (Laced). 2, Master F.
(Japanese). Extra Prize, W. Cutler, 'Worcester (White Booted), 'he, Mrs.
Woodcock (White Japanese); Master F. W. Ridgway, Dewsburv (Black); J.H Bradwell (Black); E. Cambridge, Cotham. Bristol (Black); P. Pigott (White
Booted): H. Beldon (Booted); Rev. G. F. Hodson, North Petherton (Sebrighi);
W.W. Boulton (Cuckoos); M. Leno (Lacedl; H Beldon. e, Ladies Moreton
(White Japanese): H. Draycott; E.Cambridge (Black); Mrs. A. O. Worthing-
ion (Black); Duke of Sutherland; T. Bush (Cuckoos); W. W. Boulton, Beverley
(Cuckoos).
Any other Variety-.—1 and 2, H. BeMon. 3, Rev. A. G. Brooke. Shrawardine

(Malays), he, T. Dean (Golden Poland): W. Jackson. Blakcdown, Kidder-
minster (White-crested Rolands); H. Frankland (Cuckoo Cochins!; W. Hill,
Heaton Moor (Cuckoo Cochins) ; B. S. S. Woodgate (Silkies) ; F. Wilton (Black
Cochins) : Rev. G. F. Hodson (Malays!.
Selling Class.-Coefc.—1, J. Mansell (Spanish). 2, W. A. Taylor (Buff Cochin).

3, J. Bloodworth, Cheltenham (While Cochin). 4, C. Bloodworth (Buff Cochinl.
he, O. E. Crefswell (Coloured Dorking): Rev. G. F. Hodson (Coloured Dork-
Bgs): H. Llojd, jun. (Buff Cochin); H. Tomlinson (Buff Cochin) ; J. Bloolworth

DUNDEE POULTET SHOW.
The first Show of poultry was held in the Kinnaird Hall,

Dundee, on the 1st and 2nd inst., and as far as regards the qua-

lity and number of specimens it was a success. The Hall, a

handsome building, is one of the best there could be for the

purpose. The pens used were those of Mr. Fothergill, of

Sunderland, and the arrangement and management of the Show,
though in few hands, was very good.
AU the Dorkings in the Dark-Grey class were very good, and

the cup for the best pen of any colour was awarded to the adult

bird. It is seldom that so perfect a pen of adult Silver-Grey

Dorkings is seen as that which was first in its class, though

both classes contained good birds. Adult Sj>anish were of

fair quality, and the young birds were very line. The first-

prize pullet was a model. Adult Cochins in both chisses

were very poor, hut the chickens were good, the cup being

awarded to a pen of Buffs, in which the cockerel was strikingly

handsome. In Brahmas the cup went to a sound-coloured pair

of chickens, and the competition in this class was very close.

Of Game there were large and good entries, the competition

being severe in all classes. In single cocks a Brown Bed of high

quality was first, and Black Beds second and third. Following

these were the Eed Game hens, the first of which was a Black

Bed, very sound in flesh and tight in feather. Among Game
cocks of any other colour, an extremely good Pile cockerel was

first, and the cup for Game cocks was awarded to him, the

second and third-prize birds being Duckwings. In the class for

hens Duckwings won all the prizes. Hamburghs were shown

the Spangled in one and the PencUled in the other class. Silvers

in both cases carr-sring-off the first honoui-s, and the cup for the

section also. In Game Bantam cocks there were no less tha^

forty entries, and the competition was keen, the first-prize bird

being a Black Eed, perfect in all points ; and the cup was also

awarded to this bird. The second-prize bird was fine in shape,

but a little short of colour; the third-prize one was good in aU
points, but larger than the rest. There were many others also

worthy of notice. Of hens there were twenty-four pairs, but

they did not show to the same advantage as the cocks, doubtless
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on account of the approach of the laying season. The first

prize went to Piles, and the second to Black Reds, the latter

being somewhat out of condition, though of very good quality.

In the class for Any other variety, the first and third prizes
went to Sebrights, and the second to Blacks. In the Variety
class for other poultry, Silver Polands were first. Black Ham-
burghs second, and Creve-Coeurs third.

In Ducks the Aylesburies were a good class, but the Rouens
were not equal to them. The Selling class contained forty-three
entries of birds of good quality and of most varieties.

Chickens —1 and 2, W. Lant^lands, Dundee, he, J. W. Will ; T. Raines, Stirling
;

A. Bowie. Jan. ; G. Allan, Balhary, Meigle ; D. Gellatly.
DoRKix-GS (Silversl.— i, Mrs. M'Donald, Forres. 2, M. Edwards. Hilton,

Alloa. 3, D. Annan. Cnpar, File. CHckena.—l, T. Kaines. 2, J. TumbuU,
Falkirk. 8, J. W. Will.
Spasish.—1 and Cap, H. Wilkinson. Earby, Skipton. 2 and 3, A._Shepherd

Stretch, Ormskirk. 3 and he, J. W. Will, e, A. Bamelt,
CocHiN-CutN-.v (Any coloor except Cinnamon and Buff).— 1, J. Stepbenson,

Tilljfonr. 2 T. Stretch. Cdictfns.—I. T. Stretch. 2, W. Eraser, .Aberdeen. 3,

J. Stephenson, he, Mrs. C. Wilson, BrouKhty Ferry ; W. Smith, East Newport.
Bbahmas (.\ny colour).—1, T. F. Ansdell, Crowley Mount. St. Helens. 2,

Lieut-Col. C. Rice. Cupar. 3, Mias Morrison. Kirkcaldy. Chickens.—1 and Cup,
J. Stuart Scouringburn. 2, E. Brownlie, Kirkcaldy. 3, J. W. WiU. he, T.
Raines; D. Annan: H. White.
Game (Black and Brown Red).—Cock.—1,H. M. Julian, Hull. 2, J. Mason.

Worcester. 3. J. Dick, Dunphail. he, J. W. Will; J. Allan; Henderson and
Campbell, New Deer; R. Stewart, Kelly ; N. L & T. H. Herriot, Kirkcaldy; T.
Mason. Green Ayre; J.Mollison. Meigle; J. W. WiU. c, J. W. WiU. Hen.-\,
J. W. WUl. 2, L. Casson, Ulverston. S, T. Mason, he, J. Dick; Henderson
and Campbell; J. Carlisle. Earby ; A. Stephen, Blaireo\vTie.
Game (Any other colour) —Cocfc.—l and Cup, J. W. WUl. 2. H. M. Julian.

3. Morris & Woods, he, J. Anderson, Kirkcaldy ; W. BailUe, Monilieth. Hens.
—1, D. Harley, Edinburgh. 2, H. M. JuUan. 3, J. W. WiU.
Hambuhghs (Spangledl —1, J. W. Will. 2 and 3. G. & J. Duckworth. Church.

he, J. W. WiU ; R. H. Ashton, Mottram ; W. R. Park ; Mrs. Brown, Crieff, c,

D. Harper, Fo^'gieley. Lochee.
Hambcrohs ( Pencilled).-!, Cup, and 3. J. W. WiU. 2, W. E. Park, he, Mrs.

Chalmers; A. Pratt.
Game Bantams (Any colotir}.—Cocfc*.—1 and Cup. R. Brownlie. 2. J. Barlow.

3, Morris 4 Woods, lie. J. W. WUl ; G. Todd ; E. Brownlie (2); Miss J. M. Frew ;

J. Robertson ; Bellingham * GiU ; R. Yooll ; J. Seott. c, J. Scott ; J. MoUison;
J. Henderson. Hens—1, R Brownlie. 2, G. Todd. 3, Bellingham 4 Gill,
WoodSeld, BurnleT. he, J. Abel, c, J. W. WUl (-2); R. YouU, East Boldon,
Sunderland ; Miss R. C. Frew, Kirkcaldy.
Baktams (F.xcept Game).—1, T. Watson. Freeland Bridge of Earn. 2. R. H.

Ashton. 3, Miss B. P. Frew. c. J. Watts, King's Heath, Birmingham (-2).

Any othbr Variety—1. W. Bearpark. Ainderby Steeple. 2. A. Pratt, Kirk-
caldy. 3, W. R. Park, Melrose, he, G. G. MXaren, Broughty Ferry ; Mrs. J. F.

WUson. c,A Simpson.
Selling Class.—1, W. Paterson. 2, Lord Kinnaird. 3, J. Stevenson, he

Miss Drnmmond(2); A. Bowie, jun. ; W. Leslie; W. Smith; D. GeUally; J
Mollison ; Mrs. Harvey, Edinburgh, c, J. Taylor, Montrose ; Mrs. J. F. White
A. Shepherd,

The Judges were :—For Dorkings, Cochins, Spanish, and
Brahmas, Mr. Teebay, Preston ; for Hamburghs, Bantams, Va-
riety class, Ducks, and Selling class, Mr. Hutton, Pudsey. The
Game were judged jointly.

FALKIRK POULTRY SHOW.
This Show, which took place on the 2nd and 3rd inst., was by

i'ar the best ever held in the locality, this result being mainly
due to the tact and energy of the Hon. Secretary, Mr. D. H.
Roberts, who, after finding the Society in debt last year, deter-
mined to carry it on till success shoiild be attained, and we are
happy to state that both in point of numbers and pecuniary results
this object has been accomplished. The Corn Exchange, where
the Exhibition was held, is well suited for a poultry show, the
light being well diffused and abundant. The arrangements
•were all that could be desired, and the pens used were those of
the Royal Gymnasium at Edinburgh, and with the backs covered
with boards they answered the pui-pose well. "We understand,
as they are let for hire, that it is the intention of the proprietor
to provide canvas backs, thus preventing damage to the birds,
so much complained of of late.

Adult Spanish were only moderate in quality, but the young
made up for them, most of the cockerels being of high merit,
though the best pullet was a very young bird in the third-prize
pen. There were four pens of Dorkings. The cup was awarded
to a good pen of Dark birds shown by Mr. Raines. Cochins
were a mixed class ; the first prize went to Buff, and the second
to "White. The Buff cocks being very good in colour, took the
cup from the Brahmas, of which there was a large but only
moderately good display. Hamburghs, with the exception of
the winners, were but poor. The special prize was awarded to
Silver-spangled, but the decisions would no doubt have been
different if Messrs. Ashton it Booth's pen had arrived in time.
Polands were very good, and Blacks won the special prize

;

Golden were second, and Silvers third. With the exception of
the winners of the timepiece, the Bed Game were not good, but
these were all that can be wished for both in feather and sound-
ness of flesh. In Duckwings the hens were superior to the

cocks ; and in this class the so-called celebrated pen of Mr.
Harley's "n'as left out on accouut of a large part of the lower and
underpart of the cock's hackle being out. The following letter

was exhibited above a pen of Game belonging to Mr. Little. It

had been sent to Mr. Hutton, one of the Judges :

—

'* Dickstrer, Longtown, Carlisle, -Tanuary 18, 1872.
" Sir,—I see you have been judg at Selkirk, and I hav been 1 of the suc-

cessful eiebetrs. I must Thank you kiniUy For your kindy returns you
showed towards My Birds. I have just entered them For Falkirk Poultry
Show if you Think they will dow any thin thar. I ould Lik the tim Peese at
Falkirk its For the Best Pare of Game so if you judge thare Let me know
and i shal go Shares with the money Prize For you cindens your Respectfully
RicltD. Little, Dickstrer, Longton. P.S.—Please Write."

The pen was disqualified, and we wish that all poultry com-
mittees would resolve never to allow the writer of that letter to

exhibit.
In the Variety class grand Creve-Coeurs were first, Scotch

Greys of extraordinary merit second, and Silver-penciUed
third.

There were some large and well-sho^wn Turkeys and Ducks.
There were thirty entries of Game Bantams, and the compe-

tition was keen. The first and t,aird prizes went to Black Reds,
and the second to Duckwings. The Bantams in the Variety
class were unusually good ; Blacks being first, Pekins second,
and Silver Sebrights third. Both Selling classes were well
filled, and many of the birds changed hands.
Of the Pigeons, the Pouters measured well, and in style and

carriage were all that could be desired. Blue Pied were first,

"White second, and Black Pied third. Fantails were fair, as also

the Jacobins. In Tumblers, the Almonds were first and Black
Mottles second, both kinds being very good. Of Carriers there
were some well-shown birds ; the winners were all Black. There
was a large entry in the Variety class. The first prize went to

a nice pair of Letz, the second to Black Trumpeters of high
quality, and the third to a pretty pair of Blue Foreign Owls.
In most of the classes special prizes were offered by tradesmen,
and these were awarded to the first-prize pens.

Spanish.-1, R. Somerrillc, Bdinburgh. 2, J. Duncan, Carron. 3, W. C-
Hardie, Carron. he, D. M'Be»lh, Bridge of AUan ; J. Craigie, Fordell. Chichena-
—1 and Special, W. C. Hardie. 2, H. L. Horn, Wbilerigg, Airdrie. 3, J. WaddeU'
Airdrie HilL vhe, W. Scholelield. e, W. Boswell, Falkirk ; G. Williamson-
Dorkings.-1. J. Malcolm. Falkirk. 2 and e, T. Raines, Stirling. 3, D.

Draper, jun-, Falkirk, he, W. Weir, Falkirk. CMckens.—l and Special, T.
Raines. 2. J. White. Northallerton. 3, W. Weir, c, R. Meiklejohn. Stirling.

Dorkings ISilyei).—Chickens—1, Z. Y. Heys, Barrhead. 2, R. Kerr. 3, J.
Malcolm, he, R. Duncan, Stirling ; M. Edwards, Alloa.
Cochix-China.—1 andSpecial, J. W Taylor. Ulverston. 2, J. Wyse. 3, J.

PoUock, Bushby. ftc, A. WiUiamson; Mrs. (jraham. c, H. Wyse; A. Crawford;
T. Bruce, Bushby.
Brahma Pootba.—1 and 2. W. Weir. 3, W. Hughes, Soringhnm. he, J.

WaddeU ; J. Young, Cauldhame. e, E. Robinson, Airdrie ; T. Raines ; J. M. D.
Brown. Edinburgh.
Hamburghs (Golden-apangled).—1, R. H. Ashton. Mottram. 2, E. Dickson.

Selkirk. 3, E. Robinson, vhc, T, Love, Airdrie. e, D. Beaton, Bushby; J
Guthrie, Hexham.
Hamburghs (Golden-pencUled). — 1, W- E. Park, Abbotsmeadow, Melrose,

2, R. Dickson. 3, J. Harper, Blairlogie. he, J. Logan, c, H. RusstU; J. Ness,
Kirkcaldv ; J. Peat, Kirkcaldy.
Hamburghs (Silver-spangled).-1 and Special. W. R. Park, Melrose. 3, A.

Glen, Paisley. 3, D. Forrester, he, J. Bruce, c, J. Logan.
Polands (Crested).—1 and Special. Mrs. J. M. Proctor, Hull. 2, Parsons and

Wilson, Bedlington. 8 and c, T. Waddington, Blackburn, vhc, D. Draper.
he. W. Paterson; A. Wylie, Johnstone.
Game iBlaek-f^reasted and other Eeds).—1 and Special, E. Aykroyd, Eccles-

hill. 2. S. M'CoU, Strathblane. 3. J. Fisher, Kirkcaldy, he, J. M. D. Brown ;

D. Harley. Edinburgh, c, J. Waddell ; A. P. Cowan, Blairadam ; W. Bruce ; G.
Roper, Falkirk.
Game (Any other colour) —1. 3, and Special, E. Woodbum, Ulverston. 2, G.

A. Perrin, Lenglinstown, DubUn. he, D. Harley; E. Aykroyd. c, Hutchison
and Sime, Grahamston.
ANY OTHER Variety.-', W. R. Park (Creve-Coiur). 2, J. Meiklem. Hamilton

(Scotch Greys). 3, A. Glen (Silver-pencilled), he, A. Binnie, Grahamston
(Scotch Grey); A. Whitecross, Cumbernauld (Scotch Greys), c, R. Mason,
Barrhead (Creve-Cceur); T Waddington (Hondans); J. Logan (Houdans).
Ducks (Aylesbury).—1, J. Logan. 2, J. Meiklem. S, A. Nichol. he, Z. H.

Heys, Barrhead ; J. Webster, Falkirk, e, J. Fotheringham, Dalbeattie.

Ducks (Any other variety).—! and Special, J. Meiklem. 2, R. H. Ashton. 8,

J. M'Nab, Alva. he. S. BeU. Plean.
Turkeys.—1 and Special, J. WUson, Polmont. 2, 'W. Forbes, Falkirk. 8, W.

Weir, he, A. Mitchell ; J. Webster.
Bantams (Game).—I and Special, A. Hutcbeson. 2, G. Todd. 8, Mrs. R.

Frew, Kirkcaldy, he. R. BrownUe, Kirkcaldy; D. Muir. Paisley; Pickering
and Duggleby, DriiBeld ; M. Edwards ; T. Raines (2) ; Miss B. P. Frew, Kirk-

caldy : J. WaUs, Dunfermline ; Mrs. Harvey, Edinburgh.
Bantams (Any variety).—1 and Special, R. H. Ashton (Black). 2, T. Wadding-

ton (Laced). 3. A. Johnston. h«. Mrs. R. Frew; Mrs. HoiUdswortb, Wishaw
(Sebrights); H. L. Home (Bantams); T. Waddington (Laced); J. Currie, Kil-

marnock (Black), e, D. Muir (White); Pickering 4 Duggleby (White); R. Frew.
Selling Class.—CocS.—l. S. BeU (Dorking). 2, J. Sime. 3, H. L. Home

(Spanish). Ac, A. T. Williamson (Brahma); T. Raines (Brahma) (2); W. Weir
Brahma); J. M. D. Brown (Brahma); J. Malcolm (Dorkin?); H. Dunsmore,

CLiSS.-Hen^.-1. W. C. Hardie, Falkirk (Spanish). 2, S. BeU,
Plean (Dorkings). 3, A. WUIiamson (Cochin), he, Mrs. Harvey (White

Brahmas); W. Weir (Spanish); H. Dunsmore (Scotch Greys); J. Roberts,

FaUiirk (Partridge Cochins) c, A. T. WilUamson (Brabmasl; J. M'GiU, EUe
(Dorkings); J. Malcolm (Dorkings); H. L. Home (Dorkings); J. TumbuU
(Dorkings); R. Paterson (White Dorkings) ; J. Lyle, Wishaw (Game).

PIGEONS. „ „ „ „
PoUTEES.-l and Special, M. Stuart. 2. J. Wallace. 3, W. B. Van Haans-

bergen, Newcastlc^iuTvne. he, J. Murdoch, Kilsyth ;M. Stuart ; Miss M. G;

Frew; J. WaUace (-2); "R. Arbuckle, Glasgow; J. WadaeU; T. Waddington.
J. Grant. Edinburgh ; J. Frame, c, J. M. D. Brown.

. _ „
Fantails —1 and Special, W. B. Van Haansbergen. 2. Gow 4 Walker. S, J.

Gait, KUbimie. he, A. Johnstone ; J. Wallace ; J. M, D. Brown ; A. Crosbie

;

T. Waddington.
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Waddirpt
1 rMir.His.—1, 3, and Spfcia], M. Stuart. 2, J. Fieldinfri inn,, Eocbdale. he,

W. B. Van Uaantljcrcen : A. Jobiiftone; J. WaJlate ; T. Waddinglcn.
CilniEBS.— 1. 2, and Special, T. 'WaddinEton. S, A. Eicl.mmd, Kilmarnocl.

he. v. siuait, Giatgo-w ; J. G. Dnnn, Newcabtle-on-Tjne; A. Johnstone; A.
Richmond.
Any ctbek Vabiett.-I and Special. A. Croslie. Meliose. 2, J. Wallace

(Tiumpcteisl. 3. J. Fielding, jnn. he, J. Wallace (Baibs); W. B. Van Haans-
btrpen; T. Waddinptj n (Trnmieleib): J. M. D. BrowTi (Dragoons): T. W ad-
dingt< n (Porcelain Ice), c, Miss K, C. Frew : H. Yardlej ; J Wallace (Labores).
SEL1.1KG €LjS8.-l,E.FobinBon,Airdrie (Pouters). a,J.G Dunn, Newcastle-

cn-Tjnc. 3, J. E. f pence, Bronghtj Ferry, he, J. Gait ; J. Frame (Pouters).

Judge.—Mr. B. Hutton, Garden House, Pudsey, Leeds.

A EEMAEKABLE INCIDENT.
Within the last two years I liaye had three consignments

of beautiful variegated fancy Pigeons fioin abroad, at ouce
handsome, novel, and valuable. Amongst the first collection

I received was one bird of a rather singular variety of Pigeon,
a match to which, I think, is not to be with in Great Britain,
and I am also inclined to think that the variety is not com-
mon in any country. A small space will suffice for a brief

description of her peculiarities. In general outline she is

much after the character of the Jacobin ; her feathering is of
a deep glossy black throughout except the tad, which is pure
white ; the head is small and unusually round, for it is a
proper round head, and is paitiaUy covered from behind by
a close-fitting hood, which terminates abruptly at the sides of
the neck ; the beak is very short and black. The eye is a
pure white, and surrounded by a thin, fleshy, blackish-red
lash ; the eye, therefore, from its extreme whiteness and
brilliancy is most conspicuous by its suiroundings of intense
black. Another peculiarity, which is only observed on close
inspection, is, that she is minus the little oil-gland im-
mediately above the tail. I have had six other Pigeons from
abroad with the same pecuharity, therefore I am not surprised
at this somewhat extraordinary feature.

This funny little Pigeon came to me dh-ect from Turkey, for

I helped them all to land, and I was vexed to find only one of

the variety, for a pair were shipped to me, but the cock bird
died on the voyage. I reached home safely with my birds and
placed them in a warm place prepared for their reception, but
I resolved on putting this oddity with my stock of Antwerps,
and giving her entire liberty. In due course out she came
and seemed perfectly satisfied with her English home, and fed,

flew, and bred with my Antwerps for the season, but un-
fortunately only one young one was the issue of her alliance
with the mate she made choice of. That young one was a
fac-simile of herself; but notwithstanding my watchful eyes,
and her tender care—for she is a capital feeder—it died.
Seeing a sign of an established breed from the trial of such
an ill-assorted pair, I decided upon placing her in another
pen and looking out for a better ancl nearer match

;
yet al-

though I changed her pen she still was allowed her liberty
with the others during the day, but at night her place was
with the Toys, and to this abode she soon became accustomed.
After each day out with the flyers she would in the evening
wait upon the window-frame of her home for me to let her
into it. And so things went on for months, until one night,
being busily engaged to an unusually late hour, I quite forgot
my Capuchin (for such I named her, as in some degree re-
sembling that kind), until I was aroused from my writing by
a fall of crockery, and then heard the whirr, whirr, of wings.
Up I rose and out I went, directing my steps to the paneless
portion of the window, hoping to find the bird still there ; but,
no ! she was gone, whither I knew not, but my suspicions
were soon aroused on seeing by the light of the moon a cat,
whose tiger-like foim I clearly beheld as it scaled a high
wall in rather too hasty a manner to look innocent. To the
cats, then, my bud has gone thought I, and I retued brooding
vengeance on the feline race.

A week or more elapsed, when, as Honorary Secretary of the
Bh-mingham Columbarian Society, I attended our periodical
meeting, and ere business commenced the following questions
were addressed to me by our President (Mr. H. AUsopp). " Mr.
Ludlow, have you lost any of your birds lately?" I replied
" Yes, unfortunately, a very good Antwerp cock." " But have
you not lost any other ? " "Yes, I have," said I, "if a bird
can be lost when you know where it is gone," and then 1 told the
members about the crash, the rush upon the foe, the hasty
retreat, the shadow-like form in the moonlight, &c. Then
our worthy President informed me that his reason for asldug
the question was that he had caught a bird similar to that

which he had seen at my place, and had it then m his pocket.
Without further questioning he produced the bird, and there,
sure enough, was my poor cat-killed Capuchin, who, no doubt
frightened from her snooze on the window-frame by the nightly
peregrinations of the tabby, had probably flown some distance
by moonlight, and so was lost and captured the next day three
miles from my place, which had been her only home in this

country. Thus it will be seen that although she has never
been out of my possession from the time I took her off ship-

board, she had flown from the Secretaiy's to the President's,
and in her course, whether straight or circuitous, over the largo

industrial hive of Bu-mingham and Aston, with its 10G,47O
dweUings, inhabited by 489,313 persons, besides the thickly
populated suburbs adjoining. When we also take into con-
sideration the hundreds of Pigeon-keepers in Birmingham, who
between the hours of one and two o'clock turn out theii-

immense kits of flyers for their daily airing, it must be con-
sidered a remarkable incident that my pectdiar foreigner should
have passed from my keeping in so strange a manner, and have
been captured at the house of my fellow fancier, friend, and
colleague, whilst it was stealing its frugal meal in company
with a few birds which are set at large, and kept as feeders for

his better bii'ds.—J. W. Ludlow, Vaaximll Road, Birmimjliam.

PARASITES ON CANAEIES.
I would supplement the remarks made by Mr. Blakston oo

this subject (see page 94) by adding that, as I have aheady pointed
outin " The Entomologist," a fruitful and frequently-overlooked
source of the very troublesome Acari is the seeds with which
the birds are suppUed. There are certainly bird-lice which
have nothing to do with the seeds, and which, like fleas, breed
in the bnds ; there are others which swarm in the seeds—more
at some seasons of the year than at others)—and from these

transfer themselves to the birds. I have detected these in

canary, rape, and hemp, mostly small; and yet they evidently

not only live amongst, but devour the seeds. At the first

opportunity, however, they are quite prejjared to betake them-
selves to animal food. These Acari do not appear to trouble

the bu'ds during the day, when they cluster together in corners
and angles, to await the dusk, which sends them out on their

rambles. If the seed-vendors carefully sifted their seed before

sending it out, and kept it as dry as possible, there would be a
diminution in the number of these Acari, even though it might
not be possible to keep the seed entirely free of them.

I do not see what the "worms" could have been to which
Mr. Blakston refers, unless, indeed, they were the larvte of
some one of the wood-boring beetles. The bird-hee or Acari,

though they imdergo some slight changes as they increase in
size, do not pass througli any transformations. Besides the
adoption of the remedial measures already suggested, it has
been recommended to applj' to all the cracks and crevices in
the cages a solution of camphor in spirit of wine and turpen-
tine mixed. The application of train oil to the infected parts

of wooden cages has also been very serviceable.—J. E. S. C.

EAELY POLLEN—DTSENTEEY.
Ml bees carried in pollen on the 2nd of Februai-y. The

pellets on the thighs were large and yellow. On that day I
changed all the floorboards, brushing off numerous dead bees
which had perished from dysentery, owing to the ver.y mild
damp weather we have had so long. Some of the healthiest

stocks were those on which I have had inverted flower jjots

over the central holes in the top-boards, a piece of perforated

zinc intervening. By this plan much of the damp air within
the hive seems to be able to make its escape. The floorboai'ds

of some hives on which there were no flower pots were very
mouldy.—S. Bevan Fox.

Me. Woodbury.—The following extract from a notice of the
late Mr. Woodbury appeared in the " Bienenzeitung " of October
31st. It well deserves a place in our Journal, and wUl be read

with interest by all who remember his labours in the cause of

apiarian science. I am indebted for its translation from the
German to one of the daughters of the deceased.—E. S.

" Again, dear bee friends, the sad duty devolves upon me of

annoimcing the death of a man who has done much for apicul-

ture, and who must have been the first best bee-keeper of

modern times in England. Indeed, all the readers of the
' Bienenzeitung ' remember the name — remember the in-
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tcresting articles that Woodbury Tvi'ote on foreign races of bees,

aud to translate wMeh was always a pleasant task to me. But
the bee-keei)ers of Germany knew nothing further of the dis-

tant friend who first introduced the Italian bee into England,
and whose intention of naturahsing the Indian bee also jwas
only frustrated by death. One of his last works was the
superintendence of the manufacture of a hive in which a swarm
(Apis dorsata) should have been introduced into England from
India's distant shore, the arrival and success of which was
Woodbm'y's deai'est wish."

UNITING SWAEMS.
The practice of joining swarms, or what is more commonly

termed " chop-offs," to stocks in the autumn is of very old

Jate, and is still recommended in modern works and periodi-

cals. Save by a correspondent to our Journal, who lately

recommended the brimstone pit as the best mode of disposing
of these surplus bees, and who for his pains got a few stings

from some of our worthy bee-masters, I am not aware of the
plan ever having been condemned by anyone. Now, although
it is universally approved of, I believe the anticipated benefit

is seldom derived, for the bees escape dying in .spring by meet-
ing with an earlier death when joined to stocks in autumn.

. I wiU endeavour briefly to show the advantages and disad-

vantages of uniting swarms to stocks in autumn, and will tlien

jiass on to the proper time at which swarms ought to be joined.

In the first place, let us ask what hives ought to be streugth-
ened in the autumn, and why ? Such hives are those only
which have aged queens, aud whose population has been re-

duced through the defects of the queen in breeding ; or late

swarms in a bad season which have lost many bees, and have,
therefore, an insufficient population to maintain a uniform
degree of heat in winter. It is, therefore, requisite in joining
swarms that every precaution should be taken, so that it will

be certain that the best queen will be saved and not in any
way maimed. From the foregoing it wUl be seen that it is in

few cases that uniting is recommended ; iu fact, under good
management hives do not require to be united in autumn.
When bees are joined, if no fightmg occur at the time many
bee-keepers think aU is right, and having so many bees together,"

1 jok forward to securing early swarms next spring. They never
think of the mishaps that are almost sure to occur, nor of the
natiu-al life of the bee. I may here mention that hives with
not less than 3 lbs. of bees, or even 2 lbs., in autumn ought
never to be disturbed by uniting, because a healthy queen with
that number of subjects will bring forward in spring as many
bees as one with double the number ; nay, a small second
swarm is often the first to swarm. Then why put yourself to

all the trouble, aud run the risk of having healthy queens
destroyed, thi-ough uniting where bees are not required ? As
I have paid particular attention to swarms so joined for many
years I will state my observations.

First, when a swarm is joined to a stock both queens are
encased, and if not both killed at the time, frequently they do
not survive long ; and even should one survive, she is often
maimed and is seldom aDowed to lead a swarm, so that the
consequent loss iu the spring is far gi'eater than the benefit of

a few bees in autumn. Besides, how often are hives really

strengthened by this mode ? I have seen hives supposed to

be peaceably united, have stood beside them after dusk, and
seen the bees leaving by the thousand.

This occurs owing to two causes, one being when the bees
miss their queen, the other when the one set of bees is assailed

by the other ; in the former case, the queen of the strange
bees being killed immediately after the hives are united. Al-

though the bees themselves have not been meddled vrith, when-
ever they miss then- qiieen a commotion commences, almost
invariably after daylight, and the bees leave the hive never to

return. In the latter case the strange bees, although wounded,
are still able to fly, and quit the hive for ever. Thus the un-
suspecting bee-keeper is disappointed, and in nine cases out

of ten the surviving queen is so maimed that she is often

deposed early in the spring, thus causing a cessation of breed-

iug for some weeks
; and if not deposed she is seldom able to

fly with the swarm, aud is sometimes lost. The great danger

in uniting bees in autumn can only be obviated in the same
manner, and by using the same precautions, as when we join

an Italian queen—in fact, it is utterly useless to unite swarms
in autumn except iu cases where the weight of bees has been
reduced to less than 2i or 3 lbs. A young healthy queen with
from 3 to 4 lbs. weight of bees wUl be far in advance of one

with three times that weight made up by joining. " Union is

strength," but that strength is only required when there is

work to be done. What advantage is there in uniting swarms
months before they are required, when it is a well-known fact

that in a healthy hive six weeks will be sufficient to supersede

every old bee by young ones ? It may not be out of place to

mention here that I have kept bees until they were fourteen

months old. Whenever the apiarian knows he is to have sur-

plus bees he ought to join them in the height of the honey

season, and thus make the most of them, disturbing the stocks

as Uttle as possible after the honey season is past.

Nor is it requisite to unite swarms for their better keeping

in winter, because a hive containing from 3 lbs. aud upwards

wiU occupy three or more seams at a temperature of 10°
; and

this number appeal's to be quite sufficient, in an unprotected

hive with no more than a projecting roof, to stand a cold at

several degrees below zero. Such was the case in 1860, when
the thermometer sank to 4° below zero. I had a dozen hives

standing exposed ; the hive itself was only half an inch thick,

aud the only protection was a ridge projecting 6 inches round

the hive. One-half of these hives were not more than half

full of combs, and yet they all tiurned out well in spring. I

am not far wrong when I say that a hive three-quarters filled

with comb, and one-third of that occupied by bees at a tem-

perature of from 10° to 20°, is about the proportion for a hive

to remain healthy and free from disease during winter. A
hive fiUed to overflowing and perfectly fuU of combs wiU not

winter better than one only three-quarters filled. It is thus

necessary to have our hives constructed so that we can add or

diminish, not only during winter but throughout the seasons.

Like Mr. Lowe, I do not thiirk it a good plan to divide hives

in autumn, yet it is weU to have a few nucleuses as described,

to be kept in a rather warm and dry place during winter, iu

order to fill up any wants that may occur in spring through

the death of a queen iu winter.

—

A. Lanakkshike Bee-keepeb.

OTJB LETTER BOX.
Age op Stock Game Fowls (H.).—We do not believe that birds teed from

parents five yeai-s old will be as good as those bred from two-year-old birds.

Much depends on the condition in which they ai-e when moulting. It is a

strain on the system, and, if they are worth a little attention, they should be

cared for as much while it is in progress as if they were in training. The

quaUty of the feather will depend much on the material of which it is made.

Weight of Doekings and Bkahma.s at Birmingham {Suiscriher).—
Dorking cock, 12 lbs. ; hens, 10 lbs. Brahma cock, 13 lbs. ; bens, 10 lbs. at

the last show.

PouiTKY Makagement (BJacft Cofi*).—Your fowls are better managers for

you than you would he for them. The Dorkmgs are laying now that they

may be broody in time to bring you og some early chickens, and the Spanish

will be laying all the time the others are sitting, Tlio Spanish are not eaily

layers, but they lay well when theybe^'in, una v^.ii ^\lll tlms ]v .nnshmtly

supplied with new eggs. The appeanni" -
'

' '! ii'" : h. :i'.
!
Iivv will

shoi-tly lay, but not that they are laying. Y-u li i
i ..ir <. I, .1, -/'//-

.

r,>u^,

in doing that which many try for, and wliich i^ IIil intciili'-iii "I I v. ! Invcila

viz., to make one succeed the other, and not to have all yom- eggs at ouce.

Sowing Gbass Seed on Poultey Ecn (W. T.).—Yon should do it at once

so far as the time of year is concerned ; but you will, we think, do well to

wait till the land does not hold as much wet as it does now. If the extent of

the ran permit it, shut up half of it at a time. If it does not, keep the poultiy

out till there are evident signs the seed has taken root and is growing.

Beahma Hens ( IF. T.).—We should hatch our chickens from the eggs id

by the ben without vulture hocks. Nothing would compensate for them, ri

almost every particular we like the second better than the first. We do not

for a moment believe all the chickens (cocks) will have brown patches on the

wings. Ton must weed out those thaf have. By way of expenment you

might set some eggs of the first ben.

Pellets not Laying (TT. H.).—The cock has nothing to do with laying,

but puUets are better satisfied when one runs with them, and we beUeve they

keep in better condition. Borrow one for a week, and that will answer every

pirrpose.

Scurfy Fowls (Ham&iir(7ft).—We hai-dly understand the scurvy as applied

to the diseases of fowls. There is the white face, which is the disorder from

which the Hamburgh is suffering, and the white dry excrescence on the legs.

The former is cei-tainiy cured by the application of strong sulphur omtment,

unless it be the remabis of some distant cross with a white-faced breed, as

Spanish in Blafk Hamburghs. In this latter case there is no cm-e. The

excrescence o.i thr L—a i",v hr. mur^b alleviotod hv the application of the

same made vr,. , l
i ,l,i',rnlt to cure. Tiio host thing you can do

with the he., . '• .
I

Mvwithcastoroil.amllVc.lheronground

oats slaked «;:, ::, ,

,,. :,,,„ilji, and a small qnantity of kitchen

scraps chopped Oi.^. W l.s:. ..ii. . rc-uveriug you can use Ba.ly s piUs advan-

tageously, and as soon as there appears some Ufe m her let her out. Wiile

she is confined nothing wiU be more beneficial than to give her daily a sod ol

growing grass cut with plenty of mould. If this treatment will not help her,

we should advise you either to kill her, or else let her take her chance, unless

she lavs golden eggs. ' The best food we know for fowls is ground oats ;
when

these 'cannot be had, barleymeal. One of these slaked with water should he

given for the morning and evening meals. At midday give maize, barley, and

kitchen scraps. Where the latter are given the quantity of corn should bo

diminished.

Pooltey House (Far TFcsf).—We should prefer to make the end of the

house, a, a, soUd without a door. We should then make two-thn-ds of the
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lattice-work also Kolid, save two small glazed windows in the npper part.

The remainder of the front may then he lattice-work, with the exception of

the end, which would form the door. We return the sketch that you may see

our meaning. Your perches would then run from the marks o, o, o, inside the

building, and would rest on a ledge opposite to them, fastened to the " side of

outhouse." This would afford proteetiou sufficient for any weather, because there
would be no draught. The accommodation of numbers of poultry is of little

importance as regards roosting, the run during the day is the most important
point in that particular. You seem well off for space, and food to be had for

foraging, the best food there is for poultry, but they must not quite depend
upon it, and they should always have as much food as they will run after

given to them early in the morning. You do not mention gi'een food, whether
they have access to grass; if not, they must be provided with something of

the sort. Refuse vegetables will do. They will also want grit or gravel, and
some bricklayer's rubbish thrown down. They should always have the option
of going out. Premising the run is a large one, you may safely keep twenty-
four Brahmas and a dozen Bantams. If you wish it we believe you may keep

PoLANDs Feather-eating {J. J. C).—It is a very rare thing to find fowls
eating feathers at this time of year. It is by no means uncommon late i^
the season when the plumage is old, and the birds ore sickly pre\ious to

moulting. Your hj-pothesis is not a correct one. It is supposed to arise from
a disorded state of body. Of course they are confined, or they would not do it.

Remove the cock and supply the hens with green food, especially with sods of

growing grass cat with plenty of mould. It is more than possible they may
find in that the change they want, and for which they substitute feathers.
Avoid all stimulating food.

Floob of Potjltrt-yard {Geva).—k concrete floor or run for poultry is a
very bad one. It affords no scratch for the fowls, it is unyielding to the feet,

and consequently keeps them always on the stretch. This is uncomfortable
for the fowls, and that which is so is detrimental to their condition. We
should infinitely prefer the sharp gravel. We are afraid we have more rats
than you have, but they do not kill our chickens. They eat their food.

Birmingham Crp Dorking Cockerel.—" I find that the year in which I
purchased the bird was 1869, inadvertently stated as 1870. Unfortunately my
Dorkings are unable to speak for themselves, otherwise they would, doubtless,
ask Mr. Waller to state in what respect they ' oi-e incorrect,' and further to
point out that their birthplace is ' The Laurels, Taunton,' not ' Birmingham.'
—J. B. Saundkrs."'

Poisoned Fowls {Birmingham).—Your hypothesis of the labels containing
arsenic is not admissible. We have no doubt Mr. Harley's fowls were pur-
posely poisoned. The analysis shows there was arsenic "in considerable
quantity." There are too many cases of maiming and disfiguring exhibited
fowls for us to doubt that some exhibitors are malicious and revengefully
jealous.

Chinese Fowls.—" On reading the answer to ' G. C. A. ' (page 9.S), about
Chinese fowls, and the letter headed ' Black Cocliin-Chinas ' (page 90), I was
reminded of some fowls which I saw last summer recently imported from
Hong Kong, and which were said to be of a valuable breed. These were
Black, mostly with larkrcrests and beards, some with the peculiar double
comb of half-bred Creve-Cceurs ; indeed, anyone might have fancied they
were Cochins crossed with Creve-Cceurs.

—

Letitia Ward, Th.c Close, Salts-
bury."

Inducing a Hen to Sit.—" A hen may be persuaded to sit at ony time of
the year.—Vincent Fraser." See page 110. *' A Subscriber" will be
greatly obliged by information how this is done. Perhaps "Vincent Fraser'
will reply to this.

,

Beak of Magpie Pigeon (A Reader). — Magpies certainly should have
dark beaks ; birds of this variety ore not perfect it the colour of beak is other-
wise. Many specimens are too often seen with the upper mandible of the
beak dark, and the lower one light, which is a decided blemish. The beak
should be nearly black, corresponding with the intense black head of the bird.

Pigeons Going Light.—" If Mr. H. AUsop will give his Pigeons castor-
oil pills instead of castor oil he will not soil the plumage of his birds. A
friend of mine has tried them with success.—S. H."

Pigeons and Canaries (J. W.).—White Jacobins, although they had bull
eyes, yet being, as you say, very good in other points, might win. Match
your Evenly-marked Buff cock Canary with a rich Jonque hen, either clear in
colour, but having Evenly-marked blood in her, or Evenly-marked if having
Crested blood ; or being Crested, you would get Evenly-marked and Crested
birds as well. Mind the markings are not too heavy. We think that this
class of Canary is a good one for amateurs to breed for exhibition, especially

to begin with.

Swan-necked Egyptian Pigeons (Pharamond).—We know nothing of this
large variety of Scandaroon. Certainly those exhibited recently were by no
means large. Mr. Baily, of Mount Street, imports a great number of birds
from the Continent, and most likely could procure them for you.

Canary's Head Unfeathered {Edith).—If by any accident a Canary
should get the top of its head thoroughly plucked, it will most frequently
remain bare until the next moult. Such may be the case with the wild
Canaries from Madeira, to which you refer. If the baldness arise from what
is known as scurf—and the description given seems to indicate it—anoint the
part with fresh butter as free from salt as it can be made by washing, and
give plenty of green food—watercress, lettuce, a slice of apple, the inner leaf
of the heart of a cabbage, duckweed, groundsel—such as can be obtained.

—

W. A. Blakston.

Dead Canary (/. S. IF.).—The defunct suhjert is a Buff bird with a cross
of Norwich in it. The colour indicates that it might pass for a Norwich bird,
but a very poor specimen. You describe bim as a " fine straight bird," which
" stood up well on his legs." That indicates a strain of what is known as
Yorkshire. But judging from his appearance in his cofhn, I should say there
was as much Norwich as anything in the departed.—W. A. Blajkston.

Bees at Casiberwell {Constant Subscriber).—We have no doubt they
will thrive if well managed. They were kept by Wildman in Holbom.

Bees Dying {W. J. H.).—lt is probable that your bees have died of dysen-
tery. The extremely damp and mild weather which has prevailed this
winter is the cause of great mortality. As you say that you have fed liber-
ally, it is not likely that your bees have perished of stonation. You cannot
do better, if the mortality still continues, than to frequently change the
floorboard. Spring feeding usually commences in March; but if you have any
doubt as to your hive having a sufficient supply of food stored up, you had

better give your bees the benefit of the doubt, and let them have a few ouncea
of food twice o^week on any mild day. We do not reply by post to queries.

Removing a Htve {T. H.).—A hive of bees may safely be moved 4 feet

from its present position with perfect safety, provided it be done in mild still

weather when the sini is shining. Choose the first wanu, unclouded day
when the bees come out in force. The later you- con put off the operation

the better, of course, as the sun's rays are acquiring heat every day.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS,

Camden Square, London.

Lat. Sr 32' 40" N. ; Lonfj. 0^ 8' 0" W. ; Altitude 111 feef

.

DATS,
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plied that they often settle on the tendi-d ,
lealstato ^d

tender branches, where they form excrescences ^-^^ g^ ii^e

gr-owths, differing only from tl^°f
,<''^,f? ^f^leTence in the

Set as one would naturaUy expect from the difierence m in

plant tissues. After the Vine has finished it« |™'
^'^J^

^ZuMf lice fincUn" no more succulent and suitable leares,

^:^%o Werand seek the roots; bo that by the end of

'^S'^ryor^T'atc^e^dXmlhe eggs on the roots ai-e ab^o^

lutelytchstmguishable from those hatched
^^'^Jl^'J^^^

the /raTid apterous female cUffers m no respect whateTer from

the mother gall louse. The females on the roots seem to be

*iess prlfic fhan those on the gaU. and
^^fj^^^^^^^^^^'

are rather larger. These eggs ai-e always of a bright yeuoj-

and on the dark root are detected with the naked eye as reaMy

as the hce, which become darker, or a dull orange, as they grow

°^^'The msect is found on the roots in ^/tfe^^J^X^g^^'
summer months. In the whiter it is found dormant, prmci

pally m the larva state, and no eggs ^e to be seen V\itn

the cu-culation of the sap in the spi-uig t^« ^,«'^y*y
^^„f^".^

young recommences, and in a short tmie
f''^^''^J'^f,

^^PSL^',"

deposited agahi. At this season the P^^^'^'l^J *\7 i^*lf
beaks produce veiy decided swelhngs, and an ^^^^ « of mois

tui-e at the wounded parts. The winged forms
^Z^J-^l^^^^

uncommon, and commence to issue from the gi'ound perhaps

"'^S:/fx'amined a large number of Yines -,anf ^^^t-*

from St. Louis, and I shall merely quote the result as re^airds

a few. "VitisYmifera (European). A^l European vaneties

with roots badly affected. In
^f^y ,f^^^'^.''^^i.fToncord

and gone, with the Vines about dead. No leaf-gaUs. Concord

(native variety), no leaf-galls, scarcely any ^oo^-^^tv al^rge
enthely exempt." From the researches of

^f- ».=^^y .\ ^'i'l^

number of om- native varieties suffer to a great extent but as

it would not mterest your readers, I shaU not o««;W ^P^ce by

quotmg the results of his researches, but
m^^^'^Vlfn,

° ™
fact that, m accordance with his expenence, t^^^Concoid pro-

bably suffers less from the Vme louse than any other ^ai ety

For a lengthened period it had been a weU-recognised fac

that European Grapes would not succeed m this co^^^tir undei

ordhiary garden culture. Grapes bemg a marketable frmt a

number of persons endeavoiired to supply the national want by

the raismg of seedlings, some piuely native, and otliers hybiids

between native and Em-opean varieties. Hunch-edso varieties

were raised and dissemmated ; but experience estabhshed the

fact that only a hmited number remamed healthy and luxu-

i-iant m any soil and situation.—Ai. Fresco, hew Jersey, U.b.

(To be continuecl.)

THE EOYAL HOBTICULTUBAL SOCIETY.

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING.
Febbuakt 13th.

The Annual General Meeting of the Eoyal Horticultural

Socfetv wS held last Tuesday afternoon in the Comicil-room,

iouthSin^on. In the un^avoidable fBence of L^rd H^nry

G. Lennox, M.P., the chair was taken by G. F. Wilson, Jisq.,

^
Tife Ch-ubman said he had received a letter fi-om Lord HeruT

Lennox M.P., who was expected to have presided at the meet-

Lg stating that imporiaut matters
^^f P'^«^«'^*'=l"°Sf/°f

Ml- Bic^uiDS, the Assistant Secretai-y, read the Minutes of

the last annual meeting, which were confii'med

Messrs. Fortune and Mooke were appointed Scrutmeeis foi

^^Th^AssiSTANT SECBETABYthen read the Annual Eeport, which

'^
TlFe^C^AiBMAN said that was the time for any FeUow who had

a remark to make upon the Eeport to do so. He rnignt

obsei-ve that the accounts were annexed to the Eeport and had

been circulated with it.
j_ „

Mr Blenkiks said it afforded him much pleasure to move

that the very satisfactoryEeport which they, had just heard read

should be received and adopted by the meeting. He thought he

should have the concurrence of all the Fellows present when he

said the Eeport was a really satisfactory one [hear hear J. Last

vear, when he had the honom- of seconding the adoption of tbe

Annual Eeport, he took occasion to remark that he entertained

a iii-m behef that a union between the Exhibition Commissioners

and the CouncQ of the Eoyal Horticultnral Society would be

highly beneficial to the latter. The highly satisfactory Eeport

which had been presented to them that day showed he was riglit

when he anticipated this improvement. He hoped tfiis umon

would long continue, and that
tlj^y/JC^.^Jf^i^L^r pri^eges

*"piSor'TE='sam heTwd, in seconding the motion

dav worked with a marked success and in that bociety rne piaii

eristed of ^g to members tickets to admit two persons on

but not in paying t^^eir subscriptaons [aUu^^^ Th^^^^^^

fardtp^,5sTu&\gr^^e^ar%lL^^^

part ot tnegauteu, vvii
;* was a shame these tents cost so

whose tastes lay in that ^^''^^°" L">= ,
J

j^^jjy ^jene-
the CoimcU in this respect could not fail to prove m„my ueuc

ficial to the Society.

Mr Godson said he should preface the few remarks he was

ab^ut t?rke\y V^^vosi^g oic
l^^^^J- ^l^^^'^H

S^-wt^e *^me-^^%nr '^aSo^tjSX Counc.

i^-°K^pUsefcoSir;f,«o5£j;z^^

one year they ^ad a gentleman voted out, and th^e^nex^^^^^

they had ,l™i^™t"\,^°;,
J^^JlJI'g Now, with all deference,

maiked clegiee to ub o
-^ ^ j L^^-g .j^aa applauded

[hear, hearj. ^^ ^/^^^^^fL\. f^^ gocietj' last year, and what
and praised for what he '"^.™\'^"^^" ,,„ •*„„„

g^jit out of the
was the gratitude shown l^''^'

,3m ''^
„'!S '™t the circum-

mg tll?;t tl^<*<,C°^^^g
hYvh^g produced a Show of unusual beauty

ham, that— isesiaes naviuoi'i
vpsult which

rhatVdl2"00-fo?rrnrto Her Majesty's Commissioners of^^^^^^
chaigea *^*^V"' , ^nd yet no income tax was allowed?

Now,'lo or lo TsfhTthouyt, a matter worthy of considera-
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tion. He did not like making these remarks, but lie could not
helj) doing so m'hen he read in the Report this passage :

—" The
Fellows will find that notw-ithstandiug the reduction of the esta-

Ithshment at Chiswick, its expenses have last year risen fi-oiu

tl335 8s. 7d. to i2U60 19s. lid. The explanation of this is the
large drafts made on the gai'den at Chiswick hy the establish-

ment at Soutli Kensington, rendered 'necessary by the Inter-
national Exhibition." Now, that had never been admitted
before. He thought his Grace the Duke of Devonshire was
entitled to their thanks for the manner iu which he had acted
with respect to the Chiswick property [hear, hear]. Another
observation he wished to make was with reference to the fact, that
while people paid Is. Gd. each to go into the Exhibition, those
who wentround by the Gardens the same day and hour had to pay
2s. Gd. He hoped that state of things was or would be cor-

rected [hear, hear], and he felt satisfied if the £2400 rent paid
to Her Majesty's Commissioners of 1851, and other pajTnents
and monies were taken into account, it would be found that the
Society was not under those great obligations to the Commis-
sioners which it was probably thought they were. 'When they
found that only i£'388 13s. had been given for the rent of the two
arcades, the meeting would have the whole case of the Exhibi-
tion before them ; and he could only say he thought the Com-
missioners might act more liberally than they did [hear, hear].
He hoped a fair explanation would be given on the points to
which he had called attention. It was as a matter of justice,

which was due to the other Fellows who had not an opportunity
of criticising the Report, that his observations had been made

;

and he hoped, if they had any weight with the Council, that the
subject matter of them would be gone into as soon as possible
[hear, hear].
The Ch.ubman, replying to the remarks of the several speakers,

said his friend who seconded the adoption of the Report sug-
gested that gi'eater facilities as to the acquisition of tickets to
the gardens should be given. That was a matter entu'ely for the
Fellows themselves [hear]. Of course the great object the
Council, and, indeed, all connected with the Society, had in
view, was to keep the gardens as quiet as possible on Sundays
[hear, hear] . Increased facilities for admission would, of course,
bring more people to visit the gardens than might be altogether
agreeable [hear]. He should put it to the meeting whether
they would vote for or against this suggestion for increased
facilities for admission to the gardens.
Mr. Godson.—You must have a special meeting for that

purpose.
Professor Tknnant.—At present it is merely a suggestion

thrown out, and not a dii-ect motion.
A Fellow.—The Botanic Society, at the Regent's Park,

entertained a similar suggestion without calling a special
meeting.
The CiLAiRMAN said the question was really one wliich involved

that of increased privileges. Mr. Wooster had spoken of the loss

of the large tent, but he might remark it had one disadvantage
—it was like a white elephant, very expensive—and it was on
gi-ound which the Society had to give up at six mouths' notice.

Mr. Godson suggested that His Koyal Highness Prince Ai-thur
shoidd be elected on the Council by acclamation, and he (the

Chairman) had much pleasure in putting that motion to the
meeting.
Mr. Godson seconded the motion, which was carried amid

cheers.
The Ch-URM-AN observed that Mr. Godson had made some re-

marks as to Mr. Lowe being removed fi-om the Council. That
was a matter which did not, by any means, rest with the Council.
A bye-law existed which pi-ovided that two members of the
Cormcil should go out every year by reason of non-attendance,
the object being to keep new blood in the Council. Mr. Lowe,
on the present occasion, was one of those who went out for non-
attendance, and only on account of non-attendance. Mr. Godson
also spoke of the i'2400 rent paid the Commissioners, without
deduction of income tax. In reply to that observation he might
say i2400 was the sum fixed for rent without the question of

income tax being at all entertained.
Mr. Godson.—The Act of ParUament makes it imperative

that the income tax should be allowed, and I am surprised that
the Treasurer does not know that as well as his ABC [laughter]

.

The Ch.ixril\n.—This f2400 was paid for rent, but will you
please remember we owe five or six years' rent which we have
not paid ? [hear, hear.]
The motion for the adoption of the Report was then put and

carried unanimously.

Mr. EicHAKDs (Assistant Secretaiy) said the votes were unani-
mous in favom' of the election of the officers named by the
Council, and with respect to the new Coimcilnien, there was one
dissentient. The following is the list of oflicers elected :

—

President, His Grace the Duke of Buccleuch, K.G. ; Treasurer,
Mr. John Glutton ; Secretary, Major-GeneralH.Y.D. Scott, C.B.

;

Expenses Committeemen, Mr. John Glutton, Mr. W. Wilson
Saunders, F.E.S.; Mi-. Sigismimd Riicker, F.L.S. Auditors, Mr.
James Nicholson, Mr. John Gibson, Mr. Eobei-t Hudson, F.R.S.

The names of vacating members of Council were Major R.
Trevor Clarke, Rev. Joshua Dix (deceased), Mr. B. J. Lowe,
F.R.S. The names of FeUows recommended by the Council to
fill the above-mentioned or<linary vacancies were H.R.H. the
Prince Artliui-, Mr. Arthm- Grote, F.L.S., and Mr. Andrew
Mun-ay, F.L.S.

Ml'. Feenvhough said he had heard many complaints respect-
ing the annoyance caused by childi-en at the musical promenades,,
and by the fact that the servant girls took for themselves the
very best places to be had [hear, hear]. Perambulators and
hoops were undoubtedly a nuisance when music was being
played, and probably the Council might adopt some remedy
for it.

Mr. WoosTEE suggested that ten-a cotta medallions of the
most eminent botanists should be placed in the niches of the
arcades. On the capitals, too, he should suggest that floricul-

tural groups should be placed—a suggestion which had been
carried out at Oxford.
General Scott thought it would be a mistake to put the busts

of distinguished botanists on the walls referred to. He had
heard various opinions as to the Oxford capitals, but there was
an old saying, "Beggars must not be choosers." The Society
had not paid for the capitals, and it would be difiicult to get
sculptors equal to the task proposed. It should be remembered
that the Commissioners had gone to the expense of maldng all

the improvements round the gardens ; and that they were not
done by the Society at all. There was plenty of space for busts^
even busts of full size.

The Ch-UEMan said, with reference to the remarks of Mr.
Femyhough, the Council would do the best they could to reduce
or abate the annoyance complained of, but it would be a difficult

position to be placed between the Council and the mothers
[laughter]

.

General Scott had considerable sympathy in this subject with
the fathers and mothers of the children, for he had a large
family himself ; but he should think a change, having for its

object that there should be only one child admitted per ticket
instead of two, would meet the difficulty. That was a subject
on which he thought the meeting shoiild express an opinion,
because it was upon matters Uke these the Council wanted their
hands strengthened [hear, hear]. Then as to the Sunday ad-
missions, the Council would try to do what they could ; and
upon this question also the meeting ought to express its.

oiDinion.

Mr. Blenkins beUeved they were all delighted to see the
childi-en in the gardens when they were well-behaved ; but he
thought that on show days, or music-promenade days, certain
instructions ought to be given to the attendants to have the
annoyance caused by the children abated [hear, heai-]. At the
same time, there could be no doubt that there could be no better
place in which to have the tastes of children cultivated than in
these gardens [hear, hear].
A Fellow asked whether the trellis division in the gardens

was about to be removed, as many of the FeUows veiy much
objected to it, because they coidd not get to that part of the
gardens without running the gauntlet of the weather.
The Chaibm-an said it was not intended to remove the trellis-

work.
After a vote of thanks to the Chairman the proceedings came

to a close.

Repoet of the Councll to the Annu.al General Meeting.
1. The CouncU, in their last year's Report, expressed a confi-

dent expectation that the International Exhibition, then about to
be opened under the direction of Her Majesty's Commissioners,
would tend gi-eatly to the advantage of the Society. Theu' an-
ticipation has been fully reaUsed, and they have the gi-atiflca-

tion of announcing to the FeUows that the Society has partici-
pated largely in its success. Not only has it profited by the
Exhibition being made accessible to them and their famihes on
especiaUy favourable terms, but the result of the aiTangement
entered into with -the Commissioners (by which, in considera-
tion of the temporary use of the Arcades and other facilities

given by the Society, it should receive a payment by way of a
royalty of Id. for every visitor to the Exhibition), has been to
place to their credit a sum of £.5030 Os. lid.

2. -It was not to be expected, nor did the Coimcil ever antici-

IJate, that so important an operation could be carried thi'ough,
and so large an increase to their income for the year be acquired,
without some reduction of certain soui'ces of income on which
the Society had been accustomed to rely. The amount of such
reduction, however, has been smaU, as wiU be seen by a com-
parison of the different items of receipt and expenditui'e in last

year's statement of accounts, with that which accompanies thia
Report.

3. On turning to the side showing the receipts, it wiU be found
that the sum received this year for annual subscriptions shows
no material difference ; the amount received this year being
£7115 17s., as against £7177 last year. The number of FeUows
continues nearly the same. The items where the receipts have
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fallen, and where tlie fall may be directly traced to the Exhihi-
tion, are the daily admissions and promenades, the rent of space
in the arcades, and the produce of Exhibitions and Fetes. The
sum received for daily admissions and promenades has fallen

from £463 &s.9d. to i'i72 is. Id.; the rent of space in the arcades,
from A'424 to £388 18s. ; and the produce of Exhibitions and
Fetes, from £1277 7s. to £634 6s. Id. A considerable diminution
in the receipts for garden produce vras of course to be looked for

after the garden at Chis-svick had been so much reduced in size,

at all events until the new an-angements are in -working order.
It has, however, proved much less than the Council anticipated
—viz., from £578 5s. lid. to £349 15s. 4d. The alterations at
Chiswick have been completed, and the new walls built, the
expenses having partly been borne by the adjoining tenant and
partly defrayed from the sale of plants and other produce in the
ground given up.

4. The Council have the pleasure to announce that although
in the year 1870 the Society sustained a slight loss from the
Show at Oxford, this last year they more than redeemed it at
Nottingham. Besides having produced a Show of imusual beauty
and interest, they realised a net profit of £774, a result which
the Council feel to be in a great measure due to the devoted and
untiring labours of one of their number, Mr. E. J. Lowe.

5. Tiu-ning to the other side of the account, the Fellows wiU
find, that notwithstanding the reduction of the establishment at
Chiswick, its expenses have last year risen from £1835 8s. 7d. to
£2060 19s. 11(7. The explanation of this is the large drafts made
on the garden at Chiswick by the estabhshnient at South Ken-
sington, rendered necessary by the International Exhibition.

6. On South Kensington Garden the expenses have also been
considerably increased, the amount this year being £3802 2s. 6d.
instead of £2359 10s. 7d. The expenses of Exhibitions last year
were £1484 7s. Id., this year they amounted to £1916 8s. id.
This increase must be regarded as part of the necessary outlay
required to produce the receipt of £5030 lis. from the Exhibition.

7. It is also to be observed that the amount of Kensington
Garden expenses is largely increased by the payment of £500 to
Mr. Foley for his exquisite piece of sculpture, " The Boy at the
Stream," which was produced under arrangements initiated by
H.R.H. the Prince Consort, at the estabUshmeut of the garden
at South Kensington in 1861, and which has remained imexecuted
imtil now. The work, though ordered in 1S02, was delivered
only in 1870.

8. Another large item which the Fellows will observe in the
expenditure is £500 paid on account of tents. Tliis is the first

instalment of a payment of £1400, which those two fine tents
now in the gardens will cost. These tents had become essential
to the continued success of the Society's Shows.

9. The foregoing is a brief summary of the working business
of the past year. It now remains to say a few words in anticipa-
tion of that of the coming year. The Council have only two
alterations of any moment in view, but both are important.
Many Fellows who were in town dmringthe period of the Exhibi-
tion, and who availed themselves of their privileges, may have
felt some degree of inconvenience from the arrangements with
the Exhibition Commissioners as to entrance into the Exhibition
and gardens, and all of them must have agi-eed that it would
have been a very great boon had their Fellows' tickets admitted
them to the Exhibition on the same footing that they did to tlie

gardens. Feeling tliis, the Council have endeavoured to make
an'angements mth the Commissioners, by which this privilege
should be acquired, and they have the satisfaction of announcing
to the Fellows that the Commissioners have agi'eed to grant the
privilege sought by the Council for the present year, in con-
sideration of the use of the Quadrant Arcades by visitors to the
Exhibition.

10. The other step is the appointment of a Botanical Professor,
who, by lectures, answers to personal inqiuries, and other means,
shall assist in establishing a more coiTect knowledge of the prin-
ciples of botany and horticulture, and of the names of plants,
among those of the Fellows and their gardeners who are desirous
to profit by the opportunity. An abstract of the duties proposed
to be attached to the position is annexed, and the Council believe
that they have secured a very competent botanist and horticul-
tm-ist to undertake them, in the person of Mr. Thistleton Dyer,
late Professor of Botany in the University of Dublin.

Duties of the Professor of Botany.
1.

—

Geneeae. — To conduct the scientific business of the
Society, both hoi-ticultural and botanical. To enter into com-
munication with horticultural and botanical establishments at
home and abroad, and especially with the Societies in union with
the Royal Horticultural Society.

2.

—

South Kensington.—To attend the meetings and exhibi-
tions of the Society, and there note carefully, and report upon
all objects of merit, for publication by the Society ; also to pay
attention to the correct naming of the plants exhibited.
To aid the Rev. M. J. Berkeley at the Wednesday meetings.
To be at the offices one afternoon in each week, for the purpose

of answering any scientific inquiries which may be made by the
Fellows.

To edit any publications which the Society may issue.

To give a series of lectiu'es on subjects connected with scientific

horticulture to the Fellows and others during the session, as the
Council may direct.

To take charge of the library and look to its increase.
3.—CmswiCK.—To take care that all plants of botanical interest

be properly named.
To inspect all scientific experiments made in the garden, to

report the results, and offer suggestions for further experiments
relative to scientific horticulture and the growth of plants.

To be present one afternoon each week to give information on
such points as may be necessary to Fellows and gardeners of

Fellows, and to receive from them plants which may require
botanical names.
To give a series of lectures each year to the students in the

gardens and the gardeners of Fellows on scientific horticulture
and botany.
To report monthly on the meteorological observations made in

the garden.
To form one of the Horticultural Board of Directors.

Extracts from the Reports of the HoRTicuiiTuliAi,
DmECTOES.

Sciektific Committee.—Under the peculiar circumstances of

the gardens at Chiswick in 1871, it was impossible for the Board
of Direction to do more than apply all their energies to the best

mode of carrying out the necessary alterations. In consequence
of the lateness of the season at which anything effectual could
be accomplished, there was considerable anxiety as to the fate

of the valuable stock, which could not be removed till a period
far later than was desirable. It is, however, with great pleasui-e

that they are able to report that the removal of the trees was
most successful. Partly from constant care, and partly from a
very favourable condition of weather, not a single plant of any
value failed, and the gardens must now be considered as in a
most satisfactory condition. The Board will now be prepared to

caiTy out any horticultural experiments which may be sug-
gested, while it is hoped that, ivnder the regulations proposed
by the Council for Lectures to Students, the gardens may become
a very valuable school for horticulture. The Board cannot help
congi'atulating the Society in having been able to retain the
sei-vices of Mr. Barron, which could not possibly have been very
well replaced.
PoMOLOGiCAL DEPARTMENT.

—
'Uliat has chiefly occupied at-

tention in the pomological department during the past year has
been the preparation and fiu-nishing of the ground, in the new
arrangement of the garden, with the fruit trees that were removed
from the old orchard. The advantages of this reconstruction
are now apparent, and not the least important of these is the
classifying of the trees, by which facilities are obtained for com-
paring and judging of the dilferent varieties. The Board take
this oppoi-tunity of testifjlug to the skill displayed by Mr. Barron
in the way the new arrangements have been carried out and
completed. Although the whole of the open space appropriated
to the fi'uit department has been completed, the new boundary
walls have yet to be furnished. Steps have been taken, and are
now in progress, to obtain such trees as are adapted for that
pm-pose, and ere spring has much advanced as complete a col-

lection of Apricots, Cherries, Peaches, and Nectarines, as it is

possible to obtain shall have been secured, and the former high
reputation of the Chiswick garden for its pomological collections

will have been restored. Up to the present time there exist,

under the successfvil re-an-angement of these, about 400 sorts of

Apples, 350 of Pears, 300 of Plums, 430 of Cherries, 220 of
Vines, and 100 of Figs. Of the last there are yet many varieties

that have not been determined.
Besides the work of reconstruction, an extensive experi-

mental trial of the numerous varieties of Borecole or Kale has
been made, by which the confusion so much complained of

will be cleared up, and the various names by which the
varieties are known -n-iU be referred to their proper places. This
season arrangements have been made for a trial of Peas, of

which the varieties have become so numerous, and the confusion
of names so complicated, since the last great trial in the garden.
In the Great Vinery there is a verj' marked improvement in

the condition of the Vines since the enlargement and re-di-essing

of the border, and the heading-down of some of the varieties.

The new Grape, Madresfield Court, which was at first supposed
to be a variety requiring hot treatment, has proved to be one of

the very best for a cool house, equalling if not surpassing the
Black Hamburgh in the high condition it attains imder such
cuTumstances. A Vine of this variety was planted in company
with one of the Black Hamburgh in the Rev. Mr. Foimtaine's
vinery, which was erected in the garden, and although the house
has no provision of any kind for being artificially heated, the
Madresfield Court Grape ripened thoroughly, and was considered

to be much better adapted for such a situation than the Black
Hamburgh.
As usual, the Fellows have made good use of the privilege

afforded them in obtaining scions of fruit trees and seeds from
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tlie garden. Daring the past year the distribution of each has
been as foUows :

—

00,000 packets of vegetable seeds.
4,500 packets of cuttings of Figs, Vines, and other fruit ti'ees.

600 plants of Figs distributed by ballot.

Floral Depaht.uent.—Owing to the alterations Tvhich have
been in progress at Chiswick, but little opportunity vras afforded
diu'ing the season of 1871 for carrying on the usual trial of

flowers. These alterations have included the formation, in the
-vicinity of the Council Room, of a new series of beds for the
s;Towth of Trial Plants ; aud though it was late in the season
before these beds were completed, a collection of Bedding Pelar-
goniums was nevertheless got together, and planted out in time
to make satisfactory progi'ess. These were examined in the
month of August by the Floral Committee, when the following
awards were made :

—

First-Class Cebtiticates.—As Flowering Plants : Lawrence
Heywood, Charley Casbon, Mrs. Mellows, Lady Kirkland, Stan-
stead Rival, E. Bowley, Waltham Seedling, Louis Veuillot,
Penelope. As Foliage Plants : Goldfiuder, Macbeth, Louisa
Smith, Black Douglas.

Second-Class Certlficates.—..4s Flowering Plants : Demos-
thenes, Arthur Pearson, Murillo, Triomphe de Stella, Augustine
Rougier, The Champion, Mrs. Menzies, Mdlle. Nillson, Cleopatra,
Acme, Madame Lemoine. -4s Foliage Pla?its : Miss Batters,
Florence.
In the present season it is proposed to continue the trials of

"bedding Pelargoniums, and to add in the out-door department
collections "of Pentstemons and Phloxes, aud in the in-door
department of Fuchsias—all of which have been much aug-
mented as to the number of varieties, and materially improved
as regards quality, since the former examinations of them were
made.
On the wall bounding the trial ground on the west, it is pro-

pssed-to grow examples of Ornamental Hardy Climbers, instead
of fruit trees as heretofore. Contributions for this object will
be acceptable. Nbtwithstanding the reduction of space in the
garden, the collection of Herbaceous Perennials wliich had been
recently acquii-ed; has been retained, and any further accessions
thereto, or to the class of Hardy Bulbs, especially Lilies, would
be welcomed.
The Chiswick garden has contributed, during the past year,

to the garden at Kensington, the foUowing supplies—viz., For
the decoration of the Conservatory about 20,000 plants ; and for
other purposes of furnishing and decoration, about 50,000 plants.
The distributions made to the Fellows during the year, in this

department, have comprised 7000 useful plants, allotted by
ballot, and 60,000 packets of flower-seeds.

Statement of Accocxts from January 1st to December 30tli,1871.

Receipts.
£ a. d. £ s. d.

To Life Compositions 945
„ Admission Fees 430 10
„ »Annnal Subscriptions 7760 12
„ +Garden Produce and Charges 349 15 4
„ Daily Admissions and Promenades ... . 172 4 1

„ Kent of space in Arcades 388 13

„ Exhibitions and Fetes 654 6 1

„ Miscellaneous 35 19 11

„ Interest on Davis Bequest 59 8 1

.,, Profit on Provincial Show Accounts
(Balances) 844 7 9

„ Entomological Collection 20
„ Alterations at Chiswick 25 10 6
„ Annual International Exhibitions 5030 11

16,716 7 8

^ Assets, Bubscriptions wipaid 700
tGarden Produce, due but unpaid 80

780

Expenditure.
£ 8. d. £ a. d.

By Balance from 1870 1313 9 6
:Bd Chisicick Oard-n Eipensn—vii:—

Rent, Bates, aud Taxes 240 15 7
Labour 985 2 8
Implements, Manure, Coke, &c 2.'J2 1 5
Repairs 71 9
Trees, Plants, and Shrubs 11 18 10
Miscellaneous 64 11 9

1605 11
French Commissioners (for Repayment) .

.

14 9 10
Hij Expense of Management—vis :

—

'

Salaries 536 17 9
Horticultural Directors, Fruit, and Floral

Committees, Ac 407 17 5
Foreign Importations 5
Esaminatiou of Gardeners 15 15
Postages 68
Distribution of Seeds, Plants, and Cuttino's 60 4 11
Beading Room 27 2 11
Gas 12 14 S
Wages 203 10
Hiscellaueous 48 9 8

Annual International Exhibitions (for Re-
payment)

By Expe'nKS of Exhihitiom—vil :—
Tents 500
Advertising and Posting 234 14
Prizes and Medals 997 12 10
Bands 195
Police 18
Labour, Judges' Fees, Luncheons, and

Sundries 247 1 3
Expenses of Permanent Exhibition 87 2 1
Superintendent of Flower Shows 91 13 4

International Prizes 248 10

„ Judges' Fees 800
„ Sundries 50

By Kensington Garden Expenses—viz :
—

Labour 983 8 9
Rates, Taxes, and Insurtuiee 822 2 9
Sculptme 600
Water 71 14
Repairs 551 16 10
Implements, Manure, Coals and Coke 173 11 1

Gravel 20 13
Trees, Plants, Seeds, &c 9 8 6
Superintendent's Salary 100
Miscellaneous 29 16 9

Rent to Her Majesty's Commissioners of 1851
Conversazione
By Interest on Debentures
„ Liabilities of 1870 paid off

„ Liabilities on Current Account, £1597 Os. 3d.

„ Ditto on ditto which may be
considered as belonging tp Capital
Account—viz.. Tents and Extra Plant-
ing,°il324 10s. 8rf.

Bv Balance

3262 11 8
2400

84 6 1
1943 13 8

£16,716 7 8

2na February, 1872.

Audited aud found correct,

James NI(
Robert Hud.sos,
John Gibson,

FRUIT AKD FLORAL MEETING.
February 14th.

Last year the meeting held just one day later proved one of
the best the Society ever had so early in the season, but this

year the floral display was even better, the room being filled

with numbers of choice Orchids, splendid masses of Chinese
Primulas and Cj'clamens, and such a diversity of other plants,

that the whole formed, in fact, an exhibition of no small extent.

Fruit Committee.—George F. Wilson, Esq., in the chair.

Reference was made to the recent sudden death of the late Mr.
Thomas Osborn, a member of this Committee, aud it was unani-
mously resolved to recommend to the Council that a letter of

condolence be sent to Mrs. Osbom testifying to the valuable
services rendered to the Committee by her husband.
Mr. James AUau, gardener to Lord Denbigh, Newnham

Paddox, sent specimens of a Sprouting Kale, which the Com-
mittee considered a spurious form of Brussels Sprouts, and not

superior to other varieties of Sprouting Kale already in cul-

tivation. Mr. William Melville, of the Royal Vinery, St.

LawTence, Jersey, sent a collection of coloured Kales, some of

which are proliferous on the midribs of the leaves ; the latter are

very beautiful, and received a cultural commendation.
Mr. Dixon, gardener to Lady Holland, Holland Park, Kensing-

ton, sent dishes of Beun-e de Ranee, Glou Mor(;eau, and Easter
Beurre. All three were in excellent condition, and the flavour,

especially Easter BeuiTe and Glou MorQean, was unusually good.

Mr. Gilbert, gardener to the Marquis of Exeter, Burghley,
sent the model of a box for preserving Grapes in a fresh state

dmiug exhibition, by means of water-bottles and a glass pro-

tection. The Committee approved the general principle, but
decline to give an opinion upon the model till it has been put
into practice.

Prizes were offered for the best three dishes of Dessert Auples,

also for the best three dishes of Dessert Pears. In the former
Mr. G. T. Miles, gardener to Lord Carrington, was first with
Blenheim Pippin, Ribston Pippin, and King of the Pippins ;

aud Mr. Parsons, gardener to E. Attenborough, Esq., Acton
Green, second with the last two and Braddick's Nonpareil. For
Pears the first prize was awarded to Mr. Stephenson, gar-

dener to F. Barker, Esq., Leigh HiU, Essex, who had Winter
Nehs, Glou Morpeau, and Passe Colmar. Mr. Gardner, gardener

to Colonel Astley, Elsham Hall, Brigg, was second.

Floral CoiniiTTEE.—Dr. Denny in the chair. From Messrs.

Veitch came a grand collection of 'Orchids, consisting of Lycaste

Skinneri Uterally masses of flower, DendrobiumHilUi with three

large spikes of pale yellow blossoms, a nirmber of specimens of

Odontoglossum crispum or Alexandrfe beautifully coloured ;
Ou-

cidium fuscatnm, conspicuous by its purple-marked lip ; the deli-
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ciously-scented wliite-aucl-yellow-flowered Piliimna fragrans;

Odontoglossum ti-ipudians "from New Grenada, a magniflceut

specimen of Coelogyne cristata, quite a mass of white and yellow

flowers ; Lycaste Skumeri alba, a beautiful milk-white variety,

with just a little yeUow in the throat ; Ada aurantiaea, Cypripe-

diums, including the lirely-colouredC. Schlimii, several Odonto-

glossums, Cypripedium vexillarium, and many others. Along
ivith these were Hippeastrum Leopoldii and pardinum, both vei-y

showy, and the latter a very iine specimen. Messrs. Veitch also

sent a coUectiou of Palms, of which Eentia austraUs and
Veitchia canterbmyana, two very handsome species, both from
Lord Howe's Island, had first-class certificates. The Veitchia

in particular is likely to form a beautiful object for table deco-

ration, the young leaves being of a lively green.

Mr. Ware, Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham, sent a basket of

spring-flowering plants, in which Hepaticas of different kinds

and Iris reticulata were the most conspicuous. Mr. Croucher,
gardener to J. T. Peacock, Esq., Hammersmith, sent Agave
Morganii, a Mexican species, also Agave Gibbsii from Brazil.

Mr. C. Noble, Sunrdngdale Nursery, sent Thnjojisis boreaUs
aui'eo-variegata, with well-marked yellow variegation. This
received a fiirst-class certificate.

Mr. W. Paul exhibited several plants of his fine white Chinese
Primula, Waltham "White. From Mr. E. Clark, market gar-

dener, Twickenbam, came a beautiful collection of Cyclamens ;

and other collections in fine bloom came from Mi-. Wiggins, gar-

dener to W. Beck, Esq., Isleworth ; Mr. James, gai-dener to

W. F. Watson, Esq., Isleworth; and Mr. Goddard, gardener to

H. Little, Esq., Twickenham, those from the latter being in

many instances splendid masses of white, rose, and rosy purple
blossom, while several were beautifully spotted.

Mr. Ware, Tottenham, sent afinfi basket of Iris reticulata, and
from the same exhibitor came a collection of Succulents.
Messrs. EoUisson, Tooting, contributed a fine miscellaneous

group of Orchids, Palms, and stove and greenhouse plants.

From Mr. Williams, Holloway, came Vanda suavis, Ccelogyne
cristata in excellent bloom, and Angi'arcum ebumeum. Mr.
Denning, gardener to Lord Londesborough, Grimstou Park,
Tadcaster, sent in a splendid collection of Orchids a magnifi-
cent pan of Lielia anceps in which there were eighteen spikes of

flower, some with as many as four blossoms, also beautiful speci-

mens of Ccelogyne cristata, Odontoglossum Alexandr^e, and
Phalffinopsis grandiflora, together with Odontoglossum nebu-
losum and Cattleyas.
From Mr. B. Johnson, gardener to T. Clarke, Esq., Swakeleys,

TJxbridge, came a remarkably fine specimen of Daphne indiea
rubra, balloon-trained, and bearing a profusion of flowers.

Messrs. Staudish & Co., Ascot, sent a large collection of forced
flowers, as Bouvardias, Hyacinths, Spirfea japonica. Geraniums,
and Cinerarias. Among the last-named were several remark-
able for their newness and intensity of colour. Mi\ Howard,
gardener to J. Brand, Esq., Balham, contributed pans of

Lily of the Valley, exceedingly well grown, and a very choice
bouquet.
Mr. Wilson, gardener to W. Marshall, Esq., Enfield, sent two

plants of Masdevallia ignea, one with four, the other with seven
scapes, but these were not all fuUy developed. The four, however,
were beautiful. Two boxes of beautiful cut blooms of Camel-
lias were exhibited by Mr. WiUiam Paul, of Waltham Cross,
and collections were likewise shown by Mr. Grant, gardener to

J. B. Glegg, Esq., Withington Hall, Cheshire, and Mr. Howard,
Balham.
From Mr. Speed, gardener to the Duke of Devonshire, Chats-

worth, came a beautiful raceme of Amlierstia nobilis, a tree
which has several times flowered there before, and of which a
full account will be foimd in vol. x., page 240. Mr. Eichards,
gardener to Baron Eothschild, Gunnersburj-, sent Odontoglos-
sum Alexandrie with veiy large flowers. Messrs. Carter & Co.
exhibited Prince of Wales, Princess Eoyal, and other Caladiums

;

and Mr. Bull, Odontoglossum odoratum, yellow, spotted with
brown, but so far as we could make out scentless, or nearly so,

adso Masdevallia ignea, poor compared to the specimens from
Mr. Wilson. Mr. Williams, of Holloway, exhibited Davalha
Tyermanni, a pretty dark green gi-acefnl Fern ; Tillandsia
Lindeni major, with beautiful deep blue flowers; Odontoglossum
tripudians oculatum, and a group of hybrid Solanums. From
Mr. Green, gardener to W. Wilson Saunders, Esq., came Ehipi-
dodendi-on pUcatile majus, a South African succulent plant,
somewhat resembling a lady's fan. Mr. D. Ferguson, Hounslow,
exhibited propagating-glasses, consisting of a flat piece of glass
fixed in a circular rim of sheet iron. It appears to us that a
piece of glass placed over the pot would answer equally well,
and be less expensive. Mr. Matthews, Weston-super-Mare, sent
Gibson's Orchid pots, with perforated sides and false bottoms,
said to be much superior to the ordinaiy perforated pots.

Two prizes were offered for the best six Chinese Primul.as
distinct ; the first was taken by Mr. Goddard, gardener to h!
Little, Esq., Twickenham, who had really distinct and rich-
coloured varieties, also very well flowered. No second prize was
awarded, but an extra was given to Messrs. Dobson, of Isleworth,

who, along with Messrs. James and Tomkins, had plants in ex-
cellent bloom.
Mr. William Paul, Waltham Cross, offered three libei-al prizes

for three plants of his Waltham White Primula, but there was
only one exhibitor—namely, Mr. J. Scott, gardener to J. B.
Howitt, Esq., Enfield, who took a first prize.

The best three plants of Dielytraspectabilis were exhibited by
Mr. George, gardener to Miss Nicholson, Putney Heath ; Mr^
Denning coming in second with larger plants but not so weE
bloomed.
The only collection of six Lycastes was that shown by Mr.

Denning; it contained one splendid specimen of Lycaste
Skinneri, others fine, and one plant of the white kind.

Fii'st-class certificates were awarded to Messrs. Veitch for
Kentia australis and Veitchia canterbmyana ; to Mr. Williams
for Davallia Tyennanni ; to Mr. C. Noble for Thujopsis borealis

aureo-variegata ; to Mr. Green, gardener to W. Wilson Saunders^
Esq., for Ehipidodendi-on pUcatile majus ; and to Mr. Croucher
for Agave Morganii and A. Gibbsii. Mr. Bull had a second-class
certificate for Odontoglossum odoratum. Cultural commenda-
tions were given to Mr. Tomkins for Chinese Primulas ; to Mr.
Speed for Amherstia nobilis ; to Mr. Grant and Mr. W. Paul
for cut Camellias ; to Mr. Johnson for Daphne indiea rubra ; to

Mr. Eichards for Odontoglossum Alexandras ; to Messrs. Veitch
for their group of Orchids, also for Hippeastrum pardinran ; to

Messrs. Eollisson for a gi'oup of Orchids, ttc. ; to Mr. Williams
for Orchids ; to Mr. Denning for Pilumna fragrans, also for a
collection of Orchids ; to Mr. Wilson for Masdevallia ignea ; to-

Mr. Laurence, gardener to Bishop Sumner, for Dendrochilum
glumaceum ; to Mr. Wiggins for Cyclamens ; to Mr. Ware for a
gi-oup of Succulents ; to Messrs. Standish for a large gi'oup of

plants ; and to Mr. Howard, Balham, for Lily of the Valley and
a bouquet.

Dissolving Boses.—"W. H. W.," Readitiri, Mass., in the
" Horticulturist," says :

—" My mode of doiugthis is very simple
and very effective. I have a large water-tight hogshead stand-
ing out-doors, near the kitchen. In the spring I cover the
bottom about 6 inches deep with diy soU. On this I put a
layer of bones of about the same depth, and cover them entirely

with unleaehed ashes ; on these another layer of bones, then
ashes, and so on tiU the hogshead is full. I leave it then ex-
posed to the rains all summer and winter until the nest spring-

Then, on removing the contents of the hogshead, I find nearly
all the bones so soft that they will cnimble to powder under a
very slight jiressure, and, mixed with the ashes and the soil,

they give me arnice little pUe of most valuable manure, ready
for immediate use. Any of the bones not sufficiently subdueA
I return to the hogshead again for another twelvemonth's
slumber."

PALMS FOE COOL CULTUEE.
The following Palms wOl succeed in a temperature which-

does not fall below 38° or -10°, and are, therefore, peculiarly

adapted for the decoration of apartments. It must, however,,

be borne in mind that small one-year-old plants should not be
placed in so low a temperature, as they ai'e not effective at

that age, and grow veiy slowly under such treatment. It

is preferable, therefore, to proeui'e plants from three years
old and uj^wards for this purpose. There are many other
kinds which will succeed, but, on the whole, none of them are

more satisfactoiy than those mentioned below. They require

plenty of water during summer, but less in the winter, never
being allowed to grow dry. A little Uqiud manure in spring is

very beneficial, and is not offensive if some of the vai'ious

patent kinds be used.
It is quite a pleasure to see the rapid progress Palms are

making in the estimation of the pnbUc for general deeorative-

puri^oses. The appearance they present to anyone seeing

them in a room for the first time is perfectly enchanting. As
a warning, however, let all amateurs avoid Geonoma-s, which

—

though as beautiful, dwarf, ornamental plants in a stove they are
certainly unsurpassed—unlike the Chamasdoreas, look miser-
able in the drawing-room, and become unpresentable after a
week's trisil—in fact, rapidly die.

AcANTHORHiz.i sT.iCRACANTHA.—A native of Mexico ; leaves

palmate or fan-shaped, divided into broad segments quite
down to the Ugule or top of the petiole, dark green on the
upper side, silvery white below.

Aeeca lutescens.—A beautiful species with graceful arching
leaves, clivided into narrow dark gi-een segments; the foot-

stalks are orange yellow freclded with black dots.

C'hailedokea GKA3IINIF0LIA.—This is certainly the most
elegant of its genus, almost rivaUing the much-prized Cocos
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Weddeliana, and, indeed, proving to the amateiu- a superior

plant, as it does not reijiure stove heat lite the Cocos. Stem
slender; leaves pinnate, segments long auduaiTow, beautifully

.arched, and dark green, resembling a ijlunie of ostrich feathers.

CHAii.i:DOKEi Wendlasdi.—The best of the genus for room
decoration, as I have abundantly proved ; leaves pinnate,

segments broad and bright shining green.

Cham-Erops escelsa.—Leaves deep green, fan-like, divided

round the margin mto narrow segments.

Cham-Eboi'S nuMiLis.—The only European species of this

extensive and noble order. Leaves fan-shaped, divided into

narrow segments about a third of their entire leugiih, glaucous
;

footstalks anmed at the edges with stout spines.

LrvisiosiA AUSTE-LLis.—Eobust grower, exceedingly hand-
some ; leaves nearly round, much plaited, and divided round
the edges into nairow segments, rich deep green ; footstalks

4ark brown, armed at the edges with stout sharp spines. A
native of New South Wales.
LinsTONiA BOKDONicA.—Lcaves fan-shaped, divided at the

margins into pendulous and bright shining green segments
;

footstalks armed with stout spines.

Malortiea siMi'LEx.—Stem slender; leaves entire, fringed

at the margins, and deep green in colour ; they are supported

upon short very slender footstalks. It is a native of Costa
Bica.

Keutia Batjebi, from Norfolk Island, is a very beautiful un-

armed Palm. Leaves pinnate and plume-like, with broad and
rich green segments.
Seatoethia elegan's of our gardens is a free-growing noble

plant, with pinnate Ught green leaves, with long and broad
segments. It is more correctly named Ptychosperma Cunning-
liami.

Pnasurx dacttlifeea, the Date Pabn of commerce (of which
an illustration was given nine weeks back) , with dark green jiin-

aate leaves ; very distinct and very hardy.

—

^Espekto Ckede.

IRON FOR ROSES.
I READ with gi-eat interest a late communication on this

subject. I did not, on reflection, attribute the growth of the

Kose to any manurial or tonic influence of the iron rust. The
summer was very rainy, and the ground was much chilled.

It is probable that the ii'on shielded the roots from the rain,

and then when the sun came out the ii'on became heated and
influenced the roots. Tour correspondent would do well to try

this season on two Eoses of the same kind, in the same situa-

tion, and treated alike, two slabs of U'on—the one painted on
both sides, and the other in its rusty form. He may then be

able to draw a conclusion. I know of only one plant that

really likes ii-ou in the soil—namely, the British Queen Straw-

berry. I should think that if iron abounded in soils it would
be injurious to plants generally. Still, plants in the same
fanuly have likes and dislikes.

Much mischief was done last summer to Eoses by fungoid
disease. I never knew orange fungus so prevalent. The roots,

moveover, were much injured by long-continued cold rains.

The Eoses here of all kinds look well. Soon after Christmas
I cut away much damaged wood and useless spray, and
shortened the remaiuing branches. I have thi-ee very success-

ful specimens of Marechal Kiel whip-grafted on the Manetti
stock, also one on the Briar, and one budded on the Gloire de
Dijon. The Cloth of Gold would oftener succeed if people

were to put an iron plate or stone slab over the roots.

—

W. F. Eadclytfe.

A FEW RELIABLE ADDITIONS TO THE
FLOWER GARDEN.

Amongst the first of these I ought to name Dracaenas grandis,

Cooperi, and terminalis, which cannot, of course, be reckoned
novelties, as they are well known, and have ah'eady been classed

among the more tender kinds of subtropical plants ; but the

Dracaena is a far more enduring plant when planted out of doors
than many who are only acquainted with it as a stove plant
would credit.

I have already drawn attention to it in this respect, and
last summ er's experience enables me to speak with more con-
fidence about it. About midsummer I put out some two
dozen Dracauas along with other fine-foUaged plants, and they
kept their foUage intact till October. Japanese Maize, in the
same group, was blown to ribbons, and had to be replaced with
Acer Negvmdo variegatum in pots. Those who think of using

the Dracxna this season should encoui-age the growth of j^lants
that were struck last spring, and which ought to be 2 feet high
by the time they are wanted. A fortnight or so before they
are planted out the plants should be removed from the stove,
and hardened-off in the greenhouse or in cold Peach houses

:

here we put them out in their pots, and then they are easily
taken up on an emergency.

Kleinia bepens.—This is one of the few succulents that will
associate as a dwarf edging to ordinary bedding plants. Its
short fleshy leaves are densely covered with a fine blue bloom,
of a Ught and very pleasing shade, that will be found exceed-
ingly useful as an intermediate colour. It is a dwarf-gi'owing
plant, and should be planted thickly. Cuttings will strike at
any season of the year if afl'orded a temperativre ranging from
.5.5' to 65", and kept moderately dry. It is about the easiest
plant to propagate that I know. I began with about a dozen
plants last spring, and shall have three or four thousand by
bedding-out time, and could have had more if needful. The
bloom on the leaves will resist heavy rains.

Pachyphtton bracteatum (Succulent).— This is another
beautiful Uttle plant, forming a verj- neat, dwarf rosette, with
leaves of a rich cream colour. It does not take so kindly to
the society of ordinary bedding plants as the Kleinia, but it

makes an extremely pleasing foreground to the latter, and in this

way the contrast may be toned down very well. Unfortunately
it is diflicult to propagate ; though we began with a better stock
than we had of the Kleinia, we shall not have hundreds of the
one for thousands of the other. The Pachyiihyton is best
propagated by seed, if it can be got, and by leaves, which
should be taken off carefidly, and laid in rows on the surface

of the sou in a pan or pot, and othenrise treated the same as
the Kleinia. Each leaf, if carefuUy managed, will put forth a
crowd of httle ones at the base.

Variegated Lemon Thyme.—This is another good plant, in
every respect like the common Lemon Thyme, quite as hardy,
and free-growing. The leaves are of a bright yellow colour

round the edges, and the same tinge extends to nearly two-
thu'ds of the surface of the leaf. It is certain to become jjopular

as a dwarf edging jilant ; and as it retains its variegation

throughout the winter, it will be very useful for the winter
gai'deu also.—J. Simpson, Wortley Hall Gardens.

SOLANUM MACRANTHUM.
Some of my readers may tliink an aUiance with the Potato

is no recommendation to the ornamental properties of this

plant ; but a glance at the illustration of it (which we owe to
M. Alphand's " Promenades de Paris ") wUl, I think, cause them
to form a different opinion of the cousins of the Potato. The
genus Solanum is a very widely distributed one, but the head-
quarters of the family is certainly in South America. The
genus includes a great variety of types, some being mere low-
growing annuals, others shnibs, whilst some attain to the
dimensions of small trees. Some species are used medicinally,
but by far the most useful one to man is S. tuberosum, a
plant now well known by everyone as the Potato, which, like

the subject of oui' engraving, originally came from South
America.

Amongst the various species of Solanum which grow to the
size of shrubs are some with large bold leaves, which afford

quite a distinct feature in a group of plants, and have been
pressed into the service of the gardener from their smtableness
for the summer decoration of gai'dens. Then' bold leaves, in

many instances ornamented with stout spines of various
colom-s, make them very attractive, and as it is bold, distinct

features that are required in such situations, we hope both
gardeners and amateurs will look upon the Solanum family

with more favoui' than is usually accorded them. The species

now under consideration, S. macranthrun, is a very handsome
plant, a native of Brazil. The stem is woolly and prickly

;

the leaves large, sub-cordate, acuminate, angulai-ly-lobed, and
clothed on both sides with a steUate tomeutum, which is

grejish green above and duU red below ; the nerves are red,

but the primai-y ones are furnished with stout spines of a

yellowish brown colour. The whole plant forms a chai'ming

object for general purposes of decoration, and when seen in

good condition it cannot fail to please even the most fastidious.

The flowers are also large and conspicuous, but as the fohage
is its piincipal attraction, Uttle need be said here respecting

its inflorescence.

I wish to say, in passing, that I think a gi'eat mistake is

made by many, both gardeners and amateurs, in objecting to
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call a garden, formed by the association of tropical plants with
the denizens of temperate chmes, sub-tropical. Complaints are

frefjuently made against gardeners and amateurs about theh'

management of the large-leaved sub-tropical plants, and
which can easily be explained. Jlost people who use these

plants treat them

Ai'alias, some of the Solanums, &e., which I use in my
flower garden, but when winter comes I have no stove to
place them in, and it may be, under the ordinary circum-
stances, no greenhouse : I must either destroy them or pay
some one for taking care of them through the winter. If, how-

I knew that
to a somewhat
warm house dm'ing
winter, and then
gradually inure
them to the open
air by a process
of hardening-off.

This I look upon
as a wrong system.
I prefer keeping
such plants as cool

as possible during
winter, so as to

prevent them mak-
ing any growth
imtil after they
are placed out of

doors. By tbi.^

means the foliage

which is made in

the open air will

be more hardy, and
always look supe-
rior to that which
exists only by suf-

ferance. I am con-
vinced that this

^gj

treatment will lead s?

the gardener or
amateur to success,

and I hope my
readers will give

the results of then'

efforts in this di-

rection. I do not
say that it is pos-
sible thus to pre-

vent the plants -

making some ~
growth before they ~
are put out of doors, —
nor to allow the
amateur to use any

^
kind of plant, but
it will materially
assist in making
this subject more
attractive, and the
expense less in car-

rying it out.

As an iUustratiou

of my meaning, I

will suppose that I

lave purchased some thi-ee or four dozen plants, such as Palms,
|

growth become visible.—Expeeto Ckedi

Soianmu niacranthum.

ever,

the majority, or,

perhaps, all of

them, would make
beautiful objects

for the decoration
of my han, my
drawing-room, and
various other places
about my house
during winter, and.

then be in a better

condition than my
neighbours' plants
in spring, becau^e-

they had not betn
excited into growth,
prematurely , would
I not use them so-2

I think it is a great
inducement even to
those who have no.

glass stnictures, to

surround them-
sc-lves with some
bold and effective

plants, to mix with;

showy-flowered
neighbours m the
beds and borders.

I must conclude
these remarks ,how-
ever, by once more
referring to S. ma-
eranthum, which
may be increased,

either by seeds or
cuttings, and
should be grown in.

light rich soil of

loam, peat, leaf

mould, and sand in
about equal pai'ts.

In potting, the
rainage should be-

good, and the water
plentiful when the
plants are in aii

active state. TVTieu

doi-mant, or dhect-
ly after pruning,
very little water
should be given un-
til indications of

KEV
The Forest Trees of Britain. By the Eev. C. A. Johns, F.L.S.
Three circumstances are essential to the production of a

good book—namely, a good subject, a good writer, and a good
pubhsher. The volume before us benefited by those three
cucumstances. The forest trees of our country are intimately
connected with its history and its welfare. Mr. Johns is a most
suitable writer on such a subject—he has a general knowledge
of natural history, he is a fluent writer, and his family gi-ouped
around him are thoroughly congenial. We should lili'e to raise
the curtain and exhibit the wife pen in hand, and the daughter
with the pencil Ulustrating her friend's song, " Wait a Sttle,
laddie." Such family surroundings are needful to the man
who writes genially on such subjects. It is only on dr^ mathe-
matics that an old bachelor can write ; or a Socrates on abs-
tract philosophy, having a scolding wife.
Then a few words relative to the Society, publishers of this

volume. During the year just closed it issued 178.S28 Bibles •

77,690 New Testaments
; 400,698 Common Prayers, and nearly

JEW.
&c. Loudon : Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge,

three millions of other bound books, of which that before us
was one. These were not all sold, but many thousands of
poimds worth were given away. In addition, the Society"

granted from its funds £5791 for building churches and schools

at home and in the Colonies. The Society's total outlay Tor

those and cognate pui-poses amounted to more than £2.5,000.

We mention these facts because we know that the Society has
been generous to an excess, and is fully entitled to increased

support. We therefore commend it earnestly to our readers

as deserving their aid.

Let us now recur to the volume before us, and we will select

for extract the description of the Birch. We thought that we
were thoroughly acquainted with its uses, for the acquaintance
commenced painfully in early life, but Mr. Johns has gathered
together much that is new to us.

"No tree is more generally or more deservedly admired on
the ground of its own intrinsic beauty than the Birch. As the
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Oak has no tree to vie "with itself iu the sterner attributes of I
fnigraut, especially after raiu or heavy dew. This resiu appears

majesty, diguity, ami streuj^h, so the

Of forosfc trc.

stands unrivalletl iu lightness, grace, and elegance. Iu one
re-ipect it even claims precedence over the monarch of the forest,
and that one wliich its slender and delicate form -would lea^t
l:^ad us to expect ; it stands in need of no protection from other
trees iu any stage of its gi'owth, aud loves the bleak mountain-
side and other exposed situa-
tions, from which the sturdy
Oak shrinks with dismay.
But the style of beauty iu
which eacii of these trees
excels is so widely different
in Icind, that neither of them
can properlj' interfere with
the other.

" Pliuj' describes the Birch
as a slender tree inhabiting
the cold parts of Gaul. The
l)ranches, he says, were used
fer making baskets and the
lioops of casks; and the fasces,

or bundles of rods which
were carried before the Eo-
nian magistrates, were made
of Birch twigs ; the use, there-
fore, of the weapon which, in
modem times, is the terror
of idle schoolboys, is of high
classical authority. Branches
of this tree were formei'ly used for decking the houses in Eoga-
tion week, as Holly is at Christmas. Gerard saj's the branches
' serve well to the decking-up of houses and banquetttng-rooms
for places of pleasure, and Ijeautifying the streetes in the Cross,

or gang, weeke ' (the same m Rogation week), * and such like.'

" The Birch is a native of the colder regions, of Europe and

Leaf aud flower of the Birch.

to have been collected iu Pliny's time ; as he speaks of a bitu-
men which the tree produces. The odour arising from it is very
perceptible to a per.50u passing near a tree, and affords another
reason why the Birch sliould be planted near houses.

" A variety of the Birch is often met with in the Highlands
which differs from the common species, by ha\dug the .shoots

pendulous. This is a yet more elegant tree than the first described,
aud is frequently planted in parks and gardens. It possesses
another advantage in being of quicker growth and attaining a

larger size. There is also a
. -

_j slight difference in the leaves,

which are smaller and some-
what downy.

" The Bii-ch is a tree of
rapid gi'owth, especially
when young ; and as it is

little affected by exposure, it

forms au excellent nurse for
other trees. The soil which
it prefers is turf over sand,
and iu such situations it

attains maturity in about
fifty years ; but it seldom
exceeds 50 feet in height,
with a trunk from 12 to
18 inches in diameter. The
bark possesses the singular
property of being more dur-
able than the wood which it

encircles. Of this the pea-
sants of Sweden aud Lapland,
M'here Birch is very abun-

dant, take advantage, and, shaping it Uke tiles, cover their
houses with it. Travellers in Lapland have noticed in the
Birch-forests, that vrhen the soil is very scant3', the trees are
liable to be blown down ; so that, in some places, as many are
seen lying on the ground as are left standing. Such as have
lain long are found to have entirely lost the substance of the

Asia. Throughout the whole of the Kussian empire it is more wood, the bark remaining a hollow cylinder without any symp
common than any other trae, being found in ever}- wood and

|
torn of decay. In North America this durability of the bark is

gi-ove from the Baltic
Sea to the Eastern
Ocean, and frequently
occupying the forest to

the exclusion of almost
every other tree. It
grows from Mount Etna
to Iceland ; in the
warmer countries being
found at a high eleva-
tion in the mountains,
and vai-ying i n character
according to the tempe-
rature. In Italy, where
it grows, though it ap-
pears from Pliny's ac-

count not to have been
noticed by the ancients,
it forms lit tie woods at
au elevatio n of GOOO feet

;

on some of the Highland
mountains it is fouud at
the height of 3500 feet.

In Greenland it is the
only tree ; but wherever
it grows it diminishes in
size according to the
decreased temperature
to which it is exposed.

" The peculiar charac-
teristics of the Birch are,

as it has been remarked,
lightness and elegance,
qualitieswhichare owing
to the slenderuess of the
main stem in proportion to its height, the wiriness of the branches,
and the thinness and small size of the foliage. It is equally
remarkable for the colom-ing of its bark, which is marked vrith

hvowii, j-ellow, and silveiy touches, which are very picturesque,
contrasting well with the dark gi-een hue of the leaves. The
younger trwigs have no such variety of colour, being of a
uniform pm-ple brown. The leaves are sharp-pointed, stalked,

and unevenly serrated. In April and Maj- the flowers appear in
the form nf drooping catkins, some of which produce stamens
only and drop off early. The fertile ones bear very small winged
nuts, and fall to pieces when ripe, scattering the numerous seeds.
Tlie barren catkins are formed in summer, but do not expand

he Vv'eeping Birth

turned to good account
in the structm'e of ca-
noes. The Canadians
select a tree with a large
and smooth trunk. In
the spring, two circular
incisions are made quite
through the bark, seve-
red feet from each other.
Two vertical incisions
are then made on oppo-
site sides of the tree

;

after which a wooden
wedge is introduced, by
which the bark is easily
detached in plates usu-
ally 10 or tl2 feet long,
and2feet9inches broad.
To form the canoe, they
are stitched together
with the fibrous roots of
the White Spiiice. The
seams are coated with
resin from the Balm of
Gilead. Great use is

made of these canoes by
the savages and by the
French Canadians in
their long joirrneys in-

to the interior of the
countiy : they are very
light, and are easily
carried on the shoulders
from one lake or river to
another. A canoe calcu-

Lited for fom- persons weighs from 40 to 50 lbs. Some of them
are made to carry fifteen passengers. This species is kuo"mi as
the Paper Birch.

" The thin white bark of the common Birch, wlucli peeLs off

like paper, is highly inflammable, and will burn like a candle.
The Birch abounds in a sweet watery sap, which was formerly
much valued for its supposed medicinal virtues. The method
pursued in collecting it is as follows :—About the beginning of

March an oblique cut is made, almost as deep as the pith, under
some wide-spreading branch, into which a small stone or chip is

inserted, to ksei) tlie lips of the wound open. To this orifice a
bottle is attached to collect tlie flowing juice, which is clear,

till the fertile catkins appear in the following spring. A kind of watery, and sweetish, but retains something both of the taste
resin exudes from the leaves and young twigs, wliich is highly and odour of the tree. Various receipts are given for the pre-
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paratioii of the wine. Tliat recommended by Evelyn can hardly
fail to produce an agreeable beverage. He directs that it should

be boifed for an hour, with a quart of honey to every gallon of

juice, a few cloves, some lemou-peel, and a small proportion of

cinnamon and mace. It should then be fermented mth yeast,

and bottled. This process, according to the same author, does

not injure the tree, for lie mentions having observed a Birch
whic-h was so treated for very many years, and nevertheless grew
to an unusual size.

" The wood of the Birch is white shaded with red, and, if

gi'own in a very cold climate, lasts a long while. It is used for

packing-cases, turnery, wooden shoes, and the felloes of wheels,

but is inferior to other kinds of timber for all these purposes.

A piece of Birch wood was once found in Siberia, changed
entirely into stone, while the cuticle, or outer coating of the
bark, of a satiny whiteness, was exactly in its natural state,

perfectly well-preserved. This proves what was before said of

the dm'ability of the bark. Thin pieces of the cuticle are some-
times placed between the soles of shoes, and are found to resist

wet. The bark is even wrapped round the lower end of posts
which are inserted in the ground, to prevent the moisture from
penetrating them. The bark of large trees is used by the Lap-
landers as a idnd of cloak, a hole being made in the centre to

admit the head. From smaller trees, about the size of a man's
leg, they make boots by removing the wood and leaving a seam-
less tube of bark. In seasons of scarcity the inner bark is some-
times ground with corn and made into bread; but this, we
must hope, happens but rarely.

" From the leaves a yellow dye may be prepared. The wood
makes escelleut charcoal for gunpowder ancl crayons ; and in
northern countries, other parts of the tree are applied to various
uses, not, indeed, from any particular fitness of the Birch, but
from the absence of trees of any other kind. * The Highlanders
of Scotland make everything of it ; they build their houses,
make their beds, chairs, tables, dishes, and spoons ; construct
their mills ; make their carts, ploughs, harrows, gates, and
fences, and even manufacture ropes of it. The branches are
employed as fuel in the distillation ofwhisky ; the spray is used
for smoking hams and herrings, for which last purpose it is

jireferred to evei-y other kind of wood. The bark is used for
tanning leather, and sometimes, when diied and twisted into a
rope, instead of candles. The spray is used for thatching
houses : and, dried in summer, with the leaves on, makes a good
bed where Heath is scarce.'

—

ihondon.)
"In Russia au oil is extracted from the Birch, which is used

in the preparation of Russian leather. For this purpose, the
white bark, taken either fi-om recent trees or from the decayed
trees which are found in the woods, is gathered into a heap,
and pressed into a pit shaped like a funnel ; it is then set on fire,

and covered with turf.
" The oil which tricldes down the sides drops into a vessel

placed to receive it, and is then stowed away in casks. The
purest oil swims at the top, and when used for anointing leather
not only imparts a fragrant odour, but makes it durable. Owing
to the presence of this oil, books bound in Russian leather are
not liable to become mouldy ; they also prevent mouldiuess in
books bound in other leather which happen to be near them.

" The Birch is liable to a disease which shows itself by pro-
ducing on the upper branches large tufts of twig.-i, which seen
at a distance resemble crows' nests. How it originates is uu-
lojoivn, some persons assigning it to the punctm-e of an insect,
others to iieculiarity in the soil.

" A district species of Birch, Betula nana. Dwarf Birch, is

found in Scotland and in all the northern countries of conti-
nental Europe and America. It is a low wiry shrub, rarely ex-
ceeding a feet in height, with numerous round notched leaves,
which are beautifully veined. By the Laplander it is applied to
the same pui-pose as the twigs of the larger kind."

EOSES AND THEIR NOMENCLATURE.
I SEE that a discussion has arisen as to the correctness of

the term Hybrid Perpetual, and the advisability of changing
it. It would seem that no one denies that the name is not
scientifically exact. Nearly every garden flower is a hybrid, so
that part of the designation is not distinctive, whUe no Rose
is perpetual, strictly speaking. But, on the other hand, we
have flowers called "everlasting," that wiU only last a long
time, and every day names equally inconsistent are on our
tongue. To remedy this would demand a reform of our enth'e
vocabulary, to be rejected in ten or twenty years when our
knowledge would be extended beyond what we should look
on then as our ignorance of 1872. The French have a very
good word for these Roses, but unfortunately we have no equi-
valent, while as for adopting the word bodily as it stands, it is

not expedient, nor is it any argument to the contrary to say
we have ah'eady adopted several French words into the lan-
guage. So much the worse for the language, and for the cars

of those conversant «'ith French, other than that of " Stratford-

atte Bowe," so often tortured by such words as " amachewer "

(amateur), " trussou " (troiisxcnu), and similar barbarities.

The nearest approach to Remontant as used for Roses, would
be, perhaps, " Reflorescent " or " Evcr-bloom." " Cut-and-

come-again " might suit, were it not rather disrespectful to the

queen of flowers. A similai- objection applies to a Greek com.-

pound " poly " sometliing or other. The French have more
than one word to express this ; their perpetual Strawberries

they call i''rn/.scs (/t'.f Qitatrcs Saisons, or of the four seasons;

but their perpetual Carnations are lEillets rcmoiitants.

I think, then, the best plan is to strive to improve the

flowers, and let the names alone ; at least, untU we reach the

goal of perfection, and coming to a stand-still be enabled to

make a final reform in everything without fear of further cause

for change. My only regret is, that I have none of these Roses,

to trouble me with their names or to delight me with their

beauty. My garden is very small, it contains Cabbage Roses,

giving a supply of blooms for one month in the year. There
is no room for both, and fearing lest the Perpetuals should
fail I am mindful of the old adage that tells us to keep the

clii'ty water tUl we have made sure of the clean.

—

Fak West.

STRAWBERRY CULTURE.
The Strawberry is one of the most easily cultivated aud de-

suable of fruits, and yet, though it is so valuable and whole-
some that even the invalid may partake of it freely, not half

the attention is bestowed on its culture which its merits de-

serve, nor so much as is often paid to a crop of spring Cab-
bages. How often do we find old worn-out beds occupy the
same ground year after year, producing only a poor crop o£
miserable fruit, which does not half pay for the grounil the'

plants occupy. This state of matters is in many cases owing;

to ignorance of the requirements of the plant, and sometimes,
also it results from people faucyiug that the beds, teq-uire to be-

planted for a year or two before they come ijftto, iull, beaiiiuy.

I wUl, therefore, state as concisely as possible the method
which 1 have found succeed best, both for oulture in pots and
out of doors.

There is one thing of considerable importance, a knowledge
of which can only be obtained by experience, and that is to

be able to tell which are the best, sorts to cultivate in par-
ticular soils and situations. Practical experience is always the>

most useful ; I will, therefore, state mine. Some years pre-
vious to my taking my present situation the gaideu had beeu
totally neglected, the Strawberry beds were in a bad plight,

and I found two sorts only were grown; oiitf ot therm
proved to be Black Prmce, the other a large late variety of
little value, which was soon discarded. The kitchen garcjen
ground is very light and stony on a gravel bottom, and has
very little holding jjower. My employer told me that the
ground was not adapted for growing Strawberries, and the old
gardener hold a similar opinion. However, I meant to try,,

and selected the most suitable piece of ground in the gai-deu

for the base of operations. The first effort was to trench the
ground 2 feet deep. Tliis afforded me an excellent opportunity"
for adding jilenty of manure, and a quantity of stiff loam which'
was procured at considerable cost, but in such soil as I had tO'

deal with the loam was au absolute necessity. I planted the
ground with Keens' Seedling, Sh- Harry, Rivers's Eliza, Due
de Malakoff, and Prolific Hautbois. They succeeded tolerably
well, but did not come up to my expectations. Sii' Haiiy was'

the only variety retained when the bed was destroyed. Keens'
Seedling is so generally good that I am again trying it ; from
the appeai-ance of the loaves the variety I now have is distinct-

from that I obtained from the nursery. In unsuitable soils-

like that which I have to deal with, the only way to obtain
satisfactory results is by planting frequently. I destroy the
beds after the second crop is gathered.

Many persons are not aware that the best crop of Straw-
berries is obtained the first season after planting. Good strong
runners must be selected, layered in small pots about the
middle of July, and planted out in well-prepared ground the
first week in August. This will aUow the plants to be weU
established, and the cro-ffus to be matured before winter.

AVith a few exceptions 2 feet from phrut to plant is the best
distance. Stir the ground frequently between the rows to-

keep do'ivai weeds, but never dig between them as is sometimes
done. All runners should be pinched off as fast as they appeal-,

for they iujurc the plants if .allowed to remain. Of course, a
sufficient number of those that arc formed when the flower-
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trusses are thrown up should be retained for plants. When
the fruit is set it is a good practice to inulch between the rows
with rotted manure. If the weather is dry a good watering is

beneficial, and this niulcliing serves to retain moisture.

The best method of preservuig the ripe fruit from damage is

an important consideration. I have seen the mowings from
the lawn used to place between the rows ; this is a bad material

—

clean straw is the best, and in diy weather it is very efficient.

In wet weather it is very tiresome to have the best fruit eaten

by slugs ; the only way to prevent this is to keep the fruit in a

hanging position, which is easUy managed by using smaU
branches of Elm, Beech, or Hornbeam, sticking in a few close

to the plants and letting the fruit hang over from the clefts of

the sprays. I tried some of the galvanised Strawberry protectors

last year, but I prefer the branchlets about a foot long.

I may also make a few remarks on pot culture. There are few
gardens where this is not carried on to a greater or less extent.

The principal object to be studied in pot culture, is to have the

crowns well matured, so that the largest possible per-centage of

plants may throw up flower-trusses. In very early forcing it

is annoying to have 50 per cent, of the plants unfruitful, and
such an occurrence is unfortunately by no means uncommon.
Wlien the plants are required for forcing very early, 5-inch

pots are the best size in which to fruit the plants, and these

should be m the fruiting-pots by the first week of August. For
later forcing 6-inch pots are the best. The compost reijuu-ed

is very simple—turfy loam five parts, and rotted manure one
part ; and if convenient it should be laid up a few months
previous to use. I generally layer the runners in 60-sized

pots ; these average 2^ inches in diameter, mside measure.
This aUows a good space round the balls when repotting into

5 and 6-inch pots. The compost should be rammed in quite

firmly with a wooden rammer.
With regard to sorts, much has been written about the capa-

bilities of this and that variety, but it is utterly impossible to

say which is the best to plant on certain soils without trial.

The only way by which anyone can ascertain which is the best

variety for his garden is by planting, say, a dozen of the most
approved sorts, and selecting those most suitable for the soil

and situation. British Queen I now place at the head of the

list as the best variety, both for pot culture and planting out in

the garden ; it is not the heaviest cropper, but the fruit is

large, even in size, and surpassingly good in flavour. Of La
Constante I do not think so highly as formerly, but it is very

distinct, of neat and compact habit, and bears large crops of

equal-sized fruit. Lucas is now preferred to it as being rather

better in flavour ; the fruit is larger and finer in appearance.

President, a variety of sterling merit, does equally well in

pots and planted out. Premier we gi'ow for its cropping capa-
bilities, and the fine appearance of the fruit ; it is only of

medium flavour. Frogmore Late Pine is the best late sort I

have j'et tried, a good cropper, good in flavour, and even-sized.

Amongst new varieties Bradley's " The Amateur," is,IbeHeve,

the best, but I shall not be able to thoroughly prove it until

next year. 1871 was the worst year in my experience for

Strawberries out of doors, but this new variety of Mr. Bradley's

was the best I had the opportunity of tasting.

Can any of our contributors or readers say anything of the
new continental varieties ? I haVJ tried some of them ; they
are tolerably good, but not good enough to displace our ovni

approved sorts. I see that both Mr. Gilbert and Mr. Radclyffe

think very higlily of Dr. Hogg. It was splenchd with me at

first, but it has degenerated, and even young plants die off as

if diseased
;
perhaps a new stock would be an effectual remedy.

Galande mentioned by Mr. Radclyffe, and Black Bess spoken
higlily of by Mr. Gilbert, I know nothing at all about. I can
quite understand the secret of Mr. Eadelyffe's success, when
lie states that his runners were planted .July 7th. Such plants

will cany immense crops next season.

—

-J-Docolas.

KING OF THE MAREOWS PEA.
In your number of the 25th ult. the Rev. W. F. Radclyffe

mentions Kuig of the Marrows Pea as " large and of ad-

mirable flavour." I quite agree with that, for it is quite
worthy of such comment, and he says he believes it grows
5 or 6 feet in height. Last sunnner I had two rows 15 yards
long. When they were 4 feet in height I planted a row of

Celery between each, thiuldng they would shade it just liuig

enough for the Celeiy to hold its own ; but imagine my
chagrin when, instead of coming into crop, up the Peas went,
and stiU up. I put in a pole 10 feet long at each end of the

row, and one in the centre, then stretched strings along each
side, and when the Peas produced they were 9 feet 6 inches in
height 1 Of course, owing to their having to stand so long
the Celery was considerably drawn, and being ratlier short I

had to use a step ladder in gathering, for the haulm did not
bear nearer the ground than 4 feet. The Peas, however, were
much praised, being large, bright green, and of fine flavour.

There was an immense crop. The soil was stiff, but had been
trenched and mamxred in the previous autumn at both spits

;

but the Peas looked magnificently, and were wonders.

—

James
Lock, Sain-ij.

GLEICHENIA RUPESTRIS.
FvLLY agreeuig with " T. B." as regards the great beauty of

this, to my mind the queen of its tribe, I certainly come to a
different conclusion as to why so few amateurs exhibit it. I

say, and I think without fear of contradiction, that it is simply
because of its great rarity we so seldom see it exhibited by
either nurserymen or amateurs. In not one catalogue, and I

possess all the principal ones, can I find it, though G. speluncn?,

flabellata, diehotoma, dicai'pa, and semivestita are quoted in

many of them. I only know of three specimens—Mr. Mendel's,
Mr. Baines's, and my own. I have just been to measure mine.
It is "2 feet 7 inches high, and not quite 4 feet in diameter. I

grow my plant in the cooler Fern stove, and " T. B." is quito
right that too much heat is uijurious to all the members of

this lovely tribe. My specimen has fairly started its new
growth, and I daresay many of yom- readers will see it exhi-

bited during the coming season.
The great difficulty with Gleichenias is propagating them.

Division is dangerous, and often fatal, while fructification is,

with me at any rate, unknown. I am aware that seedliug;^

have been raised, for Mr. Bull's traveller informed me only
yesterday that Mr. Bull had been successful in raising some
upon one occasion.

Let me conclude by making a rem.ark about Adiantum far-

leyense. I possess four plants of it, one a very fine specimen
4 feet in diameter, yet I have never seen a fertile frond, and
Mr. WiUiams, of HoUoway, when ealluig upon me a few weeks
ago, said that his experience was the saiie. I cannot help
thinking that " T. B." is the possessor of one of the three

specimens of G. rupestris known to me.—T, M. Siiuttlewoktu,
Golden Hill, Leylaiul, near Preston.

DESTROYING PREDATORY INSECTS.
At page 109, "An Old Subscbibeb" asks your advice for

scale upon orchard-house trees, and I feel much surprised you
do not recommend my insect-destroying compound, it being

such an easy and effectual cure. If gardeners would give

then- trees two good syringiugs as a winter dressing they

would not be troubled with scale or any other insect.

My first grand experiment with it upon Peach trees was
when the fruit were colouring, and at that time my trees were

so infested that the fruit were being discoloured with the secre-

tion from the scale, and I was in fear of losmg the whole of

the crop. However, I ventured to give them a regular good
syringing with my compound, and to my great surprise it

not only killed the scale, but cleansed the fruit, and next

morning the foUage looked as green and liealthy as possible.

I used it as hot as I could bear my finger in it, and at tlie rate

of 2 ozs. to the gallon ; but for a winter dressing I now use

3 ozs. to the gallon. I syringe all the woodwork as well. I

now use it as a winter dressing to my Vines in the same way.

—T. C. Claeke.

VALE ROYAL,
The Seat op Loed Delameee.

This mansion is in the deep valley along which passes the

river Weever, near Northwich in Cheshire—a valley in part so

well clothed with trees as, in the olden time, to be designated
" The Monks' Wood," and partly so fertile as to be then called

" The Holy Vale of Corn." This is recorded in the register of

the abbey subsequently founded there ; and the same register

states that King Edwiuxl I. willed that its old titles should be

aboUshed, and that it be named Vallem Rerialem, "which in

English is King's Dale." He so named it when, in 1277, he

laid the foundation stone of an abbey in fulfilment of a vow
he made if the Virgin preserved him from shipwreck, imminent

as he returned from the Holv Land. That abbey, be it told in
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exoneration of moileru-arcliitcct dilatorinesR, w.as not completed

until ISSO, and at a cost of £32,000, a vast sum in those days

when Wheat, if the harvest was abundant, Kold for eighty-pence

))er qu.arter. It was tenanted by t'iRterciau or White monks ; and
although it is not compatible with the subjects of this Journal

to detail all their evil doings, yet a brief extract from the abbey's

charter may serve to justify the extinction of this abbey. The
abbot not only shared with the widow the money of a deceased

tenant of tlie abbey lands, but among other oppressive exac-

tions he claimed as heriots the deceased tenants' pigs, capons,

horses, bees, and many other chattels. He also claimed the

right of purchasing from them at any time a hen or duck for

2rf., and during Lent a duckling tor IJd. Piers I'lowman with

wise prescience saw that such injustice must be abolished, and

foretold that tlio abbeys should receive " the knoeke of a
kynge." This "knoeke" came from Hem-y VIII., and in the
thirtieth year of his reign Vale Roj'al Abbey was sunendered,
and three years Rubse(iuently was granted to Thomas Hol-
croft, one of the king's esquires. He pulled down the eutue
abbey and erected a mansion on the site, of which an engraving
as it appeared iu KilS is in Ormerod's " History of Cheshire,"
and others of it in 1775 and 1819. Wings were added by Mr.
Cholmondley iu 1790, and various subsequent alterations have
rendered it the mansion represented in our engraving. The
cellars of the abbey remain under tlie mansion, and a subter-

ranean passage, said to extend four miles, but now ruinous,

and only traversable less than a fourth that distance. Such
traditions, and legends like those of Nixon the Cheshire pro-

phet's foreteUings relative to the Cholmoudleys, usually attach
to monastic localities.

The estate passed to Dame Mary Cholmondley, widow of

Sir Hugh, in IGIG ; and in the following year, on his return
from Scotland, James I. stayed four nights at Vale Royal with
" the bold Ladie of Cheshire," and hunted her stags with his
own hounds. Lady Cholmondley's fourth son was the ancestor
of the present Lord Delamere, whose father was raised to the
peerage by that title at the coronation of George IV.

This fine estate is about four miles from the salt-manufac-
turing town of Northwich, near the centre of the county of
Cheshh-e, and but a short distance from the eastern edge of
Delamere forest, a part of which extends so as to join Vale
Royal New Park.

i'he drive from Northwich is exceedingly pretty after leaving
the highway, being for a considerable distance by the side of
the river Weever, a navigable stream, which traverses a valley
of the richest grass land. It has a winding course, first ap-
proaching one side of the valley and tlien tlie other, whilst iu
some places it seems to be hemmed-in. The carriage road
skirts a wood which clothes the banks of one side of the valley,
a wood of considerable beauty, both from the presence of
overhanging trees and of masses of Rhododendrons on each
side of tlie drive. The mansion, of which an engraving is

annexed, is partly hidden from the approach by some noble
trees, and it is not until we come quite close that tlie beauties
of its architecture and position become apparent. At lirst sight

it seems to be of small height, but this impression is no doubt
due to the great expanse of ground over which it extends. It

is buUt of tlie red sandstone of the district, and with its at-

taclied grounds occupies a somewhat elevated position.

The principal carriage entrance is to the north, and the
garden and dressed grounds are to the south, east, and partly

to the west, on which side the oflices join the main building.

To the south is a beautiful flower garden, including a series of

beds forming a pleasing geometrical design, or rather two such,
for a broad central walk divided the garden iu two. The beds
were filled to overflowing with the choice bedding plants of

the day, and bounded on the west end by a fine ribbon border.

This large flower garden is not the only one, for beyond a
broad piece of ornamental water are more dressed ground and
flower-beds, but more irregular, and intermixed with shrubs,

specimen Conifers, and the like, with still more shrubs further

in the south. Here is the kitchen garden effectively concealed

by the shrubs, the mixed flower-beds by the edge of the water
giving an ornamental appearance to the front. Entering the

kitchen garden by a concealed path we soon reached the vinen",

wliere were excellent Grapes and Peaches. The other contents

of the forcmg houses were equally good, as were the crops of

vegetables of all kinds outside, to which the fine, deep, mellow
soil is evidently well suited.

A\Tiere the dressed grounds approach the wood is a deep
dell, the peqiriidicular descent into which cannot be lees than
from 80 to lOil feet, or more. This natural ravine contained

some fine old ?aks, and the ground is thickly covered in most
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plaoea with Bhododendrons, amongst which there wound various
walks, with seats and summer-houses at suitable points, and
in the bottom was a level space, on which an artistic fountain

and basin were iilacod. I am not sure but a dripping well or

something of that kind, and for which the stream of water
that runs down the middle could easUy be made to do duty,
would not be more appropriate. It was, however, a most
lovely spot even in August, and must be still more so in May

TLOWER G.VRDEX ALE V.U..?

1, 2, 8, 4, Geranium Cybister, eJged with Ceutanica.
5, 6, 7, 8, Calceolaria Yellow Gem, ed{,'ed with Pei-illa.

9, 10, 1.5, 16, Geranium Ci^stal Palace Gam, edRed with Ii-esinc Liudeui.
11, 12, 13, 14, Geranium Christine, edged with Iresine Liudeui.

17, 21, Geranium Beaton's SUver Nosegay.
18, 20, Pnrple King Verbena.

when the Bhododendrons are in flower. One thing especially
attracted my attention, and that was a monument which the
children of one of the Lady Delameres had erected to her
honour towards the end of last century. The inscription upon

'. planted the same as

1 Box, -within an oval

19. Robert Fish Geranium. All the other fan beds a

17, 18, 19, 20.

In the centre of each half is the monogi'ara—two D's
of red brick.

The centre bed, not mirubered in tlie plan, is about 2 feet wide, and planted
with Geranium Flower of Spring one row, edged with blue Lobelia.

it records the esteem in wliich she was held alike by rich and
by poor, and its quiet repose under the shade of fine old tree.s

gives a remarkable charm to the landscape.

Pursuing another route through tlie park, we come to a tract
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of land resemUiug some of the wilds of Scotland, only of more
limited extent. The rich grass herbage changes by degi-ees to a
mixture of turf and Fern, and by-and-by the Fern usurps the
whole space ; while the Oak trees diminish in size, and are

mixed with Birches and now and then Hollies. Many naked
spots appear, but there is still beauty in the waging of the Fern

j

iu the sun, the branching tops of the Oaks and other trees, and
i

the water iu the distance. I should think there are few parks
exhibiting such diversity as that of Vale Eoyal, though some ;

have bolder features. The New Park, in which we now o4'e,
'

consists of gentle rising ground, and through it passes a broad
carriage road. The jjoor shaDow soil appears to be more of

the character of yellow hungi-y gravel than a black peat, sup-
porting the Fern without the Heath, but iu the distance I

could see larjje breadths of the latter.

Emerging from the park at a place where its wild features
become softened a little, I found myself once more on the
highway leading from Northwich to Chester, and I noticed
that scarce a buOding in the High Street but had sunk either
one way or the other, and had not cracks in its walls ; the
window-sills and door-heads were also several inches out of

the level. I was told this was owing to the salt having been
removed from underneath them. I believe the salt now made
there is obtained from salt springs some distance off, the brine
being conveyed hi pipes to the works.—J. Eobson.

WOEK FOB THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GABDEN.

EvEEYTHiNG iu the kitchen gaiden is now stirring. A proper
rotation of crops havmg been secured, the next best advice is

to watch the fluctuations of the weather, and to do all plant-
ing and sowing whOst the ground is in a mellow state. Pre-
pare soil for new plantations of Aajxirapiis where required.
The first requisites are good fibrous loam and dung ; when the
soil in the garden is what is technically termed old, add a
third of the whole of maiden loam, and good rotten dung to

the depth of 6 inches over the surface. Trench the ground
at least 3 feet deep, and drain it if necessary, then add as

much more manure, and dig it hi as deeply as is commonly done
for general crops. Mark off beds 4 feet wide and 2 feet alleys

;

then mark the rows on the bed, one in the centre and one on
each side, at 1 foot from it. Lay a ridge of equal parts of

maiden loam, leaf mould, and sand in the line each row is to
occupy, and on those ridges place the plants. They may be
either one or two years old, but not more than two years, and
they ought to be taken up with great care, so as not to break
the point of a shigle root. When placed on the ridges, with
an equal portion of roots on each side, cover the latter to the
depth of 2 inches with pure sand when it can be procured

;

this will induce the plants to tlu-ow out a host of young roots,

which, passing through the sand, seize mth avidity on the more
nutritious materials prepared for them. Above the sand put
on 4 inches of loam over the crowns, and should the season
prove dry, mulch between the rows with Spinach which has
run to seed, or some similar covering, and give occasional
waterings of liquid manure. If early sprhig-sowu CauHfloifers
and Lettuces are forward enough let them be pricked out.

Earth-up Caljliaf/e plants. Dig and manure the quarter intended
for Onions. Fitint Potatoes on a, v/aim horcler. See to the due
preparation of ground for crops in general, but do not work it

when it is wet ; better be a fortnight too late with any given
crop. A\Tiere kitchen gardens are composed of Hght sandy
soil, it is better dug and trenched several weeks before it is

wanted for some crops. Broad Beans, for instance, like a firm
hold of the soil.

rnUIT G.UGDEN.
Eveiy care that fruit trees require in this season of inac-

tivity, if not already bestowed, should at once be afforded. It

is a good plan to place a piece of turf over the roots of trees
recently planted. Decide on the system of training ; the
height of the wall and the space horizoutaUy should be early
considerations. Prune Easpberries ; any Gooseberries and
Cm-rants not previously pruned should be forthwith attended
to. Gooseberry and Currant trees occupy much less space m a
garden if trained on stakes, and afiord as much fruit as when
in the bush form.

FLOWEB CiBDEN.
Complete aU operations retarded by the weather, and pro-

ceed with pruning. Turf may be cut and laid, and wood
ashes spread on lawns when the grass is injured by moss.
American plants may be removed ; it is often dangerous to

remove Eliododendrons in the winter, as their deUoate fibrous

roots are liable to be injured by severe weather. Wliere the
natural soil is not favourable for the growth of Eliododendrons,
soil suitable for them may be gradually formed by sweeping
the fallpn leaves over the roots and covermg them with sand
every season. Attend well to thorough cleanUness ; hoe
through or otherwise dress all margins or beds where there
are Crocuses, Snowdrops, and other spring flowers. Plant out
Hollyhocks, which are well deserving of general cultivation.

Their bold and pointed forms stand out in fine relief in masses
of flat-headed shnibs. Owing to the absence of frost and the
late shigiilarly mUd weather, collections of TuUps and other
bulbs ajjpear to be but little troubled with canker. AVhen this

occurs, and the plants are fairly above ground, cut away the
parts with a sharp penknife. Shelter the beds from cutting
winds, which are more detrimental than slight frosts. As
seedhug Polyanthuses come into bloom remove all that are in-

ferior in shape, lacing, or colour. Amateurs have hardly been
able to do wrong this season with Carnations and Picotees,

and Stocks are looking well throughout the country. Continue
the directions previously given, and keep the plants free from
green fly ;

plant out seedUngs in beds for blooming, retaining

all the soil possible.

GKEENHOUSE AND CONSEBVATOEY.
Among other important matters which belong to this early

season, attending to raisuig certain plants from seeds is not
the least important. There are many seeds of exotic herba-
ceous plants that should be encouraged to germinate early,

that the plants may receive the full benefit of our summer, and
attain that degree of maturity which enables them better to

withstand the gloom and severity of our winters. I would
recommend the sowing of exotic and other seeds, generally,

during the present and following month. As hybridisation is

now better understood and more generally practised than for-

merly, doubtless additional interest will be discovered in, and
attention bestowed on, the propagation of plants by seeds. It

is of importance to the anxious grower to bloom his plants the
first season, and with many subjects it is only by sowing early

that he is enabled to attain this result. Pelargoniums should
be sown immediately, and kept growing from the moment
they vegetate, to ensure a blossom the first year. As most
seeds germinate under similar circumstances, a pit might be

appropriated exclusively to the purpose. Beyond regulating

the amount of heat, and supplying the seed pans with moisture,

no extraordinary care is required. Eich soils ai'e not to be
recommended for sowing seeds. The character of the plants

should determine in a measure the selection of soU. The ad-

mission of air on all favourable opportunities will conduce to

the health, and keejj the various flowermg plants iu unim-
paired beauty for some weeks. Hyacinths, Lilacs, Kalmias,
Azaleas, and Ehodoras introduced will lend beauty and fra-

grance to the various groups. The rich yellow flowers of

Cytisus racemosus wUl add in no slight degree to the general
effect. Koriiif.hn Manyattiv is a charming greenhouse plant,

and lilii; (iiiiiii- ill tl:i^ siason it wUl be doubly valuable. For
mixed Lii I nil' II I ^ it is sunawhat difficult to give precise

directions, i'lants of all climates occasionally obtain a place

here, and no special treatment m regard to temperature can
long be indulged in with impunity. As a principle, therefore,

I would advise a rather free increase of heat on sunny days
early in the afternoon for a few hours, sinking the temperature
at night to the old point, or nearly so. In this structure there

wiU frequently be found Ericas, Pelargoniums, New Holland
plants, bulbs, &c. A division of these plants should therefore

be made ; let the Pelargoniums and other softwooded plants

occupy the warmer end, and the Ericas, Ac, the other, with a

free circulation of air. A Utile Cineraria and Cliinese Prun-
rose seed may now be sown ; this, with another sowuig in

April, wiU furnish a supply for the coming autumn and winter.

Attend to ornamental trellis plants, which should be kept neat

and orderly.

STOVE.

Exhaustffd winter-flowering plants in stoves may be cutback
a little and left to break afresh, when they may be disrooted

and placed in smaller pots ; if all go well they will make fine

speeinii ]is fur n. xt winter. Look over the Orchids, and see

that til' III iriiiiiLS of those on blocks and in baskets are

secure; i. ih w th.' wires where necessary. Give a Uttle fresh

material to those not to be shifted, but bewai'e of burying the

buds on the eve of their pushing. Apply baits for snails

and cockroaches, and attend closely to the extu-pation of

scale.
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Look exit a quautity of the best and strongest plants of

herbaceous Calceolarias
;
give them a good shift in a mixture

of rough fibrous loam and coarse sharp sand. Place them in

a genial bottom heat in frames or pits. A batch ol Amaryllis

bulbs should now be shaken out and repotted in half-decayed

turfy loam, mixed with a small portion of sand. Give ah-

freely to plants in store pots, such as Verbenas and Scarlet

Geraniums, and carefully remove all decaying leaves.—W.
Kkane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN G.VEDEN.

The late fine weather has allowed us to get on with digging

and trenching. Cauliflowers are now over, but we are still

obliged to protect Snow's and other early Broccoli from the

frost. Some Potatoes which had been stai'ted in boxes we
transplanted into sUghtly warmed soO, where they seldom fail

to do well.

There are several ways of growing eaa'ly Potatoes—one, by
placing the tubers in 3-inch pots, and when they are filled with
root-i, turning the plants out; another, by growing them right

on in 8 or 12-inch pots, and ear-thing them up by degrees, or

starting them as in the former case, and then transplanting into

8 or 12-inch pots. Another, and the best plan of all, is to grow
them in 6-inch pots in a mild hotbed of about 50', covered with
a frame, and to earth-up as the plants increase in size. By this

means. Potatoes can be obtained tlu'ee weeks sooner than when
treated in the usual way.
We have sown Radishes and Carrots in mild hotbeds some-

what more thickly than is customary, and we shall tliin them
out less than others do until we jjull them for use. A bed of

Early Horn or Early Dutch Carrots, if left to grow thickly and
then thiuned-out as soon as the roots are fit to be used, give

the best returns we know of.

Sea-kale will yield its finest heads in the second year after

sowing. It can be reproduced by means of pieces of the roots

from the old plants, which should be planted in rows with
their tops level with the surface of the soil, and covered with
ashes and a little salt. These roots may be taken up and
forced in the foUowuig autumn, and will do very well, but if

allowed to remain a year longer before being disturbed they
will in that case make most superb jilants. I have found that

this mode is more satisfactory than using the old crowns, and
the plants from it are more forward than the most carefully

tended seecUings.

We grow every year less particular about the materials we
use for our Mushroom beds. We have small shallow beds so

regulated that the spawned bed coming into bearing is aided
by the heat arising from that which is being prepared. We
shall, however, lay down no strict rules as to the mode of pro-

ceeding, as they can be altered so much according to circum-
stances. Rather young Cucumbers in a pit with but little light

in winter, allowed to bear heavily from the middle of Novem-
ber to the end of January, will become very inferior after this

time, and will not, even with coaxing, do so well as young
]ilants. If we want a regular- winter or spring supply we keep
tlie plants moderately strong through December, but do not let

the fruit swell until the New Year is ijassed.

ORNAMENTAL DEl'.VKTMENT.

The weather is splendid for plantuig and transplanting, pro-

vided, in the latter case, that the ground is not soaked. The
best mode, to our way of thinking, of securing newly-planted
trees is by means of three fir poles driven in 6 feet from the

base of the tree triangularly, and brought together by a cu-cular

baud of straw ropes at 10 feet from the ground. For preventing

evaporation from the bark of trees, and also for keeping off the
attacks of cattle, straw or hay ropes twisted round the trunks,

and then tarred, maybe used.—R. F.

TRADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
H. Cannell, Station Road, AVoolwich, S.Ti.—Illustrated Floral

Guide for 1872.

G. White, 3, Moss Street, Paisley.

—

Select List of Garden,
Flower, and Agricultural Seeds.
Ellwauger & Barry, Mount Hope Nurseries, Rochester, New

York.

—

Dcscripiive Catalogue of Fruits.—Descriptive Catalogue
of Ornartiental Trees, Shrubs, Roses, Flowering Plants, ^c.
Teutschel& Co., Colchester.

—

hist of Japanese Lilies, Maples,
Seeds, <(-c.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
N.B.—Many questions must remain unanswered untU next

week.

Books (C. J. IK.).—" The Galleiy of Nature," by the Rov. T. MUner, wUl
suit you. It ia a very full and beautiful "pictorial and desuriptivo torn-

thi-ough d-eation." Its price ia about 20;*.

Potatoes Unfit for Table (B. T.)—The tubers ai-c snnill and hard,
owing to the luidi-ainod clayey subsoil. Drain it, and if l\v ^uifinr rMiil is

also clayey, pare and bum 6 inches deep of it. and iucorpiiviir tli. ,i h. ^ with
the remainiug surface soil. Grow Ashleaved Kidneys and l.fip-l Ivi.hii'ys.

Vines Failino (B. IF.).—Yom- case is not an uncomninii our,,,^ llinc are

many such faihu-es. You are now,i however, on a fan- way to success. We
should not start the Vines until March, and then give no more than a gentle
lii-e heat in cold periods, so as to keep the tempei'atiu-e from falling below 50^

at ni^ht ; in fact, allow the Vines to start natui^ally, and apply heat at a later

period to insui-c the thoi'ough ripening of the wood.

Ehododenduons PnuNiNG {S. E. M. J. IT.).—You may cut them down to
about IK mchos from the gi-ouud, when they will shoot again freely, though
uHuaUy they do not do much during the first year. ; Cut back about the second
week in April, and in showei-y weather if possible.

Vitality of Seeds ( William Jones).—All the kinds of seeds named will

keep good until the second or even third year, and many much longer, but we
would not sow any of them after the second yeai-, as then- germinating power
is very weak, and they do not afford nearly such good plants as fresh seeds,
even if they gi-ow.

CupitEssus Lawsoniana Seeds Sowing {T. Aahlon).—In March sow them
amongst light sandy ;;oil in pans, and place them in a cold frame. Keep them
close until they come up, and then admit air freely and expose them fiUIy.

In autmim prick them off into store pots, and winter them in a cold frame or
house, ailmitting abmidance of ah. In March they may be put out in rows
IB inches apart, at a distance of 1 foot from one another. In the course of

thi-ee years they will be fine plants, and may be planted out permanently.
The less "coddling " they have the better.

Soil for Potted Palms tC. 7J.).—Use a compost consisting of loam two
paais, peat one pai-fc, well-ilirinii]K. I uiiuiure one part; and a sufficient

qiiantity of ahai-p sand must '> j i i i i tuake the whole feel gritty when
taken in the hand. For scrllin ~ r ,. i. >oungplanta, however, we have
always foimd them grow more ),tipi>ll> ii tlir ipiautities of loam and peat are;

reversed; thus, instead of two parts loam, put two parts peat and one only
of loam.

Amaryllis Bulbs Planting (Amart/lllis).—You need be under no appre-
hension respecting the covering of yom- bulbs of Amaiylhs; there is no moro
fear of then- rotting from that cause than there is with border Hyacinths,
Lihums, Tulips, and many other bulbous plants which no one thinks of grow-
ing above the soil.

Tr.nri:r,j.v\ji ]\\rr. ri.r.-rrh I V. .s', r:.). -W, lliinl, I1,;il the roots of
111.. :'. .'

. .. I .!
;

...•.
1
......

!
,' I

. .
.'!..' n..,v('r this year,

th..i.' .. ' :.. N',. .!...,.,,
I

.
.

• Id have been
bi..u. I ii.t 1 til.- i. .11 ..Utii . .1 1

1.... II fill i.ii. \\ ..
, li' .iil.i keep them in

a hnusL. wiLii a uiglit tciiiijcnitiuc uf i:_) to 60 . It is necessary that they
shoidd make good growth if they are to do well another season. They should
be potted at the close of August or eai'ly in September.

Painting Stove axd Greenhouse (Id-:in).—As the houses are cleai-ed of

the plants till II i- Inn
;
inprevent your having them thoroughly cleaned

and ijainti'il 1

1

I'm plants in again until the paint is dried, which
can be facili! i nir freely, and keeping up a good heat. There is

no need to ii-i .m ii
: luki- away the smell of the panit, but ah should be

admitted ratlier n i i
.. i. i 1 i; • .iltir the plants are put back again.,

to keep them front n i
.

I
. iln pamt. Thoroughly clean the*

woodwork with simp '''
'

'

'
i. ...

|
t nig ; also clean the glass with

pure water, taking eiti. t.. i .
. p i ii. . ip;. v.itir from it.

Potatoes Sprouted t/;;ttora(»H.s).—Remove the Early Rose with shoots
3 inches long, and place them thinly in a warm position (50'), so that
they may sprout again slowly. It is well, however, not to remove the first

shoots of early kunls, as some are vei7 deficient of eyes, ami not uufro'iuently

put out asecond tune very weakly shoots or ni-ue lit all. i)iii~ Imvi. )iiit. forth

shoots about half an inch long, and are on lath ii. 1 . m n : !i ir-.re-

ceivhig air daily, and protected from frost. ^N'ith ih. pn .m in.l l.ni.iiiild

weather it is difficult to keep the eaiiy sorts froiu -.j iliii.; ti.i iiniili.

Planting Quicks (A Subscriber).—Wg consider one row of Quicks pre-

ferable to two, for the simple reason that it is much more quickly and cheapl.v
cleaned, whicli is the grand secret of getting a hedge to grow. If your
gr.mii.l is poor add inaimie libeiallv, and iHl- deeplv. IMimt the Quicks i to
4'. ill.

.

Ill , 1. I «hi II fi .111 'i 1.1 .J! 1. .1 lii.li. 1 1.. IK- a II, I Thorn make
a\'... .i n .... .

n.
; 1, 11 1...

1

.
.

1
.. .... irrable. The

otii. r 1
(... :.. .n.

. i
. ; ,. N..v. i-

,
, ,.

. 1

' .Ihrsl to 2 feet
hinjitl.il lia.,|. 1.1. II 1 Iiliv tiaii,plaii'i I, ll.illn . ivj I.i lic lifted with
good n Hits, and til secure these frequent trausplnnting is necessary. If you
have Holly and Thorn, five Thorns and one HoUy per yard will be needed.

Chuvsanthemums not Flowering {Smith).—The cause ia probably stop

plug the plants too late, and the buds consequently not having foi-med until
November or later. We have some similarly iiffri-tnl. It is owing to the cold
and wet of last season, for the year In [. ni., by tin same means, we had in

Januarj' and Febniai-y fine bloom from iilitiits ^tiqqied cai-ly m August. We
presume youis were treated for a late bloom, wliich at the best is hazardous,
but well worth eudeavom-ing to secm-e. The weather may be more favourable

this year.

Carrots and Parsnips for Exhibition {A Subscriber)—To make holes

at eveiy 9 inches m the rows and fill them with sand is good, but though we
should make them 16 inches deep if the soil were stiff, we would not fill them
with sand alone, but with fine sandy soil, then sow three or four seeds over
eaiih, and single out to one plant in each hole. If the ground is well pul-
verised to the depth of 18 inches or 2 feet, hght, sandy, and rich, the holes

are imnecessary.

Onions for Exhibition (Idem).—New Giant Rocca, Danvers' Yellow,

Naseby Mammoth, and BedfordsMi-e Champion. Of Tripolis, Giant White,
Large Itahau Red, and Red Mammoth.
Twelve Haudv Grasses {Idem).—Agi-ostis nobulosa, hardy annual; Carex

lepoi-ina, hardy perennial; Eleusino distans, annual; Hordoimi jubatum,
annual; Stipa clegantissima, perennial; Pennisetum sctosum, annual; Pas-
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nalam elcum Grn-rinm araenteam, perennial ; Briza geniculata annual

;

dS,Snthum .ri.Ue, annual; PiplatlSrum Thoma4, annual and Hordeum

jubatum, annuaL Sow in pans at the begmmn.; >' ^P-^- P'"-= "fj^j^'^
i :_ -rratlc heat, and when up admit an: ^efy-

.

^^ ''«° '^^
'"„'"f

S^

iiv „i.,.,t ..ut in soDlsoiJ in aa open situation. The percnmals

and sTOwu-on in a frame, planting out the firstare fit to li

Bhould 1"

two abont
and the ^'

the two pc

Max

,
. . il the other.? will do at tha', distance the first

.

i 1 be a vavd aoart. Remove every alternate plant ol

.uiul . Ui.,i ^liiinl. 'Give liquid manure in hot dry weather.

Yew HBDOESISirinr,).—Manuring every year is not necessary'

buYai you wish for speely growth wo should top-drs« "i*,'^""-^
''?/, ''=4';^

on tha surfa-e ai it ca-inot well be du^-in without cansmg more or less mjiiry

to thero^^ Old manure mixed .ith leaf soil
"f^'P^^f

""^s wouU be a

good top-dr«ssin3 for the Tews, Betmosporas and Chine,e J"°;P^^;
''"'J,^

would not di' it in; we would merolv loosen the surface and put on tbe top-

SSsirS^au i'nch M- two thick. By ciitling the tops and not the sides of the

Yews in April, vou will cause them to break lower down.

FlowEH-BED Plantixg (HfnD.-For the star belsyou may have Golden

Pvrethi-um, Altemanthera maTuifica, with Antenn.lria tomentosa for edging.

Let the circle be of the first, with a plant of Centaurea in the middle; flll-up

the points with the Altemanthera, and elge with the
A''^™';?™-thf^ota?s

bed von can have edged with Ai-abLs alpma variegata anrca, flUmg the pomts

of the star with Aju^-a reptans rubra, a circle of Centaurea ragusma compacta

and a smaU plant of Abutilon Thompson! m the <;™'7- . ^"''^''L?!, J^!^
mav have edjei with OmUs tropsoloides, the pomts of the star filled with

.SaiitolinainS^aua, a circle ol Ircsme Lindeni, and in the ".""t'^ "?'»?'
°J

Conrosma Baneriana variegata. The other bed may be edged with Sempemvum

SuScum,t™^iuts filled with Golden Pyrethmm a circle of Echevena

metallica, with Dactvlis glomerata elegantissima for the centre plant.

Bisr-! roK W.i.TEk Lilies (W-mL-It should have at the bottom about a

foot de% of mud formed of any goo 1 "cb team, and over that water- to th^

.__, L 1 ™...,.j dealers.

oneu ground in April, and plant out 8 feet apart. Sow tree Camations in

pS^s il gSSe^eat, harden off the young plants, and pnck ^em out a foot

anart Take them un with baUs in autumn, and wmter them m a frame or

ho^e.. Plant SSiese Yams 18 inches apart, in row, 4 feet a.simder, takmg

out soil between the tre

Heating a Sjiai.t. »i

to would be pcrfi '1- -

1

the burner into th< .]>. i

moisture uncontdniinit
purposes tills '

from our rule not to _ _

.

Jasmixoi fbcticaxs-Sowing Orange Pips (^7car).-SmalI trees can

he^ownfrompipv s.w them now. ana plai-e the pot in a l^othouse. The

^•FZ^r^fs^u.lylo^^ with a Uttle loaf nxould added, We do not thmk

1 wiU flower in the cusum- summer. It is a awan,

from the south of Europe. You may plant out at

TiFH f3r>.—Tour an-an:;ement is con-ect. but you
.1,'. ..f i,.-..i.-. bricks or some similar material over

^> The soil would then be 2 feet

'1 rather more thau 12 yards of the

are called inch bones ^ill he suffi-

your Jasminum fr

hardy, deciduous spe

once.

Bones for Vine Bor
should place at least 9 in.

the bottom before fillin

3 inches deep, and the 1>

compost. Tour huudr.j I

cieut. We cannot recoimu-.i i .i^>-.-....

WtRF Fon Hyacinths (Joseph Smithy—Yon -wiU find wire supports for

Hvlanths L gLssS at Lj rfspe.table seedsman's. We see them daily m
the seed shops of London.

_

ca?o?Sn-^ua^^e^'S?^wi?aun^tTife%\^^^^^^^^^
except what appears in the advcrtisem'^nts.

rooT,ov Tuff.; r^miffrirl.—Ist, No harm will come to cordon trees ansmg

oufofX S'els :ft'he lall, if'planted against a wall i„.hnr^t 2nd The

s;^^ rh^^rght'^'^'nrsr i6''i: Titcjes'-r^

S^^^eS^.'iVe^to^^att'lol^^^^^^^^
^llb3atThe end of the sc;ond autumn after planting, fix the mcknation

permanently at 4 j -.
,..*„.

Six H«dy Axs-cals for Clumps (K J.i.-Alyssum mantunum, white

,

Leptosiphon densiflorus, lilac; Linnm grandiflonun coccmeum

Nasturtium Kin" 'of"T'om Thumbs, EcSlet; Nasturtium King of Tom

TtaiS? "idTiTvellow; and Saponaria calabrica, pink They arc "t .omvmt

.-r™? nl-r V fvt or about a foot in height, and bloom a long tune.

LowVi ' ' ''"" Imperial Dwaif come true from seed, and bloom as

frecv :^,but the plants are somewhat stronger, and are later

infl ». MM "-". north borderwe do not know of anything that will do

so weli , s L»l. ...1.UU,-. We would have Perilla at the back then yeUow CaJ-

fopped Fotlt-Lr^d even Cauliflowers; but we should only have one row

between every two rows of Apple or Pear trees.

DISTISGCISHISG POTiTOES BY THE Si'BOCI?-SELECI EoSES-yAElors

(F«r n'«().-Tou ask ns " Why Sandrmgham Kidney Potato T^''^^*/^^
l.atalo<mes as a novelty, and is not mentioned this year ? It is named m the

firsfwStel iSto The Potato that has tok bluish-green sprouts we should

Sy rK^afiXLf, and the other with very Ught sprouts, the colour of

teced ^paxa-us, we should consider Sandi-ingham, but we cannot be certam.

As^n ha" IJow^ both before, you wiU be able to distinguish them by the

-ro^h. Wedonot know how you will be able to insni-e t'^^,<}'7ne»s of the

wSl^thout repairing the thatched roof, and that wiU enable you to plant

vom-teee at the place you wish. We do not understand the purport of your

thMques ion. '^The site of the garden is good, but the elevation wiU not

Sfeaeo^r-^rtht^'^^iJh^^^lattS.""^^^^^^^

i£io^r"Lv?n-S\«i^rBS;,'^#iIr^^^^^^^^^^
01^0 aU Hybrid Perpetuals ; Gloue de Dijon, Tea-scented ; and for thew^
I^ceGrev, Dundee Eambler, and Queen. Jhe waU is not good enongh^^^^^

Xn,-settes or Teas. The Fern is Polypodmm vTilgare. BeUegarde omon

le^u&es to be so™ like any other-namely, as soon after the present tmie as

tKoundSta™od working order. -Angelica de Niort -^ow m diU s a toot

an^irT^ Id haU L inch deepTand thin out the plants to 2 feet 6 inches froin

- eScbXerwSen^inches high, or you -"^T P^^i" "
'f" rh\?one'"'^?.e

the distances named, and thui out the seedlmgs m each P'^h to one It le^

nnires moist soU. Sow MeUlotus caM-ulea m common soUm March, bow

GeSdsTa hotbed early in April, and plant out in May aft«r hartenng-off^

Jgiow the Melon in frames. Sow the varieties of Dclphmium elatum m the

them a foot deep

IH. N. O.).—We think the stove you refer

I- if a quartcr-of-au-inch iron pipe led from

1 the water-can or cistern would give off

'ffects of the combustion of the oil. For

necessary. For such a place we onr.-.clves

wouirbe'qlute''satirfi"'ed'wi''thasmaU iron stove and a P»o of ™ter over it.

Certaiulv a lamp mav be more ea-sUv manage L The hydronettes or h^ dropult»,

merely wautTo be placed in a bicket of water; they have all the force in

themselves.

EcoSO5IIClLLE»N-ToGHEBSH0C3E-GiS-HEiTls>i(n-n-().-The cheapest

wavTo co^tmct a smaU house L, to have air in front and at top, and the roof

Sed, without sa5he-„ having the sash-bars from lo to 18 "?,=^ef "P'^rt- J°J
such a smaU house 20 feet by 8 feet, we would not *'""''''=

7''''J^°'''"l'7.et
all if we could have a moveable ventUator at each end, say as much as J leet

sqnie u^er the apex. In very hot weather m summer tbe door could stand

open,^d these end ventihitors con^d s and open -"Sbt and day For y,^

heating refer to No. 341, where full dctaUs are given. No mode of heatmg is

so dangerous unless all the fumes ai-e earned oH.

GRKFVHorsE Eaftbes (K. Brace).—As we cannot find the answer to yonr

fomer questtan we can give but imperfect advice with respect to the distance of

th™aftTrs the weight Sf the glass, and the size of the P^^e^-.
,^

« "^^^^ '

to
that rafter sash-bars from 15 to 18 inches apart will support glass from .ib to

2liz weight, that a good weight is 21-oz., and supposing the rafters to be

18 Shesipai-t, a good size for the squares will be 18 by 12 mches.

Mushroom Ccxtube (T. Pori<TK-We have ?«"?•" ^''*™"?' i":'trn,?

S^^e'rpaT^^^hrtn'ili^thlV^alfb^lf'w^^^^^^^^

S'shel atThe back'^of greenhouses, and at the back of forcing houses but we

should like them to be at least four times the size of your,,, "^ we would

keep the temperature uniform with a little rough-hay covermg, and keep the

atnlosphere moist bv sprinkling the floor, walks, and waUs.

MiKiNO A Hotbed of Leaves (H. A. i.).—The leaves need no prepara

tionb^ond werting them if they are diw. We prefer nnxing them w,th

their o^ bulk of stable Htterthat has been thrownmaheap, turned overonce

or t^cITand watered to bring it to a good heat. Mix this htter with the le^ve,

Cn making up the bed, putting the Uttery parts of the manure '^^thes^e..^

a? to keep the bed together. A bed i feet high in front, 5 feet high at back

18 inches wider than the frame aU round, and weU Jeaten down wth the fork

i,, ,\,.iliin" it UD will be a good and durable hotbed, which, withhnings, wUl

S^TiS&eo^cuXgs or" seeds, and Cucumbers or Melons The heat w-m

conttaue for six weekl ; indeed, we had a bed of leaves and htter made at the

end "November, and it has stiU a good heat ; it is, of course, weU hned with

°C4i^lAS AS Habdy SBKC3S (Subsciifc.TJ.-These may in warm sheltered

ncSks'S^^e f« s^h or south-western counties
^"^r.f.h ^hJvt^ fear of

we fear they would not thrive as such m Surrey, though we l»f ^
f
" ''=^ "'

Siefrdoin" weU against a waU with a south-west or west aspect. At South-

^Sonwetaow I waU covered with Camellias, which bloom weU and hfj^

?S^ nrotertioS. and in Yorkshure we have seen a plant of Alba plena with three

h2nSex^S.d?d flowers in January, in a house without any artificial heat.

Rpr.oNiAs Damping tW. H.).—At this season they requne very Uttle water.

Ke™ them nS^r^^han just mast; potting in N<'-'«?tSf, ""i'^.^'f^im
cause them to "o oH. Let them have a temperature of 50', and they wUl

sorco^enceto grow freely. The leaf you sent is of LuciJia gratissuna^

1 «,. (W«,^ dam^off "ive more air and a temperature of 4o to 50 . Do

noVwIteraUht'Z'tsLTuth^^s^il becomes dry, th'en give a good supply.

DorBLE-FloWBEED Gerasicm (H<:«ri).-The plauts which bloomed late

sho.Sd be cut-in now, shortening each shoot to within a few eyes «« 'ts base

mSi the p°anTs have made fres* shoots about an inch oug, turn them ™t

of the pots, shake off the old soU.jmd place hem m 6-mchl«tsslnftmto

Saveir5-inchpots,maTbe cut back if straggling; if not, they should bo

XnpS,"htSno?^ andi^epottedinthe same
"f;

^ftjngtheminto larger

Dots as miuired. The plants from cuttmgs struck last aujumn wiU onJy need

EHdf'T\rp':lroTiiM^sit:^rgS'>s'^:«
S??Hrr ^er- ^L^L^nt sisCT^J^^
cuttings sand is essential.

Hakdy A-N-Nt-ALS FOR E.uiLV Flowerixg (J,fcm).-Bartonia a.iMa, Ccn-

tra^ns i^crosiphon, Chiysanthemum Bnrndseanum, Oarlaa^uia^^^

^^%'?S;'^'r;iner^pin''uJ\^"--rS^-"-'^^^^
S^:rpoaahric.,sW^^
?,r-or mm'eicro" cS^rSg to Veeds 4h very ^e soil. Wat^ if the

l^thlr be .£7!™*;^^ out-the seedlmgs to 2 to 3 inches apart when they

aie about an inch high.

IMPROVI^•G GutDEN SoiL {S. J?.).-We would trench the pi-ound that has

^e^hL^^atis we^Wacethetop^soU^theb^^^

EiSSSSSi-Spe^sSi^i^a^

woSld no?'d" weU in this part. It wiU suit Potatoes very weU, the good

drainage tending to cause early maturity.
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Growing i-ate Melons in Frames (Amuteur).—By sowing the seeds about
the middle of March, and shiftiuf^ the plants into largei' pots as required,

you may fruit them early in August by planting them in n frame in June,
The plants will have set fruit earlier than the plonting-out time, and it is just

as well to plunge the pots in the bed, so that the roots may come over the top,

or they may be planted out. We would not sow until the beginning of May,
and would grow the plants in pots, so as to have them strong for planting-out

when the frame is ready, and with linings you have every prospect of a crop

of late Melons in September.

White Bedding Pansy {Id<in).—The best white Pansy for early summer
flowei-ing is Cliveden White, and for summer late-struck cuttings Viola

cuiTiuta alba planted in spring, ami wellsupphed with water in dry weather.

Geranttm Cuttings ^Idem).—The beginning of Moi-ch is not too early to

prick out ou a gentle hotbed, autumn-struck cuttings of Tiicolor, Bicolor, aud
Bedding Geraniums, giving them air liberally after a few days. It will be
necessary to cover the hghts after a few days to keep up a suitable tempera-
ture. We should place about a handful of soil to each plant, and tie up in

moss. You may then move the plants mth good balls.

Oi'R Back Volumes (A Younij Gardi-ner).—They all contain communica-
tions from the writers you name; and so do many of the Manuals and vol-

umes published at our office.

Geranium (Amy).—Any of the principal florists who advertise in oui* co-

lumns could supply the variety you name.

Geranium Leaves Yellow (C. P.).—The leaves appear to have been kept
in a dose, damp, and cold atmosphere, with more than enough water at the
roots. Give the plants a temperature of from 45^ to 50= at night, and athuit

an- freely, watering moderately at the i"oot, and only when the soil becomes
dj7. We would further adrise you to shake out the plants, free them of the
old soil, and pot them in tm-fy loam, with one part leaf soil or old dry manure
added, and a free admixture of sand. We think they will come round.

Crickets in a Forcing House {Edicard flbr/if).—They are best de-
stroyed by poison. Entice them for two or three nights with sis table-

spoonfuls of oatmeal mixed with a teaspoonfrU of aniseed and a like quantity
of can-away seed, bi-ought to the consistency of a crumbling paste with honey.
If they devoiu- these baits gi-eedily, then on the thii'd night add to half a pint
of the oatmeal a tablespoonful of ground aniseed and carrawny seed, and
1 oz. of arsenic. Mis thoroughly with honey, and put down the mixture in
balls about the size of marbles. Chase's beetle poison is also excellent and
kills them ou the spot. Phosphor piste they likewise eat greedily, and it also
kills them. Be careful in remo\"ing the poisoned material, and to prevent
domestic animals getting at it.

Plants for TTnheated Conservatory ^^th a North Aspect ( W. T.).
•—The most suitable Tvill be hardy Ferns aud hardy fine-foliaged plants, or
such as require but slight protection. Of hardy Ferns, which may either be
grown inrockwork and planted out, or in pots, wc advise:—Adiantum Capillus-
Venoris, Asplenium Adiautum-nignuu, A. mai-inum, A. Trichomanes, aud
A. Trichomanes cristatum ; Athyrium Filix-foemina, varieties con'mbiferum,
plumosum, multifidum, aud depauperatum ; Blechnum Spicant ramosum,
Lastrea cristata major, L. opaca, L. Filix-mas cristata, Lomaiia chilensis,

Osmxmda regalis cristata, Polypodium alpestre, P. Drj'opteris, P. vulgare can>
biicum, Polystichum acrostichoides, P. angulare cristatimi, P. angulaie prc-
liferum, Scolopendrium vulgare, varieties coi-ymbifenim, crispum maximum,
ramo-cristatum, Bubmarginatiun, and eubcomutum, and Woodwai-dia radi-

cans. The dwarfness of these may be relieved by a few plants with fine

foUage, as Yucca aloifolia and voiiegata, Y. filamentosa aud variegata, Y. quad-
ricolor ; Aralia Sieboldi and voi-iegata, Araucoiia excel-sa, Retinospora plumosa,
and others of the more compact and graceful-habited Conifei-s. A few plants
of the new Aucubas, especially the berried sorts, come in well for such houses.

Names of Plants {J. Lock).—1, Echeveria glauca; 2, E. gibbiflora vor,

metaUica, the E. metaUica of gardeners. (J. W.).—The scraps sent ore insuffi-

cient for deteiTuination. No. 2 might possibly belong to Pachysandra tenni-
nalis. (

Thos. Mayes).—The " Wild Flowers " con be had as you desue, monthly
from the beginning. We do not recommend you to use the Reindeer Moss
(Cladonia rangiferina), enclosed by you, as a substitute for sphagnum. Pos-
sibly it may answer well in some cases, but we prefer sphagnum. The Orchid
flowers sent were in very indifferent condition. 1 Appears to be Cymbiiiium
sinense ; 2, Dendrobium Pierardi. Well-rotted cow dung may safely be used
for the coarser terrestrial Orchids, as Phajus grandifolius and WoUichii, Pe-
risteriaelata, &c., but of course must not be used with Cattleyas, Odontoglots,
or other epiphytal species. Peat answers very well indeed for many Orchids
when wired to the block instead of sphagnum, and it is not unusual to find a
plant growing on a block subsequently partly sunk into a pot containing a
compost of rough peat, with its accompaniment of charcoal and crocks.
{A.B. C.).—Whiter Aconite, Eranthis hvemalis. {HiUhwaite).—!, Not in a
condition fit for determination ; certainly some Leguminous herb, possibly an
Astragalus. 2, Habrothamnus fasciculatus.

POULTET, BEE, AM) PIGEON OHEOKEOLE.

MANAGEMENT OF FOWLS AT SHOWS.
Would you allow me, as a rather old breeder of fowls, to make

a few remarks on the two letters in your Journal, signed by
" WiMNER OF Four Curs " and " James Clark?" The reason of

poultry suffering so much from exhibition arises mostly, if not
entirely, from, firstly, the unnatural state the birds are in when
sent to the show ; sccomUy, from the waut of pure air in the
exhibition pens ; and probably, thii-dly, from the birds being
partially fed ou some of the rubbishy mixtures called fowl foods
—rather I would say foul foods.

With regai-d to the first point, it is well known to all ex-

perienced keepers of animals that it is much easier to get them
into high condition than to keep them so. It seems to be
almost the natural state of things, as soon as an animal has
attained a certain state of perfection, that it should begin in-

stantly to go back—that is, if you have poultry in such a con-
dition as to be " fit to show anjTfhere," and then turn them

down in as a healthy run as you can meet with,you will find they
will not keep in this condition , but go back. Now if this is allowed

to be the case (and I think few large breeders of prize poultry

will fail to do so), is it at all strange that fowls penned-up in

a dii'ty pen, or in hot close hampers or baskets, should go much
more rapidly out of condition than they would at their' owners'

yards , aud that they are very hable to those diseases caused by
bad air ? I say nothing about there not unlikely being diseased

fowls actually at the show. It is, I beUeve, well known as a
case in point that dogs, if sent to a show before they have had
distemper, are very Uable to have it as soon as they reach home.
Now no one would say that improper food, or the want of a

certain kind of food, will cause (Ustemper, nor will anyone say

because a healthy young dog gets distemjier, that therefore there

was actually some dog at the same show that had the disease

at the time.

I beUeve that the birds youi- correspondents refer to were
suffering from diseased livers, such being in an unhealthy state

when sent to the show ; if so, the ale was about the worst thing
possible for them. My plan, when bu-ds come home, is to give

them nothing but w^'m bread and skim milk ; if they look dull

in the morning, a pill of simply one grain of calomel, continu-

ing the bread and milk. That bii'ds do not suffer from want of

lime aud gravel is perfectly clear to my mind, at any rate as

respects cocks. I have a lot of Game cocks in pens 3 to 4 feet

every way ; they are fed on Indian corn, barley, and every other

day a little hoUed rice and skimmed rmlk. They are all in perfect

health, though they have been penned for six or eight weeks,,

and look better than their brothers running at large with the

hens. The pens—and here is the grand secret—are covered at the

bottom with sawdust, and every day a handful or two is thrown
over it, dusted over it I might say ; the consequence is that

with the exception of the smell of sawdust my pens and hen-
houses are quite sweet. I adopt the same plan with my hen-
houses, only in them the sawdust is about 2 inches deep all over

the bottom. If aU secretaries of shows would adopt this plan

I should send valuable birds for exhibition with far greater

pleasure than T now do. It is astonishing how soon a lad can
go over a lot of pens , and how little sawdust makes things sweet.

I find the same plan succeed with my cliickens ; and though I

was warned that if the bu-ds, young or old, ate the dust—as they
cannot help doing when fed with soft food—it would kill them,
it has not done so with me.

I find at some shows exhibitors have said sawdust killed

their bu'ds, and to avoid this the secretai'ies had spread at-

the bottom chaff (chopped straw), which is almost as bad a

material as coxrld be used. The same remark applies to saud
gravel, for this reason,thatitbeing the nature of fowls generally,

as well as when at exhibitions, to have loose wateiy evacuations

which are every moment giving out unhealthy fumes, it is

absolutely necessary for the birds' health either to be con-

stantly removing this liquid, which cannot be done in shows,

or to deodorise it by means of sawdust or earth, and the former
is after all almost the only readily attained article that can be
had, and that anywhere.

I hope the bird referred to by your correspondent will re-

cover his comb. I have known of cases in which the comb turned

quite as black as he mentions, and yet came all right again.

The only cases in which, according ta my experience, this does

not happen are where frostbite is the cause, and then I fear it

is hopeless to expect any improvement. I wish your corre-

spondents would try the sawdust plan and let your readers

know the result. Would they also say what the exhibition birds

were fed upon before sending them to exhibitions '? as I find that

birds if too highly fed will appear in perfect health, be going

on quite well, and suddenly show that their hvers are out of

order—in fact, as I said before, they seem to thrive up to a
certain point and then rapidly go back.

—

Ajliteur.

PURE-BRED VERSUS CROSS-BRED FOWLS.
I SHOULD gladly be of Mr. Fraser's opinion that pure-bred

fowls produce as many eggs as cross-bred, or even more, but

my experience has inviuiably disproved such a result being the

case. My fowls are kept in close confinement with the ex-

ception of an occasional run iu the garden, and I have now a

pullet (by a Dorking cock from a cross-bred hen), hatched at

the end of April, which has just laid her hundredth egg, none

weighing less than 2 ozs. She commenced laying at the begin-

nmg of October, is still in perfect health and condition, shows

no signs of becoming broody, and promises to accomphsh still

gi-eater things. Not one of my pure Brahmas kept under pre
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cise.ly similar circumstances and costing more for fooil can at

all approach this amount of produce ; aud I may also mention
that to this pullet an accident happened in August, which
caused her to limp about on little more than one leg for several

weeks, and of coui-se threw her back considerably. This is

merely an instance and not a soUtary exception, and I shaU be

glad to learn how to keep pure-breds (my hobby) as profitably

as mongrels.

—

John Walton, Croydon.

THE JUDGING AT POULTRY SHOWS.
" D., Deal," (in No. 564), has taken up a subject which needs

careful and impartial investigation both by the committees

of poultiy shows and judges. How often do we see the judg-

ment at poultry shows called in question ! In fact, I have
often noticed in reports in your .Journal that pen so-and-so

ought to have taken the place of the first, second, or thh'd-

prize pen. Of course, we amateurs take your Journal to be an
imi^artial authority, and (I can only speak of myself) your
reports are generally highly interesting. Now it is very annoy-

ing to any person to think that he is unjustly treated, aud to

see it in print makes the matter ten times worse. How, then,

does this mistaken judgment occur ? It may be, as " D., Deal,"

suggests, that there are too few judges and too little time

allowed for judging. We must all admit that the task of the

judges is a very arduous aud often unthankful one. But why, if

there is too little time allowed for judging, do the judges under-

take those arduous duties ? Why do they not raise then- voices,

one and aU, against this unjust practice, aud tell the committees
plainly that they wiU not irndertake to do what they cannot
possibly do honestly towards the exhibitors, and with credit

and satisfaction to themselves ? But let me suggest, Ai'e there

not other causes in relation to judging besides the too-Uttle

time allowed for judging ? Does it foUow that because a man
is a good judge of Game he is also a good judge of Brahmas,
Spanish, Dorkings, Hamburghs, or many other varieties ?

Everyone has his peculiar fancy in fowls as in other things,

and it seems to me that it is impossible for one man to be

capable of judging the whole of the varieties satisfactorily.

Much may be written on the above subject, but aU to no pm--

pose. It occui's to me that the matter rests mostly with the

exhibitors and committees of the vaiious shows.
If the funds of any society will not admit of the proper

number of judges being engaged, I would suggest that the fees

he made up equally amongst the exhibitors to provide any
extra judges that may be required. Cleaiiy something must
be done to make matters more satisfactory than they are at

present. Now is the time for suggestions, and if those who
have grievances do not avail themselves of the opportunity of

making them known, it is neither the fault of the judges nor of

the committees.

—

Amateur.

DUBLIN POULTRY AND PIGEON SHOW.
I WAS never more astonished than at the very unfair com-

ment on the Pigeons at this Show, made by " A Coeeespon-
DENT " in your Journal of February 1st. I did not exhibit at

the above Show, so this cannot be put down to disappointment

.

The Pouters were judged according to the Scotch manner,
which excludes the use of the tape, and which accounts for the

success of the Glasgow and Belfast birds, about which there

is not a word in the report. These were well proportioned as

regards length of feather and limb, narrowness of girth, with
fine style and carriage, looking as well off the block as on it,

carrying themselves properly, and seeming to know how to

manage then' taUs. The majority of the English and Dublin
birds were longer in feather (which ought to be considered a

bad property unless combined with good points), and some
of extraordinary length ; when oft the block then- bodies were
almost at right angles with their legs, caused by the great

length of tail (cutting an inch or two off might improve them);
in fact, they were all tail, and it appeared to be always in their

way. They were runtish, and lacked shape and style. A
Scotch fancier remarked to me that the use of the tape was all

that was necessary to judge a Pouter in England. Some of

the unnoticed Barbs were hardly able to see, they were so
bunged up from old age, and were in a nasty scabby condition;
their necks should have been wrung long ago. The first-prize

Yellow Agates had a suspicious look about their very short
beaks, and most of the Short-faced birds were in the same
condition. Nobody to whom I spoke seemed to think that
" Mr. Waitt's best bu'ds " should have had a prize in the class

for Reds and Yellows. If they were specimens of " Mr. Waitt's
best," I wonder what his second best are like. Everyone said

that the third-prize Reds should have been first. They were
two cocks, which seemed to escape the Judges' notice. Mr.
Waitt's Blacks should have been disqualified, as they were
trimmed in the most barefaced manner, but " these were im-
noticed " very properly, as there were better in the class. The
correspondent was quite right in his remarks on the FantaUs.
Though the first-prize Blue EngUsh Owls had slightly whitish
rumps, stUl, for aU that, they were the best. He says about
Turbits that " Mr. P. H. Jones's Reds should have been first,

with Mr. Fielding's Reds aud Mr. Horner's Blacks to foDow."
I did not meet anyone in the Show who thought so, except,

perhaps, the owners, whom 1 have not the honour of knowing.
Mr. Scale was first and thu'd, and Mr. Tivy second. Your
correspondent probably thought that such comparatively new
aud unknown exhibitors as Mr. Scale and Mr. I'ivy could not
possibly have superior bh'ds, and had no right to prizes.

Pigeons of the best strains have been imported into Ireland
within the last few years, and Enghsh exhibitors will have to

make up their minds to acknowledge that they have been fairly

defeated.

In reporting on Pigeon shows, I think that it is very unfair

to pass over prize birds without any comment on them, which
is tantamount to saying that they were not woi-th noticing.

The first, second, and thh'd prizes should be all noticed, with
owners' names mentioned, or there should be no comment
allowed at all. Condition, cleanliness, &c., should be taken
into account when judging, which would prevent exhibitors

from sending the same pair- of birds to shows until they are

fagged to death by overshowing.
"The Committee of the Dublin Show made a good rule, that

anyone guilty of a dishonourable practice would be disqualified

and lose all prizes that he might become entitled to ; and I

would suggest that the disqualified birds be sold by auction for

the benefit of the society. This did not prevent trimming, &c.,

as there were several Nuns and Jacobins trimmed, several

couples of cocks, and several couples of hens ; Tumblers and
Barbs with burned beaks ; and Black Mottles dyed over the

beak. AYhy were none of these disqualified ? An exhibitor

who woirld exhibit his birds in theh' natural state is compelled,

in self-defence, to " do in Rome as the Romans do," or, if he
does not, what chance of a prize has he, when a worse bird than
his can be made better by a clever hand ? It is all this sort of

work that prevents many from showing both poultry and
Pigeons, and which drives so many from these fancies. I per-

ceive one thing—that if ever I should become an exhibitor,

unless things are changed, I must go in for all the duty work
at present in vogue. As I do not believe in anonymous con-

tributions, I give my name, and expect that your correspondent

will give his.—J. Ceosbie Siiiih, Terenure Villa, Terenure,

Dublin.

[After omitting many sentences pointed against the supposed
contributor whom we styled " A Coerespondent," and many
other sentences ascribing motives and assailing supposed
cliques, we readily insert the foregoing, but we advise Mr.
Smith aud all other exhibitors not to " go in for the dii'ty work,"

not only because it is dishonest, but because sooner or later

they are sure to be held up to public scorn.—Ens.]

INDUCING A HEN TO SIT.

If " A Subsceibeb" or anyone, wUl take a laijinfj hen

—

Brahma or Cochin to be preferred—.and will place her in a

sitting-box, only just large enough to hold her nest, into which
have been preWously placed half a dozen eggs, and will keep

her very warm, she will soon show a desu'e to sit. Her food

must be stimulating, aud should consist of Indian corn, raw
liver chopped, buclrweat, hempseed, and a small portion of

bread steeped in ale.

—

Vincexi Fiuser.

[The above will be a reply to many querists. Many years

since Mr. Holroyd, a druggist at Maldon, in Essex, had a hen
that would sit until she hatched them whenever he placed her

on a nest of eggs.

—

^Eds.]

SILVER-SPANGLED HAMBURGHS.
" J. K. O." seems to think there is a great deal of difference

between the Silver-spangled Hamburghs of the present day aud
those bred a few years since. We have been breeders of them
eight or nine year's and see none, only that cocks such as " J. E. 0."

has seen in his " Poultry Book " used to win, now they must be
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well spangled all over, consequently they will be a little dark in

the breast. Hens it is impossible to have distinctly marked if

they have any of that green lustre that I think ought to be the

first point in a hen.
" J. K. 0." attacks the Crystal Palace prize birds. The first-

prize pen contained an " unusually good hen " (see Journal).

For large, clear, ;md distinct spangles, it would be hard for
" J. K. 0." to find her equal. The cock was well spangled all

over, consequently rather dark in the breast, but not too dark
to win at other shows besides the Crystal Palace. Perhaps
" J. K. O." has bought a first-prize pen at some show, and been
breeding from the birds. This any Hamburgh breeder knows
will not do.—A. & B.

CRYSTAL PALACE BIBD SHOW.
The great Canai-y Show of the season is among the things that

were, or it will be by the time this is in the hands of many
readers of the Journal. For five months—from September to

February—from Whitby (that gem of a Show) to the greatDerby
of the fancy, the monster gathering which is now in the last day
of its existence, scarcely a w^eek has passed without one or more
exhibitions of a bii'd which, though supposed by many to be
comparatively rare, is reared in the hirmble home of the artisan,

and in the more pretentious estabhshments of the rich, by
thousands.
The figm'es in the catalogue which, by the way, is a model

for all large catalogues, show an entry of 954 birds for competi-
tion, and 152 in the Selling Class. Of these 566 are Canaries,
119 Mules, 3-1 groups of six, 5 miscellaneous, 118 British bu-ds,

12 Magi'atory birds, and 100 Foreign specimens, including some
very interesting and rare birds. It will be seen that numerically
the Show is a gi-eat success, which is perhaps to be attributed
in a great measui*e to some alteration in the classification. I

submitted to the Superintendent what I thought was an im-
proved schedule, that of previous year's containing some incon-
sistencies, and a somewhat "Bridgenorth election," all-on-one-

side, treatment of some varieties ; an undue share of good things
falling to some, and only a meagre allowance to others, w-hich
in point of value and intrinsic excellence were worthy of more
hberal treatment. These defects I pointed out in detail in

my review of last year's Show w^hen the prize money was
awarded on a principle not unhke that which report assigned to

the distribution of prize money in the navy in days gone by,
when it was said to have been sifted through a ladder, that
which fell through going to the officers, the rest to the men.
An equahsation of the scale has met with a willing response
from the breeders of each variety. As I said before, numerically
the Show is a great success. It always is, and must of necessity
be so, as the number of " sold " tickets affixed to the cages shows
what an additional inducement the opportunity of sale must be.

Messi-s. Judd, Mackley, Newmarch and Walter alone exhibit the
enonnous number of 333 amongst them ; Mr. Newmarch head-
ing the poll with 125, itself a httle show. But as regards qualiti/

there is this year a deficiency. There are bu-ds of exceptional
beauty, as witness Mr. Walter's Clear Jonque and Mealy bu'ds

which were claimed at i'5 each, and many of the prize-winners
have great merit, but there is not that excellence rtuining
through the whole which in previous years has evoked a frequent
comment from the Judges, but which on this occasion is

appended to only about ten out of the seventy-six classes. My
remarks thereon will appear next week. I am wTiting now
under difiicultics and In the excitement of the Show. Mr.
Young reminds me I had better " finish Cheltenham first," but
as many of the Cheltenham birds are on the stages here, and
the Judges have confirmed most of my decisions, I may be able
to kill two bir'ds with one stone.—W. A. Bl.ujston.

The British and Foreign birds were well represented, as also

the miscellaneous. Amongst the former were some very rare
birds, only a few specimens of them having been noted as having
been found in England. Take for instance the Shore Lark,
of which a very fine pair in good condition, the cock bird show-
ing the peculiar horn-hke appearance, were shown by Mr. Monk,
of Lewes, in Sussex. There was a pair of Lapland Buntings
sent by the same gentleman, all of which we understand were
captured near Brighton. A fine specimen of the Crested Lark
(Alaudus cristatus) was also present in perfect plumage. Na-
turalists knowhow scarce these varieties are, andhow interesting
it is to find them aUve, and have the jileasure of noticing their

habits and mode of life under confinement. Then, again, if these
be scarce, how much more so some of the Mules. Take, for in-

stance, that between the Blackbird and the Song Thrush, a bird
possessing the characteristics of both ; this was the first of the
kind ever known ; as also a cross between the Brambling and the
Chaffinch. Then there were "Mules between Goldfinch and Green-
finch, Linnet and Bullfinch, Goldfinch and Bullfinch, crosses

imseen until of late years, aJid yet beautiful in themselves.
Some new classes were added this year, one of which was for

Doves of any small breed, which brought a very beautiful pair

of small Austrahan, birt although prizes were offered for the
Missel Thrush and Redwing, there was no response ; but let ns
hope another season such may not be the case, but that the

hberality of the Crystal Palace Company may meet with its

reward in the way of more numerous entries, as, the more varied

the collection, the more pleasing, and also the more edncatitnal

it is to the public.

The show of Parrots was good, but nothing remarkable beyond
other years. In the Miscellaneous pens might be mentioned a

nearly White Blackbud, and several Pied Linnets,

Altogether there were 1327 entries, and nearly 1500 birds were
present, as there were thirty-four- aviaries which contained very

many varieties, and shown in a highly creditable condition.

Every c; ti was taken of the specimens dming the Show, and
the healthiness of the birds reflects great credit on Mr. Wilson,

the able Manager of the natural history department of the

Crystal Palace.
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Brighton ; J. Mortimer; Smith & Preen ; J. Judd, Newington Butts (2); T. New-
march & Sons ; Moore & Wynn ; J. Jeffs, Ipswich.

NoawiCB (Clear Buff)—1 and 3. W. -Walter. 2 and Equal 3, Benii-oso & Oime.
Wic, G. & J. Mackley ; Adams iAthersnch; J. Mortimer; R. -Whitaker ; bmith
aiidPreen(S); T. Ne-wmaroh & Sons ; Mooie i -ftynn. ;«, G. « J. Mackley (5);

Adams & Athersuch (2); Barwell & Golby, Dallington, Northampton; W.
Havers, c, J. Doel, Stonehonse (3); J. Tan-, Caltdoiiian Koad, London ; P.

Flexney, Caledonian Road, London ; T. Fenn ; J. Mortimer ; Moore k W ynn ;

Wallace & Beloe, Berwick-ou-Tweed. ^ , . , . _,
Norwich (Marked or Variegated Yellow).-!, 3, and Equal 3, Adams A; Ather-
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„ , _, , „ .„

Norwich (Marked or Variegated Buff).—1, Adams & Athersuch. 2, Bemrose
and Orme. 8, Moore & Wynn. uftc, G.& J. Mackley ; W. Havers (2); Bemrose
and Orme. he, G. & J. Mackley : T. Fenn; W. Havers ; J. Mortimer ; G. luck-
wood, Nottingham ; H. Apted, Worthing, c, S. Tomes, Northampton.
Norwich cricked or Unevenly-marked Yellow).—], Smith & Pi-een. 2, C.

Gayton, Northampton. 3, E. Whitaker. Equal 3, Bemrose cSl Orme. »/ic, Bern-

rose & Orme ; W. Walter. ;ic, G. & J. Mackley ; Adams & Athersuch ; ^mlth

and Preen ; T. Newmarch & Sons, c, G. i J. Mackloy ; J. Mortimer ; J. Judd ;

W.Walter. „ „ .^ „ t c
Norwich (Ticked or nnevenly-maiked Buffl.-I. W. Walter. 2, J. Spence.

3 and Equal 3. Adams & Athersuch. vhc, Barwell & Golby ; T.Mann C amber-

well; Bemrose & Orme; S. Staton & Co., Derby, (ic, G. &J. Mackley; Toon
and Cleaver; Smith & Preen ; J. Hayes, huttonin-Ashfleld (2); Bemrose and
Orme; W.Walter, c, G. & J. Mackley ; W. Havers (-2); J. Mortimer (2) ; T.

Ne\vniarch & Sons; W. Walter. ,,,,,.. „ rr

Nokwioh (Marked or Variegated Crested Yellow).—!, J. Mortimer. 2, Toon
and Cleaver. 3, W. Havers. rJtc, J. Judd; Moore i -Wynne. /iC, G. i; J.

Mackley ; Moore & Wynn. c, T. ChUds, Bow ; T. Fenn ; W. Ha-vers.

Norwich (Marked or Variegated Created Buft).-!, Bemrose 4; Orme. 2, W.
Walter. 3, J. Mortimer, vhc, G. & J. Mackley ; G. Cox, Norlhampton ; W.
Havers (2). !ic, O. &J. Mackley; Barwell & G.dby; I.E. Jeffs; Moore and.

Wynn. c, G.& J. Mackley ; H. Apted ; Moore & Wynn.
Norwich (Yellow, with Clear Grey or Dark Crest).—!. J. Mortimer. 2, Moore

and Wynn. 3, Bemrose & Orme. vhc, Barwell « Golby. he, G. Tuckwood;.

J. Judd. c, J. Judd. , ,„,„.- o TT
Norwich (Buff, with Clear Grey or Dark Ciest).-! and 2, J. Mortimer. 8, H.

Apted. t.;ic. G. & J. Mackley; iBarweU & Golby; T. E. Jeffs; G.Cox; W.
Iftvers ; J. Mortimer; E. W. Lulham, Brighton ;

Bemrose 4i Orme ;
H. Apted.

(ic. G. & J. Mackley ; T. E. Jeffs ; J. Mortimer ; Moore & Wynn ; J. Jeffs, c, W.
Havers; G. Tuckwood.

. „ , , j a .:, ., t
Belgian (Clear and Ticked Yellow).—1. J. Rutter, Sunderland. 2 and 3, J.

Hayes. Equal 3, J. Doel. !>/ic. J. Doel(-2) ; J. Kutter (-2). !ic, J. Doel ; G. 4. J.

Mackley; J. N.Harrison, c, T. Dove ; Wallace & Beloe.
, „ „ .

,

Belgian (Clear and Ticked Buff).-! and 3. Rutter. 2, J. N. Harrison, vhc,

J. Doel ; J. Poole ; T. Dove, he, J. Doel ; G. & J. Mackley ; J. Rutter.

Belgian (Variegated Yellow).—! and 2, J. Rutter. 3, J. Hayes, vhc, T. Dove,

Sutton-in-Ashfield. „ „ ^ „ , t, ,

Belgian (Variegated Buff).-!, J. Hayes. 2, T. Dove. 3, J. Poojc.

London Fancy (Jonque).—!, W. Brodrick, Cbudlcigh. 2 and 3, T. Cluii,

Sutton, Surrev. rftc, C. W. Hooke, London ; A. B. Ethermgton, Chatham; T.

"Soo^'F^A-?ci'^lllatf-!°T.'Mann. 2.W Brodrick. S, T Clark, r/.c. T-

Clark ; J. Price, Blaokheath ; T. Fenn. ''C C. W. Hooke ; T. Clark

Lizard (Golden-spangled).-!, H. Ashton, Polefleld Hall, Prestwich 2, Smilli

and Preen. 8, J. N. Harrison, i^c. T. W. Fairbrass : Smith S Preen ; J.

Haves, he, J. Hayes; G. Tuckwood. „ , „ r, .•,„„ , n
Lizard (Silver-spangled).-!, T. W. Fairbrass. 2, .T. N. Harr son. 3, b.

Tuckwood. rhc, G B. Kennerley. Manchester ; T. Y/. Fairbrass (2 ; J. Poole.

J.o, G. & J. Mackley (2) ; J. Price ; W. Holmes, .
c. Smith & Preen ;W. jailer.

Cinnamon (Jonqne).-l and 2, A. B. Etherington. S, J. Waller, Finsbury.

vhc. W. Barnes : S. Tomes ; J. Waller (2) ; C. Gayton. (ic, R. Pcole ;
Barweli

and Golby; W.J.Marshall, New Bamet; Mooro & Wynn. c, loon 4( Cleaver

;

'•('^TNNriif(BSi-L^B^raell & Golby. 2. Moore & Wynn. 3. J. Tear A Co,,

WellinRborough. vhe, A. B. Etherington ; Toon & Cleaver ; VS a lace ^ 1 doe.

he G. K Kennerley; R. Poole, Maiden; Barwell & Golby ; G.Cox. c, C. W.
H.ioke ; J. Tear & Co. ; H. Apted (2) ; Moore & Wynn.
Cinnamon (Marked or Variegated).—! and 2, J. Taylor, Middlesboiough.

3. W. Barnes, vhc, H. Stanley, Battersea ; J. H. Hadland, Carshalton. he, C. A-

'^SA«°'^y'other variety).-!, W. Walter. 2, W.allaoe & Beloe 8, Moore

and Wvnn, I'lic. J. Spence, Sunderiand ; W. C. Selkiik, Dover (21
;
W. » alter,

lie R Hawman ; E. Stanfleld, Bradlord ; Master J. Tennent, South Norwood ,

T.'Newmareh&Sons. c, J. N. Harrison. Belper. ,„ ,_ , „ „ .,,,„_
GoLi.Fivcn MCLE (Evenly-marked Yellow).-! anj 2 J. Doel 3, H. Asbton.

vhe, J. Doel : H. Ashton ; E. Stanfield. e W'. Ba™c-8, Cann™ » r^et oiidon.

GOLOFINCH McLE (Evenly-markcd Buff ),-!, J- Boxler. 2. E. Stanhe d i,l.

E. Jeffs, vhc, H. Ashton; W. C. Eumistou, M"''""';"";'^'' Vif.;. 1 Vr„l^e'
MWdlesborough : W. Needier. Hull ; W. Barnes, he, J. Doel. e. Miss A. Hulse,

""t^^i^ M'SE^Siy^the?- variety of Yellow).-Special, H Ashton. 1,2,

and s" lw"l. W.C, H. Ashton ; E. Stanfleld. he, G. i J. Mac kley
;
J. Baxter

;

'^g^ldScTmcle (Any other variety of Buff).--!, J. Doc!. 2, H. A.hton.

3, T.E.Jeffs. Elic.J. Doel; E.W.Lulham. hc.J. Doel. „ „,

'GoLDriNCH Mdle (Dark Jonque).-!, J. Stephens 2. J Tay or^ 3, E .Stan

field, rftc, R. Hawman, Middlesborough; T.E. Jeffs, Moore 4. wynn, w.m
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L, Chapman, Northampton, he, J. Goode, Leicester, c, G. Cox; J. Jeffs,
Northampton.
Goldfinch Muu: (Dark Mealy).—1. Wallace & Beloe. 2, W. M. L. Chapman.

3, G. Cox. v/tc.W.Hohnes, Nottingham; Moore & Wynn. c, G. & J. Mackley

;

R Hawman; G. Tuckwood; T. Maldoon.
Linnet Mule.—1, J. Spence. 2 and 3, J. Stevens, he, W. Barnes ; J. Judd.
Mdles (Any other variety)!—Prize, T. J. Monk, Lewes ; S. Tomes : A. Skin-

ner, Faversham. vlic, H. Ashton ; W. Yeoman ; E. Stanfield (2) ; "W. Verner,
Westbourne Park, London.
Six Norwich Canaries in One Cage.—1, Moore & Wynn. 2. T. E. Jeffs. Equal

3, G. & J. Mackley and Moore & Wynn. v/ic, T. E. Jeffs; T. Fenn ; W. Walter;
T. Newmarch &. Son. he, T. E. Jeffs ; W. Barnes.
Six Belgian Canaries in One Cage.—1, J. Butter. 2. G. H. Nutt, Maidstone.

3, J. Doel.
Six Lizards in One Cage.—1, W. C. Selkirk. 2, J..Hayes. 3, Clark & Hooke.

vhc, T. W. Fairbrase, Canterbury ; Rev. V. Ward, he, Clarke & Hooke ; T. W.
FairbrasB.
Six GoLDFi.vcn Mules in One Cage.—1, 2. and 3, J. Doel.
Miscellaneous.—Prize, J. Baxter (2) ; F. H. Gardiner.
Bullfinch.—Prize, J. N. Harrison, he, G. & J. Mackley, e. 0. Nicholson

;

W. Walter.
Goldfinch.—Prize, Moore & Wynne, he, T. Land; Moore & Wynne, c, J.

Doel ; J. Goode ; J. Judd.
Linnet.—Prize, J. Judd. he, J. N. Harrison, c, J. Spence ; Miss M. A. Robin-

son, Sydenham ; W. C. Bumiston ; A. Webster, jnn.
Skylark.-Prize, J. Judd. he, G. H. Nutt (2). c, J. S. Benton ; G. H. Nutt.
WooDLARK.—Prize, W. Walter.
Robin.—Prize, G. Cox.
Blackbird.—Pri!e,G.& J. Mackley. vhc, E. Sweeting, Sydenham; D.Hunt.

Magpie.—Prize, G. & J. Mackley.
Jay.—Prize, Miss M. A. Robinson.
Any other Variety of British Birds.— Prize, T.J. Monk (Shore Larks);

Rev. T. S. Carter (Aviary) ; J. Judd (Variegated Linnets and Pnow Buntings)

;

A. Skinner (Black and White Blackbird), vftc, J. Young, Notting Hill (Aviary);
E. Hodgkinsou (Aviary) ; G. Cox (Yellowhammer) ; A. Webster, jun. (Bramble
Finch); T. Newmarch & Sons (Pied Linnet and Snow Buntings, 2). Ac, G.H.
2^utt(Tree Sparrow), c, J. H. VerraU (Variegated Chaffinch).

BIRDS OF PASSAGE AND MIGRATORY BIRDS.
Blackcap —Prize, L. Cossavella, Finsbury.
XT ^ le.G. Coram, Cambridgt

ine.—Prize, G. & J. Mac
Y.—Prize, W. Verner (Crested Lark); T. J. Monk (Lapland

i-breasted).—1, T. Newmarch & Sons. 2, A.

ER Vajfiiety.—Prize, T. Newmarch & Sons (Slender-billed), vhe,
Vicars.

Mrs. Dunsmi
PARROTS(Grey).—1, J. Cooley. 2, H.Jenner, Cambenvell. vhe, J. Judd; T.

S^ewmarch & Sons.
Parrots (Green or any varietv of Large, except Grey).—1. Rev. A. W. Booker,

Burford (Amazon). 2, J. Judd (Green). 3, W. Walter (Red). Extra, T. New-
march & Sons (Mealy Rosella, Bulla Bulla, and Pennanter).
Parrots (King).-Prize, T. Newmarch & Sons, c, J. Judd.
Pabakeets (Ring-necked).—Prize and t'ftc, T. Newmarch & Sons, c, S. Robin-

aon, Sydenham.
Parakeets (Australian Broad-tail).-Prize, E. J. Oliver, he, Mrs. Wood,

- s.

Bailey. Thirsk.
PARAJiEETs ( Australian Grass).-Prize, J. Judd. he. Mrs. B. T. Walse, Brixton.
Doves (Barbary or Ring).—Prize, J. Luetchford, Norwood.
Doves (Small).-Prize, T. Newmarch & Sons (Australian).
Sparrows (Oiamond)—Prize, Miss Rosher, Bedford Syuare, London, t^hc.

Master C. B. Budd, Peckham Rye. e, W. Walter.
Sparrows (Java).—Prize, T. Newmarch & Sons. vhe. Mrs B. T. Walshe,
WAxniLLs(Any varietv).—Prize, J. Judd (Orange checked), vhe. T. New-

march & Sons (Zebra), he, T. Newmarch & Sons (Urange-checked) ; W. Walter
<St. Helena), c. T. Newmarch & Sons (St. Helena).
Cardinal (Red-headed).—Prize, E. Sweeting.
Forekjn Birds (Any other variety).-Prize, Miss Rosher (Madagascar Bird)

;

Miss J. H. Price (Tame Japanese Finch) ; L. Cossavella (Italian Solitary Thrush).
vhe. Master C. B. Budd (Niger Mannakins). he. Dr. Hosford, Stratford (Indian
Mina or Mocking Bird) ; T. Newmarch & Sons (Bronze Mannakins) ; W. Walter
((Pin-tail Nonpareil)- c, T. Grey, Tottenham Court Road (Australian Piping
Crow) ; T. Newmarch & Sons (Silver Beaks and Bed-headed Macaw).

Judges.—Canaries : Messrs. Bai'iiesby, Moore, anclWillmore-
British and Foreign Birds : Messrs. John JenuerWeir, F.L.S.»
.and Harrison Weir, F.R.H.S., assisted by Mr. F. W. Wilson.

POBTSMOUTH POULTRY SHOW.
This was a very excellent show of both poultry and Pigeons.

The aiTangements, however, were cei-tainly open to much im-
provement, the entries for the Selling classes having the most
important and best-lighted position appointed to them, whilst
the i)rincipal varieties were in many cases placed in situations
in which it was diffictilt to see anjiihing of their peculiarities.
The placing plain boards directly upon the wire tops of the pens,
whilst the only light was from the roof of the building, proved
most objectionable, and appeared to have not a single redeeming
featm-e. Dorkings were remarkably good, and the Game fowls,

Spanish, Cochins, and Brahmas both Dark and Light, were ex-

ceedingly pi'aiseworthy. A class for Andalusians brought no
less than ten entries of capital fowls of tliis really useful breed.
Hamhurghs and Polands were well represented, and the classes
of them extensive. In the Variety class Malays and White
Spanish were the successful breeds. The Game Bantams were
not so good a class in the eyes of visitors, as they actually were
showing to great disadvantage, all the best pens being much
exhausted by repeated exhibition.

Exceedingly large Selling classes comprised many most valu-
able pens, and consequently the number of lots claimed was
unusually great.

Chinese Silver Pheasants were the only variety exhibited in
the class for Pheasants. A very large entry of Babbits and

Pigeons completed one of the best Shows ever held in this
neighbourhood.
Game (Black, and other Reds).-

Eltham. 3, W. H. StagR. Netherav.
tjAiiE (Any other varielv).— 1, E. Martin, St. Auatell. \ E. Wiuwood, Worces-

ter. 3, C. F. Terry, Tonpe. he. F. Pittis, Newport, Isle of Wight; A. Cosens,
Arundel; J. Jekin; G. I'otts, Charthani.
Cochins (Bu£f and Cinnamon).—1, H. Lloyd, jun., Handsworth. 2, S. R.

Hams, Cusgame. 8, Miss F.Milward, Newton St. Loe. hc,D, W. J. Thomas,
Brecon ; J. Pares, Postford, Guildford, c, F. W. Ruat, Hastings ; J. Long, Ply-
mouth ; Mrs. C. E. Clay.
Cochins (Any other vi ,,

Totton. 8,F.G. Coleridge, Henley. «, ^^. ^. ^^«,t.B, ia.uiuuvu, **. xa^iucj.
Brahmas (Dark) —1, H. Dowsett, Plesbey. Chelmsford 2, H. L). Dent, Co-

Bham. 3, Rev. J. Ellis, Bracknell, he, H. D. Dent ; J. Chisman, Southampton,
c, E. Martin.
BRAUiiAs (Light).—1, H. M. Maynard, Holmewood, Isle of Wight. 2, H. Dow-

sett. 3. J. Pares, /ic, Ruv. N. J. Ridley, Newbury.
Beahmas {Light).—Chickens.—1, M. Leno, Markyate Street. 2 and 3, Mrs. A.

Williamson^ Leicester. )ic, J. Pares; H. M. Maynard; J. Long, c. Rev. M.
Rice, Steynmp; Mrs. T. Turner, Avon ; Mrs. Woolocombe, Lewdown; Mrs. U.
Popham, Chriatchmrch ; M.Hall, MiUbrook, Southampton; T. A. Dean, Mar-
den, Hereford; J. Long.
DoEKiNGS —1, J. Chisman. 2, Rev. G. F. Hodson, North Petherton. 3, Lord

Tnrner, Shilliuglee Park, he, W. S. Marsh, Wiflklands Oaks, Deal; Lord
Turner; J. Smith, SbUlinglee Park.
Spanish.—1, Miss E. Brown, Chardleigh Green. 2, H. Brown, Putney Heath.

3, F. James, Peckham. he, F. Pittis.
Andalusuns.—1, W. Weslcott, Landport. 2, T. Moore, Landport. 3, W.

Wildey. Landport. he, F. Pittis. e. J. C. Phair, Bedhampton.
Hamburghs (Golden-pencilled).—1, H. Moore, Weston-super-Mare." 2, F.

Pittis. 3. G. W. Greenhill, Ashford. /ic, W. Speakman, Nautwich. C, C. H.
Mayo, Piddlehinton ; R. S. S. Woodgate, Pembury, Tunbridge Wells.
Hambdrghs (Silver-pencilled).- 1 and 2, F. Pittis. 3, C. H. Mayo.
Hamddrghs (Gold and Silver-spangled).—!, Miss E. Brown. 2, R. WilkinEon,

Portsea. 3, R. H. Ashton, Mottram. he, S. Newick, Hinton St. George ; S. K.
Harris, e, H. Stickincs, Ashford.
Polands.— 1, J. Hinton, Warminster. 2, D. Mutton. 3, G. W. Boothby, Louth.

he, H. D. Deot, Cosbam ; D. Mutton.
French.—1, Rev. N.J.Ridley (La FK-cbe). 2, H. Wyndham, Rockhampton

(Creve-Cceurs).
Any other Variety.—1, Rev. N. J. Ridlev (Malays). 2, T. Norwood, Salis-

bury (Minorcas). he, J. Hinton (Malays) ; R. Wilkinson (Minorcas); G, F. Hod-
son (Malay); U.Wilson (Hamburghs). c, S. R.Harris (Minorcas); W. Boots,
Landport (Guinea Fowl).
Game Bantams (Black and other Reds).— 1, Rev. F. Cooper, Ampney Crucis.

2, W. Adams, Ipswich. 3, H. Gibson, Brockenhurst. c, J, Pares ; F. Pittis ;

Bainton & Nicholson, Southsea.
Game Bantams (Any other varietv).—1, F. Fielder, Southsea. 2 and 3, Rev.

F. Cooper, he, Rev. F. Cooper ; F. Pittis ; J. Long, c, F. Pittis.
Bantams (Any variety except Game).— 1, M. Leno. 2. R. Asbton. 3, H. M.

Maynard. he, J. WattsI King's Heath, Birmingham, e, G. Hodson ; M. Leno

;

H. Yardley, Birmingham.
Ducks (Aylesbury and Rouen).—1, F. Pittis. 2, J. Pares. /ic,T. Hawken,

Lostwi hiel ; O. W. & H. Hoare, Brownlow.
Ducks (Any other variety) —1, T, E. Terry (Kasarka). 2, M. Leno (Mandarin).

he, R. S. S. Woodgate (Labrador); H. Brown (Carolina) ; T. E. Terry; M. Leno
(Carolina^.
Geese.—\ Mrs. Ford, Shirley. 2, J. Pares.

—1, T.Bailey, Landport. 2, Rev. N.J. Ridley, /w, C..E. Clay, c, J.
osbiU

A E. Smith, Gosport (Dorkings);
(Cochins); J. King. Oxford (Ham-
iwn (Spanish); J- Pares, c, W. W.
iungerford (Dorkings); H. Dent

F. Pittis
;

liartham.
S. Newick.
-I, J. N. Whitehead (Cochin). 2, H.
vv (Dorkings): W.Wescott; C. Pannell,

E. J. Reeves, Hayward's Heath
er (Brahma); M. Leno (Dorkii
ard. c, A. O. Rutherford, Tentworth,
lI); F. Fielder (Game); M. Leno; H.

Pheasants.—2, Mrs. Turner.
Seeling Class—1, W. Wildey, Cosham (^VBdalusians). 2. F. Pittis. S, C.

Wilson (Cochins), he, J. Hinton (Mala
H. M. Maynard (Hamburghs); H. De
burghs); H. Dowsett (Brahmas); H. '.

Paine, Lancing (Duckwing): D. Duni
(Cocbin) : M. Leno (Brahmas); F. Brew
Selling Class.-Cocfc or Cockerel.~\, J. N. Whitehead, Gnatton (Cochin).

2, J. King (Hamburgh). 8. H. Dowsett (Brahma), he, D. W. Th.mias, Brecon
(Cochin); G. Chilton, Guildford (Crtve-Cteur) ; T. E. Terry (Malay): G. W.
Greenhill(Dorking); M.Liiii. iCiiihiii; ' '

A.E.Smith (Andalusiansi ; t;,rMiL'^,<

W. &H. Hoare; F. W. Kii^t iCn, imii;

Selling Class.— ii-".-^ '" rult'-t^.

Brown. 8, J. Howard, he, Luitl Tuiii
Weybridge (Dorking): J. Pares (IUrI
(Brahma); H. Dent (Brahma) ; F. Fi(

Pittis; T. Moore (Andnlusians) ; J. H
Midhurst ; H. Dent (Cochin and Pol,

Dowse '>t.

POUTERS.-
ton ; W. Van Haansbergen, Newcastle.
Barbs.—! and 2, H. M. Maynard. he, H. Yardley ; F. Fielder ; W. Van Haans-

bergen.
CAnn II

'. Field... , ..

Dragoons.— 1 and vhe, W. Bishop, Dorchester. 2, H. AUsopp, Birmingham.
he, C. L. Gilbert ; Master Jacobs.
Tumblers.—1 and 2, Mrs. Ford, he, H. Yardley.
Fan-tails.-^ Mrs. Ladd. 2, H. M. Maynard, /iC, H. Yardley; H. M. May-

nard.
Any other Variety.-1, F. Pittis (Jacobins). 2, C. L. Gilbert (Maltese). Jic,

C. L. Gilbert (English 0*vls); H. M. Maynard (Jacobins); F. Hodding, Salis-

bury (Turbits); W. Bishop (Persians and Archangels); H. Yardley; W. Van
Haansbergen.
Selling Class.—1 andS, H. M. Maynard (Jacobins). 2, A.A. Vander Meersch.

he, F. Fielder (Antwerps and Turbits). e, O. E. Cresswell, Bagshot, Surrey
/Fanlaile); F. Fielder (Dragoons): G. Gregory, Taunton (Owls).

CAGE BIRDS.
Norwich (Clear Yellow).—1 and 2, W. Waiter, Winchester, vhe, T. Willsher.

Chicbeoter. he, H. Apted, Broadwater. (2) ; c, C. & D. Carver. Landport.
Norwich (Clear Buff).—1 and 2, W. Walter, lie, H. Apted (2). e, C. & D.

Carver.
Norwich (Evenly Maikcd or Yellow Variegated).—1 and vhe, W. Walter.

vhe, he, and e, H. Apted.
Norwich (Evenly Marked or Buff Va

he, W. Walter.
Belgian (Clear Yellow).—!, T. Moore, Fareham. 2, O. Nicholson, vhe, A. E.

Smith, Gosport; O. Nicholson: T. Moore.
Belgian (Clear Buff).— 1 and 2, A. E. Smith, i^lw, 0. Nicholson.
Belgian (Any other variety).—!, vhe, and he, O. Nicholson. 2, T. Moore.

c, C. Davies, Landport.
Lizards (Gold and Silver-spangled).-1, O. Nicholson. 2, L. Nunn, Southsea.

vhe, O. Nicholson ; A. E. Smith, he, A. E. Smith, c. L. Nunn.
Goldfinch Mule.—1 and 2, R. Hawman, Middlesborougb. he, T. Willsher.

C, L. Sparks, Landport : Bainton & Nicholson.
CANARYORMnLE(Any other variety).—I.O.Nicholson. 2, H. Apted. v/m;,W

T Tx'iiicv.^.. r" Tr-n,,^^-.. c.^i.tiioAa 7tc, O. Nicholsoii
J L,»

, and e, H. Apted. 2 and
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British Bihds (Any other Tariety).—1, T. WiUaher. S. J. Harrison, Bclper.
ii;ir. J. Farlow. Southsea; W. Boots, (ic, W. Smith, c, C. Trowor.
Foreign Birds (.\ny variety).—1, J. Smart, Landport (Parrot). 2, C. Trower

(Cockatoo), vhc, A. Van Santor, Southampton (Portusaese Lark); W. Walter
(Spice Bird and Parrot), he, G. Stinlield (Rosellas) ; U. Wilkinson (Paroquet).

e, a. Slanfield (Rock Parrot).

Length o:

C A. H. Basteo, Hull.
Black and White and Bloe and White.—I, Kins & Quick, St.Jolin's Wood.

2. F. Loveland, Liason Grove, London, lie, J. Grant, Landport ; T. E. Terry;
Kin? & Quick : A. L. Pearce, Doncaster ; A. Easten.
Grey and White and Yellow and White —1. W. H. Weljb, Bilston, Stafford.

2, T.E.Terry. Wic, E. Cantelo, Newport; T.E.Terry. King & Quick; A. H.

- — — -
^, H. C. Perrin, Brighton, he, A. H. Easten

;

SELr-C .LOCR.-!, H. Cawood, Thome. 2, A. H. Easten. /icW. Wobh ; T. E.
Tcrrv. c E. Caotelo.
Anv Foreign Vakiett.—1 and 2, T. E. Terry, d/ic, T. E. Terry ; A. Pearoe.

\te, T. E. Terry (2) ; A. H. Easten ; A. Philips, Oaklands, Waterloo, c, A. Clay-
ton, Ryde.

IMr. Westcott. For the most Points in Pigeons, Mr. H. M. Maynard ; for the
most Points in Norwich Canaries, Mr. Walter; for the most Points in Belgian,
Mr. Nicholson; for the best Belgian, Mr. T.Moore; for the most Points in
Rabbits, Mr. Terry.

Judges. — Foultrij : Mr. Edward Hewitt, and Mr. W. B.
Tegetmeier. Figeons : Mr. P. C. Esqiiilant. Cage Birds : Mr.
A. Willmore. Babbits : Mr. E. Oweu.

THE NUN PIGEON.
This variety is a general favourite among the Toy fanciers, I suitable for the novice. It soon accommodates itself to its sur-

aud on account of its hardiness and docility it is particularly
|
roundings, breeds well, and seldom faUs to rear its offspring ;

|'u>-<'

consequently Nuns are vei-y useful for nurses, but when they
are highly bred they are not so reliable in this capacity.

The chief attraction in a Nun is usually considered to be
the perfeotuess of its markings, and a too-close attention to

this has prevented their being bred to a high standard in other
points, which adds so much to their beauty. The result of

breeding for feather only, has more particularly caused the
breed to deteriorate in form and carriage, and to become coarse
and large.

The Nun should be very merry, small, and neat—very little

larger than a Tumbler. The shape should be elegaut, and
the carriage sprightly. Whatever the colour, it should be deep
and rich, with the tail of one uniform shade and of equal depth
and richness as the head. In all Nuns the feathers of the
head, veil, flights, and tail, with the upper and under tail

coverts, should be of one colour, and those of the remainder
of the bird perfectly white.

The black-headed variety is the most numerous
;
probably

because it is the most striking and pleasing in contrast with

the white body. The beak ought to be small and jet black,

without any shade of ashy greyness about the nostrils or beak-

wattle. The head should be small and round, rising with toler-

able boldness from the beak ; the iiides of the eyes ought to

be pearl white, and the eyelids forming ceres, or white fleshy

ch-cles, around the eyes. A gravel eye is inadmissible in a good
Nun, and feathers overhanging the upper eyelid are a serious

fault. In the high-bred bu'ds the feathers of the hood are

perpendicular, and do not form a cap over the head. A well-

defined hood is a most important point ; it should be large

and the top square, it should also be as thin as possible, to be
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of a perfect form, so that tlie loss of a single feather would i

break the evenness and show the deficiency. The less lined
|

with the coloured feathers the hood is, the more admired.

The veil or upper part of the throat should be of the colour of

the head, and should extend weU backward to the side of it,

but not behind it ; the veU should also be quite even on each

side of the thi-oat, of good round form, and should not extend

too far down. The head should be thrown back, and the neck

be smaU, and gracefully enlarging untQ it be lost m a fuU

There should be from eight to ten coloured flight feathers in

each wing, but ten we consider the best, as it causes a more

evenly cut hue than any other number, and when the two

wings are brought together upon the back, they form a most

perfect saddle. The upper and under tail coverts should also

be as even as possible. The legs should be clean, and of a

bright red colour, which contrasts so well with the white thighs.

The claws should be black.

When the specimen is black, the whole of that colour should

be deep, glossy, and intense, and the flight and tail feathers

free from a bronze, blue, or mousey appearance.

As the size of a Nun is such a material point we may say

that the weight of a good specimen should not exceed 10 ozs.

when in high condition.—BiKsiiNGHAM Columbaeian Society—

J. W. Ludlow, Secretary.

WHITEHAVEN POULTRY SHOW.
The Show held in the Riding School, Whitehaven, last week

TTas very successful, and the improvements made by the Com-

mittee in the general arrangements desei-ve especial mention,

for on no previous occasion has the Ught been so generaUy good,

nor the space for the accommodation of visitors so ample

although the enti-ies at this year's meeting exceeded those ot

last season by nearly a hundred pens. ,^^.^ „ , •

A sti-iking portion of the Show was theentiTof White Cochins,

and we speak advisedly when we say that never before in tins

kingdom has so good and numerous a display of this valuable

breed been witnessed. These birds were mostly shown m truly

exquisite condition, and they were of much larger size and more

marked character than usual. The Buff CocMuii were remark-

ablv eood and extensive entries, though some of them were quite

overshown, and the Pai-tridge-feathered, though few m number,

were reahy good. In Dark Brahmas the hens showed to some-

what greater advantage than the cocks, as they evidentiy endure

continuous exhibition' much better than their male companions.

Strange to sav, throughout the whole Exhibition not a single

pen of Light Brahmas was entered, not evenm the Selhng class.

There was a very gi'and display of Dorkinqs, mcluding the

most choice specimens from Messrs. Lionel Patton, Holt, and

Dickenson. The Silver-Grey Dorkings proved also exceedingly

good, and were, therefore, a strong and superior class at Wlute-

haven. Spanish were most exceUent, and Mr. Charles Brierley

secm-ed the silver cup for this breed with a truly gi-aud pen.

The Gavie classes were not only very superior, but most ot tue

birds -were shown in exti-aordinary condition. The pnucipai

winners in this division were Messrs. James Fletcher, William

Barnes, H. Julian, and E. Ackroyd. In the Extra Variety class

Golden and Silver-spangled Polands were first and third, and

Black Haniburghs took the second prizes.

Game J3a H<a7iis, though vei-y extensive classes, were mostly

quite out of show trim, £i-om having been almost continuously

of late in the exhibition pen; the prizetakers were admirable

specimens. The SeUiug class, from the fact of an exceUent

sewing machine bemg offered as the fli-st of five prizes, was re-

markably large, nor can we call to mind any class of the same

description proving so generaUy good from end to end, the lact

being scarcely a pen of inferior birds of any kind could be

pointed out. The pen of Black Spanish that were the winners

of the sewing machine were evidently weU worth seven or eight

times the restricted price that is usuaUy the limit of SeUiug

classes ; but as by a prudent regulation of the Committee aU the

birds in the SeUing classes were to be sold under the hammer

on the second dav of the Show, the excess, if any, beyond the

entry price, if sold, having to be equaUy divided between the

Society and the exhibitor, no coUusion in "claiming" by the

owners could be put in practice, and as a great number of pens

of very high value would thus be offered, no doubt a very

spirited and remunerative result would ensue. We have not,

however, heard any particulars of the sums reaUsed, but con-

sider this regulation to be one that has long been needed at the

majority of shows in the SeUing classes.

Geese and Turkeys mustered only six pens m the classes com-

bined, but aU six were superior exhibits.

We have pm-posely left the mention of the Hamburgh classes

to the last, having, as faithful journaUsts, to aUude to no less

Hhan thi-ee discovered instances of " trimming" m this division

of the Show alone, one of these, at least, being, we ai-e sorry to

say, of the most heartless and cruel character that can -weU be

imagined. We must preface om- remarks by saying only seldom

have the classes for Hamburghs contained so many perfect

birds as those on view at Whitehaven. There being a distinct

rule against the " cUpping " of plumage and " trimming " gene-

raUy, the Committee very properly withheld in all three of

these instances the ill-gotten positions previously granted to the

respective pens, and we cannot but express a most hearty wish

that the open exposure of the names and practices resorted on
this occasion may prove, at least for a time, some httle deter-

rent to actions so grosslv cruel and palpably dishonourable.

As these were very serious charges, it was, quite requisite they

should be supported by the strongest evidence, and our readers

wiU look with grave anxiety to the mode adopted to ascertain

the truth of the accusations. To this end a full meeting of

the Committee was caUed for an early hour on Friday morning,

the 9th instant, and although, unfortunately, Mr. Teebay had

been compeUed to return home on the previous afternoon,

having been summoned to give evidence in a court of justice,

Mr. Hewitt was luckily stiU on the spot, and the examination of

the pens in dispute was openly carried out in the presence not

onlv of aU these gentlemen, but also of a few of the principal ex-

hibitors, so that not a single doubt could be entertained by any-

one as to the facts about to be stated. We wiU first aUude

to pen 216, being the pen of Golden-spangled Hamburghs to

which the silver cup for the best pen of Hamburghs was

awarded, exhibited by Mr. John RoUinson, of Lmdley, near

Otley Yorkshire, in which the plumage of the hen had been

most 'cleverly "cUpped" to take away the white tips to the

general pluniage, with which no smaU portion of her feathers

had been " flecked." On taking her into a good Ught it was

obvious that a gi-eat portion of her feathers had been tampered

with though it must be admitted it was scarcely visible in a

moderately dark pen. One feather was carefuUy di-awn from

the back, and another from the breast of the hen that had been

the least cleverly manipulated, and these feathers were per-

manentiy taken into the possession of the Committee as stand-

ing proofs ; nor must it be imagined these were the only two, as

scores of feathers more or less dexterously " cUpped " stdl re-

mained, and could have been produced, it wanted, m confirma-

tion of the extent of the deception that had been practised.

The case next in order was pen 239, SUver-penedled Ham-
burghs In this instance a considerable portion of the

sickle feathei-s of the cock were dyed black. This pen was ex-

hibited by Mr. David Lord, of Daisy Cottage, Stacksteads. By
means of a chemical appliance the colour- was discharged m
those portions of the feathers that had been operated upon,

whilst no change whatever took place in such parts of the

same feathers as were naturaUy black. The Committee, and,

in fact, every bystander, could only express their thorough con-

viction, but as the bh-d would have been iujm-ed by the extrac-

tion of the sickle feathers, it was returned to the pen vnthout

the withdi-awing of a single feather.
^, ^

The last case was, beyond question, not only a gross attempt

at deception but one of such unpardonable torture to the bird

operated upon, as to urgently demand the interference of the

Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals. This pen

stood in the catalogue as 230, Golden-peucUled Hamburghs the

property of Mr. Joseph WaUcer, of Bristwith, Ripley, lurkshire.

It was noticed that the cock in this pen threw its head about in

a very distressed and unusual manner, and that at intervals it

raised its foot, apparently with the intention of touching its

comb but every successful effort seemed to produce gi-eat suffer-

ing On taking this cock to a sti-ong Ught, not only could it be

perceived that the comb was evidentiy inflamed, but also that

the exta-eme point of a pin or needle projected over the nostrils.

It was most firmly embedded, and would not di-aw through even

with tweezers, but was at last, after some considerable piUhng,

extracted by the opening at which it had been forced through

the whole of the comb. It now proved to be a strong pin, with

the head stiU perfect, but the shank somewhat cankered, a cir-

cumstance which no doubt increased not only the difficulty of

extraction, but also produced the iuflammatory symptoms before

noticed. This poor bird was returned to its pen evidently

much reUeved, but the pin is stiU in the safe keeinng of the

Committee. By the conclusive means used for conviction the

Committee were perfectly satisfied and the respective ownei-s

lost a silver cup, a second prize, and a high commendation.

In the Pineon department Mr. Ord's pen of weU-known Dun

Cai-riers were the winners of the silver medal for the best pen.

of Pigeons in the Show. Perhaps a greater novelty m Pigeons

has not been seen for years past than a pair of qmte a new

varietv, sent by Mr. A. Prosche, of 6, Fagdiveg, Dresden, at a car-

riage expense alone of over 16s. to their owner, qmte u-respective

of the eitiv fee, and which, fi-om then: singularity, were, at the

suggestion-of the Judges, awarded an extra first prize. These

strancre Pigeons had much of the general character of small

forei^i Blue Owls, being perfectly friUed on the crop, w-hikt

immidiately under the thi-oat was a weU-defined semicircle of

feathers tiu-ned upwanls, the points extending to behind the
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ears somewhat stiggestive of the cowl of a Jacobin Pigeon m-

T6rted°^r placed tmder the head and before' it, m hen of the

customai-y position at the nape of the neck and npright.

and T. Weeks ; J. K. Fowler, Aylesbury.
p.dlHs-l H. Lacy. 2, A.

CocBixs (Buff, or any other coIoar).-H«i3 oi ruuas. '' "i. -^S^' • ." ^
Bamtord, Manchester. 3, J. Sichel. he, H. Lloyd, lun. c, E. Fearon, 1.

S^-BS!?/v^Sai|¥B^e^d^:^||:
D^?iGs (SUTer.Greyl.-CocJ^.-l, J. A-

D'S"™'""; |S,^^j |'waner°f
8 R D Holt, Orrest Head, (ic, W. Jackson, Bolton-le-Sands , J.J. wauer, i.

K.%«S.''i:rB':°^^;iT:'XS'r"£'j^ckSrSo^k|^h.-.c%l^^^^

5 HM Julian 8, J. Fletcher, ftc, J. Oldfleld, Litl eHortoo ; Morns a^ootis,

AecriSton G F.'^ard, Wenhory; G. Bell, Wigton ; S- Boighton F^sfieW

,

S;u^JniU^n,^<!^rlfn"AW'.^a?Sri'.'l.'^i?s^^^^^^^^^^

^Jk^%\fSll%^o^n%"&fc^'^ 1 and CupJV. Ba,yes, Blenner-

*'GlSl'TATother variety).-Coc& or Cocke,-el.-1.3. St^'muo'SSf^C
'

w'
C W Brierley. 3, H. M. Ju'ian. /iC. Morris I't Woods (Duckwina)

,
o. YY.

Brierlev ; J. Brough, Carlisle ; J. Fletcher (DuckOTpg).
TOiLnr, ! T

gIme Any Tarilty).-Hf«.-l and Cup, H. M. Julian. 2 J. H. Wilson. S, J.

^'5S'B",-A^V'v'an^Vn' fc^.^E^i^'SoTd. "2°J.'fS^^^

Bra«OTd/«cW Barnes; G. F Ward; C. W. Br.erley; J- H- WU.on; W.

ioSlton DaUinji-FSmesI: J. Fletcher ;T, Mason, c A. Baslam, Hiudley

<Bro™Eedl;T.Dowell(BIackKed|; W.Grice Carnforth.

L^Cd?i?aU?t"eltTStSililtl-;?^"j"^^|,ls|^^^^^^^

«§'iSlt.^H??^!l>^eri^nlierrfi"BS:-'^^^^^^^^^^^^^ f^tf^AsMon and

*°Hl^™"nnGolden.peBeilled).-l. J. EolHnson 2 H. Beldon. 3, D.Lord.

'"i^^i^^i^^i^!i^t'SUZ^iP:or,. 3, H. Beldon. He.

'^'^'.''oiSR vTir,rT'l'?xoEp7B™:Sl-l S Beldon (Polands). 2, D.

^l'^^i^e'c.^Al^l't\?o^'i"s^l'jande(ord 2.J Comns,WMtehav^W^^^^^

Laughoto Tmack'Ked); Gunson & Jefferson Whitehaven 8) ;S Lord J.

^nnniriffham (Silver-Grey); S.Bell (Dark Dorkings :
J.H.Wilson iGame), a.

bSu- J WteJ (Dorkinas); J. Fotheringham (Dorkings); T. Thompson;

T Mason c J Pickles" Mytholmroyd (Black Bed Game) Gnnson and

Jkerlon ; J. H. W.lson (Dorkings); C. McCleUan, Egremont (Dorkings); J.

W Brockiank; J. Moore (White Cochins); S. BelUDorkings).

GTivii RantLms (Black Beds).—Cocfc.—1, T. Sharpies, Eawtens.aU. 2, J.

Ba^C Mouk"Lmonth. 8, K Yonll, Stmderland he. H. H Thompson,

Sunder and; W. Dabell. Southwell; W. Rogers, Sunderland (2) Capt. T.

Wethcrall, kettering; G. Maples, Wavertree, Liverpool, c, J. Oldfleld, 1.

^Gl^^yli's^'^MBiTck Beds).- Hens cirPiiIi«(^.-l and Cup, J. Kollinson.

2,?.T iiSS^Tol 'lirsfang."! T, Sharpies Garstang. ijc. Master A Frew.

Game Bantams (Any other variety except BJack Kf;ds).—1, T. Sharpies, i,

H J Nicholson, 3, W. Adams (Brown Red), he, G. Todd, Sunderland; J. R.

^T?.'?T?S's (Anv other variety) -I, J. Sichel (Pekin). 2, M. Leno (Laced). 3,

H Beldon 'ISfE H. Ashton; Cap'. T. WetheraU; M. Leno, Markyate Street

/Lacedl- H. Beldon. c, R. Frew, Kirkcaldy.
, .. t;,

' DdckI (Avlesburvl-l. E. Leech, Rochdale. 2 and 3, H. Jones, he, E.

*
DccEk fRo-S-Y A^mcSinson, Whitehaven. 2, E. Gladstone, Jon Broad-

f!r°en LivMporf 3, L. Patton. he, A. Dickinson ; L. Patton (2) ; S. H. Stott,

^!)'nSsX''/Tariet%^-fin'^ H.B.Smith. 2, M. Leno (Mandarin)^. ftc.W.

BiMS. Leeds (Mandarin); W.ii. King, Eochdale (Call); M. Leno (Whistlmg);

^S^il'lSo' Class (Ducks, Geese, and Turkeys).-!, E. Fearon (.Aylesbiiry). 2,

J.W.Brockbank. 3, J. Richardson, Lowca. fcc,E. Fearon (Aylesbury) ; S. H.

^'f^i^'^y v'kr?e'i?r-\"G'.t"l?atie?,- Rails;? ^2^''L'eTc?r.- he, Miss

''V^.'UI^'^^Lin-lt'HeecU. 2 and e. G. F. Statter (Toulouse).

PIGEONS. . . ,.

CABEIEK9.-1 and Cup, J. C. Ord, PimUco. 2, H. Vardley Birmingham, he,

S. Holroyd, Lees; J. &W. Towerson. Egremont. C.J. ihompson.

PooiEEs:-!. Mrs. Ladd, Calne (White). 2, W. B Van Haansbergen, New-

castle, c, W. B. Van Haansbergen ; Mrs. Ladd ; J. & W. iowerson.

TOMBLERS (Almond) -1, J. Fielding j.uii 2, W. B. Van Haansbergen.

T I MBLEES (Any other variety).-!, J. FiddinR, ]un. 2 J. & W. Towerson fcc,

WT B. Van Haansbergen (VeUow). c, W. B. Van Haansbergen (Kite)
;
G. South,

^jACoBms-"' Thompson, Penrith. 2,W.B.Van Haansbergen. /,c, W. B.

Tan Haansbergen ; J. Thompson, c, J. Thompson ; J.& W.Towerson.
Trompetebs.-1,J. &W.Toworson. 2, W. B. Van Haansbergen. ftc, W. B.

^bIms'-LW^'b. Van Haansbergen. 2, J. Fielding, jun. ftc, W. Jackson ; H.

^¥umiT3.-l, G. South. 2, J. W. Edge, he, E. Thompson; H. Yardley; J.

Fielding, jnn. ; J. & W. Towerson. „ , ^ ,oi t < to
Owls —! and 2, J. Fielding, jun. lie, J. Armstrong, Workington (2) : J. & W.

Towerson. c, R. Woods.

FASlAn.s.-l and 2, H. Yardley. fcc, W. B. Van Haansbergen; A. Crosbie ,

%'rAyooKS.-land2G. south ftc,G. South P); J Tho-nPSon.^^^^^^
^

Aky other Vabiety.—!, h. '"'aiey. £=^'£a j,a.
J, ^ .„ „ (Magpies);

f':fSrniprn"^S^rw.'\^otfrfo^n'(pheSn!i;rc'?Ss"raS.' c,=^V. ^I

Van Haa^isbergen (Nuns); »• S""'''
lf///„i„^g'-ormskirk. 2, W. Kitchin. he,

fA,rmnr>.al- T &W ToweTSon t J- Kemp, Haslingden. c, vv. t.. vau iiy-ouo

be?gen (Atoondf); S.H.Tacksoii (Runts?; J.Thompson; J.Kemp.

BELGIAN (YeUow).-! and 2, W. JoMS.Ulvfrston. he, J. N. Harrison, Belper.

'^..r^l:^ih°SiT-l!f'cl^r, Carlisle. 2, J. Brown, Jun., Penrith, he. J. N.

''SLE?-(Ydkfw).-l?&tevens&Leek.MiddlesborouBh. 2, W. Robinson, he.

•'-MiL^ini'S).-!, E. Carr. 2, Stevens & Leek, he, W. Robinson, c, if.

^Pral^i (Yellow_or Buff).-1, Stevens & Leek. 2, B. Havman,Middl6sborongh.

""liYIb^b^sTgoiI; Z- ISvSrp°aigled).-l, J. Taylor, MiddlesborougH. 2, J. N.

Harrison. , „ , -, -rr • i,.

Judges -Game, Game Bantams, French Fowl, and Variety

Classes Mr. E. Hewitt, Sparkbrook, Birmingham Cochins,

Biatoas DOTkings, Spanish, Hambmghs, Dncks, Geese, Tm--

keys and SeSni Cliss ; Mr. E. Teebay, Fulwood, Preston.

pIgeonsTMessrs. E. Hewitt & R. Teebay. Canaries: Mr. A.

Benson, Whitehayen.

PIGEONS GOING LIGHT.

I TKtJST a few remarks, founded on facts that came under my

notice during the examination of upwards of twenty birds from

various lofts, may be acceptable to your readers. It is not my

intention to trespass on your space by givmg particulars ot the

various experiments made, but simply to state it is my beket

that worms are in most cases the cause of so many valuable bu-ds

wasting and dying, also that the malady is contagious. A short

time since I went to see the stock of an old fancier-crouched

in a pen was a good-bred Tumbler in the last stage of the so-

called consumption. I told the owner what the bird was

suffei-ing from; he laughed at the idea. The bud was examined

after death to convince him, and it contamed upwards oi one

hundred worms, some 2 inchesm length.—J. Philpott.

Allow me to state in reply to Mi-. H. Allsop's very useful

hints, that I always use cod-Uver oU for my Pigeons when going

lit^ht It is done up in " capsules," which prevent the featheis

bleommg greased. The bii-ds take the capsules very easily

;

they are to be procured at any London chemist's for a haUpenny

each, or Is. per box of thirty-six. Castor-oil capsules are also to

be procured, and at the same price. They should be put in

cold water for about half a minute before f^vmg them to the

birds- being rather large they shp down better that way. One

is quite enough for a dose, two in extreme cases.—A. Meeksch.

BiEMiNGHAM PouLTM SHow.-The annual meeting to revise

the prize Usts for the present year is fixed for Thursday, 22nd

instf The Secretary will be happy to receive and place before

the Council any suggestions for improvements, or any oners

of special prizes either m the cattle, root orpoultry depart-

ment. The direction to the Secretary is Mr. John B. LythaU,

39, New Street, Bh-mingham.

LARGE VERSUS SMALL HIVES.

I SHOULD like to call the attention of subscribers who have

read the mteresting articles on this topic by " Cabolus (page

479 vol. XX.), and " J. Lowe" (page 520), to a suggestion of

mine in vol. xviU., page 237, headed " Dummy Frames.

I think my plan would suit all parties ; they could have

hives of large or small capacities at will, aocordmg to the

season or locaUty. Youropmion was, that the whole ten combs

were required for breeding purposes, but my experience ot ten

Woodbury hives during three seasons does not correspond;

I have never found combs 1 and 10 contaiumg brood.
^

I had an esceUent opportunity of testing the fact this sum-

mer. Most of my strong supered stocks swarmed—some more

than once ; and when cutting out the queen cells belore re-

placmg the swarms, I particularly noticed that the two outside

combs were not bemg used for breeding, but most of them weie

qmte fiUed with sealed honey. I thus lost a quantity of honey

which I could have sold for Is. Gd. per lb., and have I'eplaced

with syrup at a cost of Sd. per lb., and at the same tune prohted

by the advantages pointed out m the article. Last wmter 1

lost three of my best stocks during tl^^* 1°°^/',°^* ^J^^^j^
starvation; although each had nearly 12 lbs. of honey left m
the side combs, that in the centre ones had been all consumed.
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If I had eai'ried out my plan tlio autumu-given sjTup woh1<1

have been deposited in the middle combs, and mj' stock have
been saved. I should much esteem youi' reconsideration of

this matter, and Mr. Lowe and " B. & W." perhaps would also

favour me with their opinion.

The question is. Would the bees in a supered colony prefer

to breed or to store honey in the end combs of the stock hive?

I should like to mention a curious incident that happened to

me last season. I had in my apiary a colony of black bees, the

queeu of which had been killed for the purpose of adding a

Liguriau that I had bred in a nucleus ; upon opening it to take

her out I found the bees ill-treating her. I dispersed them, and
was about to take hold of her when she suddenly took wing, and
I had the mortification of seeing my queen, after making a few
circles in the aii', fly clean away. I closed the nucleus and
watched till dark, but saw nothing more of her. Judge, then,

of my surprise when, upon opening my black stock the next
afternoon, I found my queen comfortably settled in the very
hive I had intended to join her to ! Although there were ten
others aU in a row, she had selected the only one of the num-
ber that had no queen. Accident or sagacity, do you think ?

—

The Bee-hive.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Books (A, Atkim).—Eaton's volume is out of print.

French and German Periodicals (M. Henderson).—V^g know of none
such as you mention.

DcNDEE Poultry Show.—The address of Mr. J. Stuart, who won the first

prize and cup for Brahma chickens, is Thistlebank, Helensburgh, not Scour-
inghum, as printedlast week.

Dublin Pigeon Show {Bfporter).—"We cannot admit replies to the state-
ments in a contemporaiy. {N. B. C. .?.).—The name cannot be given, nor can
we insert any more notes on the subject.

Promoting Laying (J. S.).—Your communication confirms us in our olJ
opinion, that good moderate feeding is all that is necessary for laying fowls.
Kie green food has much to do with it. We are very infants in the use of it

compared with our neighbours on the Continent. We [,tow backward turnips
on purpose to give the greens to our poultry and Pheasants, and they like it

in preference to anything.

Roosts for Bhahmas [A. B. G.).—Our Brahma perches ai-e made of fii-

poles 14 inches in diameter, sawn in half, and fastened the round side upper-
most. They are 20 inches from the ground. Most of the fowls roost on them,
but some prefer the ground, and to prevent that we place some old roots of
trees in the house. The only objection to these last is, they take consider-
able time to clean eveiy m ming. The birds prefer pexxhes with the bark
on them.

Moving a Broody Hen (F. T. W.).—There is always difHctdty in moving
a broody hen unless much care is taken. She should be moved in a very low
dai-k basket with plenty of soft straw, that she may keep very warm. Put her
in a low basket ivith 4 or 5 inches of soft straw under her, place her on some
false eggs, and tie her down. Put her in a dark place. If she intends to sit,

she will when the basket is opened give unmistakeahle tokens by grunting
and growling ; If she does not, she will at once fly out and leave her eggs. If
she shows a disposition to sit close, leave her on the dumb eggs (worthless
ones if you have no artificial ones) for a day or two, and then put good eggs
under her, but she must he always tied-in.

Addled Eggs (GrassendaU).—The cock being with the bens a week before
the e:;;gs were saved for sitting was long enough, but at the season of the year
when the eggs were laid cocks are not attentive to all the hens, especially if

the latter are numerous, and those you mention were certainly not impreg-
nated. The Andalusians are quite distinct from the Minorcas. A slaty blue,

with dark hackle in the cocks, is their colour. They are not uncommon.
Wounded Comb (G. L.~P.).—If you intend to exhibit the bird you must

not interfere with his comb, except to heal it, but you must keep it upright,
which may be done with straps of adhesive plaister. If you have no inten-

tion of exhibiting you may remove the piece that hangs down, but we should
try to save it.

Brahma Hen's Abdomen Swollen (J. W. T.).—Your poultiy diet will

make the fowls fat, and induce constipation, esx)ecially as you do not mention
green food. Very often the appearance you mention is caused by hard ftecal

matter. Cut away the feathers to which it adheres, or soften them with hot
water, and give her a dessert-spoonful of castor oil. If it be a tumour on the
outside the hen's body, it can be easily removed if it be an ordinary one.
Make a cruciform opening the size of the tumour, and press it at the base, a
round hard cheesy substance will be expelled. Wash the wound with warm
water, draw the hps of the wound together with a thread, and rub some sper-
maceti ointment on it. It will soon heal. Discontinue the potatoes and
pollai'd and the wheat. Give plenty of green meat, and some large sods of
growing grass, cut with plenty of earth to them.

Duck Egg Abnormal (J. N.).—The e/g you mention, weighing 6{ ozs.i

with a perfect egg within it, is a curiosity. The double-yolked egg laid after-

wards is proof that for the time the laying organs ai-e out of order.

Feather-eating Brahmas (S. S.).—Some breeds are addicted to the
abominable practice you complain of, but we have never found it in Brahmas.
Discontinue the beer and the kitchen scraps. On the days of confinement
give green food plentifully, and watch for the worst offender; remove bim or
her. You will he imahle to stop it while the bare spots remain, especially if

they are raw; and as Brahmas do not suffer from confinement, we advise you
to take all the birds that have suffered and shut them up sintrly till the
feathers are grown. They have done it for lack of something, and in a short
time they will forget it.

Dark and Light Brahmas (AUpirdtis).—We ai

ence in the laying of Light and Dark Brahmas,
We beUeve some of the imported Light Brahmas
ones we see commonly. We cannot do better that

ing columns, ad\'ising you to choose from the names that are most commonly
found among the successful exhibitors in the classes you mention.

Brahma Stock (Just Commencing).—There is no objection to yoiu: Brahma
cock having a speckled breast. The best birds we ever had had them. The
vulture-hocked hen is a much more serious matter, and there is every pro-
bability her chickens will have the same faidt. She would, probably, be dis-
qualified in competition with others not vultui-e-hocked.

B.UIBS AT WoLTERH-iMPTON.—" CuHoui " wishcs to know to whom the
first-prize pen belonged.

Canaries {R. K).—Write to W. A. Blaiston, Esq., 22, Norfolk Street,
Sunderland.

Prairie Birds iA Constant It^ader).~-Vi'e beUeve the idea that they are

sometimes poisonous on account of a herb they have eaten, is totally ground-
less.

e not aware of any differ-

>r in the size of the eggs.
axe heavier than the Dark

. refer you to our advertis-

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS,
Camden Square, London.

Lat. 51° 32' 40" N. ; Long. 0= 8' 0" W. ; Altitude 111 feet.

Date.
|
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liiuts will lie acceptable to some who have hitherto been un-
successful.

Isoras are evergreen flowering slimbs, and therefore do not
reqnii'e to be dried-off in winter or to be allowed a period
of rest. They delight in a moist warm atmosphere, and in

abimdanee of bright sunshine ; in fact, exposing the plant to

the rays of the sun is highly necessai-y, in order that the
growth may be matured and the buds set. The Ixoras will

grow and bloom profusely in winter, as well as in summer,
although it is not advisable to force them much in winter,

especially if they are required for exhibition. If, however,
they are kept in a moist and warm atmosphere they will pro-
duce a quantity of bloom, which is very cheering in the di'eary

months of winter, aud whether flowering in the summer or
winter, their beautiful trusses are always acceptable.

Before jiroceeding further I would again say, Do not attempt
to cultivate Ixoras imlcss you have a stove or hot-water pit
where they can have plenty of heat and atmospheric moisture,
and where you can apply the svi'inge freely. I know of no
other iilant that delights more in being freely and often syringed,
and frequent syringing wiU prevent the occurrence of those
enemies by which the Ixoras are most liable to be attacked—viz.,

mealy bug, green fly, and brown scale. I do not believe any
bhght-eomposition is so effective as clean water, a sj'ringe, and
a heart to use it. The neglect of these has caused the untimely
end of many a beautiful plant, and I cannot impress too strongly
on the minds of amateurs and gardeners the necessity of fre-

quently using the syi-inge aud clean water. If they did so
they would not require half the bhght-compositions that are
now prepared, many of which injure the plants more than the
insects.

Let us now suppose we have just purchased a healthy young
plant of an Ixora free from insects, and in a thriving state.
Give directions to the person you purchase it from that it

shall be warmly and securely packed, so that it may not be
injured in transport. When it arrives place it iu the stove, say
in a temperature of 65° to 75°, and see that it is regularly watered
and syringed with water of the same temperature as the house.
It is essential—to say nothing of the convenience—to have a
tank in every stove, so that the water used both in syringing
aud watering may be of the same temperature as the house.
In a week or two the plant, if aU go well, will begin to show
signs of fresh growth, and should, consequently, be examined
to see whether it requires shifting into a larger pot. If such
is necessaiy prepare the soU for potting. I have found the
best mixture to be eqiral parts of fresh turfy peat and half-
decayed turfy yellow loam, with a free admixture of sharp
sUver sand, adding a few lumps of charcoal about the size of a
walnut.

Prepare the pot, placing three or four large crocks at the
bottom, then fill to a fourth part of the pot's depth with
smaller crocks, and place a layer of the roughest of the soU
over these. Tui-n the plant out of its pot, remove aU the old
crocks from the bottom of the ball, aud if the roots are matted
round the ball loosen them very carefully, so that you wiU
thus in some degree break the ball, for if this were left mi-
broken the plant might suffer in consequence of the water
being unable to pass through it. Place the plant in the middle
of the pot, and in such a position that the old ball will be
about an inch below the rim ; fill-in aU round with the com-
post, give the pot a few smart taps on the potttng-board,
and if the plant is a good-sized specimen use a rammer in
the shape of a thick stick a foot long, so that the soU may
be firmly and evenly pressed-in. Finish-off the top neatly
and evenly. All being now completed, replace the plant iu the
stove

;
and if the foregoing hints are attended to I have every

reason to think that success will be certain.

I may add that for estabUshed plants I have often found a
little manure water very beneficial, and, when I can obtain
them, I'use cow-droppings diluted in water, and used in a clear
state not more than once a-week.—T. B.

FORCING VEGETABLES.—No. G.

BHUBAEB, SEA-KALE, ASD MUSHEOOMS.
As the two first-named vegetables have been so often treated

of by Mr. Fish and other writers at different times, I feel that
it is unnecessary for me to go into the details of then- treat-
ment. I may, however, mention that although both Sea-kale
and Rhubarb are very successfully forced in more ways than
one, I still advise the old plan of forcing in the open ground

as being the best both for produce and flavour. In that way
there is no mutilation of the roots, nor are the plants checked
or robbed of any of then- stored-up juices ; and if gradually
forced with a mild heat, as such vegetables always should be,

they will continue to produce a good second, and even a third

crop, without damaging to any great extent their power of pro-

ducing a successful one by forcing again the following year.

But where there is a scarcity of heating material, such as

dung aud leaves, then the plan of taking up the roots and
forcing them in any artificially heated structirre may be resorted

to with good success. In making-up my out-door beds I avoid
using the manure too fresh, and if possible I mix half leaves

with it to prevent the produce from tasting of the manure.
In the case of Rhubarb and Asparagus I find that which is

sent to table irnblanched is much preferred to that which is sent

blanched, and is said to be of a much better flavour. This
I do not doubt, and it is certainly better in appearance when
it has a more natural colour. To very many growers, however,
economy in space and also iu forcing is absolutely necessary.

To such the method of taking up the roots and forcing them
iu close quarters is commendable, the way of doing which may
be found iu some of the back numbers of this Journal.
Coming now to Mushroom-gi'owing, we have a more delicate

and important subject, of which I pm'pose treating iu detail.

I do not suppose I shah state anything but what most gar-

deners of good experience already know. Mushi-oom-growing,
however, is very much on the increase, and it is for the many
persons who do not know how to gi'ow Mushr-ooms that the
following directions are given.

In order to be better understood, we will suppose that Mush-
rooms are required for table the whole year round, when it

wUl be proper to commence in the month of August, at the
time that out-door cultivation ceases. My plau is to first give

the Mushi-oom house a thorough cleansing by clearing out all

rubbish, washing the woodwork, aud whitewashing the walls,

by searching every hole or crevice for woodlice, crickets, and
other enemies to the Mushroom, aud by fumigathig with to-

bacco aud two or three times with suljihur, in order to destroy
any winged insect that is likely to prove destructive. A^Tiile

this is being done, collect aU the fresh horse-droppings that

are to be had from the stables until enough are procured for

the size of the bed. Place them in an open shed or under
some protection from wet, which should not in any case be
allowed to reach them, turn the manure frequently, and mix
it well. When the strongest heat has abated I add a third of

leaves partly decayed, and after mixing these well with the
dung I consider it is ready to form into abed. If the bed is to

be formed on the ground floor I first lay just enough rough
material to keep the manure clear of the cold earth, then put
on a layer 6 inches thick over the bed, and either beat it well
with a mallet, or even tread it if the mamrre will allow of it.

Afterwards I add another layer or two, and each time repeat

the operation of treading or beating down, so as to reduce the
bed to a solid mass of the requisite thickness, which with me
is generally from 1 foot to 14 inches. After this insert two or
three trial sticks into the bed, and examine them frequently.

If all go on well, in five days or a week the bed will be fer-

menting mildly and regularly. When the proper heat has
been secured uniformly over the bed, which can be very neaiiy
ascertained by the trial sticks or else by a thermometer, which
should indicate 80° F. or even 85° Fah., the bedmay be prepared
for spawning. First harden the surface by gently beating with
the spade, and then make holes with a large wooden dibble

about .3 inches square with a small but short point. These
should be about 2 inches deep, 3 inches in diameter, and about
8 mches apart, and at regular intervals all over the bed.

Allow the bed to remain in this state about two days, when
the inside of the holes will be dry aud in a fit state to receive the

spawn, which may be put-in in one piece or several. Every
hole should be filled with it, and have it well beaten into

them afterwards. Cover the bed with a thiu layer of the short

dung, and make it firm and level. In about ten days or ai

fortnight examine the holes, and if the spawn has spread
well into the material of the bed it may be earthed-over and
finished-ofif.

I think it will be well to say a few words on earthing the

beds, because on this their success or failure greatly depends.
In the first place, the earth used should be a rich, moderately
retentive maiden loam. If this be too light it will not remain
firm on the bed, the Mushrooms will therefore be weak
and of inferior quaUty, aud the bed will cease bearmg much
earlier ; but if the soil be heavy it can be made solid on the
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huOi, and the Muslirooms mil be thicker in texture, finer, aud

the bed vdR produce a good crop and keep in bearing a long

time. Again, the earth should neither be too dry nor too wet,

but in such a state of moisture as to present a smooth siu'face

when beaten down, and should be put on the bed about 2 inches

thick.

I may mention that it is necessary to be very particular in

the selection and working-up the materials for the growth of

Mushrooms. It is one of the most curious and delicate opera-

tions in gardening, for if the bed becomes too hot after spawn-

ing, or if the materials are worked-up in too wet a state, the

chances are that the spawn will be much mjured if not entirely

destroyed by these two extreme.?. If destroyed by heat, fresh

spawn must be inserted when the material has declined to the

proper temperatm-e ; but when too wet the bed must be worked

np again, and fresh dry material added.

The after-treatment of the beds depends in a great measure

upon the sort of house they are placed hi. If there are hot-

water pipes, the heating of which should be properly under

-control, it will not be always necessary to use a covering of

hay or straw, which generally serves as a breeding place for

woodlice and other pests. If used at all it need only be

-very thinly scattered over the bed, the principal object being

to keep the surface of the bed in a uniform state of tempera-

ture aud moistui-e. In a house of fair dimensions containing

four or more beds at work very little heating by the hot-water

pipes will be necessary, unless the weather is severe or the

crop is required to be pushed fonvard. I prefer to grow

my Mushrooms without fire heat, as they are then more
fleshy, the bed lasts longer in bearing, and very little if any
-watering is required. This latter process should not be done

without good judgment, as it is easy to overwater a bed and
ki11 the spawn, or cool it so much that the bed will not recover

its original temperature. Water should be appUed in a warm
state, and put on the bed by sprinklings witli a fine syringe or

a fine-rosed water-pot, with the greatest caution, or the httle

Mushrooms just peeping through will be injured so much as to

turn brown and die away. The temperature of the house

should be kept very regular, and not above 55° nor below 50".

To keep up a proper succession of Mushrooms much must
•of cour.se depend upon the demand, but as a rule it will be

sufficient to spawn a new bed eveiy month, as the beds will

not all work alike. Sjme produce in five weeks, while another

will be seven or even eight weeks before doing so ; but as a good

bed generally keeps in bearing a long time no blank wUl occur

.•from such irregularity, unless the demand should be excessive

at one particular time.

I think I have now given the principal details of the culture

of Mushrooms in a regular Mushroom house, which is the best

place to grow them in through the autumn and winter months.

I have not, however, spoken of ventilation, the means of ap-

plying which are not always pro-vided for. In a Mushroom
liouse a little air at times is necessary, and if given with caution

it will prove an additional help to regulate the temperature of the

house. There should also be the means provided tor excluding

the light, as it appears more natiiral for Mushrooms to grow
in the dark, though I am not sure that it is so. They have,

however, a much better appearance, and some assert that they

are better flavoured. A Mushroom house is one of the least

.expensive structures to have about a garden both in the work-

ing and construction ; but there are, nevertheless, very many
large gardens where Mushrooms are gi-owu without one,

though it is hardly fan- to expect a gardener to keep up a

supply without such a convenience. In this case the spawn is

imperfectly worked; the beds, too, even if made up in proper

succession, will often come into bearing aU at one time, and
frequently not at all.

I have intended the above remarks only to apply to the

culture of Mushrooms through the autumn, winter, and spring

months, the time when there is generally the greatest demand
ior them. For summer cultivation a Mushroom house is not

so much needed, and I believe many gardeners, myself among
"the number, do not use it at that time, but grow their crops

out of doors with little protection beyond a covering of rough
litterj' straw or bracken to shelter the bed from excessively heavy
rains, and to keep the temperature regular. The beds are

made up in various forms, suited to the spot selected for them,
but the ridge-shape is that usually employed, aud from such
beds Mushrooms are produced in great quantities.

There are very many ways of growing Mushrooms. My
first attempt was by forming a bed in a small stokehole over

the boiU r with spa^wn of my o^svn making. I have also gi'own

them in large pots plunged in a bed of leaves in a forcing

vinery. Some grow them in boxes, tubs, or even old hampers,

and place them in a Peach house at work, or any other con-

venient place where artificial heat can be given them. Others

make-up beds in cellars, which prove to be very good places

generally, because of the ease -nith which an even temperatui-e

can be maiutained. Others, again, w'ho can spare a frame, insert

spa^wn in a well-spent Melon or Cucumber bed with not very

unsatisfactory results. StUl, as I have before hinted, such

modes are only chance methods of keepmg up a supply, though

they answer excellently where an unUmited and regular supply

is not the main object, and to those who have no Mushi'oom

house, or even the convenience of getting materials for good
beds, such a system is to be recommended. It should be re-

membered, however, that m whatever way they are groivn, the

same care in selecting and working-up the materials, aud also

in the makiug-up aud regulating tlie temperature of the beds,

must be very strictly attended to, in which case success is

pretty sm'e to follow.

—

Thoiias Record.

VINE DISEASE AND VINE STOCKS.
(Concluded from page 142.)

Several years since I became convinced that the great cause

of the dechne of the Grape Vine iu the United States, was re-

ferable to a large extent to some disease affecting the roots. I

examined the roots of a number of varieties, and found that

those varieties possessing thick succulent roots were the most

unhealthy. Among those examined I found that the Concord

had the finest and most wiry roots ; and without recognising

the disease, I resolved to use the Concord as a stock for both

native and foreign varieties, and I think that in the autumn of

1868 I directed the attention of your readers to the advantages

that would probably result from the use of the Concord as a

stock for varieties of Vitis vinifera. Since the publication of

the valuable articles on the Grape louse, I am more than ever

convinced of the importance of workhig the more valuable

varieties upon the Concord. If this pest has obtained a foot-

hold iu England, I fear its ravages will become general ; for

dm^ing one of its stages of existence, that of the Grape-leaf gaU,

it may be easily disseminated on the growing plants, and at

certain periods when it possesses w'ngs it may be wafted by the

wind from place to place. Again, when the Vme is dormant

the pest has its home on the roots, and it may be widely dis-

persed by the distribution of Vines from an infected nursery.

Observation having taught me that the want of success in

Vine culture in this country was the sequence of some disease

of the roots of the Vine, during the summer of 1868 I inarched

a number of foreign varieties on Concord stocks growing in

pots. In the spring of 1869 I planted a lean-to house 120 feet

long with Vines upon their own roots, and with others in-

arched on Concord stocks. The first year (1869) they made a

satisfactory gi-owth ; the second season (1870) all promised

well untU about the beginning of July, when I found that those

on their o^wn roots did not gi-ow so rapidly as the worked Vines.

My cmiosity being excited I examined the roots of the Vines,

aud found those of the unworked varieties presented evident

traces of disease, whilst those of the Concord stocks were per-

fectly healthy. Being famUiar with the work of Mr. Thomson,

I naturally referred the diseased condition to fungoid growths.

But the conditions then found I can now refer to the actual

cause—the Grape louse. The worked and unworked varieties

were gro^wing side by side. In the latter part of October a

h^ving fibre could not be found on a foreign Vine within 2 feet

of the collar ; and to test the condition of the larger roots I

pulled up two of the Vines, and to my surprise found the large

roots dead. A careful examination of the roots of the Concord

stocks revealed the fact, that even the smallest fibres were

healthy. From my vinery I proceeded to my garden, and

examined the roots" of Concord, Ives' Seedling, aud Christine,

all native, and supposed healthy and vigorous varieties. The

roots of the first I found healthy, aud those of the latter much
diseased. I was anxious to find a reason, and recoDected that

the preceding spring I had manured my garden with manure

containing a small quantity of sawdust, and jumped at the

conclusion that the sawdust had produced fungoid disease.

Upon carefully examining the Vines in the vinery I found

that the varieties that had suffered to the gi-eatest extent were

Hamburghs, Black Alicante, Eoyal Ascot, Golden Hamburgh,

and Mrs. Pinoe's Muscat. During the summer of 1870, as I

expected to change my place of residence, I propagated a

number of foreign varieties by cuttuigs, and grew them m large
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pots in the affected house, training the young Vines between
the branches of those growing in the border. I likewise in-

arched a number of the diseased Vines on Concord stocks
grown in 8-inch pots for that purpose. About the 1st of
November the Vines on their own roots, as well as those on the
Concord stocks, were placed on the floor of the vinery, and
covered with a sufficient thickness of straw to effectually ex-

clude the frost ; the result was—I protected the Vine louse,

and enabled the pest to prey upon my Vine roots during the
winter. I disposed of my residence, and in March made pre-
parations to pack uj) my valuable collection of pot-grown Vines
and transport them to my new home. To my surprise and
disgust, I found the roots of my Vines dead to the coUar in
almost every case where they were unworked. The worked
Vines, on the contrary, were found to be healthy. Again fun-
goid disease came to my assistance, although the Vines had
been grow-n in a compost consisting of decayed sods and half-

inch bones.

On the 10th of last May I finished a span-roofed vinery
.5.5 feet long, and planted it with the inarched Vines raised in
1870, and with a few Vines upon their own roots. The border
was made of green turf cut 3 inches thick, to which were added
half a ton of crushed bones and 200 lbs. of superphosphate of
lime. Although the border was made of fresh sods, and the
Vines were planted on the 10th of May, they made a satisfactory
growth. The Vines on their own roots, except Golden
Champion, made a growth of 13 to 20 feet; but most of the
worked Vines crossed to the opposite side of the house, making
a growth of 28 feet, the canes being large, firm, close-jointed,
and ripened to the tip. When the canes reached the opposite
side of the house they were stopped, or else I might have re-
corded the production of longer canes. Among some of the
varieties maldng the strongest and longest growth on the
Concord I may mention Golden Champion, Black Monukka,
White Froutignan, Black Muscat of Alexandiia, Gros Cohnan,
Black Hamburgh, and Bowood Muscat.
Having noticed in the Journal that the Golden Champion

failed in some places to make a satisfactory growth, I resolved
upon trying an experiment with this variety. I planted a strong
Vine of this variety upon its own roots, and two on Concord
stocks grown in 8-inch pots. The Vine on its own roots made
a growth of 5 feet, wood spongy and imperfectly ripened.
One Vine on Concord produced a stout cane 25 feet long, close-

jointed, soUd, and ripened to the tip. The other Vine made
two canes, one 23 feet long, and the other 28 feet long ; the
latter 3J inches in circumference, firm, close-jointed, and per-
fectly ripened to the last joint.

I may again direct the attention of your readers to the ad-
vantages of using a few of the American C-rrapes as stocks.

They will grow luxuriantly in a soil where the European varie-

ties would languish and die. They are almost exempt from
the ravages of the Vine louse, and if attacked seem to sustain
but little if any injury. They are injured to the same extent
as foreign varieties by defective drainage. To insiu-e a vigorous
growth a limited extent of border will supply their wants. In
this country the Concord is known as " the Grape for the
Million," and it can be found growing with the utmost vigour
in almost every portion of the United States, in all kinds of

soil, and in every situation—in fact, it flourishes and annually
produces large crops of fruit where other varieties would
languish and die.

After having inarched a large number of varieties upon the
Concord I have found but three varieties that seem to dislike
the connection—the Wantage, SjTian,and Nice. As it is more
than probable that you wiU be troubled with the Grape louse
in England, I sincerely hope that some of your leading Grape-
growers will test the value of the Concord as a stock. If dis-

posed to experiment with it, I would only be too happy to for-
ward cuttings of the Concord to any of your leading Grape-
growers ; and as you have my name and address, you are at
liberty to communicate the same to those desirous of experi-
menting.
The researches of Mr. Eiley during the summer of 1871 in

France with regard to the introduction of the plant louse,
render it almost conclusive that its introduction was the re-
sult of importing American Vines into France. Hence, 1 would
advise your Grape-growers to be careful, and if they reqnu-e
Vines from the United States to be satisfied to receive cut-
tings, and allow rooted Vines to remain on this side of the
Atlantic.

Having discovered my enemy, I shall make him a study, and
at some future time I may have something more to say about

the Vine louse, and my hobby the Concord Grape as a stock.-

AlFkesco, Neic Jersey/, U.S.

CHEMISTRY OP MANUEE.
Though agreeing with " J. S. K." in the main, yet I cannot

accept all the dicta of agricultural chemists as to manures. I
know many of your readers will tliink I have a maggot in my
brain on this subject, and I am only now m a measure repeat-
ing what I have already said. There is a degree of simplicity
in valuing manures altogether by the nitrogen they contain,,

that seems to recommend itself on this score. Plants cannot
absorb nitrogen from the air—plants require nitrogen for their

growth—ammonia contains nitrogen—therefore nitrogenous
manures are valuable in proportion to the ammonia or nitrogen
they contain. There is something delightfully simple and easy
in this mode of argument ; but I must say, the more I see, the-

more I hear, and the more I read on the subject, the less con-
vinced I am it is true. Granted (which is not yet proved, and
difficult to prove), that plants cannot assimilate nitrogen from
the air—but stiU gi'anted, for the sake of argument, that they
cannot—is it to be supposed that when growing plants on an
average contain only about 2 per cent, of nitrogen and 50 per
cent, of carbon, farmyard manure, for instance, is to be valued
merely for the nitrogen when it is rich in carbon in a form
easily assimilated, and rich, too, in all the mineral mgre-
dients in a soluble, or rather in a minutely subdivided form,
as they have already been absorbed and assimilated by other
plants ?

Is it not true, also, that all nitrogenous manures are easily

decomposed ? and may we not argue that just as food which
is most easily digested forms the most useful and necessary
food for man, so those manures which are most easily decom-
posed form the most necessai-y food for plants ? Ammonia is

an alkali, a powerful solvent for all forms of carbon. Carbon,
we are told, can be taken in by the leaves ; but leaves give off

carbonic acid as well as absorb it, and it is veiy questionable
whether they do not give off quite as much as they assimilate-

for the plant ; and it is more than probable that the greatest

bulk of carbon—more than half the weight on an average of

all growing crops—is taken in through their roots. Hydi'ogen,.

too, is found in growing plants in a gi'eater proportion than
nitrogen, not merely as H —that is, in combination with
oxygen as water, but in addition. Persons are apt to say this

hydrogen is easily obtained from water by decomposition ; but
is water easily decomposed ? By no means. It is this valuable
property of water which makes it so useful {is a solvent, tliat

nearly all chemical salts, spirits, sugars, &e., ai'C soluble in
water without abstracting either the oxygen or hydrogen in it.

Potassium and sodium are nearly the only known substances
which have so great an affinity for oxygen as to decompose
water, which they do by hberating hydrogen. We can also

decompose water by means of powerful galvanic batteries
; but

as a general rule, it may be said that when once hydrogen and
oxygen have entered into combination to form water there is

no more stable element. I cannot see, then, that the hydrogen
which exists in plants in combination w-ith other chemical
constituents besides water, can be easily obtained by the de-

composition of water ; and 1 believe that one of the important
properties of ammonia, which is readily decomposed, is to give

a plant hydrogen as weU as nitrogen.

Again, if we make nitrogen the basis on which to reckon the
value of manure, what becomes of carbonate of lime, super-

phosphates, common salt (chloride of sodium), potash, a most
powerful manure, and other chemical manures which contain
no nitrogen at all? I cannot agree, then, with "J. S. K."
that " soot, malt sweepings, nitrate of soda, sulphate of am-
monia, guano, all simply depend, or nearly so, on some form
of nitrogen for their efficacy. For instance, soot contains
carbon in a highly divided, highly soluble form, besides other-

important salts. JIalt sweepings contain no great amoxmt of
nitrogen but a great amount of easily decomposed carbon. I
need not, however, dwell upon this.

Iron is certainly an important ingredient in the colouring^

matter of plants, and, though it is very difficult to prove, I
cannot help believing that there are certain substances which
are taken up by the plants in their sap which may be valuable

in helping the plants to assimilate other food, just as many
medicines are found to be useful in the human system which
are not assimilated into the system, or, at all events, arc not
necessary to the human system. We know that plants can
take soluble substances not necessary to their existence into
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fheir tissues through the sap, as expcrimeuts to that effect

have beeu tried with colouring matter ; but I do not think our
chemical experiments with respect to the physiologj- of plants

arc sufficiently adrauced to say whether certain substances

may not act at times as stimulants to growth as well as being

built up as food ; and I am strongly convinced that ammonia
itself acts as a stimulant, and helps in that way to induce
gi-owth, just as much as heat and moisture do.

I will not add more on this head as it is only speculative,

but let me repeat one argument mth respect to nitrogen that

I have already used in your columns, and that is, that as

nitrogen is the most inert (inactive, that is to say) chemical
agent, as its tendency when in combination is always to set

itself free again, when it constitutes four-fifths of the air we
breathe, and is only of use as a dUuent to mix, as it were, with
the oxygen to prevent the oxygen being too powerful—just as

we mix water with brandy to make it less injurious—it is con-
trary to the whole course of natiu-e to put plants and animals
in the midst of this superabundance of nitrogen, to find only
a small proportion of it in theii' systems, and yet to argue that
the value of manures and foods depends on this nitrogen. Is

it not much more likely that it is only relatively of value,

because all substances winch contain it are easily decomposed ?

—C. P. Peach.

Peristrophe salicifolu aureo-variegata.—This has beeu
flowering freely in the stove here all winter. I had a few small
plants last autumn which were placed in the stove to get up a

stock of it by spring for trial in bedding-out, when, to my sur-

prise, it commenced flowering. The flowers are of a bright

rose colour, but rather insignificant, yet looking extremely
pretty mixed with more gaudy flowers in winter. It is worthy
of a place among choice plants owing to its lovely foliage ; the
leaves are deep green with a golden band in the centre. The
plants here are growing in peat and sand. It is a Javanese
plant.

—

James Shith, E.rton Park, Rutland.

KEEPIXG GEAPES IN BOTTLES OF WATEE.
We have received from Mr. Nesbit, gardener to Sir T.

Wlnchcote, Bart., Aswarby Hall, Lmcolnshire, specimens of

Lady Do'mie's and Muscat of Alexandria Grapes, the former of

wliich has been cut and kept in water for sixteen weeks, and
the latter eighteen weeks. Both were as plump and firm as if

they had been recently cut from the Vine, and were equally
succulent ; but there was an evident loss of flavour. The per-

fume had quite or all but left the Muscat of Alexandria, which,
so far as flavour went, might have been White Tokay ; and Lady
Downe's were sweet without bouquet. Notwithstanding these

evident deficiencies both sorts were in the most perfect state of

preservation, and served as a sufiicient proof that the method of

keeping Grapes in water-bottles during winter, though at the ex-

pense of flavour in the fruit, affords the advantage of enabling
the fruit to be gathered and stored early, while it is preserved
in a condition to be served at table as fresh in appearance as

when taken from the Vine.

We shall be very glad to receive any information on this

.subject from those who have practised this plan. A week or
two ago we gave a description of the arrangements for this

purpose in the gardens of Earl Brownlow, at Belton, where the
quantity of water taken up by the Grapes was so great as to

burst the berries.

—

Eds.

I H.AVE kept Grapes , Lady Downe's principally, with the ends
•of the bunches inserted in bottles of water, for four seasons,
and they have kept as well as when left on the Vine. The
room in which they are is dark, very little ventilated, and
warmed by one of Joyce's patent stoves, in which specially pre-
pared charcoal is burned to keep the frost out, though in severe

weather the thermometer has sometimes registered 30° Fahr.,
or 2" of frost. I cut the Grapes between Christmas and New
Tcar's-day, and this year I took six very large bunches of

Gros GuUlaume, about thirty of Lady Downe's, and twelve of

Mrs. Pince. Clear glass bottles are the best to use, as those made
of opaque glass cannot be refilled without spilling the water.
Mr. Moore says, " Many gardeners of standing doubt the
possibility of Grapes taking up water." There is no doubt that
they do take up water, as the bottles in which the stalks of
Lady Downe's and Mrs. Pince were inserted required refilling

twice a-week, but as soon as a bunch was cut the waste of

water in seven days was scarcely perceptible. As bearing

somewhat on Mr. Ferme's statement, the waste of water from
the bottles in which were the Gros Guillaume was very little in
proportion to that from the bottles in which were Mrs. Pince
and Lady Downe's. The reason of this was soon apparent, as
the footstalks began to shrivel, and every one of the bunches
soon had the appearance of shanking.
The berries are still plump, but, as maybe expected, no water

is now taken up. The stalks of the other two sorts still remain
fresh, and the berries still continue to absorb the same quantity
of water. I have never weighed any bunches myself before
hanging them up, but it woiild be interesting to do so, then
weigh the water they absorb, and afterwards weigh the bunches.
I always use rain water with a few lumps of charcoal in the
bottle, and have never found the berries crack. I think the
system a good one, a great boon to gardeners, and a great saving
of fuel to employers. I hope others of our readers will give their
experience.—J. Docglas.

BOX-EDGING AND THE TEEE BOX.
Amongst the many excellent maxims and the sound practical

advice which the worthy writer of " Doings of the Last Week"
from time to time places before us, there is one to which I am
strongly disposed to make an exception, and that is the trim-
ming of Box-edgings. " E. F." recommends this to be done in
the spring, which is, no doubt, the time most suited to the
welfare of the plant, but certainly not the best for cutting in
order to secure a neat edging dm-iug the greatest number of

months in the j'ear. I make this statement on the assumption
that the Box is only cut once a-year, which, with the slow-
growing variety generally used for edgings, is in most cases
suflicient. If the cutting is done at the end of March or in
April, the Box will begin to grow again soon afterwards, and
by July wiU have attained nearly its fuU growth, in which con
dition it must remain till the following March or AprU. Now
although I by no means approve of close-shaven Box-edgings
but rather of those which have been trimmed by means of a
kind of knife-pruning, still this last mode can only be adopted
where the quantity is limited or labour easily obtainable.

Assuming, therefore, that the shears have to be used (and I
have even known the scythe), the time and mode of doing it,

so as to insure the shortest possible period of unsightliness,

appears to deserve attention.

In my practice the best results have been from the cuttings
done in the middle of summer rather than from those made in
the spring. At the end of June or thereabouts, when the
growth of the season is about half made, the Box should be
cut in dull weather, by which means the browning of the newly-
exposed leaves by the sun is avoided. When after-growth sets

in it gives to the edging the appearance of having grown the
required height and width, instead of having been trimmed to

it. It quickly attains this condition if the weather be at aU
favourable, and from the month of August tUl the following

May remains in a great measure stationary.

This practice has its drawbacks, for, as showery weather
does not always happen when wanted, I have often had to

wait tOl late in July, and on one or two occasions later than
that. I always try to have it done in time to allow of a little

after-growth, as it is more pleasant to look upon this than for

a long time on a saw-cut edge. The cutting of it in moist
weather can usually be effected by a httle management, and
the result will be satisfactory, as it is surprising how quickly

the Box recovers its proper hue again compared with what it

does in dry weather.

It is much to be wondered at, that of the many plants added
to our various lists of the useful and ornamental classes there

has not been one to compete with the dwarf Box as an edging
of a durable kind ; but there are more varieties of Box than one,

and now and then an inferior kind gets mixed with the other.

In this case the dwarfest variety does not re(iuu-e much clip-

ping for some two or three years after being planted ; whereas
a stronger grower rushes up several inches high at once. The
tree Box proper is also a shrub deserving of cultivation, as it

excels in hardiness that of most others. Unfortunately it is

of slow growth, and is, therefore, less planted than it ought to

be ; but there are places for which it is especially fitted, par-

ticularly where rabbits abound ; and althoiigh I have seen
Berberis Aquifohum and the common Yew destroyed, and the

Rhododendron much injured by these vermin, it is rarely in-

deed that they attack the common tree Box.

It has often been a mystery to me from whence the Box-
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wood is ottaiued for the mauj- purposes it is said to be applied

to. Toys, mathematical instruments, blocks for engi-aving,

and a multitude of other articles are made of this choice wood.

I believe in years gone by Turkey, Asia Minor, and adjacent

countries fm-uished supplies, and perhaps may do so yet.

—

J. EOESOK.

GRAFTING THE WALNUT.
As the Walnut wUl not admit of being grafted after every

ordinary method, we have tried several others, and have suc-

ceeded in effecting what the Society of Agriculture wished, by
means of the same treatment as that to which the Oak and the

Vine show themselves amenable—a graft in the cleft of a fork.

It should be doue in the spring, just as the sap is beginning

to flow, and the buds to swell. The grafts are branches of the

]irevious year kept alive in a dark place among gravelly sand,

which does not become so day as common earth. The union of

two kinds whose course
of growth is uneijual

should be avoided, the
graft being, in eveiy
case, of a kind coeval

or less advanced in its

nature than the stock.

It should be from 3 to

Cinches in length, and
cut at the end into a
triangular shape—as in

the case of a common
giaft, and placed in a
cleft made by splitting

up the stock as far as

the centre of the knot
formed at the forking
of two branches. These
branches should be
shortened to about
10 inches, and the
."•hoots ivhich srise

from them pinched as

the buds of the graft

progress, taking care
that the earlier leaves

are left to draw up- the
sap, which they do
without starving the
graft. In the following
August the snags of the
stock may be lopped
of}' close to the graft,

when the scars w ill heal
before the fall of the
leaves.

If the graft be too
pithy the cut should be made diagonally, so as to resemble the
mouthpiece of a flute, and the bark of the projecting side
trimmed off as far as the sapwood. In this case the stock
should be cut obliquely, and not vertically. A graft of two-
years-old wood at the base will do verj' well for making the cut
upon ; but if it be of wood only a year old, care should be taken
that it have a terminal bud. The fork in the stock can always
easily be obtained by pruning or pinching the leader at the
height intended for grafting.

—

Chakles Baltet (in liidhtin du
Circle HorticoU).

THE EOYAL HOETICULTUBAL SOCIETY AT
BIEMINGHAM.

Messes. J. C. 'Wheei.ee & Sox, Seed-growers, of Gloucester
and London, have placed at the disposal of the Local Com-
mittee for the Bmningham Show of the Eoyal Horticultural
Society, the sum of ten guineas, to be oiiered for the best col-

lection of plants in pots, in bloom, bearing sweet-scented
flowers, such as Eoses, Lilies, Honeysuckles, Stocks, Jasmines,
Mignonette,- Violets, Carnations, Pinks, &e., ornamentally
gi'ouped.

should have ample funds at their disposal, would it not be ad-
visable to open a few classes in which prizes should be offered

for manufacturers only, of some of the leading articles ? for

example, lawn mowers, garden rollers, garden engines, garden
seats, vases for different purposes, flower pots ornamental and
otherwise, collections of spades, forks, hoes, &c. In addition
to these prizes the Judges might visit the stands of all othei-

exhibitors and distribute prizes to articles of merit not in-

cluded in these classes.—H.

It will have been noticed that a resolution was passed at the
public meeting, requesting the Local Committee to give their
attention in a special manner to the exhibition of horticultural
implements, buildings, &c. If the Special Prize Committee

AMONG THE CONIFERS.- -No. 3.

Near large towns where the ah' is tainted with smoke-
Conifers win not thrive. Exist they certainly will, but then-

begrimed attenuated appearance is not such as to add to the

beauty of the spot on which they are planted. To be callci

handsome a Conifer should be clothed at the base with a mass
of thick foUage, and should rise upwards, tapeiing gracefully,

and being perfectly wanting in heaviness or formality.

When walking lately through a nursery near London, I
noticed that whilst the Conifers were in poor condition some
large breadths of hybrid and Pontieum EhodoJendrons and.

green HoUy were in excellent health. It is worthy of note

that two such valuable shrubs thrive so well under conditioas

tiying to the health of most hardy plants.

The various shades of the foUage deserve more attention

than has hitherto been given them, as by judicious care in

arranging them most charming combinations may be wrought
out. Light and shade may here have fuU play, the sombre
hue of Taxus baccata, the common Enghsh Yew, finding ample
relief from the glaucous foliage of Picea nobUis, or losing aU
its heaviness when contrasted with the bright-toned Chinese
Juniper—one of the hardiest and most beautiful evergreens in

cultivation. Such Pinuses as muricata and insignis with their

pleasing green, the Heath-like Eetiuospora ericoides, the varie-

gated Biota orientalis elegantissima, and Chamseeyparis
sphffiroidea variegata play an important part here. Floweiing-

shrubs should also be introduced, and the best for this purjjose

are such trees as Acer rubrum, Acer Negundo variegatum,
the snowy Mespilus (Amelanchier Botryapium) (valuable both
for its flowers and the beauty of its foUage in autimin), the-

purple, weeping, and Fern-leaved Beeches, the scarlet and
purple Oaks, coeeinea and nigra, and the variegated Elm
(Ulmus microphylla variegata), a beautiful, but too-httle-knowu
tree, of which there are some fine specimens at The Mote, the

seat of the Earl of Romney, near Maidstone. Then there are

the Weeping Birch, the Fern-leaved Walnut, Liquidamber,
and some of the deciduous Magnohas. With such materials
beautiful groups might be formed.

This is an interesting work which requires more than a mere
superficial acquaintance of the plants on the part of the planter,,

whose aim should be so to arrange them that they shall not
only produce a pleasing effect in the first instance, but also-

annually increase in beauty, individually and collectively. To
obtain such a desh'able result there must be no crowding-
Close attention also should also be given to the habits of growth,
so that they may be graduated from the tallest kinds down to

the front ranks, where even the dwarf Savins, tamariscifolia and
prostrata, find a place as an appropriate edging. Here come
some of the other dwarf-gro^-ing kinds, such as Abies puniila,.

pygmfea, and elegans, the dense clanbrasUiana, the pretty

Thuja ericoides and many of the Junipers, which form an in-

teresting fringe to the taller and more graceful kinds. la
addition to these the foUowing afford a rich variety in form,
colour, and height: — Abies orientalis, the bright-coloured
Thuja (Biota) elegantissima, Chamiecyparis sphteroidea glauca,
Cupressus Lawsoniana erecta "viridis, so fine in form and bright

in colour, Cupressus Lawsoniana gracilis, Juniperus thurifera,

Thujopsis dolabrata, and Abies Albertiana, which with its

pendulous branches rivals that of canadensis. Then there is

the Weeping Spruce (Abies excelsa inverta), the Swiss Stone
Pine (Pinus Cembra), a distinct kind, of a close rigid aspect,,

but -nith its branches so disposed as to foi-m a handsome
pyramid. It is one of those kinds that acquli-e beauty with-

age. Cedrus atlantica, and SaUsburia adiautifolia also deserve

a place. Like the Deodar, Cedrus atlantica varies vei-y much
in the colour of its foUage, being in some instances of a dull

green, and in others of a bright sUvery hue. There are others

not so symmetrical in form, but ha-ving beautiful foUage. The
most remarkable of these are Pinus Benthamiana -with deep green
foliage nearly a foot m length, and Pinus macrocarpa, a valu-

able and distinct variety, having long dense foUage of a greyish
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blue tiut. These two kinds are ilistinct, and of such lo£ty

growth as to be equally valuable for theu- timber as they are

for decorative purposes.

Besides being used for the purposes aheady noticed, many
Conifers may be mtroduced with good effect iuto large rockeries.

All the prostrate dwarf kinds, as the common Savin, the dwarf

Juniper (Juniperus nana), and the somewhat higher but

eiiually spreading Juuiperus squamata, appear to a great ad-

vimtage spreading over and among the rocks. Then, too, the

pretty dwarf Juniperus hybernica compressa, Thuja ericoides,

and other species of a similar compact dwarf habit of growth.

blend well either with Ferns or Alpine plants among the nooks

and corners of the rocks, while kinds of loftier growth and more
graceful habit form a useful shelter. Whenever trees or shmbs
are jilanted for effect, shelter, or the production of timber, there

some of this useful genus should find a place. Many of them
possess valuable economic properties, but it is improbable that

all these kinds will ever attain so full a development in the

climata of this country as to render the culture of them desir-

able when contemplated from such a point of view. It is,

however, I think, a subject of sufficient interest to merit a

separate paper.

—

Edwahd Luckhubst.

The genus Astrocaryum bel

the order Palraa-

ceie (although I am
not aware that they

are of any value m
an economic poiut

of view). It is

composed of a few
handsome species,

and amongst them
A. mexicanum, a

representation of

which we reproduce

from M. Alphand"s
work, is by no
means the least

elegant.

The species are

all more or less

armed with long,

sharp, and formid-

able black spines.

The genus is dis-

tuiguished by its

unisexual flowers,

which, however, are

not produced on
separate plants, but
really upon the

same spike. The
spikes are simply
branched, and the

female flowers are

confined to the

lower portion, and
the males to the

upper, which would
appeal- to be a wise

arrangement of

Nature to insure

the fertUisatiori of

the flowers, for

were their positions

reversed impregna-
tion would be ex-

tremely problema-

tical. The fruits

are oval and single-

seeded. Ill their

natural habitats

the plants affect

the banks of

streams and large

rivers, and I beUeve they are i

tance from water, which is the

ASTKOCAEYUM MEXICANUM.
.ngs to the Coooerc section of

|
with spines. Astrocaryums are slende

;eldom found at any great dis- I summer ; indeed, in summer it will be

"eneral rule with Palms armed
|
the pot or tub iu a lai-ge pan of water

r-ste:amed plants, carry-

ing extremely
handsome heads
of broadly pinnate

loaves, which, iu

A. mexicanum, are

dark green on the

upper side, and
pure white be-

neath. This spe-

cies is extremely
ornamental iu a

collection of tro-

pical plants, and is

also one of the

best for exhibition,

tither in a coUec-

tiun of Palms or

mixed stove and
greenhouse plants

;

but it wOl never

become a small

amateur's plant, or

a plant for the de-

coration of apart-

ments, for the

simple reason that

it will not long re-

tam its beauty out

of the temperature
of the stove.

The soil best

adapted for Astro-

caryums is a mix-
ture of loam and
vegetable mould iu

the proportion of

two parts of the

former to one of

the latter, adding
sufficient sharp
river sand to make
the whole feel

gritty in the baud.
The young plants

should be potted

firmly ; and taking

iuto consideration

the spiny character

of the plant, it

must be liberally

supplied with water

both winter and
higlily beneficial to place

.—ExrEHTO CilEDE.

DIELYTEA SPECT.

The opeiruig Fruit and Floral Meetings of this year at South

Kensington ai'e already distinguished by their great excellence.

Not only are the classes in which prizes are offered well filled,

but the large and choice coUectious of Orchids and other plants

add very materially to the interest and success of the meet-

ings. There is one notable feature to which I wish to allude

at°tliis time, and that is the choice and interesting collections

of hardy herbaceous plants. Since the bedding-out mania

ABILIS CULTUEE.
' set in, these extiuisite gems of the vegetable Icingdom have to

a very large extent been ignored. There are now, however,

very evident signs of retiuning popularity, and no doubt ere

long nearly eveiy garden will have in some ijuiet nook its

border of choice herbaceous plants. Many of them, though

j

hardy, aie amongst the most useful of our decorative plants

!
in-doors, and, with a httle forcing, the season of flowering is

! much prolonged. What would our greenhouses and coueerva-
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tories be early in ppriiig without a few jjlants of the Hoteia

japonica, with its gracehii snow-white inrtorescence, or with-

out that fexquisite little gem the Lily of the Valley ?

Another Teiy useful subject, and a queen amongst herbaceous

JiUutsi is the Dielytra spectabilis. A class was specially pro-

vided for tins flower at the February meeting of the Eoyal

Horticultural Society, and well deserving it is of a class all to

itself, for when well grown there are few more beautiful objects

than this ; several collections were staged at the meeting, but

all of them were far behind what the plant is capable of being

grown to. I well remember the fine plants of it which used to

be exhibited at a small provincial exhibition in Scotland some
fifteen or twenty years ago, each plant being furnished with
several dozens of gracefully-drooping racemes of its pendant
bright rose-coloured flowers. Perhaps Mr. Wemyss, of the

gardens, Springwood Park, Kelso, could tell us how they were
grown. Each of liis plants was a good load for a couple of men.
The Dielytra is, properly speaking, a hardy herbaceous plant,

and to grow it successfully it should be treated as such. About
the first week in February is a good time to propagate stock.

The method of procedru'e is this :—Lift an old plant from the

open border ; it may have a score of crowns, more or less. By
this time they will have pushed 2 or 3 inches ; they should be
cai'efuUy divided with a sharp knife, a small portion of roots

being attached to each. The small plants may be treated in

two ways : they may either be planted out at once in the open
ground, or each crown may be potted separately in a small pot,

and placed in a cold frame, or they will root and grow more
freely if placed on a slight hotbed. After the plants are well

established and duly hardened-off, they should be planted-out
in the open ground. Previous to doing this, the ground should
be well trenched and enriched with a Uberal application of

manure, as the Dielytra is a gross feeder, and its fleshy roots

penetrate deeply into the ground. These plants will be useful

for flowering the following season in small pots.

If the plants are required to attain a large size they should
remain undisturbed in the same position for three or four

years. They will flower beautifully in the open ground every
season in May or June. Being a native of Siberia, the Dielytra
is (luite hardy, and requires no protection whatever in winter.

I have seen it succeed equally well in light and heavy soils.

The best iiottuig material is a compost of four parts turfy

loam, one of leaf mould, one of rotted manure, with a small
proportion of silver or river sand if the loaru is heavy. In
forcing, the temperature should not be liigli until the plants

ai'e fairly stai-ted into growth, and they should be set close to

the glass ; if otherwise placed they are apt to become di'awn.

—J. DOUOLAS.

LATE GEAPES.
Me. Donaldson's experience with Mrs. Piuce, and Mr. Free-

man's with Madresfield Court Grapes, have much interested

me, and no doubt all your gardening readers as well. The
difference of opinion which exists with respect to the keeping
qualities of these and other late Grapes has struck me as re-

markable. In some places the varieties named are highly
prized for their free setting, or freedom from small benies, and
sound late keeping, whilst in others small berries or unsym-
metrical bunches predominate, and the berries shrivel if left

on the Vines beyond the commencement of the new year.
What is the cause or causes of such a difference in the result,

experience alone can tell us, and I am therefore glad of the
observations of Mr. Douglas, Mr. Eecord, and of " W. D. C."
(page 59). It is very desirable that those having to supply
Grapes of last year's growth after January 1st should state the
varieties they employ and their opinioir of their keeping.
My experience is not great, but I mil state it. I have a late

vuiery planted as follows from east to west—1, Muscat of
Alexandria; 2, Black Hamburgh; 3, Muscat of Alexandria;
4, Mrs. Pince; 5 and 6, Gros Guillaume

; 7, Bowood Muscat;
9 and 9, Lady Downe's ; 10, Black Muscat of Alexandria (Mus-
cat Hamburgh) ; 11 and 12, Black Hiunburgh. The varieties
are not as contemplated ; what I wished for were—1 , Mus-
cat of Alexandria

; 2, Madresfield Court ; 3,Trebbiano; 4, Mrs.
Pince ; 5 and (i, Gros Guillaume

; 7, Bowood Muscat, or Muscat
Escholata; 8 aud 9, Lady Downe's ; 10, White Lady Downe's

;

11, Black Muscat of Alexandria; aud 12, Alicante. I found
the Vines incorrectly labelled, and as tliey had evidently been
planted as ticketed, the Trebbiano, etc., were in an early house.
The latter, though ripened in July, is yet firm and crackling.
We did not commence cutting until the middle of December

last, and all were jslump and sound then, without so much as

a damped or shrivelled berry. I do not consider, until we
have passed November, or until the leaves fall, that fire heat

affects the keeping of Grapes. The first Cirapes to show
symptoms of shrivelling were Muscat of Alexandria and then
Mrs. Pince, neither being presentable after Christmas-day,
Bowood Muscat could barely pass muster on New Yeai''s-day

;

Black Hamburgh, also Black Muscat of Alexandria, keep sound
until the close of January, the latter kind being the better of

the two. I am here referring to then' previous beha\iom'.

Judguig from my Vine of Mrs. Pince, the variety is not to be
compared with Black Hamburgh for keeping, nor is it nearly

so profitable, for it always has a majority of small berries.

It is, however, a fine-flavom-ed Grape. Lady Downe's keeps
sound and plump past March, aud Gros Guillaume is then by
far its superior as regards flavour and juiciness, being with me
the finest late Grape.
For a supply of Grapes frojn the end of September to the

New Year no variety sm'passes Black Hamburgh, with Muscat
of Alexandria as a white Grape : but they should be grown in

separate structiu'es, for the Etamburgh requu'es less heat than
the Muscat. The Hamburghs should be thoroughly ripe by
the middle of September, and the Muscats of a deep yellow-

colour. It is weU known that unless Grapes are well ripeuedl

they will not hang for any length of time in a soimd condition-

It is questionable if there are any two Grapes equal to these,

taking into consideration certainty of crop and quality of pro-

duce. If a black Cirape with a Muscat flavour be wanted, Mrs.
Pince is a finer-looking one in bunch, size of berry, and colour

than Black Muscat of Alexandria, aud will suit those who like'

firm flesh. It also retains its flavour longer. Black Muscat
of Alexandria, however, is a valuable Grape, and will pass the
New Year in a sound state better Avith me thair Mrs. Pince,

which I find is the worst-setting of any
;

yet I have seen
Mrs. Piuce very fine, and our Vine being young another seasou
may entirely upset prior conclusions. Madresfield Court I havo
seen very fine late in autumn, but I have no experience of it.

Though agreeing to some extent with " W. D. C." that the

keeping quality of Grapes is not dependant on the amount.of
saccharine matter which they contain, it is certaiu that the

development of the saccharine matter is dependant on the
ripening, aud if this is not complete the prospect of the Grapes'

late-hanging is small. The saccharine matter is greatest in

the kinds that shrivel the soonest—namely, the Muscats, and
unless it is well developed they wiU not keep, but will soon
damp. AVheir the ripening of such kinds as Lady Downe's is

not very complete from want of sun in the autumn, or when
it is not finished till late, the thick slcin of the berries is not
proof against shrivelhng at the points of the berries, the part,

near the footstalk remaining plump and souird.
" W. D. C." considers " the latest section must be filled upi

with Lady Downe's without any other ^)lack Cirape." It is

undoubtedly the latest-hanging of aU, yet I see in Ciros Guil-

laume merits which Lady Downe's does not possess—iramely,

very much larger bunches and berries, considerably more juice,

not nearly so thick a skin, aud flesh (as Mr. Eivers would" say
of the Pear) more melting ; Lady Downe's being so firm as to

be little better than iudiarubber.

I consider we have five Cirapes that will hang quite long
enough. Those are black Lady Downe's, Alicante, Gros
Guillaume, White Lady Downe's, and Trebbiano, which is a
good match for Gros Ciuillaume, as Lady Downe's is for its

white namesake. In a house for fm-nishing Chapes from De-
cember to May I should plant these five varieties to the exclu-

sion of all others. I have seen the original Lady Downe's with
fine clusters of plirmp berries at the end of April.

—

Ct. Abbey.-

THE MANURES FOR CARROTS.
By CiiinBEKT AV. Joknsox, F.E.S.

The amount of Carrots grown in our i.sland is haivQy so con-
siderable as the value of the root for feeding purposes would
lead us to expect. In the year 1870 there were in all England
only 13,832 acres grown, in Wales 351, and in Scotland only
1076 acres. For this very limited growth there are, probably,
one or two reasons. 1, CaiTots ai-e supposed only to succeed
on certain deep sandy loams ; and 2, It has been doubted
whether we well understand the best kind of manure for then-

growth. Some late researches cir this very considerable
question are, therefore, well worthy of the reader's careful

study. From the general results obtained from these most
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valuable inquiriei?, it would seem that those fertiliKers in -which

ammonia is copiously iireseut produce the best crojjs of Car-

rots. Let us remember what has been done in this inquiry in

Scotland. It is not very long since that the HiKhland Society

awarded their gold medal to Mr. J. Stevenson, of Cumnock,
for his experiments on this root (Tranx. Hipli. .S'oc, vol. 1SG4,

p. 14<)). He found that the best soil for the Carrot is a sandy

loam, either naturally deep or made so. The farm manure for

it—thirty to forty loads per acre—should be ploughed-in during

the early winter ; that of the horse is very excellent for this

root. Mr. Stevenson adds -4 cwt. of guano, and 6 cwt. of salt

;

at Cumnock the Altriucham Carrot seed (8 to. 10 lbs. per acre)

is not sown till after th , middle of April. The Long Red
Altriucham, when a large crop, produces from 15 to 20, the

common Red Altriucham from 11 to 14 tons per acre. From
the result of his trials, Mr. Stevenson concludes that 35 tons

of horse dung a year old, five hundred gallons of tank urine,

4 cwt. of guano, and G cwt. of salt per acre is the best dressing,

and that fresh-made farmyard dung, or cow dung, or ashes,

are not so suitable for Carrots. Soot is an excgUent manure
for Carrots (soot contains a considerable amount of ammonia)

.

The farmer will find, in using soot, that its effect on light soils

is materially increased by adding to it from eight to ten bushels

of s.ilt per acre.

Then we have the report (Mark Lane Expresx) of the trials

of Mr. C. D. Hunter, in the season of 1871, upon Mr. W. Law-
son's, Blennerhasset Farm. The results of his trials are given

in the subjoined table :

—

Manures per acre

1. Nomanui-e
2. Superphosphate 6 cwt., rauria:e of

potash 2 cwt., aud Kulphate of

ammonia 3 cwt
S. Same as No. 2, but ouly 2 cwi. of

sulphate of ammonia
4. Supci-phosphate 6 cwt., and sul-

phate of ammonia 2 cwt
5. Rupei-phosphate 6 cwt., and munate

of potash 2 cwt
C. Superphosphate 6 cwt., Bait 2 cwt.,

sulphate of ammonia 2 cwt
7. Supei-phosphate 6 cwt., sulphate of

magnesia 2 ci^i;., and sulphate of

ammonia 2 cwt

Cost of
Manure.
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form, is a good raeilium, but at night it should range from
40' to 50'. Beware of the danger of frost. Many house-
keepers, in letting their fires go out at night, often forget their'

plants, and in the morning awake to find a sudden change of

weather, frost on the window pane, and their plants tipped

also. It is a safe plan to throw newspapers over the plants
between them and the window.

All plants suitable for greenhouses needing much heat,

sliould be avoided for ordinary parlour culture ; only the more
simple plants that can be easily managed should be used, but

Geraniums, Azaleas, Daphne, Yellow Jasmine, Oxalis, Fuchsia?,
are always desii-able and ea.'ily managed.
The design of a window garden of which we give a drawing,

is one actually in ufp. The bow window is about C feet wide
and 3 feet deep. A doulde stand has been made to fill it up,
and the boxes inside are lined with zinc, illled with compost,
and covered with moss. A wii'e framework is placed in front

for ornament, and from the centre and sides rises an archway
of wh'e whereon are growing some cUmbmg Vines. The plants

placed in these boxes are Madeira Vuie,Maurandyas, Mexican

Cobspa, Calla, Roses, Carnations, Fuchsias, Amaranths, Coleus,
and Begonias.
The hanging vase over the centre arch contains a plant of

the Coliseum Ivj'. On a bracket just at the edge of the window

sashes is a dish of Ferns. At the left hand is a hanging basket
filled with Moss, and plants of the Oxalis and Tradescantia

;

another basket at the right contains the Ice Plant, as well as

the Tradescantia.

—

[Tlie Horiiculturisi.)

These plants are much closer allied and associated in many
ways than the uuscienced reader may suspect. The botani.s't
places them in the same natural order—Solanacea». The che-
mist shows that they each contain an alkali, poisonous to some
animals—solanine in the Potato, and nicotine in the Tobacco.
They were brought into use ahnost simultaneously, and by the

POTATOES AND TOBACCO.
same man. Theh' use was at first opposed and neglected, and
now theu' consumption is among the largest of all vegetable

products. The duty paid last year on Tobacco was £6,613,668,

and although more than one and a half million of acres are

annually occupied by crops of Potatoes, yet there are also im-

ported annually about one million and a half cwts. of this
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tuber. Tobacco has become tlie greatest leaf-luxury of life,

and the Potato "the bread-root" of the British Isles. The
luau who iutrodnced their use into our native islands was Siit

Walteii Ealf-oii ; I spell his name as he spelt it himself. To
detail the events of his biography would not be suitable to your
columns, but I must note a tew relative facts and traditions.

When at Bictou last year I looked down from the Tower in

tlie lower plantation upon Hayes Barton and its suiToundiugs
—a combination of one of the most beautiful seacoast and
land views in South Devon. Hayes, in 1.552, was the birth-

place of Sir Walter Ealegh. It is near to a large wood of that
name, which adjoins the village of Yettington, and is about
half a mile from the western entrance to the Bicton demesne.
The house is now occupied by one of the tenantry on the EoUe
estate, and is distant somewhere about one mile from Budleigh
Salterton, in a south-westerly direction. There are several

antique chairs in the Swiss cottage in Bictou arboretum, which
are said formed part of the propertj' of Sir AYalter, and they as

weU as a bust of Sir Walter, are placed in a niche of the tenjple.

It is disputed whether Sir Walter introduced the Tobacco
plant into England, but Stowe sa>s that he fii t mile luiown
the smoking of "the weel James I when all men
wondered what it meant,"
detested frantically " the
precious stink," as he
cdls it in his " Counter-
blast to Tobacco," and
so iuveterately pui'sued

measures to prevent its

use, that the tradition is

that Sir Walter, who was
a smoker, was obUged to

row to a rock in the river

Dart to use his pipe, and
the place is still knowni
as " Su- Walter Ralegh's
Rock." He was a snuft'-

taker also, and the box
from wliich he took a

pinch when about to kneel
down before the beads-
man was disposed of for

£C at the sale of the late

Duke of Sussex's personal

property. Su- Walter's
having introduced Tobac-
co would not aid those who
endeavoured to move the

king to save him from
execution. So offensive was it to that most selfish and weakest
of nionarchs, and so general had the use of " the weed " become,
that the Cambridge University authorities wained scholars in

1614-15 not to go into a " Tobacco shop," nor " to take

Tobacco in St. Marie's Church, or in Trinity CoUedge Hall,"

during the king's visit. One of Sir Walter's residences near
Loudon was the house now known as the Pied Bull Inn, at

Islington. There is an engraving of this house in the sixty-

first volume of the •• Gentleman's Magazine," and then, 1791,
in one of the rooms a coat of arms had upon it a Tobacco
plant between two sea horses. I now pass to the association

of Sir Walter with the Potato, and relative to this I have
nothing to add to the following notes published by me some
years since.

The positive testimony of Gerard proves that the Potato
was forwarded to him from Yirginia ; and how they reached
that province of North America will be made to appear pro-

bable by the suggestions of Humboldt. Gerard, we may con-

clude, received the tubers from some of the settlers in Yirginia,

who emigrated thither about twelve years pre^^ously, in 1584,
under a patent granted by Queen Elizabeth to Sir Walter
Ralegh. And thus much is certain, that, in 1C0.3, Sir Robert
Southwell, President of the Royal Society, communicated to

that learned body the fact that his grandfather first cultivated

the Potato in Ireland, and that he obtained it from Ealegh.
Tradition states, further, that Sir Walter himself also had the
root planted on his estate near Youghall, i)i the South of

Ireland ; and that he gave them to his gardener as a desirable

fruit from America. When the berries were ripe in September,
the gardener brought them to his master, with the inquiry of

disappointment, "Sir, are these the tine American fruit?"
Sir 'Walter, either really or pretendingly ignorant of the Po-
tato's habit, desired them to be dug up as weeds, and thrown

away ; but in doing this the tubers were revealed, and found to

be the available produce.
Humboldt rationally concludes that the Yirginian colonists

obtained the Potato from the Spanish settlements, for it is

quite clear thatHt is not a native of Yii'ginia nor even of inter-

vening Jlexico, and that it was cultivated in Spain and Italy

before it was made known in England from Yir'ginia.

Although the Potato was known to Enghsh botanists iu

1596, yet horticulture was too ignorantly practised in this

country to permit its rapid introduction among our cultivated

crops. In 1619 they were here a desued yet expensive luxury

;

for in that year of .Tames I.'s reign, a small dish of them pro-

vided for his queen's table cost l.s'. per lb., when money was at

least twice as valuable as it is now.
Potato cultivation spread rapidly in Ireland ; and it became

established, it is said, in Lancashire, and that portion of our
northern coast still celebrated for its culture, owing to some
being on board a vessel wrecked upon its shore. Y^et the vahie

of the root was not generally known at a still later period, for

in a time of scarcity—namely, in the March of 1G63, it required

to be leconimende 1 as a crop ot national importa'nce in a letter

addiessed to the Eov al Society The writer of this letter was
Mr. Buckland, a Somer-
setslui-e gentleman ; and
the recommendation was
1 eferred for consideration

to a committee by the So-

ciety. The report of that

c mmittee was favour-

able, and the Society not
only urged its cultivation

to landed proprietors , but
requested Mr. Evelyn to

enforce the Society's opi-

nion in his " Sylva," then
publishing under its aus-

pices, although it was no
favourite with him ; for

m 1664, in his " Kaleii-

daiium Hortense," he
sajs, " Plant Potatoes in

February in your worst
giound." Before the

Sylva " appeared —
namely, ill 1664, was
published a pamphlet,
the first devoted to the
subject of cultivating the

Potato, and bearing thi.s

piohx title— England b happiness mcicased, or a sure and easy

remedy against all succeeding dear years, by a plantation of

the roots called Potatoes, whereof (with the addition of Wheat
flour) excellent, good, and wholesome bread may be made,
every year, eight or nine months together, for half the charges

as formerly. Also, by the planting of these roots, ten thousand

men in England and Wales, who know not how to live or what
to do to get a maintenance for their families, may, of one acre

of ground, make £30 per annum. Invented and published, trr

the good of the poorer sorts, by John Forster, Gent., of Har-
.slop, in Buckiughamshu'e."

Notwithstanding the widely-disseminated opinions of the

Royal Society, and there published appeals to the public, the

introduction of the Potato as an object of cultivation was
extremely slow.

Worlidge, in 1687, although he remarked tliat the Potato

was then common in some parts of the continent, merely
suggests that they may be useful for swine or other cattle.

Houghton, writing in 1699, says they were then very com-
mon in Lancashire, being introduced from Ireland, and that

they began to spread over England. The roots were boiled or

roasted, and eaten with butter and sugar !

—

(Collect ions, n.,i68.)

Sharrock, Ray, Lisle, Bradley, Mortimer, etc., writing at the

close of the seventeenth, and early in the eighteenth century,

make most ehghting mention of the Potato ; and even Miller, in

the quarto edition of his dictionary, published as late as 1771,

only mentions the same two varieties, the red and the white-

tubered, which had been noticed by writers a century his

predecessors.

Salmon, who wrote in 1711, speaks of theA'irginian, and the

English, or Irish Potato, as distinct kinds, though his descrip-

tion shows their identity—the only difference being, that the

colour of the skin of the tubers of the first was dirty white, and
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of the second red. " They are only nursed-up in gardens in

England and Ii'eland, where they flourish and come to perfec-

tion, prodigiously inci'easiug to a vast plenty. The roots are
j

hoilcd, baked, or roasted."

—

{Salmon'.-' Herbal, 905.)

London and Wise, in the seventh edition of their " Compleat
Gardener," published in 1719, do not even mention the Po-

i

tato (but it must be remembered that this is only an abridged

translation of M. Quintinye's work, published some years

previously). However, even as late as about 1770, the Potato
was not known generally in our south-western counties. Mr.
Knight, then President of the Horticultural Society, WTiting

in 1831, when he ^yas seventy-two years of age, says

—

"I can just recollect the time when the Potato was unknown
to the peasantiy of Herefordshire, whose gardens were then
almost exclusively occupied by different varieties of the Cab-
bage. Their food, at that peiiod, chiefly consisted of bread
and cheese, with the produce of theu' garden, and tea was un-
known to them. About sixty years ago, before the Potato was
introduced into their gardens, agues had been so extremely
prevalent, that the periods in which they, or their' famihes,
had been afflicted with that disorder were the eras to which I

usually heard them refer in speaking of past events ; and I

recoDect being cautioned by them fi'equently not to stand
exposed to the sun in May, lest I should get an ague.

" The Potato was then cultivated in small quantities in the
gardens of gentlemen ; but it was not thought to afford whole-
some nutriment, and was supposed by many to possess dele-

terious quaUties.
" The prejudices of all parties, however, disappeared so

rapidly, that within ten years tlie Potato had almost wholly
driven the Cabbage from the garden of the cottagers."

—

(KniqliVs
Papers, 319).—G.

WOEK FOE THE WEEK.
KITCHEN G.4RI1EX.

Loosen the surface of the soil amongst all growing crops, to

admit the air and otherwise sweeten it. It is a very good plan
in planting-out subjects that are at all tender at an uncertain
season, to tlu'ow up the gi'ound in good strong ridges mnnrng
east and west, planting on the south side of the ridge. The
plants are thus sheltered from the north winds, and fuUy ex-

posed to the sun. Prepare stations for Caiilitlou-eris and Let-
tuces that have been wintered under glass, selecting a sheltered

deep rich piece of ground. Basil and Marjnrmit may now be
sown in pans in a hothouse. Ground should be prepared for

Carrots, Parsnips, and Oniotis. Trench and othei-wise prepare
ground for plantations of Rhubarb and Sea-kale. Plant the

principal crop of Ashleaf or other eai'ly Potatoes. Make fresh

plantations of Son'el, of which the large French Sorrel is

much the best.

ERCIT G.VEEEN.

Should the weather continue mild the wall trees will requii-e

naihng and pnining. Wliere canvas cannot be obtained, fir

boughs or wooden copings should be employed to ward off the
effects of fi-osts, which an early spring renders both probable
and dangerous. Clear away dead leaves from Strawberrj"
plants, and remove superfluous runners from the Alpine Straw-
beny. All should not be removed, as the runners generally
bear better than the old seedling plants. Gooseberries, Cur-
rants, Filberts, and all standard fruit trees ought to be kept
clear m the centre, so as to have a fuU surface exposed to light

inside as well as outside.

FLOWEK GABDEN.
Proceed with Eose-pruniug, many sorts of which the late

mild weather has already advanced; an exception, however,
may be made of Eoses recently moved. Plant and lay Ehodo-
deudrons. Trained MagnoUas should be secured to the wall,

and Pomegi-anates and tender shrubs uncovered. Conifers

may be planted-out or removed. Edgings required for flower-

beds (such as Box, Thrift, Daisies), should at once be planted,
and Box edgings cut. Plant Pinks, Pansies, and Carnations.
The laying of turf should be gone on with, and all planting
and pruning completed for the present. The Dahlias are now
in fiill course of propagation with the large gi-owers for sale.

The amateur may stiike the young shoots in a common hot-
bed, which, if properly managed, is easily accomplished. The
first thick shoots do not emit roots so well as those which are
more slender ; but, generally speaking, for small establish-

ments it is the best plan to start the roots in heat, and then
divide them, each division having a shoot attached to it. We
are glad to find that the merits of fancy Dahlias are now more

appreciated. Most certainly they have improved much in

form, and what we now want is a dwarf race not exceeding
2 feet in height, for, as they now grow, their large size and
coarse growth necessarily exclude them from small gardens.
Mild showers occasionally would be of service to Auriculas,
and when grown in wooden frames, a brick placed under each
corner whilst the weather is open would contribute to their

health and well-doing. Some people top-dress their plants with
rich and stimulating soil at tliis period, but we do not admire
the system of adding anything stronger than thoroughly-
decomposed cowdung mixed with an equal bulk of decayed
leaves. This will grow them well without any risk of poison-

ing the plants. Eanunculuses may now be planted whenever
the soil is sufficiently diy. Place them in rows about 6 inches
apart, 4 inches from root to root, and cover them with 3 inches
of soil. The seed should be sown in thoroughly-drained pans
or boxes, filled with fine sandy soU and leaf mould. Water
this well the night previous to sowing, scatter the seed on the
surface thickly, and cover very thinly ; then dip a brush in

water and spiiiikle the soil, so that uo seeds are uncovered,
and then place them in a cold frame from which frost is care-

fully excluded.

GEEENHOUSE AND CONSEBV.ATOKY.

No time should be lost in cleaning and pnining the plants

occupying the beds in the conservatoiy, if the season of

floweiTug is to be retarded ; but pruning may be perfomied
later. Orange trees, Lemons, Citrons, Limes, and Shaddocks
.should be cleaned and top-dressed. Fuchsias should be allowed

to-grow, and cuttings obtained as soon as the shoots are suffi-

ciently forward. Pot Pelargoniums, Cinerarias, and Calceo-

larias, and keep them close for a day or two after the opera-

tion. Green fly must be repressed by fumigation. Pot
Verbenas to sujjply cuttings. HeUotropes may also be placed

in heat for the same purpose. Cut those Heaths that have
finished flowering, and clear away all dead flowers. Give air

freely both night and day, but do not allow a sudden cold

easterly wind to seal' and scorch up the plants. The many
beautiful New Holland plants may be expected in fuU flower

at this time. Be very careful for a short time in the applica-

tion of water to plants that have about finished flowering.

The mode of au-iug as directed for Heaths cut back, such
as Epaoris and Pimeleas that ai'e going out of flower, holds

good.
STOVE.

Prepare a dung pit or frame for the gi'owth of young stock

of stove plants, and when the heat is sweet and wholesome
place 2 or 3 inches of cinder ashes over the bed, and as soon
as these are wai-med the place wUl be ready for the reception

of the plants. In places where the more modern method of

gi'owing plants over tank heat is pursued, it will be well to

secure the as-iistance of a Uttle well-fermented dung to plunge
the pots in. I find dung heat will recover plants which, under
any other treatment, would inevitably perish. Some good
stocky plants of Clerodendrons and Ixoras should be potted
and placed in a hotbed of dung. The former delight in a free

open soU, consisting of loam, peat, and leaf mould, with a

little rotten cow dung,' and some charcoal and silver sand,

whilst the Ixoras flourish in pui'e turfy peat with charcoal and
gi'itty sand. If the plants are well rooted give a hberal shift,

but do not overdo it. In addition to these plants may be
named Dipladenia splendens, Cyrtoceras reflexum, .Allamanda
cathartica and A. gi-andiflora, Luculia gratissima and L. Pin-

ceana. Gardenias, Schubertia graveolens, Stephanotis, &c.

The showy Impatiens Jerdonia; should also be encouraged by
every possible means to make wood, and should be propagated
as quickly and freely as possible, for it is just the plant that is

wanted for autumn decoration, as are such softwooded plants

as Gesneras, Achimenes, &c. In the management of the pit

or house keep a fine gi-owing heat of from 60° to 70° ; shut it

up early in the afternoon, but open the sashes a little before

lea'ring it for the night.

PITS AND FEA3IES.

Attend carefully to the stock of bedding plants, and get

rooted cuttings potted-off as soon as they are in a fit state for

that pur])ose, encouraging them with a gentle bottom heat and
careful management to make quick growth, for after this

season there is no time to be lost with yoimg stock. Tender
annuals must now receive attention. Heat is indispensable to

the raising of these, though not necessarj' to flowering them.
Begin sowing this month, and continue to the end of April in

pans placed close to the glass, in a temperature of from C0° to
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65'. Keep the soil moist, and shade from bright sunshine. Great
care must be exercised to prevent the plants from damping-off
or getting " ih'awn " from want of ah'. As soon as they can
be handled prick-off singly into small pots, or place them
round the edge of a -1-inch pot, plunging them in a gentle
heat till they can be safely trusted in the open borders. They
may also be pricked-out in rows in a spent hotbed, shaded
carefully, and give plenty of air when the weather will permit
of it. It is of the greatest importance to sow early to

secure fine plants and a profusion of bloom.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OP THE LAST WEEK.
By placing our earth in narrow stacks and thatching them

with tui'f, we generally obtain it di'y and sweet enough for

using a year after being so treated. Finely broken charred
rubbish, with lime and soot, wUl be found effectual in keeping
away all obnoxious animals from those spots where they are

hkely to do harm. Sth'red the sui'face soil among vegetables,

sowed Beans and Peas, and prepared the ground mteuded for

roots and Onions. Potatoes we shall plant as soon as the soil

is more mellow and drier. If the weather continue to be wet
sow them in shallow drills, and cover them with such dry
sifted material as charred rubbish.

FRUIT GAKDEX.
Pruning should be done now, as trees are hkely to be weak-

ened if it is put off until late. Wash the earliest Pears and
Cherries, by means of an ordinary syringe, with a solution of

quicklime to keep the birds away. We are keeping back our
orchard-house trees as much as possible, by giving them ah both
by day, and by night so long as we can do so with safety. Soft
soap and quassia water w-Ul destroy the Aphis persiea; should
it make its appearance. The smoke formed by burning tobacco
and bruised laurel leaves together ^vill be found very effective

;

but there should be but few ah'-holes for it to escape by, and
great care should be taken, by covering \rith damp moss, that it

does not break into a flame, as thence comes the hot smoke that
injures the plants. This treatment is generally very success-
ful, as the prussic acid of the lam-el and the nicotine of the to-

bacco, being conveyed into every httle nook by means of the
smoke, are doubly fatal to the insects. It is better to do it

when the buds are just swelhng, as the trees will stand it

better than when they are in leaf and the young fruit is just

set. We prefer several shght smokings to one heavy one, as
the latter is likely to do harm. To thoroughly clean an empty
house the old liiue shoukl be washed oft' by scrabbing and
using boUiug water, and new put on so as to fill iip all cracks
which might serve as harbours for insects or their eggs. We
generally mix a httle lampblack mth the whitewash to lessen
its brightness, and thus reduce the reflection of heat from the
wall, which is sometimes so powerful as to cause burning. A
mixture of softsoap water and sulphur laid along the top
part of the back wall will also be found of use for keeping away
insects.

We have not tried to obtain fruit from Strawberry plants
very early, and have therefore had scarcely a blind plant. No
water should be allowed to remain in the saucer before the fruit
begins to swell ; indeed it would perhaps be better if beginners
kept then- plants altogether on boards.

0KNA3IENTAL DEPARTMENT.
It is better. to keep for a year or two young plants which have

been just bought, and transplant them to theh positions when
wanted, instead of doing so directly they arrive. In the de-
scription of the manner of fixing trees b.y means of fir poles
(page 1.5.5) the word " driven " was incorrectly substituted for the
simple one " sunk "—tliat is, the young Firs are taken up as
roughly as they can be brought away, and placed just as they
are in holes triangularly around the tree that is to be secured.
Tills does away with all the trouble of " driving them in," and
they, as a rule, last much longer than those which are so fixed.

Should the ground be soft the base of the supports can be
steadied by stones placed on the outside of them, if the smaller
ends are jouied to stem of the tree. For smaller trees with
only one pole the same plan may be persisted in—that is, the
sohtary support should be placed in a hole 3 or 4 feet from the
tree in a contrary direction to the prevailing wind. Even hi
this case it is more effectual than if it were diiven into the
groimd near the bole of the tree.

iHc/i-irt.-f.—We repotted and placed in shght bottom heat
small plants just breaking. Large ones kept in a dark shed
had broken so freely as to requhe pruning and then repotting

in fresh soil. Such plants kept hi the dark should be stopped
back rather than pruned, if their owners wish to have a good
display of flowers with but little trouble.

Scarlft Geranium'--.—Put well-top-dressed plants in a httle

dry heat to obtain flowers for cutting. We have found this

tribe invaluable throughout the winter.

Pclurfioniums, Florixts' mid Fancy.—The most forward ones
which we want to blow early will not be repotted, but accele-

rated by means of manure water as soon as the flower-trusses

show. The next lot we wUl repot shortly without stopping
them, whilst the next we will stop once more, after which the
younger plants will come in.

Kept dividuig and repotthig Ferns.
Chrysanthemums.—We will take off cuttings of these in a

few days, as it is weU to get the plants forward for early flow-

ering. Will make preparations for sowing seeds and stiiking

numbers of plants next week. In such duU weather as we
have had cuttings ai'e apt to come weak even with air. The
chief thing is to get them to root downwards without drawing
upwards thin and weak.

Bulbs seem to bloom more easOy than usual this season,

requh-hig less heat than ordinary to bring them in early. I find

it is best to hai'den-off Hyacinths as soon as a few flowers are

expanded at the base, so that when removed to a room or a

house they continue to open, and therefore remain pleasing

for a longer time than when taken when in perfection.

Camellias in flower and opening their buds should be assisted

with weak manure. There are many opinions as to the best

time of potting them. On the whole, we prefer examining
them just when they begin to grow a httle after they have
done flowerhig.—E. F.

TRADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
HaiTison it Sous, Leicester.

—

Select Seed Catalogue.
Laird & Sinclair, Dundee.— Vegetable and Flower Seeds, i(-e.

W. S. Boultou & Co., Rose Lane Works, Norwich.

—

Descriptive
Catalogue of Lawn Mowers, Wire Netting, Implements, tCc.

Alban Goodman, Londonderry.

—

Descriptive Catalogue of
Vegetable, Flower, and Farm Seeds.—Descriptive Catalogue of
Hoses, Fruit Trees, Vines, Flowering Shrubs, tt-c.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
N.B.—Many questions must remain unanswered until next

week.

Books [E. M.L.).—There is no elementaiy book on ffai'deuing with, coloui-ed
illustrations, nor is such a bjok needed. Our* "Garden Manual" details the
cultivation needed. {R, H. C).—"We never heai-d of such a sixpenny bjok on
butterflies. (W. irf«(on).—The '^Handbook of British Plants," by ill-. Not-
cutt, we think will suit you.

Seedling Cineraria (I W. D.).—The colour- is veiy rich, and petals (florets)

stout and fx-ee fi-om notch, hut we can say no more from seeing a single pip.

SooLY QrA Cucumber tCiimbfrhtnd).—It may be cultivated like any other
variety. See puge 130 of om- present volume.

DissoLvaNG Boxes IF. Corbohl).—The meaninj^ of " imleached " is %ex-

plaiued in answer to another con-espondeut. If sulphiu-ic acid is used instead
of the alkaline ashes, the best vessel to dissolve the hones in is an old hogs-
head that is watertight. Yon will requil-e a weight of sulphiuic acid equal to
one-half that of the bones. The finer the bones ai-e, the sooner will they
dissolve.

Watercresses (It. H. C.).—I'ou must use offsets. The mode of cultuie
is described in our No. 474.

M.viDEN Peach in a Pot {A Young Beginner).—Shoi-ten the side shoots to

9 inches and the leader one-third, and if you pinch the young shoots judici-

ously this Slimm er you will have fi-uit next year.

Hardv Conifers {Sitftscrifter).—Gordon's "ThePinetum" -mil suit you.

Plants near Laurel Hedge {A Constant Subscriber).—In so nan-ow a
border as 1| foot we do not think anytbiii;,' will grow, and wo should only
have a marginal line of A'iuca tli /initi^^iinu, wliich would contrast well with
the green of the Laurel. It is <>I littl-j nst. attempting anything in the way
of flowers where rabbits are so destructive, but you may have Geraniums in
the border in summer. If the border had had an east or west aspect we
should have advised Primi-oses, Oxlips, and Violets, and they would do on
tb^ south if they were shaded with gi-ass in summer.

S.U.T FOR ASPAKAOUS (i!. T. S.).—^We consider two diessulgs quite sufli-

cient—namely, one about the middle of Mai-ch, and another the second or
thu-d week in May, each at the rate of half a pound per square yai-d.

Violets for Succession {Idem).—Vfe grow the Single Russian, Czar,
Double Russian, Reiue des Violets, King of Violets, Devoniensis, and Nea-
politan. These include eaily and fate kinds.

CiNER.ARiA Drooping—Potting Achimenes (Antony).—This, no doubt, is

due to the di-y atmosphei-e cau:.ed by the gas, which is veiy injurious to plant
life. Could you not leiive the plants in the window -? Plant the Achimeues
in a pan well drauied, and tilled with a compost of two parts fibrous loam,
one part leaf soil, half a part of silver sand, and the like quantity of sandy
peat, sifting and placing the rough over the di-ainage, and over it the flue soil

to within half an inch of the rim. Then place the roots about li inch apart-
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Ericas byemalis and ciliaris ; EpiphyllumB on stems about a foot high, andMono-
chaittiin ensifemm, are the tio\vci-mg plants we advise. The only plants "ne

prefer to these ai-e Azaleas, which when neatly trained and not too tall are

surpassed by but few floweiiug plants. Of foliage plants we ad\-ise the

following, but they must not he lai-ge:—Bambusa Fortunoi vaiiegata, Cha-

m^erops escelsa, Coprosma Eaueriana variegata, Corypha australis. Dracfena

austr^s, Eurya latifoUa variegata, Isolepis gracilis, Lomatia elegantissima,

Seaforthia elegans, Yucca aloifoUa variegata, Y. filamentosa and variegata,

and Y. quadricolor.

Seeds from Australia (Nelly).—Sow all the seeds you have received, and
when they come up you can, if you lite, retain two of each and dispose of the

rest to friends. All will succeed in a greenhouse, and we will give you some
information respecting them. 1 and 2, Acacias, are mostly fine yellow-flowered

plants. 3, New Zealand Flax (Phormium tenax) is an herbaceous perennial,

baiily in some situations, and a fine ornamental greenhouse plant. 4, Lante-

wo'ni or Grass Tree {Xanthorrhcea hastilis) has a stem like a Palm, with a

head formed of longgiussy leaves, spreading out and hanging down in elegant

eur\-cs. 5, Goodia latifolia, greenhouse evergreen shrub, ^s-ith yellow flowers

in early summer. 6, Hakea eucalyptoides, gi-eenhouse evergreen shrub, with
white flowers in early summer. 7 Vk'e do not know anything of. 8, Callitris,

a coniferous tree that may suit as a small plant for a greenhouse. 9 and 10

we are not acquainted with. 11 and 12, Pittosporum undulatum has white
and green flowers, sweet-scented ; P. nigrescens, brown ; both gieenhouse ever-

green shrubs. 13, Logenoria is a form of Bottle Gourd that requiies to ba
sown in hotbed and grown on until June, when it may be planted against a

fence in a warm situation; it may also be treated like a Vegetable Marrow.
14, Elaeocarpus, gi-eenhouse evergreen tree with white flowers. 15, Goui
(Adanaonia digitata), said in Dr. Hogg's " Vegetable Kingdom " to be the
''greatest vegetable wonder of the world." "We think, however, the seeds you
have imder this name are not correct, as it is a native of Sen^'ambia and
Guinea. 16, You know, of coiu-se, what Clematis is. 17 and 21, We cannot
give any account of. 18, Eucalyptus globulus, greenhouse evergreen tree.

19, Hardenbergia, greenhouse evergreen climberwith purple flowers. 20, Else-

ocarpus, evergreen shrubs, requiring a greenhouse. We should sow all in pots
well drained, and in a compost of two parts sandy peat, one of light fibrous

loam, and a part of sand. Place them iu a hotbed of 70- £o 75-, keep them
just moist, and after the plants show the first pair of rough leaves pot them
off singly, but keep them iu the hotbed until established; then haiden them
off, and remove them to the greenhouse.

WooDLicE IN Sea-kale Pots (Smosh).—The best remedy for woodlice is

to pom* boiling water on them where it can be practised, but in your case we
should be satisfied with taking off the covers of the pots and dusting with
quicklime. We do not know what other means you can adopt without injury

to the Sea-kale.

Mahes of Plants (H. D. Nagh).—One of the narrower-leaved forms c f

Eriostemon myoporoides of De CandoUe^ a well-known greenhouse plant.

Native of Australia.

"POULTET, BEE, AUD PIGEON CKROmCLE.

TRIMMING BIRDS FOR EXHIBITION.
Men who take thml-class tickets yet ride in tirst-class

carriages ; men who utter counteifeit coin ; men who commit
forgery ; and men who trim in any way buds they exhibit for

prizes, are all felons—their crimes are aUke, for they all cun-

ningly and secretly endeavour to benefit themselves by injur-

ing others.

We have spared no one who has been detected in fraudu-

lently trimming his birds, and we have proclaimed the names
of the criminals just as we have often bung up thievish mag-
pies to warn their kindi'ed from similar thefts. Yet bird-

trimmers, hke surviving magpies, are not quite scared from
their felonies.

The bird-trimmers, inde'ed, are rather increasing iu number
and boldness, so that one of our best authorities has written to

us that some stringent measures are needed to protect honest
exhibitors. We hold the same opinion, and we recommend
all committees to have the following clause inserted in their

forms of entry, and beneath which clause each intending ex-

hibitor has to sign his name

—

" I hereby agree that if the birds I exhibit are trimmed they
shall be forfeited to the Committee, to be sold by them, and
the money received for them paid to the funds of the county
hospital, or of some other public charity."

POLAND FOWLS.
As a breeder of those beautif\il Poland fowls during many

years, I cannot refrain from saying a few words in reply to Mr.
Boothby's letter. I think it would be much better, if com-
mittees of poxiltry shows cannot afford a separate class for

each of the three varieties, to reduce the prizes and entrance

fees to enable them to do so. But by all means let us have
separate classes, as I think none of the Poland exhibitors wish
to see the bii'ds all huddled together in one class, which, be-

sides, would increase the labour of the Judges in making the

awards satisfactorily. Like Mr. Boothby, I think that the

good, sound, and clear lacing or spangling should not altogether

be ignored for the large crest.

With regard to the qualities of the three varieties as egg-

producers, I find the White-crested Black the most proHfic,

and next the Silvers. I should not like to see any of them
degenerate at our shows. In my opinion they are the most
ornqmental fowls that go uito a show, and certainly none are

more admired bv visitors.—J. Dean.

LAST YEAR'S JUDGING—RULES.
Among the regulations of our poultry societies the following'

was formerly almost invariably iaserted :
—" Gentlemen of

acknowledged ability and judgment will be appointed to award
the prizes." It is om'ious to observe now with what uniformity

this rule " has become conspicuous by its absence." The
omission of this rule is, I apprehend, one fertile source of the
" wide-spread " dissatisfaction alluded to by your correspon-

dent Mr. J. E. KeU. I lately knew an instance of a person

sending a really good pen of poultry, in excellent condition, to

an exhibition, where they were unnoticed. They had previously

been winners in the keenest competition. The owner was dis-

satisfied, he could attach no blame to the managers, they were
protected by their rule, " The decision of the Judge will in all

cases be final." The exhibitor must bear the disappointment

caused by his indiscretion ; he had sent his birds to a show
where the prizes had been, awarded shall I say? no, dis-

tributed by a gentleman whose ability and judgment were
" unknown to (poulti-y) fame."

1 have for some time past adopted a coiu'se, which if gene-

rally pursued by exhibitors would, I believe, materially lessen

the "wide-spread dissatisfaction." Except under very special

circumstances I never enter my poultry for a show where the

name of the Judge has not either been aimouuced together

with the schedule of prizes, or in an advertisement in the

Journal, previous to the day named for receiving the entries.

If I entrust valuable poultry to the care of a committee and

incur an outlay in enti-y fees and travelUng expenses, I claim

as a guarantee of good faith on their part an assurance that the

prizes shall be awarded by a competent and able Judge. I have
frequently observed that where the name of " our oldest and
ablest Judge " has been announced, a large entry and good
competition have been the result ; on the other hand, when the

name of the Judge has been withheld, a species of mistrust has
been manifest by a coiTespondingly meagre entry. I have, I

think, showed to demonstration that it is to the mutual interest

of both managers and exhibitors that the ablest and most dis-

interested Judges should be appointed. By the adoption of

some such process as I have submitted the " new blood " pro-

posed may exercise a healthy influence on judging, and refieve

our most" popular Judges in some measure of their onerous

duties.

There is yet one stereotyped rule iu the list which needs

amendment. I have had ocular demonstration of the defini-

tion of the words, "None but those actuaUy engaged in the

arrangements of the show wUl be admitted previous to its

opening," &e. Presenting myself for admission to an exhi-

bition on one occasion I found I had mistaken the hour ; a

glass door barred my entiy to the room, but did not prevent

my observing who were the persons actuaUy engaged in the

arrangements. There were the committee and secretaries

actively engaged arranging the numbers of the pens, and all

honour to them. What a staff of assistants they have ! I see

several weU-lmown exhibitors, owners who had charge of theii-

specimens, and, " last but not least," the attendants of certain

famed poultry-yards. See ; one of these latter gentlemen, hav-

ing carefully ensconsed his favourites in theii- pen, is " actually

engaged." A late consignment of buds remain to be placed in

their respective pens. He kindly vohmteers his aid. " Be care-

ful of the taU of that Game cock," I could have exclaimed (he

was removed from the basket so hastily) ; but the bustle of

those actually engaged and the din of the cocks crowing, d-e.,.

would have rendered any advice inaudible. I remain a silent

spectator. The time for the arrival of the Judges draws near
;

the attendant returns to his carefully-attended pen to give the

finishing touch ; with the daintiest morsels he persuades them
to further inflate their well-distended crops (they are of the-

large variety—a well-filled crop is not without its advantage).

A soft clean handkerchief is carefully passed over them, their

wings and tails are re-adjusted, and all is ready for the Judges.

They are detained a few seconds, two or three baskets have

just arrived from a long distance, time enough remains to

place them in their pens, and the Judges commence their

work. The fine condition of the carefuUy-attended pen, the

contented appearance contributed by a well-filled crop, secure
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for them the highest honour. With the limited time at the

disposal of the Judges, they are misled by the unfah- preference

conceded to birds with, perhaps, slipped wings concealed and
wry tails during the time they examine them remaining erect

;

thus they take precedence of the half-famished, late-arrived,

but more perfect occupants of the adjoining pen.

To meet this soui'ce of complaint a rule ought to be in force

compelliug all persons, whether owners or attendants, to de-

liver up their specimens at the doors of the exhibition, and on
no pretence ought an exhibitor to be allowed to enter the show
before the awards are given.

I endorse every word Mr. Kell uses as to exhibiting against

dealers. Only give us an assurance that gentlemen of

abihty who, like one or two of our oldest Judges, exercise a
courteous neutrality to the interest of exhibitors of every grade,

and a guarantee that the same measure of advantage will be
conceded to aU exhibitors alike, and I am sure the result will

be that the winning pens will contain the best birds, and that

the "wide-spread dissatisfaction" will materially decrease.

"Unless some such steps be taken to check the system of " tout-

ing," which has increased so rapidly of late, many honourable
and ardent fanciers wiU be aUeuated from the pursuit of a
fascinating and pleasant pastime.

—

Yebitas.

NEW BOOK.
The lUiistrati'd Book of Poultry. By L. Weight, Author of

" The Practical Poidtnj-Kfcper," dr. Illustrated with Fifty
Coloured P/ofcs of Celebrated Pri^c Birds of Every Breed, kc.
London : Cassell, Fetter, & Galpin.

Most heartily and sincerely do I recommend this work
(Part I. of which is now before me) to our poitltry-fanciers,

breeders, and exliibitors. The size of the number is just that
of our Journal—a convenient size ; and when the fifty numbers
are bound it will form an ornamental as well as suitable book
for the drawing-room table. To speak of Mr. Wright's powers
as a writer is imnecessai-y, but he has evidently become even
clearer in description than formerly. He begins with a chapter
on Houses and Accommodation, giving woodcuts to illustrate

his ideas ; woodcuts of various yards—the smaller ; the larger,

as Mr. Tudman's ; and the largest. Lady Gwj-der's at Stoke
Park. Then we have a plan of Mr. Beldon's poultry house,
once a factory. All these plans are large in size and well drawn.
Chapter II. takes the important subject " The Selection of

Stock." This is a thoroughly practical chapter, and deserves
being studied by those who are not feather-fanciers or exhi-
bitors, but persons desirous of making an honest penny by
poultry ; and I venture to think that poultry as a food question
will be more and more considered in days when all butcher's
meat except pork Is at a famine price. Chapter HI. speaks of

"Feeding and General Treatment of Fowls," in the middle
of which the number ends.
And now a special word for the coloured illustrations. They

are di-awu by Mr. Ludlow, whose spirited and specially life-like

and character-giving Pigeon portraits have adorned our pages.
I have laid the portraits of the Buff Cochin cock and hen in
this No. 1 side by side with every former portrait of the birds
published, and it is wonderful how superior they are. Not
only the outline is accurate, but the expression of the Cochin
face is given with marvellous fideUty. li all the portraits
equal these two, fanciers will have acciuate models up to which
to breed. The tj^ie of the work is bold and clear, and the
printing goes straight across the page, which is always a gain.

Part I. is to be ready for general distribution with the March
jnagazines. No doubt the work will have a large circulation
in both Britain and America. In the latter country poultry is

beginning to be specially studied.

—

Wiltshire Rector.

Poultry and Pkeon Show at Oxford.—It is proposed to
hold a Show in Oxford some time in October. It is supported
with great zeal by several influential gentlemen. Three cups
are already promised. Oxford, from its central situation, and
having railway communication with all parts of the country,
possesses unusual facilities for fanciers sending their stock. A
meeting was held on the 21st, in the Town Hall Buildings, to
choose a committee, elect officers, and provide a guarantee fund.

Eaebits at Northampton.—To show we appreciate the energy
displayed by the Northampton Committee, I have started a
subscription towards an extra cup for Babbits, to be given as

the majority of subscribers think best, and to be competed for

by subscribers only, so that, whatever small amount may be
given, it will enable them to compete for the cup. Let me at

once appeal to all fanciers to help me forward, as the time is

getting on. I have, I am happy to say, met with good success,

and have the followuig promises already made :—Mr. J. Boyle,
jun., 10s. ; Mr. A. H. Fasten, Hull, 5.s. ; Mr. Charles King,
London, 5s. ; Mr. J. Irving, Blackburn, 5s. ; the Northampton
Committee, '7s. 6d. All subscriptions to be forwarded to

—

Mb.
J. Boyle, jun., Blacliburn, Lancashire.

SILVEE DEAGOON PIGEONS.
Having been requested by several fanciers to state my opinion

on the colour of the bar of a Silver Dragoon, I emphatically
state it should be dark brown. In support of this the winning
birds at the following Shows were Silvers, and had dark brown
bars—namely, Birmingham, Any other colour- class, first 18G7
and 1868, first and second 18C9 and 1870, first 1871 (Silver

class) ; first Manchester 1867, Blue or Silver ; first Wolver-
hampton 1868 ; first Bristol 1870 ; second Aberdeen 1870

;

second and highly commended Southampton 1871 ; second
Portsmouth 1872. At the last five Shows all colours competed
together. If this is any precedent to go by, and certaiidy it

must be, then brown, and not black, is the proper colour for

the bar of a Silver Dragoon. Surely no one will say that the
whole of the gentlemen who have judged these Shows gave
prizes to birds that have had wrong-coloured bars ?

Further, I have for the last six years confined myself, as

regards Dragoons, to breeding Silvers, and my experience is,

that to produce a bird with a hght body (nearly white) it is

next to an impossibihty -to obtain the black bar. Moreover,
the winning bhds at such Shows as those I have enumerated,
especially when shown by leading men, ai'e often purchased by
fanciers as stock bu'ds, and when pairing like to like, or even
crossing the Silver and a Blue, their progeny to a certainty

have brown bars ; and as the Sdver is acknowledged as a dis-

tinct colour, and at Birmingham has a separate class, I main-
tain that a Silver should be as distinct, and as far from a Blue
as a Yellow is from a White.—H. Allsop, Birmingham.

MELEOSE POULTRY SHOW.
The sixth annual Show of the Waverley Association was held

in the Corn Exchange, Melrose, on the 15th and 16th inst. The
Hall is well hghted fi-om the roof and very suitable for the pur-
pose. It was quite full of birds, and although some showed
signs of the severe treatment they have had during the season,
the quality was, as a rule, very good.
Adult jborkings were at the head of the list, and the first

prize was awarded to a fine pair of Dark Greys, which also won
the cup, the second prize going to SUvers, which were correct
in all points. In the young class the prizes were awarded in
the same order, both winning pens standing clear of all the rest.

The Spanish class was for birds of any age. The first prize
went to an excellent pair of chickens, and the second to adult
birds; the cockerel in the first-named pen was extremely good. In
Cochins the cocks were by far the best. The hens did not show
so well, but the cup for these and the Brahinas was awarded to

the first-prize Buffs. Only the winning Brahmas were of high
merit. 'The second-prize cock was too yellow. In Game both
the winners were Black Eeds, the second-prize pair being best
in quaUty, but sadly out of feather in tail. In single Game
cocks the first was a Pile cockerel, and the second a Black Eed
cock ; the quahty of both was all that coidd be desu-ed, and the
contest for honours keen. The entries of Golden-spangled
Hamburyhs'v;eTe not numerous, but there were some good birds,

notably the first-prize pen; the hen in this pair was of ex-
traordinary merit. The Silver-spangled were more or less out
of condition, but the Pencilled, which were of both colours,

were exceedingly good. The first-prize birds were Golden, as

nearly as possible faultless, and the second prize went to SUvers.
The piece of plate for Hamburghs was awarded here. In the
"Variety" class Creve-Cteurs were first, and Silver Polands
second, both pens being very good ; the cock in the first-prize

pen was such as is seldom equalled.

All the Bantam classes were large, but many of the birds

would have been quite as well on their walks. In Black Eed
Game the winners were very good, and were the only pens that

were placed at a disadvantage as to hght. In the " Variety "

class. Piles wou both prizes, the first-prize pens being chickens

of extraordinary merit, and the piece of plate was won by them.
In the Bantams, any other variety. Blacks were first and
Japanese second. Among single cocks. Black Eed Game was
first, and a pirre Silver Sebright second.

The Aylesbury and Eouen Ducks were good. The piece of
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plate went to Eouens ; but in the " Variety " class many of the
pens were empty at the time the awards were made. In both
the selling and cottagers' classes many good specimens were
showTij more particularly in the latter class.

In Pitjeons the competition was very close in most of the
classes, that for Fantails being such as is rarely excelled, al-

though with one exception there was nothing of note in the
Nuns, and the timepiece was awarded to the Fantiiils. Pouters
and Jacobins competed together for a piece of plate, which was
won by a capital pen of Eeds of the latter variety. The Pouters
were neither in good show nor clean, except the second-prize
birds, which were very rixntish in appearance. Tui'bits were
not so good as we usually find at Meh'ose, though the first-prize

Yellows Wire very good. The Euglish Owls were good through-
out, and won the cup from the Turbits. Tumblers made a close
run for the position. Two excellent pens of Almonds divided
the honours, and the " Vaa'iety " class gave evident proof of the
need of revision of the schedule, no less than eleven different

varieties competing.
There was a nice show of cage birds, but the entries were not

numerous.
Dorkings.—1 and Cup, J. W. Will, Errol. 2, D. Hardie, Priesthangh, Hawick

he, D. Haiilie ; T. Kaines, Stirling ; D. W. Gellatly, Meigle ; T. H. Heys.
Dorkings.—C/itrfccn«.—l and he, T. Raiuea. 2, D. Hardie. c. Miss Milne,

Otterbuin.
Spanish.—1. D. Wangh, Melrose. 2. H. Wilkinson, Eaibv, Skipton. he, D.

Wangh ; E. Dickie, Bnrnside, Alva, Stirlin?. c, J. Thresh, Brailford.
Cochin-Chin* —1 and Cup, J. W. Will. 2. J. W. Taylor, Low Mills, Ulver-

Btone. he. J. Jamieson, Jedburgh ; R. Reid, Hoileuhirst, Canonbie ; E. Fearon,
Whitehaven.
Brahma Pootha.—1, R. Brownlie, Towneend, Kirkcaldy. 2, T. Raines, he,

3. W. Will ; J. W. Brockbank. The Croft, Kirksanton.
Game.—1, J. Brough, Carlisle. 2, J. W Will. Jic, R. Little, Dilkatree, Long-

town
; J. Campbell, Langbolm ; S. M'CoU, Glasgow.

Game (Any variety).—Cocfc.—l and Cop, J. W. Will. 2, J. Brongb, he, A.
Dewar, Linton, Cluny, Aberbeen. c, W. Scott, Jedburgh.
Hambubghs (Golden-spangled).-1, R. Dickson, Selkirk. 2, R. H. Ashton,

Mottram, Manchester, he, J. W. Will, e, Mrs. B. Sweeten, Pentilh.
Hamburgbs (Silver-spangled).-1, W. R. Park, Abbotsmeadow, Melrose. 2,

Aehton 4 Booth. Broadbotlom. Mottram. he, J. W. Will.
Hamburghs iGi.ld nr SilverpenciUed) — 1 and Cup, W. R. Park. 2, J.

Webster, Weir- ,;. , l.lil k, West Colne. he, W. Clayton, Keighley; J. W.
Will; W. Liii' . i> t heyne, Cowpen; R. Dickson, Selkirk.
Game Ea> i ,.l) — 1, D. Hardie. 2. A. Button, Carolside,

Earlston. i.e. l 1 i i -
. \V. Rogers, Sunderland; R. Brownlie, Townsend,

Kirkcaldy, c, u. .U.M.iau. Jedburgh ; Miss J. M.Frew, Sinclairton, Kirkcaldy.
Game Banta^is (Any other variety).—I and Cup, R. Brownlie. 2. J. Archi-

bald, Earlston (Pile). hCjJ. Robson, Bishop Auckland ; J. W. Brockbank,
Kirksanton (Duckwing) ; W. Bogie, Melrose (Brown Red).
Baxtims (Any vanetv), — Cup, R. H. Ashton (Black). 2. J. Archibald

(Japanese), he, W. H. iRobinson, Long Lee, Keighley (Black) ; T. Watson,
Freeland, Bridge of Earn (Silver (Sebright); K. H. Ashton iBlack); Master A.
Frew, Sinclairton, Kirkcaldy : Lord Polwanh, Mertoun. e, R, Frew ; Misa B.
P. Frew.
Bantams (Any variety).— Cocfe.— Cup, R. Brownlie, Kirkcaldy (Black Red).

2, A. Johnstone, Bathgate (Silver-laced), he, H. H. Thomson, The Oaks,
Sunderland (Black Red) (2); J. Bone, Craigsford, Earlston (Japanese); R.
Brownlie, Kirkcaldy (Pile).

Ducks (.iylesbury).-1 and 2, D. Hardie, Priesthaugb. Hawick, he, G. Dry.
den, Selkirk ; J. Eronie, Palacehill ; C. Little, Woodhouselees Smithy, Canonbie.
Ducks (Ronen).—1, Cnp, 2, and e, D. Hardie. he, H. Stephenson, Lillyford.
DccKS (Any other variety).—! and 2, R. H. Ashton. c. Lord Polwarth,

Mertoun.
Any other Variety.- 1 and Plate, W. K. Park (Creve-Ccsur). 2, W. Bear-

park, Ainderbv Steeple, Northallerton (Silver Rolands), he, J. P. Fawcett.
Selling Class.-1, W. Linton, Selkirk (Crevc-Cteur). 2, D. Hardie (Dark

Dorkings), he, R. H. Ashton ; A. Steele, KeUo (Dorkings) ; W. K. Park (SUver-
spangled), c, J. W. Will.
Cottagers' Class--1 and Timepiece, Mrs. Waugh, Melrose (Spanish). 2. G.

Mitchell. Keighley (Silver-spangled Hamburgh), lie, J. Beattie, Rink, Selkirk
(Brahma Pootral ; R. Mason, Barrhead (Dorkings) ; W. Linton, Selkirk (Golden-
pencilled Hamburgh).
Turkeys.-Pl:it(--, D. Hardie. 2, J. Anderson, Friarshall, Melrose, he. Lord

Polwarth.
PIGEONS.

Fantails.— 1 and Timepiece, J. F. Loversidge, Newark on-Trent. 2, M.
Crosbie, Abbotsmeadow- Equal 2. A. Johnstone, Bathgate, he. Miss J. Thom-
son, Femhill, Bingley; J. F. Loversidge. e, J. W. Watson, Bradford; H.
Yardley, Birmingham-
NUNS.— 1, J. Tumbull. Melrose. 2, H. Scott, Gattonside. he, G. Imrie. Bour-

tree, Ayr. c. T. Hone-vman, Melrose; T. Lockhart, Kirkcaldy; J. Walker.
Pouters.—1. M'C.iil Skinner, Edinburgh. 2, H. Yardley. he, F. M'Crae,

Aberdeen ; M'Gill Skinner.
Jacobins.—1 and Plate, Misa J. Thomson. 2, H. Yardley. he. Miss R. C.

Frew. '

TuBRiTs.-1, J. W. Watson. 2, M. Crosbie. he, A. C. Lang, Selkirk ; W.
Goddard, London ; H. Yardley.
Owls (Engli»h).-1 and Plate, M. Crosbie. 2, W. Goddard, London, he, J.

Tumbull : R. Paterson.
Tumblers.— 1. A. Johnstone. 2, W. Goddard. he, W. Brydone, Lanton

Mains, Dunse ; F. M'Crae ; J. W. Watson : H. Yardley, c, M'Gill Skinner.
Any other Variety.—1 and Plate, M. Crosbie (Lelz). 2. H. Yardley. he.

Miss J. Thomson (Carriers) : J. Webster (Dragoons) ; J. Tumbull (Trumpeters)

;

W. Goddard (Carriers and Frillbacks); M. Crosbie (Black Swallow), c, Mies
J. Thomson ; A. Johnstone ; J. Fawcett.
Selling Class.—1 and % M. Crosbie.

CAGE BIRDS.
Dons rre!low).—l,R. Hunter, Galashiels. 2, J. Hardie, Galashiels. )«, W.

Tnmbull : Misa Isaac, Melrose.
Dons (Buff),—1, R. Hunter. 2, J. Hardie. he, G. Park, Galashiels, c, A.

M'Lean, Melrose.
Flecked (Yellow).- 1, R. Hunter. 2 and he, T. Wilson. Hawick.
Flecked Don (Buif).—1, G. Park. 2, T. Wilson, Hawick, he, W. Bogie, c,

B. Hunter.
Cage Bird.—1 and c, R. Paterson. 2, J.Crawford. Melrose, he, W. Douglas.
Caxary (Common).—! and 2, W. Hutton, Purdou's Crook, he, E. Waugh,

Melrose.

The, Judge was Mr. E. Hutton, Pudsey, Leeds.

Kiel, in Holsiein, Salzburgh in Bavaria was chosen as the
place of meeting iu 1872. The city of HaUe was named as a
desirable place for the meeting of 1873.

German Bee-keepers' Convention.—At the seventeenth
annual meeting of German bee-keepers held in the city of

CBYSTAL PALACE BIED SHOW.
In Ee Fast Colours—Extr.iohdina!iy PiiocEEDixas.

I FEEL almost inclined to dismiss the Nom'ich classes without
further comment than I made in my necessarily brief notice of
last week. The champion birds of the season have held pretty
much the same relative positions throughout, subject occasionally
to some slight variation according to the ideas of different
Judges. Quality will always find its way to the front, audit
must have been gi-atifying to many exhibitors, who have sup-
ported nearly all the minor meetings of the year, to find that
their* pxiblic runniug has been no fluke, but that in the j^reat

race they have run very forward, and in not a few instances have
distinguished themselves by graduating in high honours.
But I cannot conscientiously pass on from this deseiwedly

admired class of birds without adverting to some circumstances
with which the great Show of 1872 will be ever associated. And
I the more readily approach the matter because I am to some
extent concerned in it. Any shu'king of the question would be
pitsillanimous, while a ventilation of the subject will be for the
best interests of a fancy whose growing claims are acknowledged
by an ever-widening circle of admirers. Almost every year sees
some secession from the ranks, though fresh recruits are always
found to fill the vacancies. Causes beyond our ken affect many.
They retire, we don't know why, but they retire from the field*

Death removes others, and the name of at least one veteran is

missing from our catalogue this year. His mantle, however,
seems to have fallen on his sons, and it is only for them to
emulate their father to leave behind them a good Aame. But
the main cause of defection is the unpleasant conviction forced
upon the minds of some that " things are not what they seem,"
a truism, of which a practical exempUfication is by no means
rare. I cotild point to more than one, or two, or three who can
tell of long prices freely paid for birds with first-class diplomas,
which, in many instances (unfortunately in the case of one l)uyer
in every instance), turned out impostors of greater or less degree-
I cast no reflections on the exhibitors of these birds. Many of
them know how birds which they thought perfection tiu'ued out
the succeeding year, and have explained how they had been-

made victims of misplaced confidence. And here let me say in
passing, how much it behoves every gentleman to carefully

examine every specimen which represents perfection, and upon
which, its exhibition career being over, he places such a selling

price as renders its falling into the hands of a fresh owner highly
probable. To find evenly marked birds growing a dark feather
on one side of the tail, or a black feather on the shoulder or in
the wing, or as many ticks in the back as make a respei-table

saddle, or to find the cap of a Lizard with a blemish as large as

a split pea, or the tail of a Cinnamon growing white feathers

where white feathers never gi'ew before, or to hear supposed
hens singing lustily, are matters as disagreeable to the seller as

the buyer, and, in the case of sensitive minds, eventuate in con-
clusions by no means conducive to a pleasant state of things.

I am aware these irregularities are not confined to our fancy
alone. The " Poultry Chronicle," records of a pursuit essenti-

ally Enghsh in its character, one of the hobbies peculiarly

pertaining to the country gentleman, and graced by the name of
many a high-born dame, teem with iniquities which must bring
the fitish of indignation to the cheek of many of its supporters.

But let us hope that these disagreea])les are the remains of an
erroneous belief as to right and wrong which, if nothing else wUl
eradicate it, wiU have to take its flight with those scoundrels
who practise its formularies. It is but a faint hope, for my
simple conviction is that the whole guild of painters, stainers,

tailors, and doctors, in general constitute a section of society

which, under a more genial sun, would develope itself into candi-

dates for the treadmill.

I am led to these remarks from the fact of there having
been at the late Show some birds which general opinicm pro-
nounced to be artificially coloured. There were two Clear*

Jonques, one Clear Buff, one or two Variegated Jouques,
one or two ITnevenly Marked Jonques, and four LTnevenly
Marked Buff. Eight of these birds I exhibited myself at a show
which was held here in Sunderland in Christmas week, and
thereby hangs a tale ! Previous to Cheltenham Show I received,

a letter from a gentleman residing in one of the midland
counties, whose opinion is entitled to the greatest respect, in
which, among other matters, he referred to some painted Nor-
wich and Lizards' caps which had come under his notice, and
which he said I was to look out for, as I should certainly come
across them. Further information I had none, other than some
clue as to the whereabouts of these birds, which he remarked
jestingly were " creditably " done. How many had been seen,

or whether Jonques or Mealy, Clear or Variegated, did not
transpire. At Cheltenham I niet an extraordinary bud in one
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CUSS, to wMc. I a.a.aed the fi.t p.i.e one of tUe n^os^^^^^^

pxesent, and said to me in a friendly ^y, "Have you not mad^
^LSJd ^Thlt I ^U Some to now, and it is the niost senous

and upon ^oing so he snnp^y sa d,

J-,-^ff^'^ Show was was a mistake for me even to have put them on the stages.

ThTs Mrd an oljec? oTattraction and cm-iosity , for the meal o..r thmk i was
^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ important part

Ihecolour was something remarkahle.
.

On the
^»-Jj^-y °^ of^mltte"' ™Ihe close of the Show I suhmitted the sus^

''''

f"i^ il^^fo— waf-roTtleXf^''ttTwaTso'sa^isfie'd plcted hirds to a. sMUed analgical c^-f;
-d *e -f

^t^of^a

Ih^outtaufwas^osupported hythe opinions expressed, that on two days
r^cl'^^^^^pfg^l'^foTfore^gL colouring matterwhat

m^ return home I wrote to the person m
f

l^"';'' """^ *
^",t ever I kuow also that they have been tried m many ways by

IC Onl le terled to another, audin course of coi-responden e
g^t^^f^^^^^^^^^^^'i^^^l^^'eCmendedhy the Judges at Sydenham^

he said some of these birds had been thrown out at ,,but
(^'^"^g'ire 'clear Buff was ignored. I can conceive the possibihty

^hatthe cTmmittee had been over, af̂ "P- fnrthejXThad t^" fnfab^e ?o stain a ylUow bird but by -^at-P-^^i"*

s h^^s^h^di^Si^ ?:?S^?'?l^r ?fkn^b^ ^^ei^^^^^r^B
^existence of these birds, and my acquaintance ^''^l

t'^^™^"'^°| Z^id they show a mealy edge. It is a "^^PV^tif"A*" ?Pur <;^
limited to the single ^Peeimen I had seen at Che tenham, and

„„ ^ ^i^ie large feather ; but bearing in mmd that the colou^ on

the plausible statement made by ^^^^P^* ^"^^"^.^^^
^ ^^^^

the.sma'u feather of .a Canaryhe^on he e.treimty of^^e we^^^^

And now for tlie Bto>7 of my exhibiting them,
f-"

I have
And now for tne siory oi m> c-v,i...,..^„ .•^— •-

^cted as Judge I have never been an exhibitor, and .onl> once

bflve I ever iud-ed over a bird which had been previously my
have -L «^" J?V-o!!'

"^__.ji„re But a knot of fanciers who con-

Ste^ie of alodest clubs in this to.-n projected a show for

Chri toa, week, and from their rules and regulations expunged

the 60," ^^property clause. I have always maintamed this

rule is sound m principle, but a majonty of the Commttee oi

Xp old Sunderiand Ornithological Society thinking it was pre-

ulic fl Tn nfa tion, eliminated it from their tbirteenth annual

T?^ibition The "fancy " is not young here. On consultmg

fhf SecretaiT I found the rule was omitted purposely, under I

*he beUef thlt it would assist the entries, or, at least, enable

^Bks^z:^of'sa^'^^:dS:,^i^fr?hS^^^^

Indttie remainder before dayUght on the mommg of the Show^

SrsucUneve^

'alt ?ny feflectiJn on what^wS, perhaps, a kind intention

mien I got a good look at them, I told one of the Committee

^o^'^^af Pe-nal friend of^^mine and w;ho had seen the

the smaU feather ot a (Janary ues uu >.^^ ',;„-;;, ^Viite and
which in a Mealy bird is edged with a t^^ «"

^athere and the
further, that it is the close overiappmg of the eathers ana tne

nroiectingof the edges like the scales of a fish, only in a less

flepee!wMch produce a uniform shade, it must ^e riext do^r to

an impossibility to colour the entire
^l^-^^f«

°* ^,^"iL\Se^dfe
and then discharge the colourmg matter from the extreme edg._

of the feathers in such a way as to produce the mealy appear

easy of solution.

pMal in his pocket, and shaking it up assures JO".J^f fXaSi?Wd annarently diving into the mysterious recesses of his brain,

anrthe^oSerwdnking at some familiar far-off in Bpace that

^:\'^i ^eSZllriend ^ mi^^ ^o ha.^ the -^^^l^a^-e'^SSi^^|^ ^-^yj;---^^-
^hole of the correspondence tia

^, tt-„t'L'^t te'ftat ther'e cleverer and more enterpnsing than h.s£eUowvntoe^^^^^^^^
^

JetrneTs%TSiri^Sds I^-^urrik^loVele^
fniVht be a thorough examination. However, they apparently

fawno reasonto £squaUfy them, and the Clear Jonque stood

firTt^n its class, and one of the Variegated Jonques first m its

riass the Buff birds coming-in for a share of commendations.

But one of the rules (one which I wrote for our own Society,

and which I little dreamt would first be apphed in my own

caserstLted that if clear proof be given that any bird has been

frauhdent y dealt with, the Judge's decision shall be ?^U and

ToTd Sd I think it is a good rule, for there are cases in which ,

no mortal eve can detect a fraud, such as the extraction of a

?hi™e darkiather from the head or back, or any other part

wM h woiid convert a Ticked bird, a Mule for >^=tance, int^ a

Clear one a transformation the value of whichis gi-eat. Acting
|

<;n this liie the Committee subjected these birds to an ordeal m
Thich^i think, their zeal rather outran their l^^gment and m
Twav which was hardly constitutional, inasmuch as I was not

mldJ^are Tf what was going on, and only anrived at a know-

Sd»e ofthe fact from finding the Clear Jonque with a aJ such

is is not usually found on a bird, and being presented with a

handkerchief which was aUeged to contain colouring matter

Stotcted from the deUnquent specimens. As for the e^stencc

?»s^^fn^^^^ep:^r^rs^s;is^^^^

^Sr^rdXe eTtrr^risrngrhan hi^- ^eUf- -nt^es t^ in

*^^V'e^^.t1/pluSa'n'^^^^^^^
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ereiiing of the second day of the Show, I identified a travelling

cage coming up the long corridor. I had only time to express

a hurried but decided opinion on the birds, in reply to which he
asserted he had not bred them himself, they were not stained,

and the old story, " they had got nothing off." Nothing can be

easier than to proTe the first proposition, while on the proof of

the second hangs the reputation of the exhibitor. The onus
2>robandi lies in a nutshell.

Of Belgians there was a large entry, no less than fifty. I felt

satisfied'that the amended classification, which included the

Clear and Ticked birds in one division, would result in greater
numbers being staged. I commenced my examination of the
long chain of upwards of a thousand links at either end, and I

regi-et that the Umited time at my disposal did not allow of my
making that miniite inspection of these classes which would
waiTant my offering other than general remarks upon this most
exti'aordinary Canary. The names of the winning competitors
as given in the return of last week, the fact that, in a gi-oup of

twenty-one, thirteen were deemed worthy of honourable notice,

and the whole specially mentioned as forming a very superior
class, speak volumes.

I was delighted to see such a niuster of "London Fancies."
What a pity it is that this rara avis is not more cultivated.
Anything more beautiful than a first-cla^s specimen of this

marvel of NatiU'e it would be hard to fiud among the varied
feathered favourites of our aviaries. I cm well understand the
conservatism of its almirers, though, like oth r conservatives,
they hail with satisfaction trae progress. Mr. Hooke, the
Secretary of the London Fancy Club, went over the birds with
me, Mr. Waller too, and Mr. McJIillin, hardy old veterans,
still dark in the stalk though gi-izzled in the web through re-

peated moulting, dropped a little of their ancient lore, and a
treat it is to sit at the feet of such Gamaliels. Neither of these
j^entlemen, however, figured as exhibitors this year, an epidemic
having decimated their stock and reduced them to the verge of

bankniptcy. Deeply wedded are they to the bird they have
made a life-long study. The Bank of England may break, the
expected comet may come into collision with us, but their motto
will ever be, Vivat the Fancy ! As a whole the Fancies were not
up to the standard of previous years, but to look too long at the
winning Mealies was to engender a spirit of covetousness.
A great Lizard fancier who name usually figures in the van

said to me, "If you send any notice to the Journal say the
Lizards were a lot of duffers." That, of course, includes his
own. Assuming " duffers " to be a legitimate substantive, from
it we get an adjective expressive of the condition of the first-

prize Golden-spangled bird. It certainly was in duffing condi-
tion, its right wing in particular. It looked as if it had been in
the tub, and was all in a heap. A few hours' change of tempera-
ture, however, will soon transform a blooming bird into a thing
not like itself at all. I had a commission to claim a bird in this

class, " but not at ruinous prices.'' My affections halted between
442, Smith and Preen, and 444, Mr. J. N. Harrison, second and
third respectively. I think I should have been disposed to put
each up a step. There have been few shows since Whitby at

which these champions have not measured swords together, the
same two birds always doing battle for the Coventry firm who
have brought them out from first to last in the perfection of
condition. No. 440, Mr. T. W. Fairbrass, was superbly spangled
but defective in cap, and well merited its veiy high commenda-
tion. In this class were two birds with most miraculous
caps, so miraculous, indeed, that the Judges evidently doubted
their genuineness. I am told I once gave one of them either a
highly commended or a commended. If so, I do repent me in
sackcloth and ashes. My midland county friend's comment on
them was " All in the same s"wim !" I wonder .what he meant ?

An extract from an unpublished mani^script in my possession
reads, " Mr. Blakston know no more about a bird nor a bird
know about him !" For a solution of this enigma put this and
(liat together.—W. A. Blakstox.

(To be continued.)

NOTES ON BEES.
Having been much absent from home during the last six or

seven weeks, and otherwise much engaged, I have been un-
able to notice various remarks of correspondents of "our Jour-

nal " which have appeared in its pages from time to time in

the interval. I will now endeavour to make up lee-way by
venturing a few observations on Mr. Lowe's paper on " Winter-
ing Bees," page 2.5 of the current volume.

I observe, first, that while be " does not recommend winter-

ing our bees either in cold, dry, dark cellars, or in burying
pits," he has nevertheless given an array of names, including

the most eminent bee-keepers of modem times, who have
adopted one or other of the modes alluded to " with great

success." He tells us that " the celebrated Dzierzon usually

winters some of his weaker colonies in dry cellars and they

always do well." I will merely remark, therefore, that I

hope some of our apiarian friends will not have been deterred

by Mr. Lowe's dissuasive from trj-ing the plan of wintering

which I ventured to recommend in December last. " Strong

stocks," as I said, " are best left to themselves on their sum-

mer stances;" but in the case of weak hives, which would cer-

tainly have perished in such situations, it is worth trying

whether Mr. Hosmer's plan be not a feasible one, and likely to

prove a success in this counti-y as well as in America ; for, be

it observed, that whUe Mr. Lowe speaks of Mr. Hosmer's theory

as " erroneous in principle and entirely delusive," that gentle-

man assures us that what he recommends is not "theory," but

the result of experience.

With regard to " summer-bred " bees my opinion taUies iu

the main with that of Mr. Lowe. They are probably aU gone

in active stocks by the middle of November ; but surely it is

possible, as it is certainly very desirable, to supply their place

in rapid succession late in the autumn with a younger and

more vigorous generation, and this can always be done by en-

couraging late breeding. It is just when breeding is going on

most vigorously that the succession of population in a hive is

most rapid, and then it is that the " old bees" (autumn-bred

if you Uke) are soonest got rid of, and their places suppUed by

a younger generation, who wiU Uve on later into the spring, and

help on with better success the early prosperity of the stock.

Therefore I do maintain that it is desirable to get rid of summer

or eai-ly-autumn-bred bees, that it can be done in the way

indicated, and in so doing we do not weaken, but on the con-

trary decidedly strengthen the stock which may be thus treated,

and put it into a more favourable condition for early spring

progress. If, on the other hand, from any cause late breeding

has been discom-aged, the hive, being in a state of torpidity,

maintains a much larger proportion of old bees, which will live

the longer in proportion as they remain at home, and die off

iu then- early spring flights, to the great injury of the stock,

owing to the smaller number of young bees it contains than in

cases where late breeding has occurred.

Should any of your apiarian readers have made trial per-

chance of such a mode of wintering their bees, I should be glad

to hear with what result. I would gladly have tried it myself

if I had had a proper place in which to stow away my hives,

for I never had so many weak hives at any period of my bee-

keeping life, nor have I ever had so great a mortality. Out 6f

nineteen stocks, eight have died this winter, some from dysen-

tary, others from starvation during my absence from home.

—

B. '& W.

OUE LETTER BOX.
DOKKINGS DvrNG (Lo<ii/ SuSscrificr).—Tou would render our task easier if

you gave us some idea of the run your fowls have, and also the manner in

which they are fed. From the fact of thcii- falling ill in the autumn, which

is their weakest time, we imagine they are in low condition, and unable to

meet the change of atmosphere that takes place at that season. The long

rainy time we have had may have taken the same effect now at an earlier

period. The condition of the Urer you mention is generally caused either by

over or injudicious feeding, or by bad roosting places. "We have never found

A, infectious, but where the management was at fault all the fowls in a yard

were similarly affected. Bad water is very injurious to fowls, yet they prefer

it to any other. As our information is so scanty we will teU you what you

should do, and you will then, perhaps, be able to see the cause of your nus-

fortune. The fowls should roosfc in a dry house or shed completely sheltered

from draughts. They should have perches not more than 2 feet fi-om the

'Tound The floor of the house should be earth, no brick, board, or stone.

The food should consist of barleymeal or ground oats slaked with water

moi-nin" and evening with a meal of whole com at midday. This is aU they

reqmrelf they have a grass run. If they have not, you must supply them

with in-een food, sods of earth covered with growing grass, and grit lor a dust

bath.° In any case they must be provided with lime ; bricklayers' rubbish is

the best. The treatment for the present malady will be pills of camphor, one

the size of a garden pea morning and evening. If this will not cure, tiy

Daily's pUls. Hinder them, if possible, from drinkmg dirty stagnant water.

Game Hen not Lattng (Hint-years Suhicriberl—The fact of her avoiding

the cock would have nothing to do with her laying, as one is quite independent

of the other. Did she come in the basket alone, or was there a cock with

her? These things sometimes happen in travelling. Eiamme her : you wiU

likely find some injury to the back, or it may be there is inflammation of the

e^^-iassa^es. It is against aU rule and precedent for a young hen not to lay

if'she be at liberty, and we hardly believe in such a case. She may steal h*r

nest or eat her eggs, or they may be eaten for her, but we beheve she toys.

In confinement it is somewhat different, and is just possible. The droopmg

of the wings is a plain mdication that something is wrong. We advise that

yon give castor oU freely, a table-spoonful for a dose, and that yon also take a

Win"-weather and having stripped the lower part near the qudl, saturate it

thoKinghly with castor oil, and pass it down the egg-passage as far as you can.

U you repeat this a few times we beheve you will find it a beneficial treatment.

Brahma Cock -Wm^EzrsG (B. J.).-Give him a good dose of castor oil.

and be™e you do so put afeather down his throat He is suffei^g from the

wet weather. Give him two pills of camphor each the size of a garden pea.

Kesdering a Hen Broody (An Amatn,r).-Vfe know no justifiable method

ofSng i hen broody- people are, as a rule, fai- more ajixious to prevent

them from bemg so. The old abominable way of trymg to make a hen sit,

wasTo pCk all the feathers from her breast, and then whip it T.ith stinging
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Dettles, or nib it -with, ointment prodacmg painful itching, to alleviate which
*;he used to press hai-d down on tho cold eggs.

Redcaps (An ^mafcur).—The lost "Redcaps" we saw were at Sheffield?

there was a cIekb for them Bome years ago at that Show. These were so

httle known to ordinary Judges, that special Judges officiated for them. If

we recollect aright, Mr. Halhday bred them in that town.

Fowts JK Confined Space (Mttio).—Tou may keep twenty fowls easily

in the ppflce, £0 vards by 2 yards. We think Brahmas would suit you best.

A 4-feet knee will keep them in, and we think wire the cheapest, because

when taken down it cannot be used for firewood. When you have chickens

they should go into the kitchen garden. If it is not already done, part of the

space you have should be laid down in grass.

Pinioning Mandaein and Carolina Ducks (W. R.).—These birds cannot

be properly kept unless they are pinioned; therefore, it would not disquaUfy

them for eihibiting. It is said a gipsy may be kept tame till he comes in

contact with other gipsies, when he immediately joins them, and it is so with

every description of wild fowl. Ton may hatch them from eggs and have

them so tame that they will come to your whistle to be fed, and will be your

dehght all the summer ; but when winter comes, and the wild birds are in the

air, when they settle among the tame birds in the night, and prepsire to leave

in the morning, all the tameness disappears, and imless the birds ai-e pinioned

they go with the new comers. It would be impossible to exhibit full-winged

birds in cages, as when frightened they would fly up and seriously injure

themselves. Tameness is greatly induced by the inability to fly. A full-

winged bird shut in an aviary covered at top never becomes perfectly tame,

but on every occasion beats and dashes himself about ; while a pinioned one,

after some few attempts at flying, finds it impossible and accepts the situation.

Egg-producing Hamburghs [F. 8. IT.).—There is ho difference in pro-

perties. Both are equally good layers. If it is near a town the white of the

Hamburghs gets sooty, while the Golden do not show it so much. We have a

prejudice in favour of ths Golden, but we fihould be troubled to justify it.

Ground Oats (J. H.).—Ground oats are so skilfully prepared in Sussex,

that although nothing of any kind is taken from them, not even the husk,

they are reduced to so fine floiu: that they might easily be made into fine paste.

It is the fact that the meal contains tho whole of the corn, which makes It

80 nutritious. Fowls have an aversion to very coarse food, and ordinary

ground oats when nuxed with water have the appearance of sawdust and bran
mixed. Often they will not eat it, and we know that Mr. Baily, no mean
authority, has given up grinding oats, and buys them iu Sussex. In his

opinion the bran of wheat is advisable only for animals that have teeth.

Judicial Decisions {W. M. Mann).—All that you state is not inconsistent

with correct judging. The health uf fowls, and other circumstances at the

time of judging must be known before the awards canbepronoiuieed erroneous.

Whitehaten Poultry Show.—We have letters from Mr. Rollinson and
Mr. Lord denying that they trimmed their birds. They must discuss the

subject with the Committee, and we will readily pubhsh the result.

Dublin Poultry Show (Exporter).—We omittedthe names merely because
they were in the prize list, and we do so always as far as possible to economise
space. Ton inserted the names evidently impartially.

PohtsmouthPoultry Show.—The address of Mr. R. Wilkinson who took

the second prize for Spangled Hamburghs at this Show, is Waterden Eoad,
Guildford, not Portsea, as printed at page 160. (T. ^. D.).—Write to the
Secretary and ask him to return you pot^tage stamps to the amount you claim.

He ought not to have retained the money for the catalogue and yet neglect

to pcnd it ; but allowances ought to be made for the pressure of business on
the Secretary at the show time.

Birmingham Poultry Show.—A pen of Aylesbury Ducks exhibited at the

last show by the Kev. G. Gilbert, of Claston, Norwich, were highly commended.
This was omitted in the prize list by accident.—J. B. Lythall, Sec.

Almond Tumbters {A. Atkim.—It is in No. 489.

Dragoon's Y.yt.h (B. G. S).—Get some fuller's earth, make it into a paste

with wafer and put it cu the eye, and it will cure it vei7 soon.
Fantails at Wolverhampton Show.—Mr. W. Choyce*8 and not Mr.

Loversidtt't; j tn of Fantails was highly commended.
Barbs AT Wolverhampton.—" If 'Cuniors' will give his name and ad-

dress, I will give him the information that he requnes, as I object to anony-
mr us concH f ndents.-E. E. Wright."
Ligurjan Bees (W. C. C.).—We k-nowof no separate work on theirmanagc-

ment. We do nut think you can do better than apply to Messrs. Neighbour.
Queen Bee Dead (Janr:).—A k^bt queen bee at this time of year cannot be

replaced. I he earhest period at which one could be procured would be to-

wards the end of April. We fear your case is beyond recovei-y. However, we
put your appeal in print. " A lady will be extremely obliged if any kind bee-

keeper will send her a queen, for which she will be glad to pay what is asked.

The name and address is at the office of this Journal."

Bee Management [E. M. M.).—It is not necessary to cut out old comb
every season, but the hives should be examined early every spiing, and any
black, mouldy, or misshapen c^mbs should be cut out. We advise you to do this

with yours. It is advi <

bei ither
3 to beuRtli i

Boxes can be repair* I

Hive Perishing ill. ,/.

the accompanying bees wtj

that thebeesperishedof sta

i'lf nKi f- flit away any drone comb which appears to
! I- Jiive. To repair old hives of straw ap-

'
'i tiiit them to the manure heap or thefire.

li tho same material.

11. i. Ua comb y<iu sent was quite empty, and
e in a stinking condition. There is little doubt
ation, andhave been dead for some time.

—

Eds.
Preserving Rabbit Skins (G. B.).—When the rabbit skins are cleared of

all fatty particles that may remain, nail them fur-side downwards upon a
board, stretching them to their full extent, and tack them down; then wash
them with a solution of 1 oz. of saltpetre to a quai-t of water twice a-week,

and generally three apphcations will render them fit for use. When removed
from the board, roll them np a few times, and they will become soft and
flexible. Taiming is resorted to, but is more expensive, and is the work of

the furriers or Icather-drcsserp.

Cannibal Canary (IF. Savage).—The egg-eating propensity is a thing no
one can understand. There is no radical care for it. You may try the experi-

ment of filling an empty shell with cayenne pepper, but the probabihty is, she
will eat the shell and its contents. You are beginning to breed a Uttle too

soon. Give the hen a rest, and in the meantime supply her with plenty of

shell-producing material in the shape of old lime rubbish.—W. A. Blakston.
Zebta Love Birds {Edith}.—There are no Zebra Love Birds, the Australian

Grass Pan iikeets are probably meant. They moult in-egularly here, our sum-
mer is their winter season. They breed, and even hve out of doors freely in

England. Tbey nest in a hole in a tree like other Pan-ots, and Hawkin

sells cocoa-nut nests for them to build or lay in, if placed in a cage. None of

the other foreign Finches, &c., mentioned, breed in this climate in confine-

ment.—C. H. F.

Teaching Canaries to Pipe {A. H. S.).—I have never attempted the task of

teaching any bird to pipe, but the usual way is to begin with a young nestling,

which must be confined in the dark or cgvered ap in such a way as to give him
little opportunity of having his attention taken off by surroimding objects.

If you are a good whistler you can pipe the melody yourself, which should bo
simple and always whistled from beginning to end without ^ stop. This
occupation is at ouco delightfully raonotonons and well calculated to develope

the virtue of patience, at the same time making your fanuly well acquainted
with the musical phrases in " The Blue Bells of Scotland," " Over the Water
to CharUe," and other melodies in which Bullfinches, Starlings, and other
piping birds delight. If you have not confidence in your own musical ability,

purchase a bird-organ, which can be had of any musical instrument dealer.

You can then take a turn at the crank every morning after your breakfast, but
before the bird has had his, and when you find he makes a response to your
music rewai-d him with a grain or two of hempseed or any deUcaey, and leave

him a while to study. Repeat the lesson at frequent intervals during the day,

and when tired of the cnuik get somebody else to take a turn. If you per-

severe with this plan, tho prisoner may learn to pipe—or he may not.—W. A.

Bl.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS,
Camden Square, London.

Lat. 51° 32' 40^" N. ; Long. 0' 8' 0^^ W. ; Altitude 111 feet.

Date.
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well e.-Uiblishfd, its numerous pay spikes render it a veiy at-
tractive object, and as these usually appear early in spring it

is all the more valuable.
B. inTESoiDEA.—This is a magnificent Brazilian species,

erect in habit, with numerous broad, clear, bright green leaves,
armed at the edges with numeroiis sharp spines. It is of
robust hajjit, and I prefer to grow it in a pot with rather more
loam than usual. The gay inflorescence is erect, both flowers
avid bract being of an intense rich crimson.

B. MiNiATA-EosEA is another species from the same country
as the last-named. I prefer growing it upon a block or in a
small basket. The leaves are semi-ere<;t, spreading outwards,
and recurved towards the apes, armed at the edges, aud'Ught
green, overspread with a thin farinose covering. The scape is

erect, producing quite a number of flowers of a deep rose
colour; the bracts are large, deep red tipped with blue, and
suffused with a white farinose powder, which gives it a pecu-
liarly handsome appearance as if clothed with hoar frost.

B. MAEMOEATA.—TMs is a very strong-growing kind, which
should be grown in a pot or planted in an erect position in a
pocket in a rockery

; indeed, many species of this order make
charmuig objects in a similar situation. The leaves are broad,
regularly armed at the edges with spines, deep green, mottled
and blotched with dull red. The scape is erect ; the flowers
dark blue ; the cal.yx green at the base, but tipped with the
same deep blue as the flowers ; the bracts large, and, Uke the
stems, of a uniform briUiant scarlet. It is a native of various
parts of Brazil.

B. MoEELiAXA.—Anotlipr fine plant from, Brazil and South
America. Tlio Itiirr^ riro broad, dark green, banded on the
under side with :i niiitr farinose powder. The bracts and flowers
are extremely iiaudsome ; the flowers are deep violet, beauti-
fully set-off by the large persistent rich reddish rose-coloured
bracts, which are its chief attraction.

—

Expekto Cbede.

POTATO CULTURE.
The Potato-planting season is at hand. It is, perhaps, not

easy to say anything that is not generally known respecting
this the most useful of aU root crops. Change of seed is no
doubt good, but change of soil is better. At first sight it would
appear that one change involves the other ; so in one sense it

does, but there is a difference. If seed is procured from a
brown hazel loamy soil, and planted in a garden of rich black
vegetable mould, a benefit is derived by the mere change of

seed ; but if seed is saved from that black vegetable soil and
planted again in the same garden, but in a plot containing a
large admixtm-e of fresh field soil, the benefit is still greater,

and change of soil is, therefore, better than change of seed.

As an instance, I may state that the soil I have to operate on
is the dark vegetable mould of a very old garden. For the
past six years seed of the same kind has been grown and again
planted in the same garden, and each year the crops have been
better than in the past. This is a dhect result of change of soil.

The soil introduced was roadside trimmings and parings, or

faihng this, a load or two of the garden soil was exchanged for

field soil. The practice is mutually beneficial, and as manur'e
is saved, is economical also. It is surprising how soon the
staple of an old garden may be improved by steadily carry-

ing out a simple system of exchange of soil. Nothing more
fully proves the truth of the old maxim that " exchange is no
robbery " than a practice of this kind. The vegetable soil of

the garden improves the field, and the field soil the garden.
Every year, also, I have had seed grown in the field and planted
in the garden, but in no one instance has the jiroduce been so

good as from seed grown in the garden and planted in the
garden with a good admixture of fresh soil. Fresh soil in an
old garden is infinitely better than maniu-e for Potatoes, and,
with a limited [piantity of maniire, for aU other crops too. The
practice cannot be carried out in all places, but it can in many.
Likewise, it cannot be carried out to infiuence the entire crop
of Potatoes. In this event change of seed must be resorted to.

There is room for a few words on this subject.

It is a popular notion that seed should be procured from a

light sandy soil. That impression is held so strongly and
authoritatively that in some districts it amounts to an absolute
rule. Now, in general, I do not beheve in rules relative to

soil, management, and general culture, and at the risk of ap-

pearing singular I put aside the notion or rule above stated,

lay down another diametrically opposite—that Potitoes for

seed should be drawn from a stiff soil, and assert that it is

as safe and sjund as the old light-soil theory. An inflexible

adherence to either theory, however, is not wise. The soil

to which the Potatoes have come should be considered as well
as the soil whence they come, to rightly determine a change.
On the matter of change of seed I claim a lengthened ex-

perience, which added to some years of observation and practice
leads me to the conclusion that as a whole, and speaking gene-
rally, seed grown in a strong soil will afford a better yield than
those grown in Ught sandy soil.

My father was regarded in his Uttle sphere as a "great
Potato man." Potatoes were a vital question with him, ha\ing
to bring up a family of eight on from lO.s. to 15s. per week.
He had Potatoes in isolated plots, in all sorts of soils. Such
a position made a mail look out and endeavour to turn an
honest penny by any possible means. His experience of flfty

years taught him that the plan that paid him tlie best was to

obtain seed from strong soils. I will add to that fifty years
twenty more of my own individual observation and practice,

and I arrive at the same conclusion. I have tried to prove it

and disprove it fairly, over and over again ; the last time was
iu the past year. I planted a rood of medium soil, fine Potato
laud, using one kind of Potatoes, with equal portions of seed
from hglit sandy laud, strong warp land, and fen land. The
warp seed gave the best yield, feu next ; that from the sandy
land coming out a bad third. If I had a thousand acres of

such land to jilant I would, if possible, draw all my seed from
warji land, and none from soil of a hght sandy nature. My ex-

l^erience is, that the poorer and more sandy the soil, the more
and the smaller the eyes in the tubers ; the stronger and
heavier the soil, the fewer and finer are the eyes formed.
Now, a fine stout stem will produce a fine root of Potatoes.

A cluster of wiry-looking steins jirodiices a multitude of small

trashy tubers. Two or three eyes, whether on a cut Potato or

a whole one, will give a better yield than half a dozen smaller

shoots springing from the same set. If, then, a whole Potato
is planted, it is wise to take out a number of eyes before putting

it in the ground. A rough and expeditious mode is to cut off,

by a slice, the cluster of eyes at the end of the tuber ; a slower

but better plan is to pick out all but two or three of the most
prominent. Cut Potatoes are as good as whole ones if not less

than two good eyes are secured to each set ; but the sets are

better if the whole tubers are not disbudded for the reason above
stated.

It is unwise to put freshly cut Potatoes in sacks or in large

heaps and leave them there for a length of time, as they will

often heat. This kills the eyes and is the cause of many blanks

one meets with, and which cause some surprise. If allowed

to dry, and the wound to heal over before being packed away
for a reasouable time, no harm will result. Dusting newly cut

seed with lime hastens the wound heaUng and is good practice.

It is a bad plan to aUow seed Potatoes to lie tluckly and pro-

duce long weak sprouts which must be rubbed off. Allowing
them to be produced weakens the Potato and tends to cause

disease. This neglectful plan, by impairing the vital force of

the tubers year by year, has done more to foster disease than
almost anything else. Bleed the lambs and calves a few times

in their infancy, and continue the practice for a few years, and
what sort of flocks and herds would be the result ?

As regards planting, in Ught and diy soils plant early and
deep; in cold, wet, and heavy soils, late and shallow. By
planting Ashleafs, for instance, in light soU in this dry dis-

trict, 5 or 6 inches deep in February, I obtain quite double the

crop as compared with late and shallow planting. The roots

take a good hold of the soU, and ai'e out of reach of the sun's

rays, which otherwise burn them up extensively. On the

other hand, iu wet strong soils the second week of April is quite

early enough for planting the same kinds. In such soils plant-

ing on the surface, and digging trenches between the rows

to cover the sets, cannot be too strongly recommended. I

have seen fine crops on this plan on ground worthless for

Potatoes if jilanted in any other way. For free workable soils

the lidge-and-trench plan has no advantages, at least I have

seen none, over the ordinary level system of planting.—J.

Weight, Gnnh-ner to Hon. A. L. Bh'hiUe.

SPRING-BLOOMING PLANTS IN THE DUBLIN
BOTANIC GARDEN.

Among the pleasiu-es which a traveller has may be reckoned

the opportunities he has of visiting botanic gardens. I have

this afternoon (February 24;th) spent several pleasant hours

in those at Glasnevin, Dubhu. These have, I consider, the
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most beautiful gi'ounds of any botanic gardens in the Uuited
Kingdom. My object in writing to you is to bring before your
subscribers information which in years gone by would have
been very useful to myself ; for, being an ardent lover of flowers

and fond of cultivating them, I was exceedingly desirous of

Slaving early-blooming plants in my garden, and succeeded in

that respect in fai' surpassing all my neighbours iu a wealthy
aeighbourhood ; but the spring-blooming plants I then knew
•were few in comparison with those I have this day (Feb. 24th)

seen in blossom.—P. N. W.
Arabis albida

blephai'ophylla
Aubrietia grandiflora

deltoidea
grseca

Anemones
Armex-ja latifolia

Ai-butus Amli-achne
"Bulbocodiiim vemum
Cheu-anthus Cbeii'i

multiflora
scoparius

Cai'damme rotundifolia
Cowslip
Ctocus bifolia

Tenuis
susianus
liiteus

Cyclamen
Dorouicum caucasicum

colnmnie
Erodium bymenodes

mediterranea
ai'borea

Pai'setia clypeata
Tenzlia dianthiflom
-Ganja elliptica

Galanthus plicatus
Geutiana acaidis
Hepatica, various
Helleborus atro-mbens

pm-pm-ascens
olympicus
orieatalis

Iris reticulata (stritingly beautiful)

Iberis

Laurustinus
Leucojum vemum
Lonieera Staudiabii
Litbospermum orientalis

Matthiola graeca

fenestralis

Milla uuiflora
Muscai'i bnti-yoides

Blezerei-n

Ompbalotles vemum
Orobus vei-nus

Oxlip
Pansy, yellow
Plilox proctimbens
Petasites lobata
Pyras japouica
Pulraonaria grandiflora
Polyanthus
Potentilla alba
Primula amcena
Eibes album
Rbododendi-on prfficos

Saxifraga crassifolia

oppositifolia alba
pm-purea .

Symphitum officinale

Scilla sibiiica

bifolia

prsecox
Snowdrop
Tritoma media
Viola odorata

Yellow Jasmine

MUSHROOM CTJLTUEE.
Have the clung in good order, neither too dry nor too wet,

nud keep it about a hundred days to allow of its getting cold.

Iu making the bed beat it thrice, the harder the better, and I

jilways hare the dung beaten very small before heating, as

then the heat is more lasting than would otherwise be the
case. With the last lot of dung to go on the bed I always mix
loam, as then the spawn runs better. 'WTien the bed is made
I insert a di'ain-pipe in the middle, put a thermometer in it to

«how the exact heat, and when the temperature is 70' or 80° I

place the spawn on the top of the bed, cover it with 2 inches
of hot dung and loam, and beat down hard. Some people
cover the bed with straw or hay ; I do not, as I find it answers
much better without anything. Keep the air of the house at

do' or 70' and moist, and in six or seven weeks there wiU be
Mushrooms fit for use. If the bed becomes too dry, supply
water of the same heat as the bed.

In taking the crop cut as you like. I cut mine with about
an inch of stem. Three days after cutting look at the old

stems, and you will find them moulding at the soil; if they
are allowed to remain they will spoU many good Mushi-ooms

;

take them between the forefinger and thumb, give them a
twist, and they will come off easily without spoiling the others.

By this management I have as good a bed as one could see.

Do not allow even a drop of rain to reach the dung.—J. W.
Cbowood.

[There are good ideas in your communication, but on the
whole " much cry and little wool." First, with regard to

having Mushroom dung in preparation for a hundred days.
A\Tiy, with the roughest material we would often have a heavy
first crop and a second bed coming on in that time. Secondly,
with respect to the beating of the dung so small before heating,
we convinced ourselves more than thirty years ago that it is

worse than a mere waste of labour. We would rather keep the
good properties of the dung. Thh-dly, as regards not putting
any covering on the bed, it is a matter to be regulated by cir-

cumstances. In a regularly heated house it is not retpiii'ed. In
the open air or in open sheds the covering is indispensable,
perhaps not so much with the view of securing a crop as for

getting the crop when you want it. It is a poor result to

obtain Mushrooms in six months when you want them in six

weeks. Before spawning the thermometer is useful, but any
gardener will know the heat by a mere trial-stick inserted

in the bed. The mode of gathering wUl always be a disjjuted

matter. Some twist and some cut, and where there was a good
bed we could never discern any difference iu the result. It

is better not to use too large pieces of spawn, nor to place

them thickly together, and then the Mushi'ooms do not come
up in such large masses as to render the gathering difficult.

Ever since we received lessons of economy from a man cook
we have been careful to send Mushrooms with almost every

bit of stalk. He showed us a dozen large preserving-bottles

filled with Utile bits of the stems of Mushrooms, and these

for most pui-poses were just as useful as small button Mush-
rooms.—K. F.]

LYCOPODS.
When a regular supply of plants is required for room-de-

coration, Lycopods are indispensable. They possess charms
pecuharly theu' own, and then' pleasing shades of green en-

iiance the beauty of all plants with which they are associated.

The gardener who has a well-grown collection to choose from
for the purpose indicated, has at his command an acquisition

that cannot fail to be of service to him, and impart pleasure

to those whom it is his duty to please.

The culture of the majority of Lycopods is simple, and
might be summed-up as follows : A regular supply of moisture,

shade from the du'ect rays of the sun, a still atmosphere, and
good di'ainage. This is appUcable to both greenhouse and
stove species ; neither will succeed well if exposed to scorch-

ing sunshine, a dry airy atmosphere, want of water, or bad
drainage. The size that Lycopods can be grown to is Kmited
only b}' the room at the disposal of the cultivator. Large pans
of Lycopods ai'e very beautiful, and for special purposes it is

desu-able to have-a few such ; but for general usefulness small

plants are iireferable. Their most important use is edgings

to vases and baskets, and as carpeting to other plants used
in the decoration of rooms ; and for both jjurposes small

plants are superior to large masses. It is best, therefore, to

grow a number of the more useful varieties in small pots, say

from 2 to 8 inches in diameter. The former will be found very

useful, and the latter is large enough for most purposes. Those
growers who have only a greenhouse will find April a good
month to repot them. Where there is a \'inery repotting can

be done in March, as in most cases the Vines will theu be re-

cei'iing assistance from fire heat ; and the additional tempera-

ture and moisture of the vinery will assist the Lycopods to

establish themselves with greater certainty of future weU-doing.

In repotting, use clean pots, both inside and out, and be care-

ful to drain them properly, remembering that the plants will

require daUy supplies of water ; and if the drainage is imperfect,

the soil will soon get sour, and the plants cease to thrive. A
few days previous to repotting, have the fresh soil taken into

the structure where the plants are growing, so that it may get

warmed, and be in fit condition to receive them.
All the greenliouse Lycopods wiU grow well in a mixture of

fibry loam and leaf mould, with sufficient silver sand and

pounded potsherds added to keep it porous. Let the loam be

rather rough—the plants will do aU the better for it being so.

When ready to commence repotting, turn the plants out of

their pots, and divide them into the requisite number of pieces,

taking care in the case of the branchiug varieties, such as

SelagineUa stolonifera, to secure a piece of root with each divi-

sion. FiU the pots with the compost desciibed, and press it

rather firm, keeping it a httle higher iu the centre of the pot

;

then with a stick for the purpose make a hole in the centre,

and insert a division of Lycopod, around which, towards the

edge of the pot, insert as many pieces as maybe thought neces-

sary to form a symmetrical plant. When potted, place the

plants in the least airy part of whatever structure they are to

stand in, but in such a position as they will not be exposed to

hot air from the hot-water pipes or fines. Give them a good

watering through a fine rose, attend to the directions ah-eady

given, and in due time you will be rewarded for your care.

For the benefit of those who may not be acquainted with

Lycopods, I append the names of twelve that can be success-

fully grown in a greenhouse. SelagineUa apoda, Moss-Uke

habit, very beautiful ; S. MartensU, close habit ; S. flexuosa,

small branching fronds, pretty; formosa, very close habit, a

most useful variety ; S. WUdenoii, handsome di-ooping Fem-
Uke fronds; S. cordifoUa, grows about 6 inches high, vei-y

elegant ; S. Schotti ; S. denticulata, will grow almost any-
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where, and for general usefulness and cai-pcting to other plants
it has no rival ; S. stolonifera, aji easy-grown useful sort ; S.
Burghalli; S. eaesia ; S. cuspidata, veiy pretty, forms a bird's
nest, fronds branched.

—

{T}ie Gardener.)

BLACK HAMBUKGH OR BLACK HAMBEA
GEAPE.

" 'What's in a name ?'' Not much, perhaps, unless it leads
to conect apprehension; and the name "Black Hamburgh
Grape " dots lead to the erroneous idea that the original
Grape was brought to England from the German port of Ham-
bui'g, sometimes spelt Hambro', a place where the Vine does
not gi'ow except under hothouse culture.

The Vine in question was introduced into England, I be-
lieve, by Mr. 'Wai-uer about 150 years ago, the original Tine
being found by him at the Moorish Palace iu Spain called the
Palace of Al Hambra, whence he called it the Black Hambra
Grape. Now, the Palace in question being Uttle known in
comparison with the town of Hamburg, the speUiug was soon
by many persons coiTiipted to Black Hambro' , the final letter

only being changed. '\\'hen that spelling became general it,

no doubt, somewhat obscured the histoiT of the Grape ; but
the present spelling, Black Hamburgh, does so effectually, and
it seems to me, therefore, desii'able that the original spelling,

Black Hambra Grape, should be at once restored.—T. Thomp-
son, TVelton, Brotigh, Yorkslnre.

[The derivation you advocate deserves to be eon-ect. This
Grape and the Bed Hambro' were introduced in 1724 by Mr.
'Warner, and cultivated by him in his garden at Eotherhithe.
It is described in many books as Warner's Grape. Bradley
mentions him .as " a gentleman who makes good wine fi'om
his own vineyards." The opinion that both the varieties were
brought from Spain is in some degree sustained by the fact
that the Eed Hamburgh is spoke^i of by £ome writers as the
Gibraltar Grape. Such names, however, are not reliable
evidence of deiivation, for the Turkey is certainly not a native
of that empue. "We know of no positive record that Mr.
'Warner obtained the varieties from Spam ; and if he obtained
them by the agency of Hamburg merchants that town's name
might naturally have been applied.

—

Eds.]

LOVE OF EXCESSIVE PRUNING, E'VEN THE
STRAWBERRY PLANT.

Peusixg is by many considered an absolute necessity. By
others, including myself, it is believed to be of Uttle importance

;

and certainly there are the laws of Nature to support the latter
conclusion. This is pre-eminently an age of pnmiug. "^'hat
escapes the knife or sheai-s ? Nothing, not even the Straw-
berry plant. I think there ar'e many crops endangered, nay,
whoUy destroyed, as lately stated iu these columns, by strictly

adheiing to a fashion of pnining. How few of the many ama-
teur's' gardens do not bear ghastly marks of the same ! Enter
one on a fine dav, and nip ! nip ! nip ! will be the sound that
will gi'eet you loug before any person is visible. Tes, here it

is. 'Walks strewed with the tops of every possible shrub ; all

are subjected to that love of using the knife, or more commonly
scissors. Fruit, flowers, and foliage ai'e all cut for the twentieth
time the same summer. Of coiu-se, any part of the shrub that
is out of arm's.reach is left in all its wild profusion. "What a
contrast to that which is under the hand with a pan- of nippers !

It seems almost iucredible, but such is a fact. One instance
will suffice. I knew a retired steward, a person we should
suppose would have known better. Whenever he was in the
garden, a stout pair of pruning scissors were his companions :

woe to any shrub that had made a gi-owth of a few inches. A
fine lot of Ehododendrons had bloomed well the first season
after planting. It was the first and' last, for as soon as the
armu.al gi-owth began the nippers had their usual work to do.
The same thing is too often seen in a less marked degree with
professional gardeners. How can it be said

*' This is an art which does meud Nature,
Change it rather, but
The art itself is Natm*e."

But to Strawberries again. I am always open to conviction,
but I have not yet, after many years' practice, found it neces-
sary to pinch off aU the i-unners. Doing so causes an undue
exertion of the parent plant to put forth new ones, and so a
constant strain is kept on it in that dii-ection; whereas, if left,

the offspring will soon take root and maintain itself, and then,
like a dutiful parent, after her young are estabUshed, she takes
care of herself and makes no further exertion for a new brood.
Deprive her of them, and she instantly begins again. I believe
there is little or no strain on the parent when the young plant
takes root; sever it when slightly rooted, and it will maintain
itself. The extra labour- required in going over the plants five

or six times I say nothing about. " They want plenty of
muck under theru if you keep pinching off the runners " said
a brother gardener when I was speaking to him on this subject.

I do not vindicate the practice of leaving ground a mass of
Strawbenies for months, for this would be impoverishing the
ground, wh.'ch would be equal to impoverishrng the parent
plant by continually nipping off the runners. Does it not
endanger the plant, too, to keep up this activity too late ui
the autumn, so that before growth is thoroughly matured,
winter is on it, and leaves its marks by destroying the major-
part of them, especially those of a tender constitution?
There is yet another practice ; happUy I believe it is not

carried on to any great extent, nor yet so much as formerly.
If we were to reflect for one moment, and consider the im-
portance of the leaf, surely no one would venture to take a
scythe and cut off the leaves long before they assume the
appearance of having perfoi-med the functions allotted to them.
Many years ago my father was persuaded to do it, under the
idea, as his informant assured him, of doubling his crop the
following year. Foi-thwith, upwards of an acre of beautiful

luxuriant foliage was destroyed. But was the crop doubled next
summer? No, nor was there half the crop usually obtained;
and as market gardening is a matter of pounds, shillings, and
pence, it was the first and last time the leaves of Strawbenies
were molested by him. Leave them ; they help to protect the
plant through the winter.—J. T., ilaes'iicynne. South Wales.

ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY'S MEETING.
The annual meeting for the election of Council aud officers,

and other routine business, was held on the 22nd of January at
Bur'hugton House, the President, A. E. 'Wallace, Esq., being in
the chair, by whom an address was delivered on the progress of
the science, dwelling especially on the views recently advanced
as to the gi'adual evolution of insect life by tracing it back to-

some primary germ or element, views subversive of inteUigent
design and creation in the animal world. The following gentle-
men were elected as officers for the ensuing year :—President,
Professor Westwood; Treasur'er, Mr. S. Stevens; Secretaries,

Messrs. Grut and McLachlan ; and Curator, Mr. lanson.
The first ordinai-y meeting in Febniai-y was held on the

5th iust., the newly-elected President in the chair, who retru-ned

thanks for his election, and expressed a hope that bis efforts for
making the meetirigs of the Society srrccessful woirld be seconded
by the member's keeping the benefit of the science and of the
Society in view rather than indulging in personal discussions

;

the President then nominated Messrs. F. Smith, H. T. Staintou,
and Edward Saunders to act as Vice-Presidents. A large and im-
portant list of accessions to the Society's library was announced,
and certificates read in favoiu' of five new members. Mr. F.
Smith read a note fi-om Mr. Moggridge, at Meutone, relative to

the publicarion of his notes on the habits of Ants. Mr. McLach-
"lan exhibited part of a branch of a Poplar tree growing at Kent-
ish Town covered with the desiccated skins of Aphides, which
had been destroyed by some parasite, resembUng clusters of the
eggs of some large species of insect.

Major Parry read a paper containing descriptions of a number
of new and very fine exotic Stag Beetles, including a very re-

markable species just brought from Ecuador by Mr. Buckley.
Mr. Bates, in reference to this insect and the geographical range
of the farnily, stated that during the whole of his residence on
the banks of the river Amazon, for eleven years, he had never
once captm-ed a Lucanus. Mr. Dnice exhibited a number of

cases containing portions of a very extensive series of Butterfhes

recently received fi'om Costa Rica, collected by M. Van Patten,

amongst which were at least fifty species new to science ; thr-ee

of these belonged to the genus PapOio, thi'ee to Morpho, tlu-ee

or fom' to LeptaKs, and a new genus allied to Pronophrla. Some
of these new species had been ah'eady described by Mr. Butler
in the " Cistula Entomologica."

Professor 'Westwood exhibited several new Ai-achnida belong-

ing to families and species not previously recorded as British,

including a species of the genus Trogtdus, taken by Eev. P.
Cambridge in Dorsetshire ; the singular Argas refiexus, of which
a colony had been found under a stone in the crypt of Canter-
bury Cathedral ; a new species of the same genus taken in the

church of 'Whittlesford, Cambridgeshire, apparently parasitic

on the Noctule bat ; also a specimen of the poisonous Ar-gas

persicus fi-om Persia ; and a new genus from Sumatra, allied to
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the caTem-dwelling genus Hyphophthalmns. Mr. F. Smith
[

stated that a specimen of the Dog Tick had been sent him
from Canterbury Cathedral as a fat Spider peculiar to that
building.

|

Mr. Lewis made some observations on the nomenclature of

X.epidopterous insects, occasioned by Mr. Crotch's paper in the
last part of the *' Cistula Entomologica."

EFFECTS OF BOTTOM HEAT ON PLANTS
GROWING OUT OF DOORS.

The following facts are of sufficient practical Importance, I

think, to merit attention, and some of your readers may pro-

bably have something further to say on this subject.

Late in the spring of 1870, we had occasion to move a num-
ber of somewhat stunted common Laurels that formed part of

a bank. Some of them were planted about the pleasure grounds
in ordinarily favourable situations, but as the season was very
dry they may be said to have survived only without making
any growth. Last year (1871) they recovered themselves, and
made about 6 inches of young wood generally. I state these

facts for the purpose of comparison. Another lot of the same
plants were planted behind a lean-to Melon pit, ou a north aspect

to hide the brick wall, and, so far as soil and situation are con-

cerned, under less favourable circumstances than the others.

Listead of remaining dormant the first year, however, they
started into growth immediately, and by midsummer had made
a luxuriant growth, when they rested a bit and then made a

fresh start again, finishing a stQl more luxuriant growth about
the end of October, and producing two distiuct growths on every

shoot, each about 1 foot in length, and which anyone unac-
quainted with the circumstances would have pronounced de-

cidedly to be two years' growth ; the first growth having all

the hardness and maturity of a last year's shoot. As the later

growths were soft, and as last winter was severe, I fully expected
they would be killed by the frost ; but they suffered no injury
whatever, while the Laurels in other places were browned con-

siderably.

Last summer (1871) they again made two distinct growths,
adding to their stature from 3 to 5 feet in two years. Now for

the secret. The pit against which the Laurels are growing is

kept at a high temperature all the year round, and the ground
where the roots of the shrubs are is about a foot or more above
the level of the path inside the Melon house, hence the warmth
to the ground outside for nearly 4 feet from the wall.

I tested the temperature of the soil among the roots of the

Laurels, about 2 feet from the wall, and found it to be 46'

;

while in an open bed, a few paces off, the thermometer stood
at 39" ; this was about the end of December last.

I think it is Dr. Lindley who somewhere discusses the
probability of plants having the power to resist a considerable
degree of cold when their roots are in a comparatively warm
medium, the theory being that the heat is communicated to

the stems and leaves through the roots. The facts I have
stated would seem to bear out such a theory ; and, no doubt,
similar instances might be recorded. Some of your readers
will perhaps remember a paragraph which appeared' in a con-

temporary some time ago, recording ripe Strawberries in the

open air early in May, if I recollect aright, in Yorkshire. This
was true enough, but their earUness was due to a strong

bottom heat, originating from nothing less than a coal pit on
fire. We saw the Strawberry patch in question last summer,
and found the plants blooming and bearing then, in a bottom
heat of 8-3' or 90°.

With such facts as these before us, we may reasonably sup-

pose that such things as Apples and Pears, Ac, might be safely

and advantageously treated to a higher root temperature, when
growing out of doors, than is naturally communicated to the

soil under ordinary conditions. There can be little doubt that,

with their roots in a comparatively warm temperature, the
trees would be able to resist a greater degree of cold when in

bliom, and we maybe sure the fruit would be earlier and better

ripened. Here, on the extreme limits of Pear-growing, we have
been cogitating on the practicability of heated borders for the

better kinds of dessert Apples and Pears. We would propose
to plant in quantity dwarf pyramids in rows about 6 feet apart

aid would furnish bottom heat by means of 2-inch hot-water
pipes ; a single row of pipes being laid under each row of trees,

burying them in the subsoil, say 4 feet from the surface. This
would be ample heating power, and the depth at which the

pipes lay would prevent aU danger from aecideiits to the roots.

Mulching the surface would, of course, be advantageous in
various ways, and be a means of economising the heat. I am
not aware that anything of this kind has been tried yet ; and
these are only suggestions, which I leave yom- readers to
discuss.—J. S., Worthy.

'Aloag with this we have received a shoot of Laurel from
Mr. Simpson, showing the two distinct growths, each about
1 foot in length.]

—

(The Gardener.)

Rose rs Flowee.—To show the mildness of the present
season, let me mention that I have a Lamarque (Noisette) Rose
tree in bloom in the open air (Feb. 26th). WUl any of your
subscribers say if they have ever known a Noisette Rose tree

bloom in February ? The tree is against a south wall, and was
only planted last spring.

—

Johs E. M. Camii, Monhton Wyld,
Charmouth.

INFLrENCE OF MANURES—PREPARING
GROUND FOR ROSES.

Is my former communication I was induced to make a few
remarks as to the possibility of iron and other agents having
a marked effect ou the growth of plants ; and, I may mention
that I was much interested by the account contained in your
columns of some experiments with regard to the influence of

this and other manures on the colours of plants. By these, it

appeals that iron does not produce so marked an effect on the
giowth as might have been expected. I myself think that iron,

being a constituent in the blood of animals, must be a neces-

sary one in the ash of plants.

Two or three other manures occur to my mind, the effect of

which can only be mechanical. Of these cocoa-nut fibre and
charcoal are notable instances. The former may be very

valuable in its way for Orchids, or any plant requiring a
fibrous soil ; and I have no doubt that youi' correspondent's

suggestion that Hyacinths may be very successfully grown in

it is a good one ; but the actual mammal value of either may
be considered almost nil.

I should now like to give my ideas as to the best method of

forming a rosarium ; and although the subject is one that has
been often pretty well handled, I may, perhaps, notwithstand-

ing, be able to throw a little fresh light upon it.

The first thing to be seen to is that the soil is brought into

a proper state by mechanical means, and the second that it

is emiched to such a degree as to insure success. If your
sou is light, and you intend to grow the Briar to some extent,

or even Roses on their own roots, you must stiffen it more or

less. Where money is no object, you may get a contractor to

provide you at, perhaps, a cost of 10>. to 15s. per load, with

some rich clay loam and grass sods to a depth of two spits

;

but if you cannot afford this, take the opportunity of laying-in

a stock of good clay, which you may often obtain for little

more than the cost of cartage. This should be put on to the

extent of 4 inches in depth, or about a barrowload to a square

yard, and left exposed to the action of the winter's £rosts

until the spring, when the process of amalgamation wiU he

found to be much accelerated. Tour plants, if already pur-

chased, should in the meanwhile be carefully laid-in in a
sheltered spot. If you happen to have one of those wretched

gravelly soils mentioned by the Rev. S. R. Hole, add a quantity

i

equal to its own bulk of the best ordinary soil that can be pro-

cured ; and where burning it is practicable, I strongly recom-

mend clay. If your soil is rather stiff it must be somewhat
lightened for the Manetti and China Roses, and this can be

effected by addition of sand or light loam.

I now come to the important question of manure. I strongly

inculcate laying a good foundation of what is best called mine-

ral manure. For obtaining a supply of phosphoric acid I

recommend bones ; and I do not think it is of great moment
in a proper close soil whether they are half-inch or crushed,

though perhaps the latter may be rather slower and more
lasting. Apply them at the rate of two tons per acre, or 1 lb.

per square yard, and even double this amount may be given

with safety, as this only allows about 3 ounces for the

12 inches deep of soil, the'least we can calculate to enrich.

One per cent, would be a grand basis. Potash must next be

supplied, if it is even at the risk of some trouble or of disgust-

ing vour gardener. It should be sulphate of potash, and should

be applied to the extent of half the quantity of bone dust. Be
careful, however, not to buy any substance containing only a
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small per-eentage of potash, as the application must then be
c jusiderably increased, and is consequently rather more danger-
ous ; it must therefore be used with caution, especially in the
case of pot Roses.
Thus enriched there is no absolute necessity to use farmyard

manure, but a httering-over after plantmg, or the following
autumn, may be useful for protecting the roots. For prize
Roses we must apply some nitrogen eveiy spring by watering
with the liquid diainings of dung heajjs, or dissolved guano, or
nitrate of soda, to act as the so-called stimulant, producuig a
strong and rapid growth, and rendering the other food more
soluble. Be careful to dilute well, and choose wet days for
apphcatiou.

If with soil thus treated in a favourable situation and with
proper drainage, &c., you cannot vie with your neighbours in

frowLug good Roses, then I will cease to offer any advice on
the subject, and Usten with patience to the praise of fibre

shavings and scrapings or sawdust, and acknowledge that there
is something very peculiar and incomprehensible about the
predilections of this plant. I am glad to see that Mr. Radclyffe
does not express great faith in the u-on manure. I should like

to ask him whether a cUmbiug Rose in a very dry position
would have its roots kept damper or otherwise by placing a
slab of stone over it. I should also like to know where I can
get a weU-grown plant of Cloth of Gold Rose for a greenhouse
wall.—J. S. K.

P.S.—I have just noted the Rev. C. P. Peach's communi-
cation. He has to some extent misunderstood me, as a perusal
of the foregoing wiU show ; but I will proffer a few remarks
on his views in your next issue.

GRAFTING.—Xo. 3.

The examples we have given of inarching in our previous
papers are those which are most generally adopted among us

;

but there are numerous other forms of it practised by the
French in constructing the fancifuUy-shaped frait trees met
with in the gardens of the bourgeouie in the suburbs of the
large towns of France, which we consider of Uttle use to our
readers. One example of this style is slown injig. 1, where

the branches, following a regular curve representing a target,
meet at the summit and are united by gi-afting. In the centre
M. Forest, who is skilful in this sort of training, has foiined a
letter a by means of inarching. In the garden of M. NaUet, of
Brunoy, his name s .\ l l E t is reproduced in six trees. In
the same way M. Baltet has formed his own name by the
junction of trees by means of inarching.

There are several other illustrations of this mode of training
and marching given in M. Baltefs book, but those which

_
are really of useful application are those that are thus
described.

_
"We have ascertained the good effect of inarching the prin-

cipal branches of winged pyramids, goblets, and lyre-shaped
trees, cither isolated or in treUiswork, in the fruit garden of
M. A. Mas, pomologist at Bourg, and in the orchard of the
Ecole d'Agriculture at Soulaise (Atn) formed by Verrier. The
ninille cordon, particularly applicable to the Apple tree, ought
to be terminated by gi-afting it into another, each leader being
pruned at the extremity in a slanting cut, and mtroduced
nnder the bark of its neighbour at the curved part by the

system of buttress-marching {fig 2) ; a continuous Une of small
trees well balanced is thus obtained.

[M. Baltet then proceeds to give an example of grafting which
cannot be called inarching, since the scion is free and docs not
remain in contact with its parent. It is employed to fill up
a space between single cordons when the leader is not long
enough to reach from one to the other, and it is done by graft-

ing a scion of the length required, fir.^t the base into the
summit of the leader, and the apex into the curve of the neigh-
bouring cordon. The next illustration is ingenious if not pro-
ductive of great results.]

Inarching Applied to Ixchease the Size of Fecit.—This
application of inarching is not veij widely practiced, because on
the one hand it requires some skDl on the pai't of the operato' ,,

and on the other success does not always reward the work.
We have meanwhile authenticated more than once its good
results, and particularlj' with M. Luizet, fruit-giower atEcully.
He exhibited beautiful specimens of it at Lyons in 1856 at the
institution of the Congres poinologique.
About the month of June a young herbaceous shoot is in-

aiched on the stalk of a Pear (fg. 3). It is bound with a.

woollen ligature without brmging the two parts too closely iu
contact. If the shoot continues to grow ^-igorously the ex-
tremity ought to be pinched, but if it sets at the extremity
then it is to be left alone. It is thought that the fruit, re-
ceiring by this means a supply of nutrition, ought thus to.

increase in size. When the fruit is produced on a fruit-beaiing-
spray, a nurse-scion can be gi-afted on the sjiray besides the
scion gi-afted on the stalk of the fruit. We have tried it suc-
cessfully. In the case of fruit with too short or too fine a stalk,
as the Api^le and the Peach, the herbaceous shoot on the
fruit-bearing branch is to be grafted by the ordinaiy mode of
inarching or buttress fashion, as near as possible to the point
of junction of the fruit on the branch. The hgatures of grafts
will be in these two examples tied in such a way that they can
be loosened without cutting should they become too tight.

—

Charles Baltet, L'Art de Greffer.

GAEEYA ELLIPTICA.
Gardens would be di'eary in whiter were it not for ever-

greens, and in those districts where the severity of the chmate
limits the number of such ornaments, the few that can with-
stand it are the more prized. It is fortunate that among these
there happen to be two or three of the most handsome ever-
greens we have. Hollies, Rhododeudi-ons, Box, and Juniper
are all very hardy and beautiful as well. The Holly, iu par-
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ticiilar, is invaluable from its clothing our woods and di'essed I ever, is not to call attention to the HoUy and the other

gronuds in the loveliest of green, enlivened, too, dm'uig the hardy plants referred to, but to urge the claims to gi-eater

whiter by multitudes of carmine berries. My pui'pose, how-
|
attention of a shrub which is not so hardy as they are.

Gorrya elliptica.

Garrya elliptica, an evergreen
shi'ub which has been many years
in this country, is far from being
so weU known as it ought to be,

most Ukely in consequence of its

having been planted out amongst
ordinary shrubs, and accordingly
suffered in some of those severe
winters we have now and then

;

but give it a waU, and it wQl make
an ample return. A plant here
(Linton Park, Kent), growing
against a south waU, but m a
somewhat confined position, is

literally covered with its long
drooping bunches of catkins of an
agreeable pale green colour, con-
trasting weU with the dark green
foliage beneath. These bunches

are so numerous as in most cases to touch each other and
cover the whole space, and then- uses in a stand of flowers

need no comment. I have no hesitation in recommendhig the

Garrya to all who have a wall not too high, as it is not only

ornamental hi winter, but at all seasons its compact growth

and amjjle foliage, not unlike that of an overgi-own Evergreen

Oak, are great recommendations. Occasionally, also, in favoured

locaUties it may flower and thrive well as an ordinary shrub,

but in such a position its flowers are generally cut off by the

winter's frost; it is, therefore, only when protected by a wall

and favoured by a mild winter that we find it in such per-

fection as it is to be seen the present season. In some years

the catkins, of which I send a cluster of medium size (not

selected) for your inspection, have been much larger ; indeed,

they win continue to gi-ow after this (.January) , but I never

saw the tree more covered with them, and it is to the heavy

crop it is loaded with that I attribute their being smaller than

usual.

Adjoining this Gariya, which occupies a sort of buttress

some 11 feet high by 6 feet wide, is a plant of Jasminum nudi-

florum in beautiful flower at the same time ; the contrast be-

tween the two is remarkable. Near the Gan-ya are Edwardsia

microphyUa, which seems to be more hardy than the Ganya,
Ceanothus paUidus, and C. azureus, both in good form, but

unless aided by a wall, I have never been able to make much
of the latter two. An attempt to cover a bank with C. azureus

in 18.58 and 1859 was so successful, that I was in hopes that it

might be converted into a useful beddmg plant, but 1860 put

an end to all my expectations.

I would advise those who have a spare corner agamst a south

wall, or other suitable place not akeady devoted to Roses, and

who want an object to admire from November till April, to

plant Garrya elliptica, and after it is fairly established not to
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prune uor trim it too much. Tie it iu a little if it project

too far, but iu the summer dressing leave a number of the
shoots at theu" full length, otherwise, in all probabilitj', there

•will be no blossom, as it is all at the points, or what botanists

call terminal.—J. Eoesox.

A SOJOUEN IN THE HIGHLANDS OF SCOTLAND.
(Continned from page 127.)

The morning of the eighth clay was again gloriously fine

and we determined to devote it to the valley of the Loehart.

This valley or glen is rather narrow, and the sides of the

mountains are not so well wooded as those of the Lochaj".

Our main object was to hunt for varieties of Blcchnum and
Lastrea montana, of both which there was plenty ; and we
Boon discovered a fine patch of the rare Blechnum S. hetero-

phyllum. This plant, as previously found, has been soUtai-y,

but here it had a sporatlic character. We gathered some
twenty or thirty plants, and left several for the next ad-

venturers. After some time we took to the sides of the moun-
tain, and there found the CaUuna vulgaris, vaiiety dumosa,
with many other interesting plants, but which we cannot stop

to notice.

The next two days were spent in an excursion and journey

to Ben Lawers. The morning of the eleventh day we rose

early. The clouds rested sleepUy on the lower shoulders of

the mighty Ben, not more than 1000 feet above the base ; but

we felt confident they would rise as the day advanced, and ac-

cordingly commenced the ascent by a route which, the day
before, we had laid down as most eUgible. Following one of

the fences which run up the base of the mountain, we came
upon a fine form of Blechnum near the B. caudatum of Moore,

which was a good find of ouis, in North Wales, some years

ago. In this the Cauda, or tail, was very blimt, therefore

B. obtusicaudatum woidd be a more appropriate name. Then we
came upon a fine patch of the^Miite Mother Thyme (Thymus
SeiTyllum album). Well, up and up we go, and now we win the

first shoulder of the mountain, and are fairly among the

heather ; but where are the clouds which rested here when we
were at the foot of the moimtain? They, too, have been
creepmg slowly up the mountain, and are stiU 700 feet above

us. Higher and higher we go, and at eveiy step we gain upon
the clouds. It was not tUl we touched the base of the rock-

crowned summit of the mighty Ben that we fairly encoimtered

the fleecy vapours ; but, oh ! how delicious was the atmosphere

—so soft, so pure, so wann and genial, that it was mildness

itself ! It was the most delicious cloud bath, and the greatest

atmospheric luxury that wo ever enjoyed. These clouds were

not of equal density—some were thick and floccirleut, others

til in and attenuated, so that we had occasional gUmpses of high

and steep chffs of mighty rugged masses of rocks, assuming

;

all sorts of gigantic forms. By the occasional thinning of the

clouds here and there we w-ere enabled to make om- way
slowly up among the rocky heaps and steep cliffs.

As soon as we came to the rocks our astonishment and
gi'atification began—we were in another world. The rocks

Cmicaceous schist l
showed an endless vaiiity of distribution,

fonn, and contour, and the surface of the ground imd steep

face of some of the chffs were Uterally carpeted with the Alpine

Lady's Mantle (AlchemiUa alpina) over large areas. It was
impossible to set down a foot without treading on this moim-
tain gem. The upper sm-face of the leaves w-as a brilliant

green, the under a sUiny sUvery satin. We almost shuddered

at trampling under foot such beautiful verdure. Interspersed

with the AlchemUla there was the stUl more rare Sibbaldia

procumbeus, and here and there dense silvery tufts of the

dwarf Alpine Cudweed, Guaphalium supinum. Up in the cliffs

there were fine hoary masses of the Alpine Mouse-ear Chick-

weed (C'erastium alpinum), and, as the numerous hairs which

clothe the whole plant were each terminated with a minute
dewdj'op derived from its cloud bath, it seemed almost hke a

mass of snow. Late as the season was, severiil of the plants

high up among the rocky cliffs showed their large snow-white

flowers. Its congener, the rai-e Cerastium latifohum, matted
many of the little shelves among the rocks. The Alpine

Meadow Eue (Thahctrum alpinum) was creeping among the

Moss here and there, and showing its tiny Feru-like foUage,

humble it is tnie, but not less beautiful on that account. Long
lines of the Arctic WUlow (Salis herbacea) , not more than 1 inch

in height, ran along the clefts of the rocks. There were large

bimks and patches of the little Moss Campion (Sileuc acaulis),

its dense foliage packed so close together as to present the

aspect of a mossy cushion ; when in flower it is a vegetable
gem of the first order. A companion to this, and imitating it

in its mode of growth, but with still smaller foliage and more
closely-packed shoots, was the Mossj' C^-phel (Cherleria sed-

oides). As this was the first time we had seen this modest
gem in its native home, and we believe almost its only British
home, we were iu an ecstacy of delight ; but not this plant
alone, but the multitude of others, now seen for the first time,
yielded us many pleasmes, and a new joy at almost every step,

and we were kept in a constant thrill of astonislunent and
delight. Our si)irits were exhilarated beyond measiu'e ; we
were almost young again, giddy as a giii and buoyant as a
youth let loose from school. It was impossible to feel hunger,

j

thirst, or fatigue ; the wading thi'ough miles of heather up the
mountain's brow was nothing, and all our toils and difficulties

were forgotten ; and not a breath of au- distm'bed the delicately

poised Bent-gi'ass. The silence was deep and profound, save tke
faint murmur of a mountain stream, and the occasional distant

croak of a raven. The only things which seemed to move were
ourselves and the ever-varying clouds above, below, and around
us, and we cared not for them so long as they retidned theti-

vaporous form. We were in the finest and the rarest alpine

garden iu Britain ; we were very probably, though mei'e neo-

phytes, treading in the steps of the botanists of old—Light-

foot, Don, Graham, Hooker, Brown, GreviUe, and a host of

other worthies, who have made Ben Lawers renowned the
world over.

We aecended higher and higher as the clouds permitted us to

have glimpses of our course—zigzaging, now this way and
then that ; several times fancying we could see the summit,
but when that was attained there was another point stUl higher

;

but as we rose the clouds became thinner, and by-and-by we
left them below and stood on the top in a clear atmosphere.
The vegetation near the top is very scanty, and the rare plants.

Mosses and Lichens ; of the latter Lechanoras, Paimehas, and
Gyrophoras w-ere plentiful. But the one most interesting to

us was the Soleiina ochracea—seen for the first time. It is

very striking, covering the loose stones with its leathery green

rosettes, the imder surfaces of which ai'e of a rich golden hue.

As we stood on the highest ridge we wished for at least one
peep at the nether world, and waited for some time ; but no,

the fleecy masses, though occasiouallj- thin, continued to ob-

scure all beneath them. Once, and once only, through a nearly

round hole in the clouds we got a glimpse of Loch Cat, on the

eastern flank of the mountain. Passing slowiy and cautiously

down the western cliffs we came upon a depression or shght
ravine—" conies " they are called iu Scotland, and here the

rare alpines were in rich jirofusiou. The beautiful reticulated

WlUow (Salix reticulata) was very fine ; the Saxifraga opposi-

tifolia and mirahs were abund.ant ; and here we found what
we had been long looking for—the vegetable gem of Ben Lawers
—the Alpine Forget-me-not (Myosotis alpestris). We are told

by good authorities that, when this plant is in flower, it is

worth a journey to Scotland to see it, as th^ size and brilliant

amethystine blue of its flowers gathered into compact heads,

and the neatness of its foUage, render it one of the most beautiful

of all alpines. When in flower it may be easily foimd, but now
it requh-es to be looked for. It was nestling among the damp
moss, on ledges of the rocks, among other rare denizens of this

alpine gar'den ; there also were found, iu plenty, Polystichiun

Bonchitis, Pseudathyiium alpestre, and Lastrea dilatata alpina

;

also the companions to the exquisite Myosotis alpestris, the

alpiue Veronica, and Alphie Willoiv Herb {Ej)ilobinm al-

pinum).
We lingered long on this channing spot. The evening was

drawing on, and we had to make a precipitate retreat. It

was nearly ten o'clock when we reached our quarters.

—

{Ex-
tniitfd fro:' ?Jr. Staiisjield's notes read Vcfore the Todmorden
Botunical Socictij.)

(To be c^utiuued.)

SHOWING VEGETABLES.
I AJi quite delighted to see vegetables taking the places

w'hich belong to them, although they are not so' inviting as

the beautiful Orchids and Eoses, nor yet so luscious as Eoyal
George Peaches, or the good old Hamburgh Grapes. Never-

theless, when we come to nsefulness and health combined,

I think your readers \vill agree with me wiien I say they are

not to be placed beneath anything. Vegetable-showing is iu

its infancy, and I think proper regulations should at once be

adopted to the satisfaction of all exhibitors, and if I may pre-
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sume to give a few hints, I hoiie my iloiiig so will be talien in

good part by aU.

I am sure you •will admit tliat we iliillauJ gaa'tleners! camiot

successfully compete at such au early season as the gardeners

of Comwail and Devoushii'e. Take, for instance, the Carter

cup at Nottingham last year. The Peas were full and good
from the outh, but oui'S were not so, the reason being that

the southerns enjoyed a better, warmer, and more congenial

climate. I shoiild like to know what is to be done to satisfy

us all '? I am sure your correspondents' great experience will be

able to solve the problem.—E. Gildekt, Burghlnj.

AN AUSTRALIAN ADVENTURE.
The day was far spent as we neared a stream where we in-

tended to encamp. for the night, when "sounds of revelry"

and boisterous uiii'th became more audible as we descended a

hill. The noise and " roUcking-fuu " soon after ceased, when
the vocal strains of a fine tenor voice sang loud and clear the

charming air and pleasant song,

" The maids of merry England, bow beautiful ai-e tbey."

The sentiment, so sweet and true, was harmoniously joined

in by the party, whose voices commingled in the pleasing

refrain.

As we hstened to the once familiar words we felt certain

that the voice of the singer was equally so, but when and
where heard could not well remember. Our- footsteps were
quickened, as anxious " to join the jovial crew," we pushed
onwards to the camp-fires, where a number of happy-looking
mortals were enjoying themselves in various ways, which
seemed to prove that there was such a state as rural feUcity

even iu the forest shades of New Holland.
With but little ceremony we iuti'odueed ourselves as "travel-

lers from Melbourne, on our way to Geeloug," and were cor-

dially welcomed to a share of their glowing fires and bivouac
for the night. In the person of a handsome and gentlemanly
fellow we fancied we recognised the smger whose song awakened
thoughts of home and the loved ones there. Scarcely had we
been seated, before our new acquaintance inquired, ^Yhat j^art

of England did you come from, and how long have you been
away, and what are you doing now ? Similar questions were
asked and answered all round, when our iuten'ogator some-
what surprised us with the information that his name was
May, and was at one time in the nursery busmess near Bedale,
in Yorkshire. " -And my name is Harding, and well do I rcf-

momber you when a young man, and in your father's employ
years ago." The recognition was mutual when we referred to

the time we heard him sing the same song he had just repeated,
at a village party long ago. He, too, had not forgotten the
time v,-hen bidding each other "good-bye" at the niu'seiy

gate, one c"old December's morning, when, with " great expec-
tations," we journeyed to the great metropolis, the centre in
circumference of horticulture, where all young and aspuing
gardeners aim for.

It was then, and may be so now, considered necessary to

have a course of practice in and around London to qualify a
gardener for a fii"st-class position.

To sleep was out of the question ; it seemed utterly im-
possible for anything mortal to slumber with the myriads of

mosquitoes, fleas, ants, and other abominable insects torturing
us iu every way ; so we passed the night in the smoke of the
camp-fire, discussing " auld lang syne."

It was our good fortune to have fallen in with a party of
" gum-pickers," who were gathering gum from the Acacia
trees for exportation, and little inferior to the gum arable of

commerce procured iu Senegal and the East Indies; from
Acacia fera and A. arabica trees.

The varieties of Acacias are many, and number nearly two
hundred species, indigenous to Australia alone ; and are indis-

pensable for greenhouse and conservatory decoration. Few, if

any, flowering trees or shrubs are more beautiful or interesting
than some of them. Such, for instance, as Acacia pubescens,
A. couspieua, A. undidata, A. grandis, and A. Drummondii,
giand beyond comparison. A. cultriformis, very curious

;

A. platyptera, A. XieUi, A. albicans, A. urophyUa, so fragi-ant

and pretty ;A. amcena, a lovely gem ; A. suaveolcns, deUciously
sweet ; A. pulcheUa and A. spectabihs, beautiful indeed. These
are but a few named of the many varieties, and all of easy
culture. They v.-iU bear a good deal of hard usage and thrive
moderately well, or perhaps better than most plants, in dweU-
ing-house windows, and for setting-oft' a choice bouquet we

know of nothing more graceful or pretty.

—

(A merican Gardener's

ilonikhj.)

BATTLE ABBEY,
The Seat op the Duke of Cleveland.

When the Anglo-Saxons are named it is usual to associate

then- possession of England with the name of Alfred, to dwell

on their triumphs over the early Britons and the Northmen,
and to remember how they fostered the Christian missionaries

in England ; but when six centuries had passed they no longer

retained the same characteristics, and one who has written

theti' history tells that for the most part their sovereigns were
feeble-minded, their nobles factious and effeminate, their clergy

corrupt and ignorant, and the people servile and depressed.

Thus England was becommg the possession of a debased,

divided, and ignorant people. At this time of their decay the

Normans came. Their dukes, though foremost as warriors,

loved peace, theh' subjects were brave, united, and truthful

;

they were charitable, pious, lovers of hteratui'e, decorous, and
moral. They conquered the Anglo-Saxons, and " from the

mighty ruins with which the Conquest overspread the land,

raised that great character of government —clergj', nobility,

and people—which has since never ceased."

Knowing this we stood but a few days ago on one of the

terraces of Battle Abbey, looked over the valley where eight

centuries since the one decisive victor}' efi'ected that conquest.

Behind us—wo were about to write " in our rear," for we had
been reading of the strife until we had on our mind the mUitary

phraseology—was liigher ground, and on it " The Watch Oak,"

marking where the Saxon sentinels looked out on the plain

towards Pevensey on the movements of the approaching Nor-

man host ; and on Telham hUl, beyond that plain, was planted

the standai'd of the mvading duke. Our feet were within the

Saxon position. Harold's standai'd was her-e, near to it he

was slain ; the spot where he fell was covered by the High Altar

of the Abbey, and the ruins of the altar's foundation remain.

We could dwell long and detail minutely the incidents of

that bloody contest, but they are not within our province, and
we may only note that the Conqueror had vowed, if victory

was with him, he would build an abbey on the battle-field.

He fulfilled his vow

—

'* And tber, as the bataile waa,
An abbey be lets reie

Ot Soiut iloitin, for the soules

Tbat tbere siayn woie,"

Tire Abbey was dedicated to the Trinity, the 'Virgin, and St.

Martin, but this title, as usual, was popularly abbreviated, and
it was known as " St. Martin's Abbey of Battle." Although
eoiui'v.iced the year after the victory, the Conqueror did not

live to see it completed, and William Eufus was at its conse-

cration in 1094. It was surrendered to Henry VIII. when he
abolished monasteries in 1538, and he granted, in the following

year, the Abbey aud the manor to his Standard-bearer and
Master of Horse, Sii' Anthony Browne. His son, created Vis-

count Montacute (erroneously spelt Montagu), demolished

the chief part of the Abbey, and adapted the remamder for a

residence ; but the sixth Viscount, about the middle of the

last centm-y, sold it to Sir Thomas Webster, fi-om whose
descendants it passed to the family of the Duke of Cleveland.

The Viscount was high in the favour of Queen Elizabeth, but

we are not aware that she visited Battle Abbey. It is certain

that she was entertained in the August of 1591 at Cowdray,
the other residence of Viscount Montacute, and afterwards

she was in the western parts of Sussex. The weatlier was
projiitious, aud the companj- numerous, for it is recorded that

the Queen frequently cUned in the garden, that the table was
48 yards long, and that for a breakfast three oxen and one
hundred and forty geese were provided.

We have endeavoured to give a shght historical sketch of

Battle Abbey, but for a monastery so important aud richly

endowed, strange to say, comparatively httle appears to be

known of its history even a hundred years after its completion.

Some parts of the buildmg have evidently been built at a

later date than the rest, and some are known to have been
rebuilt by Sir Anthony Browne soon after the Eeformation

;

but we are sorry to record the fact that httle care seems to

have beeu taken by former proprietors to preserve what at

one time must have been, indeed still is, a noble and interest-

ing building. Parts of it have been used as barns and gi-ana-

ries, and other parts lay long buried in the earth, or were

suffered to fall to the ground. The entrance from the street

of Battle is by a Norman archway aud tower ; eastward the
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whole is lawn encompassed with belts of Laurels, Aueubas,

Laurustinus, with tall Elms near the boundary ; and beyond,

the kept grounds merge into the extensive park. On the prin-

cipal front, which faces the west, are trained fine plants of the

Narrow-leavedMyrtle, Magnolias, Jasmine, and Garrya elliptica,

the last covering a space 13 or 16 feet in height, and 12 feet

wide. This shrub, of which a figure and notice are given in

another column, was covered with its pale yellow male flowers

in catkins as much as 9 inches long. So numerous, ui fact,

were they that the dark-green foliage was all but completely

hidden by them. No one who saw such a plant could fail to re-

cognise its suitability for covering a wall, and desire to see it

more extensively employed for that purpose, being ornamental
by its foliage and much more so by its flowers, especially when
these are produced by a wall-trained plant on which, as at

Battle, they appear to attain twice the length they do on
shrubbery plants. Stauntonia latifolia, a greenhouse plant

from China, trained against the same front of the house, had
attained a height of about 20 feet, but had not fruited, though
another plant had done so where the aspect was south.
What is supposed to have been the Guest House is a detached

building covering an area 195 feet long and upwards of 40 feet

wide, but all that remains of it are two octagonal tm'rets at the
west end, and the niches of the windows at the sides, now
used as seats, those on the south commanding a view of the
battle field, Telham Hill in the distance, and on a clear daj'

of miles of country besides. The space once occupied by the
rooms devoted to the use of the guests and their attendants
is now laid out in three neatly-kept gi'ass plots surrounded
by gravel walks. Considering that the rehgious establishments
in early times served also as houses of entertamment for

travellers, more esj^ecially those of the higher ranks, it is

not surprising that so large a building should be devoted to

their accommodation ; and from the fact that beneath the

Buttle Abliey— Cloibters,

whole is a range of ceUai'S which even a great London wine-

merchant might envy, it may be inferred both that the visitors

were many and the cheer good. Of the dormitory, which runs
north and south, and is 154 feet long by 35 wide, part of the

walls are stUl standing, and beneath it are vaulted chambers,
supposed to have been the living-rooms of the monks when not
engaged on their rehgious or gustatory duties, for the per-

formance of which last an ample refectory was provided.
However, it is not for us to dwell upon these details, which
belong more to the province of the antiquarian than of the
horticulturist, but in a notice of such a place as Battle Abbey
the remains of the past are so intimately connected with the
present—in fact, serve as landmarks to it—that it is next to

an impossibUity to dissociate the one from the other. Never-
theless, we cannot but remark that those old masons had done
their work well, not only in beautifully arched cryjjts, but in

buttress facings, where theu' chisel marks remain fresh and
clear at the present day, though the iuterverung work was of a
rougher nature.

We have now reached the east side of the Abbey, where there
is a garden laid out in smaU beds hedged-in by Box neatly kept
to 6 inches high by 9 inches wide at top, with raised beds in
the centre. The accompanj-iug is a view of this side of the
Abbey* with its cloisters, including also a portion of the garden

* The two views which we give were obli^^ugly funushed to l

Photogiaplier, oJ 13, Wellington Place, Hastings.
i by Mr. Mai

refei'red to. Li summer it is filled with bedding plants, and
the broad Box edgings to the beds give it a unique appearance.

We noticed here some remarkably fine Laurustinuses 18 feet

high. The Laurustinus appears to luxuriate at Battle, flowering

freely, and attaining a large size. The next garden is a square

with an ancient Yew hedge 15 or 16 feet high, forming a dark,

sombre wail on one side ; Laurels and Sweet Bay nearly

20 feet in height are the other two sides. The ground within

is laid out as a rosery, there being in addition a number of

Camellias planted out, and two beds of Lilium speciosum
(laucifoUiun of gardens) rubrum and album, which have been
there for ten years ; all the protection given is a covering of

ashes over the bulbs in winter. At the back of the Yew hedge
referred to is a row of Y'ew trees equally ancient, and the

branches of the two form a Gothic arch over a walk running
the whole length of the back of the walk, and in some cases the

branches are naturally inarched. This walk has a quaint,

rustic character, as well as being venerable by its age. The
Monks' Walk, pai-aUel with the boundary wall, is also interest-

ing, and from the raised walk on the wall one can see miles of

the surrounding country. Just pausing to notice another Y'ew-

bordered walk, the trees not so old as by that previously

noticed, we come to the site of the High Altar erected on the

spot where Harold fell, and near which are several magnificent

old Cedars of Lebanon, and a fine Deodar about 40 feet high.

Her Grace has herself tastefully planted Ferns and herba-
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ceous plants among the ruins at this Luterestiiig spot (of

which we give a view), as well as elsewhere in the grounds. A
little further on we come to a picturesque walk with iine old

Lime trees on one side, and behind these is a rustic ice-house,

which holds about one hundred loads, and keeps th« ice in

excellent condition throughout the season. Here a heathery
is being formed, and beds of hardy Azaleas have been planted

as kindred subjects. A few Gladioluses are put in to give hfe

in summer.
On the south side of the Abbey, where the old stabling,

offices, and houses were, the ground has been converted into

hiwn lind planted with Ai-aucai'ias, Pinus insignis, Welling-
tonias, and other Conifers, which are in a thri'S'ing condition,

and some of them ai'e already fine specimens. A new drive to

the station has also been formed through this part of the

grounds, the only drawback being that portions of the village ai-e

too plainly risible in parts, but this will be remedied in time

by the growth of the trees which have been planted as a
screen.

On the south side of the Abbey a new terrace 180 yards long
has been recently formed. The place of a terrace waU is sup-
phed by a dense low Holly hedge 3 feet wide at top, with
standards on 6-feet stems at every 30 feet. Along the walk
next the hedge, and rather interfering with its hue in one or

two places, are three fine trees of the Scarlet Thorn, but
though, as stated, they interfere a httle with the walk, the trees

have been wisely preserved ; it would, indeed, have been a pity

to have touched such fine old trees, so beautiful, too, when in

blossom.
Ascending to another terrace we reach a walk 14 feet wide

and 200 yards long, with, on the side next the park, we believe,

the finest Laurustinus hedge anywhere to be met with. It is

4 feet high and fi'om 6 to 8 feet in breadth, with standards at

every 30 feet or so, and is perfectly furnished from bottom to

tcp. It must be a beautiful sight when in flower Heic theie

are compartments for bedding plants, of which from 25,000

to 30,000 are required. The walls of the Guest House, which

is at the back of this terrace, are covered with Monthly Roses,

Oleanders, and Clematises, and when the Roses are in blossom

the effect must be veiy fine. But more noteworthy than the

Roses are several plants which elsewhere are kept in green-

houses. Among these are Stauntonia latifolia more than

20 feet high—this fruits well ; the Pomegranate, which flowers

but does not fruit, Mandevilla suaveolens ' covering 25 feet

of wall, and Poinciana gracilis. As a measiu-e of precaution,

these, CoroniUa glauca coming into flower, Aloysia citriddora,

and some others of the more tender subjects, were covered

mth spruce branches. That useful early-flowering Jasminum
nudiflorum unfortunately a scentless one, was gay with a pro-

fusion of its golden blossoms. The teirace walk terminates at

a gateway flanked with two handsome specimens of Cupressus

macrocarpa.
We next enter the consen-atory, in front of which are a set

of beds that are kept gay in summer with Clematises and
bedding subjects. This conservatory is upright-sided, with a

half-cui-vilinear roof, and measures 71 feet in length by

17 in width, and the same in height. Great credit is due to

Mr. Jack.'the excellent gardener, for the gay appearance which
it presents, more especially as he has not a great extent of

glass from which he can draw luilimited supphes of plants.

Among the mmates weie some fine pyramidal Camelhas
standing 8 feet high blooming freely. Azaleas, Epiphyllums
grafted on Pereskia stocks so as to form standards 2 to 3 feet

high. Begonias, Epaerises, and an excellent cohection of mis-

cellaneous flowering plants. Taosonia Van-Volxemi is trained

on the roof for shade, and among other climbers Lapagerias,

Stephanotis, Passiflora princeps, and Fuchsia corymbiflora.

Two very fine specimens of the Abyssinian Banana, Musa
Ensete, in tubs, give a tropical air to the house, not the least

notable ornament to it being handsome Orange trees, one of

which in particular was loaded with rich golden fruit, not sour

half-ripened fruit, but fit for the dessert.

Before quitting the pleasure grounds we must notice a new
walk being made, sldrting the park and passing through a well-

wooded portion of it between the trees and Ivy-covered banks.

This when finished wUl be upwards of half a mile long, and
will, no doubt, add a fresh charm to this old place.

The kitchen garden, including the outside slips, is two acres

and three-quarters in extent, and is new, having been made
since Mr. Jack came to the place, the old gai'den being now an
orchard and used for growing early Potatoes, &c. The walls are

English bond, 14 inches tliick, 12 feet high, and surmounted

by a coping projecting 8 inches. The Peach, Plum, Cherry,

and Pear trees are trained with great neatness and care, and
look very healthy and fruitful. Apricots, however, are apt to

die off in the unaccountable manner so often complained of.
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The vineries are three in number, in addition to which there

is a Peach house. They are all lean-to's, 30 feet long by 12

wide. The Vines are all planted inside, but the front walls

being arched the roots can pass outwards. In the early Tinery

Mr. .Jacli had grafted on one Vine the Golden Hamburgh,
Muscat of Alexandria, and Canon Hall Muscat, but he found
that the Muscat . of Alexandria had robbed the Golden Ham-
burgh. Mr. Jack states that by notching the wood of the

Canon Hall he finds it sets as freely as the Eoyal Muscadine.

The trees in the Peach house are trained on a curved trelhs in

front, and on the back waU as well. They looked healthy, and
gave promise of bearing an abundant crop.

The other houses consist of a span-roofed Cucumber house
30 feet by 9, and 9 feet high, heated by two flow-pipes one
on each side, and two returns one under each bed. Besides

Cucumbers, Dwarf Kidney Beans and Asparagus are forced,

the former in a heated pit and in the Peach house as well,

though not desirable inmates for such a structure, and Mr.
.Tack would gladly dispense with them there. The other pits

are filled with bedding plants. Lettuces, Cauliflowers, &c.

There is a Mushroom house, heated by a 3-iuch pipe, in which
fine crops are obtained, especially from the beds on the floor ;

Sea-kale and Ehubarb are also grown here. In the fruit-room,

which contained more fruit than some even in larger gardens,

we noticed that the fruit was laid on dry Fern spread over the
open-slatted shelves, and in this way it keeps exceedingly weU.
We have only to add that the out-door crops and general

keeping of the place were most creditable to our friend Mr.
.Tack, the careful and painstaking gardener, and we take this

opportunity to thank him for his kindness and the trouble he was
at in pointing out all that might interest us and our readers.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN OAUDEN.

The preparation of the quarters intended for main crops
must be persevered in whenever the soil is dry enough to admit
of its being trodden on without being too much consolidated.

This is of great unportanec in the case of hea\'y soils, and
those who have such to deal with should take advantage of

every dry day to prepare them. It will also be advisable to

defer sowing main crops for a week, or even a fortnight. On
light dry soils, on the other hand, the sooner the main crops

are in the better, because such soils are most liable to suffer

from dronplil ilmnld it occur; therefore the sooner the crops

can be well i^li; ik d the better will they resist dry weather.
If, on the cuiiliiiy, tlir season is wet they will be in the best

possible comiition to profit by it. Make a small sowing of

Grange's Early White Broccoli; the sowing made now wiU
come in iiseful by-and-by. Sow another jjatch of early Cubbarie,

also some Eed Cabbages for winter supply. Prick-out the
young. seedling plants of Couli/lou-ers and Lettuces either on a
warm border or a gentle hotbed, and shelter them for a time
with hoops and mats. The first sowing of Celenj must also

be prieked-otit as soon as it can well be handled. Make a

first sowing of the true Drumhead Savoy. Sow a good breadth
of the best Curled Farxlcy. On light soils lose no time in

getting in the main crops of Peas for summer, together with a
few of the later kinds. The ground on which the Peas are

sown comes in well for Celery, a width of C feet being allowed
from row to row ; but this distance might be increased with
great advantage, and the intervening spaces sown with S^iiiac7i,

early Turnips, Radislws, and Lettuces, all of which would come
off in time for the Celery.

FKUIT G.4EDEN.

Pruning should now be quite finished m every department,
and whatever nailing is left undone must be completed imme-
diately. See that new-planted fruit trees are properly staked
and mulched, and after high winds it is necessary to look
round them and press the earth gently to the base of the
stems. All danger of very severe frost being over, Figs may
have the covering completely removed, and be neatly pruned
and nailed. Do not crowd them with wood.

FLOWEE GAEDEN.
The digging of flower borders must now be commenced in

good earnest, in perlMiiiiiiiy viiich use the fork in preference

to the spade. All kiuds cf lierbaceous plants may now be
planted, either to fill up empty spaces, or to make new planta-
tions in borders which have undergone a course of preparation
this season. Pay particular attention to the arrangement of

the plants according to height, and colom- and succession of

flower. Bear in mind that a profusion of bloom alone does
not make a flower border beautiful and attractive, unless

the plants are disposed in such a manner that harmony of

colouring may prevail throughout the whole. Proceed with
the planting of hardy Eoses. If the iilants are strong prune
their heads according to the classes to which the varieties

belong ; if weak, cut them back to two or three eyes, shorten
all long and straggling roots, and prune away such as may be
bruised or broken. If the ground has not been prepared as

previously du'ected I would recommend pits to be made, and
to two pits give a wheelbarrowful of rotted dung and good loam,
well mixed. By aU means avoid deep planting. Have a quantity
of stakes and tar-twine close at hand, and stake each plant

whether it is a dwarf or standard ; many losses are incmred
and much injury sustained when this is neglected. Continue
the pruning and nailing of climbers, also arranging and tying

such as are against treUises, verandahs, &c. Due attention

must be paid to the sweeping and rolling of walks and turf.

This should be done at least once a-fortnight at the present
season. Those walks which have become dirty upon the sur-

face and are overrun with moss should be turned to the depth
of 2 or 3 inches. By this means they wiU have the appear-

ance of having been newly made. The beds of Tuhps being
great favomites of the amateur will now require great atten-

tion, the foUage being generally well above the surface, and
consequently hable to the vicissitudes of our changeable springs.

At this season a rainy day is often succeeded by a sharp frost,

or hailstorms mercilessly j^elt the rising plants. Some florists

think it is of little use to cover, suj)posing the Tirlip to be
sufficiently hai'dy ; but when the leaves form a kind of cup
which holds a considerable quantity of water, which in a
Irosty night is turned into a mass of ice, enveloping the rismg
bud, I think it will be allowed that protection in this case at

least is advisable. It is desirable to stretch a thin calico over
the bed at night if frost is expected ; this will be found sufii-

ciently effective. Canker will often make its appearance on
the foliage ; this must be carefully removed with a sharp
knife, exposing the part as much as possible to the air, lait

keeping a shade over it for a few" days. Now is a very trying

period for Carnations and Picotees ; many layers that have
apparently withftjod the winter with impunity wUl often

wither and die, j,nl if exainiaed they will be foimd not to have
made a single fibre since they were potted last aiitumu, show-
ing the propriety of early potting, in order that the plants may,
by being thoroughly established, be enabled to stand the

weather. Continue to shade the rising blooms of Polyanthuses
on seedling beds. If pin-eyed flowers show any good property

in o, marked manner, cross-breed that variety and save seed

from it.

GEEENHOUSE AND CONSEKVAIOET.
We have prc\iously recommended the removal of plants

from various houses, to aid in embellishing the conservatory
;

their beauty past, they must no longer be allowed to remain,

but should be restored to a situation suitable to encourage a

healthy growth, and consequently an assured provision of

flower.buds for a future season. It is a great advantage to

possess a pit which can be approfiriated to this pm'pose.

When it is found that plants are much exhausted by early

forcing they should be suppUed with fresh and siritable soil.

AUow no essential variations in the temperature ;
60° should

be the average. The occupants of the greenhouses will re-

quire from time to time increased pot-room to follow the ex-

tension of the leaves and branches. Fuchsias, Pelargoniums,

and Calceolarias must receive the benefit of tills rule.

STOVE.

In this structure much is to be done every day. The plants

of Poinsettias, Euphorbias, Clcrodendi-ons, Aphelandras,
Gossypium, and Gesnera oblongata and longifoha that have
previously been cut down and are now breaking should be

shaken out and repotted in good, open, rather hght, fibrous,

turfy lo.am, coarse sand, and a good portion of charcoal, which
aU plants delight in. Prick off carefully into small pots, as

they appear in the store pots or pans, the various kinds of

Achimenea, and put in another batch, likewise various Glox-

inias. The whole of the above delight in a moderate bottom
heat at this season. See that the plants of Gougoras, Stan-

hopeas, some of the beautiful Dendrobiums that are now
making then' season's growth, are not suffering from want of

water ; it is sometimes found essential to soak them once or

twice in the tub of tejjid water. Syringe oarefuUy about the

blocks and baskets that have plants of Vandas, Sacoolabiums,

Saroantbus, &c., growing or adhering to them.
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PITS ASD FE-V3IES.

Pot off into 3-iuch pots plants of ths Bourai'dia triphj'Ua

and splendeus which hare been raised from small jjortions of

the roots ; replace them in a kindly heat. Those who have
not as yet attended to the propagation of plants for bedding-

out, must now begin with all possible speed to pirt in cuttings

of Salvias, Petunias, Fuchsias, Verbenas, Scarlet Geraniums,
&c., so as to have good plants for bedding-out in May. Pay
due attention to watering and topping-back weak and strag-

gling shoots, so as to form robust bushy plants. If snails or

slugs have founii*suug quarters in this department they will

do much mischief during the mild weather, if not looked after

and destroyed.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
i'ri'.-.-i'i'i'i«(7 ,$'('("<?., from Birds, Mice, dc.— At one time I

foiind it vain to txpect an eai'ly or even a second crop of Peas
unless I planted them out when the plants were from 3 to

inches iu height. Even before the Peas reached that height

wu'e netting proved ineffectual, as the vermin got in one night

and spoilt some rows. I found that coating seeds of all

sizes with a colouimig of red lead saved them from the attacks

uf all intruders. This season, however, the rats have been
most unmerciful on a jMece of Beans, notwithstanding the

usual red colouring, in consequence of a number of changes
hero, which have rendered us more Uable to their visitations.

Soiriii'j Seeds in wet soU. In unusually wet seasons like the
present seeds should not be sown too deeplj', nor covered up
excessively in stiff soils, as in that case they are almost sure

to rot. We have known whole rows of Peas never come up at

all, in consequence of having been too deeply sown. We cer-

tainly approve of sowing Peas and Beans in a somewhat deep
furrow, but then the seeds are covered very slightly—not more
than from 1 to 2 inches iu such a season as this. In extreme
cases we can, iu the garden, pat the seeds gently into the

ground, and cover them over -ndth some fine dry material.

Sloist soil beneath and rather dry soil above are, perhaps, the

best of all conditions for a free healthy germination, as the

moisture swells the seed, the air gets access to it, and the

covering keeps out the hght. We know there are seeds whicji,

if they have moisture, vfill germinate in full sunshine. We
are, however, convinced from our own experience that many
seeds are much injured by free exjjosure to sunshine before

they are sown, whilst many more are injured by being sown
and covered too deeply in moist soil, so as to exclude the air

as effectually almost as if they had been surrounded with a

piece of putty. Sow, therefore, iu well-stu-red, well-au-ed,

rather dry soO, and the rains will percolate freely, and the

seed and seedlings will be benefited rather than otherwise. We
liftve known instances in which different gardens were supplied
by the same seedsman, the seeds taken out of the same bag,
drawer, or paper, saved and stored at the same time, and
therefore as much as possible aUke iu quality, and yet almost
totally vmproductive in one case, and perfectly good in the

other.

The same fact holds true with respect to all our more arti-

ficial sowings in pots and boxes under glass, such as those
of Lobehas, Calceolarias, Chinese Primulas, and Cinerarias.

1 do so thoroughly behove it to be the true interest of our
seedsmen to send out the best article they can command, that

when I have anythhig like a failui'e, instead of blaming a

tradesman, I think it better to inquire if there has not been
carelessness and inattention on my part.

One of the chief secrets of success, therefore, in sowing,
especially imder glass in pots, and when using such small seeds

as those of Calceolarias, is to have the soil beneath moist
enough to secure germination and rooting, and the covering

fine and rather diy. When sowing any of these small seeds,

or larger seeds, as Primulas, &c., drain the pot or jjau well

till it with thi'ee sorts of soil, the roughest at the bottom, the
liner above that, and finest at the top, pressing it down so as

to be within an inch of the rim. The pots are then thoroughly
watered, or set iu a tub of water until all air-bubbles cease.

This secm'es a thorough moistening. The pots then stand to

drain for twenty-fom- or thirty hours, when the sm-face will be
a little dry. Some dry sandy fine soil is scattered thinly over
and shghtly pressed, the seeds are then so^^^l, another slight

spiinkling given and pressed level, a squai'e of glass put over
the pot, and the glass shaded. In many cases, when the pot
is set in a bed, the seedlings will be up and strong before any
watering is wanted.

One word more as to the safety of such small seedlings. If

moisture is needed avoid watering overhead, but sail the sur-

face with water by pouring it on a tile or shell near the side of

the pot. Give moisture by any mode, except pouring it over the

top of the young plants, however fine the rose be, and you will

take the best means for preventing seedlings that come up
thick foxing, or rotting, or shanking-off' at the surface of the

soil. Another preventive is to prick-off these seedlings as soon

as you can handle them, shigly or in little patches, as the

patches may be divided singly or in pairs afterwards. Many
a fine pot of valuable seedlings has been destroyed by a care-

less overhead watering.

Cucumbers in liot-u-aler pit versus those in frames xcith

fermenting material hcneath them.—As respects the earliest

spring-planted Cucumbers, we have amused ourselves iu hold-

ing the balance evenly, and for years there was little to draw
between the two modes. This year the pit will have all the

first rimnmg, as we have only turned out good strong plants

iu the frames on the 22nd, whilst those in the pit are running
and showing freely. For the benefit of beginners I may men-
tion the causes of delay, the plants being nearly of the same
age. Fu-st, we made the beds a Uttle later than usual ; se-

condly, the want of sun heat, and the more free U'.'e of leaves,

kept the heat from rising sufficiently ; and thudly, this was
partly owing to the mode we have more than once described of

putting all the soil we require into the bed at once—a mode
attended with much future economy. The frames we have
left average IG inches in depth at back, and 10 inches m front.

These, therefore, to give ample room to the foliage, are above

the level of the soU. The frame stands upon a wide ridge all

round, leaving a trench in the middle 16 or 18 inches in depth,

and from 21 to 28 inches in width. A board is placed length-

wise at the back and front of this trench, between which the

soil is placed ; the bo.ards on each side confine the roots and
prevent them running into the decomposing material at the

sides. In this duU weather it took more time than usual to

heat this trench of cold soil, but when the inside temperature

showed 60° in the morning, and the soil was nearly 80°, we
planted. As regards simplicity there are several advantages

in this mode. A shallow box can be made to answer the pur-

pose. Only about one-third of the quantity of soU is required

when contrasted with a bed earthed over in the usual way.

The earth is put in at once, and there is no anxiety in watcli-

ing and waiting for a favourable time for earthing-up the

plants bit by bit, and very likely injuring them more or less.

The earth thus sunk is placed on the lowest level of the bed,

and therefore there is scarcely any UkeUhood of root-burning,

that evil from which so many beginners suffer, whilst the fer-

menting material round the trench keeps the roots comfort-

ably warm. Lastly, the limited soil and the curbing of the

roots by the boards tend, truly, not to huge parasol leaves,

but to an abundance of good Cucumbers.
We have satisfied ourselves over and over again that a

width of from 24 to 30 inches of soil hi the middle of a 6-feet-

wide frame, with a few rich surfacings during the season, will

yield more Cucumbers than if the soil had been 6 feet wide. Our
most proUfic crops, even iu hot-water pits, are chiefly owing to

the little room sivt'ii t'l tir" r.mts.

Heatiny rif uml Ih.ii :> lnj UotWater.—In answer to many
inquiries, we v.ould iciu;[ih on our experience of the import-

ance of not being too sparing of pipiug. Some tell us hov/

soon tliej' can make the water boil iu their pipes, and the great

heat thus given off. We think it much better never to have

the water in the pipes within some 30° of the boiUng point.

I have several times alluded to the superiority of Uttle houses

over pits, chiefly because one can work in them. Another

advantage is that they contain so much more air that the tem-

perature is less liable to sudden changes. In addition to these

advantages, a lean-to Cucumber house, or a span-roofed one

with an inclination steeper than 4.5°, has a great advantage in

the whiter mouths over a pit, o'.ving to the greater amount of

light presented to the plants. Our present little Cucumber pit

was originaUy a common pit G feet in width, 3 J feet above the

ground at the back, and IJ foot in front. We made a little

house of it by forming a sunk pathway at the back 18 inches

wide, and 7 feet from the floor to the top of the wall, and ran a

wall along to make a bed in front. Now what we waut others to

profit by is our faulty example. We had two 3-inch pipes laid

in nibble for bottom heat, and that does well, but we only had
two for top heat. Such pipiug would do very well with little

or no protection to the glass from March to November. But for

winter Cucumbers we could not safely make it do without a
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caveriiigof the glass at night, and P.^tecting the backjal

with a thatching of straw, or even at times placing a hnmg ol

fermenting material against it. To be safe without «nch cover-

ng in midwinter we would need double the pipmg for top-

heat. If we were to do the work over again wo would use

I'nch pipes, two beneath, and at least three above for top

heat The more confined the space the more will Cucumbers

suffer in winter from having the heating VV?''°;':^^'^^^

Many people think they are very economical if they can save

a few feet of piping. Whenever pipes must be made very hot

the economy'- actual waste. We know of many instances

where in moderate-sized houses the saving of 40.-. m piping

has occasioned the spending of more than that for ackh-

Uonal fuel every year, and then the enclosed atmosphere was

anything but so genial as a further supply ot pipes and

these less heated, would have rendered it. We have made our

pit do very faiiiy, but with more pipmg we would have saved

Ltra labour and care. We could furnish more examples to

the same efiect. , „, „, i,„„

Our general work has been chiefly a repetition of what has

lately been aUuded to in detaU. In the kitchen garden we

took' the opportunity in a dry day of sowing Peas and Beans

and planting Potatoes on a raised bank, and in such mild

weather giving more air to these and other things m pits and

'

In The fruit garden, besides pruning and washing out of

doors, we were engaged in cleaning and washing the waUs ol

the orchard house and late vineries.
.

In the ornamental department, besides moving and tiaus-

planting out of doors, we have done much potting m^"^^.^"'^

Lamined and repotted as needed Camellias that l^^d tegun

to make fresh growth after blooming. Most Justicias, Eranthe-

mums, and similar plants have been pruned back and placed

in a rather cdoI place to break afresh, when they wiU be re-

potted in the same-sized pots. Poinsettias have been laid

down beneath the stage in a cool house to keep them ahve,

and allow them to become dry b«!°«. P™f^"SJ'^.^.-lXv
Many plants of a simUar nature requure httle trouble until they

begin to grow. Few things in winter are more gorgeous than

huge heads ot these Poinsettias. Even when a head begms to

fade, the leaves that are fresh come m well for dressing

For fine heads there must be strong stems We have had

some httle plants in 4-mch pots with two or three small heads

and the plants only from 6 to 9 inches m height, that looked

very nice The heads, of course, were smaU. Potted Gloxmias

to obtain the flowers for dressing.—R- F.

TRADE CATALOGUE BECEIVED.

George Yates, 29, Little Uuderbank, Stoc-kpoi-t.-DescripUve

Catalogue of Select Vegetable and Flower Seeds.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
• We request that no one will write privately to any of the

* ' correspondents of the " Journal of Horticulture, Cottage

Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so domg they

are subjected to unjustiflable trouble and expense. iUl

communications should therefore be addressed soJc/y to

The Editors of the Journal of Horticulture, d'C, 171, I'leet

Street, London, E.G. .

N.B.—Many questions must rdmaiu unanswered untu next

week.

PEiCH BlossomsFiLUSO lPeach).-The boaring wood was ™' 'If'•™="/

ripened, either from being over-sliaded or Ul-ventilated m the oi-ebard bouse.

MiBECBil, NielKose-bcds (B. fl.).-W6 sbould advise you *» If™ "f^
youn? buds and ends of the Marecbal Niel on some of "i<= »'V™S''^' !?7i;»
for tbe sake of experiment, as, if the weather do not soon ^^'''^"''"y ^''^'v',^

bnds may come to perfection. Thin out weak shoots, and shor.ou OW s'lfniiy

the stronger ones on which you do not leave the buds Asa '"le, MaitchaJ

Niel does not requii-e much pruning. Oiu- weather ot Jannaiy ;md Febiuary

of this year is equal to that ofMarch and April of last year.

Me Fodntun-e's Fecit Hoose.—" In the report of the Horticultural

Dil-eciors, page'ui, it is stated that m-the Bev. Mi-, Fountame's house at

Chiswick, where the Madrestield Court Grape was so successfully P^own by

Mr Barron, there is no provision of any kmd fur artihcial heat. WiU yon

kindly state, to prevent mistakes, that although the heating apparatus has not

vet been applied to the Cbiswick bouse, artificial heat is necessary for growing

properly stone li-uit, flowers, and Grapes in these v-meries, and they aie pre-

pared accordingly ?—John FousTiCJE."

Twelve Good Vaeieties of Polwoes (K. jV. H.l^Hogg's Early Cold-

B*ream Turner's Union Kound (early rounds) ; Mona 3 Pride, Myatt s ProliUc

(early k'itoeys) ; Daintree's Seedling, Dalmahoy (round, second ear y Eegents)

;

EivS ETal Ashleaf,or Veitch's Improved Ashleaf, «Ahnond s Yorkshire

Hero (second early kidneys) ; 'GiySe Castle Seedkng, *Emtonl 3 I«ew White

Don (round, class Begents) ; Paterson's Victoria, 'Dean's Excelsior (kidneys).

The asterisks denote good keepers an.1 '^"t-" ^."^i* .^'i^, '° „^„%''Scb

is^sJcSsfs/^^^f^lSSS^ S^
Cottagers' Red. A Potato lit to displace Hogg s Collstream^s a new ^o

f:Sn."erOn:rdt b-Velametrfal^a^^itZ
;?^\1 sf rfa^Lt^i^cormtrri^rs XosSM
crSreers or tor very^or, sandy, light soil they may be approved.-EoEEEl

and to spread and incorporate the ashes with the next spit.

in 9 inches of soil -'
'^^^-^^^T^^tSfempToy\?o'ugSs to Selons. The

TlLTetSfit^rMr St ?\:'ut'wi]irsu£en'tV;

SHSaS^E-^ssiTistir^s^
Heckfleld Hybrid is also a free-bearmg sort.

.,„,„„„

k^-j-?„^t^^?t3r|H^i2iS

taking care not to use it too strong.
, ..i * ii„n

I S-HS^S-n-ff2sfesSSt
one pal t silver sana, ^"•""^

j^ j ^^ introduce the cuttmgs and fill aU

temoeratui-e of 60- from fii-e beat.

FOECIVG PIT (J. e,),-The manm-e or leaves should be ^^je^d about every

six'^weS ,''praUson^efr.*onthetopeve^ te^^^^^^^^^

rrSe, so that^e plants may i^ceiven^^^^^^^^

^MCSAEOE WiltH GEEEKHOrSE-AEECiLrlEA iO«ieOa)-^US^^^^^^

most of tbe principal nuisei-ymen s catalogues. It would tniue in your t,

rcSLtH-Mt'-n lelf «Thout fontflowe^W pi^^j^S ^^t-^^^/

fAe°rw"have not^seen
;
i f-y^:\l^^^f^ir^,rLT£.^:^^ol°^-

flowers ^"Sl"' P"^,l'j*i^°7eL''i„^^indS SeTwide would be planting
The best ^'^J^^^^.^^^^l^f Two ptants of either would be sufficient. The

J amfv^oul^eTe^ i^SS for^rsfg plants from seed and for cuttmgs, and

mi"ht afterwards be used for either Cucumbers or Melons.
° „ -nr -r-^ IIP TT\ Tlip wall beint^ a liisli onG, we suoiua

I'vfs^^T^an teeTer^fc^e'iatfVitJlbru^^^^^^ fo? anev^rgreen, Ivy

r'rst\mrwe°''ll SyaTowwall, then Jasminum nudiflorum or Cotone-

aster micronhylla, tbe latter au evergreen.

T „ m„ FxmiuM THiNSiNG {A Constant Snb,crlt,ey).-Do not remove any

o,^h"eToo^ts,™Uop-'Sqs wi/h rich compost witbon^ delay The bulbs a^^^

"ulnSSelfi^^aft! ttttte?'leS.g™w.l' you s'^^ur-eTh'^7eker fs the

prosp°cc^ oTflow"^ another year if tbe growth is weU ripened.

SELECT CMELLIAS (C B.).-Fimbriata,
^^y^^l-J^''tZ^''^Zy"^\

iss^rS"M^t^ss^SisSrnirsi:sSi&^^^

refer you to that variety.
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etl byG.vBDENERs' Ex.onxATiONS {A. E. J.).—Gardeners may he

the Royal Horticultural Society of London, and you will h.- f

pai-ticulars if you write to J. Richards, Esq., Assistant S.vi. i.:\y\ K .
il Flor-

ticultui-al Society, South Kensington. Thegi-eat adTanta-i -i
i

i ;[j ii-noiir-

ably such an examination is, that it is known that you liUMii i iir r. tkal,

and so far a practical, knowledge of gai'deuing. If there has been a tlisad-

vantage, it has been from the fact, too general, that young men cram for

such examinations, are apt to trust too much to certificates, and hence to be

outshone in practice by plodding attentive men, who have far less real

scientific knowledge. The test is results.

Vale Koyai. (Constant Su6»crt6fr).—We had no scale.

Gardener and Helps (ilf. Denton).—We should say, at n ran'lorn guess*

that three men would be required for such a place, but iiin<}i -i.- -mi^ .>n the

quantity of grass, how it is kept, and on the means fork-'i-Mi t' ii^ri-va-

tory gay in winter, as there seem to be little means foi i! i- p ^ . xcept

the Melon and Cucumber house. Pleasure gi'ounds can ui - ii.> .;i i.iii ^ iiiea.

According to the grass and beds, one place of the same sizL uiii\ iLi|unu tluee

times more labour than another. Then there is such a diliercncc iii keeping

a place tolerably neat, and having it always in first-rate order. We have

known places such as you describe managed by two men. We have known
places of similar size underworked with sis men.

BcLB Suo-w (Coleus).—We know of none except those at the Royal Horti-

cultural and Botanic Societies.

Vine for Stable-yard {A Regular Subscriber).—If the soil is not a light

friable loam it will be necessary to remove it to a depth of 3 feet, but if it

is so it will only be necessaiy to take care that water does not lodge. If

wet, drain the ground efficiently, and trench it 2 feet 6 inches deep, mixing
with it a moderate amount of manui-e and some old lime rvibbish ; or, failing

that, broken sandstone or freestone. If the soil is veiy strong take it out to

the depth of 3 feet for about 6 feet in width, placing 9 inches of drainage at

the bottom—any stones or brickbats will answer—and below these there

should be a drain. The border may be formed of the top 3 inches of a

pasture, the soil a light loam, and to ever)' ten parts of this add four of

lime rubbish from an old building, two of "manure, one of charcoal, one
of crushed bones, and two of sandstone or freestone not broken very small,

but without removing the small parts. Mix the whole well, and then place it

in the border, 9 inches higher than the intended level, to allow for settling.

You may cover the border with gravel, but it is well to leave a space of a foot

or 18 inches next the wall. Black Cluster or Royal Muscadine is the variety

we would plant. Of either you can procure a Vine with a cane the length you
name, at any of the principal nurserymen, but we would not plant until the

Vine had begun to grow; then turn it out of the pot, spread out the roots,

and cover them about 6 -inches deep with fine soil, giving a good supply of

water at a temperatiu-e of 70-.

Roses—Mancrixg, &c. {T. W. W.).—I did not speak of supci-phosphate,

but of nitrophosphate blood manuie. I adWse you to pulverise the nitro-

-phosphate, put as much as a man can hold in his hand into three gallons

of water, and pour the contents over the roots of six plants. That is how
I use nitrophosphate. Put the stuff on when the plants are in a growing

state. Cut down some of the naked stalks of Marguerite de St. Amand and
Madame Clemence Joigneaux close to the ground, andmerely shorten the other

long stems by instalments. Cut down closely all weak gi'owers. Gloire de

Dijon could not have given cracked blooms for want of water last season. You
should have stirred the ground, it is a good plan whether the season is wet or

dry. I keep the hoe going among my Roses. Charles Lefebvre is a fine

grower here. I have at least 170 plants of it on Manetti—all good growers. I

consider Charles Lefebvre and Maurice Bemardin, taken at all points, to be
the best among crimsons.—W. F. Radclyffe.

Prcning Markchal Niel and Souvenir d'un Ami Roses (St. Edmunds).
—They do not require to be cut hard. If their wood is weak and bad, cut

them dovm tolerably closely, othenvise only cut out the weak woodand shorten

the remainder a little.—W. F. Radclyffe.

Petunias in Pots (An Amateur).—You do not say in what sizeof pot your
plants are, but we presume them to be in 3 or 4i-inch pots, and to have been
stopped ; if not, stop them now to about four joints. You will thus secure two
or three shoots. Shift the plants when the shoots are an inch long into 6-inch

pots, and when the shoots have thiee joints take out their points, and again

whenever those resxUting from the stopping have grown to that extent, up to

within ten weeks of l-he time of exhibition. Have the plants in their bloom-
ing pots by the middle of June, shifting into 8-inch, and finally into 10-inch

pots. The drainage should be good, and the compost may consist of two
parts light fibrous loam, one part leaf soil, half a part of old manure, and a

quarter of a pai't of charcoal, from the size of a pea to a hazel nut, and
silver sand, well mixed, but not sifted, though it must be broken small. Water
moderately, and only when dj7, but before the foliage flags, and then give a

thorough supply. ^Tien the pots ai-e full of roots weak liquid manure may
be given at every alternate watering. Keep the plants in a cold pit after

April, not more than 16 inches from the glass, and admit air abundantly, ex-

cluding frost. In mild weather the hghts may be diawn ofE after May, but
when the plants are advancing for flowering the lights will be needed to pro-

tect them from heavy rains, yet ailmit air abundantly. To have Gesnera
zebrina in good order at the time named, start the plants at once, and grow
them in a brisk heat with plenty of moisture.

Boiler for Greenhouse (A. Aitken).—Our opinion is that not one beats

n saddle-back boiler. If not much more than 3 feet in length we prefer cast

iron. If much larger we prefer wmught iron, but we have no gi'eat preference.

BoTTOii Heat from Hot-v^-ater Pipes (A. D.).—By enclosing the pipes

in a close chamber you will have bottom heat in the ' bed over them. The
proposed openings ox-e good, hut the doors must fit closely. As the pipes are

heated by gas we would propose the top of the chamber, i. therwise the bottom
of the bed, to be of zinc or galvanised iron, and without perforations. The
supports across may be of wood or iron, and the closer they are, say 18 inches

apart, the less will the iron give way. We woiUd have the zinc vessel tm-ned

up at the edges for from 1 to 2 inches, so that a Uttle water would stand

at the bottom when required. A few pebbles or bits of charcoal might be

placed along the bottom for the bottom of the pots to stand on, with a little

moisture beneath them when deemed necessary. There is not the slightest

danger, as you have been told, of the zinc melting. We would use the cocoa-

nut refuse "between, not below, the pots. The zinc maybe nearer the pipes

than 3 inches. Your success will much depend on having hand-lights, or

moveable wooden boxes with glass tops, over the bed.

Crocus Stigma PROMrNEST (R. K. C.).—The white Crocus flowers you
enclosed to us do not differ from the usual type, only the stigmas eiy

ange colour contrasts well with the pme
a will find the stigmas are present in the

not BO conspicuous. The specimens are

—It ha^, no special merit.

-(^u your narrow north border Violets,

K nots would do admirably in spring, and
in summer. For fruit, Blask Cun-ants,

lid succeed well against the wall, and so

_„ ...^_ For the ribbon border, with a better ex-

far change the aiTangement—Cineiuiia maritima at the

back, then low scarlet Geranium, and vellow Pyrethrum, blue LobeUa edged

with Cerastium tomentosum. . The cuttmgs now rooted of Alteraanthera

would make nice stubby plants in a cool greenhouse in summ er, and so they

would if planted out in a sunny spot at the end of May. Purple Verbena, or

a dwai-f Scarlet Geranium, would come in well behind the Mesembijanthemum.

FiGURE-OF-FouR Trap ( IT. IF.),—This is the cheapest and most effective

trap we know, and, from what we have observed, the animals killed by it

seem to suffer Uttle pain. We give an engraving of it; essentially it consists

of two tUes, one at the bottom, one at the top, the latter supported by a

prominent; their deep yellow or o
white of the rest of the flower. Y(

colom-ed vaiieties as well, but aie

pei-fect and very pretty.

Seedling Violet (J. Goda-ard).

• Floa'ers for Eoi;m l:^ <-i. -I.I.

Snowdrops, Crocuses. :Mrl l.i r

Daisies and low htil'i" •" - plm
Red Currants, and G'".i-'.!H_n !>.- vv.

would Moreilo Chemes ktqi

posure, we would

triangle such as is represented in the accompanying figure. The upright

piece stands for itself, the long base of the triangle (larying the bait at one end
(best clear of the bot-

tom for deUcate ma-
ua;u\Tes) notched to fit

to it, and notched in

front to receive the
short front piece, or

h>T)otbenuse, of the
triangle bearing the
crushing tile. The
mouse nibbles at the
bait, disturbs the hold
of the fi'ont piece ou
the base, and dovra
comes the whole-
Another good trap is

a flower-pot invertetl

in the soil over a
baucer, a& represented

in the accompanying figure, and slightly coveied with leases Of course Peas
or some other bait should be placed in the saucers

Flow-er-beds (Kittie).—\\hat we chiefly adnme m ^ ui fl wei gaidyn is

the simpHcity of the design and the great simplait mi
i i

1 1 ' tmg..

Thus, you have a rather long octagon in the Ltuti \ i 1 ui

to leave eight points, eight circles round, the tin ii
i the

curve in the octagon, and then eight clumps, i unU \\\ i \ i i j aily

semicircles, except that a cm-ved line passes fiom thi.<<nti i tht hametei
to join the circumference, the shai-p angle of each of these lacing the shai-p

point of the octagon, a supposed line passmg between these t\\ o points ha\ing

a circle on each side. Then the proposed planting is equally simple. Several

bands for the large centre, fhe eight circles to be filled with Calceolarias,

edged with purple Verbena ; and of the eight outside beds, four to be filled

with scarlet Geraniums edged with Flower of the Day, and four with pink

Geraniums, edged with Periila pegged down. Here simplicity is so far

departed from, and the edging of Periila would come in between two beds

with an edging of pui-ple Verbena. If we had all the circles ahke we would
make all the outsides alike ; but here, again, we fear that simphcity would be
gained at the cost of sameness. We would rather take the key-note from the

outside beds, and if we had not four distinct pau-s we would at least have
four beds of a sort in each ring. Without some such bieaking-up, and if the

different rounds of beds were planted alike, we do not see why as good an,

effect woxUd not be produced by having one large bed, and the colours anranged

in massive bands. But now to a few particulars. As the place is so windy,

we would not use Coleus for the centre bed, but Iresine Lindeni, and one
point in its favour is that it will stand a month or six weeks longer than the

Coleus in ordinary autumns. The arrangement then woxild be, beginning at

the centre, Centaurea, Ii-esine, Polemonium variegatum. Another arrange-

ment is very good, only we would alter it so as to stand thus :—Centaurea,
Ii-esine, Mrs. Pollock, blue LobeUa, with just a string of Cerastium tomen-
tosum. Then, as to the circles, we would plant each alfomate one, as you
propose, with strong yellow Calceolaria, and edge with Pnrp'" Kiiv- V.-rbena.'

The other alternate four might be Purple King and alnw v^
:

. . ,k,
, .inia. as

Aui*ea floribunda. We would, however, prefer Imperial I* i \ i- inj ;tud

Am-ea floribunda Calceolaria. Then, for the outside bi-4 . i. i ii i .* f'tur

bright scarlet Geranium beds edged with a white varit.-a.'- i Liul. a.^^ bijnii,

and four alternate beds of Christine or Amy Hogg, edged with Flower uf the

Day. As you have Mangles' Variegated you might use it, but it requires a

broader band than you can give it in these beds to make it effective.

Hotbed for Cuttings (ItZ^m).—We prefer a bed of dung and leaves to dung

alone, it is so much more lastmg ; and if a coating of leaves is kept at the sur-

face, there is little danger of noxious steam.

Pr v^TTvr. s;f a-kale {.^cmo).—The best time to plant Sea-kale is at the

OU'] 1 Mn>ii >.i ii.irinnin" of Apiil. The ground should be trenched 2 feet

(1, ., , .
, V. lu have good soil, adding niamue, leaf soil, and decayed

V, liberally, mixing them well with the soil, and if the

'tui;uI i- L^:i y udd a quantity of sand. Sea-kale likes rich, light, sandy
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well-di-ained soil. Yuur oue-yeai-old plauts will be good for planting?. If you
intend to force on the ground, put in three plants in the foi-m of a triangle,

8 inches fi-om point to point, and 2 feet between each triangle of plants. The
rows should be 15 inches from the sides of the bed, and this will admit of

your putting in two rows 18 inches apart along your 4-feet bed. We should
liave prefen-ed 2 feet as the distance between the rows. We presume the
alleys are 2 feet apart. In planting, if the ground is heavy and wet, surround
the root-stem up to the crown with sand. If the soil is dry water it, and in
moist weather in May sprinkle the bed with salt, at the rate of 1 lb. per
square yai-d. Water freely with liquid manure throughout the summer,
stirring the ground frequently, and being careful not to injure the leaves. It
"Will be fit to force next winter. If you intend taking up for forcing, plant in
rows 15 inches apart, and the plants a foot apai't in the rows.

Abutilon vexillabium marmoratttm Grafting (A. B., Ireland).—We
have no doubt this plant will succeed better gi*afted on a hardier Mnd, but we
tnow of none hartlier than the species A. vexiUarium, and on that we should
graft now, placing the plant in gentle heat, andkeepingit close until the union
is complete. Whip-gi-afting will answer well.

Plants for Window Boxes under Yeraxdah (Mary).—Being beneath
the <^]i;v1'' of tlir^ --rr.ni.lnli tvo fmr tli'"' plants in the boxes would not succeed
ven- ! ^^ ' .: i

t ,1 111- Alyssum variegatmn and Lobelia
111 tte at the corners, and at the centre
rt'utre with a low-gi*owlng Geranium

lal Dwarf Ageratum, and Lady CuUura
aking both sides of the bos alike. If

gpeci"- ::, ]'

of th.' -I.. I ~ ..i 1h.

at eaeli t-uJ. u^ Jjii: kUiLiia. . iiup
the centreTricolur Pelar;^

you wish for anything more sweet, then have an edging of Mignonette, and
fill the centre with Ten-week Stocks. The best time to plant Czar Violets
is from now up to May, but we prefer moist weather at the end of April.
"Select good i-unners or offsets. For the arches in a warm situation wo should
have the following Roses—viz., Climbing Devoniensis, Gloire de Dijon, Tea-
scented; Alfred Colomb, Glory of Waltham, Eugene Appert, Camille Eer-

u-din, Adolphe Brongniart, and La France, Hybrid Pex-petuals; Sir Joseph
Paxto: Bourbon.

Boiler (A Foreigner).—We have no doubt that a No. 5 boiler of the firm
you name would suit your purpose, hut for five such large houses, 17 to 22 feet
wide and 160 feet long, we should strongly advise two such boilers, set side by
side, to be used separately or together, chiefly in the case of accident.
The outlay would be a cheap insurance. We join you in having our doubts of
large cast-metal boilers. For saddle-hacks we would have the best welded
iron, and for such bouses we should like two boilers side by side, each 6 feet
long, and at least 3^ feet in height.

Greenhouse Vinery Arrangements (J. N, Lawson).—'We presume tha

'

by the proposed direction of the flue, you mean to divide your house of
21 feet in length into two portions, so that the division nest the fiu-nace
should always be warmer than the other. This you, will secure by the pro-
posed mode of taking the flue along the side, front, and up the oth(»r side of
the fii'st division, then returning it close to the division wall along the front,
and round to the chimney in the second division. The only objection is, that
if the flue is above ground, you will have to sink the flue twice at that division
ior the doorway, and once more at the entrance door in the second compart-
ment, and these three sinkings will inferfere with the fi-ee di-aught of the flue,
imless your chimney is 20 feet in height. You would secme much the same
object, but with less command of heat, by omitting the cross flues at the
partition, and taking the flue right along the front of both houses ; then you
would have only one sinking beneath the pathway at the entrance doorway, and
even that might be avoided by tui-ning yom- flue oii t he south side of the doorway,
and taking it to the chimney neai- the pai-titimi. We allude to this bc-Lause,
in general, the more dips there are in a flue the hit;her y.m must make yi.ur
chimney ; merely for a gi-eenhouse vinery for kec-piuy trust out, and in a house
21 feet by 12, we would avoid all such trouble by having a sunk flue—the top
of the flue foi-ming part of the floor or pathway. Wo presume, however, you
mean a flue above gi-ound. With regard to fonning the flue, for such a place
a small flue will he ample. Make a firna base, say with a layer of bricks,
14 inches wide, and plaster the suiface with lime putty. Place two bricks on
edge on eafeh side, set so that the outsides will measure 12 inches across, leav-
ing about 7i inches inside for the flue. This will be ample for such a place for
general pxuposes. These bricks should be well bui-ned, be soaked previous to
use, be set as straight as possible on the inside, and be united at the joints
with fine lime putty, making the joints as small as possible. If you want a
forcing heat, three bricks should be used on each side instead of two; for
coveiing, l-foot tiles about an inch thick will do. It is safer, however, to
have some thin flat house tiles to lay across first, then plaster them all over,
and on that place the top tiles. We would rather not do anything at all in
the way of plastering the inside of the flue. You may use a little plaster for
the sides outside, or a thickish limewash, which you can darken with a Uttle
lampblack. The holes you alludfe to for cleaning the flue should be at the
different turns. You can easily have plates set in a frame from 6 to 9 inches
square; buildihese in the flue, so that the inside of the plate shall run with
the inside of the flue. You can fiU-up outside with a tile and plaster, and
Temove these and open the plate when you wish to clean. This is a gi-eat im-
provement upon being forced to unsettle the flue. For such a house, a fxu-nace
2 feet in length, 18 inches wide, and 18 inches deep, would be ample for coal
fuel. If you depend on breeze or cinders, the width and length should be
respectively 4 inches more, and 6 or 8 inches more, and the flue should be
3 or 4 mches deeper if you depend chiefly ou wood. In either case as respects
fuel, your furnace bars should be from 24 to 30 inches beneath the bottom of
your flue ; the greater the rise the greater the di-aught, and that is easily
regulated by a close-fitting ash-pit door.

Vines for Greenhouse Vinery {Idem).—Foi- such a house five VineS
would be ample, and we would recommend for a rather cool house three Black
Hambm-ghs, one Eoyal Muscadine, and one Buckland Sweetwater. We would
place one Hamburgh and one Muscadine in the wannest compartment. For
Musca'liue you might substitute White Frontignan, and Black Muscat of
Alexandria (Muscat Hamburgh) for one Black Hamburgh if you are fond of
the Muscat flavour. This is a good time to plant. The border outside should
not be less than 2 feet deep over some 6 or 8 inches of open rubble. Nothing
as better than sweet fibrous loam, with about a tenth part of hme rubbish and
some sis bushels of crushed boUed bones, reserving other manure chiefly
for surface-di-essings. For these and other matters consult the "Vine
Manual," which you can have from our office by post for 2*. 8rf.

Insects (J. R. G.).—The insects sent are the Lepisma saccharina, com-
monly called Silver Ladies, found in old cupboards, where they eat crumbs,
scraps of groceries, paste of wall paper, &c. The silvery scales are used by
microscopists as test objects.—I. 0. W.

NA3IES OF Plants iB. Godbohl).—To name "the bos full of Ferns, &c.,"
would occupy the major part of a day. We cannot spai-e the time, and we
have a notice printed that we request no one to send more than six specimens
at a time. {Hildcnborough).—The Coi"neUan Cherry, Comns mas. (C. G,,

Carlton).—1, Adiantum hispidulum; 2, Pelliea adiantifoUa ; 3, Doodia cau-
data; 4, Platyloma rotimdifolia ; 5, Adiantum diaphanum; 6,Pteris longi-

folia. (R. Johnson).—Senecio Petasites. (M. A. M..).—1, Convolvulus Cneomm

;

2, CoiTea; 3, Saxifraga crassifoUa; 4, Leptospex-mum vu-gatum; 5, Erica
cerinthoides coronata ; 6, Tasmania aromatica ; only female flowers were
borae on the shoot sent. (TV. K. M.).—Apparently Ehododeudi-on Windsori,
as figm-ed in Bot. Mag., t. 5008. [M. D,, Braintree).—Ajx Epaciis ; name nest
week.

POULTEY, BEE, AND PIGEON CHEONICLE.

FOWLS FOR PEOFIT, AND AS A MEAKS OF
SUBSISTENCE.—No. 2.

Selection of Breed when Confined.—This plan is in itself

a disadvantage. First, the fowls will require more food, and
although as a set-off we obtain a greater quantity of manure,
still this does not pay for the extra outlay in food. Secondly,

the Hamburgh breed, which, as I have before stated, has no
equal in its capabilities of laying, will not tolerate confine-

ment. In this contingency I would advise the substitution of

the Houdan fowl for the Black Hamburgh, as being the next
best egg-producer. This breed, like the Black Hamburgh,
never shows a disposition to sit. I maj' remark, in passing,

that as it is imperative to have a constant and undiminished
supply of eggs, those who intend to derive a subsistence from
their poultry must be careful to place in their egg-producing
department hens which are non-sitters.

The Brahma Pootra must still retain their place for supply-

ing us with chickens ; they will thrive in confinement almost

as well as if at liberty. It must be borne in mind that poultry

kept in confinement will require double the amount of atten-

tion of those which have a run.

Incubation.—Hens will show a disposition to incubate at

almost any time if attention is paid to warmth and to their

food, which should be slightly stimulating in the winter

mouths. The Brahma chickens can be reared without diffi-

culty in midwinter, and without exception each hen as she

becomes broody should be allowed to sit. In cold weather she

should not have more than nine eggs given to her, and in the

spriug and summer she may have from twelve to fifteen. The
nest must be made of straw, never hay, and if the floor of the

sitting-house is made of earth and small stones beaten well

together, the nest may be made on the floor ; but if it is flagged

or bricked, a fresh-cut grass sod, the size of the sitting-box,

must be placed on the floor to give a dampness to the eggs.

The henwife must attend to the sitting fowls at regular

periods each day to give them food and water. They may all

feed together, and may be allowed about a quarter of an hom-'s

absence from the eggs ; this time may be exceeded in the summer
by a few minutes, but on no account in the winter months. If

tiie weather is dry it is an excellent plan, and sometimes almost

a necessary precaution, to take each hen, holding her gently by
the wings, and with the other hand wet her breast feathers with

cold water immediately before she returns to the eggs. This

is better than wetting the eggs themselves with a smaU brush

as some writers have recommended ; in the latter case the

eggs receive a cold moisture, whereas if the feathers of the hen

are wet, the heat of her body imparts a gentle and most
beneficial moisture to the egg, which is of the greatest benefit

to the imprisoned chick. The heiiwife must remain in the

sitting-house untU the hen is safely on her own eggs again, as

sometimes a quarrel will arise, and we have known two hens

determined to share the same nest, to the great danger of the

eggs-

The time of incubation is twenty-one days, and if .at the end

of ten-days sitting the eggs are examined by holding them
before a lamp or candle in a room from whicli the light is

excluded, those which are unfertile will be found to be quite

transparent, whUst the fertile ones will be opaque, and the air-

bag distinctly marked at the round end of the egg. This is an

economical proceeding when two or more hens are set on the

same day, as, should there be any unfertile eggs, it is some-

times possible to divide the fertile eggs between the two bens,

and set the third hen again on a fresh sitting. We never

disturb our hens when hatching-out, but food must be placed

before them when this process is accomplished. Care must be

taken to keep the chickens w.arm and dry for a few days, but

after that the Brahma chicks will thrive with ordinary attention.
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The Hamburgh chickens will require to he attended to a
little longer, but if the weather is fine they wiU soon be inde-
jjendent also.

Nothing is so essential to the well-being of chickens as

warmth, cleanliness, and freedom from damji. Each sitting-

house must be provided with a dustheap, composed of fine

ashes, as the hens are often troubled with vermin, and theii'

feathers should be dusted with sulphur, both as a preventive
and a cure. The neglect of this simple precaution often causes
the hen great annoyance, neither is it to be expected that she
can sit her eggs well when restless and disturbed.

Should a hen not show a disposition to sit when required to

do so, she must be placed in her nest with a few eggs, and
kept very warm ; her food must consist of buckwheat, hemp-
seed, a little raw chopped liver, and Indian corn. She must
also be kept dark, and she will probably soon manifest a desire
to sit.

—

Vincent Fkasee.

POULTRY EXPEEIENCE PURCHASED.—No. 4.

" Don't put them in the pens," I said, " put them back into

the hampers, and let my people run back home with them
;

I won't allow them to disgrace your show." " Nay, Madam,"
was the reply, " there is nothing amiss with your Brahma
eliickens, except that they are rather dirty." " Pray allow them
to remain," said one of the managers of the poultry show
held annually in our little country town," and remain they did,

with what success I will tell you; but "your special corre-

spondent " walked her short distance homeward certainly a
sadder if not a wiser woman. I remembered eight months
back how cheerfuUy I had parted with a piece of gold large
enough to have satisfied the longing of my "bairns" for a
donkey, yet I only received in exchange a polite acknowledg-
ment and thii-teeu eggs. How skilfully they were packed for

theu' long journey, to be sure ; tissue paper, hay, soft wool, and
softer moss, were all enlisted to insure their safety. They
were at once entrusted to the motherly attentions of our most
intelligent hen, and I need not tell how horrified I was to find
four broken the next morning. Then I had to wait that in-

terminable three weeks before I could count four, five—yes, six

little grey chicks that must be fed on eggs, rice pudding, and
groats, and carefully tended till they reached cockerel's and
pullet's estate ; also to exterminate that objectionable crooked
comb and vulture hock, that undesh-able brown or yeUow
tinge, and various other lUs that Brahma flesh is heir to.

When you have waded through all this "poultry experience,"
to discover at a glance that lots of people can get better birds
than yoiu-s, is very hard.
At noon we went to the show, I to study " points," and the

" bairns " to see how mamma's big " Charley " behaved himself
m company and a cage (I thmk I have previously mentioned
the sad fact of the head of the family being a heretic and an
infidel where Dark Brahmas were concerned).

*' Oh, -trad some power the giftie gie us."

I quoted to a friend, " to Icuow how those wonderful men
breed such wonderful bu'ds," as brimming over with admha-
tion I stood among the prize pens with a keen sense of en-
joyment none but a true lover of the species could either
pardon or comprehend. Somebody says, " Show me your
amusements, and I will tell you what you are." For my "part

I confess to perfect happiness among my feathered pets, and I

am sure the affection is mutual ; let a stranger walk through
the yard, they run away in all directions. If I go among them
they keep so close, I have to push them on one side with my
foot. " Would you be surprised to hear they have highly
commended your pens ? and had there been prizes, yours would
certainly have been first." I grasped my friend's hand with a
fervour that cost me 4s. Gd. on the spot, for my glove became
a total wi'eck. If I could only have invited those nice men,
judge, committee, and stewards to dinner, and let them toast
my pets in Veuve CUcquot and '34 port ! I promised myself,
however, that I would relieve my feelings by telling " our
Jom-nal " all about it, for I felt certain that you would be
pleased to hear I had been at last highly commended, and you
null no doubt share my joy when I take the Crystal Palace cup.

I have always closed my letters with a moral, and now do so
from habit, " Blessed are they who expect nothing at a poultiy
show, but more blessed ai-e they that get what thev expect."

—

J. K. L.

Granville, Lord Warden, and the County and Borough Mem-
bers, have become patrons. The guarantee fund list is now
closed, and Bubscriptions are solicited towards the funds.

Dover and Cinque Poets Pofltey and Pigeon Show.—We
are informed that his Eoyal Highness Prince Arthur, Earl

A VISIT TO MR. E. PULTON'S PIGEONS,
NEW CROSS, DEPTFOED.

Me. Fulton, whose acquaintance I made some years since

at Glasgow, and renewed it at various shows, is well known as

one of the most successful exhibitors and best Pigeon-fanciers
in Britain. His practical knowledge is very great, no man
living knows a Pigeon better than Robert Fulton. I knew
also that he had a large collection of high-class Pigeons. All

these were suflicient reasons to make me accept his invitation

to inspect his birds. But there was another and further rea-

son. Those upper-class fanciers whom I know, and who know
him, are accustomed to say, " Fulton's an honest man, and
one whose word we can rely upon ; if he sells you a prize bird,

and it wo'n't breed, he tells you so. Then he not only asks a
good price for a good bu-d, which, of course, he is quite right
in doing, but he will give a good price for a good bii'd." These
latter reasons were those which specially induced me to go to
Deptford.

Deptford of ship-building fame, thought I. Why, John
Evelj-n, the author of " Sylva, or a Discourse on Forest Trees,"
lived there at his seat, Sayes Court, which he, unfortunately
for himself, let to Peter the Great, when he came to Deptford
to learn ship-building. Of Sayes Court, says chatty Mr. Pepys,
" We walked in Mi-. Evelyn's garden, and a lovely noble ground
he hath indeed. And among other rarities, a hive of bees, so

as being hived in glass, you may see the bees making their

honey and combs mighty pleasantly." Unfortunately, the
Czar had no taste for gardening or neatness, and trampled on
good Mr. Evelyn's flowers, destroyed his choice shrubs, and
used to amuse himself (the savage !) by being wheeled in a
wheelbarrow through a neat-cUpped hedge which Mr. Evelyn
had raised with much care and cost. No wonder Mr. Evelyn's
old servant said, " The Russians were right nasty."

I have talked of trees, flowers, and gardens, so giving the
readers of the beginning of " our Joiu'nal " a turn ; and of bees,

giving the readers of the tail end a turn ; of Pigeons presently.

Perhaps these good gardening and bee people will read this,

and get improved—that is, learn to love and keep fancy
Pigeons.

But Mr. Fulton has recently left Deptford, and lives at New
Cross. Deptford I knew well enough on the map—the Dept-
ford of Dibden's son", " Wapping Old Stairs," in which he
tells us

—

" Of Susan from Deptford, and likewise of Sal,"

and of the faithful Molly who to her sailor husband (of the
future) says

—

"Still your trousers 111 wash, and your grog I will make."

Deptford I knew, then, very well; it lies on the Thames
and joins Greenwich. But " Where's New Cross ? " saidltoa
hardened Londoner, who actually walks by St. Paul's and the

Monument, and does not look at either, and knows all the short

cuts of the very city itself. "Where's New Cross?" said I.

" New Cross is one of the first stations from London Bridge,

or, to save your legs, take a ticket from Cannon Street, cost

you a few pence, trains every ten minutes. There, go, and
meet me at Lake's, Gracechurch Street, at lunch at one o'clock

sharp, not a minute after. There—good morning." My in-

formant ha^ving hurriedly jerked out these directions, was in a

few moments one of the crowd of men moving eastward from
the Mansion House Station. How quick these Londoners are t

I wonder they can find time to breathe. Well, I prefer ccmutry

ways.
Sure enough, I soon get to New Cross ; it is just in the

parish of Deptford, and just, and only just, in Kent. New-

enough it is ; roads—not streets yet—roads worn this horrid

wet winter into ruts as deep as in Wiltshii-e lanes. Planks are

along the future footways, on which I trip carefuUyto avoid

falling into the mud boKide me, passing by masons chipping at

the stone balustrades of new houses. New Cross ! I see it

all exactly—a new creation to meet the wants of the middle-

class London workers, who spend the day in the city, but prefer

sleeping in better air. Here are homes by hundreds of city

clerks who have married on small means, and have set up here

a neat, new, humble home. There's the baby at the window,

soon to be perambulated by the little maid. There's the

pretty young wife and mother, who -mil look out of the window
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early on Saturilay " for somebody," who lias a holiday then.

So i do not woiider, considermg all thmgs, that the houses

greatly resemble each other m the many uew streets of New

Cross. " Can you tell me where Union Crescent, Brockley

Eoad, is ?" said I to one of the many masons, who, pausmg

in his chipping, answered, " Brockley Eoad I know, but I never

heard of Union Terrace. Brockley Eoad—keep on past two

tui-nings, then first to the right, and thii'dto the left down the

Talley," &c. " Why, it must be miles," gasped I. " Oh ! no
;

only ten minutes' walk." Well, I do reach Brockley Eoad,

which seemed a comparatively old part of New Cross, for the

road is a street clean and firm, a pavement to walk on, gas

lamps, tidy shops, and the same, only six months older, neat

houses, with neat blinds, \vith baby at the windows, and per-

ambulators in the little gardens in front. "Where's Union

Terrace?" asked I of a poUceman. N.B.—Always ask a police-

man if you don't see a postman. " Don't know, sir," said the

gentleman in blue; " but, then, I'm almost a stranger here

;

but there's Paul's Terrace." I then asked a little maid

washing the steps at a house in VnnVA T( ir c lli. sviine ques-

tion. " Don't know, SU-." Then I ;i-l.r,l ;i jm1,I,iii;/ -ardeuer.

"Don't exactly know, sir, but I think ii's nut iar .ili." N.B.—
He was making a new garden in front of a house burn an hour

before, so very new it seemed. Oh ! how new New Cross is !

at is spick-and-span new ; it is bran new. I daresay it was all

green hUl the year before last. Names are not on the houses

jet, save at Paul's Terrace. I was now getting hopeless, and

meditated returning to London, and writing an article entitled

" A Fruitless Jom-ney to New Cross," when close by Paul's

Terrace, close to that stupid servant girl's pail and mop, hard

by that stupid gardener, and that fooUsh-faced poUceman look-

ing on, I peeped through a gate and saw the legs of a White

Pouter in a pigeonry very new, indeed, at the bottom of a new

garden, behind a new house. The house had no name on it

(improve this, E. Fulton), no number on it, no " Union Terrace"

on the end of the row. Well, I mounted the steps of that

aiameless, numberless house—a nice., clean, pretty house, and

nice fresh air to be enjoyed on the top of the steps. If I were

but a single curate I should wish to lodge there. Eobert

Fulton did Uve there, said a tidy little maid. She was right,

for in the room are pictures of Pigeons, too accurate to be in

.any but the house of a good fancier. All right at List, thought

I, and here came in Eobert Fulton.

To the Pigeons, for time presses. First, I am shown, in

passing, a zinc hopper of Mr. Fulton's invention, the neatest

and best made for supplying the birds with food, and keeping

it from aU impurity, that I ever saw. With the hopper was

also a specimen fountain, made of the same material, and of

like excellence. Then I pass a round pond, where fancy Ducks

are to be when Mr. Fulton gets settled. Straight before me,

,at the bottom of the garden, in the bright sunlight (for, strange

to say, it was a fine day^a treat, indeed, after two months'

xaui)i stand the long row of Pigeon pens. They are built—

sides, back, and ends, as well as the roof—^of corrugated gal-

vanised iron. A good plan this, for rats cannot get through

ii'on, and in case of removal they could be easily transferred

to another place. Iron also puzzles thieves. The row of pens

ai-e divided into six compartments, each compartment being

11 feet square. A large window, heavily barred for fear, doubt-

less, of improper Pigeon-fanciers, is in the front of each pen.

The window shutter removed, out came the birds into then-

place of exercise, this being exactly the same size as the pen

within. It is well suppUed with resting-boards and perches,

on which the Pigeons can enjoy themselves, and on the floor

in each a bath.

Entering, I come into the first division to the left contain-

ing the Pouters, some of which have done wonders at various

shows. Mr. Fulton is at this time strong in all the varieties

except Black Pieds. Some arc wonders for shape and length.

I measured a Blue Pied cock ; 20J inches good in length, and

73 in limb. Such lengths are often talked about, and people

imagine they possess such birds, but they usually fail when

the 2-feet rule comes out, and two persons measure the bird

impartially. I measured Mealy bu'ds and found them the

same. Before me stood Wiiite Pouters of extreme elegance of

form, and Yellow birds of wonderful soundness of colour.

Indeed, such a number of such goodness was a rare treat to

see. Pen No. 2 contained the choicest Carriers, some of them
remarkable in head and contour. There were Blacks, Duns,

and Blues. Pen No. 3 contained more Carriers. Nos. 4 and 5

were full of various classes. Mr. Fulton is very strong in

Jacobins, some having then hoods flat to then- heads. He had

White Jacobins with peari eyes. Barbs of various colours

Turbits, Owls, Fans, &c. Lastly came pen No. G full of

Short-faced Tumblers; Almonds of various shades, 4he dark,

the rich the lighter. Some wonderful in colour, others in

head and beak. Two (hen bh-ds both, unfortunately) were

Golden Duns. Then there were Short-faced Balds and Beards.

This pen was to me particulariy pleasmg. The day had be-

come warm as weU as sunny, and as these damty-shaped,

sprightly little birds flew to the various aUghting-boards m the

outer aviary, and as then- many-coloured plumage and bright

hackles guttered in the sun, they formed a charming sight to

one who has an eye for a high-class Tumbler. Their flights

and taUs were, too, remarkably clean ; and as no feeders or

other coarse birds were with them, there was nothing to take

oS their beauty.
, .. , -,

Such is Mr. FuUon's pigeonry and its inhabitants, and may

both he and they prosper in then: new abode. Truly he has

high-class birds. For my own part I could have spent many

hours in those pens. The buikUngs themselves are weU ar-

ranged. In each pen are the aforenamed hoppers and foimtauis.

Mr Fulton is giving up those rickety Bhmmgham triangles,

neither good for foot nor wings, and is adoptmg Mr. Noye s

roosts, as described and pictured in vol. xvm., page 399, ot tins

Journal (.June 2nd, 1870), with this improvement instead of

round perches, flat pieces of deal 2 inches or so wide I have

done the same, and find the birds prefer them. I ^^•lll also add

that the slanting board should be a foot wide, to secure the dung

from dropping below. Mr. Fulton has abundance of sawdust

on the floors, which certainly gives a clean appearance. In the

outer a^-iaries are the baths, flat zinc pans, 2 or 3 inches deep

and with a large margm ; indeed they look like a flat pan set

in a larger pan, the latter catching aU the splash, and saving

the floor from damp,.and the birds' wings and tails from be-

coming draggled and dirty.
, ^ n i t

A peep at some Pigeon portraits in-doors, and a talk about

Glasgow fanciers, and then a hasty good-bye, for my tune

^^I was pleased with all I saw at New Cross, and I am glad

that the Pigeon-fancy has so advanced as to make it worth

whUe for Mr. Fulton to get together a grand lot of high-class

Pigeons of all the varieties ; so that the better fanciers know

where to put their hands upon such birds as from time to

time they may require.—Wiltshiee Eectoe.

BLACK HAMBUEGHS.
I HIVE often wondered why, except at some few of oui- leading

shows, this beautiful variety is not aUotted a separate class but

has to be shown either in the Any other variety or the Selling

class I should like to ask the committees of shows the question,

and receive a answer, why the variety is thus treated.

They are one of the handsomest and best varieties of fowls

we have. They are lovely in plumage ; in their egg-producmg

quaUties they equal any other breed; they are smaU eaters;

thev do not figure badly on the table ; and if they are assigned

a separate class at a show they seldom fail to appearm sufficient

numbers to justify the pecuniaiy outlay. If any individual

should say that they are not shown m sufficient nunibers to

warrant committees' in giving them a separate class, 1 would

iust refer him to Wolverhampton, where a ±3 3s. first prize

brought out the very respectable entry of nineteen pens ; whereas

in neither of the other classes of Hambuighs did they surpass

and onlv in one instance—viz.. Golden-pencilled, did they equal

this number. Some may say that the reason of this hes m the

fact that instead of a £3 3s. first prize there was only i2 for any

of the other varieties; but stiU my opinion holds good, and shows

that if thev receive from committees that encom-agement to

which they are justly entitled, they will not fail to make satis-

*''l*''cInnorunderstand why some classes should be aUotted

£B M2 and £1, and others only £2, £1 and 10s. Should not all

be 'equally treated? as in most instances the entry fees are the

same for one as the other.—TnoM.is Bush.

TRIMMING BIRDS FOE EXHIBITION.

EioHT "lad was I to see the remarks you made in last week's

Journal on trimming, and I trust that the committee of every

future show will adopt the clause you suggest.
, , ,^, , ,

I have been very fond of poultry from my boyhood (the almond

tree has begun to blossom now), and have somehow drifted into

the "Fancy" a little of late, and have also indulged m the

luxury of exhibiting a few pens with a fair amount of success.

But reaUv when I read so mnch about paint, pins, needles,

scissors t^lue &c., in connection with shows, it makes me feei
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there is something wi'Dng going on, antl the question arises.

Ought I to have anything to do -n-ith it ? I know more than one
hesides myself who has similar feelings on the suhject, and wiU
cease to exhihit altogether if such dishonest jobbery continues.
"Would it be possible to form a sort of confederation of exhibitors
pledging themselves not to support any show iinless a cliiuse

similar to that which you suggest be inserted in the entry
form ? At any rate it is clear some stringent measures must be
taken, or honest exhibitors will giveupin disgust, however much
they may regret doing so.

—

Cheltenh.\m.

COLCHESTEE POULTRY SHOW.
This Show was held on the 21st and 22nd inst. The poultry

and Rabbits were exhibited in the Corn Exchange, the Pigeons
and Cage birds in the Pubho Hall. Both buildings are light,

airy, and well adapted for showing off birds to the best advantage.
There were nine silver cuj^s distributed over the different classes,
and the money prizes were equally liberal, so that the Committee
deseiwed a numerous entry, and we were pleased to find on
entering the Exhibition they had not been disappointed, as
there were 536 entries. The whole of the an-angements were
good and admirably carried out, the birds well cared for, but we
do object, and that very strongly, ^o the pens being strewed with
sawdust. It may keep the birds drier and cleaner than sand,
but they are sure to eat some, and when the soft food is given
it gets mixed with the sawdust, which is then swallowed. When
it gets into the crop the wood swells, causes indigestion, and
often lays the foundation of many other diseases. Sawdust is

very injurious, whilst sand, or the small stones found amongst it,

a 'e absolutely necessary for the birds' health, and these small
grinders are even more than ever required when birds are con-
fined in a pen for several days with nothing to assist their
digestive orgahs. We therefore consider it necessary that the
bottoms of the pens should always be strewed with sand or fine

gravel.
The Coloured Dorkings were good. The cup pen looked sadly

out of condition. We hardly liked the second-prize pen so well
as a highly commended pen. Whites mustered very well, and
most of them were above the average in quality. The cup for
Cochins went to a splendid pair of Buffs

;
Partridge were first

and third in the Any Variety class ; Whites were second. The
Dark Brahmas were very numerous, and most of the birds
good ; many, however, showing the evil effects of continuous
exhibition. The Lights were a veiy inferior lot. Spanish num-
bered thirteen pens, and the quahty throughout was better than
we have seen for some time, the cup being won with a capital
pair, of which the cock wa3 very long in the lobe. This pen
was closely pressed by a pair of old birds, which stood second.
Game were very good ; Blacks and Browns competed together,
an uncommonly nice pair of Brown Reds winning, a Black Red
feeing second. The Duckwings won the cup ; only the third
prize was awarded in the Variety class, some of the birds being
gouty. Hamburghs were numerous and above the usual aver-
age for a show in the South. The awards for Black and Brown
Reds we did not like ; we thought the second-prize pair far
more after the stamp and style of a Game bird than their more
fortunate rivals. The cup went to a very pretty Duckwing cock,
but the hen which was with him was very inferior, and he is de-
•serving of a more handsome mate. In the Bantam variety class
some beautifully Laced birds were first. French were good, and
the Polands very few. Malays were first in the Any other variety
class. Sultans second, and a good pair of Cuckoo Dorkings
third.

Rouen DucTcs were a good entry, but of the Aylesbury there were
only two entries, and one of these was absent. How is it we find
at almost every show this beautiful and valuable breed gradually
getting less in size and fewer in numbers ? In the Selling
classes the entries were niunerous, consisting of the usual
miscellaneous mixture of good, bad, and indifferent which we
always find in this class.

For Pigeons a cup was given to the winner of the gi'eatest

number of prizes ; but why such cups are ever given we are at
a loss to conceive, unless it is to indiice some people to borrow
"birds of others. Possibly it may induce one or two exhibitors
to send a few extra entries, but they hunt up all their friends
for the loan of birds, and thus prevent many others from send-
ing. We know of one or two instances on this occasion. Amongst
the Pigeons several pens were disquaUfied. We should like to
•see a rule niade by the committee of every show, that where
any exhibitor was found to have either trimmed or tampered
with'birds he should be prevented from taking any prizes. If this
liad been the case at Colchester a winner of one of the chief prizes
would never have had it. Carriers were good. Mr. Horner had
a pen in each class disquaUfied. Of the ten pens of Pouter cocks
entered eight were noticed by the Judges, shomug the general
superiority of tlie birds. Tumblers were very neat and pretty,
Mr. Horner again disqualified for trimming. Jacobins proved a
good class, also the Turbits. Barbs, with the exception of the
winning pens, were hardly up to the average. In Nuns the first

and second prizes were withheld, the Judge stating the majority
of the birds were grossly trimmed. The working Antwerps
were, as usual, very numerous, and most of the birds of superior
qirality.

The Babbits were not very large in uirmbers, but some of the
specimens were of unusual length of ear.

The attendance on the day we were present was very large,

many of the neighbouring gentry being present and purchasing
very freely.
DOBEIN'OS (Colonredl.—: and Cap. L. Patlon, Hillmorc, Taunton. 2, O. E.

Creeswell, Early Wood. Bagshot. 3. L. Wren, Lowestoft, lie, G. W. Green-
hill ; F. Parlett. Great Badduw ; W. S. Marsh, Deal.
Dorkings (White).—1, O. E. Cresswell. 2 and 3, Eev. F. Teai'le, Gazeley

Vicaraffe, Newmarket.
Cochins (Cinnamon and Buff) —1 and Cup, Lady Gwydyr, Stoke Park, Ips-

wich. 2, G. Stiekings. S. A. A. Seaborn. Hadlcigh.
Cochins (Any other variety).—I and 3. Horace Lingwood, Creetuig, Needliam

Market (Partridge). 2, R. S. S. Woodgate, Pembury, Tunbridge Wells (White).
Bkahmis (Dark).—land Cup, T. F. Ansdell. Cowley Mount, St. Helen's. 2,

Horace Lingwood. 3. Rev. J. G. B. Knight, he. Dr. Holmes. Whitecotes,
Chesterfleld; B. P.irrott. Henbury, Bristol; W.J. E.Shallord. Maidstone (2 ;

H. Dowsett, Pleshey, Chelmsford; Lady Gwydyr. c, J. Drake, Ongar.
Bbahmjs (Light) —1 and 3, H. Dowsett. 2, P. Haine. he, Mrs. I. Turner,

Avon, Uiogwood.
Spanish.—1 and Cup, Nichols Bro?.. Camberwell. 2, Mrs. Tonkin. Bristol.

3. Hon. Miss D. Pennant, Penrhvn Castle, Bangor, he, W. E. J. Shalford;
Hon. Miss D. Pennant (2). c, W. Woodhouse.
Game (Black-breasted and other Reds). — 1, W. Rayner, Ipswich. 2. ^

Matthews, Stowmarket (2) 3, E. Winwood. he, J. Fletcher. Stoneclough; W
Foster, Deal ; F. Harding. Chingford ; B. Boves. Beverley: S. Matthews.
Game (Duckwing and other Greys and Blues).-1 and Cup, S. Matthews. 2

W. Foster. 3. E. Winwood.
Game (Any other variety).—1 and 2, Withheld. S, J. H. Salter, Tolleshunt

Hamburghs (Gold and Silver-spangled).—1 and Cup. Ashton & Booth. 2, L.

Wren. Lowestoft. 3, W. Groom, Ipswich, he, W. K. Tickner, Ipswich, e, T.

Love, Kingsthorpe. Northampton ; R. & H. Ashton, Mottram.
Hamboeghs (Gold and silver-pencilled).—1, J. Webster. Helhrook, Lanca-

shire. 2. R. R Parker. 3, W. K. Tickner. e, C. Eloodworth, Cheltenham.
Game Bantams (Black and other Kedsl.—1, W. B. Jeffries, Ipswich. 2 and 3

W. Adams, he, W. S. Marsh ; G. F. Ward, Wrcnbury.
Game Baktams (Any other variety).—1, Cup, and 3. Rev. F, Cooper, Arapney

(Duckwing) 2, G. Smith, Staveley (Pde). he, W. Adams (Duckwing); F.

Fielder (Duckwing). c, E. Branford (Duckwing).
BANTAMS (Any variety except Game).—1 and e, M. Leno, Markyate Street,

Dunstable. 2. Rev. F. Tearle, Gazeley Vicarage. Newmarket. 3, B. & H.
Ashton. he, F. E. Thirtle, Lowestoft ; J. Eloodworth, Cheltenham.
French.—1. C. H. Smith, RidcUCfe-onTrent. 2 and 3, W. Dring. Faversham.

he, W. Burrows, Diss : G. Chilton, Littleton, Guildford: Mrs. J. Cross, Appleby
Vicarage, Brigg. e. W. Tippler.
PoLANDS.—1, 2, and 3, W. K. Patrick, West Winch, Lynn.
Anv other Variett.—1, Rev. G. A. Brooke, Sbrawardine (Slalays). 2, W. H.

TomUnson, Newark-on-Trent (Sultans). 3, Rev. F. Tearle (Cuckoo Dorkings).

he. R. S. S. Woodgate (Silkies), c. Mrs F. Parlett (Cuckoo Dorking); J. P.

Fiwcett (Black Hamburghs); Lady Gwvdyr (Silkies).
, „ „

Duces (Rouen).—1, F. Parlett. 2, H. Dowsett. 3, J. Drake, he, R. W.
Richardson, Beverley, c, F. Parlett; H Dowsett.
DccKS (Aylesbury).—l.G.W.Greenhill.Ashfoid. ,. , „ „
Ducks (Any other varietT).—l andS.M. Leno (Mandarin and Carolina). 2,H.

B. Smith, c, R S. S. Woodgate (Labrador). ,,„.,„„
Sellivg Class.-CocJ:.—1, W. N. Cater. Colchester (Poland). 2.W. Rayner

(Brown Red Game). 3, J. Hare, Shotley, Ipswich (Duckwing). c. C.Denton,
Lowestoft (Brahma) ; W. E. J. Shalford, Addington Park, Maidstone (Houdan)

;

«. Leno (Brahma). „ „ „ • , , ,„ >,i

Selling Class.—Hens.—1, Lady Gwydyr. 2. H. Gnss Ipswicb (Spanish)

3. R. W. Richardson ( Oorking). fcc. E. Branford (Black Red Game), c, H. N.

Crozier (Black Red); F. A. Cole (Spanish); H. Dowsett (Brahraas); Nichols

Bros. (Spanish).
PIGEO;<S.

Cahrtfes —Coek —1, E. Homer, Harewood. 2. H. Yardley, Birmmgham. 3,

L. Wren, he, T. King ; J. Ford, London e. W. N. Cater. „ „ , -

Carriee8.-Hciw.-1. E. Horner. 2, J. Ford. 3, T. King, c, S. Holroyd,

Oldham ; W. Crook. Disqualiflcd. E. Horner (beak wa'tle sjlusd).

Pouters.-Cocfc.-l, J. Ford. 2. Mrs. Lai1d, Calne. 3, E. Horner, he, R. W.
Richardson, c, W. Crook, Swansea (21; H. G. HoUoway, jun., Stroud; E.

Pouters.-Hi'US.-1. J. Ford. 2 and he, Mrs. Ladd. S, E. Homer, e, W.
Crook. „
Tumblers (Almond).-l and 3. J. F. rd. 2. E. Horner. ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ „ ,,
Tumblers (Any other v.irietv, Short-faced).—1 and 2, J. Ford. 3, J. W. Edge,

Birmingham. Trimmr,!. V). HoTuer. ^. ,. . j , ™ „,
Owl's— 1 K Hnniir ' .T F.ird. 3, R. Richardson. DisjimiiyifrJ, J. W. Edge.

Fjvi.u^ 1.1.11 I
i and /ic, H. Yardley. 3, J. W. Edge, c, Mrs.

j',',,,
:

I
: .1 llnincr. 3, G. South, New Bond St., London, c,

TunBiTS- 1,.J. I'o d. i, J. W. Edge. 3, G. South. ftcR.W. Richardson ; O
E. Oresswell ;' H. Yardley. „ „ „ n
Barbs.—1, J. Ford. 2. S. Holroyd. 3. H. Yaidley. c, E.Horner.
Nuns —I and 2, Withheld. 3, R. W. Richardson.
Teumpeteks.—I and 2, E. Horner. 3. C. Norman. Ipswich.

Dragooxs.-1 and 3, G. South. 2, S. Holroyd. he, J. W. Edge ; H. Yardley.

^ /iC, H. Yardley.
-1. T.D.Green (Blue Runts). 2. H. Yardley. 3 E. Hor-

ner (S-villr i I,- R.T.G.A Brooke (Swallows); T.D.Green (Silver Runts);

G. s.iii:ii 1 I I
11,1 H. Yardley; J. T. Cater (Ice), c, W. Crook (Ice); S.A.

^^aI' i'v

'

.
i -l' J. T. Galcy, Colches'er. .2, P. H. P. Price, Brecon.

3 E 11 Hi '
.

1'. 11. P.Price; F. Harwood, jui., Colchester; F. Mantherp.

c! P. H. P. I'fice : 1. King ; J. T. Cater, Colchester.
, , „

Selling Class.—1, H. Yardley. 2, 3, lie, and e, J. T. Cater (Black Gamers,

Ice, Red Pouters, Red Mottled Tumblers, Yellow, White Fantails, Almond,

and Starlings).
C.4GE BIRDS. „ ,, , J

Norwich YeUow or Buff).—I and 2. J. Mortimer, West Smithfleld, London,

u/it:, T. Fenn. Ipswich ; J. Mortimer (2). „„,„,., n
Norwich (Marked or Variegated YeUow or Buff).-1, R. Poole, Maldon. 2,

vhe, and e, J. Mortimer, he, T. Fenn.
, , t tt o u„n

Belgian (Clear or Variegate-l, Yellow or Buffl.-l and he, J^ Hayes, Sutton-

in-Ashfteld. 2. J. N. Harrison, Beli.er. vhe. J. N. Harrison ; T. Fenn.

Lizard (Gold and Silver-spangled).—1 and 2, J. N. Ha
T. Fenn.
Mule (Anv variety).—! and he. R. Haw

''^Asi'oJi.Hyllhil'"^^^^^ (Cinnamon). Eqnal 2, J.Mortimer

(Crested Norwich), vhe, J. N- Harrison : A. Palmer (Buff Crea^tedl^ J. Mortimer

(Created Norwich), he, R. Poole (Jonqat

Fenn. c, J. Mortimer (Crested Norwich^.

f^hc, he, and c,

,
Middlesborough (Goldfincli and

namon); J. N. Harrisi
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FoBEiGX- Birds (Aiy variety) -1. E. Holmes, Colchester (King Parrot). 2,

Mjs?-Webi, JJlcLste/wusllJusnParroquets). vhc. O. Bawtree, Colchester.

TopTARFD (Any TarielT) -1, C.^KScl^'st. J.hn's Wood. 2. H. Cawood,

Thorat 3. A. H Fasten, Ml. hc.B. Thurlow. Barnham Market ;C. King.

"EEobbit^nT Kettering; J. C. GarrinBton, West Bromwrch
;

G. Stace,

°H™Xyan.-1, a. L. Peace. Doncaster. 2, W. Donkin, Driffield. S. H. G.

°aITo't?1r'variett-:, a. H. Easten (White Anirnra). 2. E. H Gilbert,

EMby rX Wriiht! iuE , Colchester (Angoral. o. Master H. E. Manthorp,

cSste'; (Ang"ri):'c. King (Angora); W. HTomlinson Newark (Angora)

Sriling CLiss— 1 and 8, J. Farrow, Romford (Lop-eared), i. J. l. Later

Aigora). 'rc,C.KJng (Tortiiseshell); A. H. Easten (Lop eared, Spanish); F.

Harwood, jun. (Tortoiseshell).

JvDG^s.—Pigeons andBahhits : Mr. W. B. Tegetmeier. Cage

Birds : Mr. G. Moore, Park Street, Northampton. Foultnj : Mr.

E. Hewitt, Sparktrook, Birmingham.

CAREIER PIGEONS—CONSTRUCTING A
BREEDING LOFT.

I HATE been several times requested to give my ideas with re-

spect to the construction of a loft for breeding Carriers and

thinking they may be of service to yom- readers I forward them

I heiieve non-success inbreeding this noble variety of Pigeon

is chiefly o-ning to several pairs being crowded together in a

small space, the result being a gi-eat amount of damage to the

adult birds by fighting—so frequently the cause of wmg cUsease

and canker—and the loss of numbers of eggs and young ones m
the nest. Carriers are a proUfic varietv, and a good proportion

of young birds may easily be reared. By adopting the plan 1

recommend, these misfortunes are entirely avoided, and, so lar

as I have myself practised it, I found it answer remarkably weU.

The building may be erected at a very moderate cost. Ihe

erection is like an ordinary shed. A wall 9 or 10 feet high, with a

south aspect, wiU'answer for the back. The front of the shed

should be 6 feet high, -which allows of a 3-feet fall m the roof to

carry off wet. The roof should be boarded flat with l-mch deals

(I mean of course -nith the above-mentioned inclination), felted,

well tarred, and spouted. The ends of the shed, and the back, if

there is no waU to work on, should be double-boarded, leaving

about 3 inches between the inner and outer boards, and the

vacancy well filled with sawdust. Such walls retain a more

even temperature than brick or stone, being neither so cold m
winter nor so hot in summer, and are, besides, less expensive.

In ividth the loft may be 12 or 14 feet ; the front boarded-up

from the gi-ound 3 feet high, the remainder to the roof wire

netting. Inside under the roof shutters should hang on hinges,

to fall do^wn and cover the wire ft-ont during the cold mghts,

and at other times when necessai-v. "ft hen out of use thev

swing up and Ue flat to the roof, v.Lcre they are fastened, and

are then quite out of the way. -
.

At the back of the loft (there is no limit to the length except in

the number of breeding pens required), is a platform 4 feet rn

width, haU way bet-n-een the floor and roof, to form the bottom of

the pens. Thiniron rods, 1 inch apart, i-unning from the platform

up to the roof, foi-m the front of the pens, each pen being 4 or

5 feet long (the longer the bettei-) furnished with door, nest-box,

&c. The loft at the length of every three pens should be

divided, so that the occupants of every three pens may have

their flight, bath, itc, in the area in front in turns. Thus the

pairs are r-l--iv- ri-nrntp, mid breed undisturbed. Under these

threebr. I'
'

'i i. '. ^ institute one section of the loft, the

frontfr.' i
i >

i i he platform to the ground should

be -wired.! ,1, :, ,!,<,r. n i<l tiitid with perches ; so that will form

a most convenient place to draft the young ones into as they are

fit to leave their parents. As there -will be two or three such

compartments in a loft of any pretensions, the sexes can he

separated -when desired. In this arrangement the birds are

always vmder command, and easily caught n'hen requii-ed.

The finish of such a building is, of course, a matter of taste and

outlay. The exterior may be planed and painted, or only in the

rough and tairred, the inside in either case being well Umewashed
annually, at the commencement and close of the breeding season.

—W. Masset, Spalding.

broad chest; but, however good in other points, I should

pass them in the show pen if the carriage were not good. I

think the Game cock is the best model in point of carriage for

a Dragoon -with its proud defiant look, with head erect, and ever

on the watch. The blue rump is now universally acknowledged

as being correct. The very broad bars I dislike ;
they should be

jet black, weU defined, and not exhibit the slightest approach to

a sooty character, n-hich so many Blues have at the edge of the

bars. The birds should be of a good sound colour ;
hght thighs

I consider a great defect.
.

I hope some large breeders wiU take the matter up, and give

us their experience, to see if we cannot set up a standard of

excellence to aim at.—F. Ge.vham.

P.S.—As if still further to increase the difficulty, I have re-

ceived -word from a correspondent of mine, since -writing the

above that at a local sho-w held last week the first prize was

awarded to a pair of Blue Dragoons -with hght rump and white

beaks, and by an eminent Judge too.—F. G.

THE DRAGOON PIGEON.
Mb. Misson does not like the stout beak I advocate, nor yet

the spinate, but the happy medium. I think, however, from his

letter that he does not exactly understand my meaning. I do not

wish it to be thought that t am in favom- of the heavy coarse-

-wattled bird. „,,.,,, _, , ,

My idea of a Dragoon is as follows :—The bul shoiUd be strong

from the base, and slightly curved at the end ; the eye wattle

neat, circular, and not pinched; alight-coloured beakinadmis-

sable; the -wattle on the beak shoiild be fine and lie close. The

eye should be fidl and bright. The bird should be very hard-

feathered, with shoulders well out in front and have a good

CRYSTAL PALACE BIRD SHOW.
(Concluded from page 184.)

Among Silver Lizards, No. 467, Mr. T. W. Fairbrass, was grand.

There was size, colour, spangle, cap, and all the quabhcations ot

a good bird. I just missed it, my friend, Mr. Hooke, having

visited the green baize table before me. Mr. Harrison s 4W, se-

cond prize, was another splendid bird, paUsh m colom-, but a

beauty, and Mr. Tuck-wood's, 480, third prize, did not belie his

iud<nnent of what is requisite to constitute a high-class Lizard.

Amonf the Jonque Cinnamons were some unusually good

birds Mr Etherington's 489 and 488, first and second, being

stars,' while Mr. Waller's hen. No. 505, well earned her third

place. Someone on the look-out for a good thing secured her

at £1 Northampton was in force in this class too, and in Biitts

took all three prizes, Barwell & Golby's immense bird standing

first. No. 537, Wallace & Beloe, very highly commended, was a

gem of a hen. . ^. . ^^

Variegated Cinnamons were fewm number, and nothing extra

in ciuaUty. Something must be done to save this class of

Canaries from becoming defunct. The north-countrymen who

breed'forsize, shape, and marks, altogetherirrespectiye ol colour,

though glad to get it when they can -without sacrificing exact

marking grumble when a broken bird, rich in colour and quahty,

stands before a long, sKm, halt-washed-out bird, having nothing

to recommend it but its marks, -which, however, from want ot

colour frequently scarcely show themselves ;
and the southern

school, -which beUeves ia colour-, grumbles in its turn when its

bright specimens are passed over in favour of a bird it repu-

diates. Each should have its own class, or the class mtendea

should be distinctly described on the schedule.
, •

There was nothing very striking m the Any other -variety, in

which a Manchester Coppy, a Don, and a Crested Cinnamon

shared the honours. .^ .,. ,

\ word about the classification of the Mules. When I sbu-

mitted my suggestions as to the improvement of the schedule,

I had no idea of my rough copy being accepted in detail; in

fact I knew nothing of its being accepted at all tdl I received a

nriuted copv. But it appears there is a misdirected letter

somewhere in its travels, which, if I had received it m time,

would have given me an opportunity of -working out in detail

what I had intended as a suggestion merely. _

Mv impression was that the fact of the existence of Clear

Mules being kmown militates against large; entries m the Clear

for choice" classes. There can be no doubt of it. Last year

there were but two entries in Jonques and fom- m Buffs in the

" Clear for choice " classes. Besides, the old arrangement was

devised to meet the claims of Mules which, though not abso-

lutelv Clear, are nearly so, and have at the same time no pre-

tensions to be placed among Variegated specimens Tlje feal

of a Mule for a " Clear for choice " class is (next to Clear) one

which at aU events must, at the most, have no more decided

marks than mere ticks ; indeed, the "lateral extension of the

frSthisewas accorded to these ticked birds as a premium for

honesty. It was argued that to make a class for positively Clear

Wswasto offer a%remiimi for 'l^j'^""'^-*^!
^"V'^/.'^^.^^fJ^"" Clear for choice " clause was inserted. But look at the difli-

cultv which arises out of its adoption! It dnves eveiy other

class of Pied Mule into the one pen "Variegated, a position m
which it is sunply an impossibility for mne-teuths of them to

have a ghost of a chance of winning, because the Evenly-marked

among them must bear the bell. I am qmte awai-e that the

whole difficulty can be swept away at once by making three

classes instead of two

—

i.e.,

A—TeUow Goldflncli Mnle (Clear lor choice),

B—Evenly-marked ditto,

C—Any other class of ditto,

always bearing in mind that the Dark Mules form a class by

themselves, aSd that the three above-mentioned apply only to

I Pied Mules, and also bearing in mind that there ought to be
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such an explanation attached to Class A, as to allow of no mis-
conception as to its meaning. Of the two " Clear for choice "

Jonques of last year, one was Evenly-marked ; and among the
four Buffs there was at least one which had eye marks, a dark
feather in the tail, and a saddle

!

In dividing the Mules into two classes this year I meant to
suggest that the one should comprise the Evenly-marked bii'ds,

and the other all the rest ; and my reason for suggesting that
the Clear birds should go into the " Any other class," was that
there is more analogy between an iiTegularly-broken bird (in its

various degrees) and a Clear one than there is between an Evenly-
marked and a Clear one. From the Clear bird to the Ticked is

but a step, and from the Ticked bird to one more or less broken
is but a step, but no reasoning can bring a Clear and an Evenly-
marked bird together. Either is perfection in its way, and
either represents the head of two classes very ^dde apart ; the
one a class in which a body mark (as distinguished from flight

or tail marks) is only a blemish capable of measurement, the
other a class in which even a tick is fatal. My idea, therefore,
was that if in the " Any other class " an absolutely Clear bird
was found, it should receive a special prize, which should not
detract from the value of those succeeding it, so that the pro-
bability of such being exhibited would not act as a bar to pro-
bable success. Even if a Clear bird received a iirst, leaving it

to the rest to fight out the battle for second and third, I stUl
contend that irregularly-broken birds of size, colour, and quality,

would have a chance of scoring, since the number of absolutely
Clear birds in exhibition can be counted on your thumbs, while
the number of those which lay claim to be called " Evenly-
marked " is sirch that it is simply an impossibihty for irre-

gularly-broken birds to approach within three steps of the top
of the ladder. I maintain that though it is capable of improve-
ment, even this year's arrangement is better than last, and has
secured a much larger entry.
Mr. Doel was first and second in the Evenly-marked Jonques.

No. 567, first prize, was a grand bii'd, large, gi'aceful, rich in
colom-, lightly and evenly marked, and everything one could
desire in a Mule. It was catalogued at £1000, but up to four
o'clock on Monday had not been claimed ! No. 568, second, was
another fine bird, but decidedly inferior to 571 (Mr. Ashton,
third prize), which must have lost from want of condition. It

was very lumpy. No. 569 (Doel) was a fine sis-marked bird, and
570 (Doel) either had St. Vitus's dance or was subject to fits.

Mr. Stausfield's 573 is a pretty Mule, but, unfortimately, the eye
marks stretch over the crown, detracting from the merit of a
really excellent bird.

In BufEs Mr. Baxter was first with something in hand. His
588 is a gi-eat Mule, and -n-iU take a deal of beating. Of 586
(Stansfield), second, I am son-y I can say nothing. I have
either made a mistake in my notes, or have overlooked it en-
tirely, and the same with 585 (T. E. Jeffs). They must, however,
have been something out of the common when such birds as
582 (W. C. Bm-niston), 584 (J. Stevens), 591 (Needier), aU birds of
note, stood beneath them.

Mr. Ashton obtained a special prize in the " Any other class
of Yellow " with a Clear bird. I have myself given it a first as
a Buff, as have other judges. Mr. Doel says it is either. In
that case it is neither !" But it is a yery useful bird, which can
win in two classes. On the wings and breast it is very high-
coloured, but the head and neck is decidedly Mealy. It is a
splendid bird. Mr. Doel monopolised the rest of the honoiU'S
with a portion of his extraordinary stud. His 595 was a blaze
of colour', and had a most per-fect cheveral head ; ditto 596.

In the coiTesponding class of Buffs Mr. Doel was first with
neither more nor less than an "Evenly-marked" bird. A
majestic Mule it is ; but if a distinct mark in front of each eye
does not constitute even marking, what does ? On the assump-
tion that these marks (which, though decided, are faint) are re-
garded as simple ticks, and that the bird more closely approxi-
mates to a Clear Mule than to anything else, the award is justi-

fiable, not else. No. 614 (Ashton), good, one black feather in the
tail being its pass. No. 621 (Jeffs), a nice bird, too, and 613 (Doel),

looked very pretty, with good eyes and saddle.
I need hardly say that Stevens " walked in " with that awful

Dark Jonque of his, and that something remarkable will have
to be bred before Mr. Spence and Mr. Stevens can be deposed
in the Linnet Mule class.

Remarkable hybrids were exhibited in the " Any other
variety of Mule " division, in which, to some extent, the question
of beauty of plumage is ignored in favour of rarity or singu-
larity. It is a class in which everything is left to the Judges'
discretion. But how a very inferior " Greenfinch and Goldfinch "

could supplant the glorious " Bullfinch and Goldfinch " Mules
is a thing no " fellah " can understand, and appeared to excite
considerable surprise. Of hybrids which one has never met
before it would be absurd to express an opinion, but their
genuineness ought to be ascertained beyond a doubt.
The groups I must pass, wondering the while why neither of

Walter's three splendid lots was deemed worthy of even an
extra third, and how the six white hens came to be second.

The " miscellaneoais " might well be dispensed with, and Mr.
Gardiner's aviary, which was ci"ammed with hvely little chaps,
suggests what might be done if a class for aviaries was sub-
stituted.

I have already extended this notice to an unreasonable length,
and must pass the British birds without comment. The foreign
birds are not my speciaUty, but Mr. Judd drew my attention to

a Grey Parrot, which he said " had eaten his ticket because he
was ashamed of it

!"—W. A. Bl.u;ston.

LAEGE VERSUS SMALL HIVES.
Your correspondent under the nom de plume of " The Bee

Hive" writing on this subject states that his experience, ac-

quu-ed dui'ing three years' observation of ten Woodbury hives,

seems to prove that only eight of the ten frames composing a

fuU-sized hive are ever in use at one and the same time for

breeding pui'poses. My own experience has been, that not only

are the whole of the ten frames in the stock-box frequently

occupied by brood in various stages of development, but that

several combs in a large super may in addition be almost
eutu'ely filled with brood. It may be a question of district,

but it certainly is a question of the bee-master's keepiug-up
his stocks to the utmost point of population. With mode-
rately strong colonies, the side combs, and possibly too large a
proportion of the more central combs, are filled by the bees

with honey, so that the queen is not able to use them for the

deposition of her eggs. I have known, when an early honey
harvest has set in, even the central combs to be almost eutu'ely

filled up -with sealed honey, thereby paralysing the powers of

the queen, and seriously affecting the prosperity of the colony.

Your correspondent, if he had removed the two combs he states

to have been full of honey, and bad substituted frames with
empty combs in theu' stead, would in all probability have found
that the queen, it of average breeding capacity, would have at

once appropriated nearly every cell for her own use, to the ulti-

mate very great benefit of the colony.

Lest it should be supposed that I use small hives, I may
state that my own ten frame hives are of considerably greater

internal capacity than the Woodbury hives ; in fact I always

considered my late friend had adopted too small a hive for

moderately good honey districts. Noticing how frequently

prolific queens occupied every avaOable space in my stock

hives, a few years since I deteimined to endeavour to test theu'

breeding powers to the utmost. I therefore constructed a box
about 2 feet 6 inches in length, by 15 inches in -width, to hold
twenty-one frames of my ordinary boxes, the entrance being at

one end, into which I hived a strong swarm. The queen was
a hybrid Ligurian and very prolific. All the frames except the

last three were more or less filled with comb, when a splendid

swarm was thrown off. I examined the combs, and counted
thii'teeu of them more or less occupied by brood, with by no
means a large quantity of honey. To prove that honey was
abundant, another hive in the same gai'deu that summer gave

a super of 75 lbs. The following season I altered this mam-
moth hive by fixing two di-vision boards, ha-ring longitudinal

apertures for communication, which I was enabled to open or

close at pleasure. The central compartment held nine frames,

and the two side ones five frames each. A colony was trans-

ferred into this modified arrangement of aNutt'shive. The
foUowiug year the communications into one of the side com-
partments were opened and some frames with comb added.

These were quickly filled with eggs by the queen, and every

comb was in use for breeding at the same time. A super was
placed on the top, and subsequently removed with 40 lbs. of

honeycomb. This last experiment was cai'ried out almost in

the centre of the city of Exeter—not, it would be supposed, the

most favoiu'able locality.

To sum up : I believe it comes to this, that a prolific queen

with a sufficient number of subjects, can fill almost any amount
of available comb -with eggs. Of course it is obvious that no
more brood wUl be hatched out than the population present

can properly attend to, nor can such combs be made use of for

brood if ah'eady fiUed up with honey. The prudent bee-master,

therefore, who uses frame hives, will see that his breeding combs
are not clogged up -with honey.— S. Beva:^ Fox.

Your correspondent " The Bee Hive" asks for my opinion

on this subject in connection -with his proposal to use " Dummy
Frames," by which I suppose he means frames of solid wood
introduced into the larger-framed hives so as to contract the

space. I have used them myself hi former years, and they
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auswered the luirpose very well, but on the whole I iireferred

using the super over a smaller hive. I find that it is merely
a cxuestiou of season or fertihty of queeu, whether the outer

combs 1 and 10 are used for breeding or fur houey. One
year they will be filled with brood and the nest witli honey.

Of course, if you give them twelve or foiu'teen combs there will

be less chance of the outer ones being occupied with brood.

My own hives, which are long and narrow, the combs rimniug
crosswise, were last summer filled with brood from end to end,

in all cases where the houey of the 3'ear before had been eaten

out, as well as from side to side. Some of these hives are 16 or

17 inches long in the clear. If the summer had been prolific

in honey the outer combs, as the year before, would have been
full of honey. Latterly I have shortened the length of these

hives by a couple of inches, preferring to force the bees to

store any excess of honey in the supers. But I do not find,

even when the queen breeds in the supers, that it makes any
practical difference in the amount of egg-laying that goes on
below.—B. & W.

Ventilating Hives. — In the Journal of February 8th
Mr. Bevan Fox mentions perforated zinc j^laced on the top of

the hives to let out the damp air. I quite agree with him.
All my bees are alive in the wooden boxes that had the per-

forated zinc on their toj^s, but in one without the ventilation

the bees are dead. The combs in it appear greenish and
mouldy. The floor-board appears dry, but slightly mouldy.

—

BuBTOJi Joyce.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Appealing fhoji the Judges' Decision {An E.i-hlJiifov and Couimittn-

vian).—The rule, "No appeal from the iL 11 H f il . T-mIl^.'v ^l,;ill !,- .Mtor-
tamed upon any grounds whatever," Olil. I

;
i

1
hi III il- n; i-IiLd

exhibitors. If fraudulent trimming, ]ii,; nil fi i. Mii,-nu
sickle feathers are di^'ected uu prize bii'd'-. > :i aH - :

> i iid,.M -. ;iir -.iiic, we
uM 1 thheld, for tlic t'xhibu<n-s have violated auuther

list do equity.

iiw.

—

jVIt. J. Wallier says that he had oiily just
(ill thrust thrim;,'h his comb, and that nothing
ihl; vjiil-: tin 111 id was in his possession. The

I I ''iii-d, because trimmed, say the
.lii.y should all have examined

"WmTEHAVi-.-: ]'-..-l,\ };v SF£

received the cm-k tlmt liirl ;i
)

was done in the way uf tvLmui
other two exliibitt>i;t whose bir

same about their binls. It is

their bii-ds before they sent th-

DiAURHCKA IN Hens {A Lovtr of Puultry).—'We do not like your feeding.
We tried Curn Exchange sweepings, and found them expeiisi\o and misatis-
factoi7 food. You never know what they contain. We cannittle for toppings

niddlings. If you will give t

ui the morning, table scraps <>r In

the moiTiing meal in the eveni 1 1 _ ,

i

your fowls will get well. If y. .u

all die. Let them have cabba^^i' li ;i

whenever they cannot have the gia.st

^i|.;r.1

No Odi

th water
M petition of

I'l -.timulauts,

lit they will

LL gi'cen food,

iod of gi-owing

Spanish Cock's Comb Undeveloped [E. H. fl.).—Sell him ; he will make
little, because a Hhrivelled comb in a Spanish cock is indicative of intenial
disease, and is a symptom of *' black rot," to which this breed is subject, and
from which they never recover.

Brahma Cock [Bi-uhma).—In all competitions of animals it is an axiom
that, as the best is not too good, that which is faulty is not good enuugh.
You wishto breed prize birds. You will not do it'with a cock that has two
capital defects—vulture hocks and lop comb. Take him from the hens at
once, if you have not done so akeady.

Breeding Spanish Fowls (TT. E. S.).—A Spanish cock with a lop comb
is woithless, so is a Spanish hen with an upright one. There is a proverb

—

"A whistling girl and crowing hen
Are neither good for ; ards or men."

Tit bi> I I
'

1 1' 1
i i.tri^ both parents must be so. The comb of the cock must

^ 1
'

'
'

I li;tt of thr hen must lop over. The crowing hens are only
^'" '^ '

I ill be got rid of at once. They do not lay, and the ap-
P"^" ;'

Ml III. I, I SIX is caused by internal mptui-es that render- laying im-
posjiibl. . Spiiuish are more prone to this fault than any other breed, and when
we see a hen's comb go up we put her in the pot.

Desired Fowls {Digitatvi).~The fowl that wUl come nearest to your de-
scription is the Brahma Pootra, because it realises the last requirement—raost
easily keep. A fence 3 feet high wiUkeep Brahmas in confinement. Kpani'^h
Hambiu-ghs, and Creve-Cceurs are all handsome, they are excellent layers, but
do not Bit. We know no fence that will confine either of them. The only way

ed-in at top.

TO Queensland (K. M. H.).~lf your- friend takes tlie
oed not ship as much food as if they went alone, because
aps from the steward, and .syLUire them food in odd bits.

.^p thon

To guanl ugiiinst aufidents you will do
bushels uf bai-ley, and two bushels of -i

,

will help you to keep them in health u
from time to time make it grow in your .

-Size of Woodbt

Kclf with fom'teen
cau take it. It

I rape seed, and

think y. Ill mv mi-taken in sup'
your district, or any other, to
meut yon keep your colonies n
would find that yom- ten-frame

^ (•'. Z^.).—Yon ha<l better
bour, of Regent Street, London, who will be able to
Italian queens or with stocks, and will also give von
ms as toyuur subsequent metlin.l ..f procediuT'. 'We

i and honey-yield usually being proportionatelythe smaller ones, both f

larger.

Painting Straw Hives, &c. (i>.).—We have a strong objection to painting
straw hives, though Mr. Payne and others recommend it. We have tried
both that and covei-ing them with Roman cement, and the bees did not thrive
well under either. The latter was. huwever, much the more palpably injurious.
Ml-. Payne recommended the hive to be painted stone colour. We do not
know the maker nor the price of the Cambridge Hive.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS,
Camden Square, London.

Lat. 51° 32' 40^^ N. ; Long. 0' 8' 0" W. ; Altitude 111 feet.

Date.
|
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be in all collections. A well-grown specimen is worthy of all

the comuieudatoiy superlatiTes that can be bestowed upon it,

but to keep it in "good health a position free from draughts

must be chosen for it in the stove. A. Sanctai-Catherinre is a

free-growing species, and makes a noble specimen for exhibi-

tion. A. formosum succeeds in the greenhouse, and the fronds

last a long time after being cut. A. colpodes is a very free-

growing, pretty, gi-eenhouse species, and has the young fronds

tinged with red. A. tiuctum has the young fronds more deeply

tinged than in the above, but it is not free-growing. But by

far the best of the tinged or tinted species is one I met with

the other day in the nm-series of Messrs. Veitch, at Chelsea. It

is of fi-ee growth, the fronds are much larger and more elegant

than those of A. colpodes or A. tinctum, and of a deep red colour

in a young state ; it is named A. Veitchiauum. I remarked at

the same time A. peruvianum as a noble-growing species allied

to A. trapeziforme. It will, no doubt, make a handsome speci-

men for exhibition, as it is of vigorous growth, and the fronds

have a remarkably pendant character, giving the whole plant

a distinct and fine effect. A. sessilifolium is also a very well-

marked species of a deciduous character. The fronds are

freely produced, and very handsome.
Amongst Aspleniums, A. cicutarium and A. formosum have

very graceful recurved fronds, and are valuable table plants.

Cheilanthes is a genus noted for its very elegant and finely-

divided fi'onds. Davallia is also a noted genus with fronds of

a very graceful character. At the head of this class stands the

recently-introduced D. Mooreana. It is one of the most beau-

tiful and valuable of Ferns, with gracefully-arching fronds

from 2 to 3 feet in length, and half as much across. From
the largest of the species we come to the smallest, D. parvula,

a warm stove species, the fronds of which are only 3 inches

in height, freely product d on a creeping rhizome. Gymno-
gramma has gold and silver fronds of a very distinct and
striking character. The tnie G. chrysophylla is very handsome.
G. Laucheana has fronds of the deepest yellow. The best

sUvery species I am acquainted with is G. peruviana argyro-

phyUa ; and next to it G. tartarea. G. Pearcei isan exqaisitely

beautiful species, with very finely-divided fronds of a distinct

character. Lejitopteris superba is a greenhouse Fern, and
requii'es to be grown under a glass shade. It, however, de-

serves all the care that can be bestowed upon it. Lomaria
gibba, and its variety Belli and crispa, must be in aU collections.

Then the Chmbing Fern.Lygodiiim scandeus, will find a place

on account of its unique character. Todea peUucida and
T. Wilkesiana require the same treatment as Leptopteris su-

perba, and should have a glass frame devoted to them in the

greenhouse. Amongst Pteris we would select P. serrulata, as

it grows freely either in the stove or greenhouse, though the

handsomest specimen I have ever seen was said to have been
grown out of doors. These are a few names out of the many,
and are selected from those I have cultivated, or those which
have come imder my own notice. The graceful Gleicheuias are

omitted because they requii'e special treatment ; and also the
noble tree FeS'ns, as they require large structures to grow them
in. Those I have named are all adapted for ordinary stove
or greenhouse cultivation.—J. Douglas.

SPEINa TREATMENT OF AUEICULAS.
An observation made by one to whom we all as readers of

the Journal are much indebted, and whose instructions we are
generaUy ready to foUow, Mr. W. Keane, has induced me to

say a word or two on the above subject. I am very sorry to
dilier from so experienced an adviser, but I must fain do so.

In his ad\ice as to the treatment of Auriculas he says, " Let
them have gentle showers," or words to that effect. Now from
this I entu-ely dissent ; and I maintain that the Amicula ought
never to have a drop of rain, and least of all in the spring.
Every grower of this beautiful flower knows that its greatest
enemy is damp, and that his efforts are dii-ected to the great
end of giving it a free and open situation, keeping it free from
drip, and not allowing water to settle in the heart of the plant.
Unless you ai-e for ever near your frames, it is impossible to do
this and yet let them have any rain. If you leave directions
with your man that they are to have only gentle showers, you
wiH find some day to your cost that his idea of a gentle shower
differs very widely from yours

;
just as my old man at Deal,

who, when I told him they must not be exposed to too much
cold wind, shut them up close, burned them up, and then told
me calmly he thought the maggot had got to them. Hence,
for the safety of your collection, I strongly advise no showers.

But even if you allow them to get rain under your own eye,
the drops will settle in the heart of the plant, and then canker
and decay take place. Rain may possibly run off the plain-

foliaged plants, but those with the mealy foliage retain it very
pertinaciously, and nothing will free them of it except taking
the plant up and blov.-ing the water off. Then, too, I think
that to allow the mealy-fohaged plants to become spotted with
rain entirely destroys their beauty. I grudge even when water-
ing that the outside leaves should get any on them, and should
sadly grieve if the beautiful young leaves were to be thus in-

jured.

I should like to know if aU Auricula-growers share my
opinions on this point. I have before me a letter from a son
of that (in his day) well-knon-n florist, Dr. Horner, who has
evidently imbibed his father's taste, and is an enthusiastic
florist. He says, " Even in this fine brachig air I never
allow my Auriculas to have wet overhead. I do not even like

my mealy grass si)lashed at any time, nor a wet heart for even
a day among any of them." I know, too, that this is the
opinion of the veteran grower George Lightbody.

I hope Mr. Keane wiU pardon these remarks on so small a

point, but as I believe it to be one of imjiortance to the suc-

cessful growing of this lovely spring flower I could not well be
silent.—D., Deal.

CHEAP SPEING GAEDENING—PLANTS TO BE
EAISED FEOM SEED.

Plants of which the seeds should be sown in a border rather

thinly a month hence, or in pots, boxes, or pans now, placed

in a pit or cold frame, and the seedlings to be pricked out

afterwards, and then transplanted in the autumn or early

spring :

—

Anemones, of the coronaria and the hortensis kinds. Many
will show bloom in autumn.
Arabis (Wall Cress), several kinds, prick out and lift in

autumn.
BeUis (Daisies), white and red are most useful. Prick them

out, and many wUl show their colours in autumn.
Cerastiums. Good for carpeting and edgings. They are best

propagated by cuttings, which if planted iu a border will soon
root. Seedlings to be pricked out.

Cheiranthus ("WaUflowers). Sow iu the open air. Prick out
and move in autumn to the place.
Eranthis (Winter Aconite). Sow as soon as the seeds are ripe.

In the first, and especially the second autumn, they will be fit

for the flower garden.
Myosotis (Forget-me-not). Sow in June and July, prick out,

and "then lift where wanted. There are several good varieties,

white and blue.
Primroses sown iu April and pricked-out, will make strong

plants by the autumn. Polyanthus the same.
Violets (Sweet), are most readily obtained from divisions

planted and then lifted, but the single varieties ailso come up
freely from seed, and the seedhngs will make good plants before
the spring. I find, however, that cuttings or divisions bloom
most freely.

Pansies. Many, such as the CUveden Blue, Yellow, Purple,

and White, come rather true from seed. The Enghsh and Fancy
or Belgian varieties are easily raised. Sown in July and August,
not too thickly, they would show their colours so as to be trans-

ferred to the flower-beds in autumn and spring. Seeds to be
sown iu summer andautiimn, and the seedlings lifted iu i^atches

for the flower garden late in autonin or early in spring.

CoUiusia bicolor, grandiflora, and verna. The end of August
would be quite early enough.
Erysimum Peroffskianum. Bather lanky, about 2 feet high,

but the flowers of a flue orange colour. The beginning of

September will be soon enough to sow.
Iberis (Candytuft), of aU the colom-s wiU be early enough if

sown at the beginning of September.
Lasthenia californica. Sow at the same time as the preceding.
Limuanthes Douglasii. The same remark appUes to this.

Myosotis. Different colours of Forget-me-not. For spring
blooming, sow from June to August.
Nemophilas. The whole are worthy of a place in a spring

garden, though insignis is the best. Sow at the beginning of

September, and transplant in patches.

Sapouaria calabrica, calabrica alba, and the dwarfer ocymoides
are useful. Sow at the end of August, and hft the seedlings in

tufts in autumn or early in spring.

Silene peudula, pendula alba, rubeUa, Schafta, and other
dwarf kinds, maybe sown at the end of August and the beginning
of September.

I have omitted, I find, two useful annuals. Sweet Alyssum, or

Alyssuni maritimum, white and rather straggUng, but it stauds

pruning weU, and smeUs like so many exposed honeycombs.
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Sown in September it will lift well in patches in autumu and
spring.
Eschscholtzia caUfornica, crocea, alba, and tenuifolia are very

gay plants. If sown in spring they will bloom in summer and
autumn. Sown in July and lifted, they will bloom early in

.spring.

Most of the foregoing annuals will do best if lifted not singly

but in patches, say six or more plants in a patch, with a little

ball of earth about them. In somewhat stiff soUs they need

little more than to be sown on a fine surface, and to be covered

with light sandy soil. In light soils I find it a good plan to

•dig the soil, tramp it rather firm, stii' the surface to the depth

of 2 or 3 inches, and incorporate with it some rough fresh

loam and leaf mould, or rotten dung. Pat the surface even,

but not hard, sow the seeds, and cover with some tine soil.

With the ground thus prepared the plants may be raised with

a trowel in Uttle tufts or patches, with the rough soil adhering

to the roots, and they will scarcely suffer from the removal
when transferred to beds or borders.

So much for sowing for flower gardens in spring, but if you
aueau to enter on the subject at all seriously and to any extent,

the best advice I can give you is to obtain '• Spring and Winter
Gardening," by Mr. John Fleming, which you can have by
post for 2s. 7Jrf. I should have little faith in any Coleus

planted out except the brown Verschaffelti.

I find I have omitted red and white Virginian Stock, which
*Jor spring blooming should be sown from the middle of Septem-
Jjer.—R. Fish.

SETS OF EARLY POTATOES.
I HAVE lately seen it seriously recommended to rub oft all

•the forward shoots, and then plant as the eyes are again be-

ginning to show. This can only be justified as being the least

of different evils. I would never allow a shoot to be removed
from early Potatoes, but would have them in the ground before

.these stout shoots were more than 3 inches in length. I should

like to have seed early Potatoes set close together, but singly,

/ju platforms or open shelves, if only a foot apart ; and in such

.a position, and kept merely secure from frost, the tubers would
shoot strongly but late, and there would be no necessity for

lessening their strength by rubbing oft the shoots.

In these modern days, and under the system of modern
•gardening, the old gardeners would be unable to find shelf-

room for their flowering bulbs and tubers, let alone doing

justice to their seed Potatoes. In the majority of gardens

Tvhere there are even show plant-houses there is a great want of

j'oom for storing.

I may here add that after having tried aU kinds of sets for

Potatoes —cutting them into pieces, each having one good eye

or bud, as I should most Ukely do in the case of a new expensive

iind, using the bud with merely a slice attached (the bulk of

•the tuber being used tor food) , and even propagating by rooting

shoots, as we would do with a Dahlia—the results of my
jJractioe are simply these, that a middle-sized tuber entire

igives on the whole the earliest and heaviest returns. If the

different eyes begin to move it is well , however, to rub oft all

•except one or two of the strongest. I say ad-risedly one or two,

because, though I have planted rows close together, one having
sets with one eye and another with two eyes, I could not satisfy

myself by the size of tubers, weight, or measure, which was the

•better, but I found the crops in either case earlier and better

than when I put a tuber in and left the different eyes to

struggle with each other for the mastery. If I have any pre-

ference at aU, it is to have one shoot from a tuber instead of

two or more.—E. F.

GRAFTING.—No. 4.

Side Gb-vftins.—Under this head M. Baltet treats of two
modes of grafting—one, which he calls sub-cortical, or under
the bark, in other words between the bark and the alburnum

;

and the other on the alburnum. For aU practical purposes

they might have been embraced under one head, for aU graft-

ing to be successful must be on the alburnum. However, we
shall for the present adopt these distinctions of M. Baltet, and
treat the subject after his method.

SnB-coRTic.iL Gr.vfting.—If we wish to implant a twig on
the side of a stem or under its bark, the stock ought to be in

a state of growth. The operation is done—1st, from April to

May at the rising of the sap, and then it is called, by an active

bud ; 2ud, from July to September, when it becomes a graft by
a dormant bud. In the former case scions of the previous

year are employed which have been laid in the earth with a

northern exposure, or in a cellar, to preserve their vitality.

The sap being in action in the plants at the time they are used,

the graft will be developed in the course of the same year.

In the second case (from a dormant bud) where the graft will

be developed in the following year, a shoot of the current year

is chosen, and is taken from the parent tree at the time of

grafting, the leaves being removed if the tree employed is de-

ciduous. Scions taken from evergreen trees should not be cut

from the parent tree tUl they are required, neither ought the

leaves to be lemoved. For these two methods, the summits of

the twigs with a terminal head form excellent scions.

There are two systems of sub-cortical side-grafting, one

having for a scion simply the fragment of a twig ; the other

a twig with a heel or shield, such as is used in autumnal bud-

ding, taken from the branch which produced it.

SiDE-GBAFTiNG WITH A TwiG.—This proccss is important for

restoring defective trees, to obtain branches

where they are requu'ed, and to change old

varieties. It is equally useful for propagation.

The woody scion is better adapted to inocula-

tion under the old bark than the single bud
generally used. The scion is a small twig,

or the fragment of a twig, from 4 to 8 inches

long, the inferior half of which is cut slant-

ingly without a tongue to disturb the plane

surface of the cut, which is cut then towards

the point B. If it is desired to get a branch

forming an open angle with the s'em which
bears it, a crooked or curved scion is chosen

;

the cut, on the convex part being applied to the

stock, will give the summit a direction out-

wards. With a straight scion it will suffice

to preserve a bud on the back of the cut, the

growth of which will form a branch nearly

perpendicular to the stem.

In the propagation of certain trees, as the

Beech, branching scions are employed of two or
^

three years old, and in them the cut is made,
as we have stated, then at the point. The scion being pre-

pared, two cuts are made on the stock (a), forming an incision

(c), Uke a T, right through the bark to the alburnum. The
sides of the incision are raised, and the scion is slid into it, so

that the top of its cut corresponds with the transverse incision

on the stock. The graft is then bound with a ligature, and if

there is imperfection in the union between the two parts, the

action of the ah- is excluded with the leaf of a tree, or by the

application of clay or grafting-wax.

—

Baltet, L'Art de Greffer.

PORTRAITS OF PLANTS, FLOWERS, AND
FRUITS.

BcLBiNE Mackenii (Bulbineof MacKen). iVoi. orrf.jLQiacea;.

Linn, arr., Hexandria Monogynia.—Sent from Natal by Mr.
MacKen, and has alrsady flowered two seasons in the Royal
Gardens at Kew. The root and neck of the plant are clothed

with matted red-brown filaments. The leaves are from 2 to

3 inches long, and from IJ to IJ broad, smooth, rather fleshy,

nerveless, and pale beneath. Raceme 6 to 10 inches long, with

from twenty to thirty bright golden-yellow flowers on pedicels

spreading out almost horizontally. Perianth segments extend-

ing out almost from the base, with green tips and a keel at the

back. Ovary three-lobed ; stigma minute.

—

(Bot. Mart., t.5')55.)

Dendbobitjm tetbagosdm (Four-cornered Dendrobium). Nat.

onf., OrchidaceiB. Linn, arr., Gynaudria Monogynia.—A native

of the wooded islets in Moreton Bay. Stems in a dense fascicle,

from 5 to 16 inches long, acutely tetragonal, and gradually

blending into a slender round stalk, which expands into a

woody, globose, tuberous base, emitting roots that attach the

plant to the bark of the tree it grows upon. Each pseudo-

bulb has a pair of undulating, coriaceous, keeled leaves.

Flowers a pale dirty yellow suffused with pink on a slender

yellow peduncle. Two lateral sepals t-wisted and edged with

red. Lip whitish, with transverse pink bars.

—

{Ibid.,t. 59.56.)

Exanthemum palatifekum (Palated Exanthemum).
_
Nat.

ord., Acanthacese. Linn, an:, Didynamia Angiospermia.—

A

native of the hUly regions of Bengal. Leaves petioled, some-

times blotched with white. Spikes glandular, pubescent, re-

curved, many-flowered. Flowers subsecund, two-lipped, lilac

or scarlet, with a yellow spot on the lower three-lobed Up.

—

(Ibid., t. 5957.)
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CcELOQTOE LENTiGiNOSA (FrecUed Ccelogyne). hat. onl., Or-

chidaceiB. Linn, arr., Gynandi-ia Mouandi-ia—Stem stout,

creeping, as thick as a swan's qiiiU, clothed witu rigid brown

scales. Pseudobulbs erect, trigynous, smooth, green, up which

the brown sheaths reach half-way. Leaves, two at the top of

the pseudobulb. Eaceme produced at the base of the last-

formed pseudobulb. Flowers on a floriferons peduncle coyered

with convolute gi'een scales, pale green. Lip white, with a

broad ochreous blotch on the mid lobe; the margins of the

lateral lobes are brown, amd there are treckles of the same

colour on the disk. Mid lobe with a broad flat cla,w, broadly

trowel-shaped, undulate. Column slender, naiTOwly winged.

"z^NAi! Pelakgonioji Ianthe.—"The habit of the plant is

moderately vigorous, the leaves neat, and marked with the

characteristic zone, while the flowers are large, weU formed,

and abundantly produced in bold, conspicuous, nosegay-like

trusses The colour is very difficult to note, a pecuhar bliush

tint minglmg with the crunsou. We append the description

given m the catalogue of Mr. William Paul, of Walthaui Gross,

by whom lanthe, with several other fine novelties obtained by

Dr. Denny—notably Wellington and Sir Charles Napier—was

sent out. All three of these varieties were certificated at Ken-

sington :

—

., ,

,

T • i-
" ' r«nf/ic.—Flowers bluish oiimsou, the blue predommating

in the lower petals; flowers of large size, good shape and sub-

stance, quite novel, and very beautiful ; habit very dwarf and

branching, with handsome dark greeu zonal foliage ;
colour of

flower unaltered by rain or sun. Altogether the finest variety

for bedding ever sent out.' "—{Florist andPomologist,Ss.,\.,i9.)

THE OBCHAED WORTH CAKE.

Ii certainly pays to take a httle pains with young trees, for

what is there that is more remunerative than an Apple crop

one year after another ? Who among our readers would be

willing to take $.5 per tree for an orchai'd of young Apple trees

just coming into bearuig ? We have now an orchard of six

hundred Apple trees, covering a lot of 15 acres, that we would

not have taken from our grounds for $3,000. Add five years

more to them, and one will see what they will add to the land.

It is the strangest thing to us to see farmers ownmg 100 to

200 acres of land, with barely enough Apples to supply the

family ; or, perhaps, an old orchard of one hundi-ed to one

hundred and fifty trees occupying 3 to 4 acres of land, from

which they reaUse more profit than any 20-acre field they

have, not plantmg more Apples, or, after they do plant them,

not givmg them the proper care. When wiU farmers see this

in its true light ?— (,S'm«!J Fruit Eecorda:)

THE EOYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Mabch 6th.

Theee -was again a good Show, though scarcely equal to the

last, especially as regards the floiil subiects foi which classes

were provided. The Camelli.as m puU 1 l\i means

came up to our expectations, the pliut i ' ,"'' , '^
siderable size. Messrs. Lane, of Gieit 1 1

'"
^

,
^*

first prize for six weU-bloomed pi lut-^ c 1 1 t
I

collection in small pots. lu^ Class '', foi tw clve

was no competition ; and in Class 3 f i si

Potts, gardener to J. Knowles, Esq ,
Hctt u i

had a first prize for a very good stand Mi W Paul 1 ^\ 1 1 ni

Cross, sent a fine collection of cut blooms not foi competition

There were classes for shrubs m flowei ind foi Lily of the

Valley, but no exhibitor came foiwaid Of eaily Grapes theie

was like-wise no exhibition, but of late Grapes some estiaoi

clinarily fine bunches were shown, and notably that which
gained the first prize. It came from Mr. Potts, gardener to J.

Knowles, Esq., Heaton Grange, Bolton, and was Alicante, large

in bunch, closely set with full, plump, jet black beii-ies, beauti-

fully covered with bloom. Mr. Sage.gardenertoEarlBro^wnlow,

Asbridge, 'was second -with Lady Downe's, very fine ; and Mr.

Bannerman, gardener to Lord Bagot, BHthfield, third 'with the

same kind, also in excellent condition. Mr. Osborne, Kaye's

Ntu-sery, Finchley, sent Alicante, good ; Mr. Donaldson, gar-

dener to Lord Ciiesham, the same kind, very fine; and Mr.

Hudson, gardener to J. C. Imthm-n, Esq., Champion HiU,

CamberweU, some fine Lady Do-wue's. For Asparagus, Sea-

kale, and Ehubarb, one dish of each, Mr. G. T. Miles, gardener

to Lord Carrington, Wycombe Abbey, -was an easy first -with

splendid Ehubarb, fine Sea-kale, and large -Asparagus. Mr. J.

Bray, gardener to W. A. Sanford, Esq., Nynehead, Com-t, Wel-
lington, was second -with good Ehubarb and Sea-kale, and fine

Asparagus ; and Mr. E. Gilbert, gardener to the Mai-quis of

Exeter, Bm-ghley, was third -with fine Sea-kale and good ex-

amples of the other two subjects.

Fbuit Committee.—G. F. Wilson, Esq,, F.E.S., in the chair-

Mr Tegg gardener to John Walter, Esq., Bearwood, sent speci-

mens of a new white Sprouting Broccoli, which did not receive

the approval of the Committee. Mr. Gilbert, of the Gardens,.

Burghley Park, Stamford, sent specimens of Snow's Winter

White, and of Myatt's Cape BroccoUs. Messrs. Paul & Sons,.

Cheshunt, sent examples of a fine stock of Snow s Winter

White BroccoU. Sir- Walter Trevelyan, Bart., of Nettlecombe,.

sent dishes of Lemons, Citrons, and Oranges, which were much
admired, and received a cultm-al certificate. Mr. Sage, gardener

to Earl Brownlow, Ashi-idge Park, sent a dish of veiy tine

Keens' Seedling Strawberries, which received a cultiu-al com-

mendation. Mr. F. Dancer, of Chiswick, exhibited a dish of

Cox's Orange Pippin in fine condition, and although much
beyond the season at which this Apple is usually kept, they were-

of exceUent flavom-. They were awarded a cultural certificate.

A pretty little variety of Maize, caUed Zea gi-acilhma, was

exhibited from Mr. Benary, of Erfm-t. Two Smooth-leavecl

Cayenne Pines, weighing 6J lbs. and 5 lbs. respectively, and

produced from a plant not thirteen months old, were exhibited

by Mr. Miles, gardener to Lord Carrington, Wycombe Abbey,

and received a cultural commendation. Mr. Donaldson, gar-

dener to Lord Chesham, Latimers, sent a very inentonous

collection of Grapes, consisting of large and remarkably well-

kept bunches of Mrs. Pince, Gros GuiUaume, and Ahcante,

They were awarded a cultural commendation. Mr. Osborne.

Kaye's Nm-sery, Finchley, sent three small but well-kept bunches

of Gros GuUlaume, and received a cultm-al commendation.

Floe.1l Committee.—Mr. J. Eraser in the chair. Messrs

Veitoh sent a fine collection of Orchids, including a magnificent

specimen of Dendi-obium Farmeri ; a number of plants ot

Odontoglossmn Alexandi-se -with gi-and spikes ;
Epidendrum

paniculatum ;
Odontoglossum triumphans, very fine ; U. Anaer-

sonianum, cream and brown; the hybrid C. Hamsianmn very

fine ; and an Oncidium with long twining racemes of large brown

and pale yeUow flowers. Together with these were several fine

Pahns, an exceUent specimen of Hippeastnun pardinum, and

the pretty Httle Stenogasti-a concinna. Messrs. Veitch also sent

aflne gi-oup of Eoses in pots. „ ^ , , ttt ji

From Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son, St. John's Wood, came

a good collection of Cyclamen persicum in several vai-ieties, and

a new Asplenium. ., , , , o i

Mr Denning, gardener to Lord Londesborough Grimston

Park, Tadcaster, again contributed a beautiful collection of

Orchids, particularly noticeable among which w-ere splendid

specimens of Cojlogyne cristata, Dendi^obium nobile, L;attleya

Trianffi Cymbidium ebm-neum with five large flowers ;
Brassa-

vola glauca, Dendi-ochilum glumaceum, Cj-pripeihum Lown,

very fine, Lycaste Skinneri, and Odontoglossum membianacemn.-

Messrs. E. G. Henderson sent a gi-oup of Caladium Prmcess

Alexandi-a, with rose-tinged silvery leaves veined and edged

with gi^een. Messrs. EoUisson, Tooting, sent a mixed gi'oup, m
which were Vandas, a fine specimen of Cypripedium viUosum

and several other Orchids ; Ai-auearia Cuuninghami glauca, and

a pan of Primula nivalis, a charming Utile white-flowered species ..

From the same firm came also Calamus yerticularis a hand-

some Pahn, -which received a first-class certificate. Mr. Hevbst,

nniseiyinan Richmond, sent two large baskets of Lily ot the

\ tUe-s beautifuUv grown and flowered. From Mr \\ .
Paul

c ime Waltham 'SMiite Piimuli w-ith very large white flowers

rf ^eat substance , this we have fiequently noticed m terras of

1 1 mpnditnn Messis St mdish & Co., Ascot, contributed

and beuitifun\ flowered group of Azaleas, Bou-

lupcnui Cmeiuiis, Hyacinths, cut blooms of

lUoe Vi. Ml H Bennett, Manor Farm Nursery,.

St pUt I I sent se^ei tiff the new Hybrid Perpetual Eoses.
_

Ml Wilbuns H Uowiy, exhibited among ne-w plants loxi-

cophlea Thunbeigi i N ital plant with close heads of white

floweis and duU „ieen leitheiy leaves, also a magmficent speci-

men of Dendiobium Gambudgeanum, bearing a profusion of its

rich yeUow and brownish ciimson flowers. Li the same coUec-

tion 'as this were a very fine specimen of Lycaste Skinneri,

TiUandsia Lindenii, its deep azui-e blue flowers more lovely

than ever, several Pahns, &c. Mi-. WiUiams also exhibited

white Chinese Primulas of a fine strain, and some exceUent

Cyclamens, both in colom- and freedom of bloom.

"From Mr. Ware, Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham, came a

chai-ming collection of spring-flowering plants—such as the

double white variety of Primula acaulis, His reticulata; bcillas.

Dog's-tooth Violet, and many other gems.

From Mr. Green, gardener to W. Wilson Saunders, Esq., came

a flue variety of ImantophyUumminiatum, called Cooperi, richer

in colom- and with a finer truss than the ordinai-y' form. Mr.

Green also exhibited the Uttle white and p.-Je yeUow-flowered

Eria obesa. Mr. Masson, gardener to E. Mihie, Esq., ^lewheld

House, -U-broath, sent a magnificent specimen of Phahenopsis

SchUleriana, with two branching spikes covered to the height pt

about 3 feet with beautifully-colom-ed rosy blossoms, 207 lu
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number. Tltis splendid object received a well-deserved cultural

commendation, and was recommended to the Council as -n-orthy

of a medal.
Messrs. Paul & Son sent a collection of cut Roses, and Mr.

Meadows a wooden-ended and sided span-roofed hand-light, with
sliding panes of glass, lunged so as to fold up.

First-class certificates were given to Messrs. Rollisson for

Calamus verticnlaris ; to Mr. Green for Imantophyllum minia-
tumCooperi; to Mr. Williams for Toxicophlioa Thunbergi ; and
to Mr. William Paul forWaltham White Chinese Primula ; cul-

tural commendations to Mr. Massou for Phalajnopsis Schil-

leriana ; to Messrs. Veitch for Dendrobium Farmeri, for their col-

lection of Orchids, also for their collection of Roses ; to Mr.
'Williams for Dendrobium Cambridgeanum, for his collection of

Cyclamens, Chinese Pi-imnlas, and group of Orchids ; to Mr.
Denning for a collection of Orchids ; to Messrs. Standish & Co.,

and Messrs. RolUsson, for groups of plants ; to Mr. Ware for

spring-flowering plants, &c. ; to Mr. Herbst for Lily of the
Valley ; to Messrs. E. G. Henderson for their collection of

Cyclamens ; and to Mr. W. Paul for a collection of Camellia
3)iooms.

NOTES ON GRAFTING.
This will require to be done earlier than usual this season,

nnless the scions are kept dormant in a cool shady place. As
a general rule the grafting will be most succsssful when the

growth of the stock is a little in advance of the scion, more
especially in the case of Vines. We have grafted successfully

when both stock and scion were in a dormant state, but the

scions did not take so quickly as when the stock was cut

down after being in leaf, and the retarded scion was put on
before it showed signs of moving. Of course in Vines, during

the free flow of the thin watery sap before the leaves expand,
grafting is out of the question. It must be done either when
both stock and scion are in the inert state shortly before the

sap is expected to move, or after the stock is growing, and the

.^oion still inert, for after the leaves of the stock are near the

full size there will be no more bleeding.

The modes of grafting are endless, and there has often been

much unnecessary work attendant upon them in the way of

notching, tonguing, &c. The most essential point is that tlie

inner bark of the scion should neatly join the inner bark of

the stock, and it matters little how this is done provided the

scion is kept secure in its place, and the air, which might
hinder the free and rapid union, excluded. Many plastic

materials are us6d for this purpose, and are very useful for

grafting small plants ; but for general purjioses, such as fruit

trees, I do not think anything better than clay wrought to

the consistency of putty and mixed with a little cow dung, the

whole being tied over with moss to keep it from cracking.

There is no simpler mode than side-grafting—that is, taking

a slip 2 or .3 inches long off the stock, a similar slip oB the

scion, placing them close together, so that the inner bark may
join, and tying them securely mth matting or woollen thread.

When grafting an old Vine stem we have often treated it as

we would have done a large stump or branch of an Apple or a

Pear—that is, inserted two or three scions round the stem in-

stead of one. This tends to prevent one side of the big stem
becoming dormant, and afterwards influencing the free current

of the sap. In such cases we have taken out neatly triangular

spaces from the stock, and cut the scions in the same shape,

so as to flu the space neatly. In this, as well as in all graft-

ing of Vines, we prefer that the base of the scion should be

cut across through a bud space, and only one eye or bud should

ha left above. The space of two nodes is, therefore, wanted
for a scion. For young Vines side-grafting is the simplest and
easiest. When a change of kind is determined on, grafting

gives two chances, as, if a graft faU, you can inarch on the

young wood that will come afterwards from the stock as soon

ras that becomes a httle firm.—E. F.

instead of each making a single one in proximity with the other,
exhibited a peculiarity of instinct similar to that shown by two
or more swarms of Wasjjs uniting to form one gigantic circular

nest ; and Mr. Smith observed that this had been even done by
different colonies of distinct species of Wasps working together,

so that the outer covering of the nest showed layers of the dif-

ferent coloiu-ed materials used by each species. Mr. Butler ex-
hibited a large gi-ub-like larva, evidently that of an Ichneiimon,
which had emerged from a caterpillar of the Bufi-tip Moth. It

had spun a rough cocoon composed of black and white threads.
Dr. Buchanan White made some observations on the habits

of a species of black Ant at Capri, confirming Mr. Moggridge's
notes communicated to a former meeting of the Society. Their
nest was underground, and the seeds which they stored were
those of Composite and Leguminous plants. Occasionally several
Ants would unite to di'ag along a single seed. Mr. Home stated
that he had observed a similar fact in the habits of some Indian
Ants.

Professor Westwood exhibited type specimens and di-awings

of the animals from Madagascar upon which LatreiUe had
founded his genus Prosopistome, supposed by that author and
M. V. Andonin to belong to the Crustacea; and made some
remarks thereon connected with the assertion recently made by
Dr. Joly, of Toulouse, that these creatures and " le Binocle " of

the neighbourhood of Paris described by Geofiroy are in reality

the early stages of a species of Ephemerid^e. He was, however,
scarcely able to believe that this assertion was founded on fact,

but at present felt indisposed to express any opinion as to their

actual affinities, which he did not, however, regard as decidedly
crustacean. Mr. McLachlan also expressed a doubt as to the
possibihty of these creatures being ephemerideous, as they
differed so entirely in their essential structure from the well-

kno^Ti characters of all other ephemerideous laiwffi. He also

exhibited specimens of Boreus californicus of Packard, from
North America, a species twice the size of that previously de-

scribed. Mr. Dunning announced the recent decease of J. C.

Dale, Esq., one of the oldest British entomologists.

Mr. Miller read some remarks concerning the habits of certain

gall-producing Sawihes of Salix fragilis, which are said to avoid
those portions of the tree which overhang water. Count Osten
Sacken had also observed in North America that the branches
of stone-fruit trees over water were free from the attacks of

insects ; and Mr. Miller hence suggested a practical application

in order to save choice fruit trees from the attacks of insects, by
surrounding them at the base with glass, which, it is well known,
is often mistaken by insects for water.

ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY'S MEETING.
The second February meeting was held on the 19th at Bur-

lington House, the recently elected President, Professor West-
-wood, in the chair. Mr. Frederick Smith stated that his attention

had been called to some " silk waste " from Japan in a ware-
house in Loudon, which was much'infested with mice. He had
discovered that the waste silk cocoons contained dead cater-

pillars and chrysahds of the common Silkworm, upon which
they fed. On examining some of the cocoons he had found that

they occasionally contained two chrysalids instead of a single

•one. Mr. Jeuner Weir stated that the same fact had been ob-

served in Bombyx lanestris. Professor Westwood observed that

the fact of two caterpillars joining to form one enlarged cocoon,

Te.vinixg the Chinese Wistaria in a New Style.—Florists

have discovered a process to make this plant grow in tree form
so as to support itself. A young plant is first trained to a
stake 6 feet high. When it reaches the top it is headed-oft".

The second year, or as soon as it is stiff enough, the stake

may be taken away, and the young plant wUl support itself.

It svill never make running branches after this. A beautiful

umbrella head is formed, with hundreds of drooping flowers

in spring.

KEEPING GEAPES IN BOTTLES OP WATER.
The Grape-room at Aswarby Park is on the second floor

from the ground, with an aspect to the north unvisited by the

sun's rays, and possessing great dryness on account of its

elevated position. I find that there are three great evils to be

guarded against, and these are damp, frost, and artificial heat.

My room is 21 feet long, 16 wide, and 7 feet 6 inches high,

with the two outer walls looking respectively towards the

north and the east. The walls are thoroughly plastered, as is

also the ceiling, the latter three coats deep, and the floor con-

sists of composition. Clean dry sawdust is strewn on the floor,

and Ukewise on the top of the ceiling between the rafters,

being intended in the latter case to keep out the frost. Two
opening windows look towards the north, and are each fitted

on the inside with shutters, which should be closed in severe

weather, and the space between them and the window padded

with any clean dry material. The door is single, and on the

south side, but it can be converted into a double door when
required, and the space between closely padded, as in the case

of the windows. Thus the room is almost au--tight in frosty

weather. All ventilation is effected by means of the door and

the windows ; and as fresh air, with a good amount of light, is

requii-ed at all times, I open them whenever the weather per-

mits. Should the day be damp and cloudy, or the wind in the

north, I do not open the room, but otherwise I never lose a

chance of admitting light and air, if only for half an hour.

On the 8th of December, when we had 20° of frost, the tem-

peratui-e iu the room did not fall below 38°, and this was with-
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out the aid of artificial heat. As a rule, the temperature is

nearly 48°, and this can with careful attention be maintained

for weeks without artificial means.
At each end of the room are arranged fruit-shelves for the

best varieties of dessert Pears and Apples, whilst the centre of

the room is devoted to the keeping of Grapes. AVe have here

eight standards, 6J feet high and 2 inches sguare, into two
sides of which are let, alternately, brackets

IJ inch thick, and wliich, after being thus

fixed, measure 4J by 3J. Four of these

standai'ds are placed on each side of the

room, leavuig a passage-way all round them.
The bottle-receptacles are then laid on the

brackets, so as to rest perfectly flat, and
are made fast with one screw-nail driven

through the under side of the bracket into

the under side of the bottle-receptacle. A
light facing of wood fitted on the front of

the standard rests upon the receptacle, and
fits under each bracket, thus preventing
the receptacle from rising up behind, and
giving the whole a neat and finished ap-

pearance. Each pair of standards has
seven lO-feet lengths of bottle-receptacles,

four on one side and three on the other,

each length holding eleven bottles, so that

each pair of standards cariies seventy-

seven bottles ; it has also an iron spike in

the top. There are two laths of wood
along the top of the standards, with holes
in them at the same distance as that at

which the standards are placed, and bound
together by means of an iron spike, which
passes through the holes. Fip. 1 shows
the standard. Fip. 2 shows the top of

the bottle-receptacle. Fig. 3 gives a full-

sized sectional view of the receptacle containing the bottle.

I have tried many different mixtures for filling the bottle?,

but I find there is none equal to charcoal and pure rain water.

room, the use of sealing-wax or any other material is dis-

pensed with, as the shoot becomes perfectly haa'd and dry, and
will neither take in nor give off moisture.

I have the bottles prepared beforehand, and after cutting the
shoots off at the second eye beneath the bunch, if possible, I

carry the bunches, with all the green foliage untouched, to the
storing room, and place them in their respective positions.

This foliage should be allowed to die-off of its own accord,
after which it must be carefully removed.
When I have put the first lot past I go to the vinery and

make another selection, to come in at the proper time. Al-

though this may seem a slow process to some, I am, neverthe-
less, perfectly satisfied in my own mind that it answers better

in the end. The foliage was nearly all gone from the Lady
Downe's when I cut them, but this autumn I intend to select

them in the same way as I did the Muscats.
I think the time is not far distant when Grape-rooms will be

as common as our fruit-rooms, and answer the end in view
just as well, provided they are carefully attended to, for with-
out this Grapes will not keep four or five mouths.

—

Richaei>
Nisnr.T, A.iu-arhi/ Park Gardens, FaU;in<iham.

P.S.—The Muscat Vines were started on the 7th of March,.

Lady Downe's on the 27th of March, 1871. The bottles are-

all stoppered with wadding, as mfifl. 3.

I HAVE practised this plan for three years ; I let the Grapes:

hang upon the Vines as long as possible, but never late upon
one Vine two years consecutively. A Vine that carries fruit

late one year is one of the first to have its fruit cut in the-

following season ; thus the Vines have a rest every alternate

year. Of course there are cases where it is desirable to cut the

whole of the Grapes early, as where the house is required for-

plants, but this is done at the expense of flavour. If they are

required so late as March or April, I think Grapes should
not be cut sooner than the end of Januaiy, for they will not
keep long with the ends of the shoots in water without loss of

flavour.

On February 10th, 1871, I cut the last bunches of Alicante
that ripened the preceding August. The ends of the shoots;

n n n nn n n n n
close to which tlic stalk of the bunch of Grapes is placed, as

shown in fi<j. 3. The Grapes should be cut as they ripen, and
not taken oti all at once irrespective of then' exact condition.

Ten or twelve days before I cut any bunches I went over all the

Fig. 3.

Vines in the Muscat house, trained on the extension system,
the foliage of which was at that time perfectly green and
healthy. From these I selected from forty to fifty ripe
bunches, the shoots of which I shortened to two eyes above
the bunch, at the same time letting remain what small laterals
there were attached to these eyes. By thus cutting back the
shoots ten or twelve days before taking the bunches to the

were put in bottles filled with rain water, with a few pieces of
charcoal added ; the mouths of the bottles were then sealed-

up. The bottles were placed in a dry room, where the tempe-
rature ranged from 35° to 4.5°, the light was not excluded, and.

due regard was paid to ventilation. In this way the Grapes-
kept in fine condition until the end of April—no berries burst.

After April 30th the footstalks began to shrivel, and the,

berries to shrink a little. 1 cut the last on May 12th, and the
first new Grapes the same day, and though the old Grapes had
been ripe nine months—six on the Vine and three in bottles,

they were nearly as handsome as the new ones. There was an
evident loss of flavour the last few weeks.

In reference to the Grapes that burst at Belton, may they
not have been cut too soon, while the sap of the Vine was ^ill

active ? It seems probable, if the shoots were put into water
in that state, that they would have the power to take up
moisture to such an extent as to burst the berries.

—

John Potts,
Tiic Gardens, Heaton Grange, Bolton.

BEAUCAENEA EECURVATA.
The subject of the illustration, Beaucarnea rccurvata, some-

times known also by the name of B. tuberculata, is at once
graceful and exceedingly ornamental. The genus Beaucarnea
is of somewhat recent introduction, and belongs to the order
Liliaeea;. At present there are but few sjiecies known, but
those with which we are acquainted are all natives of the tem-
perate regions of Mexico. Beaucarneas are lemarkalile for the
bulb-like swelling at the base, and un arborescent stem. The
swollen base in the species we here figure is nearly smooth,
but in some others it becomes rough and woody, resembling
somewhat the Elephant's-foot plant (Testudinaria elephantipes)
of the Cape of Good Hope.
As an ornament to the conservatory, for giving a tropical

effect to the out-door garden during the summer, or for hall
decoration either in summer or winter, there are few plants to

excel Beaucarnea recurvata, its ample spreading head of long
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drooping dark greeu leaves affording a contrast which we seek
in vain in any other plant. It is frequentlj' remarked by both
amateurs and gardeners that Beaucarneas have a grotesque
but not an ornamental appearance. That such should be the

case, however, is entirely the fault of the cultivation. Treat

them liberaUy, and an ornamental, graceful, spreading crown

of leaves mil be developed ; starve them, and they become
simply ugly. This peculiarity is not confined to the genus

Beaucarnea, but applies more or less strictly to nearly all the

plants we have in cultivation; the fault lit a mostly in their

wants and requirements being very imperfectly understood,
and their rarity and consequent .liigh money -^alue has pre-
vented their owners from experimenting much with them.

I have had a great number of these plants under my care

both in a large state and as seedlings; I shall theiefore con-

clude these remarks with a brief summary of my mode of

management, which has been very successful. I find that even
in quite a young state, say when only a few months old, the

plants begin to assume the bulb-like character at the base

;

but I am not able to arrive at any satisfactory conclusion as to
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how long it t.akes to form sach a plant as that represented, but

I sliould unagiue it -noulil he about fifteen years from seed,

)noviding the plant received uniformly hberal treatment. The
boU should be rich fibrous loam, with a liberal admixture of

sharp river or silver sand. Special attention must be paid to

the drainage, which must at all times be in perfect order.

The treatment for old plants should be during the summer, if

standing in the conservatory, full exposure to the sun, and an
abundance of water. I repeat the words, an abundance of

water, for the plants may be almost kept with their roots in

the water and then- heads m the oveu. As autumn comes on,

gradually withhold water until, upon the setting-m of winter,

you may entirely stop the supply, and keep the plants quite

dry until the smmy days of spring again set them in motion.
I prefer growing young seecUiugs in more heat, and not cli7ing

them (juite so much until they get a few years old, when they
may be placed upon the same footing as their- older relatives.

—ExPEKTo Chkde.

'JXe are indebted to Mr. B. S. WiUiains, of the Victoria

Nursery, Upper HoUoway, for the illustration here given, the
drawing for which was taken from amongst a great number of

this class of plants which may be found in that establishment.
—Eds.]

A USEFUL GREENHOUSE.
Aa almost everyone who can afford it now erects a green-

house it may, peihaps, interest some of those who are about
to build one, to hear the description of a greenhouse erected

many years ago by a neighbom' of mine, and which always

teemed to me to give the greatest possible amount of enjoyment
which a single structure can yi(.'ld.

The house is a long lean-to with a south aspect. The mono-
tony of such a construction is broken by a large bow thrown
out at the centre, and from this bow a pent roof is carried to

the back wall, thus foiining a centre transept. Against the

back wall there is a narrow border, in which are jjlantcd Ca-
mellias. These are trained to a trellis affixed to the wall. In
the front of the house there runs a narrow shelf where bedding
plants are wintered securely. Underneath this shelf are the
hot-water pipes.

The area of the house is filled by two stages, which do not
joiu, but leave the centre transept free, and leave also a roomy
walk both at the front and at the back of the house. These
stages are of only two or three tiers, and do not exceed i or

4J feet in height, so that they do not take away from a person
standing in front the view of the back wall. They are fiUed

in spring mth Hyacinths, Polyanthus Narcissus, and the like.

In summer they might be employed in flowering Japan Lilies,

Ismene calathina, (tc. In autumn Clu'ysanthemums would
create another summer. This year, even in an unheated
orchard house, some few Chrj'santhemums were still in flower

at the begmning of February, untU, one fine suuslriny morn-
ing, the lovely Iris reticulata suddenly burst mto bloom, and
told us that another year had iudeed arrived.

In the bov,- already described, and between the two stages,
were tall plants of Camelha in pots. The roof was covered
with Vines planted in an outside border. The shade of these
when in leaf was beneficial to the Camellias against the back
wall, and in siumner this shade was increased by tiffany

stretched underneath the Vines. How this was removed when
the Vines were attended to I do irot laiow. In bad seasons
sufficient heat was put on to ripen the Grapes ru September, so
that all, or the greater part, might be cut by the middle of
October, when the bedding plants were brought in. The fruit
would be kept some further time after its removal from the
Vine.
From the above description it wUl be seen how much enjoy-

ment the house afforded to a lover both of flowers and of fruit.

But there remains one other pleasure, which to an invalid is

moat grateful—namely, sufficient length of walk where exercise
may be taken in all weathers. I find an orchard house 50 feet
long ample for this purpose ; but the fuU amount of enjoyment
can be obtained only when the greenliouse can be entered from
the dwclUng-house without the necessity of passing through
the open an-. In this one point my friend's structure was
defective.—G. S.

Mk. WiLLUJi P.vuL, The Nueseeies, AA'ALin.iii Ceoss, gave
a dinner of roast beef and plum pudding on Thanksgiving-day
at which about fifty of his riiipluycs sat down, one of the green-
houses being fitted-up for the occasion. After the usual loyal

manifestations, the party adjourned to a large meadow adjoin-
ing the nurseries, where a huge bonfire was hghted, accom-
panied by a gi-and thsplay of fireworks. The seed warehouse
and offices were illuminated, the letters V. E. being placed on
either side of the Eoyal ai-ms, over wliich a crowu was placed.
Fully three thousand persons witnessed the display, and wero
freely admitted to the grounds.

ON THE INFLUENCE OF LIGHT UPON PLANTS
AND ANIMALS.

By CiiHEEEi AV. .Johnson, F.E.S.

That light materially influences the growth and the colour
of plants was an early observation of the cultivator. That
they lost their colour when grown in the dark, that they ex-
tended themselves towards any opening of the opaque cover-
uig in which they were confined, could not long escape the
gardener's observation. It was a much later remark that light

influenced the health and the growth of animals, and a still

later discovery that light was composed of seven different rays,

and that these rays possessed different chemical properties.

Some recent observations of the effect upon the growth of

the Vine by the violet ray add additional interest to our stock
of knowledge as to the influence of Ught on the vegetable
world. I allude to the report by the American Cieneral Plea-
santon " On the Influence of the Blue Colour of the Sky in
Developing Vegetable and Animal Life." His experiments ori-

ginated from a conviction that the blue colour of the sky must
have a very great influence upon the prosperity of plants and
animals. " With this idea dominent in his mind," observes
the able editorof the Gardeners' Cliruiueh- (vol. 187"2,page 175),
" the treueral in 1860 erected a ^dnery ; this was finished in

March, 1861. It was a span-roofed house, 81 feet by 26, and
16 feet high, having an aspect nearly north and south. The
borders outside and inside were of the ordinary composition,
and 3 feet 6 inches deep. The roof was glazed with a row of

violet-colom-ed panes between every six rows of ordinary glass,

and these were made to alternate in position with those on the
opposite side, so that the sun in its daily course threw violet

hght successively on all the leaves exposed to its influence.

Cuttings of twenty varieties were planted in April, 1861.

Their growth speedily commenced, and proceeded with a degree
of vigour that excited very naturally the astonishment of the

beholders, since the gardener had every day to tie up the new
wood, which was not in existence the previous day. In Sept-

ember, 1861, some of the rods were 45 feet in length, and
1 inch in diameter at 1 foot from the ground ! In January,
1862, they were pruned, and in March they began to piush,

and in the development of foliage, wood, and bunches they
outdid their former year's growth. In September the weight
of the Grapes was estimated by Mr. E. Buist, a well-known
nurseryman, to be equal to 1200 lbs., from Vines, be it remem-
bered, only seventeen months old. In 1863 the Vines yielded

a crop estimated at two tons ! And what is equally surprisir)g,

from year to year the Vines have continued to yield splendid

crops without intermission, and are now in robust health."

These important researches, the report of which has at-

tracted the attention of the Agricultural Society of Philadel-

phia and the Academy of Sciences at Paris, are too interesting

to need any connnendatiou of mine to the reader's attention.

It is true that they present some startling facts, but then we
must remember that we have long been aware of other pheno-
mena with regard to the action of Ught on plants and animals

equally difficult to explain. Thus, with regard to the action

of light upon anhuds, why do the box, cellar, or stable-fed

cows of London become diseased, though fed on the most
nutritious and abundant food ? Are they not kept in darkness ?

It is true that animals secluded from Ugh"; fatten faster than
those in the light, but there is no doubt but that their health

suffers. The material effect of light upon animals is but im-

perfectly understood ;
yet there is no doubt that the brDhancy

of the plumage of the birds and insects of warm climates is

chiefly attributable to the intensity of the light to which they

are exposed. In our own country, without light, the common
cockr'oach, reared in the dark, becomes nearly colourless ; tad-

poles remain tadpoles. On the other hand, observes Dr. W. B.

Cariientcr (/7/;/.sio/or/;/, page 54), the more the body is ex-

posed to the influence of light, the more freedom do we find

from irregular action or conformation. He instances the ill

effects of the absence of light on certain wards of the hos-

pitals, both in London and on the continent ; and the absence
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of all natural deformity iu the natives of South America, who
do not wear any clothing. In the experiments of General

Pleasanton on some pigs and a calf, lie thought that a decided

advantage was derived from placiug them under tlie influence

of the blue ray. Then wlieu we long since examined the

action of light upon plants, we were met with many facts

which excited our curiosity and anxiety for more knowledge
than we possessed. As my brother, Mr. George W. .Johnson, re-

marks (Priiu-lplex of Gardeniiui, page 252), plants are obviously

stimulated by light. Everyone must have observed that they

bend towards the point whence its brightest uifiuence proceeds.

M. Bonnet, the French botanist, demonstrated this by some
very satisfactory experiments, in which plants growing in a

dark cellar all extended themselves towards the same small

orifice admitting a few illuminating rays. Almost every

flower has a pa'Mcular degree of light requisite for its full ex-

pansion. The blossoms of the Pea and other papilionaceous

plants spread out their wings iu fine weather to admit the

solar rays, and again close them at the approach of night.

Plants requuiug powerful stimulants do not expand their

flowers until noon, whilst some would be destroyed if com-
pelled to open in the meridian sun. Of such is the Night-

blooming Cereus, the flowers of which speedily droop, even if

exposed to the blaze of light attendant on Indian festivities.

Then, again, light not only exerts a chemical action on
plants, but it would seem that some of them appear to absorb

it, or at any rate they emit it. This light, winch plants and
certain animals difl'use, has been the source of much discussion.

That it is euritted from some insects—from decaying wood or

fish, and even when pieces of lump sugar are rubbed together

in the dark—is too well known to be denied ; but that certain

plants are also occasionally luminous in the dark has been
disputed. The plants from which light has been emitted ai'e

the flower of the African Marigold, the Orange Lily, Nastur-

tium, the scarlet Verbena, and even from some of the Lichens.

The emission of light from plants has been denied chiefly on
account of the difficulty of explaining the fact. That objection,

however, ap'plies to the glow-worm of our hedges, to the me-
teorolites which are glidhig through the atmosphere, and even

to the summer o.' sheet lightning flashing around our horizon.

\Ye have seen the efi'ect of light upon Viue cuttings reported

by General Pleasanton, and this is not the earUest evidence iu

our possession, for the action of light upon cuttings, as Dr.

Lindley long since concluded, is hardly inferior to that of heat

(Theonj of Hurticnltiire, p. 291). The moment light ftrikes

a green plant it excites perspiration ; and that the influence of

different coloured rays of hght upon plants is varied appears

from other evidence than that of the American General. Thus,
the Ferns at Kew placed under green glass by Dr. Hooker
flourish with unusual luxuriance.

Although, as I before remarked, it is a modern discovery

that the different coloured rays of light produce different

chemical effects upon plants, that white light does so has
been long known. The gardener is well aware how iu its

absence liis vegetables become more watery. The chemist

long since discovered that plants in the light emit oxygen and
absorb carbonic acid gas, and so purify the air, which is cor-

rupted by the breathing of animals, since animals absorb
oxygen and emit carbonic acid gas. The keepers of aquariums
are aware of this—they are cai-eful to preserve a due proportion

in these between the fish and the aquatic plants with which
they tenant them. Plants, however, w-liich are placed in sleep-

ing-rooms rather tend to render it less wholesome, since thej-

iu the dark inhale the same oxygen gas as ourselves. These
facts did not escape the notice of the celebrated chemist Davy,
for iu one of his works he remarks :

" It may be said that, if

in summer the leaves of plants purifj' the atmosphere, towards
the end of autumn and through the winter and early spring

the air iu our climate must become impure, the oxygen in it

diminish, and the carbonic acid gas increase ; which is not the

case. But there is a very satisfactory answer to this objection :

in our winter, the south-west gales convey air which has been
purified b.y the vast forests and Savannas of South America

;

and thus those events which the superstitious formerly referred

to the wrath of Heaven, or the agency of evil spnits, and iu

which they saw only disorder and confusion, are demonstrated
by science to be ministrations of Divine intelligence, and con-

nected with the order and harmony of our system."

Prolific Hyacinth Bule.—I have a very singular specimen
of Charles Dickens Hyacinth, now in bloom. It has four dis-

tinct spikes, each about 8 or 10 inches long, full of flower, and

all springing from the crown, not from offshoots. Each spike
bears as many bells as an ordmary Hyacinth with a single spike.

It is grown in a pot, in loam, &c. The bulb is of ordinary
size.—C. W.

WHO RAISED THE RIBSTON PIPPIN?
" A Hull correspondent sends the following ;—On the 1st

of September, 1119;) , in the fifth year of King William and Queen
Mary, Eobert Clemesha, of Goldsborough, brought his son
Eobert to be bound apprentice to the Honourable Eobert Ej'erby

,

of Mettridge Grange, iu the county of Durham, as a gardener.

His master covenants to find him sufficient meat, drink, clothes,

lodgings, and washing suitable for an apprentice. When bound
he signs with a cross, not being able to write. The Honour-
able E. Eyerby had land near Goldsborough—I know from
receipts for rent iu my possession. Perhaps he lived at Eibston
Park. In after-life Eobert Clemesha was gardener there. He
had given him the pip of an Apple brought from France, which
he was desired to endeavour to cultivate. This he succeeded
m doing, and the fruit was much approved and takes the name
of Eibston Pippin, from the locality where it was first raised.

The tree died in 1840. The indenture in my possession wan
ready to drop in pieces, so I had to glue it to cartridge paper,

and have presented it to the Hull Philosophical Society, in

whose museum it is now deposited."

—

{Hichmoiul and Shipton

Clironiclc.)

[The indenture proves that Eobert Clemesha was apprenticed

to a gardener, and he may have held that office at Eibston
Park, but what authority is there to show that he raised the

Eibston Pippin ? There are other claimants of the parentage

of that excellent Apple. We quote the following from Dr.

Hogg's " British Pomologj' :"

—

"It is not mentioned in any of the editions of ' Miller's Dic-

tionaiy,' or by any other author of that period ; neither was
it grown in the Brompton Park Nursery in 1770. In 1785 I

find it was grown to the extent of a quarter of a row, or about

twenty-five plants ; and as this supply seems to have sufficed

for three years' demand, its merits must have been but little

known. In 1788 it extended to one row, or about one hundi-ed

plants, and three years later to two rows ; from 1791 it in-

creased one row annually, till 1794, when it reached five rows.

From these facts we may pretty well learn the rise and pro-

gress of its popularity. It is now [1851] in the same nursery

cultivated to the extent of about twenty-five rows, or 2500
plants annually.

" The original tree was first discovered gi-owiug in the garden
at Eibston Hall, near Knaresborough, but how, when, or by
what means it came there, has not been satisfactorily ascer-

tained. One accoiuit states that about the year 1688, some
Apple pips were brought from Eouen, and sown at Eibston

Hall, near Knaresborough ; the trees then produced from them
were planted in the park, and one tm'ued out to be the variety

in question. The original tree stood till 1810, when it was

blown down by a violent gale of wind. It was afterwards sup-

ported by stakes in a horizontal position, and contiuued to

produce fruit tiU it lingered and died in 1835. Since then a

young shoot has been produced about 4 inches below the sur-

face of the ground, which, -nith proper care, may become a

tree, and thereby preserve the original of this favomite old

dessert Apple. The gardener at Eibston Hall, by whom this

Apple was raised, was the father of Lowe, who during the last

centuiy was the fruit-tree nurseryman at Hampton Wick."]

INGESTRIE HALL,
The Se.\t of the E.vbl of Shkewsecky.

Beighi rapidly-flowing streams of water bear about them a

charm to which the most stoUd and careless observer cannot

be altogether insensible ; and as in these gross manufacturing

days clear waters are rapidly becoming more rare, it is with a

feehng of satisfaction that one first gazes upon the Trent iu

the neighbourhood of Ingestrie Hall. Eising iu the highlands

of the northern part of Staffordshire it passes through the

county iu nearly a south-easterly direction until it reaches

Eugeley, where it turns more to the north-east, and enters the

adjoining county of Derby. Shortly after lea-i-ing Stoke it

enters the broad valley that bears its name. The Trent

Valley is remarkable for the richness of its meadows, which in

some places are barely elevated above the range of the floods,

and therefore have very large breadths often submerged at the

tuue when these prevail ; in fact, the whole of the level land
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on both sides of the banks has no doubt arisen from au alluvial

deposit, and it now forms some of the best land in the Idug-

dom. The scenery, however, is neither bold nor varied, and

the traveller in passing through it sees nothing near hand to

vary to any considerable extent the lameness of the prospect,

as the risiiig ground on each side is too far oft' to be seen to

advantage. But if he were able to examine the country more

leisurely he would see that there is much to admii-e, and would

learn tliat a well-directed industry has been at work in times

past as well as at the present. When " Domesday Book " was

compiled in the year 1081, this Staffordshire district was justly

known as (lestreon, the Anglo-Saxon for production and riches.

The district was granted by William the Conqueror to his

follower Eobert de Toein, a relative of, if not himself, the

Eoyal st.indard-bearer of that name. The King conferred upon

him, also, the great barony of Stafford, and Gestreou was a

part of its vast domains.
' Probably by marriage and without

intermediate possessors it passed to the Mutton family, Eudo
de JIutton being Lord of Ingestrie, or Ingestren, as it was

then called, in the reign of Henry II. Eudo gave lands in

Ingestre to St. Thomas the Martyr Priory, then recently founded

at Stafford, became one of its lay brothers, and left the re-

mainder of his estates to his son. Sir Ealph do Mutton, whose

daughter and sole heiress married to Sir Philip de Chetwynd.

In the possession of their descendants it has ever since re-

mained.
lugestiie Hal! is situated on the right bank of the Trent,

nearly in the centre of the county, a few miles from the county

townof Stafford, but nearer to the railway station Colwick.

Its position is near the base of the sloping ground which forms

the right bank of the valley, the mansion being somewhat

. elevated above the valley, though it is questionable if it would
" not have been better still higher up. The ground slopes away
from it on the east and north sides, while it rises to the south.

The approach is by the east, the offices are attached to the

nortli side, and the dressed grounds surround both the others.

On the western side is a large Italian garden, and to the south

are the pleasure grounds, which rise gently until they bleud in

a wood. The kitchen garden is to the north of the offices
;

and in the same direction is the church of Ingestrie, which had

its origin as far back as the time when most dwellings of im-

portance had their chapel. The mansion is built in the Tudor
style, a combination of brick and stone, the latter forming the

window muUions and di'essings, the other the body of the work.

The interior of the house has undergone much akeratiou, but

its noble exterior is perfectly in keeping with the ample pro-

portions of its principal apartments, and the general comfort

that reigns within. It is large and commodious throughout,

and although ancient, both the stonework and brick seem to

have stood the test of time much better than many more recent

buildings.

The park, also, which surrounds this noble abode is of pro-

portionate size, and well studded with noble trees. The
rising ground on the southern edge is crowned with timber, but

the view in that direction is restricted. Eastward, however,

the eye can range over the beautiful valley of the Trent, over-

looking Shugborough Hall, which, hidden by the surrounding

trees, stands at but a short distance off. The offices, although

adjoining the mansion, are, nevertheless, effectually screened

by Limes and other trees. The more open lawn to the south

of the mansion is dotted with choice Conifers, amongst which
are some fine Deodars and one or two excellent Araucarias.

We hardly expected to meet with such a fine specimen in the

centre of England, as we did here, so many having succumbed
to the hard frost of l.S6G-fi7 in the southern counties, but here

it was, and in good condition too. There were also other Coni-

fers, for which the gently sloping lavra, running up to where it

joined the wood, afforded some good sites, whilst here and
there a group of Ehododendrons presented themselves, con-

sisting of huge bushes 10 and 12 feet high, and in the most
luxuriant health. A wirework fence ran between the lawn and
the wood to exclude game, but it did not become visible until

you were close upon it, and the dressed grounds, therefore,

appeared to merge gradually into the wild. Immediately ad-

joining the house is the Italian garden. The gardener's house*
represents the period in which the mansion was built, and is

remarkable f<ir its simplicity and plainness. The beds were
mostly straight, and all Box-edged, with gravel paths of ample
width between. Each bed was planted with Geraniums, Pe-

tunias, and Verbenas, all of which were doing well, and thow-

ing signs of careful attention.

We now come to the kitchen garden, which is exceedingly

well represented at Ingestrie. It lies to the north of the offices,

as well as of the main building and the church. This last is

not a stone's throw from the house, and we had only time to

glance at it on our way to the garden. The garden is large,

nearly level, and subdivided by a number of excellent brick

walls, the slips being surrounded with ornamental Yew hedges.

The various breadths of Broccoli, Celery, Carrots, and the pre-

sence of other crops, attested the wants of a large family.

One or two rows of dwarf-trained Pear trees were loaded with

fruit in a most unusual manner, considering the adverse season,

and a still more pleasing sight was a wall of great height covered

with healthy AiJricot trees well laden with fruit. In the glass

houses, however, a still greater surprise awaited us. Excellent

Grapes in bunches as large as is generally seen at most shows,

and with good-sized berries, formed the general produce of the

Vines. On making some inquiries about them we found the

following kinds were very good indeed :

—

Madresfleld Court.—Very fine black Grape, large in bunch
and well coloured.

Alicante.—Some excellent examples, but at the time of our

visit (mid-August) not quite ripe. We were told it kept well.

Barbarossa [Gros Guillaume] .—A noble Grape in very large

bunches, but we were told it did not colour well.

Trebbinno.—Large, white. As this has generally a large

bunch, even where such as Alicante are only medium-sized, it

might be expected to be good here, and such it was.

Muscat Hamburgh.—Also good and promising.

White Tokay.—Not by any means a well-known (irapc, and

one we should have passed by w-ithout taking any f special notice,

but we were told it was an excellent keeper— a qualification in

a white Cirape not by any means to be disregarded.

Black Hamburgh were good, and present at every corner.

Of Grapes which had been tried and found wanting were

Golden Champion, Eoyal Ascot, and Duchess of Buccleuch.

These fine Grapes were grown to a great extent in virgin

loam, the fine turfy soil of the rich meadow around furnishing

nearly all that is used for making Vine borders. Some that

was being prepared to remake the Vine border then on har.d

showed tlie character of the mould at view. It is an open soil

of a dark brown colour, sufficiently charged with sand to pre-

vent its holding water, while the roots of the grass and other

herbage have united it into so closely-interwoven a mass, that

a piece 4 inches or more thick might be beaten some time ere

it fell to pieces or yielded any of its finer particles. It would be

hopeless to try to imitate such a soil by any artificial mixture.

Here Nature has done it, but only after thousands of years.

The sandstone rock which bounds the valley has by degrees

become disintegi-ated, and the particles mixing with the other

sediment of the rivei', have formed a substance which seems all

that is required for growing good Grapes. It would be difficult

to find better fruit ; and although the soil had, no doubt, much
to do with the result, it is at the same time fair to state that
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cultivation had also tlone its part, for everything was in the

test possible condition. There was healthj' foliage, an ab-

sence of insects, and all the other requirements that tend to

.success. All the contents of the house—Peaches, Figs, and
other fi-uits, showed the same masterly care, without which it

is hopeless to look for success, even where such an important

element towards it as good soO exists. Other things were also

good, including some fine specimen plants of the popular

show tinds, as weU as Ferns ; tut there was not time to ex-

amine all-. In passing we noticed tlie front of Mr. Phipp's

cottage, which is conveniently placed in the garden, covered

from the ground to the eaves with the flowers of a fine pui-ple

Clematis, which formed a perfect sheet of colour, and was so

thick that there was scarcely space to lay one's hand. I do not

know the variety, but it was either C. Jaekmauii or one re-

sembling it. I had never seen so fine a display before, but
most, if not all, the plants m the garden presented the same
luxuriant growth. Vegetable crops, as well as flower-beds

and forest trees, aUke exhibiting that vigour which is the best

token that a good and generous soil with skilful cultivation

were combined in the result. One of these alone could hardly
have accomplished it, and that both were forthcoming at In-

gestrie is due to the fortuitous ch'cumstance of Nature supply-
ing the one, and to Mr. Phipps's skill furnishing the other.

—

J. ROBSON.

WOEK FOE THE WEEK.
KITCHEN G.VEDEN.

PnocEED with sowing all kinds of seeds as directed last week.

The ground is in excellent order for planting and digging,

which should be finished ^vithout delay. Top-dress the beds

of Anpnriifiiix : take care not to injure the plants with the rake
or fork. A little Celery or Letliiee seed may be sown over the
beds. New plantations may be made. Ileet may now be sown
in diills a foot apart. Sow seed of the Early Cape Broecoli

and Cauliflower Broccoli in a frame, to bring them on as much
as possible ; also sow some in open rich ground. Plant out the
autumn-sown Cahbape ; clear up the leaves, and weed beds left

for Coleworts. SowCnjwiiiOH.son a hotbed. Stir the soU round
CtiiiUjioieerri under hand-glasses, and earth them up; supply
them with manure water. Prepare Carrot, Onion, andParsni])
ground, and sow a good breadth as soon as the soO is quite

dry. Chaired materials, or any old compost sown in the di'ills

or on the bed, wiU bring the young plants on quicker. Follow
up succGSsional sowings of Pi'tis and Beanx. Occasionally
water the early slopes of Horn Carrots and Batlishes with tepid

water, and cover them up v.'hilc the sun is shiuuig on them be-

fore 3 p. jr. Plant the principal early crop of Potatoes while
the ground continues in good working order. Place hillocks of

old taji over Sea-I;a!e crowns to blanch tlie shoots.

FEt;iT GAEDES.
Protect the blossoms of Apricots, Peaches, and Nectarines.

Straw ropes, mats, canvas, bunting, fir boughs, and fronds of

Ferns are all useful for this purpose. As soon as you have
finished nailing the Peach trees mix sulphm- and soap water
to the thickness of paint, and di-aw a baud of the mixture
between the shoots in aU directions; this once done, and that
well, will secure the trees thorougldy from red spider for twelve
months. Proceed with grafting, following in the order in

which the buds break. Strawbemes may still be moved, if

with balls, and well watered in.

FLOWER GAECEN.
Attend to the top-dressmg and pruning of Eoses. Prepare

a scheme of planting the beds in the flower garden, and esti-

mate the number of plants required, in order to propagate
stock without delay. Dress, where biilbs are coming through,
with care, and plant out autumn-sown annuals. Those who
plant old roots of Dahlias—they are superior to young cuttings
for general display, if properly staked out—may put them in

shortly, soUiug them over 4 inches deep to secure them from
frost. PlantLily of the Valley where requisite. Plant outPan-
sies and Carnations, sow Wind Anemone for autumn flowering,
and attend carefully to the sowing of showy annuals, placing
inverted pots over the patches, if the species or variety is

shy or liable to be devoured. Do not forget Mignonette and
Sweet Peas. Roll lawns. The pans or boxes in wliich Ranun-
culus seed is sown should be protected from excessive rain and
frost. A cool frame is the best situation for them until they
are well up. The best beds should be planted without delay,
taking advantage of the first favourable opportunity ; avoid
wet weather. Pinks, when intended to be giown in pots, may

be put in half-pecks as soon as convenient. I would advise
florists generally to give this system a trial ; when intended
for exhibition they will be found much more convenient to

shade or bring fonvard as circumstances may reqtiire. Should
canker appear in the collection of Tulips, immediate attention
must be paid to them, removing the soU from the diseased parts,

and cutting over as occasion may require. Cover on frosty
nights, and if possilde do not let water lodge in the hearts of

the plants. Auriculas aud Polyanthuses iu frames \vill require

a more regular supply of water. Top-dress with rich soil if

not previously done, but liquid manure not too strong wiU be
found far better.

GEEENHOUSE AND COXSERVATORV.
Pottiug must forthwith conunence, and be continued with

scarcely any inten'uption until next October, indeed it may be
said never to totally cease. Those who have not secured the
necessary compost under cover should do so immediately. Mareli
offers many opportunities tor housing turfy or other composts
in a meUow state. Remember that there is, and can be, uo
period assigned for a general shifting, although such ideas pre-

vailed m former days. Forty years ago the man who did not
top-dress aU his gi-eenhouse plants in the course of February
was considered a gi-eat sloven ; now, however, there is much
less of this top-dressing, and plants are shifted by good culti-

vators according to their habits and the purpose for which
they are intended. Let me here point out what appear to be
frequent eiToneous practices—namely, overpotthig, or potting
in compost.'i that are too rich, plants wliich naturally ran too
much to leaf. It is obvious that such plants as Veronici
speciosa wiU not bear the application of such stimulating com-
posts as Thunbergia alata, nor should they be suddenly in-

dulged with liberal pot room. The plant would indeed be
covered with the most luxuriant fohage, but the blossoms
would be few, and produced late in the season. For plants of

such gross habit simple loamy soils mil in general be found
quite rich enough without the addition of vegetable matters.
Manures are quite out of the question. The Camellias in-

tended for floweiing late in the autumn should now be forced
into wood under a temperature of from 60° to 65". Shade is

necessary while they are making their young wood. Those
exliausted with flowering should be cut back aud removed to a
cool greenhouse for three weeks, giving them a little liquid

manme. The same practice may be adopted with the Indian
Azaleas. If iorced into wood now they ^•ill bloom iu the course
of November and December. The Citrus tribe may be pushed
forward in bottom heat where size is an object ; if any are
sickly and in a bad state at the roots, cut them back, disroot

them, washing the roots, and place them in smaller pots, using
turfy lo.am, leaf soil, sand, and charcoal, afterwards plunging
them iu bottom heat in a moist atmosphere. See to regularlv

shiftuig Cinerarias, Pelargouiiuns, Calceolarias, and Fuchsias.
Propagate plants for the flower garden. Root-propagation may
be resorted to with plants in a dormant state. Sow exotic

seeds, and cover each pot with sphagnum. Make cuttings of

the various Begonias for flowering during next November and
December. Do not forget B. iucamata and B. mauicata.
Stop gross and baiTen shoots on the hybrid Eoses in pots.

Introduce CameUia stocks into heat, if they are to be grafted

or inarched on the new wood when firm.

STOVE.

Endeavour to separate the Orchid tribe at this period as

much as possible. If there is only one house, keep one end
cooler by a free circulation of air, aud by placing such as the

La?has and C'attleyas at the cooler end, and the true .\ir plants

and Dendrobiums at the warmer end. Stanhopeas, Gongoras,
li'C, suspended in baskets should soon have a thorough water-

ing. They will bloom safer and later, however, if kept dry

another fortnight, maintaining much humiihty iu the atmo-
siihcre, whilst circulation of ah- can be obtained. The Hippe-
aatruni and AmaiylUs will now be floweriog and will requue
rather liberal waterings, and some will soon need shiftuig; see

that their leaves are.preserved frominjui-y. The Clerodendrons

may be disrooted and plunged ia bottom heat, and all exliausted

winter-flowering plants should be seiTed iu a similar way.

COLD PITS OR FRAMES.

One of these structures should be fitted-up with sashes for

the reception of the tlrinnings of the greenhouse. Many hard-

wooded plants may be moved thither, and the lights protected

with mats at night. This -n-ill make way for the increasing

size and number of the Fuchsias, Cinerarias, Verbenas, and.
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Calceolarias, together with the cull of the flower-forciug pit.

—

\V. KZAXL.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN GAKDEX.

Owiyo to the wet state of the ground we could do little

beyond keeping the walks neat. The weather has been so

mild, although on one or two mornings glass and mats freely

exposed have been slightly crusted, that we have given more

ah- than usual to such vegetables as Potatoes and Eadishes in

frames and pits.

l-'ramcs versus Fits.—For safety from such vermin as rats

we prefer pits, as with sound wall-plates there is no danger

of intruders at night, whilst into small hotbeds covered with

frames they easily make their way. As regards vermin, then,

pits are to be preferred to frames, but if a temporary hotbed is

made iu them there must be head-room for the plants, and

often seedlings of others coming tlu-ough the ground must, as

a cousecjueuce, be too far from the glass in dull wintry weather.

Therefore, except for safety from vermin, for early Potatoes,

Piadishes, Carrots, Turnips, and similar crops, we prefer a

slight hotbed covered with sashes, as the plants, from being

nearer-the light, are more robust in gr-owth than those faither

from the glass, and as they grow the sashes can be raised from

time to time. The easiest way to do this is to put a piece of

wood under each corner of the frame, say 1-5 inches in length,
\

8 inches in width, and 1 inch in depth, le\'el and askew at
j

each corner, and on each piece to place as may be needed one,

two, or more bricks. Of course the soil must be secured in-

side round the sides of the frame.

Even with Potatoes this raising of the frame will be less

recjuiied if, after the shoots are 9 inches or a foot in length,

the terminal bud of the shoot be picked out with the point of

a small knife. This keeps the shoots shorter and bushier, and

does not affect the early tubering, so far as our experience

goes. It is nuite different if you stop the shoots of such Pota-

toes by removing 2 or more inches of the top, as you would

top Beans in bloom to cause them to set more freely. Such
topping of Potatoes, according to om- experience, always acts

injuriously on the crop. The mere nipping-out of the terminal

bud arrests elongation, and gives no unpleasant check to the

plant.

FRUIT GABDEN.
We have not yet quite finished pruning and w-ashing out of

doors ; nailing has yet to be done.

Fluiitiiiri must now be completed as soon as possible, and if

properly done will often prove more successfiU than that per-

formed' in the middle of winter. The end of October and

beginning of November may be considered the best times for

planting fruit trees in general, as the ground is then warm
enough to encourage early rooting. After it has been once

cooled we have often found, in planting of fruit and forest trees,

that the success was rather greater iu March than in January

and Febru.arj-, the reason, no doubt, being that as the warmth
of the advancing spring told upon the buds, their swelUng and
expansion also reciprocally affected the roots. Merely as an

evidence of the mUdness of the season we may mention that a

lai'ge Horse Chestnut tree, transplanted a mouth ago, is break-

ing freely into leaf. We are afraid of this tine tree being killed

if we have a sharp frost. If in an ordinai-y season, the buds

had expanded six weeks or more later, we should have felt

sme that the roots would have met the wants of the expand-

ing leaves.

Protecting and Retarding.—A little frost would greatly help

fruit trees out of doors by keeping them back. If this weather

continue, a Uttle protection should be in readiness. If a sharp

frost come at the end of the month, Cm-rants, Gooseberries,

and Easpberries may be saved by sprinkli ng over them rough

hay or dry litter.
" Whitening them with limewash now, or

earher, will help to retard them. Apricots, Peaches, Plums,

itc, against walls, that often do w-eU without auy protection,

especially if the weather is dry, though a little frosty, will most
Ukely need some protection this season, as the buds are so for-

ward. Though we have none, yet on the whole for protecting

pm-poses nothing is better than calico sheeting, easily moved
by pulleys and rings. One reason why it is the best protector

is because it is the best retarder. If we had it we would use

it every sunny day to retard the blooms before they opened,

and leave the trees fully exposed in dull days and all night,

unless there should be a frost severe enough to injure the buds
before they were fully expanded. \Yhen the bloom opens the

practice must be reversed, so as to give the bloom all the sun-

shine possible. We feel sure that the retarding principle has

not been sufficiently acted on as respects our finer fruits. An-

other object is also secured by the sheeting, if it is at all strained

and kept 18 to 21 inches from the wall—namely, keeping the

blooms diy. Then, again, the soil becomes heated, whilst the

wall can be kept cool, before the bloom opens, and there is, there-

fore, a better reciprocal influence between the roots and branches.

For protection we have used almost everything that has been

tried—broom, spruce, evergreens, beech twigs, common net-

ting, wooUen netting, fine Nottingham lace netting, and next

to sheeting we should prefer the last, used as a fixture, as it

lets plenty of Ught through, retards a little, and in wet weather

the wet tnckles down from top to bottom. All these modes in-

volve so much trouble, and expense too, that we feel convinced

by fai' the most economical way in the end for Peaches, Apri-

cots, etc., would be to face the wall with glass iu the orchard-

house style. Instead of having a narrow house with upright

glass we" should prefer a lean-to from 10 to 12 feet iu width,

and then there is so much more valuable room enclosed.

Oreliard Hoiisex.—As far as can be done with safety as re-

spects wind, we keep these open night and day so as to retard

the trees as much as possible. Little more excitement would

cause the buds to bm'st. If we have a very bright sun for several

days we shall be tempted to shade the roof with a sprinkling

all over of whitened water from a syringe. It is just possible

that we may not have much more frost, but it is also possible

that we may have sharp nights at the end of March, and even

iu April. In unheated houses we should then have no help

but the calm air in a shut-up house. '^Miere such houses are

fmnished with hot-water pipes or flue we may take the

natural advantage of the forwardness of the season, as the

means of heating wiU keep all safe.

We gave about a quart of water to each pot fruit tree, and

w-m follow shortly mth more. It is bad poUcy to allow the

roots to become too dry while the buds swell, as they might

di'op.

Pepotting Fruit Trees.—On this subject we have manyin-

quh-ies, and to all, whether the trees in pots are at home, or

have to be received from the tree merchant, w-e give one reply-

Do not repot if you wish to have a crop of fruit. If the pot is

small make the" hole in the bottom larger, pluuge the pot less

or more, put a rim round it for rich top-dressing, and defer

repotting until the trait is gathered. If, nevertheless, repot-

ting is resolved on, the soU round the ball cannot be made
firm, but even then you must not be too sanguine as to results.

The same principle applies to pyramid trees taken up out of

the gi-ormd ; it is too late in this forward season to pot and ex-

pect a good crop if the trees have ordinary treatment. We
have several times succeeded by potting in March, when the

season was not so forward as this. The roots were placed in

pots as small as woirld hold them, and the soil packed firm.

The pots were plunged over theh- rims in a mUd hotbed out of

doors, ranging from C5= to 70 . The tops of the trees were

fidly exposed, only shaded from bright sunshine. By the time

the" flower-buds expanded the bed had cooled dowTi, but the

object aimed at had previously been attained—namely, the

formation of fresh roots to meet the wants of the sweUing and

opening buds. If such plants had been potted in October

they would have requii-ed much less trouble and care. Fre-

quently we must make the best of unfavourable circumstances.

—E. F.

TRADE CATALOGUE BECEIVED.
Daniels Brothers, Eaton, Xoni-ich.

—

Illustrated Seed Cata-

logue and Amateurs' Guide.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
,', We request that no one will write privately to auy of th3

correspondents of the " Journal of Horticulture, Cottage

Gai-dener, and Country Gentleman." By so doiug they

are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. All

communications should therefore be addi-essed solely to

The Editors of the Journal of Horticulture, dx., 171, Fleet

Street, London, E.C.
X.B.—Many -questions must remain unanswered untU next

week.

Books (J. A. K.].—The ' Cottage Gaideael's' DictiouaiT," ana Keane'i
" In-door Garaening," and Keanc's " Out-door Qardening " wtuld give all the

inlormation you retjuire. They can be had post free fi-om our office, the Dic-

tionary for 7s. -2(1., and the other two lor Is. lid. each. (Jfiss B. D.).—y>e

do not puhlish either of the works you name, nor do we know them.
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those will help to o:cclude tbe moss.

u_ ,
,. „ ^ ,, -TT.v ; :R Hi —Cat the shoots onco, and do not excite them

i,tW t. V .1- Jm.'/j.u- aaothei- cutting the same season. On the

kW b 1,1 1 i "!lv remove the heating material. Ion need not dis-

Sinu r 1 1 .I'l the shoots have been cut once. The Sea-kale

s""alii.^. 1^ '" --: jiii'.n to May. The plants must make a good growth

during the summer. „ , i -„t

Pn-vivj Newly-planted Peak Tbees (.4 Constant R^ader).--V<e pie-

< , ni \^,u- tre»5 ars trained horizontally, in which case they will have shoots
SI II, jini. iii-j-^"

^^.^^ ,^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^-^^^^ ^i_ ^ inclius or a foot apart. Those
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, 1 , V 111—two vcars old—and this will

. Ii thi'numbor" to three. Train one as

'. ' 1 opposite silei of the stem, and

II t^ t esi ave "maidens" cat b.a';k to

th'! Slii- -'
' '1 !

1

1

of ea-.-h t. . I '

1

'

give you t:. ' '

a leader, i'.f > :
^

1 foot ff.iu IJJ,. u:^t

13 inche-s. , .,

devel but we are not sure that mildew was the cause of then- dj mg-off so

taddenlT We find those with angular and >»'
.
™»".1 1''°'%"-'' T^S ''tee

toh-aHa-kel bra fmi-'us aul die-oft if there is drip from tho roof, bee

ttafM drin Ms on the stem-, or young shoots, give the plants perfect rest

in winter, wi'om-age growth when you can command a good brisk heat, and

accompany it with plenty of aii-.

Finrv Violets-Chilun BEET-i5HEUBS FOR Swamp (rippfrar!/).—The

be^t Vi.lct Lr earh Uoom are Russian and Czar, the latter best of aU

Chilian Beet for the fiowcr garden is best sown at the begmnmg of April in

pais pla-ei in veiT gentle heat. When the seedUngs appear place them near

a- "tass"ive plenty of air, and plant them out in moist weather at the

The last thiee are trees.

Stephasoiis fob Gbeensocse-Vines Plaxtins-Auccba Pollen- U
.?aliiri/jcr).-Stephanitis fiorib-onda would not succeed in a gi-eenhouse, but

it would do so in a warm vinei-v. In planting Vines it is not a good plan to

kjwa portion of the cane in the soil, but yon must spread out the roots

cover them with from 8 to 6 inches of soil, keepmg the settmg-on of the

roots just level with the surface, and cover the roots at that pai-t 3 inches

deeo. The best time to plant is after they have ''|Srm 'o gi-ow an inch or

two: Collect the Aucuha pollen when quite da-y, and fold it up in sheets ot

Sin- paoer. It will keep for a long time, or nntU the female plants flowei.

Four S"ti-a-.vb3ri-ies for an orchard house are Piesident, Sur Joseph Paxton, Pre-

mier, and Dr. Hogs, or Cockscomb.

Sea-kale after Forcinj (A. S.l.-Wheu you have cut all the shoots,

nlSiMbe i-ooS 1-' bv 1.5 in»hes anart in rich soil in an open situation
;
m plant-

Si s-lSonndea-bronrwitii a UUle sand or verv line ashes. Supply liquid
m„ soriouuu b-i-j "- -

' „,:,,,„,. ,,, -\r,,,- ,,, vi,,-,i,,t strength will thus be

"^;r? ^'^'i^H, ; 1

'

-
' - fi ..-U.l .iSilvtake np haU

secui-edforfoui.r 11 . '
. •

i i.- i

-,

vering them with
the roots, aUowi 11 .,,,.,,.. .m h -Ut. The roots in
pots and htt -1 ni

1 .1
1 _

„„, til 1 ill the open gi-ound will

J^S^J:;^^;^: The uS;r w; ;,;;,uld .a^; up'm ,ho fonoJ^ng ?ear, aUc^-

in" those planted out fi-om the cellar to remain, and thus only take np in altei-

na°te years. In this way the roots will be strong, but if you take up cvei-y

yeir they wiU become weak. The position will suit Cabbage plants^but not

nearly so well as one having the sun on it aU day. \Miy have a frame for

forcin" Cabbages ? It is quite imnecessai-y.

Selagin-ellas in- W.1RDIAN- CiSE (Mt.c/w-iiO.-It is remarkable that they

do not succeed where Ferns thrive so well. We think the failure oi-ises from

the dn-ness of the soU dm-ing the winter, lou might succeed belter if you

were to replant m August, for in some cases they become drawn, and then

when the soil or atmosphere becomes (U-icr they perish. As you succeed so

well with Ferns, do not spoil them for the sake of the Mosses.

AcEE Neocn-do fhaxisifolidm Propagation iW. S.).—In November or

early in spring you may make cuttings of the ripe wood, 10 mches long, and

insert them two thuds of thou- length in lathei light soil m a sheltered situa-

tion out of doois but It IS he t pi pagxtel by gi-aftmg or buddmg on Acei

platanoides oi A campestie The he t plant are obtamed from teed.

PAyETTA BORBOMC i IG B 1 —It 1 Uaiiult to sti-ikc : the easiest way to

do so is to makr tti 1 tl 1 If ipened hoots with a fli-m baw, and

ln;ertthem 1 pcat and loam. Surround the base

of' the cuttm 1 "t within one of a larger size, cover

with a beU "1 ttom beat of 75 to 80 . Keep the

soil no more tl 1 ri„ht sim. AVe cannot say whether

any benefit an c It m i h 1

Crystals of Amjioma {E. W. B.I.—Crystals of which of the salts of ammo-

nia-? Half an ounce of them to a bucketful of water will he ample of any of

tho salts to make a liquid manm-e for potted plants. To flowering plants it

should not be applied until the flower-buds are developed.

Climbing Bose in Dry Siiuaiion iJ. S. if.).—A stone slab placed over

the roots of a liosc would keep tho giound dry and healthy in long-contuiued

wet weather, and moist in di-y weather. Moreover, the stone when heated by

the sun would geothei-matise" the groimd. Such a Rose as the Cloth of Gold

likes heat with an adequate proportion of moistme. "J. S. K." would be

more likely to succeed with Mal-cchal Kiel. The Cloth of Gold is vel-y tender,

and especially so at the tops of its flowei-ing shoots. The severe hoar frost in

the sprin" it is a veiy eai-lv Rose—would perhaps destroy all the buds

;

and, as it'is a shy bloomer, there may he no second series. I have two beau-

tiful -ilants of Rvve d"Or on my south fi-ontage. It is choice and distmct as

to fomi and colour. In coloui- it is pure yeUow with a coppery centre. I have

never bloomed it, bat blooms were sent to me. The plants ai-e breaking

Hucly. Rose i are forward here (Dorset I. I see a fat hud of " old Glou-e " and

a fe-.v others.—W. F. Radclvffe.

Peach House anb Ccc-.:mber House IT. B. ir.).—From the plan and

doscriotion given, we cannot be sme of the reasons why the water m tue

Cucuiber house will not heat. We would da-aw yom- attention to the foUow-

ing points. Fu-st, Where is yom- supply-cistern placed ? U that commmii-

cates with the bottom of the boUer at once all the better. Is that c stem

sufBciently elevated to be 2 or 3 feet higher than the highest pipe m o

Cncumbei- house -.' Secondly, Do yom- return-pipes go near the bottom of the

boiler-' Thirdly, Aie the 2U-feet flow and 2U-feet return 2-mch pipes cou-

nectiii" the boiler with the Cucumber house right as to level -? They should

not dip at aU, nor slioiUd they be lower than the pipes m the Peach bouse.

If theL rise a little to the Cucumber house aU the better. Fourthly, Even

with this care, if there is no stopcock on tho flow for the upper pipes m tue

Cucumber house, we should expect them to heat more than the pipe on the

lower level for bottom heat. It is weU to be able to give bottom heat and top

heat independently of each other. Fifthly, If fhr- p,,,.-s rise .as you sta.e, and

there is no intei-mediate dip to speak of, uivl 111- --iiivl- -ii-'frn is propeil;

placed, then we should come to the conclu-i -.. IIm: tin - ii,,t ,.[ cu-cmation is

Swin" to the presence of confined au- m the i.ii -
-

;
mi 1 tin -cs. way to a^ol.t

that if prcoeut, and not always at the hisihd pumt. i.-, to keep the supplj-

ci.,tcm filled, aud allow your expansiou-pipe-, to run for some hom-s, oi lor

linlf an horn- at a time, until the water is changed. The suappmg and crack-

in-^' vou refer to in the pipes, also the overheating of the supply-cistem. almost

c .u';ince us that that is the cause. U even m these 2-inch supply-pipes yon

h-ive ' mches of compressed air, the heated water cannot pass before it is

dislod"ed. See what was stated in "Doings of the Week" last week as to

heatln- a Cucumber house. With M going right yom- piping will not be

suffieie°nt for wiiite, rn.-nmWy^. Tt will ,1„ tr,„„ Miuch to November, or so.

T'vTirv Ki-n r i.iiiii "
I .' r 1;.. i In be blamed if he allows

, vpI vi'ot-iliv'l I

'
1

- • 1.
I

,1 I'.'
: 'I ^luouls, &c., topoUute the

ah-ofthc kiteli'ii i - i) '

' ">\ -''.i>' eell- lie is to be blamed it he can

fin 1 time and iiil ' '
' "il sueh aiiimMiiiees, and does not do so. If

there is time t" if' I
'' " '" li matters, aud 'that attention is not given, wo

^„,,.,,'fl„j „ ,,.,,„ i

' e . , -have come under our notice where the gar-

dei^;' to keep thine- ,i ,,.. -n/ut tj be hard at work for sbcteen out of the

twenty-foui- hours, and with Uu.t we have no sympathy.

Letting G.vrden, &c. (F. P. 0.).-This matter we can scarcely enter into.

The terms seem easy enough for the gardenmg tenant, but then much

denends on the market to he obtauied. We have known gai-dcners decline to

take a large walled garden in the countiy for nothing, except keeping it in

decent order, and then pay a high pnce for land near London. That was

befoio raiJwa-Js were so coninon, but even they add to the cost, and s. on make

a rentaL We hope all wiU go well, and cannot but admire your anxiety that

tte gSiener should thrive and not lose by his bargam The diihcu^ ics

ahead will be when more than one day a-week is wanted for the flower garden

and pleasure gi-ound, and we presume there is a rineiy, a greenhouse, and a

™nsM-vatory, of which nothing is said, but which will requne some daily

attention.

SooLY-orv CccrjiBER (£ts(o>i).—It is thus described in the " Gai;deners

Year Book " for 1871—" A new Chinese Cucumber. A species of Cucm-bitacea;

(most pi-obab'y belonging to the Lufla section), producing fruits of enormous

size belli" between 5 and 6 feet long, and 18 Inches m cu-cmnference, re-

sembling huge Cucumbers. Received fl-om Foochou, where it is grown and

eaten by the natives in the gi-een state, boiled with rice, &c.

p ,,.',,,, i; MT-> V Pi in ( W. G.).—On the system adopted, the planting is

„„ I
11 1

, ii.tfnl if yom- torn- 8's would not be better crossed, and the

f
?,

I

,, 1, lit is, o"ue pair of one arrangement instead of two pairs.

Thenii „,ii lii iiiug sunk, and coming thus more fuUy imder the view

of the WU..1.-V, , i.eil up.-, thedoublc-paniugof eoch, as it would be more simple,

may strike the eye most. If you adopt tl,- i-i-i '"' elm, tin n. He i n the

centre, Centanrea edged with Dell's Beet '

'

i

'

i

the Ii-esine Luideni, or even Perilla to tie I' ' " ' '"

would look as well as the.. tliei. Theu f- i
' - '

Vy^.'J';'
Rosew-illbe toolofty.iiii'i.'le .

e
.

ei " t' " ', '
'

'v lieins

^ISS^XS!r:i-:^,v:i,;,e:'re :, ^^.^;^^^^^^^^

Tt^Z.t^r.:, . : :,„.!„:;";. Viwr':A;,;ea'Fionbi^a!t'5;

p',„'f
'"

ttit. .1 - .-I edge with W.ilthiira Seedling, pui-ple ^ er-

fifn „v T,P 1. 1 ., e, ,l.„u,.c, and have wliite-flowerod Geraniums,

SrKjSlGSmuuuea,:. 1 - eh ilvarf Ageiatum. 7,7.7.7. Asj,tated. K. 8, As

the beds are lai-ge, we fear the Gazania would emi-i u ; . .,
,i u i,-^

it were raised. As you have it we would prefer « nil! '
'

; - '
' ' '

and Golden Pelargonium round it, with au edgiii. :
ii .

i

LobeUa speciosa. 9, Scai-let Geranium; but if tie en
.

-e
;
m i 'le >

should be in such a composition, aud unless the plimts ol Aeiitaureii aio

small, we should prefer a good edging of the Koniga mantuna or variegatsLl

Alyssum.
,

Covent Garden Me .s-v-- "-' P ' -The fnll„w,,e.evtia-t from our fcar-^

deners' Year-Book" gi' e e.-i., , ,e.. e '" e e ,. e - - -e

made either of osier 01 lie -

'

, . .
-i',,'

madeof less flexible mat. 11 e .s.' /'
'

'

;
,

'.,';'
"J_

top, and 7S inches at tl,e Ltlt.jm, .lu.l^ ii.e.i. a. . i- '.
.

•
->

,

8 inches diameter, and 1 inCh deep, if to hold sii hiuidf
;

oi ,i i leiie-
'J

^ "'"

for tw-elve hands. M..sJ»-oom Piau.cf.-.-7 mdieshyl mch. .Sa.trteaP /«,(=.

-5 inches by 2 inches. Half Sierc.-Contams 3 unpei-ial g""" -
I'

'';.';';

a"es 12* inches in diameter, and 6 mches m depth, iiei (.—Lentams seven

imperial gallons. Diameter 15 inches, depth 8 inches. A sieve of Peas is

eoual to one bushel; a sieve of Cunants twenty quarts. Bmkd Sierc—Ten

3 a half i^pei-ial gallons. Diameter at top 17} inches, at bottom 17 mches

;

Sthlli inches. Bum Ba^M-Onght when heaped to contam an unpenal

bushei: Diameter at bottom 10 inches, at top 14i inches; depth 17 inches

AVahiuts, Nuts, Apples, and Potatoes are sold by this measure. A bushel of

hS-iamed clfSise'd weighs 56 lbs but 4 lbs. addit>ona are aUo^^^d if

thev are not washed. A junk contams two-thirds of a bushe . Po((tf-ls a

Ion" tapering basket that holds rather over a pmt and a half. A Pott e of

Strawberries should hold haH a gaUon, but never holds more than one quart

,

a pottle of Mushrooms should weigh 1 lb. Ho«<f-Apphes to a bunch of

Ead^h. - vhi-1 i.ttiins from twelve to thii-ty or more according to the season.

R„,',ie ', ::,. ,1, ,e to tweutT heads of Broccoh, Celeiy, &e.; Sea-kale,

,„.,,1 ,
,

. 1
, i,ds ; Rhubarb, twenty to thii-ty stems, accordmg to size

;

„,,,,,, , .111 100 to T25. Buncft-Is apphod to herbs, &c., aud

varies lo'.h lie" a. eoi-dmg to the season. Abunch of Tiunips is twenty to

twcuty-fiTc; of Cairots thirty-six to forty; of greens as many as can be tied

to-ethei bv the roots. Grapes aie put up in 2 lbs. and 4 lbs. punnets. New

P°rtatres.'bvthe London growers, in 2 lbs. punnets. Apples aud Peai-s aio
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put up in bushels, sieves, or haU sieves. A hundiedweight of Kentish FUljerts

IS IM lbs. Weights oje always 16 ozs. to the pound.

FnciT Trees tor North Wall {GUrum).-There are none that -nUl

succeed except the McreUo Cherry and the Bed Cunant.

Poisoning Crickets iCo„stant R,ader).--lS ^^t,^'efPt7^^/tl!^^
arsenic, we cannot help you in that direction. Chases beetle and cncket

p oison is sold by all chemists.

BcRKrao CLiVEV Son. (C;.eri(o;0.-'Wo shall reprint an article on the sub-

ject nest week.

EucHARis AMizosic* CcLTCRE (.B. B. C.).—Pot the plants and place them

in a bottom beat ot70 to 75 . Encourage them with heat and moistme, and

wl,m DTOwthbt -in- tu na~e withdraw the pots from the bottom heat, place

hi the full - ^ "f air, and only sufficient water to prevent the

leavcsfromr nwspbere should be dry, the night temperature

fin to RV > 1 fry would be a suitable stmctnre. After a six

or eiubt wi. t !• plants to bottom beat, and they will probably

tbi-ownpflowcr-^cni.... Loutmue the plants lu a good heat, with plenty of

moisture until October, then keep them dry, and m a temperature of Ho .

After February give bottom heat.

East Lothian STOCKS-TAHiotJS (F. J.).-Plant out the Stocks sown last

autumn and wintered in boxes, in rich light soU m a sheltered situation.

Protect them m frosty weather. Plant a foot apart every way. ibey win

flower in June, and contmue a long time in bloom, but are at tbeu- best for a

month to six weeks. They are very tine varieties. Tbo bcd.ling plants you

haveiad plunged in sawdust in a coldframe, we ^Ii-nM n •.
' ' '

'i >
i-iniin oi.

removing them from the sawdust. We should n' ' " : *
'

'''^^^'

until the beginning of April. It is not ad\-isol.li i
'

'

'
. V'","

ingandmilk, as your doing so would keep out 1» III n i i imi i" ;'"'"

vou cannot command too much. The pl•opagat)D^. l.aiut- mmoKi lie ali the

better of the glass being whitened; indeed, if the weather is bright cuttmgs

must have shade.

Grafting Vines (Barn/).—Vines can be grafted readily if the operation

is performed at the ri-ht time. It should be done when the young shoots

have "Town 3 or 4 inches. The caMs which are to be worked should be cut

hack before there is any danger of bleeding. Ordinaiy wbip-giaftmg is the

best method, and the scion should be put on opposite to the young shoot,

which should be ahowed to remain to draw up the sap. The graft should be

claved in the usual way. As soon as the scion commences to push, aU other

buds and shoots should be removed. Inarching is by far the safest method.

Vou should train up a young rod from the base of the stock, and one from a

pot plant of the variety vou mtend to introduce, grow both together until they

are 4 feet m length, theb cut a slice S or 4 inches in length from the side of

each, cutting in to the pith. Place the two wounds together, and tie hmily

with soft matting. In three weeks the ties must be slackened, but not en-

tirelv removed untU the end of the season. Budding may also be performed

in aiitnmn with much success. The Vine eye must be prepared as m ordinary

budding, except that a portion of the wood must be allowed to remam; a cor-

responding notch is cut on the young wood of the Vine mtended as a stock,

the bud is neatly fltted-in and tied with matting, dressmg it with Mastic

I'Homme Lefort. Wo have performed this operation successfully as late as

October 17tb, and the buds were sent a distance of four hundred mUes.

Dwarf Poinseitias and Edphorbias (S. r.).—Plant eyesof the Poinsettia

now in a good top and bottom heat of from 70° to 76=; stop the shoots which

spring from these until Julv, then take off the tops and put them m the

ground. By this means you will obtain good plants for winter flowermg. ihe

Euphorbia may be treated m the same way, but the shoots should not be

stopped after June. Ehvnchospermum jasminoides must be grown m a green-

house. It should be placed in a compost consisting of two parts fibrous loam,

one of sandy peat, one of leaf soil, and a sixth port of silver sand. The pot

shoidd be well dramed, and the plant inserted firmly, ^^^len it becomes

necessary to give it a shift, do so, but let it be a moderate one. W ater it care-

fully when not growing, but when this is the case do so freely. It should

have an airy position, and be supported as it developes. Bottom heat is not

essential for its weUare. It is a very pretty, white, sweet-scented, climbmg

MiEEcBAL Kiel Eose with Flowee-ecds (J. JH.). — We presume the

buds are what were formed in the autumn of last year, and if so the prospect

of their developing is not great, though they may do so if the spring be mild.

We should advise you to prune them moderately now, removmg the weak and

unripe wood, and cutting back the shoots to firm wood; should the buds

expand they wiH give very poor flowers.

King or Tom Thumb NASTrRTirM (Idtin).—The change of colour in the

flowers was no doubt caused bv the wet and want of sun which prevailed last

autumn. For good colouring, bright weather is necessary. The fact of the

seed having a tendency to change colour wiU not affect the colour of the

flowers on the plant arising from it.

Celery for Market (IF. C.).—Sandringham White is a good sort, not

liable to run, and attains a good size ; Seeley's Lerathan White is larger,

and good ; and Iverj-'s Nonsuch is a most excellent red or pmk Celery. These

will suit you.

Camellu Buds not Opening (JoKph Smilh).—7he cause of the bud you

sent us not expanding is either due to the atmosphere bemg too cold and

moist, or to the plant making weak growths, and havmg too many buds.

Thin out the buds, leaving no more than one on the strongest shoot, and none

at all on the weakest. When they begm to sweU give the plants a tempera-

tme of 45' to 60=, and admit air freely. Judging from the flower we should

say it was Mathotiana alba, a beautiful white variety with a very large flower.

Sea-kale Boots Decaying (A. G.).—We think the decay of the roots is

flue to their being planted among ashes m the tin over the tank heated by the

hot water. Plant the roots in hght sandy soU kept just moist, m a temperatttre

of 5a- to 58'. The shoots will come freely without the bottom heat from the

lamp, which is wboUy unnecessary, and, along with the ashes, probably the

cause of the roots decaying.

Name of Froit (Pomona).—Golden Winter Peai-main.

Names of Plants (ff. S. Be((j).—Pteris cretica albo-lineata. (J. G.).—

1, Sedum aizoideum variegatnm; 2, S. Sieboldii, fohis aureis vanegatis

;

3. Saxifraga vUzoon ; 4, Primula denticulata ; 5, Convolvulus mauritamcus.

(B. H.).—l,Thujopsisdolabrata; 2, Eetinospora pisifeia ; 3 and 4 are decidedly

the same plant in different conditions, and is Juniperus excelsa. {East

Sussex).—1, Phajus gi-andifohus, formerly more frequently known as Bletia

Tankervilleie ; 2, An Eria, apparently E. bambussfolia, C)r very near to it

;

3, A hybrid from Khododendron arboreum. (F. Foivkr).—!, Aponogeton dis-

tachyon; 2, MeUa Azedarach. Not native of Brazil, though
f'J""!* "J;

tivated theie as it is m most tropical cUmates, as a gaidcn plant. It is natrie

of the East Mes, and is frequently called the "Pride of Chma," or the

*' Pride of India."

POULTEY, BEE, AND PIGEON CHKONIOLE.

EXHIBITING FO^VLS.

Should a bird on its return from a show te taken ill and die,

it is unfair to put all the blame on the committee's want of proper

attention. I think owners have quite as much to answer lor,

and in many cases more, than those gentlemen who undertake

the management and respousihilities of our shows, the duties

of which are very onerous and generally thankless.

But let us see how birds are ti-eated whUe at home and at ex-

hibitions. After the selection of the bird that is to win honour

andfame for its owner, or, it may be, to sink from being pamperea

and overfed to a common dunghill cock, he is "put up, loi

two or three weeks before the day fixed for the show, m a <iui6t,

warm, clean place, and there subjected to a course of training.

He is hrst physicked if necessary, then carefully and regiUarly

fed with the very best kinds of foods, and evei-y dainty is ofiered

to induce him to eat and increase in size—m fact, no expense

nor trouble is spared to bring the bird to the highest possible

state of condition. Stimulants are often given, even to a new-

laid egg in a Uttle sherry, and to make it of a proper consistence

it is mfxed with barleymeal. If, however, he feels indisposed to

eat he is gently taken in hand two or three times a-day the beak

openod, and food put into his mouth, and worked down the

throat, no matter if he dislikes the operation. At the expiration

of the specified time he is considered to be thoroughly wound-

up to the required state of perfection, and is sent away ;
perhaps

he may have to travel a distance of several hundred miles. Un

the journey he is nearly suffocated in a luggage van. Arnvmg

at the railway station he may have to wait there a few hours,

and flnaUy before reaching his destination, should his journey Be

in winter, he will be frozen on the outside of a van. And how

is he treated while at the show ? Instead of quietude and a well-

known roosting place he finds bin s f thrust into a wu-e pen with

hardly enough room for him to turn round. He sees hundreds

of other fowls in the same position a5 himself, aU crowing,

cackling, and excited. Everything is fresh to the bird; crowds

of people continually pass and repass, and poke at him trom early

morning till five or six hours after his usual hour of going to rest,

and this is repeated for several days, till at the end of the show

the bird is quite worn-out from want of that rest and qmetness so

essential for the proper health of all kinds of poiilti-y. His food

during this time has been very different from what it was when

he was at home. In place of those dainties and tit bits be has

been so used to, he has had nothing but corn (too often very bad)

andbarleymeal mixed-n-ith cold water, whichfrequently produces

that looseness of the bowels we so continually find birds suflermg

from while at shows. What with the excitement, change of

home, food, and late hours, who can be sui-pnsed at birds re-

turning to their owners in a state of illness, which frequently

proves fatal ? The only wonder to me is that so many birds

stand exhibiting so continuously.
i, . . it

At some future time I may give my views on the treatment ol

birds while at shows, how to manage them on their return,

and the injurious effects exhibitions have upon birds for breed-

ing purposes.—W. J. Nichols.

POLANDS-CLASSES, CRESTS, &c.

I HiVE read with much interest Mr. Boothby's remarks upon

our PoUsh classes, and, as he observes, not until we have sepa-

rate classes for each variety, and adult and chicken classes, wiU

iustiee be done to them. Of course, at small shows a chicken

class could hardly be expected, but I certainly think there ought

to be a separate class for each variety of Spangled, Gold and

Silver, and an Any variety class for the others at the smaller

shows. , „
Pohsh, especially Golden, are very much more numerous now

than formerly. Four years ago, when I commenced with them,

scarcely anyone in Sussex knew what they were, now there are

more than twenty breeders within a radius of twenty miles. I

do not exhibit much, for this reason—I find all kinds competing

together. One judge prefers one kind, and another judge

another kind, and so on.
x i.-u n ct „;i

Again, colour and markings, which, according to the btand-

ard of Excellence," are essential points, are too often qmte

left out; shape of crest, too, does not seem to be studied as it

ou-'ht to be. I have seen badly-shaped large crests, bu-ds with

inferior colour and markings, stand before good-shaped crests of

fair size, good coloiu- and markiugs. We cannot study shape

too much. I do not see why birds should be encouraged that

have crests hanging too far over in front. W hat looks worse

than a crest hanging down in front, wet and dirty? for instance.
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the first-prize pair at Portemouth ; I visited the Show on the

last day, and two more miserable objects could not be, tne

crests of both birds hanging over in front soaked with water.

The second and third-prize birds were not soiled, and yet ail

diank from the same kind of water-vessel. This must speak

for itself. Although the first-prize birds had the largest crests

theyhad certainly not the best-shaped ones, otherwise they woiUd

never have been in such a state ;
therefore, why should we take

such hh-ds as sta,ndards ? You can easily see what keeps some

of us from exhibiting. ^ -, ^ j

As to Pohsh being hardy, I bred sixty-four last year and

never had a death except in the case of one which met with an

accident. Thev feather-up very quickly, and require bttle care.

Mv birds were' hatched in May, and at just twelve weeks old i

commeuced kiUing-off the cockerels, and selling them for the

table The puUets began to lay one week after Christmas, arid

wiU continue to do so until moulting time without wanting to

sit. NoWj we cannot expect much more than this from any

other variety we have.—A. Cruttenden, Haijward's Heath.

THE HAMBUEGH COCK WITH PIN THRUST
THBOUGH HIS COMB.

We have had the following correspondence on this sirbject.

" Castle Yard, Knaresbrongh, 1st March, 1872.

" Sir,—As solicitor and friend of Mr. Joseph Walker, of Birst-

^rith, I ask for an opportunity of denying, ou his part, any

compUcity in the placing the pin in the comb of the Hamburgn

cock shown at Whitehaven, which has been so freely, and m
some respects justly, commented upon m your Journal during

the last three weeks. The bird was undoubtedly Mi-. Walker s,

but had only very lately been purchased by him; and I have

now lying before me the letter of the person from whom the

cock was purchased, m which he says, ' I am wiUing to confess

that it was me, and not him that turned the bird. It was not

done at his place at all ; I do not like to see Mr. Walker wrongly

"After this statement by the pai-ty committing the offence,

and Mr. Walker's statement that he dii-ected only the bird s head

and feet to be be washed in the usual way, I trust that aU re-

marks, so far as Mr. Walker is concerned, will be withdrawn

;

for anyone who knows him will feel sure that he would be the

last person so cruelly to treat either bird or animal.
^ "I am, &c., Feed. Powell.

" The Editor of ' The Jom-nal of Horticulture andPoultry
Chronicle.

'

"

To this we replied—
-, „ ,o-r," March 2, 1872.

"The Editors most readily will insert Mr. PoweU's note, but

they consider it would be much more satisfactory if the name ot

the cruel offender be pubUshed. He should be held up to the

pubhc as a warning. The Editors would pubUsh the name m
connection with Mr. PoweU's note, aiid such pubUcation is due

to Mr. Walker, as it would satisfy the public more than the

extract from the offender's note."

Mr. Powell's answer is this :

—

" Castle Yard, Knaresbrongh, 4th March, 1872.

" Whitehaven Show.
" Gentlemen,—I am sorry that I may not furnish you with

the name of tlie offender against Mr. Joseph Walker and the

pubhc Mr. Walker, erroneously I think, but out of consider-

ation for the poor man's futm-e weUare, promised him not to

make his name pubUc, birt insisted upon his statement being

made by himself in writing. If you require to see the letter 1

would ask for permission to send it to you, but it would have to

be on the condition of the name not being made public.
" I am, &e.. Feed. Po-b-ell.

" To the Editors of ' The Journal of Horticulture,'

171, Fleet Street, London."

We have not asked to see the letter, for we do not doubt its

airthenticity, but we consider that it is due to the public to

publish the offender's name, that he might be punished by the

aid of the Society for the Suppression of Cruelty to Animals.

We refrain from other remarks.

—

Eds.

JUDGING AT POULTEY SHOWS.
The man who sends to a show his pen or two of birds, bred

with what care and trouble he and his feUow fanciers alone know,

and chosen from the numerous promising birds that have gone

wrong and been killed or parted with, naturally wishes to win ;

but faihng, his desire—nay, perhaps his sole reason for exhibiting,

is to get the best possible opinion upon his birds, and to see or

hear how they stand in comparison with others. With the

present system of judging it is almost impossible for him to do

this. He may go to the show, he may catch the much-badgered

judge dm-ing the short time he remains to be blowu-up 0)y the

way, some do not remain at all), but thisis a difficult thing to

accomplish, and one that many object to on principle. Eailing

this, he is ch-iven to use his own judgment, or that of sympa-

thising friends, and the probability is that he returns home

with the fixed idea that his birds ought to have done better, he

can see they were not so good in some points as those that won,

but then these are not perfect, and thereforem others he thinks

them better, and striking a balance, with his natural bias thro-^-u

in as a makeweight, he declares that he has been haVdly dealt

with, though he has seldom anything tangible to prove. 11 ue

does not get to the show he sees by the catalogue that he i» no-

where, or, worse, H.c, and cannot understand how it is.

I would suggest that this difficulty be got overby the adoption

by the judges of numberedandperforatedbooks,hke those lecom.

mended for dog shows ; the judge then makes his remarks on every

pen (inmost instances a few words are sufiicieut to condemn ,
and

gives the secretary the torn-out half, which is numbered and

Sopied from the other, which he retains f"!' l^f^.f^ ^'t^^f^f,:
Tlie secretary prints the remarks after the exhibitor s name ma
column set apart for that purpose in the catalogue, and tne

exhibitor would then be satisfied, I think. The sale of cata ogues

and entry of birds would greatly increase, and ^?;^'l t™.^ ™:
able poultry societies to engage more judges, which would be

better than^giving more time for judging ;
because l^^^s could

then be assifned to the classes they understand, for very few aie

^°Thu^ at thesmaller shows the secretary and commttee need

not be so dependant on the large and Proff^siiional exhibitois

as to overlook trimmmg or other faiUngs on their part,

whilst visiting with a heavy hand the i"«^.P«"^f <='} ^^PP"ll°s
the small man ; nor need they allow these '-^Vori^fj^T^^f^^
to pen their own birds five minutes before the judges entei

whilst tho?e of thesmaller exhibitors have been ^^^i^S,!!

the pens all night, and at that moment are standing with ruffled

eathers and orlops well distended, by the ^-^o^l^^J.^^^'J^l-^^
determined they shaU be weU fed at "our show, yhat«ver el^e

hannens A little more printing, a httle more trouble to tire

secieteiT (I do apologise to him, for I know he has always plenty

of thatc^ommodity, and deserves all the gratitude we exhibitors

can bestow), and aiother judge, would in most cases secui-emoie

equity.

—

Ginger Hackle.

COLCHESTEE POULTEY SHOW.
(From another Reporter)

The Committee, though few in number, were always at their

pott and the most perfect order prevailed. Scarcely a pen even

approaching inferiority of quaUty was to be met w^th, and it is

long since we have seen a show with so few empty pens

The Grey Dorkings were of a very high character, Mr. Lionel

Patton taMng with a grand well-shown pen, not only the first

prize, but also the Dorkingsaver cup. T^ie competation foi- t^s

Jup was gi-eat both among the Greys and also White Dorkings,

?he coUeftion of the latter variety being partic^darly good.

Lady Gwydvi-'s cup pen of Buff Cochim, and Mr. Horace Lmg-

wood's Parti-idge-colom-ed, were such as woiild greatly add to

ttie interest of any show, but the combined Cochin classes con-

tafned an entiy of only eight pens. There was, a large compe-

tion of Dark Bra7,m«s, molt of the pens receiving more or less

fav^iSable notice. The Light Brahmas were few but generaUy

good The class of Spanish fowls was one of the most meri-

torious we have seen this season. Samhurghs m all the varie-

ty were well shown, and seldom has a better collection been

seen in this country. Game fowls were shown by many of om-

leadini breeders ; the silver cup for Game was awarded to a

wonde?fuUy perfect pair of Duckwings, though the competition

Tnthe part of the Black and Brown Reds pressed them closely.

The wai-known Red Pile cock of Mr. Samuel Mathews, that

has perhaps, received as many prizes as any Game cock

eristing, was completely thrown out, having become, gouty in

tTe feet otherwisF this old stager e™tinues as hard in eaAer

and clever in hand as <»n be desn^ed *^'''^/
.f^

'"/",'".
fj^'^i

a couple of first-rate classes Mr. Jeffnes, of Iid» idi as usual

in this neighbourhood, standing far ahead m the P.la k Ixexls,

wliiUt the ?lass for Duckwings was one of the gems of the Show.

?h re wa'safi? a goorentry in the class ^^l^^^^^^^^^Z
nf Bantams • Silver-laced, White, and Black Bantams taking the

p-Sestthe order nam'ed. A heavy entry of French breeds

calsed general attention. Creve-Coem-s were lirst and second

»fidHoudans third. The Variety class for any breed not before

TamSl was'unquestionably goodT Malays, Sultans and Cuckoo

Rnsv combed Dorkings of great merit being the winners.
_

There™ afagood'fhow of Rouen Duchs, but of Aylesbuiies

onlv a single pern the latter good enough, however, to obtain a

first pri^e^. The Variety Duck class contained many really

valua&e breeds, and the^Selling classes (d^^^^et prizes being

offered for each sex) were a great success, containing many fiist-

'^Among'the Figeom were many of the best birds in the king-

dom some of them competing openly enough m the names of

S- owners, and some pens were lent for the occasion, a practice
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now too general where collection silver cnps are offered. Time
has fully proved that collection cups, though ensuring a few
noted first-class entries, have materially limited those of the

general exhibitors, whose stock of Pigeons, perhaps, only em-
braces half-a-dozen breeds. We regret to state that in this

division of the Show the most barefaced cases of trimmin g were
found, and that, too, in considerable numbers ; but, aided by a

good light and suificient time for judging, most, if not all, were
properly exposed.
There was also a good and large collection of Rabbits ; capital

Lop-eared, Angora, and Himalayan being especially noteworthy.
Mr. E . Hewitt and Mr. Tegetmeier together judged the Game

fowls. Game Bantams, and Babbits ; the whole of the other
classes of poxrltry being judged by Mr. Hewitt. Mr. Tegetmeier
awarded the prizes for Pigeons. We published the prize list

last week.

FAKENHAM POULTEY SHOW.
The following awards were made at the Fakenham and "West

Norfolk Show, held on February 27th and 28th.

Dorkings (Coloured, except Silver-Grey).—1, Cup, and County Prize, E. W.
Southwood, FakeiUiam. 2, F. C Hart. Attleoorougb. c. Mrs. C. North, Rougham

;

W. Burrows, Diss ; .T. Norman, Colcbester.
DoEKlSGS (Any other Variety).-!, L. Wren. Lowestolt (Silver-Grey). 2 and

he. Rev. F. Tearle, Gazelev Vicarage, Newmarltet (Cuckoo and White). County
Prize, W. Woodhouse, Kmg's Ljnc (White), c, A. Tajlor, Starston (Silver-

Grey).
Cochins (Partridge and Buff) —1 and Cup, Lady Gwydyr. Stoke Park. Ipswich.

2, Horace Lingwood, Needhnm Market. County Prize, T. W. Savory, Warham.
he, H. L^oyd. jun., Handsworth.
Cochins (.Any other Vanetv.—l and 2. R. S. S. Woodgate. Pembury, Tanbridge

WcUs (White). County Prize. Capt Bignuld, Norwich (White).
Brahuas (Dark).—1, Lady Gwvdyr. 2, Horace Lingwood. County Pri7e,

W. Branford. he, H. Dowsett, Pleshey, Chelmsford, c, W. Burrows ; J. P.

Case, Fakenham ; Col. Cockbum, Bracondale, Norw ch.
Beahmas (Light).—1, H. Dowsett. 2, P. Haines, Palgraye. County Prize,

Game (Brown and other Reds).—1 and Cap, H. M Julian, Hull. 2 and vhc, 3.

Fletcher, Stoneelougb. County Prize. G. P. Rouse. Fakenham. he, W Rayner,
Ipswich : G. P. Rouse, c, J. H. Salter, Tollesbunt D'Arcy ; E. Branford ; H. E.
Martin. Scultborpe.
Game (Any other Variety).—1 and County Prize, G. P. Tricker, Fakenham

(Duckwing). 2. W. Rayner" (Dnckwing).
Game (Any Variity).-Cocfc.—1, H. E. Marlin. 2, T. Wade, Stibbard (Brown

Red).
Hamburghs (Gold and Silver-spangled).-1 and Cup, Ashton & Booth. Mot-

tram. 2. R. H. Ashton. Mottram. County Prize, K. Middleton, Fakenham.
vhc, W. K. Tickner, Ipswich ; W. Groom, Ipswich, c, J. B. Lakeman ; L. Wren

;

J. P. Case.
Hamburghs (Gold and Silver-pencilled).—1, J. Webster, Ca'ne, Lancashire.

2 W. K. Tickner. County Pri e, E. Farrer. jiin., Swaffham.
Spanish.-1.2, and County Prize, W. Woodhouse, King's Lynn, c, J.Norman,

Colchester; Col. Cockljum.
MiNORCAS.—l and Comity Prize, J.P. Case. 2, R. Wilkinson, Guildford, c, J.

A. Miles, Fakenham.
PoLANDS.—1, 2, County Prize, vhc, he, W. K. Pat-ick, Lynn. e,Lady Gwydyr,

Stoke Park, Ipswich.
Fresch.—1 4nd Cup. C. H. Smith, Radcliffe. Notts (CrOve-Cojnr). 2. W. Bur-

rows (Creve-Cffiur). County Prize, Miss J. .A. P. Leathes. Fakenh.im (Creve-
Cceur). vhe.W. Dring. Faversbam (Creve-Cteur). he.— Fuller, Holt (Hourlan).
c. W. Cntlack. jun., Littleport IHoudanI; Lord Hastings, Melton Constable
(Houdan); J.J. Maiden, Biggleswade (Creve-Cteur); J. FrankUn, Te;rington,
Lynn (Creve-Cceur).
Game Bastams (I

2 and County Pri^e
Jeffries ; W. "F. Addis. Fnlwood.
Game Bantams (Any other Variety).-1 and c. Rev. F. Cooper. Ampney.

Crucis (Duckwing). 2, W. Adams (Duckwing). County Prize, G. Morling (Duck-
wing).
Bant.uis (Any other Variety).—1, F. E. Thirtle. Lowf stoft (Black) 2, Re

~
Tearle, Ga?elei "' "

"
' " *'

' " "" '^ --- ^' - ^'

-Rougham Hail
(White-booted).
Any other Dibtixct Variety.-1, H. Garbut, Whitbv (Black Hamburghs).

2, Lady Gwydyr (Silkies), c, E. Hancock, Spalding (White Leghorn).
Table Fowls.-1, E. W. Eoatbwood (Dorking). 2, W. Cu lack. jun. (Brahma).

3, H. Dowsett (Dorking).
Selling Class.—Coct.—l, C. Gav, Lynn. 2, Lady Gwydyr. S, E. W. South-

wood. 4, J. Wright. Lowestoft, he, H. Plattin, Fakenham ; W. Buon, Kettle-
stone, e, H. Dowsett.
Selling Classs —Hcx.—l. Lady Gwydyr. 2, Miss J. A. P. Leathes. S, TT.

E. Martin. 4, H. Dowsett. he, G. P. Tricker. c, E. P. Upoher, Bungay ; J. P.
Case.
Selling Class.—T, J. P. Case. 2, E. W. Sonthwood. 3. Miss E. M. Hawker,

Tunbridge Wells, i, H. Thurlow, Bornham Market, he, T. Spurr, King's
Lynn ; H. R. Platlin. c. H. Dowsett ; E. W. Southwood.
Turkeys.-1 and he, E. Arnold. Whitt'esford. 2 and County Prize, R. J.

Kendle, Weasenbam. c, Mrs. C. North ; Mrs. Reeve. Thetford.
Geese.—1 and County Prize, J. W. Sbarman, Fakenham (White). 2. J.

Hammond, Ball (ChineB"e). he, J. W. Sbarman (Sebastopol) ; J. Hammond
(Canada).

, ,

Ducks (Aylesbury and Rouen).—! and County Prize. W. Nicholson, Brisley
Hall. 2, R."Rouse. Fakenham. c, A. Page, jun.. Lowestoft: W. Burrows.
Ducks (.Anv other Variety).-1 and County Prize, A. T. Binny, Sennowe. 2,

H. Savory, he, R. H. Ashton. c. Rev. J. Richardson, Sandy Rectory (2).

PIGEONS.
Capriees.—1, W. Minson. St Ivea. 2. S. Holroyd, Oldham. County Prize.

—H. Thurlow. c. H. Ynrdlov, Bitmingham.
PocTEHs—1. H. Prait. Birmingham. 2 and he, Mrs. Ladd, Calne. County

Prize, H Thurlow. c. H. Yardley.
Tumblers.— 1 and County Prize, W. Woodhouse. 2, E. W. Southwood, c,E.

H. Willet. Norwich.
BiEBS.-l and Cup. S. Hoh'oyd. 2. H. Yai-dley. Cotmty Prize, H. Thnrlow.

c, .1. W. & S Renshaw. Littleborough, Manchester.
F.iNTAiLs.—I, J. F. Loversidge, Newark. 2, Mrs. Ladd. County Prize, K.

Crane, jun. c, H. Tardley(2).
AxTWEfiPS.—1 and 2, H. Yardley. Countv Priz ' Withheld,
Any other Distinct Varietv —1. H. Thurlow. 2. Mrs. Ladd. S. H. G.Trbiit.

Selling Class.-1. R. Allen, Bumbam Overy. 2, R. J. Turner. S, W. Wood-
house. 4, R. Crane, jun.

CANARIES.
Clear Yellow.-1 and 2, Cockle & Watson. Lynn. Ite, J. Mortimer, Smith-

field, London ; R. Bartram, Old Walsingham (2). "c, J. Goodman.

Clear Buff.—1 and Cap, J. Mortimer. 2 and c, R. Bartram. Tic, Cockle and
Watson (2).

VARiEOATED(Y'elloworBuff).—l. Cockle & Watson. 2. R. Bartram. f , W. H.
Spencer, Burnbam; J. Newland, Fakenham; J. Mortimer.
Belgians.—!, E. Patrick, Fakenham. 2, J. N. Harrison, Belper.
Lizards.—1 and 2, Cockle & Watson.
Mules (Any Variety).-1 and fhe, J. Goodman. 2, Cockle & Watson, he, W.

Woodhouse. c, W. M. Farrer ; Cockle ifc Watson.
.Any other Variety.-!. K. Bartram. 2, E. Patrick. !ic. J. Mortim.>r (2).

British Song Birds (.Any Variety).—!, W. Wright, Fakenham. 2. W. M.
Farrer. he. Cockle & Watson ; J. Colman, Fakenham (2). c, T. J. Miller, jun.,

Fakenham ; G. W. Adkin ; E. Patrick.
Selling Class.—!, 2. and he. Cockle & Watson. S, W. Woodhouse. e. J.

Mortimer; F. Patrick: R. Bartr.ain.

Extra Class.—/ic, E. Farrer, jun. (Silver Pheasant); Miss Spurrell (Love
Birds).

RABBITS.
Lop-eared.—1, H. Cawood.Thorne. 2, J. Farrow. Romford. 3. County Prize,

and he, H. Thurlow. c, A. H. Bignold, Norwich ; Rev. F. F. WUson, Rudham
Vicarage ; J. A. Clarke, Peterborough.
Any other Variety.—1 and County Prize, C. Dobson. Lynn. 2. S. G. Hud-

son. Hull, he, Rev. J. Richardson ; W. M. Farrer. c, W. W. Ringham, Spalding ;

A. B. Simpson, Trumpington ; J. Dorton,'Bumbam Market (2).

Judges.—Mr. "W. B. Tegetmeier and Mr. P. H. Jones.

BB.VDFORD ORNITHOLOGICAL SOCIETY'S
SHO"W.

This took place on February 21th and 25th ; the awards wer3
as follow :

—

Belgian.-C/far Yellow.—1 .and 2, J. Hart, Barley, Leeds, he, J. Sliepherd,
Lidget Green, Horton. Buff.—I, C. Holdsworth, Bradford. 2, J. N. Ha -
Belper. he, W. Needle. HuU.
Nor

ford .. -

C. Bumiston, Middlesbrough, he, W. Newell. Baildon; AY Needle
Canary.—£cinl!/-marfrf(i Yellow.— 1, P. Bawnslev. Li.lt-ft Grc.n. 2, W.

Rawes. Bradford, he, Moore & Wynne. Erenhj-maikcd /.'..Jl — 1. P. Rawnsley.
2, W. Rawes. hr.l. Moorhnuse, Little Horton; J. StevtiiH, Mi.lilleslirnugh^

Lizard.- f;<)(''' n '""""''-1. J. Tavlar, Middlesbrough. 2. K. Ritchie, Dar-
lington, hc.l.. I;, i::. Ii> V : iHv: J.TiUotson. Silver-simnfjled.—'l,'\\'. Rawes.
2, L. Belk. Ii< I :. l.itchie.

Yohkshir] . i
I I iickshott, Fearncliffe. 2, H. Brook. Horton. he,

J. Wilkinson. I,;, ,' It rf i. ,i. Bastow, Wibsey. B u#.—l, I. Rawnsley. 2, H.
Brook, he, J. Walt^er. iiiulilon.

Coppey.—CJeiir YiUow.-l. W. Rawes. 2, J. Moorhouse. he, J. Shppberd.
Clear Btif.—l, 3. Stevens, Middlesbrough. 2, W. Rawes. he, E. Gott. Frizingley.

Goldfinch.-1, B. Lancaster, Shipley. 2, P. Rawnsley. he, 0. Holdsworth ;

J. N. Harrison.
M

Varietv.—!, W. Rawes. 2, J. Kav. /ic, I. Rawnsley.
Lark —0/(i—2. R Brown. FoKHSf.—l, E. Robertshaw, Bradford. 2 and /iC,

F. W. Shaokleton, Bradford.

THE BIRMINGHAM PHILOPERISTEEON
SOCIETY'S SHO"W.

This local Show excited great interest among fanciers and
breeders of Pigeons, and it was even better supported than any
of the exhibitions of former years. At the meetings of this

Society, not only are birds exhibited from the lofts of most of

our w"eU-known"breeders, but also by private indi-riduals, who
rarely, if ever, risk the safety of their favourites at ordinary

exhibitions. The Black Carrier classes were imexeeptionably
good ; the entry of Duns and Blues, however, though of unusually
good quality, were very limited as to nimibers. In the Pouter
classes the "WTiite were such as can but rarely be met with ; the

Yellows and Reds were scarcely so sound in colour as desirable.

The Fantails, Barbs, Almond Tumblers, and Short-faced Tum-
blers were as splendid classes as we have seen for some time.

The Owls, both Foreign and English, together -svith the Turbits,

were generally perfect. It was a matter of regret that in Kuns
and Jacobins instances of ti-imming occurred, and in these cases

the pens were disqualified by the Judges. This was the niore

reprehensible as being practised among members of a Society

who hold this annual meeting chiefly as a test of their individual

success in breeding first-rate specimens during the past season.

As might be fairly anticipated the Antiuerps and_ Dragoons
proved of the highest possible character; the condition, too, in

which most of these birds were shown was perfection itself. For
the first time a Selling class with a limited price of j£2 per pen
was instituted, and was so great a success as not only to addTiy

commission on sales several pounds to the funds of the Society,

but also give the opportunity to intending purchasers of obtain-

ing some high class specimens at prices very far below the

prohibitory ones usually fixed on Pigeons of equal merit in the

present day. Six prizes were here given, and certain it is as

many more were deserved, consequently the sales in this portion

of the Show were beyond expectation. The gi-eatest attention

was paid to the birds dunng the time the Show was open, and

in a very brief time after closing all the birds were on their way
to their respective owners. The principal cLasses were judged

by Mr. Hewitt and Mr. Yardley ; the SeUing class prizes being

awarded by Mr. Hewitt and Mr. Child.

Carriers (Black).—Cocfo.—!, G. F. Whitebouse. King's Heath, Birmiosham.
2 and 3. F. Smith. Selly Oak, Birmingham, e, 3. F. While. Birmingham.
Hem.—Y and 2, F. Smith. 8, G. F. Whitebouse. he. 3. Watts. Birmingham.
Carriers (Oun).-Coc)ts.—1. G. F. 'Wbitehouse. Hens —!, G. F. Whitebouse.

Carriers Any other colour).—Cocti.—l. J. Watts. Ht'na.—1. J. Watts.

Pouters.—Cocfc«.—l and 2. R. G. Downing, Birir'—'— "—• —^ -'"'

G. Downing. 3 and he, J. Watts.
ngham. Uetui.—l and 2, R.
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Fjntails.—1 and 3, J. Walker. 2, J. W. Edge, Erdington. he, H. Adams,
Beverley.
Barbs.—1, F. Smith. 2, J. Fielding, Jan., Rochdale. 3, E. W. Richardson,

Beverley.
Almonds.—1. H. .\dams. 2. J. Fielding, jun. 3, J. Peace.
Balds and Bzaeds.—1. J. W. Edse.
Short-faced —Any oikrr Variety.—1 and 3. H. Adams. 2. J. Watts.
Owls.—Forp){7n.—1, J. Fieldine. jun. 2, R. W. Richardson. 3, J. Watts.

Xnglish.—l, J. W. Edge. 2, J. Watts. 3, G. F. Whitehouse.
Tdbbits.— 1, J. W. Edge. 2, R. W. Richardson.
NnN8.-l and 2. R. W. Richardson.
Jacobins.—1, Cnp, and 5. R. G. San'lers, Beverlev. 2 and c, E. E. M. Eoyds,

Grcenhill, Roctidale. 3, 4. and 6, F. Waitt, King's Heath, Birmingham, he, R.
W. Richardson.
Trumpeters.—1, J. F. While.
DiUGoo.vs.—B/hc—1, C. Gamon, Chester. 2, W. H. Mitchell. 3, J. Watts. 4,

F.Smith. r<-»oir.-I»nd2.W.H. Mitchell, c, J. Watts. TT'/ii(c-l. H. Adams.
% 3. Watts. 3, W. H. Mitchell, c, W. Reddihough, Kelbrook, Colne. Any
other Colour.—1. W. H. Mitchell. 2, J. Watts.
Dbaooons (Singlel —Blue.—l, W. H. MitchcU. 2, J. Walts. 3. R. W. Richard-

son. Any other Colour.—1, H. Adams. 2, J. Peace. 3, R. Reddihongh. 4, W.
H. Mitchell.
Antwerps.—B(« —1, W. H. Mitchell. Sinole Cockt.—l, J. Watts.
Ant Variety except Carriers, Pouters, Ant^verps, or Dragoons (Single

Birds!.—1 and 2. H. Adams. S, R. (i. Sanders.
Badges.-JJ/ncfc.—1, J. Masney, Lozells. Birminffham. Bliie.—l, J. W. Edge.
Saddles.—B(a«l-.—l. G. While. Blue.—l, 3. F. While.
EosEwiNGS AND Redbreasts.—I, J. W. Edge. 2, J. Watts, c, J. Massey.
Tumblers.—.,4ny other variety of Muff-legged.-l, 3. Massey.
Balds and Beards.—1. J. Watts.
Clear-legged.—.4Hy othfr Variety —1, J. Watts.
Selling Cla-s.—1, R. W. Richardson (Black Barbs). 2, 5. and 6, H Yardley,

Birmingham (White Pouter. Black Carrier, and Bine Fantailal. 3. J. Peace,
Bnrton-on-Trent (Silver Owls). 4, J. W. Edge iBlack Barbs), he, H. Yardlev
<I5) ; J. F. While (Carrier and Dnn Carrier) : H. Adams (2) : G. F. Whitehouse
Carrier) 12); J. Walker; J. Watts, e, H. Yardley (6); R. G. Sanders (Jaco-

bins) : J. W. Edge (Owls and White Dragoons) ; J. F. WhUe (Carrier); W. H.
Mitchell (Silver Dun Antwerp); J. Watts.

SILVEE DKAGOONS' BABS.
Tour correspondent, Mr. Allsop, states that he has si^c years'

«xperience as a breeder of Silver Dragoons to support his
opinion that the colour of their bars should be " dark brown,"
backed by the decisions of sundry judges at shows which he
enumerates. After what has been done in this way about Dra-
goons I, as an old Dragoon-fancier, pay no attention to judges'
decisions about them. I have seen some that convinced me the
judge did not know what a Dragoon is. But Mr. AlLsop and I
differ; and as I consider that the bars of Silver Dragoons, as
well as those of every other Silver of what may be called
English Pigeons, should be black, perhaps you will allow me,
in support of this opinion, to state something of my experience,
also reasons which every experienced breeder, I am sure will
endorse.

'

Dragoons are not included in the " high-class " fancy, con-
sequently there are many good judges of " high-class " Pigeons
who know nest to nothing about Dragoons, and this, doubtless,
accounts in a gi-eat measure for the ridiculous opinions, deci-
sions, and treatment which this gallant bird has for so many
years experienced from judges who are chieflv high-class
fanciers. I have been a Pigeon-fancier for upwards of thirty
years, and have kept and bred most varieties

; my tastes have
always been those of a "breeder," whom I define as a man who
watches every match of his Pigeons, stud-s-ing the result in the
T)irds bred, in order to increase his knowledge in breeding for
colour and configuration. As a boy I had a passion for Pigeons,
nsed to haunt Pigeon shops, and eagerly devour all that I heard
irom old men fanciers on the points, kinds, and breeding of
Pigeons. My breeding bias, as my experience grew, enabled
me to check, prove, and find out the truth from the errors I
heard.

Thirty years ago the Antwerp was comparatively unknown in
tills counti-y, and the Dragoon, being the vei-y best Pigeon we
had here, was the rage with " flying men," and had received at
ttieir hands great attention for more years than I can speak of
with any certainty, for all the old men said it was then as the old
men of their time knew and treated it. I myself hold the
opinion, that if the Dragoon had received the same attention in
selection and training (and been kept as a pure breed) as his
gallant descendant the Antwerp has in Belgium, where the
facihties for training are incomparably superior to those we
have m this countrj', he would have equalled, if not surpassed,
the deeds of the Antwerp. There are old " flying " men who
say now that the young Dragoon will both stand and do more
work than the j\jitwerp up to a certain age ; but certain it is
that no young .^ntwerps -n-ill fly in this countrv such distances
as we are told they do in Belgium. Of course this can be from
nothing but the climate, which is so much against the birds in
continuous training. It is, therefore, among the old " flying"
fanciers and breeders, instead of the "high-class" fanciers, that
we must look for the correct knowledge of what a Dragoon is.

In my time I have kept and bred every colour of Dragoon, for
of these birds I was very fond, and having paid them "so much
attention, and heard so many old fanciers' opinions on them, I
could with the greatest confidence affirm that if a jury of old
Dragoon-fanciers of forty or fifty years' standing were em-
panneUed—it would be easy to do' this, as they coufd be readily
found—they would unanimously say that black was the proper
colour, and black it had ever been in the me'nory of the oldest

fancier they knew. They would also give the breeding reasons
for this, founded on the very remark that Mr. Allsop makes, but
wrongly applies—viz., that in " breeding Silvers it is next to an
impossibility to obtain the black bar," as conclusive proof that
black is the proper colour. These reasons I will, with your per-
mission, give in another letter, as they will take up some space.
As I am standing up for the bold bird who has been so shame-
fully treated and neglected for so many years, I will try to do it

thoroughly.

—

Cakbier.

PHEIsrOMENA IN POULTRY-KEEPING.
"Would the following facts be worth relating in your Journal ?

A man keeping a livery stable here injured a Brahma hen with
the wheel of his fly, so much that he killed her. On the second
day after he opened her and found two eggs, one soft-shelled, the
other perfect; he put this egg under a hen that was sitting on
Spanish eggs, and it produced a fine chick, which is now a
cockerel weighing 9 or 10 lbs.

Secondly, the Kev. Dr. Harris, of this place, has now a Silver-
spangled Hamburgh hen, fifteen or sixteen years old, which pro-
duced eggs last season. I saw her this morning, and she appears
healthy except in the whiteness of the head. She has never
been out of a space about 14 feet by 12 feet.—J. N. Whitehead,
Torquay.

VENTILATION OP HIVES.
In October last, when preparing stocks for the winter, I had to

deal with a wooden bar hive having glass sides made in accord-
ance with Taylor's directions. This hive, with its glass sides,

giving peculiar facihties for inspection, is a favourite, but it has
always been troublesome from its hability to damp in winter, and
consequently the "bees to disease. Once in particular, some
years ago, I almost lost a valuable Ligurian stock in it, which
had nearly succumbed to dysentery in the spring, and was only
saved by joining the queen and last handful of the bees to a
queenless black stock.

I resolved, therefore, to adopt a plan which, although not new,
does not seem to have been much practised. I took an empty
hive, one of the same series of Taylor's boxes, and divested it of

everything except the sides ; I then stretched a thin woollen
cloth secured with tacks over the bottom ; the box thus made was
then filled, but not pressed, with clean dry straw, cut short to

make it lie smooth and close. It was then placed with the cloth
side next the bees on the top of the hive in place of the crown-
board, which had been taken off to make room for it. The onter
wooden covering, rather larger than the hive with the sloping
roof ventilated under the eaves, was then put in its place, and the
whole left till a few days ago, when the straw-filled box was re-

moved and the crown-board replaced. A minute inspection
showed that the arrangement had acted perfectly. There was no
trace of damp inside, on the combs, hive, or floor-boards ; the
glass sides were undjmmed, and only three or four dead bees
were found on the board. The straw, while acting as a protection
from cold, appears to have absorbed the damp, which eventually
found its way out through the apertures in the outer cover.—J. B.

LADY GWTDYE'S POULTBY ESTABLISHMENT.
No. 1.

This, the most complete, and one of the largest, poultry

yards in the kingdom, is situated at Stoke Park, Ipswich.

Its site was formerly a farmyard ; the numerous cow-houses,
stables, and other appurtenances usually found at well-ap-

pointed farms, with many additions, have all been converted
into poultry pens and runs. The greater part of the immense
range of buildings is built on the side of a small hill. The soil

is very light and sandy, so that the drainage is unusually

good ; and no matter how heavy and continuous the rain may
be, with the aid of the complete system of drainage adopted in

all the yards it passes away very quickly, leaving them free

from water, which is carried into the valley below, there form-
ing the Duck ponds. Mr. F. Wragg, the manager, has his

residence in the midst of the buildings. A road running
through the middle of the place divides it into two distinct

yards, the show yard and the working yard.

We now propose to describe the first of these—viz., the show
yard, of which our engraving* gives a general view. On the

right-hand side, by the tree, we obtain a glimpse of the manager's
house ; in the distance is seen the mansion belonging to Lord
Gwydyr. On entering the yard through the gateway at the

further side, and turning to the left, we find eight pens of

various sizes, from 15 to 20 feet wide, and 25 feet long. The
roosting places are in the sheds at the back of these runs. At

* From a photograph by Mr. Vict, of Ipswich.
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the bottom are four more pens about 25 feet wide and 20 feet

long. Only the backs of the sheds are shown in our engraring.

On the other side are three lai'ge pens. At the top, in a large

iron cage, we noticed a big, shaggy, ferocious-looking dog; al-

though he is kept in this iron cage it is considered advisable to

chain him. We were told he was " a rum customer." His looks

certainly did not behe him. The bottoms of all the ruus are

covered several inches deep with sand, and every morning a

fine rake is drawn over this, removing anything that may have
accumulated during the previous day. It keeps the pens clean,

and gives them a neat and tidy appearance. In one corner,

and under cover, is a dust bath, composed of old mortar and
rubbish

;
quantities of this are eaten by the birds. Growing

round the front and over the tops of these pens, which are only

wire and open to all kinds of weather, are honeysuckles, roses,

jasmines, and many other chmbiug plants, thus protecting
the bu'ds from the cold winds and the heat of the sun. The
centre, measuring about 100 feet by 80, is covered with grass;
and hardy evergreen shrubs are planted in different places,

affortling shelter. The whole of this space is one large run,
and the poultiy in the houses round the sides get their run in

rotation. Amongst the roots of these shrubs in the soft, sandy
soil, the birds at the tune of our visit were indulging to their

heart's content in a bath, every one the pictui'e of perfect

health and enjoyment.
The grass runs, cleanhness, good food, regular and system-

atic feeding, and the attention which the birds enjoy, are seen
in the splendid condition of every bird on the premises, all tlis

stoke Park—The Show Yard.

cai'e contributing in no small degree to the immense success
which Lady Gwydyr's birds have achieved at almost every
show throughout the kingdom. No matter how well anyone's
stock may be bred, unless these matters are attended to, the
birds will be sure to sicken and die.

Vases are also distributed over, the grounds and filled with
geraniums and other tlowering plants, and these, together with

the many magnificent bu'ds in their bright fresh plumage and
graceful motions, make a very pretty and attractive picture,

such a one as must often deUght and gratify her ladyship and
her visitors on inspecting the show yard.

In our next we intend describing some of the buildings and
their uses, also the egg-room, and giving a few hints we received

as to the management.

OUR LETTEE BOX.
Fowls Catahrhzd (F. D. Q.).—Yoxxr fowls are probably sufiei-lng from

cold, the result of continual wet, also from want of condition owing to ths :

sloppy and cold state of the earth. Such ailments generally end in roup, and
the appearances you mention are suspicious. Sunshine and dry weather will
do more than anything else for the recovery of the patients. Give them bread
and ale freely, let every sick fowl have a pill of camphor the size of a garden
pea, morning and evening. If this will not cure them, use Baily's pills. It
used to be considered very catching, and was very fatal, but of late it has lost
its intensity, and is not so much dreaded.

Game Hen not Lating (Nine-yean SHhtcriber).—Vre shaU be very glad

to hear the result of vour trials. Admitting that the hen is healthy, it would

seem to us a.s impossible that she should live twelve months without laying,

as that she should live the same time without food. It may be she has an in-

ternal injury, such as a fissure in the egg-organs. If such be the case she will

never lay, biit will become a hen cock, and the first stage of that transforma-

ion gives to a hen a brightness of colour, and appearance of condition, and a

straight uprijUt comb, that aje never suspected till she is caught in the act of

crowing.
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' EOGS FOR Sitting (G. P.).—Tlic fresher tlie better ; hut i

3 much older tlian three weeks that have produced t

: haveBiSIAJ
knowu ej

chickeuB.

Nest Fon CANXiBii. Hens (/. C. M. H.).—The nest of which we published
a drawing in our No. 522 is not patentedj and any cai-penter could make one
if he see the drawing.

Golden-pencilled Hamburgh Cock (Gold).—There is no suchthing as
a Golden-pencilled Hambui-gh cock with white legs. Such a bird must be
disqaalihed.

BREEDlxa DccKwiNG Gajie Bantams (S. G.).—ln breeding for the
highest class of exhibition birds, it is an admitted fact that you cannot breed
cocks and pullets from the same pai-ents. The bird you describe should be a
very good one, and we advise you to breed from him, but we should also take
some of our best pullets, and put with another cock. The colours of the
Duckwings, like the Sebrights, are constantly recruited by crosses with birds
having some quality of colour that they lack, and it is necessary because they
are birds of colour. Breeding-out is always such a tiresome process, that it
is easier to make two walks, and we advise you to do so. Buy a cock that has
in excess that which yom- hens are deficient in. Breed from the separate
walks, and next year intermingle the produce, keeping the original hens
separate.

ForR-CLAwED Dorkings {A Novice).—In all Dorking yards fowls are some-
times bred with four claws. They are by no means uncommon in Surrey and
Sussex, but we know no place where they

.... - .
-

not consider them a distinct breed, and
propei-ties of the four-clawed Dorkings.

Brahiljs as Layers {P. E. S.).—Wi
class them among the most useful fowls
sittei-s, and mothers. We have had more, and perhaps bred more, than any
in England, and they have never disappointed us. We foUow with them the
rule we do with all fowls. We do not keep old worn-out birds seldom over two
years. We do not overfeed, and when they have no run we supply them plen-
tifully with all the helps they pick up when at liberty. We have nothing to
say against Houdans, of which we keep many, and which we urged on public
notice twelve years ago, but as a bird of general use we consider it inferior to
the Brahma. It is a good layer in the autumn, but a bad spring layer. It is
a better table bii-d thau the Brahma.
Black Bantajis Hens' Legs {BUck Bantam). — We do not believe the

gouty appearance of wliich you complain is hereditary, and therefore we should
not hesitate to breed from them, putting the clean-legged cock to them. It
is difficult to find a cure for this poultry elephantiasis, hut it is much relieved
by frequent applications of strong sulphur ointment.
Brahma Pootoas (B. H. S.).—We are of opinion that the Brahmas and

the Cochm-Chinas are varieties of the same breed ; but some good authorities
consider them distinct. We publish a list weekly of coming poultry shows.
If you reqnii-e fuller information write to the Secretaries.

iNcnflATORs (H.).—There is not one that has proved satistaetoiy. Buy
some Cochin-China hens, they will soon become broody.
KoYAL AGRicrLTCEAL SocTETY (B. d- if.l.—The Ust of members fills a

pamphlet. You must apply to the Secretai^y for it.

Portraits of Pigeons.—In answer to uumeioin inquiiors mo a.Min sive
alist of the numbers in which these appeared. Antwnii, X.,. llil-En-Hsh
Carrier, No. 471: Dragoon, No. 473; Pouter, X" I-:; v'.Tn.i].] TuniMer
No.489;Barb, No. 500; Flying Tumbler. "No. 50n: Fuutinl. X... olS: TiirWti
No. 523; Jacobm, No. 526; Owl, No. 583; Beard aud Baldheail, No. 641;
Satinette, No. 548; Archangel, No. 563; and Nun, No. 568.

Pigeon Portraits IA. ^(tt-irw).—There are none coloured. The nnmbers
of our Journal containing portraits are stated above.

Prize Blue Dragoons with White Beaks and Eriips.—Mr. Prank
Graham says his letter relative to mistake in awarding the prize was wiitten
before the Colchester Show took place, but not being inserted at once has
led to a mismterpretation. The Show he alluded to was Nantwich, and the
Judge Mr. Eidpeth. Mr. Graham's informant was Mr. Gamon, of Chester, well
known as a good Dragoon fancier, and whose testimony can be ba«ked-up by
several other eye-witnesses.

Washing Canaries (J. S. B.).—Lather well with common yellow soap and
a piece of soft raL,'. Rinse thoroughly with wai^m water. Remove super-
abundant moisture by the application of a hot soft cloth, or, belter still, by
passing the wmgs and tail through the mouth. I do. Clean wai^m water wUl
harm no one. Then -nTap in warm swaddling clothes, and place where it can
enjoy the heat of the fire. The drying process may be completed hv hand;
but as the manipulation is delicate and not easUy described, you must be
content with simply changing the cloth when it becomes wetr Keep it warm
and the bkd wiU soon dry. 'When sufficiently recovered from the effects of
the bath put it in a cage, cover with a cloth, and place near the file.—W. A.

• Blakston.

Feeding Canaries iN. 0. B.).—Canai-ies have a habit of jerking the seed
out of the hoppers when fresh filled. They aU do it. It is a wasteful prac-
tice, but by management they can be made to pick up the crumbs and eat
then: leavmgs, much m the same way as a hungry child will eat for its
supper the crusts it rejected for its tea. Good canary seed is the best
food; add no other, and the bird wUl have no dainties to search for.
(J(. i. if.).—Have patience. Give a little chopped hard-boiled egg and a
few gi^ams of hcmpseed. It wiU not be long before they commence Eouse-
keepmg.—W. A. Blakston.

Breeding Canaries (T. BaTOon,ia>i.).—The room without a fii-e wiU do
very weU pro\-ided it be Ught, well ventilated, dry, and free from dran"hts
The Noi-wich variety is the most prolific.—W. A. B.

Bee-keepers' Club.—Eve -will be much obliged if anyone could give her
Information about establishing in a country neighbourhood a bee-keepers'
club.

^

ArsTRALiAN Grass Parroqcets (W. JT.).—Canary seed and crumbs of
bread seem to be the best food for them. They require water. A handful of
fresh grass with the seeds on it should be given frequently.

Poultry Witticisms.—A wag wishes to know " if W-o-r-c-e-s-
t-e-r spells Wooster, whether B-o-c-h-e-s-t-e-r spells Booster.

What is the differeuce between a fowl plucked bai'e of its

plumage, and a barren moor ? One is a featherless hen, and
the other a heatherless fen.

—

{American Poultry Bulletin.)

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS,
Camden Square, London.

Lat. 51° 32' 40" N. ; Long. 0' 8' 0" W. ; Altitude 111 feet.
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remedy ; and I fear if M. Souchet, who allows his ground to lie

fallow for two years that he may occupy it on the third year

with Gladiolus," finds the disease notwithstanding, I very much
fear no remedy is to be apphed.
But my main object in directing attention to the subject is

to notice one or two remarks connected with this deterioration.

In the first place it is held by some, Mr. Standish amongst
others, that the disease is the result of high breeding, or rather

breeding in-and-in. I know this is a very favourite way of

accounting for degeneracy, and no doubt to some extent is

true in many things, but I fail to see its applicabUity to the

Gladiolus disease, for these reasons : First, that I find it in

varieties which are not generally looked upon as so highly

bred—I have had it very decidedly marked in Brenchleyensis

the past year, and this is one of the oldest varieties in culti-

vation ; and secondly, because what I regard as some of the

veiy best-bred flowers that we have are not iieculiarly hable

to it. Let me instance two models—Meyerbeer and Madame
Furtado. Now, my own experience of these varieties is, that

they suffer very Uttle from the disease. I can say the same
of Shakespeare, '\\1iy, then, should these highly bred flowers

be more exempt fi-om it if, as it is said, high breeding is the

cause of it ? Mr. Standish anticipates much from the infusion

of Cruentus blood. I confess I do not, nor do I think that the

collection shown by him at Kensington gave much promise of

the improvement. We may obtain a later-blooming section,

but I do not think we shall secure long spikes or fine flowers

by it. Cruentus never has more than three blooms expanded at

a time, and this can give no advantage in hybridising. It is

small, and so wni not add size, while its colour is not more
brilliant than some we have already. It may lead to some-
tlung fantastic in shape, as in the variety named, I think, Miss
Wilson, exhibited in the collection alluded to. My own im-

pression of the varieties was that in many there was but little

sign of the cross, and where there was it was no improvement.
There is another question raised as to the supposed degene-

racy of light flowers. Here again I must dissent. I do not see

it. I will take two representative flowers—Souehet's Madame
Furtado and Standish's Eleanor Norman, one of the best he
ever raised, and very like Eui-ydice. I have grown these for

years, and I venture to say that I can produce flowers of each
of these as clearly marked as when they were first introduced.

I am aware that they sport very much, and that you may get

some very differently marked, but the same bulb will the next

year probably produce a very clearly marked flower. It is not
difficult for one who has been growing them for years to name
the light varieties in a stand, say of thirty-six, which could

hardly be the ease if they had degenerated, as some suppose
they do.

Notwithstanding its drawback, the increase of growers

amongst amateurs is a strong proof of the beauty of the flower.

It is like the homage paid to a beautiful woman—we pardon
her capriciousness in consideration of her chai-ms ; and I fully

anticipate that at the Metropohtan Floral Society's Show in

August at the Crystal Palace we shall have a large number of

exhibitors.—D., Deal.

HIXTS FOE THE FLOWEB GARDEN.
Now, whUe the propagation of plants for summer use is in

full action, it is well to consider our plans in order that there

may be no waste of valuable space, nor unnecessaiy increase of

stock. It is best to arrange the colours for each season in the
preceding summer, than which there is no better time, since aU
defects can then be noted, and changes thought to be more
advantageous decided upon. A note of any intended alteration

should be made at the time, as it is far- more to be trusted
than the record from memory of an idea dimmed by the lapse

of time.

A good flower garden should be simple, as vei^y elaborate
details but too often imply confusion, and a few well-filled,

well- arranged beds frequently afford more enjoyment than a
larger and more pretentious design. Numerous flower beds
tax the energies of a gardener to tlie utmost, for they are con-
tinually making a heavy and exhaustive demand upon his stock
of plants and labour power in order to attain that finish

pecuhar to a well-managed garden. My object is not to advo-
cate a more extensive, system of flower gardening, as I think
already in too many instances too much is attempted, and verj'

little done properly. Certainly few are able to afford the plants
snch admii-able winter cultirre as that advised by Mr. Peach,
but if the generaUty of persons cannot do this, they can at

least do a great deal by adopting a more systematic course of

action. The number of plants required for each bed, if noted
down, will be fomid very useful for reference, and for avoiding
all chance of unnecessary propagation. In planting, the plants
should be weU graduated, the largest being in the centre of

the beds, and the smallest outside. If the weather is at aU
dry, water the plants immediately after they are put in the
ground. I have had plants seriously affected for an entire

season through being left unwatered and exposed in their fresh

quarters to bright sunshine for an hour or two. If obtainable a
mulching of rough leaf mould should be used as soon as pos-
sible after planting, to retam the moisture about the roots.

This, however, is sometimes objected to, as it looks nntidy and
attracts the birds, especially during a dry season. When,
therefore, mulching cannot be used the surface soil should be
sth-red frequently, and, if it is dry, thoroughly watered, so that

the water may reach all the roots.

The growth of the jjlants should be regulated in a manner
suitable to the jiosition they occupy—that of flowering plants

by pegging, and of flne-fohaged plants both by pinching and
pegging. Never resort to the barbai-ous practice of eUpping
the growth -nith shears. What beauty is there in a row of

Yinca or Gnaphahum after it has been thus pruned to a formal
oirtline, and the surface presents a bristling aiTay of the
stumps of shoots and halves of leaves? In a flower garden,
where the aim shoxild be to impart an air of the most exquisite

neatness and finish, such rough practice is entirely out of place.

When the flower-beds contain attractive plants all necessary
work among them should be done as early in the day as pos-

sible, so as to have everything in perfect order later in the day.

In the an-angement of the coloirrs it is desirable to introduce

some novelty if it can be done, as the annual repetition of

masses of red, blue, yeUow, pink, and white is apt to become
tame and monotonous. Gardens sheltered from high winds
may be planted with tropical plants, and much may be done
everywhere by the introduction of carpet-beds—that is, beds
having a groundwork of some decided shade of colour, with
plants of another colour interspersed either irregularly or else

arranged in a design suitable to the outline of the bed. I am
of opinion that the introduction of Beet into the flower garden
is erroneous, not because it is a culinary vegetable, but rather

because we possess in Coleus Yerschaffelti a plant of easy
culture and most chaste and refined beauty; its rich, dark
fohage being altogether superior to the vulgar glossy metallic

hue of the Beet. The easy culture of Beet may cause it to be
a useful plant in those gardens which have extensive flower-

beds and a paucity of glass houses ; but then such a state of

things is in itself an error. Each department of a garden
should be in correct proportion to the other parts, and unless

this " balance of power " be maintained there will be failure

and confusion. It is, of course, most praiseworthy on the part

of those having insuffieient means of procuring a supply of

plants to adopt the best makeshift they can, and looked upon
from such a point of ^iew even Beet is a desirable plant ; but
then it ought not to take rank with those plants which are

altogether superior to it.

—

Epwafj) Luckhcesi.

SUCCESSIONS OF VEGETABLES.—No. 7.

PoETUG.u, CAEB.iGE.—This most deUcious vegetable ought
to be grown in every garden. The parts used are the midribs

of the leaves and the hearts, and of these the latter are par-

ticularly delicate and agreeably flavoured. The midribs of

the leaves are wliite, fleshy, and sohd, and when stripped and
served like Sea-kale make a very tender and deUcious vegetable.

If a supply is required for early summer, the seed should be
sown about the 20th of August, and the plants pricked out

early in October into a frame, where Cauhflowers may also be

placed, and the whole batch subjected to the same treatment

as the latter usually demand. They should be planted out

2 feet apart in a rich soil eai-ly in Api-0, and will be found

to come in some time during June, and continue in season for

six or eight weeks. For a late summer supply the following is

the treatment. Sow the seed early in March on a gentle hot'

bed, give a free circulation of air and plenty of Ught until the

plants have appeared and brought forth their first rough leaves,

then plant them out in rows 2 feet apart, and at an equal

distance from each other. It is a good summer and autumn
vegetable, but ven' susceiitible of frost.

MiLAX Cabbage.—It is a Borecole, in growth much like the

Cottagers' Kale, but with plain bluish green leaves. It pro-

duces a great number of sprouts in the spring time, which
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may he increased by cntting off the heads. Should be sown
at the beginning of April, planted out at the end of June, and
otherwise treated as the Borecoles.

ONIONS.
A most important vegetable, but one that causes its growers

great anxiety on account of its liability to the attacks of the

Onion fly. The varieties aie many, but the best I have grown
are the following :

—

Danvek's Early Yellow.—A mild-flavoured kind, growing
sooner to its full size than any other, and preferable to the White
Spanish on account of its larger proportions and better keeping
qualities.

For autumn and early winter use—

•

Ee.vding.—A large heavy-cropping variety of White Spanish.

NuNEHAM P.iKK.—Larger and a better keeper than the ordinai-y

White Spanish.

For early winter use

—

Bedfordshire Champion.—A large type of, and better crop-

ping and keeping variety than White Globe.
Beows Spanish.—Firm and flat; a good keeper and heavy

cropper.

For winter use—
Deptford or Strasbukg.—A form of Brown Spanish ; a good

cropper, and keeps well.
James's Keeping.—An oblong, sti'ong-flavoured, good-cropping

tind. It keeps splendidly, and is the best of aU for winter.

Blood Red.—The latest-keepiug of aU sorts, not very large

but strong-flavoured.

Of these, an ounce of seed to the acre will be found suffi-

•cieut. For small gardens I would recommend only three kinds,

Danver's Early Yellow, Bedfordshu-e Champion, and James's

Keeping. For pickling, as well as for salads. Early Nocera wiU
lie found very useful, as it is early and mild-flavoured. The
test, however, for this purpose is Two-bladed, a small brown-
skinned variety. For autumn sowing there are these two
mild-flavoured sorts, TripoU Flat Italian, large and handsome,
juid White Lisbon, the latter of which is excellent for drawing

in a young state during the spring. Of Giant and Mammoth,
recently introduced kinds, I know nothing, and would be glad

if any of your readers would give their experience of them.
When the ground has ceased to be sodden, that is in the early

part of Jlarcli, then is the time to sow Onions. The ground
should not have been just manured, but this should have been
done the autumn before with well-decayed material, and the

ground trenched roughly to stand the winter, or if the soil

is stiff, ridged instead. In February, during dry or frosty

weather, the surface should be smoothed, and the plot di\-ided

into beds 4 feet wide, with alleys of 1 foot in width. On these

beds place well-decayed maniu'e to the depth of 2 inches. A
day or two before sowing, the beds should be dressed with a

mixtirre of soot and lime (two pai-ts of the former to one of

the latter), laid on at the rate of one peck to 20 square yards,

and then pointed over again. Alter this apply to the surface,

at the rate of ten gallons to 20 square yards, ammoniacal
liquor of the gasworks, diluted in six times its volume of water.

Soil from the alleys should now be thrown over the beds, so as

to cover them an inch deep, and then be trodden very firm.

The surface must be raked, and afterwards the drills made at

3 inches dist,^nce from the sides of the bed, and six from each
other, and just deep enough to allow half an inch of soil

above the seed. An ounce of seed will be sufficient for a bed
of 9 square yards. Cover the seed with soil, tread it firm,

again rake lightly, and then go over the whole with a one-

ianded garden roller. Mark off the bods neatly, and dress the

surface of the alleys. These last, by the way, may have a
border of Tom Thumb, All the Y'ear Eouud, or any other kind
of moderate-sized Lettuce.

As weeds appear they shoiild be rooted up with the hoe, or,

if this cannot be safely attempted, by means of hand labour.

The plants should be thinned first to 2 inches apart, and lastly

to 4 inches, when aU weeding must be done with the hand.
After being finally thinned they should receive a dressing of

two parts of guano and one of salt, appUed at the rate of one
peck to 30 square yards. When the oldest leaves begin to look
yellow breiik down the stems to about 2 inches from the bulb,

as by so doing the size of the bulb is increased. 'SMien ripe

take them up, dry and clean them, and store them in as cool

a place as possible, provided it be not frosty. They can be
strung and hung up if desired.

Onions require a sunny open situation, and may remain un-
watered. If, however, a plentiful supply of water can be given

them twice a-week, and continued during very di-y weather, it

may be done. The distances generally recommended are

9 inches between the rows, and 5 or 6 inches (obtained by

thinning) from plant to plant. I have tried both, and have

found the smaller distance the preferable. For pickling.

Onions should be sown in the beginning of Apiil, only rather

thicker than hi the other case—1 ounce to 6 square yards. In

other points their treatment is the same.

Those for drawing in spring and summer should be sown on

the 10th of August, and planted out towards the end of March
in beds 4 feet in width previously prepared. Place them
3 inches apart in rows 4J inches from one another, and water

them until they are estabUshed. In drawing, every alternate

row and every other plant in the remaining rows should be

taken up, thus leaving ample space for the development of

those that are left.

Of small Onions for salads, the SUver-skinned and Nocera

are the best. They should be so-mi monthly from February to

April, and placed in frames in a gentle heat. In July the

monthly sowings may be begun again and continued until

November. Those sown after August may be put in boxes for

the sake of the convenience it affords for placing them in heat

when the cold weather comes on. The temperatm-e they re-

quire is one of 45^. I have been told that by rubbing a few

needle-Uke Onions round the inside of a bowl, and then with-

drawing them, a good flavour is given to the salad placed in

afterwards.—G. Abbey.

THE KENTISH AND MOEELLO CHERRIES.
The abovenamed are, perhaps, the most useful varieties to

cultivate in any garden. The Morello is veiy well known and
universally cultivated, but not so the Kentish. This variety

is not often grown under any form. It is, nevertheless, an
exceedingly useful sort, and well worthy of notice. I grow it

ag a pyramid on the Mahaleb stock, and it bears abundantly.

It ripens early, and for this reason is very useful for culinary

purposes before the Morello comes in. The tree is of free

growth, and makes a very handsome pyramid.

The Morello is a late Cherry, and is probably more cul-

tivated than any other sort. I have grown it in three different

ways, and have been successful in all of them. No other fruit

is better adapted for furnishing a north wall than this. Certain

varieties of Pears, Plums, and Apricots have been recom-

mended for this purpose, but as far as I am aware, it cannot

be said that anything Uke permanent success has attended the

cultivation of any of them under such circumstances. If any
of our correspondents have been successful in growing any of

the above on a north wall, the record of their success, and the

circumstances attending it, could not fail to be of much use to

all practical men.
As regards the Morello, it can be cultivated on a north wall

with a certainty of success, and will succeed in any description

of soil. The only instance I know of it failing was in the

case of a tree planted in a clayey loam with a heavy clay sub-

soil. Probably defective drainage was the cause of this, more
especially as a border under a north wall seldom receives any

benefit from the svm. Eft'ective drainage is therefore the more
necessary.

Wall-trained Morello Cherries require rather different treat-

ment as regards pruning and training than other fruit trees.

All the fruit is produced from the yotmg wood of the previous

year, and a httle management is necessary in order to cover

the wall regularly with bearing wood, especially when the

trees are old. The yoimg wood should be laid-in rather more
thickly than is usual with other sorts of Cherries, but the

shoots should not on any accoimt be crowded too closely

together. Cherry trees of all sorts are liable to be attacked by

the black aphis on the young growing shoots, when the leaves

curl, and make it very difficult to dislodge them. A careful

watch should be kept for its first appearance—that is, before

the leaves begin to cvirl, and then water in which soft soap

has been dissolved should be apphed with considerable force

through a syringe or garden engine. If the pest has firmly

estabhshed itself, the only way to get rid of it is to take the

shoot in one hand, and with a brush which has been dipped

in the soft-soap mixture brush the leaves over. Gishurst

compound at the rate of 3 ozs. to the gallon of water is also aa

effectual remedy.
Pyramid trees of this variety worked on the Mahaleb stock

bear most abundantly ; and as 'far as my observations have gone

trees trained in this manner are not so liable to be attacked
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by insect pests as wall trees. The treatment of pjramid trees

in the early stages of their growth, up to, say six or seven

years from tlie butl, is veiy simple, merely training the tree

to a central leader and pinching the young growing shoots

twice in the season. A little management is, iaowever, neces-

sary here, as the trees are apt to become too much crowded
with wood, which excludes Ught and aii' from the centre of the

trees. When this is the case thinning the branches is neces-

sary. In practice I find it unnecessary to pinch the young
shoots after the tree is a certain age—about six years. After

it has reached this age, and has been properly trained, a veiy

little attention, such as thinning and regulating the shoots, is

all that is necessai-y. It will also be necessary to net the trees

when the fruit is ripe to protect it from marauding birds.

Another method of gi'owing this fruit, and which I found
convenient here, is a sort of espalier system. I had a few
trees which were planted against a low wall ; and this wall

having to be removed to make way for some improvement, I

planted the Cherry trees against some iron hm-dles, and with
the aid of some sticks trained the shoots along them much in

the same way as they were before on the wall. Some fruit

was obtained the first year, and the trees have yearly borne
good crops since that time—seven or eight years ago. The
summer treatment consists in allowing the trees to grow much
their own way, and in autumn or winter removing some of the
old wood and tjdng the young bearing wood in to replace it.

There is no difficulty in x^rotecting such trees from the birds,

as nets of some description can easilj' be thrown over them.
I generally use the old herring nets, which keep the birds out
and let light and air in.—J. Douglas.

CAMELLIAS AND THEIR CULTURE.
A LITTLE more than a centmy ago one might have said in

half a dozen words all that was needed, in fact, all that could

be said respecting the Camellia ; but how wonderful and inter-

esting has its progress been up to the present time, when it

furnishes our conservatories during the dull winter months
with myriads of blooms of various colours.

The first species ciUtivated iu European gardens was the
Japanese Camellia, C. japonica, said to have been introduced
by Robert James, Lord Petre, in 1739 ; this was the single red
or noi-mal form of the species. No double-flowered variety

appears to have been introduced tiU 1792, after which date
came others, which have now, through the exertions of skilled

cultivators, provided us with numerous and varied forms of

this lovely plant ; indeed, there are so many varieties, that the
amateur who can accommodate only a dozen plants is imable to

determine which to have without advice, and this is the reason
we so often see the question asked. My intention, therefore, is

to name a few varieties that I think worthy of cultivation, even
in the most limited space.

No one, if possible, should be without the lovely Mathotiana
alba, gem of white Camellias ; the flowers when fuUy expanded
are of very large size, and beautifully imbricated to the centre.

I should be glad to hear thi'ough any of your correspondents
if there are two varieties of this. In the collection here there

are a few small plants bear single blooms, while a large plant
produces double ones. There is no distinguishable difference

in the foliage. Does this arise from the stronger constitution
of the plant ? I should fancy not. I am inclined to think
the cause is a difference of variety, otherwise why should not
the others produce the same kind of flowers, even if they were
smaller ? There is also the crimson Mathotiana, which is verj'

good. But to the first-named I would add Jenny Lind, Cuj) of

Beauty, Countess of Derby, Candidissima, Monsieur de Offay,

Storyi, Lady Hume's Blush, Fimbriata, Maria Teresa, Imbri-
cata, and Countess of Orkney. The buds of the last-named
when in a half-open state present a most beautiful appear-
ance. It is rather hard in opening, but when fuUy expanded
lasts for a considerable time in perfection. Where space per-
mits I would add the following six—namely. Jubilee, WUderi,
Empereiu- de Eussie, Marchioness of Exeter, Viiltevaredo, and
Reticulata. The last is the largest-flowering of the species,

the flowers often measure 6 inches and more in diameter, and
ai'e not unlike those of a Pseonia. Anyone having but limited
accommodation will find in the above nineteen varieties a very
choice selection. Of course where space permits, others of the
highest merit can be added with advantage.
With regard to the culture of the Camellia, enough has been

said from tune to time, but the question is often asked early in
the winter, ^^Try do my Camellia buds drop off? Certainly this

must result from bad condition in some way. In many cas^s,
though perhaps not in all, I think it arises from the following
cause—that they do not receive proper attention during the
hot diy months of summer. Being in general placed in som&
shaded spot they are often forgotten, and consequently be-

come dry at the root. This causes the wood to harden, and the
Camellia not being a plant that quickly shows signs of suffer-

ing, the di-yness is not perhaps noticed untU the plants are
removed to then- winter quarters. Then as soon as discovered
the water is supphed freely tiU the ball becomes soaked.
What follows ? The roots at once take up fresh nourishment,
and supply it to the plant, the result is a swelling of all the
joints, and the buds are thi-own off before they can become
developed. It is, therefore, always essential to give a regular
supply of water at the roots during summer, with an applica-

tion from the syringe in the afternoon, so as to keep the foliage

clean and fresh. Attention in this respect will prevent many
a disappointment at the blooming season.—C. J. W.

WILD FLOWERS AT HAWKHURST, KENT.
We certainly never can have had so early a season for wild

flowers as the present. I have gathered, up to the 4th of
March, the following :—

•

Jan. 27th. Capsella Bursa-pastoriB
Stellaiia media
Veronica Buchanani
Poa annua
Lamiiim purpureom
Ules em-op»a
Mercuriahs perennis (male)
Bellis perennis
Leontodon Taraxacum
Primula vulgaiis
Veronica agi-estis

Euphorbia Peplis
Feb. 12th. Corylus Avellana

Veronica pohta
Cardamine pl-secos

Feb. 23rd. Eanunculus Ficaiia

Feb. 23rd. Potentilla fragariastrom
Arenaria trinervis

Petasites fragrans
Viola odorata

Mi-ch2nd. ABemone nemorosa_
Mercurialis perennis (fe-

male)

Viola canina
Pseudo-Nar-

Taxus baccata (male)

Ulmus campestris
Oxalis Acetosella

I should be glad to hear what plants have been found ia

bloom in other counties. Ihave omitted to name the Willows,

as I do not laiow the genus sufficiently well to discern the
species.—FEArtEiN, Botatiist.

DEATH OF JIR. THOMAS INGRAM.
It is our painfiU duty again to record the loss of a horticul-

tural veteran iu Mr. Thomas Ingi-am, foi-merly gai'dener to

Her Majesty at Frogmore. He died on Saturday last at Upton
Lodge, Slough, full of yeai'S, and, we may add, fuU of honours ;

for throughout his long and useful life he was respected by aU
who knew him, not merely for his skiU as a gardener, but also,

and higher, for his worth as a man. Those gai'deus over

which he so long presided, those improvements in fruits and
flowers which he effected, are standing proofs of his ability j

and the esteem in which his personal character was held by
horticulturists of every grade has been so widely admitted,

that more than allusion to it seems superfluous.

We beheve Mr. Ingram was bom iu England of Scotch

parents, and iu early life was sent to Scotland, under the care

of his paternal uncle, who was parochial schoolmaster at

Hutton, in Berwickshire. There he passed his school days in

the house of his relative, who for a long series of years enjoyed

.

the weU-marked reputation of being an accomplished scholar,

and one of the most distinguished teachers in the south of

Scotland. Having finished his education at Hutton he came
to England, and after passmg through the prehmiuaiy train-

ing of a young gardener, he was appointed to the gardens at

Windsor in the year 181.5, so that he served four kings and
queens of England, a boast, perhaps, that no other gai-dener

could ever make, and one which Her present Majesty could well

appreciate. On the occasion of the first visit of the Princess

of Wales, then the Princess Alexandra, at Windsor, the Queeu
accompanied by the Princess visited the garden at Frogmore

;

Her Majesty, having sent for Mi-. Ingram, said to him in that

kindly manner which she always shows to her old servants,
" Mr. Ingram, I wish to introduce you to the Princess Alex-

andra." " This," said Her Majesty to the Prmcess, " is Mr.

Ingram, who was gardener to Queen Charlotte, and he has

been here ever since." Jlr. Ingram used to say that the

Princess looked at him with amazement that Queen Charlotte's

gardener should be still in the flesh.

A few yeai-s ago (1805), when Jlr. Ingram completed his
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fiftieth anuiTersary as gardener to Eoyalty, a number of Ids

friends presented him with a handsome silver tea and coffee

seiTice:, a gold watch and chain, and a purse of sovereigns.

A report of the presentation was given in oiu' columns at

the time (August 1st, 186.5), and on that occasion Dr. Hogg,
who was the Chairman of the Committee, said, " For fifty years

you have served the Eoyal Family of this country, with fidelity

to them and honour to yourself—for fifty years you have occu-

pied a prominent position in an arduous situation—one re-

quiring the exercise of the gi-eatest discretion, coupled with
decision and courtesy. In that situation you have, doubtless,

liad to exercise much seU-deuial, and, while in the performance
of your duty and youi' high trust, to give offence when you
would rather have conveyed pleasure. For fifty years you
have adorned the profession of horticulture, and assisted in

no small degree in promoting and fostering its pursuit ; and
for far upwards of fifty years you have lived a life that has en-

deared you to many friends, and made you respected by all who
know you ; and it is for these reasons that we are now here to

present to you these testimonials from your friends, whose
names are inscribed on the accompanj'ing roll.

" In the good providence of God you and Mrs. Ingi'am have
been spared to Uve far beyond the allotted span, and it is our
earnest wish, and that of all your friends, that you both may
yet be long blessed with the enjoyment of each other's society,

and to receive the hearty congratulations of all those who have
the privilege of your acquaintance."

EOYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY'S SHOW.
The first spring Show of this Society was held on the 13th

inst. in the new glSss-covered ooi-ridor leading from the conser-
Tatory to the road—a structure 200 feet long by 15 wide, and
well suited for the purpose. There was, besides, a tent along
the side of the conservatory, so that the whole exhibition formed
in fact a cross. The day was one of the finest we have had even
during this unusually mild spring, and the Show well -worthy
of a numerous attendance of visitors, among whom were Her
Eoyal Highness the Piincess Beatrice.
Hyacinths were the main feature, and of these Messrs. Veitch

exhibited in the nurser\Tnen's class a magnificent twelve, which
took the first prize without opposition. The spikes were quite
equal to any we have ever seen, and in some of the varieties,

Ida for instance, probably superior. The kinds were King of
the Blues, De CandoUe, General Havelock, Czar Peter, La
Gi'andesse, Grandeui- a Merveille, Koh-i-Noor, Solfaterre, Vuur-
baak, Macaulay, Haydn, and Ida. In the amateurs' class Mr.
Douglas, gardener to F. Whitboum, Esq., Losford Hall, Hford,
was easily first with excellent spikes of Prince of Wales, Charles
Dickens, King of Blues, Baron Von TuyU, Czar Peter, Von
Schiller, Fabiola, Haydn, Koh-i-Noor, Ida, Grandeur a Mervelle,
and L'Innocence. Several of these were very much finer than
we usually see in amateurs' classes. Mr. Stephenson, Tredegar
Place, Bow, was second with very good spikes ; Mr. Weir, gar-
dener to Mrs. Hodgson, Hampstead, third; and an extra prize
went to Mr. Eowe, gardener to Mrs. Lewis, Eoehampton. Both
Messrs. Veitch and Mr. William Paul exhibited splendid coUec-
tious of one hundred pots, the spikes in which were extremely
massive.

Of Tulips, again the only exhibitors in the nurserymen's class
were Messrs. Veitch, who had the first prize for fine pots of White
Pottebakker, Keizers Ki-oon, Vermilion Brillant, and Fabiola.
In the amateurs' class Mr. Weir, Mr. Eowe, and Mr. Stephenson
tanied oil the prizes in the order named. Messrs. Veitch ex-
hibited in the miscellaneous class a numerous collection of
TuUps and excellently bloomed Narcissus.
For miscellaneous plants in flower, Mr. Ward, gardener to

F. G. Wilkins, Esq., Leyton, took the first prize with an extra-
ordinarily fine collection, in which there was a specimen of
Genethj-llis Hookeri forming a bush nearly 4 feet in diameter,
admirably bloomed. Together with this were fine specimens of
Phajus grandifoUus with eight spikes, Odontoglossum cristatiim,
O. Bluntii with five fine racemes, O. bictonensis, the rich yellow-
flowered Azalea sinensis, the plant large and absolutely covered
with bloom, Anthurium Scherzerianum, and other plants. Mr.
G. Wheeler, gardener to Su- F. H. Goldsmid, Bart., Eegent's
Park, was second with Acacia Drummondi, large and in excel-
lent bloom, together with other plants. From the same exhibi-
tor and Messrs. Lane came groups of Azalea amoena, Ehodo-
dendrons, Deutzias, and other forced shrubs. Mr. Wheeler Uke-
Tvise sent a Lomaria gibba and other Ferns, a group of Palms,
and one of fine-fohaged plants, as well as small plants of Indian
Azaleas.

Chinese Primulas, well grown, and fine in colom-, were shown
fcy Ml-. Goddard, gardener to H. Little, Esij., 'T-wickeuham,
Messrs. Dobson & Sons, Isle-n-orth, and Mj. James, gardener to
W. F. Watson, Esq., Isleworth. Prizes were awarded to the

exhibitors in the order in which thev" are named, as also to
Messrs. James, Dobson it Sons, and G. "UTieeler for Cinerarias,
those from Mr. James being very good. Excellent pots of Lily
of the Valley were sho-wn by Messrs. Eollisson, and of Deutzia
gracilis by Messrs. Lane, of Great Berkhampstead. The i^lauts
were 2i feet in diameter*, and in profuse bloom. Messrs. Lane
like-wise sent dwarf Ehododeudi-ons in pots very well flowered,
Eoses, and a collection of Camelhas.
Mr. Ward, gardener to F. G. Wilkins, Esq., sent half a dozen

well-gro-wn Heaths. From Mr. William Paul, Waltham Cross,
came a choice collection of Camellias beautifully bloomed in
small pots, cut flowers of Camellias and Eoses, and Waltham
White Chinese Primula. Messrs. Eollisson, of Tooting, contri-
buted a collection of Orchids, Palms, and other plants ; Mr.
Wiggins, gardener to W. Beck, Esq., Isleworth, a group of Den-
drobium nobile ; and Mr. Needle, gardener to the Comte de
Paris, Twickenham, a collection of Ophrys and Orchis. Cycla-
men persicum was exhibited in fine collections by Mr. Goddard,
Mr. WiUiams, Mr. James, and Mr. Wiggins, the last-named
taking a floral certificate for C . persicum timbriatum -^"ith white
flowers neatly fringed at the edges. Mr. Ware, Hale Farm
Nurseries, Tottenham, sent one of his very beautiful groups of
spring-flowering plants, together with a collection of Succiilents.
From Messrs. Carter & Co., High Holboi-n, came a basket of
scarlet Geranium Velocipede, which promises to be a desirable
kind.
Among the new plants fromi Messrs. Veitch, Eollisson, and

WiUiams the following received certificates — -viz., Veitchia
canterburyana, Kentia australis, and Keutia Forsteriana from
Messrs. Veitch and Mr. Williams ; also Agave Seemanni, Toxico-
phljea Thunbergi, Tillandsia Lindeni, and Davallia Tyermanii
fi-om the latter exliibitor. Mr. Ley had also a certificate for the
last-mentioned plant under the name of Humata Tyermaoii.
Martinezia erosa and Calamus verticillaris from Messrs. Eol-
hssou were also certificated. To Mi-. William Paul, floral cer-
tificates were given for Hyacinth Lord Mayo, violet plum with
a white throat, very distinct and pretty; and Ornement de
Eose [des Eoses ?], -n-ith large pale blush bells faintly streaked
-with rose do-wu the centi-e of each petal. Eeine de Naples,
bright rose striped with carmine, was hvely in colour-, and, no
doubt, will form good spikes. A certificate was Uke-wise
a-n-arded to Mr. Eeed, Twickenham Ait, for Polyanthus Princess
of Wales.

THE HELIOTEOPE FOR WINTEE rLO'S\^RING.
Wheee cut flowers are m great demand during the -winter,

I know of no plant that would be more serviceable than the
above, especially where the means are limited for growing other
things. But to have it in quantity it requires to be planted
out, the blooms also coming much finer. We have here (Bis-

brook Hall, Uppingham) , an old plant growing against the back
wall of a cool vinery (the wall, of course, being very little used
for anything else) that gives a good supply of flowers aU
through the winter, which amply repays for the little trouble
bestowed upon it —which is simply keeping the shoots pinched
back during the summer, and tying-in others to fill up vacant
spaces.

—

Henby Mason.—(2'he Gardener.)

Prolific Hyacinth.—Seeing in last week's Journal an account
of a prohfic Hyacinth with four heads, allow me to mention
that I have now in bloom in a glass a Princesse Clotilda

Hyacinth, imported direct from Holland, wi h six fine heads,
all growing from the crown. Each would be a fail- head by
itself, and one is particularly fine. The bulb is very small.^
L. A., Newmarket House, Co. Cork.

FINE-FOLIAGED PLANTS FOE TABLE
DECOEATION.

Some people do not care much for fohage plants on the
dinner table, thinking they look dull for the want of flowers,

but to my mind nothing looks better than well-grown plants

of the above kinds. I always grow my plants in pots of a size

to drop into my fancy ones for the table, then I cover the sur-

face (after they are in the fancy pots or pans) always with
either silver sand or gro-wing Selaginella denticulata.

AXANASSA SATIVA VABIEGATA, OB VaKIEGATED PiXE ApPLE, 13

a plant we constantly use on the table here. It is hght and
elegant-looking, and -wiU stand keeping in a room for a long
time. We grow ours in a mixtm-e of loam, peat, manure, and
leaf mould, with a Uttle silver sand, and always keep them
close to the glass and in the full hght of the sun, as that is

the great secret of getting them up to a good coloiu-. They
are propagated by cuttings taken off the crown ; let them lie

and dry for a day or two, and then put them into a good heat,
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and tliey will soou stiike, and you will have a succession of

j-ouug plants.

CnolON AXGUSTIFOLIUM, OB THE FOUNTAIN PlANT, aS it is

called ill India—is one of our most graceful plants for table

decoration. It should be grown in rich loam, peat, and sand,

and requires plenty of water, but must have good drainage.

Crotons, like Ananassas, must be kept close to the glass and in

the full light of the sun ; they also like a good moist heat, and
can be very easily propagated by cuttings struck in a little

silver sand.

Erexia spinosa.—Young plants of this look very handsome
on the dinner table or in the drawing-room. They should be

grown in loam, peat, and sand, and should have plenty of

water all the year round. The cuttings strike quickly if kept
close till rooted.

—

(The Gardener.)

MOUSE TEAP.
The cheapest, simplest, and most easily made trap for gar-

den mice is set in the following manner.
Get a stick like a mole-trap stick (stout, and about 4 feet

long), and a peg 10 inches long ; bore a hole through a Broad
Bean, put a piece of fine twine through the Bean, tie one
end to the small end of the mole-trap stick, and the other to

the larger end of the jieg, drive the latter overhead in the

ground with the Bean lying on the surface. Thrust the mole-

trap stick in the ground slanting, so as to bring about 12 or

15 inches of string quite tight, take a flat roofing tile and rear

it against the string so that it may fall with its centre about
over the Bean.

It is not necessary that the mole-trap stick should spring
all you have to do is to have 12 inches of tight string to rear

the tile against. I have made use of straight pieces of wood
for the purpose. It saves trouble in resetting if you wind half

a yard of the string round the mole-trap stick, because the
mouse bites off a portion each time. You can at each resetting
wind off an inch or two to supply the place of what has
been nibbled off.

To fix the string to the peg which holds it m the ground,
make a running noose, pass the string, after the noose is made,
twice round the thick end of the peg, about half an inch down,
and draw the noose tight ; this will hold without a notch. The
mice are caught only in the night. The ground on which the
tile is to fall should be flattened down so that the tile may fit

flosely down on it when it falls. The traps should be set every
8 yards, or less, by tlie rows of Peas as soou as they are sown.
I have caught scores of mice in this way.

—

Bkoad Bean.

KEEPING GEAPES IN BOTTLES OF WATEE.
One of the vineries under my charge, and in which the Grapes

were ripe at the early part of July last year, is planted entirely
with Black Hamburgh and Black Alicante. The latter is

allowed to hang some two months longer than the former,
and I find that in consequence of beuig so treated it improves
vei-y much in flavour. I cannot say that I approve of growing
these two sorts together, as the Black Alicante requires a higher
temperature than I like to submit the Black Hamburgh to

;

but I nevertheless continue to practise it, as it enables me to
send Grapes to table for a longer time than I otherwise could.
On the 10th of last October there were some forty bunches

of Alicante still hanging, and I wished to get them cleared-off
in order to prune and rest the Vines. I obtained a sufficient

number of soda-water bottles, filled them up with water, and
put some pieces of charcoal into each. These I tied up to the
wires of a late vinerj- containing a crop of Lady Downe's
Grape, and having cut-off the bunches of Alicante, conveyed
them thither, and inserted the stalk of each of the bunches
into its respective bottle. Several of these bunches still re-

main. Their berries are for the most part plump, thimgli
some are beginning to shrivel. They are, however, deficient

in flavour, being sweet enough but watery. I have not found
the berries crack, nor was I before the early part of February
obliged to cut-out any on account of their imperfection. The
bottles were allowed to swing clear of the wires, and the weight
of the bunches drew the bottles to such an angle as to let the
bunches hang freely down.

I am son'y to say I cannot give so favourable a report of

the Muscat of Alexandria and White Tokay. These were ripe

in August, 1871 ; and the first week in January, 1872,1 treated
several bunches of each variety in precisely the same way as I

did the bunches of Alicante. But the berries of the Muscat of

Alexiiiidi in s.jciii began to turn brown, so that Ihave had to keep
contiiiiully c lilting them out, and now the remainder are not
fit for t.ilile. \\ lute Tokay keeps better, but a few of the berries

turned brown, though not to the same extent as in the case of

the Muscats, ^\^lite Tokay retains its flavour very well, and
tile bunches are still fit for table. I have kept the Alicante
the same way for two seasons, and ^\ith the same results.

The three varieties named are all I ever tried to keep in water.—Chaeles Eobekts, The Gardens, Stoiiey Field,- Neucastle,
Staffordshire.

CULTUEE OF THE LUCULIA GEATISSIMA.
Weke I purposely to look through a large collection of

greenhouse plants I do not think I should find a more worthy
subject upon which to make a few remarks than the Luculia.

Beautiful as are most of our greenhouse plants, both deciduous
and evergreen, the Luculia, when found growing and flowering

well, is the queen of them all. It bears red or pink Hj'drangea-
like flowers, almost perfect in shape, and very fragrant, in

trusses of from 6 to 10 inches in diameter, accompanied by a,

long hghtish green leaf of graceful and vigorous appearance.
It flowers in the autumn and winter months, and is therefore

doubly valuable ; indeed I know of no greeuliouse plant which
can at that time of year approach it in beauty and duration.

It \yiU not, however, admit of everj' sort of treatment, and
tliis may in some degree account for its being so seldom met
with in a very flourishing condition. The greatest difficulty

appears to lie in rearing the plant until it has attained a
decent size ; but if once estabUshed it will with ordiuary cai'e-

do well.

Cuttings may be made in the usual way, but the preparation
for them must be somewhat different. I have rooted thenj

very successfully in a fine mixture of the best silver sand and
peat, the surface being covered with a layer of the same sort
of sand. Prepare the pot with plenty of good drainage, and
allow a good bottom heat in a propagating frame or under
a hand-glass. Take care the cuttings do not flag from tlie

effect of the sun, or in consequence of becoming too dry, but
at the same time do not let them be too wet. Pot them off as

soon as rooted, and keep them in the same structure till esta-

blished ; then take them to more airy quarters. A good time
to propagate is from March to June. Such shoots as are

getting moderately firm, and those of medium growth, are
better for this purpose than the most robust.

I find it is not a good plan to coddle the Luculia in a heated
structure, but rather after it is well established treat it more
as a greenhouse plant. Neither is it wise to confine this ex-
ceedinglj- beautiful plant to pot-culture, but instead of so doing
plant it out in a greenhouse or conservatory, so that it may
have room for developing its growth and flowers.

When I came to Hatfield in 1870 I found a plant of the
Luculia in the conservatory border. It was then and is now
doing very well. It is about fl feet high and 6 feet through,
and has flowered magnificently for two winters. The soil

in which it is growing is a mixture of fibry loam and peat,

silver sand, and some charcoal, not more than a foot in depth,

but nevertheless with abundant drainage. As soon as this

plant has done flowering I keep it rather diy for a month, then,

prune the shoots back to moderately firm wood, and allow the
plant to put forth its shoots as Nature prompts it. When
this happens I begin to water, and as its gi-owth increases in

vigour so do I increase the quantity of water. AH through
last summer 1 continued to have it watered regularly and
plentifully once a-week until towards September, when it sets

its bloom, and then I changed to manure water, which acted

upon it most beneficially until it ceased to flower. After this

water was gradually withheld.

I shade the plant from the strongest sun, and syringe the
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foliage above and below daily in order to prevent the attacks

of red spider and thrips, to which it is very liable. That it docs

not admit of coddUug I found out years ago, but was afraid to

plant it out until advised to do so by a friend. Its beauties

oi'e seldom developed by pot-culture, and though I have seen

a few good plants grown in that way, they were not to be com-
pared with those planted out. The temperature in which the

plant is growing is that of a warm greenhouse.

—

Tho3i.ibEecokd.

GYNEKIUM ARGENTEUJM.
The genus Gynerium comprises some five or six species, all I possessor of a good specimen is enabled to enjoy the sight of

remarkable for their large and showy feather-like panicles of its splendid culms, which rise to the height of from 6 to 12 feet,

bloom. It belongs to the tribe Aruudineiv, and the species
|
or even more, before the frost and ram combine to destroy their

effect, wliich is too

frerjuently the case

when they bloom
very late, especially

"^^.j-- • .'^ ,' ®6^-^ in the vicinity of

towns, where smoke
and Boot enter the

lists with frost and
rain to mar their

beauty.
It is unnecessary

to extend these re-

marks to any great

length, as the plant

is so well known ; but

I have frequently

seen the plant grow-

ing upon poor soils,

where it presents a

starved and by no
means a prepossess-

ing appeai'ance. I

would, therefore, im-
press upon thosewho
are about to plant the

Pampas Grass, the

fact that a prepara-

tion for this subject

composed of good
rich loam and well-

decomposed manui e

,

with some rotten

leaves added, wUl be

of the greatest ser-

vice, and materially

add to the beauties

of the plant by in-

creasing its strength.

In planting, it will be

much to the advan-
tage of the plant if

it be placed in such
spots as are shel-

tered in some degree
from violent currents

of wind, and also to

select the two sexes

if possible, for the
Gynerium is a diceci-

ous plant—that is,

the male and female
flowers are produced

» ' on separate plants;

in the first the culms
Gj-ucriiuu mgouteum. j^^.g erect and pure

white, in the second

which our illustra-

tion faithfully por-

trays is popularly
known as the Pam-
pas Grass on account
of its being a native

of the pampas, or

plains of South Ame-
rica.

Gynerium argen-

teum was first intro-

duced into this coun-
try about 184.3, since

winch time it has
bteadUy increased in

popularity, and is

now extensively cul-

tivated ; indeed, no
person can see this

majestic Grass for

the first time with-

out immediately be-

coming enamoured
of its beauties. This
plant has proved
itself sufficiently

hardy to withstand
our ordinary winters

without protection,

yet during excepti-

onally severe frosts,

and especially on wet
low-lying soil, I have
seen it completely
kiUed. My advice,

therefore, is, to in-

sure a recurrence of

the beauties of the

Pampas Grass, al-

ways give it some
sUght protection,

such as straw or any
similar material, and
where practicable co-

ver the ground round
the roots with some
short litter. The ad-

vantage to be derived

from this is twofold

—in the first place it

insm'es the life of the

plant; and secondly,

the very fact of as-

sisting the plant dm'-

iug winter enables it

to start into growth
in spring without any serious injuries to restore, and with I more spreading and tinged with purple—so that a diversity

its vigour unimpaired, the result being that the panicles of of appearance may be produced in this way. — Expeeto

bloom appear much earlier than usual. Thus the fortunate
|
Ckede.

SOME PREDATORY INSECTS
It is rather an unfortunate thing for entomologists, that

apart from the ridicule which attaches itself in the mmds of

many persons to the pursuit of paltry despicable " animals "

or vermin, there is much that is laughable in the methods
they sometimes pursue in order to secure their game. Thus :

fancy the amazement which overwhelms a little rustic throng
in a vQlage, a throng made up, indeed, chiefly of old women
and children, with a few gaping hobbydehoys, when they

OF OUR GARDENS.—No. 27.

behold a grave-looking man, dressed like a gentleman, mount

a bank behind one of their cottages, and begin to assaU the

thatch with liis walking-stick. Had he stooped down, and

hunted in the thatch, they might have thought he was hunt-

ing for concealed treasure ; but to beat it—how extraordinary

!

Surely he must be mad, only mildly so, however, and the

villagers regard hka with pity mixed with some curiosity.

The truth is, however, that he is seekmg for moths of the genus
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Depressaiia, these having a fancy for retreating into tlic

shelter of thatch when the weather is cold.

These Uttle fellows, sometimes callccl "Flat-bodies" iu our

vernacular, are amongst the pigmies of the moth tribe, the

largest of them scarcely measuring an inch when its wings are

fully expanded. The cateiiJUlars are of course small, though
better known than the perfect insects, from the great Bh3'uess

of the latter. These cateiijillars are particularly remarkable
for the muscular power they possess, which seems out of all

jiroportiou to theu' size. They usually feed on leaves of plants,

or on flower-heads, constructing for themselves a habitation,

partly composed of silk. One species in particular may be
regarded as being of some interest to the gardener, which has
led me to introduce the genus to the reader's notice. This is

at present a scarce insect in England, but it is quite likely to

become more abundant at a future time through some change
in the circumstances which influence the development of insect

life. It occurs in Germany in various places, and even in the

cold regions of Sweden and Lapland. At BerUn, Herr Bintlie

reported some years ago that it was veiy injurious in the
gardens, the larva occmTing in multitudes on the umbels of

the Carrot. This species, Dejn-essuria ileprexgella for if we
transmute it into English, Uterallj-, the Flat-bodied Flat-body,
an inelegant doubling of the expression), is seldom seen
as a moth, but comes out on the wing iu the autumn, hides
away during the winter, and emerges in the spring to continue
its species. This had a pale yellow head and thorax, and
reddish-brown wings ; and a gi-ey abdomen, which is tufted.

The larvie, which more immediately concern the horticulturist,

are hatched during the summer, but are not frequently noticed
until about the end of July, when they are getting of some
size, and the umbels show signs of their presence by the dis-

coloration. They have an unpleasant trick, too, of partly
destroying one flower-head, and then marching off to attack
another. The silken lubes iu wliich they dwell are near the
surface, and out of these, when disturbed, the larva? wriggle
themselves very briskly. They are reddish-green with black
heads, and when they have eaten their fill spin for themselves
a closer sUken covering, in which they change to pupa!. The
species has been observed to frequent the flowers of- the Pars-
nip also. It is one which is not easy to deal with, for though
the lar-VtE may be easily shaken from the flower-heads, much of

the mischief is hkely to have been done ere they are detected.
The moths, like many others, dislike certain strong odoxus

;

and if the exact time of their' coming forth in the spring were
known, the plants might be fumigated, so as to destroy them
while depositing their eggs.

If a person little acquainted with entomology' were asked,
when taking a winter walk in an orchard, in what condition
the hosts of insects were then, which he had before seen busUy
engaged in devoiu-ing the leaves, he would perhaps be mcUned
to answer, " In the egg." This, however, though tiiie of some,
is not true of all ; but the small fiat cocoon of the little moth
called Ornixjiittca might easily be supposed to be an egg of

some insect, and it may be occasionally detected in the angle
of some twig. Here the pupa remains dormant from autumn
till May or .Jime, when the small moths come out, and in their
moments of repose assume the peculiar attitude characteristic
in the fauiOy to which it belongs—that is to say, they elevate
their heads and fold their antennie back, jness the hindmost
pair of legs against the body, and extend the middle and
anterior pair sideways. Give one of these a gentle touch, and
it goes off with a hop, only to settle again almost dhectly iu
the same posture. The caterpillars of Ornix juttea, even if

numerous, could hariUy be said to be positively iujmious to
the Apple, but help, in conjunction with other species, to dis-
figm-e its leaves. This they do by turning down a portion of
the leaf at the edge, bending it under, and binding it down
with silk. The process is really a wonderful piece of iugeniuty,
when the small size of the species is considered. AVithin this
abode each catei-pUlar feeds seciu'ely, and at last the part of
the leaf thus treated turns brown ; for the caterpillar does not
eat through. Stainton observes that " in the under side of the
Apple leaf it produces a pecuhar wooUy dow-n, which is very
apparent when we attempt to open a leaf inhabited by the
larva!." In appearance it is transparent and yello\Yish, and it

occurs on the trees in July and August.
It is rather amusing ^to us with our modem light to read

about the excessive alarm once caused by that abundant
species, the Gold-tail Moth {Liparis auriflua) ; at least it seems
that this was the species, though in the matter of names the
older entomologists leave us iu some uncertainty. Kir-by states

that hi France, on the testimony of Mr. Curtis, who made a
study of this species, it was at one time so numerous ui the larva
state as to cause great alarm. " The Oaks, Elms, and White-
thorn hedges looked as if some burning wind had passed over
them, and dried up their' leaves. The caterpillars also laid

waste the fruit trees, and even devoured the fruit, so that the
parhament pubhshed an edict to compel people to collect and
destroy them ; but this would in a great measure have been
ineffectual had not some cold rains fallen, which so completely
annihilated them that it was difficult to meet with a single

iudi-i-idual." The conclusion of the story savours of the
apocryphal—at least, I can testify that the caterpillar of auri-

flua in this country is not killed or rendered veiy uncomfort-
able by " cold " or " rain," though it provides for itself a

security against the foi-mer by spinning a silken web in which
to pass the winter. Perhaps, however, those are light who
contend that the species in question was not the Gold-tail, but
the nearly allied Brown-tail (L. chrysorrhceal, not nearly so

common with us as is its relative, and occuriing sometimes
on the Sloe, leading to the supposition that it might transfer

itself to other species in the genus Prunus. Moreover, a recent
obseiTer has stated that he detected one of these feasting on
the fruit of the Bramble, and therefore it is poEsible a penchant
for sweets or sours may exist amongst tliese laivic ; but it

must be admitted, that though we think the Gold-tail as of

little consequence amongst injurious insects, we cannot tell

what its caterpillars might do if their most fi'equent food, the
Hawthorn, were to run short. I have no doubt they would
transfer themselves to other shrubs and trees, and I have
found them on various fruit trees, having straggled to them
from the hedges in the vicinity. Though a very common
species, it does not seem to be one showing any marked fluctua-

tions, and in numbers it is pretty uniform from year to year'.

According to Stainton it does not occur in Scotland.
Both the species of which I have just waitten are marked by

a very unpleasant peculiarity while in their lai-val condition

—

the hau's of the caterpillars have the power of mitating the
human sldn, iind producing either arash or asweUing, attended
with some pain. Not all persons, however, are thus affected,

and there are those who can sport with " Gold-tail " cater-

pillars with impunity, while others must not approach withui
a foot or two of a box in which they are kept. It has been
thought by some that this effect is not caused by the hairs,

but is due to some secretion thrown off by the caterpillars ; but
as this " urtication " is especially experienced during the time
that the cateipiUars are moulting or forming their cocoons

—

that is, when there are loose hatis about them, it is more
natural to connect it with these. The Kev. J. S. Wood, who
complains bitterly of the aiinoj'ance they inflicted upon him,
remaiks, incidentally, that the caterpillar of the (iold-tail is

popularly called the " Palmer-worm." I must add that I have
not as yet met with a single instance in which this name was
apjihed to the species.

iiuiiug the winter and early spring months, on examination
of the hedges, we may sometimes detect a brood of these eater-

pillars, which pass the winter in a common nest, which is con-
structed amongst the twigs, and composed of a tough silk, with
which occasionally a few dried leaves are intenningled. Kept
in confinement, however, caterpillars of airriflua show no
tendency to be sociable. Each retreats to some coraer of the
box, and spins a separate habitation of silk—first a loose outer
investiture, and then a smaller and closer cocoon within.
Having done this the skin is cast, and it remain:- quiet until
the Hawthorn buds are bursting forth into leaf. Common as

is the full-grown cateiijUlar, it is a beautiful creature. From
three rows of tubercles which run along each side there spring

tufts of hairs—black, red, and white ; a vermilion stripe passes
down the back, while on the fifth and sixth segments are

humps, and on the tenth and eleventh waxy round patches.
It is rather fond of displaying itself on the bushes whvn the
weather is bright. The moth appears iu July, and flies about
very languidly, being often seen iu the day on trunks of frets

or on palings. The females strip the down from the anal

extremity of then- bodies, and coat their eggs with it. These
are deposited in little heaps, mostly on the leaves, and hate h
out iu a ftw Weeks. Were this moth, and the Brown-tail its

relative, which is similar in its economy, ever to become
troublesome iu gardens, the best way to deal with it would be
by anticipation—that is, by seeking out the clusters of eggs,

which are pretty conspicuous. The perfect insects, also, from
then- white colour arc easily seen, and as easily caught ; but
when the caterpillars are abroad they could hardly be secured
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in any ijuantity without beating or shaking the trees or shrubs

—not a feasible plan with fruit trees.—J. K. S. C.

COOKING POTATOES.
Will the Editors allow me, and one who is a better judge

than I am, to return our thanks to the author of an extract in

the Jo.irnal about preparing Potatoes for boiling (see page 34) ?

I feel confident that if the advice were acted on there would

be thousands who would feel under obligations. Mind, I con-

sider that I know something of Potato-cooking. I have a pre-

judice for having Potatoes cooked in then- jackets or skins.

It pains me' to see a person peeling Potatoes aud ruthlessly

taking away from one-eighth to one-fourth of an inch of the

outsiiles, containing aU the most valuable starchy matter. lu

boihng Potatoes in theh skins 1 had for many year's been in

the habit, after thoroughly washing, of taking from half an
inch to an inch off each end of the skin, and this contributed

something towards the regular boiling without waste. But now
I want to give united testimony that the plan mentioned in the
" Gai'dener" is a far superior one.

In the case of a kidney Potato, I take as thin a slip as

possible off the skin, say about half an inch wide, out of the

middle of each side and round the ends. In a round Potato

I take out a similar slip all round the middle of the Potato.

In either case, when properly cooked, the floury matter «'iU

just be seen peeping out in this unskiuued part. The rest of

the skin will oome off as thin as gossamer, leaving all the most
nourishing part of the Potato whole and untouched. To my
mind this plan, simple though it be, is the greatest advance on
thorough eoouomio Potato-cooking that I am acquainted with.

Would that you could send the recipe to hundreds of cottages,

where Potatoes are sadly spoiled in the cooking.—K. F.

BURNING CLAY.
The following is the method which Mr. D. Thomson pursued

on a very extensive scale, when gardener at Archertield :

—

As soon as a quarter in the garden became vacant, a fire or

two was started, according to the size of the quarter. TThen
only one fire was required, it was, of coui-se, started in the
middle of the quarter. The site for the fire was first trenched
to the depth of 2 feet 9 inches, turning the top spit (which had
through a long course of years been improved a little by liming,

the ad(htion of ashes, road scrapings, &c.), into the bottom of

the trench, taking out the two Imttom spits for burning. So
thoroughly clayey was the greater part of the soil moved, that

the men had to dip their tools in a pail of water at every hft, to

make the next spadeful slip off the metal. On this site the fire

was commenced. Wood which was only fit for chairring or

firewood, and which is generally plentiful enough about most
gentlemen's places, was used. In that locahty coal was costly,

and not so effective in this case as wood ; the latter also affording

in burning a desirable quantity of potash. The site for the fire

being ready, a little stack of wood was formed 5 feet in diameter
at the base, tapering eoue-Uke to the height of .5 feet, beginning
with a few dry faggots iu the middle, aud finishing with stronger
junks of wood rotrnd the outside. AH round this stack of wood
a coating of the claj' was laid to the depth of about a foot. It was
found best to pack it on in lumps as it was turned out of the

trench. When this was done the wood was set fire to at the
centre, and long ere the wood was all consumed the clay caught
fire and burned freely. As soon as the first layer was nearly
burned through another layer was added all round, which in its

turn soon burned through also. The fire was then broken down
with a strong iron-handled hoe, for the double purpose of adding
more wood to quicken the fire, and enlarging the basis of

operations. Aiter the fire was thus set agoing the wood was of

necessity laid horizontally over the burning heap, putting the
strongest pieces of wood next the burning mass, and nnishiug off

the layer v.-ith the smallest, to prevent the clay from Ijiug too

closely to the wood and obstracting the draught necessary to

combustion.
In the meantime trenches were opened at the extremities of the

quarter, and the clay taken out, as already described in making
the site for the fire, and forwarded to the fire, there being the

solid undistui'bed surface to wheel it over, aud the distance
lessened as the fire became larger and required more feeding.

But to return to the fire. "When it was again found neces-

sary to break it down for the purpose of extending the base, and
increasing its capacity for consuming the clay, another layer of

wood was added, and then a layer of clay over the surface, and
all round the outside of the heap. After this, as the layer of

clay was burned through, another was packed on all over and
round without any wood, and so on with two or three layers,

till it became necessary to enlarge the base of the fire, by
drawing it down from the top, then more wood was added ; and
from the great power which the fire attains it is necessary to

have plenty of clay and men at hand to cover over the wood
quickly, or it would be consumed without doing much good

;

and so this process was continued till the necessary quantity

was bitmed. I have frequently had three great fires going at a

time, on to the tops of which I have wheeled layers of clay to

the thickness of 3 feet and more at a time. When the fire;

became powerful it formed a soUd pile of fire, which very soon

worked its way through thick aud successive layers of clay,

transforming what was once an insoluble, wet, tenacious paste,

into a heap of material greatly altered in its mechanical pro-

perties, and with a great capacity forthe absorption of ammonia,
besides being mixed with charred wood and potash.

As soon as the heap was sufficiently cool to be moved, it was
wheeled back over the sin-face of the quarter and regularly

spread, and the large lumps broken-up. On the siu-face of all

was wheeled a garden rubbish heap, rotten leaves, road scrap-

ings, dung, and other decayed vegetable matter that cotild be

obtained. A trench was then opened at the end of the quarter,

and the whole was turned over and mixed the same as is done

with a compost heap, to the depth of the original clay, which
was forked-up as well as it would allow at the bottom of each

trench. This formed a staple, on which almost any crop that

could be put ou it in the way of vegetables grew with such a

luxuriance as I have never seen equalled either before or since.

I have seen Brussels Sprouts over 4 feet iu height, studded with

hard Sprouts more hke a rope of Onions than anything else.

Peas, Cauhflowers, &c., were amazingly fine crops. One quarter

which I burned in 1854 had the finest crop of Carrots that could

be desired, and to h,av6 attempted such a crop on it previous to

its being passed through the fiery ordeal woidd have been in

vain.

DEATH OF MR. AVILLIAM OSBORN.
It is only seven weeks since yoiu- columns announced the

death of Mr. Thomas Osborn, of' the FuUiam Nursery, and now
you have to add that of his only remaining brother, Mr.

WDliam Osborn, whose death took place somewhat suddenly ou

the 7th inst. The extensive dealings which these brothers, as

representing the firm of Osborn & Sons, Nurserymen, of Ful-

ham, had with the many garden estabUshments aU over the

United Kingdom made them well known amongst both gentle-

men and gardeners. Their \'isits, when on their rounds iu

the way of business, were looked for with pleasme by aU con-

nected with the calling to whom they were known (myself for

one) ; for not only in the mere interest of business was then-

presence welcomed, but as friends ready and wUling at all

times to give advice and smooth difficulties, and that, too, in

matters in no way connected with their interests as nursery-

men ; on the contrary, perhaps no one following a business

calUng in which there" is so much competition ever did less to

urge their goods upon customers. The two brothers who in-

herited these kind feelings from their worthy father are both

no more, the elder one following the younger to the grave with

an interval of less than forty days, neither of them having

attained anything hke the age of theu- respected ancestor Mr.

R. Osborn," whose death was recorded some four years ago,

being then upwards of eighty, and whose long connection with

the firm of which he was the principal, accompanied by his

benevolence of manner, obtained for him the honourable title

of "Father of Gai'deners"—a distmction his sons worthily

maintained.

—

3. Eobson.

TREE LIFTING.—No. I.

My method of fruit-tree Ufting, which I think may also be

practised with perfect success on forest and ornamental trees

and shi-ubs previous to removal, is as foUows :—
The soil is cleared off in a circle round the tree, 5, 6, 8, or

more feet in diameter, according to the height or size of the

tree, down to the roots ; theu dig a trench at the extreme edge

of the circle, three-fom-ths or more roitnd, leaving only about

two or three roots ou one side undistiubed. The trench round

is dug with a spade sufficiently deep to cut off any roots which

may have gone beyond, and the soil is worked from between

the" roots into the trench with a fork (this should be done with

care not to bruise or cripple the roots), and thrown out of the

treuch with a spade as it becomes full. In this way you get

with comparative ease at any roots which may have gone down

perpeudiculariy, and are able to dig sutBciently deep to get

them up long 'enough to turn horizontally, which is of great

importance, for if these roots are cut short off they are almost
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certain, unless they are very large, to strike down perpendicu-

larly again. The soil thus cleared out, and the roots all free,

except those which have been left undisturbed, the tree is

turned over on the side on which the roots were left, as iu the

accompanying figures, you then spread the soU iu the bottom

of the hole taking care that it is 3 or 4 inches higher in the

centre of the hole. I find the tree stands much more firmly

owing to this precaution.

I begin on trees very young, say the second year after plant-

ing, and I generally plant maiden or sometimes two-year-old

trees. If you begin early—that is with two or three-year-old

trees, you have no large perpendicular roots ; and with care

in pruning the roots and laying them carefully in, radiat-

ing as directly from the tree as possible so as eventually to

form a circle, the trees soon have an abundance of roots, and
their lifting is very little check to them except in making wood,
and even this you can regulate at your pleasure.

While the tree is on its .side the roots are all pruned as in

the accompanying engravings. The tree represented in fig. 1 is

about 23 feet high, the spread of roots about 9 feet, the circle

—

that is the hole—about 11 feet in diameter, age eighteen

years. The soil is carefully worked over some .8 or 10 inches

deep and spread with a fork. The depth of the hole to receive

the tree must be regulated, as well as the width, by the size or

height, but none of the roots, even of large trees, are above
15 or IC inches deep, and of those which have been commenced
with young (although they may now be lai-ge), not more than
about 10 or 12 inches ; and the trees do not requii-e any support
in any one season to prevent them from being blown over. I

consider the depth of roots of great importance, both in the
ripening of the wood and the quahty of the fruit.

The next time the trees are Ufted, the roots left on one side

are cut off and the tree is turned the opposite way ; thus, if the

roots are left on the west side, at the next lifting thej' wUl be

left on the east, and so on alternately. I find on lifting a large

tree which haa not been previously hfted, that some regard

should be p,aid to the prevailing strong winds ; thus, if your
prevailing strong winds are from the west, leave j'our roots the

first time of lifting on the west side, but it does not much
matter if you begin with small trees. Supposing your trees

are in single rows running north and south, then your best

way would be to turn them east and west, but sujipose you
have two, three, or more rows, and they run north and south,
then you will need to turn them at some other angle so that
the tops and branches may be as free as jjossible from coming
in contact with other trees—say, north-east or south-west.
The greater part of my trees which have been lifted several
times, would, if taken entirely out of the ground, stand on the
surface without any .support, and it would take quite a strong
breeze to upset them.

But suppose the inquiry is raised as to the expeirse and
extra returns from tree lifting as applied to fruit trees, Does it

pay? To those who may doubt it, I would say. Try a few at

first, and I have no hesitation in stating you will think with
me that the labour is amply compensated for by the superior
crop of fruit, both as to quality and quantity ; or perhaps I
ought to speak more strongly than this, for I consider the
crop pays several times the extra expense. But for my ex-
perience in lifting (for which I am indebted to Mr. Rivers, as
though it differs materially from his method, yet it has been
suggested by it, and but for his I should never have thought
of mine) my trees, more thau 2000 in number, would have been

almost valueless from my having to cle.oi' off my present

garden for buOding purposes, whereas now I may sell many of

them at from 10s. to 40.s. each.

I said iu 1862, when I wTote a very short paper for The
.Journal of Hokticultiiee, that I was indebted to Mr. Rivers,

yet I found from Mr. Rivers's very excellent little book " The
Miniature Fruit Garden," that he quite mistook me, as his

note in the eleventh edition, page 12, will show, and I thought
I was plain in what I wrote as far as it went, therefore if I have
not been sufficiently plain here I shall be most happy to answer
inquiries at any time.

I begin lifthig eai ly in the season and continue till the spring,

as I lift many hundreds every year, but I begin with trees

whose fruit is ripe earliest, generally Cherries, always choosing

the mUdest, but especially moderately dry weather. I find the

trees suffer if lifted ui very wet weather ; and in filling in I

never tread the soil, and r.arely get a tree blown over, not more
than one in eighty or ninety.

I will now give the dimensions of a few trees of my own
working, which have been practised upon from their second or

third year from working. They were begun upon in their

infancy, if I may so express it, and then' growth is not much
hindered, but they yield fruit every season. On some of the
trees the dimensions of which I am about to give, I have had
from one to two bushels of fruit in one season. The height is

taken from the surface of the soil, the spread is taken 3 or
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4 feet from the surface, the age is computed from the time of

working, the stocks being generally three years old at that
time, and they are what are termed free stocks. I ought,
perhaps, to say here that I find Quince stocks, and Paradise
stocks too, lift quite as well as Crab or Pear stocks, but it is

not so with Cerasus Mahaleb. I do not find this stock lift at

aU well in any soil ; after the trees get large every bruise or

scratch m the roots becomes attacked by a fungus which al-

ways produces bad health and frequently death.

Doyemi^ d'Et^. .

.

Broom Pai-k

Urbaniste
Doyenn6 Bobln .

Soldat Espereu .

Benrrl- Deil (J!g. 2
Doyenn Bussoch
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to prove successful. I liave no doubt it would prove useful to

many readers of your Journal.

I BOW the Peas in diills as usual, and carefully watcli for

their appearance. As soon as I detect them I take a flat hoe

or rake, and draw about half an inch to 1 inch of soil over

them ; and as soon as they again make then- appearance I take

a rake, and cai-efully draw the rake through the rows crossways,

and expose them all at once about half an inch to 1 mch high.

I prefer doing this the first thing in the morning, and as soon

as they b«giu to get a little green I mould them up a Uttle and
stick them. I have seen spaiTows come to them as soon as

they have been exposed, and look very surprised, and hop
between them and fly about them, but never offer to touch
them. It is as they are coming through that the damage is

done. The rake should be drawn through steadily, or you wUl
break some of the Peas off.—W. F. Hunt, Gardener, iloselfij.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

If not ah'eady done dress A-ipariiffiis beds with hght decom-
posed manure, and fork lightly over, taking care not to

injure the crowns. Many persons at this time apply salt in

the proportion of about a pound to the square yard. It is,

however, more advisable to postpone the salting operation until

the cutting is over and the plants are in a gi-owing state, as

then they are in the best condition to receive the benefits of

the application, and the crowns are gi-eatly strengthened for

the following season. The beds intended for new plantations

must be frequently turned, so as to be in readiness for receiving

the young roots as soon as they have gi'own to 2 or 3 inches.

Qlohe Artichokes should now be di'essed, superfluous shoots
removed, and fresh plantations made if requii'ed. As this is

generally a permanent crop, the ground should be well pre-

pared by deep trenching and a plentiful application of manm'e.
Surface-stir and give air to Caidifloiccrs under hand-hghts.
Tilt the glasses on the side away from the wind in cold
weather, and remove them eutu-ely during genial showers.
After planting out the winter Cauliflowers there generally
remain a quantity of small plants ; these if pricked out m a
cool, shady border, on rich soil, will make a succession, and
fonn the connecting link between the principal winter plants
and the spring-so^^Ti ones. Silver-skinned Onions for pickling
may now be sown in the poorest soil of the garden. Work
it when dry, thi-ow it into high beds, the higher the better,

and after sowing thickly tread it hard. In picking over Winter
Spinach if standing rather tliick, it is as weU to remove every
alternate plant entirely, as it makes stirring the soil easier,

and induces a larger growth in those left standing.

FRUIT GABDEN".

See if the blossom require; protectiou.

FLOWER GARDEN.
We frequently find on old lawns moss predominating over

grass. In such cases it is best not to mow too soon in the

season, but to encourage the grass by the application of ma-
nure water, wood ashes, or any fertilising substance, previously

disturbing the moss by a good scarifying with a bush harrow.
Where it can be done, a few sheep permed on the lawn will

effectually cure the evil. The preparation of flower-beds

should not be delayed until the moment of planting. Con-
tinue to prune Roses, examme the stakes of tree Roses, and in

exposed situations let these exceed the length of the stem.
RoU walks, destroy weeds, and attend to artificial rockwork. In
planting the roots of Ranunculuses I would advise that the
surface of the beds be not higher than the surrounding soil.

A margin of slate has a very neat appearance, and is cleaner
and more durable than one of wood. Before planting, the beds
should be forked over to the depth of 2 inches, to wluch extent
the roots may be sunk, and when the bulbs are covered the
surface should be gently beaten with the back of the spade.
Keep Ranunculus seedlings, which in many instances are just

emerging, secure from cutting or drying winds. Seedling
Polyanthuses of last seaiiou will now be expanding fast. As
these are generally flowered in the open border, some pro-
tection may be necessaiy. If seed is not ah-eady sown, let it

be done directly, placing the pans or pots in gentle bottom
heat. Give Auriculas air whenever it is possible, bearing in
mind that if they are confined, the trasses of flowers which ai'e

now making their appear.ance will be dra'WTi. Protection must
be given, whenever there is the slightest appearance of frost,

by covering with mats, &c. Carnations, &c., required to flower

had better be bought immethately. They are, generally speak-

ing, vei-y healthy, and those which will have to bear' carriage

may be potted rather earlier than those which are on the spot,

and which can be removed with the balls entii-e.

GREENHOUSE AND C0X3EHVAT0RY.
While the variable weather which usually characterises

March continues, attention must be directed that uniform and
moderate temperature be preserved in the conservatory. Thi
violent showers and boisterous gales which frequently occur at

this season, succeeded by intervals of mild weather and bril-

liant sunshine, render some management necessaiy. Fh-es

should be dispensed with as much as possible, and air ad-

mitted on all favourable occasions. On still nights the house
may be damped and the syi-inge used, and as the plants be-

come more vigorous, atmospheric moisture may be generally

increased. In the gi-eenhouse continue to sliift, train, and ar-

range plants. Soil containing a considerable portion of decom-
posed vegetable fibre is suitable to dwarf-growing plants.

Many plants intended for the flower garden may be removed
to frames to make room for the increasing stock propagated for

the same purpose. Place the plants together after they awi

shifted, and keep that part of the house rather close and moist

for a time until the plants begin to take root, after which thi-y

may be freely exposed. Damp the house twice or thrice on
clear days by spiinkhng the floor, and a syringeful of water
di'awn over the plants on clear mornings about twice or thrice

a-week will do no harm. Be careful, however, not to wet the

woolly-leaved Heaths, or you may induce mildew.

STOVE.

Look well to the tan bed in this house, and see that the

bottom heat is sweet and not too hot. Although there are

many plants which dehght in bottom heat, such, for instance,

as Ixoras, AUamandas, and Gloxinias, it should not be sup-

posed that it cannot be apphed in excess. A bottom heat of

8U° is amply suflicient for any stove plant, and from 70' to 80'

may be considered a very suitable range for the tank-bed ther-

mometer to take. When worms are troublesome, in addition

to placing the pots on slate at the time of plunging, it is ad-

visable to surround them with cinder ashes, which wiU be

found an effectual check to these intruders. Complete the

shifting of all specimen plants here as quickly as possible, and
keep a sharp look-out for insects. Let GO' be the minimum
temperature for the future, unless the weather be vei-y severe.

Keep a brisk, gi'owing, moist temperature during the d4y, and
shut up early.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OP THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

In diT intervals stii-red up the ground among vegetables,

and removed yellowish leaves from Cabbageworts, as they are

of no use, and taint the air of the kitchen garden. We had the

common and Veitch's Late Cauliflower for a long time in early

winter by merely protecting them with clean ht ter ; and these had
only just ended when .Snow's Broccoli came m. Veitch's seems
to be a vei7 distinct sort with close whiteheads, long narrowish
leaves, rather upright in growth, and therefore may be planted

more thickly for late use than those that have broader leaves

and a more spreading habit. The London Market, or Hertford-

shh'c Cauhflower, as gi'own by Mr. Beales, of WoodliaU, and
others, is an excellent variety. Veitch's Late, however, seems
valuable for late sui^pUes in consequence of its hardiness, as

we had some of it very good when Christmas was past, and
long after our ice-house had been filled. The protectiou we
gave was one or two leaves over the heads, a sprinkling of

clean htter over that, and rough stable-yard litter packed round
the stems to kejp the ground warm.
The surface-stirring referred to among those plants which

the rains and lack of sunshine have kept nearly stationary,

acted almost Uke magic upon tlie growth. This was, no doubt,

assisted by a dusting that was given all over of equal portions

of soot, lime, charred refuse, and small charcoal dust sifted

from ehaiTed twigs, which, besides acting as mauurial agents,

helped to keep intruders off.

The time of this surface-stu-ring is a matter of importance.
The ground must be somewhat dry before anyone is set on it,

especially when it is naturally adhesive. The reason we re-

commend surfacfi-stuTing for growing plants, and firm potting

for flowering and fruiting ones, is that free giowth, as in the

ease of Cabbages and CauUflowers, will much depend on the

amount of air thus admitted, whilst early free-blooming and
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frce-fruitiug depend much on firm soil, and .a rather lirra smooth
burface.

lu fine weather mu a hoe or a light pointed fork between
the row 5 of vegetables.

With regard to repotting fruit trees (page 219), the words,
" The soil romid the ball cannot be made firm," should be,
" cannot be made too firm."
We have a good piece of Onions planted out in the autumn,

and the.se come in well for large early bulbs, though they do
not keep hke those that are sown in sprmg. We had a piece

of ground ridged and cross-ridged several tiiueB, and then diig

level, but rough in order to make it dry. Here we intended to

sow, but a drenching rain stopped us. We do not, however,

fret at the delay, as even in the case of Onions two or three

sowings, with a week or a fortnight between them, are not
objectionable. One of the drawbacks of a somewhat stiff soil

is, that you can neither work it nor sow it at all times, but
when ouce the crop takes hold it gives you Uttle more trouble.

Ground for Parsnips, Can-ots, Beet, etc., has been frequently

turned and otherwise prepared.

iit'o-kale.—We have replanted the greater part of tliat wliich

v.-e have raised to force. It wUl be veiy good for any pmijose
after a second summer. We have often used the finest after

one summer's growth, but in general it is better to wait unto
the second. As we stated lately, we prefer pieces of the roots

to seeiUings, and they give less trouble. Our chief supply
now \vill be from plants in the ground covered with G inches

of sifted coal ashes, and covered on the surface with Utter.

On a lot more we will put pots without any covermg imless
frost threaten. As the season is early, this should be done
before the Kale shoots much, as after it assumes the uatirral

pui-jile tinge it is difficult to get it to become milky white.

Sea-kale pots ai'e, on the whole, best for this pm'pose, but
common pots, or often even a mound of ashes or peat earth,

will answer equally well. If common pots upside down are

used, the holes must be securely stopped. We here repeat, that

to appreciate the flavomof blanched Sea-kale the heads should
be stubby and rather under 6 inches in length. In cooking, a
little salt and a pinch of carbonate of soda thi-own in the

water will greatly improve it.

We would advise that Sea-kale bo used without blanching.
Expanded flower-heads when not wanted for seed, instead of

being taken to the rubbish-heap, may be cooked. They are

good, but far inferior to short stubby shoots just showing the

young flower-head or truss. These are declared on all hands to

be truly delicious, and come in at a season when wo have not a
full supply of Cabbages and Cauliflowers. Such stubby shoots
with fiower-heads at their points are very frequent on plants

which have been two or thi-ee years in the groimd, and, as

far as forcing is concemel, are better off. Had we a large

gai'den in a cold place, and a large supply of vegetables to find

at that particular time, we would have a good piece of Sea-kale,

merely for using thus in its natural condition and colour.

These flowering shoots sliould be cut whilst they are short and
stubby, and before the flowering heads have expanded much,
and then boiled with a pinch of carbonate of soda in the water.

They turn out with a purj^hsh coloiu', soft as marrow, of a rich

peculiar flavom- which even Broccoli does not possess. AMiat
we want our readers to see, however, is simply this—that a
good piece of Sea-kale is not only useful when forced and
blanched, but may be also of good seiwice m its natural con-

dition without any forcing or covering whatever.

FRCIT GAKDEX.
We have been unable to keep orchard-house trees back as

much as v^e wished, so have been obUged to get the tying done
bfcfor,-! it would be dangerous to do so. Placed a lot of Straw-
btn-ies in the front of orchard houses, as they come on gradu-

ally, and can be moved from thence or fiuited there. We
have as yet only gathered Black Prince, but Keens' Seedhng is

coming on. We have no great liking for Black Prince, except

on account of its earliness and hardiness; in fact, to have it

good and pretty well flavoured, it must not have a higher
temperature than 60° with fire heat, or, better stiU, from 56°

to 60°, with an increase from sunshine. As an early Straw-

berry we do not see how we can discard it ; as an open-air

fruit, when well ripened and hard it is one of our best for

preseiTing, since it stands boiling extremely well.

OKXAJIESLiL DEl'ArilJIENT.

There are two general modes of repotting. Fust, when
plants are to be replaced in smaller or hke-sized pots. In this

case the soil is most easily removed when it is rather thy,

and the roots may be soaked in water for five minutes before

repotting. This is better than wetting the new soil too much
at ouce before the roots begin to move. On the other hand, when
a plant is transferred from a small pot to a larger one without
reducing the ball—at least not more than picking at the sides

with tlie fingers or a pointed stick, so that the fibres may pass
through into the new soil quickly—then the following simple
points should be observed : The old ball must be thoroughly
soaked, long enough before to allow the extra moistm-e to drain

off, and yet leave the ball moist thi'oughout. Myriads of plants

suffer from the neglect of this simple precaution. Then, when
quick flowering is the object, the fresh soil should be packed
rather firmly, so long as the fibres are not interfered with.

In the case of small plants in small pots, when quick growth
is the object, this treatment is not requu-ed, as the watering
does almost all that is wanted in that way. Then with regard
to watering. Wlien a plant is moved from a 4-iuch pot to a

5 or 6-inch one water may be given somewhat freely, provided
the drainage is all right ; but when, for certain purposes, a

plant in a 4-inch pot is transferred to an 8-inch pot, or one still

larger, mirch of the success wiU depend on the mode of water-

ing. The soil next the pot sides should not be soaked or

soui'ed until the roots begin to occupy it, when they will insure

its sweetness and health}' condition. Hence the inexperienced

win succeed best with small progi'essive shifts.—E. F.

TKADE CATALOGUES EECEIVED.
J. Dickson & Sons, 102, and 108, Eastgate Street, and Newton

Nui'series, Chester.

—

Catalogue of Farm Seeds, Inipleitients,

dc
J. A. Brace & Co., Hamilton, Ontario.

—

Descriptive Catalogue
of Agricultural, Garden, and Flower Seeds, Ac.

F. & A.. Dickson & Sous, lOG, Eastgate Street, andUpton Nur-
series, Chester.

—

Catalogue of Farm Seeds.
J. Coombs, The Ferns, Enfield, Middlesex.

—

Catalogue of
Cuttings of Geraniums, d-c.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
,*, We request that no one will write privately to any of the

correspondents of the " Journal of Horticultme, Cottage

Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so doing they

are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. All

commimications should therefore be adili'essed solely to

The Editors of the Journal of Horticulture, i6c., 171, Fleet

Street, London, E.G.

Books
(
W. M. S.).—You can obtain Dr. Hooker's book through any book-

sellor. We do not know the price.

P.4LE Elue Prijitxa (F. S.).—We cannot assign a name without seeinj? a
specimen. It is probably either Primula acatilis lilaeina, or P. ei-osa (For-

tunei).

Wild Flois'ers (J. H. FX—We can only reply that wemast continue luitil

all the flowering species are portraiteLl, or the work would be imperfect.

HoTEiA JAPONICA {A. S.].—.Uthuughvou tei-m yourself " an old foggy " yoa
are quite in the sunshine when you identify it as the Spu-iea japouica of the

gardeners. Some botanists call it S. bai'bata.

Pei.argonicm Leaves Spotted (J. LX—The leave,; were spotted in con-

sequence of the condensation of water on them, or of v.-aterin:4 or sjTingin.g

overhead, and the sun striking on them while wel. The ouly remedy is to

keep the atmosphere di-ier, not to let water remain on the foliage, and to give

a little an- at night and early in the day. The weather of late has been veiy

iiufnvourable to this class of plants, but if you hadafforded a gentle heat so as

to have given air more fi-eely the leaves would probably have escaped spotting.

Shkubs, Ferns, axd AiI'ixes ox Kockwork 1-7. r.|.—Abies CTanbr::-

sihana, Berberis Aquifolium, B. empetrifoUa. Coruus caua(lensifi, Cotoneaster

microphylla, Cupressus Lawsouiana, Dai>hne Cueoram, Genista prosfratu,

G. triquetra, Helianthemum cocciueum, H. rubrum liore-pleno. Hypericimi

calycinum, Juniperus communis, J. Sabina, J. prostrata, J. tamaiiscifolia,

Lithospei-miun fmticosum, Ptmettya procvunbeus, P. mucronata, Poteu-

tilhi tioribtuida, Vinca elegantissima, Vinca minor variegata, and azm'ea

flore-pleno ; Erica cai-nea, ciliaxis, ciuerea, hibemica, Tetralix, vagaus,

sajpaiia, and vulgaris in varieties. The Ai-aucarias that have lost the leaders

of the side branches we should not cut back further than to the iii-st fork

or =hoot below the dead part. li you cut to the main stem it is probable no
branches will be again produced, and the trees will be bare at the bottom.

Leave them as they are, cutting away the dea.! pai'ts only.

Briaiis Kor. KosE Stocks {P. T. S.).—lt is now late to take up the Briars,

but we should nevertheless do so, cutting them ofE about 5 feet in length, and
taking them up with a good quantity of loots. Pi-esei-ve about 6 inches

of the root-stem, cuttmg that over with o ^iuv. nod iiariii- the cut surface

smooth v.ith a sharp knife. It isimmatc-ii il il H l.cd.butuot

more than 4 inchesof that need beleft. i '
i

,
or at the

height v<iu M ibh, and cut in all the eWc h 1

'
.lut a foot

apart m rows 3 feet from each other. TL_ .. i !y dug and
enriched with manure. Eeducc the shoots tu t«i, c o cli-U -lock, selecting of

com-se the strongest. November and December are the best months to pUmt
the stocks. Strong loam cr a clay soil will be the best.

TtnjEEOSE CciHTRE (TTil/fsAii).—They succeed in a compost of two parts

light fibrous loam, one part leaf soil, and one pai-t old cow dung, mtermlsLed

with one-siith of sharp sand. 7-iuch pots are sufficiently large, drain them
moderatelv, and pot so that the roots will be covered to the neck. The offsets

should be removed. It is well to place a little silver sand beneath and round
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n,n 1,1111, The tot, or crown need not he higher than level with the rim of the

Syi-iu"o freely, ns the foliage is very liahle to the attacks of lea spiier. nom

the present time to AprU is a good time to pot.

HmnrP (F 1 -We think wo can answer "Wiry Potatoes are » '»™''?1

veSte?"-Beca; eThey have then- eyes ahont them Lo
°»
J'M «n

tost f -r k gardeners' dmner-" The game of hfe-shuffle the cards a? yen

will, spades always win." „ v t--„„„

Cjcoa-nut FinnE Kefose (ff. A. L.).-Apply to Messrs. Bai-sham, Ivmgs-

ton-on-Tharaes. , .,,

SuTOurao LioHT (A. W. B.).-Pamt the glass vmde your gi-eonhouse with

whiting and water, adding a Uttle Prussian hlue.
. ,. , , ,

CoscREirao Vine Border (Wmo).-A3 your '' Sfff™
»"^^

''=fj.^^^^^^
nnddrv" we would not concrete. Ground hme (blue has) i? what is usett.

Wettnd twrsaSs to a yard of rough gravel suffloient; if a httle more Imie

were added the concrete would be better.

,.., Tirpsiir Hummer Hi!i).—I'odcv voiiv rimimstances

li
;

|..,. i.iiii'tiugR little. Ccnhr 1..
1

1

.

'-
.

IhcMola

:.!, i vlo and plant hi s). 111. -i •
.;ii..ve the

,,, ,
,,,l,odswewonldcroH-„lii II iiK^colaria

mhs'ii i"th Lobelia, and two of M, .
I'-l! " i 'l,i,'od witn

Planting Fr/

we would men 1

cornuta all rii,'hi

seed-p,ds. Thn
Aiu-ea floribuudi

Flower of Spring.

PnlMuLAS THE SECOND Yeae U-AM.; »''.)-Totav-e80od plants

sow every yeai-, but the old plants will flower again nest ^tim^j
^^

™?
plants have not flowered we think.they wiU do so 'his spnng^

(Yeelv an
Itppn them in a Ught any position in a greenhouse, water them lieeiy, anu

.ive^vea"li<Juid manure once a-wcek. After flowermg ?!»:'=';, j^^'^Vto a
frame, keep them rather dl-y, after May p ace them out °' 4™'^ ™JX'' "VJ
dight y shaded position, and remove aU the old leaves and fl™«;,«'»"'%„^

July top-dress, ind place the plants m a cold frame, but only t" P'"*""' t"^™

from heavy rains, which are very injurious to the flowers. The plants wiu

flowei well frZ August to November, and may afterwards be thi-own away.

Si oXthat yoimgVfats may take their P'Sje- For flowermg figmN^^^^^^^^

bpi- to Anril sow at the beginning of AprU. We have plants now m e\iA!neni

conlnion that have been hi flower smte November, and have cut from them

some huutheds of ti-usses of flowers.
/r r n I — We consider the

Pruninj Laukels, Hollies, and Yews (E. O. It.). — We consiaei me

hegiuuiug of April the best time to cut-m evergi-eens, aud
1f\l^^'^^^^^„

in all bat veiT forwai-d seasons, and we should advise your deterruig piunmg

un?il then, eJpeciaUy as regai-ds the HoUies. Prumng wil do no harm
^

en

if deferred until the shrubs have begun to swel then; buds, ami mail s. lU-

growth, for the roots wiU send up sap more freely for the ,lr
>
.-. i|ni„ ii i i

dormant buds which you seek bycuttmg-hack to caU intuit I i

;

if the weather be cold, as it very often is in Aprd and ev,^,
i
" ' ;

,,,,, „ „

are deprivel of the shelter the outer parts afford, and t,i. 1'.'^: ';' '

sheltered by them are consequently tender. We therefore do lu.t ad^ isc piim

ingstaibs too early. The beginnmg of AprU for Lauiel and lew, up to May

for HoUies.

weather m snrhiH and early m summer, and continue watering untU the

rave^heSn^oTuiryeUow! then discontinue it, „The P'"','^;^*""^, ^^^
„ „lnon nn a shelf in a cool auT gi-eenhouso, settmg the pots in pans nueu

wftf^and ke*tt'et"evenVen-tl?e plants are^* -*• Th^ r^^^'^^^^

potted every second or thnd year, and always firmly. Keep them unuor

rather than overpotted. ,,.„,, m „

Son IN Greenhouse foe T.acsonia and Passifloea (JT.
f---^^^f

both succeed n a compost of two parts light flbrons loam, one part leaf soil,

one part sandy peat, and half a ?art of old ll''t.''''i

""J™™' of °sh'a^ sS"
mixed and chopped up, but not veiy fiuely, adding one pa, t of sharp sand

drauimg the bolder weU, and placing the soil about 2 feet deep, and mches

above the mtended level. »v„ „i,,,ta ;„ n m'pBnhouse,
Planting Cinnas (Mem).—We should gi-ow the plants m a greennouse,

ptacetlem in a eold frame in May, and plant out at '.l^^^f "« '^»,™?°

month choosin" a sheltered situation, for they have a miserable iipP™«uco

Xrexposed to wUids, though just as much the contrary when placed in

good" rlch?light sou in a sheltered warm position. Afford plenty of watei in

cTi-y -weather. ^
Aphis on Strawhereies in Vineby

(^,J°'"!"/°''"Y,? w''lt ^uZt
safelv fumigate a vmery with tobacco when the Vines are m leaf. "/?" "J"'

innrethTvtaesif the tobacco paper be good, and *o house not med with

smoke to an excessive degiee. FUl it so that yon cannot see a plant fiom the

outside, and let the foUage of the Vmes and plants be diy.

B«K Nombees (E. R. A.).-Yon can have Nos. 464, 471, and 473.

^Tho follow 1.hulls
Palms and othee Plants in r.ixs iCaniht

will answer for the windows of y nnln n-l im.

weather it would he advisable to 1

1

i
i

i - •

Prtlms—Chamterops Fortunei, C. I .''']'
austraUs, and Seaforthia elegaus. "': '

'''""''

oaria excelsa, Draosena indivisa, 1>. Imcata; l^'as^

aloifolia variegata.

KosF Gabeielle.—" C. D." inquh-es where plants of Gahiielle, a Hybrid

Pe^etu'al Sa^ can !"> ^ad ? WUl some of our readers answer the query ?

cannot give a definite answer.

EOSE^ IN A CONSEHVATOEY {Tijro).-Yom: house wiU be a roseiy under

glass. Havhigiioflreheat, you WiU need to provide for the «iiii.i l"' ';
"

of the roots of the Koses you gi-ow in pots. You wiU eith, i
i - ;

- i

,^^

thepots to the rim hi ashes, or, what 13 neater- m coooa-uui -

Plants eor Boede
have partly annuals ai

tills, as annuals cannoi

we should have Lohel

pose, and Calceolaria i;

your hirdor wUl ouly

Aly

rv Wai.ic (.'1 Sirtscriftcr).— You seem to wish to

,,,,ilv li Mil," plants, but we should not advise

,
I, ,,ih biiddrng plants. For our own part

,„,," I iM I tlio '"walk, then Geranium as you pro-

111 ijii>t Ini. with aline of PerUla at the back, but

idmitof three rows. Another way is Vaiiegated

J front; the second line some dwarf-gi'owing goiu-

lea'vBl Ger.^uium, with the flowers not removed; or Golden Feather Pyrethi-um

,^ould do if the liowers were removed, and Imperial D warf Ageratum m theS ro^ If you wUh for annuals have LobeUa speciosa, which you may

rafse from seed sown now in a hotbed; Sapunaria calabnca for the second

l^nriXNasturthjmTomThuuibSj™^^^

Siie'ba'iw dX Crimion Beet, which is both ornamental and useful.

Vi.-TrTvnTK MAER0W4 IN Frame-Vaeiods (K J.).—Wo do uot advooatc

„ ™h, , t le^e to frirn^r e"opt uutil they become established, then remove

? ipf-ai^ies a w"in sT.nilHn,, b-in- .•hnscn. Besides, we consider frames can
tue names, 11 wo^ ill .

,i,,,,,| ,|,;^„ for subjects that do better outside.

hshed befoie wmtei

T„p tb.

early -

the early pa

.-ith ha

; ly ui i\ i

N3S {iniwiai )—»e should take up the cuttmgscaiefully, pot

4-inch p Its and place themm a cold fiame keepmg them rather
. , l^

1 .. mnuil, ftRH.lv. aild

: CITTTIN3S {Ig I )-V,

nl h 1 Ifi .. „. „._ untU theyaie giowiu fieelv. and

, I
I atasable to set the pots on coal ashes Water

"
'

Maj the cnttiu 8 wiU ha\e looted sufficiently

, U Be caieful not to bieak the lOots, which

h and we have no doubt you wiU have some

fi , Ijt 1 lutheu own i ots lejuue a li„ht iich loam

weU diimel othci ise thev ii net sucieel We piesume >ouis are the

Dwuf Scabious oi it mxv be the S ^c t Scrhicu, It is ho«evei unmatenal,

OS tl , c 1 il k 1 I will fl ,w ei the fli St , eai if the seeds aie son n eaily and

tl 1 f 1 I in heat plautm„ out m May as jou piopo e. We

( lid m) —Lmge floii led —Beauty of Stoke yeUow and

I 1 1 I uil Ml H le hli Ondiuc cieim tipped

hla 1 n L 1
'll' ^

' V ' ', 'vZl\[
bion-eliel Cxold '

'

\x]"xtl
a dttpei shade I

i i I ii,>
Eve pine white 1

, , , , i,,v V,'. i

Little Gem pea b 11 I \M i i ,,''/,,, ^ '",'' \ ',',,„ h™
maioon Maiy Lml siilphm blu h Mil, ttiUhie mmI lel feoUcn t ps,

James Foisyth iiange cum en aulMiss Poweis white tipped with pmk.

Gueensev LiLi NOT Fldw„ein (B D G ) -The most hkely cause of

the pfant not ft weung is the leaf giovth bein toi smaU ,n I ni most cas^s

theb-ilbs are planted in too light soU. It should be a stion j eUow loam,

aud the plants should be set on pans filled with sand kept wet in sumniei.

When growmg the plants should be weU watered, especially dm-mg dry

b.auds, though they may 1" ' '""^''

„,,,•, II iiir. "I . them. The Roses hitendril -u

y,,i li. .Ill 1 iLit cover the roof too thickly n I

„ vr nil ..III mil thi-ive. Keep them di-y li'
'

'
"

1
, I ih,' 1 \torual atmosphere is above In i

<
mi -m u

I
I keep the house with a veiy moderate niiiojiiil "i ."i-

1
, l.niary encom-age growth by the free use of the syringe,

ii- so as to correspond with the morease of heat, (.-lose

iliii ill • spring, storing-np a good amount of sun heat, but m
le early part of b da,' you°caii hardly ^give too much an if aojitmo=rphere

,11 1,0 fivoil CO ns to be di-awn up or let down at will, and be kept on oniy

S^EHSSt£^=h^-:fthS;;r-.iS
That would answer your purpose.

Evergreens for a Rookery (M. I. JO.-The followin? used to form the

undlS^wSi beneath a rookery, but the dh-t which fell *'™ .-''ove c^^^J^^^
ahrabi to look anything but evergreen. Evergreen Privet, Ehododendron

pontku4, coSmo^Yew.'common atd variegated HoUy, ™mmon and Portugal

LamS, Box, Butchers' Broom, and Alexandi'lan Lani-el, Spurge Laurel, Ivie,,

Periwuikles, and, best of aU, Aucuba.

Growing Zonal Pelargoniums for Exhibition {A. B.)--The plants

shSd be?wo or thi-ee years old, and grown in 8-inch pots tu^ they -U no

do to compete ivith those gi-own m larger jiots than the„e. /ncy suou u uo

pruned now, and kept diy untU they are beginning to ^e?''. j''™ *li<=y f"X
be cai-efuUT repotted. The pots must be moderately dramed, and filled with

a coSS of two parts light loam, half a pai-t of leaf soU and old manm-e, oue-

si^tHu t of eCcoal, and the same of silver sand. Keep them moist and in a

moist atmosphere, with a temperature of from 50' to 55", increasmg to 10

Til' with sun heat. In May repot them into 8-inch pots, and m the hot om

each" these put an oysteJ-sh'ell histead of crocks; lay on the t°P ^f_
"^^

some boUed bones and the charcoal which remams after siffug m ^
half men

sieve. The smaller oAia.-coal ma, bemixed witMhe
™^^^^^

inri- iL lew uaj=, aud whcu the _

,
, , twice a-week. Tie tiowu the shoots so

M 1m m in the middle of May, aud iu Juno

,.,. -iblc; but if uot, keep them as cool aud

ay be removed to within sis weeks of the

stopped within eii-'bt weeks. Plants 2 feet

the pots fille-l

moderately :it n' i
i>'ii i'm m ,,.1

well develo)!!'! ! i
. 1

as to cover tli' :

' ;

remove the ]i1:lui _. 1- :i ! i"' 1

airy aa possible. The tru.s^L's

t^T^^Lttl 'SeS:lndSiSS^S l=l^r;o;;ir^aui-
a
-chance

Fi'on^a dozen Ji^HhoSd be able tS select haU. Zonals should be shown, but

you may grow some Nosegays.

VrnTET ruLTUEE (S P. S. X.).—Youi' soU IS too heavy. Could you not
VIOLET Coi'TUEi.^lft.^i'^^^^^ i^^j

^^^ ^^^ ^^^^.^ Plant rooted ninners

n-du" "round enriched with leaf soU and old manm-e, 1 foot

imst'with soot every ton days, so as to keep red spider

1 1 u- ruuners, and stn the gl'Oimd about the plants frequeiitl}

.

, in frames those wanted tor eai-ly fiowering, keep them

,. ^^^ „, 1 .,amit air. Those left out-doors should have the gi-ountt

sthTod, and a'top-dr-esshigof leaf soU before severe weather sets m A border

with ai east, north-east, or north-west aspect is most suitjible-m fact wo

irow oms on a north border. The leaves you sent us have the appearanc^ of

S°u^ual to plants growmg hi a wet cold soU. Dram the gi-omid better,

and give a Ughter soU and abimdance of an-.

Soil for Eoses (D. H.I.-" Str.mg loamy sand" ought to grow Hoses well

if you mean that it is a strong loam yet uot clayey. Gypsum to such a soil

lighten it by

•uul di,,
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n-uiiM rtnil-r it let;;; lit for Roses. We shoukl manure it with leaf mouM an,l
{]' '

1 .1 1 stable mamu'O ; but we should rely most ou watenujj
M rinure as soou as the blossom-buds were perceptible, with
It 111 raulchiu'? the surface throughout the summer. Aucuba
>! Ill male and female plants, and if gi'owu together the seci is

PniMrLA, CiNEnAniA. and Calceolaria Ci-lture (A. J?.).—Start the seeds
of the first two mentioned in n gentle heat some time dui-ing May, and then
remove them to a house which has a night temperature of 55\ When the
plants show their rough leaves pot them off singly, return them to the house,
and as soon as they have recovered place them on coal or ashes in a cool frame.
At the end of July or early in August shift the Primulas into 5-iuch pots,

change them to 7-inch ones by September, place thera m a house with a
tomperatm-e of 45'^ at night, and remove all the flowers up to November. lu
Fcbruaiy or March, when they flower, select the best formed and most
luxuriantly flowering ono^, and throw the others away. Keep the selected
plants in a light aii*y position under cover and in a heat of 50° until the seed
ripens. SLift the Cinerarias into larger pots during August, and in October
place them in a pit where frost cannot reach them. In February again change
them into 8 or 9-inch pots, and then treat them as recommended for Primulas
at the same time. The seed should only he saved fmra the plants with the
best shaped and brightest coloured flowers, and all uIIuts nu^'ht to be re-

moved from the house. The Calceolaria seed .slmu!.! In^ > i\mi the first week
in July, and the pans set in a shady place out itf tl-nr , r,>v. [vl with a hand-
glass, and the soil kept regulai'ly moist. Wlu-n tin- piniit^ uu be hamllcd,
prick them off about an inch apart in pans, and placn them in cold fi-ames.
Keep them racist and shaded from bright sun. When they touch each
other pot them off singly in 3-inch pots, which should be placed on ashes
in a cold frame. Keep the plants close and moist until established, and pro-
tect them from frost. Remove them to a house or pit with a night tempera-
ture of 40° to 45^, and keep them near the glass as well as cool and moist.
Shift them into larger pots in December, or earlier if the pots are full of roots.
Pots 5 inches in diameter are suitable. In Febmary or early in March they
may have 8 or 9-inch pots, they should have plenty of room. It is a good
practice to take out the centres of the shoots when these have four joints, in
order to cause the production of side shoots. Remove the plants to a light
aiiy house in April, place thera ueai- the glass, and as the flower-stalks advance
support them with stakes. They will flower in May, and you will need to select
the best formed, and the best coloured and spotted flowers, throwing away the
plants that have Imperfect flowers. Alter flowering place them in a house
with a temperature of 55°, and keep the atmosphere dry, but supply water as
required. It is unnecessary to artificially fertilise the flower. A compost of
two parts light fibrous loam, one part leaf soil, half a pai-t of old hotbed
raanmc, and one part of silver sand, cbai-coal, and cocoa-nut refuse in equal
proportions will grow the whole well, adding half a part of sandy peat for the
Pi'imulas.

Insects (F. 3/.).—The small catei-pillai-s on yom- Ciurant shoots ore the
newly-hatched young of the Magpie Moth, Abraxas glossnloi-iata, described
and figiu-ed in the " Cottage Gardeners' Dictionary," page 1.—I. O. W.
Name of Fruit (D. F. J. A'.).—Your Apple is Reinette Van Mons.
Names op Plants {G. B., Htirlow).—They are not numbered, and being

only leaves we cannot name them. We do not know why Calla leaves ai-e

spotted, as we are not told where they oie grown or wliat kind of spots there
are. {C. IT.).—Adiantum trapeziforme. (.4 Ccnslanf SH'>s.-nh>-)-).~Aspidmm
eapense, (TV. Hannaforilj.—'Enonymun jationiius (tm.i in liuit. We never
>iaw it fniiting before; yoiu- living at Tci^nmouth a< inmit- irn if. A di-awin"
of it in flower is in " Bot. Reg." xxx., pi. 6. (/'Mr-:. /).— MiLonia peruviana.
(Eiist Sussex).—Dicksonia (or Cibotiiun) Barometz. (Ljno ramus).—Omphal-
odes vcrna. iA. W., Coldstream).—Kalmia latifolia, and Rhododendi-on fei*-

nigincum. (Tott€nham).~The common Butterbui-, Petasites vulgai'is.

POULTRY, BEE, AND PIGEON OHEONIOLE.

UNITE TO COMBAT EVIL.
I AM rejoiced to find so many others besides myseli coming to

the conclusion that "something must be done." I do not want
to use exaggerated language. When some honest folks say that
" unless these things can be put a stop to," shows must come to
an end ; I don't believe it. Honourable men will always be in
the majority, and both the fancy and the shows which gi-ow out
of it have taken too deep a root for a few swindlers to destroy
them, let them do their very worst. Still, enough has beeii
revealed of late to awaken in many minds some very serious
reflections.

What is the poultry fancy to come to ?

There has been enough to cause very miich misgiving upon
tliis point. To comn:ience only as far back as theNew Year—and
it may be no harm thus to recapitulate. We had at the com-
mencement a flagrant case of plucked hocks ; then at Whitehaven
we had a case of clipped feathers, a case of dyed feathers, and a
bad case—an atrociously bad case—of a pin stuck through the
victim's comb. Just now I hear of trimming in another form

—

a most wicked case, in which a pair of Jacobin Pigeons, which
had fairly won an honourable position, were grossly trimmed in
order to fasten the vile imputation upon their exhibitor. That
they were trimmed since the judging the judges will swear
to. Then we have had birds stolen from shows ; we have had
birds deliberately poisoned ; and we have had birds on their
return, by some faint scruple of conscience not destr03-ed, but
irrecoverably spoilt for the season by disappointed competitors

;

and this black catalogue is only the experience of young 1872.
Some time back, rightly or wrongly, I formed an opinion that

the attention of the judges needed to be very emphatically called
to this matter ; but I feel bound to say that this is not the want
which in my judgment exists now. From private letters, I know
this subject to be at present an anxious burden upon their minds

;

and it will be scarcely a breach of confidence if I say that one of

our very brst juil;;. s has expressed to me his strong feeling, that
upon tlie iihlj> ; i , ii"\v thrown the whole brunt of this conflict

withrasi;i'4u]ti, ami tliat they are not " backed uj) " in it by the
fancy as thty uuglit to be ; and I think he is right. I know,
myself, cases in which committees have either been so cowardly,
or so leuient to local exhibitors, that they have refused even to

affix to the pens notices of disquaUflcation awarded by the
judges. Some will not even take the milder measure of pubUsh-
ing them in the catalogues. At all events we have the declara-

tion, " evidently inspired " as they say in the newspapers, that

these gentlemen consider some " more stringent measures " are

absolutely needed.
But the question is. What can be done ? It is easy for the

editors, or anybody, to propose a stringent clause for commit-
tees ; the problem is, how to get such a clause or any other
measures adopted. What is everybody's business becomes no-

body's. I believe the vast majority of poulti-y exhibitors

earnestly desire that something should be done. AVe have seen
that the judges desire it. We all see th:it the case needs it, but
how is it to be done, and who is to do it ?

I venture to suggest, very seriously, that the very first step in

this direction must be some organisation or combination of the
poultry fancy; that for this, as for some other urgent reasons
which alone would be sufficient, such organisation has now
become a necessity. Such a body could act ; it could speak; its

very suggestions alone would or ought to be received with a
respect which those of any mere individual covild never com-
mand. In fine, I believe the time is come when it is wanted

;

and not only so, but when the waut is keenly felt in many diffe-

rent directions and for many different reasons. This being my
belief, I shall make no ajjology for asking if such an organisation

cannot be formed ?

I may be asked, What is this but a revival of the old Poultry
Club ? and may be pointed to this body's rather ignominious
failure. Well, the last does not trouble me, for I think I can
see adequate reasons for it. It started by assuming too much

;

that always sets people's backs up. It rushed into a " Standard
of Excellence " at once, and took a position of domination over
the judges, which to say the least was not wise. Very personal
antipathies and objects were openly avowed and gloried in. I

would have a Poultry Club if possible, but Iwould have it with-
out these mistakes. I know there are pitfalls on every hand. I

know people are apt to feel and to get very *' lively " on certain

matters. Nevertlieless, there is abundance both of good sense
and good feeling amongst fanciers, and with the help of these
I do think something might be done, which would really help
and benefit us all.

What is intended, and what is not intended, should, however,
be clearly understood. I do not expect such a body would
correct every abuse, or abolish any, all at once. I would not
wish it to lay do^m the law for everyone else, or to go quarrel-

ling with certain judges or with certain shows. I woaild not
expect that its members should get a distinct quid 2>ro quo for

their subscriptions. The idea should rather be that of a number
of real amateurs, who love their pursuit, joining together to j)ro-

mote the best interests of their fancy. Iwoxild take it for granted
that the judges had the same object at heart no less truly, and I

woirld endeavour to consult and help them in every way possible,

so as to secure their heai'ty co-operation. I should hope for

their presence at the important meetings as honoured members
nr as welcome guests. I would not be disappointed if for some
time little appreciable results were seen, seeing that the mere
association of the honourable together is itself a benefit. The
main idea would be, in charity and moderation, to seek the right.

Surely as much as this is practicable, and assuming only so

much as this, I believe fully that " to the upright there ariseth

light in the darkness." We should begin to see our way, and as

opportunity opened we could begin to act. Any member con-

"\dcted of fraud could be expelled. Anyone, not a member, could
in a venial case be warned, and if hia offence were repeated
could have his name sent by circular to committees, with a.

warning against him. Various shows could be invited to asso-

ciate themselves with the club, and secure its support by honour-
able rules. Cases of cheating could be blazoned in the regular
reports, and in many ways, by steady degi'ees, and not attempt-
ing to do too much at first—that is the great thing to avoid—

a

quiet and powerful influence could, I believe, be brought to bear
which would at least lessen many existing evils.

The annual meeting of such a body ought to be a truly pleasant
gathering, and, if possible, not only contemporary with, but
really associated with one of the great shows. To it all the
members should look forward ; if with a good dinner thrown in,

so much the better. All mere personal matters should be rigor-

ously put down ; but the judges might at such a gathering be
courteously asked concerning any general question or apparent
change in the standard of judging, and all would be benefited
at once, instead of having to learn the " new rule " by the losses

of a whole year. Such changes constantly occur, for breeds im-
prove, and fashions change also. Let them in this way be fairly
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annoimced and formally noted. This aloue would be a great
lenefit.

Surely such a scheme is not utoiJian. I have felt its need for
long, and have thought this a favourable opportunity for seeing
what is thought of it. Actively I could do little for it ; but there
are people who could take it up and cari-y it to completion, if

only there are enough fanciers who share these convictions, and
who are willing to unite together, and to act together, in seek-
ing to raise the tone of that great body to which they belong.—li. Weight.

TEIMMING BIEDS FOR EXHIBITION.
" Cheltenham " appears to acquiesce in all you say, as eveiy

honest exhibitor must do, providing the clause would stop the
nefarious practice of trimming. But much as I detest trimming,
I should not Kke to enter my birds where such a clause was in
force, unless I knew that my birds would not be tampered with
on the route, or when they arrived at the show field, which, as
is weD known, has been done by some imprincipled persons.
There have been such injuries as plucking or breaking the
tails. It is not very long since I heard a well-known exhibitor
say that one of his Game cocks came back from a show with his
tail cut clean off. So, as long as we have such persons to con-
tend with, I think it would not be safe to exhibit under such a
clause, because men who will commit dastardly acts like the
above would be the very persons to look out for an opportunity
to trim some valuable birds in a rough and ready way, and when
the birds were put up by auction buy them at a low figure, and
thus cheat the honest exhibitor out of his birds, when perhaps
no reasonable amount of money would have bought them of the
owner. So I ask. Where would the owner get redress when the
judges could prove on oath that the birds were trimmed, and
the public woiild naturally believe them ? Therefore I think
the remedy worse than the evil.

I would suggest that committees appoint a competent person
to take a casual glance at all the pens before the judges make
their awards, and tick off all the numbers of those pens he
thinks are trimmed, and give the nuonbers so ticked-off to the
judges. These, when they came to the pens which are supposed
to be trimmed, would examine them very minutely, and, if they
found any birds that had been trimmed, would disquaUfy them,
and any other Idnd of stock the owner might take prizes with
at the show. Let the names be published in your .Journal for
twelve months, so that secretaries might see the defaulters'
names and refuse their entrance fees until the expiration of the
above time.—T. Baickeb, Illingworth, near Halifax.

MANAGEMENT OF FOWLS AT SHOWS.
I WAS in hopes that " Winnee of Four Cups " would have

replied to "Amateur's " article in your impression of February
15th, but as he has not done so I oiler a few remarks. I would
have liked very much if " Amateub " had given his name, for
then people could judge for themselves whether his sawdust
experience were worthy of a place in the minds of those who
have none but valuable stock to experiment \ipon.
For my own part I would be most \ruwilling to try such an

unnatural experiment upon my birds. I would assist Nature,
not oppose it. It is extremely natural for fowls to pick up sand,
stones, lime, and such Uke, but until now I never heard of their
attempting the sawdust, and I still think their doing so arises
more from necessity than choice ; if they were set at liberty
they would choose something more natural. I would like very
much if some of the gi*eat breeders would state their opinions
on tills very important subject. I am far from thinking with
" Amateur " that the birds fit for exhibition are in an unnatural
state, but the very opposite—namely, in a high state of nature,
and I have no difficulty in keeping them in that high state of
natui-e ; but if birds that have been treated weU all their lives
he taken and cooped-up for eight or ten days, and denied all

access to their veiy natural bill of fare—small stones, lime, sand,
&c., (deny a bird these, and pray with what do you expect it to
digest its food ?)—I do not wonder at indigestion setting in,
which is disease enough, and which I believe my cup cockerel
•lad, and nothing else.

What is to prevent committees having the pens well cleaned
out once a-day, and the floor of each sprinkled with road grit,
itc. ? It is quite as easily obtained, and much more natural
than sawdust. " Amateur " asks what my exhibition birds
were fed upon before sending them to exliibitious. Well, mine
were fed upon a mixture of oatmeal, Indian meal, and shai-ps,
equal parts of each, in the morning, and barley at night. Every-
thing that is natural for birds to eat should be given them when
at shows to make up for the want of hberty, fresh air, and other
natural conditions.

—

James Cl.u4k.

SHIRE Rector " in his kindly notice. He makes the request on
account of several persons having expressed their regi'et that
they could not afford the expense which fifty shilling parts
would involve.

GAME BIEDS AND BANTAM SHOW.
I SHOULD Hke to call attention to a new show that I have

suggested to the Crystal Palace Company—that of Game birds
and Bantams. I have long felt that a show of this description
would be very interesting. The Bantam fanciers will now have
an excellent opportunity of exhibiting the beauties of these
charming and much admired little birds, there being no less than
eleven classes, with three prizes to each class. I have been led
to make this large number of classes with hope of seeing again
cultivated some of the old kinds which are seldom now exhibited,
such as the Nankeen, the Booted Browns, Cuckoos and others.
Let the Bantam fanciers send their birds, and I will do my best
to render the attempt a success. I hope also those who have
Game birds will assist by sending some specimens, as there are
eight classes for Pheasants, five for Grouse, and five for Partridges
and Quails. Amongst others I trust I shall see a specimen of
that grand bird the Capucaille, also the Blackcock, Red Grouse,
and Ptarmigan, and some of the numerous varieties of the
Pheasant and Quail. I believe the schedule of prizes is now
ready, and may be had on apphcation as per advertisement in
this Journal.

I may add that this show is not intended in any way to inter-

fere with the large annual London show, but is suggested by me
for the purpose only that the public may have the pleasure of

seeinghve Game birds and also all the many varieties of Bantams,
for which there are seldom, if ever, separate classes at most of

our poultry shows.

—

Harrison Weie.

FAKENHAM POULTEY SHOW.
This was held on the 27th and 28th of February, at the Com

Hall, Fakenham, and was a gi-eat success. The entries numbered
450, a marked contrast in quaUty to the Exhibition of Septem-
ber last. The arrangements of the Show were well carried out.

Of Dorldngs there were sixteen entries, the cup (the only one
remaining in the county) was awarded to a good pen of Dark
Greys ; Lady Gwydyr carried off the cup for the Cochin and
Brahma classes. Tlie show of Game was very fine and the com-
petition severe. The cup-winners of Brown Reds were claimed
by Mr. S. Matthews, of Stowmarket. The second prize was also

awarded to Brown Red. A very good pen of Duckwings took
the first prize in the " Any other Variety " Game class. Sarti-

hurghs were well represented ; the Spangled and Pencilled were
sho-rni in two classes. Silvers in both cases carrying off the first

honours. Spanish were fair. The Minorca class as a specula-

tion was a failm-e, only three pens being exhibited. The first-

prize winners were good birds, but sadly out of condition. A
pen of White took second honours. Mr. W. K. Patrick, of Lynn,
had it all his own way in the Poland, class. There was a good
show of French fowls, nine pens out of the sixteen entries obtain-

ing notice. As usual Bantams were in sti'ong force. The cup went
to Brown Reds. The Rev. F. Cooper's as usual took the first prize

in the class for any variety of Game. In the Any variety class

there were but six entries, a fine pen of Black Hamburghs win-
ning. There was a special class for live fowls suitable for table

purposes, very poorly filled. The Selling classes were fairly

fiUed, and a great many pens changed owners. Turkeys and
Geese were weD shown ; in the latter the first prize was awarded
to a pen of White, Chinese second. Aylesbui-y and Rouen Duclcs

were classed together, -\ylesbury winning both first and second
prizes. East Indian were first, and Muscovy second in the Any
other variety class.

Bahbits were above the average.
There was a good display of Pigeons ; the cup-winners were

Barbs.
The Canaries and other Song Birds were first-rate, and at-

tracted much notice. We published a list of the awards last

week.

Do^'ER ANT) CrsQUE Ports Show.—^We recommend the follow-

ing rule to other Committees, although it does not go so far as

we recommend. 16.—The Treasurer of the Club wiU withhold
payment or delivery of any prize awarded to an Exhibitor on
receiving from the Secretary a certificate in writing under his

hand and countersigned by a majority of the Committee, that it

has been discovered subsequently to the award of the Judge that

a regulation of the Club has been broken with respect to any
birt^, and such certificate shall be final and conclusive on all

persons, and no Exhibitor shall have any right to appeal there-

from.

The Illustrated Book of Poultry by L. Wright.—Mr. Spalding Show.—I have to acknowledge the receipt of the
Wright requests us to state that this book will only consist of undermentioned subscriptions towards a five-guinea cup or
twenty-five parts in numbers, not fifty as supposed by " Wilt- i piece of plate for the best young Carrier of any colour, bred in
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1S72, and the same for the best yoiing Barh ; to he aivarcled at
the Spalding Show in July next. The Committee have decided
the birds shall be shown siii{;ly, and there ^^-iU be three classes
for young Carriers, with a first prize of £1, and second of IO5.,

in each—^viz., Black and Dun, and Bine or Silver, and two
classes for yoimg Barbs, with prizes of the same amount for the
best Black, and any other coloiu-. M. Hedley, 42 ; Capt.
Heaton, £1 ; J. C. Ord, il ; J. Frith, £1; G. C. Holt, -fl

;

E. Homer, il ; J. H. Ivimy, 10s. Gd. ; G. W. Thomas, 10.S. 6d.

;

Anonymous, 10.5. ; J. GiU, 10s. ; E. Walker, 10s. ; W. B. Teget-
meier, 5s. ; and myself, 14».—£10 10s.—TVii. M.^ssey, Spalding.

XOETHAMPTON POULTEY, PIGEON, AXD CAT
SHOW.

This Show was held on the 6th inst. and following day in the
Com Exchange, a building admirably adapted for the purpose.
This, the third annual meeting of the Society, was a success,
which quite exceeded the anticipations of the Committee. As a
proof of their having secured public confidence we may state
that on each occasion the nvraiber of entiies has been double
that of the preceding years, and if this rapid gi-owth goes on it

will be a question where the Show of 1873 is to find accommoda-
tion. This year there was an entry of more than eight hundred
pens, and it is rare to find any public show that was so generally
good as that just held at Northampton. The results are sti'ong
proofs of good management, and we are glad to find the Com-
mittee BO well supported by amateurs of the highest standing.
Some of our readers may feel an interest in knowing that a Cat
show took place at the same time and under the same manage-
ment. A somewhat novel featiu'e in the poulti"y department
was classes being appointed for single hens as well as single
cocks, and the resujt was a very large competition of first-class
birds.

The Grey Dorkings were good, more ' especially the hens ; in
the cock class, an otherwise exceedingly large and good biid
was the most "squirrel-tailed'' we ever remember to have
seen exhibited. All the classes for Cochins were exceDent, the
Buffs being the largest entrj', and these proved as good as they
were numerous. By the prize schedule, a silver cup was offered
for the best cock of any breed in the Show, and the hens were
similarly treated. Both of these cups for single birds were
taken by Buff Cochins, the one by a fine, clear-coloured, rich
Buff cock, the property of Mr. Taylor ; the silver cup for the best
hen of any kind was awarded to a fine heavily feathered hen of
Mr. H. Tomlinson's, adding repute to his well-lcnown yard of
this variety. The Partridge-coloured, also the White Cochins,
were such as to do ample credit to Captain Coleridge, and Messrs.
Sichel and Woodgate. Mr. ^Vnsdell was again successfiil with
Dark Brahmas, but both his hens and the old cock are over-
shown, and under such long-continued trials the success of the
coming breeding season will probably be greatly compromised,
for the constitution of these first-class specimens is fast breaking
up, in fact it is a pity (for they deserve it) not to rest the fowls
after so much excitement and prize-winning. Spanish were good,
and mostly in very fi'esh and hearty show condition.

It is long since we have seen a better competition in Ayles-
bury Ducks, and it must have been an unenviable task for the
Jiidge to decide upon their positions on the prize list. The
Eouens which competed in the same general Duck class were
anything but theii: equals.

STo previous Northampton Show has been so complete in the
Pigeon classes ; many of the birds, however, were placed too
high to allow an inspection by either Judges or visitors. Pouters
were the great feature in this division, and a gi-and lot they
were. A singularly beautiful Blue hen of this variety was the
winner of the silver cup forj the best Pigeon in the Exhibition.
Carriers were very fine, and in generalhigh condition. Dragons
were a much less perfect lot, but the variety class contained
some very choice and rare breeds. It is a matter of regret that
in defiance of aU rules " trimming " was practised among the
Pigeons by one or two parties, of course, where discovered, to

the owner's disqualification.
Rabbits.—It is not often that the Babbit fancier sees a col-

lection of eighty-six, and some of them the best Babbits in the
country, and Northampton, we believe, this year has stood
second only to York in number of entries. Too much praise
cannot be awarded to the indefatigable Secretai-y, and his co-

workers the Committee, who are most if not all " fanciers,"

themselves. The general arrangements were of the most satis-

factory kind. Single Rabbits were exhibited and in large

roomy pens, quite as large as we have been accustomed to see

with a pair exhibited in them. The pens were fitted-up by Mr.
G. BiUett, of Portsmouth. The animals were well suppUed
with bedding, carrots, and oats.

The Lops (fourteen entries), were an excellent class, both in

perfection of marking, length of ear, and condition, being the

realisation of what a good " Lop " should be. The cup- buck
was not, perhaps, as large as some shown, yet "worthy of his

position. Ears 22} by 5 inches. He was closely followed by

the second-prize doe, with her gracefully hanging ears 21 1 by
4i inches, and of the third were 22 by 4| inches—a valuable trio
not often to be seen, and the vei-y highly commended pens and
highly commended pens were aU far too good to escape a pass-
ing remark. We hope next year such success will induce the
Committee to divide the Lops into at least three classes for
colour.

-^Jigoras (fourteen entries), were a good class, yet many of
them had not been well " groomed," and the silk hau- was
entirely spoilt by its matted and uncared-for state. One or two
suffered a Uttle with the scurf on the nose. The fine showy doe
which received the medal subscribed for, is the most splendid
we have seen, and was in excellent condition. The second-
prize doe was a fit companion for her, and the two with their
smaller yet valuable and sQky companion of Messrs. Morbey and
TasseU, gave evidence of what this showy variety should be.
All the commended pens were excellent.
The Himalayan (sixteen entries), were not quite as good as we

have seen. There was an absence of uniformity of shade in
the extremities. Some specimens were evidently moulting, and,
consequently, not in the best state for exhibition. Yet all the
prize and commended specimens were good.
The Silver Greys (eight entries), contained some well-silvered

animals, and the three prize pens were aU large, but a little

lighter and more general silvering on the head would have
made them nearer to perfection. All were does. The highly-
commended pens were smaller than their more fortunate
neighbours, yet well shaded.

" Any other variety " class (eighteen entries), contained some
excellent specimens, and the first-prize Belgian Hare doe and
the second are the finest we have seen, and for size approach
the Patagonian, yet their ages were only nine and seven
months. The Dutch buck as third formed a contrast in size at
least, and is well marked.
The Selling class (sixteen entries), included some good speci-

mens, and the first-prize Lop Tortoiseshell buck, and the
second, an Angora buck, ^'ith the " Lop " buck of Mr. W.
Cannan, were all good and entitled to the position they took, and
the various commended pens require in justice to their worth
our favourable notice. The subscription-cup and medal were in

addition to the cup given by the Committee. The Judge, Mr.
C. Eayson, exhibited some specimens of the Angora, Dutch, and
Himalayan, Patagonian, and Silver-Grey, but not for com-
petition.

D0RK1SG8.—Cocfc.—I, J. Chlaman, Sonthampton. 2. J. White, Warlaby. ?j

R. Wood, Jan., Clapton, Thrapatone. c, Hon. J. Massey, Milford Honsef
Limerick; R. Sykes, Geddington. Hen.—l, Hon. J. Massey. '2, J.White. 3.

F. Parlett. Great Baddow. he, Hon. J. Massey; Rev. E. Bartrnm. Great
Borkhampstead ; N. Rnsael, Oswestry, c, O. E. Creaawell ; W. Bearpark.

Cocnis-Caisi—Cinnamon or Buff—Cock—1 and Cup, J. W. Taylor, Ulvcr-

Bton. 2 and 8, H. Lloyd, jun., Handsworth. kc, -A.. Hanbury, Northamptin;
Capt. F. G. Coleridge, Wargrave; J. Bloodwortb, Cheltenham; W. Hum-
phreys; A. C. Ussher. c. D. Young. Hen.—1 and Cup, H. Tomlinson. 2. J,

Sichel. S. A. Bamford, Middleton. kc. J. N. Beasley, Northampton ; A. Bam-
ford; H. Lloyd, jun. ; C. Bloodworth. c, S. Lear, jnn., Burslem (2).

Cocms-Cmrn.—Any oth-cr Colour.—Cock.—1,1. Sichel. Timperley. 2. Capt.

F. G. Coleridge. 3, R. S. S. Woodgate. he, R. S. S. Woodgate ; Eey. ,1. P.

Gandy. Stanwiok ; STrs. E. Clarke, Hartford, Huntingdon. Hen.—l, 3. Taylor.

2. .L s^ichel. 3, H. Lloyd, jun. he, R. S. S. Woolgate, Pemhury, Tunhridge

Brahma VooTxi—Light.—Coek.—l, Rev. N. J. Ridley, NewhuiT. 2, J. Bloo^-

worth. 3, J. T. Hinoks. e. J. More, Rothwell. Kettering. Hen.—l, J. Blood-

worth. 2, W. Stevens, Northamoton. 8, J. More. ,„_._,, . -,

Brahma Pootea.—Dart.—Coc&.—l and 2, T. F. Ansdell. St. Helen's. 3. Kev.

J. G. B. Knisht, Danbury, Chehnstord. he, H. Yardley, Birmingham ; Hon J

,

Massy : J. Chisman ; J. Watts. Bcn.-1 and 2, T. F. Ansdell 3, J. Sichel. he,

H Yardley : J. Watts ; J. MitcheU. e, H. Yardley ; Rev. J. G. B. Knight
;
Dr.

Holmes, Whitecotes, Chesterfield; J. Watts; J. Eamshaw.
o„.ii,,„„,i

SPAN-isH.-Cocfc — 1, Pickering & Dnggleby, Driffield. 2, W. Smallwood,

Wolverlon. 3, H. Brown, Putney Heath, lie, H. Yardley; H. F. Cooper, \\al-

sall. e. H. Wilkinson ; H. Thomeycrott, Floore, Weedon. Bcii.-l, J. Thresh.

Bradford. 2, H. Brown. S, W. Woodhonse, Lynn he, J. T. Parker. North-

amnton- J F Dixon, Cotgrave; W. Smallwood, Wolverton; G. Osborne,

Vorthampton;' H. F. fcooper. e, J. T. Parker; H. Wilkinson, Earby; W. R.

'^ G.'.-J?-S"cl'S'-Coc..-l, W. Speakman 2 T. Whitaker Melton Mow.
brav 8 A E Johnson, WashonDe.ine, Rotherham. Hen.—l, P. Matthew,

Sto,™arket. 2 and 3. T. Whitaker. ),c, B. Cox. Monlton:H.E. Martin

G™E -^nw other Colour.-Cock.-l. F. Sales. 2, W. Perrm. Nantwich. S,

E.Winwo d, Worcester. Hen.—1, S. Matthew. 2, B. Coz. S.E.Wmwood. c,

°-I?AM^cr,GHs'-'l&"'or Silvcr..pan!,led^Cock.-l, E. H Ashton, Motlrum.

2. Ashlon & Booth, Mottram. 3, E. F. Gardom Newcastle, Staffs, he P.

Collins, Daventrv ; E. Robinson, e. A. Goodi-ich, Northampton ;B. Cox. fltn.

-1 J Love KinKsthurpc. 2, W. Pinfold, Lower Weedon. 3, Ashton & Booth.

he 'Caot. F. G. Coleridge ; R. H. Ashton. c, A. Goodrich ;
A. Coleman.

HlSnRGHS.-Go!rf Sr Siher.penciUed.-Cock,-\. J. Webster, heIbroc*. 3.

R. R Parker, Ipswich. S, W. K. Tickner, Ipswich, he H. & A. Gill,
^-^J]"^-

stall: H. H. Thompson, Coleshill; G. Asbpole Etwall Hall, """y-
„f' ""i'

and he. 3. Edge. 2, J. Weh.ter. 3. R R. Parker, c, H. Moore
;
Capt. F. «

Coleridge ; J. King, Oxford ; C. Bloodworth. . _
Game BASTAMs.-BJoci Beds.-l. W. B.Jefrrics. Ipswich 2. Capt. T.

Wetherell. 3. W. Adams, Ipswich, he. W. F. Addie. Fulwood ;
Rev. F. Cooper

^rMi^iS:.r'ii's„ASL7coiofr:iTini-8^ir?:cr^^

^i^LA ?BSr°j'.Va«s"=tlIp'S'; R^ h': rsCn'l&l.'- ."-Mi^i

^A\^'jTHErAmziv.-laDdCup.T.Lichlield.Nor.hampton(Golden.Bpanglea
HaSiurgW 2. W NottJIe. 3, W. Page, Northampton (Black-breasted Red).

^^il't°x1?H^^'^/BTxr<^i.^-1!^V'n*'^'Cr.ve.Cc.^^^^^^

^cV-lJ^^-rBS'y ('^itrc^sfe°d"ilic?PolktSf•rw^
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I special) —1, J. Walkfi- iSpanisIil. 2, H. Eckford, Colesbill

Oiol.h'j-i'riiciUrd Ilaiiibiirt'li '
- IT^'ii.l'.'.-. /ic, H. Wilkinson (Spfinish); T.

Chambers, inn.. Noitlinmi'l 'I ^'' I' I ilijison (Sultans), c, H. Yardley
;

H. Bruwn (^Ti;ini-h) Kcv. .1 '- 'Punish); J.Mitchell {Ducliwiug
Oanu): W. J(.linM)n. Mil .-

,
,

I'nlands); J. Ashwoith, Marsden
Hci-'htB, BijrnlL-v (S]rv€'r-sp:in I ill : jlii.

Spiling Cla^s (Special) -('Mr;.-,-!. \V. K. Bull. 2, E. Sykea (Dorkinti). S,

J. Bl.iodworlh (Light Brahma), he, H. Yardley ; P. Collins (Golden-spanKled
Hamburah); J. Sicbel (Buff Cochin); W. A. Burnell (Buff Cochin); 3. Kins
(Silvei-peneilled Hamburgh). c.H. Yardley; B. Cox (Game); W. F. Checkiey,
Moulton (Buff Cochin).
Sei.liso Class (Special).—Hens.—1, J. Walker. Sandtord (Spanish). 2 and 3,

.1. Sichel (Buffi, he. H. Yar iley : J. F. Dixon (Spanish); P. Collins (Golden-

spangled Hambnrgh). c. W. Nottage (Rouen Ducks); J. Tarry, Dallinglon
((ioMtn-sjiniF'led Hamburgh) ; J. S, Price (Creve-Cceur).
n ',/ '((r/ or Rojfn.—1,2, and 3, J. Heilges, Aylesbury, he, Hon. J.

M: ! II I II. Btickinghara ; P. Wise; J. Wright. Melton Mowbray. Any
I I iiiid 3, H. B. Smith (Fancy). 2, G. Ashpole, Etwall Hab,

I' I.I, I 111), iic, H. B. Smith (Fancy); J. Watts (fancy); K. H.
.\,i';"ii ,.Mini. I, I. ,11).

PIGEONS.
•Pouters.—CocA-.-l, J. Barber. 2, J. Coleman, West Bromwich. 3, Mrs.

IjSdd.Calne, r/ic, F. Gresham, Birkenhead, fic, H.Yardlev: Mrs. Ladd ; J. E.
Palmer, Peterborough; E.Horner, Harewood (2). c, T. Waddington, Fennis-
«owIes. Hen—1 and Cup and 8, F. Gresham. 2, N. Hill, Upper Norwood,
The. E. Horner, he, Mrs. Ladd ; W. E. Rose, Kettering ; J. Barber : J. Cole-

man ; E. Horner, c, Mrs. Ladd ; J. E- Palmer ; H. Pratt,

CARHIEBS.—Cocfc—1, T. Waddington. 2, E- Homer. S, W-Maasey. ftc.H.

Yardley; T. Chambers, jun. ; A, Perry, Hardingstone ; E. Horner, c, H.
Yardley. Hen.— 1 and 3, E, Horner. 2, J. Stanley. Ac, H. Yardley ; W. Crook,

, R. Ashto;
.-flhorl f,ire,I.-l. E. Hon

Lynn. Any olhcr e,iiictti.-\, W. Steve
2, H. Yardley. I, W. Woodhonse.

H. O. Crane (Blue Beards).

S.'R. G. Teebay, Burscoiigh, Ormskirk. e. G. Osborne; H. Chambers.
OivLS.—1 and Cup. C. L. Gilbert, Salisbury. 2, T, Waddington. 3, E. C.

Stretch, he, S. Holroyd, Mumps, Oldham; H. Yardley; J. Watts, c, R.
Woods.
TaoBiTS.—1, J. Edge. 2, T. Waddington. 3, O. E. Cresswell. /le, 0. Martin

;

L.,Watkin.
JiCoBiss —1. C. L. Gilbert. 2 and 3, E. Homer, he, H. Y'ardlej ; A. Storrnr,

Eeterborough ; C. Martin, e. J. S. Cater. _
F.NTAILS.—1, J. F. Loversidge. 2, E. Horner. 3. W. H, Tomlinson, he, H.

YarJley;J.T Cater; J. Ediie. c, Mrs. Ladd ; H. Y'ardley ; J. Walker
Dbacons.—I, C.L. Gilbert, Salisbury. 2, H. Allsop. 3, S. Holroyd. he,T.

Waddington. c, H. Cliambers; T. W. Mills, Walsall.
AvTWERPS —1, H. E. Wright, Birmingham. 2 and 3, J. Stanley, Blackburn,

c, H. Yardley (2) ; J. Stanley.
Any otheb Vabiety.-I, J. Watkins (Nun). 2, E. Horner. 3, T, Waddington.

;ie, H. Yardley; S. Holroyd; W. Crook (Ice): C. L. Gilbert (Maltese); J. S.

Price (Blue Runts), e, J. T. Cater, Trimmed. J Watts.
Special Sellihg Class (Single Birdl.—l, T. Chambers, jnn. (Carrier). 2, J,

Wa ker, Burslem. 3, S. Holroyd. rfte, W. Massey. )ic, H. Y'ardley ; W.Massey
(Ked Barb) ; F. Sahbage, Northamnton ; F. Grjsham, Shefford (Pouter) ; Spence
and Styles, e, B. Yardley ; H. A. Saidinglon (Owl) ; E. Horner; S. Holroyd.
Special SellIkg Cuss—1. T. Chambers, jun. (Carriers). 2, J. P. Fa-ivcett,

W'hitby. 8, T, C.Marshiill (Hyacinths), /le, W. Nottage (White Pouters) ;
W.

Bu mer, Spalding (Carriers) ; E. Walker (Carriers) ; W. Stevens; J. Edge ; W.
Wo dhouse. c. H. YanUey; W. Reddihough, Calue (Pouters); G. W. MulUs,
Northampton (Yellow).
Any Variety.—1, T. Chambers, jun. (Cai-riera). 2, W. Noltage, Northampton.

S. MissE. Saddington. Northampton (Owls). /le.W. Notlage (Swallows); C.

Higgins (Carriers) ; J. Adams, e, W. Humphreys.
RABBITS.

Lop-EARFD —1 and Cup, T. E. Terry, Tong. 2, A. H, Easten, Hall. 3, W. H

I III Medal, W.Whitworth.jun.,Long«ight. 2, W. C»ry. 3, Mor-
1 .

I
, , --Mtt^amptnn. vhc, A- H. Easten; A. F. Cory, Northampton;

i! ,, I I . II. he, C. King.
11. I , I A. L. Pearce. 2, Morhey A Ta.ssell. S. J. Boyle, jun , Black,

burn riie, W. H. Tumlinson, Newark; J. Boyle, jun.; W. Whitworth, jun,

he. T. E. Terry ; W. Whitworlh, jun. c, E. Leggotl. Thome.
Siltee-Grevs.—1 and Cup, J. Irving- 2 and 3, T. E, Terry. ij)ie,Morbey and

Taseell. he, C. King, St. .John's Wood.
ANYoTinr V Mn TV —1. W. Whitworth, jun. 2, H. B. Massey. 3. Morhey

and Ta^--, ,l i ,,i-. . lie. Morbev & Tassell (Dutch); C. Martin, Ke tering

(Dutchii \ '

. /ic, Morbey& Tassell (Patagonian); W. Whitworth.
<!,W. Willi

Specia! Milt ., II (^<,-l, C.King (To toiseshell). 2. T. Adams, Northamp-
ton. 3, W. ciiuiier, Leicester (Lop eared). i')ie, T. E. Terry (Angora); A. H.
Easten (Lop-eared), /ic, Morhey & Tassell (Himalayan and Blue Dutch); W.
Bearpark, Ainderby Steeple.

ToRTOiSEsnELL.— 1 RUd /ic, E. Homer, Harewood. 2, S. Barbery, lungsthoi-pe.

3, C. Hadaon. Northampton^c^C. Old. Northampton,

Black and White.—1 and 3, Withheld. 2, J. C. Sibley. Northampton.
Long Hair (Anv Shade) —1, E. Cumpston, Pitsford. Northampton. 2, Mrs. A.

Jeffery, Northampton. Extra 2. — Marsh, Northampton. 3, Miss Hales,
Canterbury. )ie, T. Weightinan, London, c. B. Cox. Moulton.
Any other VaniETV.— 1 and 3, Withheld. 2, — Ward, Northampton.
KiTTE.vs.—Special Prize, Miss A. Sergeant, Northampton.

Mr. Edward Hewitt, of Birmingham, judged the Foulirii

;

Mr. Tegetmeier, of London, the Pigeons ; Mr. Eayson, the
Bahhits ; and the Cat prizes were awarded by Mr, Billett.

1, \'.

.•nmarlinl Buff or Yellow.— I. 3. Spence, Sunder-
cliffe. Biujlcy. 3, Bar.vell & Golby. Northampton.

2, W. Watson, jun , Darlington. 3, J. Shepherd.

1,1 ' 1,
"• Tliilton, Baildon. 2, W. Shacldeton.

I
,' ifth Clear Crest.—1,V. Kawnaley.

I I lUiw, with Darker Grey Crest.—

BAILDON ORNITHOLOGICAL SOCIETY'S SHOW.
This was held on the 1st and 2ud inst. The following awards

were made :

—

Belgian.—C/ertr Tellow or Ticked.—I and 2. J. Hart, Bnrler, Leeds. 3, R-
KobinsoD, Middlesbrough-on-Tees. he. J. Stirk. Sutton, croashills. c, J. N.
Harrison. Belper. C(e«rBu^or Ticfcerf.-l, J. N. Harrison. 2, J. Hart. 3, J.

Stirk. rhc, T. Fawc-lt. Baildon.
NoRwiLH.— (^'/iin' .lonqite.—1, Moore & Wynne. Nortbampton. 2, W. Needier,

Hull. S. .1. SI, , (ill, 1. 1. I.idget Green, Bradford, vhc, R. Fe»roley, Rawdon,
Leeds. (7.,ir lunT- \. Mnore & Wynne, Northampton. 2, W. Needier, HuU.
3, .7. Clf ijii»i,ii, liiirlinnl.m. hc, 3. Shepherd.
Norwich.- Erni-marked Yellow. — \, Moore & Wynn?. 2, E, Hawman,

Midd), Sjruuah. Ercn-marked Bvff.-i, Moore & Wynne.

I' II , I I, ;; l.ii. Ill-
. Iiarlington. 2, J. Tavlor, Middles-

lirmi-li mi-Tees. 3. J. N. Harris. m. Nilier-sjKrnsJed.-I, W- Watson, jun. 2,

J. Wilidnson. Great Horton. 3. R Ritchie. vtiC, J. N. Harrison.
Yorkshire.—Cienr Yeiloie —1, H. Frjer, Baildon. 2, W. Hntton. Baildon. 3,

G. Gott. rhc, 3. Shepherd. Clear Buff.-l, T. Fawcett. 2, W. Button. 8, J.

Fawcett
Yorkshire.—i:een-mnrfc*'d Yellow.—"i, P. Rawnslev. 2. J. Steyens, Middles-

brough. 3, M. Burton. Middlesbrough-on-Tees. rhe, R. Hawman. Even-
marked Buff.—I, P. Rawnaley. 2, J Moorhouse, Little Horton. 3, W. Anderton.
Biildon. he, 3. Siephens, Middlesbrough.
Yorkshire.- Tiel-.-rf or Uneven-marked Y'llom or Buff.—l, 3. Stephens, 2, P.

Riwnslcv. 3, G. Gott, Calverlcy, vhc, E. Brook, Little Horton; L, Belk,
DfWSbury.
Cinnamon.—Joniyne.—l, Harwell and Gtlby. 2, 1. Holroyd, Horton. 3, Moore

and Wynne. Buff.-i, Harwell & Golby. 2, Moore & Wynne. 3. E. Stansfleld.
HiarA-eii 0)- rariei/ated-l, J. Steyens. 2, M. Burton. 8, L Holroyd. vhc, L.
Belk.
Cage of Six CiHARiEs.-1. Mrs. D. Keg, Girlington. 2, J. Fawcett. 3, J.

Cockshott.
Selling Class.-1, W. Hntton. 2, T. Fawcett. 8, J. Fawcett. vhc, Moore

and Wynne.
Goldfinch Mule.-Eeen-mnrlvii.—1, J. Stevens. 2, E. Hawman. 3, W. and

C. Hurniston, Middlesbrough-on-Tees. vhc, W. Needier, Hull. Dark.—\, E.
Stansfleld. Bradford. 2. M. Burton. S, 3. Stevens, he, S. Gaunt, Armlcy.
MnLE.—^nyof)ier!'arie(!/.—l, J. Spence, 2, E. Stansfleld. 3, J. Stevens, hc,

A. Webster, jun., Kirkstall.
Goldfinch.— 1, Mrs. D. Keg. 2, N. Whilaker, Baildon. 3, J. N. Harrison.

;ic, W. Waison,jun.
Bullfinch.-I, W. & C. Hurniston, 2, F. Waterhouse. 3, E. Smith, Rawden.
Linnet.—Bruien.-l, J. N. Harrieon. 2, W. & C. Hurniston. 3, A. Webster,

Labks.-I, E. Whitehead, Guiseley. 2, T. Kennard, Baildon. 3. T. Goodall,
Baildon. hc, Mrs. D. Keg.
British Birds.—.In)/ other variety.—1, W. & C. Hurniston. 2, A. Pemberton.

S, A. Webster, jun. ftc, W. Anderton.

PIGEONS.
Owls.—Bn.7i;sli—1. H. G. Poole, Bradford. 2, D. Riddiongh, j an., Bradford.

3, R. Woods, Mansfield, e, W. Lund, Shiple
Antwerps.— Siiorf we ' ----- -

Smith, Idle. S. Clayton
Brooke: J. Drearlev, Windliill.
Antwebps — Il'oritin.j.- Coefc.—1, W. Ellis, Idle. 2. Clayton i Bairstow. S,

D. Riddiough. jun. Jie, .1. Mann, c, A. Webster, jun; J. Brearley; T. Hey.

-I, H. Andrews, Ecclesbill. 2, W. Lund. 3, J. Watkins, Marden.
UKAGOONS—1 and 2, Clayton * Bairstow. 3, H, & W. Stanhope, hc, M.

Bentley, Baildon ; D. Riddiough. jun.
TuBBiTs.—1, H. G. Poole, Bradford. 2, W. Dugdale, Burnley. 3, W. Lund.

hc, Clayton & Bairstow.
TiiMBLEiis.—iona-fiiceii.-1, E. Beldon. 2, A. Bentley. 3, W. Lund.
Any other Variety.-I and 2. E. Beldon. 8, W. C. Dawson, Otiey.

Selling CL4S3.—P(.ir or iinjle.-l, E. Beldon. 2, H. & W. Stanhope. 3, W.

Judges.—Cage Birds : Mr. J. Calvert, Tork. Pigeons : Mr.
W. Cauuan, Bradford.

THE DRAGON PIGEON.
This very pretty Pigeon seems to be almost the rage of the day

amongst liigh -class fanciers, and I have no doubt ere long that

Dragons will stand much higher in the fancy than they do at

present. But the question is the proper standard of the bird. In
your Journal of February 29th an article on this subject, signed
" Gabbier," advocates Black as the proper colour of a Dragon.
Now as regards this I beg to differ, as I maintain that colour does

not exist in this particular breed. The only acknowledged six

colours are Silver Duns with black bars and red bars; Blues
with black bars ; Blue Chequers ; Yellows ; Beds ; and Whites.
Of these, Blues stand first. Some fanciers advocate spindle-

beaked birds, but I say this is a grave mistake, which I have
found out during my fifteeu-years experience as a breeder of

Dragons. Spindle beaks never obtained me a prize but once,

and then they did not deserve it.

Next to the Blue come Silver Dims, and upon this colour I

give my ideas of the Dragon. The beak should be white, stout,

perfectly straight, and almost free from wattle, in length not less

than 2 inches. The ej'e wattle should be circular, perfectly

smooth, and of a fleshy colour, with a bold, full, defiant eye. The
bird should be very close-feathered, with the cari-iagc of a Carrier,

and similar in size, with a broad chest, shoulders well forward,

with narrow jet black bars, the narrower the better, as they are

the greatest point of excellence in the bird. The iiight feathers

should be equal in number. It is a very easy matter to breed
this colour with brown bars, red bars, and quite as easy to get

jet black bars when properly crossed. Mr. Frank Graham, whom
I take as an authority on Dragon breeding, concurs as nearly

as possible with my ideas.

—

John G. Duns, 55, Westmoreland
Boad, Newcastlc-upon-Ttjne.

EXHIBITING CANARIES.
YocE correspondent, Mr. W. A. Blakston, having ventilated

in his reports on the late Ci-ystal Palace Show, and very rightly

so, a n-umber of frauds and other matters connected with the
exhibition of birds, I shall be glad if you wiU pei-mit me to

offer some relative remarks. In reference to staining birds I
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canuot speak so fully as I could have desired, never having tried

any exijeriments in"that direction; but having some Itnowledge

of chemistry, I may express the opinion that birds can be dyed
by a person experienced in that art so as to defy detection. I,

like Mr. Blakston, have a difficulty in conceiving how the Buff

KoiTvich birds are done, but I am assured by an experienced

fancier in Norwich that it ' can be done," and " is done." I

wish some person who knows the secret would give it publicity,

as such dishonest practices are sure ultimately to have a baneful

effect on the "fancy" at large. I think some means maybe
devised to sift this out. If a few clubs would unite in defray-

ingthe expense, no doubt some experienced dyer or experimental
chemist could be found to solve the mystery, and set the matter

at rest.

With regard to trimming, I think this practice is quite as cul-

pal.ile in its bUghtiug effects, and, no doubt, many of the
fanciers who retire from the ranks from " causes beyond our
ken " are disgusted with the malpractices which have been per-

petrated upon them from time to time by some unscrupulous
vagabond, who trades upon the enthusiasm of a uewly-fangled
and ardent fancier. They do not generally attempt to gull ex-

perienced fanciers knowingly, although it is not, I believe, from
any lack of disposition on their part to do so. Something surely

can be done to lessen this evil Hke'O'ise ; some alteration in the

classes, or some fixed rules, ought to be used by every com-
mittee who hold an open show. All experienced fanciers know
what a difficult matter it is to breed an Evenly-marked bird,

and how many there are within an ace of being perfect. A
fancier may breed a nice Evenly-marked wing bird, with regular

eye marks, and—no, I will not digress from my subject to give

3'ou a description of the watcliful and anxious care that is be-

Gtowed upon every marked bird as he begins to show " his

marks "—not <'i la Tichborne—although a little tattooing is too

frequently resorted to when Nature has not accomplished her
task in a manner satisfactory to the " claimant " of the would-
be real Roger, or I should certainly break my promise at the
beginning of this cominentar3'.
WeU, I daresay some of my disappointed brother fanciers

{and many, including myself, have been often sorely disap-
pointed) in discovering the diaboHcal black feather on one side

of the tail, or the dark feather on the outer edge of the shoulder
of the wing, or the two small feathers in the saddle, or the
Bmall tick behind the head, and so forth, although I have no
doubt that many people make very light of a tail feather, or

even a few coverlets or saddle feathers, and readily dispose of

them. Now, my principal object is to get rid of this gross
fraud, and I think that every person wishful to promote the
fancy -n-ill wiUingly add his quota to devise some means for this

very desirable end. I think that all birds with wing marks and
eye marks, and having a solitary black feather, or even one or

two on each side, should be shown in the Evenly-marked
classes, and that the single feather merely count one point
against the bird; and with regard to one on each side, I would
leave it to the discretion ancl opinion of the judges to decide, as

one man fancies a four-marked bird, whilst another prefers a
Gix-raarked bird, ancl this principle, in my opinion, acts the
same as handicapping winning horses for future performances,
and so equahsing their chances.

I think a book of rules should be drawn up and submitted to

the committees of every bird show in the kingdom, and all re-

quested to give their views, so that ultimately a code could be
established for the guidance of the whole. For example, I

think that a bird having nine clear flights in each wing, and the
secondaries all black, is a perfect wing-marked bird. I prefer a
bird vidth circular eye marks, neither too heavj- nor yet too light

;

but how few circular eye-marked birds are there to be found ?

Well, it probably does not matter, but they could very readily

be counted, I know. Few birds are alike in eye marks ; some
are marked behind the eye, and if in a line with the centre of

the eye I term them " back centres," and if in front, " front

centres." Now, I think a bird marked both in front of and
•liehind the eye is much more perfect than a bird marked simply
in front, or at the back of the eye only. Then there requires
^•eat judgment in defining how these should be treated. I

think a heavy-winged bircl should have heavy eye marks, and
a light-winged bird light eye marks, so as to be, to use an
.iirtistic phrase, "well-balanced in its composition," and I think
this a great element in judging; in addition to this j'ou have
size, shape, colour, closeness of feather, carriage, and many
•other minor points to consider, that really when you think of it,

one dark feather in the tail is a very small difficulty to deal with.

In the Even-marked class I consider that all birds with even
wings and cap, even wings alone, eye marks alone, mng marks,
cap, and eye marks, and any of the above with a dark feather

or feathers in their tails, are equally entitled with the true

Four-marked bird to compete for Evenly-marked honours, and
I make no doubt but myopinion will be vei-y generally sustained

throughout the "fancy" at large.

I quite concur with Mr. Blakston regarding the Evenly-marked
or Variegated Cinnamons, that it is necessary to save this very

beautiful varietv from becoming a reminiscence of the past. I

think there is not a more beautiful and delicately pretty bird in

all the various classes of the large Canary family than this

delectable varietv. Markings are, in my opinion, the great

criterion of excellence, and the most difficult featm-e to obtain.

With regard to the north countrymen preferring size and
contour to rich colour, preferred, as Mr. Blakston states, by the

southern fanciers, this, I think, could easily be settled. Let

even marks be regarded as the distinguishing point of perfection

as a " basis of future operations," and then leave to each judge

to exercise his own judgment as to whether the colour or the

size, lire, predominate—that is, let him weigh these points to-

gether and decide accordingly. I think there ought to be three

classes, if not four, at every good show for these birds, and they

should be classed as follows :

—

Evenlj--marked Yellow Cinnamon.
Eveuly-mai'lied Bufl Cinnamon.
Variegated Buff or YeUow (uneven-marked).

Evenly-marked and Crested Cinnamon.

There are a great many birds of the last class now in exist-

ence, and I find them gi-eatly and justly esteemed ; and now that

the Norwich birds are so very plentiful, and so many people

appear to be getting tired of them, I am certain it only wants a

beginning, and I hope that some judicious secretary or com-

mittee of management may see it to his or their interest to adopt

the suggestion. I am sure it would pay well at the Crystal

Palace, as it is very unsatisfactory to send aBuff bird competing

against a Yellow. The same remark, of course, is objectionable

to my having put the Unevenly-marked YeDow and Buff to-

gether, but I beg to observe that I merely suggest it as an ex-

periment to see if it will pav, and if so, as I doubt not, then the

classes can readilv he divided. I hope that some other fanciers

may take up the "cue and make a few " cannons and pockets,

and that you will considerately allow all intelUgent commumca-
tions a space in your Journal, which has been a useful and

valuable medium for the extension and improvement of the

science of ornithology. — Robert C. Wallace, Berwick-on-

Tweed.
.

WINTERING BEES.
I in\T3 two apiaries situated about two miles distant from

each other. One I will call my home apiary, and the other mj
o£t-hand farm. In the former I have twenty-six stocks of bean-

tifid Ligm-ians, and in the latter twenty stocks, consisting ot

black bees and hybrids ; for as soon as I discover any sign ot

impurity in a Ligurian stock, it is at once removed to my ott-

hand fai-m." This wiU sometimes happen in spite of every care

and attention.
. ,, .

I have wintered aU mv bees in both apiaries on their summei

stands, except two stocks which I found late m the autumn to

be rather weak. I took these two stocks into my bee house, a

kind of summer-house, which I constructed about ten years

a"0, and in which I have at the present time twelve stocks o£

Ligurians. These two stocks have been taken from the bee

house and put on their summer stands on fine days a 1 througn

the winter, in order that they might avail themselves of an

airin- " on the wing." Unlike " B. & W.," I have the pleasure

to state that I have not lost a single stock out of foriy-six during

the winter, and I have hope, now the season is so far advancetl

of saving the whole of mv stocks, as I have examined most ot

them to day (March 4th), and find that I have not a tad or

doubtful stock amongst them. With tlie exception of the two

stocks already referred to, aU were well provisioned for the

muter in October last. In conclusion I may say, whatever the

coming summer may be, that I have never during thirg years

wintered bees so siccessfully.-WvATT J. Pettitt, Hall of

Apiculture, Dover.

APIARIAN NOTES.

Brown Sugar not Suited fob Winter Feeding.— In the

winter of 1860-61, after an unfavourable honey season, my bees

were fed-up in the autumn with moist sugar and beer boiled

hito a thick syrup. Owing to a cold and protracted winter they

were for some weeks unable to come out *» /<=1'7« 'J^^^ff,y|f

'

and when the weather became warmer I found ^at the bees

were severely affected with diarrhoea or dysentery, whilst those

Urin- upon honey were not so affected. The bees svirvived

but were so much reduced in strength that they were not ready to

swarm until the end of June, whilst the g'="««^ty
°/^l^'^s?n,e

the locality had swarmed three weeks or a month earher Since

that date 1 have always used either lump dust or crushed lum

sugar for winter supplies, and have found bees hving i^ipo^ ^J^ilP

mfde by boiUng 3 lbs. of sugar to 2 lbs. of ^''t";./" ''11 lespec s

quite as strong and healthy as those hving entu-ely upon theu

natural food. j nTiocwB that
D.oip GiiE.iTLV Remedied by Ventil.vtion.-I observe that

m. B. Fox complains that his bees have ^^f'^'^ed severely f.om

the excessive mUsture of the P^-^f
"' ^"'"•- M'^e ai^.^^d

always have been, in a state of perfect health, and compaiative
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diyness, in consequence of vei-y free ventilation. All the bees
are located in "Woodbury hives. In the latter part of the autumn
I annually remove two frames fi-om each hive, leading the bees
eight frames containing a sufficient supply of food to carry them
safely on to the end of March ; the bungs are removed fi-om

the crown boards, and pieces of perforated zinc placed over
the apei-tures, so that the air cau pass freely between the
combs and find vent at the top. The bees never suffer fi-om the
most intense cold when thus exposed, as it is cold and damp
combined, and not diy cold, which proves fatal to hives not
ventilated.
The hives are all on separate stands in the garden, and each

hive is covered with a loose outer cover, with a space of about
three-quarters of an inch between the hive and co\er, sur-
mounted with a loose top. The air passes without the least
obstruction between the inner and outer box, and carries oS at
once any vapour which emanates from the interior of the hive

;

and owing to the space which exists between the top of the
frames and the crown board, the ventilation throusrhout the
hive is quite perfect, as vapour rising up fi-om between any of
the combs finds its way at once into this space, and is in full

communication with the centi-al hole in the crown board. To-
wards the end of February the bungs are replaced, and full or
empty combs, as circumstances may dictate, are put into the
hives later in the season, to supply the place of those which
were removed in the autumn.—J. E. B.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Periodical LixERATrnE (A Very Old Subscriber).—The writer is well

known to us, and the comments need no notice.

Chickens Dkoopixg and Dytxg (D. A.).—We imftgine your chictens die
of cramp. We fancy the greenhonse is paved with bricks, and the apple-closet
floored with hoarde. Both are as bad as can he, and both prodnce death from
cramp. Move the chickens; put them where they can have sunshine. Dis-
continue the rice. For an inunediate stimulant give some bread and ale
twice or three times per day. Move them on to the earth. Put the hen under
a rip where she is sheltered from draught and rain. See that the rails are
wide enough apart to allow the chickens to get in and out easily, and allow
them a free run on gi-ass if possible. Let them also have free access to dry
dust and rubbish. Keep the hen shut up for six or seven weeks at least, and
you will not lose the chickens. Feed on grits, bread, bread and milk, chopped
egg, chopped cooked meat, and bruised com.

Ceeve-Cceuks' Combs {Jack).—We hope your artistic powers do your birds
injustice, or we manel they have taken any firh;t prizes. Neither of the combs

you have drawn is correct, inasmuch as they all open far too much at the
points. We here show what they should he. They are the horns rising from
the cloven heart from which they take their name. Of these three we prefer
No. 2.

Preserving Eggs (R. B. F.).—We follow only one plan of keeping eggs.
It is to put them in some slacked lime just stiff enough to keep them in the
position in which they are placed. Then pour slacked lime over them till they
are covered. Leave it till it is bard. Go on till the vessel (a bread, or other
pan) is quite full. The eggs should he put small end downwards.
Cocms Pullets Ceasixg to Lay (A. M.).~Om- impression is, your fowls

are either too fat, or they suffer fi-om extreme constipation. Either com-
plaint would interfere with laying, and that would account for the appearance
of yoor fowls, and their disinclination to walk. We adviseyou to give all that
are affected a full tablespoonful of castor oil, and repeat it every other day till

they are better. Feed sparingly for a day or two. Discontinue'the wheat, and
feed for a few days on oatmeal only. If some recover, whDe others seem to
suffer, take a wing or tail feather, dip in castor oil, and pass it down the e^g
passage. If an egg is the cause it will be laid, and the cure is instantaneous.

Failure of Early Sittings (E. G. J?.1.—If condemned because the eariy
eggs hatched badly half the cocks in England would be sacrificed. In the
early season cocks are capricious in theii- favours, and much more continent
than they are later in the season, when the weather is wanner. They are al-

most monogamous in January and followers of Mormon license in June, Our
advice is—keep him. The weather in January is had for eggs.

CocHTN Hen La^ie {M. L.).—The defect of the hen would seem to be one
of sight, or she would pick from the gi-ound. We advise you to wash her
face and head with cold water and vinegar. She does not eat the food from
the gi-ound because she cannot see it. Continue the castor oil eveiy other day,
and give her some pills of camphor the size of a garden pea, two every day.

Rouen Ducks' House (L. S. R.).—Dacks require no expense as to their
lodging. We have seen as good ones in an old pigstye as we ever saw any-
where. It should be floored with hard earth, or pitched with small stones,

smooth at top lest they lame the birds. Oats, oatmeal, gravel and some flesh.
They should he confined for a time, as they gain weight by it, but they must
have the opportunity of washing for the saJie of plumage. They should weigh
18 lbs. at least. The birds you mention are not worth the money unless they
are perfect.

Do^-ER AND Cinque Ports Show {Matthew).—The Secretary informs as
that the prize schedole can now be hod on application.

Canaries (B. .V.).—Write to "Mi. W. A. Blakston, 22, Norfolk Street, Sunder-
land.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS,
CAiiDEN Square, London.

Lat. 51° 32' 40" N. ; Long. 0' 8' 0" "W. ; Altitude HI feet.

DiTE.
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It may, jierliaps, be well to afld a short list of the best sorts.

The Brown Turkey is one of the best known, and is also an
excellent sort. Grizzly Bonrjassotte is Tery free-bearing

and richlj'-flavoured, but the fruit is not so large as the Brown
Turkey. Singleton Pei-petual, or White Ischia, is excellent for

pot-culture; the fruit is small, but produced in gi-eat abun-
dance. White Marseilles does not beai' fi'eely with me, but the

fruit is large, and unsurpassed in flavour ; it is a good variety

to force. Col di Signora Blanca and the Striped variety should

be included in the most select collection. Brunswick and Castle

Kennedy have large handsome fruit, but are better adapted
for planting-out than for pot-culture.—J. Douglas.

SUCCESSIONS OF VEGETABLES.—No. 8.

CELERY.
Sandringh^vm DWiiEF White.—Stout-growing, solid, crisp,

and of a fine nutty flavour. A most excellent sort.

Incompabable Dwabf White.—Stout-growing, and dwarfer
than the Sandringham, solid, crisp, and of a fine nutty flavour.

This is the best white Celeiy for late spring use, keeping in ex-
cellent condition until the middle or end of Api-ij.

Seeley's Leviathan White.—Large, and of excellent flavour.

It will suit those who grow for market or exhibition.
Sevmouk's Superb Solid White.—Large, sohd, and of ex-

cellent flavour. Good for early crops.

Ivekt's Nonsuch Pink.—Large, sohd, and of fine nutty
flavour. One of the best, if not the best, of the red Celeries for
autumn and winter use.

Williams's Matchless Red.—A stout-growing, solid, crisp,

fine, juicy sort, of excellent flavour. It is the best of all the red
Celeries for late spring use, as it stands well until the close of

April.
Hood's Impeelu. Dw.tRF Red.—Stout-growing, sohd, crisp,

and of a sweet nutty flavour. Very good.
Cole's Deflince Bed.—Stout-gi-owing, solid, and of a crisp

nutty flavour.

Above we have eight sorts which will be sufficient for general

purjioses. There are, no doubt, others as good or better, but

I have grown, I think, all the kinds of Celei-y except two,

which I have provided myself with this year. I grow all the

sorts named, sowing a panful of each. This is suiEcient for

our requirements of three to four thousand plants. A quai'ter

of an ounce of each is thrice as much seed as is necessary for

a garden of two acres. Four kinds are—Sandringham Dwarf
White, Incomparable Dwarf White, Ivery's Nonsuch Pink, and
WilUams's Matchless Bed ; and two, Sandringham Dwarf White
and Williams's Matchless Red.
The sowings should be three in number. The first, consist-

ing of Sandi-ingham Dwarf White, Seymour's Superb Solid

Wliite, Ivery's Nonsuch, and Cole's Defiance, should be made
in the third week of February. This is done in well-drained

pans filled with rich light soil, which ai-e afterwards placed in

a gentle hotbed of from 60° to 6.5°, where the soil must be kept

moist, aud the pans raised as the plants begin to make their

appearance, in order to bring them to about 3 inches from the

glass. When the jilants have one rough leaf, and the second
about half an inch long, there should be a hotbed ready for

their reception, the bottom heat of which .should range be-

tween 05° and 75°, and be covered with 3 or 4 inches of rich

light BOH, wherein the plants ought to be placed up to

the seed leaves, at a distance of 2 inches apai't every way.
So disposed, a two-light frame measuring 6 feet square will

hold more than 1200 plants. They should be gently watered,

and in bright weather shaded until they h.ave become esta-

blished, after which plenty of air and a temperature of 50° to
55° may be given them.
By the beginning of May, when the plants are beginning to

look crowded and the bed has grown cold, the lights may be
withdrawn and used only in cold and frosty intervals ; or if they
are required for some other purpose, entu'ely removed, and the
Celery protected by means of mats placed on hoops or sticks

bent semicircularly over the bed. The water, with which they
should be plentifully supplied, ought to be warm, or else it is

apt, by causing a great check, to render their " bolting " before
they are fit for anything but flavouring soup extremely probable.
For a very early crop take out trenches in a warm border

15 inches wide and 2 feet deep, at distances of 1 yard between
each, fill these with a foot of solidly-trodden short dung, cover
this with 6 inches of soil enriched with well-decayed manure,
and over all lay a 3-iuch layer of leaf soil. Transfer the plants
to the centre of these beds, placing them half a foot apart,

water them gently , and protect them with a double overing of

tifl'any upon hoops. The beds should be prepared about four

daj-s before, in order that the soil may become sUghtly warm.
The plants may be put out in the second week of May, and
the tiffany removed towards the end of the same month.
Those which were left behind when the first lot were pricked

out, should be planted into trenches at the close of May or
early in .Tune. These ought to be 15 inches wide, 18 inches
deei), and 3 feet 6 inches apart, filled with 6 inches of decayed
manure well mixed with the same depth of soil below, and the
plants placed in them with the balls entire, being afterwards
carefully watered. When these have attained the height of

9 inches go over them and remove, by slipping off close down-
wards with the thumb, all offsets at the base of the first leaves,

thus causing the sap to become more concentrated. Afterwards
heap-up a little soil around each plant, and give the whole a
thorough watering with liquid manure—1 lb. of guano to twenty
gallons of water—then and twice during every week following.

It U better to di'aw the leaves together by means of a little

matting, as the outer ones if not so treated droop.
At the beginning of July both these crops wOl be strong,

especially the first, and then earthing-up may be done, the
soil for this purpose being taken from the sides of the trench
so as to form channels along which water may be sent. About
the middle of the month the plants will be fit for gathering,
and will continue so until the end of August or a little longer.

In very hot weather they should be watered overhead morning
and evening.
For a main crop sow about the 7th of March much in the

same way as before, begin to harden the plants oft when showing
their second rough leaves, and a fortnight after this let them
be transplanted. The beds for this purjjose should be 4 feet wide,
and situated in a warm open spot. In making them, 6 inches
of soil should be taken out, and hot dung to the depth of

1 foot substituted for it. This is overlaid with soil consisting
half of loam and half of leaf soil and dung, well mixed, and the
whole worked into a fine tilth. Tread this firm and rake it

very fine, aud after aUowiug a few hours to elapse put in the
plants 3 inches apart every way. Water gently, and shade
with mats uutU they are established, when the shading may be
discontinued.

As soon as the plants are above 4 inches high plant them
out. The trenches for this purpose should be made 4 feet

apart upon ground that has been previously well manured and
trenched, they should be 18 inches broad and of the same
depth Cunless the soil is unfavourable), and filled with half
a foot of manure well mixed with a portion of the soil beneath.
Into this last the jilants, after having had the offsets all re-

moved, must be placed with their balls entire, and 8 inches
from one another. They will be ready to be jilanted out about
the middle of June ; and after this is done aud they are es-

tablished, let them be frequently watered with pure water,
aud once a-week with hquid manure.
When the plants have reached a height of about a foot the

leaves should be tied and the stems earthed-np to about the
extent of 6 inches. In this latter respect a moderate course
should be adopted, not earthing too much for fear of making
the stems grow crooked, nor too httle to allow of the possibility

of their being broken by the wind. The final earthing should
be made about three weeks before the time they wiU be required

for use, heaping the soO firmly around them, but taking care

that none of it reach the centres of the plants. The earthing
should be well advanced in the early part of October, and will

only require a finishing touch in November.
The raising and treatment of those plants intended to form

the last crop are much the same in the case of those grown for

the first. 'The beds into which they are transplanted should be
rich and hght, and they may be removed into trenches on a
light, well-sheltered spot about the middle of July, being there

well watered. If the soil is not well drained and friable, they
can scarcely be expected to keep sound during the winter.

They must be well earthed-up during October, November, and
even December, and should severe weather set in covered over

with litter, which may be removed in mild weather. Where
the soil is not in a fit state to earth-up the jjlants, ashes or

sawdust may be used. Soot dusted over the plants when
wet with dew, and continually applied from July to October,

will be found effective in keeping off the Celeiy fly.—G. Abbey.

Sale of Stove and Greenhouse Plants.—The fine collec-

tion of specimen plants belonging to P. L. Hinds, Esq., of

Eyfleet Lodge, Weybridge, many of which have figured success-

fully at the metropolitan shows in past years, came under the
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hammer at SteTcns' Eooms, Kiug Street, Corent Garden, on
the 1.5th inst. The total amount realised at the sale was
£570. Clerodendron Balfourii, 2 feet 6 inches high, and as
much in diameter hrought £i ; Crotons, 4. feet by 3A feet, £5 to

£6 ; specimens of Draciena ferrea variegata, £4 4s. to £4 1.5s.

;

Maranta roseo-picta and Veitchii, £4 and £5 ; Cocoa Palms,
8, 11, and 13 feet high, £.5 .5s., £6 15s., and £7 10s. respectively

;

Erica Caveudishii, 3 feet by 3 feet, £7 15s. ; E. ventricosa mag-
nifica, £8. Exotic Ferns, dtc.—Dicksonia antarctica, with an
18-inch stem, twelve fronds, £3 10s. ; Ditto, 1-foot stem,
fourteen fronds, £3 10s. ; Adiantum farleyense, £11 lis. ; a
magnificent plant of Platycerium grande, £12 12s. Greenhouse
Specimens.—Phipnocoma prohfera Barnesii, £8 8s. ; Chorozema
cordatum splendens, £5 5s. British Ferns.—A magnificent
plant of Trichomanes radicaus, £5 5s. Azaleas, 3 to 4 feet

Mgh, £3 10s. to £5 10s. each.

PYBUS SPECTABILIS EIVERSII.
This is Pyrus speetabilis roseo-plena of the " Florist and

Pomologiat," No. 50. It must be thirty or nearly forty years
since (always admiring an old tree of Pyrus speetabilis

planted by my father towards the end of the last century) the
idea occurred to me how much more beautiful it would be if

the fine scarlet of Pyrns japonica could be added to its flowers.

Accordingly I attempted to impregnate its flowers with the
pollen of this species. Many seedlings were raised, but I could
not satisfy myself, from the habit of the seedUngs, that any
change had taken place. In the course of time they gave their
flowers, some single, some double, but aU but one too much
like the parent. This gave darker flowers and a more robust
gi'owth, but with my fastidious taste it was not distinct enough
to make it a lion. I was a little disappointed at my failure in
crossing, still the tree seemed distinct, and I named it Pyrus
speetabilis Biversii. The trees were sold at a very moderate
price to the trade, 3s. tjd. or 5s. each, and its name now pro-
bably exists in the lists of coimtry nurserymen. A dealer of

the name of Saunders, then Uving at Abergavenny, used to

order largely from here, and, doubtless, the tree being new,
was sent to him, and thus its Abergavenny habitat. The
parent tree is still here, and answers in every respect the
figure and description given in the " Florist and Pomologist."
It blossoms a few days after the species, and is really very
showy and beautiful. 'Whether it ought to bear a new name
-without any authority is a question to be answered. I merely
recognise it as a very old friend with a new name. I may
mention that I saw the figure on the 6th inst. for the first

time, or I should have sent this correction to the work in

which it is so well figured.

—

Thos. Eivebs.

ACACIAS AND LILACS.
The new varieties of the plants "Cobncbia" inquires

about are far too little known, and amateurs should endeavour
always either to select for themselves, or ask to have sent

them the best varieties of any particular genus they may be
about to plant, for it must be remembered that a fine variety

costs no more trouble in the cultivation than a bad one. True,
the first outlay may be a trifle more for the best form, but
this is repaid tenfold by superior excellence.

The following names I have selected from the catalogue of

M. A. Van Geert, of Ghent, as being well deserving the atten-

tion of all who wish to adorn their lawns and shrubberies with
the best and most choice forms of hardy flowering trees.

LIL.\CS.
Sijringa vulgaris Beranger.—Of free growth, producing enor-

mous pyramidal trusses of large purplish Ulac flowers, the under
side rich deep violet.

S. vulgaris Charles X.—This is a strong and rapid-growing
variety which was exhibited at Kensington in February last.

The trusses are large, and the flowers reddish purple.
S. vulgaris Gloire de Moulin-s.—The ti-usses and flowers are

Tery large and deep rosy lilac in colour, the buds being consider-
ably brighter than the expanded blooms. By those who know
the varieties best, this is considered the gem.

S. vulgaris Lovaniensis.—A close, compact, somewhat slender
iorm. Flowers in a young state delicate rose, changing to a
Tvhite sUghtly tinged with pale rose.

S. vulgaris alba.—A form with very large trusses of the purest
-white flowers.

S. vulgaris aureo-variegaia.—This is the common form, with
rich golden variegated leaves.

HAKDT ACACIAS, OR LOCUST TREES.

Sohinia inermis, the Parasol Acacia.—The shoots are qtute

thomless, and it makes a remarkably pretty tree, especially
when worked as a standard. The heads are very dunse and
regular, the flowers white.
R. inermis variegata.—Similar in all respects, save one, to the

preceding, and that is the leaves, which in this variety are
beautifully variegated.

li. hispida rosea.—A most distinct and beautiful species from
North America. The young shoots are very robust and thickly
clothed with woolly hairs, whilst the foliage is very large and
distinct. The great feature, however, lies in the fact that its

large rose-coloured flowers are produced throughout the summer.
It may be planted as a dwarf shrub or grafted upon stems as
standards, and in each case the peculiar beauties will be deve-
loped ; but it must not be planted in exposed situations, because
the wood is extremely brittle and Uable to be broken down with
high winds.
B. Pseud-Acacia aurea.—In addition to the yellow flowers the

foUage is variegated in a very striking manner with golden
yellow.
B. Pseud-Acacia Bessoniana.—This variety is a very strong

grower, yet it is compact. The shoots are thornless, the flowers
white, the leaves deep green and very ornamental.
R. Pseud-Acacia Decaisneana.—A most profuse bloomer, pro-

ducing large clusters of dehcate soft pink flowers.

B. Pseud-Acacia Goundouini.—This may be distinguished by
its stiff erect growth and dwarf habit.

J?. Pseud-Acacia monophylla.—This is an exceedingly fine

kind with large foUage, the compound leaf often growing into

one, a peculiarity whiclx has given i-ise to its name. The flowers

are much larger and of a pui-er white than in the species.

B. Pseud-Acacia monophylla pendula.—This is like mono-
phylla in every respect, except that it is drooping in its habit of

growth.—ExPEBTO Ceede.

CAPSICUM CULTUEE.
Capsicums are tender annuals, or shrubs, and to afford good

results they require a stove temperature throughout their

growth. Although it is stated in catalogues and gardening

works that, after being hardened-off in a cool greenhouse, they

may either be potted and kept there, or planted-out in a warm
sheltered border of rich soU, I have found them as tender as

a Cockscomb, producing out of doors only green pods of a size

suitable for pickling.

Sow the seeds early in March in light fibrous loam,

with a third part of leaf mould, covering them about a

quarter of an inch in depth with fine soil. Place them in

a hotbed with a temperature of from 70' to 75% keep the

soil moist, and transplant when the rough leaves have made
their appearance. Two plants should be put into each 3-inch

pot, and these returned afterwards either to the old hotbed,

or a new one with a temperature equal to that which the

old bed originally possessed. Hero they shoiild be kept moist

and shaded from the bright sun at mid-day until they have

recovered from the potting. When the roots begin to fill the

pots take out each pair of plants, part them, place them
separately into 4.t-inch pots, and then return them to the hot-

bed, shading as before. Keep them near the glass, and when-

ever the soil becomes dry give water so copiously that it runs

right through the pot. Air should be admitted during mild

weather, or when the heat of the hotbed rises above 75".

By June they will have filled the pots, and must be trans-

planted, the laiger sorts into 8-inch, the smaller into 7-inch

pots. Two parts fibrous loam, one part old hotbed manure,

and plenty of half-inch bones, the whole chopped-up small,

will grow them well. The plants should be placed on shelves,

and have a temperature of from 60' to 65' at night, 70° to 75°

by day during dull weather, and from 80' to 90' in bright

weather. The smaller kinds should be unshaded about 2 feet

from the glass, the smaller ones 2 feet 6 inches, and all near

the points at which air is admitted. They may succeed Dwarf

Kidney Beans, flowering plants in the forcing pit, or even a

crop of early Melons or winter-grown Cucumbers. Even a

pit which has been used for wintering bedding plants, if

heated to 60', will do to grow them in. When the pods have

set water alternately with liquid manure, half an ounce to

the gallon of water, and take great care that the leaves do

not flag. They will flower at the beginning of July, and have

their fruit ripened from September to October. Cayenne

pepper is the ripe ground pods of the Capsicum.

Those intended for pickling green should be grown much in

the same way as the preceding until the end of May. Then

they should be thoroughly hardened-off, and about the muldle

of June planted in rich light soU, 1 foot to 3 feet from a

south waU, and from 18 inches to 2 feet from each other.
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according as their size requires. They will flower at the end
of July, and in about five weeks afterwards the pods will be

ready for pickling. The plants wiU bear luitil frost sets in,

which will nip them.
The principal kinds are :—Cayenne, small red pods ; ChUi,

small red pods, but longer and larger than Cayenne, and very

prolific ; Long Red and Long Yellow differ only in the colour

of the pods, which have three or four times the substance of

Chilies ; Cherry-shaped Red and Yellow ; Squash or Tomato-
shaped, both red and yellow ; and Monstrosum, or The Monster,

and truly it is so compared with others. The new Capsicum,

Prince of Wales, ,I have not seen.—G. Abbey.

EOYAL HOETICULTUKAL SOCIETY.
Mabch 20Tn.

This was the first Spring Show, well it was supported, and
well worthy it was of inspection by all interested in those beau-
tiful flowers which adorn our conservatories and windows at the
present season. These are even more welcome in smoky Loudon
than in the country, by the contrast which their bright coloui-s

offer in comparison with the gloom which usually reigns around.
The Hyacinths, as they generally are at the Society's Show,
were superb ; there were, iierhaps, fewer of those extraordinary
spikes which have been seen in some seasons, but the quaUty
was remarkably good throughout, while in some of the collec-

tions, as those of Messrs. Yeitch and Mr. WilUam Paul, there
were numbers equal to anything seen in past years. In the
amateurs' classes there was a considerable improvement. Mr.
Douglas and the Eev. H. H. Dombrain stood far to the front,
Bho^wing much hstter examples than were produced in times
gone by.

In the nurserymen's Class 1, eighteen Hyacinths, Messrs.
Teitch, who were the only exhibitors, took the first prize with
splendid spikes of Von Schiller, Cavaignac, Vuurbaak, Solfa-
terre, Lady Pahnerston, rose striped with pink ; Macaulay,
Koh-i-Noor, Haydn, Charles Dickens, De Candolle, LordByi^on,
Bloksberg, Ida, La Grandesse, Grandeur a Merveille, together
with Blondin, Blanche Foi-midable, and De Candolle.
In the next class, for twelve, Mr. Douglas, gardener to F.

Whitboum, Esq., took the first honours with very fine examples
of Von Schiller, Lord WelUngton, Garrick, Fabiola, Alba
maxima, Charles Dickens, L'Innocence, Van Speyk, remarkably
fine, and others almost equally good. Mr. Weir, gardener to
Mrs. Hodgson, Hampstead, came second, and Mr. Stephenson,
Tredegar Place, Bow, third.
In Class 3, for six, Miss Wilding, Chesterfield Street, Euston

Eoad, was first with excellent spikes of Marie, Mont Blanc, and
others. The Rev. H. H. Dombrain, WestweU Vicarage, was a
good second, and Mr. George, gardener to Miss Nicholson, Put-
ney Heath, third.

Class 4 was for amateur's who had not before taken a prize for
Hyacinths from the Society. In this Mr. Dombrain was again
first with excellent spikes of Gigantea, Baron Von Tuyll, Lord
Eaglan, Macaulay, splendid in colour and beautifully gro^wn,
Mont Blanc, and Raphael. Mr. George was second, and Mr.
Eowe, gardener to Mrs. Le^wis, Roehampton third.
Of six new Hyacinths never before exhibited Messrs. Veitch

had the only group, and took the first prize. Excelsior, single,
reddish cream with a pale rose stripe in the centre of each seg-
ment, was very distinct in colour, had a fine spike, and promises
to be an acquisition. Tricolor, with large porcelain bells, is

Ukely to be good. The others were Mrs. Radchffe, with large
double bells, white, tinged n-ith pale blue, and pale blue on the
tube ; Lady Mayo, single red ; Chapeau d'Orange, reddish buff;
and Lila Major, single plum.

Tulips were not numerously shown. Messrs. Yeitch were
first in the nursei-ymen's class with Bride of Haarlem, Rose
Luisante, Brutus, fine. Rose Miniature, Due de Holstein, and
Fabiola. Mr. Macintosh, Hammersmith, came second. In the
amateurs' class the prizes went to Messrs. Rowe, Stephenson,
and Weir.
Only one collection of Crocuses was shown ; that came from

Ml'. Stephenson, and had a first prize.
Of Mignonette Messrs. RoUisson, of Tooting, exhibited fine

hushes 2i feet high and 2 feet in diameter at the base, also three
well-grown plants of tree Mignonette, taldng first prizes for each.
Of miscellaneons subjects Mr. W. Paul, of Waltham Cross,

Bent a splendid collection of upwards of a hundred pots, a fine
collection of CameUias in small pots, and one of cut blooms of
the same shrub. Messrs. Lane, of Great Berkhampstead, con-
tributed a group of Caraelhas, Rhododendi'ons, Roses, Deutzias,
and some other flowering shrubs ; Messrs. Standish & Co., of
Ascot, a group of Cinerarias, early-flowering Pelargoniums, Ge-
raniums, and Bouvardias ; Messrs. Cutbush, of Ascot, baskets
of Cinerarias and Aucuba aureo-maculata, with the leaves largely
marked with 3'ellow ; and Mr. Goddard, gardener to H. Little,
Esq., Twickenham, a fine collection of Cyclamens.

Messrs. Veitch exhibited a magnificent collection of nearly
three hundred Hyacinths with spikes of the largest size, beau-
tifully flowered pot Roses, cut blooms of Roses, and grand
groups of Tulips and Narcissus.

Mr. Denning, gardener to Lord Londesborough, Grimstou
Park, Tadcaster, sent a magnificent collection of Orchids, among
which were Dendrobium luteo-pui'pureimi, with two vei'y fine

spikes, Cypripedium hirsutissimum, fine examples of Lj-caste

Skirmeri, Angriccum sesquipedale, Dendrobium Devonianum,
and Cattleyas. From Messrs. RoUisson, Tooting, came an at-

tractive group of Orchids and other plants ; and from Mr.
Williams, HoUoway, a magnificent specimen of Medinilla mag-
nifica, together with Azaleas, CameUias, a fine GenethyUls
Hookeri, Phalffinopsis SchiUeriana with a branching spike of

large flowers, TriohopUia sua^vis, fine, and several other Orchids.
Mr. W. E. Dixon, nurseryman, Beverley, contributed several

good specimens of Anthurium Scherzerianum, a large and very
tine pan of Trichomanes radicans, Vandas, and Anagctochils

;

and Mr. Ware, of Tottenham, one of his beautiful and interest-

ing groups of spring-flowering plants. Lastly, Mr. Turner,
Royal Nurseries, Slough, sent show and alpine AuriciUas, and a
fine basket of Lady Blanche, white forcing Pink. Several prizes

were awarded for" the above subjects, and are recorded in our
advertising columns.

FnriT Committee.—G. F. WUson, Esq., F.R.S., in the chair.

Mr. Ross, of Welford Park, Newbury, sent a dish of Chaimiontel
Pears finely coloured, but the flavour was deficient. Mr. Hudson,
gardener to J. C. Imthum, Esq., sent a large exhibition of Lady
Downe's Grape, which received a cultural commendation. Mr.
Kemp, gardener to the Duke of Northumberland, Albury Park,
Guildford, sent a bunch of Lady Do'wne's Grape, presei'ved in
water in his registered Grape rail and stand. The Grapes were
very fresh, but watery and deficient in flavour. The rack was
commended, and the Committee made a recommendation that
the vessels in which the Grapes are put should be of glass in-

stead of zinc. Mr. Record, gardener to the Marquis of SaUsbury,
Hatfield, sent fniit of a seedling Cucumber caUed " Winter
Supply." It is a cross between Telegiaph and Stanley's Prolific,

and is very prolific. Messrs. RoUisson & Son, of Tooting, sent
specimens of roots of Dioscorea sativa, the West Indian Yam.
Mr. Denning, gardener to Lord Londesborough, Grimston Park,
sent specimens of a good variety of Scotch Kale and Coleworts.

Prizes were offered for the best three dishes of early Grapes,
but there was no competition. Prizes were Ukewise offered for

the best three dishes of Dessert Apples, also for the best three
dishes of Kitchen Apples. For Dessert Apples Mr. Ross, gar-
dener to C. EjTe, Esq., WeUord Park, Newbury, was first with
a soi't caUed White Nonpareil, Claygate Pearmain, and Cornish
Aromatic, aU in fine condition. The second prize went to Mr.
Lynn, gardener to Lord Boston, Hedsor, for Cox's Orange Pippin,
Cockle Pippin, and Scarlet NonpareU, also very good ; the third
to Mr. Parsons, gardener to R. Attenborough, Esq., Acton Green.
For Kitchen Apples Mr. Ross was again first with Lewis's In-
comparable, Striped Beefing, and Northei-n Greening, very high
coloured. Mr. Miles, gardener to Lord Canington, Wycombe
Abbey, was second with Dumelow's Seedling, Kentish FiU-
basket, and Alfriston, also fine ; and Mr. Parsons third. Mr.
Smith, gardener to the Earl of Gainsborough, Exton Park,
exhibited Dumelow's Seedling and Blenheim Pippin very good.
The only exhibitor of thi'ee heads of BroccoU was Mr. Ross, who
had a first prize for Snow's Winter White, very good indeed.

Florae Committee.—W. MarshaU, Esq., in the chair. Messrs.
Veitch sent MasdevaUia HaiTyana, which has been before ex-
hibited under the name of M. amabiUs, and since re-named-
The beautiful magenta flowers, we anticipate, 'wiU yet be pro-

duced larger and more fi'eely, but even if only two in number,
as on the plant exhibited, the plant 'wiU be worthy of its name
and its namesake—Mr. Harry Yeitch. From the same firm
came a fine Odontoglossum named Andersonianum, having
cream-coloured and bro'wn flowers. This received a first-class

certificate. Mr. Bi-uce Findlay, of the Botanic Gardens, Man-
chester, sent a fine variety of Odontoglossum Pescatorei. Mr.
B. S. WiUiams, HoUoway, had a first-class certificate for Agave
gemminata WiUiamsii with narrow fiUferous leaves. From Mr.
WUson, gardener to W. MarshaU, Esq., came Odontoglossum
membranaceum and O. Cei-vantesii roseum, which, although the
plants were very smaU, were finely bloomed.
Mr. J. Douglas, Loxford HaU Gai'dens, exhibited two ne'W

Hyacinths, of which Tescho was the more promising, halving

violet plum bells, white throat, and a close spike. From some
of the segments exhibiting breaks of rose we infer it is cross-

bred. The other was Sylvia, bluish lilac, good, but in colour

much Uke some existing varieties. Mr. Wiggins, gardener to

W. Beck, Esq., Isleworth, had a cultural commendation for a.

collection of Cyclamens, including the white variety fimbiiatuna,

certificated at Regent's Park last week.
Mr. WiUiam Paul sent a group of new Hyacinths, of which

the most noticeable were L'Ornement de Rosa, Reine de Naples,

which were both noticed last week, and J. H. Veen, a good pale

blue. Mr. Dixon, Beverley Nursery, had a cultural commenda-
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tion for a group of neiv plants ; Mr. Jaqiies, gardener to P.
Cunliffe, E.sq., Hoolcy House, Coulsdou, a first-class certificate
for Ocloutoglossum AJesandriB roseum, with flowers as large as
in the ordruary form, but rosy lilac, yellow, and bro^\Ti. Mr.
Denning, gardener to Lord Londesborough, exhibited seedling
plants of Dendi'obium Devouianum, three years old, and in
flower, and Mr. Chambers, gardener to J. Laurance, Esq., Bed-
dington, had a cultui-al commendation for a plant of Beaumoutia
grandiflora, bearing a number of its large, wax-like, pure wliite
bells.

Seedling Polyanthuses came from Mr. Reid, Twickenham,
a.nd Mr. Watson, Fulwell ; Mr. Barr, Covent Garden, sent a
large collection of cut flowers of Narcissus which excited con-
siderable interest ; and Mr. Green, gardener to W. Wilson
Saunders, Esq., Reigate, several interesting plants.

MESSES. CUTBUSH'S SPBING SHOW.
For the last three or four years Messrs. Cutbush have held

their show of spring-flowering plants at the Crystal Palace
;

this year they have returned to their old home at Highgate,
where the accommodation had been too small, but now it has
been increased. A new conservatory, 50 feet long by 26 wide,
has been erected, specially with the view of forming a show
bouse, and for that purpose it is admirably suited. The house
where in former years the annual show was held has been re-

modelled to accord with the new one, to which it forms a useful
-and ornamental adjunct.
The fame of Messrs. Cutbush in connection with Hyacinths,

TuUps, and other bulbous plants, has been too long established
to render it necessary to say that the exhibition opened on
Saturday last is otherwise than good. It well maintains their
•credit—that is enougli. We are not going to weary our readers
with a long enumeration of varieties that are good—a tolerably
accurate index to these will be found in the reports of the public
shows, but we will just name a few. Double Blue : Garrick,
Van Speyk, Laurens Koster. Double Bed : Duke of Welling-
ton. Single Med : Cavaignac, Florence Nightingale, Macaulay,
Omement de la Nature, Princess Charlotte, SoUaterre, Von
Schiller. Man ve : Haydn. Single Wliite : Mont Blanc, Gran-
deur a Merveille, Snowball, Queen of the Netherlands, Gigantea.
Single Blue : Argus, Grand Lilas, Charles Dickens, Baron Von
Tuyll, Lord Palmerston, Marie, and Leonidas. Single Black :

General Havelock and Prince Albert.
Among the new kinds the best appeared to be Charles Dickens

,

single pale rose, with a rosy pink stripe down the centre of each
segment ; George Peabody, deep crimson ; Lord MelviUe, dark
purple, with a white eye, fine beUs ; and La Franchise, with
large pure white bells. Some of these have already appeared at

exhibitions.
The Tulip, Narcissus, and Crocus are also well represented in

numerous varieties, and Camellias, Azaleas, Rhododendrons,
PrunuB triloba, and other plants are effectively arranged in the
centre of the house, as well as at the ends. It is an exhibition
highly to be commended, and the only regi^et is that it will close

on the 30th of this month.

VISIT OP THE EOYAL HOBTIOULTUEAL
SOCIETY TO BIEMINGHAM.

A MEETING of the Local Committee was held at the Great
"Western Hotel on Thui-sday. The chair was taken by the
Marquis of Hertford. The minutes of the last meeting of the
Committee, held on the 2jth .January, were read and confirmed.
The Hon. Secret.\ry (Mr. B. W. Badger), read the following

letter :

—

'* Koyal Horticultural! Society,
" South Kensiugton, "W.. 18th Mal-ch, 1872.

'* Dear Sir,—I have the pleasure to inform you that His Royal Highness
Prince Ai'thur has signlfieJ his intention of opening our Show, at the Lower
Grounds, Aston, Eirminghaiu, on Tuesday, June 25th next.—I am, &c.,

JAMES BICHAKDS, Assistant Secretary."

The Hon. SECRET.tRY then reported the acceptance of the ofBce

of Vice-President of the Committee by the Mayor of Birming-
ham, and moved the addition of several gentlemen to the Com-
mittee, including Mr. Bromley-Davenport, M.P.
The motion was carried unanimously.
Mr. Badger then read a report of the business transacted by

the various sub-committees, except that appointed to arrange
for the exhibition of horticultural buildings, implements, etc.

He stated that the subscriptions to the special prize fund then
amounted to £723 19s., and urged members of the Committee to

obtain further subscriptions from their friends, as, if a less sum
than i'lOOO were raised, the scheme of the Special Prize List
Committee would be incomplete. That Committee, he tuid, met
last Friday, and agreed to the very comprehensive, and, as far

as it went, satisfactory schedule of prizes.

The report was ordered to be entered on the minutes.
Mr. B. a. Hallam, Honorary Secretary for horticirltural imple-

ments, &c., read a report from the sub-committee of that depart-

ment recommending that the sum of £100, placed at their dis-
posal for prizes, shoiild be appropriated to the award of medals
as under :—Five gold medals, one to be given for the best horti-
cultural building ; one for the best heating apparatus ; one for
the best collection of vases or other garden decorations ; one for
the best collection of garden machinery, tools, &c. ; and one for
the best collection of garden "s^di-ework. They further recom-
mended that the Judges should be empowered to award silver
and bronze medals, not only to any meritorious exhibits in the
classes just enumerated which may not obtain gold medals, biifc

also to any others besides those which might appear to them to
deserve such a distinction. They were of opinion that the funds
at their disposal would enable them to offer five gold medals,
thirty silver medals, and forty bronze medals. Mr. Hallam also
reported that Mr. .Joseph Moore had been commissioned to pre-
pare designs for the medals.
The report was adopted.
Mr. Quieter handed in a copy of his aiTangement Vi-ith the

Council of the Royal Horticultural Society, which was referred
to the Finance and General Purposes Committee.
A resolution was then passed appointingthe Rev. E. H. Kittoe,

Messrs. Wright, Marshall, Vertegans, and Badger, a sub-com-
mittee, v\*ith full authority to revise, amend, ciu-tail, or extend
the special prize list as circumstances may reqviire. They were
also empowered to issue the prize list when ready, and to pre-
pare and issue a second edition should it be found desirable to
do so.

Colonel Ratclifp then moved :
—" That, subject to the fore-

going resolution, the schedules of prizes, as prex ared by the sub-
committee, be approved of."

Mr. Badger seconded the resolution, and it w.'.s adopted.

PLANTING SMALL GROUNDS with OENAMENTAL
TEEES AND SHEUBS.—No. 1.

pleasant employment for us all during our leisure moments
than the cultivation of trees and flowers ? Alike, the labourer

and the millionaire may enjoy this bountiful blessing. From
the simple grass plot with its solitary tree fronting the Vine-

covered cottage, the costly park surrounding the mansion of

the rich, up through a regular gradation, all can be made to

yield abundant food for enjoyment. To the latter class, how-
ever, I cannot in my remarks offer much advice ; but to those

whose taste for horticulture is sufiicient to induce a personal

superintendence of their own door-yards, I feel that my missioii

is to them. To aU such, upon every occasion, I invariably

commence with a stereotyped phrase, " Don't plant large trees

in small yards."
One of the greatest of all eiTors, and one that is indulged iu

by so many of our planters in their horticultui-al infancy, is

that of setting out a first-class tree in a second-class yard.

Scarcely a town lot or a cemetery enclosure is laid out but this

mistake is made, although ignorance in nearly every instance

is the excuse, and justly so too. Taking, for instance, tho

labourer's cottage, with its few square feet of grass in front

—

and, by the way, what is more attractive than a well-kept

sod ?—in the place of a Norway Spruce or Austrian Pine, I

would suggest what is termed a dwarf evergreen—one of the

smaller foi-ms of Arbor-Vitie, now becoming so popular, or a

Juniper with its vai'iety of outline, or perhaps a form of the

newer genus Retinospora. If the front should have a northern

aspect, the best plant for this purpese is either some hand-
somely variegated variety of Aucuba or Enouymus japonicus.

The newer introductions of these are exceedingly attractive, and
a group composed of distinct kinds forms an agreeable feature.

Flowers and Flowering Shecbs.—To those whose taste for

flowers is predominant, I would recommend a eu'cular bed of

Roses, not planted promiscuously, but in hnes or ribbons, each

circle a distinct colour, all trimmed low, and consequently well

branched. If the entire bed should be of one variety, the

effect will also be very fine. For this purpose the China or

Bengal class cannot be excelled. The ribbon style must be

formed of prolific-blooming kinds. Another pretty adornment

for this smallest class of door-yards is the introduction of a

group of small-sized shrubs, such as white and rose-flowering

Almonds, Deutzia gracilis, Spirfea callosa alba, purple Ber-

ben-y, red and white Snowberry, tfec, with a Kilmarnock

Willow or dwai'f Weeping Cherry iu the centre. The shrubs

must be annually pruned into a rounded form, thus inducing

a close growth, and preventing a tall habit. Occasionally a

soUtary shrub of large size may be judiciously introduced into

a plot of this character, as, for instance, a purple-flowering

MaguoUa ; but iu this case the specimen should be such as will
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strike the eye us noTcl in colour, size, or peculiarity of bloom.
I think the usual mixed flower-betl, frequently seen in such
locations, is poor taste ; and although I yield to no one in my
love for this class of plants, I should manage to create a
pretty hed on the side rather than at the front of the house.
Here let it receive ,i graceful flowing outline, rather than the
old-fashioned circle. In it the plants should always receive due
care in their arrangement, with an eye to fitness and position
as well as beauty. Above all things, shun the now fashionable
misnomers termed vases. I aUude, of course, to those little

nondescript articles that are a burlesque on the name and an
outrage on good taste. In many of our country towns I have
seen almost every enclosure disgraced with these wash-basins
perched up on posts, with often a sickly-looking plant leaning
over the edge, as if ashamed to be seen in such questionable
company ; and not only one, biit frequently several together,
in imitation of a crockery establishment where the owner is

desirous of displaying his wares. Now I do not wish to be
understood as deprecating altogether this class of adornments,
but in the name of good taste do let us exercise some discre-
tion in the matter.
Climbers.—One of the greatest improvements to a smaU

cottage, is the prevalence of vines clambering over it, so as to
ahuost entirely conceal its outline. For this purpose nothing
can be better than the American Ivy (Ampelopsis) , and Golden-
veined Honeysuckle (Lonicera aureo-reticulata), closely inter-
twined, so that during the autumn months the effect of the
golden and crimson foliage is beautiful beyond description.
Over the front of the house, especially if there should be a
porch, the effect wiU be heightened by a rampant-gi-owing Cle-
matis, either C. Vitalba, the European Travellers' Joy, or
C. virginiana, our native Virgin's Bower. The abundance of
pm-e white fragrant bloom on each of these, aided by a dense
mass of foliage, is productive of good results. The Prairie
Roses, owing to their entire hardiness and free-flowering habits,
are also worthy of due consideration as cottage runners ; but
there is an air of stiffness and primness about them which
never harmonises so well with then- surroundings as do the
vines before mentioned. When the cottagers of America are
willing to receive a lesson in floricultm-e from the Paisley
weavers, we may then date an era of progression which is

sadly needed throughout our land to-cfay. The few hours
spent during the evening, or early in the morning, on a bed
of choice flowers will return compound interest, in pleasure,
on a capital invested in labour ; and my reputation for veracity
will never be questioned when I state that, when men are once
induced to feel an interest in plants, it increases with their
years, so that rarely is it ever forsaken.

Decoeation of Lawns.—We now arrive at another and more
ambitious style of garden—one rising to the position of a lawn.
This class embraces the majority of small places, situated in
the suburbs of our rural towns, and, to my eye, if planted
properly, is unexcelled in quiet, yet attractive beauty. The
winiUng walk, coimnencing, perhaps, at one corner of the
grounds, gives one an opportunity of planting groups of choice
shrubs at every turn. Among the newer kinds, of undoubted
excellence for this purpose, none can surpass the Hydrangea
paniculata grancUflora, with its enormous panicles of pure
white flowers ; the Viburnum pUcatum, Uke the old-fashioned
snow-ball, producing large globular heads of snow-white flowers

;

Weigela horteusis nivea, with its silver bells ; the dwarf variety
of Weigela rosea, with variegated foUage and pale rosy-pink
flowers ; Spirffia Thunbergi, with narrow linear leaves and
minute white flowers ; and then the Rhododendi-ons and
Azaleas. The sooner we disabuse ourselves of the idea that
special receipts are needed for preparing the soil for the last
two kinds, the sooner these lovely plants wiU become popular.
Nothing whatever is necessaiy before planting, excepting to
merely pare off the grass thinly, and then pulverise the soil
beneath. Decaying grass roots preserve the soil in a mellow
state, and afford nourishment to the mass of small fibres
common to all ericaceous plants. A mass of Rhododendrons
is always attractive from the peculiar nature of their glossy
green leaves, but, when in bloom, the blending of colours pre-
sented by the many hardy kinds, renders them pre-eminently
the queen of flowering shrubs. The Ghent Azaleas, although
deciduous, are, nevertheless, gorgeous in flower ; their colours,
of almost every hue, are dazzUng in their brightness, especially
the crimson, scarlet, and orange shades of colour. The pure
white,

^
and different shades of rose, are Ukewise especially

charming. It is not necessary for me to give you a Ust of
hardy shrabs to plant ; that can be procured from'any niu-seiy-

man's catalogue ; hut, before leaving this class of plants, I
would merely mention the Pfeonia Moutan, or Tree Pseony, as
being especiaUy adapted for clustering on a well-kept lawn.

—

(American Horticulturist.)

EESTOEING THE LEADEE OP A CONIFEE.
Philip, my employer's son, planted on Christmas-day, 1865,

a tree, a Silver Fir, Picoa pectinata, and in a few days after
left home and sailed in that ill-fated ship the London, which,
sank on the l'2th of January, 1866, and in which he was
drowned. His parents had a tablet placed at the foot of the
tree inscribed, " Planted by Philip, Christmas-day, 1865."
They had also a fence made around the tree, about 5 feet high
and about 8 feet square, to protect it. The growth had been
but stunted until last summer, when it made a nice start and
a good strong leader. This afternoon my mistress called me
to it to show that about 15 inches of the leader had been
cleanly cut off. It had been done about three days. Although
the tree of itself is not of great value, I have heard my master
say he would not have it damaged for £500, so you can better
imagine his feeUngs than I can write them. My object in
writing is to ask advice how I am to manage it. The shoot is

about 2 inches round where it is cut off, and about 5 inches
below that are two side branches about 14 inches long. I was
thinking if I could get one of these for a leader ; and again I
thought, Would a graft grow ? Ifyou think it will, tell me what
form of grafting would be best, and the best time.—W. Nock,
Lutwyche Hall, Much Wenlock.

[A side branch will not make a good leader. Purchase
another Silver Fu' with a leader of about the same size as that
cut oft', and graft it at once in the manner represented in the
accompanying illustrations. Fig. 1 represents a grafted Fir,

in which A is the scion and c the terminal shoot of the tree to
be grafted. Fir). 2, a is the scion, cut at its lower end in the
form of a wedge. Fiff. 3 is an enlarged figure of the terminal
shoot c 1, in which a cleft is made between the crown buds at b.
The scion a 2 is inserted m the cleft b 3, and when bound
round by a cotton or bast hgature, and covered with clay or
grafting-wax, the operation is complete. The whorl of
branches situated immediately under the graft between b andc,
fig. 1, should be shortened to half their length, or tied down
in a curve if it is desirable to retain them, so as to throw more
strength into the graft.]

GEAFTING.—No. 5.

Gratting bt a Twig with a Shield.—Recourse is had to
this process for propagating some plants, and especially the
Variegated Negundo. The best season at which to perform
this operation is in August and September, and it is done with
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a dormant bud. Select as a scion a short twig fx.rigr. 1). Tlie
adventitious twigs are best for the purpose. With a budding-
knife take off tlio twig witli a shield of bark to it (v), the same
as is done in budding. On the stock (v), an incision (z), is

Iliad's in the form of a T, not deeper than the thickness of

the bark ; with the handle of the budding-knife raise the lips

of the incision and slide in the scion by its shield (v). Bind
with wool or bast, and it will not be necessary to cover it with
any plaster.

In the restoration of fruit trees we use sometimes as scions
twigs 18 inches long furnished with a shield of i inches. By
removing the leaves eight days beforehand, when on the
mother plant the scions are prepared for the separation, and
by covering them with leaves of trees or mould as soon as

they are grafted, drying-up is avoided.
In grafting with a dormant bud mtended for propagation,

especial care must be taken to head-down the stock after

winter to 4 mches above the graft, and to tie the scion straight,

so that there may be no curve at the point of union. The
first process, that by a simple twig, when it is applied to the
restoration of trees does not requue the amputation of the
stock ; but to hasten the development of the graft, a notch is

opened in the spruig on the stock at about half an inch above
it. The notch, which is about the twelfth of an inch wide, is

made by two cuts of the knife, which sever and raise the
bark. At the same time all the branches above the graft are

pruned-m close.

A rod forming a support is indispensable to the training of a
young graft. When grafting is done mth an active bud at the
rising of the sap, it is well to cover it with mould to protect it

from the sun's action and drought. If, unfortunately, it starts

growtli at once and has a tendency to weakness, its growth is

stimulated by making small longitudinal incisions down the
bark.

Side Graftino in the Alburnum.—General PrincijJles.—
This method is chiefly used for evergreen shmbs, as well as

for grafting under glass, from February till August. If the
same subjects are grafted in the open air they must be done
from .^.pril till August. A twig of medium size and with a

terminal bud is the best for a scion of an evergreen shrub. It

is to be cut from the tree at the time of grafting, only the
lower leaves are to be removed ; and to support vitality it is to

be placed in the shade, the end in a vessel of water, or in

damp sand. The stock in this case is not headed-down, but
on the part of the stem where the scion is to be introduced
the leaves are to be shortened or altogether removed. For the

scion to penetrate to the alburnum a slit is made in the bark
from above downwards diagonally in relation to the axis of the

stock, but not so deep as to penetrate to the pith. The scion

is cut wedge-shaped if it is to be inserted at the top of the slit,

or angular if on the side of the incision. Of this there arc

two examples—
1, Sidi-'Gi-afting with a Straipht ,S7i{.—The scion {k,fi!i. 2),

of a CameUia is cut half its length wedge-shaped, leaving on
each side an equal breadth of bark diminishing gradually to

a point. The stock (b), is sht at 6 by a single out of the knife,
the blade penetrating the alburnum. The s'efefi (a), is intro-
duced by its base «, then tied as represented at c. It this is

done in the open air it must be covered with wax or clay,
because the cut on each side of the slit leaves an opening.

^/

With the Camellia and other hard.vooded plants, the stock is

preserved entire; but the Aucuba, the tissues of which are

looser, is to be topped to 4 or 8 inches above the graft when
the operation is performed.

2. Side Grafting with an Ohliqnc Slit.—Tho scion (e, fig. 3),

Hi
^.A.l<

is the top of a twig of Holly. It is reproduced in part at n,

with the wedge-shaped cut c. On the stock a, the slit d is

made in the direction of the axis of the stock with the top

rounded in the form of a sickle. The layers of inner bark and

alburnum are cut obliiiuely. The scion is bound with an

clastic ligature. A certain number of Conifers favour side-
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^I'ftfting 'Witi au oblique slit, as the wound is not so large as

with tie straight slit, and a scion of small diameter fits better.
"

—

Baltet, L'.1)-( de Greffcr.

A SOJOURN IN THE HIGHLANDS OF SCOTLAND.
(Continuedfrom page 192.)

Took the rail to Dankeld, where we arrived about six o'clock,

and then had a walk. In the morning we rose early in order

to visit the long-famed Stenton Rooks, the habitat of the now
very rare little Forked Fern (Asplenium septeutrionale). The
rocks are given as near Dunkeld, but we found them four

miles away. On reaching what we supposed would be the

rocks wo inquired of a man who was hedging the road-aides,

Where the Stenton Rocks were ? " There they are," said he.

" Are ye come to look for the Stag-horn Fern ? " " No, the

Forked Fern , Asplenium septentriouale " " We call it the Stag-

horn Fern," said he; " well, ye may go, but ye'U not find it."

" But," said we, " it must be in plenty somewhere here, for

we saw thirty or forty plants stuck in some rockwork near the

tollgate." "Oh!" said he, " those belong tome and my boy."

"What l(^•ill be your price for the lot? " we asked. "I will

not sell them," said he, " my boy will perhaps give you one."

We found cunning Sandy wished to make more than the

market price of his plants, so we left him. " I'm certain ye'U

not find it," said Sandy, as we left him. " Then," we replied,
" we will see whore it has been." We explored the roc'KS care-

fully, found one or two jilants, but had to mount each other's

shoulders ladder-wise before they could be reached. We saw
a few others, but too far up in the cliffs, which are hig'n and
quite perpendicular. We have, at aD times, a great reluctance

to rob habitats of rare plants, but these plants might just as

well be taken away as left. The timber that formerly gave
Bhade is being cut down, and as the rocks will now be exposed
to the full blaze of the sun the little Forked Fern cannot
possibly Uve.

We afterwards visited some rocks overhanging the Tay,
v.-hich we were led to seek out in consequence of having received
letters regarding a habitat of this Fern on rocks overlooking
the Tay. These rocks are almost perpendicular, and a false

step would have thrown us do\vn their' jagged edges into the
Tay, which here flows close to the rocks fathoms deep. At
imminent peril we succeeded in getting about a dozen more
plants of this rare Fern.
We found the hiU (on the face of which are the Stenton

Rocks) had been a Roman encampment, with three linos of

cu-cumvallation. Near the Stenton Rocks wo gathered a fine

form of Polystichum aculeatum, new to us, a good name for

which win be P. aculeatum protrusum. We almost regret to
say that we left some large plants of this fine Fern, only bring-
ing away t vo of it.

AVe got back to Dunkeld about one o'clock, and by the side
of the Tay we saw some fine timber. We measured an Oak
and a Sycamore close together ; at 4 feet from the ground the
former was 21, and the latter 20 feet in cu'cumfereuce. These
were a noble pan-, symmetrical, healthy, and vigorous. As-
cended Birnam HiU, made famous as one of the scenes in Mac-
beth ; we found in the Birnam Wood plenty of that interestmg
little plant TrieutaUs europiea, with which we were much
pleased. The dusky grey of evening came on before we reached
the top of Birnam HUl, and we retm-ued to our lodgings, where
Donaldson, a nurseryman, market gardener, and botanical col-
lector, visited us. We found him au agreeable and interesting
old man, and after giving him half a dozen plants of Polv-
stichum Lonchitis, he offered to send us at any tune plants of
the Asplenium septentriouale, but we should like to know
where he wiU now find it in any quantity.

Next mornmg we went to Perth by an early train to see our
esteemed friend Mr. John Sim, and, after a long chat with him
on botanical and other subjects he took us into his garden by
the Tay, and gave us a few of his rare plants, such as Aremonia
agremonoides. Lychnis Viscaria, and Rosa alpina.

—

(Extracted
from Mr. Stiinxtield's notes read before the Todmordeu Botanical
Societtj.)

EXPLANATION NEEDED.
In the Journal of the 18th of January last appeared an ad-

vertisement from " Amateuii," U, Hadley Street, Prince of
Wales Road, Kentish Town, London, offering Geraniums, &c.,
for sale. On January 25th I forwarded to " Ajliteur " 3s. 8rf.'

in stamps for plants which I then requested to be sent to

me, bat as they did not arrive I again wi'oto to "Amateub"
on January 31st, but have never received 'he plants nor any
reply to my letters ; nor have the latter been returned to mo
through the Dead Letter Office. As the advertisement at ouco
disappeared I concluded I had been swindled. Much to my
surprise, I find from your Journal of the 7th iust. that " Ama-
ieue" is agam advertising Geraniums, <S;c., for sale from tho

same address.—W. Cross, EafJ Acridgc, Barlon-on-Hnmber.

A PLEA FOR HOUSE PLANTS.
I BEG to caU attention to the following facts, culled from

an article on the subject which I recently came across :—The
opinion frequently expressed concerning the injurious effect of

house plants is by no means a new one, nor is it confined to

the young. It exists in " older heads," and wiU prevaU, it is

to be feared, rmtil the sciences of botany and chemistry are

studied in our conunon schools and by our firesides. From
them we may learn many facts, estabUshed by experiment,

proving that, so far from being injurious, plants are the great

promoters of health and supporters of animal life, not merely
iu furnishing food, but also the breath of life. These sciences

abound in interesting facts and experunents, showing how in-

organic substances, such as air, water, and some minerals, are

transformed into the various vegetable substances used by
animals to sustain life and promote growth, and how, in return,

animals furnish plants the necessary elements of life and
growth. When wood is charred in a pit, a black mass is the

result. This is carbon, the solidifying principle of aU sub-

stances possessing life. When this carbon or charcoal is

burned, heat is produced by its union viith oxygen. Carbon
also exists in the blood of animals, and serves the i^urpose of

producing animal heat by union with oxygen in breathing.

The result of this union is carbonic acid gas, the impure air

thrown from the lungs. This cannot be again taken into the
lungs, as expelled, without producing death. But the reve-

lations of chemistry teach us that this carbonic acid gas is

exactly fitted for the use of plants, and even indispensable to

then- life and growth. Being absorbed by them through tho
numberless pores on their surfaces, it is decomposed, tho
carbon going to form the vegetable structure and increase its

gi'owth and solidity, whUe the oxygen, the only life-sustaining

principle of the atmosphere for animals, is thrown off, to bo
again inlialed by the lungs, there again to receive carbon and
return, thus passing to and fro, carrying the elements of life

from one to the other constantly. The same poisonous gas
arises from decaying vegetation ; and with another called

ammonia, from decaying animal substances. These cause the
unhealthfulness of cities where vegetation does not abound.
It is the office of the green parts of vegetables to absorb and de-
compose these gases and water. Hence the immense amount
of green surface spread out to catch the aerial aUment.
Wherever a green plant exists, whether it be those which man
cultivates as sources of food, or the venerable forest trees, or
the wild weeds of the hedgerows, or the humble grass by the
wayside, or the seaweeds which grow in the ocean, or the
exotic in the parlour ;—this is its essential function—that in
which vegetable hfe consists, to absorb carbonic acid gas, de-

compose it, use the carbon in forming organic vegetable com-
pounds, and restore the oxygen to the air. From these facts

we may safely infer that the cultivation of house plants under
favourable circumstances, so far from being injurious, is bene-
ficial to health. Those which present the most extended leaf-

surfaces are the most useful.

There is also another way in which house plants benefit

health—viz., by promoting cheerfulness. Now is the time to
secure these sources of joy for the coming season. They will

cost less and afford more real amusement than heaps of trifles.
•

—

(Enylish Mechanic.)

THE CHEMISTRY OF MANURE^.
Beino an amateur gardener iu a smaU way, I have been a

constant reader of your .Journal for the last three years, and
most of the technical knowledge I have on the subject has
been derived from its contents. I have often been interested,
and instructed too, by the Rev. C. P. Peach's communications,
especiaUy those on bedding plants and " The Election of the
Roses," but I cannot accept his teaching on the chemistry of

manures as orthodox. That manures are valuable' only in so
far as they contain a maximiuu of nitrogen I do not believe,

but I do believe that farmyard manure, as a general rule, is the
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host, bocauso it coutaius all the constituents of former crops,

and is therefore best suited for the production of future ones.

When Mr. Peach states that nitrogen iu the form of am-
monia is useful, because iu that state it forms a powerful
solvent for every land of carbon, I fear he states what he can-

not prove by experiment. Did he ever try to dis^ulve the

diamond, the purest form of carbon, with ammonia, or did he
ever dissolve a particle of charcoal with it '> How, then, can
ammonia bo a powerful solvent for every kind of carbon ? It

is quite true that powdered charcoal has been found very

beneficial to plants, and that only when ram water contain-

ing ammonia has been used for watering ; for if distilled

water has been used, and no ammonia allowed to come iu

contact, the plants have soon sickened and died, but the
charcoal has not been dissolved by the ammonia, nor taken
up into the pjant. It has the property of absorbing into its

pores an enormous quantity of ammonia, as well as of carbonic

acid gas, which the excess of rain water has the power of

dissolving out again, and bringing it iu contact with the roots

of the plant, or of evaporating with it into the plant's atmo-
.sphere, so that the leaves can also absorb it.

It is well known that Liebig, many years ago, insisted on the
doctrine that, providing all the mineral constituents required

by plants wero present in the soil, all the carbon, as well as

the nitrogen, in the form of ammonia and nitric acid, would
be fui'nished by the atmosphere. This was called the mineral
theory. Iu his later wi-itings he has modified this view,

simply because the plant canuot get sufficient in the time
assigned to its developmeut ; but he clearly proves that nitro-

genous manures, as such, can only be of use when all the

mineral constituents required by the plant are already in the

soil. He also estabUshed the fact, now universally received,

that carbon is conveyed to plants not in any organic combina-
tion whatever, but as a gas formed by the aid of the atmo-
speric oxygen, and called carbonic acid.

Reverting to the humus theory, as insisted on by Mr. Peach
iu the .Journal some time ago as the source of carbou to plants,

the true value of humus iu the soil may thus be stated. As
living organisms feed on the carbon restored to the air by
their defunct predecessors, aud as humus is but the debris of

previous vegetation iu a soil, the carbonic acid developed by
its decay must play a proportionatejart in nourishing the crop

then in com-se of growth. Hence the necessity of an atmosphere
within the soil to oxidise the humus, and thereby to reduce

its carbon from the org.anio to the mineral condition, so as to

make it assimilable by plants. The necessity of such an under-

ground atmosphere is an established fact, air being as essential

as warmth aud moisture to the development of plants.

In this way do decajing organic bodies replenish the atmo-
sphere, whether above ground or below it, with gaseous carbou,

which the atmosphere in its turn conveys to the plants, whose
leaves appear to inhale it as gas, but to whose roots it is sup-

plied in watery solution. The carbou of the plant and the

carbou of the soil have but one primal origin—the atmosphere.

From this source the carbon constantly flows ; to this reservoir

it as constantly retui'us. The humus of the soil and the tissues

of plants are but successive resting points for cai-bon in its

ch'culating course.

The question of plants taking up free nitrogen from the

atmosphere was studied and experimented on by Boussingault

and others for more than twenty years, aud by a masterly and
luminous induction the nitrogen of the atmosphere was proved

to be inactive in vegetation. Lawes and Gilbert, in an ela-

borate paper pubUshed some time ago, record the results of a

series of valuable experiments on this point, and their con-

clusions are confirmatory of Boussingault's views—that all the

nitrogen elaborated in plant-tissues are derived entu'ely from
ammonia and nitric acid.

With respect to the hydrogen in plants, Mr. Peach argues

that because water is such a stable compound when once

formed, requiring such very powerful agents for its decompo-
sition, therefore it is very unlikely that it should give up its

hydrogen to plants. Did Mr. Peach ever watch the plants

growing m an aquarium in bright sunshine ? If so, he might

have seen the leaves covered with minute bubbles of gas, and

after a time, when the water beopme saturated with this gas,

ho might have seen large bubbles of it ascending through the

water and escapmg into the atmosphere. If he had collected

some of this gas, he might have proved that it was pure oxygen

escaping from the leaves of the plant, while the plant was

vigorously mcreasing in size and form. Thus the humble

pliant has the power of decomposing water as well as carbonic

acid, assimilating both hydrogen from the water and carbon
from the carbonic acid under the stimulating influence of solar

light.

In reference to kon in plants, Liebig in his " Natural Laws
of Husbandry" says, " Wo kuow the part which iron perfoi-ma
iu the animal economy. It is present in the animal organisms
in no greater proportion than in the seed of the cereals, and
we are fully con^-inoed that without a certain amount of iron

in the food of animals the formation of the blood corpuscles,

the agents of one of the chief functions of the blood, is impos-
sible. Hence by the laws of dependence, which link together

the Ufe of animals and plants, we are compelled to ascribe to

the iron in the plant also an active part in its vital functions,

so material that the absence of that metal would endanger the
very existence of the plant." Iron, like all the other minerals
required by plants, is dissolved by carbonic acid in water, and
thus is absorbed by the roots of plants ; and as all clays and
strong soils contain abundance of iron, this may be one of tho

reasons that such soUs are so suitable for Roses.

It appears, then, that no matter which has been organised
can serve as food for plants until it has undergone decomposi-
tion, and that it is solely in the constant and regular supply of

carbonic acid it affords that vegetable mould is more adapted
for the support of vegetable hfe than any other kind of soil.

And thus we see a very important difference in the character

of the members of the animal and vegetable kingdom ; for

the first are entirely dependant for their nourishment upon
matter that has been previously organised, and derive then'

support either from vegetable or animal bodies. The latter are

dependant for their growth only upon the materials supplied

by the inorganic world, although their increase may be advan-

tageously assisted and stimulated by those which they derive

from the decay of the former. Do we not here trace a beauti-

ful harmony between the various parts of the great scheme of

creation? for had vegetables, hke animals, been dependant

upon organic matter, both classes of beings must have gradu-

ally disappeared from the face of the earth, since the spon-

taneous death and decay of a large proportion of them is con-

stantly restoring to the inorganic world the elements they have

held for a time iu those pecuUar forms which are termed or,

ganic, and thus the amount of organic matter would be con,

tinually diminishing. But vegetables, holding an intermediate

station between the mineral and animal creation, bring them,

as it were, into conuection with each other, preparing, as they

do, from Uttle else than the air aud the water of the globe the

materials for the sustenance of the oouutless mUhons of

beings which move upon its surface, and which, when their

allotted period of existence has expired, restore by their decay

the elements required for the support of the vegetable life of

their suooossors.—J. M., Burtoii-on-'Trciit.

ANTHURIUM SCHERZERIANUM.
Too much praise cannot be accorded to this extremely beau-

tiful plant, and for exhibition and decorative purposes it ranks

as one of our best. The curious and brUhant-coloured flowers,

so different from any others of those belonging to our stoyo

plants, are deservedly admhed by every plant-lover. It is

much to be regretted that there are many spurious varieties of

this valuable plant ; but such beiug the case, it is necessary to

be very pai'ticular when purchasing a plant to be sure to get

the best variety—I mean the large-spathed and briUiant-

coloured variety, which I consider to be the best ; but unless

you can rely upon the honour of the person from whom it is

obtained, you had better see the plant in bloom beforehand.

I think i may say, without fear of contradiction, that it is a

plant of very easy cultiu'e—at least I have always foimd it sc

—

but I am not so certain whether I am justified in calhng it a

stove plant, as in several cases I have found it do very well

uuder cool treatment. I generally grow it in the stove, and

when in flower turn it into a cool house, where it lasts in

bloom for a very long period. It may be interesting to some

if I describe my mode of growing this beautiful plant.

I have found two parts good fibry peat aud oue part turfy

yellow loam, with a free admixture of silver sand, .and a

handful of charcoal the size of a walnut, suit this plant very

well. Iu pottmg, I fill the pot two-thirds full with crocks,

putting the larger ones at the bottom and the small ones on

the top, covermg them with a layer of sphagnum moss, so as

to secure that perfect drainage so highly necessary. I then

nearly fill the pot with the soil prepared, turn out the plant to

be potted, and, removing the gi'eater part of the old soil from
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the roots, place it ou the top of the soil, aud fill in so that the
plant is raised above the i-im of the pot, like Orchids. A
large plant I raise as much as 3 or 4 inches above the rim.
When the soil has been packed around the roots, and the top
of the pot made as near an oval as jjossible, I lightly water
the top of the soil with a line rose, so that I can then press it

easily to the required shape. After this I take a little sphag-
num moss and place a tluck layer all over the surface, then
water it a Uttle, and press it closely aud evenly all over, so that
the plant presents a neat appearance. After this place it in a
house wher-s the heat ranges from C0° to 70°, frequently syringe
and water it, aud in duo time, if all go well, it produces
fresh leaves, from the axil of each of which a brilliant and
beautiful- coloured flower is produced.—T. B.

EEVIEW.
The yutural History of the Bible, heimj u Berieu- of the Phijxica!

Geography, Geology, and Meteorology of the Hnhj Land, with
a Description of every Animal and Plant Mentioned in Holy
Scripture. By H. B. Tristram, M.A., &o. Second Edition.
London : Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge.

Many years ago we endeavoured to coUect infoi-mation more
satisfactoiy than could be found in one easUy accessible volume
relative to the plants, fruits, and flowers mentioned in the
Old and New Testaments. Calmet, Celsius, Corquius, Hiller,

Lemnius, Newton, Scheuchzer, and Ursinus are the alpha-
betical list of author.":, still in our desk, which we then con-
sulted, and finally reluctantly abandoned our reseai'ch. The
reason for the abandonment is told in one sentence inscribed
on the bundle of relative MS., " It wo'n't do ; no one but a
botanist who has resided in Palestine can give reliable inform-
ation." Dr. Tristram's volume contains such " reliable in-

formation " on every branch of the natural history of the
Bible, for, as the preface tells—

" The main object of the present volume has been to illustrate,

not technically, but popularly, every allusion to natural history
in the Holy Scripture, by the actual condition of the counti-y,
and by the charactei' of its existing products, zoological and
botanical.
" For this special purpose, the wi-iter spent nearly a year in

the Holy Land in 18GS—1, accompanied by botanical aud zoo-
logical collectors, Mr. B. T. Lowne, M.E.C.S., aud Mr. Edward
Bartlett, of the Gardens of the Zoological Society of London, and
made extensive collections in every branch of natm'al liistory."

We will confine oui' extract here to the Lily of the New
Testament, premising only that we believe it to be a totally

different flower from the Lily of the Old Testament. The
latter is named in the Hebrew Shiislinn ; and when residing
in India we noted that a species of Lily very much resembling
the Lilium spectabile is there called Soosan. Its flowers are
crimson, and in this and other characters justifying the similes

in the Song of Solomon.
In the New Testament the Greek word hrinon, in our version

translated LUy, is certainly not the Lilium spectabile, for it is

not a native of the Holy Land. The following extract ou the
subject is a fail' specimen of Dr. Tristram's very satisfactory

work.

" There has been much discussion as to what particular flower,
if any, is designated by these names. The Arabs have the same
word ' Susan,' which I have found the peasantry apply to any
brilliant-coloured flower at all resembhnga Lily, as to th^ Tulip,
Anemone, Kanunciilus. We may fau'ly infer fi-om our Lord's
allusion that this Lily was abimdant near the Plain of Genne-
saret, where the sermon on the Mount was deUvered, and that
it was brilUantly coloured, for it surpassed the robes of Solomon
in glory. That it was red wo judge from the compaa-ison with
the lips of the Beloved. Rapid growth seems to be implied by
the expression iu Hosea ; and in the Song of Solomon it is spoken
of as flourishing in valleys, as springing up among the thorny
shi-ubs, as growing in the plains where the gazelles (roes)
pasture, and as cultivated in gardens. Now, though many
plants of the Lily tribe flom-ish in Palestine, none of them give
a predominant character to the flora. They are generally few
and far between. The White Lily we do not know as a native.
The only true Lily I have noticed is Lilium chalcedonicum, the
red Turk's-cap Lily of our gardens, and it is not common.
"There are, however, many other plants which would in

popular language be called ' LiUes.' The Lises are many in
species, and some of them of wondrous beauty. Pre-eminent is
one which grows in Tabor, through GaUlee, aud in the marshes
of the Huleh, and which has been mentioned in glowing terms
by Dr. Thomson. The species is undetermined, but the blossom
is dark purple aud white, and therefore does not meet the re-
quirement* of the Lily. There are many other species of Iris,

among them the little Iris caucasicum, in the bare highlands
of the south; Iris Sisyrinchium, and four or five others, in
Galilee. The beautiful Gladiolus byzautinus, of many shades of
purple and dark red, is very abundant in the corn fields and
Olive yards throughout the whole country. The Narcissus is
not common, though at least one species (N. Tazetta) is found,
and on the tops of the niouutaius the lovely blue IxoHriou mon-
tauum. The Asphodels are vei-y abundant on all the plains,
but they have no beauty by which to claim a place amoug the
LiUes. There are also many Squills—Scilla autumnalis, and
others

; the Grape Hyacinth (Muscari racemosum), and another
species ; some beautiful Fi-itillaries (FritiDaria persica) on the
plains, aud another (new ?) species among the snows of Hermou
and Lebanon. The Star of Bethlehem has beeu already men-
tioned; but none of these can claim to be the Shushan. The
Tulip is more i)robable than any which have been named, from
its locaUty, colour, and abundance. The nrevailiug species is
Tuhpa Gesneriana, of a brilliant red, which grows profusely
scattered over many parts of the country, both on the plain cf
Gennesaret and on the hillsides, pushiTig forth fi-om crevicea
among the stones. Yet none of these bulbs give a general hue
to the ground cai-jiet.

" The tnie floral glories of Palestine are the Pheasant's Eye,
tlie Ranunculus, and the Anemone, but especially the latter.

The Anemone coronaria, well known in our gardens, of various
colours, lilac, white, and red, but most generally a brilliant
scarlet, is the flower which, as the most gorgeously painted, the
most conspicuous in spring, and the most universally spread of
all the floral treasures of the Holy Land, I should feel inclined
to fix on as ' the Lily of the field ' of our Lord's discourse. It is

foimd everywhere, on all soils, aud iu all situations. It covers
the Mount of Olives, it carpets all the plains, nowhere does it

attain a more luxurious growth than by the shores of the Lake
of Galilee. In the OUve yards of Ephraim, on the bare hills of
Nazareth ahke, there is no part of the country where it doss
not shine. Certainly if, in the wondrous richness of bloom
which characterises the land of Israel iu spring, any one plant
can claim pre-eminence, it is the Anemone, the most natural
flower for our Lord to pluck and seize upon as an illustration,

whether walking in the fields, or sitting on the hillside. The
-Anemone also meets eveiw requirement of the allusions in
Canticles, and is one of the flowers called Susan by the Ar-abs."

Dr. Tristram's volume, like all the publications of the Society,

is well printed on excellent paper, and is almost profitless

cheap. We again commend the Society to our readers for

theh' support.

MAIDSTONE CEMETERY.
AsiOKGST the many forms which the taste of the last few

years has taken, that of embellishing public places, and odd
corners too, with trees, shrubs, aud flowers is not the least im-
portant. Not content with increasing the number of such in

the parks aud public gardens of large towns, we occasionally

find a piece of waste land over which stray donkeys and
gipsies held undisputed eway for many years, suddenly
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pounced upon by some of the reformers of the age, and in-

stead of Gorse, Broom, SedRe, or Heath, trees and shrubs from
the antipodes, with tlie clioicest flowers that can be had, are
planted, good walks formed, and seats constructed. Places the
most uninviting are thus changed, as it were, by magic, and
others that have long beeu thought incapable of improvement
are similarly treated ; and wherever there is a vacant plot of

ground near a town, some one is sure to suggest that it be
made ornamental.
During the last few years a great number of such spots have

undergone a wonderful change, the desire for flowers being so
general that there are few places where their culture is not
attempted. The little back yards of London houses, where the
sun, even if it can penetrate the smolcy atmosphere, can only
shine a verj' limited number of hours in the year, are, per-
haps, not in a worse position than the ground at the back of

a factory iu a town of less dimensions. Attempts at decora-
tion are, however, made iu both cases ; and, moreover, we

generally see some odd corner in a workliouse yard, or even in
a prison, embellished in the same manner, but with greater
success, owing generaUy to the more healthy sites of these
places. Hospitals, too, have their garden ground, and, per-
haps, there is no place wliere such things are either more be-
coming or more appreciated. The churehyai-ds of "most large
towns that have been closed have also beeu judiciously orna-
mented with shrubs and flowers, and some years ago I was
much pleased to see the ground surrounding the Sunderland
Waterworks very nicely garnished with trees, shrubs, and
flowers. As it was situated on lofty ground about a mile from
the town, it afforded a pleasant walk. Other places have also
their' embellishments of a like kind, and though taste may
differ as to the way in which they are made, there can be no
question that the general public appreciate it. Then there is
one haJlow^ed place which above all others is, or ought to be,
embellished in a becoming way, and that is the cemetery.
The quiet retreat of those who come to visit the resting-place

MaUlitone Cemetery.

of departed friends need not be rendered less serious by the
cheerful hues of some of Nature's' gayest ornaments. A
gaudy dress and a gaudy flower-bed have nothing whatever
in common ; in fact, I am not sure that we ought to call

any of Nature's productions gaudy, for however briUiant the
colours may be, there is a chasteness in everything that springs

from the eai'th that we look for in vain in any manufactured
article : hence I do not see any objection to the introduction of

the brightest colours of the parterre into the cemetery garden,
although I do not say this ought to be done as regards indi-

vidual graves ; on the latter a more sober class of subjects

should be used, as plants and shrubs of lowly growth.

At present, however, my purpose is the general laying-out

and keeping of such places and their embellishment with suit-

able trees, shrubs, and flowering plants. As an example is

always preferable to the ideal, I will here point out one place
which I believe wUl vie with any of its kind for the taste and
skill displayed in its management, and its general j'ood keeping
throughout the year.

llaidstone Cemetery is about a mile from the town ; a plea-

sant asphalted pathway by the side of one of the principal

thoroughfai'es gives access to it. The situation is somewhat
high, and is rendered more pleasant by the view obtained. The
town, lying partly iu a valley, is seen to the north ; to the north-

I east is the extensive park of The Mote (Lord Eomney's), while

I

westward for some distance aU is Hops and cultivated ground,

every inch of which is rendered productive. The entrance to

I the cemetery is by appropriate lodge gates, from which a

I

broad gi-aveiled road slightly curves untU it approaches the

chapels, after which wheeled carriages are supposed to go
no further. The th-essed grounds in the immediate neigh-

bourhood of the entrance are very pretty. Two stately Irish

Yews flank the roadway on each side, and between them, on
the weU-kept turf, are some neat, even-sized standard Roses in

pebbled circles, while a little way on are two handsome Deodars
standing further back. The cottage of the Superintendent is

a little way to the left, and near to it, and of easy access by

one of the many walks by which the grounds are mtersected,

is that now essential appendage to aU places of public resort,

a drinking fountain.

Following the carriage road, however, we perceive that at a

point where it separates to reach the two chapels, a broad

straight walk unites. This walk, as may be expected, is not

intended for wheeled carriages, but, extending in a straight

line to the extreme edge of the gi-ounds, is terminated by a

large raised mound well covered with Ferns. This fine central

walk is bordered by dwarf-stemmed Portugal Laurels cut into

shape and facing each other at stated intervals, each plant
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beiug in a circular bed, which ia either edged with tlie varie-

gated Arahis or some other white-leaved i)lants, while be-

tween tbein Portugal Laurels, and in the same line pyramid
Hollies, are planted and ai-e growing well. The ground around
these Hollies is formed into a long bed or border correspond-

ing with th»circular beds on which the Portugal Laurels grow,

and these borders, which constituted by far the greatest portion

of the length of the whole, were planted with bedding plants.

Further on a large circular bed in the middle of the broad
walk forms a central object to which other walks point.

This bed is 30 feet in diameter, and was planted embroidered
fashion in a pretty design, the figuruig of which was done
with Cineraria maiitima, seailet Geranium, and Purple King
Verbena. Cerastium also formed a pai't. A neat ornamental
kerb edging surrounds the bed, and adds materially to the
general effect. I ought also to meution, that just before
reaching this large bed I noticed a beautiful pair of Welling-
tonias, which threatened at some time not long distant to out-
grow theii' allotted space. On the other side a similar pair' of

Thujopsis boreahs were equally i^romising, but not so likely to

encroach on the pathway in a horizontal direction. These
fine adjuncts to the walk are backed on each side by a very
even and uniform row of trees of Pinus austriaca which pro-
mise to become a fine avenue, the width being about 60 feet.

The bushy sturdy appearance of each tree was all that could be
desired

,
proving that the dry stony soU of the place is suited

to this Pine.

I have stated that the broad central avenue terminates at a
large mound of Fems, and it is a large one, being with the
noble specimens upon it closely approaching 20 feet high, and
of considerable length, with a path at the back, and sundry
variatiqns of sm-face, forming an agreeable whole. The plants
are in the most luxuriant health, considering that water is

only obtainable in limited quantities ; but apart from the
huge bushes of Lastrea and Atbyrium, most of the other
kinds that constitute a Fern-fancier's choicest treasures are
here, for Mr. Davis, the Superintendent, has been an enthu-
siastic admirer of Ferns for years. But I must not linger
here, as other portions of the ground have to be looked over,
and taking one of the side paths which meet the fernery as
well as the broad one alluded to, and following its easy and
agreeable curves, we find that large open breadths of ground,
destined to become the resting-place of those now Kving, have
been ornamented for the time with large beds of Dahlias,
Cannas, and other plants, with a suitable mixture of trees and
shr-ubs. Smaller beds adorn the sides of the walks, and a
broad belt of shrubs and herbaceous plants, with quantities of
Geraniums, effectually screen the boundary waU, and give to
the whole that air of quiet repose so becoming to a place of
this description. The tombs and monuments with wliich the
central part more especially is dotted, interspersed as they are
with healthy shrubs and trees, add materially to the effect,
and give it a character which does not belong to ordinary
pleasure gi'ounds. Abundance of flowers are to be met with
everywhere, not always in mechanicaUy-trimmed beds, but in
those where the plant, whatever its ehai'acter, has fuU scope to
grow to its own proportions, with only such care as tjing or
cutting away unruly growths. In all other respects plants were
allowed to take that most beautiful of all forms—the one that
Nature intended them to take. Amongst those which still

graced these mixed borders at the time of my -sisit (the end
of October) were some good forms of the double yellow and
cream-coloured Chrysanthemums (C. regale, I believe), very
dwarf Tagetes signata, double yellow French Marigold, Cal-
ceolarias, seedUng Petunias, and Geraniums of all colours.
Mr. Davis takes much interest in seedlings, and by dint of
care and good management contrives to flower them the
season in which the seeds are sown ; many that were flower-
ing in the borders were only sown in March, and treated much
the same as Asters and other half-hardy plants. A tall plant
in the outer border was also in fuU flower—a Kudbeekia' I
beUeve. Asters, Phloxes, Stocks, and other showy and useful
plants common at the season, were also grown in great numbers.
As the decoration of graves is a subject on which there is a

great diversity of opinion, I will not enter upon it here, but
may revert to it at some future time. One remark on this head,
however, must be made, and that is the mode that Mr. Davis
has adopted in marking the last resting-place of the poor, those
whose relatives have not the means to raise a tombstone or
other enduring mark to denote the position where the departed
lies

;
and that is, instead of rounding the grave to an incon-

venient height above the sm-rouuding surface, to merely raise

it about 4 inches high and make tlie top flat, being an oblong
shape with neatly sloping edges. The advantage of this plan
is, that the turf does not die and crumble-off in hot sunny
weather, as it iuvanably does in the usual way when the grave
is raised to an inconvenient height, and the appearance is

certainly in every way better. On the character of the more
costly monuments it is unnecessary to remark further than
that the usual diversity exists, and that the good keeping of

the grounds, the shrubs, and the trees, give an effect without
which jiolished marble, porphyry, and granite look tame.
The extent of the grounds is upwards of twenty acres. One

corner alone remains in its original state of Oak timber and
coppice, and this space of perhaps a couple of acres forms an
agreeable feature, being iutersected by excellent walks, with
seats under the trees ; this part is much frequented m fine

weather. Another corner judiciously planted out is the sanctum
sanctorum of the worthy Superintendent. An old quarry hole
has been converted into a nursery and repository, in which Mr.
Davis keeps his winter stock of plants, and propagates in the
spring ; but the extent of glass is very small—some two or three
pits, a small span-roofed house with a narrow path up the
centre, and some makeshifts for wintering Calceolarias, Gaza-
nias, Centaureas, and other plants, in wliich mats, etc., do tlJe

duty of glass. The whole of these structures at the time of
my visit were full to overflowing. One of the most pleasing
sights was a number of seedling Geraniums of the Tricolor
class completely filling two Iroad shelves suspended dose to
the glass; these interesting little plants, all in 3-ineh pots,
looked very pretty, and, no doubt, many of them will turn out
good. There was a nice lot of the new Cineraria acanthi-
folia, which Mr. Davis had grown to some extent the past
season, also Echeverias ; but Mr. Davis wisely abstains from
growing Coleuses and other tropical plants, as wintering them
is beyond his means. Every place was full, and will be so
until May, and the wonder is how with so limited an extent of

glass such a number of plants can be furnished. This can only
be done by assiduity and good management, as the means and
materials are alUce scanty.

In concluding, it is only just to Mr. Davis to state that to
him is due in a great measure the success of a Crardeners'
Mutual Improvement Association at Maidstone, formed eight or
nine years ago, numbering upwards of four hundred members,
one-half being gardeners or connected therewith, the other
honorary members. The gardeners' subscription to the Society
is only 4s. per annum, and yet from such small sums the
Society managed in one year to dispense upwards of £40 in
assisting its sick members, or in payments after death to friends,
while they have upwards of £200 in hand. Mr. Davis has
always been one of its best workers, and he worthily occupies
the position of President.

The Cemetery at Maidstone is so beautiful that I would
advise the boards of management of similar places about to be
formed to send an efficient inspector to look over it before
beginning operations, as I feel assured he would see and learn
much that might be turned to useful account, and he would
be received by Mr. Davis with that true courtesy which seems
to be in its fuUe<!t enjoyment when impartiug information,

—

J. EOESON.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GAEDEN.

Wn.VTEVER vacant ground remains untrenched should be
operated upon without delay; even if not cropped just yet, it

will be much benefited by the continual exposure of fresh
surfaces to the influence of the atmosphere. This object is

attained by frequent forking, which often conduces as much,
sometimes moi-e, to the production of healthy vegetation as
the application of manure. In most localities, with a season
so favourable as the present, the principal sov.'ings of summer
crops will be completed, and there wiU be more time to attend
to hoeing, surface-sthring, and earthing-up amongst advanc-
ing crops. Sow Brnssels Sprouts, Cliou de Milan, Scotch Kale^
and Savoys for early winter supply ; also Grange's Early White
and the Early Purple Broccoli. Sow a good supply of Cauli-
flou-ers, Cabbaries, Celery, and Lettuces in the open gi'ound to
succeed those forwarded by artificial means. Advancing crops
of Pens should be shaded from the effects ot the sun in frosty
mornings, and the earth kept well pulverised and drawn up to
the rows as they advance. Sow more Peas and Beans for
succession, together with SjHiiadi. Most varieties of Lettuce
sown in the open groimd should be left to perfect themselves
in the seed bed, consequently the drill system is preferable. The
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Bath Cos, aud varieties of the Green Cos, are better of being
trauspjauted. If any of the early-planted Potatoes are peeping
out, they had better have a little soil drawn over them, or be
otherwise protected.

FKUIT 0.4.I1DEN.

Apricot blossom is now fast expanding, and, of course,

timely protection must be aflforded. Coverings not intended to

be often removed should be hght and airy ; thick heavy ma-
terial must be so arranged as to be removed when the weather
is favourable ; the former are considered preferable. Straw-
berry beds should be dressed ; remove all dead leaves and super-

fluous rimners, and stir the surface of the soil. Tie down a good
many of the weak and short-jointed branches of Pears and
Plums on walls or dwart espaliers. This will be found much
better than the old or spurring-back system. In the meantime,
cut away all over-luxuriant wood close to the stem. Destroy
all insects before the trees bud, clear off all scale, &c., using a

wash chiefly composed of clay, water, and sulphur.

FLOWER OABDEN.
Mowing aud dressing lawns will now require attention.

Lawns or portions of them having a hungry sandy soil, and
liable to " burn," should have a slight dressing every spring;
even common soil will benefit them, as it causes the production
of another tier, if I may use the term, of surface roots, of

course increasing their number. However, a dressing of marly
or clayey soil in a highly-pulverised state would obviate the

tendency to burn. A shght dressing of guano has an excellent

effect in such cases. Those who deske to have Moss and
Provence Eoses throughout the summer should now cut back a

number for that purpose , merely pruning away the parts which
have budded. Auriculas and Polyanthuses will now requu'e

attention; air must be admitted in abundance daily ; watch the
trusses as they appear, and pinch off all the weak ones, for if

it be desired to have them strong and in full perfection, only
one flower-stem should be allowed to remain. Stir the surface

of the Tulip beds, and give occasional waterings with manure
water during dry weather. The Tuhp dehghts in abundant
waterings, unless the soil is naturally wet and stiff. Stir the
surface of Pansy, Pink, and Carnation beds. Keep a good
look-out for mice, slugs, and wireworms.

GEEENHOUSE AND CONSEKVATOEY.
At no period of the year, perhaps, is caution in the use of

fire heat more needed than in March. March winds are pro-

verbial, and March suns are at times very bright. Now, as

these winds are by no means to be desired in hothouses, the
b"?st plan is to keep down fire heat to the lowest possible iiitch

all the morning, and, where forcing is gomg on, to have a
Uvely fire for a couple of hours in the afternoon, say from
3 o'clock until 5 p.m. By these means the necessity of giving

much air will in some measure be obviated, and the climate
within will be maintained in a more wholesome state as re-

gards moisture, etc. At this period frequent attention wUi be

necessary both in giving air and taking it away gradually. A
smaU reduction should be made soon after noon in forchig-

houses, aud the air should be entirely shut off as soon as

it is considered safe. Slight shading will soon be of import-
ance. Camellias growing should be so placed as to rLCeive

more shade and also more atmospheric moisture than the

general inmates of the conservatory ; in fact, they are better

in a Uttio close house by themselves, which should be kept up
to 70° by day and 60° by night, receiving much the same treat-

ment as Orchids at this period. Large specimens of Fuchsias
should now receive liberal shifts ; with well-regulated potting

and thoroHgh drainage they should be fit to place in their final

pots or tubs at once. Heaths may now be shifted ; use abun-
dance of drainage and sandy heath soil full of fibre ; thrust it

in lumps round the ball, now and then forcing down pieces of

stone or lumps of charcoal, and finally coat over the surface

with some of the finer portions of the soil, which should have
a Uberal amount of sand. The ball must be thoroughly moist
before shifting, for if quite dry no after-watering can bring it

right. Pot Cape and other bulbs as soon as the foUage is

becoming strong. Use chiefly loam, leaf soil, and silver sand.

STOVE.

Keep up a lively growing temperature during the day, and
do not stint moisture in the atmosphere. Syringe aud shut

up early at a temperature of 80° or 90°, but let it faU to 05° or

60° before the following morning. This is the season of pro-

g.res3 in plant culture, therefore proceed vigorously with the

shifting of plants in the stove. Growing Orchids will now
require slight shading for a couple of hours during bright sun-

shine, for fear of too copious a perspiration, also in order to

retard Dendrobiums, &c., in blossom ; the latter, however,
will do extremely well in a di-y warm parlour or drawing-room,
only they wUl occasionally require a good watering at the root.

A moderate amount of atmospheric moisture will suffice for

these plants when in flower ; the growing specimens must at

this period have a considerable increase. Now is a good time
to sow imported or home-saved seeds of tropical plants. Half
fill the pots with drainage, use peat, loam, and silver sand in

equal parts. Water thoroughly but slowly with a fine-rosed

pot, and cover the surface with a good coat of sphagnum.
They may be placed on a warm shelf in a shady part of the
house.

riTS AND FRAMES.
The light and heat of the sun which we have been favoured

with lately begin to effect a change amongst the plants ; the
blanched appearance which the foliage has shown lately is

givmg place to a lively and healthy green. Pay due attention

to au'-giving and watering. A little manure water once or

twice a-week will be beneficial. Let the strong-growing varie-

ties of Verbenas which may be affected with mildew have a
good dusting with sulphur vivum. Those Eoses which are

kept in pots for plunging into the turf to bloom during sum-
mer and autumn, should now be looked over, if necessary

the whole of the soil shaken from the roots, and the plants

repotted in a rich compost. Plants of Maurandya, Bhodo-
chiton, Lophospermum, and other flower-garden climbers

should now be selected and shifted into larger pots. Let every

encouragement be given them that they may attain a good size

before June. Keep the plants free from vermin and insects.

If there are any signs of green fly fumigate immediately. Con-
tinue pottmg-off stock for the flower garden, also making
cuttings of Verbenas, Fuchsias, Petunias, Dahlias, Geraniums,
etc. They will all be wanted. Shade newly-potted Stocks,

and more especially cuttings. The leaf should not be first

allowed to flag, and then an attempt be made to restore it by
abundance of water ; it must never be allowed to droop. Cut
down and place in a cold frame the most choice kinds of

Cinerarias for suckers after they have done flowering, and put

in a stock of Chrysanthemum cuttings for autumn display.

—

W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Sowed good breadths of Onions, Carrots, Parsnips, and
successions of Peas and Beans in ground which had been weU
stirred and well sweetened by aeration. In rather stiff loam,

however, we rarely omit in garden sowing to have some finely-

riddled compost, as the refuse from potting benches, with dusty

charcoal, thrown over the rows of all our smaller seeds, aud if

the soil is damp enough beneath, the seedlings come through

stronger aud healthier. Although we often sow rather thinly,

we rarely fail to obtain a thick-enough crop of young seedlings,

as we thus give them the most favourable condition for healthy

germination.
Put in a good lot of Potatoes, the ground which had been

well turned previously working beautifully. See what was
lately said about plautmg sets of this vegetable. All sorts of

Cabbage Sprouts, Borecoles, etc., are very abundant now, and

the more that is taken from them the better will they yield,

and the more tender will they cook. This more particularly

applies to that delicious vegetable, Asparagus Kale.

Soiciiii] Peas.—It is better to sow in a trench of from 9 to

12 inches wide, aud 2 inches deep, in preference to a drill drawn
out by the hoe. After the ground is prepared it is well to run

the foot along this narrow trench, so as to firm it a little before

scattering the Peas 2 or 3 inches apart over the bottom, in

which position they generally grow better than if put in more
thickly. It is as well to have this drUl so wide as to admit of

the seeds beuig gently patted down by the back of a spade

before covering them over from 1 to li inch; for early work

we generally use, as in the case of small seeds, some fine rich

compost. If ever it should be necessary to water such Peas

the shallow trench presents a great advantage.

Pu'd-leadhifi Seech.—As regards the amount of water that

should be used for this purpose, we would recommend as much
as -will damp all the seeds, and no more. As much lead as

can be easily held between the thumb and two fingers will be

sufficient for a quart of Peas, and should be stirred amongst

them with a stick, and not the fingers, until every Pea is

coloured. A small trowel, also, should be used for sowing with,

lu'the case of small seeds, as Turnips, Lettuces, do not colour
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more than can be sown, as if kept diy afterwards they are apt

to be injured. The lead has no injurious effect whatever when
the seeds are at once committed to the ijround.

FRUIT GARDEN.

A few frosty mornings hare done a little good in retarding

free growth. Trees against back walls in orchard house are in

gorgeous bloom. Cherries and Plums in pots are swelling, but

none of the flower-buds opened on the 16th. The latest

house is open night and day, and will be shut at night only in

expectation of frost. This house has not had the surface soil

thoroughly cleaned, but it must be done directly, for though a

dry atmosphere is good for Peaches and Apricots setting their

bloom, a too-dry soil about the roots is apt to make the buds

drop. If the soil has become a little too dry, it is not good
policy to inundate the roots at once, but water by degrees ; or

if the border holding the roots is wide, water only a width of

2 feet or so at a time. When in pots it is well to give the trees

from a pint to a quart at first, and more in a few days. A
thorough drenching at once is apt to be followed, as in the case

of a too-great dryness at the roots, with the dropping of the

flower-buds before setting takes place. Although in winter the

roots had better be dry rather than soaked, still the safest plan is

never to allow them to be too much so. The chief reason

why the ground or lioor of this orchard house has not been
cleaned before now is that there are still many fine Lettuces
between the trees in pots, which have been and still are very

useful.

Fruit trees fresh planted will be greatly helped by a little

shading in these hot scorching days. A little shade of some
evergreen boughs, and a sprinkling from the syringe, will he

of more benefit than deluging the roots. The time when fresh-

planted trees and shrubs stand most in need of watering is

when the fresh roots begin to work in the fresh and somewhat
heated soil. See what has lately been said on the different

modes of protecting fruit-tree blossom.

Vine Border in an Orchard House.—Some years ago we planted

some Vines in front of an orchard house, giving them about
2 feet of good fresh soil. We intended to take uji the open-air

walk in front, but could not get at it until lately. We removed
as much as we durst of the chalk and lime rubbish that

formed the bottom of the walk, and found that fine roots had
gone through it on thoir way to the open fruit quarters be-

yond. We have filled uj) the space, which is nearly 18 inches

in depth, with an admixture of the best soil and some crushed
bones, and have placed merely a layer of 2 or 3 inches of

gravel on the surface. As confirmatory of Mr. Lane's expe-

rience at Berkhampstead, these Vines did better than could
have been expected, and that with no border-making. We
tliink, however, that removing the bottoming of the walk will

give unusually rich feeding ground for the roots.

Lately as regards oar second vinerywe laid aside the litter that
kept frost from the border in winter, put 9 inches of hot leaves
over it, made a wall back and front of the Utter, put a pole
lengthwise over it, and then jiluuged a number of small pots
of autumn-struck Geraniums iu the border, which we protected
with old sashes, mats, d-c. We have used no heat in the
house, except such as was sufficient to keep flowering plants
for use, but the slight heat in the border, and the few days'
sun reaching the roots, has caused the buds to swell strong';-.

The late vinery we are treating much as the orchard houses,
keeping it as much back as possible, and giving air all night iu
this mild weather, though the house is full of cuttings and
flowering plants. What we wish to impress on yoimg readers
is that, to make the most of glass room, vineries maybe made
plant-repositories in winter if the temperature does not exceed
45' by fire heat, and tLe Vines -will not be injured. When the
temperature is raised to suit the Vines, then comparatively
hardy plants in the house will suffer.

OHNAMENI.iL DEPARTMENT.
Toicn Gardens. — We have had endless complaints that,

do what they will, occupiers cannot get plants to grow. There
are two chief reasons for this—the gardens in general are
composed of the gravel, clay, and hungry earth that have been
dug out as foundations for buildings, and it requkes time to
improve them, as well as labour and enriching material. If a
lawn is made there is generally this advantage, that from the
poorness of the ground the grass may be kept tolerably fresh
and with a minimum of mowing. When the soil is poor a
little manure and fresh loam would help it. But in close
neighbourhoods in cities there is generally rather too much of
mauurial matter in the shape of blacks and soot, and though
some of our artificial manures would do good where the soil is

unusually hungry and poor, we have noticed the best results

most economically produced by deep stirring, and, if the soil

was at all stiff', adding a surfacing of sandy soil. Even a little

fresh lime would produce a magical effect on a piece of gromid
that really was too rich in mere manurial matter.

What we have said applies to out-door work, and we are

convinced that the best cultivators in such close atmospheres
as London and the densest parts of Manchester and Liverpool
will endorse it. To all, however, who can afford glass as a

covering, a good deal of pleasant gardening may be conducted
in the closest and smokiest of towns. In such cases Ferns,

Mosses, and even many of the best tropical plants, may be
grown well, because comparatively small air-openings are

necessary. But even greenhouse, half-hardy, and alpine plants,

can be cultivated successfully under glass if the ventilators

are large and are covered with such materials as fine gauze
or tiffany that will admit air purified from the blacks. When
we tried this in London we found that the gauze if not re-

newed wanted washing every fortnight m dull foggy weather,

but in bright sunny weather it would go often for two or three

months. With such a simple precaution hundreds and thou-

sands of our friends in large towns could have their littlo

greenhouses attached to theu' houses even in a smoky atmo-
sphere. It is many years since we saw fine Polyanthus and
Auriculas on the leads of a house in London, and doing nearly

as well as if they had been under a frame in the open country.

The thin gauze was the secret of the great succe? s. Auriculas

should receive plenty of air, be carefully protected from the

rain, and watered with cool manure water made from cow dung
two or three years old as often as they can absorb it.

As soon as possible we will have all empty flower-beds

turned over again, that they may have the full benefit of ex-

posure and pulverisation. In all such cases where quick
growth is a matter of importance, the best and richest soil

should be kept near the surface. Sowed Yellow Pyrethrum,
Amaranthus, PerUla, and seeds of many other plants as recom-
mended in recent numbers. Potted Coleus, Mosses, Ferns, and
Geraniums.—R. F.

TEADE CATALOGUES BECEIVED.
George Poultou, Fountain Nursery, Angel Road, Edmonton.

—

Descriptive Catalogue of Plants and Cuttings.
J. C. Wheeler it Son, Gloucester, and 59, Mark Lane, London.—lUnstrated Book on Grasses.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
,*, We' request that no one will write privately to any of the

correspondents of the " Journal of Horticulture, Cottage
Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so doing they
are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. All

communications should therefore be addressed solely to

The Editors of the Journal of Horticulture, etc., 171, Fleet

Street, London, E.G.
N.B.—Many questions must remam unanswered untO next

week.

Books (-B. !¥.).—' The GaiJcu Manual," price Is. 6i/., and Kcano's " Out-
door Gardeniufr," l,v. G(/., contain all you name. They can be had free by post
from our office for 2d. extra.

Back Numbers {J. D.).—You can have the numbers you name at '3^d. each
if you restate them, enclose the stamps, oud send your address.

Colour of Palings (S O.).—Paint them dark stone colour. Fnrit trees
oi'e benefited by being retarded in blossoming. Palings or walls if blackened
promote early blossoming.

Scarlet Geranium [T. S. .S.).—There oi-e hundi-eds of varieties similar
yet superior to the flowers and leaf you enclose, but no one can judge of the
merits of a Geranium unless he sees an entii-e plant.

EVF.RGREENS UNDER TREES [C. E. B,).—See whttt WO Said last week about
evergi-eens for a rookery. You may add to that hst Berbeiis AquifoUum and
B. Dai-wiuii.

Decayed Pear Shoots (C. C. £.).—A form of canker, probably caused by
the roots having descended into an ungcnial soil. Pruning the descended
roots, and mulching the sm-face throughout the growing season, will probably
prevent a recuiTeuce of the disease.

Violets {Bitlhwdl).—Yoiu- Roman Violets are good in size and very fra-

giunt, but not so superior as'they wero in Hants It is the common sweet-
scented Violet, called by Italians Viola mammola.
Rose Gabrielle.—There lias been no such Rose as this, I think, within

the last twenty years. Pi'obably the Rose " C. D." means is Gabrielle de
Peyi'onny, which is iu all the florists' Usts. Ihavethi-ee plants of it here. It is

fiei-y red with an occasional violet tinge. Its petals are vei-y concave, and it

folds them tcwards the centre, and sometimes it presents an uneven aspect.
It is hardy and a good grower.

—
"W. F. Radclvffe.

EoSEs Mildewed {Lancaster).—The Rose leaves sent are mildewed. The
cause is probably the dryness of the soil. With a crowbar make holes
IS inches deep at 9 inches apart, and fill them w itli water so as to give a
thorough soaking. Repeat this two or three times, then spiinkle the border
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with fniano and salt, in tlic proportion of two parts of tho former to one of the

latter, and water well afterwards. Stir the ground a day or two after the

watering. Half a peck of guano and salt to 20 square yai'ds will be sufficient.

"We should also syi-inge them with soot water—one peck to thhty gallons of

rain water—and at this time of year in the morning.

Rose Budding, &c. (K.).—'Fot dwai-f bnshea cut down the stock to within

6 inches of the ground. The colour of the Potatosprouts vai-ies in proportion

to the degree of hght. Brahma pullets and a coloured Dorking cock are most
profitable.

Dinner Table Decorations (t. H. T.).—We never heard of the catalogue

you inquire lor.

Cyclamen after Flowering (Q. D.).—If they are varieties of C. persictim,

continue them in the house where they oi-e gi-own, or in a temperature of

45= to GU^ Let them have a light airy position, and enough water to keep the

foliage from flagcnng. At the end of May plunge them in coal ashes in a

frame out of doors, and in Jimo the lights may be removed, and the plants

covered about half an inch with cocoa-nut fibre refuse. The situation should be

open, but shaded from the suu at midday. Here they may remain until they

begin to grow; they should then be potted without disturbing the roots, and be

placed in a cold fi-ame kept close. In September they should be set near the

glass in a house with a temperature between 50^ and 55^, and kept there until

they show for bloom. They will continue longer in flower in a house with a

temperature of 45^ to 50".

Compost for the Gladiolus {E. H.).—You may improve your heap of

decayed hotbed manure, old cowdung, loam, and road scrapings by mix ing with

it an equal quantity of sandy peat and cocoa-nut fibre refuse, together with an
abundance of sharp sand.

Primula, Cineraria, and Calceolaria Seed—Berried Aucubas (St.

Horori).—The seeds will keep good until nest year, but their vegetative power
will be diminished. The newer the seed tlie stronger and healthier the plants^.

There iy no ilifiiculty in making Aucubas bear ben-ies. Keep the pollen of the
male flower until the female flower expands, and then apply it with a camel's-

hair brush. Some take up the female plants set with flower-buds, pot them,
and place them in a cool house in order to bring them into flower at the same
time as the male plants; otherwise, as the latter flower the earlier, the pollen

should be collected and kept in clean dry paper till required for use.

Climbers for Stote (D.).— We presume you require them for shade.

Pftssiflora princeps, Passiflora quadrangularis, Stephonotis floribunda,

Allamanda Hendersoni, Ipomaea HorsfaUije. Hoya imperiahs is cultivated for

its flowers, and has a fiiie effect when well grown.

Waterproof Cover for Frames (C. P.).—Bos-covering canvas will do-

Take 1 gill of tui*ps, one-fourth ounce camphor, a quart of linseed oil, and 1 oz.

soft soap ; mix all well together. Paint the canvas with that, with a brush ;
it

will render it durably watei*proof and veiT" flexible.

Preparing Flower-beds, &c.{F. J.).—Tour soil being veiy stony, we shoiUd

take out the beds to a depth of 2 feet, place the top soil and turf at the bottom
and sift the rest with a three-quarter-inch sieve. Mix with the sifted soil

one-third leaf soil, or one-fourth of well-decayed manure, also some turfy

loam. Baise the beds, to allow for settling and to add to the effect. Verbena
venosa may he sown now. The seedlings should be grown in heat, pricked off

an inch apart when they can be handled, haidened off by the end of May.
and planted out then or early in June. They will flower from August until

cut off by fi-ost. You may grow Cucumbers as you propose, but they i\ill not

succeed so well as if you were to put in some fermenting dung and cover the

bed wiih soil.

Apples for Espaliers {F. ff.).—We apprehend you intend to have them
on Poiadise stocks, and in that case they shoifld be 12 feet apart if the espaliers

are 6 feet high, or 15 feet if they are 4 feet high. Kitchen Apples—Lord
Suflield, Cox's Pomona, Bedfordshire Foundling, Dumelow's Seedling, Blen-

heim Pippin, Winter Majeting, and Gooseberry Apple. Dessert—Irish Peach,

Kerry Pippin, Cellini, King of the Pippins, C-ox'a Orange Pippin, and Non-
pareil.

Geranipm Leaves Spotted (Box).—Wethinithe cause of the spotting

of the leaves sent is the roots being in a rich soil and kept too wet and cold.

Give the plants a temperature of 45'^ to 50= at night, admit air freely, and do
not watt;r until the soil becomes dry ; then give sufficient to show itself at

the drainage. If the plants have not been repotted shift them now, using
three parts fibrous loam Ught rather than heavy, and one part old hotbed
manure or leaf soil, with a free admixture of sharp sand. Remove most of

the old soil, and use pots no larger than will hold the roots without cramping.
The position should be airy and well exposed to the light.

Anemones with Bedding Plants {M. L.).—The Anemones may safely be
left in the ground, and the bedding Geraniums, &c., planted between the
rows, so as not to interfere with the Anemone roots. The border ought to be
top-dressed in autumn with partially decayed leaves and fight soil to the depth
of about half an inch. Stir the border Ughtly with a fork before applying the

top-dressing.

Lauhels under Beeches, &c.( W, Noek).—They will grow under Beeches and
80 will Ferns, also many other evergreens besides Laurels. We know of no
other mode of banishing rooks, than by destroying their nests as fast as they

are constructed, and by shooting them. Tastes differ even about rooks, for

we know many owners of plantations who have tried in vain to induce rooks to

frequent them.

Ventilation forFernert {IF. ff. E.).—An opening at each end near the
apex of the lean-to roof would be ample for such a short house. We woifld

advise, however, that the roof should be covered with No. 1 tiffany in summer,
or the glass shaded with milk, holding a Uttle whiting in it. This if put on out-

side in sunshine, and when the glass is dry, wiU keep on until autumn. It is

better to err on the safe side, if not having too much whiting at first. A
piece as large as a good-sized walnut, and finely powdered, would do for two
quarts.

Heating from Bath-room Fire [R. F. IF.)—We fear that you will not

succeed satisfactorily in working your fernery from the same boiler as heats

the bath room in the way proposed, not because both could not be well heated

by foUowing similar arrangements as respects the supply-cistern, Ac, but

simply because the pipes in the fernery would be below the level of the boiler.

As you cannot sink the boiler in the kitchen, you could so elevate the floor,

or even the pipes, in the fernery as to be above the level of the top of the

boiler. In this there would be no difliculty. We saw some time ago a Httle

house effectually heated, though the boiler was fully 2 feet above the floor.

Three one-inch pipes were fastened by brackets against the back and ends of the

honse, fully 15 inches above the top of the boiler at the lowest point, and

20 inches at the highest point at eayh cud. By bringing the watei- down as

you do for the bath room there would be Uttlo ditliculty. When without such
contrivance, you heat on difleront levels, it is well to have valves to give thfl

flow to the lowest levels first, and then they wiUkeep it.

Capsicum Culture (.4 Two-years Sti&scrt6<:j-;.—Directions on the subject

are in another column of this number.

Chinese Arbor-Vit.es Dying off (.4rfior).—We should attribute the

plants' dying to the dimness of the border, and it would be increased by the

plants being placed close to the waU. Probably the shrubs were planted

shortly after the soil was thrown up loosely against the waU, and the roots

may therefore be growing over hollow ground, and water may not thoroughly

moisten it. We advise you to see that the soil has not cracked or parted from
the wall, to put it close there, to give a top-dressing of rich compost, and to

thoroughly soak with water. The plants ought not to have been nearer tho

wall than 2 feet. We think the cause is tlryness, accompanied or aggravated

by cutting winds. Ai'bor-Vitxs oie only suitable for an outer screen in

sheltered positions.

Golden Pyrethrum the Second Season (A Siibscriher).— The plant

will answer the second season, but flowers so freely that we advise your plant-

ing offsets, which would be more suitable as an edging to a circular bed. Take
off the rooted parts, and water in dry weather until estabhshed. It is early to

plant out Agapanthus umbellatus, even in a sheltered situation, but you may
safely do so if you protect in frosty weather. If the plants have been wintered

in a greenhouse protect them for a time in a cold pit, give abundance of air,

and defer plantlng-out until May. Glue would answer to mix with whit:ng

to brush on glass for shading, but even that would not be proof against heavy

Hyacinths after Flowering {Moote).—The best plan is to harden them
off, and plant out in the open borders of the garden, covering the bulbs about

an inch deep. They are of Httle value the second season, but are pretty for

borders, and will improve. The border should be Bhelteced, sunny, and well

drained. They may remain permanently.

Plants for Eoom Window (Idem).—Fuchsias would be suitable, alsa

zonal and variegated Pelargoniums. We should prefer fine-foliaged plants,

as they endure better the ih-y air of rooms. Richai'dia (Calla) (Bthiopica,

Ficus elastica, Latania borbonica, Seaforthia elegaus, Myrtle, and Acacia-

lophantha. if small well-foi-nished plants, are good and very enduring. If you.

want colour Veronica Andersoni variegata, Caprosma Baueriana variegata, and
Dracjena auetralis, terminalis, and stricta.

Arbor-ViT.E Hedge Treatment (Inquirer).—Yon say nothing regarding,

the height you wish, but in the first or second year it will only need watering

in dry weather, and cai'e in preventing weeds fi-om choking the bottom. Lf

it is the height you wish, cut it off at that in April, and prune the upper part,

of itnan-owerthan the bottom, so as to cause the latter to grow more vigorously*

The hedge should be about 18 inches wide at bottom, and a foot wide at top.

Depth of Drains {Idem).—The depth of drains should be sufficient to

free the subsoil of water. They should he deeper in clay soils than in those-

which are light and porous—in no case less than 3 feet, and better 4 feet.

We think you intended the distance between the drains when you wrote

"depth." The distance in a very stiff clay subsoil should be 15 feet; in

clayey sofls, but with some stones or sandy loam intermingled, from 18 feet

to 21 feet ; in a strong loam, 21 feet ; if with sand or stones, 21 to 24 feet,

and with a gravelly or sandy bottom, 21 to 27 feet^ ; depth 4 feet.

Arabis lucida variegata not Thriving (A Subscriber).—This plant in

some soils frequently does not thrive, especially where the gi-ound is heavy.

Plant in well-drained soil, and give liberal dressings of well-decayed manure
and leaf soil, addim^ plenty of sand if the ground is heavy. Pick off the flowers,

as they only weaken the plant. The leaves sent were quite healthy. It is

rather slow of increase.

Cinerarias Dying off Suddenly (r«i€ml.—The plants are suffering from
what is known as tho Cineraria disease, which also affects tho Calceolaria,

We know of no remedy. The plants die off at the collar. The ilisoase may
be caused by placing the stem of the plant in contact with decomptising vege-

table matter, and by frequent wateruigs keeping the coUar constantly wet.

Tho plants that die off are in most cases the most vigorous. We find keeping

the collar of the plant above the surrounding soil, and watering only when
needed, to be the best preventive, hut the disease manifests itself imder the

most careful treatment.

Lime for Destroying Moss (C. Jlf.). — The application of fresh-slaked

lime to a lawn will destroy moss, but it will only be for a time. To fi-ee lawns

of raoBs the cause must be removed, and that in most cases is poorness of

soil ; therefore, besides the lime, top-dress with rich compost , and the grasses

and clover will outgrow the moss.

Plants for an ITnheated House (Stafford).—We tldDk you will not h©
able to keep out frost, and that you can oniy have hardy plants, or those that

require but sUght protection. The roof and side fights we presume are o£

glass. There will not be sufficient heat from the kitchen window and tha

door of the office to keep the temperature from falling below 32'-, and there

are no plants which you could raise from seeds sown now that would flower

at the time you name without having a temperature of 40" to 45'^. The best

use to which you could put such a house would be growing Vines, if you could

provide a border partly inside and partly outside. You might dispose of that

part of the house not occupied by the border for Vines as a rockery for Ferns.

The Vines chosen should he those that succeed in an unheated house. If only

the roof is of glass we should make the house a fernery, but xmtil you decide'

what you wish for (for flowering plants you cannot have under present arrange-

ments), we cannot advice. We shaU be glad to assist you when you give U3

definite information of your intentions.

Cactus speciosus not Flowering (Old Subscriber).—We suppose the

plants are in a temperature of 40*^ to 45= in winter, and not in need of potting.

If they require a shift let them have it at once. Use a compost of two parts

sandy fibrous loam, one port old cow dung, one part old lime rubbish or sand-

stone, one part chai'coal in lumps, from the size of a pea to that of a hazel

nut, and one part sharp Band. Drain weU and pot firmly. Place the plants

in a vinery with a temperature of 50^ to 55- at night, water sparingly at tho

roots until they are gi-owing freely, then water abundantly and maintam a,

moist atmosphere. When the growths are complete, as they will be by the

time the Grapes in a house started eariy in March are changmg colour, or

about the middle of July, set tho pots on slates in front of a south waU, and

give no more water than is necessary .to keep the stems plump. About the

second or third week of September remove the plants to a light airy house

from which frost is excluded, and only give enough water to keep them from

shrivelling. When the buds begin to eweU in spring water more freely, and
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when the floweiing is over return the plants to a house with a moderate tem-
perature, such as a winery. Secure a good growth, place them out of doors
aftex* it is made, and winter in a dry place safe from fi'ost.

SooLY-QcA Cucumber— SrRrNc.iNG Peach Trees, &c. (F. H. Jones).—li
should be sown in a hotbed of 70^ to 75*^, and grown like any other kind of

Cucumber, only it requires more room. It may be grown in an ordinary

Cucumber fi-ame, and a light 6 feet by 3 feet 6 inches will suit one plant.

"We should be in no hm-ry to syringe the Peach trees in pots ; we would
let them be well In leaf, and let the fruit thi'ow oS the dying petals and calys.

Then you may begin sj-ringing, but at this eai-ly season do it early in the day,

and only on fine afternoons, so as to have the foliage dry before night. In
dull weather once a-day in the morning willbe sufficient. After the middle of

May you may syringe as much as you lite. On your piece of ground sloping

to tiie north-east you may have Potatoes, Cauliflowers, Peas, and every Mnd of

summer vegetable. Do not depend on it for autumn, winter, or spring crops.

Of coui-se. Carrots, Beet, Parsnips, and similar subjects will answer, but it would
be useless to grow such crops as Winter Spinach, eai'ly Peas, Beans, Cabbages
for spring, or Broccoli for winter. The best plant for a hedge will be Thorn
or Quick. If you keep it clean and prevent cattlefeeding on theyoung shoots, it

will make a good fence in a short time. Privet is a quicker-growing plant, but
does not answer as a fence for cattle. Thorn is the cheapest, quickest-growing,
and best for your purpose.

Tan Mixed with Lesie for Plunging (S. T.).—There is no objection to
using old tan mixed with a little lime for placing in a frame over a hotbed, if

the lime does not form more than a tenth part of the whole. The cause of
the stem of the Vine being partially decayed may be an injury the part has at
some time received, as a bruise, cut, or gnawing by rats.

Insects—Leaf Soil [Henri).—No. 1 is green aphis, and may be destroyed
by fumigation. Choose a calm evening, have the leaves dry, and after closing
the house fill it with tobacco smoke. It may be necessary to fumigate again
in the coiu'se of a few days, as one application cannot be expected to fi'ee the
plants. In future fumigate when you first notice these insects. No. 2 are
the grubs of the lesser Daddy Longlegs, or Tipula, and No. 3 is the same of a
larger type. Both are very common in old turf. They may be driven from
the turf by sprinkling it with quicklime and soot, the heap being turned over,

and the soot and hme mixed with it in the process. A bushel of each to a
cartload will be sufficient. It will improve the compost for plants. The
vacant house \(-ith a tiled floor will be an exceUent place for leaf soil or old
manure, and will tend to keep it free of worms, and in better condition for
mixing with compost. Leaf soU decays with age, and finally becomes vege-
table soil. We do not consider it so useful after it is reduced to a very close

mass. We like it about three parts decayed, or so that half its hulk will pass
through a half-inch sieve.

Destroying Thbips and Scale (Somerse()-^For the thrips fill the house
densely with tobacco smoke every alternate night for a week, shutting-up
closely with the foliage dry. Fumigation should be done in calm weather.
Wash plants infested by scale with a solution of 4 ozs. of soft soap to the
gallon of water, adding to every gallon a wine-glassful of spirits of turpentine.
Apply this liquid with a sponge, and as hot as the hand can bear it, washing
every part thoroughly, but talang care not to let it run down the stems to the
roots of the plants. Eepot the CamelUas, and get their roots in a healthier
condition.

Caxeepillars, &c. (7*. TTarrf).—Watering over the leaves with soot water
Ac, will not kill the caterpillars on the Cabbages. There is nothing so effectua
as hand-picking, and a woman will cleai- a large plantation in a day. Dusting
with fresh white hellebore powder will kill catei-pillars, but the powder is

poisonous and must be washed off. House sewage is not too powerful a
manure for Cabbages, Rhubarb, or Asparagus. It would make Potatoes pro-
duce more leaves than tubers. Quicklime will not kill ivireworms.

POULTEY, BEE, AND PIGEON OHKONIOLE.

LIGHT BRAHMA POOTEAS.
I HAVE read with much interest Mr. "Wright's remarks in your

Journal regarding Light Brahmas, and although at present the
Dark variety are my more especial favourites, still could I com-
mand that sine qua non for all birds of delicate plumage, a grass
run and pure atmosphere, there are none that I would more
readily direct my attention to breeding than Light Brahmas.
My lot being cast for a time in that small corner of the Dominion
of Canada, Nova Scotia, where the breed originally imported
from the States appears to be an especial favoui-ite, I have had
some opportunity of observing their superiority over birds of
the same class in England. They are almost as large as, and more
resemble in shape and carriage their Dark brethren, and have
a style rarely seen at our best shows at home. A gentleman, a
treat lover of the breed, was showing me over his yard a few
ays since, when I remarked a cock that I think would almost
come up to Mr. Wright's standard to be perpetuated. His
plumage was sUverp' white, without the slightest yellow tinge,
the clear dark penciUing of the neck hackle contrasting sharply
with it, the flowing saddle hackle also delicately striped with
black, throwing out in strong relief the spotless plumage of this
grand "King of the Roost." He with his wide, short, profusely
feathered shanks, soft velvety hocks, broad massive body, ani
majestic bearing, looked a fitting mate for the harem by which
he was surrounded, and formed a pictui-e it would gladden the
heart of many a Light Brahma breeder at home to witness.
Perfection is rare, so I am compelled to confess that this bird
had a shade too much tail, and that the tail in (luestiou had a
trifle too much of a tendency to the Cochin type, which im-
fortunately appears to be the aim of some of our best breeders
of the Dark variety, a thing to be regretted, as it does not suit
the breed, giving them with their proud carriage a somewhat
badly finished-oil and stumpy appearance. But it was a slight

defect only in the bird I mention, and owing to his other fault-
less proportions probably many would have said that I was un-
duly picking him to pieces.

The poultry fancy is at present only in its infancy in Nova
Scotia, and it is uncertain whether it will ever gi'ow to ripe
years of fulness. A few real poultry lovers are doing their
utmost to encourage the desire for pure breeds, and from the in-

creased demands for eggs I hope that in course of time the fancy
may become more generally developed throughout Acadia, and
that Halifax and some of the larger towns may proudly boast
their annual poultry show.
Black Spanish are here next in favour to Light Brahmas, and

strange to say, notwithstanding the severity of the climate, they
appear to thrive well, and lay during the winter even in houses
where artificial warmth is not resorted to.

Dark Brahmas are seen in small numbers, but not generally,
and in the yards of the farmer class rarely, if ever beheld, where-
as the Light variety are common, the oftener with signs of a
cross than pure. Still in driving through the country I have
met with Light Brahmas that would not disgi'ace the yard of a
fancier, and I would recommend any lover of the breed to import
fresh blood from this side of the Atlantic, where the true type of

the Light Brahma appears to be better understood, and more
carefully bred up to than it is at present in the old world. I
may have more to say upon the subject, and other poxiltry

matters.—F. S. F.

[Do so.

—

Eds.]

BLACK BAMTAMS.
That Black Bantams have equal right "udth several other

breeds of poultry (having allotted to them separate classes) to a
distinct and separate class for themselves, I think all will admit,
That in the Any other variety class during the last season,
taking the average. Black Bantams mustered in the greatest
number, there cannot be a doubt. That at some of our shows,
and good ones too, where Bantams other than Game have to

compete in a miscellaneous class, in which are some five or six
pens of Black Bantams, and perhaps three or four of them of

sufficient merit to have prizes awarded them had they a distinct

class, it is anything but encom-aging to the owners to see their
birds passed over with perhaps a highly commended, a third, or

a second prize, and have placed before them a pen of Sebrights
or a pen of Pekins, varieties which are not so hardy nor so

prolific, and good specimens of which are seldom seen, and still

more seldom reared in this country. I ask. Are the more hardy,
more prolific, and consequently more profitable Black Bantams
to be treated in future witli such coldness as has been their lot

up to the present time ? If so, Black Bantams must fall off in
nximbers, and perceptibly too, at our poultry shows where they
are treated as a miscellaneous variety.

It is, therefore, with a view of giving this matter a little more
publicity that I ask you to kindly insert in the next issue of the
Journal the enclosed circular, which has been di-awn up and
signed by some of the principal exhibitors of Black Bantams,
for the purpose of presenting to the secretaries and committees
of our poultry .shows.—W. Augustus Tayloe.

To the Secretary of the

We, the undersigned, solicit your Mnd attention to tbe followin;^:

—

Exhibitors geoerally beside ourselves have long felt the unsatisfactory stato

of the " Any other variety class of Bantams," and the desirability of having
a separate class for Black Bantams, which now muster strongly at our Shows.
"We hope you will consider our request and at your Poultry Exhibitions in
futiure make a separate class for Black Bantams, and we, whose names are at
foot, honestly promise to give you all the support we possibly can.—H. Beldon,
H. Draycott.'W. A. Taylor. B. H. Ashton, J. Walker, J. Bloodworth, C. Beed,
C. Sedgwick, W. H. Robinson.

FOWLS FOR PROFIT, AND AS A MEANS OF
SUBSISTENCE.—No. 3.

Food.—Poultry having a run shoiUd be fed tmce a-day in the
summer, and three times a-day in the winter, li they are kept
in confinement three times a-day will not be too often to

supply them with food. An unlimited amount of green food,

as fresh-gathered lettuces, should be always within their

reach. When fowls are confined, I always tie up a cabbage,
or bundle of green food to the roof or ceiling of the hen house
or shed, just high enough to enable the hens to reach it with a
slight jump ; this at once gives exercise and amusement to them.
Supposing the poultry yard should number fifty hens ; their

morning meal shoidd consist of 5 lbs. of boUed potatoes, mixed
with 1 lb. of bran or sharps ; this should be well amalgamated,
it should fall asunder in tittle dry lumps. This food may be
varied by substituting rice, boiled or cooked in the oven v^-ith

as much water as mil well cover it. A swede turnip, a man-
gold wtu-tzel, prepared in the same way as the potatoes, is also

an excellent change of diet. During severe weather, long-con-

tinued frosts, or in damp inclement mornings, a little cayenne
pepper should be mixed with the morning meal, in the propor-
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tion of one teaspoouful to tiventy-five hens. They must also at
this their first meal have a small portion of liver, horse-flesh if

obtainable, sheep's pluck, &c.; indeed the refuse of a butcher's
slaughter-house contains the very best winter food for poultiy.
It may be giveu raw, but in moderate quantities, and must be
cut down into small pieces. If too much is given it will create
an unnatural desire in the hens for such food, and they will
denude each other of their feathers, swallo'^'ing them entire, to
the great disfigurement of the stock. The midday and evening
meal must consist of a variation of Indian com, barley, small
wheat, and buckwheat.
Half a bushel of gi'ain, taking one week against the other,

will be amply sufficient for fifty fowls for that time. The rice
may be bought wholesale at about 8s. per cwt. I have bought
it at 6s. 6d. The meat may be had at a trifling cost from the
butcher who supphes the table. The cottager who makes his
weekly purchase at the same place wiU always find himself
liberally suppUed for the outlay of a few pence. No fowl fed in
this way will cost more than Id. per week, and ^-ill be kept in
fine couditiou, and in full egg-producing powers.
Fresh water is indispensable, and shoiild be given in a fountain,

as it wiU then always be perfectly clean.
The young chicks must be fed abundantly. I would highly

recommend the use of the " food protector," it being an ad-
mirable mode of keeping a constant supply of food always ready
for their use. This useful nttle appendage is made by con-
structing a fi-ame of narrow wooden laths, or of wire netting.
The wide mesh is the best, as it admits more hght ; the length
may be about 4 feet, and the width 2 feet at the base, with an
aperture at either end only large enough to admit the chickens.
The top must be covered with roofing felt. There should be
several of these food protectors in use where many chickens
are reared ; they can then be fed often, and with better food
than the hens.

I believe the great secret of success in rearing chickens is to
teed often in small quantities. The henwife should know
exactly when her young charges have had sufficient. During
the first week of a chicken's Ufe its food should be hard-boiled
egg minced, and mixed with sharps, or oatmeal, and a little

gi-ain. Small wheat is the best. One egg is sufficient for fifteen
chickens, never forgetting an ample supply of green food. Do
not allow the chickens to leave the hatching house for a few
days unless the weather is veiy warm and fine.

When fattening fowls I use aji equal mixtui-e of barleymeal
and oatmeal. When this last cannot be obtained except at a
high price, Indian meal may be substituted. They should be
mixed with skimmed milk if obtainable. Ten days are a suffi-

cient time for fattening, for all fowls if intended to pay should

—

indeed must—be always keijt in fine condition, and, therefore,
will not require long to fatten. Some authorities do not advise
water to be given after fowls are cooped for fattening, but I
always allow them to have a drink once a-day. Where hens are
confined, and where they have not access to hme or mortar,
frc, burnt oyster shells are an excellent material to give them.
Put them into the fire for about half an hour-, and when cold
they will break easUy, and will be much relished by the fowls.
Without this, however well fed in other respects, no hen can
lay from lack of material wherewith to maie the shell of the egg.
Chalk is also good if broken down and mixed with their food.

—

ViN'CENT SKINNEK.

DRAGOON PIGEONS.
Is yonr issue of March 7th we find remarks upon the abovo

subject from a con-espondent who signs himself " CiSBiEE,"
and in addition to his observations upon the colour of Silver
Dragoons' bars (in reply to Mr. .^llsop), he gives yotrr readers the
benefit of his experience upon Dragoons generaUy, and very
kindly promises to " try to do it thoroughly." We tnist he will
do so, for the Dragoon is an admirable kind of Pigeon, though
somewhat neglected, owing, no doubt, to the differences of
opinion which exist as to the points of excellence at which to
aim.
Now as " Cakkier " promises shortly to make his subject

complete, we at present refrain from any observations, but in
order that we, in common with our fellow fanciers, may know
the amount of importance we should attach to such views, and
also to whom we should be grateful, we would suggest that he,
too, like the " bold bird " of which he writes, ought to sign his
real name, and then we wiU take part in the controversy; but
having tried fairly to meet a " C.uirier " on a former occasion
in a contemporary paper, we are not again disposed to direct
our observations to anonymous writers.—^BrRiiiNGHAM Colum-
E.1RIAN Society.—J. W. Ludlow, Secreiari/.

Cabbiebs.—^We had the pleasure, on the 11th, of inspecting a
private exhibition of Cai-rier Pigeons, the property of a veteran
fancier, Mi'. William Siddons, sen., Birmingham, w-hich was
held in compliance with a request from a nuiuber of admirers
of that noble variety. The display was made in the large club-

room of the "Victoria Inn, Lichfield Eoad, Aston, the residence
of Mr. John Siddons, and a greater peristeronic treat in its way
has never been placed before Birmingham fanciers. It com-
prised about fifty birds, in fine condition—Blacks, Duns, Blues,
and Silvers—all of the highest quality, and many of surpassing
excellence, in length of face, eye and nose wattle, colour, and
contour ; in fact, the collection as a whole presented the nearest
approach to what has been termed the classical style of Carrier,

cultivated by our predecessors, than anything which has been
seen for years, and its value was estimated by several competent
authorities at upwards of j£300. The coarse heavy bird now so
much in vogue, and which is the result of breeding for size, was
absent, and in its place was the lighter and more graceful bird,

with elegant neck, well-defined shoulders, plenty of length and
strength, well-developed wattle, and the good stand-up carriage

of the true old English Carrier. Much of this was owing, no
doubt, to the time Mr. Siddons has been a breeder—now reach-
ing to upwards of half a century—together with the combined
exertions of his sons, who naturally have followed in his steps.

Now, in a green old age, Mr. Siddons is still as ardent a lover of

his feathered favourites as ever; and not the least of the
attractions of the gathering on Monday was a chat with him
about their characteristics fifty years ago, when all fancy
Pigeons are supposed, though we imagine erroneouiily, to have
been better than those of the present day. The Exhibition was
in every way a most gi'atifpng oue. and was numerously
attended throughout the afternoon and evening by visitors, who
expressed their rmqualifled satisfactiou.— {Midland Counties

Herald.)

WAITING FOR THE JUDGE AT A CANARY
SHOW.

The Bradford Ornithological Society held its first exhibition

of birds on February 24th, at the Miller's Arms, MiUer Gate,

Bradford. On entering the house (writes the reporter of the

Bradford Observer), we encountered some members of the

Ornithological Committee in the passage, fromwhom we received

the inteUigence that Mr. Gough, of Huddersfleld, who was the

Judge, was then upstairs examining and passing judgment
upon the feathered prisoners. It was then two o'clock, and the

exhibition was advertised to open at one. We made ourselves

master of a printed catalogue, and went and sat in the bar,

where we were told there was some " respectable " company.
The bar was full, and the clean wood tables presented a formid-

able array of glasses of ale. From adjoining rooms came the

sounds of rough mirth and heavy drinking ; but the bar custo-

mers were, perhaps, a trifle less boisterous. We sat next to

thi-ee boon companions, who had evidently called in just when
leaving work at an adjacent brewery. They were sUghtly under
the influence of alcohol, and spent most of their time in chaffing

each other about "pennorths o' bacca" and drinking each other's

ale. One of them had a fine-looking dog, with what he called
" a bit o' masty " in it, lying at his feet. He offered to sell the

animal for a sovereign, and explained that he had found it some
days previously, and had been so honest as to advertise it. The rest

of the bar company were bird fanciers, exhibitors, and dealers.

Complaints against the dilatoruiess of the judge were frequently

uttered, one knowing individual asserting that he himself would
undertake to pass judgment on five hundi'ed bh-ds in half an
hoiu-. Coming across to our end of the room, this clever gentle-

man proceeded to deliver himself of a piece of wisdom, which,

if not original, was nevertheless good, though we failed to see

its appropriateness at that moment. " If you would nob-but do

to other fowk as ye'd like to be done by there'd be no gammon
about it ; but when a man says one o'clock and means five, he
isn't a man." With that he sat down, and a coimtry woman
sitting near the fire asked her companion if they remembered
Mr. So-and-so being the judge at such a place. They all re-

membered the fact, and each in his turn described the judge's

manner of judging, which must have been very peneti-ative.
" That's t' first and that's t' second, and that's highly coni-

mended," spoken as fast as possible, was represented as this

famous judge's manner.
Then they began relating their bird experiences, one of them

teUing a story of having once had a fine Canary, whose plumage
became suddenly deficient, just as he was about to obtain a pro-

fitable sale. To remedy this he had tried to introduce a few

brilliant feathers into the bird's body, but it died under the

operation. The clever individual before referred to shufiled

about uneasily while this anecdote was being related, and

uttered a few expletives to himself. His neighbours then began

talking about a Persian dye which had " just come up," and

otherwise hinted at various bu-d-improving processes which had

recently come into use. The clever one was evidently unable

to stand this torturing conversation, from some reason or other,

so he jumped to his feet in a rage and walked to our end of the

bar again, and gave utterance to words of -n-rath. "If a mans
a man, why doesn't he say so ? To [the infernal regions] with

such wark. I wodd'nt care if it were my own brother !

" He
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then sat down in sulMness, amidst the laughter of the company,
and called for another glass of ale.

It was not until three o'clock that it was announced that the

judge had completed his husiness, and then there was a general

rush up a narrow stone staircase into a moderate-sized bed-

room on the nest floor, where the exhibition was held. Down
the centre of the room there was a row of narrow benches

arranged, which row was filled with cages, and another row of

cages occupied the side of the wall opposite the windows. There
was scarcely window-space enough for the ingress of light, so

that we were obliged to strain our eyes in order to gain anything

like a minute view of the birds ; but the little songsters chanted
away one against another as merrily as if they had been carolling
in front of a sunny meadow. There was a great stir amongst
the exhibitors, who pressed eagerly forward to learn whether
their feathered pets had come in for prizes or not. "We observed
one exhibitor walk up to the bird he owned, and turn angrily
away when he perceived that it had not got anything but a high
commendation. His eye then sought for the winner, and when
he saw the favoured bird, he exclaimed, " Mine's a long chalk
better nor that onny day !

" There were one hundred and
twenty-two entries.

LADY GWTDYE'S POULTEY ESTABLISHMENT.—No. 2.

been made, some with a grass plot in front, others with only a

smaU sandy run. Here many of the chickens are kept as they
get troublesome and quarrelsome, also some of t he crack birds

dui'ing the breeding season, and for exhibition. The range of

The working yard appears to have been formerly the place

usually found attached to farmhouses, where cattle are confined

and fed during the winter. Round three sides of this yard
nearly thirty runs and houses of various shapes and sizes have

Stoke Park—ILo Iii;^-lvu.

•open sheds, previously used to shelter the cattle, allows of a great
many of these runs being nearly half covered from the weather
so as to protect the birds' plumage from the sun and wet, two
things always to be remembered in breeding or keeping fowls
ior exhibition.

Amongst the many other houses and runs to be found built
.around the working yard, one of the largest and most useful is

the chicken nursery, a large, lofty, very light and airy building,
about 70 feet long and 25 feet wide. Skylights are let into the
roof, and windows round the sides, for the purpose of allowing
the warm rays of the sun to enter the interior. The entrance is

at one end through two large doors, which when shut nearly
close the whole of that end of the building. Sand several inches
deep covers the bottom, the walls are frequently limewashed,
and the whole place is kept scrupulously clean. Here the
chickens are confined when the weather is severe or very wet,

and the advantages of such a large covered space can be easily

imagined, affording, as it does, protection to the young birdii

from frosts, the cold dry winds, and hea\-y rains which we fre-

quently experience early in spring. At the same time they

always have a capital dry warm run, plenty of exercise, amuse-
ment, and something to occupy them in scratching for their

corn in the soft sandy earth. When the weather is favourable

and the chickens of a suflicient strength they are allowed to

roam at large over the meadows and amongst the woods, but

previous to this the hens are confined in coops, distributed in

various places. These coops are put under a slanting tin-roofed

covering, three sides being open and the roof touching the

ground, encloses the fourth side, the front facing the south.

Mr. Wragg tells us he is always very fortunate in rearing

chickens under those places. The tin roof is heated by the sun,

and the birds can i-un about amongst the grass and pick up in-
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sjcts, and when cold or tired can get under the hen. As the
day advances and becomes warmer and the dew is off the grass
the coops are removed, and away goes the hen and her young
hrood for an hoiu or two's ramble.
The houses used for sitting hens have large wooden troughs

running round the sides, which are put on the ground, and
divided into compartments only large enough to admit of a
single hen. In one of these places to give room for more hens
we noticed a trough fixed against the wall about 3 feet from the
ground, and the manager told us he found the eggs hatch as
well there as in those on the ground. Acconrmodation is pro-
Tided at one time for between forty and fifty hens while sitting.
As the eggs hatch, the young chicks are taken away unril all are
out, when they are given to the hen, who is kept a "day or two in
.a place near at hand ; after this they are sent (weather permitting)
to one of the above-mentioned tin-roofed houses, where they are
regularly fed at certain hours during the day, not too frequently,
but at such times as they become hungry. Their first meal con-
sists of ground oats, barleymeal, and middlings mixed together
with boiled water, corn is given to them the rest of the day. At
night they are all housed, and between nine and ten they get
another meal before finally going to rest.

The egg-room,of the interior of which we give a view, is a
yei-y curious sight. A counter is fixed round two sides of it, which
is divided into compartments, each labelled, as may be seen, for
the eggs of as many different varieties of fowls as are kept.
When the eggs are coUected and brought into this room they
are placed in their proper division in sand, the thin end down-
wards, just deep enough to keep them erect, and very odd it

looks to see several hundreds of eggs of various shades of colour
and sizes, each distinctly described as coming from such and
such a yard, and all systematically arranged. Models of birds
are seen in different places, while on the walls are nailed some
of the prize cards, stating the honours won by birds at exhibi-
tions where they have competed, and, as may be supposed, these
are very numerous, and show what can be done by any well
regulated and appointed estabUshment. The floor "is made of
tessellated tiles, and the exterior of the windows is protected
irom the sun by perforated zinc shades, which keep the inside
very cool and well ventilated. Under the oval window is the
basket used in eoOecting the eggs, and this is hkemse made in
several divisions, so as to keej) each variety or those from any
j)articular birds distinct.

It is very pleasing to notice the complete method and order
adopted in every compartment, and unless such was the case, in
a large establishment like this the confusion which would pre-
vail would prove entirely ruinous to all attempts at breeding,
exhibiting, and often disappointment to the purchasers of eggs.

"WHAT DRONES DO.
It has been almost universally beUeved by apiarians of

modem times, that the uses and functions of drones were
entirely confined to the purpose of the propagation of the race,

and that they were of little or no other value in the internal
economy of the hive. The cause of so many hundreds or

thousands of drones being present in every strong colony, has
usually been supposed to be owing to the importance or neces-
sity of young queens on their wedding flight having little dif-

iculty iu meeting the object of their desires. The fact that
ihe drones are ruthlessly exterminated when the inmates of a
hive have given up all idea of swarming, and appear to have
arrived at the conclusion that the services of the drones will

be no longer required, as no young queens will be hatched out,
has certainly conduced to establish the belief that they are of

no value in the community, except for the impregnation of the
mother bees. But it appears that we have all been wrong.
Mr. H. Head, writing in the Rural New-Yorker, announces that
lie has made the discovery that, without the presence of drones
within the hive, good honey cannot be stored. It is certainly

amusing how some persons jamp at a conclusion, and then
endeavour to find or twist evidence to prove its truth. If Jlr.

Head's logic were sound, how must we account for so much
good and well-keeping honey being collected late iu the season,
after the destruction of the drones? He may, to bear out the
conclusions at which he has arrived, deny that any sound
honey can be stored in the autumn after the destruction of the
male portion of the community. We fearlessly assert that the
contrary is the fact. How often do we find the bees, in the
3niddle of a cold wet summer, eagerly slaughtering all their

drones, after which a genial change in the weather takes
place, the secretion of honey becomes abundant, and the apia-

rian is enabled to appropriate a portion of the stores admirable
in every respect as to quality. We do not think the opinion
advanced by Mr. Head worth much effort in order to obtain

its refutation, but, as the arguments he has adduced may
amuse our readers, we append almost the entire article. He
commences by stating that the question is often asked.

How is the thin watery honey, as gathered by the bee, reduced
to good solid honey ? which, as far as my reading extends, still
remains unanswered. I purpose, therefore, very briefly to say
just how this is done.

It is, strange as it may seem, done by that lady's man, that
reputed gentleman loafer, the drone bee. I had kept bees a
long time before I found this out, and had been quite at a loss to
see in this industrious family how such laziness was tolerated iu
a portion of its members. But I now see that this portion of the
colony is as important in the general economy of the bee as any
otherportion of the household, and will venture to lay down this
general proposition ;—That in the absence of the drone bee a
good soUd article of honey cannot be made. Although it may seem
to detract something from this gentleman bee's credit when I tell

you he does it simply to gratify his appetite, still for truth's
sake it mu be said that he cannot live and prosper on a good
finished article of honey, but that his nature is such as to require
that thin portion of the honey always at the surface when the
cells are filling. He seems never to touch the patton or bee-
bread.
Having thus stated my position, you will of course ask my

evidence. I shall in the first place introduce the economy of the
honey bee. In this locality, from the 1st to the middle of June
may be reckoned the commencement of the season for laying-in

honey by the colony for anything more than immediate use ;

and right in here the drone brood is matured and brought out.

From about the middle of August to the middle of September,
the honey-gathering season being over, the drones are brought
out and executed by the worker bees, the business of the drone
for the season being accompUshed. It is also frequently the

case when you have a cold wet June, and no honey is being col-

lected, that the drones that are hatched at that time are aU
killed, there being no use for them.
As a second witness I will introduce the drone himself in his

ofiicial capacity—not that single rowdy off high in air with his

queen in a capacity not to be mentioned, but the honest stay-at-

home drone, as a refiner and purifier of honey for the use of

man. Go with me to a hive, say in July, that has swarmed out

rather too clear for its own good, but is fiiU of honey, and the

bees are fiUing the glass boxes. Lift off the cover sufficiently

to see the full side of a box not yet capped. Wait until

the first disturbance of the Ught is over, and you wiU find a

large part of the bees there are drones, and wUl readily see one

lapping his long tongue over the top of one cell after another of

the uncapped cells, until he -n-ill dip into a dozen in as many
minutes. Every fine day in the flush of the honey season, from

11 o'clock A.M. untU 2 o'clock p.m., you wiU find the air alive

with drones. Watch one as he leaves the hive. By the tirne

he is a few rods from the hive in the air you wUl see hiin dis-

charge the accumulated waste of the rectifier. Go where_ it feU

on a clean board, or on cloths hung out to di-y. and you wiU find

onlv an almost colourless watery substance. Go now and stand

by the hive as one comes out, and crush him ; nothing but the

same watery substance appears. Crush one as he returns to the

hive, and he seems nothing but an empty sack. When outside

of the hive, except at swarming, he never aUghts ; his business

is all in the hive, and carrying out and scattering the water that

would, in his absence, spoil the honey. „ . ,

One more witness, and I shall sum up this case. I wiU take

a small second or third swarm, that will make only 12 or 14 lbs.

of honey. Such a swarm when it comes on wiU often be "i toe

air, before aUghting, twice or three times as long as a good first

swarm (all swarming except first swarms, being rather forced

transactions), and if there were any drones left m the old hive

with the swarm tliey wiU have returned to the old hive before

the swarm has lit. I have taken up such a hive, and on a

thorough examination of the dead have failed to find a smgle

drone bee. Such a hive will cap very little if any of their honey-

cells ; and if vou set such honey in the open air in a moderately

warm room, it will sour in two weeks, so as to be nearly value-

less. The rectifier was not in operation in such a hive.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Fake^tham Pottltev Show.—I wa3 gurprised to see it stated in yoar last

Journal that I claimed the cnp Brown Bed pen of Game fowls at the above

Show. This statement being incorrect, I shaU be obUged by your contradict-

ing it.

—

Samuel Matthew, Stoicmarket.

Black Bastajis' Eggs ^A Comtant R-aA'D.-We cannot recommend

vendors. VTe should write to some who have taien prizes, and asi if they

would sell a sitting.

Scurfy Legs (TT. T.).—Scurflncss is not infectious, nor is it peculiar to

Brahmas. Eub the legs with sulphur ointment.

Egg-peoducees (if. J.).—Golden-spangled Hamburgh and Spanish pallets

will soit yon. No male bird will be needed. They rarely sit.
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Gaite Bantams (IF. Adams).—We are glad you have taken more prizes, Ac,
than any other breeder in the eastern counties. You had better challenge the
party you name to exhibit as you propose. It would be a good advertisement
even for the defeated competitor.

Lice on Fowls (F. TT.).—These vennin in poultry are effectually destroyed

by thoroughly dusting flowers of sulphur down to the roots of the feathers

twice or thrice, with the interval of a day between each two dustings. The
best course of procedure, however, when yon detect lice in your chickens, is to

give them immediate relief by putting a Uttle sweet oil with the fingei- on the

poll of the head and imder each wing, then let them have a duat bath.

Thoroughly dry coal ashes are best for this bath, and mis a pound of flowers

of sulphur with the ashes.

Light Brahmas' Feathers (E. B.).—We cannot imagine that pure
Light Brahma fowls can have such feathers as those you enclosed to us,

and we would neither keep nor breed from such birds. There must be a

cross of Buff Cochin. The only defective or faulty feathering to whi«h
these birds are subject is pencilling on the back and in parts of the body
that should he quite black. This may occur among pure birds, but buff

feathers cannot.

Dorking Hen's Comb—Place for Sitting Hens {R. E, H.).—In these
days poultry hooks are so numerous, and many of them so correct, that we
must refer our readers to them when they want full descriptions. It is quite

correct for a Dorking hen's comb to fall over. When a hen's comb is upright
there is mischief brewing. Sitting hens should he confined, and few things
are better for the purpose than butter-tubs cut in half with the bottoms
knocked out, because the eggs should always be on the ground. The top
should be covered over with something affording plenty of ventilation, but at

the same time having strength enough to confine the hen. They should be
taken off eveiy morning at the same hour to feed, di'ink, and freshen them-
selves. It must not be left to their own discretion, as they leave and come
back, and they are worried by the non-broody fowls. Hens always prefer to

lay in a sitting hen's nest.

Black Hamburghs versus Br-AHMAs—Proportion of Dccks to Drake
{H. S.).—The Black are as good domestic fowls as the Hamburghs of any
other colour, but we do not consider them as useful as Braknias—forinstance,

in sitting and rearing. They are not so large, nor do they grow as fast. They
are not so hardy. We always consider a proper run to be, a diuke and three

DuckF, Many put more, but our own experience is not favourable to it. It

does not always follow because you have more eggs that you have more
young.

TouNG CocK*s Spurs (Black Red).—The cock would not be disqualified

but it would be a disadvantage if his spurs were cut off. If it affects his

walk, or if they scratch his legs in walking, they must be shortened. In a

Game fowl shown as an adult, we see no objection to scraping or filing the
spurs. Either method is preferable to cutting.

Chickens Cramped (J. H.).—There is no doubt the cramp was induced by
the stone floor. Chickens should never be put on stone, wood, tile, or brick.

They are better anj-^here out of doors. We have ours on the grass, and they

do not srffer, butwe fasten a board in front so that they maynot get di-aggled

in the chilly white grass in the morning. It is natural for fowls to be on the
earth, and they must be there if they are to bo healthy. Add some bread and
milk to the diet.

Mating for Sexes [J. H. J.).—Ton will never find any work to teach you
to mate birds for sexes. It is a work of experience. If you put two brothers
with six sisters in two separate pens, it is fair to suppose you will breed aUke
in both pens. By brothers and sisters we do not mean that cocks and pullets

should be brothers and Bisters. If they were, they would, of course, produce
the same results. If you have been fancier long enough, you must breed
your sexes separately by mating according to that you wish to produce. We
have always laughed at the idea of choosing the sexes of eggs, but we believe

the earUest eggs will produce more cocks than the later, and they will be more
like the cock than the pullet. We never give a positive opinion, nor do we
now ; but we are sure of it.

TtTRBiT Hen Going Light, &c. (Captain).—In giving your bird a castor-

oil capsule every night, you did the worst thing possible, as castor oil is

lowering and weakening. It is a cod-liver-oil capsule which you should have
given, and which might have done her much good. We do not know what
you mean by the nest question, "What is the best medicine to be given to

Pigeons failing to bring off young ? " If the eggs every time are clear your
birds are too old to breed. If the Pigeons do not feed their young well, put
them under commoner sorts. Many high-bred birds will not raise their

yoimg, and require you to keep feeders, especially Almond Tomblers and
Pouters.

Dragoon not Dragon (Reader).—Tou and your brother lads, o'er twenty
years ago, may have bred Pigeons and called them "Dragons;"' but Moore,
who wi-ote on Pigeons more than 130 years ago, spells the name of the variety

"Dragoon."

Portraits of Pigeons (Alpha and Others).—ThQ delay is not our fault-

We have the portraits of the Ice and the Magpie Pigeons, and we are waiting
for relative notes from the Birmingham Columbarian Society. At the same
time it is but just to add, that the Society's delay arises chiefly from anxiety
to be accurate.

When to put on Supers (Novice^ Kent).—We do not advise supers to be
^ven until the stocks showundoubted signs of possessing a strong population.

We generally find that the bees take more readily to supers, and proceed more
vigorously to work in them, if the right time is chosen. This will of course
vary both as to the district, and to the more or less advanced state of the sea-

son. From the first week in April to the end of May seems a wide range
;

but any time during that period you may choose, according to the prosperity
of your colonies and the nature of the weather. A little judgment is requisite

in deciding on the right time, and if you should he in doubt, you had better
err on the side of giving additional room too early than too late, but at any
rate you need not think of doing so until nest mouth.

Wooden Hives (B. Wihan).—^Hives 1-4 inches squai-e and 8 inches deep,
would be better than your proposed size, 12 by 1"2, and 10 inches deep. We
are sorry to have mislaid your note.

Hive (W. E. S.).—We consider the simplest, cheapest, and best hive for a
beginner is a plain bos of inch deal, 14 inches square inside measure and
8 inches deep, with a window at the back. It should have a 2-iuch hole at
the top over which to place a super for honey at the proper season. If you
order "Bee-Keeping for the Many," 4(i., at the office of this paper (post free
fovLd.), you will get all needful instructions. Undoubtedly the best way to
begin is to buy a stock of last year now, or during the nest six weeks, if you can

obtain one, because you will be likely to get one or more swarms out of it, and
perhaps some honey. Do not buy a hive within two miles of your residence,
for fear of losing many bees.

Commencing Bee-keeping (Goddess).—A swarm is best bought in May,
about the middle of the month, but any time before the 10th of June will do
in ordinary years. The usual price of a swarm varies from 10«. to 20(i. accord-
ing to circumstances. A plain hive of straw or wood will answer well.

Payne's " Bee-Keeping for the Many " can be had free by post from our office

if you enclose five postage stamps with your address.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS,
Camden Square, London.

Lat, 51° 32' 40" N. ; Long. 0' 8' 0" W. ; Altitude 111 feet.

Date.
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the flowers are examined in the hand that the difference

between the two varieties can be detected, and as such flowers

are pendant and to be looked down upon where they gr-ow, the

difference is not perceptible. I rather think that the smgle

variety is the prettier of the two, and there are many who

aflBrm the same in regard to the TuUp and Hyacinth; more-

over, the single-flowered Snowdi-op is propagated at least sis

times more quickly than the double.

In all places where spring gardening forms a special feature,

the culture of the Snowdrop ought not to be neglected. The

earUest flowers of the season are of much greater importance

than those which succeed them, and what flower is so early as

the Suowdi-op? what so hardy and accommodating? When
planted in the way I have suggested it is also seen at a con-

siderable distance, which is no mean recommendation to those

confined iu-doors.

I have been partly induced to draw attention to this neglected

plant from having seen the flower-beds in the London parks

gay with Crocuses, Tulips, and Hyacinths, and yet I do not

remember seeing the Snowdrop, which always flowers three

weeks or a month before any of them, nor did I notice any of

the Primrose family ; though no doubt there are good reasons

for then- not being grown ; but in private places where it is

important to have very early flowers, I have no hesitation in

giving the palm of earUness to the Primrose as a bedding

plant, and to the Snowdrop as a permanent one, where the con-

ditions are similar to those enjoyed here. All who have patches

of Snowdrops in neglected corners should take them up, and

plant them out in serpentine lines, and next year they will be

agreeably surprised at the result.—J. Eoeson.

THE NEW BOSES OF 1872.

I HAVE received a hst of fom- Tea Eoses and thirty-two

Hybrid Perpetuals, said to be selected with the aid of two of

the most eminent Eose growers in France. The descriptions

are those of the raisers, whose names, I am glad to see, are

affixed to the Eoses. I select a few of each family which

appear to be desh-able. I put them at a guess in the order of

merit.
TEA EOSES.

Madame Marie Van Houtte (Ducher).
—

'White, tinted with

yellow, large, full, of very fine form, border of the petals

tipped with bright rose. Growth very vigorous.

Madame Juh'S Margottin (Levet).—Superb, delicate pink,

tinged with yeUow, deep red in the centre, large, fuU, of perfect

form ; flowers very freely. Extra fine. Growth vigorous.

Madame Ceeile Bertlwd (GuiUot flls).—Fine sulphur yellow,

the reverse of the petals Ughter; very large, very full, flowers

abundantly ; superb. Growth vigorous.

HYBRID PERPETUALS.

Madame de Bidder (Margottin).—Fine, bright, amaranth

red, very finely formed, large, full ; flowers very freely. Growth
vigorous. Extra fine.

Madame GuiUot de Mont Favet (Gonod).—Glossy white,

large, full, globular. Growth vigorous. Extra.

Doeteur de Chains (Touvais).—Velvety purple, shaded with

blackish crimson, large, fuU, and of fine form. Growth vigorous.

Baronne Louise U.rliull (GuiUot fils).—Superb carmine rose,

cupped, very large, full, and fine form ; flowers freely, and is

very striking. Extra fine. Growth vigorous.

Madame Lefehrre Bernard (Levet).—Superb bright rose,

tipped with white on each petal, very large, fuU, imbricated
;

flowers freely. Extra fine. The growth is not mentioned !

Victor Verne (Damaizin).—Cherry red, large, fuU, and

perfect form
;
growth very vigorous. Extra.

I never buy new Eoses without the raisers' names and the

word " vigorous." However good they may he, they will not

last long in this country. If you buy four Eoses take the

first Tea Eose and the first three Hybrid Perpetuals. I, know-

ing the beauty of Eugene Beauharnais (China), have long

looked for an amaranth red. Hence I put it first, and the

white second, both being desirable colours.—W. F. Eaecltfff,

GRAFTING.—No. 6.

CROWN GEAPTING.

General Princijiles.—Crown grafting is well adapted to many
different kinds of trees and shrubs. It is done in spring as

soon as the bark rises freely from the albm-num,but cai-e must
be taken to prepare the scions beforehand by cutting them off

about three or four weeks before grafting. Formerly this was

done in the autumn, many months before the grafting season.

The scions are taken off in winter before the sap rises, then

put in earth, either in a box in a ceUar, or~under a north

wall, in a vertical or horizontal position, covered half their

length, the object being to pre-

vent them coming into bud, and

to preserve the bark from dry-

ing. The scion is a piece of a

twig or shoot from 2 to 4 or

5 inches long. Its upper half

should have two or thi-ee eyes,

and its lower should have a long

slanting cut, beginning
_
opposite

a bud and terminating in a thin

point. A small notch or shoulder

at the upper pai-t of the cut is

useful, as it keeps the scion as it

seated on the stock. The inser-

tion of the scion is in the head

of the stock on the cut between

the bark and the wood, and both

sides of the point of the scion

should be cut thin to facilitate

its shding in, and that point is

often moistened between the Hps.

A small instrument of wood or

ivory, wedge-shaped at the point,

is used to raise the bark and to

facilitate the introduction of the

scion, which is sUppedin between

the bark and the wood. The in-

troduction of the scion is simpU-

fied in most cases by the circula-

tion of the sap, which separates

the bark from the albm-num. pj„ j^

However, it happens that scions

of a large size threaten to tear the tissues ; to avoid this take

off a slice of bark from the stock corresponding with the cut

on the scion, and apply it. The larger a stock is, the more

scions will be put on the top of it. To render the union more

complete, a space of 2 inches should intervene between them.

A ligature, not too close nor too tight, is necessary after the

insertion of the scions. "Was or clay is appUed, and the ad-

herence of the wax is facilitated by wipmg off the sap issuing,

from the amputated parts.

Fig. 1 represents a crown graft tied and waxed. The wax -

is spread on the amputated part (a) of the stock, on the

wound (e) at the junction of the scion with the stock, and on
the top of the cut scion (o).

The terminal bud (u) is not
covered, nor the embedded
bud (t) in the incision.

Crown grafting is, therefore,,

indispensable when operating

on large trees, and a great

number of branches can be
produced to correspond to the

nourishment supplied by the

roots.

ORniNABT Ceown Geatttog.
—Given a stock (Jig. 2 b)

headed down, thi-ee scions

[c c' c") ai-e inserted upon it

in proportion to its diameter.

It would be diflicult to place

many scions without spUttuig

the bark at least in only on©
part. The tension produced
by the inoculation of many
shoots wUl end in rending

the cortical layers. That

accident can be prevented by a longitudinal incision (d), which

not only facilitates the sliding of the scion c' , but permits the

others (c and c") to be at ease, and not to threaten the splitting

of the bark of the stock. When tied, then wax the crown of

the stem, the top of the scions, and front and back on the

bark of the stock.

—

Bai.tet, VArt de Grejf'er.

Fig. 2.

Feuit Peospecis.—Alas ! for the blossom ! The Plums here

(Droitwich), are a failure this year.Jeither from overbearing or
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the blight of last year. The frost, I am afraid, has ruined the
prospect of Gooseberries.—W. Lea.

SPEING TREATMENT OF THE AURICULA.
Believe me, that I am trying very hard to refrain from in-

dulging in pubhe my feeling about the Auricula, a flower so

gifted with delicate beauties aU its own. Perhaps it is more
than usually difficult to keep within bounds just now, when
these plants ai'e in the early prime of their marveUous spring
life. However, I write only for a practical purpose, and upon
a point that bears upon the spring treatment of the Auricula.
Every grower knows what trjlng weather comes in March

and April, when the sun is bright and the wind is cold, and
perhaps rough too. It is a matter of anxiety to have lost,

even for a day, the inestimable advantages of fresh air and all

the light the plants wiU bear.

Fu'st stating that I never let an east wind get at my Auriculas
at all, I give the simple plan by which in cold, bright, rough
weather I can favour the plants with a gentle circulation of

fresh air through the frames, together with that amount of

sun which seems very grateful to them, and something like

the chequered beams that play upon the Primroses in the
budding woods in spring. After early morning sun, shading is

readily enough managed by materials well known. Over my
lights I throw fine netting. Tempering of rough cold winds I

attempt as foUows.
My ventilators in each frame, one in front and two behind,

are very large wide openings running nearly from one side to
the other ; in fact they are, as should be, quite conspicuous
features in the woodwork. They can be completely closed with
wooden shutters hanging over them on hinges. The shutters
are raised more or less in aU favourable weather ; but when
"the sun is bright and'the wind is cold I use slides of perforated
zinc, set in zinc frame or binding to stiffen them. These run
in a groove, and across the apertures left by the raised shutters,
and in this way the force of the cold, or of any boisterous
wind, is broken, and rough gusts become, so to say, riddled or
sifted au'. Aui-iculas do not Uke sharp draughts, and to have
such pass over the advanced foliage and buds in spring could
only have an iU effect.

I beg to disclaim pretensions to anything so brilliant as a
stroke of genius in the matter of these perforated zinc slides,

and I have not heard of the smaU contrivance before. Those
•who are conversant with the culture of florists' flowers know
that great is the importance very often of very little things.

I do not wish my Auriculas to be blown roughly about, espe-

cially with their rising blooms, nor to be subjected to the evils of

a thin keen draught, like a knife of wind, through mere sUts

of ventilation, so this method for occasional protection sug-

gested itself. Fine rollicking winds from Yorkshire moors
above us have a way of sweeping through our village, and
sometimes take a turn round the airiest part of my garden
•where the Am'iculas are.

In conclusion, I have read with true pleasure the recent

notes of my personally unkno'wn friend, " D.," of Deal, upon
A'uriculas. I hope with him that the prospects of the Am-ieula
-are brightening. I have had several inquiries lately about
some valuable old sorts. Mr. Lightbody has been asked for

more plants than he could supply. We have left Mr. Campbell
•with sohtary specimens of his two new crimson selfs. The
time-honoured Auricula show at Middleton, in Lancashire, has
been re'vived, and Auriculas last winter have crossed the
Atlantic for homes in the Far West.

I trust, too, that among the present growers some will follow

the steps of such men as Lightbody, Headly, Campbell, and
Traill in the most interesting and useful work of raising seed-

lings. For my o^wn part I could not rest content not to do so,

and I will just say what Mr. Lightbody once told me concern-

ing raising seedling Auriculas, " I have raised more tine seed-

lings from Maria and Sophia than I did for thirty years before."

This hint is so valuable, coming from so trusty a source, that

I should be sorry, indeed, to tlihik that but few had had it

given theia.—F. D. Hoener.

-• Royal HoRTicnLTrrR.AL Society.—Mr. W. T. Thistleon Dyer,
the Society's recently appointed Professor of Botany, wUl de-

liver a course of lectures in the CouncU-room, South Kensing-
ton, during the next three months, on the following subjects :

—

April 11th, "Flowers: their common plan of construction."

April 2oth, "Flowers: the variety in their forms, and how

brought about." May 9th, " Flowers ; then- colours and
odoui-s." May 23rd, " Fruits : then- structure." .June 6th,
"How seeds are sown in natm'e." June 20th, "Flowers and
Fruits under cultivation." The lectures are to oommerLoe
at 3 P.M.

TOKENIA ASIATICA CULTURE.
ToEENU ASIATICA has long been an established favomite

among stove plants, on account of its easy culture and charm-
ing appearance when in flower. As a subject for hanging
baskets it is very useful and effective ; but it is when gro'wn as
a specimen plant, with the branches trained to a trellis of a
form suitable to its trailing habit, that it appears in all its

beauty. From cuttings taken in March noble specimens 4 feet

in diameter may be brought to perfection in about five months,
and mil thus be most useful during autumn for decorative pur-
poses.

The cuttings throw out roots freely in the moist brisk tem-
perature of a hotbed or forcing-pit, and the pots containing
the yomrg plants should be kept plunged in such a temperature
until after the first two or three shifts. Give them a free,

rich, weU-drained soil composed of loam, old manure, sand,
and charcoal. Syringe freely, and keep the points of the lead-

ing shoots pinched off, but attempt no training till the plant
receive its final shift into a 10 or 12-inch pot ; then the treUis

should at once be attached to the pot, and training commenced
forthwith. A suitable trellis of galvanised wu'e can very easily

be made. A number of lengths of No. 12 wire are cut and A
bent as in the accompanying diagram : the straight part /
is thrust down close inside the pot, so that the curved /
part projects over the rim outwards and downwards ; /

then, by fastening a few rings of wii'e on these at regular /

distances from and parallel to the rim, a capital trelhs is

formed, over which the shoots ramble with the greatest free-

dom. The training is a very simple matter, for the form of

the trelhs is so admirably adapted to the habit of the plant
that a sUght regulation of the growth occasionally is all that

is uecessaiy. Syringe regularly with water at the same
temperature as the plants are growing in till the flowers begin
to appear, and give guano water as the plants requii'e it—that

is to say, use it with judgment, so as to maintain the plants in

full vigour without making them so grossly luxuriant as to

cause them to wander wildly beyond the bounds assigned them,
instead of flowering profusely, and thus spoil then- handsome
outhne. When well managed such plants become objects of

much beauty, worthy of a place in the choicest coUection.

The effect of the rich mass of purple flowers, so chai'mingly

interspersed with the pretty green foUage,is so fine as to cause

this method of culture to be more generally adopted.

—

Edwaed Luckhuest.

EXPLANATION NEEDED.
We have received more letters about " Amateur," and one

from him. He does not Uve anywhere near Kentish Town,
but has letters sent to him. We are making further inquiries.

Crystal Palace.—The aquarium continues to be as great

an attraction as ever. Pubhc curiosity is contiuuaUy on the
alert, as every week fresh arrivals of rare creatm-es are reported.

A few days ago a wondrous Ten-armed Cuttle was to be seen

;

now we have for the first time in any aquarium some curiously

beautiful Green Star Fishes, some httle comical creatures

called Lump Suckers, and real Corals from the shores of the

Mediterranean.

BED BEET AS A FLOWER-GARDEN PLANT.
I disagree so entirely with Mr. Luckhurst, and agree so

completely with Mr. Peach, in their estimates of Beet for the

decoration of the flower garden, that I cannot leave unnoticed

the former's letter in youi- number of March 11th. Mr. Abbey,

in the number of August 25th, 1870, writes as follows :
—

" The
foliage" (of Beet) " is DraofBua-like, and arches over from the

centre Of.its value as a decorative plant there can

be no question. It is much bolder, and has more of an oriental

aspect, than any of the Iresines, Amaranthuses, or Alternau-

theras. Unhke them, however, it is hardy, does not require to

be reared in pots, and takes up no time nor house room. It

will grow in cold locahties, where Iresine, Amarauthus, and

Coleus do not succeed ; and it is equally at home in a wet cold

summer, as in one like the present. It is just the plant for
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places where a mass or lineis of a dark purple coloui- are requu-ed

with the least amount of labour and expense."

Now, would not anyone fancy from readmg the above, that

it emanated from the pen of an enthusiastic fnend ? Could a

greater conglomeration of perfections be arranged by anyone ?

Strange to s'ay, Mr. Abbey condemns Beet m his next para-

graph, simply because it is only Beet. How much more sensible

is Mr. Peach's remark-that it in no way spoils, m his eye, the

beauty of a leaf to know that the root is useful. If a Dracffiua

were found to be hardy enough for the summer garden, and

were it discoTered at the same time to be more dehcious-eatmg

than Asparagus, would Mr. Abbey reject it?

But Mr. Luckhurst's objection, he tells us, is not becaiise

Beet is a culinary vegetable, but because Coleus Verschaffelti is

superior to it. Surely this is just no reason at aU ;
for if Beet

is a lovely object (and it is so in my eyes), why should we

reject it simply because there are other plants superior ? We

might as well refuse to grow any but one Rose. Beet and

Coleus are so entirely different, that they do not in any way

clash We do not want monotony in the flower garden, but

variety. Mr. Luckhm-st calls the foliage of Beet " vulgar

glossy metalhc." I enth-ely deny its vulgarity. It is one of

the most gi-aceful and tropical-looMng plants m cultivation,

and has many merits which Coleus does not possess. Fu-st, as

Mr. Abbey fairly allows, it will do in hundi-eds of places where

Coleus will not even exist. Coleus is killed by the first frost,

while Beet continues beautiful to the very end of the season.

Lastly, not to occupy too much of your space. Beet, hke

a faithful friend m adversity, outhves the frost and snow,

and makes exquisite borders in the spring garden. It is at

present very beautiful with me, and will shortly be even

loveUer by contrast, when fringing beds of white TuUps, yellow

Alyssum, and blue Myosotis. I should like to know what other

leaf plant have we so useful, with the single exception of Golden

Pyrethrum.—Q. Q.

in the position represented in fiij- 2, leaving no space wide

enough for the mouse to escape. The next thing to b« ob-

served is that the wire with the pea be placed m a sufliciently

slanting dii-ection for the sUghtest touch to move it, and then-

down comes the brick, crashing the victim. The brick when

set up rests on the bottom edge of its narrowest side, and care

should be taken that the wu-e may not have all the weight ot,

the brick, otherwise it wiU press so tightly to the other brick,

that it will not fall with the touch of a mouse or the gentle

peck of a sparrow. I have used many kinds of traps, but

have never been so successful as with this ;
it is just as useful

in fruit-rooms or hothouses as in the shrubberies and other

places which mice frequent. A score of such traps may be set.

up in five minutes. I had this trap in use when Uvmg at

Hawkhurst ; it was brought first to my notice by the foreman.

in the Idtchen garden at LUlesden, and, doubtless, he has it

in use now. 1 think he said they had been employed m a

nei=-hbouruig garden for twenty years.—Thomas Eecoed.

MOUSE TBAPS.

DotJBTLESS the mouse trap advocated at page 232 by your

correspondent, " Broad Bean," possesses the merit of being

effectual in the destruction of mice, but I difier from hun

when he says that it is the sunplest and easiest-made trap, lo

me its construction appears too compUcated to meet with

general favour, and, like the old figure-4 trap, it takes a

long time to make and set up, so that where there are many

to construct and fix, more time is occupied than can weU be

^^I'seiid an illustration of a trap, of which I should like

"Bkoad Bean " and others troubled with mice to make a trial

;

it is also a capital sparrow trap. I think they will pronounce

in its favour-. Fig. 1 shows the position of the trap when set

Kg. 1.

up. Fig. 2 is its exact position when down. Fig. 3 is a piece

of wire not more than 2 inches long run through a pea or a

bean ; its position when used in the trap is shown m fig. 1

We have simply to take two bricks, place one on its narrow

w/mmff'M

Kg. 2.

side or on edge, and the other on its broad side, as shown in

fi.g.
2. It is important to first place the bricks in this way, as

you thus find the exact distance at which one brick should be

from the other when set up, and when the brick falls it will be

SOME PREDATOEY INSECTS OF OUE
GARDENS.-No. 28.

OuE English landscape in many parts of the country owes

much of its beauty to Coniferous trees, though, as eompared.

with more northern climes, we have but a poor display of them.

How many different kinds crowd upon the memory!—Pmes

Firs, Larches, Deodars, Cypresses, Cedars, ^ews
;
but most ot

them iutroductionsfromabroad.though now parity naturahsed;

for our native Flora can only boast of two or three Pmes two

Junipers, and a Yew, and even these species not aU of them

certainly indigenous. Numerous are the insect pests which

either occasionally attack the trees, or else make then- homes

within them from year to year. Neai'ly every order is repre-

sented—moths, beetles, flies, sawflies, bugs, each take then

turn, and then- ravages sometimes cause a serious money loss

to the nurseryman, and considerable loss of temper to tJie

private gentleman who has adorned his park, or, it may be, ins

•

mochcum of garden, with some choice specunens of Coiuiers,

which have to me a pleasant aspect-the majority of them at

least-at aU seasons of the year, though most attractive m

'"^'' Ah irnot gold that gUtters," says a rather musty proverb ;.

and extenduig it in another direction we might say, fcyery-

thhig is not a wasp or hornet that looks hke one. let it is

not wonderful that some species of the genus Su-ex should

have caused alarm in their wmged state, seemg that m size

and contour they resemble then- reaUy dangerous Hymeno-

pterous relatives; also the taU appendages have ^lef
delly the

appearance of a stmging apparatus ; and to complete it, t^ese

Sirices dart about makmg a loud hummmg or booming noise.,

which seems as good as a caution to keep out of_ then way-

Whatever injury they do to mankmd, however, is not done

immecUately, biit in an mdhect way. They are workers m
wood, not in flesh, and theh diUgence deserves some com-

mendation, for as they dart hither and thither, and examine a

succession of trees, they are busy-at east, the female mo ety

of the race-m preparmg a home and food for then: offsprmg.

Our admh-ation cools down when we remember how much

harm these msects have done to many forests while in theu

larval condition ; nor have our own trees gone scatheless,,

though in cold and mountamous districts m other lands their

ravages are more conspicuous. In the Pme forests of the north

of Em-ope at then- particular season of flight the Smces some-

times come forth by thousands, to the astonishment of the

inhabitants in the vicmity, and such a ehcumstance is recorded

bv Mr Ingpen to have once occurred at Henlow in Bedford-

shu-e and at an early period m the history of the Entomo-

logical Society Mr. Raddon exhibited a portion of a Fu- tree

from Bewdley Forest, which, though of lai-ge dimensions, had

been riddled in aU chrections by the larvffl of Spex JuTCnras

Our commonest species, however, I beUeve, is that called by

entomologists S. gigas, and it is decidedly a handsome msect.
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The four mugs are transparent and brownish in colour, the
head and thorax black, the antenuse yellow, and also the abdo-
men, which is banded with blacls. The female has an auger,
furnished with powerful muscles, by means of which the eggs
are introduced into the solid wood of trees. This species
seems widely distributed, and has been found at Chelsea, in
Kensington Gardens, and other places near the metropolis.
Though strong in flight, however, it rarely seems to travel very
far from the Firs within which it has been reared to maturity.
The perfect insect is more common some years than others.

Sires gigas.

and the reason of this is assumed to be that the larvae grows
slowly, being, in fact, either two or three years in reaching its

full proportions. These creatures are fleshy and cylindrical

;

the head is homy, and there is also a horny point at the anal

extremity of the body. The feet, of which there are six, are so

minute as to be scarcely noticeable when not in use. Various
stories have been pubUshed from time to time about the emerg-
ence of these flies from wood which had not only been felled

some time, but actually worked-up into floorings and rafters.

Another Sirex by no means rare in Britain is S. juvencus
;

and this is less in size than the preceding, though different

individuals vary much. Apparently this is due to the peculi-

arities of the food in the larval state ; it is not a distinction

between the sexes. The female of this species may be known
at once by her steel-blue body and yellow hind legs. The
male has black hind legs and a jellow body. According to

Mr. Newjuan there are three varieties, each of which keeps to

a particular species of Fir. He states their differences thus :

—

" The first, Laricis, has black antenuic, and a black tip to the

abdomen in the male ; the larva feeds on Pinus Larix. Se-

condly, Sylvestris has also black antenna", but the male is

without the black tip to the abdomen, which is entirely yellow
;

the larva is found in the wood of V, sylvestris. The third

form is named Abietis, with antenna) black at the tip and
yellow at the base ; the larva feeds on the wood of P. Abies."

-Vs the first and last of these trees are not considered natives

of Britain, Mr. Newman considers that the special form of the

insect which attacks them may have been mtroduced as well.

One of the most smgular circumstances in the history of

these insects is this, which is well authenticated, that the flies,

when they have emerged in confinement, have attacked metal
with theh mandibles. Some perforations were first observed

in balls sent to the Crimeam 1856. M. Dumeril rather hastUy
assumed that these were made by the weapon with which the

females are armed, and which serves as an ovipositor. The
destruction of some cartridge cases in 1861 was brought under
the observation of M. Bouteille, who found that both sexes of

S. gigas had been at work. The boxes containing the car-

tridges were made of fir wood, and the insects enclosed at first

as larviE became pupae and then imagos, and, bemg unable to

liberate themselves, bored through the paper wrappings and
the powder, and even tried their mandibles, not unsuccessfully,

upon the solid lead. A similar faculty has been attributed to

the larvHj, and it is quite possible that this is correct, since the

lai'vie of some beetle and those of the well-known Goat Moth
have been known to make perforations in lead and other soft

metals.

Various Aphides and Cocci resort to Conifers, often in con-
siderable numbers ; and that elegant and favourite tree, the
Larch, is especially persecuted by one of the latter species,
ordinarily designated as the Scale, and also the Larch Blight,
and which was supposed by Kirby and others to be of the
l'l:i"i li- fiiiiiily. This species, Eriosoma Laricis, hardly ever
|Mr ,;iil . ;t (o kill thc trcc, but it gives to the Larch a very
di j'l^ r.il'lr aspect. It is stated that in a spring season like

that \\ hich is probably coming upon us this Coccus is peculiarly

troublesome. The mild weather in January and February
hastens the development of the insect broocl; and the tree,

especially if young, has (luite enough to do to hold its own
against the unpropitious weather so freijueutly ensuuig in

March and April, without being bothered by so pertinacious an
insect enemy. Frost, fog, and cold winds, too, which are

unfavourable to vegetable life, do not trouble the Cocci much,
if at all. One cause of their comparative immunity is the
cottony exudation from their bodies, which not only furnishes

a protection against cold and moisture, but helps to divert the
attacks of other animals which would make them their prey.

As summer advances the insects spread themselves abroad,
and the Larches which are infested become clammy and dark
with the excretions of the Cocci, which are half-saccharine

half-resinous, and which liave a fascinating effect upon ants,

similar to that produced by the honeydew emitted by the Aphis
tribes. Through all the stages of their existence these little

creatures are active, employuig the rostrum, or sucking appa-
ratus, mth which they are furnished to draw from the tree or

plant the sap which is so essential to its health. Only towards

the close of their lives, when they have deposited their eggs,

do the females become torpid ; the males, however, which are

developed towai'ds the end of summer, take wing, and may be
occasionally seen in swarms about the plantations. I do not

think, however, that they migrate from one locality to another
at a distance. During the winter months the eggs of the

Coccus may be seen with the naked eye, or still more plainly

by means of a hand-magnifier. They are most frequently

situated about the buds and in the crevices of the bark,

appearing as black grams. Perhaps these might be dealt

with successfully in some cases by washing them from
young trees by means of warm water, though it would
scarcely kill the germ in the egg. It has been found, how-
ever, that water of 120° destroys the living Cocci, and, ap-

plied by syringing, it is of great service, no harm being done
to the Larch thereby, unless the temperature of the au- is very

low at the time.

The Silver Fir has its scale insect, and this has a singular

hal-iit. lUilike most Aphides and Cocci, it does not infest the

leaves iif tlir tvpr, its favourite haliitiit is the trunk and the

uiiilrr sid'' Mf lli^' iM.nirhi'K. In cnt.iiii instances this Coccus is

so jirelilii- :ind [iri t iniHii.ii in ii , ;itt;ii-Ivs a, to cause the death

of the tree, or to force il niLo, instead of the usual growth, an
unhealthy yellow fohage ; at last, the tree becomes, as it were,

encrusted with a mass of living matter, which is hidden from

a first inspection by a coating of white and mealy-looking

substance. Owing to this natural protection various remedial

applications, such as limewater and infusion of tobacco, which

would be fatal if applied to the body of the Coccus, fail to do

much good. On very choice trees a careful scrubbing of the

parts infected with a suitable brush or with wisps of hay has

been tried, and found to answer well, the objection being the

time and labour required.

The species which commonly bears the name of the Mealy
Bug (Coccus Adonidum) is remarkable,

because it frequents the Vine, as well

as different species of the genus Pinus.

The males are so small, and so seldom

seen, that some persons have come to

the conclusion that there are none

;

but though the females are to some
ext'.nt capable of producing progeny

without the intervention of the males,

this cannot be continued beyond a

limited number of generations.

One writer on gardening commends
the following compound as a destroyer

of this and others of the Coccidte :

—

•2 lbs. of sulphur and 2 lbs. of soft

soap are worked on into a lather with

warm water, and two or three fluid

ounces of spirit of turpentine. A de-

coction of tobacco is made by boiling a pound of it in two or

Coccus Adouiduni.
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three gallons of water. The two are mixed, aud the whole

made up to five or six gallons.—J. R- S. C.

AMONG THE CONIFERS.—No. 4.

CoiiMEECiALLY speaMug, of all the varieties of Couifers cul-

tivated in this country, the Larch stands first. The quick

growth of its close-grained and most durable timber, its hardy

uatui-e—thriving as it does in the poorest soil aud most bleak

aud exposed situations, and the turpentine which it }-ields,

render it a very valuable tree. The timber is even more dur-

able than Oak, especially urrder water ; as an instance of this,

we are told that the same Larch piles have supported the

houses of Venice for several hundred years, and they stiU

show uo sign of decay. Besides being so durable, the fine-

grained wood is capable of receiving a high poUsli, so that it

is admii-ably adapted for furniture and a variety of decorative

purposes. Its strength also compares favour-ably with the Oak
and other timber, as is shov;n by some interesting statements

of experiments, published some years ago under the auspices

of Government, as well as of private individuals.

These valuable nuahties of the Larch have attracted much
attention, aud led to the formation of extensive plantations.

In Scotland there ai-e entue forests of them. Many a rocky

mountainous district, hitherto totally void of useful vegeta-

tion, is now clothed with flourishing Larch forests, the trees

growmg most luxmiautly iu places where it can hardly be ^_^ ^^ ^^^^^^ ^^ _^^ ^__^^ _ _^_^ _

aid that there is a soil at all. As these trees attam therr lull
i-ectious for this new vegetable, I may state that the treatment

iu the Kew Museum. C'edrus atlantica aud C. Deodara both
produce valuable timber, of which that of the latter is remark-
able for the high poUsh it is capable of receiving. Of the

timber of the Welhugtouia I can say nothing farther than
that it is said to be Hght, soft, and of a suuilar colour to

Cedar wood. The rapidity of its growth aud the huge size it

attains, rivalled only by that of the giant Eucalypti of Austra-

lia, cause one to hope that it wQl eventually be as much valued
for its timber as it now is for its ornamental appearance.

The wood of the common Yew is justly held in high esteem
by the cabinetmaker. It has a beautiful grain, and is capable

of receiving a high poUsh. Owing to the fact of its being

planted in most village churchyar'ds, there are, perhaps, more
fiue old specimens of it to be met with than of any other tree

in this country. Many of these old trees are of an extraor-

dinary size. Phillips iu his " Sylva Florifera'' gives an inter-

esting account of several. He states that one immense tree

in the churchyard of Aldworth, iu Berkshire, measures 9 yards
in chcumference at -i feet from the ground ; another in Bra-

burne chmchyard, in Kent, measured 58 feet 11 inches iu ck-

cumferenee, or nearly 20 feet in diameter ; and another iu

Martley churchyard, 'Worcestershiie, about 12 yards in cir-

cumference.

—

Edwaed Luckbuksi.

size they will not only be of great value to the owner of them

but wiU assume a national importimce from the vast quantity

of valuable timber they will afiord for a variety of useful pur-

poses. It is to be regretted that the extensive tracts of waste

laud in the south of England have not been turned to accoimt

for a sinular useful purpose, as there is ample evidence of the

possibility of its being reclaimed. It is remarkable iu this

age of progress and of much speculative political economy,

that our legislators have not sought to obtain some benefit for

the nation from these " barren acres."

From the freedom of its growth the Douglas Fir- {.•Vbies

Douglasii) w-ill probably rank next in usefulness. In Califor-

nia it gr-ows to a height of 300 feet, and it has akeady nearly

reached 100 feet iu this country, the grand specimen at Drop-

more being 95 feet high. Its timber is very valuable, being

superior to the best red deal. Abies excelsa (the common
Norway Spruce) is also valuable for its timber—the white deal

of commerce, and for the pitch called Burgundy pitch, and

tm-pentine obtained from its resiu. The stately Araucaria

imbricata is found in vast numbers in ChUi, where it grows to

a height of 150 feet. It is highly valued iu that couuti-y for

its edible nuts, and for a juice obtained from it, which is valu-

able for medicinal and purposes of art. The timber is very

valuable, as it is hard, durable, beautifully veiued, aud sus-

ceptible of a hifh polish.

Many of the Pinuses, besides beiug valuable on account of

theii- timber, yield turpentine, i^itch, aud tar-. Of these,

Piuus excelsa, a handsome variety from the Himalayas, pro-

duces turpentine of superior quiihty ; Finns Pinaster yields

what is known in commerce as Bordeaux turpentine ; the

ItiJian Stone Pine (Piuus Pinea) is much valued for its nuts,

and for a certain balsam obtained from it ; from Piuus sylves-

tris tmpeutiue and pitch arc obtained. In the museum at

Kew there are samples of Pine w-ool, made from the leaves of

this variety, and used for stuflrng cushions, felting, and other

pm-poses, and also of soap made with oil extracted from the

leaves. Among the kinds of this species most valued for

timber, Pinus Strobus ranks high, its white wood being

esteemed for its clean straight growth and freedom from knots.

Paper has been made from the sawdust of this variety. Pinus

Cembra produces very durable and fine-grained timber. It is

much used by the Swdss and Tyrolese for carving toys. Pinus
monticola aud P. pouderosa also produce fine timber. That
of pouderosa is very durable, and so heavj- that it sinks in

water.

Cupressus sempervireus, a native of Greece, produces very

hard aud dm-able wood. That of the Californiau variety,

C. Lawsoniana, is not so hard, but it is \ ery valuable. The
wood of both these trees has a strong aromatic fragrance. Of
the Junipers, the weU-knowu variety Juniperus vnginiana (the

Red Cedar) produces the most valuable wood. It is very
fragrant, durable, aud is used for a variety of purposes, among
others for making lead pencils, as is also the wood of Juniperus
bermudiana. Specimens of both kinds of wood find a place

THE SOOLY-QUA CUCUMBER.
In reply to several correspondents asking for cultm-al di-

ctions for this new vegetable, I may state that the treatment
which it requir-es is not in any way different from that afforded

to ordinary Cucumbers, except that it needs more space, owing
to the great length of the fruit. At Messrs. Veitch's it -n-as

grown very successfully last year hi a house with pot Viues

;

it has also succeeded perfectly in an ordinary moist stove.

One correspondent has so-wrr it in " great heat,'' but the seed

did uot vegetate. If the heat is too great the seeds will decay.

They wiU vegetate freely if the pot be plunged in a bottom heat

of 85° or 90°, with an atmospheric night temperature of from
60° to G5°. Sow the seeds iu moist loam, not wet, but suffi-

ciently so that it win keep moist until the young plants appear
above ground. The soil should not be watered until the plants

appear above the surface, otherwise they will probably die-off. I

do uot even water the plants, if it can he avoided, untU they ar-e

potted-off singly iu 5-inch pots. This should be done as soon
as the seed-leaves are fully developed, and when the pots are

well-filled with roots plant-out iu the border which has been
preriously prepared. I prefer to train the plants over a wire

trellis fixed to the roof, aud at a distance of a foot from the

glass.

The Sooly-Qua Cucumber was introduced by the Messrs.

Veitch in the spr-jng of 1871, but they never recommended it

to be eaten raw as ordinary Cucumbers. All that they stated

was this—that it was boiled and eaten with rice by the

Chinese, and also that it had been used in the same way iu

this country. It wiU not, I think, come into extensive use as

a vegetable. Scarcely anything was known of it on its intro-

duction, except that it had been aud is extensively used iu

China, as it is now to a limited extent iu England. It will, no
doubt, be used by some as a novelty, but never to the extent of

displacing any of our ah-eady popular vegetables.— J. Douglas.

MANURES FOR POTATOES.
By Cuthbeei ^Y. Johnson, F.R.S.

The very fact that in recent years enormous amounts of Po-
tatoes were imported into this country (in 1809, 1,660,189 cwts.

;

and in 1870, 771,903 cwts.), juoves how desirable it is to

enlarge our home produce. Lotus, then, examine the results

of certain recent trials upon the Potato plant with a variety of

artificial fertilisers. But before we consider the value of

different chemical applications, let us hear what the great

Potato growers of the Yorkshire warp soils and other northern
districts have to say on these important inquiries. It was at a
meeting of the Boroughbridge Agricultural Association that Mr.
AlJpleyard, of Easiugwold, observed {Fanners' J/n;/., vol. lix.,

p. 218), as to the selection of soil : The_ Wiup of the Humber
aud Ouse and of the Trent is acknowledged to possess the
properties most requisite for their successful cultivation, as

during a series of years the quaUty and quantity are very little

deteriorated. Other kinds of soils will grow Potatoes quite as

well, but they requu-e changes oftener. A loamy soil, or as it

is sometimes called, hazel earth, is next best to warp, aud Las
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been Icnowii to produce on some occasions a large quantity per

acre; and sandy soils will ^-iekl, if well tUled and properly

treated, as many as 4 to 7 tons. A piece of old sward, broken
up before the winter and ploughed deep, so as to have the sod

well rotted, generally grows a very deep crop, and a very deru--

able one, as their cultivation has a peculiar tendency to free the

fresh laud from grubs and wireworms, with which it is gene-
rally infested. Any kind of land which can be ploughed a

sufficient depth, and which is well drained, can grow a crop of

Potatoes occasionally to advantage. For manures he found
what most Potato growers have discovered—that well rotted

farmyard manure is the best, say from 10 to 15 tons per acre,

added to which from 3 to 5 ewts. per acre of a mixture of guano
and rape nuts. He found April the best month for planting.

If we go farther north we find the great growers of this crop
as decided in favour of artificial additions to farmyard manure
as those of Yorkshu'e. This important question not long since

engaged the attention of the Western Koss Farmers' Society

[Farmer-i' Maq., vol. Ixiv., p. 66). It was at one of their meet-
ings that ilr. Adam remarked :

—" Of aU crops, the most mai-ked

results of top-dressing are produced on Potatoes. He found
last year, by actual experiment, that it increases the crop by
oue-fifth ; and, in talking the other day to a farmer (who has
been a regular grower of Potatoes for years l, as to the quantity
he gave to his Potatoes, he told me he never used less than
cwt. per acre, and he believed it would pay to give n\ore."

He found Peruvian guauo 1 cwt., potash 1 cwt., and best dis-

solved bones 2 cwt., to suit him best ; 2J cwt. put down when
planting, and h cwt. when earthing-up.

.\nd now let us proceed to the valuable experiments instituted

by Professor Voelcker, in the season of 1870, and carried out
by ilessrs. HuU & Coleman, at Escrick, near York {Jour. Boy.
.ill. Soc, n. s., vol. vii., p. 379). The soil a sandy loam in a

fair agricultural condition. The manures employed, and the
weight of the tubers per acre will he found in the following
table.

Manm-G^ use.t per Aero. Protluce per Acre.

Cwts. Tons c\Tt<!. ll)s.

Xoraanme : 3 17 33
I^rinei-al superphosphate "1 4 \ ....

and I

Pota* salts '- 2 :- .... 8 19 03
and 1 1

Sulphate of ammonia I 2 ) ....

ton-,

Gt)1 iMtten flun^ 2i) .... 2 .'3

C'TVtS.

Mineral superphosphate 1 4 )

and - .... S 10 GO
Potash salts ) 4 )

No manm-e : - . 4 "2
Tvlinei-al snpei-phosphate \ 4 \

and
I

Potash salt ." - 2 ,-

an!
I

.... .S l.-j 111

?Ni:rate of soda .) 2 J

PeruviBn gnano 4 .... 5 2 5u
Mineral saporpuosphate ) 4 \

en I

'

... 4 « 24
Common salt i 4 f

t.ms

Good rollen dung 20 .... 11 6 OS

Xo manure • . H 3 104

Upon the.ss valuable experiments the Professor remai'ks :

—

" Ina diy se.ason rotten dung produces the most luxmiant crop.

In such a season, however, very nearly the same increase may
be obtained if, instead of dung, a mixture of 4 cwts. of mineral

superphosphate, 2 cwts. of potash salts, and 2 cwts. of sulphate

of ammonia or nitrate of soda, be used per acre as a Potato

manure. Relj"ing on the experience of the past three seasons,

1 can confidently recommend this mixture as an excellent and
well-paHng Potato manure for Ught soUs, when dung cannot be
employed in sufficient quantity for that crop."

The gener.il result of these experiments leads to one con-

clusion—that we have yet much to learn as to the most profit-

able employment of artificial fertiiisers to om- Potato crops.

three varieties were almost as plump and perfect as when first

ripened. Each bunch was divided between six or eight persons,

but there was no difference in opinion, tlie verdict was unani-
nious in favour of Mrs. Pince.—J. R. Peaksox, ChiUccU.

IIks. Piece's Black MrscAi Gkape.—Jlr. Hill, of Keele Hall

Gardens, sent me three bimches of Grapes to taste—viz.. Black

Alicante, L.ady Downe's, and Mrs. Pince. One hardly expects

to see Grapes in perfection later than the 3rd of March, the

day on v.'liich I tasted these. Having always thought well of

Mrs. Pince, I was glad to find this famous Grape-grower agree-

ing with me that the flavour of this much-abused varietj' was

very superior to that of Lady Downe's, whilst Black Alicante

could not be compared with either of these kinds. All the

EUCHAEIS AMAZONICA.
This pla:ir , v-.iown to botanists as Euch,aris grandiflora) has

become most deservedly popular dm-ing the past few years. A
walk at this season thi-ough the grand row of Covent Garden
Market would be sufficient to prove the fact, even to those who
have no opportunities for seeing and knowing the extent to

which the plant is grown in private establishments—not that

it has become a market plant, nor do I imagine it will ever

become such, but the cut blooms are sent there in considerable

numbers, yet not so abundantly as to render them everybody's

flower, for I have frequently during winter paid Is. for a single

bloom. Certainly, it is scarcely possible to conceive a more
beautiful object for vases, or for the centre of a hand-bouquet

;

I am particular in saying the centre, because, except in a large

bouquet, the flowers are too large for other places, but if a large

and massive bouquet is to be made, they have a beautiful effect

as an outer edge.

Eucharis is a genus of AmaryUidacefe containing but few

species, the present being, perhaps, the most beautiful and
useful of the whole family, although I hold E. Candida in great

estimation, for, on account of its producing smaller blooms, it

is even more useful (if that is possible) for bouquet-making

than E. amazouica ; but still as a plant it lacks that majestic

appearance which is such a distinguishing character of the latter

species.

Eucharis amazoniea is a native of the low moist regions on

the borders of the river Amazon, and upon this knowledge of its

natural habit I base my treatment ; for it seems to me that if

the plant inhabits such places m a state of nature, the roots

will seldom or never become dry at any season. I have grown
this plant in considerable quantities, both as large specimens,

and as small plants suitable for placing in ornamental vases

for the embellishment of the drawing-room and boudob, and

under my system they have proved almost perpetual bloomers.

I must, however, in common fairness allow that, although I

cannot agi-ee with my friends who practise the drying-off

system, I cannot but admit that they do produce good crops of

flowers ; but still I maintain that their plants -n-iU never prove

such perpetual bloomers as mine, and, moreover, that my
plants not only produce a much gi'eater number of flowers

during the season, but they are always handsome and present-

able—a feature v.-hich cannot be claimed by those who put them

to rest at certain periods. The soU for the successful culture

of E. amazoniea should be turfy loam, fibrous peat, and good,

rich, but thoroughlv decomposed manure in about equal parts,

to which must be added a fair proportion of sharp river sand.

The plant enjoys liberal supplies of water and strong moist

heat to any degree, thirefore the drainage must be kept in

thorough working order to prevent any stagnation. I am not

an advocate for very much pot-room, but prefer renev.-iug the

sm-face soU, s.ay once or twice during the season, and feeding

the plants frequently with artificial manm-e, and by uo means

aUowuig them to suffer from the v.-aut of either heat or water

In order to mamtain a succession of these noble Narciss-like

flowers it will be well to place the plants as they pass out of

bloom in a somewhat cool stove,' or in some situation where

the temperature is lower than that of the house in which they

are grown ; but do not keep them dry.

The bulbs of Eucharis amazoniea must be planted below

the soil. From these bulbs the leaves usually arise in pairs
;

they are ovate, spreading, somewhat fleshy or leatheiy in

texture, from 12 to 18 inches long, and of a very dark gi-een
;

the flower-spike is stout and erect, usually attaining the same

height as the leaves, and bearing upon the summit some five

or SIX delicately fragrant pure white flowers, which last a long

time upon the plant. When cut and placed in water, and

set in a vase with a few sprays of Maiden-hau: Fem, the

flower is a gem of the first water, being at once chaste and

effective.

—

Espekio Ckede.

TREE LIFTING.—No. 2.

If you lift a large tree which has not been previously taken

up, a somewhat wider ch-cle must be dug out, leaving about

one-third of the roots, or nearly so, undistm-bed. The turnmg-

oyerwillbe a little difficult, but maybe mere easily efteeted
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by fastening a strong rope about two-thirds up tlie tree to

steady its descent, and to prevent its coming down suddenly.

Some of the stronger upper branches may be caught by long

forks, such as those used in /i../. S, to lift up with, but it will

not be so difficult if the soil be cleared out some little distance

farther on the side on which the roots are left, so as to allow

them more space to bend ; and as they will most likely have

gi-own very irregularly, to keep them properly spread and in

their places, it will be advisable to have some strong forked

pegs well pointed, inserted with a small iron bar, and after-

wards driven firmly in with a wooden mallet. These wiU not

only keep the root's in their places but will help to secui-e the

tree from blowing over. lu addition, very large trees will re-

quire some other support to keep them quite safe (see fig. 4).

I use three or four long forked poles at the angles ; on the

opposite side to that on wliieh the roots are left, of eoui-se none

will be needed. As the poles would look veij unsightly on

a lawn or any conspicuous place, in such positions tar rope

may be fastened—say, at two-thirds the height of the tree,

previously placing a good bandage round the tree to save it

from being chafed or wounded. The ropes will of course be
fastened to sufficiently strong pegs , and by means of such ropes

the tree may be more easily lowered and raised again than
would otheiTvise be the case.

.\s I have practised this mode of tree lifting for many years,

and on many hundreds of trees, I can confidently recommend
it as a most successful method, and I know that no one will

regret giving it a trial it it be carefully practised, and doubtless

it may be improved upon.
I ought, perhaps, to say a few more words about Pears on

Quinces, Apples on Paradise stocks, and Chemes on Cerasns

Mahaleb. .\s to the last producing fruit earlier, there can be
no question, and I find many Cherries bear even a much better

crop than on the free stock, but as I before remarked, the

Chei-ries do not Uf t so well when they become large as they

do on the free stock, and Quince stocks will not succeed in

very sandy soil.

I will now give dimensions of a few Pears on Quince stocks.
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wrong place, and it is desiied tbat they should occupy a more
conspicuous or favourable position, but owing to the risk in-

volved in their removal they are allowed to remain where they
are ; by treating them as I have mentioned in referring to

large trees not previously hfted, the desired lesult may be
obtained.

After all I have said, and however much my method differs

from Mr. Rivers's in its application or its object, I must again
observe that I am enthely indebted to him for it ; but for my
attempt to apply his method to rather large trees my own sug-

gestions would never have occurred to me. I am a market
gardener, very fond of fruit-growing, and of course desu-e

to make it pay. I find that my attention to lifting as I have
described answers admh'ably both in respect to the quantity
and quality of the produce, for lifting causes a check to growth
which promotes the formation of flower-buds, and by keeping
the roots near the surface not onlv encourages this, but causes

the production of fruit much better in flavour and appearance.
Both the quantity and quality of the fruit are improved by
careful attention to thinning it when young. I fifteu cut out
two-thirds, and sometimes aveiy much larger proportion when
fully formed or set.

I will next give the proportionate surface per acre of trees at
various (Ustances. If we first take trees in rows 6 feet apart
by 4 feet from each other in the rows, there will be about
1768 trees to the acre, and estimating each tree to be 6 feet
high, and to have a surface of 36 feet (as at this height the
trees may touch at the base), there will be a surface of
61,248 feet to the acre. With rows 9 feet apart, and the trees
6 feet from each other in the rows, we have 752 trees to the
acre; these at 12 feet high and 1 foot apart at the base (which
will give only .5 feet in diameter instead of 6 feet) will each have
a surface of 90 feet, or 67,680 feet to the acre; at 10 feet by
8 feet, .586 trees to the acre, which at 15 feet high and 1 foot

apart at the base will give a surface of 147 feet to each tree,

or 86,142 feet to the acre. I am not in a position to be able to

give'the proportionate quantity of fruit per acre, but may we
not infer that as the surface is so much gi-eater, so the quantity

of fruit will be greater too ? I must not omit to mention that

manure or compost can be applied witli the greatest ease when
the trees are out of the gi'ound.

There are a few other matters, which, although foreign to

the subject of fruit-tree lifting, may not be altogether out of

place. One of these is, gathering fruit of the same varieties,

particularly Pears, at two, three, or more times, a week or so

apart. Tliis may apply to Pears of all seasons—summer,
autumn , or winter. It is my impression that many of our choice

Pears are not tasted in their best condition, owing to this

practice not being adopted. I know by experience that it is

not only possible to let summer, but autumn Pears remain too

long on the trees. The exact time at which a Pear is at its

best—that is, most suitable for table, cannot always be ascer-

tamed from its look, or feel, except by very practised persons.

Many a really good Pear is often condemned owing to the want
of frequent trials.

In storing I differ from many ; my plan was adopted more
from necessity than from any other cause. A person who
gi'ows a large quantity of fniit, and retails much of it, is often

at a loss how to make the most of his store rooms. I store

upon what I call stages, made of four upright posts supporting

a number of trays ; each of my stages contains six trays.

These are about 9 feet 4 inches long, by 2 feet 4 inches wide

inside measure, they are bottomed with galvanised iron net over

which is spread a very thin coat of straw, covered with paper,

and upon the latter the fruit is laid. In this way there is a

perfectly elastic bottom which prevents the fruit being marked
by pressure on the bottom, and in turning the fruit to sort

them, if any roll down, the bottom being soft they are not

bruised. Each stage will hold, in proportion to the extent yoti

pUe up, from thirty-six to fifty bushels of fruit. Another

advantage is that the fruit keeps much firmer owing to the

bulk. For a stage the size of mine the room must be a little

over 8 feet high, but in a large room there may be several stages.

If I erect some new rooms I intend having one especially for

Apples and Pears, and long enough to contain twenty stages.

Such a room will require to be about 56 feet long by 20 feet

wide, but with 15 inches more in height, there maybe room for

another tray on each stage.

Whatever attention these after-.suggestions may have from

the reader, I am persuaded he will not regret a trial of tree

Ufting.—Geoege Lee, F.E.H.S., .1/nr/a'/ Gnrilnur. Cln-edon,

Somerset,

Gakrta elliptica.—I have known one for more than a

quarter of a century in our squire's garden only protected by

the shrubs around and trees above it ; and in mild winters it
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has longer catkins than in Hr. Eobson's specimen. The female

shrub has not yet anived in England. It vroiild repay some
enterprising merchant or traYeller to procure it. It is a tree

that will cover a wall as well as a Pyraoautha.

—

Hekefoiid.

WORK FOE THE WEEK.
KITCHEN' GARDEN'.

ExTHEME neatness should prevail in every part. Let the

edges of the walks be made good thronghont, and the gravel

if loose, be turned and raked in dry weather in order to

destroy weeds and moss. Trenching and forking-up ground,

and surface-stu'ring among advanciiig crops must be per-

severed in. Pens sufficiently advanced should now be staked,

after which the ground should be lightly forked between them.
Continue to make successional sowings of Peas and Bcana.
Sow Sra-l;ale seed ; the beds should be deeply trenched and
have plenty of rich manure and at^hps. If it is rerjuired, sow
New Zeoland Spiiuu-h in gentle heat.

FEUIT GARDEN.
The season for disbudding fruit trees is fast appi'oachmg.

The importance of this operation is generally acknowledged,
and upon its proper performance mainly depends the produc-
tion of a proper quantity of clean healthy wood. Take, for in-

stance, a single branch of a Peach tree. AMien it first starts in

the spring, if in a healthy fruit-bearing condition, it will

probably throw out fifty wood shoots, and perhaps a greater

number of blossoms. If the whole of these were allowed to re-

main it is probable that some two or three of the leading

shoots v.'ould take the lead, and, appropriating aUthe nourish-
ment, would become rank and over-luxru-iant, whilst the re-

mainder would be weak and the fruit small, iU-flavoured, and
in a great measure abortive. Hence the necessity and im-
portance of a systematic course of disbudding, by which I

mean the entire removal of every fruit and shoot not requu'ed

to be brought to perfection. In order to have fine trees it is

necessary to begin -with them from the time of planting, and
tlie selection should always be made with care. Those only are

worth planting which are well furnished with clean healthy
wood from the centre to the cu-cumference ; if they are not so,

they should be closely headed back until they have formed
good heads. Supposing that tlie tree which is to be operated
upon has from eight to twelve branches of young wood spring-
ing from the centre, the object to be obtained is that the
branches may not only elongate so as to cover a greater cir-

cumference, but also produce healthy branches from the centre,

and this is attained by removing at tour difterent thinnings
every shoot except the terminal one, and that nearest the base
on the upper side of the shoot. If this were done all at one
time the trees would be injured, but by disbudding at intervals,

the shoots to be loft acquire sulfieicut strength to absorb all the
nourivhment the tree can give, and the sap being equally dis-

tributed, no shoot will assume an undue predominance. It is

fatal to tills system of disbudding to leave more shoots than
specified in the hope of sooner getting a tree full of wood.
\Ve must remember that the first year the shoots are doubled,
and so on progressively, which is quite fast enough for the
well-being of the trees.

"

FLOWER GARDEN.
March is truly styled the gardener's busy month ; to be

successful he must be continually on the alert, for it is not
the flower department alone, but others also, which demand
his unceasing care and attention. .AH operations in this quar-
ter should be completed as quickly as possible. Prosecute
vigorously improvements of every description ; bring speedily
to a close the digging and raking of borders, sowing grass,
laying down turf, and planting deciduous evcrgi'een shrubs.
Make a sowing of all the showy hardy annuals in the flower
garden and shrubbery borders. Make new plantations of
Eussian Double Blue and Double White Violets for this pur-
pose, and select the yoimg runners, but give the preference to
seedlings of the Eussian Violets-, as they make stronger plants
and flower more abundantly than offsets. Sow choice Eauun-
culus seed in shallow pans or boxes, cover the seeds as lightly
as possible, and place them in a cool frame. The watering of the
Eanunculus, Pansy, Pink, Carnation, Hyacinth, and Tulip beds
should be attended to during dry weather, and a little manure
waternow and then would be of great service to them, especially
to Eanunculus beds. This operation should always be per-
formed in the morning during this season of the 'year. All
water that may lodge in the hearts of Tulips and Hyacinths
should be extracted every evening.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.
This is a trying period for the conservator^' plants, at least

for those of delicate habit, and a slight shadmg ma}' not be
amiss for an hour or two on very sunny days. Maintain plenty
of moisture in the air, and allow as free a ventilation as the
sharp wmds will permit. Sow Cliincse Primrose and Cinerarias

liberally ; those well attended to wiU make strong autumn-
flowering plants. The Himalayan Primula denticidata, al-

though hardy, forms a nice dressy little plant for a mixed
greenhouse. Thunbergias and various exotic seeds may be

sown without delay. Those who n'ish to have Camellias in

blossom from October to May must take care to force their

plants into wood successively. If a given stock is divided info

three portions, one portion to l5e subjected to this process

in February, a second in March, and a third in April, this

object v.'ould be effectually accomplished, provided the subse-

quent treatment was what it ought to be.

Camellias in a house by themselves, under good manage-
ment, should be now grovang satisfactorily. They should be
slightly shaded in bright v.'eather, and syringed two or three

times a-day—in fact, kept constantly moist. A temperature
of about G0° with a circttlation of air day and night will suit

them perfectly. Abundance of weak and tepid manure water
should be given them all the spring, but the moment the}'

cease to make wood they should be subjected to a considerable

amount of drought at the roots, stUl, however, being syringed

and shading. Let the liquid manure be resumed as soon as the

blossom-buds are fairly formed. Under this treatment they will

be found to succeed remarkably well. In greenhouses a shelf

or two should be devoted to the free-blooming hybrid Eoses. Cut-

tings of these struck last summer, and kept through the winter

in store pots, if potted now and subjected to high cultiva-

tion, will make nice bushes for next autumn and the ensuing
spring. They should be forwarded iu-doors for a mouth, and
when estabhshed in fl-iuch pots receive their final shift at

once. All blossom-buds should be kept pinched off during the

summer if intended for early winter or spring bloom. Cuttings

of youug wood struck now v.ill flower nicely late in the autumn,
provided they are duly attended to. Encourage afternoon or

evening warmth, but give ah' freely during all the early part of

the day. Take care to fumigate little and often in all plant

houses or pits whenever gxeen fly makes its appearance.
STOVE.

Much attention is necessary at this period to growing stock.

Much progress may be made in a little time by a judicious

course of culture, indeed the time is at hand in which the
whole foundation of a clever display, during summer, autumn,
and even the succeeding winter, must be laid. In this house
both heat and moisture may now be increased, and have
shading in readiness to ward off briglit sunshine for an hour or

two in the day. Use liquid ma'uure cc.ustaaitly to stove platit-;

in general.

PITS AND FRAMES.
Look well to the propagation of mass plants. If former du'ec-

tions have been kept in viev.', many of the cuttings will soon
be rooted. As such occurs they should be removed directly to

cooler situations preparatory to potting-off. The infants for

masses should be showing flowers, if possible, when planted
out in the second week in May. See that such climbers as

Ehodochiton. Maurandya, Lophospermum,Tropa?olum, &a., are

propagated or cultivatedfor blanks or trellising, &c.—W. Kkane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

A SHARP dry frost on the 21st, and frost with snow and sleet

on the 22nd, made us think of using protection for plants that

would have othervdse held their own. Placed a little Htter

over the most advanced Cauliflowers under hand-lights, as,

though small plants will stand very well, large plants with
good foliage are apt to button or show the flower-head prema-
turely if they receive a sudden check. There v.'as the more
danger of buttoning in our case, as, after thmning, the plants

had been watered and richly mulched to bring them on. The
plants thinned out, and also those planted out, have had in

some cases a laurel twig, aud in other cases a large pot set

over them, as the frost will not be likely to continue, and it is

as well to avoid a check for the reasons stated above. Forward
Peas may need i")rotcction if the cold weather continue. Pota-

toes, Eadishes, Carrots, and Cucumbers in pits and frames re-

ceived a little extra protection to keep all safe and comfortable.

Cucumber beds, and a pit that liad a lining, were banked up to
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the top. Ill cokl weather this ib of more importauce than
having too much bottom heat, as the heated wood of a frame,
and the heated wall of a pit, keep the atmosphere inside dry
and warm ; iu fact, where fermenting manure is plentiful, as
ill many of our farmers' yards, and where there are large dung-
heaps, whence the heat goes off into the open air, there is no
better plan for growing Cucumbers after the new year than
a brick pit built single brick on bed laid in cement, with a
9-iiich pier every 4 feet. With a good wide lining of ferment-
ing dung against the sides and ends of such a pit, we never
had any ditiiculty iu getting plenty of bottom heat and plenty
of top heat, but then we had as much manure as we could
desire. The plan, however, will not answer unless the linings

are kept up, the wasted manure removed, and fresh added.
The closeness of the wall did away with all danger from steam

,

however fresh the manure was when brought; iu fact, we used
to work these liuings to get sweet material for Mushroom and
other beds.

Sca-kaL:—Wo omitted one thing the other day when. speak-
ing of covering the heads—that is, that though pots are effec-

tive enough for sheltering Sea-kale in ordinary weather, still

when the thermometer shows some 8° below freezing, a Uttle

litter should be placed over the pot. What we liud eiiually good,
and less obtrubive to the eye in small neat gardens, is a little

rough dry hay or short straw packed round the inside and top
of the pot, iu which case the heads wDl come out white aud
sound, even should there be a sharp frost. If there is uo frost

the heads even then wiU appear more regularly.

FEUir GAKDEN.
The Gooseberries, Currants, and Raspberries were so forward

that we shook a little sprinkling of dry hay over the bushes to

help them. This acts iu au especially beneficial manner when
a bright sun comes fast after such a frosty morning. The
wind will generiUly sweep away all such protection, when it is

raked off or otherwise disposed of. We have thus several

tunes in seasons like this secured a crop when bushes left fully

exposed to the frost were barren, iu eousef[uence of the young
fruit having all dropped.

Apricots, Peaclu'i, djc.—We did not intend to do anything
with these, but as some of the buds were opening we thought
it advisable, iu the absence of other means, to give a light

protection with evergreen twigs.

Other fruit trees out of doors are fortunately not so forward
as to be injured by the frosts we have had, but will be benefited

rather than otherwise by the check giveu to gro.i th and the

swelling of the buds.

Straicbeirieg.—We placed a number of plants under glass in

houses in order to bring them on, and as those left had re-

ceived a Uttle protection iu winter, we covered them with litter

that the frost might not injure the buds. Such plants, when
not protected, are more liable to suffer thau those exposed all

the winter. The litter can be removed in a few minutes if the

weather changes. Our plants in pots are plunged, and there-

fore would sutler less ; but even the surface of the soil in the

pot was hard on the morning of the 21st, and it would be

better for the buds aud roots that the thawing should take

place in the dark, under a little litter, thau where the plants

would be exposed to a bright sun. We have seen excellent

plants that did Uttle good because the fine roots close to the

sides of a porous pot were killed by a sharp frost, and the ex-

panding bud could not for a time receive any benefit from
fresh-made fibres.

Oixliaid Houses.—Here early shuttiug-up instead of leaving

air on at night, and the stLU atmosphere thus secured, are

elements of safety. Peach, and especiaUy Apricot blossom,
wiU withstand a considerable degree of frost if the atmosphere
is dry and still.

Iu addition to what was lately advanced with regard to

orchard and other fruit houses, we must remark that it is im-
portant in the case of Figs, wliether in pots or planted out,

that the roots should never be allowed to become dry after

growth has fahly commenced, otherwise the minute fruit will

be apt to drop. The same thmg will happen if tlie roots are

iu stagnant water. Good drainage is essential, also tolerably

free watering. When much fruit is required, the roots should
have but a limited feeding gi'ound. Short stubby shoots are

the best security for plenty of good fruit.

Temporanj Sli^ilit Hotbeds.—In alluding to covering the Vine
borders last week with warm tree leaves and maldng a waU of

litter, A'C, back and front, we omitted to state that w'e gene-

rally have these walls 15 or 18 inches higher than the border.

If a pole or thick flat board is laid on these litter waUs we can

put sashes or poles across ; aud depending, as we mainly do fur
the flower garden, on small cuttings taken oh' late in autumu,
we find the plants are stronger at planting-out time when we
can give them a little helja in such places. Until now the bulk
of our bedding Geraniums are in boxes, with au area of not
much more than lA inch square to each.

0HNAHEXI.iL CErAKTMENX.
Alterations having deprived us of many rough but useful

conveniences, we have been obliged to clear ofi' a quantity of
useful vegetables in order to make temporary earth pits (which
will serve for Celery-beds, etc., afterwards), in order to plant
out Calceolarias. These were struck in a pit, and are a perfect
mat aud need moving, so as to form fine robust plants by
planting-out time. The frost put a stop to our planting, but
those planted are safe enough. Sticks from 1 inch iu diameter
were placed across the beds, aud on these were laid old hurdles
thinly twigged with branches just to break the force of the
sun's rays at first. Ou these, after the frost threatened, a
little di-y litter from the stable was spread to keep all secure.
With the cross-pieces aud mats fixed firmly to a pole, little

other protection wUl be needed, aud a pole at each end
allows of a good length being roUed up aud moved. For
such temporary pm-poses the best of aU protection is thiu un-
bleached calico generally about 5 to 5i feet iu width, aud
better if neaily 2 yai'ds wide. Make your earth or turf pit of

the right width. Such calico in from "20 to 40-feet lengths,
with a pole li inch in diameter at each end, can easily be rolled

off or on ; aud w'hen puUed tight lengthwise, aud then at the
sides, w'ith a cord every i feet or so back aud front, sewed to

the calico, and tUe other end to go round a peg driven iu the
ground, the cover will throw off water like au umbrella, will

allow enough of light for free growth at first, aud render shad-
ing unnecessary. Planted out under such caUco, aud watered
as we went along, ws have frequently taken up fine plants iu
May of Calceolarias aud Geraniums, and they did not need
watering except a few days before transplanting to the beds.
In fine days the calico would be rolled off. In very cold frosty

nights a Uttle litter was thrown all over it. For instance, iu

such a night as the 20th and the morning of the 21st we should
not have deemed the calico sufficient for plants standing thickly

previously, and therefore more tender than if they had more
room. Our Calceolarias had ou an average Itiuch to each,
and though the sashes were drawn off' in the late fine weather,
the very mildness made them rush up, but not one iu two
thousand cuttings have failed.

Much of the planting in these cold earth pits, and potting
for such places as that referred to on the Vine borders, has
been arrested owing to the cold, for we w'ould rather wait a little

than have plants unnecessarily checked. In all ariificial gar-

dening, such as plant-growing iu pots, we feel certain that
we shall have less to contend with as respects the depredations
of insects, in proportion as v/e see more and 'more the im-
portance of guarding against sudden checks even as respects

temperature.
Air (jirinij and Firing.—At all times, and especially in such

changeable weather, more depends ou the time of giving air

thau ou its quantity. AVhether in plant houses or forciug

houses, large openings at the \. iv.i!;'; r Irmld be avoided as

long as these north and east -
i

- iiL-.ly to prevail. If

after such frosts the sun thr. il :: ; > iir out strong, it is

better to let the heating become U'liiei cuul. Give a Uttle air

at the highest point early, instead of keeping a fire on and
giving more air to counteract it. Many a tender plant is in-

jured by the dry heat from the fire.

Put Achimeues aud Gesneras in pots and pans to come for-

ward to be potted afterwards. Placed Justicias aud Erantho-
uiums where they would break slowly after pruning back
severely, and inserted cuttings of Euphorbia jacquiniieflura

and Poiusettia. Old stems of the former will strike after the

bleeding is over, and to hasten this result we often put the

ends in dry sand, or even powdered chalk. Little side shoots

of Euphorbias, with the leaves, often do best. The Poinsettias

may be reared by single buds placed firmly undtr the soil in a

hotbed, just like Vine eyes ; but in cutting down the old

steins for this purpose it is well to allov/ the roots to become
dry before cutting, as then there is less of bleeding, and the

bud, with a piece of the stem at each end, will throw a stronger

shoot in consequence. The bulk of our stock has been lying

with the pots on their sides under the stage in a cold house.

If we had room, and washed for some large gorgeous heads, we
would prune the plants back, encourage them to make free

growth all the summer, and give a little check iu autumu
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That is the mode of obtainmg crimson heails like parasols.

Small heads may be obtained from plants in small pots and

dwarf iu proportion.—E. F.

TEADE CATALOGUES EECEIVED.
Dowuie, Laird, & Laiug, Staustead Park, Forest Hill, Lou-

don, S.E., and 17, South Frederick Street, Edinbiu-gh.—i)c5cr(>-

tivc Catalogue of Florhts' Flowers, ,0c.

C. L. Alien & Co., 70, Fulton Street, Brooklyn, New York.—
Spriiiij Catalogue of Vegetable and Flower Seeds, Bases,

Bedding Plants, Flowering Bulbs, Sc.

Saxou uameof the eame plant, o^r^U aud seems to refer to its ever{,a-een state,

fi(tyst, being gieau as ffi'ass. "Syhin, another local name of the plant, is of old

British denvation ; ciMii is the Welsh for Fuize, and for anj-thing full of

prickles.

FonclN-e Pump [A. .-i.).—Write to the Editor of " The EugUsh Mechanic;

andMiiTor of Science," Tavistock Street, Coveut Garden, London.

Li\vx MowEES ( ir. L. ilf.).—.Vny of the lawn mowers that are advertised

in our I'a-'e^, which ai'e made by only the best manufactui-ers, are what wo
n.r,;,i 1, '.:,;,,;. M'ItoU.

1
.,-, A GiiEENHorsE PEACH Tkee U Constant Reader).—

I .
i ;ili a sheet like a tent, and put flowers of sulphxu- on a hot-

V a' .
I il ii I ii 1 Iccp the water iu it heated to about 160", and have" it imder

the tcut.

PLOWEn Bordeh (.-l Fiislidioiis One).—We
better than have yo

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*,* We reiiuest that no one will write privately to any of the

correspondents of the " Journal of Horticulture, Cottage

Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so doing they

are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. All

communications should therefore be addressed solely to

The Editors of the Journal of Horticulture, (&c., 171, Fleet

Street, London, B.C.

Books [.Horticultural IForfcs).—Johnson's "Science and Practice of 6ar-

denin"," '• The Garden Manual," and Keaue's " Out-door " and " In-door Gar-

dening." Each of the four works is small in price, and can be had at our

office.

Auricula Seedlings Wi iJci'oii).—They will do as varieties for the border,

but they have no merit as florists' flowers. 1

Planting Ssiall Flowek GAnrEN {A Reader).—Yi'e never undertake

planting, we only criticise that prop'^-^O'i
]

Cyclamen not Flowering {A .S"' '.
i -lo not say what the kind

or kinds are, but we piesume thtv ,
' r ' i' '"• By your own account

they are in the vinery on shelves ii.mi ih< -i i - "hich is about the worst

place conceivable for this plant. KiT-p ihiju ntll supplied with water until

the leaves begin to turn yellow, and alter May place them ui a cold frame, on

coal ashes, and water so as to keep the soil just moist. After June plunge the

pots in coal ashes in a di-j- situation and shielded from the midday rays of

the sun. Here they will not need water, and may remain until the middle of

August, when they should be turned out cf the pots carefully, as much of the

old soil removed as cau be done without injming the roots, and placed m pots

twice the diameter of the corms. Give the pots a good amount of drainage,

and in potting be careful to cover the corms entiiely with soil. A compost of

two parts fibrous light loam, one pai-t leaf soU, one part sandy peat, and

half a part each charcoal and silver sand, will gi-ow them well. Place them in

a cold frame and keen them just moist in all then- stages, but avoid watermg

excessively, or before' it is rejuii-ed. In September remove them to a house

with a temperatuT'e of 50" to 55
', and place them about a foot to 15 inches

from the glass. Continue this treatment until they begin to flower, and then

remove them to a house with a temperatme of 45', where they will bloom for

a long time.

SciKLET Bedding Geeanicms (C. S. ieu7.«or).—You may without fear

of disappointment pm-chase any of the following—Cybister, Stella, Trentham

Scarlet, Sutton's Scarlet Perfection, and Christine.

CH.U.K AND Gravel foe Walks {New Suhucrihcr].—Mij chaik reduced

to a powder will answer.

Pigeons' AND Fowls' Dung for Liquid Manure (St. Edmundi.—^on Ao

not inform us how much water you put in yoiu- eighteen-gallon cask with the

dung. We conclude it was a small ouimtity, and we apprehend it is now a

paste-like substance. To every gaUon of this add fifteen gaUons of water, and

it will be a most excellent and powerful liquid maume. On a south or east

border in yoiu- well-protected garden vou may sow Dwarf Kidney Beans from

the 16th to the ^Oth of April for a fli-st crop, but it not unfi-equently happens

that those sown at the beginning of May come in sooner. Sn- Joseph Faxton,

an improved kind of Sion House, is what we sow for an early crop; and for

succession crops Negio and Liver-coloured are both excellent sorts for out-door

cultivation.

Buses i If. 11'.).—Youi- Bose is certainly not the Cloth of Gold. It has all

the appearance of being Safiano, from its buff-apricot colour- and hollow centre,

Satiauo is beautiful in bud but worthless when expanded. If it turns out to

be full to the centre it is Madame Falcot ; both are Tea Eoses. Safi'ano is a

vigorous growtr ; Madame Falcot is moderate in gl'owth, hut the flowers fuUer

to the centre, should the centre prove coppery it is Eeve d'Or. We beUeve

it to be Safranu.

)»).—We think the projiosed planting is

.ould just suggest for your consideration,

and pm-ple Verbena would not be better of

and if the two beds, 5, 5, would not also be

the Golden Pyrethram. The second

Viv fl"

^i.i.U;. „

gai'dens.

do not see how you could do

: border filled with bulbs, Primi-oses, Daisies, and similar

Feraove them to a resen-e gi-ound, and fill their places with

uiiiiiuns, &c., for the summer. You cannot well have more
I lines on such a border, but you might anauge it in many

, cason differently. If you tell us yom' proposed plan, we will

^u our opinion. cannot undertake to plant borders and

;nts of Flower-beds iEttaj.—The
the gi-jups follow each other, the more easily we :

m a flower garden. Thus the centre of your gai-de

aiTangement depends not on 2, and
planted as you propose the gai'd^

cases, with the except"

n-e simply the numbers of

id the proposed planting

is l,but the fitness of the

10, 11, 13, and 13. Now,
would look well, but in the majority of

of 14 and 15, each group or clump is made to depend

u„ itself. Now it reijuues a high degree of taste to appreciate that mode,

whUst ahnost evei7body can see thi-ough pah or cross-planting—thus pairiu-,-

10 and 11 or crossuig 10 and 13, and 11 and 12, and so with the others. \\ e

think that cross-plantuig would be most effective—thus, 6, 9, and 8 and 7,

2 and 5 3 and 4, hut that is a matter of taste. Thus 14 and lo would he

paued, and they would be better alike. The row of Snow-flake round the

pm-nle iu one case would be no improvement next the Pyi-ethrum. ^\e can

understand a centre of Snowflake in the middle of each bed, smrounded -n-ith

Purple King in one case, and Ai-iosto "\'erhena in the other, and both edgtd

with Pn-etlu-um. With these remar-ks we think we shaU do you the best

service'by lettui-'you make another aiTangement, and if you send a pencilled

"roup or plan of the beds we will then criticise it. At present we wiU just

Took at the centre five beds. The centre, 1, is to he Mi-s. PoUock and Sunset,

bordered with Echeveria. Then two beds round it arc to be on the cross,

10 and 13, yeUow and orange Calceolaiia, and two others on the cross, 11 and

12 ai-e to be one a v,-llowish Tropffolum, and the other a yeUow Pansy
;

so

thLt the centre and fbur beds round it will, mdependently of thcii- bordeiing,

be chiefly yeUow and orange. We think you can mix the colours better.

Iron Pipe foe Flue (.V. H. B. i.).—We have Uttle faith in yom- sue

ceeiUng well iu heating a small Cucumber house with

and stiU less if the pipe is less than 9 mches in diarael

not only apt to get clogged-up, but to become too li'-t

great care of the fm-nace. We would on the whole i

iron one. How-ever, as you seem resolved to have (-ii-

16 feet long, we would have a small cesspool, say sli^ditl; i
i!;

-
'']-•'• "'e 6l2e

of the pipe at each end. for the ends of the pipe to go ndu and these places

if covered with a tile, could be opened at any tune, and a liaid brush l-nn along

the pipe . We have more faith m regulating ^haught m such a case by a

close-flttmg ashpit-door than in such proposed dampers.

ipi'LviNii Sewage (i. M.).—Your most successful application of the

sewa-'c would be to aU giowmg crops as well as to meadow land. As you say

vou c°aun"t dn lluit, the less common water that mixes with the sewage the

better mil if n ! :v-c be poured on all mixtm-es of soil, sods, pai-mgs of

roads A-
•'• "-vered over every time with a Uttle earth, you will

l,„.„u„ ,1 M II. and will secure a valuable heap of composite cut

down au.l.'ii. ...cadow land m winter, -nhere spread, bush-haiTOwed,

and then ioUeddo«u, it «iU be sm-e to teU favomably on the gi-ass crop. One

of the richest heaps of compost we ever saw was placed like yom^s at the oiei-

flow of a sewage drain. The heap consisted of parings of roads partly, but

chiefly of Couch Glass collected out of a field A few-^ loads of lime were

added to hasten and pcifect the decomposition of the Couch Glass A few

loads of sod m itsei\e thio-nn oiei the heap did all that was necessai-j m the

way of deodousatiou and kept the best gases fiom escapmg

I \M 1-1 HM S III 1 Tit Ti,h llSVll "

1 pipe for a flue,

a small pipe is

;!:ii - yua take

nt the B
icoud pn,!e foi

Bota
Ml

FLOWER-BEI'
vei-y good. In
-whether the tt\i.t

an edguig of Vti

improved by a udar cdg
grdiip of nine clumps will look veiy beautiful. The Hose-bud is noticed

above.

Seedling Cheerv [J. Se(i(;e!ej)).—.Although the top is broken off, yet if the

bide branches are allowed to grow they will bear fruit.

Painting Boof of Greenhouse (J. H.).—If you mean oil paint, certamly

do not use it if you mean to apply it over the glass. If only over the -wood-

work there is no objection. The best plan is to apply blue-tinted whitewash

to the glass inside. This cau be washed off at the season of the year- when
there is not excessive light. Oil paint would make the house too dai-k.

Mushroom Ci.-liuiie in a Cellar (B. P. E).—In No. 497 of our Jom-nal

are full du-ections. They are too long to reprint. You can have a copy for

fom- postage stamps.

M.iNURE Tanks (£., Bristol).—We cannot suggest any improvement. If

any offensive smell arises from the solid contents, cover- these 2 inches deep

with earth.

Furze, Derivation of its Names (I/i(ji«rc)-).—It is altered in spelUngfi-om

its Anglo-Saxon name Fyi-s, and this, probably, alluded to its being the eai-Uest,

fijrst, blooming shrub." Gorse is also an altered spelling of another Anglo-

time to ihstnbiu
1

I am in ani v
\\ FlRKEE, 10 I

Watercress lt lii i i

fiom any stieam wheic \\

emitting lootlets Thr ti

that neaily a legiilu dei tl

aie a 3 aids bi il -iiil 1

qmte hi-m f

nil oi applying too soon—

1 I can ieadrl> obtaul plants

rid m ike cuttmgs of the stems
they aie giown aie so picpaied,

in b" kept up These tienches

) j! itel tl,r bottom IS made
I 11 \ in at one end

1 11 t siiflicicutly

Iht tl ssesaie

uh th I U the endof h\e or

1 cow dimg IS spiead oiti all the

a htaiw hoaid to which a long

u 1 11 l1 t . the d pth if 2 01

111 1

I

1 1 t 1 1 iaU> , and
Iccayed

I I
I nans of

I

I
I

1 tieated

fouu at lualh tin k hn i it tlif bottom of

me ireucn ann .cii^o .„ .,^=. Its leiel lo lestoie it to its ongmal le^el, all

the lefuse should be thiown cutupou the boideis which separate the tienches

'*°"
Jle'^of mIlon Pit Lights (J n L)-Yom lights seem to have only

a faU of 10 niches in 6 feet. Now, the proper mchne for pit lights is 1 foot

in 3 feet, or for a 6-feet width the front wall should be 1 foot, and the back

3 feet above the gioimd level. We advise you to take two com-ses of bncks

out It I
1

moist 1 mall 1 1

then dl^ 1 1 1

place 1 I I

SIX da
plants I

1

handle is luiitli li a 11

3 mches, and ne\ci hi,;,hci Li i

fmmshes tweb e ciops dunng the

cow dung Is spiead o\cr the nak 1 i

the lammei above mentioned UL

for a tw eh emonth, the

the trench and tends t
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off the front wall, thus reducmg it to 13 mches, anil to i-aise the back two
courses, by which means you will obtain the pi-oper incline of the lights, and
will not have any drip—that is, if the glaring be good. The fermenting
materials must come quite up to the beai-ers of the lights, and have a slope
coiTesponding with that of the h„'ht•^, but at such a distance as to admit of
soil and space for the growth of {hn 'Molon<; The spafc at bick foi hnm;
need not be emptied until tbf

should be filled with hot 1

lining in fi-ont of the pit i

first, foUowing with the b i

heat of the front lining i^ „i_ t

turves, grass side dowuwoids, i

will accommodate six plants.

1 \h> \ hiif and then it

pio . foi

1 lioiild be hUed
lit oi when the

I i.ut a layei of
^ith i,oiI. Yoiu pit
should plant me-
each end, and then

ithcdim^ lJLluleLO^Lllu^'

iwo in eaLh li^ht, but ^ve

spective of the lights, along the centre, and 9 mthes fiom
you will have the othei plants veiy neaily 18 inches apart.

Tritoma Uvaria Culture {J. R. P.).—It is propagated by division, by
suckers, and by seeds. The first is done in spiing when the plants are begin-
ning to grow ; by suckers in autumn or spiing, in the former case potting
and wintei-ing them in a pit. Seeda may also be sown in spring in a hotbed,
the plants potted-ofE singly when lai'ge enough to handle, and removed to a
cold frame when well estabUshed. They should be shifted into lai'ger pots
as requh'ed, wintered in a cold pit, and planted cnit in spring. This plant
requires a situation sheltered from high winds, and should have a good, rich,

deep, loamy soil, well diained, and intermixed with a liberal amount of leaf
soil and well-rotted manure, including sand if the soil is deficient in that
materi;il. Water them hbei-ally with liquid manui-e in dry weathei-, and
especially when the flower-spikes are beginning to appeal". Mulch around the
plant in autumn with partially-decayed leaves and short litter, and do not
cut off the top or decayed leaves imtil spring.

NeiiVly-PLANTED Fruit Trees PRUNING (A Sub$cHber).—The trees will
need some kind of pi-uning, but it is difficult for us to say to what extent, as
much depends on the present form of the trees, or that which they are intended
to have. They should, however, be pruned, and at this time. Now is a good
time to plant Strawberries. They should he well-rooted runners of last year
and the fom- kinds we recommend are Pi-esident, Sir Joseph Paxton, Dr. Hogg
and Fi-ogmore Late Pine.

Seeds from Indla (S. W.).—Ci-otalai-ia maybe a stove annual, as C. jiincea
is one ; HeUcteres Isora is an evergi-een stove shrub ; Hj-poxis are pretty small
bulbs and may succeed in a greenhouse, but we do not know the species named.
Tiy it in a stove first, and when you have duplicates you can tiy it in a
greenliouse. Eruea alba requires a stove. Tatrapia is not known to us, and
Cassi Flower is probably Cassine escelsa from Nepaul, and would do in a
gieenhouse. Lime will requii'e a wai*ni greenhouse or cool stove. Bauhinia
tomentosa is a stove evcrgieen. Canna indica should be sown in strong heat,
gi'own on, and when well established will succeed in a greenhouse. The last
you name would be best sown and grown in a stove. Thunbergia is a
perennial.

Mi>aNG Lime WITH Mud {T. C).—It is a great advantage to lay mud
taken from a pond in a heap, and when it has dried sufficiently for working,
tui-u it over and mix it with lime, in the proportion of about a cartload of lime
to about ten of mud. It will not do to mJT lime with the mud fi'esh taken
from the pond, nor ought the mud to be put on the gi'ass until it has laid at
least sis months.

Phlox Drummondi Sowing (A Subscriber),—There are a number of veiy
fine varieties of this flower, which should bo sown in a gentle hotbed now,
pricked oS about an inch apart when lai'ge enough to handle, forwarded in a
gentle heat, and hardened off so as to plant out in May. Cineraiias for spring
flowering should be sown in May, and Primulas at the same time. You may
sow in June, but the plants w^ not be so large nor so good. Cabbage for
late summer use should be sown early in April. Cauliflower should be sown
at the same time and also at the beginning of May, whilst the 20th of May
is soon enough to sow it for a late autumn supply. Cabbage for eai-ly sum-
mer should be sown about the middle of July and the 10th of August.

Camellia Euds Black and Falling (C. B.).—The Camellia buds sent
are black at the points, which aiises fi'om a defective state of the roots and a
low moist temperature. Ecpot the plant now, removing most of the old soil,

and encourage fresh growth with a rather close and moist atmosphere of 50^

to 55" at night. Provide good drainage, and a compost of the top inch of a
pastui'e where the soil is a good, rich, light, sandy soil, and pot in this,

chopped up rather small, without admixtm-e of any kind, at the same time
water abundantly. The plants when floweilng, or swelling the buds for
flowei-ing, should have a tomperatm-e of 45- to^ from fire heat.

Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, Verbenas, and Calceglaiuas for Bedding
and Pot Culture {R. A. P.).— PelargoJiitims—Golden-YSiViegiited: *Lady
Cullum, *Lucy Grieve, 'Red Admiral, ^SophiaCusack, '''Goldfinch, and *Sophia
Dumaiesque. Gold and Bronze: *Egj-ptian Queen, *Ossian, and *Neatness

;

and for beds, Beauty of Calderdale, Luna, and Perilla. Gold-edged or Golden-
leaved: Jason, Crystal Palace Gem, and Golden Chain. Silver-variegated:
Italia tJnita, Mi's. John Glutton, and Prince Silverwings. Silver-edged

:

Flower of Spring, May Queen, and Snowdrop, the last three for bedding.
Plain-leaved or Zonal Bedtling Sorts: Bayard, Jean Sisley, Vesuvius, Waltham
Seedling, Vesta, Mrs. William Paul, Evening Stai", and Duchess. Double-
flowered : Imperatrice Eugenie, Marie Lemoiue, and Wilhelm Pfitzer.
Fuchsias : Avalanche, Fairest of the Fan-, Corallina, Purple Piince, White
Lady, and Mr. Lyndoe. Vei-benas : Ada King, Butterfly, Ciimson King,
Edwin Day, Joseph Sanders, Kate Lawden, Le Grand Boule de Neige, Mauve
Queen, Mrs. Day, Kev. S. R. Hole, Eev. J. Dix, and Rev. P. M. Smyth. Cal-
ceolarias : Am-ea floribunda. Prince of Orange, Beauty of Montreal. Spai'kler,
Superb, and Yellow Dwarf. Those marked with an asterisk not suitable for
bedding, but all the others, except Fuchsias, ai'e good for bedding, also pot
culture. We cannot recommend dealers, and we can only refei* you to our
advertising columns.

EosEs FOR Early Flowering in a Conservatory {E. F. H').—Maiechal
Kiel, La Boule d'Or, Madame Willermoz, Adam, Souvenh- d'un Ami, Alfred
Colomb, Charles Lefebvre, Baroness Rothschild, La France, General Jacque-
minot, Countess of Oxford, Princess Christian.
Insects Attacking Flowers of Orchids (C. J. IT.).—The beetle which

has devoured the flowers of yom- Lycaste, Cattleya, and Odontoglossum, is

the omnivorous Otiorhynchus sulcatus, as destmctive in the perfect as in the
lana state. Y'ou must search for it after dusk with a lanthora, having
previously laid down a sheet under the plants, upon which the beetles,
alarmed by the light, will fall.—I. O. W. Our correspondent says—"The only
way which we destroy them is by well looking over the moss that is gro'wing
on the top of the pots in which they bide themselves, and by the aid of a

littiug then' dexu'edations, which i 3 equal

Insects {Gardener^ Waiuhicorth).—The insect attacking the Vine is a
Weevil, Cm-culio picipes. Spread a sheet under the Vine at night and shake
the Vine.

Names of Plants i S. £. i.—Your " English Caper," is Euphorbia Lathyi-is.

We know it i :
ir

;
i -.;iy, but the tendency of the whole race

of Eupboii.,,. I 1'. the system, if not actually poisonous.
We depri-i !' I vil qualities are much corrected by the
free use of l': im i i

; iili;iequeut thorough saturation in vinegar.

{R. B. L.).—1, Ptevis stvamiuoa ; '1, Aspidium capense ; 3, Asplenium flacci-

dum; 4, Platyloma rotundifolia. {Camjee).—We should aippose it to be
Beaucamea recui-vata. {T. Han-ison).—lt is the Japan Quince, Cydonia
japiinica. (.1/. Iiich''s).^Thc blue flower is Omphalodes verna, the Fern
I'ol' r i l:um Ki;..!!'. /,'. /','. '\\i'- 1 ;iii liuv's Broomdocs at times bear
I'i I

: 1
!, ,

'.'. propagation of Begonias, all the
.li i

,: I ! . ' ,
' 1;. ;i,

I ,
! i

| I'td by laying a vigorous leaf on
a •uii.i.-,' ,,1" s;m>l ill 111 .l;. ]H ill- li'i.Mi 111.' principal neiTCS or veins, which
it is ad\-isablo to snap aeinss at intervals. All the shi'ubby sorts are most
readily propagated by cuttings in heat. In reference to Begonia "Elegance,"
we do not know it, and think it is one of the hybrids fi'om B. Kex. By some
inadvertence the Dianthus flower was lost before we determined what species

it was. (B. Smyth).—The red-flowered Maple, Acer rubnim. (E. A,).—
1, PittospoiTim umbeUatum; 2, Sempenivuni fiEonium) baibatum; 3, Pit-

tospoiTim undulatum ; 4, An Erica in young bud; 5, Teucrium fruticans;

6, Staphylea pinuata. {R. T.).—l,Niphobolus lingua; *2, Neplirolepisexaltata;

3, Kephrodium decorapositiim, var., (Lastrea glabella). {Pinery).—CupressUB
semperviieus. (G. H. Cooke).—It is Epimedium macrauthum.

POULTET, BEE, AND PIGEON CHRONICLE.

EGGS.
In a recent issue of the Chicago Times, -we find the following

interesting collection of facts in relation to this important
article of human diet.

Eggs -were used by the ancient Hebrews, and there ai'e fre-

quent allusions to the gaJlinaceous tribes both in the Old and
New Testaments. The people were also familiar with the

Ostrich, Partridge, and other egg-producing animals. Job
showed that he understood something about eggs when he
said, " Is there any taste in the white of an egg? " Moses,

Isaiah, and Jeremiah make mention of the produce of the hen
in a manner which leaves no doubt as to theu' knowledge of

the pleasures derived from eating eggs.

Use of Eggs.—In medicine, the shell is used sometimes as

an antacid, and the white is employed as an antidote to cor-

rosive sublimate and the salts of copper ; and it is also used

for clarifying Ucjuors and syrups. But the chief use of the egg

is as food for the millions, being easily cooked and veiy

nutritious.

The Egg as Food.—The relative weights of the portions of

the egg as given by Dr. Thomson are : Shell and membrane,
106.9; albumen, 604.2; yolk, 288.9. About one-half of the

eutii-e weight may be regarded as nitrogenous and nutritious

matter. This is a greater proportion than that of meat, which
is rated at 25 to 28 per cent., showing that, as food, a pound of

egg is worth nearly 2 lbs. of meat. The white of the egg, from
its tendency to coagulate into a hard, indigestible substance, is

apt to disagree with the stomachs of invalids, when the yolk

may be harmless. Kaw eggs ai'e more wholesome than boiled.

The longer an egg is kept the more indigestible it becomes,

and hence the desire for new-laid eggs.

Size and Weight.— The largest-sized eggs of which any

accounts are given were found in 1850, in Madiigascar. They
belonged to a bud now extinct, and to which M. Saint-Hilaire

has given the name of .Eprornis maximus. Two of these eggs

are preserved by the French Academy. One of them is

l.SJ inches in its longest diameter, and 8J inches in the

shortest. Its capacity is 8J quarts—six times that of the

Ostrich's egg, and equal to 148 hens' eggs, or 50,000 of those

of the Humming Bird. The chicken which laid these eggs was
12 feet high. No sale could be foimd for such eggs, and the

fowls ijroducing them were wisely allowed to become extinct.

The specific gravity of a new-laid hen's egg is from 1.08 to

1.09. By keeping, the weight diminishes, from evaporation

of the water and the substitution of ah- thi-ough the pores of

the shell. This diminution has been observed to continue

untU an egg weighing originally 907.25 grains has fallen to

36.3.2. The weight depends, of course, more upon the size of

the egg than its age ; and there is such variation that it is a

wonder they are not sold by weight. " An egg is an egg,/

eveiybody says; and the facility of counting* any given num-
ber at 1'2 cents per dozen will probably always render it im-

possible to make a change in the manner of selling. A dozen

eggs from a Brahma fowl will weigh sometimes 26 ozs., while

the same number from a common dunghill fowl will not exceed
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20 ozs. ; and in some cases eggs in the market will uot weigh
over 15 ozs. to the dozen. No law can be made to reach the

fowls and compel them to lay eggs of a imiform size ; and if

the attempt were made, there is no secui-ity but that a hen-
ConTention would adopt resolutions not to lay any more eggs

until the obnoxious bUl was repealed. But the State regulates

the weight of a bushel of grain and a loaf of bread, and why
not say how much a dozen eggs shall weigh—say 22 ozs. ?

Such a law would protect consumers, and at the same time do
a great deal towards improving the stock of poultry in the

country. The poultrymen would not allow it to be said that

they had to give four-teen eggs for a dozen, when by the sub-

stitution of the Brahma, Dorking, Houdan, Black Spanish or

some other choice breeds, they could sell eleven eggs for a dozen.
Bad versus Good.—WTiile there may be, and undoubtedly is,

a difference in the flavour of eggs of different breeds of fowls,

and also in those of the same fowls at vai'ious seasons of the
year, there axe really only two kinds of eggs, the good and bad.
These terms admit of qualifications. An egg is good so long
as it remains in a state fit to use for cooking pxrrposes ; but
the egg which the baker will often use is often wholly unfit for

the table.

The Egg Trade.—The demand for eggs as an article of food
has given rise to an immense trade in furnishing supplies re-
quired by large cities ; and by means of raih'oads ancl steam-
boats they can be transported long distances with safety and
dispatch. There are thousands of dollars invested in the busi-
ness in this city, and a great deal of attention has been given
to the means of

Transportation.—UutU within two years past, it was cus-
tomary for country dealers, who receive eggs from the fai'mers,
to pack them in hay, cut straw, or oats, in barrels or half-
barrels. Two years ago, a man named Josef, in New York, in-

vented a carrier, consisting of covers in a box, so made as to
form a cavity for each egg. This cai-rier is very expensive, and
has not come into general use. Another man in the West
soon brought out an improvement, in which the divisions are
foi-med by pasteboaa-d. These patent car-riers answer very well
for carrying eggs, and render their counting and delivery easy
work, but they ar-e expensive, costing from 90 cents to 5 dols.
each. Some of the egg-dealers in this city have a thousand of
them in use ; but while they use them, nearly all give the pre-
ference to eggs packed ui barrels in dry old oats.

^
The carriers hold from thirty dozen to sixty dozen, while

eighty dozen to one hundred dozen can be packed in a barrel
with safety. When eggs are to be sent a short distance, with-
out a transfer in transitu, they can be sent in half-barrels,
packed in hay ; but oat straw, chaff, or sawdust should not be
used if anything else can be found. Paper can be used with
good effect, but is somewhat troublesome. In using oats,
2i bushels are generally used for a bar-rel, and the purchaser
allows 75 cents for the oats.

Consumption of Eggs.—The consumption of eggs of coui'se
depends somewhat upon prevailing prices, but not so much as
one would suppose, for low prices prevail when eggs cannot be
depended upon, and most people help to increase the propor-
tion of the supply to the demand by refusing to buy. £i most
famili es, eggs ai-e eaten as a rarity, and appear on the table as
a dainty, hie cheese ; and at most seasons of the yeai' they
are looked upon with disagreeable suspicion. The people of
other countries Uke eggs, and in Great Britain the home pro-
duction is put down at 75,000 tons, valued at 15,000,000 dols.
The importations in 1857 amounted to 126,818,600. In Paris,
during the year 1853, it was estimated that 175,000,000 eggs
were consumed, being 175 for each person, and costing each
person 1.35 dols. The people in the provinces ate 350 eggs per
head dm-mg the same time. There are plenty of men in
Chicago who never eat less than two eggs per day the year
round, and it will be found that they are strong, healthy
people. Ar-chdeacon & Eussell, of this'citv, use a great many
by preserving them with ham. At the present time there ai-e

no means at hand for arriving at the number of eggs consumed
in Chicago, but it must be enormous if it bears any relation to
the receipts. Every grocery deals in eggs, and most of them
receive more or less from the country.—{lYad'o/iai Live-Stock
Journal.)

TAKING TO BEAHMA KEEPING.
Makv times of an evening, as we sat by a cosy fireside after

the business of the day, would the " gudewife " and I discuss
the most profitable use to which we could put our few yards of

freehold ; but the knotty question was settled for us by the un-
expected and somewhat premature arrival of a hamper contain-
ing a brood of Brahma chickens about thi-ee months old. Curi-
ously we peeped into the basket to have our first look at our
Uving treasm'es ; and with what tender care—but, oh ! how
clumsily—we bandied them, tongue can scarcely tell. But they
had travelled long and far, and siu'ely they must be woefully
hungry and thirsty. Now came the rnib. What should we give
them, and how should we feed them ? The " gudewife " sug-
gested bread soaked in ale. " Capital," said I, and quick as
thought the compoirud was prepared, but to our dismay they
wouldn't touch it, despite om- anxious efforts of cajolery and
compulsion. We had to give it up, and expected certainly
nothing less than death for the whole troop by the following
morning, when we gave them an early call. They were, how-
ever, all right, but, oh! what objects! "Aye," said the wife,
"what on earth are they?" "Don't know," said I, "except
they may happen to be scarecrows." Such lanky w^-etches I
thought I had never seen. Call these Brahmas ! Here are
things that have no likeness to any mortal fowl I ever saw.
Remember, I had never set eyes on a Brahma before, and was
so "well up " in their natural history, that when my wife, with
pardonable and natural curiosity asked me their sex, having,
no doubt, a keen eye to the egg question, I unhesitatingly re-
plied, " What are they ? Why, they are all pullets, to be sure ;

"

whereas, in fact, they were nearly all cockerels !

However, I was now fairly stai-ted on the expedition, deter-
mined to explore all the mysterious depths and scale all the
wondrous heights of poultry knowledge ; and though I set out
on the journey with uncei"tain step, I gathered courage as I
proceeded, spent the midnight oil in pouring over poultry lore,
became a subscriber instanter to your Journal, and resolved to
master my task. Well, notrwithstaudiiiL^ sijitie ludicrous mis-
takes, my wife and I persevered, ami 1 uvrd hardly teU your
readers with w^hat interest we watclitMl (.lur htuky scarecrows
gradually feather, and settle down upon their legs, becoming in
due time, in our eyes at least, unapproachable in beauty and
excellence

; and wasn't I proud when, on the appearance of the
first pair of cockerels on my supper table, an agricultural friend
seriously asked if they were a pair of young Turkeys ? Enough
to say that quantity and quality were admirably combined.
But who shall describe our sensations on the appearance of

our first egg ? I do not know which was more astonished, the
pullet that laid it and afterwards looked so curiously at it, or
oui'selves. Never was seen such an egg before as this. I must
not tell you all the adventures of that never-to-be-forgotten egg
or you'll laugh. Well, let those laugh who win. My three
pullets laid beautifully all through the cold and frosty winter
their average of six eggs j)er week each, despite snow 12 inches
deep on the ground, so that we congratulated oiu-selves on
having possession of a .splendid breed of bii-ds that were not
only hable to be taken for young Turkeys at the table, but
could produce a good supply of eggs when oiu- poultry-keeping
neighbours had none.
The winter passed away, but in the meanwhile I had invested

in, amongst other books, " The Brahma Fowl," by Lewis Wright,
after reading which the fever set in hot and strong. The birds I
possessed, and which I had thought so superlative in quality,
began to pale their light before the visions of roseate hue in which
I indrUged as I contemplated the prospect, as yet but faintly
dawning, of having exhibition bii-ds, and then—and then—yes,
and then a first at Bingley Hall, who knows ? But the prudent,
careful, better-half arrests for the moment the airy visions, and
reminds me, "Handsome he that handsome does;" and "surely
we may say that of oxrr first stock." " Aye, but you just read
that book of Lewris Wright's," I said in apologetic tones, "and
tell me what you say then." She did read it. Need I tell you
what followed '? Thi'ee sittings of eggs booked at aguinea each

;

but we scarcely ventured to speak of it, it seemed so awfully
extravagant.

I will not th-e yoiu' readers with details of further exi)erience,
except to say how gradually and surely we yielded to the fas-

cination, and of all birds Brahmas are fascinating, so gentle, so
noble, and, when properly cared for, so productive of both flesh
and eggs. To my mind there is no prettier sight in the poultry
world than a batch of first-class Brahmas on the bit of grass by
the side of the house ; the fine, majestic, fearless-looking cock,
a very king of birds. Our feathered tribe grew and increased,
but if our first egg produced such a sensation as th.at which I
have just described, the appearance of our first brood of chickens,
seven in number out of nine eggs, was simply overwhelming.
We got over it at last, and then set earnestly to work, studied
the peculiarities of the birds as they grew, fed and cared for
them well, combining what we were beginning to consider our
practised judgment with the information we could derive from
the best authorities. We felt ourselves fairly within reach of
the cUmax of oui- ambition on being informed by a very know-
ing poultry friend that we possessed some most promising " ex-
hibition " bii'ds ; and as a comment on the soundness of his
judgment, I may mention that, to our no little satisfaction, our
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stoct was afterwards represented in tigli positions amongst
prize-winners at the public exl-'ibitious. So now, being blessed
with somewhat hopeful dispositions, we place before ourselves
the cheery prospect of getting in due time within the charmed
circle of successful exhibitors, having weeded out from our
breeding pen all the birds of a doubtful character, and re-

tained only a small but veiy choice stock, which " self and
partner " complacently anticipate will win renown in the sphere
within which poultiy interests reign supreme.
Now, having given for the edification of your readers a very

fair account of the rise and progress of a would-be successful
poultry-breeder, permit me to call the attention of " the fancy "

to a point which has more or less perplexed me in reference to
the judgments passed at some of our larger shows. I have
scarcely learnt to understand as yet how it is that birds first,

perhaps, at one exhibition, are " nowhere " at another, in cases
which evidently cannot be attributed to a faUing-off in condition,
and where the competition is almost betn'een the same birds.

It has occurred to me as being vei-y desirable, if it can be ac-

complished, to select fi'om the highest ability in the kingdom a
committee of well-qualified judges, who should prepare and
publish at a moderate charge detailed particulars of the points
of excellence required in each class of fowl, so that all breeders
may know to what standard to breed, and thus avoid many of
the uncertainties which at present exist in the judging. I have
no doubt the suggestion, if a practicable one, would promote the
interests of the " craft " if acted on.

And now especially as to the question of hocked birds. If it

be clearly decided that all hocked birds are to be disqualified,
though they may be perfect in other respects, let exposure and
disgrace follow aU cases of plucking, and let judges carefully
examine every feathered candidate for honours, irrespective of
his or her quality in other respects, whether good or iDad. Let
the iron heel come down sternly on aU fraudulent practices in
this respect ; and when it is clearly understood by all exhibitors
that every bird will be thus closely examined, and the conse-
quences referred to inevitably ensue on discover}' of fraudulent
plucking or ti'imming, depend on it the practice will soon dis-

appear, and that which casts its blighting shadow on an innocent
and even laudable pastime will be most certainly stamped out,

to the delight of all honourable exhibitors.
And now, having said what I had it in my heart to say,

to while away an hour of a dark and wintry night while the
stoi-m fiend howls without, I conclude by respectfully and most
cordially wishing an increase of prosperity for "our Journal"
and making an acknowledgment of my indebtedness to its

various contributors. At the same time I would express my
confident assurance that, as in the present, so in the future, one
of the highest positions in the world of pordtry will be accorded
to the gentle, the profitable, the really handsome

—

Beahma.

FOWLS FOE PKOFIT, AND AS A MEANS OF
SUBSISTENCE.—No. 4.

PouLTEY HorsE.—Most people, if living in the country, have
a building of some description attached to-their house, and which
with a little ingenuity, at a trifliug outlay, may be made avail-

able for a poultry house. I am referring to the cottager desir-

ing to do all things properly, but at as little cost as possible.

If, however, a poultry house must be erected, I woidd advise
that it be made of rough wooden planks, tarred outside, with the
roof, which must slope to allow the water to i*un off, covered
with roofing felt. This will form the cheapest and warmest
house. The boards must overlap each other, and care must be
taken to build them closelj', so that all draughts, so injurious to

fowls, may be avoided, The door should face the south-west.
The size of the house will depend on the number of fowls

kept, and whether they are confined or not ; if they have a run,
a house 20 feet square will accommodate fifty hens. It shoiild

be divided into two parts, one for roosting and laying, and the
other for hatching. Where two distinct breeds are kept the
roosting divison must be again divided, as the male birds must
be allowed their liberty during the evening, and in the morning
before the henwife makes her accustomed visit. Where many
hens are kept a shed must also be constructed to shelter them
when the weather is cold or wet ; this may be made with a slop-

ing roof, thatched with gorse or straw, and the same material
may also compose the two sides, the hen house forming the
third. The cheapest hatching boxes are of wickenvork, when
they can be made by the farmer himself, othenvise wood is the
cheapest material. The laying nests may be made of anj't.hing

that presents itself as suitable, but there must be no lack of

them, as neglect in this particular may cause a hen to lay away.
The perches must be low for large and heavy birds, as they are

apt to become bumble-footed if they alight often fi-om a high
perch ; 2 feet from the gi'ound will be sirmciently high. Where
Hamburghs are kept, a higher perch may be given if thought
advisable.

It will be necessary to cut off a portion of the shed for the use

of the cocks during the day^say 2 feet wide from end to end, and
with a division in the centre to keep the two breeds separate.
Should the birds prove quarrelsome, a slip of wood can be in-
serted between each of them, but I do not anticipate any trouble
in this particular. In these compartments they must be daily
confined, and their liberty restored to them only morning and
evening, when their* hens are in their appropriate roosting
houses. See annexed plan.

A. Roosting and laying division for I E, Shed.
Hamburghs. F, F, Small sliding doors for foivls-

B. Sitting house. G. Main door.

c. Koosting and laying division for H. Doors to side apartments.
Brahmas. *

r. Wire netting for cocks' division.

D. Coclis' apartment during the day. |

A heap of small ashes, gi-avel, and moriar should be kept in
one corner of the shed, that the fowls may have the benefit of a
dust bath when deprived of that pleasure by rain. The best
floor for a hen house is made of earth, small stones, and ashe&
well beaten together. Bricks are the worst flooring material
that can be used. I must impress on the mind of my readers
that perfect cleanliness is absolutely essential to the well-being
of poultry, and that where this is neglected no one can expect
to reap the profit here promised. Ventilation is equally neces-
sary, and where fowls are entirely confined it must be carefully

attended to. The best place for a ventilator, as also for a vi-indow
pane to admit the light, is at the top of the house. A stove
must be used in cold weather, and should be so placed as to heat
all the different compai-tments, including the shed. A cheap
portable stove may be made by any ironmonger to suit the pur-
chaser's requirements for about 155. The heat of the house
should be about 60°, and be kept as equable as possible. Wood
is the cheapest matei-ial that can be used to bum in the stove ;

indeed, its cost can hardly be counted.

—

Vincent Skinnee.

WALSALL POULTEY AND PIGEON SHOW.
AxTHOL'GH it was so late in the season the Committee of the

Walsall Show succeeded in bi-inging together an admii-able col-

lection, and, we can add, the general arrangements were unusu-
ally good. The Guildhall Assembly Eoom at Walsall is well

adapted for the purpose of such an Exhibition, and with a little

more local support it is certaiu that the Walsall annual Show
might equal most others.

Cochins were a first-rate class, any variety of colour competing.

The first and tlurd prizes were awarded to the Buffs of Mr. H.
Lloyd, jun., of Great Ban- ; the second to a capital-feathered pen
of Partridge-colom-ed belonging to Mr. Joseph Stephens, of

WalsaU. In Brahmas the Show was limited, the first and
second prizes being awarded to Dark birds, and the third to

Light-feathered. Spanish fowls, as usual at Walsall, were of

very high character, and were not only so in the Spanish class,

but also in the SeUing class, in which latter competition were
to be found fowls of this breed that would be a credit to any
show. The Game class was a weak one, -n-ith the exception of

the first-prize pen. Spangled Hamburghs were a remarkably
good feature in this Exhibition ; Golden-spangled taking the

first and third prizes, and an excellent pen of Silvers the second.

In the class for Pencilled Hamburghs the Golden were decidedly

superior to the Silver variety. In the Any other variety class a
pen of Grey Dorkings were first, and alsowon the silver cup for the

best pen of fowls in the Show, closely pressed, however, as to

the latter premium by pen 39 of Golden-spangled Hamburghs,
than which we rarely see a better pen at even much more pre-

tentious shows. Black Hamburghs took the second prize, Sul-

tans the third. The Game Bantams were decidedlypoor, but the

Sebright and Black Bantams were praiseworthy. In an open

Dtick class the prizes were given in the order named—to Caro-

linas, Aylesbirrys, and Rouen Ducks.
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The Show of Pigeons was excellent, Carriers and Pouters

especially so, a grand Yellow of the latter breed taking the cup
for the best pen in any of the Pigeon classes. Antwerps and
Dragoons constituted capital classes, and the unusual class for

" Horsemen " brought a very large but iiTegular entry.

Sabbits were a strong feature of the Show, the heafiest of

these weighed 15 lbs. 14 ozs., and even the second-prize was
beyond 15 lbs. The Babbit that succeeded in carrying off the

silver cup was a Fawn, that measured in the ear 23 inches by
5} inches. A few choice varieties of Babbits were also shown in

the class for " all propei-ties ;
" a remarkably good Grey one here

took possession of the silver cup. The day being fine we could

have hoped for a more general attendance, still we believe it was
eciual to the Committee's anticipations.

Cochis-Chima.—1, 3, and he, H. Lloyd, jun.. Great Barr. 2, J. Stephens,
WalsaU. c. T. Amphlet, Walsall.
BaiHHi PuoTBAS.—1, J. Adkins, Walsall. 2, J. Birch, Walsall. 3. J. Hicklin.

Spanish—1. H. Cooikt, Walsall. 2, J. Butler, Walsall. 3, J. Nash, WalsaU.
c, .T. Clewes. Walsall ; H.Cooper.
Game.—1, J. Nash. 2. J. Johnson. Walsall. 3, W. Meanley, Walsall.
HAhlBCRons.—Spangled.—1, W. Meanlev. 2, J. Coleman, West Bromwlch.

S, J. Bates, Walsall, kc, G. Brawn, c, W. H. Dnignan ; H. Mason, Walsall.
Pencilled.—1, H. Mason. 2, W. Meanlev. 3, J. Coleman.
Any Vaeiety.—1, Cap, and 3, J. Wilkinson (Grey Dorking and Saltans). 2,

W. Meanley ( Black Hamburghs).
Bantams.—Game.—1. Misa A. Adkins. Walsall. 2. Master W. Arthur. 3, J.

Adkins. Any variety.—1, J. Clewes, Walsall. 2, H. Mason. 3, T. Amphlet.
c, S. Hitch, Walaall.

Ducks {Any vari«^tvl.—l. 11 Mason (Carolinas). 2, Mrs. Ladbury, Aldridge
(Aylesburys). S. W. M

1 1: ihii).

Selling Clas- l. - (Spanish). 2, J.Middleton (Golden-apangled,
Hamburghs). ;;. il • I h n-pencilled Hamburghs). he, H. Cooper
(Spanish); J. Bayl. ; -,. u ;. . .1. Coleman (Hamburghs); J. Bates (3). c, H.
Cooper (Spanish) ; v.. il. l'.i..^iiaa (Silver Hamburgh pullets); J. Butler (Ham-
burghs) (2); T. Amphlet (Bantams).

PIGEONS.
Cabbiebs and P0UTEE3.—Cocfcs.—1 and Cap, J. Coleman. 2. J. Beebee

Walsall. 3, T.Mills, WalsaU. )ic. S. A. Cooper, Walsall. Hfn«.— I and_3. S. A-

dS. C. AUsop,;Dragoon
Horsemen.—1, S. Walk

J. Nash ; W. A. MiUer, W((
Tumblers.—1, J. Clews
Any Variety.—1, W. C<>,

T.Mills (Owls); J.Nash ITn

, T. MiUs, WalsaU.
T. '. Nash, WalsaU. 3, W. Booth.

I . "Ji. C.J. WooUey. WalsaU.
. /.alsaU. 3, J. Birch, WalsaU.

•J, J. D

2 and 3, S. A. Cooper, he,
>per (Owls),
mean, Walsall (Pouters). 3, H.

RABBITS.
Length of Ear.-1 and Cup. W. H. Webb, Jan., Deepfields. 2, T. MUlington,

Wednesbury. 3, J Pritchard. Wednesbury.
Weight.—1, J. A. Gilbert, Walsall. 2, T. Amphlet. 3, W.Jones. Wednesbury,
All Properties.— 1, Cup, and 3, J. MUlington. 2, J. Pritchard. he, J. C.

Garrington, West Bromwich ; F. SmaUman, Walsall; W. Smith, WalsaU.
Selling Class.-1, H. F. WUde. Wednesbury. 2, S. Heap. WalsaU. "

T.

Judges.—Poultnj : Mr. E. Hewitt.
Mr. Hewitt and Mr. Yardley.

Pigeons and Babbit

THE UEAIi ICE PIGEON.
This beautiful variety of spangled Pigeon Is a product of Ger- I one of the members of our Society. Many sub-varieties have

many, and was imported many years ago in large numbers for |
subsequently found their way into this country, some of which

-^i^ri-^v^^rAbK,

IL liJI I

are of a pale silvery blue, without wing-hars, and without being
pencUled or spangled, and are designated Plain or Self-coloured
Ice Pigeons. Others have wing-bars, and are long-muffed or
feather-legged. This sub-variety occasionally is to be found
spangled, but too often imperfectly so.

The whole plumage of the Ural Ice Pigeon is of a very pale
silvery blue, -with the exception of the tips of the tail and flights,

which are a dark slaty colour. The wing-bars are formed by
neat black zigzag lines, and the pencilling or spangling on the
shoulder is neatly defined. The eye is of a hazel coloiu-, and the
general contour of dove-like appearance, but in size much larger.

The neck should be of graceful formation, with a slight infusion

in the hackle feathers of a dark greemsh tinge, showing a

various iridescence. The mandibles are slightly curved, and of

a bluish-black colour; the feet and legs when not clothed
should be of a coral red.

The Ice Pigeon is naturally of a wildish disposition, and a

very high flyer, but soon becomes docile, and accustomed to

locality, more especially if there are gardens, where it will

roam undisturbed for hours together.

For country amateurs this variety is recommended, being a
good breeder, feeding and rearing the young moderately well,

and generally breeding true to feather.

The subject of the engi-aving was one of a pair that appeared
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in the front ranks at the late Birmingham Show. Some verj'

true specimens of the kind are in the possession of J. S. Adcock,
Esq., of Bradford.
We are told that in their native country these Pigeons

are bi-ed indiscriminately, and mated-up and imported into

England in pairs. A iiight of the Ural Ice Pigeons on a bright
summer's day has a novel appearance when the rays of the sun
shine on their delicate plumage, showing the pale silvery hues,

which could not fail to jjlease the eye of the most fastidious

fancier. This Ural Ice variety of Pigeon has figured most pro-

minently at many of the leading shows, being less common and
more gracefiil than the i>laiu, long-muffed variety.

The Siberian or Russian Ice Pigeons are similar to the Ural
Ice, but more delicate in their markings. They received their

appellation from a well-known retired German fancier and
keeper of these varieties.

Many good specimens of Ice Pigeons are to be found with
orange and gravel eyes, which are equally admissible with
the hazel eye, yet this colom- is more frequent. Some have
been seen with pearl eyes, though rarely ; the latter would, we
think, much enhance theii' value, from the fact that such would
be more in keeping n'ith these delicately-coloured inhabitants of

the dovecote.

—

Bibmingham Colujibakian Society—J.W. Lud-
low, Secretary.

SILVER DEAGOONS' BARS.
I BELiE\'E it will be admitted by all breeders of experience that

it is a difficult matter to breed Pigeons of any kind true to the
feather points (of com'se, in thus writing I except self-colours),

and that every thrown feather short of the true standard of

any bird—say, for example, " close cut" of a Baldhead, " flight"

of a Beard in either of the disputed quantities, " crescent"
of a Pouter, or the " handkerchief " of a Tumbler—can be bred
easUy in comparison to the difficulty experienced in breeding
the " i>oint " true. From an artistic point of view it can be
shown, and would be admitted by all (when the difference be-
tween two birds is pointed oiit, one true to the standard of points,

the other not, although neai-ly so), that there is gi'eater truth in

the lines of the tnie bird, that they are more pleasing to the eye,

and consequently are correct. Almost every man can feel and
appreciate the beauties of correct as compared with inoon-ect
lines, and harmonious from inharmonious colours. I may
illustrate this from a Pigeon.

I have given much attention to Pouters, and nothing bnt the
ill-treatment to the real and true Dragoon has grieved me as a
fancier so much as the ignorant way in which this bird has for

some years past been bred by many, judging from birds I have
seen exhibited, and others I have seen which have won prizes,

as I have been told, at different shows.
A Pouter true to the standard is, artistically' sjieaking, the most

beautiful of all Pigeons in feather and shape, for the bird
as a whole is entirely made up of " natural curves," which are

the most agreeable of all lines to the sight; and if dissected, each
point of shape and feather will be found to be a natural cxuwe

;

the variation of a single feather from the true standard in

any one of the dissected parts will destroy the beauty of the
cirrve, and show so plainly that everyone, fancier or not, can
detect the departm-e from the true line, and would say its beauty
is marred by it. The ten flight feathers of a Pouter's -n-ing

should be white ; the tip of the first (from the secondaries) shoxild

be just seen above them, and the other nine in gradation above
that, presuming the wing closed. It is obvious that the line of

the curve of the secondaries would be seen shai-p and clear ; but
if the bird had but nine white feathers in the flight, the tenth,

the first fi'om the secondaries, being a dark one, the line of the
curve of the secondaries would not be shai-p, but irregular—as it

is termed, *' broken"—by reason of the end of the dark flight

feather projecting above the curve of the secondaries, thereby
spoiling the truth of the cui-ve. This is a matter which does not
require a fancier's knowledge to decide upon ; it is evident to

aU, that the natural beauty of the cruwe, by being broken, is

destroyed. I could show how the slighest known deviation from
the standard spoils eveiy other "point," were it necessary, but
it is not so, and I have only introduced the example of this well-

known point in the Pouter to help my argument as to the proper
colour of a Silver Dragoon's bar. But if I have succeeded in

showing impartial fanciers, as I tnist I have, that the most diffi-

cult point to arrive at is the true " point," I shall have advanced
my argument ; for all will also admit Ijy hke reasoning that the

most difficult colour to breed—the one showing the most pleas-

ing contrast, the one which tiies man's art as a breeder most to

breed, and when bred gives the most pleasing because most
naturally correct efifect, is the true colour for the "point."
Mr. Allsop states that in " breeding Silvers it is next to an im-

possibility to obtain the black bar." It is on this presumed
difficulty to breed black bars, and not because that colour does

not harmonise or show the greatest beauty of contrast of colour,

that Mr. Allsop bases his opinion that " brown bars," are coiTCCt

for a Silver. This, I believe, is the correct intei-pretation of his

meaning, and I wish to be correct.

Coming now to my main argument. It is well known to

breeders that the tendency of aU Pigeons is to " soften " in
eoloiu' ; this tendency the breeder uses for all his purposes of

feather-breeding, correcting it when falling off from what he
wants by crossing-in a harder one, thereby, as it is termed,
strengthening it, and generally using this inclination to

change to alter any colour if required. But for this natural ten-
dency man could not have done with Pigeons as he has done.

It is this which makes breeding a Pigeon to the standard of

feather points for its breed so difficult, requiring constant
attention and thought from the breeder to attain the desired
result. Thus, Blacks wiU often soften-off to White, Eed to

Yellow, Blue to Silver, and Silver, by continual breeding with-
out strengthening the colour, softens off to a very pale shade,
with a dun, or, as Mr. Allsop calls it, a " brown bar." Many
other changes could be enumerated, but these are prominent
ones, well kriown, and sufficient for my argument.
Thirty or forty years ago we had no Pigeon shows as we have

now ; the bulk of Dragoon fanciers then cared more for the good-
ness of the bii-d as a " homer " than for breeding to particular

colours. Still experience has proved to flying men that as a

nile, to which there are of course exceptions, birds of certain

colours are best for certain jom-neys, and are better " homers "

than others. For example, noexperiencedflyingmanwould expect
to do any good in homing -n-ith Blacks, Eeds, Yellows, or

their Pieds, and Kttle better with Whites. He would not choose

a Eed, Black, or Iron Grizzle, or a very light Grizzle for hard

work ; he would know that for that pm-pose he must look among
the Blue Pieds, choosing a " helmet-headed" one in preference

to a " Crescent " Pied, the Blue Grizzles (the darkest for pre-

ference), Chequers, aud Blues. The last-named colour was
always allowed by everj-one to be good, and by many considered

the very best, because so many bh-ds of that colour were to be

found among the hardest workers, were pai-ticularly light-

hearted, and on that accoimt stood continuous heavy training

•nithout getting the sulks. Therefore Blue had the call in flying

men's opinions, and was for flying more carefully bred. Now
this colour was properly divided into three divisions, the more
usual and common one'being a hard, clear, dark Blue, properly

speaking the right blue ; the Soft Blue ; and the Sooty Blue.

The Soft is the result of breeding too much with the " clear

dark," without strengthening the colour. As these Soft Blues are

bred together the blue stiU fm-ther pales, and the rump be-

comes white ; but as, while this is going on, the contrast of the

black bars on the lighter blue is heightened, the colom- of the

bird is very pleasing, leading to the common exclamation, " What
a beautiful blue !

" It is the contrast that shows this. The
bars of these birds are always good ; it is because the heightened

contrast makes the edges of the bars show " shai-per," as the

clearness of the line is defined. It is from these Soft Blues, and

chiefly from the white-nimped ones, that Silvers are thrown, the

colour undergoing a stiU further process of softening. But up to

this time—the Silver result—the blackness of the bar has not

decreased, and it is this blackness on the Silver showing so

sharply defined on the soft, I may almost say liqiud silver, that

makes these birds so beautiful as they are. Now to prove

that this is the result of " softening," I can appeal to the experi-

ence of hundreds. The weakest bird in the nest is considered to

be the hen ; if one out of the two dies in the nest, the sirrvivor is

almost to a certaintv the cock, and in nearly every mstance when
a Silver is thrown from two Blues it is a hen ; it is a gi-eat rarity

to have a cock thus thrown.
, , „., , , , . j

It was noted by " flying " men that Silvers were sensible birds,

generally very sharp flyers, and on this account many kept them

for short spins where speed was the great object. It must be

distinctly noted that, because there were no shows m those days,

men had no inducement to breed birds to a particular colour

beyond what I have described as a " flying " motive ; if they had

one they would very soon, instead of accepting what Mr.

AUsop says about the "impossibiUty," have bred them with

black bars thus ; SQvers are bred from Soft Blues ;
match Silvers

to Soft Blues, thereby fm-ther softemng the colour. Provided no

Silver cocks are thrown for two or three generations—a not im-

probable result—stUl keep breeding the last-thio^-n SUver with

a Soft Blue, choosing that one last thrown from the softest-

bred birds and in a short time not only must cocks of the right

colour be produced, but the colom- will be graduaUy bred to a

standard, one which would throw cocks regularly as it did hens.

During this time also the black bar is kept, because of the

amount of blue there is left in the colour ; and the colour, thus

bein" set firm, would only need to be kept from further soften-

in" by iudicious crossing and strengthening, either at once by

a Soft Blue, or a Silver once removed fi-om it. By this process, in

a very short time, SOvei-s with " black " bars can be easily bred

;

and no man, fancier or otherwise, could hesitate for one moment

as to which is the most beautifully contrasted colour, and as a

consequence the most beautiful bird.

It may be said. How was the Clear Dark Blue k-ept ? Easily

and without trouble ! There were al the dark Gr^zles and

Chequers to refresh the colour, aU bred from and between Blue
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Chequer and Grizzle, and consequently heavily crossed, and all

throwing more or less these colours at haphazard in the nest,

the Blues, from reasons pointed out, breeding most true to their

colour. To help in producing this result there "nas also the
fanaoua Sooty, so highly prized by "flying" men, because of

this colour. It used to be said of it " there never was a bad one."
This bird was always a " sport " in the nest—that is, produced by
parents of a different colour, being the result of a match be-

tween a Clear Dark Blue and a Dark Chequer or a Dark
Grizzle, or a Dark Chequer and a Dark Grizzle generally—very
seldom thrown by mating two birds of either of these three
colours. "When, therefore, those men who were particular in
breeding theii- Blues found the colour softening, they strengthened
it by a cross with the Sooty. Of course the Sooty could have been
bred true as easily as any other colour, but it was worth no
man's while to do so for flying purposes only. In addition
there was a kind of feeling that Sooties came when they liked,
which made them so good ; and if they were bred to the colour,
some not so good as old "bighead" would have turned up to
Spoil the faith in the colour. Therefore the chief colours apart
from Blue, bred true for what may be called "fancy," were
Whites, Blacks, Reds, and Tellows. I may say to those whose
experience of Pigeons does not date far back, that the Sooty hen
spoken of was not what is now xisuaUy called a Sooty Blue,
when speaking of Dark Blues which are chequered or smudged
with black on the wings, as many Blue Carriers are now seen;
these birds were said by the old school of fanciers to be
" chequerey," but the Sooty was a black-looking blue, yet a
clear blue—if I may so describe it, a dark blue without any bright-
ness in it.

—

Caiirier.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Lady GwrnrR's Pouitry Estaelishment.—We omitted to state that our

second view was taken from a photograph by Mr. W. Yict, Photographer,
Ipffwich. He has other views equally good.

TuxTUBE-HocKED—Hacbxe (W. 0.).—YultUTC-hocked, strong feathers
projecting beyond the hotlc. There is a drawing of it in oiir No. 562. Hackle
are the long soft feathers on the back and neck of fowls.

Duration cf Vitai-ity in Eggs (E. R. P.).—YeB. There is no doubt that
the fresher the eggs are, the better they will hatch, but that they will keep
without detriment is proved by the wild birds. A hen Pheasant or Partiidge
will lay from thirteen to nineteen eggs. She does not lay every day. It will
therefore be three weeks' work, yet they all hatch. It cannot be taken as the
mle, but we have known eggs hatch after being kept six weeks. The fact that
they will hatch need not encourage you to keep them.
Points of Silver-spangled HAiiBUEGH Cock {Young Itecruit).—Yom

Silver-spangled Hamburgh cock most have a good firm rose comb with a pike
pointing upwards, a well-Fpotted breast, a clear tail with a black moon at the
end of each feather, and blue legs. We do not like breeding from brother and
sister, and it seldom answers for producing prize birds. It will, we expect, be
too late to make a change now, but you must do so next year.

Spakish Cock vtitm Falling CoiiB (Brown Bed).—The partially falling
comb of your Spanish cock may be accidental, and it may yet become upright,
but the round back is a positive disqualification for every purpose. You
should not have bought him, and no one should have sold him. He is utterly
worthless as a stock bird, and most of his progeny will probably inherit his
defect.

VuLTiTRE Hocks—Points op Light Brahma Cock (A Hampshire Hiffh-
tenrf^r).—We are almost tired of explaining vulture hocks. They are stiff
quilled feathers projecting from the Imee backwards and downwards. A Light
Brahma cock should have clean white plumage, save stripes on his hackle
and saddle, black tail and flight, a well-defined firm pea comb, yellow legs well
feathered, and he should be large.

Incubatoe {Crux).—V^e do not knowwhere Cantello's can be obtained. If
you advertised for an incubator you would probably have many answers.

Rabbits (T. D.juh.).—There is no work such as you name published.

Parrot's Wings.—A lady in Cheshire has aParrot, brought from Old Cala-
bar last June, at which time it was a younger bird than is usually moved. Its
wings were clipped before coming away. It was ill and delicate, but for many
months has been quite well, only both wings are out of place, one more so
than the other; the worst is quite between the legs, and both cover the breast,
leaving the back almost quite exposed. Can any of our readers suggest a
remedy ?

Uniting Stocks (-Be/yiJiTicr).—We would not advise you at this time of
year to unite your " very weak " stock to the other. You would lose far more
than you would gain by the disturbance that would follow. You had better
coax the weak stock into activity by judicious feeding, either with honey or
a eymp of lump sugar. Bat if no pollen is carried into the hive we would leave
the bees to their fate, as the queen will in this case be either dead or moribund.
The comb and hive will be usefiU to hive your first swarm.
Herb Pudding (Cornea;/).—Wash, scald, and shred smaU spinach, beet,

parsley, and leeks, of each a handful ; have ready a quart of groats previously
soaked in warm water for half an hour, cut 1 lb. of hog's lard and three onions
into dice, and mince thi-ee sage leaves; mix all these ingi-edients, add a little
salt, and tie them up closely in a cloth. ^NTiilst boiling the string must be
loosened to allow the pudding to swell.

_
Worms in a Bull Dog (jfnjious).-Meyrick says—"Areca nut powder

IS an excellent vermifuge ; dose i di-achm, to be followed in foxu: hours' time
by a tablespoonlul of castor oil. Oil of turpentine has the disadvantage of
occasionally acting also upon the kidneys, and even upon the brain ; but'it is
too useful a worm-expellant to be omitted from the list. Its ill effects can be
greatly diminished by combining it with olive oil. Dose for a medium-sized
dog 1 drachm, mixed with a large tablespoonful of olive oil, and followed in
two hours by a dose of castor oil alone. A combination of Areca nut and oil
of turpentine is a more active vermifuge than either drug separately. Dose
i drachm of turpentine to 2 scruples of Areca nut. It should be followed by

a dose of castor oil, A mild, but very efficient worm medicine, is Venice tur-
pentine, made into a pill, with freshly-grated Aieca nut powder. The usual
dose of Areca nut will be required, with as much turpentine as will make the
pill. This is au excellent remedy for puppies and weakly dogs. It should be
followed, in four hours, by castor oil, if the pill has not had a purgative effect.
The administration of every description of vermifuge should take place when
the animal is fasting. In the case of a full-grown dog, he should have eaten
nothing the previous day, and should have the medicine the first thing in the
morning. With pupjjies, the last meal on the preceding day should be
omitted. In most cases, the anthelmintic given must be repeated in five
days or a week, and as often afterwards as circumstances demand. Areca
nut requires four or five repetitions to exterminate the worm; but the com-
bination of turpentine and Areca nut need seldom be repeated more than
twice, "ttlien the worms are got rid of, it remains to improve the general
health so as to prevent their return. This must be done by attention to feed-
ing, keeping the bowels in good order, by occasional doses of castor oil, by
giving proper exercise in the open air, and by preventing the dog from eating
trash of any sort."

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS,
Camden Square, London.

Lat. 51° 32' 40" N. ; Long. 0^ 8' 0" W.; Altitude 111 feet.

Date.
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its way for a short -nhile it will sadly disfigixre the plant by
turning the beautiful glossj' leaves brown.

I will here append a list of sorts which were exliibited in

smaU pots by Mr. W. Paul at the first spring Show at South
Kensington. I have reduced the number to about a dozen and
a half distinct varieties which seemed to be the most desirable :

Adamo, Dante, De la Eeine, Tar. rosea, Eugene Massina,

Graudis, Guillaume III., II Cygno, La Reine, Laviniii Maggi,
Marie Theresa, Prima Donna, Princess Charlotte, Rubens,
Targioni, Teutonia, Valtavaredo, Vicomte de Nieulant. I do
not say that this is a list of the best sorts in cultivation ; of

course no Ust is complete without the old Double "White, Fim-
briata. Lady Hume's Blush, Imbricata, and a few others well

known. I can, however, confidently recommend them to be
added to the most select collection.—J. Douglas.

SHOW PELARGONIUMS.
While the slightest improvement in any of the various

classes of what are called zonal Pelargoniums is sure to be
heralded, and there are enthusiastic admirers of Nosegays,
Bicolors, Tricolors, Plain-leaved, Hybrid Nosegays, and any
other divisions into which this class may be split up, the far

more beautiful classes of Show and Fancy Pelargoniums find

few to say a word for them, or admii'ers either to grow or praise

them ; and yet are they well worthy of a better chronicler than
I can be. It is all very weU to say, " Oh ! there is so Uttle

improvement in them, the same colour's appear' over and over
again "—the complaint, by-the-by, always made against a
flower which the speaker does not himself patronise—but there
is really only one reason they are not the fashion, and we are
ever slaves to fashion in flowers. At one time Coleus rises

up ; everyone is mad after them—for no other word but mad
is applicable to the absurdities into which the horticultm-al

world ran about them. At another time it is Tricolors ; special

shows, special prizes, are held and given for them. Then it

is Zonals. " Haye you seen Mr. Tomkins's Ruberrima magni-
fica, or Mr. Jones's Sultan of all the Scarlets?" So Show
Pelargoniums had then- day. I am old enough as a florist to

remember when noble ladies used to throng to Catleugh's at

Chelsea, and were glad to bear off a Sylph or Joan of Arc at

five and three guineas a-piece. But, alas for favour ! now
*' none so poor as do them reverence." Yes, I am wrong :

there is one—Mr. Charles Turner, of Slough, who through evil

report and good report has fostered, as far as he was able, a

taste for them. He has every year brought out a number of

new seedlings of both Mr. Hoyle's and Mr. Foster's strain, and
of such esceUeuce that the Floral Committee have always
awarded some of them certificates, a proof that they are in

advance of those already grown. He does this from pure
love for the flower—I mean that the space occupied by the
plants he could much more profitably employ with more paying
things.

When one now goes to an exMbition in June it is undeniably
a great loss no longer to see the glorious plants that Bailey,

Fraser, and Tui-ner used to dazzle our eyes with ; but fashion
has so willed it, and we must only patiently submit. Perhaps
as fashion, as well as history, repeats itself, and the young
ladies of the present day, with their high-heeled boots and
short skirts, might sit for the portraits of their gi-eat grand-
mothers in theu' youthful days a hundred years ago, so we
may yet again see those glories of the past revived. That the
flower has not degenerated, and that improvements may stiU
be made, is clear from looking at the varieties which made their
appearance last year, and from what I saw at Nottingham of

those for the present season. I have been indebted to Mr.
Tm'ner for the opportunity of blooming those of the past season
in my own little greenhouse, and have made the following
notes concerning them ; they may be of use to some who may
be induced to attempt their gi'ow'th.

Admiration.—A remarkably fine and distinct flower, with a
not very large spot on the upper petals, suiTounded with orange,
with a narrow lilac margin ; the lower petals pale lilac rose.
Black Prince.—A large flower. The top petals intense black

;

lower petals deep rosy crimson, richly veined ; a clear white
eye. Altogether a flower of very refined character.
Charlemagne.—Soft salmon peach, with medium-sized spot

on the upper petals. A good and pleasing flower.
Duke of Edinburgh.—An exceedingly rich flower. Top petals

intense black, -with a very nai*row edge of bright ci'tmson ; the
lower petals deep crimson strongly veined with maroon. One
of the most attractive flowers we possess, and of very good habit.

Eldorado.—A purple flower with a violet .shade on the lower
petals, quite a new colour ; black spot on the top petals, shading
off to crimson. Large flower, and the habit dwarf.
Holkar,—Orange maroon, a dark flower, with nearly black

top petals. Very great substance, and of good quality.

Magnificent.—A large finely shaped flower, deep lilac rose
colour; top petals black, and rose edge.
May Day.—Lower petals soft pink, black spot on the top

petals. A large and smooth flower, of good shape.
Pacha.—A very riclily coloured flower ; top petals with black

spot, crimson margin ; lower petals pencilled with crimson

;

clear white centre.
Pollie.—Distinct and handsome ; colour a rich deep crimson ;

black spot on the upper petals, narrow crimson margin.
Sultana.—Top petals marked with black, narrow lilac edge,

clear white centre, Dwarf in habit, and of good gro'niih.

Warrior.—Black spot on the upper petals ; colour a rich deep
crimson ; smooth. Of good quality and habit.

There is one thing that has struck me with regard to Pelai'-

goniums—Why, as prizes are oft'ered for new varieties of Roses,

of Hyacinths, &c., it would not answer to offer them also for

new varieties of the Pelargonium, say of the last season ? It

might encourage their cultivation, and give people an idea of

the progress made.—D., Deal.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S
BIRMINGHAM EXHIBITION.

From your report of the proceedings of a meeting of the local

committee held on the 14th lilt., I understand that ilOO is placed
at the disposal of the implement committee for appropriation,
by the award of five gold medals, in the following manner :

—

One for the best horticultural building, one for the best hot-
water apparatus, one for vases, &c., one for garden machinery
and tools, and one for wirework, &c. Now, with regard to those
awards which come under the last three headings, I apprehend
that after the question of la"wn mowers has been decided, the
judges will experience Uttle difficulty in arriving at a satisfactory

selection of such of the remaining meritorious articles as come
within these classes ; but with regard to the " best " horticutural
building I am not so sanguine. By what standard of excellence
are these structures to be judged ? Is the all-prevailing con-
sideration of cheapness to be the criterion ? because many of

the buildings exhibited at our hoi-ticultural shows during the
last few years have fallen little short of a disgrace to their ex-
hibitors. Inferior materials, and bad workmanship, covered with
wretchedly coarse paint, in gaudy colours, and ticketed " for

sale, cheap," seem to have been the heau ideal of a horticultural
sti'uctm'e suited to the public taste. Is it to be a consideration
of size, quantity erected, construction, or novelty in design, or
good materials and workmanship, or utility, or of interior

arrangement, &c. ? because upon matters of construction, and
what is really the best form of house for each respective pur-
pose, our horticultural doctors agree to differ. Again, of what
is the building to consist—a conservatory, vinery. Peach house,
pinery, orchard house, plant-stove, pit, or hand-glass ? I am of
opinion that some instmctious shoiild be issued, and the build-
ings classified, otherwise one class of building will be competing
against an opposite class, instead of against a similar building
of its own class, and this will create certainly much confusion
and dissatisfaction.

Now a word respecting the " best hot-water apparatus." This
is really a knotty question, and one by no means capable of an
easy reply. The first queries which seem at once to present
themselves are—1st, Is the apparatus" to be working or not ?

2nd, By what test is the apparatus to be certified as being " the
best?" 3rd, Is this competition to resolve itself into the long-

talked-of trial of boilers '? If so, where are the conditions and
regulations by -which such trial is to be governed? 4th, By
what special points are the judges to be giiided in making their

awards ? And finally, what are the quahfications necessary to

constitute a competent judge capable of giving a just decisioniu
this important matter ?

I am of opinion that the judges should be men of scientific

attainments, men of good position, and entirely outside the hor-
ticultiu'al world, as engineers, &c. They should be above
suspicion of allowing themselves to be " button-holed " by any
of the competitors, or likely to be influenced by the considera-

tion of any trade or personal interests. The fact is, that
favoui'itism begets jobbery, and not unfrequeutly bi-ings com-
petition into ridicule, instead of making it a medium by which
the best productions become honoui'ed by the best awards.—S.

ACROZAMIA SCLEROCARPA.
This, one of the most elegant of known Pahns, is very com-

monly found throughout the whole of Brazil, Guiana, and the
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Antilles, in rather dry and sandy spots of an elevated, rocky, I from 33 to 40 feet in height, and leaves from 10 to 15 feet in
and barren character. There it has an erect straight stem of

|
length. There are black smooth spines upon the trim'c and

Acrozaniia sclerocarpa.

also on the spathe, the former of which do not continue, but
disappear as the age of the tree increases. The spadices vary
from a foot to 18 inches in length, as does also the spathe,

which bears the spines upon the outside. The flowers are

rather small, and of a greenish yellow colour. They are

followed by the drupes, which are globular in shape, of an
oUve or reddish hue, shiny in appearance, and bearing the

remains of the style at the top. The pulp, which is of a glu-
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tinoua fibrous nature, encloses thick bony kernels.

—

{L'lllus-

tration Horticole.)

EOYAL HOETICULTUEAL SOCIETY.
Apeil 3bd.

AxTnovGii tbis was supposed to be little more tban an ordi-

nary committee meeting, tbe subjects brougbt forward -were so

numerous and so good tbat it really was a sbow, and a sbow,

too, of no mean excellence. Tbe beautiful Orchids of Messrs.

Veitch, the Eoses fi-om tbe same firm, and the Roses fi-om Mr.
William Paul, were alone worth a journey to Kensington to see

;

there were, besides, a host of subjects in the misceUaueous class,

constituting an exhibition in themselves.
The first class in the schedule was for Odontoglots. Here

Mr. Ward, gardener to F. G. Wilkins, Esq., Leyton, was first

with a very fine example of Odontoglossum Phalienopsis bearing
fourteen flowers, 0. Pescatorei, O. triumpbans, fine, O. Alex-
andi-fe, O. hystrix, and O. Hallii. Mr. Bull, of Chelsea, came
second with a very good collection, and Mr. J. Linden, of

Brussels, third. In his collection there was a remarkably fine

specimen of O. triumpbans, bearing a multitude of spikes

;

O. roseimi, conspicuous by its fine colour ; 0. odoratum, and
O. HaUii.
Cyclamens were numerously shown, forming a brilliant bank

of blossom. Tbe best collection came from Mr. Goddard, gar-

dener to H. Little, Esq., Cambridge Villa, Twickenham, and
consisted of about a hundred pots, many of which were quite a

mass of bloom. The second jirize went to Mr. R. Clarke, market
gardener, Twickenham, who had also a good collection. Mr.
Goddard was hkewise first for twelve with large specimens ad-
mirably flowered and well diversified as regards colour-. Tbe
foliage, too, was very fine. Mr. Clarke came in second. Mr.
Goddard was again first for six with plants equally fine with
those exhibited in bis collection of twelve. Messrs. E. G. Hen-
derson sent a gi'oup not for competition.
Of Cinerarias several good gi'oups of nine were exhibited.

The prizes went to Mr. Maroham, gardener to E. Gates, Esq.,
Iver; Messrs. Dobson & Son, Isleworth; and Mr. James, gar-
dener to W. F. Watson, Esq., Isleworth.
Of six Amai-ylUs the only gi-oup shown was from Mr. Baxter,

gardener to C. Kieser, Esq., Broxboru-ne, to whom a first prize
was awarded. Kieseri, lich blood red ; Victor, brighter in colour;
and Olga, light crimson banded and edged with white, were the
most showy. Mr. Baxter also sent a collection of seedlings, in
which we noticed William Paul, orange scarlet, and Crimson
King, dark red. Messrs. Veitch exhibited in the miscellaneous
class a gi'oup in which Hippeastrum pardinum was conspicuous
by its singularly and beautifully marked flowers. Scherzeri,
crimson scarlet banded with gi-eenish white, was also noticeable
as a fine broad-petaled variety.
There were classes for six hardy Primroses in boxes, and for six

bulbous plants in flower, but here was no exhibition of either.
Miscellaneous collections were not only numerous, but several

of the gi'oups were of high merit. Messrs. Veitch sent a splen-
did collection of pot Roses beautifully bloomed, also boxes of
cut blooms. Facing these was another fine group of the same
flower from Mr. W. Paul, of Waltham Cross, in which were his
new Hybrid Perpetual Princess Beatrice with large and beautiful
blooms, and a fine plant of Marechal Niel trained round sticks,
fonning a cylindrical trellis, and covered with flowers and buds.
Messrs. Veitch also exhibited a splendid gi-oup of Orchids, com-
prising Odontoglossum Alexandra with three very f^in pi!, is
of large beautifully colom-ed flowers; Foxbrush "

< in
eidium bifolium and leucochilum, both very fine ;

i'
i m

with Ulac and purple spotted lip; Cypripedium i ;ii:J, \,,!li

two flowers having the " tails " 27 inches long; the uuw Odunlo-
glossum Andersonianum which received a first-class certificate
at the last meeting ; MasdevalUa Veitchii with four of its gorge-
ously-coloured purple and orange-shot flowers ; Odontoglossum
Reichenamii with a spike of which the flowering portion was
upwards of 20 inches in length ; Oncidium sarcodes also fine ;

and Phalienopsis gi-andiflora grown on blocks of wood fastened
to a kind of treUis formed of wooden bars placed parallel to each
other, and fastened together, but so as to leave intervals be-
tween them. Along with the Orchids were a magnificent pan
of Anthurium Scherzeiianum, the fine double Clematis John
Gould Veitch, a pan of the beautiful Uttle white Primrila nivalis,
and the white hybrid Rhododendron Sesterianum. Mr. J.
Linden, Brussels, sent a remarkable specimen Ada aurantiaca,
and a very fine specimen of O. triumpbans.
Messrs. EoUisson, of Tooting, sent a gi-oup of Orchids and

other plants, including some good examples of Dendrobimn
nobDe, the orange-flowered D. fimbriatum oculatum with several
i-ich-coloured racemes, Vandas, and a basket of Primula nivalis.
From the same firm came also bush and standard Mignonette,
shown at the last meeting. Mr. Ward, gardener to F. G. Wilkins'
Esq., exhibited a fine specimen of Odontoglossum cristatrim!
From Mr. Charles Noble, Bagshot, came a large collection of
bis beautiful varieties of Clematis ; from Messrs. F. &A. Smith,

Dulwich, a large gi'Oup of Cinerarias, among which were several
fine new varieties ; and from Mr. Ware, Hale Farm Nurseries,.

Tottenham, a large and charming gi-oup of spring-flowering
plants, in which Iris chinensis was conspicuous by its beautifully

fringed pale bluish hlac and orange flowers. Along with these
was a large group of Mrs. Pettifer forcing Pink. Mr. Needle,
gardener to the Comte de Paris, York House, Twickenham,
again exhibited a charming collection of Opbi-ys and Orchis.

Mr. Williams, of Hollowiiy, exhibited a veiy fine gi'oup, in
which were TiUandsia Lindeni -nith fom- flowers in great beauty,,

remarkably fine specimens of Phalienopsis Schilleriana and
TricbopiUa suavis, the briUiant LffiUa cinnabarina, Magnolia
Lenn(3, a pan of Primula nivalis, and other plants. From Mr.
Bull came a large collection of Palms, Dracjenas, a very fine

Platyceriiun grande, and various fine-foUaged plants, together
with Masdevallia ignea and other Orchids; and fi-om Mr.
WiUs, Sussex Place, Old Brompton, a numerous and tastefully

arranged gi-onp of plants, comprising Palms, Orchids, and a gi'cat

variety of stove and gi-eenhouse plants, among which was a fine

specimen of Rhododendron Countess of Haddington. Several

extra prizes, which will be found in the list of awards in another
column, were given for these subjects.

Fruit Committee.—G. F. Wilson, Esq., F.R.S., in the ehaiiv

Mr. George CooUng, of Bath, sent head.s of Matchless Broccoli,,

large, close, and good. Messrs. Thomas Watts & Son, North-
ampton, also sent heads of Excelsior Broccoh, very similar t&
the Matchless of Mr. CooUng. Mr. Frederick Perkins, of Leam-
ington, sent heads of his Leamington Broccoli, which were large,

close, and well protected. Messrs.' Stuart & Mein, of Kelso,

sent specimens of tbe Improved Broad-leaved Dandelion, partly

blanched, and well-gi-own, producing a large quantity of excellent

salad. Mr. Francis Dancer, of Chis-n-ick, sent a plant of a finely

variegated ;sprouting Broccoli. Mr. C. Baldwin, gardener to B.
Drew, Esq., sent three brace of veiy fine specimens of Telegraph
Cucumber, which received a cultural commendation. Dr.
Moore, of Glasneven, sent fi-uit and fohage of Theobroma Cacao ;.

the fruit was quite ripe, and a cultui-al commendation was
awarded to the exhibitor. Mr. Woodham, gardener to H. D.
Pochin, Esq., Barnes, sent a fine dish of Keens' Seedling Straw-

berries, which received a cultural commendation. Mr. C. Clarke,

Colwick, Stafford, sent a seedUng Apple of small size, round
shape, and russetty skin, with streaks of red ; the stalk short,

eye small, flesh tender, richly flavoured, and with a fine bouquet.

M. A. de Biseau, d' HautevUle, Biuche, Belgium, sent fi-uit of

two seedlingJPears :—No. 1, a large oblong fniit with along stout

stalk, united to the fruit by a prominent fleshy lij). The skin

is entirely covered with cinnamon-coloured russet, the flesh

yellowish, very juicy, buttery, and melting, and with a rich

flavour. It was awarded a first-class certificate, and was
named Beurrc de Biseau. No. 2 was of a roundish Bergamot
shape, of medium size, and of a lemon colom', with very Uttle

russet on the skin, but the specimens were too far gone, and
a proper judgment coidd not be formed of the quaUty. Mr.
Richard Westcott sent two bunches of Lady Downe's Grape, cut

from the Vine on 30th of March, hut the Committee did not
consider the flavour remarkable.
Prizes were offered for Cucumbers Black-spined, V?hite-Bpined,

,

and Smooth. Of tbe first-named the best came from Mr.
Douglas, gardener to F. Whitbourn, Esq., Loxford Hall, Hford,
who bad a fine brace of Blue Gown, at least 22 inches in length.

The second prize went to Mr. Parsons, gardener to R. Atten-
borough, Esq., Fairla-mi, Acton Green, for Gates' Black-spined.

In White-spiued, Mr. Pizzey, gardener to Sir E. Perry, Fulmer,.
Slough, was first -nnth Pizzey's Favourite, said to be a very
prolific variety ; and Mr. Record, gardener to the Marquis of

Salisbury, Hatfield, second with Winter Supply. In the Smooth
class Mr. Douglas was first with a variety of his own raising

which recently obtained a certificate, and which was named
" Tender and True "—the Douglas motto. The brace were very
equal in size, fuUy 30 inches in length, and to all outward ap-

pearance just what prize Cucumbers ought to be. Mr. D. S.,

GUlett, gardener to F. W. Berger, Esq., CoiU't Gardens, Great
Marlow, was second with Telegraph, which Mr. Record and.

others also sent very good. Mr. Cadger, Luton Hoo Park, sent-

Luton Hoo, not for competition, a stout-built, and, we are in-

formed, also very good variety.

Of salading, for which prizes were Ukewise offered, there were
two collections, one from Mr. Record, the other from Mr.
Hepper, gardener, The Elms, Acton, both very excellent, and
each received a weU-merited first prize. They consisted of

Celei-y, Corn Salad, Chervil, Cucumbers, Green Culled andBata-
vian Endive, Lettuce, Chicory, Radishes (Long and Turnip),

Water Cress, Mustard, American and Golden Cress, Sorrel, Tar-
ragon, and TripoU Onions. Mr. Record's coUection was arranged
on the leaves of Passiflora princeps, that of Mr. Hepper on those

of Coleuaes and tricolor Pelargoniums. Both collections con-

tained Beet, which, though very desirable in a salad, we never
yet saw forced.

Flobai, Committee.—W. Marshall, Esq., in the chair. The
subjects submitted to the Committee were few, but the defici-
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ency in nimihor -was amply compeusated by the beauty of some
of tiiose esliibited.

Mr. J. Liudeu, of Brussels, sent MasdevaUia Lindeni-svith eight
flowers, one of the most lovely of all cool-house Orchids, the
colour a brilliant violet mageuta. This had a cultural com-
mendation. Enchiliriou corallinum, purplish crimson and
yellow, also of great beauty, was hkewise sho^vm by the same
firm, as also Tillandsia Lindeni vera, with deep rose-coloured
bracts and beautifiil violet-blue flowers. Messrs. Veitch had a
first-class certificate for Oncidium Croesus, a fine form with
yellow and deep brown flowers.
From Mr. Bull came Dracaena metalKca with dark-bronzed

foliage—this received a first-class certificate ; and a similar
award was made to Zalacca edrrlis, an ornamental Palm. Messrs.
Kollisson, of Tooting, sent Cymbidium pendulum atropurpu-
reum mth dark crimson, wliite, and orange flowers ; and from
Mr. Eichaids, gardener to Baron Rothschild, Gunnersbmy, Ac-
ton, a variety of Odontoglossum Alexandi'se, with narrower petals
and sepals, and not equal in beauty to the better-known form.

Messrs. F. & A. Smith, Dulwich, sent a collection of Cinerarias,
many of them very beautiful and new in colour, and which will

doubtless be seen in better condition hereafter ; also Beauty of

Surrey Azalea, unquestionably one of the finest white Azaleas
ever seen, and of extraordinary form and substance. Mr. Pizzey,
gardener to Sir E. Perry, Fulmer, Slough, sent a good variety
of crimson Intermediate Stock ; Mr. W. Paul, Hybrid Perpetual
Eose SirW. Gull, velvety purple, not large, hut which will pro-
bably be better seen hereafter ; Mr. Day, florist, Acton, a double
Cyclamen ; Mr. Ware, Tottenham, a singular Iris named sibi-

rica ; Edward Leeds, Esq., Manchester, and Messrs. Barr and
Sugden, Covent Garden, collections of Narcissus ; and Mr.
Green, gardener to W. Wilson Saunders, Esq., Hillfield, Eeigate,
Stenomesson coccineum, a vei'y ornamental plant with pale red
flowers, Grevillea pulchella, and Gladiolus quadrangularis with
greenish white flowers, produced on tall flower-stalks.

THE CHEMISTRY OF MANURES.
Allow me thank " J. M." for his interesting article on the

chemistry of manures, in youi' issue of the 21st ult. Although
I am not quite orthodox, yet I agree in all he said, especially

when he says, " That manures are valuable only iu so far as

they contain a maximum of nitrogen I do not believe, but I

do believe that farmyard manure, as a general rule, is the best,

because it contains all the constituents of former crops, and
is, therefore, best suited for the production of futiu'e ones."

I am afraid I must plead guilty of loose phraseology, if I

used the expression that nitrogen in the form of ammonia was
a solvent for every form of carbon. I did not think of feeding

plants with diamonds, nor yet with charcoal. What I meant
was, that in vegetable moulds, especially most kinds of i^eaty

soils, there is present a great quantity of vegetable matter in the

form of humic acid, geic acid, ulmic, crenio, apocrenio acid, &c.,

fdl of which acids are more soluble in alkaline solutions than
iu piu'e water ; and that ammonia acts an important part by
uniting with the carbonic acid arising from the decomposition
of these vegetable acids, and forming carbonate of ammonia,
which carbonate of ammonia is far more soluble than carbonic

acid itself.

One of my objects in wi'iting on the chemistry of manures
about three years ago was to expose the fallacy of Liebig's

argument that plants assimilated all their carbon through
their leaves. Very likely if no supply of carbon were given to

plants by means of theh' roots, a plant might in time assimi-

late its supply of carbon through the ah- only, but to suppose

that the roots only suppUed the mineral ingredients necessary

for the vitaUty of the plant and nothing more, was to deny the

plant a function iu its highest state of health and vigour which
it was known to be possessed of iu its process of development
from the germ, when in its embryo state from the seed it had
no leaves by means of which to supply itself with carbon. I

will not, however, go over all the arguments again ; but, as a

general rule, it is true that the rapid development of a plant

is in exact proportion to the rapidity with which, by means of

its leaves and roots, it can assimilate carbon, and so buUd the

carbon up into its system. Heat, moisture, and stimulating

manures are the great agents whereby the roots of the plant

absorb and assimilate this carbon ; the carbon in the first

instance being decomposed and uniting with oxygen to form
carbonic acid, the carbonic acid in its turn combining with

ammonia, and being readily taken up into the sap of plants in

the form of carbonate of ammonia.
I quite agree with " J. M." that the carbon of vegetable

moulds must assume the gaseous state before it is again assi-

milated into the plant.

I have not tried the experiment of collecting gases from
aquatic plants gi'owing iu an aquarium. I had always under-
stood the gas given off was oxygen, but thought it arose from
the Uberation of oxygen from carbon and not from hydrogen

;

I mean that as the jjlant assimilated carbon from carbonic
acid it set free oxygen. I was not aware that any experiments
had proved that the plant decomposed water and not carbonic
acid, and I should be glad to hear of any experiments on this
subject.—C. P. Peach.

PEAR PLY.
In your number for March 2ith, 1870, I pubUshed a letter

on the Pear fly, and you invited communications on the sub-
ject, as the insect was a spreading evil. Since then nothing
more has been said about it, though I have looked anxiously
tor something on such an important matter. After reading
your note to my letter, I purchased two cartloads of spent
tanner's bark, and laid it at once under every Pear tree,

pyramids and espaliers, young and old, biit to no purpose.
Young trees which had never even bloomed before were attacked
by the Pear fly. I afterwards removed the entire upper soil

from the large standard Marie Louise mentioned in my letter,

and threw it into the river about half a mile from the orchard,
and last year a few Pears set on this tree. Will you insert

this as a second letter on the subject, and ask for more com-
munications, with a special note of your own ?

—

Centueion.

[We have no note to add. We said iu 1870 all we knew on
the subject. If any of our readers can throw any hght on the
matter we shall be obliged by their so doing.—Ens.]

FORCING VEGETABLES.—No. 7.

THE CADLIFLOWER.

Although the Cauliflower is not, strictly speaking, a forcing

vegetable, it is necessary from its popularity as a deUcious
dish, to prolong its season of usefulness by both early and
late cultivation under glass. I may, therefore, be pardoned
for placing it under the head of forcing vegetables, and my
remarks upon it will be confined to the treatment of it under
glass, as its out-door cultivation is that more generally

adopted and better understood. I am in the habit of pro-

ducing a good sujiply of this vegetable up to Christmas, as do
many gardeners ; but tlie system is by no means general
amongst them, nor thought so much of as it should be, neither

is the production of the first spring crop regarded by all gar-

deners as of the same importance. The great point is to have
the latest crop connected with the incoming of winter Broccoli,

and for the earUest spring crop there should be no vacancy
allowed if possible between the late BroccoU and CauUflower.
The latter object is, perhaps, more easily accompUshed, be-

cause we have now the advantage of two of the best BroccoUs
grown, those are Lauder's Late White Goshen, and Cattell's

Eclipse. The latter may generally be cut up to June, at which
time CaiUiflowers from frames and haud-Ughts come into use.

Where there is scope the best things a gardener can have in

connection with his kitchen garden are turf pits, cool frames,

and hand-glasses. I ought not to omit the French cloches, for

I find them most useful adjuncts. If these are provided in

accordance with the demand, Cauliflowers for autumn use,

and plants for the first out-door crop and also for the first

spring crop, may be stored, protected, and grown for the table.

Now, to provide for these demands I make a good large

sowing of seed iu the middle of July, and again in August,

for autumn supply. The plants which arise from these

are planted amongst good soil in a spare border, and ill

such quantities as are required to meet the demand ; they
should be encoiu'aged to grow vigorously, and if they are

planted out at intervals will come in for use successively.

Should the autumn prove mild so much the better, but if

not, the most forward of them may be transplanted care-

fully into tm-f pits, and so continue to fill-up all such spare

places as they become vacant. Those that may be already

fit for use must not be exposed to a too low temperature, or

else the flavour deteriorates, but must be laid-in under pro-

tection carefully. Those that have been transplanted will, if

care be taken of them, gradually come in for use, and wiU be

found the most delicious vegetable for table at that season of

the year. Of course, they must have Ught and air on every

opportunity.

We now come to store plants. These I sow in September,

about the first week, on a south border in the garden. After
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they can be well handled, I pj-ick hundi-eds of them into cold

frames, keeping them near the glass, and also into hand-lights

under a wall, or under cloches, or even under the wall without

protection. If the winter be mild they will foi-m a welcome

addition to the spring stock of plants. I keep them clean and

let them grow just sufficiently to get them established, reserve

their growth for the spring, and then plant them out, the best

into cold pits and frames, and under hand-lights, where they

can be kept in a growing state without check until they are fit

for use ; and the remainder are planted out in trenches between

Pea rows on a south border ; this affords them considerable

protection. Another plantation may be made a Uttle later on
without any protection whatever, but on a border if possible.

We often hear of Cauhflowers going suddenly into that pro-

voking state called buttoning, and I have frequently had them
so among my stock. I have found that this depends upon the

.season, and I have never been so free from buttoned Cauli-

flowers as when I have been able to plant out my earliest out-

door crop without a check. For this puiijose the plants must
be small, and should be moved to then- quarters with a ball of

soU attached to their roots. It is my plan to keep their

gi-owth in check until I place them where they can go on im-

interniptedly. If they grow too lai-ge in the store frame or

seed bed, the chances are that most of them will button when
planted out, no matter whether in pits, frames, or out-doors.

For successional crops I make a sowing of seed, also under
glass, in both February and March. In the latter mouth I

make a sowing out-doors also, as the produce from the first

crop is uncertain. These sowings must be taken care of and
pricked-out under cover, if possible, and afterwards planted
out of doors.

I am not fond of growing a quantity of sorts of any kind of

vegetable, especially Cauliflowers, and it is more than ever

difficult to get the sorts true. 'We have a vei-y distinct and
desirable sort in Ycitch's Autumn Giant, which I like vei-y

much. The Early London Cauliflower is a sort I have grown
for years, and have every reason to be satisfied with, as it is

most reUable when it can be procui'cd true, possesses a delicious

flavour, and is close and compact in its growth, and is to a
considerable extent self-protecting. The Walcheren is a well-

known sort for general cultivation, and many prefer it. Cauli-

flowers for store plants I find should be planted in a rather-

poor and somewhat adhesive soil, instead of the richest ani
lightest that can be got, as is customary with some. They
wUl then be of a more suitable size when planting-time comes
round.

—

Thosus Eecoed.

BASKET-MAKING.
Wheee my father was apprenticed the head gardener em-

ployed him and some others dming the long winter evenings

in making baskets. My father emigrated to Canada, and he
there foimd his knowledge of basket-making not only useful

but very profitable, for

Ms baskets sold for high
prices, and he made
them during his even-

ing and other spare

hours. I know a Uttle

of the basking-making
art, but need more in-

straction, where can I

obtain it ? I pui-pose

emigrating to Canada
next spiing, and locat-

ing where my father

died.—H. F. M.

[You had better ob-

tain some instructions

from a basket-maker,
but the foUowiug,which
we copy from one of

Ml'. Loudon's works,

will aid you and other

young gai'deners. It

is a handicraft that

will be useful wherever
they reside.

—

Eds.]

One year's shoots of the common Willow, or of some other

species of that family, are most generally used. The shoots are

cut the preceding autumn,
and tied in bundles, and if

they are intended to be
peeled, their thick ends ai-e

placed in standing water to

the depth of 3 or 4 inches
;

and when the shoots begin
to sprout in spring they are

drawn through a spUt stick

stuck in the ground, or an
apparatus consisting of two
round rods of iron, nearly

half an inch thick, 1 foot

4 inches long, and tapeiing

a httle upwards, welded to-

gether at the one end, which

Fig.l.

Fig. 3.

is sharpened so that the instrtiment may be readily thrust
through a hole in the stool or small bench, on which the
operator sits. In using it, the operator takes the wand in his

right hand by the small end, and puts a foot or more of the
thick end into the instrument, the prongs of which he presses

together with his left hand, while with his right he draws the
wUlow towards him, by which the bark is at once separated
from the wood : the small end is then treated in the same

manner, and the peeUng is completed. Every basket eonsis_t&

of two parts : the framework of the structure, and the filling-in

or wattled part. The piincipal ribs in common baskets are

tvip : a vertical rib or hoop, the upper part of which is destined

to form the handler,

and a horizontal hoop

or rim, wliich is de-

stined to support all

the subordinate ribs

on which the wands

are wattled. The two

main ribs are first

bent to the required

form, and made fast at

their extremities by
nails or wire. They
are then joined to-

gether in their proper

position, the one in-

tersecting the other;,

and they are after-

wards nailed together,,

or tied by wire at the

points of intersection.

The operation of wat-

tUng is next com-
menced , by taking the

' '= "•
small end of a wand,,

and passing it once or

twice round the cross formed by the points of intersection

;

after which one, or perhaps two secondaiy ribs, are "itjo-

duced on each side of the

vertical main rib. The wat-

tUng is then proceeded with

a little further, when two

or more secondai-y ribs are

introduced; and the pro-

cess is continued till a suffi-

cient number of subordi-

nate ribs are put in to sup-

port the wattling of the

entii-e structure. The whole

art, as far- as concerns the

gardener, will be under-

stood from the following

figures :

—

Fig. 1 shows the handle

and rim of what is caUed the Scotch basket, made fast at the

points of intersection.

Fifl. 2 shows the same skeleton, with the ribs of one side

added, and the wattling or woven work commenced.

Fig. 3 represents the commencement of what is called the

English mode of basket-making ; m which three parallel rods

of 2 or 3 feet in length, according to the intended diameter

of the bottom of the basket, are laid flat on the ground, and

Fig. 4.
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three other rods of the same length laid across them at right I Fiy. 5 and ./iy. 6 show the progress of weaving the bottom
;

angles, as at a ; and next the weaving process is commenced, the latter being what ultimately becomes the under side, and
as at b.

I

the former the upper side.

6.—Under bide.

Fio- 7 shows the bottom complete, the under side of it being I some of the radiating ribs cut off, some of the rods which are
uppermost. to form the side ribs inserted, and the side weaving com-

Fig. 8 shows the bottom turned upside down, the points of
\
menced.

Ftg. shows the basket nearly completed, with part of the I Fig. 10 shows the rim completed and part of the handle
rim finished, and the rod on which the handle is to be formed plaited,

inserted.

OPUNTIA EAFFINESQUIANA AND 0. HUJIILE.
These two plants are admii-ably adapted for rockeries

;

their thoroughly distinct forms and large gay flowers render
them vei-y attractive, and as they are as hardy as they are
beautiful, and so cheap, they are within the compass of even
the smallest amateur gardener's means. I confess having
given expression to many doubts respecting their hartliness

when the first of these species was shown and recommended
me, for I had considerable experience of the class to which
they belong, and well knew their Uability to decay and melt

I away when surrounded by a superabundance of water. I could

not imagine any member of the genus Opuntia being able to

withstand the incessant changes of our climate, in which the

I

frost of to-day is succeeded by the rain of to-morrow, and_ so

on, during our protracted winters, wliich usually are so trying

to exotic vegetation. StUl, as faith in then- hardiness gained

ground, I determined to try the first-named plant, when the

friend to whom I applied told me he had two species perfectly

hardy—namely, 0. Haffiuesijuiaua and 0. hiinule, the former
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with broad flat branches, and the hitter suialltr-growiug, with

semiterete branches, which, together with its wliite hau-s, made
it look like some smaU-growiiig hoary C^ereus. These two

plantB I have been experimenting upon for two years in my
London garden, having planted them in the border as well as

upon the rockeiy, where they have lived and gi'own to my
satisfaction, although they have not yet flowered; indeed, at

the present moment they are not larger than when I bought

them. This, however, is easily, though not satisfactorDy (to

me) explained, for in the first place my neighbour had a cut-

ting from each ; that was so far good, but lately the plants have

suffered severely from the raids of cats. "We can, however, use

for the rock garden plants that have maintaiued a presentable

appearance during the past two years, and which are totaUy

distinct from any others in habit and appearance ; such are

certainly well deserving our attention.

The flowers of Opuntia Kaffinesquiana are large and showy,

in addition to wluch it has a tropical appearance, but whether

the other species produces showy flowers or not I am unable

to say. I am extremely proud of my hardy Cactuses, as most

of my visitors call them, and I sincerely hope some of our

plant-collectors may be able to contribute to our enjoyment

stUl more by the introduction of other hardy species of this or

any aUied genus.

—

Experio Ckede.

AGEICULTUKAL EETUKNS.
The total acreage retmned for holdings under 20 acres was

1,897,984 acres for Great Britain, or 6 per cent of the acreage

returned for holdings of all sizes. Of the 1,897,984 acres,

830,223 acres, or 44 per cent., were under tUlage, and 1,067,761

acres, or 56 per cent., were under permanent pasture. The
live stock returned as belonging to occupiers of less than
20 acres, consisted of 109,029 horses out of a total of 1,2.54,450;

of 582,555 cows and cattle out of a total of 5,337,759; of

1,414,041 sheep and lambs out of a total of 27,119,569 ; and of

502,719 pigs out of a total of 2,499,602.

It will be interesting to see, so far as relates to the particu-

lars just described, to what extent the smaller and larger

classes of holdings differ in theh' agricultural condition and
resources. Thus, of the total acreage returned by the two
classes of holdings in Great Britain, holdings under 20 acres

had 44 per cent, of the acreage mider tillage, and 56 per cent,

under permanent pastui'e ; and holdings of and above 20 acres

bad 61 per cent, under tillage, and 39 per cent, under perma-
nent pastm'e. As regards live stock the proportionate numbers
to evei7 100 acres were : horses 5-7 on holdmgs under 20 acres,

and 4 on holdings of and above 20 acres ;
cows and cattle 30-7

on holdings under 20 acres, and 16'4 on holdings of and above
20 acres ; sheep and lambs 74-5 on holdings under 20 acres,

and 88-8 on holdings of and above 20 acres ; lastly, pigs 26-5

on holdings under 20 acres, and 0'9 on holdings of and above
20 acres. The difference in the number of sheep upon the two
classes of holdings in Great Britain is effected hy sheep being

rather numerous in the small holdings in the hilly parts of

Great Britain, or in Wales and Scotland. In fact, as regax'ds

Scotland, from the large proportion of the acreage of the small

holdings which is imder tillage, and the large number of sheep
returned by the occupiers of small holdings, it is probable that

the occupiers in certain of the highland counties, especially in

Argyle, Inverness, and Eoss, have access to mountain pasturage
for their sheep in addition to the land held and returned by
them as occupiers. In England the jjroportions for sheep per
100 acres are upon holdings under 20 acres 32'7, and upon
holdings above 20 acres 76'5.

As regards orchards in 1871, no additional acreage is brought
under notice, as the land appropriated to the growth of fruit

trees, being under tillage or grass, has been retui-ned as under
crop or in pasture. The agricultural fruit crop, as it may be
termed to distinguish it from the garden fruit crop, which is

not ascertained, was returned as occupying as many as 206,583
acres in Great Britain in 1871. Of this total acreage under
fruit trees of any kind in orchai'ds, 176,685 acres were in
England, 23,033 acres in Wales, and 6865 acres in Scotland.
The coimties in England with the largest acreage under
orchards are Devon with 30,013 acres, Hereford with 20,811
acres, and Somerset with 16,267 acres.

The quantity of Potatoes grown in Prussia is very large, the
produce in 1870 being estimated at 656,000,000 bushels, or
16,400,000 tons, which is nearly twice the quantity stated to
have been grown in France in 1869, and is more than twice the
\-ield of Potatoes in the United Kingdom, if estimated at an

average of 4 tons or 160 bushels per acre. It is well knov,-n,

however, that the Potato is lai-gely used in Prussia for dis-

tillation. The production of Beetroot for sugar is specified for

several countries. As much as 4,360,000 tons are said to have

been grown in France in 1869, and 1,924,000 tons in Austria

in 1870. Tobacco, according to the latest returns, is grown to

the extent of about 7,000,000 lbs. in Holland, 5,000,000 lbs. in

Belgium, 55,600,000 lbs. in France, 4,700,000 lbs. in Austria,

3,000,000 lbs. in Greece, and 274,000,000 lbs. in the United

States.

The total number of acres beariug crops in 1871 connected

with gardening were :

—

England. VValt^.

Putatocs 8'J1,-531 .... 51,85a

Tm-nips 1,592,933 .... 69,833

CaiTots 18,634 .... 311

In 1870 there were 1380 acres cropped with Potatoes in the

Island of Mauritius. In 1870-1 m Victoria 127,579 tons were

produced ; in South Australia 9563 tons ; in Tasmania 36,028

tons ;
Nev; Zealand 56,040 tons.

THE WEATHEE.
Twelve degrees of frost here (Lincoln) this morning

(March 26th). This is precisely the same amount that last

year on the 6th, 7th, and 8th of Apiil ruined the fruit crops.

This morning, fortunately, ever}' twig and bud was beautifully

covered with snow, and herein may consist the safety of the

crops. The small fruits, as Gooseberries and Curi'auts, were
not so well protected, the foUago preventing the snow from
immediately covering the blossom. In these some loss is ex-

pected, but as, especially in regai'd to Gooseberries, the show
is very large, a sufficient quantity may escape to form a crop.

Blossom on most kinds of fruit trees is plentiful. In

Apricots it is, perhaps, the thinnest, and Plums are not quite

so crowded as last year. Apples and Pears promise exceedingly

well, but a frost similar to that of last night, now the snow is

gone, will render fruit prospects gloomy indeed. Against this

dreaded contingency we have the favoui'able omen of a faUing

barometer, and all may yet be well.

This morning, on going into the vinery, the best Vine was
hanging its leaves and branches, and was to all appeai'ance

killed. On looking for the cause it was found outside. The
hayband enwrapping the stem had shpped and exposed 2 or

3 inches to the action of the cold. The sap had received a

chill, or become actuaUy frozen, and in another half hour the

Vine would have been dead. A gardener must be ever on the

watch. This little incident is recorded as a caution to others.

—J. W., Liiii-ulii.

I FEAU the late severe weather has made sad havoc with the

fruit crops. On the 21st the wind was blowing from the east,

and at noon the snow began to fall heavily, continuing nearly

all the afternoon. The same night there was a severe frost,

which lasted for the next six days. I append the temperatm'e

and snowfall taken at Loxford Hall.

Min. Max. FaU of snow.
Marcli 21st 21^ 40= 0.40 inch

22na 24" ........ 40^ 0.02 „
23ia 38'^ 89» 0.56 „
24tU 31" 44° — „
2.5tli 27=' 42" 0.11 „
26tli

27th 26- 58^

The Pear and Plum trees were far advanced in blossom,

some of them in early positions were in flower. There does

not seem to be much blossom on the Plum trees here, but the

Peais are hterally covered with uuexpanded blossoms ; on
cutting these open it is verj' diflicult to find one in which the

parts of fructification are not quite black and dead, although the

yet unexpanded blossoms are to aD appearance sound. The frost

has been even more intense in some localities in this neigh-

bourhood. A gardener from Kent , whose place is only twelve

miles from Loudon, called here on the 25th, and told me that

he had registered 14' of frost—that is, the temperature fell to

18' Fahr., a temperatm'e low enough, where the blossoms are

sufficiently advanced, to destroy all our prospects of a crop.

In a small uuheatcd orchard house I had a number of trees in

full blossom, but not one of them is damaged as far as can yet

be observed. The lowest to which the thermometer fell in

this unheated structm-e was 31' Fahr. In the heated orchard

house the Peaches and Nectarines had nearly finished their'

flowering. Pears and Plums were in fuU flower, but no doubt
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tliey are safe. It was envious to see the Hyacinth beds nearly
in full flower smothered with snow.—J. Dotiglas.

PLANTING SJIALL GROUNDS v,-iTn OENArvrENTAL
TREES AND SHRUBS.—No. -2.

(An Addi-ess before the Em-al Club of Sew York. By Josiai IIooiic i.)

Vases.—Where the gronmls ai'C of sufficient size a hauil-
some vase, of fail' proportion, mounted on an appropriate
pedestal, is always a pleasing object, especially when filled

v.'ith healthy, suitable plants ; and I have seen rustic vases
formed of twigs and branches, with the base sun-ounded by
Ivy, when the idea of fitness to the place was unquestioned.
The handsomest vase I ever s.aw was of medium size, with a
\igorous specimen of Eusselia juueea in the ceutre, and trail-

ing over the edge was Gnaphalium lanatum intermiugUng with
the delicate stems of Anipelopsis Yeitehii. The slender, shi'ed-

like stems of the main jilant were covered with a profusion of
scarlet tubular flowers, hanging over and partly covering a few
Altemantheras with ricld.y-coloured leaves. I recollect a pah-
of broad, yet very shallow vases, situated on either side of one
of our finest residences, near PhUadelplua, and, although some
months since, the picture appears as fresh to my mental vision
as if but yesterday. These ornaments were not 2 feet high,
and were placed upon the ground without pedestals. The sur-
face of one was completely covered with the metallic leaves
of an Eeheveria, the other with a very dwarf Alternanthera.
Around the base of each was a bed of some large-leaved Ivy,
encircled vrith a ring of the variegated variety.

Teees fob Sji.ill GRorxDS.—I shall simply call attention
to a few of the most desh-able trees for what might be tei-med
second-class places. For a group of low-growing trees, com-
mend to me .".Iways certain specify of the llagnoUas. The
il. conspicua, with pure white bloom ; M. Sonlangeana, with
its white flower, striped and shaded with purple ; JI. cordata,
\%-ith golden yellow, odorous bloom ; and lastly, but veiy far

from least, the beautiful JI. Thompsoniana, with creamy-white
fragi'ant flowers. We have here a group of four trees that can-
not be excelled—hardy, beautiful in foliage and flower, and so

entirely free from injurious insects that they seem to combine
all the excellencies one could desire.

Another pretty group of small-sized trees may be composed
of the Halesia tetraptera or SUver Bell ; Laburnum or Golden
Chain; and the Cercis canadensis, Bed Bud or .ludas tree.

Still another group of the same size can be formed of the
Pranus Padns or European Bird Cheriy ; Rhus Cotiuns or

Purple Mist ; Chiouanthus 'lirginica or White Fringe ; and
tlie Cladrastis tinctoria. Yellow Wood, or Yirgilia.

In a corner of the grounds a closely-massed group of the
different coloiu'ed double-flowering Peaches will be verv pleas-

ing when in bloom ; and wliere they will succeed notliing can
excel the numerous varieties of Thorns, In the centre of the
Peaches I would insert a tree of Keid's Weeping variety, a

gi'aceful drooping tree, and among the Thorns plant the weep-
ing variety of it. These have a tendency to remove a certain

uniformity of oirtUne prevalent in all such masses. As we
leave the small class of trees, and advance to those of larger

gi-owth, I unhesitatingly place in the fi'ont rank, if not at the
very head, the Norway Maple [Acer platanoides] . Seldom do
we find its equal in all that jiertains to a specimen tree. With
ample foliage of the richest shade of green, globular in form,
perfectly hardy and healthy in almost eveiy situation, it

appears peculiarly adapted to stand alone upon a beautiful

lawn. Another, although of a widely different character, is

the Wliite Birch (Betula alba), and its deUcate eut-!eaved

v.ariety. The SUver-leaved Linden succeeds well everywhere,
and is undeniably a lieautiful specimen tree, as well as the
English Cork-barked Maple when branched to the gi-ound.

Although of large size, the Sweet Gum (Liquidambar) forms
one of our most available omament.al trees. Beautiful at aU
seasons, with its curious corky bark, rich glossy star-shaped
leaves, and picturesque form, it is well adapted for creating

marked effects ; and then in the autumn its brilliant ciimson
hue is remarkably attractive.

Either for groujjing or as single specimens, the genus Fagus
or Beech supplies us with a charming set of trees. Among
the most striking in character I would place the Feni-leaved
and Purple-leaved as especially fine. The cut-leaved Alder
and the newer variety asplenilolia I consider very desir.able

for particular localities. There are very many otlier trees of

beautiful form that are unfortunately not adapted for general

planting. In the neighboiirhood of Philadelphia we cannot
use the Elms because the leaves are often perforated by bisects

;

nor the Ashes on account of the borers ; the Mountahi Ash
meets with the s.ame fate, and the Thorns are destroyed by a
fungus ; the Horse Chestnuts become disfigured by midsummer,
and so we have to rely on other trees.

—

(American Ilorticul-

liiri-t.)

GARDENING IN RUSSIA.
My visit to Moscow, made as it was in the dead of winter,

has left few reminiscences worthy of note, and, in some respects,

visitors to that place should be warned that summer and not
winter is the time to see this ancient and uiteresting city. In
respect to seeing the Ufe and the biHiii moiule, winter is the
time, as in June aU who can, leave for the country or go
abroad ; but to see the environs, which are picturesque in the

highest degree, the waiin time should be chosen.
All the gardens were deeply covered with snow during my

visit, and with the exception of the small Whiter Garden in

the Imperial Palace, I saw nothing in the horticultural Hue.

That garden was worth a visit , though by no means so note-

worthy as those of Gromoff and Outiue which I described some
years ago in the pages of the .lournal. One part of the Palace

is divided from another by a street, and this Ijridged over by
a conservator;', which thus forms a means of communication
and a winter garden. The patlis are bordered by rockwork,

with Mosses and Ferns growing profusely over them ; and the

beds, for such they must be called, are planted with the various

kinds of Palms, weU Imown to aU who have .'ieen the decoration

of houses abroad. There is a fountaiu and two statues of no
pecuhar merit. The heating is by hot air, flues running behind

the walls and having openings here and there. The paths are

covered with fine red sand closely resembling Dartford gi-avel

without the stones, and the contrast with the luxuriant foUago

is, as may be imagmed, veiy lovely.

Of the' Palace itself I wiU not speak, the subject being un-

fitted for The .Jocenmi. of Hokticultuke. Suffice it to say

that it is for quiet grandeur and simple beauty unique.

At St. Petersburg I made the acquaintance of one of the

leading amateur botanists and horticultiirists, Mr. Pastuhoff.

His several large greenhouses and conservatories ai-e well worth

a visit. There are numbers of extremely rare plants of gre.at

value, and some few gigantic spechnens of Pahns. One Latania

borbonica, for which a special house was biult, measures 2 feet

round the stem, and is indeed a noble tree.

The difiiculties to be contended with in this northern chmale

are so many that it is really a wonder people imdertake the

care and anxiety insep.arably connected with gi-owing plants

under glass. The fact of there being six months of snow and

frost perhaps drives people to go to any expense and trouble

with the view of deluding themselves that " spring is comhig."

Be it how it may, the humblest house has invariably its stands

of plants of one description or anolher—ly^- on a trelhs if

nothing else is to be had.

—

Pateli^.

NEW BOOK.
Alpine Plants : comprising Fifliurs and Descriptions of the

most StriUnfi and Beautiful of tlie Alpine Flowers. Edited

by DAvro Wooster. London : Bell & Daldy.

We have from time to time noticed the periodical parts of

this work as they were pubhshed, and have spoken of them

as their merits desei-ve. With Part 18, just issued, the volume

of the first series is complete, and foi-ms a work of gi-eat

interest to those who indulge the gi-owing taste for the culti-

vation of those charmmg Alpines, which contribute so much

interest and beautv to a garden. Should the work be con-

tinued we could wish that the figures of the plants were exe-

cuted in brighter and more transparent colours than those are

in the volume before us. The distempered style in which

these are executed gives a hard and too solid a character to the

figures, which is far from artistic. In the index, a reference

to the plates as well as to the page would be useful.

CAPSICUM CULTURE.
I WAS glad to read Mr. Abbey's notes on Capsicum culture

(page 219), because I have for some time thought it a subject

worthy of discussion. I will now, liowever, only ask space for

one or two supplementary remarks.

Capsicums should always be cultivated under glass, either
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in pots or planteil-ont in pits. I preter tlie pot?:, and nse a

rich loamy soil similar to that ach-ised by Mr. Abbey, but with-

out any bones, which are not at all necessary to success.

Three strong eren-sized plants are placed triangularly in a

well-drained 10-inch pot, and as each of the plants will yield two

dozen full-sized ripe pods of the large Long Red variety, a few

such pots will suffice for the requirements of a large establish-

ment, and will occupy less space than is often devoted to the

growth of numerous plants of this class in smaller pots with

less satisfactory results.

The cultural details are of the simplest. The seedlings may
be raised, and the crop matured, in any glass structure in which
a Uvely temperature is maintained. Let them gain sufficient

size to show which are likely to become vigorous plants, select

these, and at once transplant them from the seed-pan to the
10-inch pot. As the plants gain siza afford them plenty of

head-room, syringe freely, giving abundant and constant sup-
plies of liquid manure, and the strong branching growth will

be laden with a fine and most satisfactory crop of pods.

—

Edwabd LucKHunsT.

NOTES OF A TOUB IN lEELAND.—No. 1.

HaMWOOD, Co. KiLDAEE, THE SeAI OF 0. W. HAMILTON, EsQ.

TiiEHE are few places in Ireland, or, indeed, elsewhere, I stands in the foremost rank in Ireland, as one of the most in-

more full of inteiest than Hamwood. Ulr. Hamilton's name
|
telligent a id practical of farmers. As agent and manager for

tlie Duke of Leinster'ri pnijierty, and that of many' other
noblemen throughout the country, liis name and fame liad
become pretty well known to me ere I reached Hamwood. In
Mr. Hamilton we have a tine example of a true country gentle-
man enthusiastically devoted to a country Ufe, and all that
tends to make it cheerful, happy, and pleasant. How very
different is the aspect of gardening at Hamwood, where the
landlord is resident, and the moving spirit in all—the head
gardener, in short—to that which it presents at many noble
demesnes in this glorious country where the landlord is absent.
Hamwood is not one of the big places with a stately man-

sion and great ranges of glass houses. It is, however, replete
with objects of interest in a gardening point of view, which
many more pretending places do not possess. It is interesting
in its being experimental, :\fi'. Hamilton's great pleasure being
in testing the praeli.al.ility .if performing this or that, in
testing various mndcs ,,{ caiUivatiou, the different varieties
of plants, &c. Here, on the lawn as we enter, right in
front of the house, is a beautiful flower garden very tastefully
laid out, and effectively planted with most of the usual sub-
jects employed for this kind of work, such as scarlet Pelar'
goniums, one of the best scarlets being William Underwood

;

variegated Pelargoniums, Ageratums (very fine), Calceolaa-ias''

and beautiful Iresine Herbstii. This is a plant which does
exceedingly well in Ireland, whilst of the Coleus Verschaffelti,
its conqueror here in England, scarcely one was to be seen.

Some beds of a scroll pattern had a broad edging baud of biue

spar or tile in place of Lobelia, which against the grass had a

pretty effect. Many varieties of Pelargoniums and other

plants were here on trial, but these I need not now specially

mention. The situation of the flower garden is somewhat
exposed, about 300 feet above the sea level, great open grass

meadows stretching-out in front, sho-n-ing the most luxuriant

of pastures, and first-class farming.

In a long avenue leading eastward from the house were

planted many species of Conifera'. The Pinus insignis in

their peculiar lively green were particularly noticeable. Of
these there were many examples of great size and beauty,

from 30 to 50 feet in height—perfect pyramids of the most
lovely green that can be conceived. Who could see tliis tree

and not admire it ? It is a great pity that in many districts

it gets killed by frost. Those at Hamwood have been planted

about twenty-five yeai's. The Cedars planted at the same time

were also growing in the greatest luxuriance and about 25 feet

high. Pinus monticola, very handsome, was about 30 feet.

Of Abies Menziesii, A. Nordmanniana, and Cupressus Law-
souiana there were also many fine examples, and in other

portions of the grounds fine specimens of Abies cephalonica and
Pai'sonsii ; Araucarias 20 feet high; Cryptomeria japonica,

very fine specimens ; Sequoia sempervireus, and others. A
novel feature in the avenue just mentioned, in a line in front

of the Coniferas, was produced by plants of the Bamboo and
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Pampas Grass being planted alternately. It was expected that

the Bamboos noukl prove a striking feature, but they were
scarcely happy. The Pampas Grasses were, of course, very

telling.

Passing on to the kitchen gardens I found the objects of

interest increasing fast. Here we have an orchard house

—

a low span-roofed cheap structure, a la Tlivcrs, havmg the
trees planted out, but with the roots confined to a certain

space. There was also a vinery of much the same construction

%vith an extremely good crop of Grapes. At times I almost
fancied myself with Mr. Elvers, at Sawbridgeworth ; every
step I took Jlr. Hamilton had some interesting experiment to

point out and to invite attention to, sometimes a success and
sometimes a failure. Here we have a " Cherry orchard," a

small compartment of little bush trees which seemed very
fruitful. Tliese were all safely protected from the depre-

dations of birds bv a covrrin" of he\agon wire netting.

Along the sides of several of the walks were lines of Apple
trees trained on the French cordon system. These looked
very well, having immense crops of fruit. On inquiry I was
informed that the common soil of the garden not appearing
suitable, all these trees were planted in coil prepared for the
purpose, and certainly, judging from the results, nothing could
have been more satisfactory. A trench about 2 feet wide was
simply excavated to the required depth, and the proper soil

substituted. Is there not here a lesson for many who grumble
at the bad quality of their soils and their inability .to grow
good fruit ? In another part we find a plantation of dwarf
bush Apples, planted in the style of Gooseberries, about 4 feet

apart, full of fruit.

I could instance many more uitercsting doings in this most
interesting garden, and tell of the extreme pleasure it is to

;
meet such a true lover of horticulture as Mr. Hamilton, and

1 to witness the great interest that both he and Jlrs. Hamilton

Gardens at Hamwood.

take, I may say, in every plant, and in all the operations of the
|

friends to Hamwood, and to meet there Mr,

garden. I had the further pleasure of being accompanied by
|
Coolayna, whither I shall next proceed.—B.

F. Hamilton, of

ONE OF THE MOST BEAUTIFUL AND MOST NEGLECTED OF FLOBISTS' FLOWERS.

Aboct iifty years ago {" Ah ! here's one of the old school !

")

I resided in a country village, and passed there a happy early

manhood. The vicar was one of " the old school," but he

was a man of taste. I met beneath his roof-tree the Hayters,

the Landseers, and other men of cultivated minds and appre-

ciators of the beautiful. How thfit Edwin Landseer annoyed

me then with his " Stop, stop ! " whUst he laid down his gun
and pulled out his sketch-book to trace the attitudes of my
pointers ! Well, the vicar was a man of taste

;
he had a gar-

den, and he cultivated Apples, raised one from seed, which we
christened " (iower's Nonpareil ;" had a good collection of

Eoses round hi.^ bowling green. How many shades of those

gone-before that green calls up ! but one besides myself re-

mains of those wiio then " rubbed and came in " there ! A
long walk led down from the vicarage to that bowling green,

and on each side of that walk was a broad border planted with
" one of the most beautiful, and iioir most neglected, of florists'

flowers."

Though a man of taste, that vicar was not a man without pre-

judice—he was an Oxonian, and clung to the old heavy Brazen-

nose port wine ; he abjured Asparagus, but loved Sea-kale ;
and

said "a Cucumber should be nicely peeled, peppered, vinegared,

and then thrown on to the dunghill;" he anathematised whist,

but played chess and quadrille. Quadrille ! who plays it now ?

How I should like to meet with three sexagenarians who would
" pass '" with me. Well, one of the last "pools " I ever played

was during a September in that " tranquil " village -some one

wai remember the verses in which that epithet occurs._ In the

morning I had taken Landseer (he was not Sir Edwin then)

across to a farmhouse where hung one of his boyhood-painted

pictures—a horse looking round at a provender-bringing groom

—and I had enjoyed seeing him stand before it with a joyous

exclamation, " It is not so bad, after aU !" But what has all

this to do with the neglected florists' flower ? Only thus much

—that most exquisite of flower-painters, Mrs. Pope, then said

to me, " There is no flower that equals in its tmts and then'

blendings The Eancncui.vs." That, in my opinion, is "one

of the most beautiful and most neglected of florists' flowers."

Why is this ? Why is it so neglected that a gardener—a prac-

tical and known gardener—asked, when recently looking at
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some Ranuncnlns blooms, " Wlint flowers are these?" I

assert, fearless of contradiction, that no flower sm-passes the
Ranunculus in brightness of colours, in srmmetrj- of form,
and variety of combination of tints. \Ti"lien massed in a bed
it as far surpasses the Tnlip and Anemone a-, the lloss sur-

passes the Briai' Rose. The neglect of the Ranmiciilus is a
mere caprice of fashion, and I do hope that amateurs and
societies wOl aid in restoring to the prominence it deserves

this brilhant flower.

—

Sesex.

heard also from him, and the failures probably were occasioned
by his not living where the letters were addressed to.

AlIMONIA VERSUS RED SPIDEE.
Eefebkixg to a coimnuiiication, signed " J. W.," in your

number for SeiJtember 11th, 1871, beaded " Ammouia itcsin

Red Spider and llealy Bug,'' would your contributor inform
me tlu'ough 3-oui- columns what strength of guano water I

could safely apply m soaking the inside border of a vinery
20 feet by 14 ? It is heated by hot water, but there is no eva-

porating-pan on the pipes. For a few years past I have
watered the border with cow urine, and attribute the keeping-
down and almost extinction of the red spider, with which the
house was annually infested, to the ammonia arising from this

application. In consequence of " J. W.'s " letter I am anxious
to try his recommendation if I can steer clear of not over-

dosing the house, and so hurting the foliage of the Tines.

—

.loHX Ferme.
^In yom- coiTespoudenfs case I should hardly attribute the

extu-pation of red spider to the ammonia evolved from water-
ing the border with cows' urine, as the soil would not part
with any appreciable quantity to the atmosphere. The benefit

that the Vines would undoubtedly derive from the watering
increasing their vigour, would, just to that degree, render them
less vulnerable to spider attacks. I should water the border
as ususil, seeing that good results ai'e produced, and in addition
use guano for generating ammonia in the atmosphere. I

should in the first place recommend that evaporating-troughs
be fixed on the pipes. If such troughs be not employed,
then set large saucers or pans on the pipes, or about the bouse,
and fill them with a strong solution of guano. Another mode
of proceeding would be to spiinkle the paths with guano, and
the guano with water, on closing in the afternoon. If the
border is shghtly spiinkled at the same time it can do no harm.
From 1 to 2 ozs. of guano per gaUon for troughs on pipes will

be quite safe and certainly beneficial ; double that strength if

used in saucers not standing on the pipes ; and for sprinkling,

a handful spread over, say, 20 squai'e yards of flooring is the
quantity I use. This may amount to H or 4 ozs., and is sufiS-

cient. I do not use the guano every day, but only on bright
smmy days, when the foUage of the Vines is fully expanded,
and their absorbent powers the greatest on closing the house
early in the aftei-noou. It is well to use it sparingly when the
Vines are setting theb fruit, and until they have completed
the stoning process. "When they have passed that stage I have
mixed a pound in the evaporating-tray on the top of an
Amott's stove, and never perceived the slightest ill effect fi'om

it, but the reverse. In regular- practice, however, the quantities
previously named need not be greatly exceeded.

If for the sake of a change of food—and this is always
good—it is desired to discontinue the cows' m-ine, I would top-
dress the inside border with guano, at the rate of li oz. to the
square yard, and soak it in. If the urine is continued as
usual, I would add as a top-dressing 1 to 2 ozs. of supei-phos-
phate of lime, as the urine is deficient in phosp'uates. Cows'
urine is exceedingly variable in strength ; when fresh it is very
rich in carbonic acid and deficient in ammonia, but when
putrefied with water the carbonic acid more than half vanishes,
and ammonia increases to nearly eight times the amount.
With respect to the strength of guano water for Vines, I

may add that three years ago I had a house of Grapes severely
attacked with mildew. I reduced the atmospheric moisture to
nil, and to compensate for excessive transpiration I soaked the
border with .3 ozs. of guano and 1 oz. of salt per gallon. The
good eflfeet was immediate. Jlildew v,-as an-ested, and a fine
crop of Grapes ripened. As to the use of ammonia as an
antidote to red spider, I may say that I never syringe the
Vines, and have never seen a red spider on them for six years.
Some years' experience prior to this also confirms the efficacy
of this method.—J. WKianT.]

WINTER BEDDING AT ST. HELEN'S,
CO. DUBLIN.

There is at present to be seen, on the upper terrace at St.
Helen's, a successful example of what may be well and aptly
termed " winter bedding," in contradistinction to what has
ah-eady received the name of " spring bedding." The head
gardener, Mr. "Webley, jjlanted last summer the two chain
lines of beds on this ten-ace with various Sedums and Saxi-
frages, so as to have each bed carpeted v.ith a distinct variety.

When the tender succulents, such as Echeveria metallica and
sanguinea, Sempervivum tabulaeforme. Agaves, Yuccas, &c.,
which were " let in " or " set in " these cai-pet beds, were re-

moved on the approac'n of winter, ilr. Webley allowed the
"cai-pets" to stand as they were, but substituted for the
tender succulents with which they had been dotted hardy
fine-foliaged plants of various colours ; so that at the present
time eveiT bed is completely covered or carpeted with various
shades of colour—the green .shades, of eorurse, being predomi-
nant ; varied, however, with such varieties as the golden-tipped
Sedum acre, the piu-ple hue of Sedum reflexum, and the giey
Sedum prumosum.

It is worthy of notice that all the plants used in this example
of winter bedding are of the cheapest description, and that
they increase with wonderful raiudity. They are prmcipally
Sedums—viz, acre, acre aureum, angUcum, reflexum, corsicum,
and sexangulai'e ; Saxifrages, Aizoon, pyramidalis, densa, cunei-
foUa ; and Sempervivum califomicum. The cost for half a
dozen plants of each of these would be very trifling ; and these
half a dozen, if properly divided and treated, would each, in a
year's time, cover any moderate-sized bed. Being hardy, of

course there is no expense of keeping them ; and thus, every
garden of any pretensions might have the beds from which the
summer plants ai-e removed filled with bedding plants, which,
if not quite so bright in colom-s as the summer bedding plants,

are yet quite as interesting in winter, and, at least, do away
with the cold and bleak appeai'ance of the beds ; which beds
are, generally speaking, sititated in full view of the mansion or
dwelling-house.

In passing through the kitchen garden our attention was
attracted by the appearance of a plot of coloured Cabbage of

very dwarf growth. These, Mr. Webley stated, were the result

of a cross between white variegated variety of the Fearnought
Cabbage and the Red Dutch, the result being the production of

varieties of several shades of colour, including pink, rose purple,
red and crimson, white and cream, all the varieties, of course,
being more or less variegated with green. The great value of

this cross is its dwai'fness and lateness in going to flower. At
the present time the Variegated Kale is quite 4 feet high and
running to bloom, whilst Mr. Webley's "hybrid'' is not more
than a foot high, and will not go to bloom for six weeks to
come.

—

{Irish Fi(rmer.)

EXPLANATION NEEDED.
We have received several letters testifying that "Amateur"

supphed the writers with cuttings satisfactorily. We have

^ A GOSSIP ON THE GENUS BEGONIA.
Fifteen' or sixteen years ago, before the equivocal phrase

" foHage plants '' became famiUaiised by the force of daily

use. Begonia Rex was introduced to and welcomed by British

gardeners. It created quite a furor among plant-lovers, for it

was remarkable and novel, there having been nothing in culti-

vation previously, except B.xanthinaand its varieties argeutea

and mai-morata, that approached in any respect the peculiar

leaf-character of Rex. 'This so-called King of Begonias was
an immense improvement on any of his nearest jire-existing

blood relations, but his claim to a royal title was not very well

founded—a statement that has been clearly verified in the

short-lived run of popularity which he and his draasty of

"foliage" successors have had. When the glamour of novelty

abated, it was seen that he could only be regarded as a very
' petty and rather coarse princelet in the great faimly of Begonia.
! He was, in fact, only a scion of one of the smallest branches of

the faniUy, the principal recommendation of which was an odd
singularity of character, unaccomiiauied by any feature that

could in any sense be i)ut forward as ornamental. The proto-

type of tills branch, B. xanthina, now haidly to be seen in cul-

tivation, except in some of the botanic gardens, a circumstance

which only the lovers of curious plants will regl"et, is one of

the oddest of aU Begonias. It appears to have boiTov.-ed the

fashion of its brownish-oUve leaves fi-om the lop-ears of the
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clepUimt, aud the dingy wliity-brewa flowers arem^ro like dis-

tortions of the couiuiju character of those of Bagoiiia generally
than anything else in the floral v.ay that has coma under the
notice of the present writer. Rex, and tho host of varieties
of similar character that were introduced subsecjuent to it, in-

herited the pocuharities of the odd prototype in an exaggerated
degree. The leaves remained true to the lop-ear pattern, hut
increased in size ; and some variety in the extent and the
manner of their coloui'ing was the ijriucipal evidence of in-

dividualism the ever-increasing varieties severally presented.
For a year or two it appeared quite an easy matter to improve
the character of the leaves, or at least to introduce novel
features into them ; for the varieties soon became very nume-
rous, the demand for them among the admirers of foUage
plants of any pattern being very good. It was quite different
with the flowers ; they decUned to be improved a bit, aud are
the same dingy curious objoets to-day that they were in the
palmiest days of Rex. Perhaps it was never seriously tried to
improve the flowers, though it was alleged that it was at-

tempted, but failed, through our Belgian brethren, who have
the honour of having set up Rex and his dynasty, not having
hit on the right way of coaxing Nature into a mood favourable
to their designs on the refractory floral organs. lU-natured
people, non-admirers of the lop-ear Begonias, contemptuously
insinuated that the insignificance and comparative ugliness of

the flowers were to be accounted for by the law of compensa-
tion—that it was more than the most inconsiderately sanguine
could expect that Nature should expend so much force and
matter in the production of leaves, and be equally lavish when
the flowers came under her hand. It is not worth while to
iucjuire whether these cavillers spoke the truth in this matter,
but it is quite certain they truly predicted the fate of the Rex
dynasty when they said it would fall; for it began, after a
brief period, to decUnc in popular favour, aud a few years ago
had sunk to zero, whence there is no hope that it will rise, in
the present generation at least.

It does not appear that its decline has been very much re-

gretted ; no one, at least, has thought it worth while to come
forward with any plea on its behalf : but there certainly is a
very general feeling of satisfaction that it has gone the way of

aU despotisms. While it lasted, its influence was supreme over
many; and it contributed in a large degree to impede the pro-

gress of improvement in the stocking of our glass houses during
a period of perhaps unparalleled activity in botanical explora-
tion, which resulted in the introduction of many beautiful

plants of different families, including also valuable species of

the Begonia race itself, hitherto unknown to cultivation. A
Begonia fever would be rather a healthy horticultural malady,
provided it were somewhat catholic in the exhibition of symp-
toms, aud that it embraced aU that the family contains, about
which an honest fever might reasonably be got up. It is one
of the largest of the flowering families of stove aud greenhouse
plants at present in cultivation, embracing about four hundred
species as known to botanists, aud perhaps one-third of these

are, or have been, introduced to cultivation. Like all large

genera, there is an immense range of variety in its members
;

elegance in inflorescence, with striking distinctness of form
and habit, being exemplified in every species more or less, and
in not a few brilliancy of colour intensifies the other charms.
What, for instance, can compete for loveliness and grace with

B. fuchsioides ? -As a pillar iflant and covering for a wall

where it may extend itself in comparative freedom, it is un-

surpassed. B. Putziesii is scarcely less beautiful, but is better

adapted for pot oultui-e as a specimen plant. B. urophyUa,

manicata, aud hydrocotylifoUa are among the most profuse,

yet elegant and- distinct, of flowering plants, and are, moreover,

winter and spilng flowers. B. iiitida and Urcgei flower con-

tinuously the year round, if they are kindly encouraged thereto.

These are all evergreen species, and there are many of the

same habit worthy of being named along with them, but

hmited space forbids an extended enumeration. The only

other, therefore, in this class which I shall name as one that

should be in every collection of plants is B. odorata, a pretty

and pleasantly fragrant species, which for the latter quality

alone deserves to be lai'gely cultivated for cut-flower pmposes.

There is another no less interesting aud valuable class of

Begonias that have all but entirely disappeared from cultiva-

tion—namely, the herbaceous species. The best known of

these at the present time is B. boUviensis, a curious recent

introduction of good decorative points, aud B. discolor, which

is occasionally seen in cottage windows in some parts, but most

rarely in private gardens. Other species, such as the brilliant

B. divcrsifolia and the interesting B. octopetala, are perhaps
lost to cultivation; they are, at least, amongst the rarest of

cultivated plants, if they do hold a place anywhere in this

country. The great beauty and usefulness of the latter of

these last-named species render it a very regrettable thing
that it should have disappeared from cultivation. The flowers,

as the name implies, are furnished with eight petals, aud are

the largest of Begonia flowers with which I am acquainted

;

they open iu winter early, and continue to be produced for

many weeks in close succession on individual plants ; while
with a little management in bringing relays of them into heat
at successive periods, it may be had in bloom the winter over.

Such a plant should be in every collection of in-door winter
flowers, aud is worth a journey round the world to find.

No one who knows anything about the cultivation of stove

aud greenhouse plants requires to be told how to set about tho
culture of Begonias. There is perhaps no more easily culti-

vated class of plants—and that is a great point iu their favour,

when balanced with then- excellent decorative qualities. A
good rich o^jen loamy soil, with ample drainage, so that their

generally great requirements in water may be met without risk

of stagnation, and a warm moist atmosphere, the moisture
being supplied by means of the som-ce of heat rather than by
the syringe, are conditions under which all evergreen Begonias
wUl thrive. The herbaceous species require different treatment

at different seasons of the year. They like a good warmth aud
moisture in theu' growing season ; but after flowering is over,

they require to be brought gradually to rest in a cooler atmo-

sphere. One great mistake I have very generally seen practised

with these is that of diyiug them oft too much and too quickly,

whereby their tuberous roots, not unlike those of the Caladium,

are hastened or prematurely aud insufliciently ripened, and of

course they keep badly, and turn out dead in spring or at start-

ing time.
"
If well ripened, tho roots will bear wintering iu any

place that does not faU below 3o\ B. octopetala requires the

treatment of its class, in all respects adapting it to its natural

period of rest in early summer, or as it falls in if treated suu-

cessionally.—W. S.

—

{The Gardener.)

ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY'S MEETINGS.
The first Marcli meeting was held on the 4th, Professor West-

W!)oil, President, in the chair. Amongst the books presented to

tlid Society's library since the preceding meeting were especi-

ally to be noticed a new pai-t of Gemminger aud Harold's great
catalogue of Coleopterous insects, and Mr. Matthews's mono-
graph of the Trichopterigidie, microscopical beetles of great

interest from their very remarkable structiu'e.

Mr. F. Smith read some further notes respecting the storing

of grain by ants at Mentone, having, by confining a colony of

these insects in a glass vessel, distiuctly xjerceived them feediug

on the grain. Mr. S. Stevens exhibited an apparently unde-
scribed moth belonging to the genus Phycita, from the Essex
marshes opposite Graveseud, remarkable for its resemblance to

one of the pearly-winged 6X)ecies of Phycita. Professor Wcstwood
exhibited living specimens of the Argus reflexus, of which it

appears that a colony has established itself iu Cauterbury
Cathedral, as well as another species of the same genus with a

(juautity of its yoimg, presented to him bj' Dr. Liviugstoue, who
had fauud it iu Central Africa, where it enters the feet of the

natives between the Iocs, causing great inflammation. Mr.
Albert MiUler exhibited gaUs received from Bombay by Mr. P.

Moore upon the leaves of Ciunamomum nitidum, formed by
miuute mites of the cmious genus Phyboptus, being the first

notice of the occurrence of these creatures iu the East.

Mr. H. W. Bates exhibited two series of specimens of beetles

belonging to the genus Carabus, one containing British species,

and the other species from Eastern Siberia, with the view to

disprove the supposed zoologico-geographical identity of the

vast division of the globe which Dr. Sclater had united under

the name of the Paliearctic region, as distinguished from the

Ethiopic, Neotropical, &c. He was, ou the contrary, disposed

to consider that such great geographical divisions of the globe

were quite arbitrary. Of at least fifty well-known European
species of the genus Carabus, aud as many pecuhar to Siberia,

only one, Carabus granulatus, was common to Eastern Siberia

aud Western Europe, whilst one was common to Eastern Siberia

and Western North America. Mr. Bates was indeed iucUned

to question whether the partition of the globe from a zoological

point of view into great divisions, as had been proposed by
various naturalists, especially more recently by Sclater aud

Hu.tley, was not based upon arbitrary evidence, and conse-

quently untenable. He looked, in fact, upon the later geogra-

phical changes effecting the present configuration of laud and
.sea as more likely to afford grounds for the geographical distri-

bution of animals. From the same point of view Dr. Sharp
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stated he had observed, that whilst species of iusects in-

habiting mouutaius were extremely local, those which were
found on plains were widely dispersed. He ako mentioned the
curious fact that whilst the species of Oxytelus, one genus of

Staphylinidae (rove-beetles), found in England were identical
with those found in Siberia, all the Siberian species of Bledius,
another genus belonging to the same family, were distinct from
those of Western Europe.
The following memoirs were read :—Ou the species of butter-

flies first described iu the great work of Herbst and Jablousky,
and which had been greatly neglected, by Mr. Kirby. 2, De-
scriptions of new exotic species of sliield beetles (Cassididie), by
Mr. Baly, all the species except one being from Ecuador. 3, An
elaborate memoir ou the genus Acentropus, a small white insect
which had long been considered as Neuropterous (and, indeed,
was still so by Mr. Newman), but which Professor Westwood
had jjroved thirty years ago to be a moth ; Mr. Dimniug support-
ing that view, and considering the insect to be a Cramboid Hy-
drocamj)a, of which, notwithstanding the opinions of various
recent authors, he believed that there was only a single variable
species, A. niveus.

The second March meeting of the Entomological Society was
held on the 18th, F. Smith, Esq., V.P., iu the chair. Mr.
Higgins exhibited several beautiful species of Cetoniida! from
Java, including some apparently new. Mr. Bond exhibited a
dimorphic example of Aoronj-cta leijoriua, one side of which
was coloured and marked as in the typical form, the other side
as in the variety bradyporina, the two forms having been at one
time considered distinct species. Mr. Smith said the remarks
ou Siberian insects at the last meeting had induced him to
make a minute examination of specimens of the hornet (Vespa
Crabro) from Em'ope, Siberia, and North America, and he found
that individuals from aU these countries presented no appreci-
able variation. The Asiatic V. orientalis was, however, quite
distinct. Mr. Miiller read notes on Senopalpus striatus, which
beetle he considered to be a wood-feeder, especially attached to
Fir wood : heuce its occurrence in a hose warehouse at Leicester
could onlj' have been accidental.
The Secretary read a long account of the ravages of locusts in

South Australia, in December, 1871, as related in the " South
AustraUan Eegister " for January 2nd, 1872. The insects were
described as coming iu swarms that darkened the air, eating all

vegetation in their way. It was found that those individuals
that had partaken of leaves of the Castor-oil plant died im-
mediately, and Larkspur seemed to be also inimical to them.
Mr. Home related his experiences of locusts in India. The
Castor oil plant had certainly no injurious effect upon Indian
Bjjecies, though they were affected by leaves of the Tama-
rind tree.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GAEDEX.

EvEKY important opera'.iou out of doors has been interrupted
by the incessant hail and snow storms, which have satm-ated
and chUled the ground. I must refer, therefore, to last week's
calendar', as the work there recommended has doubtless been
delaj'ed. "Wait till the weather change before planting out
Cauliflowers, Lettuces, etc., wintered under glass, but in the
meantime harden them well by giving them all the air possible
without damaging them by dii-ect exposure to frost. \Vheu
the weather permits, sow Snow's Early Broccoli for autumn
use, and the Eutield Market and Sugarloaf Cabbages on a warm
border for summer supply. The necessity for some sort of pro-
tection for early Carrots, liadislies, and similar crops against
the driving storms of hail has been lately tolerably evident.
The forward Peas and Beans should be protected with boughs.
Sow more ; the Dwarf ProUfic Bean and Knight's Marrow Pea
are suitable for this sowing. Sow Carrots, Parsnii}S, and Onions.
Plant Potatoes. The Early Six-weeks 'Turnip, Lettuces,
Radishes, and similar vegetables which last a short time,
should be sown fortnightly on Ught soils.

FKtllT GAKDEN.
Of com-se. Peaches, Nectarines, and Apricots are secui-ely

protected from frost ; in some respects the late severe weather
may do good by protracting the blooming period, but the
better kinds of Plums, Pears, and Cherries should have pro-
tection when they are in bloom.

FLOWEK G.iRDEN.

Repair displacements of soil or gi'avel ou slopes or precipi-
tous walks with as little delay as possible, for every shower
will widen the channel. Gravel put ou sloping walks should
be almost in the state of mortar prepared for use ; well trodden
and afterwards rolled, it forms a hard and durable walk. Roll
and mow gi'ass, trim edgings, and finish rough digging in the

pleasure grounds. It is often desh-able to keep Ivy close to a
building against which it cliugs, in that case it should be de-
foliated every year about this time, and it will again be
speedily covered with fresh and vigorous leaves. As soon as
the weather has become a little more favourable, a good col-

lection of annuals, whether hardy or tender, should be sown.
For the latter a slight hotbed is requisite. The more hardy
kinds should be sown in patches and covered with a garden-
pot, taking care to remove it in the daytime when they are
coming up, and covering them at night. If any rough or unim-
portant shrubbery borders requu'e a little gaiety, and business
presses, a mixture of seme of the hardier sorts might be made

—

such as Collinsias, Clarkias, Mallows, Larkspurs, Candytufts,
&c.—and strewed at random over the open parts of the border
after a thorough cleaning. The late heavy rains have been by
no means congenial to the roots of TuUps ; in fact, unless the
beds are situated on n porous subsoil or well di'ained there will

be positive injury. The meshe-s of the nets used to protect
the beds ought not to be very small, otherwise the foUage is

apt to be drawn-iip and the stems wUl rise weakly. Particular
attention must be paid to those whose foliage is cankered,
cutting it away to the quick with a sharp knife. As soon as
the beds are sufficiently dry the surface soil should be care-

fully stirred, if not previously attended to. 'VMrere the seed
of Polyanthuses was sown early and placed iu heat to vegetate,
the pans or boxes should be removed to a cooler situation,

gradually inuring the tender plants to the open au'. As the
trusses of the old plants rise, if intended for exhibition, they
should be carefully examined and the pips thinned out accord-
ing to the strength of the plants. Occasional wateilngs with
weak liquid manure will be found serviceable. Auriculas will

requir-e the gi-eatest attention possible. The lights of the frames
should be carefully examined iu order that diip may be pre-

vented, for should a drop of water fall into the expanding pip
of the Aiulcida it will be ine\-itably spoiled for exhibition, and
the sooner it is cut awaj' the better. Cover well at night with
one or two mats, especially if there is the least indication of

fi'ost. During the day every possible means must be adopted
to insure plenty of aii' to prevent the plants being drawn. No
time must be lost in getting Carnations and Picotees potted
off. As old flowers of considerable merit I may venture to
enumerate the following :—Scarlet Bizarres, HoUiday's Grand
Master and Lord RancUffe. Crimson BizaiTes, Slater's Gla-
diator and HoUidaj''s Thomas Hewlet. Pui^ple Flakes, BaiTin-
ger's Earl Spencer and HoUiday's Queen of Pui^ples. Scarlet
Flakes, Holyoake's Dido and HoUiday' Scarlet Gem. Rose
Flakes, May's Ariel and Lorenzo. If seed of Ranunculus is

not aheady sown, sow immediately. Attend to dir-ectious pre-
viously given. This is a good time to strike cuttings of Pansies

;

put them in roimd the sides of small pots, plunge them in
sand on a north border, and cover them with a hand-glass.

GEEEXHOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.
The judicious regulation of temperatm'e in plant houses,

with adequate attention to the acbnission of fresh au' and
supplies of moisture, are recommendations which demand
attention, but which this uncertain and ungenial weather
renders of somewhat difticult application. The great propor-
tion of greenhouse plants are now in activity, and a great deal
depends on the treatment they receive at this moment. Rain
water, where it can be collected, should always be prepai'ed for

watering. Hardwooded plants whose pots are fuU of roots,

and which it is not convenient to repot just at present, should
be carefully attended to with water, for it allowed to flag

many plants, particularly such as have fine hair-Like roots,

scarcely ever recover. The growth of plants intended to bloom
next autumn and winter will requu-e attention. The early-

started Chinese Azaleas and the common and Otaheitan Orange
will be making growth, which should be encouraged by frequent
.sjTinging and a genial temperature of about 50^ by night.

Straggling shoots should be at once removed, and to obtain
perfect flowering specimens the new growth should be uniform,
to enable the wood to ripen at the same time. Some of the
earUest-bloomed Camellias may be added, and occupy the
shady part of the house. Epacrises are another useful family
for winter flowering, and T\ill stand a moderate foremg. Select

the early-blooming section, and after pinrning place them in ^
moderately warm temperature, and by damping frequently
encourage them to break. To the above may be added various

plants, which, if requii'cd to bloom by Christmas, should be
encouraged to make an early growth preparatory to an early

pireiriug and rest. I prefer potting such of the above as

requu'e shiftmg after the growth has become somewhat ma-
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tureil. Pruue-in Erica hyemalis aud other mnter-bloomiug
Heaths as they go out of flower, to brmg them mto order for

pottuig. The i^raetice of dwai'inug trfses and shrubs, Ac,
which the Chinese pm-sne with such assiduity, is diametrically

opposed to our method, which generally consists in developing

plants to their utmost power of expansion
;
yet admitting the

absui-dity of a fashion that would strive against Nature, we
might, nevertheless, profit by a lesson from them when re-

stricted in space. We are yet compelled to retain a certain

number of decorative greenhouse plants, which, if permitted

to increase in size would occupy an unfair proportion of the
plant house. It becomes, then, necessai-y to adopt the China-
man's custom, and to avoid those conditions that conduce
to luxuriant growth ; and in some cases, still following his

practice, to use the pruning-knife to both branch and root, in

order to adapt the subject to the limited accommodation.
Continue the iiropagation of Heliotropes, Verbenas, and bed-

ding plants generally. Sow such plants as Balsams, Thnn-
bergias. Cinerarias, Chinese Primroses, and Cockscombs.

—

W. Keaxe.

DOIXGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN G.1BDEN.

The frost and snow have been succeeded by weather—mild,
indeed, but so wet that little has been done in the open
ground, except removing protection and guarding young seed-

lings of Peas, &c., from the attacks of vennin. 'With the ex-

ception of our early crop of Beans, every seed of wliich was
grubbed out, everything that received a dressing of red lead
has remained untouched.
As soon as the ground is dry enough we will sow the bulk of

our winter vegetable seeds. 'W'e refer our readers to previous
numbers regai'ding forced vegetables. It is a good plan, for

keeping up a regular succession of Peas and Beans, to sow,
until June and July, just as the former sowing appears above
ground. If in these suecessional sowings more than one
variety is used, the supply is lilvcly to be more certain.

Froxt and Early Soiciiii).
—"We tind that many of our readers

think they have sown rather early. The frost and the snow
have done injury in many places. For most crops to come to
perfection there are certain amounts and a certain length of a
requisite temperature necessary, and therefore it is that early

sowing is not always attended with early production. Besides,
on examining some of our early sowings of Onions, Car-
rots, ttc, though not feeling much alarmed, we do not feel

quite satisfied. The fall of snow greatly lessened the effects

of the frost, as when the seeds were fairly germinated, and the
little blade or plumule above ground, it would so protect them
that the frost would do Uttle or no injury. The period of

danger is just at the point of germination, when the rootlets

begin to appear and the seed leaves are preparing to show
themselves. Then sudden dryness or extra cold will often

totally destroy the seed, and therefore it is weU to examine and
sow again if the first sowing has been much injured.

Mouse arid Sparrow Traps.—Thanks to Mr. Record for the
plan given at page 270, which we will certainly tiy, as it has
simplicity to recommend it. Like all such traps, however, the
success win greatly depend on the hght and peculiar hand of

the setter. Even though I used hght gloves I never had much
success in trapping moles or rats, whilst to my mortification a

labourer, with no seeming care whatever, had only to set the
traps aud the victims were secured. There seemed to be no
difference in the setting, except that of the two my traps

seemed the more carefully set. Evei-y trap after a time becomes
famihar and is avoided. "^Tien mice were very numerous we
have found nothing more fatal to them than sinking glazed
jai'S in the ground, or, better stiD, glass propagating glasses,

with 2 or 3 inches of water at the bottom, with a float in it of

thin wood containing meal, cheese, or roasted com. 'Whenever
a mouse jumped down and had its feet wet it had no chance
of gettmg up the glass or glazed earthenware sides. I recollect

once taking out ten mice from such a sunk vessel 8 inches in

diameter; but though successful for a time, ere long not a

single mouse could be trapped in this way.
Cucinnlcrs and Front Air-giving.—The changeable weather

has shown to many that air-giving to houses or pits covered

with glass is a matter worthy of consideration. We have
heai'd of several cases of orchard houses, the roofs of which
were covered with large squai'es, that have suffered severely,

the blooms dropping owing to the extreme heat from the sun
and the want of early ah'-giving. In lean-to's this is veiy

essentifd. A httle air at top early in the morning is of more

imijortance than much aftei"wards. In these clear frosty days,
giving even a limited amount of au- early prevented tender
plants suffering from a very free admission of cold di-y air

afterwards. Hence, where much heat is wanted, as in the
case of stove plants and Cucumbers, it is not advisable to

give much front au- in frosty weather, unless the air is heated
and moistened before it enters among the plants. A gi-eat pre-

ventive against the necessity of admitting too much cold ah",

and especially in small houses, is being observant, and, as

far as possible, preventing the heating medium becoming very

warm when much siui is expected. When these matters are

attended to we give but a small quantity of air to our Cucum-
ber pit, even in summer, which we do by tilting the sashes

behind. Our front air, which we find ample, is confined to

an opening, the size of half a brick, iu the front wall opposite

the centre of each 4-feet light, the au- that enters coming at

once iu contact with the front pipes for top heat. These half-

brick openings are furnished with wooden plugs, the one end
fitting the opening, and the other end tapering into a wedge
shape. At this season we merely pull the plug out a little,

and the air that thus enters heli3s to keep the plants short-

jointed and stubby. Even in summer it is seldom we take

these plugs out altogether. We are quite aware of the import-

I

ance of the improved modes of ventilation, and would like to

have them, bit many keen amateurs cannot aft'ordthe expanse,

and do not mini a httle mora trouble with a simple cheap
plan. Now, for a Cucumber pit heated by hot water, we know
no plan simpler for front aii' than this. An opening is left in

the front wall, either opposite to, or, better, lower than the

front pipes for top heat, of 4i by 2J inches. A wooden plug,

tapered like a wedge, is made to fit it. A ring or a nail is

fixed to the end to catch by to draw it out, and during winter

and early spring the drawing-out of that plug merely a couple

of inches is generally found quite sufficient if care is taken to

keep the heating medium low when the sun comes strongly

out. In sudden extremes, from dulness to extreme bright-

ness of weathei-, there is often a good deal of bm-ning and
scorching amoug tender plants, and want of au and want of

shading are blamed for the result. This may, indeed, be often

coiTect, but we have no doubt that such results are frequently

produced by a strong fire heat and a natural sun heat meeting,

and the too free introduction of cold dry air at the back and
front.

FECIT GARDEN.
See previous numbers. This wet dull weather is very un-

favourable for the flavouring of StrawbeiTies. All we can do
is to keep the plants rather more airy, and gather the fruit

when the soil iu the pot is somewhat dry. Smoking must be

resorted to if there is any appearance of green fly, but smoking
with tobacco should always, if possible, be avoided as the fruit

approaches the ripening point.

OESAMENIAL EEPABTMEXT.
EoUed the walks and lawn to keep them smooth and to pre-

pare the latter for mowing, as the grass is growing wonder-

fully. As soon as the ground is dry enough all hardy annuals

may be sown. Those scarce or a little tender may be covered

with a pot, which may be tilted up with a stone or piece of

wood when the seedlings have appeared, in order to harden

them off. These should be suitably thinned as soon as they wiU

bear it, as from three to six seedlings in a patch wiU make a

better display than double or treble the number. Sowed more
half-hardy and tender annuals under glass, and prepai'ed for

prickuig-off seedlings, often taking them at first in little patches.

In watering pots and pans of small plants it should not be

done overhead, however fine the rose, but the surface of the

pot should be gently sailed with water all over, by pouring the

water from a spout against a shell or piece of crockery held

against the side of the pot, so that the spout may make no hole

in the soil. This simple precaution will prevent fogging and
damping-off of htile plants, whilst watering overhead wiU be

very hkely to promote such a result.

See what was lately said about shading and protecting the

best bulbs and roots out of doors, fastening Pansies, potting

Carnations, &c. The Perpetual kinds intended for winter

blooming generally do best when planted out in rather firm

rich sod, and then- carefully lifted and potted in September,

adopting much the same course as many follow with then-

Chrysanthemums, the advantage in either case beiiig that the

care necessai-y during the summer is reduced to a minunum.
Calceolarias and Geraniiuns, turned out into earth trenches

and protected as described the other week, have stood the frost

and the snow weU. The difliculty this season is how to get
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such plants out to harden-off, as our old resources are of no

avail. To have strong seedling Cinerarias ioi the beginning of

winter the seeds should be so\^ti now in a gentle hotbed, and

the same may be said of all varieties of Chinese Primroses.

These and Cyclamens are worthy of all the care described in a

late number. It is now late enough to sow Cyclamen seed,

even with warm treatment, in order to have them in free flower

dui-iug the following spring. The whole tribe are most useful

as cut flowers for small glasses and bouquets, and yield a large

supply for the space they occupy.

We have alluded above to having soil warmed a little for

potting. We have no doubt that the attacks of insects after

fresh potting are often due mainly either to watering with too

cold or too warm water. In either case the roots suffer, and
often severely, though they show no visible signs. See that

the water is at least of the temperatui'e of the house ; water

only when required, and, to be sure, do not scruple to ring the

pot, or even turnup the soil with a stick or the finger, in order

to be sure of its condition beneath.—R. F.

TRADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
B. S. Wilhams, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Eollo-

"way., London.

—

General Catalogue of Plants.
Charles Tiu-ner, Royal Nurseries, Slough.

—

General Spring
Catalogue for 1^12.

A. Forsyth, Brunswick Ntu'sery, Stoke Newiugton, and 120,

Mount Street, Grosvenor Square, London.

—

Descriptive Cata-
logue of Chrijsanthemums, Dahlias, Geraniums, d-c.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*^* We request that no one will write privately to any of the

correspondents of the " Journal of Horticultui-e, Cottage
Gai'dener, and Country Gentleman." By so doing they
ai-e subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. All
communications should therefore be addi-essed solely to

The Editors of the Journal of Horticulture ^ t£'c., 171, Fleet
Street^ London, E.G.

We also request that correspondents will not mis up on the
same sheet questions relating to Gardening and those on
Poultry and Bee subjects, if they expect to get them
answered promptly and conveniently, but write them on
sepai*ate communications. Also never to send more than
two or three questions at once.

N.B.—Many questions must remain unanswered xmtil next
week.

White Nonpareil {C. i?08«).—No doubt was suggested by the Committee
as to the name being con-ect. Oui- report was awkwardly worded.

Pears, &c. (Centurion).—The Pear Duchesse d'Hivei- is not woi-th grow-
ing, and the fruit is hkely to remain as you say it is

—" gi*een, hai'd, tough,
and shiivelling." No doubt it is more lilcely to be melting fi-om a south wall
than from a standard, but we doubt very much if it will ever be worth such a
position. Winter Crasarme is another of the doubtful late Pears. We have
sometimes seen it passably good, and still more frequently worthless, except
for stewing. Winter Nelis would do veiy well double-grafted. Prime
Quinces when you prune other fruit trees. Perhaps yom- tree has been grow-
ing vigorously, and hence it has only just begun to bear. Do not pnme it too
sevei-ely, or you will encom-age a giowth of wood instead of a production of
fi-uit. It is not too late to plant Kaspbemes. We do not know "Early"
Catherine Peach. You canbud theAlmond witheither Peaches or Nectai-ines

.

Seedling Azalea (A. D. S.).—No one can form a judgment on such
small pieces. Send specimens packed in damp moss to the Floral Committee
of the Royal Horticultiu-al Society, South Kensington, on April 16th.

Barley after a Succession op Crops of Potatoes (C. G. D.}.—We ai-e
unwilling to differ from your neighbom-s as regai-ds applying dung or other
manure to gi-ound that seems exhausted by Potatoes, for we have often found
ad\-ice tendered on the spot the best that could be given ; still we think
mamu-e might be tried with advantage, and if too much seed be not used we
think the crop might stand upiight till haawest. As yom- purpose in a gieat
measure is to renovate the loud for futm-e garden crops, we would go a step
further, and, in addition to snwing Eailey, as early as you can, about the be-
ginnmgof May wewoiiia -.a ri.,,,., ;M:inngstthe Barley, roUing in the seed,
and if all go on weU \w < >,vtr will be half the height of the
Bai-Iey byhai-vesttmiL, \ « ^ ur to remain one year, you would, in
1874, have aU thoadvuntr . ..I \ii m -nil to begin with. Sowing Clover with
Bai-ley is a common pnicLn.L m homt' oi the best cora-gi-owing districts, and
we have never heard of a complaint of too much straw, even when sheep
had been folded on the previous Turnip crop, and additional food given them
to increase the amount of manm-e. We certainly think youi- neighbours, who
oppose your intended dressing the land before sowing, must either have reasons
unknown to us, or be in eiTor.

Various (Q. Q.).—The best artificial maum-e is guano, which may safely be
apphed as a top-dressing to every description of kitchen-garden crop. It
may be used to all the crops you name. It is advantageous to mis one part
ealt with two pai-ts of guano. A peck to 36 squai-e yards is a good dressing

;apply it in moist weather, or just before rain. Good autumn-stmck plants^of
bedding Geraniums should be planted a foot apart, and spring-struck plants
J inches apart. When very close the plants become drawn and weak, and are
not so easily wintered as when they have more light and air. You do not saywhen the Onions were sown. If they were so-mi in spring, it is likely the'y
will iim to seed without attaining any considerable size of bulb, but you may

prevent then- doing so by breaking off the flower-stalk. Ton need not trans-
plant them unless they are veiy close together. They should stand 6 inches
apart, if closer transplant. You can give them a trial, and they will be good
for drawing young, if for no other pm-pose, and should they bulb you will have
some very fine ones. We do not know the price of an Abyssinian pump.
Write to some of those advertising pumps, &c. It would not increase the
chance of water in dry weather if drains wei*e dug so as to terminate close to
the proposed pump. You aie almost sme to have water in the soil you de-
scribe. Stocks, Asters, and Phlox Drummondi sown in a frame over a slight
hotbed in the thia-d week in Maixh, will need protection untU the beginningof
May, but the lights and frame may be withdiawn at the end of Api-il, after
which the plants should be protected with hoops and mats at nights and during
frosty days.

Tobacco Culture {An Old Subscriber).— iiovf the seed now in a pot or
pan filled with light rich soil, press the surface gently and evenly, scatter the
seed rather thinly, place in a hotbed with a tomperatme of 65^ to 70°, and
keep the soil just sufficiently moist, and when the seedlings appear keep them
close to the glass, and water carefully. As soon as the plants have a pair of
rough leaves prick them off about on inch apart in pons or boxes, retmn
them to the hotbed, and shade for a few days until established. In the
course of another fortnight or three weeks they may be potted-off singly in
3-inch pots, retm*ned to the hotbed, and in about a week or ten days removed
to a house with a temperature of 55^ to 60^ at night. When the pots are
filled with roots the plants may be shifted into 5-inch pots, and be grown on,
placing them in a cold frame, and hardening-off well before planting out,
which may be done early in Jxme. The soil for the plants cannot be too light
and rich. Water well in dry weather. If gi'own for their leaves, plant a yard
apai-t.

Ferns fok Wall (C. T. H.).—We suppose yon intend the Peraa to gi'ow
in the crerices of the wall, in which case you must have some rather lai-ge

crevices ; or, after picking out the mortar from between the joints, stop them
with sandy peat, just leaving room for the introduction of the roots of the
Ferns. These should be made secui-e with soil, and should be so planted that
the rhizomes or crowns may be just level with, or a verylittle within, the faceof
the wall. The wall must bo shaded from the bright rays of the sun, and from
wet. On an old wall we have seen Asplenium Ruta^mm-aria, A. Trichomanes,
A, vh-ide, Allosorus crispus, Blechnum Spicant, Cystopteris fragilis and voi".

dentata, Asplenium Adiantum-nigrum, and small plants of Lastrea Filix-mas,
and Scolopendi-ium \Tilgare. We have no doubt many others would succeed,
only they were put in small, and had a good crevice filled with soil, the wall
being kept wet fi-om March to October. In-doors there is nothing so fine for
a wall as Aspleniimi mai-inum and Adiantura Capillus-Veneris, and they
would probably succeed with you out-doors. We should give them a trial.

Replanting Vines—Sowing Orange Pips—Peach Aphis (A Subscribei').

—You may take up the Vines that were recently planted, and of which the
canes were x>artly bmied in the soil. They will not suffer, though the shoots
are an inch or two in length. Do not cover thu roots at the collar more than
3 inches deep with soil. Water and shade, if the sun be bright, for a few days.
On the back wall of a vinery you may gi-ow Figs or Oranges, or Camellias if

you want flowers. Vines will succeed in an unheated house on which the sun
does not shine after midday, but you must select the hardy sorts. Seville

Orange pips should be sown now in light soil, and placed in a hotbed. The
seedlings should bo potted when they show the rough leaves, and grown on
in a li^ii^i wiih ;i ( iitle heat—such as a vineiy. Any kind of Lemon will
ans\M I

' .1 ] i~ of course necessaiy to graft or inaixh them, though
they \

,

It. but that is considerably hastened by giafting. For
green ii|tlii -

. i ! 1 it. rs iu blossom we cannot advise anything but fumiga-
tion ^ith ti.lKH I

, i
i'l v.r Iiniild practise, though we had a house not

smoke-tight, tin >
, ,

t
.

i uing, shutting up as closely as we could, and
I til. I, ,,, . ly to let out the smoke.

respcf

i; ' . ),—There is no sepai'ate work that we kown
' 1 ;; -t I'.iikrs and the management of furnaces. We are

; I: I" hi'lieve that the best ai*ticles that were ever published
have n[i}ii ;ui .1 lu Hm [uiges of the Journal. There is no royal road to pai-ticu-

lais in till ! Hiiiiii I ., You must condescend to leani the wherefores from
yom- boiler, and act accordingly. The veiy fact that the pipes boil over is a
proof that yom- boiler is well set. It is a waste of fuel ever to allow the water
in hot-water pipes to boil, and pipes at boiling heat will less or more injm'e
the atmosphere of the house. Such boiling must be prevented by the use of a
damper, aud keeping the ashpit door duly regulated ; on the latter we must
chiefly depend. Keep an- from the fue and it will biu-n slowly, keep it away
entirely aud the lu-e will go out, just as a bud or a rabbit will die in the ex-
hausted receiver bf an aii--pump. Then, again, if the water cools so much
when you bank the fire up ^"ith ashes you must note and regulate it accordingly,
and use fewer ashes, and give a Httle an- when you wish the fire to bum
slowly. As regards keeping the water boiling, without boiling ovei- further
thau stated above, we have no sympathy with you whatevei-, because for a
gi-eenhouse we would never wish the water to be within 30' or 40" of the boil-

ing point, and constant heat is not reqim-ed.

Potted Plants Failing {J. Woodl i^e).—The soil is nearly all peat. It
requu-es more loam mixed with it for the usual gi'eenhouse plants. Acid
fumes, if of any of the compounds of sulphiu- or chlorine, would injm*e.

Cnoss-BHEEDINO—INSUFFICIENT KooM FOR PLANTS {A You7ig Reader).—
There is no work on cross-breeding plants, but you will find fuller instruc-

tions for the management of plants in "Keane's In-door Gardening," which
may be had by post fi-om our ofllce for Is. 7irf. We can only refei- you to our
pages as to the management of your house, aud we do not see how you are to
increase yom- stock of plants without adding to your- accommodation for
wintering, aud propagating them in spring, with means for hardouiug-off the
plants. Upon any subject that you requue information we shall be glad to
assist you, but to answer your questions on the genei-al treatment of plant
houses and frames would take up several numbers of oui- Jom-nal, and only be
a repetition of om- weekly calendar of operations.

Asi.uivLLis Belladonna Treatment—Sowing Hepaticas (F. IT.).—In-
stead of planting out the Amarylhs Belladonna, we advise you to keep them in
pots on a hght any shelf in the greenhouse, in pans filled with wet sand, con-
stantly kept wet, even when the plants ai-e dormant ; do not water at top
while the plants ai'e at rest. Do not repot them until the bulbs split the pots.
They should be well supplied with water xmtil the leaves begin to tm-n yellow.

If you plant them out of doors choose a wai-m diy border, and plant about
2 inches over the crown. About a foot from the front wall of a greenhouse,
or other wall with a south aspect, will suit. Plant them now, protecting them
in frosty weather, and water them freely up to June. Before autumn cover
the bulbs fully 6 inches deep with soil. Good loam, with a fiee admixture of

leaf soil and a little peat mil gi-ow them well. Hepatica triloba Beed may be
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sown now in a slightly shaded position in good lich light soil, the seed being

covered with fine soil "about a quarter of an inch deep, aud kept just moist.

Let them stand a year, and then tote them up and plant them out 6 inches

apart eveiy way.

Select Annuals and Vegetables for Exhibition {Amatiin).—'Fov

July. Hrtit/y J«HH«?s.—Claikiapulchella integripetaJa flore-pleno and Tom
Thumb alba, Collinsia multicolor, Linum giandiflorum coccineum, Leptosi-

phon densiflnrnp, Lupinus snbcamosus, Kemophila insiguis grandiflora,

Npinr^in. vr-ri-iruIoT compacta alba, Nolauft lanceolata, Silcue peudula ruber-

riiii;i. I'wiiii I; l.t I.nrksiiur, aud Dwarf Hyacinth-flowered Larkspur. Half-
h'u I .1 : \i loclinium roseum, Brachycome iberidiiolia, Clintonia

piil>N,.j, I.I .. litutuuiuiJes, MartyDia fmgi-ans, Venidium caleudulnceum,
JVJcM iiil.i\ :tiii III iMiuii tricolor and var. alba, Tagetes patula nana, Anagallis

giandlHom Etigi nie, French Maiigolds, and Phlox Drummondi coccinea.

Veffetabks.—Supreme Peas, Broad Windsor Beans, Dwarf Mammoth Cauli-

flower, Negro, Dwai-f Kidney Beans ; Globe Artichokes, Sealey's Leviathan
Celery, Early Scarlet Horn Carrots, Cucumbers, Tomatoes, Early Snowball
Turnip, Vegetable Man-ows, and Mushrooms. For September. Hardy
Armuals.—Asperula azm-ea setosa, Cacalia coccinea, Calliopsis coronata, Cam-
panula pentagonia alba, Chrj'^santhemum Dunnetti aiu-eum flore-pleuo, Con-
volvulus minor monstrosa, Senecio elegans flore-pleno, Branching Larkspui",

Saponai-ia calabrica, (Enothera bistorta Veitchii, 'Whitlavia gi'anditiora, and
Viscai-ia oculata coccinea nana. Half-hardy Aimnals.—Abronia umbellata,
Ageratum Dwaif Imperial, Datura cbloi-antha flore-pleno, French Marigold,
Phlox Drummondi, Salpiglossis atropuii)urea, Schizanthus retusus, Victoria

Aster, Large-flowering Ten-week Stock, Zinnia elegans flore-pleno, Amarau-
thus palicifoUus, and Alonsoa Wai'scewiczii. Vegetables.— Superlative or

Premier Peas, Canadian Wonder, Dwai-f Kidney Beans, Globe Ai-tichokes,

Autumn Giant Cauliflowers, Tomatoes, Cucumbers, Sealcy's Leviathan or
Ivery's Nonsiich Celery, Custai-d Vegetable ManTOws, James's Inteimediate
Carrots, Windsor Beans, Champion Eiuiners, and Danver's Onion.

Growing Mushrooms (S.).—You can grow fii-st-rate Mushrooms in a bed
over a flue, and which i^supportedfiom 18 to 24 or more inches from the flue.

We have no faith in a bed through which a flue passes. We have never had
better Mushi-ooms than in a stokehole shed, where the beds were helped by the
heat. Wherever you can force Rhubai-b in-doors you con grow Mushrooms, only
the Ehubarb will stand a heat which Mushrooms will not, and therefore it

is well that the flue should not touch the Mushi-oom bed. The flower-

garden plan you propoee will be veiy simple and effective, but we think youi-

walks ought to be more than double the width proposed—15 inches.

Greenhouse (IF. A., Majic}u->^t'r).—\imi- small house is nan-ow for its

length, as you must bn\ I m mly l' in t iiit i.|' tli^' r. for ;i
i

;iili-\v;-iy, otherwise
we think that you hB\ > .nni ! n li i- 1 1'.. ;iii: . i :u >

i Im.- , ;uid cBpecially

the Geraniums and li, ;.-',-,.. \ In. ].; m i. ., ,. \ - ;..i, ].. nk nf Vines, wo
would recommend odv r.hh.k li;iiiilju)^:h innl mir l;.>viil Mtisuadine. You
could also gi'owa Cucumber or two m summer, but not early; and if you wish
the Vines to prosper you should keep them cut. Before the Vines cover the
space on the roof you can have good Cucumbers in your boxes of, say, 18 inches
long, 12 inches wide, and 18 inches deep. Gas would heat such a house ii

bni-ned in a stove, but there mu&t be a pipe i-om the stove into tho open air,

otherwise fai-ewell to your success. The least escape of gas will destroy tho
plants.

Planting Flcutir Beds (E. Z,.).—Write again and tell us what you have,
and what you intend planting, and we will cheerfully give om- advice. If we
were to plant your small garden at random, we should have such demands
that it would be impossible to comply with them. State your proposed
planting and we will cheerfully give au opinion and criticism. Planting a
plan is a veiy different affair. Send the plan back when you wish criticism,

as we cannot undertake to recollect it. We may say that the group would
look well thus:—the centre long bed yellow, circle opposite blue, two beds next
purple, two beds scarlet, the two circles at the end of purple to be yellow,

those as scarlet white, and centre cuxle white, edged with pui-ple. [E. D. M.).

As a rale, we cannot undertake to plant flower gardens, and if we did, where
would be the utility ? as we might select plants for beds which the owner did
not possess, or would be indisposed to procure, and. much thought and con-
sideration would thus be wasted, as the opinions even on proposed plans of
planting require time and consideration. W^e will offer a few hints in yom*
case, because, in the first place, you tell us the plants you wish to utilise; and
secondly, because you send the rough plan of your garden on a scimratu piece

of paper. No. 1, Centre with Trentham Ro^r I. '..<<
, n.n .

I . |i( .iwiirf,

bordei'ed with Perilla pinched-in, and edged all I'l > .;: ' inia.

2, 3, Centre with Amaronthus melancholicus, eil i. i ' I' linni.

4, 5, Aurea floribimda Calceolaria, edged with LoI.lIm, i |,;ii ;r mn . .h . .i v, ith

a string of Cerastium. 6,7, Lord Palmerston, edged with li'lnwcr uf Spring.

8, 9, Tom Thumb, edged with Bijou. Wo have no doubt that this simple
ari'angement would prove effective. We prefer a string of Cerastium round
the Lobeha as the beds ai'e on gi-ass.

Peach Leaves Browned at the Edge {K. D. L.).—We believe that the
browning is caused by the aii- of the house being excessively moist, and the
leaves thus with weakened tissues being suddenly exposed to a low tem-
perature.

Liquid Manure Distributor.—" TT^. il/." would be glad to obtain an uon
liquid manure distributor on wheels, and ai-ranged to distribute through a
perforated tube in the same manner as a street watering cai"t, but of a size

auitable for use by one man and a lad, or by two men.

Plant-protector, &c. (Mooiee).—We do not know tho Nottingham one.
You had better apply to the glass-case makers who advertise in om- columns,
telhng them what you need. You cannot make one so satisfactorily as they

Names of Apples (7*. F.).—The three varieties we named ore fully de-
scribed in Hogg's "British Pomology."

POULTEY, BEE, AM) PIGEON CHRONICLE.

together and offer a few special prizes for their neglected
pets, which woiild ensure good entries ; and committees, seeing
that Blacks, Whites, or any others had at other shows sufScieiit

entries to pay the prizes, would invariably make separate classes

in their schedules. " W. A. T.," is no douht aware of the gi'eat

expense attending poultry exhibitions, and exhibitors have much
to thank the various committees for, inasmuch as they alone lose

if there is a deficiency of receipts, which I venture to assume is

much more frequent than many imagine. I shall be very glad

if any fancier will collect a small sum from the breeders of any
neglected class, and offer, say, a £3 3s. cup as a first prize at our
next Ipswich Show. Although I do not keep either of those
varieties I would willingly help so laudable an effort by sub-
scribing .fl as a second, and 10s. as a third prize for such classes.

—W. B. Jefpeies, Senley Boad, Ipswich.

BLACK BANTAMS.
I FULLY agi'ee with the remarks of Mr. W. A. Taylor, at page

262, in reference to having a Separate class for Black Bantams,
and I as fully believe Whites and Brown Bed Game should be
similarly treated. I tliiuk, however, to ensure that end that it

i s necessary for the fanciers of any particular breed to club

FOWLS rOR PEOFIT, AND AS A MEANS OP
SUBSISTENCE.—No. 5.

Fowls to Produce a Puofit of ,£1 a-heai> per Annum.—
I will now state the profit that may he derived from fifty hens,
twenty-five kept for laying, and twenty-five for producing
chickens. I have before ohsei-ved, that it is an undisputed fact

that the Hamburghs are the most prolific as egg-producers, and
that the Black variety produces the largest eggs. These, al-

though not so large as Spanish eggs, are of good medium size.

I may without exaggeration affirm that each fowl will on an
average lay 260 eggs per annum. The bu-ds must he highly fed

to obtain this number of eggs, and they must be disposed of

before moulting. A hen has been known to lay 280 to 300 eggs
a-year. "Without fm-ther preface I "wiU award to this breed the
palm for laying, and pronounce it that which should be kept for
this purpose.

If twenty-five fowls lay each 250 eggs per annum, the total

number laid wiU he 6250, which if sold at Is. per dozen—a very
reasonable average price—will amount to i'26 Os. lOd.

The Brahma breed must also stand first, as being the best

fitted in every sense, as has been before showed, for the produc-
tion of chickens. Twenty Brahma hens will each prodirce eigh-

teen chickens per annum. If they incubate only twice in the
year and rear nine chickens out of each hatch, the total

number of chickens produced will be 360. These, if sold at 5s.

per couple, will realise £'45. It will be seen that I have only
taken an average of the number of chicks that twenty Brahma
liens will produce, leaving the other five to stand for any loss

that may be sustained in case some should not prove so broody
as others, although this is an improbable circumstance, for

with attention it is more hkely that they will show an incubating
disposition three times during a year rather than twice. These
Brahma hens, besides sitting, wiU each lay at least one hun-
dred eggs per year, which will amount to 2500, realising, at Is.

per dozen, i'lO 8s. id.

The twenty-five Hamburgh hens after having laid for a
twelvemonth must be fattened and killed. They will not bring
such a large price as younger fowls, but will easily sell at 3s. per
couple ; this for twenty-five hens wiU be £1 17s. 6a. Those who
reside near a town where poultry sales are held may realise a
much larger price by sending their adult birds to such sales ;

indeed, where pure breeds are kept, it is more than probable
that the sale of the birds, and of their eggs for sitting purposes,
will form a most important item in the profit derived from the
poultry yard, but this I wiU not take into account, setting it

against occasional losses that may arise from unforeseen circum-
stances.
The manure made by fifty fowls per year, and also by the

360 chickens until they are sold, will be about lOJ cwt. (more
will of course be made if the birds are kept in confinement), and
this, at £.5 per ton, will amount to £2 13s. id. or thereabouts.

The total income realised will therefore he as foUows :

—

£ s. d.

Egga 36 9 2
Chickens 45
Hens fattened and sold 117 6
Manure 2 13 4

The expenses will stand thus :—Food for fifty hens and four
cocks at Id. each per week, 4s. id. each per year, total i'll 14s.;

also food for 360 chickens at a halfpenny each per week for

six weeks, £'4 lis. ; for a second teinn of six weeks, at Irf. each
per week, £9 2s. ; cost of fattening, 6fZ. each, .£9 2s. ; cost of

fattening twenty-five Hamburgh puUets before moulting at %d.

each, 12s. 6cZ. ; making the total expense inciu'red for food and
fattening, £35 Is. dd. The profit and loss account is as follows :

—

£ s. d.

Gross profit 86
Expenses 35 1 6

Net profit on fifty fowls f 50 18 6

This is a profit of £1 per head per annum, leaving the IBs. Gd.

to stand for casual losses.
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It will be quite unnecessary to keep the Hamburgh cocks ex-
cepting during the hatching season, if they cau be otherwise
profitably disposed of. They must associate with their hens not
later than January, and they must remain until a sufiicient

number of chickens are hatched, to take the place of those to be
fattened and sold.

To no class will poultr5' bring such a large share of profit as
to those renting a few acres of land, where no restraint is put
upon their hberty, aud where their food may be almost entirely
grown upon the premises. To the farmer poulti-y ought to be
considered invaluable, as they return both a quick and large
profit. They must, however, occupy more of his time and at-

tention than he usually now devotes to them, but even in this
respect they have a decided advantage over the larger animals,
for the same hand that presides at his table can as easily under-
take the management of his poultry ; indeed, a woman's presence
is more acceptable to them in every way ; her ways are gentle
and persuasive, and her patience infiuite.
In conclusion, I hope my readers, especially those who are

inclined to be sceptical as to these results, will try my plan be-
fore passing their judgment as to its success. I am convinced
that they will not be disappointed.

—

Vincent Skinnek.—Finis.

UNITE TO COMBAT EVIL.
I AM induced to say, I do hope exhibitors and breeders of

poultry will take some steps to carry out Mr. L. Wright's sug-
gestion of foi-ming a " poultry society " or club, as I think it
could not fail to be a source of both profit and pleasui-e to all in-
terested in poultry-keeping. If Mr. L. Wright, or some other
competent gentleman, wiU put the thing into ship-shape, he
will find numbers who are only waiting to be told in what way
they cau best help.—E. B. Wood, Woodland Hall.

UNTRUTHFUL ADVEETISEMENTS.
We look upon your Journal as an authority in aU poultry

matters, and I beg to protest against persons advertising therein
eggs pui-porting to be from cup-winning birds at various shows,
which they enumerate, if such was not the case. I observed, re-
cently, an advertisement of eggs from Game Bantams reading
thus, " Having taken cups, first and second prizes at Biiining-
ham. Crystal Palace, Manchester, &c., in 1870 and 1871," which
naturally leads your readers to suppose the advertiser not only
took the cup but also the first aud second prize at each of the
shows mentioned. Upon tm-ning over the pages of our Journal
(which I have carefully filed for the last eighteen years, and find
most useful for reference), I fiud such was not the case.

—

A. F. H. ^___'

ME. G. HARDY'S HIGH-FLYING TUMBLERS.
It will be in the recollection of the Pigeon-loving readers of

" our Journal " that just two years ago there were a great many
letters written on the subject of Flying Tumblers. A sort o'f

re-action set in for a time against the high-fancy breeds. Al-
monds, Kites, Agates, Shortfaced Balds and Beards were for
some weeks constrained to hide their pretty little heads ; while
as to Pouters, which had at one time taken our pages by force,
and kept them for weeks, they might, and possibly did, pout,
not for pleasui-e, but from very envy. Well, it was all right.
It is one benefit of this periodical that a great variety of subjects
are brought before the notice of our readers year by year. Kow
one has a kind of predominance, now another. However, cer-
tainly the old varieties of Tumblers did come to the front in
wondrous force. This revealed that there were yet in England
a few such fanciers as there were many years ago—men who-
loved to see a Tumbler t'lmble clearly, nicely, cleverly, and who
liked to keep a compact flight of such birds. This was quite the
old style of fancy—Tumblers loved for the sake of their tumb-
ling. Hundreds of years ago it was no doubt the same. Our
grave, bewigged, short-breejhesed, clean-shaven ancestors of
the last century kept and flew the old English Tumblers ; stood
stUl, gazing upwar.ls, making their necks ache aud their eyes
water—never mind, enjoying the sight, and right proud of the
performances of their birds. I own I was very pleased to find
the same race of fanciers still in existence. 'There is room for
aU tastes in the Pigeon world. Where is there such a variety
of feathered beauty ? Where ? Only tell me where. Some
may like flying birds—I mean homing birds ; others, birds that
never leave home ; some may trifle with Toys, others with kingly
Carriers. Room for aU ; but pleasant it is to find that with
newer tastes older ones still co-exist.
Week after week, two years ago, pages were written by differ-

ent hands about Flying Tumblers. Some letters were plagiar-
isms on old authors, some shamefully untrue, others very imagin-
ative, and others, again, bore evidence of the knowledge, com-
petence, and truthfulness of their writers. Among the latter I
specially marked the letters signed " H. T., Birmingham," and
' G. Hardy, Fulham Road, Bronqiton." I say I specially

marked these, but there were other letters also well and worthily
written. Now, Birmingham is out of my latitude ; once, and
only once, was I there, but in London everyone must be some
time or other in these centralising days. There are more Jews
in London than there are in Jerusalem, there are more Irish-
men in London than there are in DubUn, and if a man goes no-
where else, he is sure to go to London. 'The point with me was
to find time to visit anyone in London save on actual business,
but I registered a vow with myself that the very first oppor-
tunity I would make my way to " 10, Fulhara Road."

Recently, when in London, I was able to find the required
leisure, and determined to find out Mr. Hardy, and I felt sure I
should be pleasantly received by a brother fancier. Take an
omnibus anywhere in its long run from the city , a Brompton 'bus,

a white one, and it stops at the " Bell and Horns," Brompton,
and a few doors to the left is Mr. Hardy's. Successful in find-

ing him at home, and successful in a fine morning, soon we
are in full Pigeon-chat, and then we ascend his Ingh house.
Emerging through a trap door I am on the flat roof of that high
house, and a fine look-out one has. There, near, is the best
modern thing in all London, the South Kensington Museum,
and acres of houses and miles of streets beneath one, and not
quite the smoke of the city. I mentioned that the roof is flat,

and on that flat roof are built the Pigeon pens—themselves,
like the roof, flat-topped and lead-covered. "This plan was new
to me. I had known the attic converted into Pigeon lofts, but
here the pens were erected on the top of the house. I stand
before the larger, which has latticed rabbit-hutch-like doors,

and when opened you command a view of. the whole interior,

and are able to reach every bird, some twenty, perhaps. Some
were Red Mottles, some Red Whole-coloured, some Baldheads,
and some Rollers, generally Baldhead eolom-, but the white
extending down the throat ; not handsome birds to look at, but
good on the wing for those who delight in Rollers. This, the
largest pen, was divided in two by a door, and a number being
put on one side that were not to fly, the rest were let out. One
tap of a stick on the leaden roof, and up they go. I saw at

once the advantage for Tumblers of having the pens on the
roof of a high house. No buildings near were higher, no place on
which to settle, and defy all efforts at driving up ; but the door
opened, a hit of the stick, and the birds were ascending, com-
pact and steady, into the air. Flying Tumblers afford this

special pleasure, that, circling jiist above their home, their

owner can enjoy their fhght without going from home, as with
the homing birds. They flew steadily and well, quickly turn-
ing, and not scattering, and some were excellent performers.
While the birds were up I inspected the other pens ; one con-

tained shortish-faced Baldheads, and there was among Mr.
Hardy's birds a rich-feathered Almond cock, shortfaced and
round-headed, and a better tumbler I never beheld. He did
not, indeed, take his place with the high-flyers, but in the"iower
region round our heads tumbled to admiration. I never re-

member seeing an Almond tumble before, although I have had
them back, but not get quite over. Mr. Hardy's most choice
and special favourites were a few pairs of Kites—Shortfaces

—

kept in a pen by themselves. These also were wonderful
tumblers ; one cock could scarcely fly up to his nest without a
somersault.

I should obsei-ve that the shelves for breeding were at the
back, and quite open, and that the nests used are the rough
earthenware pans, which I find after all are much the best, the
cleanest, freer from insects, because a scalding will destroy
those gentlemen, and less causing a disagreeable smell, as
wooden bowls become saturated with manure, and nests on a
wooden floor cause the floor to be likewise stained and damp.
Mr. Hardy takes evidently both pains with and pleasure in

his birds. Enjoying a comfortable position in the world, he
told me he drives about for miles if he hears of a bird that will

suit him, and so gathers together compact-made, proper-shaped
Tumblers that wiU tumble, that being his object. Many do not
come up to his standard, but he finds a few that do. It struck

me that a man so situated has a nice object for his drives, and a
nice hobby at home. Ho^' many persons with high and flat

roofs might obtain like innocent amusement.— Wiltshire
Rectoe.

THE DRAGOON PIGEON.
Much has been said and published of late respecting the

Dragoon Pigeon, its merits and demerits; but I do not altogether
agree with the decision of the gentlemen who have offered their

opinion on what they consider the characteristic form and mark-
ings should be ; I therefore beg to detail my knowledge of the
standard.
The beak should be dark, approaching black, stout, about

1Hnch in length, not spindled ; the head of a barrel form, slightly

raised over the eyes, and prominent at the base ; the wattle on
the beak of a tilted form round the eye at the posterior part
(pinched, not circular). The eye shoidd be bright red, promi-
nent, and watchful, as though the bird were waiting to be off;

the neck rather tapering, about three-fourths the length of a
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Carrier, and widening towards the breast, which should be full

;

the shoulders well defined and forward, the back rather hoUow
TS-ith long wings and tail; the colour, a leaden blue, extending to

the tail ; the neck feathers, dark, lustrous, and resembling a coat

of armour ; the bars broad, distinct, and black. In Silvers it

should be of a dark brown, approaching black.

—

George South.

PIGEONS GOING LIGHT.
I THINK no satisfactoi-y reply to your inquiry on the above

subject has appeared. I notice that some recommend castor oil

and others cod-liver oil, but, as it appears aU parties agi-ee that
worms are the cause of going hght, I cannot see how the birds
can be benefited by oil treatment. I should have supposed the
first necessity was to get rid of the woi-ms. "Will you be so kind
as to give me some fiu*ther information on the subject ? I should
have thought some bitter drag would have been of more service
than oil—Areca nut, for instance. I cannot help thinking some
of the older fanciers must have a remedy but will not djselose

it.—W. Sevekn.

[In reply to the above, I would observe that by no means do
" aU agree that worms are the cause of Pigeons going light." I

believe that it is simply consumption, and as scrofula is in the
human subject one form of it, so is wing disease in Pigeons ;

also, that as cod-liver oil does the consumptive patient good, so
it does the bird good. Let all fanciers dissect their birds after

death and see if worms exist. This woidd be the best plan. I
think that close interbreeding produces scrofula and consump-
tion in Pigeons, as in men and women. Now that high-fancy
birds are so closely bred, and the very best in siich few hands,
I expect we shall hear of more going hght. As yet I go in for
the cod-liver oil treatment until another is found to be more
efficient, and, I say, avoid close interbreeding, and attend well
to the health of the birds in all ways. Thus, out-door exercise
if possible ; clean water—mark this—clean water in clean vessels
daily (I often see the contrary) ; and condiments which Pigeons
are known to delight in ; then sound good food aud variety in it

;

and lastly, beware of hemp seed.

—

Wiltshike Eectoe.]

JUDGING RABBITS AT NORTHAMPTON.
The following is from a letter received from an exhibitor at

the above Show.
" A gentleman called on me yesterday who was at Noii:h-

ampton ; he was a disinterested party. I asked him his opinion
about the Show (Babbits). Those of the Committee who exhibited,

andNorthampton folks, seemed to monopolise the prize list. He
also told me a little bit he overheard whilst looking at one of the
pens, it was from one of the Committee, or rather an exhibitor,

but I will not be quite certain which ; he said he was the latter

because he told me his name, a member of a firm. * Look here,

he (Eayson) was going to highly commend this before mine, but
I wouldn't have it.' Here is a pretty state of things !—the Judge's
decision set at naught by an exhibitor who had no business on
the premises at that time ! A copy of the above was sent to Mr.
Eayson, and here is his reply. ' The man who assisted me—

I

was not aware until after the awards were given that he was an
exhibitor, or I shovdd decidedly have declined his services. I

wiU give him credit for not in any way alluding to any Rabbit
coming under my notice, and I could not say that there were
two Eabbits in the Show I had ever seen before, my own ex-
cepted.' "

I will leave to Mr. Eayson and the above member of the Com-
mittee to explain how the prize and highly commended business
was done. I decline exhibiting at a show where any but a

competent person is appointed to judge.—S. G. Hudson, Hull.

EVENLY BIARKED CANARIES AND MULES.
Mr. E. L. W.u^lace's views of how birds should be marked so

as to compete in an Even-marked class are in some respects
very different from what I have always understood to be the
standard ; for I hold, no matter what variety, whether Belgian,
Norwich, Yorkshire, Cinnamon, or Mule, they must all come
imder the same conditions as to the position and description of

their markings. I am pleased that Mr. Wallace has taken this
matter up, for, mth a Uttle ventilation aud friendly intercourse
through your Joiu-nal, we ought to arrive at a definite and satis-

factory conclusion of what the standard of an Even-marked bird
shoxild be, and if adopted by the various committees of shows,
fanciers would no longer be in doubt in which class to enter
their birds.

That which I take objection to in Mr. Wallace's views of an
Even-marked bird is the cap mark, which I think is anything
but admissible, as I have always understood that the greatest
quahty an Even-marked bird could have is being clear from
beak to tail, botli over and under the body. If a cap-marked
bird is eligible, I contend so should be a bird marked on the

saddle. All marks, in my opinion, should be separate and de-
fined, and for reasons mentioned above no bird with a cap or
saddle regardless of how good the eye and wing marks may be,
should be allowed or considered an Even-marked bird ; and in

fuiiherence of this I would ask, ^\^lat exhibitor would think of

sending a Mule with cap and wing marks, or cap, eye, and wing
marks, to an exhibition with any hope of gaining a prize in an
Even-marked class ? None, I say. If a cap is not allowed in an
Even-marked Mule, why should it be in a Canary '? Ought they
not to be judged from the same standard ? The dark feather on
one side of the tail, if only to prevent fraud, ought, I think, to

be allowed, as Mr. Wallace states. In the West Biding of York-
shire aud in Lancashire, where the eye, wing, and tail-marked
Yorkshire birds are mostly bred, it used to be considered that a

dark feather on one side of the taU was no objection, but, on the
contrary, an advantage. Of course, it was there judged that sis

points or the nearest thereto should have the preference ; last

season the rule was that all birds with a dark feather on one side

of the tail should be judged as if clear, the eye and wing marks
to be the primary points, which meant that a six-marked bird

would have to compete successfidly with eye and wing marks
before the tail marks were allowed.

I quite agree with Mr. Wallace that there should be com-
parison in the markings.
In the above I have only dealt with the markings, and leave

the question of quahty, colour, &c., to the judge's opinion. I

should also like to hear through " our Journal," the views of

other known fanciers and exhibitors on even marks, for now is

the time to prepai'e for another campaign.—B. Hawman.

LIGURIAN VERSUS COMMON BEES.
Can you, or any of your correspondents, inform me from ex-

perience whether or no the Ligui*ian bees are superior to the

common black bee '? I have been persuaded by a friend that there

is no difference as far as the honey-gathering qualities ; it is only

the novelty, the colour, and the stripes.

—

An Amateur.

[We should be glad if any of our correspondents who may
have had experience with Ligurian bees would give " An Ajia-

teur" their opinion as to the comparative merits of the two
varieties. 0>ir own experience decidedly bears out the usually

accepted truth of the opinion of the superiority of the ItaUans

over the ordinary brown bees of Europe aud Great Britain.]

RE\^EW.
£70 a-year. Sow I Make it by my Bees, and hew a Cottager

or Others may soon do the same. Ninth Edition. By J. W.
Pagden, Alfriston, Sussex.

A cH-UiMiNG title to the ninth edition of a new bee book ! We
wonder how many " cottagers or others" since the publication

of the first edition have followed Mr. Pagden's instructions and
example, and become rich on £70 a-year ! Not that we doubt

that so much money can be made out of bee-keeping, and here

and there such feats in parts of England might be accomplished

—but only, we think, by buying oft or starving out all hives of

bees belonging to others within a radius of fifteen miles of such

an apiary. ' Let the apiai-ian readers of this Joutnal read and

judge for themselves. We wiU let Mr. Pagden expound his

own plan. t .,i

'If you are not already in possession of bees I wiU suppose

that you purchase a swarm at an outlay of ten or twelve sh il lin gs,

with 'the intention of forming an extensive apiai-y .... Well,

then, to commence. The following summer you will have one

swarm independent of the old stock, and will havf taken suffi-

cient honey, at the very lowest calculation, to pay aU current

expenses, and also to purchase another strong swarm. Then
your stock wUl consist of three hives ; the next season they will

have increased to nine, and if you continued this system for sis

years and had no losses you would have 729 hives ; but we wiU

suppose it to be only 500 (leaving the 229 to allow for aU

possible casualties), it is no mean return for the first investment.

This calculation is not a credulous imagination, or even theo-

retical or visionary, as it is based on wha,t anyone may see pro-

gressing practically yearly in my own apiaries."

Certaioly if we were liviog within easy railway distance of

Alfriston we would take our return ticket on the first holiday

we could get, and run down to see the 729 hives which Mr.

Pafden must by this time be managing, for imless his nine

editions have been sold off in an incredibly short space of time

he must have been worMng-up his apiarian stock for at least

twice six years, and have more than made up " aU the possible

casualties " which could have reduced his estimated numbers.

Three hundi-ed stocks in each village round Alfnston must be a

pretty sight to see! We confess to feeUng a Uttle staggered m
oui- power of faith at such a picture as our imagination conjures

up, for our own experience of the possibilities of bee-pasturage

in those parts of England which we have experience of faUs to
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realise anything of the kind. Mr. Pagden may fancy that bees
take longer flights in search of honey than is generally supposed

;

but let him "imagine that they go only the ascertained (?) dis-
tance of four miles fi-om the apiary." We can only say that we
have never .seen our Italians more than a mile from home.
Still, allowing a radius of "four miles" from their home, the
villages which he peoples must be at least eight miles asunder
to supply the pastm-age required for the thr-ee hundred hives
located in each village ; so that the cottagers will be few indeed
who can have a chance of " doing the same " as the favoured
Mr. Pagden.

Barring, however, the manifest Alnaschar-like conjurings of
day-dreams Uke these, there is a great deal of sound, useful,
practical advice in the Uttle sixpenny book which bears the
above fanciful title, showing that the writer is no novice in the
management of bees. An appendix on a fly leaf gives a veiy
good account of his method of swanuing by artificial means.
We should think a shilling weU spent in the purchase of this
littie book for other reasons besides the amusement it will afford
the reader.

OUB LETTER BOX.
Mrs. J. B. Adderley.—Yon advertised in our last issue. Please to send

US your lull and true address ; we have a returned letter.

Lncubator (Crux).—Write to Mr-. J. EaUton, 17, East Street, Maneliester.
Light Braitsias (E. fr.).—Light Brahmas are not more mclined to be

tooody than any others. All sitters take to their nests as soon as they have
done laying. It is their natural and their resting time. II you ohject to a
broody hen you must keep some of the non-sitters. Ton hare choice—Spanish,
Hamhurghs, Creve-Cceurs, and Houdans. We advise, as one, to keep La
V-

c"' ^''°''' i^ese you can expect only eggs ; from the others yon will have
chickens. If you keep only layers you will have to buy your broody hens. It
IS only a figure of speech to talk of those that are always wanting to sit ; no
hen does so until she has laid her eggs. We still hold to our opinion, there
13 no more useful fowl for general purposes thanjhe Brahma Pootra.

1-.!^°^™^ ''' ^ LrarrED Space (New-lnid E^»).—We can give you very
Lttle hope of doing any good in such a smaU space ; 15 by 4 feet is very small'
You may attempt it with a cock and three hens—Cochins or Brahmas. They
wiU bear confinement. Buy them young and they will lay. You must provide
them with grass if they have it not, and with road grit to bask and dust in.
II you have scraps from the house to help in feeding, you should keep them
for a trifle over 2d. per week. If you have not, and you buy eveiything, each
bird will cost you Sd. per week.

Ddoks' Eggs kot Hatching (A. M. i.).—We presume yon set the eggs
under hens, and we expect the germ was developed, and that 'afterwards, from
cold, or neglect of the hens, the ducklings died, and caused the rottenness of

w/f?^' ^T.'iv^
''^™ I^f ^"^^ '"^ ''"^ *° happen in the severe weather we

OTTO a
*

ti L.^ ,
10 life there would have been no decay. Try
you moisten the eggs every day.

.—You will be able to say whether the cock
n so, from your saying the food was a solid
on dies, as ail the functions of the body cease.

Bnt when the bird has cnly proper food and access to gravel, whence it selects
small stones, which are the millstones, as the gizzard is the mill, to grind
com and fit it for digestion, the gizzard is seldom found full of a mass of food.
We have no doubt the bird died from eating improper food, that crop and
gizzard were alike distended with some close doughy substance that could
not be got rid of, and caused stoppage, ultimately death. Should a similar
case occur, administer very warm water fr-equently, and manipulate the crop
most gently till it is softened. As soon as it seems to be liquified, you may
hold the bird up by his heels, and let the food run out of his mouth. Then
repeat the water, and confin e him where he can get nothing to eat. You must
continue the process till he is lively and empty. After the crop is emptied,
you may give a tablespoonlul of castor oil.

Bantam Pcilets HonpY(TF'. H.).—Yon must continue your treatment;
give castor oil every night. Contmne Baily's pills, and pills of camphor alter-
nately. Both should be the same size. Feed on bread and ale, and she wiU
recover.

Linnets Casting their Feathers (IT. W. Fisher).—1 shouldrecommend
that, instead of trying to prevent the feathers falling off, you endeavour to
force the birds to moult, by covering them up closely and confming them in
a very warm place.—W. A. B.

Dl.umH<EA A Bullfdjch (E. F. i.).—One would think that what will
benefit a Canary ought to benefit a Bullfinch. While I am writing this I have
one eye en the paper and the other on a crested hen, one of my best, in an
invalid-cage in the fender at the side of the fire. I believe in heat. The bird
has been suffering from an attack of diarrhcea. Yesterday I gave her bread
and milk only—condensed milk, by the way. I think she improved a little on
that diet. In the evening I returned her to her cage in my bird-room, and I
think a severe night with a heavy fall of snow proved almost too much for her
in her rather debilitated state of health ; for this morning I recognised the old
symptoms—crouching in the comer at the bottom of the cage, and the dis-
charge which accompanies the disease. To-day I have dosed her with chloro-
dyne, three measnred drops to about a dessert-spoonful of water. When she
took the first drink she nhook her head in evident dislike of the mLvture,
which I afterwards administered freely with a quill. In a clean tin I have
also a mixture of prepared chalk, as it is called by chemists, and water, which
I stir np at intervals ; of this she drinks freely, and I am glad to report very
favourably of the improved symptoms. The discharge is less copious, and the
fffices are assuming a healthier shape. On the whole I may say she is very
comfortable, and is going on as well as can be expected.—W. A. Blakston.
Silver Dragoons' B.ars (B. Ansop).—We know "CARRrER's" address,

bnt he prefers writing anonymously. He has a right to do so if he pleases
Do not reply.

CavsTAi, Palace Pottltry Show IR. J.).—The time is not yet fixed.

Golden Pheasant's Eggs (A. G.).—U properly packed they wiU travel as
well as the eggs of poultry.

FEAoaENTs Ejected fbom Hjve (H S.).—The fragments cast out of

have had. If there had been
fl^ain, and if under hens be sur
Brahma Crop-bound (Irlen,

was crop-bound. It would set
mass. In such a state a bird s

your hive are immature larvfe and bee-nymphs, which have probably perished
from cold or starvation. It is of very common occurrence after severe changes
of weather. Unless it should prevail to a great extent it is not usually of
much detriment to the future well-being of the colony.
Parrot {E. H.).—Give it a tea-spoonful of castor oil, and no coffee; the

sponge biscuit and fruits ai'e unobjectionable. Unless there is internal in-

flammation, abstinence will restore the bird. We fear it has been too liberally

and temptingly fed.

Fireside Periodicals {Ellen G.).—We recommend without any exception
for yourself the " The Family Fi-iend," and for your two eldest children " The
Children's Friend." Although only a penny each they are full of attractive,

well illustrated, instructive, and wholesome communications.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSEEVATIONS,
Camden Square, London.

Lat. 51° 32' 40" N. ; Long. 0^ 8' 0" W.; Altitude 111 feet.

Date.
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Doubtless aU the douUe Tarieties are
°^"^}'ftf,''^^'i^^^

the proportion that do come double are so
^^^^fj 'one Ts

the pains of the hybridiser are rewarded by a good on^ as

heXle amilyhas of late become more fasMonable, it is
^

Swlrtonhardone mi cii to improve this family and some

o Ms «1e^in"s have a greater amount of blue m their colour-

^n-' than I have met with elsewhere ;
but he has ^rked most

with the Polvanthus, and sometimes has introduced the Oxhp,

or Hose-iuXe varieties as they are called, into his mixture,

whShL^weU worth a place. One that I have of the common

pa^e yellow colom- is by no means an unimportant addition

'°TwVrtoee years ago, having a good stock of the gi-een-

hoirspecies, Primula denticulata, I planted a a^„^"^^ty out

some of which withstood the severe winter of 18,0-/1, but

have not done much good. I have, however, more hopes in

the more deciduous one that forms Buch a nsefu ad^Uon to

conservatory display, P. cortusoides amrena.- This I have no

aonbt^il be hLy'and do well
o-V'°'''^ltt'I: noss'bleX

plentiful enough to be used extensively ; and it is possible tlie

newer Japan species will be still more eihcient.

I will only make a hasty summmg-up by advising all wbo

have the m^ns of growing a large quantity of the popidar

hardv varieties of Primroses to try the single ones and if the

SOU and situation suit them, not to let them stand more than

two years L one place, but after that time take them up and

livid'e them. The double ones not gi-owmg so fast

^7f^^
longer ; and if a stock has to be prepai-ed for fillmg tl^e flower-

beds w th in autumn, a rather shady and moist place is best^

If a good batch could be put into such a position, say, m
FebruaiT very fine plants may be expected the fo lowing No-

vember and if the single white be the kmd operat«l upon, it

[svei^ likely more than°one-half of the plants will.be m flower

atS tS.1 Such, at least, has been the case with those we

have grown here.—J. Kobson.

KEEPING GEAPES.

At the last meeting of the Fruit Committee of the Royal

Horticultural Society a contrivance was shown by iMJ. Uoaas,

Wene, at Bower Ashton, near Bristol, for keepmg Grapes m
water after behig cut from the Vine. The sunphcity of the

process wUl commend itself
*'

tain. They wiU last for many years.—W. Dodds.

to everyone, and the mode

of applying it willbe gathered

from the accompanying de-

scription. " There have

been of late various methods

recommended as to the best

plan of keeping Grapes de-

tached from the Vines. I

have tried only two systems.

The first was a nice room

over our fruit room, where

I could at pleasure darken

the room entirely or partially

so ; ventilation was also per-

fect. The result was by no

means satisfactory. My se-

cond plan was to cut the

Grapes, place them in bot-

tles and hang them up to

the wires in our late \inerry

at one end where no plants

were kept, the other part of

thehouse being full of plants.

I have had them perfect in

colour, excellent in flavour,

the stems quite gi-eeu, and

many of the bunches as per-
T, ^, . ,

feet as they were when cut from the Vme—all this for over

three months.
. . ,

" This day I have foi-warded yon a specimen of the very simple

thing I u5e instead of bottles ; it is veiy inexpensive and port-

able If you wish to take Grapes into another house, it is soon

done. My experience convinces me that dark rooms are not

VEGETABLE AND FKTJIT GEOWING.

The following mteresting paper on this subject was read by

Mr. Scott at the meeting of the Farmers' Club, on the ist

'"?H.Tubject we have for consideration to-^ght,r^ Mr_.

Scott, is one of more I'^jtfd^'^t^f' *^^j? i, oTp-owing im-
cussed by the members of this Club,

jj^ '1
fit for market gar-

portance to the ownei-s and ""^^^P'^'^" "^J^^Vc^use they must,
fiening within reach of P°P'^°f^ ^.^f^.S^^of ?he heaXr and
always possess some ad/a^'tagein the sale ot W|

.

,^j^i^^

XnTi^rs^ut L^"ottlSsTe'nI« ^

and from others. Thus we havem January^ ^^ij^^-^^j^^^.
^nd

Cauliflowers and Potatoes from CoiT?l;'^HoUand^Bel .

France, and even from Portugal ana^Pa?°' 8^°^ tmnipike
air, and rivalUng our l^ottouse pro^^ucUons ^ fien

^^^
^P

roads were the only means of
^°'^y,^X fuoply °* vegetables,

towns had a species of monopoly m the supply
oig^^.^^_

and much ordinai-y land was forced into ?aark^t «Mae
^^^

tion ; but now it is soil and
'^'^l^'Pf« *^*Xnt oTthe mlrket-

Bome of these grounds must ^^ ^.'J.^PPf'^-^' °ges and rents,
garden category, and revert to °i^"f7„!?"?o"^ef as many
Sthei-wisethe peiwerse cultivators wiU ^^^1%^%'^^, prices
did last year to my own l™°.^lf

''8?'^''^„°xeept APPl<=» and
obtained for ahnost everything giown, except pp^^^^^^
Asparagus, were merely

'^"""f'tl soil iSective of locaUty,,

to success to secm-e a
'^°°f,t^f_,^°^t 'a"y?an hope to obtain

-A7ew^^aS^afo-a"^g1i^mt|f3.om

I am aca-int<Hl, who^^^^^^^^ , ..^p aVivial
miles off, and possesses "^"^e ri

^ comers m the
BoU, not only competes succesi^uUymtn

^^^
London markets,

^U^^^tl thimldCd eoimties and northern
I competing successfully

^'^,J'^^^T"' o^^^ as Glasgow, to which
growers in their own ™arl^ets, as far nortu as u a fe^

^ ^^^_

S^ofthVn«be=itoS Ag.. m^^^^^^

around Boston, Spalding, and m other ^i^^'^-j^
^re near

market gardens are ^Prrngmg up, not because y^^^^^ ^^^

&tSiraSs:LXL^K«e^^a^^^^^ ti-uit and

^^Stlto -farther a-field, we ^^d th-tJer^se^WMess sand-

banks on the Cheshire ''''"/e °PP°|4%re/n ^„nd siiitable for
ilSto £20 an acre, l^fcause Ihey have M^n i

^^^
the production of ^ayly ?» a^"'

^ w^^^J^g ^^^tef! to induce
Potato sets are kept ™ ^arm places ciurin ,

^^^
them to shoot, and m the months »* ^arcn ^^a i

^^^^^^
planted, generally m large ,^eds, w^ manuiea

^^^^^^^_

lightly with soil by*e spade, and withnttero^^^^^^^^^^^

TLyire thus covered and uncovered daily untLl^ate ^^^^
and so watchful are the.growers--who are a distme, a ^
class-that if dmnng this t^^ « <langerons^fros^ tnre

,^ ^^
are said to take the blankets "« t^"\.f^X^^eU at 2». ed. per

--tiS^S:^KS/?^^^cS^ must scythe

^"S^^^iHSis^?^^Sstiii
as the basis of successful «s^ts ovei aitmcia ^ ^^^^
case of Mr. Wm Thomson sfn-eat Tweed lae^^y^^
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<lnoe(l to Tisit the locality and inspect the soils from whence
they came ; and finding some land of precisely similar character
in the immediate neighbourhood, he purchased it, and estab-
lished the above-named vineyard. It occupies nearly 4 acres, and
is covered with 50,000 feet of glass, has mUes of hot-wattr piping
and other necessary appliances, and is calculated to produce
tons of Grapes, hundred^ of Pine Apples, and thousands of pot
Vines annually. When selected this land was devoted to com-
mon farming purposes ; but it has ah-eady produced Grapes
which have competed successfully in London and Paris; thus
showing that the soil itself contains some inherent qualities

which no art can rival. Ajyropos to Grape-growing, I have seen
man}' evidences that a water-bearing substratum within reach of

the Vine roots is a soui-ce of constant fertility, providing the
water belongs to a running stream, and is not stagnant. The
productiveness of the great Black Hamburgh at Hampton Coirrt
Js no doubt due to the Thames. On the banis of the Slour, in
Kent, I have seen the same results ; and perhaps Mr. Thomson's
success may also, in some measure, be due to his proximity to
the Tweed. The geology of gardening is thus shown to be
worthy of study, especially in the formation of new grounds. In
a few cases indigenous plants may be some indication as to what
species to grow ; but experience is the only sure guide.
From experience we leam that fruit may be grown on some

soils if grafted on to an indigenous tree, quite different to what
it would have grown on its own stem, and the prodiice of trees
on some soils is quite different to what it is on others. In the
cider countries quite different cider is made from Apples of the
same kind grown on different parts of the same farm, showing
the predominating infiueuce of soil. Even the market-garden
grounds around London, although apparently so similar, have
all their specialities. Fulham and Isleworth are famed for the
finest fruit—Asparagus and Rhubarb, interspersed with count-
less Moss Roses and flowering plants. Bermondsey andDeptford
fire noted for Sea-kale and Celery ; Barking for Rhubarb, early
Cabbages, Onions, and Potatoes ; and all other districts through-
-out the country have some specific natural properties which no
-art can impart.

(To be eontinueLl.)

EOYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY'S SPEING SHOW.
Apbil 10th.

The second spring Show of this Society, held in the same place
-as the previous one, without presenting anything remarkable for
excellence of culture or striking for novelty, was, nevertheless,
a. fair display, and it had the advantage of being held on a bright
sunshiny day, when people are disposed to look over little short-
comings which in weather less genial would force themselves on
attention. For twelve miscellaneous plants in liower, Mr. Ward,
gardener to F. G. Wilkins, Esq., Leyton, was first with very good
specimens of Loirise Margottin white Azalea, 4 feet higli, and
fuUy 3 feet in diameter, a fine mass of blossom; Genethylli.5
Hookeriana, excellent in size and bloom ; Dendi-obium Parishii, on
a block, quite a massof flowers

; good examples of Acrophyllum
venosum, Odontoglossum Hallii, Pescatorei, and hystrix, and
the showy yellow Azalea sinensis very well gro^m. Mr. G.
Wheeler, gardener to Sir F. H. Goldsmid, Bart., Regent's Park,
andMessrs. Lane, of Berkhampstead, took the other two prizes.

Messrs. Lane and Mr. Wheeler also exhibited groups of six
forced hardy shrubs and six Deutzias, the former taking first

prizes, and a similar award was made to them for Chinese
Azaleas, Mi'. Wheeler being second with plants not yet in such
fuU bloom. Messrs. Lane also contributed a capital group of

twelve Rhododendrons, and Mr. Ware, of Tottenham, one of
hardy herbaceous plants, both receiving first prizes ; and for
the latter Mr. Wheeler was second. Groups of nine Cinerarias
<;ame from Mr. James, gardener to W. F. Watson, Esq., Isle-

worth ; Mr. Marcham, gardener to E. Oates, Esq., Iver; and
Messrs. Dobson, Isleworth. These were nearly the same as
those shown at Kensington in the previous week, as also the
Cyclamens ; Mr. Goddard, gardener to H. Little, Esq., Twick-
enham, and Mr. Clarke of the same place, being respectively
first and second. Excellent collections likewise came from the
same exhibitors. The only group of Amaryllis was shown by
Mr. Baxter, gardener to C. Kieser, Esq., Broxbourue, the varie
ties in that and the collection from the same exhibitor were
those shown at Kensington.

Of miscellaneous subjects, Mr. Ware sent a collection of

spring-flowering plants, a stand of Cloth of Gold Pansy, one of

forcing Pinks, and a collection of seedling Alpine Auriculas

;

Messrs. RoUisson, Mignonette and seedling Alpine Auriculas

;

Messrs. Lane, Rhododendrons in fine bloom ; Mr. Baxter, a
collection of Roses and Azaleas ; Mr. William Paul, a splendid
group of Roses in pots, including Princess Beatrice, which re-

ceived a floral certificate, and well it desei-ved it, being very
large, full, and beautiful in colour' ; Mr. James, a stand of

Pansies and a collection of Auriculas ; and Mr. Needle, gardener
to the Comte de Paris, York House, 'Twickenham, his collection
of Ophi-ys and Orchis.

M. Louis Van Houtte, Ghent, sent a fine group of seedling
Azaleas, of which the following had certificates—viz., Madame
I. Lefebvre, semi-double, deep salmon red ; President de Ghel-
linck de Walle, large deep i)ink, with cinnamon bro^N'n blotches
in the upx^er petals ; Dr. D. Moore, large, Ught rosy crimson,
with a purplish shade ; Alice, large, very double, free-flowering,
deep rose with crimson blotches ; Comtesse de Beaufoi't, single,
deep rose, largely blotched in the upper petals ; John Gould
Veitch, single, pale lilac rose bordered with white, the upper
petals much spotted with crimson ; and Marquis of Lome, semi-
double, orange red, with \'iolet purple blotches. Messrs. Rol-
lisson, of Tooting, had a certificate for Erica Neitneriana, with
rose and red tubes, and a white mouth, the flowers mostly
borne in fours, but sometimes seven or eight on the same pe-
duncle, a very pleasing and effective variety.

KOYAL HORTICULTUEAL SOCIETY'S
BIRMINGHAM SHOW.

We have received the schedule of prizes offered at this exhi-
bition, which is to be held from the 25th to the 29th of June,
and are gratified by finding that it has evidently been prepared
with care and consideration, and that many of the prizes are
extremely liberal. The sum offered by the Society is iiGGl 18s.,

by the Local Committee for plants, &c., £801 18s., and for imple-
ments, &c., i'105 5s., being a total of ,±'1659 Is. It will thus be
seen that the Local Committee have done their duty, and done
it well in raising such an amount. We notice that Messrs.
Carter, "WTieeler & Son, of Gloucester, Messrs. Sutton & Sons,
Mr. Turner, of Slough, and others in the trade offer prizes, but
we do not enter into particulars, as the schedule may now be
had on application to James Richards, Esq., Royal Horticultural
Society, South Kensington, W. ; the Local Honorary Secretary,

E. W. Badger, Esq., Midland Counties Herald olfice, Birming-
ham ; or the Local Secretary, Mr. Alexander Forrest, 10, Chen-y
Street, Birmingham.

WILD FLOWERS AT ASHWELL, HEETS.
It was quite refreshing to see, in a recent number of this

Journal, a long list of wild flowers which this forward season

had enabled " Fbauleim '' to gather in that charming district,

Hawkhurst. A more lovely spot does not exist under the face of

heaven, nor one where botanical rambles are more enjoyable.

" Full many a path I've trod since then.
Through pleasure's flow'ry maze,

But ne'er could find the bliss again
I felt in those sweet days."

In this more northern countj', Herts, most flowers are at

least three weeks later than they are in that more favoured

locality of Hawkhm'st. Besides many of those mentioned by
your gifted correspondent, I have noticed here the follo-n-iug :—

•

Marsh Marigold (Galtha palustris) , the Pasque-flower (Anemone
Pulsatilla), Christmas Rose (Helleborus niger). Lords and
Ladies (Arum maculatum). Wood Strawberry (Fragaria vesca),

Sloe or Blackthorn (Prunus spinosa). Primrose (Primula

aeaulis), the Abele tree (Populus alba), the Aspen (Populus

tremula), common Box (Buxus sempervirens).

In giving precedence to the common names of these flowers,

I fear I shall be anathematised by more accomplished botanists.

But I think it would be well if they were more made use of in

a journal intended for general readers, where not one in five

hundred fully understands the precise meaniug of scientific

names. Indeed, much as I have been accustomed formerly

to use the latter, it was not till I had rubbed my eyes and
roused my memoiy, that I could recognise my old friend Chick-

weed under the elaborate, stifl', and starched Roman toga,

SteUaria media, or call up the humble playmate of my child-

hood, the Dandelion (with whose hollow stems I have often

made many a fragUe chain) , under that grandiloquent Grecian

mantle, Leontodon Taraxacum.
In giving expression to this opinion, I am well aware that

there are many who will think me guilty of the most atrocious

act of vandalism in thus wishing to strip their darUng science

of halt its regal dignity ; but I take it, the beauty of every

study consists in its simplicity, and is, "when unadorned,

adorned the most." Many a "pilot who saUs in the ship of

icience forgets that he needed a boat to take him on board,

and botanists are apt to forget that they had many a rocky

path to climb before they reached the temple of their fame.

How many a youthful yet intelligent disciple, " pregnant with

celestial fire,'"' and aspiring to acquire a knowledge of this

fasekiatiiig study, has been confounded and dumbfoundered at

the very threshold of his or her inquiries by the perplexing

mask and mystic mantle with which the Greek and Latiu
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languages hare, I liad almost said, disgui'ril its nomoncla- ' to conduct a botanical correspondeuco without the use ol
ture, and have in consequence retked from the pursuit dis-

appointed and disgusted, a pursuit to which liad they been led

by judicious steps in the mother tongue—than wliich none is

more rich and expressive—they might have been the brightest

oi'nameiiti

generic and specific names, but these are exceptional. As
workers in the same vineyard let us endeavour to malve science
bend, not stubbornly, but gi-acefuUy and agreeably, to eommou
understandings ; and if we must use specific terms, let us com-
pensate for the infliction by adding also those in more general

I am well aware there are certain cases where it is impossible
I use.

—

Mary Gold, The Ashtcell {Mild) Flower Girl.

ADIANTUM FAELEYENSE.
Tnis, the queen of the Maiden-hail' tribe, is most deservedly

admired by everyone who has any pretensions to Fem-fancy- .

ing, and by many of those individuals who profess not to care

for them. Whether regarded as an exhibition or simply as a
decorative plant, it rivals in beauty and elegance any other
Icnown Fern ; in fact,

there are few amongst
our cultivated ones that

are equal to it. The only
disadvantage to the gene-
ral cultivation of this ex-

ceedingly beautiful plant
is, that to grow it suc-

cessfully a stove heat is

necessary, and unless
this can be obtained it is

useless to attempt to grow
it. This, as all other
stove Ferns, flourishes

iest in a moist warm
stove where the atmo-
sphere ranges from 70' to
80°—indeed, the more
heat and moisture j"on

give it the better does it

seem to flourish, and the
more fuUy do the ele-

gant fronds develope
themselves. It is weU
to expose the plant to

the light, but not much
to the direct rays of the
sun, except in the early

morning or late in the
evening.

I have never seen Adi-
antum faideyense* pro-
duce spores, although
there are some who assert that the now-well-known A. scutum
was produced from it. This, however, I very much question,
and think that A. scutum is one and the same variety as Adi- I for the general growth of this Fern, but for its propagation I
antum Ghiesbreghtii, which was known some time before I have found it absolutely necessarj-. Where one or two speci-
Adiantum farleyense was heard of. I think if we could get mens only are required it is better to grow them in the stove,,
spores from A. farleyense that the produce would come per- from 65° to 75', with plenty of moisture, and potted in th&
fectly true. I have often sown Fern spores very carefully, compost I have recommended. When treated thus there is
and have been disajjpointed in seeing a totally different kind not the least fear of its thriving, as it is a free-growing Fen>
produced from the one I had sown. This I think was the I under favourable circumstances.—T. B.

Adiantum fai-leyense.

case with Adiantum scutum, or, as it was called, seedling far-

leyense. Fern spores are so minute that they are scattered
no one knows where, and when they alight on a surface
favourable they very quickly develope. ^0^88
But to return to Adiantum farleyense, the treatment of

which I will describe.

The compost I have al-

ways grown it in is good
iibry peat and turfy yel-

low loam in equal pro-

portions, with a free ad-

mixture of silver sand.
This compost is not ab-

solutelj' necessaiy, for I
have seen specimens-

grown in turfy loam
only, with a Uttle silver

sand added. I use plenty
of crocks in the bottom
of the pot, place a layer

of sphagnum moss over

the crocks to secure per-
fect drainage, and then
pot rather firmly. The
house I grow them in (I

say them, as I have pro-
pagated and gi-own them
to a satisfactory extent)
is a lean-to propagatuig-
hciuse facing due souths
and provided with aroller

and Lliud. A hot-water
tank runs all round it-

and throws off plenty of

the heat and moisture
which are so beneficial to
the growth of the plants.
The heat generally rangee-

from G5° to 80 , rising perhaps a little higher in the day at
times. I should not advise this unusually close atmosphere-

MKS. PINCE'S BLACK MUSCAT GRAPE.
In The Jouenal of Horticulture of December 28th there

are a few remarks from me respecting Mrs. Pince's Black
Muscat Grape. I then stated that I considered it the finest
late Black Grape in cultivation. I have no reason to alter my
opinion now, as I am backed-up by such splendid Grape-
growers as Mr. Pearson, of Chilwell, and Mr. Hill, of Keele
Hall. I have regularly attended the horticultural shows at the
Eegent's Park for the last fifteen years, and I never saw better
Grapes tlian were exhibited there hy Mr. HiU ; therefore I
think the article by Mr. Pearson at page 273 ought to carry
great weight with it.

If I am not mistaken, some one asked Mr. Meredith to give
his opinion on Mrs. Pince's Grape. I am sorry he did not do
so, although he mentions having cut the last bunch of Madres-
field Court about the beginning of Januai-y, and that a Liver-
pool gentleman, a very good judge of Grapes, had pronounced
it to be first-rate. I hope the readers of The Journal of Hor-
ticulture wUl pardon me for giving the names of some of the

"We ai-e indebted to Mr. Williams, ol HoUoway, lor the acoomponving
Illustration of this beautiful Fern.—Eds.

nobility and gentry who have tasted Mrs. Piuce here. Oa
the 17th of January the Marchioness of Westminster and Mr.
Disraeli complimented me personally on gi'owing such a splen-
did Grape as Mrs. Pince ; on the 25th of the same month and'
the 1st of February Lady Strafford and Lady Dacre thought
it the finest late Grape they had ever tasted. On the 4th of
February the Earl of Leicester told me it was by far the best
late Grape he had ever seen ; a fortnight later the Eiirl of Cork
and the Earl of Morley spoke very highly of it. On the Slst
of March (Easter Sunday), I sent a dish of Mrs. Pmce and a
dish of Alicante to table, and my employer has just been to
say that the Prime Minister and Mrs. Gladstone had pro-
nounced Mrs. Pince to be the finest Grape they ever tasted

at this time of the year. At each of Lord Chesham's parties

since the 1st of January a dish of Alicante was placed at

one end of the table and a dish of Mrs. Piuce at the other,

so that all could see them before being cut up for use. After
tasting they always decided in favour of Mrs. Pince, and none
found fault with the colour.

In mentioning the names of some who have tasted Mrs.
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Piuce's Grape here, I commenced with Mr. Disraeli on the
'28th ul December, and finished off with Mr. Gladstone on the

31st of March. I think, therefore, that I have proved Mrs.

Piuce to be a first-rate late-keepiug Grape, and likewise of

first-rate flavour'.

I can only say to those who have not grown it. Plant it at

once, treat it well, and it will give every satisfaction.—A. Dok-
.iLDsoN, Latiiners.

I ijuiTE agree with Mr. Pearson as regards the above Grape.

With me it is far superior in flavour to Lady Downe's, the
berries are much larger, with more pulp in them, and the
bunches are larger ; it sets equally well, and is not liable to
scalding like the latter Vine, but it is not so good in colour.
I find the fruit in the position to get the most air colour far

the best, and m the coolest part of my house the Grapes were
the blackest. Altogether I like it so much better that I have
told my gardener to graft it on the Lady Downe's, as I shaU
gi'ow it in preference to that variety. All those who tasted the
two together from my Vines are of the same opinion as myself.—Hakeison Weie, H'ciilciijli.

COCOS CAMPESTEIS.
The popirlar name for the genus, Cocoa-nut, renders it I plant, and be no mean object in the exhibition tent. Should

familiar to almost everyone throughout the length and breadth it not be desirable to use it for public exhibition, it must always
of the land ; but the well-known fruit is the produce of Init

|
be remembered that a plant which looks well at an exhibition

one species, and that
a very different-look-

ing plant from the
one we have now un-
der consideration.

Cocos campestris,
represented in the
accompanying illus-

tration , for which we
are indebted to M.
.\Jphand's splendid
work " Les Prome-
nades de Paris," is

sometimes designat-

ed Diplothemium
campestre ; but whe-
ther or no it is suffi-

ciently distinct to

be removed from
the genus Cocos I

am unable to say,

and therefore prefer

making a few re-

marks upon its

claims to popularity
under its most fa-

miliar name. The
members of this ge-

nus are all elegant

and higlily orna-
mental plants, and
C. campestris is cer-

tainly no exception.

It is, I believe, a na-
tive of the campos
of Brazil, where it

attains a consider-

able size, and pro-

duces a charming
effect. As horticul-

turists, however, we
have to use our en-

deavours to produce
a good effect with it

in a young state, and
this is not a matter
of gi-eat difficulty to

those having a stove

and a slight know-
ledge of its requh'e-

ments ; but as it is

possible that some
may wish to possess

themselves of this
l ccsc

plant, and yet have
not the accommodation of a stove, I shaU make a few remarks
upon its adaptation to the decoration of apartments.

In the first place, if Cocos campestris is to be cultivated

solely for the decoration of the plant stove and for public
exhibition, it should be grown in a mixtm-e of loam, peat, and
sand, in tlie proportion of two parts of the first to one of each
of the latter two. The pots should be weU drained, the plant
liberally suppUed mth water, and kept in a moderate heat.

Under these conditions it will form a peculiarly handsome

presents an eijually

charming effect at

home.
Taking, however,

the case of those am-
ateurs who have no
stove to develope the
noble proportions of

this species, but who
are, nevertheless, en-

thusiastic admirers
of its beauties, I

would advise them to

select a well-rooted

plant in a medium-
sized pot, and have
it gradually inui-ed

to a cool tempera-
ture,or hardened-off,

as it is technically

called, when it may
be removed to the
window or the draw-
ing-room, where it

will form a charm-
ing object for years.

If a plant can be
obtained sufficiently

large for the decor-

ation of the hall

during the winter
months, or for stand-
ing in any large re-

cess which may re-

quire such ornamen-
tation, it will not
only afford a pleasing

change during the

dreary dull months,
but it may be plunged
in the open air dur-

ing the summer, and
will give the garden
a somewhat tropical

character.

Thus it will be seen
that for a compara-
tively small outlay a

plant may be obtain-

ed which increases

in beauty aunuall3',

and is an object of

general admiration
'1*' "

in whatever situa-

tion it may be seen

whether on the dinner table, in the window, placed in an
elegant vase in a lady's boudoir, as a specimen in the plant,

stove, or in the open air ; and to such plants I would strongly

recommend amateurs with limited glass accommodation to tm'u

their attention. Let it be well understood that I by no means
urge the neglect of flowering plants, but would rather suggest

a happy medium, by which means a greater amount of beauty

is obtained in a small place ; and more interest is centred in

even a small garden than is to be found oftentimes in one of
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greater extent devoted to masses of a few kiiidii of fiowering

plants only.—ExrKiiio Ceede.

KESTOEIKG THE LEADER OF A tONIFEK.
We have here a nice young specimen of the I'icea Nord-

nianniana 19 feet high. Three yeai-s ago, m the mouth of

April, it lost its leader. I tied up one of the side shoots of the

previous year's growth, and from that time to the present the

tree has grown .5 feet 1 inch, and has as fine a leader as any-

one could wish to see ; it is also nicely furnished with side

branches. If not informed of the fact one could not observe

that the tree had ever lost its leader.

Of Picea pectinata there are several thousands hi the woods

here. In many cases the young trees have lost the leader,

but if it has not been cut below the side shoots of the same

yeaa-'s growth one of these shoots will rise and form a leader

—sometimes being rather crooked. With a suigle specimen,

guch as that at Lutwyche Hall, tyiug-up will prevent that. As

to grafting, I should never think of it as long as a side shoot

remained. If the whole of the last season's growth has been

cut otf I should say. Graft ; if not so cut off, it is only adding

injury to what has been deeply enough injured already.

—

J. Smith, Fyiioni:, Sviith Vales.

I
It is not imusual for a side branch when tied up to replace

a leader to retain its noimal character, and remain for years

without produciug a regular whorl of branches as the natural

leader does.

—

Eds.]

GEAFTING.—No. 7.

In crowu-graftiug a stock near the snrface of the gioimd, it

is better, after the process is complete, to earth-up the graft

as far as the highest buds, as by so doing the diyiug of the

graft, which always causes hann, is avoided, and in the case

of certain species, fresh roots springing from the cuts, help to

quicken the growth of the plant.

There is no special necessity for choosing youug succulent

shoots as grafts, since those of two years old, if they be in

active life and furnished with buds capable of developing them-

selves, are just as likely to succeed. Grafts of both these ages

combined may be selected for old trees, the two-year-old wood
being at the base where the cut is made, and that of only one

year at the top whence the growth wiU ultimately be continued.

The Gleditschia triacanthos, which is usually grafted with

G. Bujoti, and some other kinds, should be crown-grafted in

this way.
On referring to Jh/. 1 it will be seen that the graft a is

of two-year-old wood, and bears two shoots of the current year

shortened to within three-fourths of an inch of their base.

The cut should be made upon the older part, a, of the shoot,
in the way shown at «'

; and the shp inserted upon the stock b
by making a simple cut, and then forcing back the bark with
the handle of the grafting knife or a Uttle wedge of boxwood.

This last precaution is absolutely neeessai-y, both on account

of the size of the gi-aft and the inelasticity of the bark of the

Gleditschia.

Iinpruved Croicii-(jraftiiiii.—Thin kind of giaftmg differs from

the former m two very important points.

1, The stock x (fiij. 2j is cut slantingly at the top B, and the

graft is placed within the bark, so that it fits upon the acute end
of the crown by means of a little notch.

2, A cut is made through the baik of the stock, one side of

it, c, raised ; the graft is slipped into the opening so that the

flat side caused by
cutting the notch in

the gi-aft rests against

the sapwood, e, of the

stock, and the back
part, G, is covered
over with the flap c.

The chances of suc-

cess are gi-eatly in-

creased if a thin strip

of bark, i, is taken off

the side of the notch,

and the graft so fitted-

iu that the part thus

exposed rests against

that portion, n, of

the baik of the stock

which has not been
separated from the

Fi». 2.
sapwood.

In fill. 2, J repre-

sents the appearance which is presented when the work is all

done but the waxing and tyeing. We add the plan of the

stock, B, the portion of bark, c, raised from the wood, and the

other, D, which remains untouched.
These sUght variations, which may be infinitely increased

according as reason and practice dictate, have for then' object

the hastening of the union between the graft and the stock.

—

Baltei, L'An lU Grcfer.

LACHENALIA TRICOLOR.
Lei me put in a plea for this as a dinner-table plant. I

have two pots of it (6-inch) , and I have not had for some time
anything that has pleased me better. The pots were well

filled with bulbs and kept in a greenhouse ; they are now fiUl

of healthy green foliage partly di'ooping over the rims, and
with abundance of bloom. The colours are those which are

exactly suited for artificial hght^bright green, red, and orange.

The height, too, is in accordance with the present fashion

;

and from the ease with which it is grown it deserves a place

not only for the decoration of the greenhouse, but also for the
purpose I have indicated.—D., Deal.

WORKMEN AT LONDON NURSERIES.
The education of gardeners, together with the wages ques-

tion and other subjects having for their object the improve-
ment of the condition of the blue-aproned community, have
often been ably handled in the columns of the horticultural

press, and by its powerful influence been the means of redress-

ing many grievances and elevating the moral and social status

of an intelhgent and deser\ing body of men. But as Onward
and Upward ought to be our motto, I venture to call yoiu'

readers' and correspondents' attention to the many hom's that

workmen employed ui some of the Loudon nurseries have to

laboiu- during the summer mouths, and solicit then- aid and
supi^ort towards biiughig about a better state of things. I

make this appeal now, as the time is nearly at hand when in

previous years an additional hour per day has been imposed,
making the working day to extend from 6 a.m. to 7 r.M., with
one hour and a half deducted for meals. For this so-called

day's work the pay varies from 2>t. to 2s. (irf. If the labourer

is worthy of his hue—and would ho be employed if he was
not ?—surely he ought not to be expected to toil so long for

so small a pittance. The nhie-hours movement in the great

manufacturing seats of industi"j' is fast progressing with mighty
strides ; the spuit of the age is propelling it, promoting a

kinder and more genial feeUng between masters and men than
has hitherto existed. With this staring us in the face, is it,

I submit, either just or honourable for the gardening fraternity,

so far as nursery work is concerned, to be placed under so
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eruol a ban as the lli-hours system? From my own experi-

ence I most positively affirm it does not work well for either

party. The men after their work is eouoluded have neither

time nor opportunity for study or relaxation ; their energies

mental and physical are enervated ; and, smarthif,' under a
sense of injustice they have as yet been powerless to avert,

theii' employers' interests suffer for tliewant of the paiustakiiip;

and diligence they would otherwise freely bestow. That this

system is not a trade necessity is evident, as some firms of

the highest standing have never adopted it ; and in common
fl-ith many others, I hope those who have done so will give the
subject their most careful consideration, and arrive at the con-
olnsion that ten hours' honest labour is a fair requital for their

invested capital.—R. JI. G.

BEUKBE DE BISEAU PEAR.
This excellent winter Pear was exhibited at the last meeting

of the Royal Horticultural Society. It was received from II.

A. de Biseau d'Hauteville, of Binehe, in Belgium, along with
another, both being seedlings, and marked respectively No. 1

and No. 2. That which was marked No. 1 was of .such excel-

lence as a late winter dessert Pear, the Fruit Committee

and beginning of March. The stalk adheres firmly, and is not

broken by the heaviest gusts of wind. The growth is of

pyramidal form, the branches being slightly incurved. It is

vigorous, and bears fruit very freely even upon the wood of

only one or two years of age.' The foliage is thick, of pretty

appeai'auce, and each leaf is situated on a rather long petiole,

The fruit was gathered from the loth to the 2.5th of October,

and kept on the floor of a room on the gi'ound storey until the

time of their dispatchment. Although the Pears were quite

frozen underneath their covering during December, not one

of them has turned rotten, wliilst many of different varieties

which lay near them at that time have gone decayed.

Eeiinv de Biseau Pear.

awai'ded it a first-class certificate, and named it Beurrc de

Biseau, after the raiser. No. 2 was too much decayed for a

judgment to be formed of it. The fruit is above the middle
size, oblong, unshapely, and undulating in its outUne. Skin
entirely covered with a thick coat of smooth dai'k cinnamon
brown russet. Eye open, dove-Uke, set in a rather deep de-

pression. Stalk IJ inch long, united to the fruit by a large

fleshy lump, and fleshy at the base. Flesh yellowish, tender,

buttery and sweet, with a rich flavour and excellent bouquet.

This is a first-rate winter dessert Pear, and one of the best at

so late a period of the season as April and Mny.
The fruit was gathered from the parent tree, which is growing

in the open gi'ound, and is about 6 feet high. This seedling is

sixteen years old, and the past year is the second of its bear-

ing, when the fruit kept perfectly till the 15th of May, and
was then more juicy than those tasted in the end of February

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The following are the rales and regulations of the Snow op

DiN'NEB-TABi.E Decobatioxs, to 1)6 held at South Kensington,

May 1.5th and ICth.

T.—The table for twenty persons will be IG feet long, !i feet

9 inches broad ; eight places to be laid on each side and two at

each end.
II.—The table for twelve persons will be 10 feet long, 4 feet

G inches broad ; five places to be laid on each side and one at

each end.
III.—The tables wiU be 3 feet 10 inches from the gi'ound, so

that visitors may view them at the same elevation as if they

were seated in chairs.

rV.—Each dinner table will have a separate compartment ni

tents erected for the occasion, so that each exhibitor will have a

private room to himself, and a separate side table will be pro-

Tided for his accommodation.
v.—Tablecloths and dinner napkins to be found by the ex-

hibitor; also all such requisites as sand, moss, clay, &c. The
Society will supply water.

VT.—The table to be fm-nished with the following articles :—

Plates, knives, forks, spoons, wine-glasses, salt-cellars, &c., com-

plete.. The receptacles for the fruit and flowers may be of any
material and of any fomi.
VII.— The following appliances are optional :—Caratres, ice-

dishes, statuary, plants and other ornaments not required for

fniit and flowers.

Vin.—In class 2, economy of cost of the furniture of the

table, as well as of the fi-nit and flowers, will be considered one

of the primary tests in awarding the prizes.

IX.—The Esiiibition will be judged as for a dinner by day,

light, no lamps or candelabras allowed on the table.

X.—Taste in arrangement will take precedence of oostUnesa

in the objects.

XI.—In order to provide for the safety of the objects exhibited,

an officer will be placed in charge of each separate compart-

ment, and the tables railed off at a distance of 3 feet, but the

Society will not be responsible for any loss or damage.
Xn.—Entries must be sent in on or before the 9th May, in

order that proper accommodation may be provided.

EXXON HALL.
The SE.iT OF the Eael of Gainsboeough.

ExTON P.iBK is skirted on one side by the old Great North

Road, but as the Stamford " flying coaches " have long since

passed away, the passenger from London must travel to Oak-

ham either riii Peterborough or via Leicester, the latter the

longer, but owing to the splendid express service of the Mid-

land Company, at certain times much the quicker way. Still

Oakham, though not a hundred miles from town, is not one of

the easiest places to reach ; it is not on a main line, and which-

ever way one goes, there is much loss of time on changing

trains. "Exton is five mUes from Oakham, and about eight

from Stamford, and its gardens, park, woods, and water cover

an area of something like 1700 acres. Mr. Loudon years ago

computed it at 1.510 acres, but since his time additions have

been made by taking in one or two farms.

No residence known to us has such an unbroken history as

Exton Park. In Anglo-Saxon times, being then knovm as

Exentune, it was possessed by Waltheof, Earl of Northumber-

land, who, sustaining the cause of the Norman Conqueror, was

rewarded by him with the hand of his (the Conqueror's) niece

.ludith. With their daughter Exton passed to the Bruces, and

then in succession to the (ireens, Culpeppers, and Harringtons.

In the family last named it remained for nearly six centunes,

and was then sold by them to Sir Baptist Hicks, the leviathan

merchant and money-lender of the sixteenth century. The

trust was to pay the debts of the two last Lords Hamngtou.

It was then passed to the Chichesters, and a daughter of that
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family brought it to Lord Bruce, " hy wliieh means the estate,

which was derived from the Bruces to the Harringtons, after a

long descent, passed fi-om the Harringtons to the Bruces, Earls

of Aylesbury." From them it came to the Earl of Gains-

borough, who had married the heiress of Sir Baptist Hicks, and

it has continued until now a residence of that noble family.

The pleasure grounds are very extensive, amounting to about

seventy acres, a large portion of which is kept as dressed

grounds. Passing over the kitchen garden for the present,

and taking a walk by the south side, where the boundary is

formed by a piece of ornamental water, we reach a gate which

gives access to the main walk from the mansion. Immediately

after passing through the gate, on the left is a gi-ass walk

bordered by a Sweet Briar hedge and a beautiful Laurustinus

hedge .3 feet higli and nearly 7 feet wide. In this part there

are several veiT fine specimens of Arbor-Vitae, beautifuUv fur-

nished and from 20 to 30 feet high, likewise Yews, Larches,

Pinus insignis 40 feet liigli, Thujopsis borealis, and Taxodiura
or Sequoia sempervirens H5 feet high. This is flourishing iu

little else but sand, and Mr. Smith, the gardener, tliinks that
it thrives better in this than in richer soil. There are also

several excellent specimens of the Chinese Juniper and other
Conifers. Northwards a new drive has been formed to a pro-

jected central entrance to the kitchen garden, and the giound
included between the drive and the ornamental water is being
gradually planted as a pinetum, affording here and there glimpses
of the water, towards which the ground slopes rather rapidly
from the upper walk. Some Wellingtonias transplanted iu

the autumn of 1869 had each year made growths of 18 inches
;

but in Abies Douglasu there was a gi'eat difference noticeable
iu the growth of the branches, those on the south-ea>t or most
exposed side of the tree being far shorter than those on the less

exposed but otherwise more favourable sides. Here, again, were
some remarkably fine specimens of Pinus insignis and .Jnni-

perus virginiana or Red Cedar, and amidst the numerous
"nurses" which at present occupy the newer portion of the
ground are yomig trees forming the nucleus of what mil
doubtless be an excellent collection. Lower down, towards the
water, is neatly-shaven turf with Pui'ple Beeches, Black Aus-
trian Pines, and a variety of other trees ; and beyond dense
masses of trees, chiefly deciduous, which have a vei-y pic-
turesque effect, especially when casting their dai-k .shadows ou
the water.

Towards the mansion, of which we give a view,* the pleasme
gi-ounds narrow considerably, but new roads and walks have
been laid out and new plantations made, wliich in time wiU add
much to the apparent extent. A magnificent old Lime tree is
gi-owing to the west of the house, and many fine specimen trees
are dotted about. Ou the southern side is a beautifully laid-out
geometrical flower garden, of which we purpose giving a re-
presentation hereafter ; at the time of our risit (the beginning
of llarcli) no idea could be formed of its summer aspect when
filled with bedding plants, but even then its outUnes and
architectural accompaniments gave it a char-acter which most
gardens do not possess.

There is one drawback to the new mansion—that it lies ou
rather low ground, and in this respect the old HaU, which still
exists, has the advantage, as it is situated on higher ground,

* From a photograph by Mr. Drake, of Uppingham.

and commands more extensive views. The date'of its erection

is not known, and though internally in a woeful state of dilapi-

dation and utilised for a variety of purposes, externally it has
a time-honoured aspect ; here Ivy-tovered, there gi-ey witli

age, it contrasts favourably with the larger, more elegant

modem hall. Adjoining is an enclosure of about an acre

surrounded by a Yew hedge, whidi is now being restored by
cutting back, as it had got bare at bottom ; and witliin this

again is a Sweet Briar hedge. This would have been a fine

site for a flower garden southward-facing, with terraces re-

quii'ing little more than the finishing touclies of the modern
gai'dener, and probably the work of some of Mi'. Smith's pre-

decessors. It is not unlikely that at some future time ad-

vantage will be taken of this piece of ground to form a second
flower garden, or at least to turn the position to account in

some such way. Growing out of one of the walls of the old

Hall Mr. Smith pointed out tufts of Ceterach officinarum, re-

marking that he had not before known Rutlandshire stated as

one of its habitats.

From the old and new Halls there ai-e many fine views

across the pleasure grounds and park : one of the most striking

of these we give,t merely remarking that it is taken from the

house, looking across the flower garden towai'ds the village

church on the south-west. There are likewise several pretty

t This is from a photograph by Mi-. Robinson, St. Martin's, Stamford.
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views across the water in various directions, in which occur
fine trees of the Hemlock Spruce, graceful Birches, and noble
Beeches—one 14 feet in circumference of stem—Cupressus
semperrireus 25 feet high, Red Cedars, Cupressus Lawsoniana,
Cryptomerias, a Welliugtonia 26 feet liigh. Sequoia semper-
•rirens, and many more. To the north-east lies a natural
valley with the sides clothed with Box, Laurels, andl-sy, and in
beds beneath Pampas Grass and a variety of herbaceous plants.
This is also a pretty spot, especially in summer.

Crossing the park, in wliich, by-the-by, from Star Point
five or six churches are to be seen terminating as many vistas
thj-ough avenues of Oak trees, we reach Fort Hemy, a favourite
pic-nicking place in summer—a place for boating parties on
the extensive lake, and a place which must be thoroughly enjoy-
able by the shade of the great trees, the idea of coolness which
the water gives, and the soUtude of the spot. There is a
prettily wooded island in the lake, and on the banks ah-eady
the early Primi-oses were peeping foi-th. In summer all the

grass is kept neatly mo-wn, yet, verj- judiciously, the borders
are not planted with gaudy bedding-out flowers, but are
allowed in a great measure to preserve a natural appearance,
whicli better accords with the accompanying scenery. We
noticed here an Elm with a stem 26 feet in circumference at
the base. A spacious band house betokens that the solitude
is not unbroken by sweet sounds.
We shall next proceed to the kitchen garden, which within

the walls is five acres in extent. It is one of the best kitchen
gardens in England, and, this said, it need scarcely be added
it is admirably managed. Its situation, however,' especially
near the south side by the ornamental water, must render it's

crops liable to suffer from spring frost, and the soil, though
not perhaps absolutely stiff, evidently requires to be worked
with care, without undue haste, otherwise crops would luiger
that would otherwise flourish. It is divided by five walks
running lengthwise, with one across the centre, and they are

7J feet wide to allow of the passage of a horse and ear-t. The

Estcn Pleasiue Giounds and Clinrcli.

south-aspect wall—we will call it such, though it does not face

due south—is 1-5 feet high, and has a 20-feet border. As usual
it is covered with Peaches and Nectarines ; of the foimer
excellent trees of Early York, Barrington, Late Admhable,
Bellegarde, and Grosse Jlignoune ; of the latter Prince of

Wales, Eivers's Grange, and Pine Apple. On the same wall,

over the central gate, is a fine old JlulbeiTy which is very fruit-

ful, and at the end near the houses Figs. Fronting the wall,

on the opposite side of the walk, is a row of young dwarf
pyramid Pears. The other walls with east and west aspects

are also well clothed with trees—Plums, Chenies, and Pears,
but. as already remarked, there is no wall on the south side to

which the garden lies open—rather too much so we think.

Nothing could be better than the appearance of the vege-
table quarters, nothing could be neater, and the crops above-
ground and those that would soon be underground, gave
promise in the one case, as they gave evidence in the other,

that the results obtained were highly satisfactory. The true
London Colewort and the London Market Cabbage were ex-

cellent ; so, too, was the Broccoh, which was protected by shak-
ing a little Bracken among the plants. It may be remarked
that those grown in hard gi'ound were the cailiest to head,
which is quite in accordance with what we know of a similar

condition inducing a tendency to flowering in other kinds of

vegetation—a tendency to be taken advantage of in some

I

eases, to be carefully avoided ui others. Peas and Potatoes

I

of different kinds had been extensively sown and planted for
trial, although Mr. Smith, from past experience, was far from
sanguine as to the superiority of some of the new varieties.
After discarding the worst he is again puttmg on trial those of
which he has the best hopes. Strawberries, too, he is trying.
Of President, Lucas, and Sir Charles Napier he speaks highly,
and Elton for late use is a gi-eat favourite. Many of his trial
plants are in pots, but those on which he relies are planted in
a large quarter where the ground is never disturbed by the
spade, but weU manured, and at the end of three years the
plantation is destroyed. Of the quarters of Gooseberries,
Currants, and Raspberries more need not be said tlian they
were large and well-ordered; of the pjTamid trees planted
about the garden, that they were excellently managed; and
that several old overgrown espalier trees would be replaced Iiy

pyramids.
The extent of glass is small relatively to that of the gardens

^aU the more reason that it should be made the most of, and
it is made the most of. The Cucumber and Melon pits, lean-
to's, 8 feet high and the same in width, contained, besides
cuttings, splendid crops of Cucumbers, Telegraph being the
kind piincipaHy grown, and plants from cuttings preferred to
those from seed as being more prohfic. The Pines are chiefly

grown planted out in beds ; abundance of heat, both top and
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bottom, was afforded to the fruiting and succession plants.

Mr. Smith is no advocate of the starvation system, and the

results in the growth of the plants and the produce justify his

practice. The stove, as indeed all the other houses are, is a

lean-to, 30 feet long by 20 wide. In this was an excellent col-

lection of Dracffinas, Oaladiunis, Dalechampia RoezUana rosea,

which had been in (lower all the winter, Begonias, Euphorbia

spinosa, Rivina huniihs, Zygopetalum Mackayii, and a variety

of other plants. An intermediate house contained a number
of the old Phajus grandifoUus, several excellent specimens of

Eucliaris amazonica, fine seedlings of Lomaria gibba, together

with Platycerium alcicorne, Cheilanthes elegans, and a variety

of other Ferns. Along with these were Begonias and flower-

ing plants. Among the latter we noticed a number of plants

of that extremely showy plant Vallota purpurea, which were
kept warm and close to the glass, iiltimately to be transferred

to a cold frame for flowering.

We now come to the fruit houses, the first of these being

the early vinery, planted with Royal Muscadine, Black Ham-
burgh, and Chasselas Musque, all showing well for fruit. On
the back wall are trained Habrothamnus elegans and Passiflora

Buonapartei, which is every year flowered on the fresh wood,
a portion of the old being cut away. Bedding plants princi-

pally occupied the front of this house. The next house was the
succession vinery, 42 feet in length. Here the fruit always
.shanked till the Vines were lifted. This was done when they were
in leaf, a fresh border made, and in the succeeding year there
was an excellent crop. The Vines in the Muscat house were
similarly treated, and with a like result. In both houses were
Geraniums for vases. Spiraea japonica, and in the Muscat house
a quantity of Chinese Primulas and useful early-flowering
Pelargoniums for vases. Azaleas, Camellias, &c. The late

vinery, with Peaches on the back wall, contained Primulas,
Deutzias, Geraniums, Cinerarias, and other plants, and for the
season pi-esented a rather gay appearance.
In the frame ground several lights were occupied with

Potatoes and other vegetables, and Melons, of winch Scarlet
Gem and a gi'een-fleshed land of Mr. Smith's own raising, are
those grown. The Pine pits were full of a fine healthy stock,
principally Queens and Smooth-leaved Cayenne. The Mush-
room-house contamed beds in excellent bearing, and in the
fruit-room there was still a fair supply of fruit, considering
that the crop was last year almost a failure. iJumelow's
Seedling and Blenheim Pippin Apples, subsequently shown at

Kensington, were in fine preservation. The tool-shed and other
garden offices were convenient, but the great drawback to the
place is the insuflicient extent of glass. Indeed, it is a wonder
how Mr. Smith contrives to grow a sufficiency of bedding-
out plants to fiU such a large flower garden as that in front of
the Hall, and yet to have such a long succession of Grapes and
Pines with such limited accommodation. As the Earl of Gains-
borough takes a keen interest in gardening no doubt more
glass will be erected in time.
Thus much of Exton's gardens, and now of its gardener.

Mr. Smith is one of the best examples of those who have
been trained, or rather completed their training, at Cliiswick

;

modest, persevering, skilful in practice, well acquainted with
the theory of his profession, and cultured in the sciences
bearing upon it—to him are due in a great measure the im-
provements which have been made during the last few years.

Female Gareya elliptica.—Your correspondent " Hebe-
ford " (page 275), has made a mistake about the female Gan-ya
elliptica. I cannot give the dimensions of the tree, but it is

a female, is large, and about twenty years old. It grows in
the front of a shrubbery at Frankfort Hall, Clevedon, the seat
of Conrad W. Finzel, Esq.

—

George Lee, Clevedon.

[Ml. Lee enclosed some of the flowers.

—

Eds.]

MOUSE TEAPS.
I HAVE lately noticed in your pages several modes of catch-

ing mice, each having its supporters, and I wish to recommend
one which, if adopted, will put all the others into disuse for
out-door work. It is the most simple and effectual of traps, and
surpasses all that 1 have tried. All that is wanted is one brick,
two pieces of stick, a piece of matting, and a few Peas. The
way to set the trap is this :—Push the two pieces of stick into
the gi'ound at about a foot apart, thread three or four Peas on
the twisted mattuig, tie the matting tightly to the sticks, the
Peas being in the middle, resting the brick in a slanting

direction on the Peas. The mice will nibble through the Peas
and matting, and down falls the brick and crushes the in-

tnider. Tl e ground should be made quite flat and firm where

the trap is set.—J. C. MrNHEiJ., Beeehirnnil (lnrili'iia, Tmihriihie

Well^.

I QTTiTE agree with Mr. Record as to the efficacy of the mouse
trap he recommends, and its being so easily made; you may
take a wheelbarrowful of bricks, a handful of bits of wire

2 inches long, and a few Peas in your pocket, and set a score

or two traps in a few minutes. I have employed them a long
time. In using them between rows of Peas, a piece of slate or

board must be placed beneath them for a soUd bottom. They
are excellent for buildings and farm premises, as one brick

only is required, it being placed alongside a wall. 1 have
caught numbers of mice in this way. In the garden I have
often used a trap recommended by Mr. Taylor in No. 405,
page 502 ; it is a very good mouse trap, but I prefer that re-

commended by Mr. Record, as the water in Mr. Taylor's trap
gets frozen in severe weather, when it is at once useless.

—

H. Harris.

WORK FOE THE WEEK.
KITCHES GARDEN.

Prtck out on a slight hotbed Canli flower plants raised in heat.

The gentle bottom heat will greatly assist in pushing them
along without their becoming weakly and drawn, as is the case
when grown under glass. Prick out Celery on a gentle bottom
heat, protect \vith a frame or hand-glass till well established,

and sow seed for the main crop. Put in tlie main crop of C'n?'-

roia in the first fine day when the ground is in fair working
order. Sow in drills rather thickly, for the quahty of the seed
is said to be indifferent this season, although, so far, I have
no cause to verify the general statement. Attend to keeping
up a succession of Peas by plantmg, eveiy fortnight, a breadth
proportionate to the demand. Earth-up and stake those above
ground to protect them from the ravages of mice and slugs,

which are often very destructive at this season. Globe Arti-

chokes should now be dressed ; remove a little soil, pull away
aU the plants except four or five, and fill up with a dressing of

rich manm-e instead of the soil. Scarlet Runner Beans and an
early crop of Dwarf Kidney Beans may soon be sowii. The
ground for the Scarlet Runners should be well manured and
deeply dug ; the shoots when about 5 feet high should be con-
stantly stopped. This will prevent the necessity of using
unwieldy sticks, and will secure a succession. The first Kidney
Beans will be best raised in a hothouse or frame and trans-

planted. They must, however, be gradually hardened before
transplanting. Xasturtiuins may now be sown, as also an
early crop of Gherkins. These may be raised as recom-
mended for the Kidney Beans. Sow also a little early Red
Beet, Scorzonera, and Salsafy. Blanch Sea-hale in the open
ground by placing inverted flower-pots over the crowns, and
covering these with light soil or any material which will effectu-

ally exclude light and air. Attend to providing succession crops
of Spinach, and keep the surface soil well and regularly stirred

amongst growing crops ; also do not forget small salads, as

Radishes, &c., and sow sweet herbs for transplanting.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Disbud Peach and Apricot trees. This should not be too

severely done at once ; it is better to go over trees two or three
times for this purpose, removing a certain proportion eacli

time. I fear much need not be said as yet, if at all, about
tliinning fruit this season, the frost having in too many in-

stances done BO ruthlessly.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Look over all recently transplanted shrubs and trees in

order to ascertain whether they are securely staked, for if they
are allowed to roll about with the wind the tender roots are
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broken off, anil the plauta are eonsonueiitly deprived of their

-only means of nourishment. With AprQ showers and briglit

and occasionally warm sunshine we must be in readiness for

mo^ving. Have the turf swept, well rolled, and made thoroughly
Mrm without loss of time ; and remember, if tlie first mowing is

deferred till the grass becomes long, it will require much time

and labour to put the turf in proper order. Wallcs should be

edged and otherwise put in proper order. Attend carefully to

the stock of bedding plants, pot-off rooted cuttings as soon as

they ai'e in a fit state, and encourage them with gentle bottom
heat and careful management to make quick growth, for after

this season there is no time to be lost with young stock. Cal-

ceolarias, if well established, may be planted out in a turf pit

in poor sandy soil where they can be protected from frost or

cold winds, but they must be jsrepared for this by previously

exposing them fully to sun and ah' whenever the weather
will permit. Their place under glass can be profitably occupied
with recently-potted-ofl' plants, and with ordinary care they
will do better planted out than stunted iu pots. Choice Car-
nations if at hand may soon be turned out in beds or borders

;

three in a group, in rich soil, produce a bold and striking effect.

The Mimulus family may soon be planted in fresh patches iu

moist soil, not forgetting that popular flow'er the Musk ; the

latter should be removed in dense masses or patches. Cam-
panula stricta appears to be a desirable plant, the flowers being
of a Ught blue colour. This, together with Salvia chamsedryoides,
as well as the blue Anagallises, should be cultivated, particularly

where beds are encompassed with gravel. Take advantage of

any hardy perennial plant, the habit and duration of whose
flowers are such as to render it suitable for grouping.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSEEVATOBY.
Many conservatories are very unfit places for Heaths, being

too lofty and warm ; but such varieties as Vernix coccinea, hy-
emalis, Lamberti rosea, Burnettii, cfcc, which bloom in winter
when the house is generally kept cooler than at any other
season, are invaluable, as they flower very profusely. These
varieties should be largely cultivated for the decoration of

conservatories, and for supplying cut blooms. They should be

cut back severely as soon as they have done blooming, giving

them a liberal shift when they start into growth, using rich

strong peat, and ii they are well attended to during tlie grow-
ing season they will overcome any injury they may sustain

though occupying a somewhat unsuitable position whUe iu

bloom. With Azaleas, Camellias, Roses, ifec., and a spriukUng
of New Holland plants, show houses should now be a blaze

of flowers. Lot every jilant, however, be placed in the most
suitable position, and aim at a pleasing uniformity of arrang-

ing aud displaying the colours to the greatest advantage,
bearing in mind that no amount of floral display will com-
pensate for bad arrangement, but will rather serve to make
the latter more apparent. Pick oft' decayed flowers and leaves

directly they make their appearance, and endeavour to replace

the plants with others as soon as they begin to grow shabby.
Sprinkle the surface of the beds freijuently, so as to assist in

keeping the atmosphere moist, aud see that the under soil is

kept in a imiformly moist state. Watch for insects and attack

them as soon as they are perceived, which is the only way of

preventing theii' doing mischief.

STOVE.

Proceed with the repotting of sucli plants as require it, and
give all necessary attention to those in active vegetation,

using every means to promote growth, combined with strong

short-jointed wood. The only way of eft'ectiug this is by se-

curing a vigorous root-actiou, aud keeping the iilants near the

glass. Specimens that were started early in the season will

require re-arraugemeut, so as to idace them in positions suitable

to their state of growth. Ixoras, Clerodendrous, and Alla-

maudas " feeling then- pots," will be greatly benefited by a
careful supply of manure water, but see that it is given iu a

tepid state. Look sharply after mealy bug and thrips, for if

these pests are allowed to establish themselves at this season,

they wUl furnish plenty of work for leisure hours dui-uig the

summer. Imported Orchids should have a mUd yet constantly

moist atmosphere for a few weeks until they begin to grow.

No water should be applied to them until that period, and
then with moderation. They will fill their pseudo-bulbs by at-

mospheric moisture alone, and all excitement otherwise will

be at the expense of the energies of the plant. Start other

Orchids into rapid growth as soon as possible, iu order that

they may have a long autumn to ripen them well—a most
essential point with most of them.

PITS AND FKAMES.
The portions of cold pits not filled with young stock may

soon be filled with some of the hardwooded tribes of the con-

servatory or mixed greenhouse, in order to make way for a

free aud healthy growth in the rising generation, and to afford

choice specimens abundance of air and room.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
The weather is still trying, and not the best for advancing

out-door work. A rising barometer leads us to expect sun-

shine, aud if so, a Uttle care must be paid to tender plants

under glass, as the suddeu change from very duU to very
bright weather is ever ti-ying.

KITCHEN GAEDEN.
To keep away birds from young Peas, &c., we have found

nothing better than a cord of fine string run over the rows,

with pieces of newspaper tied to it. Some friends of ours re-

commend cloth in stripes, black, orange, Ac, but on the whole
we think that white acts as the greatest deterrent.

FHUIT GARDEN.
Whatever is under glass should have air early. We hope

that beginners with orchard houses will not be alarmed about
these cold nights. Peach and Apricot bloom will stand a good
deal of frost provided the ah- be dry and close. We do not mean
too close, bat an atmosphere may be so far still without the

semblance of a gale. We have seen Apricot blossom kUled iu a

moist atmosphere with i" of frost, and have seen it stand 10"

uninjured when the atmosphere was dry. One of our hopes
not yet realised has been to have an Apricot orchard house.

We feel quite certain that an open any house capable of being

shut up m severe weather, would be very profitable, as Apricots

ripened under a full sun under glass have a richness and flavour

all their own. Nothing would repay better than a glass roof,

and we are only surprised that such numbers of our friends

have so many tiled and slate roofs in their gardens when glass

would be cheaper.—E. F.

TRADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
Dick Badclyffe X- Co., Vl\), High H.ilboni. Loudou, W.C.—

Catalugne of Bedilin'i -'».' /'. '

..- P' -"',, -Tc.

George White, li.iL ^n \' r :.. : -i , J,,,/ne uf Flurists
Flowers, Greenhouse .

'/ - ' '
/• j-'uit Pliints.

T. S. Ware, Hale Ymui >;ur.,ciiL~., luULuliaui.—Cato%!tB of
Florists' Flowers.
Alfred A. Walters, Kensington Nurseries, Bath.

—

Deserijjlivo

Catalofjiicof Garden and Agrieultural Seeds.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*,' We request that no one will write privately to any of the

correspondents of the " Journal of Horticulture, Cottage

Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so doing they

are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. All

communications should therefore be addi'essed soleli/ to

The Editors of the Journal of Horticulture, d'c, 171, Fleet

Street, Loudon, B.C.
We also request that correspondents will not mix up on the

same sheet questions relating to Cxardening and those on
Poultry and Bee subjects, if they expect to get them
answered promptly and conveniently, but write them on
sejiarate communications. Also never to send more than

two or three questions at once.
N.B.—Many questions must remain unanswered until next

week.

Maud.—A lottcr has beeu at the post office for you some time.

Waterciiess Ccltdee (Mrtt. T.).—Precisely the same proceediugs are re-

quired in a stream as iu the trenches. You may plant now. Widen the bed
of the stream if the water is deeper than 8 inches.

TuE Ameuican Gemim.'- \'im .. " TIm i.iiiili. v.iuld cortaudy be glad

of fm-ther information I' ' " ' .i '
^

i

'
' I rapes said to have

been produced in a ^i I
ii I have seen is iu

the April number of ' Tlir \ :i i, ri.nn u Llummi' '. |m ' i;i, aud is too Incom-

plete to form any ai-'-umcut upon, iiic sujipi.sed icasnu for the enormous
crop (2 tons), of Grapes from a vinery B4 feet by M feet, is a row of squares

of violet glass on each side of the span roof.—A Soldier."
[We will insert any information we receive on the subject, but at present

we have none.]

Doa-ROSE Stem (y. Y. A.).—A Dog Kose or Briar 8 feet high and 1 to

It inch in cir-cumference, cut off level with the gi'ound, will not gi-ow unless it

has dormant buds, which may gr-ow and throw out roots, but the stem abovc-

gi'onnd will die.

Ammoniac.Ui Liquor to Grass (L. F.).—Apply it now, and again in a

fortnight's time. It must be much diluted. Neither of the fowl houses needs

be kept wai'm.
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BtLGiAN ApPLBri [F. J.).—All the Apples you hail from Mr. Van Houtte
are dessert oues. Calville Blanche and CalviUe Graveustein arc the \Vhite

CalvUle and Gravenstein of the " Fruit Manual." Summer Beun-e d'Aremberg
i^ quite distinct from Beunij d'Aremberg. Thin and many other varieties

have come into existence since the last edition of the ** Fruit Manual " was
published, and will be included in the nest.

Wild Flowers (Alice).—Yonv specimen is Veronica Busbaumii, and as

you found it near Croydon, that is the second locality near Loudon where it

has been detected. The other locality, Miss Plues saya, is a pasture, called

Weit-tieUl, near Richmona." Petasites fra:?rans (formerly Tussilago), is ad-

mitted among our native plants. It has been found in Devon, Kent, and
chewhere. We have it portraited in our " Wild Flowers."

Variocs {Centurion).—Pear bloom desti-oyed by Cni'culio pyri ; nothing to

do with Pear fly. By Whitethorn, Mr. Rivers meant " White May," as you
call it.

MvRTLES NOT Floweking (R. S. S.).—The plants, probably, have not a
light aud airy position. Continue them in the greenhouse until June, then
reaiove them to the orchard house, aud with the treatment given to Peach
trees they would succeed admirably, but we should continue them in pots and
remove them to the gi-eenhouse in October. They will also succeed planted
out in the orchard house, though in very severe weather it would probably be
nec3ssary to give a covering of mats.

Am.ajiinthus salicifolius Seed Geuminatisg [A. A. 3/.)-—Place it in a
hotbed of 65' to 75^, and continue it there until the plants are established

singly in small pots, then it will succeed in a house with a night temperature
uf 55' to 60^ We do not think there is any hope of itii thriving if the tem-
perature of your house fall to 51' »> night in mild weather. We do not know
what has damaged the buds and leaf you sent, but we think the latter is

eitou by woodlice, which you may trap with a boiled Potato wrapped in hay
in a flower-pot. The buds may be eaten by woodlice or some weevil. Examine
the plants at night with a lantern. Dressing with tobacco water would
certainly ast as a preventive, by making the leaves and buds distasteful to

insects, but you must not use the tobacco water very strong, or it may do
injui-y.

Various {Centurion).—Dianthus Ileddcwigi is a biennial, but flowers the
first year if sown early and gi'own in heat. It is well to keep the plants after

the first year iu frames, aud plant them out in spring. D. dentatus Gar-
nieriauus is a peronuial, and should be sown iu gentle heat, pricked off when
large enough, aud xjlantod out after the weather becomes miJd. Giant Cape
and large-flowering Emperor Stocks should be sown in August in pans or
boxes, and transplanted into sheltered borders of good rich light soil on the
approach of winter, or early in October. Cedronella cana is a perennial
rcqun-ing to be sown now iu paus iu light soil, pricked off when large enough
to handle, and planted out in June where it is to flowex-. We can only
acaount for your Apples Northern Spy aud Winter Peach not succeeding on
a south wall by the trees being infested with x*ed spider, arising from in-

sufficient supplies of water at the root. The Calville Blanche producing
abundance of flowers aud but little fruit, we should attiibute to the same
caU'^e—viz , dryness. Make holes with a crowbar down to the roots, aud give
a few good soakings of water now, again in May, and every month up to
SoptembcT. Syringe freely in di-y weather, aud iu the evening of hot days.
An east or west aspect is better for Apples than a south wall. Hollyhocks
sown now will not bloom this year. Shell-flower we do not know, Nemophila
insignis sown now will flower in June or July,

Select Kitchen Apples (rrff»().—AlXi-iaton, Blenheim Pippin, Dumelow's
Seelling, Beauty of Kent, Cox's Pomona, Bedfordshii-e Foundling, Gooseberry,
Hollaudbury, Lord Suflield, Rymer, Tower of Glamis, and Winter Majeting.

Select Dessert Apples (/drwi).—Cox's Orange Pippin, Reinette du
Ciuada, Sykehouse Russet, Maunington Peai'maLn, Adams' Pearmain, Irish
Pea-jh, Pitmistou Nonpareil, King of the Pippins, Keddlestone Pippin, Fearns'
Pippin, Diit^h Mignonne, aud Cuckle Pippin.

Green Scuii ox Puxu {C. L. .S'.).—This we attribute to the water being
stagnant. The only way we know to keep the water free of it is to clean out
the ponl aud cjver the b)ttom with gravel, putting in a layer all over, ram-
ming hard, then another layer, a::ain ramming, and finishing off with 2 or
3 inches of loose gi'avel. This and frequent cleaning-out are the only means

Preserving Aucuba Pollen (if. W. K.).—Yoiu- plan of keeping it in a
glass pot is good and could not be improved on, but we fold it up in writing
paper and keep it in a diy place. It is best applied to the flowers with a
camel's-hair brush.

Fki:— 1 i: I I ,N <ASE—GltEENHOfSE FERSS FOR In-DOOR DECORATION—Fjm I .1 . ' I'MXTS (M. G.).—For C«^o.—Acrophorus hispidus, Adi-
autnin :i ;iii ; , (I. liiium australe, Doodia aspera, Drynariapustulata, Pteris
serrulii i > 1

1

r i' i, m I Xephrolepis tuberosa for the centre. For Decoration.—
Blc'^buum Spicaut ramosum; Lastrea dilatata cristata, L. FiUx-mas cristata,
L. opaca; Polystichum angiUave proliferum, ScolopemMum vulgare corymbi-
fevum, I'amo-cristatum, and cristatum, Adiantum ciineatum, Asplenium di-
moi-phum, A. bulbiferum, Chiihiiit!n.s ebj^'aus. Douilia aspera. Lastrea acumi-
nata, Nephrodium mi>!l

,
,,

I ;,,*v; 'Nil 1 .nni.li!..ii:!. Ptfris cretica
albo-lineata, P. Ben-uli- , , .

/,,,, ,,,/,,,,„,/ fhtnts.—Abu-
£ilon Thompsoni, A'.;i i

, i ,|i„;i,;i-^ n i. -atus, Axalia
Sieboldi variegata, A-ii.

. : .ri, I'.^nlii .i iMitim.i varie-^ata,
Centaurcft Clemcutei, Cliumatujis t v. < Isa, Ctprusma Bauerinna vaiiegata,
Coryphft australis. Dractena austi-alis, Eurya latifolia vax-iegata, Ficus clastica,
Lomatia ferrugmea, Phormium tenax. Yucca aloifolia vaiiegata, Y. filamentosa
variegata, Y. quadricolor. Shru (>».—Berried Aucubas, Bambusa gracilis. Myrtle-
leaved Portugal Laurel, Cupreasus Lawsoniana and var. stricta, Retinospora
pisitera, R. plumosa, Taxus elegantissima, T. pyiumidalis, Thujopsis borealis,
T. dolabrata. Thuja orientalis, T. aurea, T. stricta, T. elegantissima, and
T. peudula. Of some you may raise plants from seed, but plants would be
preferable. To give you the treatment for all the plants named would take up
too much of oiu- space, and for the kinds that can be raised from seed consult
a seed list.

Pines Ripening—Si-<kt:rs on Olu Plants (H. ^.).—Plants flowering in
Februaiy may be espr, h I

. m|.. n i mt at the close of .Tune or beguming of
July. Suekei-s left on ; t)i.j old plants being cutaway, if top-
di-essed with soU to in i ...t , will fruit next yeai-, or at the same
time as if suckers wtn 1. i.i i,. .1, We prefer taking them off aud gi-owing
them like young plants.

_
Cheilantiies Fronds Browsed—Palm Seed Germination {ir. iV.).—

The frondu of Cheilanthes appear to be browned through being syringed aud

the sun shining on them. Cheilanthes are very impatient of water on the
fronds ; therefore do not syringe them, but maintain a moist atmosphere by
sprinkling two or three times a-day every available eorfaco. Palm seeds are
sometimes three months or more before they germinate. They require a brisk
bottom heat of 75'^ to S:**^, and a top heat of 60" to 75'\ Fumigating a gi-een-

house with tobacco is not injurious to Ferns, but the house should not be
excessively filled with smoke. The fronds should be dry when the house is

fumigated.

Trees to Plant in Warm District (P. L.).—Austrian Pines, and others
of that tribe taken fi-om a cold district would succeed as well, as if not better
than, those from the locality where they are to be planted. Fourths quality

glass is not quite good enough for a gi-eenhouse. We prefer thirds, 21-oz.

Aspect for Pear and Plum Trees (H. C).—Plums do best on an east
and Pears on a west aspect. If we had the choice we should put Plums and
Cherries on the east aspect, and Pears on the west. Turnip-rooted Celery is

not easier to grow than the upright or stalked kinds; it requires similar treat-

ment, but not nearly so much time in cultivation. It needs some earthing*
up, likewise protection from fi'ost. It is about as hardy as the other sorts.

Asparagus roots grow partly horizontally and partly perpendicularly, and when
the soil is smtable penetrate to a gieat depth, hence the necessity for trench-
ing to afford a suitable open rooting medium.
Protecting Wall Trees with Netting (E. B.).—We have used old

heiTiug nets to protect the blossoms of trees fi-om fi-ost. They were put on
double thickness and allowed to remain until all danger of fiost was over.

The thicker protecting material, which is much superior, we would remove by
day, either pulling it up with rollers or by hand, and fasten it under the
coping. In bad weather, such as we had from the 2lHt to the 28th of March,
we would allow the protection to remain by day as well.

Aphides on Fruit Trees (J. i='.).—You will find the aphides most nu '.

merous on the points of the young shoots. Cut the affected Iparts off, and if
]

yom- collection is not very extensive dust all the under sides of the remain-
ing leaves with dry Scotch snuff or tobacco powder, choosing a di-y day to do
it in. In four or six hours after, give the trees a thorough washing with a
powerful gai'den engine, using rain water in which 2 ozs. of soft soap to the

|

gallon have been dissolved. Six hours aftenvards give them a similar washing
ivith clear rain water.

Vines and Peach Trees in the Same House { ricrtr).—Yom- arrange-
ment will do vei-y well, and you may grow Peaches and Vines in your nan-ow

]

house either together or separately. If you grow Peaches under the shade
^

of tho Vines, the latter should bf planted at least 5 feet apart; grow a
]

single rod from each Vine on tip :. -] m >^teni, tj-ing and pinching-in
the side shoots closely. This \m': I li- s on the back wall a chance
to ripen. We do not know wlirtli' , i i

i 1.: i
(.- and Early Rivers are good

mai-ket Peaches. We know thut l.ul} "i i
!

i —that we can highly recom-
mend; Early Grosse Mignonne is also aline early Peach. For succession, :

Royal George, Grosse Mignonne, aud Bellegarde. The second named may be
a week later than the first, and Royal George a week later, followed by tho
others iu close succession. Desse Tardive is a vei-y fine Peach, later by ten !

days or a fortnight than Bellegai-de. All are free setters. You may also in- |

troduce pot trees to be placed out of doors in summer, when the fniit is set
and all danger of frost is over. Had we the charge of your house we would
have the Vines and Peaches iu sepoi-ate compartments. As to ventilation, we
would have glazed lights at the apex of the roof. They may be 6 feet long by
1 foot 6 inches wide ; fix them to the wall-platc at the back by hinges, opened
by a rod fixed to each, notched or di-illed with holcj^ so that the lights may
open to any suitable distance. This is all the ventilation necessary. If you

,

decide on havin:- - |> imS i ji]partraents,iu the Peach-house division grow all

the trees in p-!
|

ii
. planted on the back wall. The following is a

good Hst of pn[ I
. ' —Early Beatrice, Eariy York, Early Grosse Mig- ]

nonne, Royal i.. r . , \;. . mara, Bellegarde, Grosse Blignonne, Walburton '

Admirable, Dcsse larmve, and Lady Palmerstou. Nectarines—Hunt's '

Tawny, Rivers's Orange, Violette Hiitive, Balgowan, Downton Pine Applti,

and Victoria.

Treatment of Young Vines (A Subscriber).—li yom- Vines are to be
\

peiTuaueut cut off all the branches, train up two young rods fi-om each Vine,
]

aud select the best for fniitiug next season, and as the permanent rod; 2 feet

9 inches is a good distance to have the rods li'om each other.

Thinning and Pinching the Growing Shoots of Vines (Amateur).—Let
us suppose 3'oui- Vine rods arc 2 feet 9 inches apart, and trained on the short-
spm- system. Begin at the base of the rafter, aud select two strong shoots as
neai-ly opposite to each other as yon can; select two more as nearly as possible
18 inches fm-ther np the caue ; proceed in this way until the top of the cane is

j

reached, then rub off all intermediate shoots. You will thus have a cane with
'

neaiiy opposite side shoots, at an average distance of 18 inches from each
,

othei". These shoots must be carefully trained to the wire, and as soon as
i

the shoot has formed two leaves past the bunch, pinch the points out at tho
|

second leaf ; all after-lateral shoots should be pinched at the fii'st leaf. It is

higlily injuiious to the Vines "to cut and slash away at the fohage." No
shoots will be formed if you pinch out the gro'wing points with your fingers
evei7 fifth day. From the time Vines are fairly stai-ted into growth until the
fiTiit is thinned, they require unremitting attention.

Fuchsia venusta.—"Ancient" is desirous to know where she can obtain
this plant. She has applied to two of the principal London nurserymen in

Vine Shoots Stopping {A Sitluffribcr).—Stop at the joint beyond the
bunch, and the resulting laterals at the fii'st leaf. Rub off all after-gi-owths
below the bunch, and those above keep stopped at evei-y joint or leaf. Do
not stop the main shoot or rod until it has gi'own a foot beyond the point to
which you intend to pinino next yeai-, or early this winter, then take out its

point. "When it breaks again, one of the laterals may be traiued-up imtil it

has reached to within a foot of the top of the house, it may then be stopped.
All laterals on the rod should be stopped at the fii-st leaf, and at everj- suc-
ceeding leaf afterwai'ds.

Red Beet Planting {God(le8s).—They should be planted without delay, to
be of any use with spring flowers. Those you see in the parks are not autumn-
sown, but have been left over the winter. If you wish to have them in spring
it is well to sow in June or July, and transplant them in autumn or eai'ly

spring. They are better than eailier-sown plants, and do not run so quickly
in the following summer.

Repotting Camellias and Azaleas (G. Ai-ch€r).—Theve is no time so
good for potting Camelhas as when they are making fresh growth, as it cannot
well be done without injui-y to the loots, which is likely to cause a check.

Either it should be done whtn the gi-owth is beginning, or when it is com-
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plete. The saTiio remarks apply to Azaleas, but they are host potted im-

niedinteJy after flowering.

Guano Water for Pelargoxioms {Amateur).—To every ntdlon of water

add 1 oz. of guano, and strain before using it. Twice a-week iviU be quite

often enough to use it.

Use of Back W.u.l of Vineries—Cropping Vines—Lapageria rosea
(B^.^mn^?!-).—Against the back wall you may gi-ow Tomatoes, or Figs, but they
will need to be in pots. You may also have Camellias or Orange trees, but
they should be planted out, and we feai- they would do little good planted in a

border under the stage, where they would catch the drip fram the pots above.

As youi- Vines are now four years old, they may, if in good health, be allowed

to ctuTj 12 lbs. of Grapes each, in twelve bunches of 1 lb. each,

number of hunches according to the inc

gerin rosea casting its leaves and Lavii

due to the presence of some insect, iH'

stroyed by syringing with a solution ul -

heated to 120^ and a tablespoouful ui

gallon. This solution should be kept fn

Glazing without Laps (0. P.).—There is no danger of the panes break-

ing from expansion, and we consider that you have nothing to fear on that

The fact of the Lapa-
, 1:11, .111 -u tlie foliage is

I
. .

! li may be de-
llnii of water,

, iM 'I. !,.
, i.iod to eveiy

.ulthenlaiit!..

i if the glass be cut properly. Gla?
yet we prefer the old-fashioned methn.i .

:

than a quax'ter of an inch nor less th.in

glass than 21-oz., we should glaze them
.

>

a sort of wooden half-cross sash-bar, ami !

Plants for Intermediate House (W
will be suitable for Begonias of the floweri

bers of Begonia fiichsioide?^,

flora ciffU. B. mnni'-ata, B

lit lapn has its advocates, and
i:i.'iM : \'.itli hips, hut not more

I
i

;Hi inch. For thicker
; . "'^i-iiig under each joint

1 :,ii.' ,, all white lead.

F. H.).—Your wai-m greenhouse

g kinds. Of these we gi-ow nura-

B. Ingrami. weltoniensis, B. multi-

lifolia: Gloxinias and Acliimenes for

Anli- villea glabra, Burchellia capensis,

(. Roezhana rosea; Epiphyllumtruncatum
, i'llaceum ; Eranthemnra pulchellum,Eu-
uiida, G. railicans inaior, Imantoplivlliim

.ribunda. Mon.irh;i tuni insifrnini. !( !!t;i^

Centi
andvui -,SMo\Nii.'i;iis~d!iaiin;u,^

phorbia jiicquiuix-llura, GarJcui
miniatum, Lasiandra macranths
camea Poinsettia pulcherrima, Rogiera gi'atis

flowering plants. A few fine-foHaged plants aiu i'la^iiui lui-

D. australis, D. terminalis, D. stricta,C3'pemsalteruifLiUus varng;
borbonica, Pandanus utilis, Isolepis gracilis, Ficus clastica, Cyi

Fi-auciscea confertiflora variegata. Climbers, Lapaqeria rosea, H
Jasmiuura gracile variegata, Passiflora kermesina, MandeviUa suaveolens, and
Eignonia Tweediana.

Camellia Leaves Spotted (S. C. N.).—The leaf has the appearance of
having been kept in too close and moist an atmosphere, and wet when the
sun fell powerf\5ly on it. The plants requii-e shade from bright sun when
making theii- growth, and until it is complete, and at no time is a gi*eater

-aitificial heat requii-ed than 50'^. Camellias are too often roasted when
making their gi-owth, and stoi-ved aftenvai-ds until the buds djop. We never
remove ours from the gieenhouse, and many there have now fresh shoots
upwards of 6 inches long, and some even a foot in length. Shade, aud the
leaves will not spot.

Destroying Worms and Moss on Lawns (S. M. Woodroqfe).—The
following is the article you refer to:—"My lawn was much infested with
worms, which rendered it necessary to sweep it almost daily to look at all

well ; there was also a gi-eat quantity of moss on it. To destroy the worms
I had it well watered with a solution of con*osive sublimate, abouta teaspoon-
ful powdered to eighteen gallons of water, and I find that, as well as destroy-
ing the worms, which were swept up in gallons, all the moss is also destroyed
and the grass uninjm'ed.

—

Philip Crowley, Waddon House, Croydon."

Daphne indica Heading Back (S. B.).—Cut back the plant in the way
you propose to do. Keep it dry until the shoots begin to break freely, and
then water it accoi-ding to the increase of its growth. Make cuttings of the
young shoots, and place them in a gentle heat.

Sea-kale Stalks Seedy (E., Yorkshire).—Vi'e cannot assist you, as cur
treatment is exactly the same as yoxu-s, and we also desu'e finer plants.

Better raise plants from seed, and begin to force when they are two years old.

Om-s are ready after a fortnight or three weeks of forcing, and are eicellent
when cut from 6 to 8 inches long. Youi- treatment is sound.

Melon Culture—Balsam Treatment (Connox).— The numbers you
nientinn ore out of print. Our " Kitchen Garden Manual" contains Melon
culture. It may be had post free from our office for 5d. In order to obtain

; fit for exhibition at the end of Aiigust, the seed should
"

iliould be placed in a
il so as to be about
> reduce the tempera-
:1 1 prick them off into
<-r this return them

1 sliaded from the bright

the first week of June,
gentle hotbed with a bottom heat of fi

C inches from the glass. When the plan •

ture to 60" by admittinfj an*, and when tJ

pots, rather deeply, at a distance of 2 i

to the hotbed, and keep them there jn

sun. "NMien they show then- rough leaves pot them off singly into 't-inch pot.^,

return them to the hotbed, and there allow them room to gi-ow without quite
touching the glass. They should be shifted into pots 2 inches larger each
time the roots begin to form around the sides, should be kept in a light any
house, he kept near the glass, and have a temperature of 55'^ to 60^ at night,
and 65*^ to 75° by day. Sprinkle them overhead morning and evening, and
sprinkle the floors, &c., with water twice daily, so as to maintain a moist
though well-aired atmosphere. The buds forming on the middle or main
Btem should be picked off until those on the side shoots are appearing. The
great point is to get the buds of an even size on the main stem aud side
shoots, so as to ensure their blooming together. The last shift should be
given a month before they are wanted in flower, and buds should be taken off

in such niunbers that those intended to produce flowers may be as large as
peas a few days over a fortnight before they are wanted to flower.

Applying Liquid Manure {A Constant Hea^l^-r).—We suppose the tanks
do not receive any rain water, and you will therefore need to ililuto the liquid

with six times its volume of rain water; you may apply tliis to Roses twice
a-week during their growing season, and to all the sultjectis you name, esp(?ei-

ally fruit trees and kitchen-garden crops. For the Holly aud evergreens it

should be diluted with ten times its own hulk of water. It should be applied
during the season of growth, and afterwards discojitinued ; once a-week will

be sufficient. In giving it to Roses and kitchen-gai'den crops do not pour it

on the stems, but a little distance off, between the rows of vegetables, and
along the sides of rows of Peas.

CvTLAMEN Failing {A Subscriber).—The cause of the leaves and buds
going off is probably the sudden change from the forcing house to the conser-

vatory, which has given the plants too gi-eat a chock, and probably the water-

ing has been too liberal, rendering the' soil very wet aud cold, consequently

the leaves and stems hare dampel at the collar.

Rose Buds Falling (Puzzled).—It is a result of the too eai-ly develop-

ment of the buds. The flower-stalk being weak, the buds fall when the plants

receive a chesk in a period of dull weather. A similar result is attendant on
insufficient suppHes of water. The cause of the gi-een abortive buds is an
excess of sap, very prevalent in a dull cold period. We should cut-in the plant

to five eyes or leaves, and we have no doubt the flowers will come all right

next time.

Sowing Vegetable Seeds {T. F.).—Broccoli and Cabbage are best sown
broadcast, but Onions, Can-ots, and all ve ctables tha a e to emain whe e

sown are best bo^ti in drills. It is ncvur lit t the seed

deep'y and rake some cT i'm . i' j - ,\ :\ ] ]\ ars abo

ground," for when sr I 1 r ' .'
, , i . ly or n t

ataU. IfitgermmaS r . v, mauyof
the plants if the soil sh..ii„[ ,, 1, i, nn mr I to a y con

siderable extent.

Evergreen Trees for Planting on Gn 'i (A at ) —If yo a e n
a moderately smoky district it wUl bo well to om t all the C fe and ha e

shrubs for one of the fronts of the villa, as you h 1 t 1 tl n—H \ m
Holly on the sides of the bay window ; the two ]

t the oal

Silver-edged Holly ; the one opposite the cent Id lea el

Holly ; and its coi-respoudiug one nest the a 1 1

1

I ma 1

ensis. If you have n ^tiling to apprehend fro o f

arc- siiifMli!.' -'iiiii. - :i ] .:r , ^nniaua sti-icta C L
pisiti !,

I
i> 1 var. stricta, T baccata 1

T.fii I :
I

I i!is, Thuja phcata T n
. c--i!ii];i M. :iitr. ;i. ^

'. -n.'i- -i ma. aud stricta The Rho I

;

ai-e fir^t-class kinds, hardy, late-flowering pi nts aud w 1

1

^ il n
Lancashire.

I Heat in Cucumber House {M. H. B. L.).—Yom appear to have enough

bott..m heat ; at least two -t-ineh pipes ought to be enough for that. For top

hrii .
! 1:. i I HI li.'vs of 4-inch pipes; these would enable you to maintain

;i !. ,
r . to 70= at night. You would gain some heat by takmg

til.
\' '.

T ,
' i:

-
. house, but it would be of little use beneath the bed, as

it is t II !;< ! I h inire. We should prefer hot-water pipe?. The manure
water you deslnibe as very strong should be diluted with six gallons of rain

water to one of the liquid.

Various (Somerset).^Yo\\ have no chance of having the Gentiana acaulis

sown now iu blnnm this year ; W thnnkful if it l.lunni nrxt sr-as..ai. This is-

rather a caprici'm^; plant ti> iii;'n:(-.(. fi..i( . 1. '11. >- \-,i\\
. n :-i.l\M,l be

green in winter and yioM -vvhifi-li i|ii",.i
.

-. i.i 1 i .i^mn-

dance of rose-'nilnunjil Mm. mis. i Iim ( i. 1,1 m n ..| ii '
'

: 1

:'-. the

Sediuu, otherwise th.>. 'Ml. ,ur Is 'in.-. !
1 - ;. 1 . 1 . yi.M ;i'l;.-isc-

you to plant slips, ^r' i
.:.!. .1- .

1 1
>

' !.:.,'.
1

nr' !it and is a

beautiful flower, but 1^ .
.

i; I' i
: \

' -.n them iu

separate beds. Mr. l;. ,:
i :

.

'

i !
.

^^
.

! .m :> >- tormed by

,

plantingtheoldseai-I.jt -iMi-.iiK'l '::. HM ,',: ,. .; !. \ Si-ki -.mosa mixed.

It is charmuigwhen well (.Lme. (A <•<„ t ,', , W r think tlieClivedea

Blue Pansy would suit your pui-pose. I i - !
u we thiuk must be

Alteraantheras or Iresines. The beds in 1
1 ^ i " too numerous for us

to answer a query so comprehensive. Ajp r r n-n In i- 1 tl Blue or Tom Thumb
would, wethmk, answer the contemplated purpose.

Flower-beds {F., Cor/f).—As we do not know the size of your beds, we do-

not know whether it would be advisable to edge them or not. The following

hints, therefore, we give at random. 1, Purity, edged with Iresine ; 2, Amy
Hogg; 5, Rebecca; 3, Bayard; 4, Orange Nosegay; 6, 7, 8, 9, Calceolarias,

bordered with dwai-f Ageratums; 10, 11, Fine-foliaged Geraniums, as Ciystal

Palace Gem, or Mrs. Pollock, bordered with Flower of Spring.

Flower-garden Plan [A. N.).—Your proposed an-angeraent will not do
for heights. Transpose voxur centre bed thus—1, Coleus Verschaffelti ; 2, Py-

rethi-um ; 3, Lobeha. Then 4, 5, use Lord Derby Geranium edged Tvith

Flower of the Day; and 6, 7, another scarlet edged with Mrs. Pollock aud
Golden Chain. 8 and 9 would do, but the Pyrethi-um would need to be strong

to come in with Hmnea elegans. We would prefer Calceohuias. as suitijig

better for height. 10, 11, 12, 13 will do. Then 14 aud 16 we would pair with

Calceolai-ias and Heliotropes ; and 15, 17, and 18 we would balance by cen-

terhigwith Stella and edging with Christine. (Amateur).—We think your
aixangement will look very well, but we would use the Iresluc for the centre

and Altemanthera for the outsidcs. We think, too, that beautiful as the

Alternautheras are, you will have rather too ranch of them. As your beds ai'e

on grass, a hne of Cerastium would be more telling than so much Lobelia

—

say Cerastium next the grass, and Lobeha behind it. Study sizestoo. Excel-

lent Pelargonium, if like oui-s, is too tall to be bordered with Lobelia compact*..

Aubrietia deltoidea (A. ^.).—This can be propa^^'ated by cuttmgs in a
shady border now, or imder a hand-hght. The whole an-angenient you name
would look very pretty for a low bed. To cover the bed soon, the Mternan-

theras, &c., should be planted about 4 inches apart.

Slugs Destroying Peas (J. ^1.).—We think if you were to coat or steep

the Peas for a short time in a mixture of lime and soot brought to the con-

sistency of thin paint with urine, that the slugs would not interfere with

them. Wo shonld, however, before sowing give a few dressings with quick-

lime, and in moist weather point it in with a fork. The di-essings need not

be more than sufficient to make the ground white.

Asphalte Walks Making (S. D.).—It is best done in di^ weather. Have
a good bottom of rubble, and then cover with 3 inches of asphalt, foi-med by-

pouring boiling coal tar over cinders, bringing the whole to the consistency of

mortar, and when this is spread on the walks and stiffens a little, sprinkle

with gravel—spar is best—and when it will bear the roller, roll it finnly.

Calico for Cucumber Frame Covering (Ten years o/rfi.—Use the water-

proofing compound detailed in page 261 of the present vi hmie.
Names of Plants {T. ,S.).—Acacia an-n-tif.-Hn '"v' (')...r..-r>mn cordatum.

(ir. ir.).—Potcntilla argentea, Silvcrv ( ii -1. 1,' ' / - / Tn all proba^

bilitv Aspleniinn Ruta-mnraria, Wall S^i. :. i ) . , -.'i>,criber).—

LA.iiantum cnneatnm ; S.Kuonyuins ]:>]'. ' - "is; 3, Au-

II (tC-

uata ; Leptospermum niyrti-

itr/h^ Kent).—Amelanchier canadensis,

ircissus incomparabilis flore-pleno.
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(R. S. 5.).—1, Lei>tospenmim scopai-ium; 2, L. lauifjerum. tj. D.).—l,ScoIo-

pendriiun vujgare vai-. alatum ; 2, S. uudiUatmu ; 3, AspiOiam aculeatuni
;

4, Cjstopteiis fragUis ; 6, The Silver Fem, Gj-muogiamnia tai tarea.

POULTRY, BEE, AND PIGEON OHEOKECLE.

JUDGING POULTEY.
I HEARTILY agree with "Beahjia's" proposal that our best

qualified judges should consult together and furnish breeders
with a standard of excellence for each kind of fowl. At present
the standards set up by different judges vary so much that a
bird considered first-class by one is often almost condemned by
another. I feel certain that shoiild our recognised judges con-
descend to furnish the desired information, all true fanciers will

wilhngly pay a fair price for it, so as to remunerate them for

their trouble.

I hope that Mr. "Wright's proposal to form a national poultry
society wiU not be allowed to fall through, as all amateurs must
feel that it is much needed. If it is established we shall then
have a head to look ivp to, the same as Pigeon fanciers have in

that -valuable institution the Birmingham Columbarian Society.

—C. L. Shabmak.

BEOWN EED GAME BANTAMS.
I CANNOT pass by Mr. Jeffries' letter in j-our Journal of last

week, -with respect to more classes for the various breeds of

Bantams, without making a few remarks. I am not a breeder of

Blacks, so I •n'ill say nothing about them except this, that they
seem to have increased very rapidly the last two or three years,
and certainly deserve a separate class. My motive in v\Titing

this is to di'aw attention to the Brown Red Game variety, which
is now becoming veiy popular ; my opinion is, that they deserve
a class quite as much as the Blacks ; and how very seldom we
see theiu hy themselves except at one or two of the leading
shows, at which almost evei-y variety has a separate class WiU
not fanciers of this variety do something for their favourites?
Surely Mr. Jeffries' offer ought not to be put on one side. I feel

sure if some of our well-known breeders would take the matter
in hand, something might be done to establish a class for this

n?fflefted variety at most, if not all, of our leading shows.

—

J. E. T.

SILVEE DEAGOONS' BAES.
In answer to Mr. AUsop as to the colour of Silver Dragoons'

bars, as I stated before, they should be black. Mr. Allsop
strongly goes in for brown bars, on the principle that the colour
most easily obtained must be con'ect. He also says that, to
produce a bird with a light body nearly white, it is next to an
impossibUity to obtain the black bar. This is simplj' absurd to
all who know anything at all about the breeding of Silvers ; the
Dragoons with black bars exhibited at the Crystal Palace and
IBirmingham were much lighter and silver-like than those ex-
hibited with brown bars, and the contrast, being greater, has a
most pleasing effect. The reason of his want of success in
breeding black-barred Silvers is his want of knowledge how to
match them. At the same time I do not wish to keep it all to
myself, so shall be glad to tell him how to proceed. In con-
firmation of my view, Mr. Percivall, one of our oldest and most
successful breeders of the Dragoon, has long since expressed his
opinion that Silver Dragoons should undoubtedly have black
bars, and that there is no difficulty in breeding them. It is

most easily done by matching a sound-coloui'ed Blue cock, blue-
riimped (one with the bar well defined, and good in colour), to
a SUver hen.

—

Feank Gbailvji, Birl;enliead.

HEMP SEED A PIGEON POISON.
In your article on Pigeons Going Light, "Wiltshtre Eectoe"

concludes with, "Beware of hemp seed." I can say with fervour.
Amen. Experienced old bii-ds, and especially those which have
once been through the fire, may eat it occasionally with impunity

;

hut woe to the young bird that makes a full meal upon it, eatiug
it indiscriminately. My experience proves it to either kill or
cure—of such recklessness. I have kept Pigeons for nearly
twenty years, and, oh ! the multitudes of young bii-ds I have
lost through giving them a first full meal of nothing but hemp—many never look up afterwards. Nearly aU samples contain
small pale green seeds, as if umipe, which are suie to kill.

—

T. Jones, York,

EABBITS AT NOETHAMPTON SHOW.
I NOTICE some remarks relative to the judging of the Babbits

at Northampton, the meaning of which, from their very inco-
herent expression, it is difficult to di\-ine. In their conclusion
Mr. Hudson states " he declines exhibiting at any show where
any but a competent person is appointed judge." This seems to
cast a stigma on Mr. Eayson, who acted in that capacity there,

and who is well known to be one of the best general judges of
Rabbits we liave, and certainly no one iu that fancy has done
more to elevate its position than he has. I regret tfiat anj'one
should cause to be put in print mere hearsay, which in all proba-
bility, if investigated, would amount to nothing. I was not at
the Northampton Show, neither did I exhibit Rabbits there, but
this much I may say, that personally I have known Mr. Rayson
for years, and have no hesitation iu stating he is not the man to
be biassed in giving an award.—W. Massey, Spalding.

E\"ENLY-MAEKED CANAEIES AND MULES.
Refeerinc. to Mr. Ha-mnan's comments in yom- publication

of the 4th inst. upon my former article on the above subject, I
beg to observe that bird-fanciers experience considerable diffi-

culty in knowing what to do with a bird evenly marked on each
wing, with an oval cap. It seems to be a species of chameleon in
the fancy as regards its general classification. At one show it is

considered an Evenly-marked bii-d, whilst at another an Un-
evenly-marked bird, and the fanciers who possess specimens of
this variety are often in a complete dilemma how to act. How
a bird witli an elliptic cap and perfectly even wings can be re-
garded as an Unevenlj'-marked biid is something, I must confess,
that passes my comprehension of uniformity and regularity. I
look upon it as one of those innovations of an early and inex-
perienced " fancy" that requires to be exploded. Mr. Hawman
tells us that some of the Yorkshire and Lancashire fanciers
formerly regarded a four-marked bird with a dark feather on one
side of its tail, as a bird more worthy of esteem than a pertect
specimen of that class, their idea being that a six-marked bird
W'as the standard of perteetion. I think the laws relating to
capped birds have emanated from the same school, and as they
have abolished the idea respecting the tail marks, I think they
would do equally well to apply the same princiijle to the capped
birds. For my i>art I regard all dark tail feathers as superfluous
appendages, and as such I would treat them. Of course I would
regard a broken-capped bird in the same light as a bird having
one heavily-marked wing and one lightly marked—i.e., an irre-

gularly or unevenly-marked bird.

With regard to Mules, I must differ from Mr. Hawman, inas-
much as they are exceptional. If a Mule had a cap on its head
it woukl certainly be intercepted with the orange band that
sui-rounds its lull, and in many instances extends over a very
con.sidtial'li' pcrlion of the head : hence the form of the mark-
ing would be broken, and consequently the bird regarded as
Unevenly marked. I cannot see how Mr. Hawman can regard
a bird with a dark saddle in the same light as an evenly-capped
bird. I never knew anyone regard a bird with a dark saddle as
Evenly marked. There is simply no question on the point;
whereas the bhxl in question is a very debatable subject, and I
believe that if the " ballot system " were adopted I should have
a large majority in my favour.
There is another matter to which I should like to call atten-

tion, and that is to the definition of the word " variegated." It
appears to mean with some committees " Evenly marked,"
whilst with others it is regarded as diametrically opposite, and
I must give my vote with the believers in the latter interpreta-
tion, for I cannot see what diversity of colour has to do with
" even marking." Plain terms should be adoijted thus :—Evenly-
marked or Unevenly-marked, if a distinction is intended; or in
the case of Mules where the two classes are intended to be
blended, I would say Marked or Variegated, and to mean marked
in any way or anywhere, leaving the judge to act to the best of his
judgment. Until this simplification in the classifying of birds
for shows be generally adopted, much annoyance and dissatis-

faction will be experienced.
As the majority of Canary-fanciers are working men—the

backbone and sinew of our country, who have to toil hard for
their daily bread, and have not time to study and decipher
complicated terms, I would recommend all secretaries to sim-
plify their schedules, and to ado^it a uniformity of terms as far

as it possibly can be done. It is time those small bones of con-
tention were picked clean and disposed of, for until they are we
cannot expect to sail smoothly and pleasantly on the bosom of

oui' spirit-absorbing fancy.—B. C. W-vllace, Berwick-on-Tweed.

BIRD MAEKET OF ST. PETEESBUEG.
One of the most interesting places for the stranger to visit, iu

this world of markets, is that of the Tshukiu Dvor, where the
birds are sold. Two long rows of booths are full of living speci-

mens of ornithology; Pigeons, Fowls, Geese, Duclts, Swans,
Larks, Bullfinches, Siskins, and hundi'eds of other singing
birds, are there collected, and form the most pictm'esque and
variegated menageries that can be imagined. Each booth is of

wood and open at the front, so that the whole of its contents
may be seen at once by the passing stranger, who is saluted
with such a concert of cackling, cooing, and warbling, as would
suffice to furnish the requisite idyllic supply of melodies for a
hundi'ed villages. On the booths many swarms of Pigeons are
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contjnaally fluttering about, the peaceful Eussiau being a great

loTer of this gentle bird. Each swai-m knows its o-mi roof, and
the birds allow themselves to be caught without much difficulty

when a bargain is about to be concluded. The Pigeon is never
eaten by a Russian, who would hold it a sin to harm an animal
in whose form the Holy Ghost is said to have manifested Himself.
Pigeons are bought, therefore, only as pets, to be fed and schooled
by their masters. It is curious to see a Russian merchant direct-

ing the flight of his docile scholars. "With a httle flag fastened
to a long staff he conveys his signals to them, makes them at his

will rise higher in the air, tiy to the right and left, or drop to the
ground as if struck by a bxillet from a rifle.

The poor little singingbirds—the Larks, Nightingales, Linnets,

Bullfinches, itc, must be of a liardier race than in more soiithern

lands ; for in spite of the bitter frost they chirrup away merrily,
and salute with their songs evei"y straggling ray of sunshine that
finds its way into their gloomy abodes. The httle creatures re-

ceive, during the whole long winter, not one drop of water, for
it would be useless to offer them what a moment afterwards
would be converted into a petrified mass. Their troughs are
accordingly iilled only with snow, which they must liquify in
their own beaks when they vnsh to assuage their thirst. Mos-
cow is famed for its cocks, and here the Moscow cock may be
seen proudly stalking about in cages and out of them.
The best Pigeons are said to come from Novgorod, and Mn-

land furnishes the chief supply of singing birds ; Geese are even
brought from the confines of China, to be sold as rarities in
the Tshukin Dvor, after a journey of more than four thousand
miles

; grey Squirrels may be seen rolling about in their cages
like incarnate quicksilver ; while Rabbits and Guinea Pigs, with-
out number, gambol their time away in their httle wooden
hutches. Within the booth, a living centre of all this living
merchandise, is the merchant, closely ensconced in his wolf-
skins. On shelves around are ranged the trophies of his
murderous tribe, and the northern Swans, the Heathcocks
(reptfhiki), and snow-white Partridges (kurapatki), are filled up
under the very cages from which the captive Larks warble their
liquid notes. It is astonishing what a quantity of these birds
are yearly consumed at the lu:^urious tables of St. Petersbiirg.
In winter the cold keeps the meat fresh, and at the same time
facilitates its conveyance to market. The Partridges come
mostly from Saratoff, the Swans from Finland; Livonia and
Esthonia supply Heathcocks and Grouse, and the wide Steppes
must furnish the trapp Geese which flutter over their endless
plains, where the Cossack hunts them on horseback, and kills

them with his formidable whip. All these birds, as soon as the
Life blood has flown, are converted into stone by the frost, and,
packed iip in huge chests, are sent for sale to the capital. "Wliole

sledgeloads of snow-white Hares find their way to the market

;

the little animals are usually frozen in a running position, with
their ears pointed and their legs stretched out before and behind,
and when placed on the gi-ound look at the first glance as if

they were in the act of escaping from the hunter. The mighty
elk is no rare gnest in this market, when it patiently presents
its horns as a perch for the Pigeons that are fluttering about,
till, little by little, the ase and the saw have left no fragment of
the stately animal, but every part of it has gone its way into the
kitchen of the wealthy. Similar markets for birds and Game
vdU be found in every large Russian city. And the habits and
fashions of Russian markets are completely national.—(J. G.
Khols' "Siissia.")

NEW BOOK.
ThcDog : ivith siyyiple Dircciionsfor his Treatment, and Notices

of the best Dogs of the day, and their Breeders or Exhibitors.

By Idstone. Twelve Engravings. Cassell, Patter, & Galpin,
London.

This is a useful and entertaining volume. The forty-two
varieties of dogs known in England are well described both as

to their form and habits, and abundance of anecdotes enliven
the whole. The introductory chapter on the management of

dogs is characterised by strong sound sense, and one sentence
in the preface we heartily approve, protesting as it does against
trimming a dog's ears and tail, and warning that in training a

dog kindjiess is always the most effectual agent, and punishment
always perilous. Om* earhest favourite was a "smooth black-

and-tan terrier," and we will make a few extricts relative to

that variety to enable our readers to form an estimate of the
style and contents of the volxrme.

" "Within the last few years tTvo other points of excellence have heeu in-

rented and upheld—what are called ' pencilled toes,' and the ' thumb moi-k.'

The fox-mer is a black streak on the upper margin of the toe along its arch

;

the other A black oblong spot crossing the foot above the toes. According to

some jadge-s, the higher up the instep this mark occurs the better.
" The general formation of the black-and-tan is precisely similar to that of

the white or other colour variety as to shape of the head, size of eye, end
genei*al structure, but the coat should be more glosf.y and the skin finer.

Absence of hair, however, is a great deterioration, especially on the skull and
taU.
"The colours should be strongly contrasted—the black intense; the tan

brilliant and rich, without any mixture of black or smuttiness. A pale or

clay-colonred tan is a great fault. The redder, or, as ai-tists call it, the
' warmer,' the better. Above each eye there should be a spot of this colour

well detined ; the larger the better. The fore-legs should be tanned high up
;

the body black, with tan chest, ueck, and throat ; the cheeks,upper and lower,

well tanned, and the nasal bone black ; the inner thighs and the legs from
hock to heel tanned ; most judges a^ee that the outside of the hmd-legg
ought to be black ; vent and lower part of tail tanned.

" Place this dog on short legs, do a^way with the fancy mai-ks, leave his ears

as Nature made them, and he would be a vei-y handsome useful dog. As it is,

he is an artificial creatine, fit only to be led from show to show, to win cups
and collars.

" The toy terrier of the black-tan class is the dwarf of this breed, got down
by breeding and selection to the miraculous weight of from 5 lbs., and so lo^w

as 3 lbs.
" The pencilling and the thumb-marks are hereditary in these roites, and

all the points are precisely similar to the larger sorts, except that it is almost

impossible to get the coat on the skull and tail to cover the skin, and they ai'e

apt to have a wi-etchedly dropsical skull, which indicates hydi-ocephalus,

which, however, rarely proves fatal to them.
" The best specimens of late years of the larger breed, of 14 lbs. and up-

wards, have been Mr. Hodgson's * Queen,' Mr-. Lacy's ' Queen the Second,' and
his ' Saff ' and ' Baffler ;' and Mr. S. Lang, of Clifton, has exhibited and
possessed some of the finest specimens ever seen."

" The old black-tan dog first noticed in this article was, and, indeed, he is,

a dog of great intelligence, fond of his master, of the stable and its inmates

;

active, bold, fond of hunting, and, when crossed "with the bulldog, capable of

attacking our larger vermin, and always ready to face it. He will do anything
a dog of his inches ought to do, and. but for his colour, which makes him
indistinct in cover or the angles of a bam, no dog much siuTpasses him ; and
as white dogs kept in a town never look clean, I should advocate the black-tan

terrier of 12 lbs. or 15 lbs. as the best possible house-dog or rat-destroyer for

the professional man. He is patient with children ; he follo-i\-s well ; he is the-

aversion of tramps and beggars; he always looks clean; if admitted to the

hall, he does not bring a quantity of wet and mud with him, like the skye,

dandy, or coUey: and he does not brand his owner as a sporting doctor,

parson, or lawyer in the eyes of Mi's. Grundy. Besides this, he is a good sub-

ject for education.
"Dogs vary, like men and women, in their power of application and their

capacity for "work, and the pupil may have no gifts ; hut a dog of average

sense will learn to beg, to fetch, to cany, wait outside a house, to go into the
water, or to dive. I have seen one of the sort, belonging to a relative, which

walked on its hind-legs with the gravity of a poodle or a policeman; slept on
the cai-riage-horse's back, and would ride on it as he went to his stable ; picked

up a pin with his tongue ; and ' asked,' ia his way, for what he wanted with

the eloquent eye and gesture of a deaf and dumb human being educated to

the highest point by such a philanthi-opist and man of talent, say, as Dr.

Scott, of the Exeter Diuub Asylum, to whom I have aheady alluded as being

a master of the science of signs and symbols."

"We can add our testimony that this variety of the tei-rier is

most teachable. A vision of one we possessed—old " Smut "

—

rises to memory as we "write. He had been taught not to eat

"(vithout permission, and often was he tempted by putting meat
in a dish on the floor while we left the room, and invariably when
we returned he was sitting in the corner furthest from the

temptation, and trembling as if he feared his self-control would
be overcome. Another dog of the same breed, belonging to a

gentleman near Swansea, unattended can-ied the letter-bag to

the post office daily, and waited until the letters were taken out

and any that had to be retui-ned put in. Immediately the bag
was taken from him at home he scurried down into the kitchen,.,

and smelt the cat's mouth to detect what she had eaten in his

absence.

MEXICAN BEES.
We take the follo-sving interesting exti-act from the Bee-

keepers' Journal

:

—
The bees of Mexico, Kke its climate, physical features, and aU

it.5 forms of life, are closely aUied to those of South America.

On account of its more favourable location, however, we know
more of the natural history of the former counti-y than of the

latter, and hence are enabled to present a more satisfactory

account of its bees.

Immense quantities of wax are aimually consumed in the
ceremonies of the innumerable Catholic churches of that country,,

and on this account alone great attention is paid to the domesti-

cation and cultm^e of bees. The honey is remarkably rich, and
of a beautiful colour, and more recently large quantities of it

have been shipped to the New York market, where it meets -with

ready sale, at figures which enable it to compete successfully

with that of home production.

There are many large apiaries in Tucatan, rivalhng in num-
bers and profit the most celebrated of our own countiy. These
all consist of the natural species, which have been subjected to
domestication. Hemandes, in his account of New Spain, de-

sci-ibes several kinds—one resembling our O'wn, which is do-
mesticated, and hived in the hoUows of trees, by the. natives.

Another species is described as stingless, and so much smaller
than ours as to be called the " -winged ants." Their nests re-

semble those of wasps, and are bmlt in the rocks or suspended
on the branches of trees. The honey is dark, but of good flavour.

The cells are smaller than those of our species, and Kke the
South American, contain brood only, the honey being contained

in large vessels or cups. Hernandes states the natives regard

the larvos as a great delicacy, and when roasted and seasoned
vrith salt, this dainty dish had the flavour of almonds. There
are other species, small and stingless, that build undergi-ound,

but their honey i^ of an inferior quality. The honey is thin in
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cousistence, but of a very agreeable flavour, and gives out a rich

aromatic perfume. Tlie wax is coarse, and of a brownish yellow

;

propolis does not appear to be used.
It may be added that the honey of this species does not fer-

ment readily, but remains sweet long after its importation to

this country.

OUR LETTEE BOX.
CLAJtEE—SCOLES—ADDEnLEY.—We

are one and the same party. Inquiries

Books (White Tulip).—Ion can obtain it through any bookseller ; we do

Hit know the price.

Magic op Mis-spelling {A.F.).—You changed a room into a book by making
**a"and"i" change places. You wrote "diary" instead of *'dairy." You
will hear from the maker.

BiNTAM Cl.isses.—" I fiilly asree with Mr. Taylor and Mr. Jeffries in

stating that Black Bantams and also Brown Red Game Bantams should have
separate classes at the leading shows, and I am ready to give £1 as my sub-

scription to each of these two classes, for a cup for them at Ipswich Show.

—

jAiiES "W. Will, JErrol, PertJtshire."

Books about Poultry {St. Edmunds).—The fii'st with coloured portraits

was by Johnson and Wingfield, and published in 1853. The publisher failing, the
copyright passed to another, and the portraits were made use of by Mr. Teget-
meier, who was employed to edit it, and he began by copying the literary

IJortion. There is now a re-issue. Mr. L. Wright's " Illustrated Poulti^
Book," of which two numbers have appeared, is entirely a new work, and far

superior to its predecessor. We have seen the illustrations intended for

future numbers, and they are the best we have ever seen.

White Dorking's Deaf-ear—Hamburgh with Brahma {F. TF'.).—The
deaf-ear of a White Dorking is not an essential point, bub it is certainly pre-
ferable that it should be red. AVe do not approve the cross between a Silver-

spangled Hamburgh cock and a Brahma hen. We cannot see what your
object is in proposing such a one. We have always believed, and we see no
ii'eason to alter our opinion, that the Brahma is one of the most useful of oui-

fowls, inasmuch as it fulfils all the duties of its nature respectably. The
.Hamburgh only surpasses it in one particular—it lays, perhaps, a few more
eggs, but the gain in number is lost in size; and although there are instances
of then- sitting well, yet as a rule they cannot be depended upon. If you wish
for a cross we know none so good as that between the Dorking and Brahma.
This makes a good layer, sitter, and mother, also an excellent table fowl.

It is very hardy.

M.ARKiNG Chickens (Ignoramus No. 5).—Take a stout wire or knitting-needle,
and ha\-ing made it red hot yyans it through the web of the wing in any pat-
tern you may choose, as . :, .'., :: You can vary the marks in any way. They
are quite imperceptible, and cannot be obliterated. It causes but little pain.

Creve-C(ecr Points (B. £.).—The chief points of a good Creve-Cceur are
square bodies, blue legs, black plumage, good beards, and top-knots. Some
show spangles of white in their plimiage. This is to be regretted, and such
a bii'd cannot be shown with any hope of succes.s, but it does not of necessity
prove there is any impmity in the breed. All birds of black plumage are
subject to these sports. Spanish would afford a good illustration. The white
/eithers in the top-knot are indicative of age, inasmuch as they seldom show
ill ft pullet. The word age must be taken in a qualified sense ; it does not
mean that the bh-d is old, but that it has passed fi'om the stage as a pullet

—

just as girls of sixteen call women of twenty-six old. As a inle, it must be
admitted that, where perfection is desired, it is nest to hopeless to look for it

in the produce of parents that are themselves imperfect. But we are so sui-e

that partially white top-knots are the rule of Creve-Coeur hens at a certain
age, that we should not hesitate to show two such put with a good and tho-
roughly black cock. No mistme of plumage can be permitted in this latter.

We should not h'sitate to breed your birds with mixed top-knots, but we
would not breed from those with spangled bodies.

Andalusians with Brahmvs (St. Edmund). — The illustrations by
Harrison Weii- are not to be had separately. If the Brahmas are only intro-

<luced after the eggs are laid they will have no influence on the colom- of the
chickens, but we will not affirm as much if they are always allowed to run
with the othei-s.

Glass Roof to Fowl House (G. W. B.).—There can be no objection to
a. glass roof to your fowl house in winter. In the summer it is far too hot.
We should not recommend it for the shed. A wooden floor is always damp,
an i generally offensive. It absorbs filth, but it has no deodorising properties.
Among other grave objections for the birds are two : first, that it is imyielding
to th3 foot, and keeps it constantly on the stretch ; next, that it affords no
scratch for the bird. These are two of the many reasons why wooden floors
cause swelled feet and joints, and are destructive" to the health of those com-
pelled to use them.

The Persian Carrier (C(csar).—Enter it in the class for Any other distinct
variety.

Hen Canaries Celibate {J. R. S. C.).—Give no stimulating diet of any
kind, but plenty of green food. Do as you will, however, it is impossible to
turn aside the cuiTent, and the poor things Tvill suffer more or less from the
unfortunate circumstances in which they are placed. Old maids ai-e an in-
stitution never intended for this world.—W. A. Blakston.
Adapting Frames to Box (J. T., Derby).—We do not think your box is

suitable for being transformed into a frame hive. It would be of but little

service to you to start with such a makeshift affair. It ia of the utmost im-
portance that all the hives in the apiaiy, and all the frames or bars, should bo
made to one exact pattern, if you mean to adopt the moveable-frame system.
Hives may bo used varying as to the number of the frarae.'^, but every box
should be so accurately constructed as to take any one of your stock of
frames, these last, of com-se, being made equally exact. It is also necessaiy
that the bos should be made in the most substantial manner—that is, that
the sides be so dovetailed and pinned together as to be incapable of starting
or opening. You had hotter send five stamps to our office and obtain a copy
of " Bee-keeping for the Many," which will give you full directions for the
construction of the Woodbury frame hives. You can only ascertain if your
hives requii-e any more feeding by lifting or weighing them. If very light a
little food may be given with yreat advantage.
Moving Hives into Bee HorsE (A. Z.).—You had better move your hives

gradually one at a time, bp^inning with the one nearest to the bee house.

Shift it a few inches every day until you get it opposite the part of the bee

house it is intended to occui)y, which may bo the furthest end. Ha\'ing

brought it in a line with its new entrance, place it inside the house, and pro-

ceed to treat the rest in the same way. If you attempt to move the hives

suddenly you will have confusion, fighting, and much loss of life. We cannot

enlighten you as to the best and cheapest hive for a cottager, as so much
depeuds on his intelligence. ^Vhat would be a profitable investment for one

would be dear at any price for another. For information as to the price, &c.

of the Woodburyhive, apply to Messrs. Neighbour, 149, Regent Street, London

Foul Brood (J. i?.).—We canuot decide until we have read your notes.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS,
Camden Square, London.

Lat. 51° 32' 40" N. ; Long. 8'Q""W.; Altitude 111 feet.

Date.
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root, aud as it is the root that is eateu, this part should be

blanched. Enough earth only for that purpose will, therefore,

be required to be left round the stem.

Nothing but attention to the above details wiU be recjuired

until the crop is ready to use, -which generally happens in

October for the first crop ; aud the second crop, which is

much later, I usually take up, trim of! all the tops, and lay

the roots up amongst sand or dry earth in the storehouse, to

be used when hard weather sets in. If this vegetable is

planted iu a deeply-dug and weU-drained soil, it wiU be

benefited with water every alternate day in dry weather.

—

Thomas Fiecobd.

ALPINE AUEICULAS.
I CAN assure " G. S.," who writes on the above subject, that

there are many who agree with him iu considering the Alpine

Auricula exceedingly pretty, and who hail with satisfaction the

progress which Mr. C. Turner has made with them, but he

will hardly persuade a florist with antiquated notions that they

deserve a higher position than that which is assigned to them.
" G. S." seems to think the greater ease with which they are

cultivated will give them a higher place in favom- ; it may do

so, but to an Auricula-grower that very difficulty—greatly and
gi'ossly exaggerated, I heUeve—is one great charm of the flower.

A true worker deUghts in nothing so much as the overcoming

of difficulties ; and to pilot a good collection of Auriculas

thi'ough summer's sims and winter's frosts and damps until,

as now, the stage is fiUed with blooming beauties, is a cause

of intense satisfaction.

I hardly think " G. S." has a right to complain that the

Alpine Axuleula does not receive a fuller description in the

catalogue of Mr. Turner than it has ; it is certainly meagre
enough, but so is that of the florists' Auricula. Why Auriculas

altogether should be thus treated I know not, but so it is.

There is one thing to be borne in mind—the lists alter but

little, new varieties are few and far between, and hence there

is not the same need for description. People know them, aud
when new varieties are introduced a description is given of them.

But DahUas, Verbenas, Pansies, <S:c., are for ever being added
to, and that in large quantities, bo that there is a necessity for

giving their descriptions.

Additions are being made to the number of Alpines, but I

think " G. S." would find the following selection well worthy
of growing. It should be remembered that the colours, are

mostly either varieties of crimson in the way of old Brutus, or

shaded violet in the way of Conspicua.

Black Prince, dark maroon.
Conspicua, shaded yellow\
Defiance, crimson.
Field Marshal, dark maroon
.John Leech, dark crimson.
Jes.^ie, shaded violet.

Mastei-piece, dark maroon.

In selfs I can strongly recommend the following :^

King of Crimsons, rich bright
crimson.

Novelty, shaded violet.

Eleanor, dark crimson.
Wonderful, shaded crimson.
Landseer, dark crimson.

Blackbird (Spalding), dark.

Formosa (Smith), shaded
mauve.

Lord Clyde (Lightbodj-), dark
maroon.

Metropolitan (Spalding), a
bright purple.

Mrs. Smith (Sroith), dark.

Mrs. Stm-rock (Martin),bright
crimson.

Nonsuch (Barker), bright
purple.

Othello (Netherwood), dark
maroon.

Pizarro (CampbeD), rich dark
flower.

To " Ax Old Scbsckiber," who asks if there is any way of

forchig Auriculas and Pansies iuto bloom, I say Yes; but I

would give Punch's advice, " Don't." It will injure the plants.

If you wish to do it put them under a hand-glass, shghtly

shade, and water the ground well. The heat will produce an
evaporation which will soften the petals, and the heat will

expand them, but I never like to do it.—D., Deal.

Liverpool Fancy Fair and Flower Show, in aid of the

now Southern Hospital, in Sefton Park during Whitsun week
—the schedule of prizes for this Horticultural Exhibition
(May 21st to 23rd) is very hberal. It will be opened by His
Royal Highness Prince Arthur. The growth of grand examples
of good gai'dening, so plentifully exhibited at Kensington, the

Royal Botanic Gardens, and at Manchester, Leeds, and else-

where, we are informed, has for some years been neglected at

Liverpool, though in the matter of spring and winter bloommg
plants our informant thinks the Liverpool gardeners stand in

the front rank. Ho is sure that those in the trade who take

some of their plants there mh be well rewarded, as there is a

growing taste for Heaths, Azaleas, Palms, ifec., of ample sii^e.

LACK OF SPRING FLO^TIES IN THE LONDON
PUBLIC GARDENS.

On the 29th of February you published a list of seventy-five

flowers then blooming in the Botanic Gardens, Glasnevin,

Dublin. Annexed I beg to hand you names of those now
(AprU 5th), in blossom. Subscribers fond of spring flowers

will probably thank you if you will publish it. Evidently

there need be no bare beds during any portion of the year, but

with little trouble and slight expense a succession of interest-

ing and beautiful plants may be kept up from February to

November without the aid of tender exotics.

There is hardly a cottage garden in the kingdom but has

been gay with flowers during the past month. Surely among
the sorts of flowers which flourish in these humble places, and
by then- bloom reward the occupiers and please the passers-by,

are some wliich would thrive in the gardens on the Thames
Embankment, and in the beds in Palace Yard. It may be

that the little money required wiU be provided by Government,
and that next spring wUl produce an appearance, from seeds

sown and plants arranged, that wUl afford a contrast to the

gloomy soU which this season lies uncovered, and thereby

gratify the million.—P. N. W.
Hakdv Plants in Bloom in Dublin Botanic Gardens, 6th April, 1872

Anemone stellata
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the dressiug-room. The beddiuK-out system, the arrangiug

flvjwers in patterned beds, is only a return to the " knots," of

which drawings are contained in Meager, Blake, and other
authors who wrote on gardening two centuries by-gone.

Another fashion of that age is reviving, for we have had
inquiries how " a labyrinth should be constructed, and what
shrubs are suitable ? " In reply we might refer our questioners

to a volume published in 1250—De Cerceau's "Architecture"
—for nearly every garden plan in that contains cither a round
or a square labyrinth, or one of each. A later authority,

Stephen Blake, we have ali-eady referred to, and from his

quaint and rare quarto we copy the following :

—

This and every garden labyrinth is formed of walks about
5 feet wide, enclosed on each side by a hedge. If Yew hedges
could be promptlj' created and attain rapidly to such a height

and breadth as those at BUckling Hall, in Norfolk, they would
be the most preferable. If we were about to construct a
labyrinth we should try to form the hedges of Laurustinus, for

we have on our memory the broad Laurustinus hedges at

Battle Abbey ; but Privet, that cheapest and live-anywhere
evergreen, is very suitable.

The labyrinth in the Royal Horticultural Society's Garden
at South Kensington occupies about a quarter of au acre,

which is about the smallest size advisable. Its hedges are

farmed, the outer one of Holly, the inner ones of Hornbeam. I Switzer, in his " Icnographia," published in 1788, published

That at Hampton Court is of similar extent, and the hedges a drawing of a very intricate labyrinth, and another of that at

al Elm, which, of course, are leafless during half the year. | Versailles, which he says was " the noblest iu the world."

BED BEET FOR FLOWER GARDENS, &e.

" Q. Q." (pag9 269) seems disposed to find fault with me for biuatiou of the beautiful and useful in the same place. What

!

noi being an enthusiastic advocate of Beet. It is everything not have flowers, fruits, and vegetables iu one spot ! I say,

I have stated it to be, as quoted by " Q. Q.," yet I do not like and ever shall say, Not if you can help it. We may dispose

it in a flower garden, for my eye has been so accustomed to of a kitchen gai'deu both as a fruit and vegetable ground, and
see it elsewhere, that it always appears to me a thing out of also for flowers, and by having them in separate compartments

place. Those who can look upon it without being reminded of run no risk of failure ; but I see in this something which

a vegetable garden may have no objection. The things I con- " Q. Q." evidently does not. I despise Beet and every other

sider the greatest of all abominations in gardens are—1st,

Fruit trees both in and out of doors associated with flowering

plants ; 2nd, Flowering and fine-foliaged plants in fruit-tree

borders ; 3rd, Fruit trees or vegetables in a flower garden.

The place for flowers and ornamental-foliaged plants is the

flower garden or plant houses ; for fruit trees, the fruit garden
or houses ; and for vegetables, the kitchen garden. It is

neither good cultural policy nor taste to strive to form a com-

kind of vegetable in a flower garden ; but though I cannot

tell of Dracsnas with shoots tender and useful as Asparagus, I

can tell him that D. australis is a grand subject for the sum-
mer flower garden, one that will never remind him of the

kitchen garden and cook.

I am surprised that " Q. Q." has not noticed the remark-

able elegance and grace of Asparagus. There is no plant that

can vie with it, not even Humea elegans. Then for nobleness
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and distiuctness of feature, fiud a plaut to compare with th«

Globe Artichoke. What plaut is there that has such a leaf-de-

velopment, and such grand umbels of white inflorescence, as

Rhubarb ? Let " Q. Q." form a bed of vegetables in the flower

garden ; Rhubarb would give him a fine centre. Globe Arti-

chokes would do next, then bright crimson or rose-variegated

Kale, surrounded with Salsafy, a broad band of Beet, and an

edging of Lemon Thyme. I think, if well managed, such a

bed would create a sensation. I appreciate as much as anyone
endeavours in the direction of adding beauty to usefulness.

In the flower garden we do not expect more of a plant than

that it should be useful for the purpose it is put to, but it

must be beautiful in form, in marking, or in colour. As
" Q. Q." does not object to vegetables in flower gardens so

long as they are beautiful and serve his purpose, I presume he
would not object to see vegetables arranged with flowers at ex-

hibitions. Place trays of vegetables alternately with trays of

cut flowers—tastes differ ; but at an exhibition I should keep
flowers and plants to themselves, also fruits and vegetables.

I have no sympathy with those who cannot endure the sight

of Sea-kale, Asiiaragus, Rhubarb, and .Jerusalem Artichokes,

to say nothing of Globe Artichokes, merely because for their

successful cultivation they require at a certain time material
which is thought unsightly. I consider that if vegetables are

required good they must have whatever is necessary for their

proper development, and ought not to be placed in out-of-the-

way corners or smothered by screens. If a thing is worth
growing at aU, it is worth growing well ; and if it is so un-
sightly that it cannot be endured, it wUl be more satisfactory
to discard it altogether than put it in a corner where it cannot
please the grower or consumer. It would be far better for all

concerned to keep the vegetable garden for vegetables, the
fruit garden for fruits, and the flower garden for flowers.
There is no reason why a kitchen garden should at any time
contain anything unsightly. I have my Raspberries covered
with litter 9 inches deep, also Black Currants, Sea-kale, and
Rhubarb ; no one complains of their unsightliness, and they
are not in out-of-the-way comers, but in the main quarters of
the kitchen garden ; in fact, they have a very comfortable
look, and I am told the Sea-kale, etc., is excellent, which is

better than the grumbling that accompanies its growth in
|

corners where it is thrust to gratify the offended vision of
those who are the first to complain. There is no excuse for
untidiness, and the most unsightly of objects—litter, may be
made neat by a little extra care in putting on. Even in the
disposition of vegetables appearance m.ay be kept up to a great
extent by a judicious arrangement. Last year I put in my roots
in this order:—Beet, Salsafy, Beet again, Carrots, Parsnips,
then Onions, Chicory for roots for forcing for salads. Carrots,
Scorzonera, Beet, Salsafy, and Beet—a whole plot, with Beet
at both ends. I was told it was useful and beautiful, and by. the
indi-v-iduals who do not object to see litter over Sea-kale.

I was going to say that the greatest advance I know to have
been accompUshed of late years in the way of adding beauty
to usefulness, is that accomplished by Mr. Rivers in improving
the size, beauty, and persistency of Peach blossoms. Some
of them are reaUy beautiful, and might advantageously be
used for decorative purposes. Eai-ly Alfred Peach has a very
large blossom, with deeper-tinted base. This Peach has a
smooth skin Ulce a Nectarine, and is very excellent, having a
very peculiar and agreeable flavour. Then there is Dr. Hogg,
Early Beatrice, Early Rivers, Early Silver, Large Early Grosse
Miguonne, Rivera's Early York, tlie Nectarine Peach, and for
size as weU as beauty, Lord Palmcrston and Princess of
"Wales. These are all worth growing, if only for their flowers.
Early Alfred and the last two are simply gi-and, whilst the
fruit is as good as, nay better than, any we had prior to their
introduction. Magdala, in addition to large flowers, has finely-
marked fruit—creamy white, marbled and blotched with crim-
son. Fine as these are, I consider a seedling I had last year
from Mr. Rivers, marked " Seedling" only, is as fine as .any,
if not finer, as regards its blossoms, they being verv larne,
deeper peach-coloured than Early Alfred, with a fine salmon-
coloured base, and very persistent. It has magnificent foliage,
and is a vei-y prolific and a good Peach. Another,marked " From
S. 24," has fine flowers, but not equal to that marked " Seed-
ling."—G. Abbey.

THE EANUNCULUS.
Matjt thanks, " Senex," for.your kindly appreciative memo,

on this beautiful flower. It was that v.'hich, as I have before

said, made me a florist, and to this day I remember as clearly

as if it were yesterday the garden of the " Uncle Baiter," of a
schoolfeDow, where I first saw it in perfection. I was a mere
boy then, and although I cannot speak of " fifty years " since

that time, yet can I say my head (if not my hair), is "like
the suaw," and I have never since then been so moved by the
sight of flowers as by that. Lihum auratum, Primula japonica,
beds of GladioU, stages of Auriculas, and such things have often
stirred-up my enthusiasm, but never equal to that. It may
rejoice " Senex" to know that the Metropolitan Floral Society
offer prizes for it now at the Crystal Palace, .June 11th, and
that the Royal Horticultural Society has for the first time intro-

duced it into their schedule. I am now looking out on two
beds where I have planted three thousand tubers, containing:

aU Mr. Lightbody's well-known coUectiou, and a number of the-

old Dutch sorts ; they look well, although they require more-
room than I have been able to give them, and I hope to have
much enjoyment from them by-and-by.—D., Deal.

I

EOYAL HOKTICULTUEAL SOCIETY.

I

Apbil 17th.

This Show, like the last, was again held in the consei-vatory ;;

and though the Azaleas, which were iutended to be the main
feature, did not present any advance in a cultiu'al point of view
over those exhibited in former years, they held their own, and
the other departments of the Exhibition were in all resjjects

excellent, rendering it a success only second to the Hyacinth
Show. The day was fine, and there was a good attendance of
visitors, among whom were two of the young Princes from.
Marlborough House.
In the open class for nine Azaleas, Messrs. Lane, of Great

Berkhampstead, stood first with pyramidal plants, ranging from
3 to 4 feet high. President Humann, The Bride, and Kinghomi
were in excellent bloom, especially the first named. The others,

were EulaUe Van Geert, Souvenir de I'Expositiou, Stella, Roi
Leopold, Comet, and Perfection. Mr. Turner, of Slough, was
second with a group of excellently bloomed plants, mostly
gi-own with bushy heads on stems from 6 to 12 inches high.
These were masses of flower, and consisted of such biiUiant-
coloiired varieties as Stella, Eugene Mazel, salmon scarlet, with,

purphsh crimson blotches ; Hooibrinkii, and Triomphe de Gand-
Alexander H., Belle Gantoise, and Princess Eugene made up.

the remainder trained in this form, the other two being well-
flowered plants of W. Bull and Louise Margottin. In the ama^
teiirs' class for six, Mr. G. Wlieeler, gardener to Sir F. H.
Goldsmid, Bart., was first with plants about 4 feet high, in very
good bloom. In the nm-serymen's class for six, Messrs. J. and
C. Lee, of Hammersmith, had a first prize ; and Mr. Turner-
and Mr. Wheeler took the prizes for single specimens.

Class 5 was for six forced Rhododendrons. Of these Messrs.
Lane were the only exhibitors, taking a first prize for a fine

group, in which Fastiiosuni flore-pleno. Lord John Russell,
Madame Van de Weyer, and Sherwoodianmn were the most
conspicuoiis. Messrs. Lane were also first for cut trusses, among
which they exhibited Joseph Whitworth, Sir Robert Peel, and
other fine varieties. Theyhkewise sent an excellent gi-oup in
the miscellaneous class, taking for it an extra prize.

Am-iculas were shown in considerable numbers, as, in addition
to the Society, the Metropolitan Floral Society likewise offered
prizes. Mr. Turner, of Slough, was first for twelve with Miss
Giddings (Read), Smihng Beauty (Heap), Competitor (Turner),,

lucomparaljle (Taylor), Col. Cbampneys (Turner). Metropohtan
(Spalding), Ne plus Ultra (Fletcher), Aiderm.an Wisbej" (Turner),.

Alderman Charles Brown (Headley), Maria (Chapman), and Ca-
tharina (Siunmerscales). This collection was very fine both as

regards the size and number of the pips on each truss. Second
came Mr. James, gardener to W. F. Watson, Esq., Isleworth..

For six the Rev. H. H. Dombrain, Westwell Vicarage, Ashford,
was first with trasses in which the pips were very large without
being coarse. The varieties were Mayflower (Traill), Model
(Gains), George Lightbody, Pizarro (Campbell), Waterloo (Smith),,

and Lancashire Hero. Mr. James was second.
In the Metropohtan Floral Society's classes the Rev. H. H.

Dombrain was first for six, Mr. James second, and H. Little,

Esq., Twickenham, third. The remaining collection came from
Mr. Butcher, Camberwell. For one Green-edged variety Mr.
Turner was first with Leigh's Colonel Taylor ; liev. H. H. Dom-
brain second with Admiral Napier ; and Mr. .James third with
Lively Ann. For Grey-edged the soms exhibitc r3 took the
same relative positions for George Lightbody; also forWliite —
edged with .John Waterston, and Ne plus Ultra second and third.

For selfs the Rev. H. H. Dombrain was first with Spalding's
Metropolitan, very fine in truss and splendid in colour; Mr.
Tm-ner being second with Pizarro, and Mr. James third with
Mrs. Smith.
Of twelve Alpine Auriculas Mr. Tm"ner sent a splendid group

of fine varieties of his own raising. For this he took the first.
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prize, tUe secoad aud third goiug to Mr. James, aud Mr. Goddard,
gardener to H. Little, Esq., Twickeuham.
Of Pausies in pots very {;ood examples were shown. The

prizes went to Mr. James; Mr. Hooper, Widcomba Hill, Bath;
and Mr. Ware, Tottenham.
The best collection of hardy spring-flowering plants in a basket

not exceeding i feet in diameter came from Mr. Ware, Hale
Farm Nursery, Tottenham; a truly charming group it was, and
very effectively arranged. Among its occupants were Lily

of the Valley aud Solomon's Seal, Primula cortusoides amo3na,
Trillium grandiflorum, Trollius altissimus, the Lady's Slipper,

varieties of Ii'is pumila, and numerous other plants. The second
prize went to Mr. G. Wheeler.
The miscellaneous groups formed more than one-half, and to

most persons the more attractive half, of the Show. Fore-
most among them was a large collection of valuable plants sent

in beautiful condition by Messrs. Veitch, of Chelsea. Among
them may be noticed two very handsome Dracaenas—Weis-
Tnannii and Younghii, the latter with very broad deep bronzy
JoUage—Crotou Weismanuii, a very handsome kind, CyjJri-

pedium niveum figured in No. 528, Odontoglossum AlexandriE

very fine, splendid specimens of Anthurium Scherzeriauum,
'Oncidium hastatum, O. bifolium, Masdevallia Lindeni, lovely

violet rose, M. Harryana, andM. Veitchii ; a number of Japanese
Maples with beautifully cut leaves, brownish red or green, and
several plants of Clematis Lord and Lady Loudesborough
.and Miss Bateman. Messrs. Veitch also exhibited a plant of

CUanthus puniceus, flowered in the open ground, and that freely.

Mr. Bull sent also a large and well-varied gi-oup of Orchids and

though handsome, was quite void of flavour. Mr. Baldwin,
gardener to B. Drew, Esq., Streatham, sent a dish of new Black
Hamburgh Grapes. J. E. Feruyhough, Esq., sent a plant of

the Avocado Pear, Persea gratissima, growing out of the fruit

which had been placed in a Hyacinth glass filled with water in
his drawing-room.

Floeal Committee.—W. Marshall, Esq., in the chair. Messrs.
Veitch had a first-class certificate for Croton laoteum, a hand-
some species with broad leaves and cream-colour variegation

;

from the same firm came Acer polymorphum marmoratum
with pale yellow leaves veined with green ; Gravesia berto-
lonioides with handsome silver-veined leaves ; and Eriopsis ini-

tidobulbon seen before. Mr. Linden, of Brussels, sent several
Odontoglossums, inchiding a pretty variety of Pescatorei. From
Mr. Hubberstey, gardener to C. Wrigley, Esq., Bury, Lanca-
shire, came a magnificent specimen of Odontoglossum Phalffi-

nopsis vrith. upwards of sixty flowers. This, we believe, w^as

recommended to the Council for a medal. Mr. Williams, Hol-
loway, sent Rhopala elegantissima with dark gi'eeu foliage, a
very ornamental species, which received a first-class certificate,

likewise two or- three other plants. Messrs. Eollisson had a
fii'st-class certificate for Erica Neitneriana, noticed last week at

page 307 ; together with this they sent three Gloxinias. Messrs.
Ivery & Son, of Dorking, exhibited several seedling Ferns, and
took a first-class certificate for Polystichum angulare confiuens
var'iegatum, mthslightly yellow variegation. Messrs. Ivery had
a like award for a pretty little dark-leaved Ivy, called Hedera
conglomerata.
M. Van Houtte, of Ghent, who exhibited a numerous group of

mixed stove and greenhouse plants, among which we noticed seedling Azaleas, took first-class certificates for J. G. Veitch,

Eudgea macrophylla, a variety of Cj^pripedium caudatum, Mas- Mdlle. Marie Van Houtte, semi-double white, flakedwith salmon;
devsJlia ignea, Cypripedium niveum, aud several good speci- S. Eucker, pink, bordered with white, nicely painted; and a
mens of other plants. From Mr. Denning, gardener to Lord certificate of the second class for Comtesse Eugenie deKerchove.
Londesborough, Grimston Park, Tadcaster, came a splendid

]
Mr. Brown, Elmdou Hall Gardens, also sent seedling Azaleas ;

collection of Orchids, in which were very fine specimens of i Mr. Turner a collection of new Alpine Auriculas, of which Col.

Arpophyllum gigauteum, one with nine the other with thirteen
| Scott, almost black, was fine both in outline and colour ; and

spikes—we do not remember ever having seen this plant finer, ' Messrs. Osborn, Fulham, a Statice very like brassiciefolia, and a
'Cattleya Skinneri, Odontoglossum radiatum, Dendi'obium Jen
kinsi, and Epidendrum ibaguense.
From Messrs. Eollisson came an excellent group containing

several Orchids ; from Mr. C. Noble, Sunniugdale, a collection

of fine Clematis, in which Mrs. Howard Vyse, Albert Victor,

and Miss Bateman were conspicuous, the first two as mauve
blue, the last as an almost white variety. Messrs. J. Standish
and Co., of Ascot, sent a fine basket of Bouvardia jasminiflora,

some beautifully-coloured Cinerarias, and a number of the
singularly cut-leaved Japanese Maples. Mr. G. Bland, gardener
to Earl Kilmorey, Gordon House, Isleworth, had a cultural

commendation for Anthurium Scherzeriauum with twelve large

spathes, besides some going off and others expanding. M. Louis
Van Houtte, of Ghent, sent fine gi'oups of new Chinese Azaleas,

.also varieties of A. molUs. Of the former several received first-

class certificates from the Floral Committee. Messrs. Veitch sent

a small group of excellently-bloomed Azaleas ; M. J. Vervaene,
Faubourg St. Lieken, Ghent, a very good specimen of Beaiitc

Supreme Azalea ; Messrs. Osborn, a small gi-oup of plants

;

Messrs. Eollisson, two fine plants of Chamferops ; Mr. James, a

gi-oup of Cinerarias ; Mr. 'WiUiam Paul, Waltham Cross, splen-

did stands of cut blooms of Eoses, including very large ones of

Madame Deeoui', Paul N6ron. Marquise de Castellane, and several

of Marechal Niel G inches in diameter. Messrs. Kelway & Sou,
Langport, Somerset, had a fine box of this variety, containing
sixty blooms, and from the same plant we understand no less

than 120 flowers were sent to Covent Garden on the day of the

Show. Mr. Ware, of Tottenham, in addition to stands of Pausies,

-contributed a large and very fine collection of spring-flowering

plants; Mr. Hooper, Widcombe HiU, Bath, stands of Pansies;
Mr. Tm'ner, Slough, a fine collection of Tricolor Pelargoniums
.and Auriculas ; and Mr. Wimsett, Ashburnham Park Nursery,
Chelsea, a group of Palms aud fine-foliaged plants. Several

-extra prizes were awarded for the above exhibitions, for which
we refer our readers to the published prize list.

Prizes were offered for collections of forced vegetables, but no
^award was made. Mr. Clai-ke, gardener to J. C. Brown, Esq.,

Horsham, andMr.Batters, gardenerto J. W.Fleming, Esq., Chil-

worth Manor, Eomsey, sent small collections.

Fruit Committee.—G. F. Wilson, Esq., F.E.S., in the chair.

"Mi-. Bland, gardener to Lord Kilmorey, exhibited Mushrooms
and Mushroom spawn. The former were very fine specimens,
and were cut from a bed which has been five mouths in bearing,

and the spawn is Mr. Bland's own manufacture. The Mush-
rooms were awarded a cultural commendation. Mr. PiciriUo,

j

tinds froni tropical countries are invariably more slender tliaii

41, Wigmore Street, Cavendish Square, sent fruit of Naples ji^oge from the temperate regions already named.

small-leaved Anthurium Scherzeriauum called Osborni, which,
small as the leaves were, had broad-spathed flowers ; but else-

where it has been found that small leaved plants of this species

wiU do the same thing. Messrs. Barr & Sugdeu again con-

tributed a fine collection of Narcissus, also a plant of Liliuni

Thomijsoniauum.

NOTES UPON FEENS.—No. 2.

In resuming this subject in answer to your correspondent
" Ptekis," it will be necessary to state that the plants known
to amatem-s as Ferns, aud to the majority of our rural popula-

tion as Brakes, or Bracken,' constitute the highest order of

that division of the vegetable kingdom named by Linunsus

Cryptogamia, signifying concealed or hidden flowers, and
popularly they are known as flowerless plants. Ferns are

furnished with roots, stem, branches, and leaves ; and as

amongst phffinogamous plants, so amongst these, we find some
scaudeut species which climb the trunks of other trees. Some
form stout arborescent stems of their own ; whilst others form
low-growing beautiful undershrubs, the smaller kinds often

clothing the face of rocks with their refreshing verdure. An-
other section are deciduous, aud annually lose the whole of

their leaves, during whioli time they remain perfectly dormant.

From the above brief outliue it wUl be evident that the

stems and other organs of the Fern tribe must vary cousider-

ablj- both in size aud appearance, aud a few details of their

various organs will be necessary in order to carry out the

views, or answer the queries of " Ptekis."

First, then, about the stem. The Australian tree Fern,

Dicksonia antarotica, is said in its native gullies to grow to

immense proportions ; indeed I have seen it as cultivated in

English conservatories with superb trunks measuring 10 or

12 feet in height, and upwards of 4 feet in ch-cumferencc.

The Silver Tree Fern of "New Zealand also, and Dicksonia

squarrosa from the same country, in comparisou with the

denizens of our own islands that belong to this order, are in-

deed veritable giants. Tree Ferns are not by any means con-

fined to the antarctic regions, or, more properly speaking, to the

Australian continent aud its neighbouring islands, for they

exist in the greatest profusion throughout the tropics ;
but

it would appear from our observation that these arborescent

Lemons and Bergamot Limes. The former were large and
handsome, and the latter sweet and agreeable in flavour. A
letter of thanks was awarded to this exhibitor. Mr. W. MUeri,
Worksop Manor, sent fruit of selected Keens' Seedling Sta-aw-

berries. Mr. H. Kuight, gardener to the Duke of Eoxburghe,
Floors, seut a fine large specimen of Castle Kennedy Fig, which,

. _ _ tempe
Taking leave of the Ferns with arborescent stems I proceed

to examine plants of smaller size, which wUI be more familiar to

my readers because they are of sufliciently small proportions

to' be grown even in a 'Wardian case for the embeUishment cf

the drawing-room or boudoii-. Amongst these we find species
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with an erect caudex (stem), but wliich do uot in any way
assume the proportions of a trunk. This form is well repre-

.sented in Aspidium trifoUatum. Such a mode of growth

is called fasciculate and erect. When the growth is fascicu-

late, but bent down instead of standing erect, it is then

called fasciculate and decumbent ; an example of this may be

readily found in the genus Asplenium. Then we have tufted

(cjEspitose) vernation or growth, which is brought about by

the growth of offsets, which spread out and root all round the

original crown, thus forming a dense tuft.

Another modification of the stem is the rhizome, which is a

fleshy prostrate stem, the form of which may be dirided into

two sections, the first example being clothed more or less

densely with chaffy scales. These invariably creep upon the

surface, and in the language of the pteridologist are called

epigteous squamose rhizomes. A famUiar example of this mode
of gi-owth wOl be found in the Haresfoot Fern, DavaUia
canariensis.

The second form of rhizome is quite destitute of scales, and
is always to be found below instead of upon the surface of the

soil. It is called a hypoga>ous rhizome, and may be found in

such plants as Pteris esculenta and P. aquiUna.

There is yet another modification of the stem which it will

be necessary to advert to, and this is called a sarmentum. It

differs from the epigmous rhizome, inasmuch as its point of

growth is seldom, if ever, in advance of the developed fronds,

which is always the case with the former. The sarmentum
may be either epigajous or hypogieous.

The various modes of growth which the stem assumes have
also been classified by pteridologists. Thus, the manner in

which the Tree Ferns produce their fronds is called fasciciilate

;

when the fronds are produced one after the other they are

called uniserial ; when placed wide apart they are said to be
distant ; and if somewhat close, contiguous. Again, when the

fronds are attached to the stem by a joint, and fall clean away,
they are said to be articulate ; whilst if, on the contrary, the

fronds are not jointed to the stem, and do not fall clean away,
leaving a distinct mark showuig where they have been, then
they are said to be adherent.

—

Expebto Ckede.

THE PKIMEOSE.
In Mr. Eobson's interesting article on Primroses (page 306),

he speaks of planting out the greenhouse species, Pi-imula

denticulata ; he means, I think, Primula erosa, often incor-

rectly called and sold as P. denticulata. The true P. denti-

culata has no powder on its stem or leaves, has more toothed
leaves and larger flowers than P. erosa. I3oth have flowered

well here on rootwork. We find Primula cortusoides amcena
does best in sheltered places with a north aspect ; with &vt.

east a few degrees of frost purj^led the flowers.

—

Geobge F.

Wilson, Weyhridge Heath.

[The Primula genus is veiy abundant in flowers this year.

We recently visited the garden of a very old florist who raises-

thousands of seedUngs annually. He is quite an original, and
divides all the species into two gi-oups—" them as is single-

flowered, and them as is bunch-flowered." We have seen some-
unusual sports this spring—a Primrose (Primula vulgaris) with
umbels of large pale yellow flowers was shown to us within a
few hom'B of this being printed.— Eds.]

FUMIGATING.
Aboct this time or a little later we often hear" from amateurs, I suigle plant is shown in the drawing. The tobacco smoke ie

' I have a plant covered with fly." Jly mode of fumigating a
|
to be blown in from a pipe. The larger plant is covered with £V

Bheet of newspaper tied at the top and pasted together at the I on a wet cloth, and the hole at the top is covered with a wet'ragi
joining. The small plant is covered with a garden pot placed

|
The tobacco is placed in a common tobacco pipe.—H. G,

I THiXK a paragraph on these flowers may be interesting to
Bome of your readers. Of the single varieties I, of course,
prefer the Giant or Czar to any other. Many of your corre-
spondents consider the two as identical. There is certainly
very little difference, but I am almost inclined to think that
the Giant, which I beheve was introduced by Mr. Stedman
some years before the appeai'ance of the Czar, is the stronger
grower_ of the two. In other points they are about equal.
The Giant is a very strong-growing, free-blooming, and large-
flowered sort, and is one that is sure to give satisfaction to
every grower of the Violet. Next after the Giant or Czar I
think I should place Eussian superba, a flue new variety, but
not quite so strong a grower as the preceding ; it is, however,
a profuse bloomer. The flowers are very dark in colour, large,
very sweet, and it is a good winter bloomer. Kext after this

VIOLETS.
—perhaps equal to it—I should name Devonieusis, which is

an exceedingly good autumn and winter bloomer, although I

have not yet found it a free grower here. Then there is the
London, which I would recommend as being the freest-growing

and the most profuse-blooming of all Violets, but the blooms
are rather small. The Eussian and the Scotch Blue are also

good varieties, and the White Eussian is useful where white

Violets are desired.

Whilst on the subject of single Violets, which I certainly

prefer to the double ones, I must remark that I hope to see

great improvements made in the Violet in the course ol a few
years. By raising from seed I believe it is capable of improve-
ment in shape, in size, and in other points besides these. I

have raised a few seedlings from the Giant, and I must say

that the result has been so far gratifying to me. They have
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sliown au inclination to sport a little, and there are one or two
amongst thcin which are certainly better in substance than the
Giant. The petals are less crumpled, and approach more to

a circular shape. I have one which I thiuk very highly of. It

is of a beautiful light blue colour with a prominent white eye.

Of the double varieties I think the beit ai'e the Tree, which
is very haidy, and a gieat bloomer both ui winter and spring

;

the Double Russian, also a fine blue sort ; the double white
Compacta, and the Neapolitan. The latter I tind rather tender
out of doors. Double Pink is curious but not pretty, and is

tender. The King and The Queen are certainly tine sorts, and
very free in gi-owth and in bloom, but with me they do not
surpass, if indeed they equal, those named above.

—

George
W. BOOTHEY.

BASKET PLANTS FOE THE STOVE.—No. 2.

HOYA.
J

tut to view the exquisite umbels of bloom iu the greatest
A GEXus of AsclepiadaceiE, containing some of the most beau- ' perfection it must be grown in a basket, and suspended just

tiful plants which are grown in our stoves. The majority of
I
above the eye. It is a native of Moulmein.

them arc strong-growing climbers, and therefore cannot be
I

H. Paxtoniana.—The present species has two claims upon
included iu this article, but the two species here named form our attention—-namely, first, its chaste beauty, and si^condly,
such magnificent objects when grown in baskets, that, although it has special interest as being a Living reminder of that great
by no means new plants,

I would fain iuduce my
readers to pay them more
attention than, unfortu-
nately, is usually accord-
ed them.
These plants are easily

grown, and make excel-

lent companions for the

-Eschynanthus treated of

at page 227. They should
be planted in a mixture of

about equal parts of loam
and peat, to which must
be added a good quantity
of sand and a little weU-
decomposed manure ; if,

in addition, a little chop-

ped sphagnum moss and
a few lumps of charcoal

be also mixed with the

soil they will serve to keep
it open, and be of great

advantage to the plants.

In the summer months
treat them to a Liberal

supply of water and strong

moist heat, and the re-

tui'n will be vigorous

gi'owth and an abundant
crop of wax-like blossoms.

After these have fallen

the old footstalks should
not be removed, for to-

wards autumn they will

produce another crop of

blooms, which will then
be doubly valuable on
account of then- behig

so admirably adapted for

bouciuet-makiug, and be-

ing also so useful for the

ornamentation of a lady's

hair. During the winter

months, however, it must
be borne in mind that

much less water should

be given, but at the same
time care must be taken
that the plants are not
allowed to shrivel, other-

wise the specimen will

be much mjmed, if not

killed.

//. 6f/f«.—This lovely

'^^^^^^

gardener Su' Joseph Pax-
ton, a worthy plant dedi-

cated to the memory of a

most worthy man. Like
H. bella, this jjlant should
be grown in a basket ; it

is more slender in its

growth than Hoya bella.

The leaves are opposite,

acuminate, and pale green
in colour. The umbels of

flowers are produced from
the axUs, the coroUa being
spreading and of a clear

waxy white, with the star-

like corona of a soft ce-

rise. The two species will

produce a double crop of

blooms in a season. It

is a native of Java.

AGAL5IYLA STAJIIKEA.

This belongs to the
Cyrtandric section of the

order Gesneraccic, and is,

I beUeve, the only species

of the genus in cultiva-

tion ; its beauty, how-
ever, is quite sufficient to

make us hope that others

may be speedily intro-

duced. The various spe-

cies of this genus which
are at present known are

all natives of the islands

m the Indian seas, where
they grow upon the

blanches of the forest

tiees ; indeed their very

n line indicates how beau-

tilul they must appear

in the woods of these

islands, as it is derived

fiom the words agalma,

an ornament, and lude,

a forest, literally signify-

ing the ornament of tlie

forest. The plant under
consideration is a near

rs-lative of the J^schyn-

anthus, and maybe treat-

ed in a precisely similar

manner. It i.^ a robust

-

growing and spreaduig

plant, with large, obloug-

The flowers are produced in

clusters from the axils of the leaves. The fascicles of

whir^rTce-^i-fi^m^ir;;^; ol^e'l-^^ves,;;^^^^^

fleshy s^ibstance.they last a long time in fiiU bea.; y The
[

flowers -e^^t^^-lai.^upwards^of^^^^^

one of the most beautiful

, is possible for the amateur to

aamental flowers are produced

pots, I

' '

'

Agalmyla stammci.

xquisitely charimng flowers are borne in clusteis oi uniuci!,,

flowers are tubulai
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from the end of May to the end of July, or begimiing
August.—ExpERTo Crede.

PLANTS IX BLOOM DURING FEBRUARY IN
SOUTH AUSTRALIA.

I {lENERALLY read with interest the Usts of plants m bloom
in certain months which appear in your valuable periodical

at different times, and thinliiug that a similar list from the
antipodes maj' not be uninteresting to some of your readers, __ .„,^„ „_.. ^„„ .^„„
I append one of those that are now in bloom in my ovni

\
formation—and that there was a balance of i;32 6s. OrZ,

out of situations, and to render assistance to infirm and aj^ed
members, held their first annual meeting in theii* Committee-
room, at the Retreat, Redland, Bristol, on April 10th, Mr. W.
PiDinger in the chair. There was a ";ood attendance. Letters
expressive of regret at not being able to attend, aud urgiug
members to individual exertion in forwarding the objects of the
Society, were received and read from reiiresentatives of South
Wales, Liverpool, Manchester, York, Sheffield, and other dis-

tricts. The fom*th quarterly report was read, and a printed
copy presented to each member. It showed that lUo members
had joined the Society during the year—not including the two
members who emigi*ated, and the one who has died since its

hand.

Ai'dtiina bispinosa
Abutilons— Due dc Malakoff, Be-

ranger, Sonvenir de Arogo,
Striatum, &c.

-Vxistolochia sempeniieus
Armeria fonnosa
Aloy-sia citriodora

Acacia homda
BougainviUea glabra
Eftriena cristata

Bouvardia triphylla
Campanula pyi-amidali^^

Cypema altemifolius vflriegatue
Commelina ccelestis

Coreopsis tinctoria

Coreopsis lon^'ipe;*

Centaurca gymnocai"pa

Cuphea platycentra
Convolvulus mauritanicus
Ceanothus hybridub roieus
Canterbmy Bells
Capparis spinosa
Coccoloba platycla^a

Diaiithus Heddewigii, &c.
Euphorbia variegata marginata

Bojcri
Kscallonia rubra
Echinocactus, sp.

Eucharidiom
Euonymus japonicus
Etcremocarpus scaber
Eucalyptus calopbylla
Fuclibia, various
Gerauiums—Zoual, fdiigle,and double
Gynerium argentenm
Gaiilardia graDdifloiu

Richordsoni
Heliotrojre, various
Hollyhocks, various
Heiichrysum, vars.
Habi'othamnuK Hugelii
HemerocalUs fnlva
Hibibcus hybridus, various

Rosa-sincnsis gi-andiflora
sinensis spleudens
brasiliensis

flavescens

a trieanus
Thuubergi
Cameroni
hj-riacus

Harrisoni, aud othera unnamed
Ipomica Leaiii
.Tusticia spleudens
lochroma gnmdiflora

tubulosa
•Tasminum gi'audifiorum
Ipomrca mexicana alba
Kerria japonica fl.-pl.

Loniccra sinensis
Lilium sfeciosum pnuctatumi-ubium
Linum sibiricum
Lantanas. various

Lophospermum Henderson!
j

Maurandya, various

j

Mignonette
Marvel of Peni, various
Mandeiilla suaveolens
Nierembergia fmtesceut;
Nerium varie^atura argeuteiun

double pink
Phlox decuhsata

Dnunniondl
Pavonia coccinca

hastata
Plumbago capcunis

Lai-penta:

Pelargonium peltatum
Pyrethrum album
Poiaciana Gilliesii

Petunia, double and single
Pentstemon, various
Portiilaca
Pulygala Pom-tclesii

luyrtifolia

Pasf-Lfloraedulis

Contessa Clai'a Guiglini
cfei-ulea

alba
Loudon!

Rassellia jimcea
Rochea falcata

Roses, various
Solanum Capsicastrum

jasminoideri

Statice Dioksoni
arborca macrophjUa
occidentalis
Smithii

Salria splendens
coccinea
amabilis

Sollya hetCTOphylla
Snapdragon (Antirrhinum)
Shortia gossipioides
Sprekelia formosa~

* Osbomi

The fund is raised by the accumulation of 2s. (5fZ. subscriptions
in the form of shares, and twopenny monthly contributions.
The following gardeners were appointed officers and members
of the Society's Committee for the ensuing year—viz., Mr. W.
Pillinger, President ; Mr. J.Butler, Vice-President; Mr. T.Lea,
Treasurer; Mr. W. H. Smith, Honorary Secretary.

garden, merely premising that we have had a terribly severe
Bcasou till within a week or so—hotter than I have kno\\'Ti for
twenty years, and consequently that many of our best flowers
at this season are not just now in bloom.

I have twice before made a similar Ust at more favourable
periods (for this is by no means a florisfs month), but did not
forward them, fearing that they might not possess sufficient

interest generally. However, I shall occasionally repeat it, so _.

as to give your readers some idea of the capabiUties of our PORTRAITS OF PLANTS, FLOWERS, AND
climate.

—

South Austbalun. FRUITS.
ToDEA BARBARA (Todca of Barbary). Nat. ord., Filices.

Linn, arr., Filices Polypodiacea;.—This plant, called at Kew
the Australian Fern Royal, was sent over to England by Baron
Von Mueller from the Victorian Alps in 1869. It is of very
large size, weighing at the time of its arrival, and when it had
not a single frond, 15 cwt. It has now 160 fronds, each 5 feet

in length, ai'ising from thii'ty crowns, and an immense caudes.
It is a native of south and east AustraUa, Tasmania, and of

southern Africa, but not of Barbary, as the name which Lin-
nJBUs bestowed on it would lead us to suppose.

—

{Bot. Marf.^

t. 5954.)

Sexecio pclcheu (Handsome Senecio). Nat, ord., Compo-
sitse. TAitn. an\, Syngenesiasuperilua,—A very robust annual,
from 1 to 4 feet high, with leaves from 4 to 10 inches long.

Flower a bright red, purple in the ray, yellow in the disk. It

is a native of South America, and was discovered in Brazil
forty years ago at tlie base of the Sugar-Loaf Mountain in the
south of that coimtiy.

—

(Ibid., t. o9o9.|
CoRYNosTYLis Hybanthi's. Nat. ord., Violacea?. T,inn. an:,

Pentandria Monog;^'nia.—A stove shrub, imported from Para,
which, although closely allied to the Violace<e, in habit ami
form of its flower more resembles the racemose Indian Balsams.
Leaves alternate, from 2 to 5 inches long, elliptic-oblong, bright
grassy green, with the lower side rather paler than the upper.
Flowers an-auged in axillaiy sub-corymbose racemes, pure
white and odorous.

—

(Ibid., t. 5960.)
Bolbophtllcm LE5INISCATUM (Ribboned Bolbophyllum). Nat.

ord., Orchidacea'. Linn, arr., Gynandiia Monandria.— "Its
curious glossy tubercled pscudobulbs, its capillaiy scape with the
long inflated upper sheath, its pendulous spike of glistemng mi-
nute flowers, and above all, its slender appendages that hang one
from the back of each .sepal, and which are as curious in struc-
ture as beautiful in colouring, together seem to mark it as the
t\-pe of a new genus. The elaborate structui*e of the append-
ages of the sepals deserves especial notice. Each consists of a
narrow club-shaped verj* flaccid body, three to foiu- times as
long as the flower, and is gradually narrowed into a filiform

pedicel. On a superflcial examination it appears to be 10-sided,
but on a transverse section is proved to consist of a capillary
axis, from which radiate ten longitudinal crenate undulate
plates, of eijual breadth and extreme delicacy. The whole
organ is not more than one-sixth to one-fourth of an inch
long, of a brilhant red-purple colour transversely banded with
white. These appendages suggested the very appropriate name
of lemniscatum (from lemniscus, a coloured ribbon). Of their

possible use I can form no conception ; they fall off as the
flower expands."

—

[Ibid., t. 5961.)

Masdevallia ignea (Fiery MasdevaUiaj, AV/^ or/., Orchid-
acea?. Linn, arr., Gj'uandria Monandria.—Nearly allied to

M. Veitchiana, aud of as bright a colour, but differing in the
form of the leaf, which is in the shape of the sepals, and of
their disposition and curvature. It is a native of New Grenada.
" The colour, though not so deep as that of the Veitchiana, is

quite as vivid, and more resembles that of cinnabar, or, as
Reichenbach says, a * dazzling scarlet mixed with orange-
scarlet, too dazzling to look at long.' It thus suggests a

TuE British G.uideners' Mutual and Self-supportixg So- transition from the red heat of Veitchiana to a white heat.
ciETV.—The members of this Society, whose object is to estabUsh -^s in the latter species, this lustre—or water, as a jeweller
a uurseiy und home upon co-operative principles, for the pm-- would term it—is due to the refractive power of the fluid con-
pose of giving employment to gardeners of good character when ' tained in the superficial bladdery cells of the sepals, aud is

Stigraaphyllon conciliatiim
Toumefortia heliotropioides
Tecoma velutina

pulcbra
hybrida {jmndiflora
jasminoides

Thunbercria alata
Tacbonia Mortii

Dr. AVylde, splendid hybrid
Tiimai-ix tallica

Tiuiidia pavonia
Tritoma Uvaiia
Veronica kcrmesiua splendens

Verbena, various
Vemonia novaboracensis
Webbia cauariensis
Zinnia, double and sinj^le
Zauschneria califomica
Zephyi-onthes, sp.
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perhaps uusurpassed for brillianov in the vegetable kingdom."
—(Ibid., t. 5962.)

Stapb:lh soROiiiA (Breast-like Stapelia). Nat. onh, Ascle-

piailiete. Linn, urr., Peutandria Dig^-nia.—A native of the

Cape of Good Hope. Stems 6 to 10 inches lii;;li, fhininelled

between the angles, and toothed at intervals of from oun-third

to two-thu-ds of an inch. Flower 3 to ih inches in diiuucttr.

Corolla clothed on the surface and margined with long hairs,

composed of five lobes, transversely wrinkled, of a dark vinous

purple at the end, and bright orange yellow towards the base.

—(IhiiL, t. .5963.)

Dii'LADENiA iNsiGxis.—This we believe to be " the finest

Dipladenia hitherto known, and in this opinion we are not
singular, for one of our most experienced plant-growers, to

whom flowers were sent in October last, pronounced it to be

quite distinct, very fine in colour, and with gi'eater substance

than anj' other he had previously seen, adding that if its con-

stitution and free-flowering habit were equal to those of

1>. amabilis, it would prove a decided acquisition. The flowers

were from 4 to ih inches in diameter, of a rich, deep, rosy

carmine, as deep on the outer as the inner side of the coroUa,
the base of the tube being white, the white sharply defined.

It is in the substance of the flowers, and mthebrilUant colour,

tliat the chief merits of this novelty, as an ornamental plant,

are to be found.
" Dipladenia insignis was raised by Mr. S. Fenwick, gardener

to .John Waterhouse, Esq., of Well Head, Hahfax. It is a
seedling from D. amabilis, was raised in 18fi9, and flowered for

the first time during the past summer, the plant, though onlj-

growing in a 7-incli pot, proving to be verj' lloriferous, and
continuing for some weeks in flower. When it conies to be
freely gi'own, and well established, we may exjiect to see it

even finer."

—

{b'hirixt and Pomolor/int, 3 s., v., 73.)

THE PROPORTIONS OF PIPKS.
TnF. following will be useful for gardeners who requii'e to

heat two houses from one boiler.

j

Annexed is a sketch of a handy little contrivance designed
by Mr. G. Cookburn, of Glasgow, for ascertaining the diameter
of a pipe, &a., having a sectional area equal to that of two
other pipes, or riri' n-rni'i. The instrument consists simply of

a piece of wood or cardboard sha))rd like a set square, as

shown in //(/. 1, or a diagram of the same form drawn on

paper, and divided out along the two edges, which are at right

angles to each other, the divisious being taken to represent
inches, feet, or yards, il-c, according to the land of work for
which the instrument is used. 'WTien employed for determin-
ing the equivalent diameters of pipes or bars, inch subdivisions
are generally found most convenient.
The mode of using the instrument will be readily understood

from an example. Suppose, for instance, that two pipes, a

and B [Jig. 2), respectively 5 inches and 4i inches in diameter,
deUver into a third pipe, d, and it be required to find the proper
diameter for the latter pipe. Then from 5 on the scale of one
of the divided edges to 4i on the other draw a line, as shown
ill. /!.'/• 1, and the length of this line measured with the same
scale as that to which the edges are divided will be the di-

ameter of pipe required—in this case 6 j inches. On the other

hand, if a pipe, D, Cj inches in diameter, be delivered into a

pipe, a, 5 inches in diameter, and it was requned to know
what other size of pipe, b, should also be supplied, all that

would be necessary would be to take the division point 5 on
one edge as a centre, and with G':j inches as a radius, describe

an arc cutting the other divided edge. The point at which
the latter edge was cut by this arc would show the diameter of

pipe required.

Besides being useful /or determinmg the diameters of pipes

or circles of equivalent areas, the instrument is also available

for determining the sides of equivalent squares, while by a

little contrivance it can be made available for determining the

diameter of a pipe or bar having a sectional ai-ea equal to the

aggi-egate sectional areas of any number of other pipes or bars

of which the diameters are known. To use it for this pui-pose

it is only uecessaiy—first, to determme by its aid the diameter
of pipe or bar equivalent to any two of the whole number, and
next to ascertain the equivalent of the diameter thus ascer-

tained, and that of a third pipe or bar, and so on. The ar-

rangement of the instrument is, of course, founded on the

fact that the areas of squares and cii-cles increase as the

squares of then- sides and diameters respectively, and that the

square of the hypotheneuse of a right-angled triangle is equal

to the sum of the squares of its two sides.— (/iH;//i»7i Mtrliaiiir

(iiid Tl'urhl of Scifih-i'.}

REVIEW.
TJif Xattiml BUtorij nf the Year. By tli? late Bernaup
BoiLiNOBEOKE WooDWAED,B.A. Eevlscd Edition. London :

S. W. Partridge* Co.

In waUiing round the Acmlemy " doing the pictures," ac-

cording to the talk of the day, how tired we become of like-

nesses of mayors and aldermen, M.P.'s, and couutrj' gentle-

men, all in the stiff dress, the black frock coat usually, of

modern Ufe ; and what a relief it is to stand before some
picture of country life or scene—some " Autumn Gold," or
" Sheep-shearing," or " Spring," or " Chill October," or the

like. Many gather round such views, and admu'e and linger,

so great a hold has Nature upon us all. The town-Uving man
lingers, and the scene portraj'cd recalls some such one known
to him in foimer years ; and even the one just " in town " for

a few weeks loves such pictures better than all the rest, al-

though, or perhaps beeanse, he lives habitually among such

in reality. Thackeraj', m one of his charming earlier papers,

expresses his wish to have his room in London, in which he
wrote, hung with landscapes. No stift' formal figures should

be there, no likeness of soldier or statesman, but country views

—pictures to take him in thought into the hayfield, among
the woods, on the breezy heath, or the rich harvest fields,

" half-shocked, half-waving in a flood of light." We cannot

wonder at such a wish.

Now, in opening the pretty book at the head of this article,

such feelings, " hankermgs " we may call them, after rural

scenes are thoroughly gratified. The pictures, very pretty ones,

take the eye into the countiy, the letterpress takes the mind
there. The book reminds us of early friends of ours, the works

of Thomas Miller with a dash of William Howitt, and still

more, in the descriptions of natural histoiy, of White's
" Selbome."
The work is dedicated " To the rising generation through-

out the dominions of Her Majesty Queen Victoria," and a book

most eminently suited for young people it undoubtedly is.

That capital paper m the old " Evenings at Home "—we think

that was the title—called " Eyes and no Eyes," did us m our

youth much good—taught us to look out for beauties around

ns and close to us, in the bird hopping near, the Daisy at our

feet, the tree above us, the Fungi at its root. So is this

prettily illustrated, prettily wTitteu book, suited on a larger

scale to mstruct and please the young by teaching them what

to look for, love, and admii-e in the pages of Nature, as shown

to them month after month. There is, too, a very reverent

tone about the writer ; his book is a kind of commentary upon
the words of the Psalmist, " The works of the Lord are gi-eat,

sought out of all thini that liavc pleasure tlirreiii." Mr,
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Woodward tells " the story of our life from year to year " as

seen in God's ivorld during one and each year.

In the first chapter he informs us of his own first intro-

duction to Natnre, when he first began " to love the grass,

trees, flowers, and birds.'' This, strange to say, happened on

a -winter's day. He says, " I set out for my walk and shivered

with cold, but before I had gone far I saw a small kind of

grass in ear, and I gathered it, wondering why it had not

waited till the .sweet spring was come ; next I espied the

pretty white stars of the Chickweed, and, as I had never noticed

it before, I plucked it with as much delight as if I had found

a most splendid and fragrant flower ; and then saw other

flowers, and mosses, and ben-ies black and red. And I Ustened

to the blackbirds and redbreasts in the trees close beside me,
and I forgot the cold and cverytliing, except the wonder and
the beauty of the world which (iod was adorning in this way,
even in the depth of winter." This extract sliows the reverent

tone of the work.

AVe have a chapter given upon each of the months, with an
illustration of each montli, one specimen of which we repro-

duce for the pleasure of our readers, that for July. These
ai-e excellent, and perhaps their circular foi-m adds to their

beauty. Ko shape equals a circle ; the stars appear to us cir-

cular, the moon is so shaped, and no bed on a lawn meets the

eye so agreeably as that in the form of a circle. The woodcut
for January gives us a group of pollards, with sheep huddling
under for protection ; that for Febraaiy a ploughjug scene

;

for March a labourer sowing, and a windy sky above head

;

that for May gives lis a party of children gathering Black-
thorn ; June, a hay scene; August, gleaners and their sur-

roundings ; October, a farmyard, and labourers thatching the

licks, while a broad-backed fanner looks on contentedly

;

while lastly, that for December pictures snow falling and fallen,

while a man is breaking the ice to get water for the cattle.

Besides these special monthly pictures there are some dozen
or twenty others, all pleasing, each bringing before us some

phase of country life. A country parson ffor surely he is

one) reading an old quarto in an arbour, with his spaniel at
his feet ; I doubt whether master or dog knows much about
shooting, for nothing of the sportsman is in his face. Then
there is another picture of three children being equipped for a
walk, and the mother tying the hat-strings of the youngest
across the body of master baby who sprawls on her lap. In
truth, these woodcuts do one's heart good to look at.

The plan in regard to each month is to describe its charac-
teristics, then its speciaUties as to birds and flowers—the mi-
gration of swallows, the return to us of the summer songsters,
are all handled in a devout and yet large-hearted manner.

Insects and their habits are noted, specially butterflies in all

theu' gay gloiy. In each month is given a list of the wild
flowers in bloom. Then we are taken from fields to gardens,
and taught as this month (.\piil) to note " the white Pear
blossom and the delicate pink-and-white .\pple blossoms " in

our kitchen gardens ; while in our flower gardens we may
pause and admire " Laburnums ' droj^ping wells of fire

'

(better called here, in WOts, Golden-chains), Narcissuses,
Anemones, and Stocks, the Wallflower, and the Snowflake,
with many more, to make them gay and delightful." Finally,

we can fully recommend this pretty, useful, high-toned book
as a gift-book to gu-ls and boys.

—

Wiltshire Rector.

THE FLOWER GAEDEN AT EXXON PARK.
Last week we referred to the beautiful new flower garden in

front of Exton Hall, and promised to give a representation of
it. Unfortunately from its extent, and to afford a just idea of
the configuration of the beds, it has been only possilde to

give one of the two panels composing it. These are separated
by a 14-feet walk, and planted alike. The breadth of grass en-

closing each panel is 8 feet, and that of the suirounding gi'avel

the same. The whole garden forms a square of 240 feet on
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the side, or upwaids of an acre. It was designed by Henry

Brandling, Esq., of Irton, and laid out by Mi'. Smith, the

gardener. Marble vases 8 feet high occupy the centres of the

beds 10 ; steps lead up to the ten-ace in front of the Hall

;

and alonK this teiTace, as well as on the opposite side of the

flowev garden, are marble vases 3 feet high. An elegant and

costly architectural wall surmounted by a balustrade extends

along the east side.

The planting is varied from year to year. We give beneath

the engraving that adopted last year, the plants in the cojTe-

sponding beds on both sides being alike. The panels extend

lengthwise on each side of the central walk.

THE CALCOT POLYANTHUSES.
Like the Sniithficld Cattle Show and the L'niver.sity Boat

Race tire Calcot Polyanthuses come but once a-year, and like

those other attractions they, too, have their admu'ers and

devotees who can indulge their tastes and find pleasure with

less excitement and in greater comfort. Calcot is within a

pleasant three-mUes walk or drive of the Reading station on

the great Bath road, and there the visitor whose delight is in the

Poljanthus, the Primrose, and other spring flowers will receive

a hearty welcome from Mr. Webb, the hospitable proprietor.

We have on former occasions noticed the speeiahties of the

place—from the great Enghsh mastiffs which guard the en-

trance, the birds' nests about the cottage, the family of cats,

to the profusion of flowers and fruit •n'ith which the ten acres

of ground literally teems. But our visit was to Mr. Webb
and the Polyanthuses, and both were in their- gloi-y, especially

the latter. Since last visit we found the extent of ground

occupied with one flower much enlarged, and the strain greatly

improved. Mr. Webb appears of late to have selected much
more closely, and the consequence is that with time the style

of flowers he has succeeded in obtaining has greatly advanced ;

and that the pirblic appreciate this advance is evident from
the immense demand Mr. Webb has to supply. Of his Gari-

lialdi varieties the whole of the flowering plants have been
sold, and the quantity of other sorts distributed must have
been enormous. We are not surprised that the taste for these

gorgeous flowers of spring should have become so great ; it is

only necessary to see them in masses lilce those at Calcot to

stiiiiulatc the most lethargic.

SHADING CUTTINGS.
As a general rnle, the less shading there is in a garden the

more robust will the plants be. Soft-leaved and many young
fresh-potted plants, however, will feel the effects of bright sun
after dull weather, and in their case a sprinkling overhead
nith the syiinge, or, better still, a little shade continued for a
moderate length of time, will be much better for them than
unnecessarily deluging the roots. It is often neeessai-y to

shade cuttings for a few hours about mid-day, but it should
not be continued until late in the aftei-noon. Shade is good,
but if unduly prolonged is apt to weaken the plants.
When I used to propagate thousands of plants in spring

under glass, I rooted cuttings more quickly, and got sturdier
and more robust plants, that required but a modicum of

hardening-off, without any shading at all. The plan adopted,
however, required more constant attention than the simple
mode of shading. Two things were necessary to success.
Fii-st, the cuttings were placetl at such a distance from the
glass, say 20 to BO inches, that the rays of light were some-
what diffused before reaching them. I have several times
alluded to this idea, and on ransacking my memory, I rather
think I am indebted for it, and many others through me, to
my old fiicnd, Mr. Caie, who did so much for grouped flower
gardens when he lived at Bedford Lodge, Kensington, and
went from thence to superintend the Duke of Argyll's gardens
at Inveraiy. My old friend and worthy coadjutor^ Mr. Keane,
knows well what an impetus was given to grouped flower
gardens by Mr. Caie, and what an influence he exercised on
easy rapid modes of propagating by cuttings, not by scores,
but by thousands. The placing the cuttings at a distance
from the glass, so that the rays of heat and light should be
diffused before reaching them, I believe, as stated above, I owe
to Mr. Caie

; and besides Mr. Keane, I believe there are a few
who are still -srith us, as Mr. .Judd and Mr. Ayres, who would
bear me out iu my statement. Simple though the matter
seems, a principle in propagating by cuttings was thus involved.
When the cuttings were placed at a distance from the glass

they had dii-eet, though subdued and reflected, light, and
shading being but little required, the cuttings rooted more
quickly, were more robust and stubby, and were not dra-nn

up at the tops, as they are so likely to be when much shading

is used. The other practical detail, as doing pretty well away
with sh.aduig, I believe I owe to myself, and that is what I may
call dewing the cuttings all over seversil times iu a sunny day.

Of course, when the leaves of a cutting get dry, and a bright

though diffused light beats on tbem, the leaves will flag and

look distressed ; but if the place is kept moist, and the leaves

are dewed over, they are forced to absorb as well as transpire,

and will m the above circumstances stand a fierce sun unin-

jured. Of all syrhiges I Uke Eeid's and Warner's best. The
fine rose -would "be just the thing for the inexperienced. I pre-

fer for every purpose the jet-nozzle, -with which I can send water

with the strength of a water-engine ; and merely by putting

the finger or thumb across the opening; a little practice

enables one to regulate the discharge, so as to resemble a misty

vapour, and that is what I call de-wing with the syi-inge.

So long as the leaves of cuttings are bathed in this moisture

the fiercest sun has no effect upon them. The sun, of course,

dries up the moisture, but then it comes from the outside, not

the inside of the cutting. In sudden changes a little shading

may be required, but in general circumstances, where cuttings

are propagated by thousands -without beU-glasses, etc., a skiff

from the sjiinge does away with the necessity of shading,

wluch always disposes a cutting to gi-ow " leggy" and spindle

upwards. I have often made half a gallon of water tho-

roughly dew over some twelve to twenty Ughts of cuttings.

When the sun was vei-y powerful I would even sprinkle the

outside of the glass. Of course, do not let me lead any of my
readers into a blunder. The sprinkling-no-sliadhig system in-

volves the idea of constant attendance. Where this attend-

ance cannot be given, then the shading of cuttings must be

resorted to. All I want to impress on the minds of beginners

and amateurs is simply this, that the more shading there is

the greater wUl be the weakening of the plants' constitution.

Just as an example, I may mention that our bedding Cal-

ceolaria cuttings were inserted towards the end of October.

They never had the slightest shade. In sunny mornings they

were dewed, as state d above, about ten o'c'ock, and if the

day were bright the process was repeated once or twice.

During the sunshiny part of the day the glasses were

kept close, no air in general then being given unless the

weather was dark and duU ; but aU night through, when there

was no chance of frost, the lights were tilted up at back from

a quarter to half an inch. Those who have not tried it would

be amazed to find how this air at night invigorates a cutting,

and enables it to stand the sun of the following day. 'Wliat

I want to impress is just this, that shade and heat will draw

plants and cuttings, but direct sunlight -will not do so, and
therefore the more sunlight cuttings and plants -will stand the

more robust they will be. It is quite possible to shade plants

until you make tliem vei-y tender and unusually liable to

troubles. With tender plants under glass, the time -nhen they

want a little shading is just after a week or a fortnight of dull

weather -n-hen the sun comes out for a day or two.

Temporary shading is often required, chiefly on sudden

changes of the weather. For this purpose notbuig is better

than light calico. For cheapness nothing equals water with a

little whitening in it—merely enough to colour it. For Feras,

il'C. , I prefer shading with milk and the smallest admixture

of whitening. It may be put on the glass very thinly, and if

yon use one brush for the mixture and a dry bnish to daub it,

you may make it look like ground glass. A little of this should

be put on during a dry sunny day to subdue the glare, except

where much shade is wanted. I have often used such a

mixture iu April, and let it remain until October, as no rains

wash it off ; and when the light was wanted unobscured have
damped the glass and then washed it oft'. For temporary pur-

poses water merely coloured with whitening does very well laid

on quickly with the syringe. This can be swept oft' by a hair

broom when it is necessary. The objection to whitening a

roof in this way is, that should you rrse the water coming oft'

the roof it is sure to be coloured.—R. Fisn.

WILD FLOW'EES IN BLOOM AROUND
. LIVERPOOL AND BIRKENHE.AD.

My time is so fully occupied that I did not take notes before

the 11th of Febniarv-. My Kst, therefore, will not be exactly

correct as to the time of first flowering, as mv observations
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have been limited to juat arouud Liverfjool aud Birkenhead,
\vherea.s a little further inland, in more sheltered situations,

the plants may have put forth their blossoms earlier in the
season. Last year, up to the 1st of March, not more than
three or four plants were to be seen in flower in this neigh-
bourhood ; but this year quite a goodly number gladdened the
eye in what, as a rule, is the windy and diy month of March.

I annex a note of the plants I observed in bloom in the
neighbourhood of Abergele, Denbighshire, whilst there for a
day on the 2yth of March.

—

Kobkbt Brown.

Feb. H. Seuecio vulg

Bcliis pereniiis

TussiJayo Farfai-a

Capsella Bursa-pasturis
Stellaria media
Chiysanthemum ino'Ion
Cerastitim triviale

Ulex europaeus

Euphorbia Hclioscopia
Anagallis anensis

-Ethusa Cynapium
, Veronica heder.efolia

Brassica polymorpha
, Taraxacum officinale

Cardamiue hii-siita

. Chrysospleaiura oppobi
folium

Poteutilla Fi-agai-iastrun

Adoxa Moschatellina
Kanunculua Ficaria
Stacliys arveiisia

Euphorbia PepUs

March 1(5. Spcrijula arveusis
Alchcmiila arvensis
Lamium piu-pureum
Eriophorum au:-,'ustifoliam

Alopecurus prateusis
XiUZula campestris

pUosa
Anemone nemorosa
Primula vulgaris

Hedera Helii

Corjius Avellana
17. Plautago lanceolata

Rumex Acetosella
Geranium moUe

liJ. Prunus spinosa
Saiifra?;a tridactylites

Stellaria Hoiostea
Lychnis diuma

24. Arabis Thahana
Stellaria graminca

April G. Primula caulescens
Erj-timimi AUiaria
Primus institia

7. Eqtusetum aiTense
16. Viola

Plants ix Flowi;k xeai; Abekgele, March 29tu.

-Vuthriscus .sylvestrie

Stellaria media
HouchuH oleracous
Bellis perennis
Tussila,'0 Farfaiu
Cerastium glumeratiim
Gerouinm moUe
Cochleai*ia officinaUs

Capsella Bursa-pastor is

I Euzula campestris
I Medicago lapulina

Prunus spinosa
Braba verna
Ulcx europjEUs
Cerastium trivi.!'-"

Adoxa Moschatclliua
Viola sylvatica
Kibes Grossuiaiia
Corylus Avellana
I'lmus campestris
Arenaria tiinervis

Clirysospleuium oppo^itifoliimi
Stellaria Holostea
Ranunculus s

i
Cultha palustris

' RanuncUus repens

I hoderjtfolia
1 oflifinale

Brassica polymorpha
Planta^;o lanceolata
Seneeio vulgaris
Poa annua
Euphorbia Paralias
Chirsauthemum inudu,
t'ardamine hu'suta
Primula veils

Lamimn purpmeum
Ranunculus Ficaria
Hedera Helix
Saxifi-a5;a ti-idactylites

Putentiila Fragariastrii
Ncpeta Glechoma
Veronica agiestis

Geranium Robertianim
Alcheniilla arveusis
Mercuriahs perennis
Primula vulgaris

Lamium i

Anemone i

C'ardaminc pratensis
Euphorbia Hehoocjpia

GREENHOUSE PLANTS.—No. 9.

Ei'Acins.—This is a geuiis of winter and early-spiing-flower-

iiig plants, very desirable for decorative purposes and for cut
liowers ; those of the Epacris will bear a journey of three hun-
dred miles better than many others. The plants are of easy
i;ulturc, rei[iuiin;,' only a light airy house for their growth.
They are not half so apt to die off as some would lead us to

believe. My accommodation for hardwooded plants is not
great ; in fact all the subjects that I have included, or shall

include, under the head of greenhouse plants are gro^vn in an
ordinary house, light aud well ventilated, with the as.sistance

of a few pits. I consider the aid of pits essential for furnish-

ing a greenhouse or conservatoiy.
I will presume that the plants are obtained in 4J or G-iuch

pots during March or April, or in September. At the latter

period, of course, we secure them in bloom the first season.
Their flowering will be over by the middle of .A^pril ; they
should then be pruned aud carefully watered for a time, or
until they are growing freely. I usually remove my Epacrises
to a pit after pruning. When the bloom is past I remove all

the decayed flowers and any seed-vessels, and cut back the
strong shoots to within 2 inches of theii" origin from the two-
year-old wood, but the small twiggy shoots of not more than
a couple of inches in length are not interfered with. Shoots
of this description ought to be encouraged to as great an extent
as possible by checking the growth of the strong shoots by
frequent stopping.

When removed to the pit—say at the end of April—the

plants are kept just moist, but a gjj-l supply of water is

afforded before they are affected by dryness. Any potting
is best done when the shoots are about an inch long. Turn-
ing the plants out of the pots, remove the drainage carefully,

and loosen the sides of the ball with a pointed piece of wood.
The pots should be well drained to one-fourth of their depth

;

place a large crock over the hole, then some rather large pieces,

and finish off with small. Over the drainage I consider half

au inch of charcoal that vnR passtlu'ough a three-ijuai'ter-inch,

and not a quarter-inch, sieve are excellent. The soil may con-

sist of three parts sandy fibrous brown peat chopped up very
small (the roots aud stems of the heather picked out), and
one part of Ught very turfy loam, with half a part of charcoal
broken to pass through a lialf-inch sieve, aud a Uke proportion
of silver sand. Place enough in the pot to bring the collar of

the plant level with the rim of the pot, put the compost round
the ball, ram it pretty tightly with a piece of lath, and in this

way bring it up to within half an inch of the rim. Large shifts

are not good. A pot 1 to l.J inch larger than that in which
the plant has been previously growing is sufficient. I finish

off n-ith a dashing of silver sand on the surface.

Water carefully after repotting, and take care that the centre

do not become dry, but if the plants are deluged with water
they will soon appear sickly and die-off. When the roots are

pushing freely hi the fresh soil water Uberally, but without
rendering the soil sodden.
In Epacris culture no stakes nor ties are wanted, but stop

the strong shoots when they have grown 3 inches, and repeat
the stopping whenever the shoots attain this length until

August ; then leave it off, and in October, if there are any
young shoots longer than 6 inches, stop them. This wUl keep
the plants very compact, and they will have none of those
long straggUng shoots that flower at the base and for a great

extent at the end are bare of bloom. I even stop such iire-

gular growth during the winter or blooming season. It throws
more vigour into the Uttle stubby shoots, which are mostly
spikes of bloom.
The plants are kept in the pits without heat from April

until the middle or end of September, and have abundance of

air, though for a fortnight or three weeks they are kept rather
close. They are not exposed to the external air at any time. In
this way they make very firm wood, brittle as glass, and flower

remarkably well. I do not advocate placing them in heat to

make fresh growth, nor keeping them close at any time. They
thi'ive better in pits than in houses in summer—I think from
the former having more moistui-e. In the house they have a
light and any position, and come into bloom in November or

December, and continue flowering till April in a temperature
of iO' to 4-5° from fire heat.

In watering Epacrises care should be taken not to pour the
water dh-ectly on the stems of the plants, but just within the
rim, for when it is poured on near the stem, there being few-

er uo fibres there to take it up, it destroys the bark, and the
plants die off at the neck.

A few really good kinds are

—

Eclipse, tube vermiUou, pure white hps, finely recurved. It

is one of the finest.

IJevoniana, blight crimson tube, with paler-tinted h\>^. Fiue.
Hyacinthiflora, bright cai-miue tube aud rose hps. One of

the best.

Carmiuata, bright carmine. Good.
Cai'nea, fiesh-coloiu-ed tube, with paler-tinted lips.

The Bride, pirre w^hite. Fine.
Onosm'tcflora, pure white. E.>:tra, but late.

Delicata, blush, changing to white. Very good.
Limata, rose tube, and pale blush lips.

Miniata spleudeus, vermiUou tube, aud white liiis. I-'iue.

Impressa, crimson tube, aud white lips.

Multiflora, crimson and white.
Ardentissima, crimson.
Alba odorata, pure white aud sweet-scented. Large aud good.
Coccinea, scarlet.

I consider the Epacris the most useful uf all winter and
early-spring-flowering plants.

—

(i. Abbey.

EGYAL HORTICULTUBAL SOCIETY'S
BIRMINGHAM EXHIBITION.

A SENSIBLE letter in the .Joui'ual of the 4th inst., on the

subject of horticultural buildings to be e.xhibited for competi-

tion at Birmingham in .June, induces me to ventiu'e upon a
few suggestions, for the writer declares himself puzzled as to

what is to be the criterion of excellence. The object of the
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prizes offered appears to be improvemeut in the science of

horticulture ; surely, then, the first consideration should be

utility—that is, a house constructed for doing the greatest

amount of work in the best maimer with the smallest amount
uf labour, composed of the best materials and workmanship,

with a view to durability. Secondly, novelty, so far only as it

conduces to tlie above. Thu-dly, cheapness in proportion to

the work done, and goodness of material used. If ornamenta-

tion and elegance of design are to be the criterion of excellence,

the prize becomes one for taste and the longest pocket only,

and has little to do with horticulture per se. If, on the other

hand, cheapness is to be the sole criterion, the worst house

gets the priz3. Like the race, however, in which the last

donkey wins, everyone should in this case be compelled to

build his neighbour's house ; this might save us from these

tumble-down erections. I trust, however, that the Council of

the Royal Horticultural Society will not leave the public long

in the dark on this point.

—

Queky.

VEGETABLE AND FRUIT GROWING.
(Contiitiied from page 307.)

Natl'ke, too, has favoured some districts with climate, to rival

which by artificial means is a very upliill and profitless uuder-
taking. Witness the early products of Cornwall and the Channel
Islands in the London markets ; and the success of the consign-
ments to Glasgow I have already mentioned, and which was no
doubt owing to their forestalling the northern growers, perhaps
only by a few days, but still showing the advantage of earliness

in vegetable-production and the levelling influence of railways.
Around London there are about 12,000 acres devoted to market

gardening, and (iOOO to orchards intermixed with vegetables and
flowers ; for although it is not the practice in the cider and perry
districts to cultivate the orchard ground, it is in those around
London. About 40,000 hands are irregularly employed upon
these grounds. On the chalk formations around Mitcliam, Car-
shalton, and Epsom there are about -500 acres devoted to the
production of herbs, of which Lavender is the pi-incipal. These
crops bi'ing in from i'20 to i'30 an acre annually, altliough the
land on which they grow is not worth more than 30s. an acre for

any other pui^pose. The returns from the suburban market
gardens are sometimes very large and remunerative, arising
more from the enormous crop the land is made to produce than
from high prices. In a very productive year prices are usuallj'

low, and when there is only a partial crop foreign supplies of
fruit and vegetables—all of which come in duty free—keep down
the prices. The only protection tliat native growers now have
is, produce abundantly, and keep down the cost of production.
Most of their grounds are managed with such consummate skUl
and industry, that to offer a suggestion would appear almost like
jiresumption, but I will venture to offer one or two.
From excess of ammoniacal manure a good many of their crops,

both bulbous and Brassica, run more to top and leaf than to root
and head than is profitable. The Brassica tribe are also subject
to clubbing, and the sui-face of the ground to be infested with
Chickweed. Now the whole of these drawbacks can be remedied
by the application of mineral manures, bone-dust, and super-
pnospliate of lime, and that inexpensive article, gypsum. Last
year I tried what the effect would be of London dung applied at
the rate of 100 tons an acre on deeply trenched land, on which I

planted Bovinia Potatoes, 6 feet apart each way ; Long and Globe
Mangel, Swedish yellow and white Turnips, white and red
Carrots, Parsnips, Cabbages, and Maize, at proportionately wide
distances, and the result was a total failure in every case except
the Maize, which reached 8 feet in height, and was well podded.
On another piece of garden ground, trenched two spits deep, and
manm-ed from the farmyard, and dusted at the rate of ?cwt. per
acre with dissolved bones, I dug Bovinia Potatoes at the rate of
2 cwt. per perch, or 10 tons per acre, and some of the tubers
weighed 3 lbs. 11 ozs. each, and many of them 2i lbs. and 3 lbs.
I would also suggest, to economise the valuable orchard grounds
around Loudon, which are being gradually curtailed by build-
ings and railways, that the French espaUer system of training
fruit trees should be adopted, and Ukewise dwarf or busli fruit
trees planted. The latter in windy places are invaluable, and
the fruit can be gathered with little' labour or expense.
In forming new orchards and gardens it is not only necessary

to select the best species, but to propagate from the most
vigorous and productive parent plants. This is as beneficial in
the vegetable as in the animal world, for like produces like, and
establishes what may be called pedigi-ee plants. Thus, the late
Mr. Circuit's celebrated Sovereign Rhubarb arose from one root
which he espied in another man's field, and tempted him to seU
for the sum that gives the plant its name. Fortunes have been
made out of this one root, and one of the largest gr-owers in-
formed me that lie began by planting an acre of it at a cost of
4120, and found it pay. Rhubarb, Uke Potatoes, can be propa-
gated from the seed, but, like them also, it may throw twenty

kinds of Rhubarb, but not a single duplicate of the parent. It

is therefore necessary to propagate from the root to preser\'e a
good sort. If new sorts are required, they must be obtained
from the seed, as in the case of Potatoes, and occasionally a hit
may be made, as was done in Potatoes by the late Mr. Paterson,
of Dundee, when he originated the Victoria and Bovinia. But
when we knov.' that this was the main success of forty years'

perseverance and some hundreds of experiments, there does not
appear much inducement to practical men to be the originators

of varieties. In the case of Vines, I have known instances where
slips from fruitful parents produced twice the weight of Grapes
that were obtained from others of the same variety gromng side

by side, and under the same treatment. The celebrated Fenton
Wheat, which has long been one of the mainstays of Lothian
farming, was originated and propagated in this way liy the
tenant of the farm that gave it its name. Movability of tenant-
occupiers is so entirely incompatible with the high manurial
condition required in market gardens and the establishment of

orchards, that many of the great growers around London are
their own landlords.

(To be continued.)

NOTES OF A VISIT TO MESSRS. CARTER & CO.'S

SEED FARMS.—No. 1.

The season, backward as it had been, was somewhat too far

advanced when last year we visited the extensive seed farms
where Messrs. Carter & Co. raise a large j^roportion of the seeds

which are required to meet their great aimnal demand; but

to those about to sow (and no time could be more favourable

than the present), some notes of the numerous varieties

of the many species there grown may not be \vithout their

utilitj'.

These farms are situated between the Mamiingtree station of

the Great Eastern Railway and Dedham, and there is another
at St. Osyth, eleven miles fmiher south, near the Essex
coast. The Jupe's Hill and East House farms, with another
smaller one, are about 250 acres in extent, nearly the whole of

which is devoted to seed-production. At Jupe's Hill vege-

tables are principally grown, at East House flowers; and there

are few more brilliant spectacles to be met with than the great

masses of the latter when caught at perfection—here scarlet,

there yellow ; here the brightest and purest of blues, there

pm-ple, or ro.se, or a drift of snow-white. At St. Osytli both
vegetables and flowers are cultivated, 132 acres being thus
occujjied ; but as on each of the farms some of the subjects

grown on one are also to be found on the others, or certain

varieties of a plant occur at one jdace and other varieties

of the same plant at another, it will be most convenient to

take the whole of the seed gi-ounds collectively and not
separately.

Taking flowers first, from the extent of gi'ouud, and the
number of Tropieolums grown, it was evident that great import-
ance was attached to them, and special attention bestowed
upon their selection. The Tom Thimib kinds, of such value
for bedding, are gro^^^l by the acre—indeed, on one farm alone
there were half-acre pieces of Tom Thumb Scarlet, Spotted
Tom Thumb, Pearl, Beauty, Crimson Tom Thumb, and how
many more patches there were of the same kinds it would be
difScnlt to say. The finest dwarf scarlet variety was King of

Tom Thumbs, of very compact, free-flowering habit with blue-

green foliage ; Golden King of Tom Thumbs differs only in the
colour of its flowers ; and King Theodore is another of the same
race, with blue-green foliage and very dark flowers. Of the
Lobbianum varieties, Triomphe de Gand was remarkable for

its very bright orange scarlet flowers ; Lilli Schmidt, bright

crimson, was also very fine, and Zanderi nigrum as having
almost black flowers. Imperatrice Eugenie, red, spotted and
striped with yellow, was also very desirable.

For Marigolds both French and African Messrs. Cai-ter are

as celebrated as they are for Tropaolums. Of the excellence

of some of these a short notice appeared in last volume, page
164. Duunett's Tall Orange French was very rich in coloiu',

and there were several beautifully marked dark crimson and
orange or yellow forms. Of thc.\frican sorts the Orange Quilled

was large, very double, and remarkably showy. The Lemon
variety was equally fine, but bemg paler was thrown into the

shade by its richer-coloured neighbour.
CaUiopsis was also well represented in numerous varieties.

Those of C. bicolor (better known as Coreopsis tinctoria),

comprised some very sliowy yellow and crimson flowers, and
some of the plants were so dwarf that they did not exceed
4 inches in height, but it must be remembered that elsewhere
they would probably attain twice that height, as the object
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at a seed farm is not to eneonrage leaf-growth but seeding.

Calliopsis clegans nana, litoot bigh, viitb crimson-eyed yellow
flowers, was bushy and free-flowering ; C. nigra speeiosa nana,
a fine dark crimson ; C. marmcrata nana, dwarfer in habit,

dai-k crimson shading off to yeUow. Braehycome iberidi-

folia, one of the most beautiful half-hardy annuals grown, a

lavender blue, and its white variety, occupied a considerable

amount of space ; and of Candytuft, white, crimson, and
pui-ple, there were gi-eat quarters. The Crimson Candytuft
was remarkably fine, and though effective anywhere, in sub-
m-ban gardens it will not disappoint those who may tiy it, for

it produces a rich mass of colour with no more trouble than
scattering the seeds. Antirrhinums or Snapdragons, especi-

ally those of the very dwarf Tom Thumb varieties, are far too
little grown; sown in pots or boxes covered with glass, or any
cheap substitute for frames or hand-lights, and the plants
fully exposed to the air in favourable weather previous to

planting-out, they will continue in bloom till destroyed by
frost, presenting various shades and mixtirres of scarlet, crim-
son, rose, yellow, and white. Creseia, scarlet, is well worthy
of cultivation on account of its splendid colour. Among the
Indian Pinks it is scarcely necessary to mention the splendid
varieties of Dianthus Heddewigii ; among them we noticed a
pretty semi-double white. D. latifoUus splendens, of taller

growth, is also very fine in colour, dark crimson, with a dark-
lined eye. Alyssum saxatile compactum is one of the best
yellow flowers for rockwork ; and Mesembryanthemum glabrum,
also with yellow flowers, is well suited for the same purpose,
requiring, however, to be raised in heat and planted in a sunny
situation. M. tricolor album, very dwarf, with white flowers,

is another good rock plant.

Petunias treated as half-hardy annuals are so easUy raised
in quantity from seed, and by careful selection come so true to

their colour, that where glass accommodation is not over-
large—and it seldom is—a large number of excellent varieties

can be quickly raised in a small space ; and it may be noted
that those obtained from seed ai'e not so liable to die off as

when a stock is propagated by cuttings. There were a gi'eat

number of double variously-striped and blotched varieties,

gi'own separately and in mixtures. A new rosy magenta variety
with a white eye, called La Superbe, is very fine; so, too, is

Satin Rose, a paler rose, with a light-veined throat. These
are very effective. We also noticed some pretty frmged sorts.

Another half-hardy annual, AcrocUnium roseum, is so beauti-
ful both in-doors and out, that, though now well known, it

should not be passed over ; and of other Everlastmgs there were
quarters of mixed HeUchrysums, white, yellow, and various
shades from pale rose to dark red. The utility of the flowers
for winter decoration is well known. Xeranthemums, which
are also very useful Everlastings, were well represented in the
white, and a new, very dwarf, dark purple variety. Ehodanthe
Manglesii, one of the prettiest of all the Everlastings, it need
laardly be said, was extensively grown.
Sweet Peas and Mignonette are such old favourites that it is

no wonder that they are grown by the acre. Of Invincible
Scarlet Sweet Pea there was about au acre, and of other kinds,
and mixtures of these, probably more than the same extent.
Of Mignonette, besides the common and large-flowered, Par-
Eons's Giant White and the Giant Crimson, the one showing
more white, the other more crimson than the ordinary kind,

are fine varieties. The Hybrid Tree Mignonette, of more up-
right growth, also occupied a considerable extent of ground.
Scabious and Salpiglossis in many varieties seem to be in great
demand ; a new dwarf flesh-coloured variety of the former, and
a black, or nearly black, variety of the latter, were noted as
good.
The value of the many beautiful Xemophilas both for out-

door and in-door culture requires no comment, and we will

merely add it was computed that the length of the rows of

N. insignis alone was fourteen miles. Yu'ginian Stocks, useful
as spring, summer, and autumn-flowering annuals, covered
two acres ; Sweet Alyssum an acre ; and Godetias much more,
owing to the numerous varieties which are grown. Of these
showy flowers G. Whitneyi is one of the finest, having very
large rose-coloured flowers with a large crim.son blotch at the
base of the petals, and the plant is frte-flowering and of com-
pact habit. Godetia roseo-alba is well known—of it there was
a pale lilac variety with a crimson spot at the base of each
petal—so is G. Liudleyana, but both are of somewhat taU
habit : but there are several much more dwarf kinds, as G. rep-
tans TomThumb, white, with a crimson blotch, the plant very
dwarf and free-flowering, in fact a Httle bouquet, and G. rep-

tans grandiflora, white. Besides the above, several other de-

siralle Godetias might be mentioned.

WORK FOE THE "WEEK.
EIICHEN. GAEDEN.

All the principal early crops should be in the ground anc3

properly labeUed, all beds and borders neatly squared off. Box

and other edghigs properly trimmed, and the walks clean and

well rolled. I cannot press too earnestly on young men who

wish to acquire anything like a correct knowledge of their pro-

fession, how necessary it is for them to keep a journal of

every operation performed in the garden in which they are

employed, leavmg sufficient space for each day in their journal

to admit of their appending remarks as to the success or other-

wise of what was performed. A well-kept journal, with judi-

cious remarks on the merits of different crops of fruits, vege-

tables, li-c, would be no mean recommendation for future pro-

motion. If previously delayed, the main crops of Carrots,

Onions, and Parsnip>i should be somi, and adequate propor-

tions of iJrocco/i,Ca»ii/oircr,Cf;f;!/,L<-»Hces,Pars;e!/,Si);nacft,

Turnips, and TJnjmc. Plant Potatoes. Prick-out Cabbages,

Caulijloicers, and Lfttua-s. See that slugs do not destroy

crops as they make thek appearance above ground. Sprmklte-

soot on young Turnips to prevent theii- destruction by the fly.

FKUIT GAKDEN.

The protecting material should be gradually removed fi-om

Peaches, Nectarines, and Apricots, that the bloom may not

suffer by a too sudden exposure. When canvas screens on

roUers are employed, of course they are rolled up by day and

let down each night ; if the nights, however, are warm, screens-

need not be lowered quite down, as a little extra an: by mght

wUl be more beneficial than otherwise to the bloom. Fig trees

should have then- winter protection removed, and be tlu^ie^

and tied. The bloom of the choicest kinds of Pears should

have some protection should frost occur. Where the trees are

agamst walls this is easUy done, but with espaUers and low

standards the difficulty is greater. For low standards a shght

frame, somewhat umbrella-shaped, and covered with cahco or

canvas, may be fixed over each tree. Of course the diameter

of the frame should exceed that of the tree. For espaliers

a width or two of canvas should be fixed on a frame over

theline of trees. If the protection is placed 2 feet above the

trees it will protect them from a rather severe frost proTided

it is not accompanied with wind, in which case screens will have

to be fixed to windward as well.

FLOWEK GARDEN'.

Take advantage of showeiy weather to complete the plant-

ing of deciduous trees and shiiibs without delay, likewise that

of any evergreens left unplanted from the autumn, as from the

present time to the end of the month is the most smtable

season, next to the autumn, for removing most kinds of ever-

greens. In plantmg, avoid exposing the roots to the sun or

drying wind. Mulch immediately after plantmg to prevent

undue evaporation from the soil, as well as to save watering.

A good watering overhead with the garden engine on the even-

ings of bright days will prove of great use to newly-planted

evergreens, and when they are large the stem and some of

the principal branches should havehaybands tied round them,

which, if damped once or twice daily, will keep the bark moist,

and facilitate the flow of sap. Those who have delayed the

completion of planting and other arraugements in the flower

garden, in consequence of cold and ungenial weather, must

push on all such operations to meet the sudden and favourable

change in the weather. Spring has arrived, and vegetation is

singularly rapid. Weeds must be repressed early. Eoll and

mow grass. Look to last year's budded Eoses, and rub off

wild shoots from the stock. Continue preparations for bedding-

out. ^Taere Pentstemon gentianoides has not suffered from

the last ninter, the long stems should be cut back ;
the roots

wiU throw up abundance of young shoots. Delphinium Cferu-

kum and some Dianthuses must not be omitted from the hst

of decorative border plants. Note the colour and effects of

early spring flowers with a view to future arrangement, as

more general attention is now being paid to the spring garden.

As the Auricula truss grows, and previous to the pips expand-

ing, it -mU be necessary to remove the pips which are mal-

formed or overcrowded. This must be done with a parr of

very small sharp-pointed scissors, bearing in mind that the

less they ai-e handled the better. Take care that seedlings

which have just emerged are not exposed to the powerful rays
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of tho sun. Many a promising crop lias been sacrificed by in-

attention to this particular. Continue to put m cuttings ol

Dalilias ;
pot-off those already rooted, and harden such as

are more advanced. Strike Pansy cuttings in the shade, bow

seed in a similar situation.

GEEENHOCSE A^-D CONSEEVATORT.
^ _

Proceed with the staking and tying-out of plants requiring

such assistance, but if former du-ections relative to growing

plants with short-jomted wood be carried out, stakes may m a

great measure be dispensed with ; although some will be neces-

sary to give the plant its desh-ed shape, never use more than

will effect that purpose. Turn each plant frequently round,

that it may not become one-sided. Hardwooded plants should

he frequently examined with respect to their drainage. At this

season uiauy of them are either in bloom—as most of the

Kew Holland plants—or approaching that state, and will, con-

sequently, require a considerable amount of water, more es-

pecially large specimens not shifted smce last season. It will

be obvious that, if the drainage is imperfect, or, on the other

iand, the entire mass of roots does not get equally moistened
^

the death of the plants must soon occur from one or other of
'"^^-^^''S cydonia japonica: "are noV evergreen, bat "very good,

the above causes : hence the necessity of paying attention to ^^ceeea on an east or west aspect except those marked othei-wise.

this important point, particularly when the most dehcate cheistmas Bose add Lily of the Y.u.i.ei after Flowemsg (Em),

plants are the first to suffer. The regular admission of air,
]
-The plants Aooiabe hardened off, and plantrf out m Kood nchh„.ht sou

according to the state of the weather and the period of the

suhiect : -" In the autumn there is one feature pecuUar to Canada—namely,

the crimson tint of the foliage. This eSect is principally produced hy the

leaves of the Maple tree, which torn to a deeper and more vivid red th^
even those of the Vu-ginian Creeper. But the Maple in Canada has another

excellency •, it produces in the spring a valuable sugar, which exudes from the

tree when tapped. The Maple-sugar season is quite an epoch in the year. It

occurs in the early spring, when the first warm weather causes the sap to rise.

An inci-ion is then made in the bari, and the bleeding of the tree takes

place. Two or three frosty nights and warm days are needed at this ensis,

to facUitate the flow of sugar and improve its taste. The fluid is boUed and

becomes solid when cold. But as syrup it is very pure and agreeable. —
(Bishop Oxendcn's " My First Year in Canada.")

Plants fok Wills (Salopian).—The, best and quickest-growing of all

climbers for walls are the Ivies, and of these the Irish (Hedera cananensis),

EngUsh (H. Helix), H. digitata, and H. Biegnenana. Among climbers, not

eve?Kreea, are Ampelopsis hederacea, A. Veitohu, which, with the lyes naniea

and Jasminum nudiflorum, wiU succeed on a north aspect ;
Anstoloclua

Sipho, Lonicera aureo reticulata, CaprifoUum flexaosum, C. Penclymenum,

C sempervirens BrownU and floribundum, Clematis l^ortunei, 0. hybnda

splendida, C. montana major, C. Jackmamii, and C. Vitalba-the last wiU

on a north aspect—Wistaria sinensis and its variety alba, aud Jas-

offlcinale grandill rmu. i: , r -rccn plants not climbers are Berbens

stenophylla, -Buddlea ^.1 » -, ' : hus flonbundus, 'C. papiUosus •C. m-

te°ernmus CerasusLaiu i.i ' ' ' , ,,,;a. Cotoneaster microp yUa, Crattegus

pfracantha, Escallonia n^i Ki..ii>;i, i; -landulosa, 'Gaiiya eUiptica, Ligns-

trum iaponicum, MagnoUa grandillora, Exmouth vaiiety ;
and Photima serru-

- •- - south or south-west aspect. Vibarnum sus-

All will

day, will not only be advantageous to the health, but conduce

to the preservation of the blossom, of the many elegant plants

•which decorate conservatories at this tmie. Continue to shift

.those greenhouse plants which require it. Pelargoniums aud

Calceolarias for early blooming may be kept comparatively

close and syringed daily.

BTOTE.

The cUmbers in this house wiU require daUy attention.

Shift Achimenes, Gesneras, and pot others for succession.

Orchids will require greater humidity, as the increasing power

-of the sun will induce a more rapid evaporation. Provide

efficient material for shading every portion of the house,

and proceed with the potting and general regulatiofl of the

plants. Dendrobium nobUe will remain in bloom for a length

.of time if removed to the stove.

PITS.

Scarlet Pelargoniums, Petunias, Verbenas, aud other plants

ior bedding-out should be removed to a cold frame, that a

bardy habit may be induced preparatory to being planted out.

Pot-off annuals and cuttings generally. Give air abundantly

to Neapolitan Violets.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OP THE LAST "WEEK.
We very much regret, and so will our readers, that iHness

iias prevented Mr. Fish sending his usual contribution this

week.

TKADE CATALOGUE EECEIVED.
William Paul, Waltham Cross, London, ^.—Catalogue of

jSoseSy Pelargoniums, Camellias, Azaleas, d-c.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
K.B.—^Many questions must remain unanswered untU next

week.

Eemoviso Greenhodse (W. R. TT.).—You cannot remove any part of it

l)ut the moveable sashes. You may take these away, but all the brickwork,

forick floor, and woodwork you cannot legally take away.

Waste Land by Railways (Tioo Gar(ie«rs).—We believe that the land

is let in places. Write to the SecretaiT of any line yon prefer, and ask the

Thinning Pears (W. C.).—In doing this it is highly desirable to leave the

iruit evenly distributed over the tree. If the clusters of blossom are thickly

ylaced, we leave only the terminal fmit. If it is desirable to leave three

iniit, as in your illifetration, we would, besides the terminal one, leave the two

at y and z. We have sometimes left Pears hanging in clusters of from three

to five, but the fruit was not so fine as that distributed evenly over the tree.

In thinning, it is well to leave the best-looking fruits.

Peach Tree Shoots Dying (A Constant Reader).—The roots being out-

side are too cold and torpid to supply sufficient sap for the rapid growth of

(the shoots inside the house. Put a heap of fermenting dung over the roots

for a week or more to thoroughly warm the soil ; then remove the heap, but

keep the soil's surface mulched 2 or 3 inches deep, and let the mulch remain
on throughout the summer.

Croquet La^vn Tdfty and Bare (J. Darnton).—Top-dress the lawn with

a mixture of earth and leaf mould, rake it smooth, sow at once Small Yellow

Clover (Trifohum minus), at the rate of 6 lbs. to tho acre, and then roll it.

Write to Mr. Wragg, Stoke Park, Ipswich, for information about the eggs.

Redness of Leaves in Canada (F. P.).—The red autumnal tint is espe-

cially caused by the leaves of the Maple. The following extract is on the

border shaded from the noonday sun. They should be watered after

plantin", and in dry weather. They will not be suitable for growing m pots

next year, but after a season's growth in the open air may be used again

for pot cultui-e.

Plants for Covering a Trellis (W. R. P.j.-Bignonia raclicans and

Aristolochia Sipho are not suitable for a screen m the °P'=°
J'^'^;,""

'"='

the former requires a south waU, and the latter a west one. We should have

the plants naied in the answer to "A Young lisodtr " in to-day s Journal,

which see. They will all serve your purpose.

EOOTED CoTTINGS OF GERANinMS AND CALCEOLARIAS (6. H. IT.).—ThOSB

which are rooted will be available for this year, but the unrooted will not.

Procm-e rooted cuttings at once, place them singly in small pots
;
set the

Geraniums in a frame over a gentle hotbed, keep them close and shaded until

estabUshed, then admit an- freely, and by the end of May they will be good

plants. The heat of the bed need not be more than Go , or, faibng that, a cold

frame wUl suit, only thev will not start so freely. The Calceolarias will suc-

ceed in a cold frame, and instead of being potted they may be planted 3 inohos

apait in good rich soil made fli-m, keeping close and shaded until estabUshed;

then admit air freely, and harden well ofl before planting out. They wiU Uower

finely from July to the end of the season, but no time must be lost m pro-

curing the rooted cuttings.

CLIMBERS FOR LATTICEWORK (A Youno Rmdsrj.-You do not say whether

the latticework is in the open giound or against a wall. We should plant it

with Clematis Fortunei, 0. Helena, C. hybrids splendida, C. Jackmanni, Capri-

foUum Periclvmeuum, and C. sempervUens floribundum, with some cUmbmg
Eoses, as Dundee Kambler, Ruga, Queen of the Belgians Ayrshire Roses

;

Madame d'Aiblay, Hybrid ClunbUig; and BusseUiana, Multiflora race, ino

only way to remove the grass growmg ammgst the Aiyssum will be to pull

it up by the roots as much as possible ; and if that cannot be done without

DuUm" up tho Aiyssum as well, you may reduce the growth of the giTiss by

pulling ofl the tops when they can be laid hold of by the hand, and this i;e-

peatediy done mav enable the Aiyssum to outgrow the grass. In the holes m
the waU we do not know what you could plant, unless you were to fill them as

weU as you could with soil, and plant seedling WaUflowers, Lmana Cymba-

laria and L. alpina. The smaU wood Ivy would be good. You cannot raise

Cucumber plants unless you can command light as well as heat, therefore

the place over the boUer wiU not suit.

Mignonette for Winter Flowering (A Lovir of Flowers).—We sow

earlv m May in a pan of light turfy loam, with the addition of one-thu:d leal

soU'and a sixth ol shai^ sand. The pan is placed m a frame ;
when the seed-

liu'-s appear air is admitted freely. The plants, when an mchhigh, are potted

in 3-mch pots, and phiced m a cold frame on coal ashes. They are watered

as requUed, aud when the pot becomes full of roots they are shifted mto

4-mch pots. They are afterwards kept in the frame with abundance of dli.

and are watered overhead every evening. When they need a support we give

them a small greeu-pamted stick about 2 feet high, tie the mam stem to that,

and pmch out aU the flowers as they show up to September, at which time

we have them in 8-inch pots. They ai-e shifted into 6-mch pots when those

4i inches in diameter are full of roots; aud by the bcgimnng of October they

are nice plants about 2 feet high and 18 inches to 2 feet through. They flower

throughout the wmter, but to do so aU the spikes should be cut as they come

into flower,and none ought to be aUowed to seed. The plants need tymg,^
the shoots are very brit'tle. The soU we use is two P"''? I'S" '"''y

.

"^
chopped up rather small but not sifted, one part leaf soU, half » P*'' oW
hotbed manme aud a free admixture of sand. Sometimes, but not always,

we add a Utile sandy ptat. In ;;ro«iug Mignonette it is uaportant ;o water

onlv when needed, never to allu-.v the plant to flag, but also never to soddea

the soil. Plenty of air and li-ht are requu-ed, and for flowering a tempeiatme

of 45' at night. The kmd we grow most is the Large-flowered Pyramidal.

The New White (Parsons's) we shaU grow more extensively this season.

Tea Koses (A Constant Suhsaiber).—'Fovcei Boses the second year ought

to have more than three or four blooms on at a time, but this wiU not be

accompUshed merely by pinching back.^ They want to^be jepotted mto good

BoU, to be plusou Lo o= M..-" — „ the openVound, and to have the wood weU ripened.

Car4 should be taken not to aUow the soU to be soured by worms. Give o

:
them up too much,guano added to prevent fungus, is as good as any.

necessary. Above aU do not weaken plants by di-a

and giving too much dry heat.

HoNEYDEW (J. G. K.).—B.ea,t attended by dryness of the soil is veiy

liable to produce an imnatm-al exudation upon the leaves of some plants, and

is nopulirlv known as honevdew. It is somewhat analogous to that outburst

of blood which in such seasons is apt to occur to man, and arises from the in-

creased action of the secretory aud cu-culatory system, to which it aaoioa
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relief. There is this gi-eat and essential difference, that in the case of plants
the extravasation is upon the surface of the leaves, and in proportion, conse-

qnently, to the abundance of the estraded sap are their respiration and diges-

tion impaired. Sponge the leaves, and then more moisture both in the soil

and air of your orchard house will probably prevent the honeydew.

AtJcuBA Seeds ( ),—The seeds "will probably produce both female and
male plants, and if these are allowed to grow near together the pollen of the
males will fertilise the others. As the male flowers usually open earlier than
the female, to insure fertility some pollen should be preserved between folds of

blotting paper, to be applied by a camel's-hair pencil to the female flowers
when these are expanded. Write to Mr. Turner, of Slough, or Mr. Ware, of

Tottenham, about the Polyanthuses.

CoiTPOST FOR Vine Border {T. E. P.).—^We do not approve of many in-

gredients beingmixed up in the compost for a Vine border. Half a hundred-
weight of inch bones added to each cartload of your turf would make the best
medium for Vine roots to work in. As your " Infusoria guano" shows nearly
96 per cent, of organic matter and silica, you might mix a small portion of it

with your compost. The best way to use guano for Vines is to sow it on the
sm-face, and water it in when the Vines are in full growth.

Figs on Back Wall of Vixery (A Subscriber).—Figs will succeed in such
a position better than any other fruit we know. Plant them in good txuiy
loam. Figs ai-e apt to be unfi-uitful if planted in a rich compost, unless the
roots are confined to pots, in which case the compost should be turfy loam,
crushed bones, and a Uttle rotted manure.

Destroving Woodlice (X. Y, Z.).—We should not despair of destroying
them by trapping, even where their numbers are great. Pouring boiling
water on them can also be practised where the water will not come in contact
n-ith plants. A few Bantam fowls will devom* these and other insects, but
will damage many things by their scratching.

•Thalictrum adiantoides Treatjiest (C. a. S.).—lt is perfectly hardy
and is an herbaceous perennial, requiring to be grown in sandy loam, with
the addition of leaf soil and sandy peat. It is propagated by di\'ision early
in spring. Hai-den-off the plants before planting out. It will soon be mined
in a house with the temperature you name. T. anemonoides flore-pleno is

an exceedingly pretty flower, with very delicate and elegant foliage, and great
numbers of Ranunculus-like snow-white buds.

Geranttui Leaves Spotted (31. A. 3/.).—The leaves sent have the ap-
pearance of being spotted by the sun's rays striking on them whilst wet.
Admit ail- more freely, bo as to have the leaves dry before the sun has much
power. Sometimes the spotting arises from growing the plants in too rich
soil, and watering them too abundantly at the roots, together with a Idw
temperature and close moist atmosphere. We think that in your case it

arises from sprinkling overhead. Give more air and keep drier.

Clesebebs for Shading GREEN-HorsE (WaUrloo).—V^e have the follow-
ing, and find them first-rate, never giving us any trouble as regards insects,
and they are not syringed:—Tacsonia molUssima, T. Van-Volxemi, Passiflora
cperulea racomosa rubra, P. Imperatrice Eugenie, P. Comte Nesselrode,
P. Countess Guiglini. They give us all the shade required, and are fine

flowering climbers. They will succeed if gi-own in pots, but are best planted
out. Ours are now quite a sight—the shoots hang from the roof as climbers
ought, in a month will be all in bloom, and they continue throughout the
season. They are admired by everybody.

Leptosiphon partially Slug-eaten (J. J. J?.).~As the plants are only
just appearing, sow again, covering the seeds vei-y sUghtly, and dust the sur-
face with quicklime. There are drawings and descriptions of in-door plant
cases in our Journal, vol. ii., page 130, and vol. iii., page 123. The heights of
Geraniums (Pelargoniums) are stated in the " Cottage Gardeners' Dictionary."

Patenting and Registering (W. H. Farendon).—Write to some Patent
Agency office. We have no information on the subject.

Flower-garden Plan (Tf/ro).—We never undertake planting, we only
criticise that proposed. Send a plan planted as you intend, and we will state
our opinions on it.

Bark of Vine Joints {P. C).—The Golden Champion is very vigorous,
and we do not think that the slight decayed spot on some of the joints will
spread so as to be injurious. We beUeve it to be a consequence of the
growth being more rapid than the roots can supply sap to maintain. We
should put a shght plaister of clay and soft soap on each spot, and keep the
air of the house less moist and more cool.

Insect on Peach Trees {J. E. P.).—The night marauder is a weevil-
Ciurculio oblonguB. It hides in the soil and holes in walls during the day-
Spreading a sheet beneath the tree at night and jan-ing the branches to make
the weevils fall is the only remedy.

Names of Plants (D.£. S.).—1, Polygala Chamrebuxus; 2, Pulmonaria
officinaHs; 3, Dielytra formosa ; 4, Arbutus Unedo; 5, Amelanchier cana
densis; 6, Polygala'DaLmaisiana ; 7, Linnm trigynum. (CamjVc).—A variety
of Lady Fern. Athyrium Fillx-fcemina var. moUe. {R. B. L.).—\, Possibly
some Blechnum, but Uke No. 3, it is undeterminable ; 2, Cyrtomium falcatnm;
4, Nephrolepis tuberosa. (R. Marifs).—No Ranunculus, as the leaves or leaf-

lets are opposite. More like a submerged leaf of some CEnanthe or other
tTmbeliifer.

POITLTEY, BEE, Km) PIGEON CHROinCLE,

TEEATMENT OF FOWLS BEFORE AND
DURING EXHIBITION.

On the few occasions, hitherto, when I liave sent birds to ex-
hibitions I have had to do so under the most unfavourable
circumstances, having had to take them in the first place from
pens of bare earth only a few feet square which formed their
ordinary abode. Under such circumstances it is not easy to get
the vigorous health which birds on a good grass run almost
always enjoy ; yet I have never had a bird returned me from
a show any the worse, and have frequently wondered at the
bitter complaints I often see of disease and death. But we live

and learn; and after the discussion on_thiR subiectcarj-ied on by
"A Winner of Foue Cup.=:," " Ajuteub," Mr.|.Jame3 Clark, and

Mr. Nicholls, I wonder no longer. My only wonder is that more
fowls do not die.

I have reason to believe that Mr. NichoUs's description of the
treatment of many birds is not overdrawn; but I wish to re-
mark that no first-class poultryman ever treats his fowls in that
way, or now endeavours to obtain the utmost degree of obesity.
Even when no other ill results follow, I have often noticed
where there are really good judges, that such birds are virtually
(and very properly so) disqualified, being what is known as " out
of condition," for the plumage of such pampered birds is in-
variably " soft," and lacks the beautiful glossy look of th&
healthy fowl. These are the cases which get " starved to death "

if delayed a few hours on the return journey, whereas last

October I sent a couple of pullets to a lady in Ireland, which
from some mistake were foirr days on the road, but arrived iii

perfect health and with first-rate appetites. An occasional loss

cannot be avoided, as a cold building may give roup to a deHcate-
breed; but as to fowls dying of " starvation " from any delay
that could possibly occur in returning, it is simply nonsense if

they are in ordinary health and vigour-.

Penning, however, is of the greatest use before exhibition.
Either a room maj' be set apart, or, failing that, pens resembling
those used at shows provided, only larger—say about 3 feet

square. In these, after washing, the fowls may with marked
benefit be confined for two or three weeks before exhibiting;
but the object is not to make weight, but to put on gloss and con-

dition, and to get the birds clean. The food must be plain oat-

meal or other meal, mixed stiff with boiling water every morn-
ing, and some good grain at night, with a httle hempseed or
buckwheat to finish with. It is of the greatest importance not
to overfeed, giving just as much as the birds will eat up quickly,

and then clearing all surplus away. Two or three times a-week
some linseed stewed into a jeUy should be added, to give gloss,

and a Uttle meat now and then will keep up the appetite and
spirits ; but appetite should never be more than satisfied. Thus
treated, the birds will go on improving for weeks, and retain

the highest health. One pair of my puDets were never out of a
pen from a fortnight before the Ci-ystal Palace Show tiU they
returned from Birmingham; one bird when first put in had
hardly recovered from a severe cold of weeks, nearly mnning
into roup ; but they both came back from Bu-mingham better
than ever, and with first-rate appetites.

What is needed in the pens is not sand, which is nearly use-
less, but coarse clean gravel or grit, such as is used generally at

Birmingham. The objection to it is, that white fowls, especially,

get dirty upon it, and to avoid this a large handful of chaff cut
very fine should be sprinkled over the grit. If the pens are
covered in this way the birds will scratch about a good deal,

which gives them exercise, and get cleaner and cleaner evei-y

day. Of course, every morning the whole must be scraped out
and fresh put in. The pens at shows should be supplied in just

the same way. Grit alone gives neither cleanliness nor exercise ;

chaff alone does not help digestion, but, as far as my experience
goes, by using both I beheve fowls might be penned in a cage
a yard square for almost any time in reason, and come out look-

ing better than they went in, provided insects be keep away,
Mr. Clark is quite right as to the necessity for coarse grit, even
to holding particles the size of large peas, which so far as I have
observed seems the favourite size for swallowing, and will all be
picked out in the course of the day.

I feel bound to say that at veiy few shows fowls are fed as:

they ought to be. I particularly noticed at Birmingham, that
in all the Asiatic classes just the same rations were given to the
pairs of hens as to the single cocks ; and as even a single hen
eats far more than a cock, the consequence was that while most
of the cocks had left more or less food, the hens and pullets

were ravenous. Here what was wanted was simply a httle

thought, the food being of the best quality, and this mistake of
not considering what there is in each pen is very common. In
spite of this, I do not think unpampered fowls would often be
injured by any ordinary show treatment ; but so far as my
observation goes, the cases of indigestion and blackened comb
to which reference has been made, are almost always caused by
carelessness with the water supply, and generally the first even-
ing. The birds ai-rive from their joirmey, and find a full water
tin in their pens. Those which are very thirsty drink this

entirely up the first thing, and thus distend their crops with
fluid before they eat a morsel ; the comb goes black almost at

once, in the case of birds at aU out of condition, and gi-eat care

is needed to save the fowl. In fact such birds have now what
is known at home by the name of "soft" or " swelled crop,"

and in the same way—by excessive drinking after thirst ; the
contractibiUty or tone of the organs is gone, and hence the
mischief.

All these things may be avoided without any additional trouble,

to show committees. Let the pens be floored, as I have said, with
coarse clean gi-avel or giit first, and fine chaff on the top of it.

The evening of reception let the water tins for single birds be
only one-quarter, and for pairs only one-half full. This especially

is of the gi-eatest importance. Let the best fresh oat or barley-
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meal be used for the morninfr, and the best ^h^at or small

maize for the evening feed, the fowls being fed ^.th ]«lgment

according to the occupants of the pen and aU l^emg fed la ner

sparingly than otherwise. Above all, let the water be looked to

unfailingly throughout, that thirst may not occur and catise 'he

birds to drink to excess, which always causes purging as weU as

other evUs ; and if a Uttle can be given four tmes a-l'iy 't wiU

be much better than fiUing the vessels twice. I repeat, in nine

cas"s out of ten it is mismanagement in the water supply wliich

does the mLchief, joined pirhaps with E^sty sloppy ood^

The latter should always be very stiff or Sry, and that is one

.-reat advantage in using oatmeal over barleymeal, as it gets

drier after it is mixed, while barleymeal does not.

If a small turf, even 2 inches square, can be put in each pen

dailv it has a wonderful effect, and at smaU local shows this

"an always be done. In large ones, the best plan is to give daily

a sUce of tarnip, beet, or mangold, or a few shreds of the same

as delivered by a cutter for sheep. Cabbage is not safe foi

many fowls, being too much of a purgative, and is also more

trouble, but not to give some fresh vegetable food at any large

show is absolutely inexcusable.
^ . ,, ii

A poultry club might do much good in this as m other things,

(by printing a few plain rules for show-management and sending

to committees, with an inquiry whether they would be followed,

.or what other system would be adopted. Then aU exhibitions

which were stated to be fed and conducted as authorised by the

-oocietv would so far have a claim to the confidence of exhibitors,

and would find it worth while to state the fact. It is m such

ways, rather than by any direct pecuniary quid pro quo, thut i

think the members might receive fuU value for their subscrip-

rtions, while thev had the consciousness of conferring substantial

.benefit on all.—L. Weight.

JUDGING BABBITS AT NORTHAMPTON.
I NOTICE in your Journal of the 4th inst. a letter from Mr-

S G Hudson, Hull, on the above. I have personally investi-

.^ated the matter, as it affects not only the honoiu- of two

Individuals, but also collaterally the welfare of our show for the

ifnture ; and I say once for all, that if I had found, or had had the

least suspicion of any improper conduct on the part of any one

of the Committee, I should at once have demanded his expulsion

ox withdrawn my name from the Society, and should have pub-

lished in the London journals my reasons. It is perfectly true

one of the Committee who was also an exhibitor did assist the

Judge, not in the way insinuated by Mr. Hudson's letter, but by

taking the Rabbits from the pens for Mr. Eayson's inspection,

and to assist him in measuring when that was required. I admit

this was wrong, being an act which would no doubt tend to fan

to a flame the spark of dissatisfaction in the minds of some un-

successful exhibitors when once it was known ; but as far as Mr.

Rayson is concerned I am perfectly satisfied he was not biased

in his judgment by the person who assisted him, and I would

stake a largo sum on the honour and integrity of the person

who is accused of having succeeded in making the -Judge alter

his opinion. I have a letter from the Judge, with whom I have

<;ommtmicated, and he flatly denies he was in any way interfered

-with. I have seen his assistant, and he likewise states that he

not only performed his duties in sUence, so far as the judging of

the Rabbits was concerned, butdenieshavLngboastedin the words

.alleged by some one unknown at present. Now, to this I will

^add my testimony, which is, that the Babbits were fairly and

equitably judged by the Judge himself, and no one else, and I

iurther believe he would at once have appealed to me if any

rattempt had been made to bias his opinion.

So much for that part of Mr. Hudson's letter, and now we
oome to something which is not true. The man in the clouds

(for all we know at present), says, " Those of the Committee who
exhibited, and Northampton folks, seemed to monopoUse the

prize Ust." Thi.? I flatly deny, and as the proverb has it, " "What

ES written stands." I refer Mr. Hudson, the exhibitor who
wrote to him, and the man in the clouds who talked to the ex-

hibitor, to the Ust of awards published in your Journal, and they

will then see that what has been said is untinie. I find only

three second prizes and two third prizes were taken out of eigh-

teen, one three-guinea cup, one two-guinea cup, and one silver

dnedal.
In conclusion, I leave the matter in the hands of the exhibi-

tors of Rabbits at our show, and feel assured they will not join

vnih Mr. Hudson in the suspicions he has raised, but do believe

they will join with me in an expression of sorrow that he has

been so undoubtedly misled by something which somebody over-

heard and communicated to somebody else, and, what is still

worse, was made the means of advertising that which is not true.
—^W. HusiPHBEYS, Secretary to Northnynpton Show.

DEAGOONS.
In you- Journal of the 4th inst. Mr. G. South gives us his

opinion upon the standard of a Dragoon, respecting which I beg

to differ from him. In the first PJace, the colour of tbe beak

entirely depends upon the colour of the bird An mch and a half

's too short for the'length, and the wattle should be almost ml.

The eye wattle should not be pinched but even smooth cir-

cular, and always of a fleshy colour. The i>'^<^k sh^^lt
shoi^fl

the length of a Carrier, and of equal carnage The bars nhould

not be broad, but as narrow as you can possibly get them and

in both Blues and Silvers raven black.—John G. Dunn, A en

-

castle-upon-Tyiie. .

r-We have omitted all your critique on " C.iBRiER. He is

entitled to write anonymously if he pleases, and 1"^ ?P">^^^

may be approved or disapproved as other Dragoon fanciers may

estimate them.—Ens.]

FROSTEELEY POULTEY AND PIGEON SHOW.

The annual Exhibition of poultry and Pigeons at Frosteriey,

Durham, was held on the 14th Considering tlieprizes offered

the entries were numerous, and m some classes the birds were

good The Committee intend to make the schedule a more

attractive one for the future.
„„„i;f.r

The two winning pens of Spayiish were of excellent a^ahty,

in fact quite up to the standard ; and the class for Blue Spanish

(Andalusian) v^as also noteworthy. Dorkmgs
-""^.f

8°°*'
as a

with the exception of the first-prize birds, not Y<^U
jl^™'^' ^^^.

rule a Silver or HaH-silver cock being mated Y^tl^/
"^tv

coloured Dark Grey hen. The Cochins were of fan quahty,

and the Brahmas good. There was also a moderate show of

Game, and the cup for the best pen shown by a lo^^l e?iA.tor

was awarded to a perfect pair of Brown Reds I^^ ^uokwmgs the

colour was all that can be wished for, but they were iiot neaily

so sound in hand as the Beds, and the only other notewoithy

bird was a Brown Bed cockerel of very promising ^'^.^litjeS:

In all the classes of Hamburghs the winners were very good

and in fine condition, and the whole of the Folands were noticed

in the nrize and commendation Ust.
. , ,, l- „

Game Ba^toms were the largest class but with the exception

of the winners, they were poor. In the class or hens a pair

of Brown Red Game were first and Dorkings second, ihe

Guima Fowls were uniformly good, as also the Ay esbury I^«cis,

and the winning Rouens were Tery large and good in jolo^r-

There were but four classes ior Pigeons, and with tbe excep

tion of the first-prize Carriers, the Blue Pouters, and Red

Turbits in the Variety class, they were but poor in quauty.
^

°G7ME.-Cocfe.-l, R. Cbariton. 2, .T. Fenwick, Staahope. Cocl^erel.~l, T.

^'hISborgot -«oli«r^pS.-d"-ll knd -/w.'w. milfield. Fence Houses 2

W AttSTson Sih'.r-v<''n,.il,:,l.-), J. Feu^ylek, Stanhope. 2, Buglasj and
y;,-„- ^ h Til, I. 1. ill • a Hoil"son, Evenwood.Wmiamson. i>

,

I .' '

m, ,; _] G. English, Frosteriey. 2, T. Preston,

Bistop Aucki;,,,
. ,(I«J.-1, J. Pearson, Bishop Auckland. 2, J.

Taylor, fcc, Ji. i. i;
- '

;-
I');

B,j,,„g3 & -svini^mson. i>!i<-, P. Swindle,

A,^?'-''^T;l5,',.Vai\Cwili;msonTjT. Proud. Bishop Auckland. ^
^gSb BA^Ss-iBta'w YrS'a'ii other Eed,.-l. W. Atkinson. 2, W.

Gre^Tow Law. he. C. E. Morgan: R. MUburn ; W. Brown. Any other

''?of4'i;^V/ Hi'l-\"f. V,ckSs°°2. waller & Wilkinson. /,., B. Morson ;

Mrs Wilkinson. BucWcrwade ; J. Taylor, BolUhope.
-^ i„t

GiiNErBlEDS-l, J. Gihson, Stanhope. 2. J. Dohson, Sunnyside. he, J.

Vii.keri Froslerley. W. Wilkinson, Frosteriey. „ „.. t- . , r,,

n,?r^\-Mesbimi -I. Waller & Wilkinson. 2, T. Gibson, Froaterlej, he,

n Gard^T FrosTerley: J. Eobson. Batts. Frosteriey. Kou«l.-l, Miss J.

?iin?30D2'T V.Johnson. Frosteriey. )ic. W. Simnson ; J. Bewley. Froster-

ITi.J.^okf. Sny-othcrrarictu:--l, WaUer 4 Wilkinson, Stanhope. 2. J

Young, he, C. E. Morgan.

Mr. E. Hutton, Pudsey, Leeds, was the Judge.

SILVEE DEAGOONS' BAES.

As vet not one word has appeared why the precedent I quoted

in my former letter should not be upheld. In addition to the

shows I then named, the second-prize birds at Northampton

and the first at Walsall had brown bars. ,, . , ,.

Unquestionably no one has been so successful m breeding

and exhibiting Silver Dragoons as Mr. PercivaU, for, out of the

shows I have named, this gentleman was first at Birmingham

18e7_8-9 ; first at Manchester in 18G7, and bred the birds wnth

wliich Mr Graham was first at Birmingham in 1870, Mr. Per-

civaU also exhibiting Silvers that year, the whole of these birds

having brown bars. As Mr. Graham says Mr. PercivaU has

Ion" since expressed his opinion that Silver Dragoons shoiUcl

undoubtedly have black bars, I should be glad if he would in-
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form me aud the fancy at large why Mr. Percivall has changed
his miud on this subject. Perhaps Mr. Grah:ira -n'ould also

kindly state where aud what prizes he himself has won with
l)rown-harred birds.

Mr. Graham says my remark about the black bar on a light

body, nearly white, is simply absurd to all who know anything
at all about the breeding of Silvers ; if so, how is it that so suc-

cessful a fancier as Mr. Graham has never (as far as my personal
experience has been, and I have visited many shows) exhibited

other than brown-barred birds until he purchased the second-
prize pair at the last Crystal Palace Show, Mr. Graham himself
exhibiting brown-barred birds there ? The colour of the bar of

these birds, too, which Mr. Graham writes up as black, is not
black—far from it. At the Crystal Palace Show I personally

iieard these birds denounced as not being the proper colour for

a Silver Dragoon, and at Birmingham a consultation of several

leading fanciers of the midland counties was held at the front

of this very pen of birds, and they unanimously pronounced
them to be a pair of washed-out Blues with bad-coloured bars.

Mr. Graham says my want of success in breeding black-barred
birds is my want of knowledge how to match them, and pro-
ceeds to teU me how the black bar can be produced easily

enough ; for his good intentions I am obliged, although my own
experience, as will be seen below, has proved his theory to be
worth nothing. I do not think matching Blue to Silver is very
new information ; if there is anything in what Mr. Graham
says, the black bar, instead of being the exception, would be
the rule.

For Mr. Graham's information I wiU state that six years ago
I commenced breeding Silver Dragoons from a blue-rumped
cock, with a distinct and well-defined bar, mated to a Silver

hen bred from a Blue ; their offspring were two Silvers with
brown bars. These I again matad, one to a blue-rumped bird,

and the other to a Silver, and the produce of all were Silvers
with brown bars. Again, I put the produce of the last-named
blue-rumped bird to a white-rumped Blue ; again the produce
had brown bars. I have also crossed the Silver cock bred from
the above crosses with a blue-rumped hen, and with the same
result. In fact, I may say I have bred them in all ways a fancier
^ould suggest to improve the Silver, at the same time having
due regard to a distinct and well-defined bar. For the first four
years I never sold a single bird I bred, but purchased others to

eross with them, and the results of the six-years breeding have
been brown bars. I have in my loft at the present time Blue
Silvers with brown bars, all descended from blue-rumped cocks
aud Silver hens in the way Mr. Graham suggests, and several
of them I can trace back for four generations bred from Blues.
On this experience I based my remarks that it was next to an
impossibility to produce a light body, nearly white, with a
black bar. Not only is this my experience in Dragoon-breeding,
but a friend of mine, who has had twenty years' experience
before me, says his views coincide with mine. If Mr. Graham
will only look back, he will find I was breeding Silver Dragoons
a long time before he commenced to exhibit Dragoons.

I wiU also add, I can breed black-barred birds as easily as I
have my brown-barred ones ; but the question'at issue is. Which
is right, the brown bar which won all the prizes formerly, and,
consequently, which all fanciers have followed for years past,

or the black bar, which has no precedent to back it up, and is

only wanted by one or two who wish to lead the fancy ?—H.
Allsop, 51, Sjjencer Street, Binningham.

BARB AND FANTAIL PAIEED AND BREEDING.
I FIND authors almost invariably agree that the offspring of a

Barb and a Fantail will be mules, aud therefore will not breed
with another Pigeon. There is at present in this to'w'n a Black
cock Pigeon, the offspring of a Black Barb cock and a White
hen Fantail, which has bred several nests of young ones, and is

still breeding with a common Dovehouse Pigeon. I do not
question the authority nor the grounds on which these writers
rest their opinions, but the above are facts that have come under
my own observation.—A. G.

[A mistake is easier made than rectified. An iintnith, even
when proved to be such, is stiU believed in ; sometimes, as in
the above instance, because the false statement has necessarily
been made first, and the correction has not reached as far nor
been read by so many. Wilkes once said, referring to his dis-

advantage of an ugly small-pox-marked face, that still, such was
the charm of his manners, "he was only half an hour behind
the handsomest man in England." I have always doubted that,

because half an hoiu's start is sometimes everything iu the race
of life. Thus, two friends were sweet upon the same lady—(a

fact this). One told the other he meant to go at once aud pro-
pose to her. His friend advised him to go first aud buy a pair
of gloves and a new hat and tie, as he would look better and be
imore likely to be accepted. Taking the advice, he went off to
Jmitter, glover, and draper. Newly rigged out, he was half an
hour after at the lady's door, where he met his fiieud coming
<rai with a smiling face. " What have you been here for ?" said

he. " Well, I have been and proposed to Miss M and am
accepted

;
you are half an hour too late." Now what has all

this to do with Barbs breeding with Pigeons ? Well, both are
in the Dove line, at any rate.

This error in regard to Barbs breeding with Fantails and
their young not being prolific, is happily not a mistake of the
old English -m-iters on fancy Pigeons. They were not, indeed,

very good naturalists, as they stated that all the varieties of

fancy Pigeons were derived from the Stock Dove, whereas they
come from the Rock Dove ; still, they did not state that any
varieties would do other than cross-breed productively. Some
French writers are said to have stated that the Tiu'bit will not
cross-pair successfiiUy with other Pigeons, and, says Mr. Brent,
" Some German writers ailirm that the cross between the Fan-
tail and Barb are unproductive inter se, from which they argue
that they must be distinct species, and not mere varieties."

Both these are simple mistakes. A friend of Mr. Brent's proved
the cross to be easy and fertile, and Mr. Charles Darwin did the
same. It is simply a case of a correction not having been as

extensively circulated as a blunder. The lie has had the advan-
tage of half an hour's start. I daresay some one, twenty years

hence, will read and beUeve the untruth, and not know that it

is such. I have thought it right, therefore, prominently to

notice " A. G.'s " letter, and not merely put an answer of a few-

words iu the Letter Box.

—

Wiltshire Rector.]

EVEN-MARKED CANARIES AND MULES.
In Mr. Wallace's article which appeared in your issue of March

14th, he states that a bird with even eye marks alone, even
wing marks alone, or with both even eye and wing marks, should
be considered as Even-marked ; yet I do not find that he urges

the same reasons for the cap-marked bird—that is to say, al-

though he asks for a bird cap-and-wing-marked to be considered
as Even-marked, he does not state that a bird with a cap mark
alone should be considered as Even. I reaUy think any fancier

would scout such being allowed ; in fact, it would be neither

more nor less than a ticked or an uneven-marked bird.

When I stated that if a cap mark were allowed in an Even-
marked bird, so should a saddle-mark, I meant to imply that

both were foul marks, inasmuch as they often connect, and
always destroy, what might otherwise have been perfect

markings.
I stiU maintain that the standard of even marks in Canaries

should be the same as in Mules. I can assure Mr. Wallace that I

have seen excellent-marked Mules with beautifully formed caps

that were never noticed in an exhibition, even by judges whoat
the same exhibition had awarded prizes to cap-marked Canaries
in an Even-marked class.

There are many reasons in my opinion why cap-marked bii'ds

should not compete as Even-marked birds, one of which is that

exhibitors who cannot attend an exhibition will be at a loss to

know to which stamp of marks (cap or eye marks) the judge or

judges have awarded the prizes, and if inclined to claim a bird

will hesitate for fear of being served in a similar manner to

Messrs. Wallace & Beloe, when they claimed the second-prize

Even-marked Buff Norwich at a show held in Middlesbrough,
December 31st, 1869, with the expectation of getting an eye-

and-wing-marked bird, when they were disappointed to find it

cap-and-wing-marked, while their own birds exhibited in the

same class were behind it, although they were eye-and--«Tng-

marked.
The only way I can see to clear up the mystery which Mr.

Wallace states hangs over cap-marked birds, is to decide which
of the two kinds of markings—eye or cap—has to be considered

as part of an Even-marked bird ; when this is done, let the dis-

carded mark be for ever considej-ed as uneven. So long as cap

and eye-marked birds contend together there will be imcertainty

and dissatisfaction.—R. H-iwm.\n.

LIGURIAN VERSUS COMMON BEES.
As I see one of your correspondents asks whether the " Li-

gm-ian is superior to the common black bee," I send my last

year's experience of the former, and if the same can be reported

of the black bee I shall not have so strong a preference for my
favourites.
This time last year I had four stocks of Ligurian bees in

Woodbury frame hives, and at the end of October I made up
twenty stocks in the same description of hive, and all strong.

Besides these, I had three swarms which I joined to weak
stocks. At the same time I took about 80 lbs. of honey, leaving

ample store in the hives. On examining these hives on March
27th, I found all of them in first-rate condition, having much of

last year's honey still in store, and in many of the hives I found

quantities of drones hatched. If this month be fine I shall not

be surprised if there be more than one natural swarm before

the 1st of May.
I give a decided preference to natm-al over artificial swarms
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for although the latter are simple enough to effect, I do not find

the i-esult in all oases the same, aud as in most cases where
Nature is forced, there is a rebellion and consequent loss of

energy.

—

Monkstown.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Hens Disoiidered (M. Henderson).—The sudden stupor and otter symp-

toms you name show that your fowls are too fat, and are overfed. Give them
less nourishing food, and plenty of gi-ass and lettuce leaves, and the symptoms
will pass away. Give the hen with a stiff neck a dessei-t-spoonful of castor

oil, and put aU upon lower diet.

Eggs Moved from Nest to Nest (Ten Years Old).—Fowls -will have no
(UfBculty In removing an egg anywhere, if it can be done by rolling. We
believe they will easily help one over a low partition, but we do not believe it

in their power to lift or carry an egg anywhere.

Preventing Eggs Hatching {Moij).—A good shaking will often spoil an
egg for sitting. It is very seldom eggs are put under hens that are bought in

markets. We believe the shaking will answer yoiu: pm-pose. We have not
Mr. Atlee's address at hand. You will find it in some of oui- back numbers.
The whole of the husk is gi*ouiid into flour, and it is this that is the fomid-
ation of many of its valuable properties. The operation is so thoroughly per-

formed that when mixed there is no coarseness, not even so much as in oat-

meal. It can be made into a smooth paste.

Fowls for Confined Space {Puzzled).—Bralimas and Houdans would be
recommended by your fi-iends because they bear confinement well. The latter

do not sit, and as a rule such produce more eggs than others that feom time
to time have the cares of a family. The laying in winter is a question of age,
there is no breed whose property it is to lay in winter, and an adult fowl
never does—only a pullet can be depended upon for winter eggs. There would
be no reason why you should not keep some of each breed, Brahmas and
Houdans. They ai-e equally hardy. As non-sitters, wo would say keep
Houdans, were it not that in a confined space they sometimes take to eating
each other's feathers. Where the space is a confined one, we know no fowl
that gives us as much satisfaction as the Brahma; he has most of the vii'tues,

and few of the vices of fowls in general.

Uniting Broods (Novice).—As the chicks will be so very nearly of an age,
if you put the three at night under the other hen when her hatching is

finished, we think she will accept them.

Bradford Columuarian SocrETY (H. ^.).—We conclude that it was a
mere local show, as it was not advertised.

Book on Carrier Pigeons—Wing Bars (F. Towrisend].—No separate
work has ever, as far as we know, been published on English Can-ier Pigeons,
although there is a Belgian one on homing bii-ds. No English fancy Pigeon
has had the honour of a distinct book except the Almond Tumbler, upon
which a work was published in 1302 and 1804. A Dun bird has no wing-bars,
beinga whole colour; a Silver should have brown bars; a Blue, black bars.
The coIom-8 differ, so in our belief should the wing-bars. Silvers with black
bars are a kind of washed-out Blues. Silver Duns, bars red. The colour of
the bars should vary with the colour of the body of the Pigeon. To look for
black bai's on a Silver is as wrong as to look for black bars on a Mealy Pouter.
In all common sense the bars should vai-y with the colour of the Pigeon ; if

they do not, the distinctness of a colour is lost.

Pigeon (G. F. TF.).—The case does not possess the features which justify
oui- publishing names. The vendor's chai-acteristies of a Red-mottled bii-d
may differ from the true, and yet you could not compel birn to take back that
you have paid for.

Raven's Wing Feathers (Colin).—The Raven has not moulted recently,
and you need not care for the stumps. They will come out in due time. The
bird will moult next autumn, and you will find, if you do not cut its wings at
that time, it will fly away. New" long feathers will then take the place of
stumps.

Parrot Feather-eating (J. T.).—Cease giving hempseed. white bird-
seed and peas. Such a diet may well make the bird's skin in-itated. Bread
soaked in watei-, nuts, and any fruit it will eat, and stalks of lettuce will
probably reduce the irritation which makes the bird bite its feathers.

Judging Rabbits (S. G. H.).—No judge that we ever knew has given
judgments that were never impugned; but because a Rabbit wins at one
Show and is miuoticed at another, it docs not follow that the second decision
was wrong. We cannot insert more about the Northampton Show.
Bees (P. T. B.).—We do not know the book you refer to.

Bees Fighting {R. F.).—We think there must be sometliing wrong within
that hive outside which the greatest amount of commotion prevails, and that
the bees of your other stocks, or perhaps those of your neighbours, are
endeavom-ing to take possession of what treasm-e it may contain. Perhaps
the queen may have died, or have become superannuated, in which case a
stock is particularly liable to attempted invasion. Or it may be that, owing
to the very ungenial weather which prevailed imtil lately, your neighbours'
bees may have suffered from scarcity of provisions, and may be endeavouring
to appropriate what belongs to youi- own stocks. We can account for the cii--

curastajice in no other than one of these ways, as we do not believe there is
much likcUhood of the bees of one family fighting among themselves.

CoaiMENCiNG Bee-keeping (fl".D.).—We adviseyouto begm wlthcommou
EngUsh bees. Buy a hive now if you can procm-e one ; if not, buy a swarm
in May. Neighboui-'s improved cottage hive is sold by the Messrs. Neighbour
and Sons (see then- advertisement in these columns) ; but you might pick up
some second-hand hives cheaper by advertising.

Bees in Qtieenless Hive (-4 Sit&scrf^^L-rj.-We would advise you to fumi-
gate with sulphiu: the bees in your queenless hive if only a few remain when
your swarm is ready ; but if there are many of them, you can utilise them in
the following way—When youi- bees swarm put the swarm at once in the
parent stocks place, then shift away this pai-ent stock for a few hours till the
bees have pretty well deserted it ; next put it in place of youi- queenless hive,
which you can set at some distance off iu yom* ganieu. bottom upwards, in
the full sun. Let the bees fly away and help to batch out the yoimg bees.
Ton can then hive another swarm into the queenless hivo when empty. The
frames should not extend quite to the bottom, but to within a quarter of
an inch of it.

Deserted Hive (Bt/r^on Joi/c?1.—Your deserted hive will do very well to
put yom- bees in, only see that all decayed and mildewed combs are cut out of

Trout Spawn, &c. (F. Graver Browne).—"Write about the spawn to Mi*.

Grove, Fislimonger, 33, Charing Cross, London, S.W. The price paid for

Brahma and Dorking eggs varies according to the estimation m which the

parent birds are held. Look at the advertisements in our Juiimal, and select

those you prefer.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS,
Camden Square, London.

Lat. 51° 32^ 40^^ N. ; Long. 0' 8' 0'^ W.

;

Altitude 111 feet.

In the Da7.

1872.

April.

We. 10
Th. 11

Fri. 12

Sat. 13

Sun.14
Mo. 15
Tu. 16

Means S0.U2 51.1 4S.7

Direo-

Wind.

Temp.
of Soi:

at 1 ft.

Qx.^A^'P^^ 1
Kauiation

Shade rem- xempera-
peratare,

| ^^^^^

REMARKS.
10th, 11th, 12th, and 13th.—Most beautifully fine, a In-ight warm sun, and

scarce a cloud to be seen.

14th.—Rather dull and rain-Hke between 10 and 11 A.M., but no rain fell, and
it was fine all the rest of the day.

15th.—Rather dull in the morning, but soon cleared off, and was a splendid
day, though perhaps rather too worm for exercise in the middle of the
day ; rather cloudy at night.

16th.—Rather dull in morning, though fine after, and the wind having become
north it was colder, especially at night.

The entire absence of rain during the week has forced up the temperature of
the groimd, the mean being very nearly 5" above that of last week ; the tem-
perature above ground has risen nearly 10^ ; but the nights have been rather
cold, though not quite so cold as last week.—G. J. Symons.
Erratum.-On April 5th, Bar. should have been 30.298, not 29.298, which

makes the weekly mean 30.157, instead of 30.014.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—April 17.

A week's fine weather has caused a marked improvement in the geneiu''

trade, and a better attendance. Large consignments from the Continent come
to hand nearly every day, as many as a thousand bundles of Asparagus pass-
ing under the hammer on the bye days, and the Lettuces are unusually good.
Good samples of frame Potatoes of different varieties fi"om the Channel
Islands are now offered at prices ranging from 9d. to Is. Gd. per lb. In old
Potatoes none bnt first-class Regents have advanced.

FKTJIT,

Apples
Apricots
Cherries
Chestauts
Currants
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woiiia imagine a plant with such immense foliage would. At

the present tune I have a nice specimen of it 5 feet higli pot

included. There is one drawback in the cultiyation of his

plant, which is, that after having grown a specimen to the size

I have mentioned above, you cannot kept it ffftf°i ^"^
len.'th of time. The best method I have found is to take the tops

out°of the old plants ; they will then throw out side shoots

which should be cut off with a sharp kmfe below a joint and

inserted in a thumb pot in a mixture of peat and sand anu

then placed under a beU-glass where they have a strong bottom

heat Water them occasionally, and they will take root reaciuy.

By striking a couple or so of cuttings each yeax you may

always have a good plant to look at.

It is free-gro-s-mg, and requires a temperature of from fao to

75° to gi'ow it successfully. The house must be provided with

a roller and blhid, as it does not like too much sun on its

foUage. I always grow it m a mixture of peat and loam in

equal quantities, with a free admixture of silver sand, and i

frequently add a few lumps of charcoal. When estabhshed it

requires a liberal supply of water of the same temperatm-e as

the house it is gi-own in ; and if large specimens are reqnu-ed

they should be frequently shifted into larger pots. An 18-mch

pot is ample to produce a large specimen. In shiftuig from

small to larger-sized pots, never allow the plant to become

pot-bound. If BO, it often happens that all the bottom leaves

drop, and the plant is ruined as a specimen. Syringe the

plant morning and eveuuig in the spring and summer months,

and in the autumn and winter once a-day m the morning.

Dkect the syrmge under as well as over the fohage, and keep

the plant clear of all others. It is not a troublesome plant to

keep clean, and if it is frequently syringed as recommended

above, it will rarely be mfested by any insects, and there wUl

be httle trouble beyond being very careful of the fohage.—T. B.

all the family like plenty of vegetable mould, and rather a.

shady situation during the summer. If your con-espondents

can teU me of any double variety besides those I have noticed

they may depend on my gratitude.—D. F. J. K.

THE PEIMEOSE.
Me. Robson has not said a word too much in praise of Prim-

roses; and as there is rather a rage for this flower at present,

perhaps I shall be excused for a httle enlargmg on his remarks.

I attach great importance to his advice with respect to di-

viding the roots. I am convinced it is the only way to keep

the plants permanentlv in health. Those kinds which I use

for spruig bedding I divide as soon as they are out of bloom

and plant on a north border, which is the best position for

them during the summer. I keep, besides, a very long border

fuU of every different kmd, which I watch carefully to see that

I do not lose any variety I think worth procuring.

As Mr. Eobsoii says, there are endless varieties of the single

red. Many of them arc quite worthless for spring bedding, as

they produce more leaves than flowers. Others are very good.

I have at present a very floriferous one in bloom, a bright red

with a yellow eye, which makes a pretty bed
;
and I have one

seedlhig which will be very telling if it flower freely, as it is

of the brightest of crimson. By far the most valuable Prim-

rose, however, as a bedder that 1 ever saw, is one of vfhich I

found a plant two years ago in a cottager's garden, where it

had evidently sowed itself. It caught my eye at once, being

one sohd mass of bright magenta with a yellow eye. I know of

no Primrose nearly so free-floweriug. It is extremely early,

and comes in with Crocuses, making a beautiful contrast with

the yellow Crocus ; in short, it is so good that I have deter-

mined to send it out.

Prunroses and Oxlips seem to run one into the other ui the

most ciuious way. I suppose that whenever we find a^ bunch

of flowers on a single stalk we must call that an Oxlip ;
but

the crimson Primrose which I have spoken of sends up its

flowers on distiuct stems, but just as it is going off it sends up

hunches, so I am not sure whether it should be called a Prim-

rose or an Oxlip. There are two Oxlips which are quite the

specialite of this neighbourhood—at least I never saw them
anywhere else—one is a large white, a most abundant bloomer,

the other a double yellow, equally valuable. Both make capital

beds or edgings.

Now about the double Primroses. Mr. Robson has con-

demned them too much. We have the lilac, the mauve, the

early double white, the late double white (this last very rare

and very hard to increase), the early double yellow, the late

double yellow, and the Pompadour, or deep maroon. What a

lovely one is this last ! It is getting very scarce ; but if it be

constantly divided, and supplied with liberal top-dressings of

well-rotted manure and leaf mould mixed all through the

summer, and well w-atered, it will increase rapidly. I find that

EOYAL HOETICULTURAL SOCIETY'S

BIRMINGHAM EXHIBITION.
The Exhibition wiU take place at the Lower Grounds, Aston^

in June next, and wiU continue from June 25th to 29th mclusive-

It will be opened by His Eoyal Highness Prmce Arthur.

The area devoted to the purposes of the Show is about twelve-

acres in extent. The Exhibition will be held in tents, but on a,

totally different scale to those in which flower shows are nsuaUy

held. The chief display of Palms, Tree Ferns, and the more

important stove and gi-eenhouse plants, &c., will take place m a

lofty tent 300 feet by 80 feet wide, erected over a beautiful garden ,

designed by Mr. Gibson, of London. At one end there will be a

fountain and rockei-y, over which a cascade wiU fall. 1 ictur-

esquely grouped beds, covered with tm-f, wiU be ai-ranged oyer

the entiri length, and these will be divided by wide gravelled

walks. The beds will vary in elevation, so as to prevent flatness,,

and to aid in giving the ensemble an air of naturalness. On tUese

beds the plants wiU be staged. Outside this tent there wiU be

several others. The show ground is triangular the sides being

nearly 400 yards long, with a base of about half the length. Ihe^

sides wiU be occupied by uniform ranges of shedding, covered

with canvas, but open in front, facing the centre of the gi-ound;

the whole being intended for the accommodation of exhibitors in>

the industrial department, which includes horticultm-al tools

garden machinery, garden cutlery, &c., ; while greenhouses an£
heating apparatus, garden wirework, garden pottery, vases, and

decorative apphances, including seats, arbours, tents, &c., will

be gi-ouped in the open space.
. , . t j i j.,

ComintJ now to the prize hst. For various kinds of plants,

<:-9Sl lis. is offered ; for cut flowers, £263 5s. ; for finiit, i'lSo Is. ;:

for vegetables, £1.53 19s. ; for implements and horticultirral

buildings, medals to the value of £105 .5s. .
.

Of com-se it would be impossible, in the limits at our disposal,

to attempt anything Uke an account of aU the classes; and we

shall therefore, content ourselves with an enumeration of some

of the principal ones. A large portion of the prize hst is

properly devoted to stove and gi-eenhouse plants m coUections,

for varieties of specified kinds, and for specimen plants
;
the

major part of the prize money being very judiciously offered for

these classes. Ferns, too, are adequately encouraged. I or

Pelargoniums a large sum of money is appropriated and tlie

classes are so an-anged as to ensure good displays of all tbe best

old and new varieties. These exhibits wiU all be brought to-

gether on the first day. Then there are good prizes for ever-

green trees and hai-dy shrubs ; for variegated plants suitable tor-

bedding ; for sub-tropical plants ; for Alpines ; Succulents, &c.

For dinner-table decorations a large sum is reserved, with the-

additional novelty of the designs being exhibited by gas-light

during the bright sunshine of a midsummer day ; the object

beiug'to ensure the combination of such flowers and plants as

are most telling in artificial Ught. For fruit there is ample pro-

vision; n-hilev'egetables—important and useful to everyone—are

recognised and c'ared for in a fashion far a-head of anything we-

can remember. The queen of flowers w-ill, on the third day of the

Exhibition, hold a special levee ; and as the prizes are large and

well-arranged, we quite expect such adisplay as w-iU surpass those

with w-hich visitors to our annual Rose Show are familiar.

Special exhibitions of cut flowers and bouquets, on the fourth an*
fifth days, are provided for, so as to secure elements of freshness,

and to maintain the interest of the meeting to the -yery close.

If the arrangements determined upon prove satisfactory, the

meeting at Birmingham will be hereafter distinguished as

having secured the most complete exhibition of horticulturaf

i'uplements ever seen in England. When the country meetings

of the Eoyal Horticultural Society were held at the same times

and places as those of the Eoyal Agiicultural Society, manu-

facturers and others made their entries as usual for the agricul-

tural implement showyard. At Birmingham every effort wiU

be made to increase the attractions and useful character of the

Show in the very important division to which we are referring.

Already ample evidence has been given by the numerous

apphcatibns for space that all our leading implement manufac-

turers will take care to be well represented in Mr. QuUter's

spacious grounds.
.

Mr. Joseph Moore, of Pitsford Street, Birmingham, is now-

engaged on the medal for the Local Committee. The obverse

will contain a likeness, in profile, of Prince Arthur, reproduced

fi'om a photogi-aph for which His Eoy.al Highness gave sittings

to Mr. H. J. Whitlock, at Buckingham Palace, on the 2nd mst.

The reverse w-ill be occupied by a view of Aston Hall, together

with an inscription setting forth the date when that picturesque

park was opened by Her Majesty as a place of public recreation

for the people of Birmingham. The diameter of the gold mediils
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will be li mch, and of the others 2 inches.

—

[Midland Counties
Reraht)~

I HAVE now before me the " Code of Regulations," which, for

all practical purposes to exhibitors, are about as opeu and unde-
fined as it is possible to frame them. Permit me to illustrate

my meaning by supposing that eight biulders compete, and that

each exhibits a distinct and separate class of building. Builder
No. 1 exhibits, say, a conservatory; No. 2, a lean-to vinery;
No. 3, a span-roof greenhouse ; No. 4, a Cucumber and Melon
house; No. 5, a length of Peach-wall covering; No. 0, a Pine
stove ; No. 7, an orchard house ; and No. 8, an improved form
of Strawberry house. Now, in the absence of any second or

corresponding structure to one of the foregoing, there can be
no comparison, and I respectfully submit that no Judge could
be able to decide, in the tei-ms of the "regulations," which is

•* the best horticultural building," or which would be entitled to

an award. The fact is, each and every house woiild be " best "

for the respective purposes for wliidi it was intended, but would
necessarily be disqualitifd ii-oui nctiving the medal because
there was no similar housf witli whiuh to compete.
In order to remedy this anomaly, why not separate iron from

wooden houses under schedules A and B respectively, and then
sub-divide each schedule into classes, and enumerate what
houses each class shall embrace ? Every builder would then
be at Uberty to elect into which class he would enter.

With respect to the date of entries, this should be confined
to some definite period prior to the Show, when each apj)Ucant
exhibitor should be apprised by the authorities whether or not
sufiicient appHcations had been made to constitute a competition
in such particular class, and if not, then such exhibitor would
have an opportunity to apply to enter into another class. Of
-coiu'se, if he decide to remain a solitary exhibitor in any one
class, with a "Ndew of obtaining " honourable mention " or a
" special certificate " for what he considers a novel and meritori-

'Ous i^roduction, so fir so good, as it would be purely optional
with himself. But if an arrangement somewhat similar to the
foregoing were mads, exhibitors would have a better idea what
they were competing for. It would also tend to inspii-e con-
fidence, whereas now all is uncertainty.
Again, why should not specific and suitable awards be mads

for a display of plans, models, machinery for ventilating, de-

tached ventilators, door and sash fastening, modes of shading,
- and construction of stages ? These are surely open to improve-
ment, and deserve some notice.—S.

VEGETABLE AND FRUIT GROWING.
{Continued from page 334.)

Here I would remark how much the unsettled and hand-to-
mouth position of agricultural labourers of the present daymili-
tates against the best cultivation of their cottage-gardens and allot-

ment grounds, and the propagation of fruit trees. In Cheshire,
where labourers are almost permanently established in their

cottages, it is not an uncommon thing for them to pay their

rents and something more by the sale of the surplus fruit crops ;

for they use a great deal themselves. And here I would observe
that the Damsons grown in this county, principally in the far-

mers' and cottagers' gardens, are like their famed cheese, which
cannot be produced elsewhere '* unless," as was quaintly said

by an old county historian, " j'ou take not only the kine and the
dairywomeu, but the land also ;

" for in size and flavom- they are
not approached even by the best prodiicts of Kent. They are
not kno-n-n in the South any more than their best cheese, because
there are too many people with long purses in the Lancashire
and Yorkshire manufacturing towns to allow them, or almost
any other good thing, to leave the districts. This is another
proof of the pecuhar ingredients possessed naturally by different

soils and subsoils; and as no economic process can alter the
latter, though you may the former, deep-rooted plants and trees

must always take their character from the natural geological
formations. In my own district, on the Bagshot sands, we can
gi'ow very good Strawberries, but we are obliged to cart the
Strawberry loams from other districts to do so; and our white
sands and black peaty soils are being constantly carted away to

grow deciduous plants elsewhere. The only transposition of

soils that will pay practically is when found on the spot, and
cither in the formation or renewal of orchard or market-garden
ground may be profitably resorted to ; thus in double-spit work
a good rich clay, marl, or gravel may be brought to the top ; or
if not good enough for this, it may be simjjly turned over. In
three-spit work it may be dealt with in three ways—brought to
the top, placed in the middle, or simply turned over.
Trenching and deep draining, if necessary, of one kind or

another, is the basis in the formation of all orchards and market
gardens. The next important step is the proper stocking with
trees suitable to the soil, and for the purposes required, whether
for conversion into cider and perry or for dessert ; and, in the
case of market gardens, the adoption of a rotation by which a
succession of crops can be obtained without plants of the same

tribe following one another. The original cost of forming
orchards and market-garden grounds is vei-y various, but in
amount it is prett}' much alike, because in the cider districts,

where grass is allowed to grow amongst the trees, it is regularly
manured and mowed, and in subiu^ban districts the land is highly
cultivated. The minimum cost of formation and stocldng I
have found to be about £30, and the maximum _£50 per acre, and
in exceptional cases I have known it twice as high. Tlie rents
vary from £5 to i'20 per acre. The latter siim appears high, but
an occupier in Bermondsey who paid £16 an acre and all rates
and taxes, to whom some years ago I let a farm eight miles from
Covent Garden, at a third of that rent, lamented that this was
being curtailed by buildings, as he said it was the most profitable
land he occupied. The returns from land of this kind, and from
orchards round the metropolis, or at greater distances, are so
fluctuating that it is no guide to quote them. I have known the
produce realise ±150 an acre, and in other seasons barely the cost
of production, which, including rent and interest of capital,

seldom runs short of £30 an acre on well-managed gi'ound.
One great di'awback to gi'owers is the smallness of wholesale

prices in proportion to those at which their goods are retailed.

Last year I question if they averaged one-fourth ; and yet con-
sumers complain, and say the cost of vegetables is a grievance
in every household. Many small growers protect themselves by
** standing the market " themselves, and the larger farmers have
special agents, old, proved, and trusted foremen, or some one
interested in their profits ; but there is still a very large class

who are obliged to trust to salesmen, who charge their 10 per
cent, in the fruit and vegetable, and 55. per ton in the Potato
markets, and be content to take what residue they can get. A
novice in the trade, or an amateur, has no chance in the Lou-
don markets, however sixecessfully he may grow the articles

required ; and it is a question whether consumers have not an
adequate inducement to establish co-operative stores in their
respective districts. The follo-v\'ing articles, which were sent
from one moderate-sized garden in Fulham to the Loudon
market in one year, will show the amount and variety of articles

it takes to make iip a market gardener's returns :

—

Forced Radishes 5,000 punnets.
Natm-al ditto 2&S,000 bunches.
Greens 3fi0,030 ditto.

Cabbages 312,000 heads.
Wallflowers 4,800 bunches.
Moss Roses 9,600 ditto.

Hand-glass Cauliflowers 4,800 heads.
Asparagus 600 bundles in a single day.

Lettuces 200,000 in one month.
(To be continued.)

THE NEILL BEQUEST.
Dr. Patrick Neill, of Ediuburgh, left by bis will a sum of

£500, tbe interest of whicb, after acciimulating for two or tbree
years, has to be voted hy the Council of the Koyal Culedouiau
Horticultm-al Society to some distiuguished horticulturist or
botanist. This year the sum so accumulated, amounting, we
nuderstaud, to £65, has fallen to the lot of Mr. Andrew Turnbull,
gardener to the Earl of Home, at BothwcU Castle (where he has
been upwards of forty j'ears)—one highly esteemed both for his
personal qualities and professional skill, and to whom we are
indebtgd for the raising of several of our best Cape Heaths, as

BothwelUaua alba, Marnockiana, and Turnbullii. We notice this

award the more particularly because the existence of the beqtiest

appears not to be widely known, and further, because Dr. Keill

was one of the first to cheer us on our course, and that at a time
when such encouragement was most needed. Born at Edin-
bm-gh, he died on the 5th of September, 1851, in his 75th year.

We append the following account of his life from the seventh
volume of our old series :

—

"Dr. NeiU was by profession a printer, his office, one of the
oldest in Edinburgh, being in one of those ancient narrow closes

or alleys which descend from the High Street to the Cowgate
in that city. Latterly his business was conducted chiefly by a
partner, and the Doctor devoted his time principally to hterary
pursuits, in connection with his favourite study of horticulture.

Essentially a tradesman, yet the Doctor was a most gentlemanly
personage, and exemplified in his life what may be done in the
way of unitingbusiness with literal iiri'. 'j'hr Doctor was several
times a member of the civic (.''i|! i ::i.i' .jf Edinburgh,^ and
was noted for his i^lacid temperaMi; ul a: 1 muservative views.
Usually sagacious, he was also a IiIlIl- ou.l lu some things. For
old-fashioned abuses he had a sort of veneration ; a gentle retir-

ingness of character, perhaps, disposing him to fear changes,
even seemingly for the better. The Doctor Uved most of his

life in a curious out-of-the-way house within a garden at Canon-
miUs, a suburb of the New Town of Edinbm-gh, and here he
amused himself with his hortioixltural operations, and two or

three domestic pets, such as a venerable guU, which was allowed
the range of tbe enclosiu'e. The Doctor was a bachelor, and
scrupulous in personal neatness. He wore a well-brushed brown
wig ; his face was always as if fresh shaven from ear to ear ; he
firmly adhered to the white cambric cravat of past times ; and
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in walking, used n gold-headed cane of the right old sort. In

truth, the Doctor ^vas a " character," hut an amiahle one. He
was a fine reUc of the old gentleman, neat, courteous, and con-

servative with that degree of enthusiasm in pursmng his

favourite study of horticulture, which placed him above the

ordinary stamp. At the period of his death, the business of

' Neill & Co., printers and typefounders,' was one of the most

respectable in Edinburgh."
This was the tribute of one friend, that of the second was as

follows :

—

" I had the privilege of knowing Dr. Neill personally, and a

great privilege it was. He was the man of a century, and was
most devoted to the study of every branch of natural history.

To the day of his death he was the head of, perhaps, the

largest printing and tj-pefounding establishment in Scotland,

and although he was assiduous in business, he always found time

sufficient to pursue his favourite science. Those who are grand-

fathers and grandmothers now in Edinburgh number among
their earliest associations Dr. NeiU's garden, and a curious little

garden this was. It was a perfect Noah's .4xk, and more than

that, for Noah had no plants in the ark. Here might be seen

eagles, owls, a fine specimen of the snowy owl, Passerinre, GalU-

nacea?, Grallatori!e,&c.,andwithin-doors innumerable specimens

of parrots and cats. The Doctor was a bachelor, and his sister a

spinster. His garden contained botanical curiosities rather than
showy plants. In the greenhouse were cultivated such plants

as Myrtus Pimenta, Cinnamomum verum, Laurus Camphora,
Coffea arabica, some Orchidaceie, and altogether a very in-

teresting collection of stove and greenhouse plants. Out of

doors were some interesting herbaceous and Alpine plants,

with fine specimens of ornamental trees and shrubs. The gar-

den was situated at Canonmills, on the way from Edinburgh
to Newhaven ; and about sixteen years ago, when the Edin-
burgh and Leith railway was projected, it was intended to

destroy the Doctor's dwelling and demoUsh his garden. He,
however, prepared a petition, procured a plan of the garden,
with an enumeration of its contents, and proceeded to London,
where, in the House of Commons, he secured such opposition

to the project that the railway company had to alter their

Elans and form a tunnel, even at some distance from Dr. Neill's

ouse. As is well known he was a great naturahst. He main-
tained a long correspondence with Baron Cuvier and other illus-

trious men on the Continent. He was one of the founders of the
Plinian Society of Edinburgh, and for many years walked twice
or three times a-week to the Frith of Forth to obseiwe the action
of the tides. His garden and dweUing-house were situated on a
level with, and by the side of, a large stagnant pond, which was
continually green with Confervie and Duckweed, and was the
source of many fevers and malaria ; but the Doctor for many
years strenuously and successfully opposed the authorities in
their endeavours to have this pond drained, his heart yearning
for the fate of a very large and handsome specimen of Weeping
Willow, which having extended its roots under the garden wall,
for years imbibed the sweets of the Canonmills pond.

" To a highly cultivated and well-regulated mind he added a
kindly disposition and a genuine modesty, which greatly en-
hanced the value of his general deportment. In his moral
character he was temperate, friendly, consistent, and tmthful.
As a man of business Dr. NeiU was uniformly open, honourable,
and accommodating, willing to yield a great deal for the lake of
peace, but possessed of a suificient share of firmness when an
attempt was made to overreach him or to act in a stealthy
manner towards him. As a friend he was candid, judicious, and
concUialory. As a citizen, the town of Edinburgh lost a clear-
sighted and determined supporter. Whether to establish an
experimental or zoological garden, to decorate the North Loch,
or to protect the Flodden Tower, Dr. NeiU was ever ready and
willing with his pen and his purse to promote every useful im-
provement, or save from ruin time-hallowed relics. The merits
of Dr. Neill as a man of science were verygenerally acknowledged.
His published labours as a horticiilturist, botanist, zoologist, and
geologist, bear but a small proportion to his private efforts to
advance the interest of natural science—as secretary of the W>r-
nerian Society, as the patron of rising merit, and as ever ready
to offer the warmest sympathy to congenial spirits."

FLOWERING LILIUM THOMPSOXIAXUJI.
Mi object in sending the Lilium Thompsonianum to the

Comrnittee meeting of the Eoyal Horticultural Society on the
17th inst. (marked in your report as " contributed by Messrs.
Ban- & Sugden "}, was partly to exhibit a Lilium not often
seen in bloom, but chiefly to eUcit some practical observations
as to the best method of inducing it to flower. As both time
and space necessarily limit the length of your reports, I shall
he glad to know if any of your readers have been successful in
blooming this Lily, and the treatment given.—A. Rawsos, The
Vicarage, Bromley Common.

[When our reporter made his notes Mr. Eawson's specimen

was placed without a distinctive label by the side ofJMessTS.

J3arr & Sugdeu's Narcissi. We sent for full information to

that weU-kno^mi cultivator of the Lilies, Mr. G. F. WUsou, and
he has obliged us much by sending the folloiving reply :

—

" L. Thompsonianum has appeared at South Kensington t^svice

before. A plant in large bud was sent to me by Mr. Leichtlin,

of Carlshrue, in 1868. It flowered in the South Kensingtou

conservatory, and was exhibited at the next Committee meet-

ing. If I remember rightly, Major Trevor Clarke exhibited a
plant in bloom about the same time. Mr. ISawson's plant,

though not very tall, was very well bloomed. I rather won-
dered at the time that it had not more notice from the Floral

Committee, especially as I saw one ' liliomane ' at the table.

The communication to me from Mr. Leichtlin is this :
' Now,

what -nith Thompsonianum. I plant my largest bulb in a.

7-inch pot in good substantial loam, say the bulb to be as

large as/3. 1. I favour in every way the growth of the long.

leaves, and in December and February or March, two to three-

times, I cut off all oft'sets. The bulb presents the appearance
represented in fig. 2, in which a is the outer scale of the old
bulb, and h the new bulb in formation. The space between-
a and b is filled with offsets, feeding on the old and new bulb,

and preventing the sound formation of the latter. These
must be cut off. I lay the bulb bare, and cut 'with a sharp
penknife in the direction from e to c and (7, cutting all off,

sparing carefully the forming new bulb and the root part c, d-
The result is that I get a bulb of the size of a small egg, which
is a good flowering size. Next year the bulb may flower, but
this is not sure, and sometimes it may fail ; then an amateur'D
patience is tried, and I mj'self begin anew. I never counted
more than eleven leaves to a flowering bulb. The side shoots
then appear very soon, but ought not to be cut away, because
these also will flower.' "]

GARDEN NOMENCLATURE.
" Call a spade a spade."

I AM induced to send you my experience, that some of my
fellow readers of our Journal may have a chance of agreeing
with me in the appreciation of the above advice, which in the
opinion of some might appear unnecessary. My gardener
found that a very large plant of Cereus MalUssoni during its

stay in winter quarters, where he could not easily examine it,

was much infested with mealy bug, and as it is almost im-
possible to touch them by hand work amongst the dense cloth-

ing of hair and spines with which the flower-tubes are covered,
he begged to be allowed to try a bottle of " nicotine." It was
ordered at once, as the name led me to anticipate some won-
derful preparation of tobacco, and the idea was somewhat
strengthened by the delay in obtaining the article, during
which our enemies increased and multiplied. When, at length,
the bottle arrived, I was considerably astonished to find that it

was apparently nothing more than common naptha or pyroUgne-
ous spirit considerably reduced with water, so as to prevent in-

jury to the foliage. Upon this latter point I cannot speak quite

certainly ; I tried it on a portion of a large leaf of a Gloxinia
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which appears iiuinjured, but my gardener used it to some buds
of a younger plant and they are destroyed. When you catch

your mealy bug and touch him with it, I can safely say that

its effect is " mortally strong," but to those amatenrs who
have been or are troubled as I have been, I say that there

will be a considerable saving by purchasing the pure article

and diluting it according to tbeu' requirements, instead of

sending for it under its more magnificent title to which it has

no claim.

So much for the first case which chiefly touches the pocket

;

the second is more productive of serious disappointment, as it

requires time and the expenditure of care and anxiety before

you can find out the mistake. I allude to the fact of giving

descriptive names to plants without duly considering if the

names are really appropriate. I have a tolerably large collection

of Cacti, and two years ago I purchased a plant advertised as
" Atrosanguineus, being the darkest scarlet out." Now that

the plant has flowered I find that of six or seven scarlet Cacti

it is the very lightest. Another plant, Cereus albus, which I

have watched with much interest for two years, has now
flowered, and is of a darker colour than my old plant Cereus

pallidas roseus. Many years ago I was induced to procure

Gardenia Staulej'ana, from the description of it in Paxton's
" Magazine of Botany," vol. xiii., fol. 169, "that the noble

highly fragrant flowers are produced in greatest profusion."

The description is correct, with the important exception that

it has no smell. Again, I grew Pergularia odoratissima, as

Mrs. Loudon in her "Ladies' Companion to the Flower Garden
"

says, " This plant has perhaps a sweeter fragrance than any

plant known." My plant agreed in all particulars with the

description, except that it had no perceptible fragrance either

by night or by day.

Now, I believe that the gardener can only have throe objects

to attain—to gratify the eye, the nostril, or the palate ; and
whilst it is quite true that " the Eose by any other name would
smeU as sweet," and doubtless the Onion by any other name
would taste as strong, so that generic names are of compara-
tively less importance, I think that all names professing to

be descriptive should be most carefully chosen ; for it is a

matter of real disappointment to find, after bestowing much
time and attention on the cultivation of a particular plant

for the sake of contrast or any special purpose, that the

object is quite defeated. But I will not occupy your space

further, although I have many minor histances. I only hope
that a little more attention may be paid to the subject, so that

whilst we can always hell) ourselves by receiving advertise-

ments with a certain amount of reservation, we may be pro-

tected ag;iiust the freaks of those who advertise then- new soil-

cultivators, and when, from the price, you expect a small steam
plough, supply you with a spade with a new-fangled handle !

—

C. M. M.uoK.
P.S.— Whilst on the subject of misrepresentation I may as

weU call your attention to the picture of Primula japonica

figur-ed in the " Florist and Pomologist " for .Jime 1871, and I

shall be glad to know if it is really true that the whole flower-

spike can be developed as there shown (for I do not believe it),

or whether it is the ar'tisfs Ueense ? If the latter, I do not
think that such license should be tolerated.—C. M. M.

of

THE BRAZIL NUT.
seeds, a little flattened on the inside. The kernel consists

a fleshy, whitish, inseparable, homogeneous substance.

In December, 1821, "I saw the BcrthoUctia flowering at

Cayenne. This was the second time it had flov/ered, but no
fruit arose therefrom, which was most likely due to the youth
of tlie plant, although it was then twelve year's old and 40 feet

There are but few homes at Cayenne which have
not some of these

trees. The fruit

which I have exa-

mined and dra'mi

i-ame from Brazil.

The Portuguese of

I'ara send yearly

.1 large ipiantity

<if the seeds of

the Bertholletia to

Cayenne imder the
name of Touka,
iiud this name has
been also given
to the trees which
have sprung from
them. These seeds

are sold at the

Cayenne market.
As long as they are

fresh they are as

good as our sweet
Almonds, biit they
turn rancid very

'[uickly." These
fruits, which are

called also BrazU
Chestnuts, and to

which the natives

give the name of
" invia," fiuuish a

very large amount
of oil for burning.

This is what M. Bonpland has to say about it :
—" We have

TuK fruit of the Bertholletia excelsa is commonly called

the " Monkey's Pot," which name is also given to the Lecythis
oUaria. This arises from the fact that its form suggests that

idea, and because the monkeys eagerly devour the seeds con-

tained within it, drawing them out through an opening at the

top of the fruit, which they enlarge if necessary. The fruit,

which seldom reaches us entire, is surrounded by a kmd of thin
i
in height

green shell, at the

bottom of which
is an exceedingly

hard woody cover-

ing, enclosing a

number of irre-

gularly triangular

seeds not unlike a

sUce of a Melon
cut awaj' a little

on one end. These
seeds ar'e shut up
in a woody, wrin-

kled, brown coat,

which, though ra-

ther thm, is very

tough. When fresh

they are good to

eat, having a fla-

vour somewhat
Uke that of the

Hazel-nut or Wal-
nut ; but as they
become old the
decomposition of

tlie large amount
of oil they contain

causes them to

taste rancid.

According to

Humboldt and
Bonpland the fruit i

is about the size

of a child's head, being from 3 to 5 inches in diameter. Some
, .

are oval-shaped, and others rounded but depressed above
j

been very fortunate, M. Humboldt and I, in finding some of

and below. The fruit consists of a woody capsule, valveless, these kernels during our voyage upon the Orinoco. For three

covered with a thick fleshy lind, which shows slight traces of months we Uved only on bad chocolate, on rice cooked in

four or five rounded angles that it had in its ovar-ian state, water, always without butter and often without salt, until at

The lid at the top is very small, and, unlike that of the fruit last we got a large number of the fresh fruits of the Berthol-

of the Lecythis, falls inside the capsule instead of outside, i
letia. It was in June, and the Indians had just made a harvest

When the fruit is ripe, and the partitions of the cells have gone,
I
of them. These kernels are of a most exquisite flavour, espe-

there appear sixteen to twenty bony, wr-inkled, kidney-shaped , ciaUy when they are fresh. The tree came originally fi-om

a LeithjUiti. celba
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Brazil, but it is also to be found iu Spanish America, where

it forms forests upon the banks of the Orinoco."

—

(Revue

Hortkoh:)

WILD FLOWERS.
Saxdhcbst, H-iwKHrnsT, Kent.

I THANK " Mary Gold " much for her kind criticism, and

have gi-eat pleasure in sending a list of the wild flowers I have

gathered up to the 18th of April.

Murcb 7. Common Meftdow Rufth (Luzula campestriy)

Common Mouse-ear Chicirweed (CeraBtium Tulgntum)
Blajor Stitchwort (Stellaria Holostea)

,, 8. Thyme-leaved Speedwell (Thymns serpyUifolia)

Cornfield Stachys (Stachys arvensis)

„ 9. Common Coltsfolt (Tussilago Farlara)
Ground Ivy (Glechoma hederacea)

„ 13. Golden Saxifrage (Clirysosplenium oppositifoUiun)

GoldUotks (BanunculuB aurlcomus)

„ 14, Small "Wood Rush (Lnzula pUosa)
Germander Speedwell (Veronica Chamjediys)
Grocers' Mustard (Simipis nigi-a)

„ 18. Mistletoe, male flowere (Viscum album), on Hawtliom and
Sycamore

„ 19. Jack-by-the-Hedge (Alharia officinalis)

„ 23. Frog-wort (Ranunculus hederaceus)
Cow Parsley (Antbriscus sylvestris)

April 1. Blacktboi-n (Pi-unus spinosa)
Early pm'ple Orchis (Orchis mascula)

„ 2. Wild Cberry (Cerasus arium)

„ 3. Common Ash (Fraxinus excelsior)

Adder's-tongue Fern (Ophioglossiun \-ulgatum)

„ 7. Yellow Aveus (Geujn urbanum)
Marsh Marigold iCalthapalnstris)
Herb Robert (Geranium Robertianum)
I%y-leaved Speedwell (Veronica bcdenefolia)
Hedge Vetch (V^icia sepium)
Common Plantain (Plantago lanceolata)
Red Currant (Ribes rubi-um)
Teesdale's Cress (Teesdalia nudicaulis)
Tbale Cress (Sisymbrium Thaliana)
Early Yellow Rocket (Barbarea prsecox)
Common Soirel (Rumex Acetosa)

„ 9. Yellow Dead Nettle (Galeobdolon luteum)
Wild Strawbeny (Fragaria vesca)
Red Robin (Lychnis dioica)

Bluebell (HyacinthuK non-scriptus)

,, 12. Shepherd's Needle (Scandis Pecten-Veneris)
Broom (Spartium scoparium)
Common Bugle (Ajuga reptans)
Pale Sylvan Speedwell (Veronica montaua)
\Vhite Dead Nettle (Lamium album)
Hawthorn, May (Crataegus Osyacauthii)

„ 17. Lords and Ladies (Arum maculatum)

I have this time given the common names of my flowers,
and quite agree with '• Maey Gold " that they are preferable
for general readers, always providing the Latin names are
added—alone I think them useless. Last summer I assisted
a young botanist iu collecting and preserving wild flowers with
a view to her understanding at least the outlines of the natural
system. She was ehanned with the amusement of classing
exogens and endogens, when a friend gave her the Grass of
Parnassus. I could only explain that the English names were
of no use in the study of botany, as in many cases they only
tended to mislead the student. I should be charmed to ex-
change dried flowers with " Makv Gold."—Fkaclein, Botanist.

OUR FIRST DISH OF UNFORCED ASPARAGUS.
The Asparagus beds at this place were made iu 1848. They

are on the Isle of Thanet sand, which contains a portion tif

alumina, and are still after an intciTal of tweiitv-tliree years as
productive as ever. I have during this period "aunualiy noted
the date of our first dish of Asparagus, which, as indicating the
forwardness or lateness of the season by the produce of a iLrrd
bed, IS not perhaps without some interest. From this retro-
spect we see that with one exception (1859), this year gave us
the earliest dish in the last twenty-three years. We had the
first dish in

1853 May 15
1854 April 17
185S „ 22
1856 „ 27
1857 ,. 22
1858 „ 28
1859 9

Api-U 21

-CuTHBEET W. Johnson, Croydon.

The Fashion of Weaeing Bciion-hole Bouquets came
hke most other fashions, from France. A young and veiy

pretty gill conceived the idea of standing with a basket of

flowers on the steps of the Jockey Club, and presenting to

each member a single flower as he passed. The plan proved

eminently successful, and Mdlle. Isabelle became quite the

rage. From that time a flower in the button-hole became
quite an institution, and finally developed the button-hole

bouquet.

NOTES OF A VISIT TO MESSRS. CARTER & CO.'S

SEED FARMS.—No. 2.

Of Chrysanthemum cai'inatum, or tricolor as it is com-
monly called, there were several varieties, and though the

flower is a little coarse, and therefore objectionable in certain

positions, the colours are so gorgeous that in large beds and
borders it has a bi-Uliant effect. Venustum, about 1-5 inches

in height, crimson and white ; BuiTidge's ; and a large white

kind with an orange centre, may be especially noted. The
pretty little Nemesia compacta alba was producing a gi'eat pro-

fusion of flowers, and BO were Ceniaturbinata audflava,two use-

ful dwarf annuals, the former with white the latter with j'eUow

flowers. Larkspurs receive special attention, are grown very

extensively, and among them there was great diversity in habit

and colour. The beautiful blue Delphinium chinense had seve-

ral long rows to itself ; there were six colours of the Double
Branching, vei'y fine ; and the same number of Delphinium
Consolida candelabrum. The rich violet, Hlac, and rose

coloured varieties of this were remarkable for their fine hues
and free flowering in that peculiar candelabnun fashion from
which the race has taken its name.
Lobehas collectively occupied a large extent of ground, and

the various kinds were singularly time to colour. Among them
was a veiy fine stock of the splendid blue Crystal Palace variety

of speciosa ; we noticed also a new vai-iety with the same habit,

but without the white eye of the former. Others were Blue
Kiug, sky blue ; Paxtoniana ; ramosa, not so compact in habit,

but larger-flowered ; and the white variety of the same species,

an excellent pure white. Among the Viscarias are to be found
some splendid free-flowering annuals ; cardinaUs, magenta,
was especially bi'illiant, finer in colour than the scarlet Linum,
and blooming much more profusely. V. elegans picta is an-

other very pretty variety, blush, with a purple Phlox-like eye.

V. oculata and its variety Dunnetti, the one pink and rose, the

other white, are also very desirable. Those beautiful and use-

ful annuals the Clarkias had mostly been harvested ; a few,

however, still remained, one of the best of them being C. in-

tegripetala margiuata, magenta distinctly edged with white.

There were also some very desii-able dwarf vai'ieties, but their

flowers were for the most part over. Whether tall or dwarf there

are few better annuals for the flower garden than the Claikias.;

elegant in character and distinct iu theh' colours, they are more
lasting than the beautifulmany-hued little Gilias and CoUiusias,

although no one who had gro^^'n them would willingly dispense
with these. Convolvulus minor unicauUs, with veiy large deep
violet-blue flowers, was one of the finest of the many varieties

gi'own, and Convolvulus major was also to be seen in various

colours, as violet, white, white-and-rose, blue, striped, &c.

Another Ipoma-a, I. Burridgii, was extremely sho\vj', the
flowers rich crimson, with a white throat.

Of those pretty httle trailers the Abronias, there was A.

arenaria with yellow flowers, forming a good companion for

rockwork and small beds to the better-known A. umbellata.

Among Leptosiphons were some very pretty and dwarf white,

yellow, pink, and lilac varieties ; roseus was one of the best,

being very dwarf and free-flowering. Double Zinnias and
double Jacoba'as were unusually tine ; indeed the former have
of late become almost a florists' flower, and the advance which
has been made in " doubleuess," as exemphfiedin the varieties

grown at St. Osyth, was striking. The Double French Pj're-

thi-ums also now present a great diversity of showy flowers.

The well-known aud extremely useful Golden Feather Pyrethrum
was largely grown from seed, and very true in colour.

To HoUyhocks both in mixtures and named varieties a large

space was devoted, and the former included some fine flowers,

while among the latter we noted such as Tyiian Prince ; Brox-
bom'ne Gem, deep crimson ; Mrs. McKenzie, dark rosy scarlet

;

Mrs. Ashley, cream yellow; and Celestial, blush. Pausies com-
prised good mixtures of fancy kmds of many shades, Cliveden
Blue and Cliveden Yellow, which had been in flower all the
summer, and a \eiy fine dark variety with a yellow eye, called

Beauty of St. Osyth. Another new kind. Dark Violet Blue,
promised to prove equally useful for bedding purposes.
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Of other auuuals au almost endless number miglit he men-
tioned, such as the old Love-lies-bleeding, of which there are
red and white flowered varieties, the double Sanvitalia pro-
cumbens, Nvcterinia selaginoides, lilac or white, and Gaillardia
pieta, the latter two perennials, but flowering the first year

;

t'alandriiiia umbellata, beautiful in colour and very dwarf, valu-
able both for beds and rockwork ; Nolana laneeolata -siolacea,

beautiful violet, and there is a light blue variety as well.

Double Californian Sunflower also deserves notice on account
of its perfectly double orange flowers, 8 inches in diameter.
Lupines exhibited great diversity of height and colour, accord-
ing to the species and variety; L. bybridus atrococciueus was
one of the finest, being very rich in colour. Pentstemons and
Chelone barbata eocciuea, the latter with bright scarlet Pent-
stemon-like flowers, deserve mention among perennials ; the
latter in pai-ticular is extremely effective, but both deserve a
place in every garden. The Gladioluses, covering more than
half an acre, were a splendid sight ; of brenchieyensis, the most
showy of all the cheap varieties for garden decoration, we were
told there were somewhere about 200,000 bulbs.
The vegetable seeds had been in a great measure harvested,

but we may note that of that invaluable dwarf Marrow Pea
Maclean's Little Ciem, the dwarfest of all the wrinkled Mar-
rows, and to the value of which for forcing we alluded in our
report of Sandringham, no less than ten acres were devoted,
and there was the same extent of Tom Thumb. These figures
speak for themselves. Of Laxton's Alpha there were between
five and six acres. Of other sorts w-e noticed Climax and
Leviathan, the latter one of the largest and best of the late
Peas. Conquest Marrow was also a very productive green
wrinkled kind. Of Broad Beans Beck's Dwarf Green Gem, not
exceeding a foot high, was bearing thirty pods to a plant. Of
Champion Moss Curled Parsley, one of the finest stocks of
Curled Parsley ever raised, there were quite three acres, and
the same area was devoted to another champion—the Cham-
pion Runner, an immense-podded Scarlet Runner. Spanish,
Giant Roeca, and other Onions were largely repre.iented, as
also a fine stock of solid white Celery, Beet, Dwarf Kidnev
Beans, Lettuces, and Tomatoes.

ADVICE ASKED FROM SOUTH AUSTRALIA.
In your instnictions for the management of pot plants, the

chief ingi'edients recommended for the compost are turfy loam,
fibrous peat, and leaf mould in various proportions. Now, in

this country none of the three is to be had. The roots of our
gi'asses die and disappear soon after the rainy season, and our
loams, whether chocolate brown, or light brown sandy loam,
contam not a particle of fibre. The only peat to be obtained
is much about the same as English bog soil, and costs 20.'>'.

a-load ; and as our trees are not deciduous we have no leaf

mould, the neai'est approach to it being all the weeds, prim-
ings, and garden refuse gathered into a hole and rotted there.

Under these circumstances, coupled with the fact of our
having two spi-ings and a long summer, with neither winter
nor autumn in reality, you can conceive that our greenhouse
management is a series of experiments, sometimes successful

sometimes otherwise, and I should be gratified if you or some
of your correspondents of experience would suggest some
plan of blending the soils we have as abovenamed (to which,
of course, may be added dung, coarse river sand, and white
sea sand), so as to form the nearest approach to those generaUy
recommended.

—

South Australian.

The Auction or Plants at Leybouene Grange, in Kent, be-
longing to Sir .Joseph Hawley, Bart., took place on the lOth
and 11th iust. The Azaleas, 1.50, and Camellias ninety-seven
in number, were placed on the lawn at the back of the mansisn,
ranged in rows or avenues about 80 yards in length, and pre-
sented a sight seldom seen and rarelj- excelled by any private

collection. The health and symmetry of the plants showed
excellent examples of Mr. Bowman's skill and care.

The prices the Azaleas brought were from seven guineas
per plant downwards, and the Camellias from £6 10s. down-
wards. Several beautifully arranged baskets for conservatory
decoration, tastefully filled with Ferns, &c., sold for £6 3.s-.

per pair, £7 6.--., and £3 18s.

A large company spiritedly contended for the best specimens.
Among the purchasers were many of the neighbouring gentry,
and several of the principal London florists were present. The
sale was conducted by Messrs. Tootell & Sons, of Maidstone,

and to them and Mr. Bowman many expressions of regi-et

were made that a collection of plants so beautiful should be
disjjersed.

HAWKESTARD PARK.
The visitors to the London horticultural shows will remem-

ber that collections of plants from this place have frequently

carried off the first prizes, and such persons, therefore, are

familiar with the name of Hawkesyard, the seat of Josiah
Spode, Esq., near Eugeley, about the centre of the county of

Stafford. In the earliest notices it is spelt Hauksharde ; and
in the reign of Edward III. it was the residence of Humphry
Rugeley, and it remained in the possession of his descendants
until the commencement of the seventeenth century, Simon
Rugeley, the very effective parUamentaiy commander, bemg
the last of the name who was its owner ; and Dr. Harwood,
writing in 1820, observes, " The Rugeleys are extinct in the

county." Our next relative information is when it was in the
possession of J. H. Lister, Esq. The house then was moved
from the Trent Valley, placed where it now stands, and named
Ai-mitage Pai'k. About thirty years since it was purchased
from Mr. Lister by its present proprietor, the original name of

Hawkesyard restored, and the gardens very lai-gely improved.
Hawkesyard is situated on the right bank of the Trent, a

little way up the rismg ground which borders the broad tract

of rich ailluvial land through which that river takes its winding
course, a tract of land perhaps not excelled in the kingdom
for its productiveness as meadow. The hilly district which
borders it on the south side presents the usual broken and
irregular frontage to the main stream, and eventually merges
into an elevated ridge diffeiing widely in character from the

rich valley below. Instead of the rank herbage and luxuriant

trees, with corresponding good crops on well-cultivated farms,

the elevated region referred to presents all the characters of

the Scottish muir, minus rocks, and a few of these are visible

in places. The high ground forming the watershed of the,

southern bank of the Trent at this particular place is the wild

tract of country called Cannock Chase, a district where Heath
and Whortleberries struggle for life, and where now and then

those who visit the spot at the right season may see covered

with the brilliant Foxglove tracts of land that would shame
the gaudiest specunens of the so-called bedding class of flower

gardens.

My purpose, however, is not to ascend this district, but to

survey the base of one of its spurs or offshoots, on which
stands Hawkesyard, a mansion of considerable pretensions,

and surrounded by many objects of horticultural interest which
deserve more than a passing notice, especially as the natural

advantages of the place have been turned to good account.

The mansion stands on a piece of table land formed on the

flattened summit of one of those spurs or buttresses which
project some distance into the valley of the Trent. The soil

is light, in consequence of the sandstone rock being close to

the surface, in fact cropping out in many places ; and in the

pleasure grounds it has been turned to good account both in

plant-growing and as an ornamental feature. In the latter way
it has been emploj-ed with the best possible results.

The mansion, placed as I have stated, on an eminence com-
manding the valley to the north of it, has its most important

frontages in other directions ; that to the south looks upwards
over a diversified park, in which plantations of some twenty
or thii'ty years' growth are vieing with trees of older date, the

whole judiciously gi'ouped so as to leave the important view of

distant places uninterrupted. The view eastward extends over

a large part of the Trent valley, with rich grass lands and trees,

and cornfields on the rising grounds. Westward is the carriage

entrance, and immediately in front of that part of the mansion
is a neat flower garden, the beds on the turf. At the time of

my visit these were weU fiUed with choice plants. Beyond
these was an irregular belt of Rhododendrons, while groups of

the same plant are met with elsewhere in the grounds, which
extend a considerable distance to the south and west of the

house, in the former direction rising gently, and a considerable

part is open lawn planted with specimen Conifers. AmOngst
others I noticed Picea Nordmanniana very good, and Pinus

austriaca equally so. As Interestiug to the general visitor as

anything were some vei-y fine plants of the ordinary variegated

Aloe in large tubs, placed near to the carriage entrance and

elsewhere around the mansion. I must not omit to mention

a fine piece of water at the lower end of the flower garden on

the west side, and which added considerably to the general effect.
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I must now leave tbis well-varieJ scene, and ilescendmg a

little to the north I come to the various; plant houses whence
Mr. Chapman draws his supplies to fur}iish a conservator}' on
a little higher ground, and also now :,nd theu to astonish the

visitors at the London e.\hihitions. The conservatory—or at

least one of them, for there aj-e more than one—is so built as

to coutaiu a large breadth of natural rode, which is turned to

good Account as a home for trailing and rock plants, with a

number of Ferns. One of these houses contains a lai'ge central

mass of natural rod;, while the side shelves are more ai'tificial,

but the two blend well. Another conservatory in character

more like others elsewhere.

The mansion and gi'ounds are on the north side of a sand-

stone liill. The .stone has been cut out at one place to form a

grotto or cavern, arid at another it appears to have been quanied.
These two ravines, as they may he called, form the best out-

door ferneries I ever met with. Rustic paths intersect them,
now ascending, theu descending ; at one time passing under-

neath an arch, at another through a dark tunnel, and on
emerging at the other side a fresh scene is brought to view.

This labyrinth of tortuous walks and varied scenery is highly

interesting to the young and enthusiastic, and hardly less so

to those more advanced in life. Water also is not wanting for

dripping wells, and treacherous fountains are here and there

to be met with. The rich luxuriance of the Ferns indicated

that the material in which they were growing suited them well.

This interesting fernery and natural rockwork formed the
intervening links between the dressed gi'ounds and the kitchen

garden and plant houses ; even the latter form a link between
the useful and ornamental, for in passing through the rock
and fernery we meet with some of the houses devoted to the
growth of plants. These structures, however, like many
others in' which good exhibition specimens are grown, present

little, if auvthiug, different from other houses ; on the con-

trary, they are very common places, proving good results in

plant-cultivation are due more to the sMll and attention be-

stowed upon them than on the character of the house. I re-

member some years ago seeing some very indifferent-looking

houses, belonging to a gentleman near Manchester, whose
gardener took fir-st prizes at most of the shows at which he
exhibited, and it was much the same at Hawkcsyard. In these
houses were some of the filiest specimens of plants in the
Idugdom. At one place was a noble example of that singular
plant, Gloriosa superba, covered with bloom, and at another
one of the best Lasiandras I ever met with, and one which I
beUeve Mr. Chapman has turned to good account. A well-
bloomed Lapageria rosea and L. rosea alba on lai-ge wire
trellises were very fine, as also a Phcenocoma, Dipladenia
amabihs and crassinoda, and the AUaniaudas. Some Orchids
were also gi-oivn, a Phaloeuopsis being very fine, but the
decline of dayUght prevented my seeing more. Mr. Chapman
remarked that it was of little use to exhibit anything old or very
easy to manage, as many old plants are now passed over—for
example, the Statice, Bhynchospermum, and Kondeletia—so
that only the more recently-introduced subjects, or old ones of
more than ordinary merit, ai'e now admissible as takers of
first prizes. Of such there were some excellent specimens.
The water plants were very attractive ; a large t:uik, occupying
nearly the whole of one house, was set ap.art fur them. Kym-
phffia gigantea, a line blue, was in excellent form, as was also
N. Devoniaua, a good red ; there were also some Pitcher-plants

and other subjects requuing the moistiu'e of a tank without
being immersed in it.

Several houses were, of coui-se, devoted to other descriptions

of plants, and I was agreeably surprised to find some excellent
examples of Hm'st House Seedling Pine Apple, the fruit promif

-

ing to attain the weight of 8 lbs. or more, with scarcely any
crown, and what was more remarkable, the plants were gi'own
in pots standing on a stage or shelf without bottom heat.
There being no pinery proper, Mr. Chapman merely grows a
few in one of the plant stoves. It is but seldom one finds good
fruit in such a place, sickly diseased plants ai'e often seen, but
I do not remember having noticed such fruit before. With
many Pme-gi'owers the introduction of some choice or favourite
stove plant into the jjinery is looked on with alarm, and for

my own part I have a decided objection to the jiractice. That
the Pines throve so well was a good evidence of the cleanli-

ness of the plants in general ; and the only difference thej' ex-
hibited, as compared to those grown in b;uk or other bottom-
heated pits, was their having scai'cely any crown. Large
crowns are often a consequence of too much bottom heat, but
here the case was reversed, and larger crowns would have been
desu-able. Onl.y a few Pines were grown at one end of a plant
house.
Those who grow plants for exhibition have generally the

means of transporting them from place to place without adopt-
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iug the makesbilts often scan at country exhibitions, such as I Hawlcesyard Park a number of years, having been a pupil of

temporary ooverings of mats over an orJinarv spring waggon ;
I one of the best plant-growers of his day, Mr. May, whose name

at Hawkesyard there is a set of proper plant-vans built to pass
,
often appeared in the prize lists of the horticultural shows of

along the radway, and with wheels so low that tall plants I twenty years ago. When I was at Hawkesyard the good eon-

could be carried,
j

ditiou of the whole collection, whether in flower or not, was
The kitchen gai-deu was small, but all was in such order as I such as would be appreciated by all who are judges in such

to reflect great credit on Mr. Chapman, who has been at
|
matters.—.J. Eobson.

HEEACLEUM GIGANTEUM.
This genus derives its name from Hercules, in reference to

|
of the scene. The usual height which it attains in good soil

the size of many of the species ; one of them (H. Sphondylium),
|
is 12

i< well knowni bv its

13 feet. As the illustration shows, it forms a bold,

distinct, and hand-

EugUsh name Cow-
Parsnip. There is

a goodly number of

species, but on ac-

count of the simi-

larity of form many
of them are diffi-

cult to distinguish

;

indeed, I suspect
that the fraits are

the most certain

means of identifi-

cation. The mem-
bers of this genus
are widely scatttr-

ed over the glole,

some occurring in

Em-ope, some in

-America, others in

India. A few of

them are turned to

economic purposes
by the inhabitants
of the particular lo-

calities in which
they are found.
Heracleums have

not found much fa-

vour in a general
way with the ma-
jority of piant

-

growers , but now
tliat beauty of form
ill plants for the

pleasure ground is

beginning to be ap-

preciated, those re-

markable for thtir

distinctiveness and
commanding ap-

pearance canuot

faU to become fa-

vourites. Heracle-

um giganteum, of

which the accom-
panying represen-

tation appeared in

M.Alphand's'>P.o-
menades de Paris,"

is a native of Si-

beria. It is very

easily raised from
seed, and usually I unlcuu

attains its full di-

mensions the second year; it flourishes in rough, rich, deep

sod, such as loam, or even clay, and if in the vicinity of water

somegi'oup, the fo-

liage yielding in

eft'ect to none of

the tropical plants

that can be used.

This, in conjunc-

tion with the fact

that the plant can
be raised from seed

with the greatest

ease, as well as in-

creased by the divi-

sion of tiie crowns

in spring, renders

it specially useful

to amateurs baring

but little accommo-
dation for tender

plants. It must,

however, be im-

prcf?ed upon the

minds of these who
use these plants,

that something
must be growing

near them to take

their place in au-

tumn, for they will

not continue to

adorn the pleasure

grounds much later

than the beginning

of August, by which
time their growth
will be matured ,and
they then rapidly

decay. If it is re-

quisite that the

blank left should

l,e filled up, some
other strong-grow-

ing plant should

be held in reserve,

such as Castor Oil,

Cani.a, or whatever

may best please the

taste of the ama-
tiiir ; f.r if a prc-per

situation has been
selected, the sur-

rounding vegeta-

tion may have as-

n lu crnn sumed such propor-

tions that no assist-

ance wiU be necessary. This is a point which must always

be kept in view by those using herbaceous plants in the sub-

it not only grows stronger, biit adds materially to the beauty
|
tropical style of gai-dening.—Expeeto Cfepe.

HONEYDEW—WHAT IS IT?

Professor Dyer, in a lecture recently delivered before the

Royal Horticultural Society, made the following obsen-ations :

—

It has been supposed that aphides, after h.aving drawn the

boneydew from the parenchyma, discharged it again scarcely

altered ; but it is contrai-y to the results of analysis to assign it

a composition similar to that of leaf sap. It is, however, ad-

mitted that certain insects possess the faculty of determining
the production of inanna. Thus it is to the punctures of a

Coccus that Ehrenberg and Heimprich attribute the formation

of the manna which is still found on the mountams of Smai.

The manna falls to the ground from the air—that is to say,

from the summit of a tree, and not from the sky. The Arabs

call it man, and they, as weU as the Greek monks, coUec_t it to

eat upon bread in the same way as honey. I have myself seen

it fall, coUeeted it, and brought it to Berlin with the plant and

the remains of the insect. This species of manna is produced
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bv Tamarix mannifera, Ehr. As -n-itli many other mannas it is

tne result of the punctures of an insect, which in the present

case is Coccus mannipai-us, H. A- Eh);
Tlie manna, consequently, collected in 18G9 at Liebfrauenherg,

had not the same origin as' the Sinai manna, though it had the

same composition. At the time of its appearance upon the Lime
no insects were obsen-able. It was later that a few aphides

were seen glued upon a certain number of the leaves.

After having washed the extremity of a branch, glutinous

points were seen gradually to i-ise; at first scarcely perceptible,

they increased each day, so as finally to cover the whole of the

upper surface of the leaf. This slow and progressive develop-

ment of the honeydew was clearlj' effected without the interven-

tion of aphides, which did not make their appearance till subse-

quently, hke the fUes and bees, either to feed upon the secretion

or to pilfer it.

In a subsequent number Hartiug states that honeydew is pro-
duced by Aphis Tiliie, which, living on the under surface of the
leaves of the Lime, drops its excrement on the upper surface of

the leaves beneath. Analysed by Gunning at Amsterdam, it

proved to consist of cane sugar. Boussingault remarked, in

reply, that the manna of Liebfrauenberg, like the Sinaitie manna
analysed by Berthelot, contained, in addition to cane sugar, fruit

sugar and dextrine. He added, also, that the leaves of the Lime
contain considerable amounts of cane sugar almost piu'e, the
origin of which could not be attributed to insects.

Professor Dyer then quoted Goethe, as saying, "I have seen
Limes, of which the leaves seemed varnished, but where not a
single insect was visible. The juice is secreted by the plant
itself." Mr. Hanbury infoiTaed him that he noticed the exuda-
tion of a saccharine matter from a Canella, and that after re-

peated cleansings it still made its appearance. He had seen
also the occurrence of minute crystals of sugar upon the corolla
of the Azalea. De Candolle mentions the same thing iu Rhodo-
dendron ponticum. Tliis is, however, different to the secretion
which takes place on leaves, because it is probably merely due
to the loss of water from the flower preparatoi-y to fading.
De Candolle remarks that granular secretions are found on

the young shoots of the Larch, and are collected locally under the
name of manna of Briani,'OU ; they also occur on Salix alba, and
upon some other trees. " We cannot afih-m," he says, either
that they are a natural excretion, or that they are produced by
insects." Dr. Masters states that a manna-like substance is pro-
duced from species of Alhagi, and that it is an exudation from
the leaves and branches of the plant only appearing in hot
weather. Saline secretions from leaves have been more fi-equently
observed. De Saussure states that an accumulation of saline
matters at their surface often occurs in garden vegetables,
transpiration beinff impeded, the leaves are ultimately destroyed.
De Candolle found a saline secretion from the leaves of a Keau-
muria to consist of carbonates of soda and potash.

—

(English
Mechanic and World of Science.)

Proposed New Fkiit and Flower Market.—An important
report was brought up by the Markets Committee of the Com-
mon Council on the proposal to build a new market for fruit,

flowers, and vegetables in the City. They stated that in 1864
it was referred to them to examine the state and condition of
Fai-ringdon market, and to report whether any and what
repairs were requh-ed to be done, and whether aiiy improve-
ments and alterations could be made in its constnictiou to
make it more advantageous for letting. After some delay,
occasioned by the fact of great improvements being under-
taken in that neighbourhood, they considered the reference,
and having confen-ed with the president and several members
of the Mai-ket Gai'deners' Association on the subject, they
directed the City architect to prepare and lay before them
plans for the construction of a market for vegetables on the
site of the existing market, on a level with Farringdon Street,
and a market for flowers and fruit over the same, on a level
with Shoe Lane. After further conferences with the Associa-
tion and the fruit and flower growers, the scheme had been
amended to meet their suggestions. The report was opposed
on the gi-ounds that just as Columbia market could not com-
pete with BiUingsgate, so no City creation would dispossess
Covent Garden in the matter of fruit and flowers. An amend-
ment approving the principle of erecting a new market, but
postponing the consideration of the plan, was negatived. The
report of the Committee was then adopted, and authority was
given to them to apply to Parliament for the requisite powers,
and to raise the necessary sum.

MOUSE TEAPS.
I opser\-ed what your correspondent Mr. Record said with

reference to the trap for mice I submitted to your notice, yet
I saw more thau one objection to the trap he suggested.' I

found, as I expected, that making the wire and getting it

through the pea was quite as much trouble as making the trap

I had suggested. I also found Mr. Record's trap exceedingly
diflicult to set in such a manner as to be at fill likely to be
efi'ective ; but that, I think, was in a great measure owing to

nsing so weighty a fall as a brick, which causes the wire to

bind too tightly. For mice I am quite sure a roofing tile is

heavy enough, and would be more certain from the extra

space covered, besides its admitting of the trap being set to go
off with a slight touch. Made with two bricks I do not believe

in the trap ; but made with a brick and tile it probably would
answer for mice. I like the trap shown at page 314 much
better than Sir. Record's (it is an old acquaintance), but it

shoiild be set with a roofing tile, which is lighter, and answers
every pui'pose. I think it is far preferable for the bait to lie

on the surface of the ground , as the beau does in my trap.

I could make and set one of my traps in less time than I

could get the wire of Mr. Record's trap through the pea,

which would have to be soaked, and even then it is a delicate

operation.

—

Bboad Bean.

I CERTAixLY Consider Mr. MundeU's mode of catching mice to

be the most sunple, and the best of all that have been noticed

in your paper. To bait it I soak some peas for a few hours,

and then with a needle and strong thread string about six peas
together, and set the trap in the same way as figured iu

page 314. Instead of using the common brick I have a thiu

kind of brick, generally used for paving, as I find it answers
better. I have never failed to catch every mouse in the garden
with this kind of trap.—0. Orpet, Cirencexicr.

NOTES AND GLE.ANINGS.
The Royal Horticultural Society have placed at the

disposal of the Nottingham Horticultural Society, and the
St. Ann's (Amateur) Horticultural Society, gold medals to be
competed for at these Societies' meetings in 1873, 1874, and
1875. This has been done as a recognition of the support
received by the Royal Horticultural on the occasion of its last

provincial Show. We are requested to state that aU coUections
intended to compete for the Society's prize for Hurtful Insects
must be sent to the Assistant Secretaiy, South Kensington, on
or before May 1st.

We are informed that Mr. William Paul will hold a
show of Roses, Pelargoniums, Ac, at the Ciystai Palace, com-
mencing May 25th.

Weather.—A letter from Yeovil dated the 21st inst.

says—" Snow faUiug fast. If the frost continues, good-bye to

the fruit crops."

We have to record this week the death oi, facile princejm,

the most eminent of vegetable physiologists, Professor Hugo von
MoHL, which took place on April 1st at Tiibingen. You Mohl
was born at Stuttgart in 1805, and in 1835 was appointed
Professor of Botany and Director of the Botanic Garden at
Tiibingen, a position he has held ever since. Conjointly with
Schlechtendal , and since his death with Professor de Baiy,
formerly one of his pupils, he has been editor of the weekly
" Botanische Zeitung " since its commencement in 1843. He
was one of the foreign members of the Liuueau Society, having
been elected as long ago as 1837. Von Mohl has been a copious
and most accurate writer on subjects connected with vegetable

anatomy and physiology, of which he may be said to have laid

the secure foundation in his early investigations of the true
relations of ceU-membrane and contents. Among his original

observations we may esijecially mention his essay on the Struc-
ture of Endogens, published by Von Martins in his " Historia
Palmarum," and on the Stem-structure of Cycads in the
" Vegetable Cell," which appeared in Rudolph Wagner's
" Handworterbuch ;" on the Origin and Structure of Stomates

;

on Cuticle ; ou the Structure of CeU-membrane ; on the Stnic-
ture and Anatomical relations of Chlorophyll ; on the Multi-
phcationof Plant-cells by division, and numerous other essajs
collected in his " Yennischte Schriften."

—

{Nature.)

WORK FOB THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Where Bioccoli and Winter Greens are coming off, the
gi'ound should be deeply trenched, the steins placed at the
bottom of the trench, and quicklime strewed over them. If

the ground is intended to be again planted with any of the
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Cabbage tribe it should be mauuied, but it is best at all times

to change the crops as far as practicable. If, however, from
circumstances of soil or situation it is necessary to plant the

same kind of crop repeatedly in the same situation, such parts

should have repeated turnings to expose a new surface to the

influence of the atmosphere, and frequent applications of fresh

maideu loam, a portion of the old soil being removed if neces-

sary. A full crop of Red Beet may be sown towards the end
of the week. Earth-up Beans, and sow successional crops of

both Peas and Beans. Keep the ground well stirred amongst
Cauliflowers and Cabbages, and lose no opportunity of destroy-

ing slugs. Sow Duarf Kidney Beans on a warm sheltered

border, also a few Scarlet Runners, but these succeed so weU
transplanted, that it is advisable to provide for contingencies

by sowing in pots or boxes and germinating the seeds under
glass. When the young plants come up remove them to the

open ail', cover them at night, and transplant them in t'jc

second week of May ; they will come into bearing more than a

week before those sown iu the open ground, and will continue

to bear quite as long ; at the same time there is no danger of

theii' being nipped by the spiing frosts. Thiu-out the young ad-

vancing plants of Lettuces ; if none are wanted for transplant-

ing they may be left at the full width at once, and the surface

well stii-red about them. Contiuue to earth-up and stake Peas
as they advance, taking care to fork or otherwise loosen the

gi'ound between the rows after the staking is done. Let this

be followed up even if Spinach is growing between the rows,

as that will be benefited by having the surface well stirred

about it. Keep up successional sowings of Lettuces, Spinach,

Radishes, and Salads.

FKCIT GAEDEN.
The process of disbudding Peach trees will now be in full

operation ; watch the growth well, and remove but a few of the

shoots at a time. Endeavour as far as possible to keep before-

hand with the growth iu disbudding, and not behind, for iu

the latter case one is often tempted to take off more shoots at

once than proper, and the check thus given to the flow of the

sap has very often the eft'ect of causing the fruit to stop swell-

ing and eventually to faU off. Eemove all the foreright shoots

from Apricot trees, also a portion of the side shoots, but en-

deavour to distiuguish those which are likely to form short

fruit-bearing spurs, which must always be left. Keep a good
look-out for the Gooseberry caterpillar. Hellebore powder is a

good remedy, but haud-picking better, if there are hands to

spare.

FLOWEK GARDEN.
Attend to the pruning of evergieen shrubs ; remove all dead

branches and shoots of last year's growth that have been de-

stroyed by the late frosts. Hoe, rake, and stir the surface of

flower borders, and remove all decayed leaves and stalks of

plants which have done flowering. Thin out early-sown annuals

in open borders to from fom' to six plants in each patch-

Tliiu out the shoots of Hollyhocks and other herbaceous plants.

Give standard and dwarf Eoses another good soaking with

manure water, which will excite a vigorous gi-owth and insure

an abunda;Ut bloom. Autumnal-flowering Eoses, especially,

delight iu such treatment. Polyanthuses will require shading

as they flower. If seed has not been already sown, let it be

done immediately. Eanunculuses will now be showhig them-
tjclves, and seedlings will be rising fast ; in the latter case, should

worms appear to thi-ow them out, water with hme water, which
will not affect the plants. Tulips must bo especially attended

to and preserved from the effects of hail and frost ; if the

))eds have not been carefully gone over and the smface soil

broken by liand, it should be done immediately. Pinks and
Pansies should be top-dressed with very rotten mauuie, and
as soon as the latter make side shoots they may be taken off

and struck. Pot off Dahlias as they root.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSEKVATOKY.
These will now hu in gieater splendour thau at any other

period. There is no occasion here for an oppressive atmo-
sphere ; indeed, such woidd defeat the end in view, which
should be to prolong the beauties of the gay inmates as much
as possible. The forced Pinks, such as Anne Boleyn ; the tree

Violets ; the Perpetual, Bourbon, and Tea Eoses ; the -Azaleas,

and Ehododendrons, will now please the eye and exhale their

delightful fragrance. The Verbenas are charming ornaments
here at this period

;
propagated in August, planted three in a

o-inch pot, and weU established before winter sets in, they

bloom abundantly from the middle of March. The syringe

will of course be laid aside here ; atmospheric moisture must,
however, be secured, slowly but constantly.

STOVE.

It is now time to warn aU those who desire to have their

houses well decorated during this year's winter, that the only
sure foundation of success must be laid at the present period.

The flowers most eligible for this purpose are certainly not of

the most recent introduction ; some of them are of very long

standing in our hothouses. They must not, however, be lost

in the crowd ; they will be very acceptable during the dull

months of December and January if properly cultivated. Of
this character are Gesnera elongata, some of the Begonias

;

Phajus grandifohus, several of the Bletias, Cymbidium sinense,

and Cypripedimns among Orchids ; Linum trigynum, Euphor-
bia jacquiniseflora and splendens, possess capabilities of the
kind. The Correas, the Polygalas, and some of the Acacias

are eligible, also the Hybrid Perpetual Eoses, retarded Scarlet

Pelargoniums, Anne Boleyn Pinks, Neapolitan Violets, Cine-

raiias, Chinese Primroses, iS.'c. I will endeavour to offer advice

on these plants occasionally as to theh winter-floweiing pro-

perties, and iu the meantime I would merely say that the
mainspring of success is early cultivation, and a comparative
degree of rest, or rather freedom from over-excitement during
July and August. This course induces the flowering habit iu

au eminent degree afterwards ; a moderate amount of stimulus

produces the desucd efi'ect. The Gongoras, Zygopetalums,
Peristerias, Brassias, some of the Dendrobiums, Cattleyas,

Sobralias, Phajus, &c., will now be gi'owing with rapidity.

Look well after insects ; this is the most dangerous period.

Be very attentive to the state of the atmosphere, and secure a

considerable amount of atmospheric moisture, taking care at

all times that it exists iu a due ratio to the heat. Keep up a

slight circulation or motion iu the an- day and night.

PITS AND FRAMES.
The propagation of plants for the summer and autumn

decoration of the flower garden should be brought to a close

as soon as cu-cumstances will permit ; cuttings may still bo
put in this week, but not later. I am fully aware that m'lch
depends on taking off, making, and putting in cuttings ; b;il,

on the other hand, I am confident that paying attention to

these points will not ensure success if they are not carefully

attended to iu the cutting-pit as regards hght, heat, aud
moisture. Now is the best time of the year to increase choice

collections of Phloxes by cuttings ; take off the young shoots

when .3 or 4 inches in length. Choice Alpine plants should be

taken out of theh' winter quarters and fully exposed to the

weather. Large specimens of early-flowering species should

be removed to the flower garden and placed in vases or rustic

baskets. Clear out some of the hardier bedding-out plants

which have been under glass during the winter
;
place them

in some sheltered position, where they can be readily pro-

tected iu case of frost. Put a stop to the ravages of mUdew
by dusting the plants with sulphur.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Sow early if you can, aud run -the risk of failure, but if you
value the seed wait a httle longer. We are almost sorry that

we raised the note of alarm some weeks ago, but we thought

our readers would be rewarded for the loss of a few pence in

seeds by the profit made upon the early jjioduce. The ciitii-al

time with seedlings is when germination is just taking place.

Then excess of hea' , cold, or dryness is very likely to kill them.
Our earUest sowings of Onions, Carrots, &c., are coming on
beautifully. Oiu- ad\ice to people with limited space is " Sow
often." If we wanted a beautiful young Carrot we would keep

on sowing from March to July. There is no comparison as

respects sweetness between such young produce aud the one
sowing which satisfies most people. Never depend on one
sowing.

We generally sow so that each kind of seed will distinguish

itself ; thus Broccoli being parted by Borecoles, Cauliflower by
Brussels Sprouts, so that if sown close there is no necessary

mixing at planting time. These matters are of httle moment
iu large gardens, but they are important where ground is

scarce, and where a seed bed, therefore, should take up httle

room. WeU, the seeds being scattered evenly over the aUotted

space—and the very colour of red-leaded seeds affords a good
criterion of the even hand of the sower—the next thing is just

to pat the seeds gently down, and then scatter a shght cover-

ing of Ught soil all over, which generally receives another

gentle pat.

Here let us add that iu such uncertain seasons as the pre-
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sent it is well to sow a few Brussels Sprouts Savoys &c. .under i

protection in March. These pricked-out, and planted-out soon

,

come in early in the autumn.
i ii. ii •

,i

CaiiUfli)icer.< —Planted-out the second, pricked-out the thnd

crop, and banked-up the earliest crop, which is coming on

strongly. Gathered some nice dishes of Asparagus during the
]

week The forward shoots had to a gi-eat extent been protected
j

from frosty nights by setting flower-pots over them.

FRUIT CiEDEN.

Nothing could be more trying for out-door frnit—bright

sunny days, followed by much wet, frost, snow and sleet.

Trees on walls have sufiered little, but we have doubts if the

Plums Pears, and gorgeous bloom of Cherries will pass nnm-

jured.- The frost would do little harm in comparison with

what the wet and sleet attending it would do.

ORUAMENLVi DEPAnlMENT.

We hear of people turning out Geraniums and Calceolarias

wholesale. We think these frosty nights must have taught

them a lesson. For ourselves, we never could see the use ol

runnin" the risk of such early planting. We have thousands

of such plants in open earth trenches, but then we do not allow

much frost to touch them, or the snow or sleet to lie among

them We have known many cases where such starved plants,

turned out so early, have not recovered themselves before the

middle of summer, and even then showed traces of the mjury

they had suffered.—E. F.

TBADE CATALOGUE KECEIVED.

John Scott, Merriott Nurseries, Crewkerne, Somerset.—Ca/ix- i

lo(juc of Bedding Plants.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
* We reauest that no one will write privately to any of the

'
correspondents of the " Journal of Horticulture, Cottage

Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so doing they

are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. All

communications should therefore be addressed soldi/ to

The Editors of the Journal of Horticulture, d-c, 171, Fleet

Street, London, E.G.

We also request that correspondents will not mix up on tlie

same sheet questions relating to Gardeiinig ainl tho -e on

Poultry and Bee subjects, if they expect to 'M thoia

answered promptly and conveniently, but write them on

separate communications. Also never to send more than

two or three questions at once.

N.B.—Many questions must remain unanswered until next

week.

GlKDEMEns' EXAMIN-ITION (.I. B. C.).—Tlio ucst is uot li-'icd; it will he

i>l;er;is°l "Fi-ait Manual" will not !)e iiublisheA tor montus to come.

LouaoQ-b book is out of print. - Cutla-!! Gardeners' Diotioniuy and Sup-

plement can b3 had. We know

air If the plants have been recently repotted and the pots are not fuU of

roots do not repot, but keep them in the temperatur-e named. Many of them

if kept rather diy in May mil then stai-t tor fruit, and others wiU foUoiv,

producing fi-uit at the time you require. Do not crowd them ^" f°" P'^'y

Sf room, and keep them close to the swss. To npeu fi-uit at the time you

name you wUl need to have plants s'aowins fruit m May and June. Encourage

them with plenty of heat, moistme, light, and air.

H.JU1D MiNUEE roH Gauden (P. T. B.).-Instead of watering with liquid

manure we would now "ive your crops a dressing of guano in moist weather,

an.l make a second appUcation in June in moist weather, at the rate of Sew t.

nrr arro. You may water in diy weather with 2 ozs. of guano to a gallon of

water, "Ivin" in dry weather a good soaking once or ty.ice a-week to all

Krowin-°cropb. It may also be apphed to fniit trees weak m gi-owth, or winch

have heavj- crops of fniit. To such, good soakmgs should be apphed m dry

I the
niiciNTHS IN Beds (Idfml.—Allow the Hyacmths in beds to remain

-rouuA until the leaver tm-n yellow, then take up the bulbs, drj- them, , ..„„.„

the off .n, Anrr ll,.' v.hnle in a cool dl7 place, and plant again m October or

1 thev will bloom well the following year, if not quite
N:ivc

I., fludv ;.

;oilthiit li

^•ei7 haudsome fuU spikes of b

We have seen some planted in rich well-dl'ained

elforauumberof years annually, and they produced
; to fori]They had

large patch.

Disbudding a Vine (eiranml.-Wlien the shoots ai-e 2 or 8 inches long

they should bo rubbed off close t., ilv i.ait „li..ncc they proceed, leaiing those

required at 9 inches apart on op, •
'

- ;ane ;
thus tire shoots let

on e.^ch side will be 18 inches ar ' .Ustance as their disposi-

tion permits. These shoots sh. . n the joint beyond "^e irnit-

if there is no fruit, then at the In til leaf. The leadmg .shoot

or rod should be trained to the top „f llic house before stoppmg, and its

laterals stopped at the second leaf.

A.PHIS ON CoNSERTATonY Pi.iNTS (K. T. C.).-We ttdvise you to fill the

house with tobacco smoke, V -"ii •• -ening shou d bechosen and thou|h the

We urefer fiimi-aiion. i'or re I spider syi'inge twice a-day. There is no

.I^a^n meauTol meventin- the attacks of insects; the best are suiBcient

ventUation no more than the requisite artiticial heat, and taking prompt

I measures to arrest then- progress on then- first appearance.

Killing Grass on Geavel Walks (Iii<!m).-Probably the surest method

is to dissolve 1 lb. of powdered ai-senic in ttaee gallons ol cold water, bal, and

keep stilling for about ten minutes, then add 2 lbs. of crushed sodai stir the

whole well in the boiler, and apply it hot to the walks i„ .b> „.. tl,,
,

A

witeriu"-pot with a rose is the most suitable vessel for appli'" • I'" ivi ! i it.

should be kept from the edgings. The quantity namt I '
''.

:
,

r

! 2-, Siiuare vards of walk. Our con-espondent informs us that a

'•usually ties common fowl feathers about 10 mches long, uu .i .•.iiii^ un i ii.o

rows of 'Peas, sUpping them up to the middle in a loop, and the wmd kcep»

them constantly on the move." The plan is useful, and may be seen in

pra'-tice in thousands of ai-tisans' and cottagers gardens.

niiinviNG SiEAWBEREY BcNNERS (H. Corhctt).-Vfe consider that the

ruuiira, ..f Strawben-y plants are best removed when they become crowded

rul.lcrvi;.' the parent plant of much of its support. 01 coiu-se, when m-

.,-,.,. is rc'iniiL'lthf vuiiu-rs must be left ; even then the best and eai'heit

j
siionVl li l' i^ '

" '
' "11 pots or in the gi-ound, so as to have them

j.j,',(, 1
',

, ,
in:; theu-crownsbetorewinter.

1
,., ,,, , s Shoots (r'!.-»i).—We have tried cutting

, also cutting the latter only, and
a-t, v/e left the small shoots last

;n l.iice of fine stout heads. The
I I M seciu'e a good growth in the

."It well-developed buds ; the pro-

the Mui.l '

i
ws find the

yeai-, and ou

Din-

th^ t"

TVUT.E DK' i'mr employers are right in thinking

ill he so high that they cannot he seen

best, and not more than 1 foot high,
"
low corner glasses. It is impossible

j-v to be seen in the London shops.

,- of no re.a3on why it should be liable
iliL'. ( J .1 M lu '" 'I i-U'ii.— We kauiv of

be brjkeu, except by stones thrown at it.

rouquAY V. SiDMooTH (B. N. G.).—Beyond a doubt select the first for

ur sojourn. In addition to other superior attractions it is close to the

vouKosery. You are a Kose-worshipper—go there and show the foUow-

• extract from a letter we have received, dated the 17th inst.
;

it will msittc

a even more than usual atteutio

Torquay is at the pi-L-scnt moi

The lanes
aeasou. I think I

with m\uy others g
pure they sc-,i lo

:iMv thi.

duce is then sme to be good.

PRopiGiTisG Azaleas, DEniziAs, .iND Cvrnations (T. J. J.).—Cuttings

of the varieties of Azalea indica may be taken o£E when the shoots aie

3 inches or more in length, and have become rather fii-m. Take d inches ot

the ton of the shoots, paring them smooth immediately below a leaf, remov-

m" the leaves halfway up the euttiugs, and insert them round the sides of a

Bo't weU chained, and filled to within an mch of the rim with veiy sandy peat.

Fill them to the rim with silver sand, puttmg m the cuttmgs as far as the

leaves are removed, water gently, and cover them with a bell-glass just httnig

within the rim of the pot. It is best, however, to place the cuttmg-pot in

one of larger size, filling up the space between them to withm an inch of the

ton with ."rneks broken small, then put on a httle moss, and finish off with

silve,- .1,1.1 o,i wlii.li tlir l,cll-"l„-s should rest. Place the pots m a tempera-

.. . .,-'e,i ',., e.-, -.nl ,,,.,.]. tlie-.i trom sun. When the cuttings are rooted

1 place them singly in small pots

cteetame uul,l"v!ll e.:i,ililisl,e.l' ;
then harden-.

them to the gi-eonliouse. DenI .

in e pr i,M -'i'

of the cma-ent year after they ,
'" I'^'i, ;

those gi-own out of doors in '

"

.

i

i v) \

soil, cover them with a hand-:;l. .iil leil'i

1,,,.,.. ,;,„. shoots may also be iuscrtcd iu luitu

: thee
el 1 f the shoots

Iiine, and of

, V li, , rieminsamly
,1 li.Mi l„,;lit sun. The
I. after the leaves fall, i

la ill I"

uothe I .ill.

retm-n. We tiu-u our steps home van I, <: > - ,, ii,.,ii

sea-glimpses over fresh gates, and p. .

11'. -nryus

home before we are aware how legs a, .i • . I ,. s I i in s rest

makes us long for another stroll. ' To li. ...„,. .,. i;..,;j v.oj.U an I pa.tmes

WooDLiCE (0. 0.).—You must be mistaken ; they will not walk through,

mich less "under" water. The marauders must be in the soil. We can add

nothing to om- frequent ropUes about trapping them.

PrMES TO Fruit from August to October (A Tii'entij-years Siihicrl-

—We do not think yom- plants now in 10-inch pots will fruit at the time
- " - ... ...J ,..-* ..^ tiip pot-

1 wish. You do not say when they were repotted, hut w.

ui-efullof r lots, ui which case we would shift at once i,,,-. I.Viii.li

Hitori a bottom heit of 80' to 83-: Dj not water m,i. 1. i , . '

until the roots are working freely in the fresh soil. 31 i
. j

of atmosplieric moisture, aud a top heat of 65^ at nielit iii
.

with a ris 3 from sun heat of from 5-' to 15\ accompanieLl with ab,

11 .t .. and

,.,,,.,, 1,1 .t Deutzias are also readily propagated by layers. Tree Coj-na-

,,,,, ,,, ,,„,pa. 'ated by cuttmgs, which maybe put m at any tune. They

,,,', ,,i-'viii sandy soil, covered with a bell-glass, m a house 10 wiu-mer

than that 'in which 'the plants were gl-own from which the cuttmgs wore

taken. Shade from sim.

'MBER-HousE Fo^nGATiSG ( If. C. B.).—We do not see why you should
- with smoke, and that to the extent lequii'ed for

1 filling the h
ud thiips. We agree with yom- gai-dener, tobacco is the

and are not surprised at his objection to cayenne, which,

ig to the human lungs, is all but haimlessto aphides and ^
,T. +1,.^ «t..,ilirt„nf,s mnv be destroved bV wasMug Withtill., I 'li \eiv iiUtiitUlg to tne uuiuau luiiys, »a tii, uui. up«..i.v.o.j ".. -i--; ~ -

tlnips llie b-al.' "ii the Stephanotis may be destroyed by washmg with

3 ozs of soft soap and a table-spoonful of spmts of tm-penttne to a gallon ot

water. Apply it either thl-ongh a syringe or with a sponge at a temperatm-e

of U0\ The ammonia vaoour is very useful, and would answer m a Lucumoei-

house Place guano water m the evaporation-troughs; and the proper

strength to employ is 1 oz. of guauo per gallon. It would alsxi be us^efid tor

the Stephanotis, and for it 2 ozs. of guano per gallon wdl not be too stiong.

EosES MtLDEWED (.^11 AiiuUcur. Bcicsliiri/).—It seems that yours is a

bad case of mildew. We advise you to apply guauo water at eveij alternate
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without the salt. If the mildew coutinue, water with tho salt salutioa twice
a-week if the weather is dry ; if not, once out of three waterings. We would
also forcibly syi'inj^e the plants, and dust them whilst wet with flowers of sul-

phur, both on the stems and the under and upper surfaces of the leaves,

syringing it off in twenty-four houi's. After this give plenty of air in a Ughfc

stnictui'O.

Spent Hops for Mdxchikg (F.).—Spent hops fi-om a brewery are a good
mulching material for Roses and for fruit trees, and, whilst they prevent tho
evaporation of moistui-c, they are a good manure, enrichin ;; the ground by the
decomposition of vegetable matter. A thickness of 2 or 3 inches is not too
much.

SuMiTER-PINCHING Pe.ui AND APPLE TREES (/(Z-'m).—This should nothe;^m
until the shoots have six leaves or joints, theu take out their points. This
applies to the leading shoots of the extending branches, but the side shoots of
these should be pinched at the third joint, and afterwards to one joint. Their
leading shoots may be stopped again at the third joint. This will encourage
the development of the spurs, which should not be intex*fered with.

Stopping Wallflowers (I(Um).—Thei-e is no necessity to take the pomts
out of Wallflowers to induce them to become bushy. They will do this natur-
ally if they have room. By removing the central shoot you take away the
best spike, especially in the case of the double-flowered varieties.

Pampas Grass CrLXCRE (H. S.).—The old flower-spikes and dead leaves
should now be removed, taking care not to interfere with the young growths.
We should then lightly fork the ground all round to the distance of a yard,
and give a top-dressing of well-rottei manure 2 inches thiijk nest the plant,
reducing the depth outwards to 1 inch at 3 feet from the collar. If the ground
is diy give a good watering, and every week in dry weather a good soaking of
hqnid manure, but not very strong. If you form this artificially 1 oz. of guano
to a gallon of rain water will be strong enough. In October give a top-dress-
ing of well-rotted manure 3 inches thick, leave the dead grass, and do not
remove it until growth commences in spring.

Begonias after FLOi\-EniNG {Lady King).—Keep the plants rather dry
for a time, then cut off all the shoots that have flowered, and encourage the
strong young shoots from the base of the plants. We prefer to raise fre.?h

plants every year by putting-in cuttings of the strong shoots early in April

;

in a brisk heat they strike freely. If their growth is encouraged they may be
in 9-inch or even larger pots early in winter, and will flower much more finely

than older plants. We throw tlic older plants away after flowering, having
made sure of a supply of young plants.

Wintering MESEJiBRYANTHEiiuM cordifolittm v-iRiEGATim and Eche-
teria secunda glauca (A. ^.).~Both will winter safely in a greenhouse
n-ith Geraniums, keeping them dry, or with no more water than a little

occasionally to prevent the leaves from shrivelling. They should have a light

airy position.

Raising Double-flowered Geraniums {J. G. B. L.).—We cannot give
you any information. Our correspondent has failed in raising seedlings after
trying for two or three years, and would he glad of any information on the
B ibject.

Azaleas Sporting (A. JB.).—We do not know any means of preventing
the occurrence of different colours in the flowers of Azaleas. We presume it

is one of the kinds that have white flowers, a few red-striped, and occasion-
ally some red flowers. We consider them veiy pretty.

Violet Culture (An Old Subscriber).~The Violet most grown for the
London markets is that known as *' The London," or Giant Russian, but all

the kinds are very extensively cultivated for that purpose. The Russian and
Czar ai-e the eai-liest, and with the Crimean, Devoniensis, and White ai'e

single-flowered, the doubles being Neapolitan. Double Russian, Scotch, King
of Violets, Odorata pendula, and Queen of Violets. We prefer single and
double Russian, Czar (best of all), Neapolitan, Single and Double White,
Scotch, and Queen of Violets. The runners should he planted in good rich
soil early in May, on a border shaded from the direct midday rays of the sun.
Place them a foot apart every way, and let them be well watered after plant-
ing, and in dry weather throughout the season. They may be taken up and
placed in frames at the end of September, gi\-in^' ail- abundantly in mild weather,
and protection in severe frost. They should have a warm sheltered position.
A portion should be left in the open ground to succeed those pla_-ed in frames.
Keep the plants clear of weeds in summer by stiniu^' with the hoe, and
sprinkle with soot frequently to keep down red spider. Remove the runners
in summer, as they only weaken the plants, and in autumn top-dress with
partially decayed leaves.

Single White Primrose (E. C. S.).—Our correspondent wishes to know
where he can purchase it.

Manure for Light Son. (Sutton).—As you have no farmyard manure,
put on a mixture of clayey soil, limey rubbish, and guano. Not knowing any-
thing about the condition of the land wo cannot be particulai-.

Pear-tree Scale (S.).—We have no doubt it is Aspidiotus ostraeformis.
Brush over with pai-affin oil the branches affected, taking care not to let it

touch the leaves or buds; or, which is a less offensive-smelling remedy,
apply in the same way Gishurst compound, 8 ozs. to a gallon of water.

Height of Garden Walls (An Irish Subscriber).—The height of the
wall must in all cases depend on circumstances, but to he of any value for
fruit trees it should not be less than 7 feet, and at that height it will be
necessary to plant the fruit trees at double the usual distance apart. A
south wall is as good for protection at 7 feet as 12 feet high, but the latter
height is worth twice as much for training the better kinds of fruits. If a
wall is objectionable we would have a glass wall or narrow house; that will
give you all the shelter you need from the south, and afford means of gi-owing
Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots, Cherries, and Plums with greater certainty
than against walls.

ArcuBA Seeds not Germinating (Idem).—We think the seeds must
he bad. We know of no better plan than to separate the seeds from the
pulp when the berries are ripe, and sow in pans of rich light soil, cover-
ing the seeds about half an inch deep. Place the pans in a house with a
temperature of 45-, and keep the soil moist. They ought to germinate in
less than two years if good. Try again, and place them in a mild hotbed. A
small-trussed bright scarlet Verbena would answer for a pincushion bed with
Cerastium. Melindres splendens is a good kind of Verbena for this purpose.

Trop.eolums (M. D.).—Tropreolum pentaphyllum, T. tuberosum, T. Morit-
zianum. T. polyphyllum, and T. speciosum are all half-hardy tuberous-rooted
climbers, and require support. Neat wire trellises are most suitable. None i

of them will stand frost; they should, therefore, have south exposiu'es, and
if the tubers are left in the ground they shoiild bo planted not less than
3 inches deep in light rich soil, well di'ained, and at the foot of a soutlt
wall, covering with 3 inches of partially-decayed leaves and Utter in Novem-
ber. They are best grown in pots, in the same manner as the gi'eenhouse
kiuls, with which you are so successful. They increase as readily as the
other sorts you name, and in the same manner. T. speciosum has roots, not
tubsrs, and we should give them a chance out of doors if you can command a
south wall ; if not, they would be best grown in pots.

M:)U5E TaiP (E. (7.).—Yours is the same as Mr. Maniell's.

Diamond-shaped Flower-beds (Cjttap^ Gxrdmer).—We like your pair
of diamond p'.anting very much. We do not lite your eight large triangular
figures so well. You have neither thoroughly carried out cross nor pair
planting. As the CJttage door opens on the paved footway, we think that
pair-planting these triangles would be best, and we would take the key note
from the diamonds, and have two or more colours in each bed. Thus, taking
th3 plants you have mentioned, and beginning at the cottage door, we would
plant 10 and 7 with Christine and a broad margin of Flower of Spring. Then-
t) aid 11 we would plant with Indian Yellow, and a margin of Bijou ; 5 and
12 we would pair with Bayard, bordered with dwarf Ageratum, and marguied
with Golden Chain ; 9 and 8 we would centre with Stella, band with Pearl,

baud again with Ageratum, and margin with Golden Pyrethrum. We think
such a gi'ouping could hardly be surpassed.

Flower-garden Plan (Etta).—Your planting is very good. Were we to
change, it would ba to place the Beet and Iresine in the centre, and the fine-

foliaged Geraniiuns round. Nothing could show better the advantage of a
httle criticism than this your sesond proposed planting.

Labyrinth (G. J. S., and E. E., Gloucester).—There should be an opening
at the lower right-hand comer of the third hedge, otherwise, as you remark,
there would be no access to the two outer walks.

B3TT0SI Heat Excessive {W. J.).—Yours is not a common case under
such circumstances—having too much bottom heat over a fireplace intended
to heat a vinery. The remady is obvious ; make the pit larger, or make some
holes in the chamber to allow the heat to escape, and plug them up, so that
by opening or shutting them you may have the exact heat you want.

Vise Shoots Shanked {J. R. G.).—The roots are inactive and do not
supply sap sufficient to maintain growth. If they are outside, put fermenting
dung over them and mulch throughout the summer. If they ai'C inside, water
them freely with very weak tepid manure water.

Seedling Pelargonium [J. H. Curate).—Pretty, but nothing more.
There are hosts superior to it.

Heating with Hot Water (T. L. K.).—In such a case we would have a
3A-feet saddle-bci'er, and as it must be placed at one end, we would have
T flow and return. We should like two 3-inch pipes on each side beneath the
stage, one as a flow and one as a return, but except near the point where the
return joins the boiler, we would place flow and return on tho same level,

raising them from the point where the flow enters the house to the extreme
end about 9 Inches, with on open air-pipe there, feeding the boiler from a
cistern near hand. Of course, the water would go along the flow and then the
return, when it reached the place where the air-pipe was inserted. The pipes
should be placed a few inches above the ground level, and with something
firm against the joints. The heat at the farther end will not be too strong,
but you can regulate it by divisions, in 170 feet these would be useful. You
could open or remove the doors in summer. If you wanted more heat, yo«
could have -l-inch pipes, or some day add an additional 3-inch pipe. The two
pipes on each side would keep out frost.

Insects (A Lady in Cheshire, and J. K., Rkug Gardens).—The Uttle scarlet

creature is the common mite, Trombidium holosericeum, to be met with in
gardens and elsewhere.—I. 0. W.
Names of Plants (Stockbridge).—The owner is right; it is Honesty or

Moonwort, Lunaria biennis. (Alba).—It is the Showy-flowered Gooseberry,
Ribes speciosum. It deserves to be in eveiy border of flowering shrubs—its

crimson flowers are as showy as those of the Fachsia. It may be propagated
by cuttings, but the most certain mode is by pegging down some of the lower
shoots, and covering the pegged part with an inch iu depth of the soil. (Young
Botanist).—The cork of commerce is the outer bark of an Oak, Quercus Suber.
Send us plant specimens numbered, and we will endeavour to name them.

POULTRY, BEE, AND PIGEOX CHRONICLE.

HOME PRODUCTIOX OF EGGS AND POULTRY.
Mr. M. Kinnakd B. Edwards, of Sarn Farm, Bridgend, read,

the following paper before a recent meeting of the Breconshire
Chamber of Agriculture :

—

The subject upon which I have the pleasure of addressing you
this afternoon is, " The Home Production of Eggs and Poultry
in a Commercial Point of View," and it is my intention to treat
this subject as far as possible from the farmer's point of view,,

rather than in connection with the breeding and production of

prize and fancy fowls by amateurs or exhibitors. Agricultirre
in all its branches, like everything else, has made rapid strides
during the past twenty years, and I think I may say that no-

branch of husbandry has improved more, or risen to greater im-
portance, than the various breeding of poultry in this country.
The annual poultry shows that we now hold in almost every
county in England prove more clearly than anything the ad-
vance we have made in this respect, and the tens of thousands
that flock to these shows or exhibitions is a proof of the gi'eat

pubUc interest that is felt on the subject. Any stranger coming
to this country and vdsiting these shows, where every conceiv-
able breed of bird is exhibited in its highest state of perfection,

both as to size and plumage, would go away with the idea that
the poultry of Great Britain was all that could be desired, and
that there was really no room for improvement ; but the true
state of the case is far otherwise. The fact is, that until quite
recent years, the breeds of fowls in this country (a few locaUtiea
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excepted) had been aUowed to degenerate c^"*"'?,
•^l'",'^"'"^

so as to become almost .^•o.•t.hless in a '^°«\'»"-"f,,fZ!£'^a^
pointof view. Fowls were merely tolerated upon the farm to act

as scavengers, and Uving as best tbey <=ould, rather than be^n

kept with any idea that a profit might be
'•'^'^l^fl^J *f;";,^tw

trifle that i3\-eaUsed from the ponl ry y'^,^'i,

^f.^ ^'^^J'^^tTn
ledeed perquisite of the farmer's wife or daughtei, and not m
invwav considered pai-t or parcel of the master's stock or pro-

SJIrlrany way worthy of Ms notice. The farmer painly

saw his fowls consumed a quantity of his gram, and that he,

inS^naUy, reaped no profit by their presence, and Uttle

wonder that he should have come to the conclusion for amcklj

Tmes such knowledge) that " fowls don't pay." WeU, as I sad

before the tens of thousands who attend our shows, and the

presence of the magnificent specimens of poultry to be seen ex-

E bUed, would lead the casual observer to teheve there was

little room for improving our yards, or necessity for stimulating

increased attention to the production of eggs and poultiy
,
but

the startling fact that we annuaUy import into this country no

less than 500,000,000 of eggs, to say nothing of the tons of poul-

ti-y, shows us at once how utterly erroneous such an impression

"^Whatever we have to pride ourselves upon as a nation, it cer-

tainly is not the quaUty or quantity of our poultry, and as long

;T we continue to look abroad for this stupendous supply

(500,000,000), the less we say about our poultry or poultry shows

the better. That poultry shows are iiseful I think nobody will

deny, inasmuch as they tend to stimulate an mcreased interest

in the keeping of good poultry, and encom-age the breeding ot

the best and most profitable stock. It is however, one thing to

have a valuable article within youi- reach, and another to mate

use of it and profit by it. It is a comparatively easy task for our

amateurs and poultry fanciers to introduce into this country Hom
abroad the most valued breeds of foreign fowls, and exhibit them

at our shows, but quite another matter, and a far more diflicult

one, to revolutionise the poultiT yards of the million—tne

400,000 farmsteads of England—by inducing them to introduce

4hese " new-fangled " birds. To import and breed a suflicient

stock for the desired improvement of the countiy is the work

<,nly of a few years, but to induce the argncultural population ol

the country to improve their stock by the introduction of fresh

blood wiU be the work of many. Kot untU this desired end is

gained can we hope for any great change in the home production

Sf eggs and poultry, or the pubUc be benefited by the increased

ouantity and improved quality.
.

Although I am ready to admit that the farming classes of this

<!Ounti-y are fully aUve to their own interests, when it can be

shown to them by practical and ocular demonsti'ation, that by

making a change they wiU increase their profit ;
yet it cannot

be denied but that this important branch of ou: commumty are,

in every sense of the word "conservative," and wiU make no

change unless iiTesistible proof is forthcoming to prove the im-

portaJice of that change in a pecuniary and commercial point ol

view Now, when we consider that poultry generally, and fowls

in particular, have for centuries been looked upon Tvith dis-

favour in a pecuniary sense, and the acknowledged idea that

fowls " don't pay," has been handed down from generation to

generation, it is not surprising that no very marked change has

yet taken place in the improvement of the breed, or increased

number of fowls in the farmsteads and cottage runs throughout

the country. This change, as I said before, must be a gradual

one, and can only be brought about by degrees, and by the

presence of these more valuable and profitable birds becoming

scattered throughout the country, and the example and success

of those fanciers who are now yearly increasmg, and may now

be found located in almost every district.

Apart from the inherited prejudice which exists against fowls,

and the objections asainst newly-introduced breeds, there is

another cause why so little improvement has taken place m the

breed of farmyard poultry, and it is this. Until within the last

year or so the prices asked by the breeders of the best stock for

really good birds has been so exorbitant as to preclude the

farming and cottage classes from purchasin|, however much
they might be inclined to improve the stock; also the price

asked for eggs for hatching has been such as to draw a smile or

•" wish you may get it " from the astonished applicant, who had

hoped to secure a sitting of eggs for Is., instead of the 15s. or

20s. asked. It is no uncommon circumstance even now for good

prize birds to command from £5 to ilO each, the price of a

couple of sheep or a bacon pig; and a dozen of eggs for hatching

for prize birds often command a guinea to 30s. ; and it was but

a year or two ago diflicult to purchase at a more reasonable

price. But a change has now taken place in this respect, owing

to the very large number of prize-poultry breeders that have

sprung up, and created that most wholesome of all influences-

competition; so that now really first-class birds and eggs for

hatching can be obtained at a really moderate figure
;
indeed,

at a far more moderate price, considering their real intrinsic

value, than what you would have to pay for common barndoor

fowl eggs. Good stock birds are now to be had at 7s. &d. to 10s.

ea-h and this cannot be considered a great price for a huge

Brahma cock weighing 9 lbs. or 10 lbs.,
*-f «gg|/^°^gf«^^|

birds are now advertised in any number at from 3s. to 5s. tne

'''"'"S-
(To be continuea.)

WHAKFEDALE POULTRY AND PIGEON SHOW.

This Show was held at Otley on the 19th inst., and was in all

respects a great success, the entries being
"^"f.^"'^^"^^^

*^^
on iny pre^ous occasion. The morning

™|„';''lf,'^^f -".^"f^,'
the afternoon exceedingly fine, and the influx of visitors was

^With the exception of the winners Spanish
^-^'-f,

^°t
.f;/' ^^^

those were very good in face, drop, and comb. Dorlmgs were

SoTerltely goo^d,\ut badly matchedas regards colour^ CoW, «s

were a good class ; the first prize went to Lemon Buff, and the

Tecond to Partridge-coloiured. The cock m the fi-^^t-^^^^^P^^

was one of the most perfect-coloured birds that has yet been

nrod™ed Brahmas were also good, most of the pens contarn-

FngWb w^-thyof notice. OiPolands there ^e^;?
°^f ^^^'f^

pels. The first prize went to Silver and the second to Golden

ofTquaUty rarely seen. 01 Game there was a capital show the

nrizes being shai-ply contested and won only by very slight

^oSs, v^\h^he e?ce^ption of the single cocl^.m which the cup

for the best pen was awarded to a Brown Bed stag which mU
no doubt be again heard of in the prize hsts Duckings weie

a fair class bSt many of the hens were out of feather. Ihe

M^^L were ver^ good in point of ^V-^^^^f^l^^^^,^^
the cup for the best pen in the Show was awarded to Silver-

nenciUed, which were nearly perfect in all points With the

exceXn of the winners the Game Bantams looked very badly,

no doubt owing to the coldness of the wind, which played quite

too^h the pe°ns. The winning Black Bantams were vei-y fine

ii"eather ami condition, although qmte !«§«
^-J^^Sgi'^ ^^^

next class was for single Game Bantam cocks, and these weie

of good quTh^ although the second P"^^ ™f'.-'^.I'^jeP^iy

Save been chiiged for a bird shown by Mr. Smith of ^orth-

owram, which on a second exanimation appeared to be the

better of the two. In Bantams of any other vanety Whites

were first In the Variety class Crrue-Caur. won both prizes.

""Xcifs came next, Eoueis being first, and for the time of year

thev were in good plumage, as also were the Aylesbury, iheie

was^ako a Variety class for Ducks, in w^ich a very fine pair of

luddy Shells were first and Viduata Whistlers second The

iest o^f the bii-ds were Bahamas, Mandarins, Carolmas^, and

common Teal. TarUys were large and good. Mi. Leech was

first with a handsome pair of Cambridge. _^, , . , „ f.„„hiri3
In the Selling class, Spanish were first and Partridge Cochins

"Th'e'^schedule for Figcons is but poor—scarcely worth whUe

for ell^bitors to enter^n at this the height of the breeding

season; still, some excellent birds made their aPPe^;'-^^'
he^t

Carriers Blacks were first and Duns second, the cup for the best

pa™be&g awarded to the former, although the best cock m the

Show wal that of Mr. Taylor, but the hen was very poor Jonong

Pouters Blues were first andEeds second; and m Barbs TeUows

werrfirst and Blacks second. The first in Jacobms were vei-y

' good Reds? and the second Tellows.
,
» i^ fIf'^.°^;i°*.'°hev

fuoh a pair of Turbits as were those m the first-prize pen they

were B ue, and as neariy faultless as possible. Antwerp^ we.e

poor, with the exception of the first-pnze Duns. In common

Tumblers capital Black Mottles were first, and very sound^

coloured Black Balds second. Fantails were also good. Those

shown by Mr. Loversidge were very small, and fine in quality.

In Owls the winners were all foreign Blues, most of the bn do m
the class being very good. There was also a class for Eunts,

the first in which were SUver and the second Blue. In the

Variety class Master Dawson was first with a most exquisite

pai of'pWbacked Ice Pigeons which for quaUtyand condition

are not to be excelled. Second came a handsome pair oi a new

varietv known as Bagdad. These were similar to a ^ hite

Dragoon i^ some pointl, but much longer, sti-onger, and cui-ved

"spil'^sH (Black) -1 and 2, T. C. 4 E. NewMtt, Epworlh. he, W. Smallwood,

^SniS^s^T 'W.- H:"lflSk^KocMal'e^'l"afa c. 3. Newall, CUIton. York.

""fcl^mN-lmsA -1 H.C.&W. J. Ma^on, Drishlmston. Leeds. 2,H.Beldon.

1 ftc H BeWon(^I; J. Holmes, Whitecote'^, CheaterBeld. c, E. Lech.

lAMB*Wdr-l''i?'s1.enc°e''r. ClaylOB, Bradford. 2, M. Forttme, Morlou

sSilfa «, E.AykroVrEcclekhill/Leecl8 (2); J. Hird, F;=»S''^. f^S'g =

'J'

''oSMi5*t£?'viriety).-l, W. Fell. Adwalton. 2, H. C. 4 W. J. Mason.

"•£-^'c?.TiG^olYJs''»M^^
°SZiB^^^;^pS;ied,^^,'^"BSli|-«o. 4 Boot., Broad-

''"H\TBV^'3°n rs".de'^iInJS^i,'^'.'BeMiS- l.ll'KolUnson. kc. S. Smith.

Northowram, HaUlax ; H.Beldon.
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B«Mou : T. Lofthi-use ; W. Prt^ston. c, J. Sm;th ; R. Fearnley ; — Lord.
BiXTJM (Game).— 1. G. Xoble. 2, T. C. & E. Newbitt. he, R. Frew. Code—

1, J. OldBeld. 2, G. N..ble. Uc, T. C. & E. Newbitt ; S. Smith ; W. F. Addie.
c. R. Frew.
BiSTiU (Block).—I,E. H. Ashlon. 2. J. Walker, c. J. Eiley.
BiNTiJl (Adt other varietj).— 1. R. H. Ashton. 2, H. Beldon.
Aw OTHER V.uiEiT.—I, C. H. Smith (CreTe-Cceur). 2, H. Beldon. he, 3.

Eailt. r, ;ci ., r ,,;1; J. F. LOTersidge.
rr, r • !, K. Leech, Rochdale. 2, L. H. EicUetts, Banwell. /ic,0.

Nev, t : ! ;
I \v. Smith, Otley.

L'l I \ :
,

- 1, E. Leeeb. 2 and ftc, J. Hedges, Aylesbury, c, T. P.
Carv. 1 , I,aii_i;ii i 1 .

. UoroughbridEe.
Ducks (.Vny olljVr Varieti). 1, W. Binns. Pudsey (Bahamas). 2. H. B. Smith,

Broufjhton, I're&ton. 7tc, W. Binns (Ruddy Shells and Mandarins); /ic, H. B.
Smith

Tdrkets.—I, E. Leech. 2, J. Simpson, Spofforth Park, Wetherby. ftc, C. W.
Dovener, Ripon.
Selling Class.—I. J. Newton. 2, H. Beldnn. ftc, J. Berry, Silsden ; H. C.

and W. J. Mason, Drighlington, Leeds ; .J. W. Smith ; W. Scholefield, Bradford ;

J. Powell, Bradford, e, J. Smith, Gilstcad, Bingley.
Best Pen in Game Classes 1, and 82.—Cup, E. Ayliroyd, Ecc'eshill.
Best Pen of Pocltry in the Snnw, Classes 80, 81, aud 82 ExctPTED.—

Cup, H. Beldon, Goitstock.
PIGEONS.

Carhiers.-1 and 2. E. Homer, Harewood. he, G. J. Taylor, Hndderstield.
c, S. Holroyd, Lees, Manchi
Po- - • - -
Ba

Jacobins.—1, G.J.Taylor. 2,E. Homer. 7ic. R.Frew. Kirkcaldy ; E.Honier.
TCHBITS.—1. H. G. Poole, Westgate, Bradford. 2, E. Horner.
Tumblers (Short.faced!.—1, E. Horner. 2, J. A. Winstanley, Preston.
.4NTWEEPS.—1, E. Horner. 2. L. 'Whitaker, Addingham. he, J. Fortune,

Morton Banks ; H. G. Poole ; P. Wear. Otley (2); W. Ellis, Idle, Leeds.
TrjiBLEES.— 1, D. Riddiougb, jun., Bradford. 2, A. Bentlev, Baildon. he, B.

Horner.
Fantails.-1, J. F. Loversidgc, Newark. 2, E. Homer, he, E. Homer ; L. H.

Eicketts.
Owls —1, G. J. Taylor. 2, E. Homer, /ic, E. Homer: A. Ashton, Middleton.
EVNTS.—1 and he. J. Fisher, Barrow-in-Furaess. 2, W. C. Dawson.
Anv OTHER Variety.-1, W. C. Dawson. 2, D. Riddiongh, jun. he, E. Hor-

ner; H. A. Saiidington.
Best Pen.—Cup, E. Homer.

The .Judge was Mr. E. Hutton, Pndsey, Leeds.

TESTIMONIAL TO ME. P. H. JONES.
"We have just had the pleasure of placing in the hands of Mr.

Jones a very handsome silver gilt cup that has heen subscribed
for by twelve of the lovers of Pigeons resident in " the north
countrie."
The Northern Columbarian Society of Newcastle-upon-Tyne

last year held their first Show for young birds only, and Mr.
Jones was selected to fill the office of Judge. In judging he
acted so as to gain the esteem of every member present, and
some of the members oi the Society subscribed for a testimonial
to Ms most upright manner in judging. The following gentle-

men are the subscribers:—E. B. M. Eoyds, Rochdale ; W. B.
Van Haansbergen, Newcastle ; M. Ord, Sands, Ferryhill ; T.
Rule, Diu-ham; T. 'Waddington, Blackburn; W. E. Easten,
Hull ; F. Graham, Birkenhead ; J. Guthrie, Hexham ; J. P.
Taylor, Newcastle ; H. 0. Blenkinsop, Newcastle ; W. R. Blen-
Musop, Newcastle; and J. G. Dunn, Newcastle. The cup has
engraved upon it the Newcastle coat of arms, and underneath
this inscription :

—"Judge's Cup, Northern Columbarian Society,
Newcastle-tipon-Tyne, First annual Show, December, 1871. Pre-
sented to P. H. Jones, Esq., Fulham, London, on behalf of the
subscribers, by John G. Dunn, Honorary Secretary, aud W. E.
Blenkinsop, Honorary Treasurer to the Testimonial."
Mr. Jones has forwarded the following acknowledgment, ad-

dressed to J. G. Dunn, Esq. :

—

" I beg to acknowledge the receipt, through the Editors of

The Joukn.u. of Horticcltuee, of a silver gilt cup, offered to

me by members of the Northern Columbarian Society as a mark
of respect, aud in appreciation of my conduct as Judge at the
Exhibition of the Society at Newcastle-on-Tyne in December
last.
" In accepting this testimony of approval, which I do with

feelings of gratitude, I look upon it as the recognition of a prin-
ciple which I trust will always guide me whenever called upon
to officiate in a simUar capacity, and which will not only satisfy

my own conscience, but will, I feel sure, always meet with the
approval of all true fanciers ; and while repudiating any claim
to special recognition of services performed in the discharge of

a duty, cannot help feeling and expressing the great gratification

I have in acknowledging the receipt of this expression of good
feeling towards me from the members of your Society.

" I beg you will convey to the subscribers my appreciation of

the compUment they have paid me in i^resenting me with this

vei-y elegant and valuable cup, and beg to assure them it n-ill

always be looked on by me with feelings of pride and satisfac-

tion. Wishing the Northern Columbarian Society a long and
prosperous career, I am, &c.—P. H. Jones."

PIGEONS GOING LIGHT.
I cannot think Pigeons goinglight is attributable to worms. For

the last five years I have been trying to ascertain the cause, and
have opened upwards of twenty birds obtained from several dif-

ferent lofts, and also some of my own. I think there is something

wi-ong with the gizzard, and I am inclined to think if anything can
be found to act on that we should have no more " going hght."
Whenever I find a bird sitting in a corner with its head drawn
between its shoulders, and if frightened it rivns along the floor like

a Goose with outstretched neck, instead of strutting or flying

away, I give it a piece of green vitriol about the size of a pin's

head, and two days afterwards repeat the dose. The day after

that I give cod-liver oil. I have tried many remedies, but find

this the most effectual. I recommended it to a friend a few
weeks ago, and he has used the vitriol with great success. Even
this I believe to be of no use unless the bird is seen to at once.

—J. T. C.

SILVER DEAGOONS' BAES.
As my name has been brought in question in a letter from

Mr. Allsop, which appears in your last impression, I shall feel

obliged by yotir allowing me to say a few words in reply. Mr.
Allsop asserts that I took the first prize for SUver Dragoons at
Birmingham in 18G7-8-9, at Manchester in 1867, and that I bred
the bird with which Mr. Graham was first at Birmingham in

1870, all the birds so taking prizes having brown bars. All this

is perfectly con-ect, but I can safely aflirm there was not a black-

barred SUver at any of the shows enumerated. Had there been,
all I can say is the judges would have been decidedly at fault in

awarding the prizes to brown-barred birds, whether to myself
or anyone else. It is oulj' within the last two or three years

that I have been able to obtain black-barred SUver Dragoons ;

until then I was obliged to rest satisfied with the best SUvers I
could get, even though brown in the bar.

Mr. Allsop is certainly at fault in stating that the SUver Dra-
goons exhibited at the last Crystal Palace Show by Mi-. Graham
had brown bars. I perfectly recollect the pair of birds alluded

to ; not only were they black-barred, but very superior in all

points, and but for their bad condition (being in moult) would
certainly have been awarded the first prize.

In conclusion, I again express my opinion that SUver Dragoons
shoiUd decidedly have black bars, and wherever I may be caUed
upon to judge, I shaU certainly endorse such opinion by award-
ing prizes to black-barred Silvers in preference to their brown-
bai-red brethren.

—

Jones Peecfv.u-l.

EVENLT-MAEKED CANAEIES AND MULES.
Me. H.iW3i.iN, in your publication of the 18th inst., appears to

attach some importance to the fact that I did not on the 14th of
March include birds simply having a cap in my category of

evenly-marked birds. If a bird had a perfectly formed eUiptie

cap, I should certainly not hesitate to do so. My simple object

is to have birds properly classified; and although I included
birds with " eye marks alone," and cap alone, as being evenly-

marked, I do not think that many fanciers would be foimcl who
would waste their money by entering birds so marked in ac
evenly-marked class.

My own idea of a standard of perfection is a bird with nine
cleai- flight feathers in each wing, and the remaining secondaries

black or dark green, with eye marks to correspond ; but I know
that it is quite as difficult to breed a bird with an elliptic cap as

eye marks, and probably more so ; and I know further, that birds

so. marked are quite as generally fancied, and as highly esteemed.

I have no personal feeling in the matter beyond fixing a general

and reliable riUe for future gtiidance.

In Mr. Hawman's reply to my former article I see no valid

argument in favour of excluding the cai^-marked birds from the

evenly-marked classes, but, on the contrary, I think they are in

every way confirmatory of my ojiinion. In regard to his state-

ment (which, by the way, is erroneous, as the bird referred to

was claimed by Mr. Belo'e, and not Wallace & Beloe, as at that

time we did not exhibit birds conjointly—however, the fact is

the same), Middlesbrough, in Yorkshire, the very town that

wishes to discard the beautiful, symmetrical, graceful, elhp-

tic cap, and to denounce it as a blot oiE Nature—a daub—actu-

aUy permits a bird so disfigured (?) to compete as an even-mai-ked

bird ; and to make bewilderment doubly bewildered, they procure

the services of a well-known Torkshii'e judge—Mr. Calvert, of

York—a judge out of the very core of Yorkshire, who not only

concedes the fact that a capped bird is evenly marked, but as a

confirmation of his approval he awards the bird second honours,

and this, be it remembered, in the very face and over the heads

of good four-marked birds. What stronger argument c.in I

adduce in favoirr of my opinion ? What greater proof than this ?

Again, Mr. Hawman informs us that he has seen " excellent

Mules with beautifiUly-formed caps that were never noticed in

an exhibition even by judges who at the same exhibition had
awarded prizes to cap-marked Canaries in an even-marked

class." Sm-ely this is overwhelming proof in my favour, anffi

further, it confirms the statement made by me in my former

article—that Mules were exceptional upon the grounds therein

explained.
I am sorry that no other experienced fancier has taken up the

question and added his views. The only solution, therefore.
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that I can see out of this vexed question will be for every com-
mittee of management to have inserted in their schedule a

marginal note, fully explaining the nature of the marks to he

regarded as even-marking, and vice versa. The adoption of this

simple but effective plan will ultimately give a " key to the
situation," and will extncate both exhibitors and judges from a,

dilemma neither pleasing nor profitable.

—

Eoet. C. Wai-lace,
Berwick-on-Twecd.

THE MAGPIE PIGEON.

In describing this variety of Pigeon it is not necessary to enter and though very pretty, there is nothing about it especially

into details of the breed ; indeed, its chief points and peculiari-
[

attractive. It has, however, merits which- are not lost sight of

ties may be soon enumerated. It is not to be numbered amongst or forgotten, for happily our fancies differ, sometimes materially

the strikingly beautiful kinds, nor is it conspicuous for any re-
[
so, and amongst this diversity of thought the Magpie comes in

markable or peculiar feature, nor is it even a novelty to us, for for a share of admiration and a place in oui- hobby house,

we have long been familiar with it, and petted and admired it. The accompanying engraving will show the chief points of

the breed, which come under two heads—viz., colour and mark-
ings. The engraving, together with the following brief descrip-
tion, will suftice to show the points most desirable.
In general formation the Magpie resembles our common Dove-

honse Pigeon. The head and beak are of a Dove-shaped spindle
character, the beak being thin and compressed at its base, and
as hard, horny, and shai-ply curved towards its point ; the fore-
head is rather prominent ; the legs of moderate length and free
irom feathers

; indeed, the Magpie has no ornamental outgrown
feathering, but is a clean, smooth-sm-faced bird, tight-feathered,
sleek, smart, and active.

Its markings should be as follows :—Head, neck, breast, and
saddle black or coloured, terminating in a clear weU-detined
line. Across the breast, around the saddle, and down the back
to the extremity of the tail, and underneath as far as the vent,
shotild also be black or coloured to a clearly-defined line. The
entire wing, beUy, and thighs must be pure white. The line of
separation in the markings is an important point. The white
must be pure, and the black deep and glossy, richly iridescent,
or, as it is called amongst fanciers, " full of colour." This re-
splendent richness should not be merely confined to the neck,
but ought to extend throughout the black feathering of the
bh-d. Sometimes (for instance, in very old birds of high''(iuality)
the metallic gloss will be found to the vei-y extremity of the tail.
This " colour," as it is termed, is chiefly applicable to the black

variety, though Reds are often seen fairly besprinkled with
glossy colour, and when such is found other good points as often
accompany it, which, of course, greatly enhance the value of
the bird.

Magpies are of four colours—^viz., Black, Red, Yellow, and
Blue. Good birds of the three colours last named are rather
scarce. The Reds and Yellows are apt to come of a dingy hue
upon the back and throughout the tail. This is a fault whicli
often shows itself in most Pigeons with coloiu'ed backs and tails,

or with coloured flights. A dingy drab, a slaty colour, or a
muddled " dun," too often comes where we hope for a clear and
pure colour. Blacks and Y'ellows seem to be the favomites,
probably from the fact that the best Magpies are to be found of
those colours.

The eye of the Magpie is generally of a " pearlish" colour
;

though many good birds have eyes of an orange colom-, tho
"pearl" or pearlish eye is preferred.

Pm-ity and richness of feathering, together with exact mark-
ing, are the chief features of the breed.
In the Black and Blue varieties the beak should be very dark,

and in the Reds and Yellows it should be Ught-coloiired.
Magpies are pretty fair breeders, and breed, as a rule, true to

character, but, like other varieties, the whole of their progeny
are not as we coiUd desire.

They ai'e not seen to advantage within the limited bounds of
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an ordinary aviary ; they show off to much greater advantage
when at large at a country home in a pure atmosphere, where
tliey can be seen foraging for their lining. It is there that they
command our admiration to the full, for having a hardy consti-

tution they thrive -n-onderfully, and look irell and do well on
liumble fare. Picture in youi' mind's eye five pairs of each
variety of Magpies only (forty bu'ds) strutting actively about on
a well-trimmed lawn, or even at a homely farmstead, in Ueu of

the thorough mongrels which are allowed to prey upon the

farmer's grain, consuming ten times their value in a year, whilst

some of the hardy, beautiful, proUflc, and also profitable varie-

ties are subjected to confinement for life, or partial extermina-

tion, through want of full appreciation by oui- country cousins,

who, having greater facilities than townsfolk, should cultivate

our domestic Pigeons \vith much more care and attention.

—

J. \Y. Ludlow, Secretary^ Bir/ninghain Columbarian Society.

CRYSTAL PALACE GAME AND BANTAJI SHOW.
Tma Show, which opens to-day and will be continiied through-

out the whole of to-morrow, is, we understand, the first of its

kind. It owes its origin in a great measm-e to the exertions of

Mr. Harrison Weir, who no doubt looks with satisfaction upon
the goodly number of pens at present ranged along the middle
of the northern nave. In spite of this being the breeding season,

when fanciers do not care to send their birds from home or sub-

ject them to unnecessary excitement, there is nevertheless a
most satisfactory earnest of what this Show would reaUy be
were it held during a more favoiirable time of the year.

Among the special classes we remarked a grand hybrid Tiukey,
obtained between the OceUated Turkey of Honduras and the

wild Turkey of North Ameiica, a Reeves' Pheasant, two fine

Silver cock Pheasants, two pairs of Chinese Quails, five pens of

Black Game, and a hybrid between the Gold and Silver Phea-
sant. Of the Bantani and Game classes we cannot speak mi-
nutely here, but the entries for both were numerous and good.

In closing, we would congi-atulate the promoters of this interest-

ing Exhibition upon the immediate fruits of their endeavours,
and we hope that they will in future meet with success propor-

tionate to their increasing exertions.

AMONG THE CLEAR JONQUES.
1 yulXt. seen the sun shine, and I have been among the Canaries,

l^ot that the sun doesn't shine here after a fashion, and do its

best to make things look bright and cheerful ; but what with
the biting east winds and our humid, murky atmosphere, his

kindest endeavours seem thwarted, and it is late before the
country seems to wake up from its long winter sleep. It was
five o'clock in the morning when the mail dropped me at Peter-

borough en rou^e for Norwich ; and as I wended my way through
the quiet little town to the station on the far side, it seemed as

if I were in a place many degrees farther south, where the season

was a month in advance of us at our home in the north. Ex-
posed as we are to the strong breezes of the German Ocean, the

mild balmy air of the south is something to welcome, while
the quietness of an agricultural district is an agreeable change
from the stirring activity of a manufacturing town. The two
hours I had to stay before I could go on to Noi-wich were under
the circumstances not tedious. I should have liked some break-

:fast, certainly, but where to get it was the question. My explora-

tion of the cathedral town resulted in my arriving at the con-

clusion that it did not rise so early as five. A woman who was
setting out some breakfast crockery in the market place, two
street sweepers, and an attendant with a huge watering-pot,

-whose function it was to lay the dust, and myself, had sole pos-

session of the streets. Four hours' further run by Wisbech,
Lynn, and Dereham, through a country which, if not very
Tomantic in its scenery, had, on that sunny spring morning,
great beauties for me, and I was landed at the old city I had not

visited for twenty year's. Twenty years, and especially the last

twenty, make great changes in towns. Some become grown out
of aU knowledge, and where stood green lanes, and gardens, and
corn fields, now stand long streets of houses, thickly tenanted
l)y the increasing population which follows in the track of

manufacturing enterpi-ise. Nor is Noi-wich any exception to the

Tule, though its old castle, and the cathedral with its lofty taper-

ing spire, still stand in the same place, and greet one Uke old

friends. I have many old memories connected with the city and
neighbourhood. I used to spend my vacations in a small village

about midway between there and Cromer. I remember that

inarket day used to be a great institution, and we—that is,

*' B. B. " and I {I believe they were afraid to leave us at home),
iised to occupy the back seat of the dog-cart. And I put it can-
didly to anyone who has sat with a lady on the back seat of a
<log-cart, even when the foot-board has been chained up to the
last link, whether there is not a risk of her slipping off, and
whether it does not become a duty to see that she doesn't? I

iilways attended to that duty. Those were jolly days. The last

time I was in the neighbourhood it was in the fall of the year.

I strolled into Marsham churchyard early one morning. I had
two reasons for doing so ; one was, that holding on so tight on
that dog-cart had ended at Marsham church, and I was just a
little wishful to take a peep at the old pile again ; the other was,
I expected to see the sexton at work at his gloomy caUing. He
was down in a deep grave he had dug with extreme care, and
was busy removing the soil from the inscription plate on a coffin

which had lain there many years. That day the genial soul

who used to drive us to Norwich on market days was laid with
his wife. I have never seen the old place since.

And I have been among the Canaries. Without disparage-
ment to breeders in other towns I think I may safely say that
Norwich is the head-quarters of the bird which bears its name,
and many a golden gem which has figured as the property of a

speculative Canary exhibitor first saw daylight in the " mew "

of some Norwich weaver or shoemaker. The Canary interest in

Noi*wich is very conservative, and I was indebted to Mr. J.

Mackley for the privilege of being admitted within the charmed
circle. Many of the breeders, certainly the principal of them,
are united in clubs with some very stringent rules as to dispos-

ing of high-bred birds. Indeed, the truism that money will buy
anything hardly holds good of a hard-working Norwich weaver's
stock birds. They are a class of men w^hose ambition is to pro-
duce those wonderful birds which are the object of admiration
at our shows ; and just in proportion as they will deprive them-
selves of luxuries, if not of necessaries, to carry out the object

of their lives, so in proportion are they not to be tempted by
money to part with birds which it has taken them possibly

years to bring to perfection. With men of this stamp there

is a point, to go beyond which is to insult. Mr. J. Mackley, how-
ever, who takes immense interest in the fancy, and keeps a
watchful eye over it, smoothed over all difficulties, and I as-

cended many a staircase and crossed the threshold of many a
sanctum sanetomm, which I never should have done without his

"open sesame." One cottage I have in my eye. Down-stairs,
sitting on a stool winding off silk and detecting the shghtest

flaw in the thread as it passed through her delicate fingers, was
a decent "canny" woman sun-ounded by such of nine children

as remained at home. Up-stairs, up a winding lighthouse kind
of staircase, was the piece of fm-niture to be found in almost
evei-y wayside cottage—the loom, on which are manufactured
the sUks and other stuffs for which the city of Norwich is famed.
Here the head of the house was busy on a piece of poplin, of

which he told me he could weave 15 yards in a day. But they
were singing away through a thin wood partition which separated

the bird-room from the workshop, and how was it possible I

could make any show of taking much interest in manufacturing
statistics, when I knew I was on the eve of penetrating some of

the great mysteries of the fancy ? It's no use teUiug you what I

saw, for I came away as I went, with my empty store cage

under my arm. But I got a pair next day, and an odd hen

—

sister to some great celebrity, whose pedigree was duly chronicled

in mysterious notches on her flights.
—

'W'. A. Bl.ujston.

(To be continued.)

EARLY SWAEM.
The following may prove useful to your readers, and may

afford an opportunity of determining whether the occun-ence is

without precedent. On the 11th inst., on looking round my
bee house as usual before leaving it for the night, I discovered

a cluster of bees, resembUng a small swarm, beneath a board

placed at an angle above the pitch board of the hives. This was
about 6 P.M. I immediately took a frame, fitted -nith comb, from
a Woodbury hive I had in readiness, and having placed a little

syi-up upon the comb, I brushed on the bees with a feather. The
lateness of the evening and the low temperature had so be-

numbed many of the bees that I did not succeed in hiving more
than one-half, probably in number not more than five hundred,

the rest fell, and died from exposure. About an hoiir afterwards,

on close examination, I discovered the queen apparently in

perfect health, and seemingly contented in the midst of the

bees saved.
I am now feeding with syrup, and hope to found an early

colony. Can any of your readers teU me if I am likely to succeed?

I was afraid at first t had lost a queen from one of my box hives,

but such does not appear to be the case, as perfect harmony
seems to reign within. I may add two out of five hives in my
bee house are fuU to overflowing, and that comb-building has

already commenced.

—

John B. C.vks, Littleha}nj}ton.

BrBMiNGH-ui Summer Poultey Show.—This is to be held in

June. We hope it may be a success, but we have no par-

ticulars at present.

OUR LETTER BOX.
DccKs' Eggs UsTEKTrLE (A Disappointed Pnultry-woman).—The bilds

being " Tery fat," not only has a tendencj to prevent fertilit.v, but to mterlere

witb laving, and to endanger the lite o( the layer. This appUes to burds of

all kinds.
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MraoRCAS (Fab-play).—To insert ^our letter would be a t:ooJ advertisement

for tlie poi-ty you name. Write to him and ask for the particulars, and let us

know the reply.

Scabs on Spanish Cock's Face {L. H. ii.).—Dress the face with citron

ointment. It Fometimes comes from the weeping of the eye, and it is some-

times caused by the bens pecking it. Strange to say, this seems an atten-

tion much appreciated by the cocks. We are disposed to think this is the

cause of the complaint in your case. The white face of a Spanish cock when
damaged always turns brown, but when it is caused by weeping it seldom

bleeds when removed. When it comes fi-om pecking it always does. In either

case put the bird by himself for some time, and dress the face with citron

ointment. Weight is a desideratum but not an essential in a Spanish fowl.

Face and comb are the essentials.

Brahma Cockerel [F. T. W.).—We counsel patience. If youi-bird is as

old as you say, there can be no doubt as to his being all you require. How
many hens does he run with ? At what time of the day do you make yom-
observations ? The proper time is when they are let out in the morning.
That should be now at five o'clock. Be iu attendance the morning after you
receive this, and it will solve the doubt. Have you set any eggs fi'om him ?

DiARHHCEA IN FowLS {Poultry).—'XoMx feeding has been altogether bad,
and we cannot understand why you make such mixtui-es. Discontinue them,
Feed morning and evening with ground oats or barleymeal slaked with water,
and midday with maize. Throw down three or four baiTOwloads of road gilt

in the gravelled run, and give sods of grass. Feed your chickens on bread and
milk, cm'd, chopped egg, cooked meat cut up fine, and bread crumbs. If they
are not near glass, give them evei-y day a large sod of growing gi-ass cut with
plenty of mould.

h).—Should weigh fi-om 8 to 10 lbs.,

Dorking Chickens Drooping {W. F.).—If the present weather lasts,
human beings will be the same. Give them plenty of bread and ale to eat,
and ale to drink. Let them have chopped egg and cooked meat chopped fine.
You describe no other complaint, but if they gape give them a pill of camphor.
If their appearance is that of general discomfort give them a good heap of
road grit to dust and busk in. "When they are convalescent let them have
only camphor julep to drink.

Dark Brahma's Plumage {Country Parsoii)-—There is no doubt that the
bird from which these feathers were plucked belong to the class of Dark
Brahmas. Judging fi-om the dark feathers we should say^he was a little too
dai-k. That is a common fault now-a-days; and if we breed to get rid of it,

we get light, almost white necks. The Pencilled or Dark Brahjna, as dis-
tinguished from the Light, should be pencilled all over delicately ; the tail and
wings rather darker than the body, and the neck striped black and white.
Bone dust is not necessary for yoxmg chickens. If it be, where do the
Pheasants and Pax-tridges find it ?

CRtTE-CcEUR Cock's Tail (L. W.).—li is a fault in every cock, except a
Sebright Bantam, to have a fqum-el tail—that is, turned over his back ; but
if we may be allowed to paUiate faults iu any bird, it would be an approach to
squirrel tail in a Creve-Coeur. It would be better without it, but many of
them have a tendency to cany their tails up. We would be explicit ; we
would not keep a squiiTel-tailed cock if we had another.
Exit end of an Egg.—" W. R.A." says, "I do not know whether it is

the experience of other amateurs or not, but one-half of the eggs that I have
hatched this year have hatched at the small end of the egg. "l have a hen
to come off to-moiTow, and when I examined her nest this morning it was
the same—one-half of the eggs were chipped at the small end."

[Although we hatch many himdi-eds of chickens, and fancy we note every
thing about them, we have not yet noticed where the chicken makes its exit.
We willdo 60.]

Exhibiting Eggs (Jacfc).—A nest of eggs exhibited should be all the same
breed. They should be good specimens of it. Thus in Spanish they should
all be large ; in Cochins and Brahmas they should be chosen not only brown,
but of the same shade of brown; in Dorkings and Hamburghs they should
be all large, alike in shape and foi-m, and sci-upulously white; and so on.
Every nest should be made up of eggs, not only good specimens of then- breed
or class, but the best specimens of it. In our opinion a mixed nest should be
disqualified.

Wing-disease in Pigeons (Garwfi!/ ^ma(cur).—Tou bird has this disease
common among fancy Pigeons. It will not die, but the wing will probably be
stiff for hfe, but being a hen she will breed just as well. The best plan we
have found is simply, on first discovering the swelling of the joint, to draw
the flight feathers of that whig. This peems to relieve the inflammation, and
by the time they have gi-owu the bu-d is well ; but this has always been when
the case was taken in hand early. Let us know if yom- bu-d quite recovers, as
we should like in that case to pubUsh your treatment for the benefit of the
fancy.

Rat-proof Pigeon Boxes (C. 12.).—No doubt the old walls are. as vou
say, honeycomb3d by rats, hence your loss. Probably the walls were of the
old loose-fitting stono character. A waU of close-fittmg bricks would secure
you. Thou at the back of each hole we should fix a box of strong wood, with
half of the back opeuing hke a door for the uispection of the nests, cleaning
them, &c buch a wall and such boxes would be secure against rats. Slate or
n-oii would be very cold. If you could make the boxes 2 feet square all the
better. Have a shelf halfway up on which put a nest-pan in which the bkds
could lay and sit, while there wei-e half-giown young ones below. If you do
this you wiU raise twice as many young ones, for if vou do not the old oneswiUlay m the old nest with the growing-up young, the eggs be chilled, and
the parents disturbed by the young teasmg them to be fed at aU times.
Plentyof room 13 the secret of Pigeon success as to breeding and rearing.ihe shelf halfway up is an admirable pli
and bother their parents, and when tlK- n-

themselves. Tou are right as to the ali li

Maltese Pigeons and Removin.; "
Pigeons are not mentioned, we believe, in ..

have of late years appeai-ed sometimes at u .-,,.

.

variety," and at Bristol, last Jannaiy, took a pr,
month old, or earlier, you may safely remove on^ ^.^ x^,

fine young one brought up wholly by the hen since it

ided.

-I. ir.).—Maltese
I I.I y Pigeons. They

iv;ii Miu; "Auy other distinct
e. When young birds ai-e a
of the old ones. We have a

a fortnight old, thecock having died by accident.

DlSt^JwYi,^^
Nest-pans for Pigeons {J. T. C.).-We do not know any

cheln/hJ *f
^ ^""^

"^f^ ^^ •* speciahty, but, indeed, they are so heavy and

idi n? « f?^!"?., .^ ?'*^ ?^y ^°'' carnage. Recently we had some dozens
We took Brent's " Pigeon

--—J, .—«,« uiicj nuLuu uui yiky lor carnage,
made at a pottery that happens to be near i

and gave
the top

- bottom
V." The

Book " to the maker, sltowed liim the picture of tli*^ 1^r.t.u

the following written iustnictions :
—" Make them ^

inside, 3 inches deep, measming from the deepest i

inside like a hand-basin. Let them be of rough eai i

.

man had never seen such things before, but made tl...- , charging
us 2jc/. a-piece. This size does well for Tumblerd auj oiJinaiy varieties
Pouters would need them 10 inches across. Form in them a solidly-lying

nest of short straw ; beneath it, if you like, put a httle sawdust.
Error—Silver Dragoon Bars.—On page 339, column 1, line 44 from top,

for "blue '' read " thirteen."

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS,
Camden Square, London.

Lat. 5V 32' 40'' N. ; Long. 0' 8' 0" W.; Altitude IU feet^

Date.
|

i.3
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audraj as] a coloiued Totato ; I should have said Paterson's

Albert is'a Totato of coloiu' not nearly so well Imo^yn as it

deserves'to be iu the market.

—

Eoeeki Fenx.

NOTES UPON FEBNS.—No. 3.

FEONDS.

The leaves of Ferns are invariably called fronds, and may
be distinguished from those of all other plants by their pecuUar

coiled-up (circinate) growth

Oliersia cerrina.

It frequently happens that the same plant produces two
distinct forms of leaves or fronds, as may be seen in the illus-
tration of OLfersia cervina, or that a single frond takes upon
itself a variety of shapes. This modification in the form of
Fern fronds is brought about by the presence of the fructifica-
tion, or spore-cases, and those subject to these changes of form
are distinguished by Fern-growers as barren a.n(l fertile fronds.
I have heard them called male and female fronds by amateurs,
but the expression is erroneous.
In the majority of the plants belongiug to this order the

fertile fronds do not differ in appeai-ance from the barren ones,
saving in the addition of the sori, which ai-e either situated
upon the under side or at the mai-gins of the pinme. Some-
times, but more rarely, they are to be found on the upper side.
Fronds of Ferns are of various forms, vai-ying from the simple

or cntu-e frond of Scolopendi-ium vulgare,"Neottopteris nidus,
or the vai'ious species of Elaphoglossum, to the decompound
miiltifid ones of such genera as ThjTsopteris and Onycliium.
Intermediate forms of fronds are the phuiate— that is, when the
leaf is simply cut down into segments on each side of the midrib
{costal, bipinnate when these become again divided, and ."lo on up
to the compoiind frond. Wlieu the segments are not divided

down to the costaor midrib, but have the divisions connected by
a kind of wing they are termed pinnatijid, and bipinnutifid

when again divided in a similar manner. When the leafy append-
age is continued down the stem to the cro^\-n of the plant the
crowns are styled sessDe, but when elevated upon footstalks,

the fronds are stipitate, as the footstalks, in the language of

Niphobolas ]mgaa.

ptcridologists, are stipes; these as they again become branched,
as iu bipinnate or decompound fronds, are termed the rachis.

I shall now proceed to take a cursory glance at the peculiar
venation of Fern fronds, and there can be no doubt but that
the veius are of more importance to the student than the same
organs in flowering plants, and they consequently have been
seized upon by the pteridologist as a means of classification,

and when used iu conjunction with other organs the venation
is of great value and assistance in distinguishing genera. To
make this more apparent it will be as weU to give a few examples
of the venation peculiar to various genera ; thus in Elapho-
glossum conforme we have an example of free forked veins, in
wliich the sori in the fertile fronds cover the whole under sur-

face. This style of venation, however, must not be taken as

peculiar to Elaphoglossum, for manj' other genera of Ferns
have free forked veius, but they differ both in style of fructifica-

tion and habit of prowth ; as examples of this 1 may instance

Polypodimn, Pteris, and Asplenium. The veius are said to be
reticulated when joined together after the manner of Hemi-
onites palmata, the disposition of which is admh'ably shown
in the illustration. Agaiu, the veius are radiate when disposed

in the manner of Liudsaa trapeziformis, and anastomosing
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wlien arranged as in Dictyoxiphium panamense. Anastomosing
veins are again spoken of as arcuate when they are found, as is

shown in the figure of Meuiscium palustre, and compoundly
anastomosing when disposed as in the case of Niphoholus

Bictyosioliium panamense.

I'ligua; transversely anastomosing when ai'ranged after the

launer of the genus Woodwardia. The little spaces left be-

•'.veen the veins and venules, which are of various shapes, are

culled areoles.

This does not by any means exhaust the vaiious definitions

which pteridologists use to distinguish the various genera, but

Xiindsiea trapeziformis.
Heniionites palniata.
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Bpace will not permit ine to go further into details. It lias

teen, and is argiied by some of my friends, that the system of

making a great number of genera tends to increase the ditllculty

to the amateur in learning, but to me it appeal's to offer facilities

rather than throw obstacles in the way—that is, if well defined

and permanent characters are taken, on which to establish a

genus, whilst those of a fugacious or changeable nature do with-

out doubt lead to uncertainty, and tend to depress the mmd of

the amateur.

—

Exteeto Crede.

KOYAL HOBTICULTUEAL SOCIETY.
May 1st.

On this occasion the Show was held in a long tent on the

croquet ground near the Council-room, in which latter were
placed the Orchids, and, as the weather proved, no better jilace

could have been selected. In truth, the day was one of the
brightest and most exhiUrating ofMaydays we have ever known,
and the Ejchibition was worthy of the day.
Eoses in pots were the leading feature of this Show, and trulj-

magnificent they were. The specimens were beautiful in gTowth
and foliage, and in gorgeous bloom. For nine, Mr. Turner, of

Slough, was first with superb specimens of Charles Law"son,
Victor Verdier, Vicomte Vigier, Celine Forestier, La France,
Camille Bernardin, and Marie Baumann, along with excellent

TDlants of Marec]ial Vaillant and Paul Verdier. Second came
Messrs. Paul & Son, of Cheshunt, with Charles Lawson, Anna
Alexieff, and Victor Verdier, large, so well grown, and so pro-
fusely covered with flowers, that we do not think they could be
sm-passed. Together with these w^ere fine examples of Elie
Morel, John Hopper, Horace Vernet, Dr. Andry, Madame Victor
Verdier, and CiiUue Forestier.

Class 2 was for six Eoses in pots. The first prize was taken
by Messrs. Veitch, who had, among others, beautiful specimens
of Charles Lawson, Victor Verdier, and Princess Mary of Cam-
bridge. These, like all the other Eoses exhibited, were remark-
able for theu- freshness, so great an attraction in every flower,

and especially so in the Eose. A fourth j)rize was awarded to

Mr. Eowe, gardener to Mrs. Lewis, Eoehampton.
Class 3 was for thi-ee Eoses ill pots. Here Mr. Elhs, gardener

to J. Galsworthy, Esq., Coombe Warren, Kingston, was first

with three exceedingly well-grown specimens. Mr. Baxter,
gardener to C. Kieser, Esq., Broxbourne, was a good second :

and Mr. James, gardener to W. F. "Watson, Esq., Isleworth, third.
For cut blooms Messrs. Paul & Son were first with a box of

Gloire de Dijon, very fine, besides others of mixed varieties
;

Mr. Eowe, gardener to Mrs. Lewis, being second.
Of Azaleas there was also a fine display, and mauy of them

were all that could be desired as regards grow'th and flowering.
Messrs. Lane, of Great Bcrkhampstead, were first with large
plants in excellrnt lil.inm ; Cri:-]iit!ovn rr.srn. jraQTiifirrnt, an!
Vicomte de I'.ii >-

•, ill-. 1, ,i,...- i,|.rM:;ll.. 1. Mi'. IIill, -mi--

dener to H. 'I'.i^S.i, l.-n, :.'., 'nu l;,';i<l, I;,.-!,;'- rml, v.ms

second with MIi:ill(r|. hint::, lull lir;;lUlfully Kl""«ll •Ui'l IliiXViTfil.

Iveryana, Smithii, Eeine dts Blanches, and Criterion were very
fine, and the others good. Mr. Tui'ner, of Slough, was third
with half a dozen of his round-headed dwarf standards in gi-cnt

beauty. For threes, the first prize was willilnlil, 11:- ii-hhI

went to Mr. J. Herringtou, gardener to J. T'l !i r, I -[ ,
i m i

i

Park; and equal third prizes were awardtil li- "^Ir. ' \\ 1
,

gardener to Sir- F. H. Goldsmid, Bart., Eegr Lit':: I'liiL; .;^ I .Mr.

C. Baldwin, gardener to E. Drew, Esq., Streatham. The next
class was for the same number of plants shown by an exhibitor
who had never before taken the Society's prize for Azaleas. Mr.
Hill, gardener to H. Taylor, Esq., was first with excellent speci-
mens, from 3 to 3i feet high, of Eoi Leopold, Criterion, and a
white variety. Mr. James was second with very well-bloomed
plants, and Mr. J. Herrington third with tall pyramidal plants.

Of Auriculas there was a fair show. Mr. Turner, of Slough,
was first fur tivelve, and Mr. James second. For six the Eev.
H. H. Dombraiu was first, aud Mr. James second. For Alpines
Mr. Turner was first, aud Mr. James second.
Of herbaceous Calceolarias two exceUeut sets of six were sent

by Mr. James, and Messrs. Dobson, of Isleworth. These Cal-
ceolarias are now so generally raised from seed that it is useless
to particularise varieties ; suffice it, then, to state that both col
lections, besides being well gi-own and flowered, had been raised
fi'om good strains.

Prizes wiic ofiVred for six exotir Oiiliiil,,. For these Mr.
Denuiup:, l-iuiIi ii<_r to Lord Londt':.l:"n-ii'jl;, CniiKliiu Park,
Tadca:,t.r, v.a;- iirst with a fine exami-l -i tli.- Ij, autiful Phalie-
nopsi.i Liiddemauniaua, with nine iluHtri; Uduutoglossum
luteo-pm-pureum, with two fine spikes ; Cypripedium Stonei

;

and excellent specimens of Odontoglossum na?vium, Aerides
Veitchii, and Cattleya Mossise. Mr. Bull, of Chelsea, who was
second, had a pot of Cypripedium Lowii with seventeen flowers,
and good specimens of Cypripedium barbatum, Odontoglossum
cordatum, &c. Mr. Wheeler, gardener to Su- P. H. Goldsmid,
Bart., w-as third.

In the miscellaneous class Mr. Denning took a prize with a
collection, in which were Mesospinidium sanguineum, with
three fine racemes of deep rose-coloui"ed flowers ; the large-

flowered white and reddish-orange Dendrobium Jamesianuin

;

D. Heyneanura, fine ; Epidendrum Stamfordianum, &c. Messrs.
Veitch had the first prize in the same class for a charming group
of Eoses in pots, along with which were several Japanese
Maples. Of these, Acer polymorphum palmatifldum was con-
spicuous by its beautifully cut gi'een leaves, and omatum dis-

sectum by those of a coppery bronze colour. Mr. C. Noble, of

Sunningdale, Bagshot, had a second prize for a splendid collec-

tion of Clematis, consi)icuous in which were Lady Londes-
borough. Miss Bateman, and Albert Victor, and between the
baskets w-ere interspersed plants of the pretty deep rose Spii-iea

palmata. Mr. Bull had a third prize for a collection of Palms
and other fine-foUaged plants, Orchids, Primula japonica, and a
variety of other subjects. Mr. Baxter, gardener to C. Kieser,

Esq., sent a fine collection of Hippeastrums ; Mr. Turner, of
Show and Alpine Auriculas, Tricolor Pelargoniiuns, and Primula
japonica ; and Mr. Ware, Tottenham, a large and veiy beautiful

group of spring-flowering jJants, including baskets of those
very attractive Phloxes, verua and Nelsoni. Mr. Williams had
a noble group of Yuccas, Dasylirions, variegated New Zealand
Flax ; a tine specimen of the lovely Filmy Fern, Todea superba J

the new Haresfoot Fern, Davalha Tyermanii, and Ehododen-
di'on Auguste Van Geert, a fine vinous purplish rose. Messrs.,

Standish it Co., Ascot, sent a remarkably fine specimen of Eu-
charis amazonica, seedling Clematises, a nice basket of Struthi-
opteris japonica, and an Abies from the Altai Mountains, Sibe-
ria, of very dwarf habit, Avith the leaves glaucous beneath, and
the young shoots brownish red for about thi-ee weeks when
pushing, a plant which promises to be useful in spring gardening.
Mr. Needle, gardener to the Comte de Paris, Twickenham^

again exhibited a charming httle group of terrestrial Orchids-
Mr. WiUiam Paul sent three boxes of cut blooms of Marechal
Niel Eose, which for size and richness of colour combined may
have been equalled, but certainly h.ave never been sm-passed.
From the same exhibitor came also several white-variegated
white-flowered Pelargoniums, of which Waltham Bride has been
frequently noticed. The others were Avalanche, Snow-wreath,,
and Virgin Queen, all with white flowers in good trusses, and
the leaf-variegation puii*e W'hite.

Mr. Hooper, Widcombe HiU, Bath, sent a stand of Turban
Eanimculuses, also bedding aud fancy Pausies ; Mr. James a
collection in pots, likewise cut blooms ; aud Mr. Bragg, of Slough,,
thirty-six fancies. A number of extra prizes were awarded.

Feuit Cojimittee.—G. F. Wilson, Esq., F.R.S., in the chair.
Messrs. Wright, The Nursery, Lee, Kent, sent three bunches of
new Black Hamburgh Grapes of great merit, to which a cultural
commendation was awarded. Mr. Tegg, gardener to J. Walter,
Esq., Bearwood, sent three bimches of Black Hambm'gh, and
three of Buckland Sweetwater, to which a cultural commenda-
tion was awarded. Mr. M. Davis, gardener to P. Galloway, Esq.,
Eoehampton Park, sent a dish of early Peaches. Mr. Tegg, the
Gardens, Bearwood, sent a basket of very fine Figs—Brown
Turkey and Violette de Bordeaux, both admirably grown, and
which received a cultural commendation. Mr. H. Hopper,,
gardener to E. D. Lee, Esq., Hartwell House, Aylesbiu-y, sent a
dish of Dr. Hogg Strawberry, which elicited the admiration of
the Committee fortbeir great size andbrilliautcolom-. A cultural
commendation was aw.irded. Mr. D. Mackellar, gardener to C.
Magniac, Esq., Colworth, sent a dish of Marguerite Stl-awberry
equally fine of their kind, aud received a crdtural commenda-
tion. Mr. Stevens gardener to his Grace the Duke of Suther-
land, Trentham, sent two dishes of Black Tartarian and one of
Bigarreau Napoleon, both large, handsome, and well-flavoured.
They received a cultural commendation. Eobert Hudson, Esq.,
Clapham Common, sent a brace of Cucumbers which the Com-
mittee considered rather coarse. Mr. Dancer, of Little Sutton,
sent a bundle of Conover's Colossal Asparagus, a fine, large,.

American variety, which received a first-class certificate.

The subjects exhibited at this meeting were generally of a
very high order, as is evidenced by the unusual number of cul-

tural certificates that were awarded.

Floe.u. Committee.—E. Eosher, Esq., in the chair. Messrs-
Veitch sent a gi'oup of Orchids, among which were fine speci-

mens of Oncidium hastatum and Odoutoglossum Alexandras

;

and for it a cultural commendation was given. A Pent-
stemon (?) from the Eocky Mountains with purphsh rose flowers
received a first-class certificate ; and there was also a graceful

Leptopteris, though whether from its natural character, or not
being covered with a bell-glass, it did not exhibit the beautiful
filmy appearance. of L. superba. Mr. WiUiams, HoUoway, had
a first-class certificate for Encephalartos cycadifolia, a very
handsome species ; he also sent Paudanus aurea with pale yellow
leaves, and a very compact plant of Agave filifera. Mr. Linden,
of Brussels, had a first-class certificate for Odoutoglossum brevi-
folium with large yellowish brown flowers vrith a yellow lip.

Mr. Linden also exhibited O. nevadense with dark petals aud
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sepals edged with yellow, aud a wMte Up crisped and sHglitly

timbriated.
Mr. Croucher, gardener to J. Peacock, Esq., Sudbiuy Honse,

Hammersmith, received a first-class certificate for Echmocactus

MirbeUi, a singular-looking eight-ribbed globular Cactus,

marked with white on the sides of the ribs. Messrs. KoUisson,

Tooting, had a similar award for Draciena lentigmosa, a very

distinct species, with narrow leaves 3 feet long, and of a brown-

ish oKve coloiu-. They also sent a collection of pretty erect-

flowering Gloxinias, of which Eichard Thornton and Fanny

Wilder were singulai-ly marked, and some of the others were

high-coloured. Mr. Ware, Tottenham, exhibited a group ot

Funldas, of which ovata aurea was very effective ;
Mr. 1 Ucher,

Station ISfursery, Horsham, Coleus Lady Burrell, reddish brown,

broadly tipped with yellow; Mr. Hooper, Bath, Pansies, ot

which the foUowing had fiirst-class certificates—^1Z., Crunson

Beauty (fancy), reddish brown with a black blotch ; Mrs. Byles,

white groimd, broad velvety purple belt ; and Prince of Wales,

yellow ground, maroon belt. Mr. Turner, Slough, had a farst-

•class certificate for Alpine Ani-ieula Colonel Scott, noticed m
our report of the last meeting, also for Mercnry, very hke it m
colour. „ , ,13
Mr. Baines, gardenei: to H. MichoUs, Esci., Sonthgate, had a

•cultural commendation for two marvellous specimens of Sarra,-

•eenia Drummondi alba and 3. flava standing 41 to 5 feet high

from the gi-ound ; Mr. Green, gardener to W. Wilson Saunders

Esq., received a similar award for a very interesting group ot

plants ; and J. Eussell, Esq., for a collection of cut Orchids.

From Messrs. B. G. Henderson & Son, Wellington Nurseries,

St John's Wood, came a group of Tricolor and Bronze Pelar-

roniums, of which Bronze Queen was broadly zoned with deep

bronze ; also the beautiful Fern-hke ThaUotrum adiantoides.

Pelargonium Schottii, deep purplish crimson with an almost

black blotch on each petal—a mere curiosity at present, but

which may give rise to new coloiu'S ; and Bouvardia longitlora

flammea, with fine heads of salmon-rose flowers—this had a first-

•class certificate. A similar award was made to Messrs. Ivery

and Son, of Dorkingfor Azalea Fanny Ivery, with large salmon-

red flowers, blotched with purple in the upper petals. Mr. W.

Paul Waltham Cross, sent white variegated Pelargoniums

Imo^ene, white with a pink eye, and Lord Bacon, salmon, shacL-

ino- off to pale rose, a very pleasing variety. Mr. Bull sent two

Dracffinas; Mr. Blackley, Leyton, Tree Carnation La Belle,

white, stated to be very free-flowering, but shakenm travelling

;

and Mr. Porter, gardener to Mrs. Benham, Isleworth, triant

Polyanthuses. From Messrs. Barr & Sugden again came a col-

lection of Narcissus ; and Mr. Stevens, gardener to the Uuke ol

Sutherland, Trentham, sent a variety of Odontoglossum i esca-

torei, sparingly spotted with purple. Mr. Denning, gardener to

Lord Londesborough, exhibited cut specimens of a similar

variety.

LAEGE ELM IN EYABSH CHURCHYARD, KENT.

Some time ago, in passing through the churchyard of Eyarsh,

half-dozen mUes to the west of Maidstone, I noticed an aged

Ehn of unusual size growing against the churchyard wall. It

had probably been a poUard a hundred years ago, as a number

of heads seemed to start from a wide-spread head that might

have been several times headed-down before. The tree had

a bole fi-om 8 to 10 feet high, the girth of which, taken at

the smallest part between the root-claws and the swelling

whence the branches proceeded, was 28 feet ; and in walkmg

round a casual observer would have pronounced it sound, so

healthy were both the bark and the foliage. Such, however,

was not the case; for although there was no side opening,

aud only one place showing a little decay, yet in the centre

(as could be seen by getting upon the wall) there was a hollow

sufficient to hold thi-ee or four people. No doubt the treat-

ment to which the tree had been subjected 150 years ago, or

before that time, had tended to make it so, but its healthy

vi'^our seemed to warrant a belief that it would outlive many

generations of men. There is Uttle doubt that the internal

decay will go on faster than the formation of new wood on

the outside, and a period must come when some part of the

fabric wiU give way, but at present that day seems far distant.

This noble tree exhibits in its foliage all the vigour of youth,

and the limbs—two or three of them competing as leaders-

seem quite sound, and likely to outUve many younger trees.
_

The character of the soil in which this Elm is growing is

sandy, with a subsoil varying between a white siUcious sand

and a yellow gravel. The surface soil is, however, not shallow,

aud it i9 possible the Elm may have benefited more from the

disturbance of the churchyard than it suffered ; for Elm roots

are blamed for appropriating to themselves all that is good

within their reach, and the rapidity with which they occupy a

lieap of compost lying within their range is known to aU who

have had experience of them. Here was a very fine example of

a tree growing where everything has an ah of rural simpUcity^

in a retu-ed country churchyard.—J. Eobson.

ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY'S MEETING.
The April meeting was held at BurUngton House on the

1st, when, from the fact of its occurrence on the hoUday of

Easter aud the wet weather, the attendance of members was

but small. The sudden death of one of the active member.5 of

the Society, Mr. T. Home (whose entomological experiences in

India had so often contributed to the information of the Society),

aud the recent decease of Professor Pictet de la Rive, of Geneva,

were announced. The latter author had published excellent

monogi-aphs on the Perlidfe, Phryganeidfe, aud other Neuro-

pterous insects, but his attention had more recently been devoted

to palseontology, upon which science he had pubUshed some

important works.
Professor Westwood exhibited specimens of a wood-like,

many-celled gaU, found at the roots of young Oak trees, vrith a

number of the insects reared therefrom, which Mr. A. Miiller

recognised as Cynips Quercus-radicis. The Professor also ex-

hibited a number of highly magnified drawings of the minute

organs of various species of Cynipidse, amongst which the

structure of the outer sheath of the ovipositor was shown to

be very variable, and to afford specific characters hitherto un-

noticed. He also exhibited some highly magnified drawings of

the head, antennie, and terminal parts of the body of various

species of fleas, some of which were of a very interesting cha-

racter ; also drawings of a species of mussjl-shaped Coccus,

which is often found on the rind of Oranges, and of the very

curious parasite by which it is attacked, belonging to the genus

which he had characterised under the name of Coccophagus.

Mr Butler read descriptions of eight additional species of

South American moths, belonging to the group Pericopides.

Mr MacLachlan read a memoir on the structure of the external

male organs of various individuals of the genus Acentropus,

which induced him to adopt the opinion that there was only one

variable species in that genus. Mr. Albert Miiller exhibited

specimens of the small beetle Anaspis maculata, which he had

reared from an excrescence on a Birch twig, from a larva a

quarter of an inch long, the perfect insect having made its ap-

pearance on the 7th of March. M. Penis had reared the same

insect in France from the Grape Vine. ,

THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S

BIRMINGHAM PRIZES.

It would be most ungracious in exhibitors to complain of

the conditions which are attached to the prizes so generously

ofl'ered by Messrs. Carter, Sutton, Hurst, and others at the

Eoyal Sliow at Bu-mingham ; but I would with the utmost

courtesy suggest to those in authority that to insist^ upon a

special variety when there is not time to produce it tends

directly to lessen vastly the number of competitors

—

e.g., in

Class 160 one of the six varieties of Peas must be Maclean's

Best of AU. Many exhibitors besides myself grow it, for it

is 'really good, and, like myself, may have reserved it for a

later crop, and wUl therefore be excluded from competition,

because not informed tiU the middle of April that it is essen-

tial. Nor is this all. So many classes being " Umited," and

all but the owners of vast gardens being precluded from com-

peting for Messrs. Carter's grand cup by Melons and certain

kinds of vegetables, it becomes a question, Is it worth whUe to

go to Birmingham at aU ?

WhUst on " suggestions " I may add, it should surely be

defined what are and what are not vegetables—for instance, in

Class 150, may Ehubarb, Cucumbers, Lettuces, aud Melons be

exhibited ? for in some places these are aud in others they are

not considered vegetables. What are they to be at Birming-

ham?—C. C. E.

FUMIGATING.
To " H. G.'s " very convenient mode of delivering a single

plant from the troublesome aphis, so weU Ulustrated at page 326,

aUow me to add the foUowiug plan which I have found to

answer. If the infested plant is small aud short, take three

or four Laurel leaves, beat them all over with a hammer so as

to thoroughly bruise them, then place them round or i^^<iei-

the plant, and cover as shown in the lUustration. A beU-

glass does best. Let all remain closed for a few hours, and

the aphides wiU then be found dead, each hanging by its pro-

boscis only. If this process is repeated within a day or two

to make sure, the plant wUl be perfectly freed, and m some

cases is not again attacked. This way of kiUmg aphides may
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be acceptable to those who dislike tobacco sinoke, all danger

arising from an overdose of it to a very temlor plant is avoided,

and the Laurel is so generally grown that it must be aknost

everywhere at hand for the purpose.—W. JIitten.

PINCHING THE LEAVES OP FEUIT TREES.
The pruning of fruit trees as at present practised, consisting

in cutting off yearly from a third to a fourth part of the gi-owing

branches, and then shortening all the resulting young shoots,

is daily attacked by a new school, wlio would substitute for it a

method of growing fruit trees from which great mutilations, and
the suppression of the branches of the framework, are scnipu-

lously avoided. Those who depend on the old mode of pruning

are obliged to confess that the greater part of gardeners do it

badly ; that in their unskilful hands it is very dangerous, and
indeed gai-deners ought to be excused, for the rules of this prun-
ing are very arbitrary and uncertain.

In the new system the grower is to take care that the tree be
not subjected to greater suppressions than are absolutely neces-

sary, and also that only such restrictions be made as are requisite

for maintaining the proper strength of the sap, the uniformity
of the framework, and to induce the disposition to fruit

herbaceous shoots. The experiments of the elder M. Grin, of

Chartres, prove that the pinching of herbaceous shoots—the
mere nipping of the leaves— if done in proper time, is quite

enough to ensure the attainment of this end. M. Grin's

system is as follows :

—

He prunes in November, and by this means he concentrates
in the buds left after the pruning all the sap elaborated during
the winter, and avoids gumming and blistering.

In April, as the leaves expand, he cuts over at half then- length
two leaves at the base of the premature lateral (see A in the
accompanying figure), leaving untouched the first and broader
leaf B. The premature lateral has this characteristic, that the
first leaf it produces is long and broad, and the next pair are
small and stipule-like. It is these two which ought to be cut
over at half then- length at A. This simple operation causes
the development of two buds at the base of each shoot.
When the shoot has developed a second pair of leaves it is in

the same way necessary to cut these two leaves at half their
length from the base, at e, the large leaf always remaining un-
touched. The above two simple leaf-nippings suffice to arrest
the development of the premature shoot, to establish two buds
at the base, and to impart a fruiting disposition to those buds
formed at the second pah' of leaves."

If, on some very vigorous trees, a branch is disposed to grow
too long, it will be necessary to restrict it by cutting the ex-
tremity in order to create a fruiting tendency. It is very

seldom that there is any necessity to have recourse to mcxre tliaa

one nipping.

This system is applicable to all kinds of fruit trees, to Apples

and Pears as well as to stone fruits. M. Grin has replied as

follows to objections made by some of the Committee of the

Paris Horticultural Society.
" The simple nipping of the extreinities of the leaves has en-

abled me to arrest the flow of the sap, to moderate growth, to
maintain the balance of the tree, and to cause fruitfulness.

" The nipping of the leaves, as practised by myself, has al-

ways resulted in the development of buds at the base of the

shoot, and having them as close as possible to the principal

branches of the tree, even in the case of over-luxuriant shoots."'

There is no occasion for me to insist upon the simplicity and
advantages of this system of managing fruit trees, which saves-

tying or nailing, doubles the amount of fruit produced on the-

wall, and prevents gumming and blistering.

—

{De La lioy in.

Bei'ue Horticole.)

ROSES.
Nothing could be finer than the first bloom here last year.,

but orange fungus prevailed, and great mischief was done to

the health of the trees by the destruction of the functions o£

the leaves. I regret to say, that though I put more than-

six hundred bushels of lime on my Piose ground and other

plots with a \ie-w to destroy its spores, I stUl see a great

amount of orange fungus on the new foliage.

I have cut back my Roses—my first cutting was just aftes

Christmas—and I have removed all foliage where I can see-

fungus, heading-back the twig to a dormant eye. I ad-vise this

to be done, for orange fungus is a quick spreader, affecting the-

under side of the foliage, and greatly hindering a fine autumn
bloom. The wood of Roses, from this cause andi

long-continued rain chilling the roots, has suf-

fered much. The bark looks yellow (chlorosis

—it would be better termed jaunosis, as chlo-

rosis means, properly, gi-een), and the pith, which
should be white, looks salmonish. The more of.

such wood removed the better for the plant. I

have cut down many of my bush plants to the
stump. I cut down some last year to the stump,,

and they ai-e now among my healthiest and best

plants.

Judge of the health of your Rose trees by the
colour of the bark and pith ; the former should,

be a healthy green, and the latter a clear white.-

As regards buds that have been frosted, if they
feel soft pull them off' ; and if the two side buds
look fresh let them remain, and when you see
which is the better pull oft' the other.

It is so cold and exposed here that I have rarely any white-

fungus. Orange fungus affects the stalks and under sides of

the leaves, and white fungus the stalks and the upper sides of

the leaves. I am determined to give no quarter to orange fungus..

If necessary I 'wiD cut down to the ground every plant.

I ad-vise persons who have freshly planted Briar Roses to-

cut them very hard indeed the first j^ear ; for lack of this, and.

not mulching them, they are often mined for ever.

'V\'ith regard to Roses of late date, I consider that it takes

two or three seasons before one can speak with certainty aboub-

them. I can give a high " testamur " to the following Roses

on the Manetti stock:—Ehe Morel, Felix Genero, Marie Rady,.

Alice Bureau, Perfection de Lyon, Madame Chirard, Edward
Morren, Baroness Rothschild, x'resque 2'1<^''"'' its only fault.

Countess of Oxford, and Marquise de Castellane. Under glass

in my vinery on the brick flue, jalanted out in earth -with a.

board to keep the eai'th up, I have three beautiful plants ofi

Princess Christian. Its buds, wonderful sepals, foliage, and;

erect habit are first-rate. I do not know it out of doors, but-

I never saw a more perfect t^Tie of a pot plant. There is no
need of triggers. The curt twigs are stiff' as iron. In a few
days all three plants will bloom ; from the look of the buds I
think it must be a good Rose. I dressed two of the plants

-with some stuff sent by Mr. 'SY. Paul, and the plants sooni

went ahead of the other plant, which is a very good one. The
stuff looked worthless, but it is evidently very powerful. I
have two nice wall plants of Reve d'Or, which is distinct in

colour and form. The blooms, golden with a coppery centre,,

were sent to me, and I thought them choice. After I have
bloomed the plants I -will report. I am more and more in love

with Pradel's " dai'ling." The Maruchal is good on the
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Mauetti, on Gloire do Dijou, fiud ou the Brhir. 1 thauk JI.

I'lMilel from my lie.xrt.—W. F. R.^dclyi'fe.

NEW BOOKS.
Til luilrli'ld OnhitU : A Dc.wrlptivr Ca/itlojiir nf tie Spccli's

mil I'liririi'--: drown hij Jame:; Buooke it Co., Fairfield

Xiirjeries, Manclnitcr. Lomlou : Bradbury tt Evaiis.

This is not merely what it professes to be—a descriptive

catalogue of Orchids, but a very complete treatise ou that

popular family of plants. Although his name does not appear
ou the title-page, we believe that any mej'it the work possesses

is due to Mr. Leo Grindon, who has in this instance produced
a work on Orchids so popularly aud so practically written that

it canuot fail to be a great boon to amateurs and cultivators.

Tlie descriptive catalogue is a very full one, and is so. detailed

that one has no difficulty in identifying the different species

from one another. The only regret we have is that the generic

characters are not given. With these supplied the book would
have been still more useful, and we hope that Mr. Grmdon
will not omit those in the next edition of the work. If these
be added we shall then have what is a great desideratum to

Orchid amateurs—a manual by which the genera aud species

may he identified.

SiiiiiU Farms : How they imiy be Sliule to Answer by Meana of
Frnit-Grewinii. By the Rev. Wilh.\5I Le.v, M.A., Vicar of St.

I'eter'-i, Droitwich, and Hon. Canon of Worcester. London:
Journal of Horticulture Office.

The papers which appeared in the pages of this Joui'ual a
short time ago have been reprinted. and formed into a volume,
of which the above is the title. The mere fact of the existence
of this volume is evidence of the high appreciation we have
formed of Mr. Lea's papers ; and as we have reason to know
that they have created in all quarters an interest in the uu-
portanco of small holdings, we feel assured that the repubU-
cation of them wUl be attended with a highly beneficial effect.

CASKET PLANTS FOR THE STOVE. -No. 3.

COLUMNEA.
TuE plants I here bring before the notice of your readers

are too frequently condemned by both gardeners and amateurs
as uglj' and useless ; but I am fully convinced that in the
majority of cases this arises from theu' having been badl}'grown
and not from any fault of the plants themselves. As pot
plants Columneas are not showy, and, moreover, under such
treatment are apt to become infested with a rusty cankerous
disease which disfigures them very much. The usual method
adopted for their culture is keeping them in pots, but it fails

to afford any pleasurable return. To remedy this, and to in-

duce these plants to display their beauties to the greatest

advantage, I say grow them in baskets, potting, or basketing
them rather, in a similar mixture of soil to that previously
recommended for Hoyas, and hanging them up in the company
of the iEschyuanthus ; tliey will soon produce good shoots and
blooms. The treatment may be the same as for the last-named
genus, but with one exception, and that is the syringing; for

as these plants have woolly stems and leaves, I have foimd
from experience they are better without itj or at any rate they
should be only occasionally sprinkled overhead, and that very
lightly.

Columuea is a genus of Gesneracew, but the species belong-
ing to it are not furnished with tubers of any kind. As far

as I am aware they are confined to South America. The
flowers, which are produced on slender axillary peduncles,
have a five-parted calyx, with a long tubular coroUaand a two-
lijjped limb. These are freely produced, and not only are the
individual blooms long-lived, but the jjlanta flower in long
succession.

^Vhen Columneas are grown as above recommended, the
following kinds will be found to possess great beauty and will

well repay a little extra attention.
C. aaruntiaca.—A somewhat strong-growing species, produc-

ing large flowers of a rich deep orange red. Native of New
Grenada.

C. erythrophtea.—This plant is magnificent when grown so

as to form a good specimen. The leaves are lanceolate, oblique
at the base, but with an acuminate apex. The flowers are
large, with a broad spreadhig limb, and rich hrilUant red in
colom'. In addition to the corolla, the calyx, which is very

large, is also blotched with deep red witliin. It is a native of
Mexico.

C. scandens.—A smaller-growing plant than the last-named.
The foliage is somewhat ovate, but inclining to' taper to a
point, clothed with soft hairs, aiid of a uniform deep green'.

The flowers aie of a rich red and slightly hairy. It requires
rather more shade than the other kinds.

C. Schiediana.—This is at once singular, distinct, and ex-

tjjemely beautiful. Leaves oblong-lanceolate, and furnished
with close soft hairs. Flowers upwards of 2 inches long ; the
ground colour is yellow, over which are an immense quantity of

streaks and spots of chocolate brown. Native of Mexico.—Ex-
PElilO CUEDE.

THE PROPORTIONS OF PIPES.
I GAVE your Journal of the 18th ult. to my second boy, who

professes to be fond of Euclid and mathematical problems, to

puzzle over the ai'ticle on the proportions of pipes; and after a
few minutes he said he did not see that you want the scale at
all, for if you square the diameter of one pipe, and add that to

the square of the diameter of the other pipe, then the scptare

root of the sum is the diameter of the pipe that will convey
the water of the two. Thus the square of 5 = 25 being added
to the square of 4^ = 20.25, together equal 45.25, the square
root of which is G.72. " Just the same," he said, " as the
47th problem of the first book of Eu-
clid, the square of the base and per-

pendicular are equal to the square of

the hypothenuse ; or," he said, " you
may show it this way : Draw a square

equal to the base, and another equal

to the perpendicular of a right-angled

triangle, and another equal to the hy-

pothenuse, and strike a circle in each,

when the largest will be the equiva-

lent of the two smallest, or rice vcrsd.^' ,—Melajipus.

[The scale is intended not only to save time, but for those

who know nothing about squaring diameters, square roots,

or hypothenuscs.

—

Eds.]

VEGETABLE AND FRUIT GROWING.
[Concluded from page 343.)

WiiE.x these grounds change hands, which they seldom do,

except those on the smaller scale, valuers are employed by tlio

outgoing aud incoming tenants, who are specially acquainted
with the business, and are generally market gardeners them-
selves, and in some cases the payment from the one to the other

has been as high as ilOO an acre. I have not thought it neces-

sary to enumerate the products which are natm-ally in season at

different periods of the season, because there are so many arti-

ficial appliances in use, and supplies come from so many distant

places, that our markets are seldom devoid of anything througii-

out the year.
Horse-and-cart distance at one time embraced the area from

which we drew our supplies, and this has still some advantage

in connection with the supply of manirre. But if sewage is

carried into more distant districts, less highly rented and
burdened with expensive labour, this advantage will be lessened.

Sanitary precautious will not allow occupiers -nithin proximity

of towns and populous districts to availthemselves of it, but last,

year I valued the owner into a farm of 100 acres, eight miles

from the Bank, which he has sewaged, and let at i'lO an acre to

two native tenants—the former rent having been 62s. Ijd. ; but

as the experiment is not yet well begun, I cannot quote or even
predict results. Steam-ploughing may also come into play,

which it has not as yet done, as a large stud of horses must be

kept in proportion to the acreage, for alternate cartage aud
working on the land. I have not gone into the management of

orchards in the cider and perry counties, nor into the numerous
and productive fruit gardens of Kent, because they have aheady
been fuUy described in the county and in local reports, and except

that there are innumerable inferior kinds of trees aud plants

occupying space and soil entitled to better sorts, I canuot

suggest any improvements in their management.
i -was asked to bring this subject forward, because for the last

ten years I have had a great deal to do in letting market-garden

gi-ouud, and I consented to do so, more with the view of ehciting

information from, than conveying suggestions or directions to,

the occupiers of these lauds, who, though not much heard of in

public, are entitled to the highest consideration, for they pay
handsome rents, expend innneuse sums in labour, have unceas-

ing labours and anxieties—indeed they must have eyes that
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never wink, and wiugs that never are weary, and foi all tins

thcv have no compensation but the precarious chance of piofat.

No shuttinK-up shop with them between seed-time and harvest,

wurtours ^of pleasm-e or instruction between ; no very bx^cing

climate to live in ; no field or cover shooting; no hunting, or

otl"r country"port; very Uttle sympathy between the employers

and employecl, and none of those patriarchal associations tha^

iielp to maL a countiy life pleasant, even when it is not veiy

profitable.

In the discussion which foUowed, Mr. J. Bb.u>sh.vw, KJ^owle,

GuSdford, said three weeks ago he was in the neighbourhood of

Sandba b which was contiguous to the pottenes, and he found

that fanners were tliere able to sell their straw at i5 a-ton,

crops oFSabbages and other vegetables were sent to the pottenes

and the iron districts, and if that had not been aUowed the

owners of the soil and the tenant-farmers would not have reaped

Ihe advantages they were doing (hear, hear). He maintained

that every district must be farmed according to the locahly. the

soil, and the demand which there was for a particular produce,

and that it was impossible to lay down any hard-and-fast rule.

He was the originator of a tariff for the conveyance by railway

of manure from London—good night-soil, mixed up with a

certaiu proportion of street sweepings to enable it to be trans-

ported. In his neighboui-hood they could not get that down to

the fann under *2 10s. per ton, thirty-eight miles, cost and

canal carnage included; whereas similar manure could be sent

to Scotland for 7s., cost and freight per. barge, after landing

Potatoes in the Thames ; and that was a kind of manure which

possessed those constituents which were required for the proper

cultivation of vegetables in the vicinity of London. As regarded

fruit-TOWmg, he might remark that he resided on a loamy soil,

about^uine miles to the east of Guildford, and that he had for

some years been very successful in growing Norinandy and

Brittany Peais. He had produced a description of Pears whic-h

were very nearly equal to the Pears of Normandy, which, he might

add could not be produced of the same flavour in the neighbour-

ing locaUty of Worplesdeu. On the other hand, they produced at

-Worplesden certain Pears with a better flavour than we could

obtain. He mentioned that merely as shomng that the soil and

climate of a district must be considered if a man wished to farm

iivotitably He would allude for a moment to the Potato culture

of Lancashire. He could remember a period, fifty or sixty years

a-o ho boin" a child at that time, when members of his family

used to send every year a present to Surrey of-what did they

thiuk > An early growth of Potatoes ; and at that time that

was oae of the most acceptable presents that could be received

in London or the county of SuiTey. He beUeved that if farmers

who were contiguous to London would only consult the character

of the soil which they had to cultivate, they might compete

successfully with some of the continental growers of fruit, and

obtain very good returns for the outlay of capital and labour

;

whereas, on the other hand, if they attempted to produce what

the soil was not adapted for, the result could not be otherwise

than unfortunate.
. , ,, r, i.,. j.i i iu

The Ch,\iem.\x said he qiute agi-eed wath Mr. bcott, that tney

must look carefully to congeniality of soU. He well recol-

lected hearing Mr. Hope state in that room, while speaking of the

growth of Celerv with the assistance of sewage manure, that

something Uke i'jO per acre could be obtainedm that way. The

crops of Onions which he had seen grown at Biggleswade, in

Bedfordshii-e, quite confii-m Mr. Scott's opinion, that pecuUar

soils were required for particular plants. They all knew that

the largest, finest, and best crops of Onions in the world were

-obtained in that locality. Again, he woidd remark that what he

was saying was confined entirely to fanning, and that he was

not speaking of gardening. In the district of Coggeshall, in

Essex, they would find a few fields entirely covered with Parsley

and others with Cucumbers, and if they went out shooting in

the autumn they might often see an old hare sitting under a

yellow Cucumber. He had seen a small district where Migno-

nette and Sweet Peas were grown together. That might seem

a funny crop for a fann to produce, but he had known cases in

which it would produce ilOO per acre, and that showed the im-

portance of taking care to produce the proper crop on peculiar

soils.

Mr. M.uiSH, Sandwich, said: Although he had seen something

of fruit-growing in Kent, he was not himself a fruit-gi'ower, at

all events only to the extent of half-an-acre of Apples or some-

thing of that. Kent was, as they all knew, famous for its Cherry
orchards. In looking over an old chronological Kentish work
some years ago, he found it stated that in 1.540, at Teynham,
near Sittingbourne, a Cherry orchard of 32 acres produced in

one year i'lOOO. It did not appear whether that sum included

the Cherries alone or the land as well, but in either ease that

was a very large amount to be paid 330 years ago. In his own
neighbom-hood, Sandwich, market gardening had lately pro-

gressed with great strides. They had sent large quantities of

Broccoli and other vegetables to Birmingham and Manchester,
and the returns had sometimes been wonderful. As regarded
Onions, he must say the return seemed very uncertain. For

example, whereas last year Onions fetched 8s. or 9s. a-bushel,

this vear they were comparatively worthless. Goosebernes and

Cherries were largely gi'own in his neighbourhood. Many acres

of land were employed in that way, and when that was the case

the market gardener was knocked over, as it were, in companson.

It was not uncommon for such a person to pay ±'4 or i5 an acre

for his land, and besides that to spend a very large amount on

guano. A sliort time ago he asked a person m that position,

who was a first-rate manager, how he made it pay, to vvhich he

replied " Well, if I can get my Cabbages to market a few days

earUer than my neighbours, although I may have used four or

five, or even six hundi-edweight of guano per acre, the money

is soon repaid." . , .

Mr M. Reynolds, Warden, Biggleswade, said he lived in a

part of Bedfordshh-e where vegetable cultivation was very

largely carried out ; the parish of Sandy was the originator, as

it might be termed, of market gardening. They had heard a

good deal about certain soils being adapted for the gi-owth ot

particular vegetables. The soil of the pansli of Sandy was of

a most varied description. A portion of it was a very fine

aUuvial soil; another, and a larger portion, was no doubt ongiu-

ally a very poor sand ; the remainder, and perhaps by far the

larger proportion, comprised some of the strongestJand in iScd-

fordshire. Up to about twenty years ago this latter descnption

of landwas hardly thought of for gardening pui-poses, but having

been well drained, he beUeved it was some of the most profit-

I able land in Sandy at the present time. They had heard that

evening of very high rents being paid by market gardeners, in

his neighbom-hood they knew nothing of i20 per acre, ±'lo, or

even ±'10. Some land at Biggleswade was let at iS an acre, but

that rent was confined to about 100 acres in the immediate

neighbourhood of a railway station ; and from his loiowledge of

the neighbourhood, he should say that the rents of land let for

gardening varied from £S to ±'6 an acre. As regarded the price

of labour, he believed that the wages paid by gardeners in that

district were not as gi-eat as many gentlemen appeared to suppose.

He did not thiuk that any gardener in the winter season paid

more than '2s. a-day for labour. In the spring of the year and

in busy times, gardeners paid 2s. 6d. a-day and gave their men
two pints of beer each, and perhaps in very busy times they

might pay as much as 3s. a-day ; but he believed that with that

exception 2s. 6d. a-day was the extreme amount that a market

gardener's labourer obtained. They worked the usual number

of hours ; if they worked extra hours they were no doubt paid

extra. As regarded crops, he remembered a period when
Potatoes and Onions were the principal garden produce grown

in his neighbourhood, but he did not think they were now

able to compete with Cornwall and the Channel Islands for

early Potatoes. The earUest Potatoes grown in his neighbour-

hood were Shaw Potatoes, and they did not come in suflicientiy

"'^Mr. Revkolds said the two crops that were grown in his

neighbourhood most largely and apparently to the greatest ad-

vantage, were Turnip seed and Cucumbers. The great principle

of market-gardening was high manuring. The quantity of

maniu-e that was put on the land would astomsh many who did

not live in a gai-den district. He had known as much as 60 tons

per acre to be put on garden land; 100 bushels of soot per acre

was a usual di-essing. He thought the only way m which

gardeners could protect themselves was by growing a variety of

crops. Of late years there have been considerable failures m
several of the garden crops grown by the smaller class of

gardeners ; but on the other hand, where the crops had been

varied, and cultivation had been carried on upon a large scale,

as was now the case in Bedfordshire, the result had generaUy

been remunerative.—(/oHriiaJ of the Farmers' Club.)

Simpson's Wokiley Celehy Collar.—This is made of brown

paper, and one is to enclose each plant. Such excellent

authorities as Mr. Rose, the Queen's head gaa-dener at Frog-

more; Mr. Speed, the Duke of Devonshii-e's gardener; and Mr.

W. Thomson, of the Tweed Vineyard, anticipate that it will

be very useful in preventing the soil penetrating and injuring

the hearts of the plants during the operation of earthing

them up. ^
Leptosyne oigahtea (Kellogg).—In a recent number of the

Proceedings of the California Academy of Sciences we note this

new plant described, and we judge it is one weU worthy of

culture as an ornamental-leaf plant for the open ground. It

is a plant of the Aster or Composite family. It is a perennial

with a woody stem rising about 10 feet high. The growth is

so rapid, Dr.'Kellogg says, that the concentric annual growth is

often half an inch thick. The branches thicken at the ends like

clubs. The plant seems full-grown at 10 feet high. In blossom

it is said to be siumouuted with a broad canopy of golden

flowers of great magnificence and beauty, giving oil a honey-
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comb fragrance perfectly delightful. It was iliseovered at
Sauta Barbara, about forty miles from the coast, by Mr. G. W.
HarforJ, uuJer Captain Forney, of the U.S. Coast Survey.

—

(Aiiu'rictm Gardener's Moiitlili/.)

GEEENHOUSE PLANTS.—No. 10.

Cyclames PKRSICU3I.—The genus Cyclamen consists of several
species and many varieties of dwarf, neat-growing, tuberous-
rooted plants, veiy useful for gi-eenhouse or conservatory de-
coration. As furnishing cut flowers, also for table decoration,
there are few plants which can vie with well-grown and well-

flowered specimens of Cyclamen persicum. Two or three
flowers set on the plant's own leaves, which are remark-
able for beautiful vai'iegation, are extremely useful for bou-
quets, and when placed with their stalks in water retain their
beauty and freshness for many days. They are now ex-
tensively cultivated, and they wU! thrive in any light airy
gi'eenhouse.

Anyone desirous of cultivating thom should purchase a packet
of seed of a choice strain. From a large packet a hundred or
more plants may be raised for the price that one good named
vai-iety would cost. Under ordinary treatment the seedlings
will flower within twelve months of the time of sowing. Last
April I sowed a half-crown packet of seed, and succeeded in
flowering upwards of fifty plants consisting of nine very dis-

tinct varieties with finely marbled foliage. Some are in flower
now, and will continue so for some time. I have been supplied
with plants not nearly so good the first year as any of those
raised from seed, and I therefore advise raising from seed m
jn-eference to purchasing plants. If named varieties are wanted,
then, of course, we must purchase them ; but some nine varie-

ties in separate packets of seed can bo obtained, and the
varieties reproduce themselves truly from seed.

It is now late to sow the seed, but those who have not yet
sown may still do so, and the plants will flower within
the year. From the middle of March to the middle of AprU
is the time I would advise for sowing the seed, always ex-
cepting when it is home-saved, and then I would sow it

as soon as ripe.

Drain a jian well, cover the drainage about an inch deep
with the roughest part of the following compost—viz., two
parts light fibrous loam, one part leaf soil, one part sandy peat,
and a sixth part of silver sand and small charcoal. Sift through
a half-inch sieve, and fill to within a quarter of an inch of the
rim witli the sifted soil. Scatter the seeds evenly and thinly,

and cover them with about a quarter of an inch of fine soil.

Water gently, and place the pau in a hotbed of 70' to 75' and
top heat of G5° to 70°, with a rise from sun heat to 80° or 85°.

A Cucumber frame is as good a place as any. Keep the soil

regularly moist, and when the seedlings appear place them
near the glass. They should have slight shade from bright
sun in the middle of the day. A gentle sprinkling overhead
may be given every afternoon.
AMien the plants have one leaf and are showing the second,

pot them off singly in 3-inch pots, lifting them carefully. Pot
so that the corm may be covered about half an inch deej) with
soil. The same kind of soil as that used for sowing the seed
win answer at this potting. Eeturu the seedlings to the hot-
bed or another of Uke temperature, shading for a time from
blight sun, anJsprinlde overhead in the evening. Here they
may remain with a moderate amount of air and an evenly
regulated temperature, shading lightly when the sun's rays are

very powerful, and keeping the plants near the glass to prevent
their beeomiug drawn.

^Yheu the pots are becoming full of roots shift the plants
into 4i or 5-inch pots, and employ the compost already recom-
mended, but chopped up and jiassed through a three-quarter-
inch sieve. Good drainage is necessarj' at this and all other
pottings. The plants may be returned to a hotbed, but instead
I place them on shelves in a house, or on the front curbs or
stages of low pits, where the temperature ranges at night from
55"' to 00°. After potting set the plants for a time iu a mild
bottom h(!at, housing them, however, by the early part of

October. In November they will be good plants, and some of

them will need a shift, though I do not care for them in larger
than 7-iuch pots. Any of the most forward and best-grown
plants may be shifted into pots of that size and be encouraged
to make further growth, but those which have not filled the
pots with roots should not be shifted. It is no disadvantage
for the plants to be of different degrees of growth, as in this

case they wUl afford a succession of bloom.

The plants are kept during the winter in a temperature of

55
' at night, with air on all favourable occasions. The most

important point in their winter management is to keep them
near the glass, not to water at the roots before the soil

becomes diy, and then to afford a thorough supply. Water
should be given before the soil parts from the sides of the pots.

The plants are benefited by a gentle sprinkling overhead morn-
ing and e\ening, except in very severe weather. A moist

atmosphere is also good, but drip will soon ruin them.

By the middle of Februaiy the plants will be coming into

flower. Any that are in pots less than or 7 inches iu dia-

meter, and not showing flower-buds, but with good foliage,

should be placed in pots of those sizes ; all thi-owing up for

bloom sliould be removed when the flowers are expanding to a

house with a temperature of 45' to 50° at night or from fire

heat, and they will continue in beauty for weeks. They should

have a light airy position, and must be duly supplied with

water. The plants not flowering, if continued iu the warmer
house, will flower later.

The flowering wUl be over iu May. Eemove the plants to a

pit or cold frame, and give them water as requu-ed until the

leaves turn yellow. I place mine in June in a cold frame,

plunging the pots to the rim iu coal ashes. .\fter the

middle of .June I withdraw the lights, consequently it would

answer just as well to plunge them in ashes out of doors after

the middle of .June. If I had cocoa-nut fibre refuse I would use

it in preference to coal ashes, and cover the pots to the depth of

from one-half to three-quarters of an inch. They are not watered

after plunging.
This brings me to the time of starting the established

plants—namely, the end of July, the beginning of August, or

later, for after the plants have flowered, or whether they flower

or not, they are kept under glass until the middle of June, and
then plunged iu frames or out of doors. I am opposed to

drying-ofl' the roots or corms. It impairs the vitaUty of the

corm, and destroys the majority of the roots, which are as

perennial as the corms. From the end of July they should be

examined frequently to see when they begin to grow, and if

the soil is dry at that time water is given v.-hen they begin to

grow, which may be known by the corms putting out fresh

leaves. Withdraw the pots from the plunging material, take

the plants to the potting bench, turn them out of the pots, re-

move as much of the old soU as will come away freely without

injuring the roots, and repot in the same size of pot. .\fter

repotting place the plants in a cold frame, keep them close and

moist for a few days, and then admit ah- freely. Take care not

to overwater, and sprinkle overhead eveiy afternoon on closing

the frame. By the middle of September they will be growing

freely ; the pots will be full of roots, and the plants may be

shifted into 6 or 9-inch pots, or be flowered in those in which

they were first potted ; in either case they may be removed

to a house with a temperature of 55° at night, placing them
near the glass, and admittiug air freely. A stove, or any house

where there is a temperature of 55° at night, is suitable. Here

they may remam until they flower, when they should be re-

moved to a house with a temperature of 45" to 50°.

All the plants wiU not start into growth at one time, or if

they do then we have only at different times to introduce them
to heat ; for instance, one batch in September, another in

October, the last batch being removed from cold frames in No-

vember. In this way we secure early bloom as well as a suc-

cession of it. In the ordinary course of things we may calcu-

late on Cyclamen flowers from November to May inclusive, if

seedlingsas well as old plants are grown. The plants will not

thrive in a low temperature, especially when it is accompanied

with a damp close atmosphere, and the soil is wet.

The varieties of Cyclamen persicum can be growni without

being placed in a warm house in autumn and continued there

until in the flowering state. Many cannot afford more beat

than that of a gi-eenhouse from which frost is excluded. In such

Cyclamen persicum can be grown well, the treatment up to

October not being different from that of plants placed in heat

;

afterwards the plants should be set on shelves near the glass,

and kept only moderately supplied with water, giving none as

long as the soU is moist, and when dry a thorough supply.

The plants may, if necessary, be shifted into larger pots in

October and Fe'bruaiT, for under cool treatment they wiU not

flower until March or April.

Dried corms should be potted as early in autumn as possible

—indeed, whenever received they should be potted, surround-

ing the corms with silver sand. Keep them in a cold frame

until September, and at the end of that month it is desii-able
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to iilaee tliera In a gentle liotbpil ; or they nmy be subjected to

a course of warm treatment, in which they will do infinitely

better than those in a greenhouse.

Dried corms for the most pait start badly, and do not as a

rule flower well the first yenr; but where seedlings can be raised

and grown in a little heat and kept during the winter in a

temperature of 45° at night, good plants may be obtained

within twelve mouths from sowing.— (i. Abbey.

NOTES OF A TOUR IN IRELAND.—No. 2.

COOLIYNA, EDENDEnnV, Co. KiLDAKE, THE RESIDENCE OF P. F. HAMILTON, Esj.

Upon the receipt of the following letter from my friend, Mr.

McDonald, of the Phccnix Park, Dublin—no mean critic in

matters horticultural and general—my mind was made up to

go to Coolayna, and so put my friend's glowing descriptions to

the proof :

—

" I would much like you to see Coolayna, where resides

Frederick Hamilton, iu whom you w-ill find oue of the highest
examples of a country gentleman, and his wife is worthy of her
husband. "What happier state of life when industry produces
such results ? Mr. Hamilton is one of a family remarkable for

energetic mind and cultivated taste, and at Coolayna he has pro-

duced oue of the happiest and most successful pieces of amateur
gardening that I have yet seen. I will not say anything about
the flower garden ; it will charm
you in effect and detail as it did
mc. I beg your attention to the
surroundings of the garden

;

-walk over some of the fields

near the house, and observe the
results of draining and high
cultivation. You will also find
Mr. Hamilton an architect, and
will see in his new house, and
the transformation of the old,

one of the liest examj)les of
economising space with freedom
of connection, and in all a snug-
ness, which is a useful study,
and gives a charming idea of

comfort,
" On your left you will pass a

peculiar-looking gi-een hill, with
a romantic castle standing on
its brow ; if yon have time go
up and have a look over the
country from the castle

; you
will see, I think, portions of

thirteen counties, and one of
the finest tracts -of land in the
United Kingdom. Observe the
appearance of the farms round
Carbery Hill, and note the effect

of an estate well managed for

three genei-ations. I heUeve
Lord Harberton's property in
Kildare was under tlie manage-
ment of the gi-andfather, the VrwIi'IuC
father, and now under the pre-
sent C. W. Hamilton, of Hamwood."
Havhig liad the good fortune to meet Mr. F. F. Hamilton at

Hamwood, the residence of his brother, Mr. 0. W. Hamilton,
I had the best of all guides on my visit to this truly remark-
able spot. Proceeding from Maynooth to a station, tlie name
of wlucli I forget, some three miles lower down the Great
Western line, we were met by Mr. Hamilton's car, which con-
veyed us to his home, a distance of something like nine miles.
The scenery from Maynooth is by no means of the liveliest,

being mostly flat and imiutt renting farming laud, and skirting
along a portion of tli. iaiii..)i, r.og of Allan, which occupies a
vast portion of the o ntn nf Ir, land.

Nearing our goal, the superior appearance of the land and
the pasturage is very marked and striking. To our left is

Carbery Hill, a rather peculiar-looking grassy knoll, surmounted
by the old castle of Carbery in ruins. The appearance of this
great ruin against the distant horizon, amidst so much verdure
and freshness, is very peculiar. Leaving our car we ascended
the hill, trampling under our feet the richest of pasture in the
world, where I astonished Mr. Hamilton by eating of the fresh
Ch.ampignons, which were growing plentifully under our feet.
Ar-rired at the top, the view through one of the windows of
the ruin, represented in the accompanying engraving, was
magnificent, stretching over one of the "finest tracts of land
that could be looked upon. It is a sort of central standpoint.
Mr. Hamilton's practised eye pointed out to me portions of
some thirteen or fourteen counties. I could admire the beauty
and extent of the scenery, the fresh green lields, the pretty

hedgerow timber, the quiet, cosy, comfortable farm-house, and
the grey church steeples studded here and there, but the

counties were to me all as oue.

" There," pointing to the west, Mr. Hamilton said, " there

is my humble dwelling," aud there, certainly some two or

three miles ofl', could I see iu front of a neat little farmhouse
a great blaze of scarlet ; I could see, iu fact, thus far oil Mrs.

Hamilton's famed flower gai'den.

This Carbery Castle was formerly one of the gr«at strong-

holds of Ireland. It was destroyed, according to my informa-

tion, by Oliver Cromwell. Certain it is that it was at one time

a place" of considerable strength, as tliere arc evidences of a re-

gular siege having talcen place

—the trenches a little on one

side not yet filled-in, aud dis-

tinct traces of the redoubt. It

was built about the year IISO.

Early in the fourteenth century

it was the seat of the Ber-

mingham family, one of whom,
iu 15il,was created Baron Car-

bery. The castle next passed

to the family of CoUey, or

Cowley, one of whom brought

it by mai'riage to the Welles-

leys, and in 1717 the heiress

of lilio same family married
Arthur Pomeroy, afterwards

created Viscount Harberton,
ancestor of the present pro-

prietor.

Descending the hiU, I was
very shortly within the gates of

C'oolayna. There is nothing
very remarkable or striking in

the outward appearance of the

place. The house is, indeed,

a very plain example of an
Irish tenant-farmer's residence

—unpretending, but substan-

tial. Coolayna is an Irish farm,
and Mr. Hamilton is an Irish

Imv Ca-tlo. tenant farmer, a noble example
of a thorough country gentle-

man, a man of highly-cultivated taste aud practical know-
ledge. One can hardly understand why he should have elected

to fix his abode so far away in such an outlyuig sort of place

as this, and the marvel is increased on being introduced to

the head gardener, Mrs. Hamilton. [Our reporter's rhapsody
we dare not insert.

—

Eds.] Mrs. Hamilton was busy making
Pelargonium cuttings. Here is a now employment, a uew
diversion for ladies ; instead of the croquet lawn and the uever-

ending crochet, let young ladies turn their attention to the

pleasant art of gardening. Let them learn a lesson from
Mrs. Hamilton.

Here is a flower garden, as shown, which can vie with some
of the best in the hind, and which, for arrangement, cfl'ecf,

and good cultivation, would put to shame many very pre-

tentious places and clever professional gardeners, and all

is the work of this lady, her sole assistants being a eommcn
Irish labourer to perform the work of digging, wheeling, ai:d

carrying, and Jlr. H.amilton's occasional help iu planning. I

had almost forgotten to add, that if the visitor spend a day
at Coolayna, if it is during the " planting-out " season, he
has to lend a helping hand and do liis poit. If it is

making cuttings, " Here is a knife, please assist." What
pleasant g.arden parties must these be ! Directed by such a
presiding genius, who could refuse ?

Referring to the plan, f is the house, a plain building, to

which considerable additions were being made ; at each cud,

E, E, is annexed a conservatory, small, but rather pleasing

to look upon; D, II, grass plots; a,- ribbon border^Ceras-
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tiiini, Iresiiie, and Pelargoniums; b, walks; c, c, terrace slopes ; I

;inil G, large characteristic Yew tree. The figures refer to

tlie planting of the beds. No. 1, Scarlet Pelai-gonium Vivid
for the centre, with an edging of the sweet-scented Feni-leaved
Pelargonium. 2, Ircsrne Herbstii for centre, Golden Feather,
bordering of blue tile; this was very effective. 4, Butterfly
bed, extremely well siiited for the position, and very effective

;

the hoi-ns of blue tile, the wings Variegaied Alyssura divided
with Perilla, tlie spots on the wings Purple King Yerbena,
G.izania splcndens, and Scarlet Pelargoniums, with a bordering

of tlie sweet-scented Fern-leaved Pelargonium ; the bodj- was
striped with Iresine and Golden Feather, and the head of
Lady Plymouth and Scarlet Pelargoniums. 5, Border of blue
tile, o, yellow Calceolaria, !/, Pcrilla, the other parts Scarlet
Pelargoniums, and Lady Plymouth Pelargonium next the bhio
tile. C, The same as No. ,5. 7 and 8, Blue Bonnet Yerbena,
with Cloth of Gold Pelargonium for border. 9 and 10, Pnr]ilo
Kuig Verbena, with Golden Chain border. 11 and 12, Centre
Scarlet Pelargoniums, bordered with Iresine, Pelargonium
Flower of the Day, and lh;c tile. ]3_and 14, Pelargonium

Fiower GaiV.on at Coolaynn

Stella in the centre. Cineraria maritima, blue tile. 10, Ki, 17,
and LS, Pelargonium Amy Hogg, very telling ; ^Villiam Under-
wood, Cybister, .ind Waltham Seedling. The whole presented
a really charming jDictnre.

The introduction of the blue tile as a bordering against the
green grass was a very happy bit ; it is used in place of the
Lobelia, which has been found unsuitable in the damp climate
of Kildaro. The materials used were chiefly the more com-
mon plants. The arrangement was, however,-excellent. I am
afraid to say how many plants were used.

In the rear of the house I observed many thousands of

cutlinf'S.pnt in^ and in a capital manner— namely, in 2 inches

of prepared soil on a dry gravel wall;, where they root freely,

and are then housed for the winter. Mrs. Hanullon informed
me she put in the cuttings at the rate of a thousand a-dr.y !

Take note of this, young men. Li the P2n'iugtlie Pelargoniums
are all planted out in prepared soil in cold frames, to become
established before planting out in the open bed.s—not a bad
plan by any means.
The glass structures call for no special remark, being chiefly

used for the bedding plants. A large span-rocifed vinery w.^s

iu tho course of erection for [the growth of (napes for the
Dublin market, and, as .an entrance to the house, a lor.;-

corridor-fernery had been neaiiy completed.
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lu the kitchen gnrdeii the same skill auil spirit were brought
to hear, and all looked extremely well.

It is worthy of remark, that even in Kildare, a proclaimed
county at the time of my visit, duiiug the whole of the time
alterations were hemg made at Coolayna not a lock or fasten-

ing was on the doors or windows of the house, not a thing
went wrong, and not the slightest fear was felt of any violpnce,

thus showing the goodly state of feeling towards Mr. Hamilton,
and the state of confidence existing.—B.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GAEDEN.

The continuance of cold wet weather may well excite appre-
hensions for the safety of several important crops in the vege-

table garden. Ascertain as soon as possible the extent of the
failure of any crop, and repair it speedily by raakuig a fresh
sowing. In carrying out the arrangement for the distribution of

vegetables secure a warm, dry, rich spot for Kidney Jj'ivih.i, a
position comparatively sheltered and moist for summer Peas
and lli'anx, and in the later sowings allow increased room be-
tween the rows for EroccoU and Wiiitir Grtrns. Early Peas
and Ilinns coming into bloom may be stopped. Early Potatoes,
on their appearance, must be protected. Reserve a cool shady
spot for summer Turnips and Lettuce. Secure plenty of good
Parsley in highly-manured beds at the nearest cud of the
kitchen garden. Employ lime, soot, and sharp eyes against
slugs, and keep the hoe employed in repressing weeds.

FKniT GAEDEN.
A sloping bank should now be prepared, and ijlantcd with

runners of Alpine Strawberries for fruiting in September and
October. Plant three in a patch at intervals of 1.5 inches

;

the ground between to be covered with slates when the plants
have become established. Take care to thoroughly clean all

Strawberry plantations before the runners come out. Trained
fruit trees, especially Peaches and Cherries, require particular
attention at this season in regard to stopping, disbudding,
&c. The injurious effects of the late frosts may reasonably be
feared. After the blossoms are faii-ly set advantage should be
taken of a fine morning to wash the trees with the engine, for
the purpose of removing decayed blossoms and destroying the
green fly. Thin suckers from Easpberries, leaving four or five

to each stool.

FLOWEK GARDEN.
The late ungenial and frosty weather renders the management

of beddmg stock difficult this season, for it is still dangerous
to risk even the hardier plants from under the protection of
glass. All that can safely be done until the weather changes,
in the way of hardening the stock preparatory to its being
planted out, is to give as much air as ch-cumstan'ces will permit
without injuring the plants, and to place Calceolarias and the
stronger Verbenas in turf pits where they can be securely pro-
tected at night, and sheltered from drying winds. Such subjects
should be turned out in cold pits in fine very sandy soU, which
will save trouble in watering and be much better for the plants
than keeping them confined in small pots. Tender annuals
that have been raised in heat should be pricked out in hght
soil under hand-glasses, in order to strengthen them before
planting-out time. If not already done, hardy annuals should
be sown after the first shower, 'and do not' forget plenty of
Mignonette and Stocks, the fragrance of which will alwavs
render them favourites. Look over the stock at present in
flower, and mark the most admired for propagation at the
proper season. Thoroughly dress both beds and borders. Pre-
pare stations on lawns for extraordinary specimens of orna-
mental plants, as large Fuchsias, &c. 'Rolling and mowing
should be proceeded with unremittingly. Newly-laid turf
should be levelled and rolled now the ground is damp, that
an even surface may be obtained. Visit shrubs lately trans-
planted, and see that the earth is well closed over their roots

;

support, if necessary, with stakes. Eoses must bo visited fie-
(juenlly, and the removal of superfluous buds effected. Tulips
must now be sedulously attended to ; the hoops which have
supported the nets should be moved higher up, or the stems
will bi! apt to be drawn. The sticks for support should be
insert(d,one to eveiy four stems ; to these sticks metallic wu-e
should be attached, one end encirchng the stem of the Tulip

;

this keeps them erect and prevents damage by wind, &c. The
sticks to which the shoots of Carnations and Picotees which
spmdle for bloom are to be attached should now be inserted in

the pots. Seed must be sown in boxes or shallow pans im-
mediately. Attend to the top-dressing of Pinks and the pro-
pagation of Pansies. Seedlings of the latter which have any
very decided good properties should be agam seeded from, in
order, if possible, to combine the improvement with other
good qualities ; it is only by degrees that perfection is attained.
Harden-ofi Dahlias, and when the Pink plants are throwing up
too many shoots for blooming cut them back, if strong, to three
shoots ; if weak allow only one. Remove Auriculas to their
bloomuig-stage, protecting the blooms with a sUght awning.

GKEENHOnSE AND CONSERVATOKY.
The gaiety and interest of the floral disjjlay in the conserva-

tory need not at this season suffer in the slightest degree.
Eoses, Pinks, Cinerarias, and Pelargoniums should still be
afforded by the forcing pit. Prominent amongst the many
brillian plants that embelUsh our greenhouses stand the
Azaleas; then- profusion of blossom, and its rich and varied
shades of colour, their elegant habit and easy cultivation,
altogether render them indispensable in every collection.

Some care will be retinisite, in the event of bright warm weather
rapidly succeeding the ungenial time we have suffered lately,

in shading and watering many plants which have made an
increase of growth and succulent wood. Give ah' whenever it

can be admitted with propriety. Among the winter-blooming
plants we have few that are so attractive and so useful as

Gesnera oblongata and Euphorbia jacquiniajflora, both being
profuse bloomers and remaining long in beauty. These should
be extensively grown wherever winter flowers are valued, and
even at the expense of neglecting some of our more recently in-

troduced subjects, they should be afforded eveiy necessary
accommodation and attention at the present time in order to

secure good specimens for next winter. Attend also to afford-

ing Corrieas sufficient pot room and a growing temperature, so

as to induce free growth at the present season and to get the
wood well matured early in autumn, which is the secret of
having them in fine bloom throughout the winter. Cliinese

Primulas, especially the double varieties, are also deserving of

every attention, and should not be neglected at the present
time. Pot-off seedlings of the fringed varieties, and en-
courage them with a moist genial temperatui-e, shading them
slightly on bright days. Unless there is a good stock of young
plants of the double varieties in hand, the flowers should be
picked off the old plants as soon as they show any symptoms
of weakness, shaking the exhausted soil from the roots, and re-

potting in light fibrous peat well intermixed with sand, keeping
the plants well down in the pots, and placing them in a warm
shady situation. This will obviate the difficulty which many
growers experience in the management and propagation of

these showy winter flowers ; for, if the jjlants have not been too
much exhausted by flowering, young roots will be freely emitted
from every branch, and where this is the case the plants should
be broken up and repotted separately, affording them a rather
warm and thoroughly moist atmosphere until they become
well estabUshcd, when with ordinary care they will grow freely

and form fine specimens before winter. Fuchsias intendeel for

large specimens will require to be shaded from bright sun-
shine, and will be greatly benefited by a liberal supply of

manure water ; where free growth is exisected from these after

this season, the atmosphere can hardly be kept too moist.
Young specimens of greenhouse hardwoodcd plants should be
kept as moist and warm as can be done without inducing
weakly growth. See that these aie properly supplied witli

water at the roots, and do not allow them to sustain any check
from want of pot room.

STOVE.

Attend to the training of the shoots of twiners as they ad-
vance in growth, and do not allow them to become entangled
before giving them attention ; also attenel to the stopping and
training of other plants, and afford free-growing subjects plentj-

of pot room. Achimenes and Gloxinias fiUing their pots with
roots will enjoy an occasional watering with weak manure
water. Persevere in keeping down insects, which, if allowed,
will increase with great rapidity. Very little fire heat will

now be necessai-y if the practice of shutting-up early hi the
afternoon be adopteel. Proceed with repotting Orchids as thty
may require it. Do not use the syringe too freely among those
starting into growth, but keep the atmosphere thoroughly
moist. See that specimens on blocks and in baskets are not
alloweel to suffer from the want of water, for when the soil in
baskets is once allowed to become thoroughly dry the water is

apt to run off ; when this is found to be the case the baskets
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should be immersed iu tepid water until the soil be thoroughly
soaked.

—

Vi'. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
Nevek was there a better exemplification of an April month

—sunshine aud cloud, storm and tempest, haU, sleet, suow,
and frost, all in rapid succession, aud demanding, therefore,

care and watchfulness on the part of the gardener. Many of

the changes have been quite beyond our foresight. For in-

stance, after an exhaustive day on the 26th, with a rapidly-

rising barometer, aud expecting a beautiful night, we were
roused by a psrfect flood of raiu between 11 and 12 p.m., which
set all waterspouts at defiance, the water running over them
iu torrents. Fortunately the raiu, though heavy, was warm,
aud therefore, except by flooding, did good.

KITCHEN GAEDEN.
Our chief work has been clearing off Lettuces, earlier Broc-

coli, etc., so as to find room for succession Peas aud the first

^,owiug of Scarlet Eunuers. We used to transplant the latter

iu the middle of May, and they transplant well ; but fre-

(jueutly, from press of other work, they were too advanced
before we could transplant, aud, though we still transplant, we
chiefly depend on sowing, red-leading the seeds and placing

some limy mixtm'e over them to i.ae]> slugs from touching
them. We sowed our first Dwarf Kidney Beans out of doors
in a sheltered place. Sowed also in small pots to transplant
und.-ir protection.

We never sow many Radishes out of doors at one time, but
as soon as one croj) of seedlings is fairly above ground we sow
again. Radishes and summer Spinach we take as temporary
crops between Peas and Beans ; further on we sow Turnips and
Radishes in alternate rows, the Radishes being removed to give

room for the Turnips. We sowed the latter out of doors.

This year we have dispensed with forward Turnips under
glass aud other protection, though few things are sweeter than
a fjrced Turnip, or rather forwarded one, when from 3 to

1 inches in diameter. Potatoes forward are good, aud as yet

show no signs of disease. The most forward out of doors
were injured by the frost aud snow of last week, but we do not
think they will suffer much.

FKDIT GAKDEN.
Strawbsrry plants are looking well, and promise to be fruit-

ful. We gave the ground a good shallow hosing, and raked
off some of the roughest of the manure that had been laid

between the rows all the winter. A di'essing of lime aud soot

will now be of great advantage, not only as manure, but to

drive away slugs and snails. Even a very sUght sprinkling of

salt between the rows, applied so as not to touch the plants,

we have also found useful. The salt also helps to keep the

ground moister iu dry weather.
As stated last week, we find that the bloom of fruit trees

exposed suffered considerably. Some bunches of Pear bloom
look as if scathed with lightning. One tree especially has
suffered severely. We removed foreright shoots from Apricot
aud Peach trees. In the orchard house we thinned out the

young shoots, but left plenty for a second or thnd thinning,

as it is always bad policy to give a suddeu check to upward or

downward growth. Nipped out the points of shoots of trees in

jiots ; this is always better than taking away the ends of the
longest shoots. The mere nipping out the terminal bud causes
little check, aud yet the shortening is more effective. Some
years ago we had a strikiug proof of this. In growing Potatoes
in frames the shoots grew to a greater length thau we wished.

In one light, with a small knife, we merely nipped out between
the thumb and finger the terminal bud, so that growth should
be more lateral thau extending upright. In the other Ught
we nipped off from 1 to 2 inches of the points of the shoots.

Several frames were treated in the same manner. The nipping-

off the points of the shoots caused the tubers to be fully three

weeks later iu becoming fit thau where the mere terminal bud
was nipped out. As regards the time at which the tubers

ripened, there was no difference between those nipped and
those of which the shoots were untouched. Even as respects

fruit trees, unless when a check is desh-able, it is as weU to

avoid it by nippiug out the points of young shoots instead of

cutting away some inches from the points.

Plenty of air is the great safety-valve for orchard houses
built with large panes of glass. Already we hear of several

bad casuixlties, entirely owing to keeping the house shut up
too late in the moruiug. It would be safer to give au' all night,

when it could not be admitted early in the moruiug.

We watered trees iu pots aud borders. The vegetables, such
as Lettuces, that proved so serviceable during the winter iu

the orchard house, are almost cleai'ed out, as there arc now
plenty on raised banks out of doors, not a plant having failed

on these ridges notwithstanding the changes of the winter.

Peach houses and vineries have also been watered inside, aud
some time has been taken up in removing and replacing Straw-

berry plants in pits and houses. We have only one good place

for early Strawberries—shelves in a Peach house having a roof

with an angle of 1-5'. In low pits we have always too much
damp in the early months, which, even with air on night and
day interferes with the free setting. Wo hope to have a Uttle

house for Strawberries alone in their season, and where the

body of air enclosed would be four times that found in a

common pit. On the whole the plants have done fairly, but
not so well as last year. On tiUing a pit with fine plants of

British Queen we gave the walls, piping, etc., a good coating

of sulphur, and will admit au- freely for a week or ten days to

bring them on gradually.

OKNAMENTAL DEPARTMENT.
Moving, rolling, preparing, and much other work have been

the order of the day. We shaU turn up uncropped flower-beds

once more iu the rough state, and in ten days or so will pro-

bably have them dug level. The more turned and the rougher

their surface now, that the soil may be mellowed and sweet-

ened, the better will the plants succeed. If we had time, and
the weather were sunny before planting out, we should like to

turn over the beds with a spade every second day, thus turn-

ing down the warmth of the sunbeams, and so making every

bed a sort of hotbed. There can be no comparison between
beds thus treated aud others merely dug and made ready

before planting. We know that such care can rarely be giveu,

but that is no reason why the best way should not be men-
tioned. Even as respects kitchen-garden crops, we never gave

an additional digging without the crop paying for the extra

outlay.

We shall finish propagating for the flower garden this week,

but will have much work to do iu pricking-off and forwarding

Lobelias, Pyrethrums, Amaranths, Lesines, and Pcrillas. Many
of these will succeed all the better lUtimately from being rather

small now, as they grow fast iu a little heat, and on Monday
we shall make some slight hotbeds to bring thom on, but giving

a little air at night at the top to guard against anything like

steam or condensed vapour.

Most of our readers will have their Asters, Zinnias, and'

similar subjects forward. We only sowed last week in a mild
hotbed. With scarcity of room when we sowed early, the

plants wore injured by standing about, and this led us to sow
later ; aud the plants, experiencing less check, did on the

whole better, and gave less trouble. For those who are con-

tent with an everlasting flower in winter. Zinnias should be

sown, and transplanted about the end of May. The blooms

will be found most useful.

Our trenches of Calceolarias have been left exposed during

fine nights, but a little protection has been given to variegated

Geraniums. Geraniuim will do very well jslanted out without

potting, but when it is desirable not to see them welt at all, it

is well to put them in small pots. A thousand 60-sized pots

have to do good service with us as respects Geraniums, potted

singly, kept under glass, and encoui'aged to grow, say in

the viuery border covered over. As soon as the roots form

a ball, out the plants go into a trench of rich soU and leaf

mould, and the pots are used for another succession. This

involves some labour, it is true, but then from September

cuttings we obtain stout flowering plants by the end of

May, that make a show at once, and never seem to suffer from

the removal. These plants, turned out iu a trench with a

little ball, thrive far better thau those turned out at once from

a pot. In the former case the fibres are protruding from the

ball, and ready to strike into the ground at once. Where
time can be afforded, nothing is better thau the turf pots we
described last year—that is, turf 2 inches thick and of fibry

material cut up into pieces 3i to 4 inches square, a hole of

2J inches scooped out in the middle, the rooted cutting placed

there aud covered with light rich soil, and the pieces of turf

set side by side m a bed \vith a little heat. These cuttings

when estabUshed, planted turf and aU, mth the fibres brist-

Img all round the turf, do exceedingly well. We have also

from our store boxes, iu which we rarely give more than

1^ inch to a cutting, planted out Geraniums in temporary

beds, Ufting and planting without any attempt to secure much
of a ball. These succeed admirably ultimately, but for a fort.
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lught or three weeks after plautiug they will loio a number of

Mao'h has bosn done duriug damp days in pottiug, and

much more remains to be done in subdividmg Florists' and

Fancy Pelargomums so as to have successions. We hope

som7 0U3 will help us to the uamos of the earliest; as yet we

find nothing hotter than the dark Dennis's Alma, the lighter

Gauntlet, and the white Alba multiflora. We must endeavour

to overhaul Poinsettias, Justicias, and Euphorbias, which have

been lying on their sides in a cool place to keep them safe.

These 'are° such charming decorative plants in winter that we

must now set them to grow.—B. F.

[ iiay 2, 1872

TEADE CATALOGUES BECEIVED.

T. L. Mayos, Lugwardiue, Hereford.—Pcici; List of BciUiiig

and 3Ir..-r!l, ;.,•.,'/. /'/ /;',.

Yf. 11 ,:,i -iM ;
,-, II 'nil Nursery, Bake Street, Glasgow.—

Cat'iJf/ ' "/' /'.'"' •' ''' '(''-'•«. Bedding Plants, Ac.

KobiTl, I'aiker, K:-.oUc Nursery, 'Tooting. — Ca<a^0;7HC of

MisccUaneuas Plants fur Bcddincj, Sc, Pijycthnims, Violets,

Fruit Trees, Ac.

E. Crook, 5, Ciiriiaby Street, Rjgant Street, Loudon.—litMS-

tratel GatUlogtii: of Pnultnj AppliaiKas, Aoiari'^i, Wireworl:,Sc.
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T\ith light edgriug, ^re would make the* central fi^re li^ht, 4. \rith. a tlaik

eilKing, say liijou, Flower of Spring, followed with. Cloth of Gold, Golden
Chain, and edged with Pcrilla kept croppeJ, or better still. Iresine Lindeni.
The foui- agui-es, 9, 10, 12. 13, filled with Calceolarias, bedded with Lobelias,

we would not disturb. Looking down on such an aiTangement, we do not
think you will he disappointed. The Golden Pyretlmim docs best from
spring raised BecdUogs ; if just fit to be haudled now they will be better than
if larger, bo far as the autumn is concerned. Other Pyi-etlirums i-equire

trouble to keep them in continuous flowering. The Golden should never
bloom. You might throw into No. 4 all the scarce vaiiegated plants you
have of the Geraniums; the dark edging would make all light, and that
would be correct if the edging of 3, 5, 8, 11, is light. ( Tyro).—We have no doubt
that your proposed planting will look very well, and you will have a gi-eat

variety in your gi-oup of nine beds, and the three beds estra. AVe cannot
say, however, that we like this variety. Perhaps we are wrong in our simple
ideas of pairing for the sake of uniformity. Now, the test is everything, and
we adWse you to plant No. 1 as indicated, and then pair 2, 3, and 4, 5 ; 6, 7,

and 8, 9, and we feel almost sm-e if you cast youi- eye over the supposed
cMouring you will like it better than the greater variety.

Bedding-cot LovE-LrEs-BLEEDTNG (J. Dick).—We have had Love-lief-
bleeding very splendid with plants from 12 to 18 inches apart. Allowed to
grow naturally these would reach from 24 to 36 inches in height, and m:rc
than that if the gi'ound is rich. The beauty greatly consisted in the droop-
ing reddish racemes. We cannot, from our own experience , advise pegging
this plant down. We have tried it for a nearly front I'ow, but though we
partly succeeded, the pegging-down destroyed the distinctive hanging charac-
ter of the plant so much that we do not feel disposed to peg. This plant
never looks better than along with a good kind of Prince's Feather as a
centi-e, which sends its crimson spikes up into the air, planting a bond round
the latter of Love-lies-bleeding where the rope-like wreaths have room to
hang down. With these two plants a gorgeous bed may be made for a few
pence.

Melon Leaves Scorched (C. S.).—The Melon leaves are scorched by
strong sun striking on them whilst wet, and from no air having been given
before the sun's rays were very powerfuL A shght shade would have saved
the leaves. Similar effects might have been produced by the fumes from
pipes coated with paint, by an escape of smoke from a flue, or by ammoniacal

Various (A Suhscriber).~-'P&nmes succeed admirably in a comprst of two
parts Icam from rotted turf, one part leaf soil, and half a part thoroughly
decayed dung, adding a fourth part of shai-p sand. Polyanthus and Prim-
rose seed should be sown at once in pans well drained, filled to the rim with a
compost of two parts hght loam, and half a part each of leaf soil and sandy
peat, with half a part of silver sand. The surface should be made very fine
and firm

; scatter the seeds evenly, and cover them veiy lightly with fine soil.

Water very gently, and place in a cold frame or cool house ; keep the pans
close, or cover them with a hand-glass, and shade from sun so as to avoid
much watering until the plants appear, when they should have aii- freely, and
be kept just moist. When they can be handled prick them off in well-pre-
pai-ed gi'ound on an east border ; then keep them moist, and shade from
blight sun for a few days until established. We think the " grubs " must be
slugs, for which dust the plants with fresh lime in moist weather in the
evening, or you may dust the plants with dry soot, and it will not only be very
obnoxious to the slugs but prove an excellent manure. Twelve Gladioli at Is.

or less each ai-e—Sir'Walter Scott, Le Dante, Adele Souchet, Oracle, Charles
Dickens, Noemi, Lord Eaglan, Velleda, Napoleon III., Rembrandt, Calypso,
and Berenice.

Distorted Peach Leaves (A. H. ilf.).—Gardeners call the disease "blis-
tered leaves." It occui-s in greatest vinilence where the borders ai'e im-
perfectly di-ained ; but the immediate cause is esposui-e to the night frosts of
e;uly spring. Draining and protection are the remedies.

White-FLOWERED Bluebell (F. H.).—Xt is not usual. The Campanula
patula is especially Hable so to sport.

Crates (J, K. A'.).—Apply to Mr. Norman, Basket Maker, Ely. They cost
about 4s. Gd. each.

Seeds from India—Trop^olums (S. TF.).—The whole of the plants o'
which you have received seeds will require stove treatment^ and will not succeed
in a cool greenhouse. Zinnias ai-e half-hardy annuals. If you wish to try them
you may sow all the seeds

"
'

"
"

.
. -

I compost of two parts loam, one part peat, and
idmiy.tin-p of silver sand. Just cover the seeds
::ili Mu.lofTO^toTS-. Ti-op!PohiniK suit able for

.yrandiflomm, Jarratti, potit.iphyiliim,

.1 T. Lobbi, specin>;uui, :iinl Tri'^uiphe

ais plants. T. Lobbi ur Lobbiamnn is

re T. majus and T. mmus. We shaU
Liiy number.

End of August (Annie).—

W

s pai-t leaf soil, with a frr

withfine soil, and pine-*' 'n •

a gi-eenhoupe are T. m.
and tricolorum, all ti;:

de Gand, which oi'e ;.'i

not the common NasiuiLiJd,,:-

have an article on Tiopituluiii

Flowering Plumbago ca
presume your plant has already been pruned, and has pushed shoots a few
inches long, in which case we should repot it at once, using a compost of two
parts fibrous loam, one pai-t leaf soil, one part sandy peat, acd a free admix-
ture of sharp sand, with good drainage. Give a moderate shift, and remove
the soil that can be taken away without injuiing the roots. Water carefuUy for
a time until new roots are formed, and then encourage growth with a moist
but well-ventilated atmosphere, and plentiful supplies of water at the root.
It will succeed better in a warm greenhouse or cool stove until eaiiy in July,
when we should place it in a light aiiy position in a greenhouse, and give only
enoughof waterto keep the leaves fre^. Tiainthe plantsneatly, but ollowthe
shoots to hang rather loosely. It will flower at the time you name. Water
more freely after the trasses form. It is a gi-eenhouse shrub, and is well
snited for pillars in a greenhouse or conseiTatory. It may be trained on
wires as a climber, but it is not actually one.

Mowing Machine Setting (F. J.).—The rollers should be so fixed that
the sole plate against which the knives work may be half an inch from the
giound. This will not cut the grass too closely, nor, on the other hand,
make the sole plate drag on the ground. In order to keep a lawn well, do not
cut too closely, but cut very often, so as to have the grass even in giowth.
The cause of the machine clogging when you mow without the collecting-box,
is most likely the length of the grass, and its consequent withering and
coming between the kiMves at the following cutting. We do not approve of
cutting the grass and leaving it on the surface. It may answer in some
cases, but where the grass grows at all long, if it is cut and left on the sm-face
the appeai-ance is untidy. A light dressing of guano once a-month would not
be too much, mixing three bushels of sifted ashes with one peck of guano.
Apply it in moist weather.

Geranicxi (Jl).—Apparently a seedling or sp' rt frjm Baron Kiea^oli.

Auricula Feaste (IF.-Boofft).—The following is a di-awing of "D.,DeaV$/
Amicula framr , with his own relative note :

—
'* My own opinion and experience

are in favour of growing them in common gai-den frames, taking care that the
gla^s is large, so as to prevent diip, and then to have an Amicula-house for
bkioming tliom in. I have had one made for myself; it is now full, and a
prettier sight in the way of flowers I would not desire to see. Being placed.

^
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sand of coiu-se spoiling the appearance of his white face. Then,

agali.how the ?luma|e of aU the Light varieties ^b soJed and

<liBeo oured by it, particularly if they happen *« 1^«,
^^t

^^^^/^y

lased. Ve,7 fine sifted gi-avel (the 4=''-^, J"?"!' f^f'^^'^^
This

washed in water will not colour it , is the best of aU. Ihis

Jho^d be changed" very day, oU^ei-wise it will becoine very fo^L

Powls while at a show ought not tote fed too freely ' S^^
^:^^ f^^'f

quantity each time, but frequently, and ^very scrap shoiUd be

eaten up at the time of feeding I like to ^^e fowls on 11 e look-

out for food ; they show themselves off so much better than -sv hen

?heir appetites aJe satisfied, and if .too ^"''^^ '^S^^'^'^
f*,°5^,,^?^^

it is left, becomes mixed with their excrements, and instead of

doing the birds good it injures them, frequently lajing the

^nnntlatiou of many diseases. ^ ,., ,,

Now a few remarks about the pens. I must say I like thewe
pens, no matter what may be said against them ; they give such

a clean, regular, and finished appearance at a show, especially

when one looks down immense rows of pens as seen at the

Crystal Palace. If a strip of caUco or baize is i-un along the

backs of them, they are, to my mind, far preferable to the wooden

ones which are coated with whitewash or colour-, which nibs oil

on the plumage. , . , ,, . ,
.,

With respect to the treatment of the birds on their return, it

must be remembered that they have been kept in close confine-

ment, have been often irregularly fed with bad food, which m
some cases has become mixed and is eaten with their own excre-

ments, that they have had a long jom-ney to and fro—m short

have led quite a different Ufe to that to which they have been

accustomed, and this and the excitement must affect more or

less their constitution. It is, therefore, necessai-y that they

should be very carefuUy fed and attended to. On arriving at

home theii- first meal should consist of warm bread and milk.

This satisfies both then- thir-st and hunger, is easily digested,

and affords nomishment to the exhausted bird abnost as soon

as eaten. After a few hours a Uttle castor oil is very beneheiai

by cooHng the body and cleansing the stomach ; and for the lirst

two or th?ee days they should be fed on soft food. The more

exercise and pure air they have the better, not forgetting the

clnst bath, in which they wiU be sm-e to revel, and a grass run it

possible. I venture to say if they are treated m this way the

hlackened and fallen comb, the puffy and inactive bird, will soon

assume the original healthy appearance, and fewer deatirs would

occur amongst exhibition fowls. Ours are treated m this way,

and we have never lost a bird from exhibition. Still we do hna

shows are most injurious to fowls intended for breeding pur-

poses. This cannot be wondered at, as the treatment to which

the fowls are subjected is so entirely opposite to the course

pursued by nature. The male bh-d seems to suffer the most ;
he

pays but little attention to the hens, and his reproductive powers

Ji-e weakened. The eggs from hens that have never been shown

wiU often be found to contain chickens which seem to have died

in the shell after the hen has been sitting on them frona ten to

fom-teen days, and even if a few chickens are hatched they Me
weak and sickly, and frequently die, or are very small. We
have had sitting after sitting, and not a single chick ;

but tms

has always happened when we were attempting to breed from

the birds that were being sent from one show to another. We
have gi-own wiser now, and seldom send our breeding stock

away, and the result is we now meet with a fair amount ot

success in hatching.
. ,,

In reply to Mr. Wright's assertion that " it is simply nonsense

to suppose it possible for birds to be " starved to death " m re-

turning fi-om a show, I wUl only state one case out of severa

that I know. I take this in particular, as I beheve Mi-. Wright

saw the very bird a few days before its death, and he even went

so far as to offer a very large sum ot money for it when at the

last Bristol Show. This bud had been running withseveral hens,

up to the day before sending him away to the show, o-ver a

quarter of an acre of grass land ; he had not received the slightest

preparation of any kind, so that he could neither be " out of con-

dition " fi-om overfeeding nor even suffering from a touch of

" soft " plumage. When sent away from the show the secretary

stated he was in perfect health, but unfortunately for the owner,

after two days' travelling, he was retiu-ned dead, but hardly cold.

The bird was opened by a gentleman well qualified to give an

opinion, who stated all the organs were in a healthy state, and the

bird died from starvation. I could mention other cases, but I

think tliis so clearly proves that birds not " pampered " can be

starved to death that itwould be useless to give them.

We both agi-ce in feeding with the very best kind of food,

•which must, as I stated, increase the size, especially if the birds

are shut up in a pen and supplied with such nuti-itious and fat-

tening food as Mr. Wright uses. They must put on flesh, and

every poulti-ymau and every successful exhibitor knows, if he

expects to win, he must have size as well as quality. No animal

is ever seen to perfection unless it has a fair quantity of fat, and
the same -with poultry.—^W. J. Nichols.

but in a batch of Partridge Cochins two weeks since, aU nearly

came out of the small end. I never saw this but once or twice

before, and these cases were exceptions ;
but m the instance 1

now name the big end was the exception. Had these eggs been

kept large end down 1 If so this may account for it.—1*
.

i.

HASS.UiD, Curragh.

PEIZES FOB BANTAMS—BROWN BED GAME,

BLACKS, AND WHITES.
CoNSiDEEiNG the many advocates in our .lom-nal for separate

classes of the above, I am sm-prised at the smaU number of real

helpers when there is a chance of bringing their neglected pets

to the front; but I hope by the help of " our Jom-nal we may

yet make up the required amount to offer separate prizes at the

next Ipswich Show.
. .,, , i. a t

For the abovenamed three classes, it will be remembeied, I

offered £1 second prize and 10s. for a third for each class if the

fanciers would subscribe enough to give a £3 3s cup foLtlfe first

prize in each class. For the Brown Beds Mr. J. W. WiU offers

±•1, a very good start towards the three giuneas, and it is hoped

the other Brown-Bed fanciers wiE at once respond. For Blacks

the same gentleman also offers £1, Mr. W. A Taylor, Ite. M,
R H. Ashton, F. Tearle, and H. M. Maynard, 5s. each. .Whitfs,

though last, and at present the least noticed, are so beautiful that

I cannot think they are to be left in the cold. As yet the only

promises I have in their class are 5s. each from Messrs. AshtOTi

and Tearle. I would add that, should the subscription be suffi-

cient, a fom-th prize will be given and the others increased.

It has been suggested a cock and hen should constitute a pen,

with which I fully concur-, and sincerely hope the old systeni of

showmg a cock and two hens (as I am sorry to say is stall the

system at Birmingham) wUl soon be numbered with mistakes ot

the past.—W. B. Jeffeies, SenUij Bond, Ipswich.

Chickens' Exit at the Small End of the Eggs.—I noticed c

remark on this in last week's Joiu'ual, and it is very singular

CRYSTAL P.VLACE GAME BIRD AND BANTAM
SHOW.

The strongest defender of the good old days must acknowledge

that they had one mark upon them which these present days

have but in a much less degree. That mark was cruelty. Laws

were cruel, sports were cruel. Crimmals were hanged foiaU

sorts of crimes, and an attempt to reform them was not known.

MendeUghted in seeing ammals suffer pain witness bull-bait-

ing, badger-drawing, cock-fighting, and the like. Now, all these

arl forbidden by law. Om- fathers associated the Game cock

with blood, vice, death ; we associate the same bird with exquisite

beauty and a pleasant ramble round a poultry show It is the

bird's beauty we deUght in, not his fighting. Surely this is a

gieat improvement. Then we have a Society for Preventing

Cruelty to Animals ; we have " The Animal World," a periodical

which pleads for kindness to poor brutes who cannot plead for

themselves. But there is another step to be made-to associate

Game birds with beauty as well as with oui- stomachs Our

Wolfs our Harrison Weirs have done much in this respect

,

thev have portiayed the beautiful bh-ds as they deserved to be,

and made L see how beautiful they are. But a fui-ther step has

been made by this Ciystal Palace Show Game bii-ds were

shown for the first time on their legs, and not hangmg by their

Ipcrs The eye was won by their beauty—beauty mthout a gun-

shot woimd, or even a ruffled feather-not the stomachs w_on by

thoughts of their savom-iness. True some f'fU-y"^"-^'''^^ •',^,^-.

nosed old gentieman, who takes a walk m order to make a bettei

dinner and cheers his gluttonous mmd by thoughts of the

TmSc' feast, might only see in the Pheasant and the Grouse,

and the Ptarmigan the birds minus their feathers, and twhng
on a spit ; but I am sure the far greater majority would not only

forget the birds' eatableness, but even the sport they have

ImowTi on a 12th of August or a 1st of September The eye

charmed by beauty of form and feathei-ing, and the gun and

the stomach foigotten. I thank you, Mr Harrison Weii;, and all

others who produced, more fi-om their hearts than then- heads,

the nleasine idea of a Uve Game bu-d bho-n'.

tLsTow must be regarded simply as a beginning, andb^^^^^^^

nnd cantankerous must that man be who would take dehght to

mark any shortcomings in a first attempt. The point is to start

a good thing; mistakes may easily be corrected another time.

The time of "j^ar was not over-suitable, but the Show could not

this year be arranged to take place at any other time. The Show

was for this reason a small one, but more birds are promised

next veai- We cannot have salmon in November, and we shall

not hive another Game bird show in the l^^^^S fason May

we have it, however, as a regular thing m the Ciystal Palace at

The proper time of the year. There is another view of such a

Show—it tends to educate the mind in practical natm-al histovj.

Notv for the Show itself. It was arranged at the end m the

portion of the nave of the Palace near the tropical department.

K-e were but thirtv-five pens of Game birds, and just over a

hunh-ed pens ot Bantams,*^ First let me notice, that m e.ach

pen (Billett's excellent metal ones) was a fresh grass sod, Ijing
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in the fi-ont ; this plan seemed to keep the bii-ds happy ; they could

amuse themselves hy picking the grass, and the eye was pleased

by the green, and then aU dirt was hidden by the gi-een sod

lying in the fore part of the pens. This is a great improvement,

and just the thing for, at any rate, a summer show. Instead of

sand or chaff, a good sprinkling of fine-sifted shingle was at the

bottom of the pens.

Class 1, that for Capercaillie, was unfortunately unrepresented.

These birds are rare in England. Some years since there was
an attempt to introduce them into-West Sussex by, I think, the

late Sir Charles Taylor, or Mr. Poytz, of Cowdray Park, but it

was not successful. Stuffed specimens are, or were as recently

as 1853, to be seen in several farmhouses in the neighbourhood
of Midhurst.
Class 2 contained the gems of the Show—namely, five pens of

Black Game. They seemed in excellent condition, and were
apparently contented with their caged lot. The male bird with
his glossy blue-black plumage, dark biU, deep blue eyes, and
forked tail is indeed a noble specimen of bii-d beauty. To many
lookers-on no doubt this bird was quite new. He is a very at-

ti-active bird, quiet, watchful ; his eye, full and large, watched
everyone. The female of these bh-ds is qmte different to the

male, and somewhat smaller in size, her colour on head, neck,

and breast being striped transversely with dusky red and black.

I describe the colour of these birds more especially, because to

many they were unknown. They were the very gems of the

Show, and birds much suited for exhibition.

Next class, Eed Grouse, but no entry. Next Ptarmigan, not
any, but a Willow Grouse of a somewhat similar colour to a

Ptarmigan. These birds—I mean Ptarmigans—I have often

watched on the motintains in Aberdeenshii-e. In summer they,

like the mountains, are slate colour ; in winter they, like the

mountains, are snowy white. "Wonderful provision of Nature !

It must be a keen eye to distinguish the birds—indeed you
cannot, save by their movement. The 'WUlow Grouse exhibited

was grouse-coloured and white. The class for American Prairie

Grouse brought no entry. Of the seven classes for different

Pheasants the most distingiiished, and the greatest favourite

evidently, was the Eeeves's Pheasant, a glorious bii-d, part

spangled and part laced in pliimage—the grandest of the Phea-
sant tribe. I measured the two central feathers of the tail of

this variety—they were afterwards placed over the pen—and
foimd them fully 5 feet in length. Of the other Pheasants their

colouring is better known, whether the English, or the bright

Golden, or deUcate Silver. The hybrids, as usual, are more
interesting than beautiful. What mule was ever half as pretty

as either a horse or a donkey ? Of the Partridge there was but
one pen of English, five of the wild red-legged variety, the most
restless birds in the Show. Of the pretty Uttle Game bii-d sort

of Partridges in miniatiire, I mean Qiiails, there were several

entries of English and two of Chinese. One splendid Turkey,
a hybrid, represented his class. I may note that the pens for

the Pheasants are next year to be larger.

Of the Bantams, which were certainly not much noticed be-

cause of the novelty of the birds with which they were shown,
there were some good pens. Of coxu-se the Black-breasted
Game were the most numerous of the Game classes, but both
Black and White mustered strongly. Abbreviated Eumpless
and uncomfortable-looldng Frizzled were there, antique-looking
Cuckoos, and Nankeens very unlike the Nankeens of thirty

years since were also there ; but, as I said, the newly-shown
Game birds took all eyes.

Further, beyond the Show towards the tropical department
were arranged some cases of stuffed Game birds, particularly

two of Ptarmigan in their winter plumage. There were also

some coloured pictures of Game birds drawn by Wolf, and a
capital lawn or garden aviaiy, consisting of a night-place and a
day-place, brought out by Groom, of Camden Town.
Such was this Game bird Show—a good beginning, and the

start once made I hope it will be annual. I hardly think that
Bantams should be associated with the Game birds, as they are

poultry, and shown with fowls. Why should not Parrots and
Cockatoos be exhibited with the Game ? Many, no doubt, are
kept in and near London.

I cannot close this article without a word of thanks to Mr.
Wilson, the Superintendent of the Natural History department
at the Crystal ]?alace, and the manager of the Show. AU that
kindness and courtesy could do he did, and did it well. May he
next year be helped by all keepers of Game birds, and then he
will have a Show to his heart's content.

—

^Wiltshire Rector.

^idbuTf.

Game Bantams.—Broicji Bed^.—l and e, W. Adams, St. Clements, Ipswich.
2, G. Morlint,', Lynn. S, Ashley and M;iitlan(l.

G.UIE BASTiMS—Z)ii<:fcir;n<7.—l,F. Fielder, Southaea. 2, W. .Vdams. S, Eev.
J. G. B. Knipht. Danhury.
Gaue BASTAMf.—Pi/fs, or othen.—l and 3, C. Howard. 2, Ashley & Mait-

land, Red Hill, Worirslcr.
Bantams— fJo/if Scbrioht.—l and 2, M. Leno. S, Kev. G. J. Conwjs, Mor-

chard Court, Tiverton.
Bantams.— .S')7i:.r S(briaht.—1, 2. and 3, M. Leno.
Eantams.—Bine/.-.-1 and 3, M. Ridgway, Dewshury. 2, T. Davies, Kedland,

Walker, Pellon Lane, Halifax.
Bastams.—miite.—1 and2, Kev. F. Tearle. 3, Hev. G. J. Con-irys. c, Kev.

J. B. Hole.
Bantuis.— ri'»oic or Nanl:ecn.—1. O. E. Cresswell, Early Wood, Bagshot.
Bantams.—/njM/iesc. — 1, H. S. Salsbnry, Kempsey. Worcester. Eqnal 1,

Mrs. Woodcock, Kearshy. 2, Lady E. Lesg, Patshnll. c, H. Draycott,

Huinherstone, Leicester.
Bantams.- ir/ii(.' uathrr-lrnrir^l.—'l and 2. W. Catler, 'Worcester.

Bantams-;." ' ' - '. or ami other variety—1, R. S. S.

Woodgate (Sii: I .
' .1 Hill (Black Fri2zled).__ Eqnal 2, W._W.

ouKon (Ciuk.
E J. N. Hawli.

tliiel;^. Boulton (Cnckoo). c, Miss
si.

u; J.:iiak Fowl.—he, 0. E, Cresswell (Hybrid
Bantam).

_.-.,_- _(«.—!, C.Cnllinp.Downham (Hybrid hctwcer.

_ Golden Cock and a common Heii Pheasant). Equal 1. A. D. Bartlttt (Hybrid
Wild Turkey, bred between Wild Turkey of Korth America and the Honduras
Turkey).
Gkouse.—BIncS Cocfc—1,2, 3, and he (2), J. Schroder, Christiana. Ptarmigan.

—1. J. Schroder.
Pheasants.—/ananese.—3, P. Castang.Leadenhall Market. London. Chinese,

—3, P. Castanff. Bcceefs.—l, E. Bartlett. Zoological Gardens, Regent's Park.
Any other variety—1, M. Leno, Markyate Street, Dunstable. 2, E. Bartlett

(Vieillot's Pheasant). 3. Duke of Marlborough (new hybrid).

Partridges.—E«al!3'!.—1, P. Castang. EngHth Quail—1, 2, and 3, P. Castang.

The Judges were Mr. Harrison Weir and Mr. Tegetmeier.

SILVEE DBAGOONS' BAES.
To add anything to Mr. AUsop's weU-written letter of last

week seems almost superfluous, but I must say if we are to have
Silvers let us have real Silvers, and not Ught Blues, which I

affirm the black-bai-red birds are. Then, again, in looking at the

black bars you very rarely meet with them without a shade oJ

brown more or less. As most fanciers will allow, " Caeeiee,"

whoever he is, is a practical man, but looks upon the Dragoon
more as a homing than a high-class fancy bird ; therefore it is-

obvious why he should prefer the black-barred birds, since it is

weU kno-n-n that flying men Uke as hard a colour as they can,

get.

Mr. Dunn said in a former letter that the beak of the Dragoon
should measure 2 inches, which is absurd, and, moreover, -n-ith-

out foimdation. Taken from the centre of the eye to the end of

the beak the length should be from IS of an inch to If of

an inch, but in a Dragoon of the true type shotild never exceed

that length.—W. J. W. Pass, Bury, Lancashire.

Mk. Allsop says, " Not one word has appeared why the pre-

cedent be quoted should not be upheld." I suppose he alludes

to the judges at the places he mentions giving the prizes to

brown bars. This is no argument, for no black-baiTed Silvers

were exhibited, and therefore they were obUgedto give prizes to-

the best of then- abUity ; and supposing judges make an error

one year, is that any reason they should always do so ? Mr.
Allsop asks what prize I have won with brown bars ? Three

are all I can count. He also says I never exhibited black bars

until I purchased the second-prize Crystal Palace birds last

Show, and I myself exhibited brown bars there. This is con-

trary to the truth, for the only pair of Silvers at the Crystal

Palace which I exhibited were black bars, and were highly com-

mended. I also exhibited before that black bars at shows too

numerous to mention, including BeUe Vue, Manchester, 1870;.

Wan-ington, 1871, &c.

Mr. AUsop goes on to say that he has tried this cross and that

cross, and in fact has tried evei-y possible way, but always with

the same result—^viz., brown bars, and then in a succeeding

paragi-aph says he can do it quite easily. What does he mean ?

I do wish his statements were more correct, and not so confused.

Mr. Allsop, in his controversy with Mr. Percivall in yom- Joiu-nal

a few years ago, advocated white nmips for a Dra goon, and I can.

asstu-e him he is as much in error now as he was then ; white-

rumped birds never win now, and no person would give more
than shooting price for them.
Mr. Brent, in his book on Pigeons, says, " Silver Owls, Bald-

heads, itc, should have black bars." H correct in other breeds

why not so in Dragoons ? I have also received from most of

the leading Dragoon fanciers letters concumng with my views.

Dragoon classes in shows are only of comparatively recent date,

and°ve must, therefore, look to the old flying fanciers, who dis-

tinctly state that SUver Dragoons should have black bars. Mr.
Moore, well known as a fancier of Dragoons during the last

twenty-three years, and who has flown them very great dis-

tances, says, " Dunlaars were always discarded, and considered

wastrels and only fit for the pie." Mr. Gibson, from whom I

purchased the second Crystal Palace pair, has bred Dragoons

for thirty years, and says blackbars were always the proper colour.

No doubt Mr. Gibson wUl state in public his experience.

My experience of breeding black-barred SUvers this year

clearly proves that if properly bred they will always breed ii-ue ;

but if Mr. .AUsop wishes to breed them he must weed out from

his stud the white-rumped and the blue-rumped birds with

brown bars, which he says he possesses, for unless the blue is

sound and the bars a good black he will never succeed. I

matched three black-barred cocks to three black- barred hens,

bred in the same way as I have stated in my former letter, and
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tliey have brought-up five young ones all n ith black bars.

—

Fkank
Gkauam, Biricnlieacl.

TUMBLER PIGEONS.
I HAVE been a Tumbler fancier for a considerable number of

years, and that in a doyble sense, as I can scarcely say whether
I admire most the beauties of head, beak, shape, and carriage

in the high-class Short-faced variety, or the wonderful perform-
ances of its somewhat less beautiful relation, which, for the
sake of distinction and for want of a better name, I shall call

the tumbling Tumbler.
As I have always been of opinion that it was impossible to

obtain the very desirable end of combining in the very highest
degree the properties of these two separate though closely allied
breeds, I have followed out my particular hobby in a manner
which seemed to me the closest possible approach to it—viz.,

keeping for beauty the highest class of Short-faced Almonds
which do not tumble, and the young of which cannot be reared
without feeders of some other breed ; and for this pui*pose my
love for tumbling birds caused me to keep birds in which this
property has been developed not only to the highest known, but
I may safely say to the highest possible degi"ee. I read all the
letters which appeared in the Journal on the subject of tumbling
birds about two years ago, and, as far as my memory serves me,
I do not think even the name of the breed was once mentioned
by any of your correspondents ; yet I am certain their influence
in improving the quaUty of the tumbling birds aU over the
country must have been very gi'eat indeed, as I know that a
very considerable number of them went even into Birmingham,
which I understand claims to be the head-ciuarters for tumblini^
liir-ds. The breed I allude to is that of the Scotch House Tum-
bler; and as at the time when I commenced to keep Pigeons
my accommodation was such that I could not possibly fly any
of my birds, I was in a manner compelled to select this breed in
order to gratify my taste for performing birds, as I knew of no
other that would tumble when not allowed their liberty. Many
of them have also the advantage for feeders of Short-faces of
teing small and neat, and generally do their work of rearing
young admirably.

Feeling such an amount of interest in these birds, I read with
considerable interest " WiLTSHmE Eectoe's " account of his
visit to Mr. Hardy's stud of birds, and my object in now
writing to you is to ask him to give fuller particulars of what
be really saw, as my first impression after reading his letter was
that I had been pursuing my fancy on a wrong system altogether,
as I might have had tumbling Short-faced birds long ago, and
these possibly of a high class. On after-refiection, however, I
am not quite so sure of this, and perhaps the Rector, who is
always obliging, will give information on the following points
through your columns. Perhaps the information may already
lave been given in Mr. Hardy's own letters, but I have no't
them beside me now, and, besides, the Rector's well-known sig-
natm-e gives a weight to his communications which no private
individual's possesses. In the first place, do Mr. Hardy's birds
possess the properties of the Short-faced Tumbler in such a high
degree that they would stand any chance of -wiuning a prize at
iiny show where first-rate Short-faced Tumblers were exhibited ?
If he thinks they would stand a fair chance anyone knows what
the length of the beak from the front of the eyeball to the point
will be ; but if not, i^-ill he be good enough to state what their
-measurement is '? There being not more than three-sixteenths
of an inch between Short-faced birds and birds having not the
•slightest claim to the title, it will be necessarj- to be exact.
"What can they do in tumbling ? The Rector has only given us
generalities on this point, but I think the best test of the quali-
ties of flying birds, such as the Almond he alludes to, is the
moment hand of his watch. Could it do one hundred tumbles
in two minutes, a number I counted one Air Tumbler do a few
mornings ago, or even two hundred in four minutes and a half,
which the same bird did during the same flight, its average rate
being not less than forty a-minute ? -Were any of the Kites he
aUudes to good enough to tumble so close to the floor that they
barely cleared their head, yet clever enough to land always on
their feet, although not able to fly up to a nest if it were even
a couple of feet from the grourd ? These are things which the
birds sent by Mr. Paton, of Stewarton, to the late Mr. B. P Brent
did, and what birds in the writer's possession can now do • and
as I am an advocate for fanciers to breed for extremes I am pre-
pared to go on as I am doing until I find that some one has
either bred Short-faces possessing the tumbhng property as
good in other points as ai-e now to be got without possessing it,
«r that tumbhng birds have been bred of as high quality as what
I have mentioned, and shorter in the face and rounder in the
head than the Scotch House and Air Tumbler, which I am
under the impression, has not yet been accomplished '

As to Almonds tumbUng, I have heard Mr. Paton of Stew-
arton, say that fifteen years ago he walked ten miles to see a

- i"™, i'^'"
"^^ "'*'^ ^eaid of tumble, and this was as good an Airlumbleras he ever saw (which was saying a gi-eat deal), and

nlso as fine an Almond colour as coidd be desii-ed, but he did

not say it was Short-faced, and tumbling birds of the colour are
certainly in this country bj- no means scarce. Until lately Mr.
Paton possessed a Short-faced Almond cock of the very highest
class, proved by his progeny having taken many prizes all over
Scotland, and this bird backed regularly bat never went over.—
Scotch Thistle.

[I am always experimenting with some variety or other of

Pigeon, and this year happen to be doing exactly what you are
doing. My loft, unfortunately a small one, is di-vided by wire ;

on one side are High-fljing Tumblers, on the other Short-faced
birds of splendid striiins. The enjoyment of having both
classes of Tumblers before the eye at one time, and yet in
separate groups, is very great. I have the delicate beauties

—

Almonds, Kites, and Mottles close to me, and the bolder class,

yet very beautiful, also near, for how dapper, trim, and dainty-
shaped is even a common Tumbler ! One rrde is to apply to every
birdadmittedamongthe High-flying Tumblers—hemust tumble,
or he shall forfeit his place in my loft. I divide Tumblers into
three classes—tumbUng Pigeons, High-flj'ing Tumblers, and
Short-faced Tumblers. The first are the Rollers, which depart
widely from the Pigeon form, and whose tumbling being so ex-
cessive becomes rolling. These have their admirers, but I am
not one of them. I have had them, but did not like them.
The second class I hold to be Tumblers proper. They ought to

be neatljT shaped, pearl-eyed, fly high, tumble quickly, and not
fall far fi-om the flight. Such 1 possessed when a boy thirty or
more years ago, as a young man when in Scotland more than
twenty years ago, and have had specimens at times during the
whole of my residence in Wilts. Usually I have found Black
Baldheads the best ; they are the best I have now, then some
few Red birds (especially when in Scotland), and occasionally a
Buff bird. I am sorry to say I find it difficult to get up a flight,

all tumbling as they ought, and should be pleased to help and
be helped by other fanciers.
The third class of Tumblers are the Short-faces. Most

beautiful, indeed, they are, but birds to be admired near; and
they are from delicacy more bii-ds of the aviary than of the air.

But whether Almonds, Mottles, Beards, or Balds, their great
beauty is undoubted, and their place among vaneties "among
the very first." "Scotch Thistle" mentions the Houte
Tumblers ; these I am familiar with, having seen them and their

performances in the lofts of mj- friend, Mr. Huie, of Glasgow.
Of their usefidness in crossing I do not doubt, but I require in

a High-flying Tumbler something different from what is to my
mind the diseased tumbling of the Roller or the Scotch House
Tumblers : hence I am afraid I differ widely from " Scotch
Thistle." I regard them as curious certainly, but not pleasing

;

but each man to his taste. The aerial, high-flying, moderately-
tumbling Tumbler for me. What a creature of the air he is

;

how he enjoys himself ; how frolicsome his tumbling is ; his is

fun and skill, not a helpless roll down ; and if dark-bodied and
white-winged, W'hat a fine contrast of feathers he presents to

the blue sky above him.
In regard to what I saw at Mr. Hardy's, I beg to state that

the Almond cock who tumbles so well is a thoroughly good
Short-faced bird, well made, and of good rich feathering. The
Kites which tumble, three or four in number, are also good
birds of their class apart from their tumbling. In regard " to

what they can do in tumbling," they tumble well, according to

my ideas, but not like Rollers. The eye is my guide, according
to my notion of what is right in tumbling, not the watch. I ask
only for a quick clean tumble, and not a roll. Mr. Hardy told

me he had great difliculty in procuring these birds, and their

number is very few in his stud, and they cost him much
money. I should say, therefore, that the Short-faced Tumbler
that tumbles is a very rare bird, and the further, within limits,

you get from the Short-faced birds, the more the chance of their

tumbling ; in fact, it was always so, the Dutch Tumblers of a

hundred years ago were what Rollers are now. Now, the better-

shaped the bird the less likely is he to tumble. Still there are

birds that please the eye as to shape, and yet fulfil the require-

ments of a Tumbler when fl.ying. I have recently got back a
strain of Black Baldheads which I had seven or eight years ago,

and the hens tumble equally well with the cocks. 'They were
originally from an old flying-fancier, some years since dead.
I would say in conclusion that " Scotch Thistle," according

to his taste, has been and is proceeding in a right course, and
from thirty-four years' experience as a fancier I believe that a

good Short-faced bird to tumble is an extraordinary exception.

H " Scotch Thistle " has a copy of old Girton, which, being
commonly met with, he probably has, he will find the two classes

of Tumblers as accurately described as if WTritten of yesterday.—Wiltshire Eector.]

The R.tBBiTS at Thorne.—We must congratulate the ener-
getic Committee upon the satisfactory advance made this year
in their prize list. Six distinct classes are given, and two cups
also, each of two guineas' value. The Lops are divided into
two classes, bucks and does, and to the best of these one cup is

to be awarded. There are classes for Angora, Himalayan,
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Silver-Greys, and Any other variety, iiTespective of sex, and
the best of these receives the other cuj). The entry fee, 2s. Gd.,

is in proportion to the px^izes, and the Rabbits are to be shown
as single pens.

AMONG THE CLEAR JONQUES.
{Concluded from page 257.)

Thex into the open countiy where, in a garden at the back of

a snug little hoxise, was a nondescript sort of building, a wooden
erection with double walls filled in with sawdust. The interior

was lined with cages, leaving barely space to turn round in.

Every " mew " bore a small label corresponding to divers num-
bers in the last Crystal Palace catalogue, which had been en-
riched to a considerable extent by the contents of the little

wooden house. One pair here I coveted, but I came away
without them. If this should meet the eye of the owner of the
" sawdust xiMsL " I hope it may piick his conscience.
Then further onto where the m^usic fi'omthe open door of every

pretty cottage told how general is the fancy among the artisans,

the nature of whose daily labour confines them to their own
homes. Into more houses—pictures of cleanliness, tidiness, and
comfort ; up more lighthouse stairs and into two more breeding
rooms, from which I came away vnih gems intended to stock
the cages of the fancy eighteen thousand miles from home.
And then still fui'ther on to a breeder of thirty years' stand-

ing. He expected me, and a right cordial greeting I got from
him. It was getting on towards evening when Mr. Mackley
drove me to his door, and tea being on the table the condition
was that we had to attend to that before seeing the birds. My
connection "viith the Canary has introduced me to strange scenes
and many people. I am indebted to him for some of my most
valued friendships, and if I have endeavoured in my small way
to introduce him as a pleasant and instructive companion into
circles in which he was perhaps only imperfectly undei-stood, he
has amply repaid me by bringing me in contact with some I, in
all probability, should never have known but for the interven-
tion of his kindly services. I have been spoken of as an authority
on the other side of the Atlantic, and published in the South
Pacific, and sometimes begin to thing myself somebody. But
my round of calls last week, and, not least, my visit to the
humble cottage of Mr. , took a large per-centage of the con-
ceit out of me. By the time I arrived at his little establishment
I also arrived at the conclusion that it is just possible to be a
general fancier and have a fair, general, all-round knowledge

;

that one may, year after year, see all the best birds of the season,
and still have a deal to learn. In fact, I felt myself very small.
'What a wonderful thing is knowledge of any kind, be it ever so
tumble, and on what a pedestal stands the man who has the
know ! So I thought when I stood before the cages from which
had issued some of the finest birds the Crystal Palace ever saw.
Of course our chat was essentially bird talk, and on my asking
our host if he had ever seen a well-knowu bird, one never beaten,
the champion of his year, he pointed with some pride to one of

his cages and said, "He came out of that mew," and taking
down a pair, and putting them in my store cage added, " and
now you have got his brother !

" I got into Mr. Mackley's gig a
happy man.
The members of the " Alliance " mustered in force that night

^t the " Woolpack." It was not club night, hut the elect were
to the fore in numbers. Many a foaming tankard of old Norwich
ale was placed on the table, and "toasts," "sentiments," and
*' harmony " were the order of the day. The President of the
Club, a right jovial soul withal, gave us a song in which we were
requested to listen to his light guitar ; and the chorus, " fal-lal-

lal-la, fal-lal-lal-la, fal-lal-lal-li-day," was something immense,
conveying a true idea of the capabihties of that instrument.
Another gentleman who said he had won a cup in a singing
m,atch, and would produce it if desired, informed us in a rich
tenor that his barque was skimmiug the ccean, and that he in-

tended to conduct his business on free trade principles in defi-

ance of the customs or excise, and announced straight from the
chest, with a disregard of his larynx indicative of a true free-

booter, that he was the " Smug-gler King !

"' A third chanted
in dolorous tones how he had loved only once, but that the object
of his affections having died was buried in some secluded spot,
so deep that he didn't expect to see her anymore. Another
sang that the winds might blow as they ijleased, from " sou'-sou'-
northe," or any other quarter, it was a matter of indifference to
him. He called upon the music to play, for he intended to start
next morning by the first train to cross the ragiu' main, and a
roamin' go thousands of miles away beyond the bounds of
our geographical knowledge. So closed another scene in my
Canary life, with a general shaking of hands and good wishes
from as well-meaning a set of men as I have met with in the
^great fancy.—W. A. Blakstox.

is decidedly in favour of large hives. On first commencing bee-
keeping, sixteen years ago, I had some boxes made 10 inches,
and others nearly 12 inches square inside. I anticipated that
the small hives would become crowded, and consequently be
prepared to send out swarms earlier than the larger boxes. In
this I was completely deceived, as I found, after some years' ex-
perience, that the large hives become crowded and produced
drones quite as soon as the smaller boxes ; and when storified,

the supers over the 12-inch boxes were filled as rapidly as those
over the smaller ones, the supers in each case con-esponding in
size ^^ith the stocks over which they were placed.
Breeding Regulated ix a Great Measure by the Size

AND Population of the Hlv'e.—When honey is abundant the
laying of a queen of average fertilit}* is much restricted by her
inability to find empty cells into which to deposit her eggs ; but
in rainy bad honey seasons the population uf a hive increases
with most astonishing rapidity, as cells which would in ordinary
cuTumstances be filled with honey become cradles for young
bees. "When the queen of a populous stock is supplied with a
succession of empty brood combs in summer they are filled with
eggs with marvellous and almost incredible rapidity, and so far

from finding breeding restricted to the interior frames of a ten-
frame Woodbury hive, I have generally found all the frames
almost entirely occupied with brood during the early part of

summer (unless honey has been very abundant), as well as the
combs of a large nadir. If a lull occurs in the honey harvest,

my supers are also generally visited by the queen in spite of

contracted entrances, and most of the combs are more or less

disfigxu-ed with brood, so that I have frequently been compelled
to examine all the combs in the supers to excise any brood
which has been deposited in them.
AuTUMX.iL Unions .are Useful.—Most of my hives are de-

voted to storifying, but I annually raise three or four swarms
to try to rear pure ItaUan queens. The best queens are kept
and placed at the heads of stocks in the autumn, from which
any inferior queens have been removed, and as I never increase

my number of stock beyond vei*y moderate Umits, the bees are
joined to the old stocks. To prevent all risk to the queens, they
are always secured in a queen-cage before the junction of the
bees is effected, and on the day after junction an inspection at

once enables me to decide whether the bees are favourably
disposed or otherwise towards the impnsoned queen. As I

remove one of the queens before joining two stocks, I have
always found the captive well received when set at Ubei-ty.

Although few of the l.iee> thus added to a stock live to do much
in the way of collecting,' honey in the follo^-ing spring, still it

will be found that they liave proved most beneficial to the hive
by increasing the pojnilation in the winter and early spring, as

the queen is thus enabled to extend the sphere of her operations,

and brood is reared in proportion to the extent of comb occupied
by the bees, and the old worn-out members of the community
are thus succeeded by young bees who cany on the work of the
hive into the summer.—J. E. B., Wolverhampton.

APIAEIAN NOTES.
L.vRGE versus Small Hn-ES.—It is impossible to lay down a

rule appUcable to all locaUties ; my own experience, "however,

OUR LETTER BOX.
Bhahma Hens Dying {li. F.).—There seems to be nothing in your feeding

or treatment that can explain why yom- fowls die, and we therefore believe

they have access to something that is fatal to them. It may be a fun^^us,

some berries, or com that has been dressed with arsenic for sowing. Cut
grass is useless; fowls will not eat it. Yoa write as though they seldom had
green food; it is essential to their well-doing at this time of year. Cut some
hea\-y sods with plenty of grass on them ; you will find they eat them eagerly.

Your fowls do not seem to be in a healthy natural state. They do not,

according to your account, perform their functions naturally. Do you over-

feed ? Vk'e advise you to feed less on com and kitchen scraps, and to give

more green food. "We ^all be surprised if short commons do not overcome
the drowsy symptoms, "^e expect they die very fat ; that is, in the laying

season, conducive to disease and death. If you can find or think of no
cause for these deaths, then we believe you must attribute them to over-

feeding, diseased liver, and consequent obesity. In fowls, as in human
beings, there are five thousand deaths from overfeeding to one from starva-

tion. We therefore advise you to diminish the quantity of food. If that do
not succeed you must write again. If your system will make pullets lay for

months without becoming broody, and without injury to their health, you
have made a discovery that is worth patenting.

Chickens Defoem:ed (G. Slade).—Where chickens are hatched with de-

formed legs and feet, it is hereditary ; but it is very rare for them to be

hatched so. As a rule they are hatched perfect, if the parents are so.

Nothing brings on defective' feet and legs so surely as improper flooring in

the place where they are brought up. Brick, wood, or stone flooring, all spoil

the feet of chickens. They are always cold and damp, thus causing disease

and swelling of the knee-joint. From their unyielding snrfaco they cause

flat splay feet, and prevent the wholesome practice of scratching. In our
experience of poultry breeding we have never seen a defect spreading through

a particular run without tracing it. after close examination, to one of the

parents. We believe you will do the same, and that a search among the

parents will account for the deformity of the offspring. Should it be so, do

away with the offender, and huiTj the faulty chickens on, that they may
render satisfactory sen-ice on table in the hot summer. Let them live and
roost on an eaithen floor.

Hens Carrying Eggs.—" In Our Letter Box (April 18), in answer to

'Ten Years Old,' it is stated that 'We do not beheve in then- [i.e., fowls]

power to lift or carry an egg anvwhere.' The other day the boy who looks

after my poultry to'ld me that he had seen a Turkey hen descend from a

quantitv of old wood, rails, and other lumber, imder a large open shed, where
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tbe Turkeys doli'i^'bt to roost at night, imil whtre they were suspected, which
has since proved to he the case, ol depositing theii* eggs, with an egg in its

beak. On the Turkey reaching the ground the egg fell from its bill and was
instantly devoured. This feat was not mtnossed by the boy above mentioned
alone, for an older person was in the yard at the time and saw what happened.
—Walter B. Arvsd^l, PotitefracL"

[Our remark applied to hens of the common fowl varieties, ^Ve doubt if

the Tm-key could have giasped the egg unless the shell had been previously
broken.]

Brahmas orx of Order (U. M.).—Tou overfeed. We must tell you, and
we wish to publish it to all om- friends, you must alter the " bill of fai-e

"

somewhat as the weather alters. Discontinue the wheat, as a i-ule it is not
good poultry food; discontinue the Indian meal, it is too fattening, and has not
staple in it. Your fowls are fevered; the egg-passage lacks natural lubrica-

tion ; all the functions of the body are impeded by excessive fat. Just as
Abemethy advised the gouty patient to live on 12s. perweek, and to earn them,
so we advise that you withhold all food from yoiu- fowls for a week or ten days,'
or till they aie ciued, save some scanty handfuls of whole baiiey scattered
broadcast in the grass as far as you can tlu-ow them. In many cases the
" dragging " you mention is occasioned by an eg? that cannot be laid from the
causes mentioned above. A wing feather satiurated with oil and introduced
into the egg-passage will give inuneihate relief, and until the present appeai"-
aaces have passed, if they are watched and this process is adopted, you will
save your birds.

Brahma Pullet Lame (Gleaner).—We fear it is a case of pai-alysis arising
fi-om injmy to the back. It is not uncommon at this time of year. We can
only advise you, but can hardly hope for success. Confine her in some place
where she con have diy hay to sit upon, feed her sparingly on soft food. Let
her have nothing to diink but strong camphor julep.

Beginning to Keep Pigeons, &c. (R. E. K).—Write to our office for a
copy of '* The Pigeon Book," price Is. Id., post free, and you will have the
information you need. Yoiu- chickens are cramped with the damp cold
weather. Give them chopped egg, and keep them in a woi-m place.

Jacobin Pigeon (Pa(/an(ferJ.^Nothing is the matterwith your bird. Give
it less food.

AviAKY Birds Dying {Subscriber).—! can assign no cause for the sudden
Olncss and death of the inmates of the a^iaiy ; and I think that if inquii-y
were made of dealers in the foreign birds which are usually selected for the
pmT)0Be, they would say that they are at best but veiy precarious stock. It is
nothing unusual to see in the foreign bird department of our shows appa-
rently healthy specimens which, without any premonitory symptoms, die in
an hour or two. This mortality is more usual among the small birds than
the larger specimens, such as Parrots or PaiTOkeets. Your treatment is
eveiything that can he desired. No injury can possibly result from the gas
apparatus, and the diet appeals liberal. As youi- bu-ds are of all sizes, h-om
the Canary to the Pan-akeet, would it not be well to have nest-boxes of all
sizes? My Canary nest-boses are about 3i inches square and 2 inches deep,
but I a]so use circulai- tin nests with perforated zinc bottoms and lined with
felt.—W. A. Blaeston.

Canaries* Throats Diseased (J. BarJcer).~-Yon do not detail any of the
symptoms. Simply to say that the disease lies principally in the thi-oat is to
give but little data from which to diagnose. The general complaint at this
season of the yeai- is that they die. "WTiether it be that when the pairing
tune comes on they are more susceptible to chills, or whether it result from
overfeeding, I cannot say, but the death rate is higher at the opening of the
season than at any other time. If a bird have a soft place the fuss attendant
upon setting-up house seems to find it out, and it dies. That's all—it dies

;

from what cause I cannot pretend to say. Colds and inflammation ai-e, how-
ever, very prevalent and frequently fatal. To a gieat extent we ore in the
dark on the subject of bird-doctoring. I am. A friend of mine, who has
embarked in a homoeopathic medicine-chest, swears by aconitum and bella-
donna, two drops of either in an ordmory drinldng tin on alternate days. I
myself have invested a shilling in two smaU phials of these tinctures, and so
far these medicmes seem to act favourably. But my great receipt is, Give
two or three big drops of castor oil and got the bowels emptied. If the sick
bn-d be a hen inject one or two drops, or as much as the vent will take up by
Its spasmodic action

; then feed on bread and milk, and, above aU, keep the
patient m a warm place—no place better than m the fender. I may add that

heaped-up teaspoonful of moist sugar added to one chopped
a mild pm-gative for a score of bu-ds ; bat do as you may, they

as much as
' egg will act
icill die.—W. A. Blakston'

Lllac Flowers for Bees (B. S. J?.).-WUl any of our readers say if they
'"" """'5 of the value of lilac flowers as affording honey pasturage for bees ?

1 bees visit this shrub when i bloom,

understand
! should say

We do not remember to have

HiTE Deserted {Charlie).—V,'e are not quite sure that
your case. Are robbers nttarkinq v,,ur deserted hive ? If s
Stop-up the entrance at ni-hf an.l la tp them out; then rec _
and keep it for a first r^ aim. pr,.vi.]ra the comb is clean and good. If any of
It 18 decayed or veiy black cut it awny, and let the bees i-eplace it with fresh
white combs. ^

Removing Stock Hives {Lancjlcj).—Bees mil move very well now pro-
vided they are removed sufficiently far from their old stances'to prevent their
returning to them. You would be quite safe, we beheve, in removing them
three miles. If you must remove them now to any neaier place, we would
advise youtoimpnson the bees the evening before their removal (taking care
to have abundant ventUation), and to release them the next day,if war^, im-
mediately after then: removal, when they aie in the highest state of excite-

1. ^nfT^;L^n^,? ^^; ^- ^'™"''^Tl-Mr- Pagden-s method of driving swarms

PithPv ^fn.\ nr ct^™"^
he fouud to auswer admirably without detriment toeithei stock or swarm if well managed-that is, if caiTied out faitMully ac-corthng to mstructions. We have worked oui- swarms on this plan for many

yeai-s. Ants do not kke gas tar or petroleum. An occasional wash of eUherapphed to your bee-house stand will effectuaUy drive them away.
AiiDiNG A Ligurian Qtjeen {Consfant Suhscriher).—'Vhe co'nseauence ofuniting a Ligunaoi queen and a few workers to a hive of common bees wouldaU probability, the death of the whole of the strangers. Havin- first

nay destroy or otherwise dispose of her.^ You
queen with a veiy few of her own bees in a

serted among the combs. After the lapse of
be quietly

captmed the black qni

must then
queen cage.

&om twent
withdrawn ;

by her new

hours the cover of the cage „^h—j
: hbei-ty, when she most hkely will be received
> IS by no means quite certain of beins

result of all your care. If your bees are in common hives we should adviso
you not to attempt to Ugurianise them, as you would in all probabiUty be
doomed to disappointment.
Starving Hivb {Margin.)—Your bees were evidently suflfering from stai-

vation, and would have been totally lost if you had not administered to their
necessities at the time you discovered that there was something amiss. The
combs cannot he wona-out from old age, as the hive is only four years old.

You may save the stock by feeding Uberally with sugar syrup^—6 lbs*, of sugar
to 4 lbs. of water boiled for a few minutes. If the queen is hving, and has
not been injured by the starvation, the stock may become tolerably populous
during the summer, but we should doubt its recovering sufficient strength to
be able to throw off a swarm, or work a super of honey. The bees will most
likely he able to renew the combs where too rotten or brittle to be used in
their present state. Observe the hive during fine days, and see if the bees
carry in pollen pretty fieely. If they do, you need not despairof their recovery.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS,
Cahden Square, London.

Lat. 51° 32' 40" N. ; Long. 0' 8' 0" "W. : Altitude 111 feet.

Date.
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spades as if it were mortar ; instead of whicli a slight moisten-

ing should suffice, so that, b.v ramming and treading, the clay

may be kneadud into a soUd "tough mass, just wet enough for

cohesion and no more. Heavy rammers should not be used

;

more and better work can be done with a light handy tool

4 inches in diameter than with a jionderous one reqahing both

hands to lift it.

The cost of the work depends upon the nearness of the soil

;

if the clay bed is within 20 yards of the dam, it can be exca-

vated, wheeled, and puddled at tW. per cubic yard. This

price is sUghtly in excess of what is frequently given, but it

is a just and fair' rate for which the puddling can be thoroughly

well done. The other soil should, if possible, be taken from
the sides or bottom of the pond ; for the price of tliis jiart

of the work it wOl suffice to refer your readers to the ex-

cellent and trustworthy tables given in the " Gardeners'

Year-Book." I may state, however, that whatever price is

paid jjcr cubic yard, it should be clearly understood to include

the excavation and wheeling of the soil, and dressing the

slopes to the proper angle. It is advisable to have 6 inches of

soil upon the top of the bank over the puddling, and if tirrf

can be had for the top and outside of the bank it will add to

its stability, especially at first, when the fresh-moved soil is

Uable to be washed away by any overflow that may occur.

The inner slope is covered with a layer of rough stone, not
merely for strength, but to preserve it from being worn away bj-

the ripple of the water, which would be the case if the sides or

banks were left unguarded. In soD of a loose or sandy nature
there is frequently a difficulty in keeping in the water, and it

becomes necessary to cover the bottom and sides with concrete
or clay ; in such cases, if there is any difficulty in obtaining
clay, it should be remembered that ordinary soil if not very
porous may be wrought iuto a puddle that will hold water
almost as well as the toughest clay.

—

Edwaed Luckhubsi.

THUNBEEGIA HAEEISI CULTURE.
I THIXK it is nearly twelve months ago that the Eev. W. F,

Eadclyffe first drew attention in your pages to the extraordinary t

beauties and decorative quahties of this Thunbergia. I had I

at that time a young tlirifty plant growing in the stove in a
small pot, and to which I intended to pay some extra attention,

iu order to prove to demonstration the truth of Mr. Eadclyiie's

report of it. I did so, and the result is thoroughly satisfactory.

I find his picture was not too highly coloured, for beyond the
Luculia I have not a plant that has been more admired, not
only for its profusion of Gloxinia-Uke lilac-coloured flowers,

but also for its long-Continued blooming. With me it was in
flower before last Christmas, and has so continued ever since,

and yet the plant is oiily growing in a No. 12-sized pot. What
size it would attain when planted out I do not know, but I

would like to hear from those who have gi-own it iu that way,
as I think of giving the plant a good position in a new house
when opportunity offers. Thus far I have proved it to be a
grand jjlant for a stove.

According to the " Cottage Gardeners' Dietionai-y," Thun-
bergia Hanisi was introduced into this country from the East
Indies about eighteen years ago; but I find it is not much
known to cultivators, and I consider it a pity that such an
oraameutal plant should be thus left in the background. To
those who want to know more about it, I may say that it is an
evergi-een climber, with long, narrow, dark gieen leaves. It is

of vigorous growth, and mostly flowers at the extremities of
the shoots. The flower-shoot elongates considerably until it

is neai-ly or quite a foot in length, and forms flower-buds as it

grows. The flowers are, in most instances, twice as large as
those of a Gloxinia, and of nearly the same shape. The plant
at all times requires partial shade ; the north side of a span-
roofed house is a good place. It requires plenty of syringing
while growing, but when in bloom no water must to'uch the
deUcate-tinted flowers, as it discolours them. According to my
experience it requii-es a substantial soil ; my plant is grow-
ing in heavy turfy loam of considerable richness, and night
soil twelve months old, mixed with earth and lime. The pro-
portion of the latter should be about a double handful to the
gallon of loam.; no sand is added, but the loam is used rough,
and the manure sifted iuto very fine portions before bein"
mixed with the remainder. Quantities of water slightly
warmed are given dming gi'owth.

After flowering, the plant may rest for a month or two, and
should then be pruned according to the strength of its growth,
and started in bottom heat if possible, though I do not con-

sider this absolutely necessarj-, my plant having had none at

all after its first pottiug. To those who do not grow this

Thimbergia I say. Do so if it is possible to find a suitable

place. Last autumn I raised half a dozen plants, and not
having a place ready for them, I kept them iu 4-inch pots,

trained to some small stakes, the whole not more than 18 inches

high, and these httle plants have been blooming for the last

two months.

—

Thomas Eecoed.

MES. PIXCE'S BLACK MUSCAT YIXE.
The merits of Mrs. Piace Grape have been so much lauded of

late, that it is needless for me to add my testimony. I agree

with all that has been said as to the quality of the Grape—a fact

which so far as I am aware has never been disputed, but stiU

the ugly fact remains that under certain ch-cumstances it is a

shy bearer. I know some who, on this account, have discarded

it altogether, and others who gave up the idea of planting it.

It is not enough to know that a few " gi-eat guns" have suc-

ceeded in growing it successfully. How does it behave among
the masses ? On the answer to this question will depend the

making or the marring of its popularity ;
hitherto, I believe,

the weight of the evidence seems to be on the adverse side.

I have not been able to gather from the remarks of yom- coiTe-

spondents that their success is owing to any peculiar treatment,

so that I conclude it must be due to one of two things, either

that then- general treatment of Vines is so high that they can-

not fail with any, or to local cu'cumstances.

My own experience of Mrs. Pince Grape is not veiy gi-eat. I

planted a weak cane three years ago ; it is now a fine strong

cane, having ripened weU last year. It was cut down to about

5 feet last autumn, and this spring broke very strongly all

over. One half of the cane is last year's wood, the other half

being the preceding summer's ; the shoots on this portion

were cut back on the ordinary spur system, and the shoots

from these spurs do not show a single bunch worth leaving

;

on last year's wood every shoot shows from one to three fine

bunches. I have previously observed this peculiarity elsewhere

;

I have therefore formed the resolution how to treat it for the

future, which will be on the rod system. Eightly or wrongly,

I have come to the conclusion that under ordinary circum-

stances it will not succeed so well on the close-spm- system,

and that this may to a great extent be the cause of frequent

failures.—A Toeket.

MAEECHAL KIEL EOSE.
In April, 1870, as soon as the waUs had been raised suffi-

ciently high to receive the framework, I planted a Marechal

Niel Rose at the gable end of a small span-roofed gi-eenhouse,

12 feet by 8 feet, which I use as a porch or entrance to the

larger span-roofed house, which is divided evenly by a glass

partition, one-half being used as a cool stove, the other as a

vinei-y. From this one Eose tree I cut iu April and May, 1871,

fifty-nine full-blown Eoses, and up to this date (April 30th),

including fifteen cut to-day, 195 fuU-blown Eoses, leaving on
the tree about fifty more yet to be gathered. I enclose two of

them in a box ; they are under the average size of the blooms
cut.— [They were good, though rather small, specimens.

—

Eds.]

Before planting the Eose I had a hole dug 3 feet square, and
had the soil thrown out to the depth of about 3 feet ; at the

bottom of the hole I placed brickbats and stones to the depth

of neaiiy 1 foot, upon this some fresh-cut sods grass side

downwards, and then planted the Eose tree in some tolerably

stiff fibrous loam from the road side. This had been previously

mixed with some old hotbed manure, and well turned and
mixed.
For some time I despaired of the Eose growing, as it suffered

much from exposme to all weather, the house not being com-
pleted and glazed until late in the month of Jime. However,

in the autumn of the same year the tree began to show signs of

vigorous growth, and, selecting three of the strongest shoots,

I trained them up towards the roof on three iron rods or wires

I had previously had fixed at 3 inches from the back. The
centre shoot I trained under the ridge of the roof to the front

of the house, and turning the two side shoots right and left

over the doors leading to the other houses, allowed all three to

grow without any check, and they continued green the whole
winter, not dropping a single leaf.

In Januarj- 1 cut the shoots back to about two-thirds of their

length, leaving each some 10 feet long. A few weeks after prun-

ing, the buds at each leaf began to swell, and from each a
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Rose, or bunch of Koses, came, from which I cut, as before

stated, in the months of April and May fifty-nine full-blown

Eoses. In the course of the summer and autumn of 1^71 the

tree made still more vigorous giowth, threatening to ovennvn

the whole roof of my Uttle house. I accordingly had strong

wires lixed from back to front at interrals of about 18 inches,

and at a distance of 8 or 10 inches from the glass ; making
choice of the most vigorous shoots, I trained one on each rod,

and by November nearly every rod was covered. The remaining

shoots I disposed of amongst my friends for budding. I

shortened every shoot in Januaiy, and the result has been

195 blooms cut and about fifty left to perfect. Besides the

shoots traioed to the roof of the porch, the tree put up one

very vigorous shoot from the base, which I let through into

the stove house, and it made a growth of about 20 feet. I cut

about 7 feet off this, and it is now showing flower, and pro-

mises to keep me in Eoses for some time after the other part

shall have ceased flowering.—A GoNsiiST Eeaiier, liorncastli:.

BEST HOT-WATEE APPARATUS
AT THE ROTAIi HOHTICULTURAL S0CIET1:"S EIKIIINGHAII

ESHIBITIOX.

In the language of the " code," I now offer a few words

open " the best hot-water apparatus," or rather upon some of

the means by which the solution of this interesting problem

may be arrived at. Now, the practical rendering of this clause

is, as I intei-pret it, the best boiler, a circumstance which can only

be realised by carrying out a properly-organised series of tests.

Accepting this version as being the correct one, I proceed to

submit, rather as a basis for future deUberations than other-

wise, a few practical suggestions uecessaiy to be borne in mind
when framing the regulations by which a public boiler trial

should be conducted. I wish, however, to preface my remarks

by citing a few facts, mainly to show the utter impracticability

ef endeavouring to satisfactorily carry out this important un-

dertaking within the prescribed Hmits of the duration of the

Show ; and in doing so permit me to add that these are not

mere theoretical conclusions, but practical evidence collected

from close and careful observations of many working examples,

and therefore I hold that the very nature of my authority

constitutes it one of the safest upon which to rely.

First, then, comes the fact that no iron boiler, whether

^n•o^ght or cast, displays its real working capabilities until the

same has been in operation for hours, and I should not ex-

aggerate if I said days, after fixing; therefore, if the proposed

trial of boilers is to continue but for one or two hours, I ask

how the real merits of each boiler are to be correctly recorded ?

Secondly, The quantity of fuel consumed during the first

day or two to produce certain results, is not a correct idea of

the future daily consumption required to maintain the same.

How, then, can a verdict be pronoimced upon the very im-

portant point of " economy of fuel? "

Thu-dly, With reference to " night stokering," by what pro-

cess of reasoning can this be adjudicated upon if each boiler

is to be in operation for one or two hours only ?

Fourthly, " Economy of labour-" is an attribute claimed by
more than one maker of boilers for his pet production, and I

ask whether a period of less than twenty-four hours' work wUl
.yield any practical proof of the daily labour each respective

boiler requires ?

FiftUy, Boilers " foul"—some more quickly than others. It

is only a question of degree, but this is just the thing which
vitally affects their maintenance of working power, consump-
tion of fuel, and labour in attendance. It is not the trial of

an hour or two's duration that will test this.

Lastly, In so short a time I avow it is impossible for a

boiler to demonstrate the command it possesses over its work,

and the niceties to which it can be regulated by producing

first a slow circulation and rising to a great rapidity in cases

of emergency.
Now, in the face of these statements I venture to submit

that a trial to be of any positive value or real benefit, must ne-

cessarily be extended over a period far exceeding that assigued

to the forthcoming meeting at Birmingham, and if it be worth
undertaking at all, it is worth doing well.

I now proceed to detail the mode in which I am of opinion

the trial should be carried out. Neither the temperature of

the water in, say, 1000 feet of pipe, nor the temperature of

a conservatory or room, would be of any avail for this purpose,

on account of the influence from the external temperature to

which these would be subjected. I propose, therefore, to pro-

vide an iron tank holding not less than 1500 gallons, fitted

with top, manhole, and plate all well secured ; and that it should

be fitted upon a platform elevated 10 feet from the grounti,

so as to avoid the necessity of sinking a stokehole. This tank

to be enveloped in a wood casing composed of inch deal, leav-

ing a cavity of 3 inches on all sides to receive a packing of

sawdust, so as to effectually exclude aU influence of external

temperature. Pierce the tank where mast convenient at top,

and insert a kind of bottom-heat thermometer about froi.i

3 to 4 feet long, having its bulb 2 feet in the water, with tho

index exposed, which should be read at stated intervals, and

all its variations recorded by properly appointed authorities.

Within the tank, and worked from the top, should be placed

a kind of plunger to be worked to and fro, at stated periods, for

the purpose of thoroughly incorporating the water, and pro-

ducing a uniform temperature throughout the tank. An air-

pipe to be fixed at the top, and a small tap at the side, about

4 inches down, the former to allow of expansion, and the latter

to show the quantity of water in the tank. Bolt on the flow

and return nozzles, and extend the same through the wood
casing, leaving all other connections to be made by each com-

petitor. The tank would thus be ready to receive the water and

for operations to be commenced. The distance between boiler

andtank should be not less than 130 feet, and if 150 feet so much
the better. Taking it at the former measurement, the top of

each boiler should be fixed at a level not exceeding 20 inches

below the bottom of tank, which would give a rise of about

U inch in 10 feet to the flow pipe. The fall of the return

pfpe need not necessarily be identical with that of the flow, so

as to render them parallel thi-oughout. Opinions differ upon

the advantage of such an arrangement, and therefore I would

leave it optional with the competitors to adopt whatever plan

they thought best. Every competitor should cause his own
boiler to be fixed under his personal superintendence, or that

of his representative, for which he should be responsible ;
also

one or the other of them should be allowed to work the boiler

during the entii-e trial, no results to be recorded by any mter-

ested party except for then- own private use and information,

not for circulation.

After having clearly defined by rules and regulations the

relative position and level which each boiler shaU occupy iu

relation to the tank, the size, number, and forms of the cii--

culating or connecting pipes between the boiler and the tank

should be left to the decision of the competitor, each com-

petitor being at liberty to remove those used for any former

trial, and substitute for them any special arrangement of his

own, so as to meet the requu-ements of his boiler.

For obvious reasons, however, it would be necessary that

each competitor should at the time of making his entry lodge

with the authorities a proper plan and specification, setting

forth in the clearest terms his proposed plan of fixing the flow

and return pipes, also the number and size of each, together

with the level of the return pipe, and from this statement and

plan no deviation under any circumstances shoxild be per-

mitted at the time of preparing for the trial.

Such is an outUne of my suggestions, which, of course,

requires to be filled up with details, a work not very difficult

to do if the Society will but declare itself iu favour of a

properly-organised boiler trial.—S.

EOYAL HOETICULTUEAL SOCIETY'S SPECIAL
PEIZES AT THE BIEMINGHAM SHOW.

I HAVE just read the letter from " C. C. E." in your number
of last week, and in answer to his queries would suggest a

very simple definition as to what are to be considered vege-

tables and what fruits—viz., that the former are those eaten

at dinner, and the latter those used at dessert. Preseives, of

course, not to be taken into consideration.—Scio.

Your correspondent " C. C. E." is quite right in bringing

this subject under notice. Best of All Pea, imless by mere

chance, will not be represented, and the Messrs. Sutton would

do weD to omit it from the collection. Again, in Messrs.

Carter's twenty-four dishes, the two new Onions, only sent out

in .January, wiU be in no condition for show purposes if grown,

as per schedule, outside. The local prizes are good and intelli-

gible, and I am sm-e wUl be well represented.—E. G., Stamford.

Watts' Excelsior Broccoli.—We have had some of this

very superior strain of the Self-protecting Broccoli, and can
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say that it is when cooked delicate in flavour, very fii-m yet
]

mondi alba, fifty pitchers, from 2 feet to .3 feet 8 inches long ;

tender, and the enveloping leaves are so crowded and close S. flava, sixty pitchers, from 1 foot 6 inches to 3 feet long.

that even the inner ones can be eaten like Sea-kale.

THE CULTURE OF SAEEACENIAS, OK
SIDE-SADDLE FLOWERS.

^In our notice of the last meeting of the Royal Horticultural

Society will be found this passage—•" Mr'. Barnes, gardener to

H. Micholls, Esq., Southgate, had a cultural commendation
for two marveUous specimens of Sarraceuia Dnimmondi alba

and S. flava, standing 4,J to 5 feet high from the ground."
Two such specimens of Sarracenia were perhaps never seen
before. All the accounts we have ever had of these two species

in theii' native habitats inform us that the ordinary height to

which they grow is 2 feet. This, then, is a striking instance

of the art of a skilful cultivator outdoing Natm-e in a way
which can only be described, in the words of our report, as
" marvellous.'' Mr. Baines has been so good as to fumish us
with the details of his practice in the cultivation of these
interesting plants in the following communication.

—

Eds.]

Fbosi the experience gained through a lengthened cultural

acquaintance with these plants I find it quite as necessary to

give some negative as well as positive instructions on theii'

culture, and all the more so as I find there is an idea prevalent
amongst those who attempt their cultivation that, from the
fact of then- inhabiting the swamps of then- native country, it

is necessary, in order to grow them weD, to imitate Nature by
satiu'ating thek roots in stagnant water contained in pans set

under the pots. I find this prevents their ever acquh-ing the
amoimt of healthy roots essential to the full development of
the plant. This remark more especially apphes to the scarcest
and most diflicult kind to grow, S. Drummondi alba, a variety
which never roots so freely as the others. I wish to impress
this upon all who take an interest in their culture—that ui5ou
the amount of healthy roots they possess hangs the secret of
then- ability to make fine pitchers.

All the kinds except S. Drummondi alba and Drummondi
rubra require to be repotted eveiy year early in February, re-

moving all the old material, and replacing it with fresh soil.

Use two-thirds of the best fibrous peat that can be obtained,
find one-third of chopped sphagnum, with a hberal admixture
of small crocks and a Uttle silver sand. Do not attempt
anything like hard potting ; let the material he quite loosely
in the pots, so that the water may pass through as freely as
if it were a sieve. Treat the varieties of Drummondi in an
exactly similar- manner, only pot them iu August instead of
the early pia-t of the year. The best place to grow them in is

the moist corner of a house where no air is admitted in the
immediate neighbourhood of where they stand. Place them on
a rough unpainted shelf that will absorb the water given them
at the roots once a-day during then- season of growth, which
extends more or less from the end of February to the end of
October. After that time watering twice a-week will be suf-
ficient. Never syringe overhead, it only breaks down the
pitchers by its weight when it gets in them,' and renders them
so soft as to be of much shorter duration.
Nothing can be more en-oneous than the extremes of tem-

perature we often hear recommended for growing them. The
first cultural treatise I ever read upon them represented
Dnimmondi as luxuriating in from 80° to 100° dming the
growing season. On the contrary, S. purpurea is recommended
to be grown in a cold frame. They wiU exist under both
these conditions. Last July, after our large mass of S. pur-
pui-ea had finished its growth it was placed in a late vinery,
and allowed to remain there throughout the autumn until
after Christmas, up to which time the Grapes were hanging.
A little fire was kept in for them, so as to maintain the tem-
perature up to 40°. The pitchers they have made smce are
not more than half their usual size, and not nearly so large as
those formed by small plants kept in the usual temperature of
50' at night, with a rise of 5° or 10° by day during then-
season of rest ; GO" by night, with 05° to 75° by day from the
time they commence growing at the end of February to the
autumn; also plenty of moisture iu the atmosphere, with a
very thin shade in sunny weather.
The Sarracenias are subject to brown scale and thrips. The

former must be carefully removed with a sponge, the latter
kept under by fumigation.
The foUowing are the dimensions of the two plants I exhi-

bited before the Floral Committee on May 1st. :—S. Drum-

The Uds on the largest pitchers are 6J inches across.-

Bakes, Soutlii/atc

WATEE TANKS.
I HAVE always stated that if the rains are husbanded no-

garden or house need be without a good supply of water.
Some time ago I described how a large brick-manufacturing
firm, by setting apart an acre of gi'ound, with the surface
hardened and sloping to a pond in the centre, had by the sacri-

fice of that acre of ground saved themselves more than £100
in the cartage of water. I have another strong evidence iu
my mind at present. A gentleman has gone to great expense
in re-arranging, adding to, and consoUdating his farm build-
ings, and as these are aU spouted, the pond reservoir's show
the change. That gentleman told me the other day, not what
he expected to reaUse from his new barns and cattle-sheds,

though I know wcU that these will pay, but that, taking into
consideration the expense of carting water from a distance, he
felt confident, even as respects water alone, the buUdings
would return fuUy 3 per cent, for the outlay.
When tanks for rain water are of large size, no materials

are better than brick and Roman or Portland cement. If I
had any preference at all, it would be for the dark instead ol
the Ught. During the twelvemonth I have heard a mournful
account of some score of these tanks that would not hold
water. " The bricks, instead of holding the water, seemed to-

part with it like a squeezed sponge." I knew all about that,,

and gave a warning respecting it. I have seen brick tanks
that were of no more use for holding water than a pond of

open marly loam. The conditions of success are simple, but
they must be attended to. The chief of these are, that every
briek must be soaked in water untU every air-bubble escapes
before it is laid in the cement, and then, before the exposed
ends of the bricks get di-y, a casing of the cement should cover
them. Thus treated no water will ever escape, unless from
the action of the suiTounding ground the structm-e should
become cracked and fissured. Without such precautions,
building a tank with dry bricks is httle or no better than
making up the sides with clay. I can easUy see in the causes
of failm-e that the chief one is using bricks in a compara-
tively di-y state. Under such circumstances bricks and cement
are thrown away.
For a moderate-sized tank, say 14 feet m diameter, and 20 to

25 feet in depth, the circular or egg-shaped is the most secure

;

but in this case the covering at the apex should be left so far
open that the ah- may act on the water, otherwise, from the-

absorption of the cement, it will become too hard to suit
tender plants. In such tanks all below ground there will be
no trouble with frost ; but for tlus, I should prefer square or
parallelogram tanks, with the surface wholly exposed, as then
the water is always clear, and as soft and pure as when it

comes from the rain-clouds. For all gardening purposes I
greatly prefer the latter, but the waUs and the ground round
them must be protected from frost from November until April,

or the walls must suffer from expansion and contraction

;

and the smallest crack from such neglect, if it is not much
more than a haii-'s breadth, will soon cause the water to dis-

perse.

Again I say that the round, or rather egg-shaped, tank under-
ground is the safest ; but after all, the rain w-ater in the open
tank is the best, only the sides and the ground round it should
be protected in winter, and in some cases even in summer, as
whatever interferes with the ground, in the way of expansion
and contraction, will more or less interfere with the solidity of
the walls. This is especially the case when the surrounding
ground is of a strong clayey nature. In wet weather it swells

and heaves, and thus acts on the walls. In dry hot weather it

contracts, and leaves the walls to bear the full weight of the-

water. A Uttle short litter round the sides of such a tank in
summer, say from 3 to 5 feet in width, would prevent con-
tractior.

If I were making more of these open square or oblong tanks,
I would not build the walls perpendicularly or upright, but
bevel them outwards a httle, and thus give them a better
chance of resisting aU such changes of expansion and con-
traction iu the surrounding ground. With the advantage
referred to of an open tank there is this disadvantage—that
leaves and other matters vnll blow into it, and thus the water,
though clear, may be anything but sweet before the end of the
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summer. In such open parallelogram tanks, say 10 or 12 feet

wide and 6 feet deep, if the length is more than 15 feet I would
place a wall across from side to side iu the middle, with 2 arches
near the hase, as a secmity against the walls bending inwards.
Some soils, as clay, ai'e more liable to influence walls than
loams or lighter soils. Where the tank is not to be seen,
nothing beats a round, or rather egg-shaped tank imder-
gi'ound. Where clearness of water is an object, it is well to

pass the rain water through two filters.—^E. Fish.

EOYAL BOTAXIC SOCIETY'S SPEING SHOW.
The third Spring Show, held yesterday, was of more limited

extent than its two predecessors, and of a more miscellaneous
character ; still it was a neat httle exhibition, and, after all, its

^eatest drawback was the fitfulness of the weather—now sun-
shine, now showers, and chilly withal.
Of Azaleas, the only exhibitors in the nurserymen's class

were Messrs. Lane, of Berkhampstead, who sent some of the
specimens shown at Kensington in the pre\'ious week ; in that
for amateurs, Mr. Hill, gardener to H. Taylor, Esq., Avenue
Road, St. John's Wood, was first with some of the excellent
plants which he exhibited at the same place. Mr. Wheeler,
gardener to Sir F. H. Goldsmid, Bart., was second. He also
sent a collection of fine-fohaged plants, as Palms, Dracienas,
Alocasia metallica, &c., Ukewise a group of flowering plants.

Messrs. Paul & Son, Cheshunt, contributed a fine group of
nine Roses in pots ; and Messrs. Veitch a more numerous one,
also in excellent bloom, in the miscellaneous class ; likewise a
collection of Japanese Maples, and another of new plants. In
the latter certificates were given to Adiautum amabile, Croton
lacteum, Epidendrum j)seud-Epidendrum, green, with a fringed
reddish orange lip ; E. syringothyrsus, and Acer polymorphum
dissectum. Along with these were Dracaena Touugii and Gra-
Tesia bertolonoides noticed in previous reports. Mr. Croucher,
gardener to J. Peacock, Esq., Hammersmith, sent a group of
scarce Agaves, of which A. Peacockii had a certificate.
From Mr. Williams, of Holloway, came a miscellaneous group,

including fine specimens of Todea superba, Anthurium Scher-
zerianum, Hippeastrums, Chorozemas, and Azaleas. Along
with these were several new plants, as Rhopala elegantissima,
Agave Eoezliana, Zamia cycadifolia, and Macrozamia McKenzii,
all of which received certificates. Mr. Williams likewise sent
baskets of Purple and Pink Queen Stocks, vei-y double, free-
flowering dwarf varieties. A certificate was awarded for the
former. Messrs. Dobson and Mr. James, of Isleworth, con-
tributed well-flowered Calceolarias, the latter also sending a
group of these, Azaleas, and Cattleya Mossia in good bloom.
Mr. W. Paud sent fine stands of Marechal Kiel and other Roses,
and white-flowered white-variegated Pelargoniums, of which
Guinevi'e had a certificate. Lord Bacon, salmon rose shading
off to white, had a similar award.
Li a collection, of new plants from Messrs. E. G. Henderson,

certificates were bestowed on hybrid Ivy-leaved Pelargonium
Emperor, with large rosy crimson flowers, the foUage, too, being
much larger than in the ordinary Ivy-leaf ; on Pelargonium ele-

gantissimum, with very small yeUow-variegated leaves, and of
dwarf habit; on Hedera conglomerata ; and Pimelea Hender-
son! alba. Along with these were several Orchids, Caladiums,
and other plants. Mr. Ware, Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham,
sent a collection of Funkias ; certificates were given to F. ja-

ponica aurea with large golden-tinged leaves, and F. Fortunei
with veiy distinct glaucous foliage ; also for Ii-is iberica Perry-
ana, differing from I. iberica iu having no yellow markings.
Mr. Ware likewise exhibited groups of hardy bulbous plants
and Alpines.

Messrs. Iveiy & Son, Dorking, had certificates for Hedera
conglomerata, Polystichiun angulare proliferum Henley^e, and
P. a. confluens variegatum ; and Messrs. Carter & Co. for Dra-
ciena lentiginosa. A pretty white-variegated variety of Solantun
Capsicastnmi was also shown by the same firm. Messrs. Paul
and Son exhibited good specimens of Primula japonica, also
Spirsea japonica aurea with yellow-veined leaves, a neai-looking
variegated plant. Mr. Porter, gardener to Mrs. Benham, Isle-

worth, had a certificate for a large-flowered strong-growing Pe-
largonium called Prince CharUe, suitable for growing against
walls and as standards ; and Messrs. Lane, who exhibited a
large gronp of Chinese and other Azaleas, had a certificate for
A. mollis Alphonse Lavallce with orange-salmon flowers.

CULTURE OF POT VINES.
Pot Vines are tmder better control, they can be gi-own in

less space, and if the Vines have been properly prepared, they
can be relied upon to produce a heavier and a more certain
crop than permanent Vines. The only diffictilty is, that every
one has not the means of growing the plants on for two years
before forcing them—for a crop in March we shall say ; and it

seems to have occurred to bitt few ntu-serymcn that it would be
worth their while to produce a really good article for this i)ur-
pose. We have tried frequently to buy well-ripened two-year-
old pot Vmes, innocent of bottom heat, from the trade", but
have rarely succeeded in getting anytliing like fit subjects to
operate upon. After November the market is glutted with
" strong pot Vines," warranted to force eai'ly or late; but the
shrewd cultivator who wants plants to start in November will

make his market if he can before then. Plants for forcing
early must be brown and ripe in July at the latest ; and this is

the time to buy if we want to be sure of the article.

Now that late Grapes can be furnished easily and in fair

condition till the beginning of April, a very moderate-sized
house of pot Vines might be made to carry the supply on nntU
June or July, which would obviate the necessity of starting the
earliest house of permanent Vines before the middle of January
or beginning of February.
A suitable structure for growing and fruiting pot Vines in a

systematic way would be the first consideration. A lean-to
house or pit, 7 or 8 feet wide, with a bed along the front and
a path along the back, would perhaps be as economical a stntc-
tvire as could be devised for such a purpose, as it could be utilised

for Melons or Cucumbers after the Grapes were cut. Such a
house would accommodate one row of pot Vines set along the
front and trained up under the sashes. The length such a
house ought to be would depend upon the demand ; but as pot
Vines can be fruited successfully, trained a most 1-5 inches
apart, and as each plant might in a general way be calculated to
yield sis bunches, or perhaps 4 or 5 lbs. each, it wiU be seen that
a moderate-sized house would give a very good return, especially
when compared to the crops generally seen on old debihtated
permanent Vines, even allowing that a division similarly fitted

up would be required to grow a successional lot of pot Vines,
for we only recommend buying the plants when they cannot
be grown at home.
In this paper it is more our object to advocate pot-cultiu'e

generally for early work than to describe the routine of culture
in such cases. Fifteen years ago, or more, we were impressed
with the utility of the pot system by seeing a splendid house
of pot Vines at Dalkeith in March and April, and have had a
hankering to put the plan into practice in a constant way ever
since.

Plants that are intended to fruit in March and April require
to be grown two years. The first year they should be started
from eyes in the usual waj', and grown on liberaUy in 10-inch
pots through the season. When the wood is ripe, but before
the leaves are fallen, the plants should be shifted into pots a size

larger—reducing the balls just sufficiently to disentangle the
points of the roots. In November the canes should be cut
down to one or two eyes ; and by the begiiming of January the
plants may be again started and pushed on vnth the same
hberal treatment, and iu a brisk temperature, which, it all goes
well, should give canes 8 feet long, and ripe to the top by the
end of June, when they should be set out of doors behind a
north wall, with a few leaves packed round the pots to save the
roots from injury. What pruning the plants need should be
done in August, even though the leaves are not fallen off

entu-ely, and by November they may be introduced into heat.
After this, saving that they require strict attention in watering,
the ordinary vinery treatment is all that is required tUl the
fruit is ripe iu March.—J. Simpson, Worthy (in The Gardener).

PORTEAITS OF PLANTS, FLOWERS, .\nd FRUITS.
Aeis^-ema spEciosuir. Kat. ord., Ai'oidea;. Linn, arr., Mon-

cecia Polyandi'ia.—Sent to Eew from the Himalayas. It is a

dicecious plant, and the females have as yet not been fertilised.

Tuber is as large as a potato. Spathe 5 to 6 inches long, the
point recvirved, deep purple, striped with white inside, greenish
or paler purple outside. Spadix with a flexuous filiform tip

nearly 20 inches long.

—

(Bot. Mag., t. 5964.)
Veronica pakvifoli.i var. angustifolu. Nat. ord., Scro-

phulariaceas. Linn, arr., Diandria Monogynia.—A New Zea-
land shrub, small, and smooth. Branches slender, erect, and
red-brown, as are the peduncle and rachis of the racemes.
Flowers pale hUac, and spreading.

—

{Ibid., t. 5965.)

Restkepia elegans. Xat. ord., Orchidaceas. Linn, arr.,

G3'nandria Monogynia.—A native of Carracas. Stems tufted,

epiphytic, clothed with pale scarious scales distichously ar-

ranged. Dorsal sepal erect, produced in a straight taU, which
is yeUow and clubbed at the tip, white, streaked with purple

;

lateral sepals connate, yeUow, spotted with purple. Lip edged
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with red. C'ulumn Blender, white, streaked vrith purple.

—

(IhUL, t. 5966.)

Saxifeaga Stkacheyi. ^a*. ord.,SaxifragaceiB. Linn, arr.,

Decandria Digynia.—A native of the Himalaya Mountains.

Leaves closely "sheathing at the base, with orbicular stipular

sheaths. Flowering stem from 4 to 8 inches liigh, drooping,

glandular, pubescent. Flowers pink.—(/tirf., ^ 5967.)

DEiJcnoBiCM AMETHTSTOGLOSSUM. Nut. ovd., Orchidaceffi.

Linn, an:, Gj-nandria Monogynia.—Stems 2 to 3 feet high,

1 inch in diameter, dirty green, tapering at the apex. Leaves

not seen. Eacemes very many and dense-flowered, the flowers

imbricating before fuU expansion. Flowers ivory white, ex-

cept the amythestine purple end of the limb of the lip. Column
short, the sides produced upwards into two short toothed

wings.—(li/rf., t. 59G8.)

Feiiillakia tulipifolia. Nat. ord., LUiaceffi. Linn, arr.,

Hexandria Monogynia.—A native of the Caucasus. Stem
4 to 6 inches high, leafless below, clothed at the base with
appressed sheaths. Leaves three or four on each stem, nerve-

less, pale green. Flower nodding and tuUp-shaped. Perianth
segments oblong, rusty brown, purple within ; the outer ones

glaucous blue, streaked with purple outside ; the inner ones with
a broad glaucous blue band down the back.

—

{Ibid., t. 5969.)

Show Pelaegoxicsis.—" Fnmpey (Foster). A very large

flower, of rich colour and fine form ; orange lower petals, ma-
roon top, with orange margin ; lai'ge white eye. Acliievemoit

(Poster). A pleasing, large, light variety of great merit ; Ulac-

rose lower petals, maroon spot on top, large white centre

;

very dissimilar."

—

{Florist and Pomologist, 3 s., vol. v., p. 97.)

fruit-spurs which have flowered, or which bear fruit at the
usual time when pinching is performed. Every young shoot

which is developed on each of these must not be pinched in

the ordinary manner, but cut back level with its origin on the

spur {see Jigs. 2 and 3) when it is at least 6 inches long. But

PEUNING THE SPUES OF APPLES AND
PEABS.

The primary object of all the trouble we take with fruit trees
is to make them bear fruit. The long pruning of the branches
of the framework, and indeed the non-pruning of them, bear
witness to this fact. We force the young branch to throw out
short spurs for about a third of then- length. These ai'e our
first and best spurs, since they are situated directly upon a
branch, and can be protected if necessary.

But do these kinds of productions, such as are obtained by
the present method of treating fruit trees, remain always the
same, and do they yield fruit continually without growing be-
yond the foremost fruit-bearing spurs? No, unfortunately.
Some, and they are not the smallest
number, bear at the base of the spurs
one or several smaller spurs, of which
the farthest-off first come into bear-
ing, but others, such as the Winter
Bon Chretien and Beurre Diel, have
only a long spur terminated by a
fruit-bud, aU beneath which is bare
and hard, as may be seen on reference
to Jii;. 1. The greater number of these
spurs springing du-ectly from the
branch or shoots do not pi-oduce fresh
spurs but vigorous young shoots,wMoh
in the ordinary mode of management
we are obliged to pinch when they
have about three leaves, in the same
way as the shoots nearer the stem, in
order to make the spurs produce anew.

This is a serious error. We are un-
able to preserve that which we have
first of aU obtained—that is to say,
spurs consisting of soft tissues, and
which should remain as such without
ever resuming the hard and woody
character of the shoots. From this
error it also results that the sap is

diverted into other channels to the
detriment of the crop, and really also
at the expense of the growth of the
framework of the tree. By the mode
of proceeding which I am about to describe this drawback is
done away with, for a spur, as soon as it has become fruitful,
wiU remain so without appai-ent lengthening or becoming un-
fruitful. Whilst permitting the sap to increase the size of the
tree and invigorate the shoots, which otherwise would be al-
most deprived of nourishment and would not bear.

This simple and certain practice consists in watching the

Fig. 1. Fniit-epUTpraned
in the ordinary -way,

bare and hardened at
its base.

this concentrates the sap, which, being prevented from ascend-
ing, presses upon the wrinkled base of the spur, and starts

into life a number of fruit-buds. On the Apple tree (_fiff. 3)
these young shoots become fruit-buds before the sap ceases to
flow, and they expand in the following spring. On the Pear tree

these buds most frequently do not bear until the second year,
but in both the result is the same—fruits in abundance every

year, owing to the preservation of the soft tissue at the base
of the spurs, and the constant bringing-back of the spurs to
the main branches of the tree. The regular distribution of
the sap to all parts of the tree, large fruit, and the simpUcity
of the practice, such are, in my opinion, the advantages of this

mode of pruning.

—

(Delaville, in Hevue d'Horticole.)

BOOM AND TABLE DECOEATION.
No fete seems now to be complete without the aid of flowers

and plants, which occupy a far more prominent position than
the massive plate under which tables used to groan in former-

days. No one of taste can, I think, find fault with the change,
provided it be kept within due limits ; but there may be as

great vulgarity in the use of flowers as in the use of plate, and
there is a danger of running into excess. Talking tUe other

day with one whose good taste is undisputed, he said, " I was
vice-chairman at a dinner the other day, and I never saw the
chairman the whole of the evening." All this is a mistake,
and I entirely coincide with a recent letter in a contem-
porary, that gi-eat care will be needed in adjudicating for

the liberal prizes offered on the 15th inst. I have been led to
make these remarks from having had a peep at the decorations

provided for a Master's dinner of the Drapers' Company at
their splendid hall in Throgmorton Street on the 25th ult.

To all dwellers in the City these haUs are weU known, but I
confess their grandeur and beauty of ornamentation, rich

caiTiug, etc., were quite a surprise, and I was glad, if for-

nothing more, to see them at their best.

There are two points, I think, to be borne in mind on tlie

subject of ornamenting rooms and staii'cases—that the plants

used be good and suitable, and that colour be toned off by
a considerable quantity of green. I remember a notable case-

of something of this kind where the greater number of plants

employed were scarlet Geraniums and Fuchsias, and yet a very
high price was placed on the work done. Now, if the thing is

to be done at all it should be done well, and there are so
many good plants which are suitable for employment in such
cases, and which do not suffer much from it, that I think the
use of rubbish is unpardonable. There was not on the occasion

above alluded to a very large scope for this kind of work. On
entering the door there was a tolerably wide recess on each
side, and in this Mr. Turner, for it was he who had the ar-

rangement, had placed some very handsome plants of Azaleas

in fiiU bloom, interspersed with Palms, Dracaenas, &c., while

on the stairs single pots of Azaleas, Geraniums, etc., were
carefully arranged, the pots being concealed simply by tissue

paper of pale shade of green. I was pai'tieularly struck

with the fresh character of the plants used, for often one
sees dusty and 01-conditioned ones that have done duty very

often. I think I should have Uked to have seen a few taller

Palms placed amongst the other plants, for at night nothing
has a finer effect than their graceful forms and dark green

foliage. In the furnishing of the table Mr. Turner did not
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resort to any large aucl overpoweriug stands of flowers, but
simply to the, use of low-sized plants, and a few small stands
ol flowers ; indeed, the latter did not afford much opportunity
for anything very elaborate, being too narrow ; in fact, I
i|ue3tioned how far the sitting-room was sufficient, indepen-
dently of anything else. The whole effect was attained by the
use of simple means and good materials?. There was no
iibscuring of the view, nothing that required immense labour
or enormous expense.—D., Deal.

CONOCLINIUM lANTHINUU FOR TABLE
DECOEATION.

Those who know the value of a Hydrangea on a single stem
and in a small pot will be able to form an idea of the service

that a batch of Conocliniums would render when grown on the
same yu-inciijle. They have been very useful here this season
f'-ir the dinner-table; and standing in the conservatory amongst
Primulas, were admired by all who saw them, the flower be-
ing mure than twice the size of any on the old plants.

Their cultivation was as follows ;—In April I took ofl' some
young cuttings from an old plant, and inserted each in a thumb
pot in a mixture of peat, loam, and sand; the pots were then
placed in a dung-frame and shaded for a few days ; when rooted
they were removed into the stove, and as soon as they had filled

their pots with roots, were shifted mto -li-inch pots, using two
parts peat, one part loam, with a sprinkling of silver sand.
No dung of any kind was used, as short stubby plants were the
object ; but as soon as the flower began to show itself manure
water was given, weak for a few days, afterwards pretty strong,
and every time they needed water; the result was, plants
about inches high, with large dark green leaves from the very
base, crowned witli a flovrer twice the size of the pot. Care
must be taken to keep the syringe ott' as soon as the plant is

in flower, or they will not last long.—(W. N.,in The Garclener.)

SOME PBEDATORY INSECTS OF OUR GARDENS.
No. 29.

A WOKTHY friend of mine, who regards the theory of the evo-

lution of life as propounded by modern philosophers with very
intense admiration, partly, I think, just because it is novel and
daring, and partly because " it explains everything so beauti-

fully, you know," employs himself occasionally in speculating
with reference to certain species, as to what they were, and
what they a^'e likely to become hereafter. So being desirous

to perplex him, I jiroposed for his consideration the rather
anomalous creatures belonging to the aphis tribe, and asked,
" What has an aphis been, and what is it going to be, say in

Anno Domini 10,000?" My friend suggests the following as

a theory, which if a little extravagant is not much more so

than some others set afloat by learned professors with a half

alphabet of honorary letters after their names. It occurred
to hira, so he says, in connection with two of the familiar
names applied to these insects. They are sometimes called

plant lice ; well, they probably were in one period of their

history actually lice, and they still retain w-ingless generations
and great facility of increase under peculiar circumstances.
But aphides are by-and-by to be—well ! that's a greater leap
by far—cattle, actual quadrupeds. They are now occasionally
known as aphis-cows, and serve as mUch cattle to ants. What's
to prevent them from going higher up ? Certainly at present
in their dimensions aphides and actual cattle diiiter consider-
ably, yet what is size after all ? The frog, as we all know, in

the old fable tried to swell himself up to the proportions of

the ox. He didn't succeed certainly, because it was too great
a thing to accomplish in one generation ; had he been more
moderate in his attempt, and tried to become the size of a rat,

his posterity might have advanced by stages until frogs became
oxen ; and why not aphides frogs, en route to something
superior ?

Seriously, however, the aphis tribe is so great an annoyance
and positive injurj' to the gardener, that he would not care
TDUch what transformation they underwent, nor whether thej-

ascended or degraded in the scale of creation, so long as they
ceased to trouble him. How deUghti'iil to read that in some
regions of South America these species do not occur ! Yet the
naturahst tells us that their place is filledup by other insects,

which are, presumably, quite as troublesome as oui' " blight ;

"

more so indeed, their activity being greater through the in-

fluence exerted by a liigher tenrperature.

Some of the fairest Cowers of the parterre are among (he
greatest sufferers from the attacks of these pertinacious and
most prolific insects. The " queen of the garden," the Eose,
sacred to scriptural, historic, and poetic memories, is almost
invariably frequented by aphides. Several species of aphis in

difl'erent seasons resort to Eoses, for there are some that do
not seem to be confined to any species or order of plants,

but transfer themselves from one to another as the uiscct

hkes them. Others there are which select their plant or tree,

and adhere to it most faithfuUj'. The Eose has its speciality of

this sort, which we name Aphis Eosic, and which in some one
of its stages is to be found upon the bushes all the year round.
In the winter, certainly, it is not so easily discoverable, for

the sjiecies is then in the egg state, and according to the best

observers that is the only season when aphis eggs are to be

detected. These eggs, which are black, and, of course, dimi-
nutive in size, are very firmly attached to the twigs or boughs,
and Loudon has remarked that it is a pity gardeners do not
attempt to operate upon these, and thus extinguish the germs
of the countless broods of spring and summer. He believes

that the application of water rather below the boiling point
would kill the eggs, and he asserts its use after the leaves

have fallen is not injurious to the Eose, or to perennials gene-
rally. Many, however, would feel some reluctance in ventur-

ing upon what might seem a hazardous experiment ; and in

addition to the hot water, it is stated that strong, tepid,

tobacco water and a lather of soft soaji are effectual. Cer-
tain of the preparations so freely advertised as destructive to •

" plant lice " may also be as fatal to them if administered to

the eggs which are to give them birth. At all events, if left

alone, the young brood of aphides are hastened into life by the
first mild weather we have towards the end of the whiter, and
appear on the twigs in March, or even in February. It has
been asserted that the cold winds of spring have a pernicious

influence upon aphides, but as far as my own observations go,

I have not perceived that they lessen the number of these
insects, unless accompanied or preceded by heavy rains. The
first brood, however, do evidently feed-up more slowly than
those which follow, and, becoming adult in April, give place to

the next generation. It has been stated by some writers on
the subject, that there are two broods in May, June, and July,

and in August and September three, making-up in all the
number of ten ; but it is at least doubtful whether the suc-

cession is thus regular in most years, depending as it does
upon fluctuations of the weather and upon the supply of nu-
triment obtained from the plants. Thus Mr. Walker, an un-
questionable authority, writes as fellows (and his remarks are

as applicable to Aphis EosaB as to other sjiecies) :—" The
change in the atmosphere, of which the gloom called a blight is

the result, is the cause dh'ectly, and through its effects on vege-

tation hastens the appearance and increases the number of the

winged aphides. When the aphides have for food a plentiful

supply of sap they generally continue in the wingless state and
multiply most rapidly. When the atmosphere checks the
supply, the winged state begins to abound."

Twice in the year, then, at least do aphides occur with wuigs,
these mingling in the most amicable manner with the wingless
hosts of all sizes, busily engaged in pum])ing up sap with their

haustella. These implements, let it be noted, are hollow tubes
with pointed tips, so that they servo admirably for piercing

the leaves or twigs, and also extracting the sap, which is the
sole nutriment of aphides. The very cutertaming author of

the " Episodes of Insect Life," gives what may be called a pen-
aud-ink portrait of the aphides we see upon the Eose iu May
and June. " These winged creatures ai-e the aristocracy of the
multitude, and no inelegant specimens of Nature's liliputiau

workmanship. Each has a plump shining body of deep bright

green spotted at the sides with black, long slender legs in-

clining to reddish, and, lilte a bamboo reed, marked at every
joint with black or dai'kest brown. The head, shoulders, and
long jointed antenna; are also chiefly black, as well as two
diverging spikelets proceeding from the back, while a pair of

ample wings much longer than the body rise exactly over it."

But it is not the case with aphides, as with some other in-

sects ; the possession of wings is not a distinction of age or sex.

There is a spring or early Miiiiim ] fli;.;ht of these—an actual

flight, for they do migrate mu mihh- days from one place to

another, though the jouiiu;. liny i]i;ike are short—yet these

are not males and females, but only of the latter sex. The
generations which have preceded, and wliich will follow the
winged generation, are as truly mature, according to their

peculiar nature, and, being of tlic female sex, produce juvenile
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aphides, which are born alive. A most curious fact this, and
one that I can only lightly touch upon here—namely, that in

the same species the females arc at one time oviparous and at

another viviparous. All through the season of vegetable growth
and active life, brood after brood of aphides is ushered into

existence without the intervention of any male insects, and
without passiug through the egg condition. It is only when
aMtumu has fairly commenced to strip the trees that we
observe on the Rose bushes individuals with bodies of

orange or brown, and endowed with wings of a deeper tint

than their female companions. These are male aphides, and
the result of their life is the deposit of a batch of eggs, which
carry on the species in safety to another season. It is only the

change of temperature which has brought these forth, and
during exceptionally mild winters a species of aphis has been
noticed to continue viviparous, and under artificial waiinth in

a greenhouse for several years.

The subject of aphis life has engaged the attention of some
of the most distinguished naturalists here and on the Con-
tinent, but, for all that, we cannot state that it has been
satisfactorily investigated. With the best intentions, most
have investigated theii' structure and habits in order to sup-
port some ingenious theory. A number of successive genera-
tions of aphides appear, amongst which no male insects are
found—that is a fact unquestionable, and how is it to be ex-

plained ? A considerable sensation was occasioned a few years
since by the discoveries of M. Balbiani, who from his dis-

sections, was led to conclude that during the time they are
viviparous, apliides are true hennaijhrodites, performing the
fimctions of both sexes in female guise. Shortly after M.
Meezikow, and Professor Claparide, who had been investigat-
ing the matter about the same time, wrote expressing theu'
conviction that M. Balbiani was wrong both in his conclusions
and in his seeming discoveries ; nor do I think that the
" hermaphrodite " supposition has gained much support in
England.
A few words may be added to this paper concerning the

migration of aphides, on one point where popular beliefs have
gone wrong. They can only travel long distances, if travel
they do, in one of two ways—by means of their own wings, or
by being carried along by winds , or in the clouds , as some persons
think. That they do not journey by their own power of
flight to any great distance is self-evident, nor is it likely at
all that atmospheric agencies transmit them from one dis-
trict to another. I have heard gardeners in our suburbs west
of London, lamenting over the fact that the green or black
blight of eastern London travelled with the easterly winds in
search of " fresh fields and pastures new," but I am quite con-
vinced that this is only imagination.—J. E. S. C.

VEGETABLE AND ANIMAL LIFE.
What though we may be unable to explain what life is, it

may still be proper to examine into what is termed the physical
basis of life. It is well to bear in mind, however, that notwith-
standing much has been written on these subjects, the know-
ledge of hidden forces, motion or Ufe, soul and spirit, is no
better elucidated now than it was centuries ago. So that we
can with propriety adopt the Scripture language, found in
Hebrews xi. 3.—" Through faith we understand that the worlds
\vere framed by the word of God, so that things which are seen
were not made of things which do appear." This is the
positive fact, and science cannot in truth gainsay it.

Let us briefly consider what science knows of the so-called
essential elements of life—carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, and
nitrogen.

Carbon—a pure combustible base of the varieties of charcoal
and other carbonaceous matter. Charcoal is burned wood, or
burned bone, or leather, both previously organised, whether
from the vegetable or animal creation. What is very remark-
able, however, is that the diamond, being a mineral, is pure
carbon in crystaUised form. As an elementary substance, car-
bon combines with oxygen in two proportions, forming carbonic
acid and carbonic oxide. Carbonic acid consists of 6 car-
bon X 16 oxygen = 22. This extinguishes flame and suffocates
animals

; as found in wells and mines it is called choke damp.
Limestone, mai-ble, and chalk contain it. Carbonic oxide is
composed of 6 carbon x 8 cxygen == 14. It is fatal to animals
and extmguishes flame, but it burns in contact with ah-, and
forms carbonic acid.
We will now briefly consider oxygen, so efficient in forming

acul compounds, as weU as eight-umths of the weight of water.

one-fifth of the weight of the atmosphere, and is present (often

to the amount of from forty to iifty per cent.) in nearly all the

mineral bodies of which the crust of the globe is composed, in-

cluding the soil.

The magnetic properties of the atmosphere are sTiid to be

almost exclusively due to the oxygen contained in it ; modified

by its action by solar heat, it occupies a high position among
electro-negative bodies. It is just as likely that electricity is

associated with the oxygen in the air, which—for instance when
brought under the rubber of an electric machine—separates it

by the oxygen acting upon the amalgam, and Uberates the

electricity, which, having a greater affinity for the metalhc
conductors than for the air, is conveyed to the Leyden jar,

and confined until discharged. Electricity is only a modifica-

tion of creative force, and is more nearly related to life than
the ponderable elements upon which it acts through the in-

fluence of solar Ught or otherwise. Though the sun's rays are

not fire, yet bring them to a focus by a lens, and fire is a re-

sult in contact with combustible bodies.

Hydrogen is only known in its gaseous form, formerly called

inflammable air, and considered identical with the matter of

heat. Pure hydrogen is .sixteen times lighter than oxygen; it

burns in contact with air with a pale flame, and when mixed
with three or four times its volume of air (or half its volume in

jjiu'e oxygen) and inflamed, it burns rapidly, and in the latter

case with violent explosion. The only product of this com-
bustion is water. How marvellous ! and yet hydrogen is not

absorbed by water, and animals soon die when confined m it.

So we come to consider water, which was itself considered an
clement by the older chemists, but we have just seen that it is

a compound of hydrogen and oxygen, as supposed by Watt
and Cavendish, as far back as a.d. 1786 and 1787, and since

satisfactorily demonstrated. Thus water is in fact an oxide

of hydrogen, scientifically considered. But water is seldom
purely such ; there are mechanical, gaseous, mineral, and or-

ganic impurities in it ; changing in its descent as pure rain-

water, it becomes charged with the gases of the atmosphere,
such as oxygen, nitrogen, and carbonic acid, and during a

thunder storm air appreciable quantity of nitrate of ammonia
produced by electric discharges through moist air ; and it is a

source of fertility to vegetation, further augmented by its

holding in solution small quantities of mineral salts, and gene-

rally of organic matter.
The remaining element to be considered is nitrogen, also a

simple gaseous body, forming a constituent of the atmosphere
and of nitric acid ; this being also antagonistic to hfe, is hence
also called azote. It is, nevertheless, an important comiJonent
of many organic substances, and is remarkable as one of the
fulminating compounds of gold, silver, and mercury, to say
nothing of gunpowder—a compound of sulphur, nitre, and car-

bon. Thus we learn that these elements arc mostly dele-

terious to life, and yet essential to sujiport it.

Thus we learn that vegetables produce azotiscd substances,
the fatty matters—starch, gum, and sugar—which are consumed
and form the food of animals, and from this consumption is

produced carbonic acid, water, and ammonia, which latter pro-

duct is in turn decomposed by vegetation, and in that de-

composition oxygen is evolved, so essential to the animal,
in return for the carbonic-acid product given out by the
animal, and so essential to vegetation.

—

(American Cardtncr's
Monthly.)

The Gakden of the Acclimatisation Society of Paris,

ruined during the siege, is about to be reopened. A great part

of the damage has been repaired, the ornamental and horticul-

tural parts have been replaced, and there are already many
animals in the park.

—

(Nature.)

DINNEE-TABLE DECOEATIONS BY GASLIGHT
AT THE BIEMINGHAM SHOW.

I WISH to draw attention to this class in the schedule of

prizes, in which it stands as follows :

—

" Class 145.—Dinner-table decorations by gasUght. Dinner
table completely laid out for fourteen persons, and arranged so

as to show the best means of utilising fruit and flowers in its

adornment. The exhibits wiU be judged and exMbited by gas-
hght. Open prizes, £20, £15, £10, and £7."

I find some misapprehension exists as to the time when these
dinner-table displays will be exhibited—the words " by gas-
Ught " having led some to suppose that they are to be seen in
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the evening oul.y. This is erroneous. Tliey will be exhibitetl

in the claytime iu a tent specially constructed so as to exclude
the dayliglit, and which wDl be lighted with ga?, the object being
to show what plants and flowers are best adapted for decoration
by artificial light, the kind of light by means of which such
decorations are usually seen iu this country. The regulations
for this class will be found on pages 7 and 8 of the schedule,
copies of which I shall be happy to send on application. JIuch
iutercst has been excited respecting this class, and I have no
doubt but that it will prove one of the most interesting iu the
Exliiliitiou. Entries close for it on Wednesday the 28th inst.

—EiiwAriD W. B.vdgeh, Local Hon. Sec, midland Counties
Herald Office, Virminghan:.

BEAUDESERT.
The Seat of the Marqcis op Anglesey.

Ne.vr the centre of the county of Stafford is a large tract of

upland moor called Cannock Chase, consisting principally of a
succession of bill s and valleys, the former mostly covered with
Heath, and the latter with coarse herb.age. Few trees occur

;

here and there a few stunted Scotch Fu-s, Birches, and Oaks
grow on the dry ground, and there is a scattering of WOlow
and Alder in some of the damp valleys. There is no great
amount of naked rock, and although the soil is in places of

a black peaty character, much of it is a hungry yellow gravel.

The liills are not so precipitous as many iu Derbyshire and
Scotland, but the elevation is great. AVhortleberries grow
vei-y exteusivelj' in the dry black peaty districts, but less

plentifuUy where the soil approaches a yellowish gravel.

Heath is more widely spread, and I beheve the Foxglove also

abounds in places, but the Bog Myrtle or Sweet Gale of

the Scottish morasses is not so plentiful as in the far north.
Sueli is Cannock Chase, a district which seems to bid defiance

to the plough or spade, but the districts adjoining it have
doubtless been all reclaimed from it at some time ; the gravel-

covered fields that now produce fair returns of Oats and green
crops were no doubt little less in\iting than the waste now
before us. On the south-eastern side of Cannock Chase is

the noble mansion of Beaudesert with its park and grounds.
We can readily believe that Beaudesert, " The beautiful

Wilderness," deserved that name when bestowed, for it is

well situated, and was part of the forest of Caimoek when
Henry II., seven centuries since, bestowed it on the church of

St. Chad. Walter, Bishop of Lichfield, and his successors,

made it their residence, but it seems to have been resumed
by the Crown in the reign of Henry VIII. , and given Ijy Imn
to one of the most deserving of his ollicials, William Paget,

created " Baron Paget of Beaudesert" by Edward VI., and it

has remained the property of his descendants. The present
occup.ant is Sir Thomas Abdy, but it is thought probable that
the Marquis of Anglesey will return to it at a period not very
distant.

The mansion occuiiies an elevated i)osition in a park of great
size aiid beauty. The approach from Itugeley is on the
ascent, until the park is entered at an elevated point, from
whence the mansion is just seen. The ro.ad leads through the park
by a series of easy cuives, passing up and down hill until, after

a mile and a half, it reaches the carriage front. The road,

.ilthongh much improved by cutting and levelling, is neverthe-
less wliat postboys would call " a heavy one," but for those
wlio .admire the works of Nature, a walldng pace would not
be too slow, as each summit or vallej' reveals fresh beauties.

Oak trees of several centuries old are growing in all directions,

occasionally crowning an eminence, but more generally occupy-
ing a position midway up the sides of a hill. On one side we
find a breadth of short mvitmg-lookiug turf, while Fern G feet

high is waving in the wind on the other, and the deep green
of the valleys indicates there is no lack of moisture there. The
park is well watered ; owing to its elevated position there is no
large stream, but plentj- of springs, and now and then a brook.

The hUls, which are all rounded and cut into eveiy form by
valleys or ravines, get higher and higher as you advance beyond
the mansion, the highest ground or summit being a spot called

the Castle Hill, where a Koman encampment had once been.
This spot is upwai-ds of 1000 feet above the sea level, and it

is said that from it one can see into nine counties. It is like

wise interesting to the antiquarian, for a sort of dry ditch or

earthwork fortification surrounds it, enclosuig some sixty acres

or more in the form of an irregular oval. There are few or no
trees upon it, but there are the foundations and some other re-

mains of a buUding which was probably a religious house.

The mansion has but little claim to external beauty, having,
I beUeve, been added to and altered at vai'ious times ; its large

size gives it a commanding appearance, wliile the magnificent
suites of rooms inside are not often equalled. One room was up-
wards of 100 feet long, and of proportionate width. Amongst
other things which the visitor is shown are some relics of the

celebrated mUitary marquis ; the boots he wore at Waterloo
when he received the wound which deprived him of a leg, and
other mementoes have all an interest, as well as the elaborate

works of art collected here.

Passing out of the front door which opens into the park,

we find a piece of moderately level gi-ound immediately in front,

which, however, speedily descends into a narrow valley to rise

again to a less elevation. At a short distance from the house,

on the brow of the first descent, is a fine spring of water
issuing from a piece of rudely carve.d stonework called the

Lion's Mouth. I believe there is some legend in connection
with this copious stream, but I cannot narrate it. The water I

found was colder than spring water usually is. Eeturning to

the mansion, to which the offices and stabling are united on
the western side (the carriage entrance being to the north), I

entered from that side the pleasm-e grounds proper, and foimd
that I had undertaken a very difficult task to explain to the

general readers of a gardening Journal the pecaUarities of

this fine place.

The pleasm-e grounds extend to the east, south, and west of

the mansion—the north, as has been explained, is open to the

park—and present a greater diversity of surface than most
places, so much so that there is 150 feet difference in elevation

between the high ground and the low. In general the ground
may be said to rise to the south, but at the south-west a deep

decHvity ends in a piece of ornamental water very well intro-

duced, whUe on the opposite side the ground rises again ab-

ruptly. Immediately adjoining the house were some terraces

with flights of steps. Yew hedges, and an embroidered Box
garden, with some glass corridors and an elevated balcony ex-

tendmg eastward from the mansion. The rest of the ground
assumes a more natural condition, a retaining wall or ha-ha
bounding it on the east and pai't of the south sides, but by
skilfully planted shi-nbs this boundary was not seen, and
appeared either to unite with the park or adjoining wood. A
straight walk leading through the grounds at a place clear of

trees and shi-ubs had a set of flower-beds on each side of it.

The beds were circles and oblongs alternately, and at the time

of my visit (August) were gay with bodding plants, all- doing

well excepting Calceolarias, wliich here, as in several other

places, were not as they ought to be. The shrubs consisted

mostly of Rhododendrons, of which there were some noble

gi-oups of the older kinds, wlule the more choice sorts of later

years had also lately been planted in suitable places and were

doing well. On the lawn there were also some good specimen

Conifers, while noble Elms, Sycamores, Beeches, and Oaks
occurred at every turning, but more especially at the outside

of the dressed grounds, where some excellent timber occupied

a portion of the park almost sufficiently close together to be

called a wood, but cattle had access to it. Azaleas, Hollies, and

other shrubs were also abundant in the dressed grounds. The
common Laurel had suffered much the iireeeding winter ; the

Portugal L.aurel proved itself much hardier.

On leaving the dressed grounds, and passing through a wood
of fine old trees standing rather thinly on the gi'ound, I found

that the Ehododendron is very extensively gromi, in places en-

croaching on the neatly formed paths that intersect this

wood. Azaleas and HoUies were also plentiful, and the former

apipeared to have flowered well. This path leads to the farm,

also to the private chapel. Returning by another route I

passed the quarries whence the stone used ui buildmg the

house was most likely obtained. It is of a pale brown colour

with a tinge of red, and it appears to be a good and enduring

sandstone. Taking another glance at the pleasure grounds I

discovered that what appeared to be glass corridors are glass-

roofed plant houses, one or more being heated to act as a stove.

The others were filled with the usual plants of the season, the

whole looking well. A considerable part of the mansion is

covered' with Ivy. The stable-yard, containing an extensive

block of buildings in the form of a half-circle, is well screened

from view by trees and the ever-recurring Rhododendrons,

some of the latter on the precipitous sides of a hill completely

filhng in a chasm.
The kitchen garden is nearly a mUe from the mansion, and

in one of the lowest vaUeys iu the middle of the park. An
excellent wall surrounds it, enclosing rather more than four
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acres, exclusive of a slip on the south side, bounded by a hedge

ou the parU side. The valley stretches east and west, aud the

ground inclines both from the north and south to the centre,

but slopes most from the north. A wall extends across the

middle of the ground, but without uniting with the outside

walls ; and against it the forcing houses are placed on one

Bide, and the sheds and offices on the other. A broad walk or

roadway passes through the garden, in front of the sheds, to

large doors in the outer walls. The soil is perhaps rather too

sandy, and some vegetables suffer from a dry summer like that

of 1870; but most root crops thrive remarkably well , and at

the lime of my visit an excellent yield of Potatoes of the fol-

lowing kinds were being dug up :—old Ashleaf and Eivers's

Eoyal Ashleaf, so much alike that it was impossible to distin-

guish a difference ; Eatford Kidney, a second early, good,

although cooking a little yellow; MDky White, also good;

Lapstone Kidney, very poor and unprofitable ; Gloucester

Kidney, better. Amongst newer hinds Bresee's King of tlic

Eai'lies was not satisfactory. Bresee's Prolifie yielded 236 lbs.,

and Bresee's Peerless 277 lbs. each, from 5 lbs. of seed, and
])romised well. Paterson's Victoria, York Regent, and Dal-

mahoy, grown to a much larger extent in the fields, were all

good, aud promised to maintain their gi'ound against the new
comers. Some other lands were also grown. Carrots, I'ars-

nips, and other things were also good, but the Cabbage tribe

seemed to suffer from the waul of lime in the soil. The season

had been a disastrous one for fniit. The late spring frosts

told with gi'eater severity in this garden than in any other I

know. The fact of its being surrounded by high ground
would seem to favour if not invite frosts ; aud as a proof of

the gi'eat liability to this, I was told the thermometer ou the

morning of the day I was there (August 22nd) had been down
as low as 33', and I am not sure that there had not been a

frost every month during 1S70. Gardening is, therefore,

carried on under difficulties, as the season is necessarily short

for siidi erop-j as Scarlet Eunners aud Dwarf Kidney Beans.

Even Potatoes 'suflor in the tpihig. The'wiuter frosts are very
severe. The Poach trees on;;the waUs were in better condition
than I have often seen trees in more favoured gardens, showing
that climate rather than soil was the cause of there being no
crop. There had been an excellent crop of Peaches in the
houses. The Pines also looked well, and I believe there
was some good fruit cut last season. The Grapes were not
so good, the A'ines being worn-out and wanting renewing. The
liou.ses were being renovated, the Vine borders were in course
of formation, and other alterations being carried on. Coals
can be obtained at less than a couple of miles awav for 5s. per
ton, and this circumstance makes a wonderful difference in
foreiug as compared with the south. A large basin or pond of
water occupied a position in front of the house, supplying all
the requu-ements for garden purposes, and a considerable
stream or brook that runs down the valley was carried under-
neath the surface, the sm-plus water of tlie pond alluded to,
derived from anotlier sonrce, running into this brook.
As the kitchen garden is in the middle of the park I wUl

now take agl.ance at the latter. A brief inspection is sufficient
to show that it is both large and mucli varied. The verdure
of the smooth grass land immediately adjoining the house
changes into the waving Fcra as we progress westward, and
the latter creeps np very near to the kitchen garden. The

home park contains the deer, ofj which there is a fine head.
In the outer park Fern predominates almost exclusively, and
trees of great size and age are scattered over both. Perhaps
the more ancient-looking trees are in the outer park ; one of

the Oaks is upwards of 81 feet in circumference at 5 feet from
the ground, and others of nearly equal size are met with in

various places. Now and then there is a scraggy-topped Holly
;

but these, the old people say, have been dying fast out tlie

last forty or fifty years. The soil on which these venerable
old Oaks are growing is singular, and may be best judged of

by its herbage. Fern abounds almost everywhere, but just

around the largest and finest trees grass alone would seem to

grow, although Fern approaches as far as the extremities of

the boughs. How is this ? We all know Fern doss not object

to shade—rather enjoys it than not. The qnestiou then arises,

Is the soU different where these venerable mouarchs of a bygone
age still erect their heads, or has the frequenting of their

sliade by sheep and other animals driven the Fern away ?

This is a question well worth iuquu-uig into. There were a
few Birches, still fewer Scotch Firs, the Hollies arc said to

be disappearing fast ; and although one Yew is mentioned as

being very near to the large Oak, its fcEows arc few and wide
apart, and the scarcity of yoUng trees would indicate that at

a period not far distant this extensive tract will be dcsiitute
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of trees, leaviug the Fern alone to luxuriate; and without I Sir T. Abdy, Bai-t., the present tenant, is doing much to l;eep

wishing to depreciate it iu the least, I hope means will be the extensive premises in good order, and in impro-ving them
taken to prevent this. |

by jvidicious planting.— J. Eobson.

SELECT ALOCASIAS.
The genus Alocasia has deservedly become very popular,

and although less biilliaut iu colour than their near allies

the Caladiums, they possess many advantages, and are charm-
ing subjects for the stove of an amateur, as well as that of the

professional cultivator, or for exhibition purposes. The m.".-

jority of the Alocasias are not deciduous, and hence their

ornamental leaves and distinct characters ai'e enjoyable during

the dull winter months. This is a decided advantage, as thiy
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Alocasia inteiriictl:

contrast beautifully with such flowers as Poiusetlias, Euphor-
bias, Gardenias, Eucharis, and other denizens of the hot-

house whicii display their charms at that ungeuial season.

Another recoramenJatioii that Alocasias possess is the easy

manner m which they may be grown, which, combined with
the leathery texture of the leaves of most of the species,

renders them well adapted for the decoration of the drawing-
room or the dinner-table, always providing there is no gas in

the rooms. While upon the subject of gas, I must impress
upon the minds nf my amateur readers that it is utterly hu-
po?sible to maintain the health of plants for any considerable
length of time iu apartments which are illuminated with gas.

The majority of these plants may be grown in very small
pots, and thus the amateur ma}- remove them from the plant

house to the drawiug-room, plunge fhem in an ornamental

pot or vase, and enjoy their beauties in sucli positions for a

long time. A week, or perhaps two, will be suflicient for each

plant to stand in such positions, but if five or six plants are

kept (and if they are in small pots they will not take up much
space), their admu'ers can always have one or two in their

apartments during the winter months.
The following species are all very beautiful, thoroughly dis-

tinct in appearance, and adapted for the piu'pose to which I

have before alluded.

A. iNTEBMEDiA.—For thc illustratlon of this really superb

plant the readers of the Journal are indebted to the Messrs.

Veitch & Sons, of Chelsea, in whose establishment it origi-

nated ; it is a hybrid between A. lougUoba and A. Veitchii,
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nud is, perhaps, more ornamental than any other Idud in

cultivation. The stems attain a heiaht of from 1 to 3 feet

(the latter size only when well grown) ; theii- leafstalks are

beautifully mottled, nud banded with green and metallic

white. The blade of the leaf varies from 1 to 3 feet in length,

and its long ears render it very conspicuous. The upper

surface is of a deep gi-eeu, suffused and veined with silvery

white, whilst the back of the leaf is tinged with dull purple.

A. jiETALLicA.—This is a plant of dwarfer habit ihan that

previously named, usirally growing from 12 to 18 inches high.

The leaves are of great substance, obtusely ovate in shape,

and of a uniform deep bronzy hue, which gives it a most dis-

tinct appearance. It is a native of Borneo.
A. Lowii.—A species from the same island as A. metallica,

producing cordate-sagittate leaves, which are bright green on
the upper side, ribbed with ivory white, the reverse of the leaf

being deep puii^le. It is a most oriianuntal species.

A. fiic.ANTEA.—In some respects this phint resembles A. in-

termedia ; it may, however, be readily disthiguished by the

long, spreading, ear-like lobes of its large sagittate leaves,

which are deep green above, veined with white and deep slate

colour below.

A. Sedeni.—This is anotlier beautiful hybrid, produced in

the establishment of Messrs. Veitch by crossing A. metallica

with A. Lowii ; and when I say it combines the colours and
characters of both its parents, my readers will readily under-
stand that it is at once a handsome plant and a valuable
addition to our stove ornaments.

A. ZEBHixA.—This a grand species, a larger gi'ower than any
of those previously named, and therefore not so easily accom-
modated by those amateurs having but limited space ; never-
theless, those who can find room for it will be amply repaid
by its majestic character. The blade of the leaf is large,

broadly sagittate, and full ; deep, shining green in colour. The
leaves are supported upon stout footstalks, which are pale
green and beautifully striped with numerous zig-zag bauds or
belts of deep green. It is a native of the Philippines.
There are several other species which form splendid objects

in the stove, but are not included here, as my object has been
to name only those which will bear removal to the dweUing-
house. The soil I prefer for these jilants is a mixture of peat,
thoroughly good decomposed manure, some sphagnum moss,
a little loam, and some sharp silver sand. Let the pots be
well drained during the growing season, give an abundance of

water, and there will be no difficulty in the amateiu' providing
himself or herself with elegant specimens of Alocasias for

the winter decoration of apartments.

—

Expekio Ckede.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

As the principal summer crops are now planted, attention
will be requisite to keep up a proper succession of vegetables.
To do this requires some forethought, and it is scarcely pos-
sible to lay down rales for guidance, considering that so many
circumstances are involved. The wetness or dryness of par-
ticular localities, the texture and the capacity of soils for
resisting drought, are, however, the principal which require
consideration in keeping up a continuous supply. Such hi-
formation is only to be obtained on the spot by actual expe-
rience. Successional crops of Walchcren llroccoli, CiiiiUlhni-crs,
and Cnhhaiji- must be planted to meet the demand. See that
the young Cclcnj has a good supply of water and plenty of
air. Checks are extremely hurtful to vegetables requiring to
he quickly grown. This is the best time for sowing the prin-
cipal crops of Eed and Silver ISect, Sahafij, and Scorzvncra,
as they are apt to run to seed when sown earlier. Frequently
jhoe between the crops of Broad j;c««.s and Pcds, and stick the
atter before they become too tall ; also use the hoe Ijetweeu
the crops of CirroH, Onion.':, Pai-.-dcy, and ramiip^i. Lettnci'.-:,
Sadishes, and Sjuniieh should be sown frequently. Sow Sweet
and Bush Basil, also Sweet Marjoram, in gentle heat for trans-
planting. Make a sowing of those lands of herbs required to
keep up a regular supply. The first rain there is, let the
herb compartment be put in order. Another crop of Scarlet
Banners may be planted. See that Tomatoes are being pro-
perly hardened-off to be planted against spare palings or open
parts of the garden walls next month. A few in some places
may be tried on a warm slopmg bank. Assist the newly-
planted crops by waterings.

FKUIT GAKDEN.
Persevere in the destruction of insects, and use every means

to prevent the young shoots being injured, for if they sustain

any check at the present season they will not soon recover,

the wood will be made late, and unless the autumn should
prove favourable it wUl not be possible to get it well ripened.

In cases where tobacco water cannot be easily obtained, a

mixture of flowers of sulphur and Scotch snuff applied with a
sulphurator will be equally efficacious, but this should not bo
resorted to on a showery day, unless the trees can be covered
to prevent its being washed off too suddenly. Look after the
caterpillars on Gooseberry trees. One way of getting rid of

this pest is to give the trees a heavy washing with a powerful
engine, throwing the water against the under sides of the leaves,

so as to wash off the caterpillars. They may then be readily

IdUed on the ground.
FLOWER GARDEN.

Now that we have showery and somewhat mild weather, this

department will afford ample eniplojTnent for all the strength
which in most cases can be concentrated upon it. Hardy
annuals must be sown at once, covering them lightly with fine

soil. Stocks, Pentstemons, Antirrhinums, Hollyhocks, &c.,

that have been properly hardened off, should be placed where
they are to bloom, as also any remaining stock of biennials

and perennials. The planting of tender Eoses should not
longer be delayed. Get bedding stock hardened off as ex-

peditiously as possible, but in removing them from the pits

and frames place them where they can be covered at night in

case of necessity, and also take care that they are not injured
by too sudden exposure to bright sunshine. Be particularly

careful that the stock is perfectly free from fly before removing
it from under glass. Encourage any backward stock to make
free growth in order to get them strong before bedding-out
time, for it is useless planting out until the plants are of some
size and well estabUshed. There is nothing which sets off tlie

grounds of a residence so much as good gi'avel walks. To
keep them, however, in proper order they generally require to

be freshened-up annually. Dry weather m the spring is the
proper season, as various small weeds which establish them-
selves during the winter can then he destroyed. Unless the
gravel requires entire renewing, a shallow loosening of tlie

surface, to be raked over every alternate day for a week, will

suffice, after which a thin coat of new gravel should be put
on, and the whole well consolidated by rolling. Whatever
kind of material the walks are made with, to secure their dry-

ness there should be a sufficient number of drains to cai'ry oft'

the surface water. In finishing them off no more rise should
be allowed from the sides to the centre than wlU carry the
water to the edges freely, as nothing is more disagi'eeable to

walk on, or for appearance, than walks raised much higher
than the margin of turf at tlieu- sides. The gravel walks con-

nected with the flower garden may remain till the beds are

furnished with the summer plants ; the whole can then be
finished-oft' without entailing any disturbance which planting
the beds might cause, and thus \viU afterwai'ds continue in

good order throughout the season. When the weather is

favourable DahUas may be planted out in very rich and well-

prepared soil. It will be advisable to cover them with an in-

verted flower-pot if the nights appear at all likely to be frosty
;

the main supports should also now be put to them ; if deferred
till a later period the young fibres are apt to be injured.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.
As the conservatory plants are now making active progress

the whole wUl require libcr.al waterings. Such as are growing
in the open borders should bo frequently examined to see that
they have their proper share. Take the opportunity of an
early hour in the morning to _give a good washing with the
engine or syringe to eveiything except the plants in bloom

;

the house will then become airy and enjoj-able by the forenoon.

Frequently clean over the borders, and remove decayed blooms
and leaves as they occur, that the house may at all times
present a clean and fresh appear.inee. As soon as the cold

pits and frames become clear of bedding stuff they should be
occupied with j'oung stock of hardwooded plants, for the sum-
mer growth of which they are better adapted than large

houses. Such plants will also be found suitable for dwai'f

Lobelias, Salvia splendcus, S. gesnerfeflora, and many other
plants which are generally grown for flowering in the conserva-
tory in summer and autumn ; indeed, most plants which re-

quh-e only a moderate temperature will be more manageable
here and thrive better than in lofty houses with double the
attention. As early-flowering New Holland plants go out of

bloom they should be treated in the way most favourable to

secure compact growth, placing them in an airy part of the
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yieciihouse. When the buds have fairly started will be the

jnoper time for shifting such as require more pot room, as

they can then be kept somewhat close for a fortnight to en-

courage free root action without incurring the risk of the buds
breaking scantily. Look well to the stock of plants for sum-
mer aud autumn decoration, and do not allow them to sustain

any check from want of pot room or cai'elessness in watering.

—W. Kkane.

DOINGS OP THE LAST WEEK.
KITCUEN GAEDEN.

We made some succcssioual sowings, as alluded to last week,

and found after the rains that our heavy ground reixuiicd a

considerable amount of preparation, aud we never knew such
preparation to be labour thrown away.

Asjiaragus.—After the frost, snow, and sleet we did not
gather any for several days ; since the warm weather it has
been plentiful and good. We do not trouble ourselves with
peculiar knives for cutting it beneath the soD. We like it

better to be some 6 inches above it, and neai-ly all green.

Such heads are soft and tender for from 2J to 3 inches in

length, a very different affau' from being able to masticate only

a Uttle bit at the point. As to gathering, at present we take

all large and small. Experience leads us to the conclusion

that this plan is the best. Years ago we used to leave a good
portion of the weaker shoots, bat we found, when we finished

gatheiing, that the Asparagus rows or beds were not so strong

as when we cleared off all that came uutU, say, the middle of

May, or even later. Besides, the small shoots, too small to be

presentable at table as a dish, when obtained in large bundles

at least as large as two spread hands can clasp, if boiled and
passed through a fine sieve make a fine Asparagus soup, though
we forget the proper name.

Sea-kale.—Our blanched Sea-kale is nearly over, and it is

apt now to become a little stalky and stringy. Just let our

readers test what we said last year, aud try the hardy exposed
heads that show the flower, cutting them off when from 4 to

5 inches in length. Between these and the blanched heads
now there is no comparison as respects tenderness and flavour.

Lff is.—These are now first-rate. Singularly enough they
arc more cooling than Onions, and when well blanched make
a tender dish. They must be used ere long, as they will soon
begin to throw up theii' flower-stalks, and then all tbeir crisp-

ness and sweetness ai'e gone.

It always pleases us to see a good bed of Onions in a gai'den

of an out-door labourer. A few Onions cooked or raw will

greatly help him in his out-door dinner. Who that has the

chance of seeing the earnestness with which gardens aud allot-

ments are now cultivated, would ever be able to reconcile it to

his conscience to speak or write of the slovenliness and idle-

ness of English labourers? We have had reason to find fault

with want of tidiness in autumn, when the mind and the

physical powers alike are too apt to be influenced by the de-

pressing circumstances of the waning year. But now it does

one good to see and hear of so much industry in gai'den and
allotment. In such cases the leaving work at 5 p.m. gives a

great advantage. The man who, after a suitable refreshment,

turns out then with his young chUdren all willing and anxious

to help and do then' share, ought not surely to be called care-

less and idle. True, he is working for himself, and that is a

consideration, but if such work in the garden is kept in moder-
ation, say two hours or so, after considerable experience we
can confidentlj' say, that the man who thus attends earnestly

to his own garden at home aud makes the most of it, aud thus
gives the most valuable of industrial lessons to his young
children, is just the sort of man we would choose to be an
assistant in a gentleman's garden. It is possible for a man
having a large allotment to overdo himself morning and even-

ing, and thus be unable to do his duty properly as a day
labourer, just as we have long satisfied ourselves that extra-

hours labour, though very useful at times, will cease it long

prolonged to be worth the money paid for it ; stUl, on the whole,

as a general principle, and if the choice were given us, we would
select as an assistant labourer the man who was most diligent

in his own garden, and in attending to the interests of his

wife and family in his own time.

FEUIT GAKDEN".

To save watering trees in pots in orchard houses, we have
mulched with li inch of horse droppings. The watering will

be enriched, but after the soil is wai'm enough such mulching
now, from arrestmg free evaporation, greatly economises

watering. The bright sunny weather of the week has also

forced us to water the borders of the orchard house, Peach
house, and vineries. As to vineries, we must go over the late

ones to rub off extra shoots, tie-in, &c., as the eight days'

bright weather has brought them on sooner than we mshed,
and more especially as we wished to get a lot of Strdifbririea

off before the Vines would shade them. 'Wlien set they will

swell well enough, though partly shaded, but then, what is

the flavour worth ? We think we have more than once re-

ferred to the time of gathering when flavour is concerned

—

that is, when the soil is di'yish rather than newly watered,

and after some hours' sun, if sun is to be had ; then the

forced Strawberries will beat, or at least equal, those grown
out of doors. Strawberry plants in pots required much water-

ing during the week, as welting not only injures the crop, but
is almost sure to be followed by attacks of red spider, and
that will not only spread, but destroy all richness of flavoiu'.

Sulphur and moisture are its greatest enemies. Sulphur
fumes, however, should never be warmer than about 1(50°

—

that is, when they arise from a heating mediimi. They should
not be above half that temperature when they reach the leaves

of the plant. If this hot bright weather continue, which we
hardly expect, as the barometer is falling fast on the 4th, it

would be advisable to daub all open spaces on walls with

flowers of sulphur.

In the sudden transition from dull weather to the extreme

of brightness we sUghtly shaded orchard houses and vineries,

where work had to be done, with a little water slightly whitened,

thrown on, or rather spattered over, Avith the syringe. All

houses on the change were kept damper than usual by syring-

ing paths, floors, stages, &c., and care was taken in most cases

to let the fire heat fall low before the sun heat began to tell.

This assisted also in keeping the atmosphere more moist, as

less air was required to be admitted, for in some of the hottest

days the air outside was very dry and parching. Early an-

giviug is far more important than the great quantity, provided

the temperature from sun heat rises gradually', and there can
be no accumulation of moist air overheated to blister and
scald.

oknament.Uj depaetment.
See what Jlr. Keane says about attending to TiUips, Aiui-

culas. Pinks, Carnations, and other florists' flowers. Our work
has been chiefly a repetition of that of previous weeks. We
have been putting in our last batches of cuttings, and getting

bidding plants where they will be a httle protected and be

hardened off before turning them finally out a fortnight hence.

We have been obliged to use trenches in the kitchen garden
almost solely this season, owing to alterations interfering with
our previous arrangements.

Ecli/iiiii icallis, Jhurcr-beih, and bonlfris with the edging

iron. We dishke a dceii raw edge as much as anyone can, but

when the grass is not more than from 1 to IJ inch above the

gravel or flower-bed there will be Uttle of the cut edging seen

after a few days, and hardly any at all if the non in cutting

is bent inward a little from the perpendicular instead of out-

wards. After various trials we found we could not go on well

without this one thorough cutting once a-yeai'. With pegs

and hne we thus obtain a straight or regirlar edging, and the

clipping-shears can do their work much better afterwards. It

is always advisable to cut no more away than will just ensure

the regular outline. To do this, if there is an unseemly break

it is better to push the turf out with a piece placed behind it

than to cut in to the grass or verge, as in doing so there

are two drawbacks—what is thus cut off must be wheeled
away ; and if there is much the walk is all that more widened.

You also get earth at the sides instead of gravel, aud therefore

there is more risk of a crop of grass weeds there. All such
cutting is best done in dry weather. The line does best when
dry, and the clearing away of the cuttings is more easily and
quickly done. There is just one preparation for the cutting of

the sides of walks and flower-beds, which we deem very im-

portant, aud that is the ground near the edgings should be

well rolled and mowed previously. The rolliug makes such a

difference as respects clean cutting.

Another matter taking up time has been iiliadhiri part of the

houses so as to last the most of the summer. To do this

neatly aud effectually, and to give little trouble afterwards,

nothing is better than gauze netting or thin tiffany fastened

tightly inside by means of rings, so as to be easily put on
or off at pleasure. Outside shading blinds are very useful and
the best, because you can shade as you Uke, and unshade when
there is no bright sun. We wanted to shade a part and have
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tUo Other glass clear without at present resorting to ay of

these means, or even the simple cxpadient o window-hUnd..

Wo fell back, therefore, on some milk, whitened w th hne-

powdered whitening mi^ed with it, say a piece of whitening

bout the size of au eg,' to half a gallon of milk. T^iose who

contemplate this mode should try some on a square of gas»

and lot it dry, and then judge it it is to then- taste as to thick-

no s or thinness of shade. It is easily apphed with a brush

rou"hlY merely drawing the brush down between the bars

To do it neatly in a particular place requires a good deal of

time, and two brashes, one to place the mixture thmly aU over

th.- square or glass outside, and the other to daub it all over

with the point of the brush. Wc have just done the upper-

part of the front of a corridor, leaving the lower pan free, and

it makes a great cUffcrence to the force of the sun mside

looks very neat, and, untU one comes close to it, one woxUd

ima-'ine that a light blind was suspended inside for a regalar

depth all the way along. We expect that will stand all the

summer Two things are essential to this work being done m
the manner stated so as to be lasting and look neatly—the g ass

should be perfectly dry, and if well warmed by the sun before

the application all the better. Skim milk is used. On the

whole we like it better than size or glue.—E. F-

TEADB CATALOGUES EECEIVED.

J Carter, Dimuett, & Beale, 237 and 238, High Holboru, Lon-

don —C-ttaloQit,'; of Bs.liUiig and other Plants.

T Buuyard & Sons, Maidstone and Ashioi-i.—Catalunue oj

Bctidlng-ont Plants, Tricolor and Double Geraniums, Oreen-

honsc Plants, t&c.

shoots wliicli of course, must be lioatled-back rather closely to produce slioots

It the 'requisite difitance apart tor famishing the waU ; but the side shoots

,ve do not shorten to more than two-thirds thcu: length, lorn- trees after

a year's growth will not be any larger than when planted.

PEvrHFs IN Pots not Settisq Feuit — Vines in Ghocnd Vikeuy

I
!,„ r'. Nj i — In the nei"bboui-hood of Loudon we And that Peach trees iu

,:'l, liiMi, th. iv woodweUif the pots are plunged out of doors in June. The

1, I 1". iliui I->r them is one exposed to the south and west, hut sheltered

Jium tku cast aud north. We do not understand your Peach trees in 15-iuch

nots not skowiu" blossom. We would treat the trees in this way : Turn them

out of the pots, and reduce the ball of earth
;
place the trees m clean pots

of the same size as before, using a compost of five paits tm-fy loam to one ot

rotted manure, and ramming in the compost (luite lii-m. Do not allow any

roots to grow throush the holes in the bottom of the pots. Confine the

gi-owths of the Vines to the ground vmerj-.

Peach-tbee Centkes BiEE—Tkainino Vises (T. H. T.).—We rrcsumo

yom-s are waU tree.i. If so, the shoots wluch arc britikiii-,' away Injin llie

base of the tree will cover the naked -wood. It is 1.. 1 i
i ,1

1

m. i.
1 v m

theyoungwood too thickly, and thin it out freely 111 ;
1

'

is sometimes done. You wUl do little good with ti-
.

1 \
t'

1

'

i-

wall of your vinery. Wo find 2 feet 9 mchcs from car h -i Im 11 ",'"','
distance to train the rods ; but at 8 feet 4 mches, as you have them, the li^-bt

would be excluded from the back wall.

Vine Leaves Puckeeed (H. P. Folfcr).—Sudden changes of temperature

•e, probably, the cause of this. All the top lights of a yincry ought to bo

loyeable In youi' house maintain a temperatui-e of C5 by mght, with a nso

ot 7(1- to '75= by day, ami a maximum of 85^ from sun heat. Let the water

which you apply to" the roots bs warmed by exposure to the sun, or by some

other means, to" the temperature of the house.

Vine Shoots Decwed (C. B.).—The roots are sluggish, and do not supply

sap saflicient to sustain the gi-owth. If they ai;e outside the vineiy, put a

heap of fermenting dung oyer them, and keep the surface mulched all the

summer If they are inside the vinery, water them liberally with very weak

tepid manure water. The insect i; one ot the weevils, Curcolio picipes
;

it

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Back Nombek (S*).-Oar number dated .Jauual? 4th, 1872, is out of print,

aud we do not know where to obtain a c ipy.

AODEESS {Dr. B.).-We do not knnw the addi-ess. Write to ilr. Corbett,

Seoretaiw, Farmers' Club, SaUsbm-y S'luare, London.

FLOWER-BEDS Plantinb [A Yo,c,n R-alj,-).-Vfe never undertake the

planting. Send us another plan and how you iropose planting, and we will

criticise it.
. , * -i

Patent Fertiliser {Grange Ciu^l.-We know nothuig either of its com-

position or utility.

L IWN MowEK (H. P.).—We do not kunw that you mention. Wnte to the

nikcrs, aud ask for a reference to some who have used it.

s.—The P.ev. F. Fitzpatrick, Cloon Kectory

Mrs Bli ,ck Muscat aud the White Bomain will

I'lUMUosES -rue j:.e». r. j....<.i....».c«, ... Mohill. Ireland

would'be "lad if " D. F. J. K." would exchange for a light blush double Plumose

a plant oi°two of his bright mageuta, yellow-eyed smgle Primrose, n. ^.a.

cau exchange a root of single white Primrose for any other good one. Apply

to T. P. FernlG, Kimbolton.

Geeeviiocse Climeeus (K. S. C.).-For the wall which receives no sim

we do no' kno-.y iuvtbiu' that will snit so well as Ficus repens, wluch, how-

cycr will ii.it succeed in a cool greenhouse, but does well ic one with a wmter

temperature of 40^ to 45 . Lygodium scandens, a climbing Fern, is also

suitable.

LvcopODlL-31 Browned (I,.vco«).—We should attribute the brownness to the

so-d in the troughs becommg sodden or sour, though dr-yncss will at auy tune

ciuse the Lyeopods to die. Perhaps the troughs are not shaded from the

direct powerful rays of the sun, iu wliioh case the Lyeopods will bo^me

brown. Uthis is the cause shade will put them nght, and they shoiud ho

kont constantly moist; hut if the soil is som- from want of proper di-amage,

your only remedy is to take them out, refill the troughs with fresh soU, and

replant, providing efficient chainage.

Jasjiisohs i-or Geeexhoose Walls (.4 Lover of Mo.OTrs).-Jasminum

azoricum, J. gi-acile, .1. grandigorum, and J. odoratum are aU suitable foi

•rowuig in pots in a c'riciihoii,c. where the shoots should he tramed to trcl-

iisesror they m 1
1.. ;.. hi. 1 ...li in the borders and trained to trellises. In

ashadedpositi' 11 11,. 1 . ;i .t u . 1. I.

Striking II: .im i - - IMi. .u.< iH.l.—You have done right with the

cuttings; vouka-c „iJ.. t.j -Hard i„amst (Ump, aud wc have uo doubt they

will strike" freely. We prefer shoots from 3 to 4 inches long taken off at the

The cuttmgs strike freely under a hand-glass in sandy soil out-doors

if put in after May.

Syringing Grel—
visablc to syi'inge plautc .

practised when the flower

condition.

PeLARGOKIcm v.]' (.

PL. .NTS IN Flower {B. B. L.).—lt is not ad-

ir. It i-uins the flowers, and ought not to be

spected to last for any length of time in good

c, I
\.

1
1 J ].!.—What ai-e commonly called Gera-

j.niu.3 «^,. .. .
,1, 1

'. largoniums. There is no doubt that

thcrcls a* •ri 1 1 i"
I

'
' StorksbUl and Crauesbill—they con-

stitute two ilitt. I. 1.1 '-' II
;

I'lii tl .re is no very gi-eat diflereucc between

what are comuionlv callcl the ucraniums used for bedding pui-poses, and the

Pelargoniums used for in-door flowering. Both are Pelargoniums. Pclar-

gonimn is characterised by having usually seven stamens, and unequal-sized

petals; Geranium, by having ten stamens, aud equal-sized petals; and Ero-

dium, by havlug five fertUe anthers usually. The three genera are nearly

iiUied.

Shading Pansies and AnRlcuLAS (H<tni).—You will find tiflany stretched

on a frame answer very well, and it will he bettei- than planting under a uorth

walk

Newly-planted Peach Trees Prdning (Ki((if).—It is hardly nccessaiT

to cut back to within 6 inches of then- origin the shoots of trees planted with

shoots 8 to 4 feet 6 inches long. Some pruning is necessary, but we have not

for some years practised this close headiug-back except as regards the central

feeds on the Viue. - -

ripen Grapes in an unheate.l house.

Cactus not FLOWEnixci-PEAR Teee Barren (OW SiiiiscriScr).—From

the description we believe your plant is a species ot Echinocactus. Eemove

the offsets, and pot them singly in small pots in a compost of equal parts of

loam, peat, and mortar rubbish. Keep the plants veiy diy at the roots 11

winter, aud water very sparingly in summer. Under this treatment the old

plant ought to flower. Probably the Pear tree carries too much blossom

;

tliuiuiu.' the fruitful spurs may do some good, but it is, no doubt, a vanety

that doe's not set fi'eely. You should, if such is the case, graft some unproved

variety upon it. ,-«, ,i *

Teop-eolum and Primroses (.4 Si.!..sfri!)«k-It would he very difficult to

say to which Tropieolum you allude. T. canariense, with pale yeUow flowers,

is 'much .Town, but it may be T. Lobbianum or auy other species, as you gi\e

no des"ription The single and double vaiieties of the common Primrose are

the best to plant. The double yellow, lilac, white, and purple are yeiy prett.y.

Of the other kinds, the best are P. ainceua, a variety of cortnsoides, P. ni-

valis P. intermedia, P. farinosa, P. dcnticulata, and the beautiful P. japonica,

ISema^t noble of all tk.. . 1. , 1
- 1 ,1.1 to be hardy in Britam. They may

be plMited either before . , 1

'''
' "nug penod.

Nfivly-plinted Fkii: I :
1 /i .,/i Siiiiscriiio-).—Mulch the sui-face

over the roots, and keep the luclc!. ..u all the summer. If the soil is mode-

rately fertile they will need no m;miuo.

Seeds of Stove Punts (C. B.).—Barleria variegata and Poinoiana pid-

cherrima are evergrceu, aud from India. Aiistoloehia grandlHora is a stove

climb»rfrom the West Indies; Tccoma stans, a cool stove nrwann cocen-

house ski-ub, subscandent ;
QuisquaUs tndica, a stove climber inmi ... ii ; aid

Citnls macrocaiqja, a warm gi-eenhouse or cool stove evei-vci ii .•! lli. lui^^c

family. Thev must all be raised andgi-own in good heat, botli t laiil i ."i.

uutU'establis'hed, and may then be hardened-o2 and kept lu a =t.j\c i i «..im

gicenhouse.

Planting Goernsev ,Lilv (.4. C. S.).-Oa a weU-drained, wai-m, south

border of rich light soU, it will flower out of doors. Plant out now, placmg

the bulbs 6 inches below the sm-face, aud about a foot from the waU; water

woU in diy weather untU the leaves turn yellow, then discontmue watermg.

In autumii mulch with leaves, so as to cover the bulbs fuUy 3 mches deep.

Climbers tor Stoto [West lofZyc).—Stephauotis floribunda, Ipomroa

Horsfallia;, Clerodendron Balfourii, and Bougainvillffia glabra. These will not

"ive you much shade, but if you wish tor those with a larger leaf-giowth,

Passiflora princeps, P. calycina, P. Decaisneana, and Biguoma venusta.

NiRcissrs and ToLips NOT FLOWERING {J. S.).—We think the cause of

their not flowering is thcil- having been badly ripened, in consequence of

the forcing last year and the after-plantmg m cold ground. TVe aie not

suiTriscd at then- not flowering, especiaUy as yon b»^"%«°™'l t'j^'^fS''™;

The bulbs are ot no use tor forcing the second year-, and should be ptanted

out rgood, rich, light soil, where they may remain, aud will generally blooni

weU after a year or two. They are only fit for out-door cultm-e after the flist

^'green Fly on Gooseberry Trees (N. S S.).-Wet all the leaves by

svi-m"in" them with water, and then spiinkle tobacco powder or Scotch snuff

over them. Select a cahn day for the pui-pose. V,'e have no work on the

cultm-e exclusively ot heavy Goosebemes.

Diseased Pe.ar Tree (-4. Alkinson).-U is the worst case of Americai.

Wiobl Mint we ever saw. The insect causing those huge excrescences is tue

SslaS-era. The el th aromid where the roots were should be biu-ned, tor

trLS winter there. You will find Bugaiuvilla;a ^l-^^'^^"'
ij

'" '^°

' Cotta.^e Gardeners' Dictionaiw. Of " Gorrigore—Fragilus Caiacala--oi

Snake Plant" we know nothing by those names. It may be Phaseolus

Cai-acalla.

Destroying Crickets and Woodlice {R. C. B.).-The best mode of

destroymg the crickets is by mixuig half a pint of oatmenl with 1 oz. ol

ai-senic, md half an ouuce ot aniseed and carraway seed, and laymg this mix-

ture on pieces ot paper near then- haimts. The poison should be kept tiom

the reach of domestic animals or fowls. Chase's beetle poison vJl also

answer The most effectual way of destroymg woodlice is to pour boihng

water on them. They will generally he found secreted about the
^.fj'-^

boiled potato wi-apped in a Uttle diy hay is a good trap for them The tem-

perature of a fi-uit room should he as low as possible without treezmg. The

colder it is the longer will the fniit keep.
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Slugs in Asparagus Beds {Llaii Thomas).—Apply salt immeiliately at

the rate of 1 lb. to every square yard, and a similai- quautity at the end of

Jane. We never apply salt at any time except when the plants ai"e in a gi'ow-

ing state. In autumn and winter we never use it.

Garden L.tBoun (OtJcriforfced).—Although it is possible to do the work
with the assistance you mention, it is impossible to do it well with less than
double the help you have. If your vineries are fuU-sized—say 40 feet long by
14 feet wide—and as your conservatory is large, the work of prepai-iug plants

for it and that connected with the Vines cannot be done in a creditable manner
in the spring and eai-ly summer mouths. If your employer does not object

to the flower garden being filled with hardy plants, will be content with a

vei-y limited number of plants grown for the use of the conser\'atory, and is

not particular about the appearance of the pleasure grounds and walis, it

may be possible to rub on ; but even then the most cannot be made of the
kitchen garden, because there may not always be time to get the crops in that

ai-e wanted at a particular period. ^Ve certainly recommend your employer
to give you more assistance ; at the same time no employer ought to be urged
to pay for his gardener's hobbies.

Vaiuous {J. J.)—A little spent hops as mulching over the young Pear
and Apple tree roots will be on advantage if applied, not now, but in June or

July alter the ground has been heated; much mulching early in summer
keeps the ground and the roots too cool

; imt on after the ground is heated, it

keeps the latter moist and encourages surface-rooting. \S'e think yoiu: pro-

posed planting will look very well, but we would place the Cinerarias iu the
centre, and the band of Ii-esine Lindeni a little closer, so as to leave 8 or

10 inches from the grass for the fine-foliaged Geraniums, instead of G as
you propose, as that would be too near, and would not permit of justice being
done to the plants. Ten inches apart will do if these Tricolor Gei-aniums are

of a fair size, but if rather small and you want a fine effect, from 6 to 8 inches
apart will give room enough. If you ai'e scarce of plants, you may insert a
plant of the LobeUa between each. These four small beds centred with Cine-
rai-ia, ringed with Iresiue Lindeni, and edged with Mrs. Pollock, Neatness, &c.,

will look very well. For the central large bed we would plant with the va-
rieties of Zonals, but we are doubtful of having Purity for the centre, if it is

the white we suppose, as it is not so strong-growing as Bayard, Orange Nose-
gay, &c. Besides, as the other beds are centred with white, we would centre
this with scarlet or pink, and tone down through Rebecca and Amy Hogg to
Purity, Madame Vaucher, or any othei- good white, for the outside row. A
string of Cerastium would improve it, even if 3 inches wide ; and if you did
not use Lobelia for the margins of the other beds, in this central bed we would
mix a string of blue Lobelia and Cerastium.

Garden Apprentice {Kittie).—We think it would be better for the young
man to remain a year or two with your old gardener, or get into another gar-
den for a year or two. There is no general practice as to taking apprentices
in nursery gardens. Some nurserymen will not have them at any price, and
others will take a young lad with a premium, or without a premium but with
reduced wages. If the youth wish to follow the nursery part of the busi-
ness he had better go into the nursery line at once. As you are willing
to help him, we think an advertisement making a similai- statement to that
which you have done to us would most likely bring you some answers. If, as
you say, well educated, active, and willing to make himself useful, were we in
a position to do so, we should think that without any premium his labour
would be worth from one half more to double of what he now receives. A
sum of 5s. is very little for a lad of sixteen years of age.

Fixing Hot-water Pipes (Rodu-sUr).—In your case with so much danger
from dra'noge water, we would use a saddle-back or a waggonette-boiler.
You might then have the boiler and even the ashpit above the ground level

;

and if the flow-pipe is a foot above the top of the boiler you will have a fail-

circulation, but not such a rapid one as if you had 2 or 3 feet of a rise. We
have worked boilers, such as those that need no brick-setting, without any
rise at all, and they did well, but the flow is not so rapid. With a rise from
the boiler your pipes will have to be liigher in the house. Thus, if your
small boiler has the top 15 or 18 inches above the groimd level, the pipes
inside need not be more than 18 to 21 inches above that level. We should
have no doubt ourselves in doing and working it thus ; but if you have doubts,
then the best thing you can do is to use lead, or brick and cement, to make
your stokehole a dry tank to keep water out.

Packing Grapes (.4 Cmtomcr).—The following is the method recom-
mended by Mr. W. Thomson, the eminent Grape-grower :—" I have hght deal
boxes made, capable of containing 10 lbs. of Grapes. The boxes have a divi-

sion in their centres, and are thus in two compartments. I place a layer of
fine paper shavings in the box ; I then wrap each bunch of Grapes in a
sheet of fine silver paper, and lay it on the shavings in the bos, then a few
shavings between it and the next bunch, till the compartment, which holds
four moderate-sized bunches, is filled, when all comers round the bunches
are stuflfed full of shavings, and a layer is laid on the top of all, so that when
the lid is put on with screw noils the bunches are subject to a sort of elastic
pressure. This, without bruising them, serves to keep them from shifting in
the box. It is better to err on the side of packing them too fiim than loose,
for, tossed about as boxes are in railway trucks and vans, if they aie not
firm they suffer very much. The division in the box takes off the weight of
pressure one set of bunches would exercise on another."
Vine Leaves Scalded (W. B. B.).—lt is merely a case of sun bum, and

as only two leaves are injured, it wiU in no way affect the general health of
the Vine. It happens in the best-managed houses.
Warted Vine Leaves (S. Saunders}.—The Vine leaves are slightly warted,

which shows either that there has been too much moisture at the roots, or too
much moisture in the atmosphere of the house. The scalding and blistering
of the leaves arise from a totally different cause—a moist atmosphere, bright
sun, and the want of air sufficiently early. Give air early in the morning or
leave a little on all night, and you will have no more scalding. Confined
moist air with the sun beating on it soon becomes like steam from a boiler.
We expect you find the scalding worst near the top of the house.
Rootlets from Vi>-e Stems (Mrs. 1'.).—If the atmosphere is so dry as

you say, then the roots are not in a healthy medium, and as fresh rooting does
not take place freely in the groimd, the Vines in self-defence throw out roots

nmended last week,
page ova.
Insects (I. St. Qeoroe).—The small red grab which infests the young buds

of Easpberry plants, eating into the stem, is the young of a pretty little

moth, Lampronia rubieUa, a figm-e of which, in its different states, shall
shortly appear.—J. 0. W.
Names of- Plants (A. Rau-mn).—It is the white vai-iety of Orchis mono.

CummiTigs).—!, Eucalyptus pulveralentns ; 2, Nerixmi Oleander ; 3, Senecio '

(Cineraria) tussilaginoides, or a closely allied spCL-ies. (D. D.).—1, Lastrea, pro-

bably some as 2 ; 2, Lastrea dilatata; 3, Too young for determination. (E.
Eades).—1, Aspidium (Polystichum) acxileatum; 2, Aspleuium Adiantuin-
nigrum; 3, Brj-ophyllum calyciuum. {Sigma).—3, Polypodium lycopodioides

;

4, Polyxjodium (Campyloneoron) repens, L. (Bush).—Both are varieties oj

Lacheualia versicolor. (C. T., Sussex).—Orchis, morio. (T. W. Y.).—l, Doodia
lunulata; 2, Xephi-olepis exaltata; 3, Pellrea hastata ; 4, Scolopendrium
vulgare, var. crispum; 5, ditto, typical form; 6, Aspidium (Polystichum)

angulai-e. ( ).—The letter of a correspondent enclosing two Orchids has
been unfortunately mislaid. No. 1 ("Cattleya?") is probably a variety of

Cattleya Skinneri ; No. 2 (is-ith " leaves about 6 inches long, and pseudo-bulbs

about the size of a pigeon's egg'') appears to be a Sarcopodium. (0. H. B.).

—It is impossible to name plants from single leaves.

POULTRY, BEE, AND PIGEON OHEONIOLE.

A PACT FOE OTJE KITCHEN AUTHOBITIES.
When the Ducliesse d'Angouleme was a child in the palace of

Versailles, and the Parisian mob clamoured under the windows
for bread, it is said she asked a lady in waiting why they cried

out for bread. Eeceiving for answer that they had none, she
said, "Why do they not eat pastry?" So Mr. Balderstone, coming
home from the city one Saturday, told the partner of his for-

tunes that, contrary to his usual habit, he had not brought the
Sunday dinner. The advent of the city man (clerk, it may be),

living "in the suburbs, to home earlier than usual on Saturday,

is second only in importance to that event of past years, the
arrival of the husbands' boat at Margate. Everything is in

order : the dinner somewhat later, and visions of croquet, cricket,

rounders, or, if that cannot be, the treat of a long walk with
father—or papa, as may be the fashion—will be enjoyed by
anticipation by aU. The careful housewife—God bless her, we
write for such—has brought the consumption of the week to a
clever crisis, and a rice pudding has been necessary to eke out

Saturday's dinner. Father dines with them and carves on
Sunday. The dinner is provided from a square brown basket,

which is brought on Saturday only, and from which emerges a
piece of beef or a choice joint of mutton, and at times oranges,

at another figs, or almonds and raisins—cheap pleasures, bxit

appreciated by children, and, well used, forming the cement by
which the bricks of mutual love, respect, and dependance ai-e

made into one compact mass for after years and trials.

"Oh, dear! dear! dear! here's that prosy fellow at work again!

It's so long since we heard of him, we hoped he had emigrated.

We doubt it, but he might be tolerable at the antipodes ; but
here . What has this to do with poultry'?" Not much.
But the basket came down empty on this occasion. WTien it

was announced there was no frown on the good wife or children's

face. They knew the husband and father would reverse the

Cranstoun motto and say, " I will want ere you shall want ;"

but, as an old statesman said that loyalty was difficult for a man
breaking stones at 9d. per day, so it is difBcult to see the end of

a difficulty when wife and childreu look for diimer when they
come out of church and the joint is missing.

" Well, but, George, how has it happened ?"

"Everything, Emily, is beyond price. Mutton 11(?. per lb.,

roasting beef a shilling, veal out of the question, and lamb no
longer sold by weight but by the joint. I turned everything
over in my mind till my ideas were like a tangled ball of string,

and then I made up my mind to leave you to advise rue."

"Papa," said one of the little ones, " let us have some poultry.

I recollect we had a Goose once."

"No," said the eldest girl ; "we have plenty of eggs, let us
have eggs and bacon." The thought seemed a happy one, the
dish was a new one ; it was accepted, and the usual Saturday's
walk was merrier than common.

" I do not know," said the wife in the evening, " what we are

to do if meat continues at the present price. It seems to me
everything increases in value except the labour of educated men.
The childi-en must have meat, and the expense is terrible. We
shall be obliged, as Septimus said, to eat poultry." This was
said with a smile, as, on the occasion of the last christening,

paterfamilias had pm-chased two fowls which were uneatable,

being so hard. In the evening an old friend came in, a French
lady, who on a small income had lived for yeai-s abroad and in

England, and the occurrences of the day formed the subject of

a cheerful conversation.
" Ah ! " said she, " the old story. Nothing but the best meat

and poultry, and that made the least of. Nothing but a lump
of meat roasted or boUed, doing only half the service it is capable
of doing in a family. No poultry, no helps, all for want of a.

knowledge of cookery or contempt for the science. Now listen,

out of those two fowls which were thrown away I could have
made a savoury, succulent, and nourishing dish. Poultry need
not be beyond the reach of the middle classes of England. It

is not so abroad, where people are not so well off as they are

here. But in France a knowledge of cookery supplies the want
of excellence in the meat. That which is unfit for roasting or
Ijailing may be stewed or made into a dehcious pie.

" This is the mode of doing it. The fowls, however old, must
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be cut into small joints. This is important, as it enables many
more persons to be helped from the dish, and does not give it

f, mangled appearance when put away for the next meal. They
should be divided at the joints, thus avoiding splinters of bone.
"When tlie pie is about to be made collect all the odd scraps of

meat, pieces of lean bacon, shreds hanging on the bone of a
shoulder or leg of mutton. If you have none, buy a pound or
two of the coarsest and cheapest lean beef, cut it in small pieces,

put them all together—scraps, lean beef, bacon, and everything
of the sort. See that you have nearly enough to fill your dish.

Season it to your palate. If you have odd pieces of bread, cut
them in sUces and toast them. Rub a Httle lard round the sides
and on the bottom of the dish, which must have an earthenware
cover with a small hole to allow steam to escape. Cover the
bottom and sides with the toasted bread ; then begin to form
yo\ir mosaic, putting alternate pieces of meat and poultry, filling

the interstices with scraps of any kind. When full pour in the
best gravy or stock you have. As you do not want it strong you
will make as much 'as you require "V\'ith the debris of the fowls.
Take the neck, legs and feet, gizzards, livers, and hearts, and
put them in to simmer by the fireside. As soon as the broth
has a little flavour pour it in the pie, and put the meat in also.

Put some toasted bread ou the top, with a little bacon if you
have it. Put on the Hd, tie it down, send it to the baker's, and
let him put it in a slack oven for twelve hoiu's. When it is

brought home let it staud till it is cold, and you have a delicious
dish. It looks like mosaic, or like old Sienna marble. Every
hollow spot or jjlace is then filled with jelly. Even water poured
in when there is no broth becomes jelly after the pie is cooked.
Any poxUtry or game, however old, may be di-essed in this way

;

and as it is rich food should, as an article of consumption in a
family, be eaten with bread and vegetables, and thus be made
to last a long time.
" Coarse pieces of meat of different sorts may be di-essed in

the same way. The bread may be omitted if it is wished. I
know such things will never supersede the joint in England,
but they are valuable helps ; and a proper respect for and know-
ledge of cookery among the middle aud lower classes of England,
.although it would not increase the production of meat, would
make the same quantity feed one-third more people than it does
now. Forgive my chattering, madame. Some day I will talk
to you about the

'
x>ot au feu.'

"

spangled Himburghs) ; S. Smith, Walmer (.-Uiaalusian) ; W. S. Warsh
I
Rouen

Ducks): G.Mills (Goltltn-pencilled Hambarglig) : J. Francis. Ilildeulorough
(Spanish): F. Cheeseman (Silver-Grey Dorniugs): Mrs. S. E. Bacon (La
Flechej; W. Bn (Spanish).

PIGEONS.
M. Blartin, Canterbury. 2, G. Wise." " "

. F. T. Scott, ShcjherdsweU ; M.

DOVEB AND CINQUE PORTS POULTRY SHOW.
This was held on the 1st and 2nd inst. at the WelUngton

Hall, Dover. There were nearly four hundred entries—namely,
upwards of 280 of poultry, and 90 of Pigeons.
Dorkings.—Coioit7-C(Z—Cup aud 2, E. Rice. Sandwich. 3, R. Cheeseman,

WestweU, Ashford. lie, W. S. Marsh, Winkland Oaks, Deal : G. W. GreenhiU,
Ashford : fi. Cheeseman. c, F. Warde ; G. W. GreenhiU, Ashlord ; S. Georce,
Selling Faveisbam.

Pr,ri:|.,,,s .;; ,.r;,,
, 1, F. Cheeseman, Chart Court, Ashford. 2, J. B.

Pln'i'I'r'
.
' 'I'

' .
\'. 1,,'liam. 3, C. Ratcliffe, 'Womenswould. (ic, C. J.

Sandwich.
Game.—B/«c't nyid Uroirn-hnnstcd Bed. — Cnp. J. Jekcn, Ellham, 2, G.

Braliaiii, AsljfMi,). s. (1. J. lu-D. Martin, Dover, /ic, J. Jeken (2): W. Foster,
Deal. -, T : 1 .

'
.

,
, r," , ,tune.

*'^'''
' , ,;, -Cup, E. Rice. 2 and 3, W. Foster. 7ic, J. Jeken.

H ''jjfHCfncrf.—Cup, W.Jacobs. 2. C. J. Plumptre,
3, ^^ ^^ I

.
< II .liii\ //I

,
ti. \V, GreenhiU. c, J. Chapman, Ashford.

Hi5ii;i Buii3.-i;„;,( an,l Silvcrspangleil.—l and 3, H. H. Stickings. 2, F.
Cheeseman.
POLANDS.—1, C. S. Goodwin, Dover. 2, Rev. E. Husband, Folkestone.
HorrAvs,—1 and 3, W. Drinj. 2, E. J. W. Stratford, he, E. J. W. SlraUord

;

TV. Pirkins. Praliraim^, A".lifnrd.
t'l-'ii' -1 " "- I up and ;ic, W. DrinB (CrOve-CcEurs). 2. Mrs. S. E.

Bi" 111
I I

: 'l"l. 3.K. J. Hilton, Faversham (White Creve-

A- I .Ml u \
:

:i I ,
I II,,, w. F. Harvey, Cbartham (Cuckoo Dorkins).

•3. \\..i. li, ,v.k,3,lJlin,i Hiiiiiburch). 8. H. Pankhurst (Andalusians). he, H. W.
Thorpe. D,jvcr (Manx); R. J. Hiltnn (Cuckoo Dorking), c, T. Jacob (Speckled
SusBcvl; Miss E. I. N. Hawkers, Tunbridge Wells (Silkies).
Banta:j3—Gome—Cup and 2, W. S. Marsh, Deal (Black Red). S. Miss E.

B' • '.'
.

,'"lfr rOrWfi/.-l, J. E,livai.l-, l„ ,,, I. \-::|-. .,1 ,I,,;,.,T|,BP).

-.^^ '
I

:
'

: 'i:hick Yorkshire). 3. lli-- J, ' . ll hr,
<''> I.!-

. WhiteBooted); H. Panl.l,,,,- :
I

I .
. i

i

'.
.

i
\>,

,

,

<•(».—1, Mrs. M. 1;;

V. hi ~
111! (G.

DccKS.—Au;<«)ju?i;.—lands, W. Jacob. 2, G. W. GreenhiU. /ic, F. E. Arter,
Barham. c, W A. Beckles.
Ducks.—ifowca.—l, F. Cheeseman. 2, M. Sandford, Martin, Dover. 3, W

Jacob. Jic, J. Harvey, jun.. Thanington.
Ducks.—^Tiy varieiy.—l, R. S. S. Woodgate, Penbury, Tunbridge WeUs.

2, A. J. Dowle, Dover (Muscovy), c, T. Goodwin, Maidstone (Muscovy).
Selling Class—Jnj/ variety.—I, G. Mills, Dover (Golden-penciiled Ham-

bm-ghs). 2, J. ISiiclv. Witlirsham (While Dork,nKl, 3. W. A. Hcikks iLi"ht
Brahmas). ; , AV T r.l. i iliii.lslone (SUver-spmr ",

1 11' : i ,,i s ,n,l-
Iord(Black 1.1 L. \v S. Marsh (Dark r.i \ . :..-n
Faversham;

I . ;. Inlkestone: W. Ha,,,,!' ,
, - i,i„a

andSpani-li
i i lI.iwker3(Silkics); W , i. ., f

Cheeseman isil-., ,
.
r, > I .,,iidugs). Hois.-l. W.l'm. ILiiu-. -'

j.
Jeken (Bhick lied). 3, Rev. F. T. Scott (LightBrahiuaa). he, W. Tuvl„r (SUver-

Cahriers.-
PouTERS.—1 and 2, M. Mart

Martin.
TcMOLEHS.—l, F. Elgnr, Sandwich. 2, G. MiUs. r. H. Pankbuist.
Fantails.-! and /ic, M.Martin. 2, G. Mills. c,('<.:-K\' 1 ] : ,r.

Any OTHER Variety.—1,2. and 3. M. Martin (Bla, I
,

, ii.-.l.,. and
Yellow Magpie) Extra 3, J. R. ManseU, Ashf,,iii i

I I'lsifuns).
/ic, F. Elgar (Runts and Barbs); M.Martin (Yell,... ; , . , i,,ck Harba,
Yellow Barbs, White FriUhaclis. Red Turbits, Ku» ii-i. -;i, ;.. e. i\ . s. Marsh
(Turbits); T. T. Beeehing (Arohaugel) ; M. Uarlin (l!liie TuiLita, Blue Dra-
goons, Red Nans, Black Helmet).
Selling Class.—1, G. Wise (Black Carriers). 2. M. Martin (Blue Turbits).

fcc. W. S. Marsh (Blue Fantails); M. Martin (Black Nuns), c, W. S. Marsh
(Mottled TrumpelcrsI; F. Elgar (Barbs): M. Martin (Black Barbs, YeUow
Tumblers, Red Mottled Tumblers, Black Mottled Tumblers).

Canaries (Any variety).—], 2, and ?ic, W. W. Se'kirk, Dover (Gold spingled
Lizard, Scottish Glasgow Don, Silver-spangled Lizard, YeUow Norwich). 3, J.
J. Little (Belgian). Kxtra, F. s. Pierce, Dover (Belgian).

Judge.—Mr. Tegetmeier.

EPWORTH POULTRY SHOW.
The seventh annual Show was held at Ejiworth ou the 3rd

inst., aud was in all respects a success. The entries were nearly
two hundred more tlian last year. The birds were arranged
under a large tent, and the gi'eatest care was exercised in their
management.
In Game fowls Black and Brown Reds were first on the list,

and the competition was very close. Black Reds were first, and
Brown Reds were second. Duckwings came next ; the first

prize went to adult, the second to young birds. In White and
Piles, the cockerel in the first-prize pen was of extraordinary
quaUty, but broken-feathered. There were fourteen single
Game cocks, aud many of them were excellent. Both the
winners were Brown Reds and very close in feather. In Spanish
the hens were, as a rule, better than the cocks, although the
first-prize cock was good in all points. Brahmas were a good
class. Buff Cochins were first in that class, and Partridge
second, although the first-named birds were not in the best
order. There were but two classes for Hamhurghs, which we
consider a mistake, and although there were some good birds,

we were not struck with the general quality. In the Variety
class Silver Rolands were first, and Creve-Cceurs second.
The classes for single birds were well supported, and in that

for single cocks (Game excepted), a very handsome Spanish was
first, and a Dorking second ; Creve-Ca?ur, Golden Poland, and
Buff Cochin highly commended. The class for single hens of

any variety was one of the best in the Show, there being
scarcely a bird in the class that was not wortliy of a prize. TJie
first prize and cup for the best pen in the Show were awarded
to a Golden Poland hen of extraordinarily good quality.

Aylesbui-y aud Rouen Ducks were not remarkable, but those
of the Variety class were very fine. A pair of Bahamas were
first, aud Ruddy Shells second.
Bantams were divided into six classes. Black-breasted and

other Reds were first on the Hst, Black Reds winning both
prizes. In the class for any other variety of Game, Piles were
first, aud Duckwings second ; and the cup for the best pen of

Bantams was awarded to the first-named pen. The Duckwings
were very good in colour. In Blacks and Whites both prizes
were awarded to the former colour, the Wliites being rather
poor. The three pens in the Variety class were all Sebrights,
which were very good. In the single Bantam cocks a veiy good
Black Red cockerel was first, and a Black second ; but in the
class for heus both the winners were Game. The first prize went
to an almost perfect Black Red, and an oil painting for the best
single bird was also awarded it. The second prize was awarded
to a good Brown Red. The birds in the Selling class were not
numerous, and only of poor quality.

Pigeons were shown in single birds of any sex, and the entries

were very good. In Carriers both the winners were cocks, very
good in all points ; and the cup for the best pen was given to

the first-named bird. In Pouters a handsome White was first,

and Blue second. Most of the Tumblers were Almonds, and
the competition very close. In Jacobins both the winners were
Red, and an excellent Black was highly commended. Fantails
were most exquisite in carriage, size, aud tail, the winners being,
very small. Turbits were also good, the first prize going to an
excellent Blue cock, and the second to a very good Red hen.
Magpies were in good form ; a neat TeUow was first, and Black
second. Antwerps were a mixed class, both Long and Short-
faces competing together. The first was a nice Silver Duu Short-

face, and the second a Red Chequer. The Variety class was
well fiUed ; a Mottle Trumpeter was first, au Isabel second, a
White Dragoon third, aud Blue fourth.

Of Cage birds there was not a large entry, no gi'eat induce-
ment being offered, but there were some good birds shown
among the Canaries, Goldfinches, and Linnets.
In quality the Babbits were very good; the first-jirize Lop-

eared buck measured 21 and 4} inches, easy measiu-ement,
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all the rest running close iu points. In does the first was 21 J by
4^ inches : and one of the best in the Show was a Sooty Fa'mi
doe only four mouths old, and 21 by -1} inches ; most of the
others also measured well. Both the Himalayan and Silver-
Greys were as perfect as could be, and shown in fine condition.

G&ME.—Black-breasted and other Iteda.—l, E. Aykroyd, Eccleshill. 2. C.
Chaloner. WhitweU, CheslerHeld. he, J. Vf. Will, Errol ; O. Chalonor. c, P.
Sales & Bentley ; H. E. Martin. Sculthorpe. Itucbwings.—Cup and 1, C. Chaloner.
2, C. Travis, Thargoland, Sheffield, c, F. Sales 4 Bentley, Crowlc. White and

-1 and 2, F. Sales & Bentley. c, H. B. Marlin. Any variety.—Coeh— I,i'iUs.-
E. Aykroyd. 2, C. Chaloner. he, G. P. Triclier, Fakenham (Duckwing)
Coupe, Doncaster.
Spanish.—1, J. Powell, Bradford. 2, J. Walker, Bradford, he, J. F. SilUtoe,

Wolverhamplon ; T. C. & E. Newbitt. c, G. Hurst. Longton.
Brahmas.—Ltf7/(( or Dark.~\ and c. H. Lacy, Hebden Bridge. 2, H. Beldon,

Goitstock. he, W. Harvey, Sheffield.
Cochins.—1, H. Laey. ;!. .1. While, Winla
Haubdbghs.—Go^t/ or Sih-' v-.^junuiUd —

Wottram. Gold or Silrcr-p,ii,-iUi<l.—\ and •:, H. lieldon.
Any otbee Variety.— 1. II. Bcldnn a'ulaiuls). 2, C. H. Smith, Batoliffeon-

Trent (Creve-CoBurs). /ic. ,1. W'hite (Grey Dorkings); W.Harvey (Dorkings).
—Cock-i, G. Hurst (Spanish). 2. W. Harvev.

"
'

-----
loi- (Buff

Any Vabie'
he, IVIrs. Cross, Appleby Vicarage, Brig;^
Cochin) ; H. Beldon. c, E. J. Poer (Creve-Cfflur), up andl, H. Beldon.Hen.
2, T. C. Addey, Askern. he, F. Sales i Beutley ; R. H. Ashtnn, Mottram ; W.
Bearpark; J. Powell {Black Spanish); J. Thresh, Bradford (Spanish); C.
Chaloner (Game).
Gaue Bantams.—B/«cfc-6?Ta5(ert and other Beds.—I, G. Holmes, Driffield. 2,

T. C. & E. Newbitt, Epworth. he, Tomlinson & Kirkby. Any other Variety.—
Cup and 1, T. C. & E. Newbitt. 2, Hudsen & Bnrnip. Epworth (Duckwings).
Bantams.—Blaci or Wliite.—l and he, R. H. Ashton. 2, H. Beldon. Any

other Variety.-l, H. Beldon. 2, J. Watts, King's Heath, Birmingham. S, W.
HarTey.
Bantam —.•)?iv Vnrirty.—Cock. — l, 3. Barlow. Monkwcarnionth. 2, R H.

Ashton. he. Master W. Sales, .iun, Crowle. Ben.—I and 2, T.C. &E. Newbitt.
he.It.W \.l

.
:, ; r. Dnwson, Epw.n-th.

Di ' rfio«fn.-l,W.H.Robson,Reston, Louth. 2, J.White.
Anii^' i ind 2, W.Binns.Pudsey (Ruddy Shell and Bahama), lie,

E. H. .\Miin II ., .1 iin).

SELl.l.^^. Ci..v>^.—1, G. Holmes. 2, J. IMills, Healey, Rochdale.

PIGEONS.
Caeeier.—Cup and 1, G. J. Taylor. 2, E. Horner, Harewood, Leeds, he, R.

Dawson. Beverley : E. Homer.
PoniEE.-1, W. Harvey. 2, E. Homer, he, G. J. Taylor, Huddersfleld; E.

TcMBLEE.—1 and 2. E. Horaer. he, G. J. Taylor ; W. Harvey ; H. Yardley.
Jacobin.— 1, W. Kiichen. Blackburn. 2, R. 6. Sanders, Beverley, he. R. G.

Sanders; W. Croft, Killinghall, Ripley; T. Waddington, Fenniscowlcs, Black-

Fantail.—1 and 2, J. F. Lovu'sidge, Newark, he, J. Hairsine, Hull; A. A.
Vander Meersch, Tooting; H. Yardley. c, R. Jenninss.

G. J. Tavlor. 2,W.Cro£t. ftc, J. W. Watson, Bradford (2); A. A.

without foundation. I challenge him to show the best Dragoon,
any colour, with a 2-inch beak, either a young or old bird, for
any amount, and beg to inform him, if he has not any, I have.—John G. Dunn.

[We have omitted all you wrote about other parties ; they
can use their own pens.—Ens.]

SILVER DRAGOONS.

TPHBIT,
Vander Meersch ; W. Kitchen.
Magpie,—1, J. Hairsine. A. A. Vander Meersch.

ir. he, a. J. Taylor

;

Vandehe, A,

T. Waddington,Barb.-I, W. Harvey. 2, E. Hoi
H. Yardley.
Antwerp.-], H. Yardley. 2, W, Harvey, he, J. Hairsine; Mrs. Entwisle,

Cleckheaton (2) ; E. Homer ; C. F. Coperaan, Birmingham.
Any other Variety.-1, B. Homer. 2, Mrs. Entwisle (Silver Owl). S, W.

G. Waters. 4, T. Waddington.
Selling Class.—1, R. G. Sanders (Jacobins). 2, J. E. Crofts, he, J. E.

Crofts ; C. Gravil, jnn , Thome.
CAGE BIRDS.

r Buff.— I, G. Shelling, Hull. 2, J. Woolas, Gainsboroush.
>rou!rh (21 ; R. Harrap, Doncaster. Green or Varlenated.—
.
Sli..lli.i>r ;«-, G. Shelling ; J. Woolas. c. Miss C. Robin-

LlZARD.—Go/,/
Goldfinch.
LiN.VET.— 1. «. 1 I

R. A. Beckett, Epwo
Mrs. T. Kirk.

Vaeh

d.—y, T. Green, Gainsborough.
. 2, Master W. Slight. Epworth,
nham, 2, W,Balmtorth, Epworth. I'/tc, Mist
lames, Epworth. c, G. I. Blaydes, Epworth

1 Grass Parakeet)

The pah- of Silver Dragoons, or, as they have been called*
"washed-out Blues," by those who, I i^resume, never saw a
genuine Silver before, were bred by me. I have been an ad-
mirer of Blues and Silvers from boyhood. Thirty-foiu- years
have elapsed since I commenced with two pairs of Blue Dra-
goons, which I purchased from an old Spitalfields weaver. He
exhibited six Blues and two Silvers at a fancy house, then
called " The Bowl and Pin," in St, Luke's. I assure you they
were different from those termed Dragoons at the present day.
Some few years later I entered a sweepstakes fly from Graves-

end to London, and purchased for the race, from a shop iu
Spitalfields, a young Silver Dragoon cock. He had a splendid
broad black bar. He was the first winner, and I fiew him many
matches afterwards. On two occasions he fiew the distance
(twenty-four miles) to where I resided under twenty-one minutes.
From this cook and a Blue hen are the strain of my present
Blues and Silvers. By referring to Hell's Life, 4th of Septem-
ber, 1853, you may see a challenge for two yotmg Silver Dra-
goons, bred from the above-named Silver cock, to fly against
anyone from Gravesend to London for i'5 a-side.
The reason why I mention these facts is to show that my

birds are thorough-bred Dragoons, not Toys. I have at this
time a Silver cock sixteen years old ; he has a bar equal to any
Blue, and has been the winner of twenty-six out of thirty-eight
matches. Mr. Graham's Silver cock is bred from him and a
Blue hen. The Silver hen that he has matched to him is from
a Blue cock and a Silver hen.
Dun-barred Silvers have been exhibited in conseqtieuce of

the genuine Silver becoming nearly extinct. When the Antwerp
came into notoriety, upwards of tweuty years since, the Dra-
goon-fanciers crossed Dragoons with the Antwerp, regardless of
colour or beauty, to obtain speed, and in this way deteriorated
the old English Dragoon. To replace them, the best Blues
that could be procured were crossed with the Carrier breed :

hence the dun bar. I have been far and near to see better
Silvers than those I possess, but have never had my wish grati-
fied.—W. GrosoN, Barnshury.

-1, Mis3 Allen, Epworth (Australi
2. J. Woolas, 3, G, Shelling (linldflnch Mule). /i</. D. Salisbury, Epworth
Shelling (Goldfinch Nule; J. Woolas; G. Lindley, Epworth.

RABBITP.
top-EABED.-Buci:.—1, A. H. Fasten, Bull. 2. J, J. S. Clark. Doncaster. he,

W. Dawson; H. Cawood, Thorne. Z>oe.—1 and 2, H. Cawood. lie, A. H Easten
c, J. J. S. Clark ; Mas er S. M. Peace. Thome ; R. Leggolt.
Hlsialayan.-1 and he. Master S. M. Peace. 2, A. H. Easten.
Silvee-Grey.—1, R. 11. Glew, Epworth. 2, S. G. Hudson, he, G. Woodley,

Thome (2).

Judges,—Foultry and Fir/eons : Capt. Heaton, Worsley, Man-
chester; Mr. E. Hutton, Pudsey, Leeds. Ca</e Birds: Mr. E.
Hutton. Babbits: Mr. E. Hutton; and Mr. J. Spinks, Gains-
borough.

SILVER DRAGOON BARS.
I WAS pleased to see Mr. Percivall so fully upholding what

I have stated about his winning birds as quite correct. .After
this I think it useless to say more than there are no black-
barred birds now any more than there were then, and that a
Silver should be a Silver, and not a washed-out Blue with Eite-
coloured bars, the same as the second-prize Palace and Birming-
ham birds were.
Mr. PercivaU says that Silver Dragoons should decidedly have

black bars, and wherever he may be called upon to judge he will
certainly endorse such opinion by awarding prizes to black-
barred Silvers in preference to their brown-barred brethren,
(vith which coloiu- Mr. Percivall himself has won since 1866 aU
his first prizes at Birmingham, and, consequently, earned his
name by brown-barred birds. Consoling this to the many fan-
ciers who have purchased brown-barred birds of Mr. Percivall
solely through his success in exhibiting! Fortimately Mr. Perci-
vaU is not called upon to adjtidicate at many shows.—H. Allsop.

EVEN-MARKED CANARIES AND MULES.
HuDDEBSFiELD, Hahf.ax, Dewsbury, Bradford, Bacup, Black-

burn, Burnley, Rochdale, and Oldham are the principal places
having Canary societies, .and which have stated rules from which
the marked bu'ds have to be judged. I enclose one of their
schedules.

[Estract from Baciip Rules.—" 3.—All birds to be shown iu cages with flat

tops- Members residing within three miles will have to pay Sd. each meeting
night, whether they attend or not, and all members residing within thi-ee
miles will have to let their birds remain on the stage until nine o'clock, whether
they are borrowed birds or not.

" 4.—The Belgian birds to he judged by the following points—viz.

:

1st. SiiuiII flat head.
|

4th. Good back and well filled.

2nd. I..;i !' ,;.
. :Ih • neck. 5th. Goodness of feather.

3rd. II ' III', 'i.iilders.
] Gth. Richness of colour.

" 5.- '

.
i :. ir beak, legs, and too nails, to have the preference of a

bh-d Willi iiM:!,,',i ,,1.. -,

Mottled birds—
1st. Equally marked on each eye, wing, and tail.

2nd. With a clear* ran from the beak to the end of the tail.

3rd. Goodness of feather and richness of colour.
" 6.—The Chintz and Black Mottled bii-ds to form one class, the preference

to be given to the Black Mottled,"

—

Eds,]

If, as Mr. Wallace .stated, the cap-marked birds emanated
from these societies, it would appear as if they had arrived at the
same opinion as myself; for with the exception of the tail marks
being "now" of not so much importance as formerly, their
rules are the same as stated above ; no cap-marked bird is

allowed to compete, for does not the second rule distinctly bar it

by stating " with a clear run from the beak to the end of the
tail?" which plainly means that a cap, a saddle, and an entirely
dark tail are all to be considered as foul.

Mr. Wallace is probably not aware that Mr. Calvert was left

entirely to his o'UTi opinion when giving his awards at th&
Middlesbrough Show where Mr. Beloe claimed the second-prize
(cap-marked) even-marked bird ; and as the schedule gave no
standard of rules for judging, the Committee were' powerless in
the matter, although I believe they were of opinion that the cap-
marked bird was not even, and consequently in its wrong class.

—R. H-iWMAN.

Me. W. J. W. Pass, of Bury, says it is quite absurd of me B.4TH and West or England Society,—The prize schedule of
saying the beak of a Dragoon should be 2 inches, and, moreover, this Show, to be held at Dorchester on the 3rd of June, is most
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liberal both for poultry aud Pigeons. lu all the larger breeds
the sexes are shown separately, which gives every opportunity
of success to those breeders whose stock is limited. The Ducks,
Geese, Tm-keys, and Bantams are shown in pairs. Independently
of prizes varying from £3 to IO5., there are offered no less than
six silver cups of the value of £5 each. It is with pleasure we
refer to the admirable arrangements that have marked this

Society.s efforts for the accommodation of both the poultry and
Pigeons for so many years past, and we need only add that this

division of the Show is still xiuder the able superintendence of

the same Stewards, whose prior efforts have been so satisfactoiy
to all competitors. We may also briefly allude to the fact, that
success in winning prizes at this earliest show of the season
is most conducive to the rapid disposal of surplus stock through-
oixt the ciUTcnt year. No less than seventeen classes are devoted
to Pigeons, the prizes offered being £1 and 10s. All entries must
he made on or before the 13th of the present mouth.

OUB LETTER BOX.
Glass-roofed Poultry Houses (L.B.).—'Wg find glass in a roof very

objectionable in the summer onaccoxint of the beat when the sun is on it. We
have only one, and were it not for the light we would do away with it at once.
"We give our fowls all the light we can.

Light Erahmas—Cost of Feeding (jE. TT.).—The correct marking of

Liyht, not ""NMiite." Brahmas is to have striped hackle, black flights and
tails. They should also have pea combs. It would do no hanu to tbem ii

you bad Houdan or Black Hambm-gh hens nmning with them, but there are
Bometimes cmious results from such companionship. We consider oui'-

selves well served when the expense of our fowls does not exceed 2d. per week
per head. Potatoes, rice, and bran we consider bad feeding. You will find
plenty of Pigeou advertisements in cm- advertising columns.

Fowls Dying Mysteriously [E. C.).—Everything woidd seem to indicate
that poison is at work among your fowls. It would be wrong to suppose that

uptyinj
ith ;

ill the I-

fur ttMwii

tliM stall]

\-r thn.wnout. We

of the fowls to a cotta;

ordered c

aud 1

lately had a case where
aud it was found the "

throivn out, and the fow
jour case. Kemove som
tality continues.

Game Bantam Cock's Hackle {T. D. T".}.—A Game Bantam cock should
Lave very little hackle—not enough to cover or to reach the shoulders. Pro-
vided there is nothing like hen feathers, be cannot have too little. Where
there is a vei-y full hackle there is usually " soft feather," and that is a serious
fault. A Game Bantam cock should be scantily feathered in body and tail

;

the latter should be canied rather sloping. The plumage should be very
liai-d in hand, and the wings carried cUpped-up close to the body.

Feather-eating (Pitzzled Kcarfcr).—We are as much puzzled as you are-
There is no doubt the bai-e necks are caused by the other birds pecking out
the feathers. This is common enough when fowls are kept in confinement,
but we have never seen it where they have the run of fields. We have never
Lad it in Dorkings or BraLmas. Houdans were the first in our experience,
then Spanish, then Malays. We believe it arises in the first place from a dis-

dition of body, the bii'd seeking for something it cannot find. 'SN'hile

lii' ;iN li, a bare spot on a bird is seen and pecked at directly.
I

'
M?, is carnivorous, aud as soon as the skin is removed

I 111 V go to work con amove, and will not leave off. Our
emu ti-.:- il ;r I, ,ii to removc the birds with bare spots till the feathers
"were giowu. \Vhen they return in full plumage they are safe. It is often
tLe work of one hen, and if she is removed the "nuisance ceases. Wo believe
the habit becomes a second nature, and the cannibal becomes a fowl-eater.
"We should not, therefore, ever allow the peccant heu to return to the walk.
We have found benefit only fi-ora one treatment, which is a copious supply of
lettuces, especially if they are going to seed. The best treatment for the bare
spots is to nib them often aud freely with sulphm- ointment.

Pip in Chickens (J. G.}.—No nostrum that requires to be administered is

of any use to young chickens. The disease you complain of is cured by giving
only camphor julep to di-ink. The same treatment is also a preventive. It
Las tLe double merit of being cure and preventive.

Poultry in a Garden {E. H. U.).—We have been for many years advo-
cates for putting chickens in a kitchen gai'den. We have bad our own full of
them. The hens were put under their rips on the gravel paths, and the

n. The first day they are strong enough to do
fay into a meadow. We never did so well in
ur poverty" compelled us to keep two officials in
iiltrymau. He was sure one helped the other,
111. Since then we have more poultry aud two

__
lit on the score of a few chickens that cost more

id the i)Oultryman says, that half the food Lc supplies

cLickens were allowed free 1

mischief they wero ninv.d 1

cLickens and \< . inii!. ^.

we believed iin'l

men. The gai.

than they are \\ ^ _.^

to the Louse would buy all theVegetables grown in the garde;

" Sirs," cried the umpiie, " cease your pother,
TLe creatui-e's neither one nor t'other.
When next you talk of what you view,
Think others see as well as you;
Nor wonder that you find tLat none
Prefers your eyesigLt to Lis own."

Brahma's Egg (J. Tylor, Montrose).—TLe egg was smashed, and the
liquid contents escaped round the lid.

conclude

Pigeon Race.—Can you give me any information about the '* All England
Pigeon Race " that is to be flown from the Palace on the 20th of June ? How
can people living in the north compete with people living in or about London ?
For instance, we enter our birds for the race to fly two bundled or thi-ee hun-
dred miles, our birds cannot be expected to fly at the same rate as tLey would
Lad tLey only to fly fifty miles or less. If the bh-ds fly a mUe a mmute for
fifty miles they caimot fly at the same rate for two Luudred or tbi-ee hundred
nulcs. How are the birds to be timed fi-om leading the Palace to their respec-

tive homes ? Please to give this information,"with full particulai'S, as early as
you can.—H. I. E. L.

[M'e shall be obliged by some of cm- readers sending us the information
asked for.

—

Eds.]

Pigeons Fighting {W. Davis).—Pigeons have odd ways, which are apt to
puzzle a beginner. As no doubt you wish to become fully acquainted with
tbem aud grow into a good fancier, we strongly advise you to obtain Brent's
"Pigeon Book" from our office, price post free Is. Id., and study its pages.
The cock Las some good reason of his own for wLat Le does. It was not a
good plan to shut him up, as the hen cannot long sit alone on eggs. She
requires exercise aud food, aud it is the nature of these birds to share the
sitting between them. You will lose these eggs, but have plenty of young
ones during the coming summer. Most likely the cock was only driving the
hen to nest, and not really fighting her. Feed them on beans or barley for a
change, as Indian com does not seem to suit them.

Floor of Hutch (Itabhii).—Zinc is an excellent covering for the floor of
a Rabbit hutch; but being cold, especially in winter, should have a frame of

wood lattice (tliree-quarter-inch), for the dung to drop through, the frame an
iucL from tLe zinc floor ; and wLen tLis is on an incline of an incL towards
tLe back all can be soon washed away when the lattice frame is removed,
which is better in two pieces for that pui-pose. Let all be dry before the saw-
dust and oat utiaw aie thrown in for bedding. A good breed for home con-
sumption is the Belgian Hare Rabbit. It attains a wei-.jbt of from 7 to 10 lbs.

A cross between that and tLe Patagoniau vaiiety is still better.

METEOROLOGICAD OBSERVATIONS,
Camden Square, London.

Lat. 51° 32' 40" N. ; Long. 0' 8' 0" W. ; Altitude 111 feet.

: Day.

REMARKS.
Ist.—Very fine, bright and beautiful all day.
2nd.—CloKdy morning; but warm, sunshiny, and agreeable after througLout

the day.
3rd.—Fine all day, but mucL cooler after tLe morning,
4th.—Fine morning; first shower 1.20 P.M., two others after.

5tL.— Jloriiin^'t'uie, looking very rain-like in tLe distance between 4 and 5 p.m.,
1: ; h.ii ::' nit 5.30 p.m., fine after but cold.

6tL.- 1
I

1
1

1 her heavy showers tbi'oughout the day.
7th.—

>

I
I !;)_:. short thunderstorm commencing ten minutes before

1/ I:
.

i.ii' 1
1:

1
moon and evening.
hole somewhat warmer than tLe average, especially tLeThe on tht

aiier part. TLe last few days stormy witL hail-showers.—G. J. Symons.

CO'VENT GARDEN MARKET.—May 8.

Although the attendance here is not so largo as usual at this season, a
fair average amount of business is being done, and most of the out-door pro-
duce is equal to that of former seasons. Complaints reach us of the effect of
the late frosts, but Gooseberries, Broccolis, and such articles as are brought
here do not show it much. Importations are heavy, comprising Apricots,
Cherries, the usual sorts of salading. Artichokes, Can'ots, aud Tmiiips. New
Potatoes are in much better supply tLis week.

FRUIT.

Chestnuts bushel 10
Currants J sieve

Black do.

J 6 Melons each 8 Otolo
3 I Nectarines doz. C
5 Oranges 1^*100 4 10

20 Peaches doz. 13 41
Pears, kitchen doz.

Filberts lb.

Cobs lb.

Grapes, hothouse.. .. lb. 10 Strawberries l^+'lb.

Walnuts bushel 10
ditto 1^100 1

lb.

VEGETABLES.

Artichokes doz.
Asparagus ^i^'lOO.

"
1, Kidney.. ..per 103

Carrots bunch 6
. doz. 2 5

Celery bundle 16 2
Coleworts.. doz. bunches '" ' ' '

Cucumbers each
pickling doz.

Endive doz.
Fennel bunch
Gariic lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish bundle

Leeka bunch 6
Lettuce doz. 1
Mushrooms pottle 1
Mustard & Cress, .punnet
Onions bushel 2

pickling quart
Parsley per doz. bunches 3
Parsnips doz.
Peas quart 3

Radishes, . doz. bunches
Rhubarb bjndia 3
Savoys doa.
" i-kale basket

Tomatoes doz.
Turnips bunch
Vegetable Marrows, .doz.
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size. Here wo have a perfect canopy of Eoses in all stages

from the iucipient bud to the fully expauded bloom, and
emitting that delicate perfume which the lovers of Tea Eoses

60 much delight in, and which can be discovered out of doors

50 or 80 yards away from the conservatory.

I did not attempt to count the blooms, but at my request

Mr. Piggott, the able gardener at Oakwood, gave me two of

them taken at random from the most accessible part of the

plant; and as mcasuilng flowers is, in my opmion, a very un-

satisfactory way of describing their size and properties, I

thought it better to adopt the ))lan that is making its way very
rapidly into mercantile transactions, and have it weighed. I

fancy Eose-growers of the advanced school will smile at my
mode of describing the merits of a Eose, but will they tell me
any better way of explaining what a really good one is that
possesses all the other recognised points, and which cannot be
placed before the censor? To the scales Marechal Niel was
consigned, and one of the two blooms, including about 6 inches
of stalk, was found to weigh IJ oz. avou'dupois, and when
that was cut o£f it was IJ oz. ; the other Eose was sUghtly
over an ounce. I by no means assume this to be extra-

ordinary, but it is certainly good when it is understood that
the blooms were taken from a plant heavily loaded with flowers.

Perhaps some one who has this Eose growing under similar'

circumstances will favour us with the weight of the ordinary
blooms. At the same time flowers which are produced later

in the season (if the first for that season), are likely to be
larger and finer. Those at Oakwood were gathered on
AprU 24th.

I found that since my last visit the shrubs had made consider-
able progress, and some fresh features had been introduced in this
naturally fine place. The mansion is backed and flanked with
fine old Oaks, which have given at once a clothed appeai'ance
to a modern dwelling. A large portion of the dressed grounds
was originally a quarry, and the debris was thrown into irTe-

gular mounds. Some of these have been judiciously left,

while the face of the unwi'ought quarry has been converted
into rockwork. Winding walks skirt its base, and every now
and then present fresh objects to the view ; a sharp turn in one
place is made round a projecting boulder, at another the path-
way leads underneath a rustic arch, whiJe climbers at places
hang over the natural rock on the one side, or the bank is

planted on the other with masses of shrubs, each kind separately,
but care has been taken to leave important distant views clear
of all obstruction. Some flower-beds had also been made, and
will doubtless contribute to render tills pleasantly situated
abode one of the most attractive of its class. In addition to
the enlargement of the pleasui-e grounds, I fovmd that the
park was being increased by some land, previously in tillage,

being laid down in grass.—.J. Roesox.

DWAEF KIDNEY BEANS FOR FOECING.
FiiOM the illustrated advertisements of Canadian Wonder

Kidney Beau, I was led to consider it just what we wanted in
a Kidney Bean for forcing—one with the characteristics of the
Newiugtou Wonder—namely, prolific, with round fleshy pods
four times the size of those of that variety. I procured some
seed, and have tried it as a forcer with very satisfactory residts.

I sowed twenty-four 11-inch pots with eight beans in each,
on the 26th of February, and a like number of Su- Joseph
Paxton, an improved Six-weeks with yellow seeds, and it is a
kind I hitherto liked the best of alffor forcing. I fancy it

.';^a3 some of the blood of the Long-podded Golden Dun or
Yellow Canterbury

; but whether or no, Sir Joseph Paxton is a
most excellent Bean, and so is Yellow Canterbury. I think I
have forced aU the kinds of Kidney Bera, and therefore have
named those which I have found the best ; and though there
are others which will pass muster, they have in a greater or
less degree the di'awbacks of a forcing Kidney Bean

—

i.e., thin
flat pods, which are too frequently short, curled-pointed, all
neck and point, and the seeds too prominent at an early stage.
I must add Newiugton Wonder, a most proUfic sort, and tlie
only one that is fit for cooking whole.
Canadian Wonder has a bean longer and flatter than Negro,

but in other respects it is of the same type, and of a h°ght
reddish maroon colour. In style of growth it resembles Negro,
is branching, and rather long-jointed—in fact, is a free-gromng
Kidney Bean. Compared with Sir Joseph Paxton, its growth
is half as strong again, and it is half as large again in fohage.
Canadian Wonder is 1 foot 9 inches high ; Sir Josejjh Paxton
15 to 17 inches above the rims of the pots. Sir Joseph Paxton

comes in at the earliest ten days before Canadian Wonder, and
the latter had pods fit to gather at the close of the second
week in April, from the sowing made at the time above named.
The produce is about equal as regards the number of pods, or

one thousand from the twenty-four pots of each, but the pods
of Canadian Wonder have on an average twice the substance

of those of Su' Joseph Paxton. Five hundi-ed of the latter

will go in a box that will not hold 250 of the former. It is,

therefore, a superior sort as regards produce, whilst its quaUty
is excellent, the pod being very fleshy, with little heel or nose.

It is not, however, a round-podded kind like Newingtou
Wonder, but has a flat yet thick pod. In this respect only, I

am disappointed with it. I shall grow it along with Sir

Joseph Paxton, as I cannot dispense with the latter on account
of its earUness and certamty, but after the middle of Febi-uaiy

I shall chiefly grow Canadian Wonder.
My mode of forcing Kidney Beans is old enough, never-

theless it is not yet superseded. I grow them planted out in

pits, also in pots, and the latter mode is by far the better.

For eaiiy production I prefer 10-inch pots, but after February
11-inch or even 12-iuch pots. The pots are not excessively

drained : three or fom- rough pieces of crocks are placed at the

bottom, and over these 2 or S inches of the rougher parts of

the compost, which consists of loam from rotted tiu'ves, with
the addition of a thii-d part of leaf soU, or a fourth part of

decayed manure. The pots are filled to within 4 inches of the

rim, and the top inch is of fine soil. Six beans are placed in

a 10-inch pot, five round the sides equidistant, and one in the

centre ; nme beans in an 11-inch pot, six round the sides and
three in the centre ; and they are thi'ust into the soil to the

first joint of the middle finger. The pots are placed in a house
with a temperatm-e from fire heat of 55' to CO' at night, and
G5' to 70' by day, with a rise of 20° from srm, air being given

at 75', and increased with the temperature.
They should be placed in a light position from the first, and

cannot be too near the glass at any time, so long as they do
not touch it. I find when at full gi'owth that they thrive best

at 6 to U inches from the glass.

When the seed leaves are well developed and level with
the rim of the pot, or a little higher, earth up to the lim
with the compost abovenamed chopped fine, giving a good
watering preiiously. The watering up to this time need not

be more than sufficient to keep the soil moist, and after the

earthing-up, until they come into flower, water need not be
given excessively, but only when the soil is diy. When they
come into flower, or even before this when they have a large

leaf-development, water will be needed daUy, or in very bright

weather twice a-day, and weak liquid manure may be given at

every alternate watering. One pEck of sheep or horse drop-
pings to thirty gallons of water, or 1 lb. of guano to a hie quan-
tity of water, will be sufficiently powerful, and if this be used
for sprinkling the house at the time of shutting-up, or in the
evening, no red spider will appear. I gi'ow my Kidney Beans
in any house having the reqiured temperature, and in SUght
and any position, and I have no dread of introducing red

.spider. I do not syringe them ; they have to take their

chance of sprinkling should they be in a house where it is

practised, but I do not wet them much whilst in flower. If

they grow stiff they will need no stakes, but if they are Ukely
to fall I put in three or four stakes at the sides of each pot,

and string round them with matting.
The earUest time at which I have had pods fit to gather was

forty days from sowing, but from fifty to sixty daj's is the
average. Each sowing will continue in bearing from a fort-

night to three weeks, so that sowings should be made from
the beginning of January, the earliest time at which I find
sowing profitable, up to the middle of May. To insure a suc-

cession it is necessaiy to sow in pots twice after beginning sow-
ing in the ojjen ground. With me, out-doors, Kidney Beans
are never in untU the middle of July, therefore I must provide
for crops in-doors accordingly.—G. Aebei.

PEOPAGATING THE MISTLETOE.
I H.«'E observed from time to time paragraphs on the diffi-

culty of propagating that interesting parasite, the Mistletoe
;

therefore I write to say that I have succeeded in estabUshing
it in my garden without the aid of missel thrushes, or using
anything unusual. I ripened the berries in my apron pocket,
and when shrivelled I inserted them in some shts cut in the
boughs of Lime trees, closing the bark on them. This was
done about the end of January. The seeds aU germinated.
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and my iittle plants are growing. Owing to my ignorance I

mistook the first sign of life for a spot of mould on the tree,

but the spots soon put out two small green horn-like pieces,

giving the little parasite the appearance of a grey moth's head
with green antenna;. I was interested to find my simple pro-
cess had been successful, and therefore communicate to our
ever-kind Editors my trifle of experience.—F. E. T.

THUNBEKGIA HARRISI—MEDINILLA
MAGNIFICA.

I WAS pleased to see an observation respecting the Thunbergia
Harrisi, and your correspondent has not said a word too much
in its favour. My treatment of it differs very little from his,

except in regard to the soil, which consists of equal parts loam,
leaf soil, and bog, ivith a sprinkling of silver sand. I also give

occasional waterings of Uijuid manure. This time last year I

iiad a plant in a CO-sized pot, and feeling anxious to prove its

good qualities I gave it plenty of pot room, keeping it in the
stove throughout the summer, when its growth became so

rapid as to compel me to allow it fuU stretch by letting it

occupy one end of the house. It quickly attained a height of

10 feet, and 1.5 feet span ; it fiUs a 12-iuch pot, and during the
winter it continually produced a profusion of bloom. I should
think a more desirable object for winter could not be found.
It also succeeds as a small pot plant for table decoration, when
trained to a wire trellis, globular or otherwise. The only draw-
back is that it is very liable to be attacked by insects.

We have also a fine specimen of Medinilla magnifica in

bloom. Little mention is made of these old-fashioned in-

mates of our stove; and though "little gems" and "great
beauties" are announced in our lists, we should not lose sight

of these old favourites, and the Medinilla is one of them.
Our plant commenced blooming a month ago, and bids fair to

last another month or six weeks. It is truly magnificent,
with eight racemes about 18 inches in length gracefully hang-
ing downwards, backed up with large, dark green, ovate leaves.

The plant is about G or 7 feet high, and so majestic that it

appears unwilling to acknowledge the humbler denizens of the
stove.—A. BuKNS, Lawthwiiite Hoiiae, Cumberland.

BASKET PL.ANTS FOR THE STOVE. -No. 3.

EPirHYLLUM.
This is a smaU but highly ornamental genus of Cactacea;.

The first species introduced to our plant coUeetions have been
made use of by cultivators for the production of a vast number
of beautiful varieties, all of which are well deserving of general
cultivation.

EpiphyUums are natives of Brazil, growing plentifully on
the celebrated Organ Mountains, where the arms and forks of
the forest trees are clothed with these plants, in company with
Aroids, Orchids, Bromeliads, etc. The EpiphyUums form
beautiful objects, grown in hanging baskets— indeed, for
autumn decoration they have few equals, and no superiors.
They are also extremely ornamental in whatever way we see
them, more especially when a beautiful pyramid or festoon is

formed by grafting ; but as it is their beauties and adaptabUity
as basket plants that I wish to impress upon the minds of my
readers, I shall pass by other methods of cultivating them.

I am quite aware that it is the opinion of many that Epi-
phyUums do not flower freely, except when they are grafted.
This opinion, however, I cannot endorse, for plants upon then-
own roots have both grown and flowered most profusely with
me; indeed, every point of then- flat leaf-like joints has pro-
duced its brilliantly-coloured blossom. Although, it must be
admitted that the flowers are not displayed to so much ad-
vantage when the plants are grown upon their own roots in
pots, because, owing to the drooping habit of the flowers, the
greater portion of their beauties are hidden, yet when gi-own
in baskets and suspended above the level of the eye, aU thek
vivid tints of colour are fully displayed.
The culture of these plants is extremely simple. For soil

use a mixture of good loam, peat, and leaf mould, in about
equal parts, adiUng sufficient sharp sand to make the whole
feel gritty when takeu in the hand. During the growing
season I have always kept them in a stove temperatm-e, re-
moring them into a somewhat dry intermediate house to
thoroughly ripen then- growth, and then to a stDl cooler place

;

hut care must be taken that the house is not sufficiently cold
to discolour them. From this place they should be again re-

moved into the intermediate house as autumn closes in, and
from thence some may be taken into the stove, m order to

bring them into bloom before the rest, and thus keep up a
succession of flowers as long as possible.

Amongst so many varieties it is hardly possible to make a
selection, or recommend one in preference to another ; suffice

it to say all are good, and that I do not think it possible to find

a had one in cultivation.

—

Experto Ceede,

GOLDEN-CLOUDED IVY.
This is a beautiful Ivy for ornamenting rockwork as it is

seen with us. It does not grow so quickly as the common
green, and most variegated Ivies do not grow so quickly as it

does ; stiU, when it is well estabhshed it makes growths several

feet long in a season, and as it gets older it seems to develope
a finer variegation. In summer, when it has just made its

young growth, it has a more beautifid appearance than it has
at any other time. Of several variegated varieties that we
have it is the best ; the others are not decided enough in theu'
variegation to be highly thought of. SmaU nicely-variegated
twigs of the Golden-clouded would be very useful for mixing
amongst cut flowers. I have used them for that purpose late

in the season when flowers generally are scarce ; but no
doubt the plants wUl require to be good-sized before they wUl
aUow much cutting at.—K. M.

—

{TJie Gardener.)

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
May 1.5th and IGth.

V.UiLiBLE as the EngUsh climate is, happily there is seldom
a May so ungenial as that of the present year has hitherto been

;

but despite of this, despite of many of the leading metropolitan
exhibitors being busily engaged in preparing their plants for
the great show at Manchester, there were at Kensington yester-
day (the first day of the Show) a large niunber of exhibitors of
plants. The tent assigned to these is part of that used for the
gi-eat June Rhododendron Show, covering an area which re-
quires a vast number of plants to fiU it, and yet there is no
appreciable thinness. In addition, there are two long tents
devoted exclusively to dinner-table decorations, for which liberal

prizes were offered, and on which our coadjutor, "D., Deal,"
reports beneath.

An offer of £84 for table decorations was sure to bring forward
a large number of competitors ; and as the second class was one
in which economy of cost was to be considered, it was natural
to expect that the competitors in the first class would consider
that any amount of ornamentation would be admissible, and
hence that professional decorators, dealers in glass and china,
would come with a fuU swoop to carry off the Uberal prizes
offered. I was, therefore, the more pleased to find that they
were signaUy routed, and that the first and second prizes (the
latter given by the President) in the first class fell to amateurs,
for assuredly the overdoing of these decorations is the one point
especiaUy to be borne in mind.

It would be impossible to enter into descrijitions of the vaiious
tables—in fact I believe that it is impossible to give any idea of
such matters by mere verbal descriptions. Let me essay,
however, to describe that which obtained the first prize. It
consisted of two large Ferns let into the table, and suirounded
by Fern leaves, so as to hide all appearance of their being so
done. The centrepiece was singularly elegant—a taU glass,

with Cacti blooms at the base of it ; the vase itself containing
Lily of the VaUey, salmon-coloured Geraniums, and Ught Grasses.
On either side were two recumbent figures smrounded by moss,
and specimen glasses were placed in different positions round
the table. It was Ught, elegant, not costly, and did not hide
the guests from one another. Miss Blair, who took the second
prize, had Palms inserted in the table, and two March stands,
with glasses placed round.
The table decorated by Messrs. Herbert & Jones was an

admirable example of how it ought not to be done—one huge
mass of coloiu* ; three enormous stands, surmounted at the top
with numbers of smaU flags, in fact very much Uke what we
should see at a bazaar or fancy fair. In the same way I must
deprecate that exhibited by T. A. Steel, Esq., containing a large
plateau and two huge blocks of Wenham Lake ice. One exhi-
bited by Messrs. Webber & Co., Covent Garden, which had some
good points, was spoiled by having a Melon and Pine elevated
on stands covered with a quantity of Lycopodium and Isolepis.
I admired one by Mr. Perker, of Leamington, but thought the
stands at each end too high. Messrs. PhiUps & Pearce had a
large plateau with tall glass stands, and Fuchsias drooping.
The fruit and flower dishes were very pretty, but on the whole
they were too elaborate. One exhibited by Mr. Green had a
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pretty idea of aUght arch springing from troughs in front of

each guest, but it was over<lone. ,

In the second class, where economy of cost -was to be con-

BirlTred Miss Blair was first, baring three dwarf glasses taU

'^d dwarf spec^en glasses being plfced -^o-^
^^^^^^^-^^l

Hassard was second : her's was very simple, but to my mind a

"imffafsomr foSS'time, when I shaUhave seen the deco-

ratiras'^t Manchester, have to say something more on the sub-

iect° but lam glad to find a more simple taste encouraged, and

hope Uaug^irs "better things in table decorations than the vul-

garities we have been treated to.—D., Deal.

flower, we beUeve, for the first time m this cotintry. Extra

prizes were also awarded to Mr. Turner for a large collection of

Azaleas ; to Messrs. Standish & Co. for a remarkable specimen

of Encharis amazonica; to Mr. W. Paul for vaneg^ed Pelar-

goniums and cut Eoses, of which Tea Lomse de favoie and

Marfchel Kiel, Mai-ie Baumann, Dr. Andry, and John Hopper

were very conspicuous ; and to Mr. Ware for Pyrethrums.

Is the purely horticultural division of the Show Eoses in pots

formed the great feature. Messrs. Paul & Son, of Cheshunt, and

Mr Turnerrof Slough, exhibited fine gi-oups of fifty in 8-mch

pots, the fo'i-mer taldn'g the first prize, the latter tl^e second

Among the finest specimens for size and prof;.ision oij^ioom

wSe the foUowing-viz., Madame EugemeVerdier La France,

Vicomte Vigier, Leopold H., Catherine Mermet, Paul ]S«on

Dupuy Jamain, Marqiise de Mortemart, Edward Mon-en Paul

Verdier Baroness Eothschild, Miss Ingi-am, Lomsa Wood,

Marie Bamnann, and Marquise de CasteUane. For twelve spe-

cimen plants Messrs. Paul & Son were first with magnificent

specimens profusely covered with large blooms ;
the ™rieties

showing to the best advantage were Beauty of Waltham, Souve-

nir- d'un Ami, Victor Verdier, John Hopper, CamiUe BernarcUn,

Princess Maiy of Cambridge, CeUne Forestier, Paul "V erdier,

Charies Lawson, and Madame WiUermoz. Mr. Turner, who was

second, had splendid plants of Victor Verdier, Charies Lawson,

Paul Peii-as, Souvenir de Malmaison, Jimo, and Anna Alexiefl,

with others almost equaUy good.
. ,14.

Prizes were offered for nine Ehododendi-ons m pots or basJsets,

but none were exhibited. For twelve hardy peremuals m
12-inch pots Mr. Pai'ker, Exotic Nursery, Tooting, was first with

exceedingly well grown specimens fully 18 inches m diameter,

consisting of the white Iberis coii-ea;foUa, the golden AJyssum

orientale. Primula cortnsoides ama;na, Cheiranthus IJiUenu

very fine, TroUius napeUifoKus, Spiraa japomca, Lmum tiavum,

two Pyrethrums, the double-flowered Pajomas ofiicuiahs aud

tenuifoUa, and Iris spectabiUs. Mr. Ware, Tottenham, wa,s

second with, among others, two exceUent Funkias and Irol-

lios Fortunei with rich orange flowers.

J. T. Peacock, Esq., Sudbury Hou-se, Hammersmith, offered

prizes for twentv-four distinct species of Agaves, undertaking

not to show his own rich collection for competition. W
.
B.

Kellock, Esq., Stamford HiU, was first with a very choice group,

in which were A. applanata, a handsome plant of Juncea fihfera,

one of the shred-leaved kinds ; Ousselhemiana ; a variety of

filifera, the plant 28 inches in diameter, one of the finest speci-

mens we ha^e ever seen ; Celsiana, with glaucous foHage ;
uni-

vittata, very large ; tricuspidata, with great fleshy leaves ;
ensi-

formis, and several fine specimens and rare kinds. M. Jean

Verschaffelt, 134, Faubourg de BrnxeUes, Ghent, was second,

also with exceUent plants, of which A. C+aleotti and A. robusta

had first-class certificates from the Floral Committee.

Of Perpetual Carnations, the only exhibitor was Mr. Turner,

of Slough, who had a first prize for an exceUent gi'oup, in which

Marchioness of Westminster, deep rose ;
Empress of Germany,

very large, pure white; and Princess Christian, blush, had first-

The misceUaneous subjects as usual were numerous, and

many of them highly deserving of notice. Extra prizes were

awarded to Messrs. Veitch for a beautiful group of Eoses and

Ehododendrons, the latter fi'om 12 to 15 inches high from the

pot, and with heads fuUy as much in diameter, dense masses

of bloom; to Mr. WilBams for a mixed group; to Mr. Ware ,

for a collection of herbaceous plants and cut flowers of the
j

same ; to Mr. Pestridge, Greenway Nursery, Lxbridge, for

baskets of Tricolor Pelargoniums ; to Messrs. Dobson, of Isle-

worth, for weU-grown herbaceou.s Calceolarias ; to Mr. Turner

for a basket of forcing Pink Cocciuea, a showy fragant va-

riety; to Mr. Davis, Whetstone, fur well-flowered Show Pelar-

goniums ; to M. J. Verschaflelt, Ghent, for twelve Yuccas and
Buonaparteas, including handsome plants of T. cornuta and

canahculata, B. tenuifolia glauca, and B. pitcaimiajfolia with

graceful drooping foUage. B. hystrix vera, more singular than

prettv, received a first-class certificate. M. J. Verschaflelt also

had an extra prize for twelve new Agaves, of which A. Leopoldu,

whitish-gi-een with reflexed cinnamon spines, had a first-class

certificate, and for two extremely handsome standard Sweet

Bays. Mr. B. Johnson, gardener to T. Clarke, Esq., Swakeleys,

TJxbridge, sent fine cut specimens of BougainvUlea spectabUis
;

Mr. Chard, gardener to Sir F. Bathurst, Bart., Clarendon Park,

SaHsbnry, cut flowers of Cloth of Gold Eose ; and Mr. Croucher,

gardener to J. Peacock, Esq., Hammersmith, a large and ex-

tremely valuable coUeotion of Agaves, MammiUarias, Echrnop-

sis, and Opuntias, some of the latter very gi-otesque in foi-m.

Echinopsis WiUdnsii, E. Eohlandii, and E. DuvaUii were m

Fruit Cojimittee.-G. F. WUson, Esq., F.E.S.,m the chau

Mr. Welch, Doriold Gardens, Nantwich, sent a specimen ot

tmn Cucumbers. Mr. Maher, gardener to A. AUiusen, Lsq.,

Stoke Court, Slough, sent a brace of his Probfic Cucumber a

good sort, and very Uke, if not the same, as Blue Gown. Ml.

Gardiner, The Gardens, Lower Eatington Park, sent Bprays of

Apricot and Pear, showing the abundance of the crop of fiu t

in that part of Wanvickshii-e, with the foUowmg communi-

cation ;

—

" I fonvard to yon a emaU bos containing examples of truit-Iaaen Apricot

and Pea7shoots from trees in the gardens here, and which you wiU obhge hy

faj^ng tefore the ^it Committee to-morrow, with the -«°^P^StrS
It may interest you to learn that I have a fair general crop °«

f
P"™'^' ^f

I have thinned them for tarts. One tree, however, is "^"^ a crop, o^o'

1

opine, to the effects of a very heavy crop last year,
«f

^ ^^ shade of ^^^^^-
^•hich was apphed for the space of two or three weeks to retard **>« "f"°f
frn t Of Peiis I never saw a better crop here. Plums, a fan: general ciop,

tathof which weie seemed chieHy by artificial protection APP'f•
"'"^'*;'-

OTom^se a very good crop here. Strawberries also abundantly bloomed, on

fvS^nce of thT protective ntiUty of "FrigiDomo" c^vas during mdement

weather, whilst the trees were in bloom.—WM. GAEDrNER.

Mr Tegg, gardener to John Walter, Esq Bearwood Bent

three bunlhes^ of Black Hambm-gh Grapes the same as those-

^hich received a special commendation at lfs\'^^<>«t'Sf ' h^
three bunches of Buckland Sweetwater, and a basket of Peaches.-

aU vei-y handsome, and a cultural commendation was awaided

to the exhibition. Mr. John Monro, Potter's Bar, sent six frmt

of Littl^Heath Melon, a large red-fleshed variety, one of which

wei-'hed 9 lbs. It was awarded a first-class certificate.

HVni7 Webb, Esq., Bedstone Manor, K'^'^Hill'^^f/'PflTed a
of Pears iust set, attacked by an insect. Mr. Webb offeied a

reward fifa prevention of the pest in the foUowing commumca-

tion :

—

"I a-ain call the attention of the Fruit Committee to
'"P «^'5'''!j%'S'^^

of a small fly which deposits its eggs in the >> "ssoms of om- Peius and m.

many instances, as shown by the <'^^V^<' f^^'J'^^'J^^'^J^^^^^^i^l
affected. I shall be happy to offer a rewm-d of £5 to anyone who wui pomt

out how the evU effects of this insect can be prevenUd^^^
^^^

"Hesbt -Webb."

Tt was renorted that the Peas for experiment in the Chiswick.

gi-drn are now coming into flower, sA that those interestedm
^'irSf^rT'ori^d^^y^s'^srr^arter ^Co. for theW ^^
of First Crop Pea, also for the best dish of any variety of eaily

Pea. Mr cLrd, 'gardener to Sir F. Bathurst Bart., Clarendon.

Park Salisbury, and Mr. Brown, gardener to E. Mackenzie,,

isq.FawleyYourt, Henley, were respectively first and second

for First Crop, and Mr. Brown first for Little Gem.

FL0E.U. CojnnTTEE.-W. MarshaU,Esq.,inthech£ur. Ifessrs.

F G Henderson&Son, WeUingtonNui-series, St.John6V,ood,

fent a i^onp of plants including several Orchids, Anthurium

llheizerianLi ..th large spathes, ^nd seedling MimiUuses

the latter received a cultural commendation. Mi. W ikon, gai

den r to W MarshaU, Esq., Clay HiU, Enfield, B-t a -,^ty °^

Cattleya Mossia., with vei-y large flowers, '^^^^'S^^S |
"^ehe^

across Mi- Chambers, gardener to J. Laui-ance, Esq., Bedding-

to"!-nt a coUection o'f^ut flowers °f Hoyas Justicia carnea

Clerodendron Thomsoniie, and sundry others
;

^^J'^^^°^°^^ll
Indian Ehododendron Dalhousieanum. For *e last-named a

cultural commendation w^s given. ^ Uke award was made ta

Mr Green gardener to W. WUson Saunciers Esq., HiUhelct,

Eei-ate for a coUection of BromeUads, in which were Nidularia

?pe?ttbibsw-i?h a crimson centre, and PbolidophyUum acaule,

with sinmlar gi-ey or gi-eenish-yellow barred leaves.

Mr D?nSn?, gardlner to Lord Londesborough, Gnmston

Park,' Tadcaster exhibited probably the finest floT-ering speci-

men of Vanda teres ever seen. It stood ^^^^^^yj .*,^?t

^ig^^^^^f
bad unwards of fifty flowers of large size. For this a cultural

cotSatn was Larded, and another was ^-n or a^o^ip

of Orchids, consisthig of severalfine Cattleyas, a splendid plant

of Oncidium altissimum, and Dendrobium Df™^^;^^; „f„^
unnamed splendid magenta-crimson Masdevalha, and Odonto-

^o^stS: cSonarium, rldcUsh brown .rith a ifo-.-f^"^'^/"™
Up, shown in the same coUection, had each a first-class cei-

"
Mr* Masters, gardener to the Earl of Macclesfield, Tetsworth^

sent Bougain^ea speciosa variegala with weU-marked yeUowr

i variegated leaves, and bracts as in the green-leaved form
,

Cr. £ .
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Wilson, Esq., %YeybrJ(lge, Lilium Humboldtii showing its leaves

j)roduced iu nines afc intervals along the stems ; and Mr. G.
Smith, Edmonton; Mr. Janes, Highgate; Mr. Pestridge, Vx-
hridge ; and Mr. George, Putney Heath, Tricolor and other

Zonal Pelargoniums. Mr. Davis had a cultural commendation
for the Pelargoniums before alluded to, and Mr. R. Dean, Eaiiug
and Bedfout, for Intermediate Stock Mauve Queen with densely
packed beads of flowers 5 inches iu length. Mr. Williams,
HoUoway, sent Pink, White, and' Mauve Queen Stocks ; Messrs.

Carter & Co. Tricolor Pelargoniums, Solanum Capsicastrum
Ivory with white-variegated leaves, and Cordyline lentiginosa

before certificated. Mr. D. S. Thomson, nursei-yman, Wimble-
don, had a first-class certificate for Gloxinia CeciUa, large, white,

"with a purple throat.

E. Foster, Esq., Clewer Manor, had first-class certificates for

Pelargonium Chancellor, rose crimson, with dark, orange-shaded
blotch in the lower petal, dark crimson top, shading off to a
magenta edge ; also for Naomi, Hlac rose, blotched in the lower
petals, dark top. Mr. Turner had a first-class certificate for

Azalea grandis, and M. J. Verschaffelt for Agave robusta, Per-
ringii, and Kellischii. Messrs. Barr & Sugdeu, Covent Garden,
again sent a collection of cut flowers of Narcissus, together
with Scillas.

CETSTAL PALACE SHOW.
|

The great flower show.s of the season commenced on Satm'day
i

last with that held at the Crystal Palace. Although the prizes

offered were liberal, the Show was not so extensive as usual,

but the quality of the plants as a whole was very good.
For twelve stove and greenhouse plants, Mr. Baines, gai'dener

to H. MichoUs, Esq., Southgate, was first with fine specimens
of the pink Borouia pinnata ; Azalea Sir Charles Napier, scarlet

;

a large bushy Eriostemon; GenethyUis tulipifera, large and in

profuse bloom; Aphelexis macrantha purpurea, beautifully

fresh ; fine plants of Erica coccinea minor and Erica Caven-
dishii; Ixora coccinea, with magnificent orange-scarlet heads,

some of them 6 inches in diameter ; Azalea Magnificent, a mass
of snow-white blossom C feet high ; an excellent Statice pro-

fusa ; Aphelexis humiUs rosea, not fuUy out ; and Anthurium
Scherzerianum, with twenty fine spathes besides buds. Mr.
Baines's plants averaged from 4 to 5 feet in height, and nearly
as much in diameter, and it is not too much to say that they
constituted by far the finest feature in the Show. Mr. Peed,
gardener to Mrs. Treadwell, Lower Norwood, came second with,

ajnong others, fine plants of Chorozema cordatum, Dracophyllum
gracile, Eriostemon neriifoUum, Erica Cavendishii, and Epacris
miniata splendens. Mr. Chapman, gardener to .1. Spode, Esq.,

Hawkesyard Park, Rugeley, was third with a well-grown collec-

tion, including very good specimens of Clerodendron Balfotui-

anum and Epacris miniata splendens. Mr. G. Wheeler, gar-

dener to Sir F. H. Goldsmid, Bart., Regent's Park, was fourth.

In Class 2, for nine plants, nurserymen only, Messrs. Jackson
and Son, Kingston, were first, and Mr. Morse, Epsom, second.

In their collections we noticed very good plants of Stephanotis
floribunda, Aphelexis macrantha purpurea, Imantophyllum mi-

niatum, Clerodendron Balfourianum, GenethyUis tulipifera, and
Medinilla magnifica. Mr. W. Cutbush, Barnet, was third.

In the corresponding class for amateurs, Mr. Ward, gardener
to F. G. Wilkins, Esq., Leyton, was first with a fine group, in

which were a plant of Statice profnsa, 4 feet in diameter and
iu excellent bloom ; GenethyUis Hookeri ; two fine Azaleas

;

GenethyUis tuUpifera very closely trained, but with highly-

coloured flowers ; DracophyUum gracUe ; Aphelexis macrantha
purpurea in splendid colour; and Tetratheca ericiefoUa, very
large and with a profusion of bloom. The other prizes went to

Mr. J. Wheeler, Stamford HiU ; Mr. Kemp, gardener to the

Duke of Northumberland, Albm-y Park; and Mr. Peed, in the

order in.which their names occur.

In groups of six fine-foUaged plants Mr. Baines was first with
the two magnificent Sarracenias referred to iu another column,
Theophrasta imperiaiis, a fine specimen of Gleichenia spelunc^e,

Dasylirion acrotrichum, and an exceUent CordyUne indivisa.

Mr. Foreman, gardener to E. C. Nicholson, Esq., Heme HiU;
Mr. Chapman, and Mr. Peed were the other prizetakers. The
first prize for a group for effect went to Messrs. Carter & Co.,

who had a diversified and weU-arranged coUection.

Cape Heaths, as iisual, were numerously shown, and on the

whole very good. In the open class for eiglit plants, Mr. Ward
took a first prize with specimens of tricolor Wilsoiu, tricolor

elegans, and candidissima measuring nearly 4 feet in diameter,

and smaUer ones of depressa multiflora, ventricosa magnifica,

florida, and Massoni major. Another fii'st prize was awarded to

Messrs. Jackson Sc Son, who had also an evenly-grown coUection
in which ventricosa coccinea minor, ventricosa magnifica, tri-

color flammea, tricolor Wilsoni, and Victoria were in exceUent
bloom. Mr. Peed was second. For six, Mr. Ward was first

with compact plants about 2i feet high, among which the bright
pink mutabiUs, profusa, and eximia supei'ba were conspicuous.
The other prizetakers were Messrs. Peed, Kemp, and J. Wheeler.
Azaleas were aUowed five classes ; many of the best specimens

had already appeared at Kensington and the Regent's Park,
some fresh ones were good without being remarkable, and many
of inferior merit. The principal prizetakers among nurserymen
were Messrs. Lane, Turner, and WiUiams ; and among amateurs
Messrs. G. Wheeler, Peed, Gold, Chapman, and J. Wheeler.
Two fine groups of thirty in small pots came from Mr. Tiu-ner,

of Slough, and Mr. Williams, of HoUoway.
Orchids made a fair show, and comprised a number of weU-

flowered specimens, but Uttle that was remarkable either for

novelty or for profusion of bloom. Mr. Ward was first for a
group of fifteen, and had a good Cypripedium viUosum, and
C. caudatum with a score of flowers. Mr. Burnett, gardener to

W. Terry, Esq., Peterborough House, Fulham, who was second,

had a good plant of Saccolabium ampuUaceum in fine bloom.
The third prize went to Mr. Burt, gardener to H. B. MUdmay,
E.sq., Seveuoaks. For ten, the prizes were taken by Messrs. G.
Wheeler, Jackson & Son, and J. Wheeler. In the nurserymen's
class the only exhibitor was Mr. WiUiams, whose eight con-

sisted of exceUent examples of Cypripedium barbatum nigrum,
C. viUosum, Vandas, Saccolabium retusum, Aerides virens, the
Foxbrush A(;rides, which from the number of racemes it pro-

mises to produce wiU be vei-y fine, and Dendrobium nobUe.
For six, Mr. Peed and Mr. Burnett stood first and second.

For Pelargoniums, Mr. Ward, gardener to F. G. Wilkins,

Esq., Leyton, took as usual the first place with Maid of Honour,
at least 4i feet in diameter ; Exliibitor, Eegina formosa, Ariel,

Rob Roy, Beacon, and others, which, though smaUer than the

first named, were also in exceUent condition. Mr. James, gar-

dener to W. Watson, Esq., Isleworth, was second with weU-
bloomed neat plants about 2 feet in diameter. Of Fancies, the

only six came from Messrs. Dobson & Sons, of Isleworth, who
had good specimens of Tormentor and others.

Of Roses in 13-inch pots splendid specimens came from
Messrs. Paul & Son, and Mr. Tui-uer, who were respectively

first and second. The varieties were nearly the same as those

noticed at the Kensington Show of May 1st. In the amateurs'

class, Mr. James was first with a really weU-grown half-dozen,

Mr. Gold being second. For twelve in 8-inch pots Mr. Turner
had a first prize.

The MetropoUian Floral Society offered prizes for Pansies

and Tulips. For thirty-six blooms of the former, Messrs.

Downie, Laird, & Laing were first, Mr. Hooper second; for

twenty-four, Mr. James "first, Mr. Catley third. For thirty-sis

TuUps, Mr. Turner and Mr. Hooper, Bath, were respectively

first and second ; for twelve, Mr. Norman, Plumstead, first, the

Rev. H. H. Dombrain second.
Among the miscellaneous subjects were thirty-six blooms of

Marechal Niel Rose, exhibited by Mr. Skinner, gardener to

Captain Christie, Westerham HiU ; these were truly magnifi-

cent, some of them measuring 6 inches in diameter, and very
richly coloured. Mr. WUliam Paul, Waltham Cross, also sent

stands of cut Roses, and the new white-flowered and other

Pelargoniums recently exhibited by him. Messrs. Fisher,

Holmes, & Co., Handsworth Nursery, Sheffield, sent a basket of

Thymus citriodorus aureus marginatus, a neat golden-variegated

Lemon Thyme for edging purposes. Messrs. Downie, Laird,

and Laing contributed a misceUaneous group of plants, together

with some fine new Fancy Pansies ; Messrs. Dobson & Sons,

Calceolarias; Mr. Ware, Tottenham, spring-flowering plants

and blooms of double Pyi-ethrums ; and Mr. Hooper, Pansies

and Turban Ranunculuses. Groups of new plants were ex-

hibited by Mr. WiUiams and Messrs. Carter & Co., and seedling

Pelargoniums by Mr. Turner.

REVIEW.
Botami for Beginners : An Introduction to the Studij of Plants.

Bij ivi. T. Masters, M.D., F.E.S. London: Bradbury and
Evans.

In his preface Dr. Masters says, " From the experience of

several year's as a lecturer, the compUer of the foUowing pages

has an-ived at the conclusion that one of the greatest difficul-

ties in the way of those beginning to study botany arises from

the profusion of details usually presented to their notice at

the outset." Such has long been our own view of the methods

hitherto devised for teachmg science to the uninitiated in sci-

entific subjects and to those for whom science has no uatui-al

attractions. Even lovers of Nature, however ardent in their

desires to acquii-e a knowledge of her mysteries, are met on

the threshold with difficulties in the vei-y language by which

their knowledge is to be attained. As the best way of learning

a language is first to leam to speak it and then to study the

grammar, so the best way to learn a science is to become

fauuliar with the objects to" be studied and then to investigate

theu' structure.

In the work before us Dr. Masters has ably carried out this

method of instruction by introducing first of aU an acquaint-

ance with the objects, and then treating of their various struc-
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tures. lu ordinary introductions to botany the student is

dismayed at the outset by the study of tissues and other minute
structures, which, if he has not the skill to use a powerful

microscope, he can have no practical knowledge of. There is

nothing in them to give pleasure to the eye or to captivate the

mind. Dr. Masters, on the contrary, begins his first lesson

by placing a twig of AVillow in bloom in the hand of his pupU,

and he says, "Look at it well, so as to get a good notion of

its general form and appearance ;" and he farther tells him
that he " must start with the idea that be has a machine made
of several parts more or less complicated to pick to pieces."

And the example that is here first given is certainly a compli-

cated one of plant-structure to the beginner. There is no
apparent "flower" according to populai' notions—no calyx

and no corolla. Unlike the Eose or the LUy, there is nothing
in it to attract the careless observer, and no beauty such as

that which flower-gatherers admire : and yet out of this unat-

tractive complicated structure Dr. Masters teaches a botanical

lesson which the dullest comprehension may understand.

"It is not too much to asstmie that a Willow is known to

evei-yone likely to read these notes, and the most superficial

obsei-ver cannot fail to have noticed that there are several kinds
of Willow (SaUx)—some are trees, others shi'ubs. It makes no
difference, for our present pui-pose, which kind of "Willow be
taken. In early spring by every river's bank may be seen, in
the full flush of beauty, bushes smothered with golden blossoms,
redolent with spicy fragi'ance, melodious with the hum of bees.
Not far off is pretty sure to be found a similar bush, much more
modestly caparisoned, its blossoms of a dull quaker-gi-ey or pale
olive-gi-een, very pretty and gi-aeeful, but not so attractive as
the one of which we have first spoken. These are WiUows. The
golden blossoms are really flowers, so are the gi'ey ones ; wherein
lies the difference between the two will presently be made ap-
parent. As one object of these notes is to foster a tendency to
notice common things, we may remark that the flowers are here
produced before the leaves—a fact to be noted ; moreover, it

serves to confirm our assertion that what we have called flowers
really are so, for it is obvious there are yet no leaves on the
bush—-what, then, can these be but flowers ?

Fig. 2.—Male Flower
of Willow detached from
the catkin. Enlarged.

" Let lis remove one of the yellow flowers from the branch,
or, better stiU, pick one up from the gi'ound, and examine it with
the glass, using the point of a knife or of a needle to sepaa-ate
its parts. What do we find ? An oblong mass, made up of
shaggy scales, beyond which protrude long threads, hke pins
with yellow heads (Jiff. 1). Now, with the knife, separate one of
the little shaggy scales from its fellows, as carefully as possible.
By preference, take a scale from a voung or recently opened
blossom, and from near the pointed end of the mass. Suppose
this proceeding satisfactoi-ily accomplished, the observer should
have before him a httle scale {fig. 2), generally shaggy, with
long hairs, and within the scale, attached to its very base, two
or sometimes more of the pin-like thi-eads before mentioned,
and on one side of them a small greenish sticky knob—unfortu-
nately not represented in the drawing. That's all we have to
deal with in this case. In truth, we have here a flower of very
srmple construction indeed. The shaggy scale is called a hract,
the pin-like threads are called staniens, the shaft of the pin is
the filament, tlie yeUow head is the anther, which by the way
we may notice is divided by one deep long fiu-row into two
halves, called lobes. Each lobe is marked by a simUar long

groove, but not quite so deep, and which marks the place where
the anther will presently split. The anther contains a yellow
dust-Uke powder, which falls in showers when the bush is

shaken, escaping from the two chinks just mentioned. This
Tpo-wAer is the jiollen. The green knob is a gland, secreting a.

honied juice.
" The oblong mass, then, which we picked off the groimd is

not a single flower, but a mass of flowers. It is what is called

an inflorescence. As we shall see by-and-by, the inflorescence
is very different in different plants, and diilerent names are
applied to these variations. The particular inflorescence before
us is called a caiki?i, and one distinguishing feature of a catkin
Ues in the fact that it does not long remain on the bough which
bears it, but falls off vei-y early ; and this is the reason why we
advised the pupil to pick up the catkin from the ground. He
will the more readily remember the 'deciduous' character of

the catkin.

"If now we pluck a branch from the grey-looking Willow

—

this time we shall have to pluck from the bush, as we shall not
find many blossoms on the ground—we shall find a similar-

oblong mass {fig. 3), a catkin in fact, with the same sort of scales-

or bracts ; but these bracts do not in this case protect pin-hke
stamens, but a small flask-like body {fig. 4), supported on a short
stalk, 'The neck of the flask tapers somewhat and divides into
two spreading anns. This flask-hke body is the x>istil, in this
case stalked and consisting of an ovarij constituting the flask, a
style, the neck sm'monntiug the flask, and two stigmas, which-
are the divergent arms of the style.

" Within the ovary are a number of very small ovules, which
the inexperienced beginner will hardly be able to see, but which
will ultimately make themselves sufficiently conspicuous as
seeds covered with cottony hairs. In the Willow, then, we have
two sorts of flowers, both of the simplest constniction. We do-
not in the case of the Willow find both sorts of flowers on the
same tree, but on different trees. The one set of flowers (male
flowers) furnish pollen from their anthers ; the other (female
flowers) yield seed from their pistil. But unless the polleu
from the one kind of flower gain access to the stigma of the
other kind of flower, no seeds will be formed. If, however, the
wind convey the pollen from one flower to the other, or if bees
or other insects visit first the highly scented stamen-flowers,,
and afterwards the pistil-flowers, they are pretty sure to scatter
the pollen on to the stigmas of the latter, and the tiny ' ovules,'
which the beginner will have difficulty in finding, will, in con-
sequence, ripen into seeds which he cannot fail to see if he
looks for them."

The extract we have given above is a specimen of the clear
and succinct manner in which the subject is treated through-
out. As a book for beginners iu the study of botany it is at-

once original, simple, and inteUigible.

Exhibition op Hoeticultukal Buildings, A-c, .4t Bikming-
HA3I.—The following memorandum has just been issued by the
Local Committee :

—" Prizes not having hitherto been offered

iu this division of the Exhibitions of the Eoyal Horticultural
Society, the plan now submitted is, necessarily, to some extent
experimental. But the Sub-committee have very carefully con-
sidered the subject ; and with respect to horticultural buildings,

as they were not prepared to lay down in the first instance
any special rules of classification, that will be deferred untit

the entries are completed. At that time the Sub-committee
will confer with gentlemen possessing scientific and practical

knowledge of buildings, &e., who wUl be selected to act as
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;

.Jutlges, and who will then group this part of the collection in

as complete a manner as possible before proceeiliug to make
their' awards. In addition to the medals mentioned in the

lirst issno of this circular, the Judges will have two extra gold

medals placed at their disposal, one or both of which, at their

discretion, may be awai'ded for horticultural buildings, as well

as that first offered." We remind our readers that the last

day for making entries is Saturday the 2rith iusl. Applica-

tions for entry forms should be sent to Mr. B. A. Ilallam

Midland Counties Herald Office, Biimingluim.

BLANDFOEDIA.
This is a beiutiful genus of frec-lowcriiig plants, belonging I many things to be urged in favour of the culture of Bland

toHhe section HemerocaliciB of the order Liliiioeiu. There are
|
fordias, not the least of which is the probability of theii

proving har'dy, at least in our southern and western counties

;

at any rate, the experiment is worth trying, for, presuming
my ideas prove correct, they would become charming additions

to our borders. They would also be beautiful objects for the

base of rockwork, or for sequestered nooks in the groves or

dells of a pinetum, and prove formidable rivals to Tritoma
and Ilcmerocallis, genera to which they arc nearly allied,

though vei-}' distinct in appearance, and I see no reason why
the Blaudfordias should not prove equally hardy.

There are several species of this genus, all of which are

well deserving the attention cf the amateur, and their culture

is extremely simple. As I grow them in the greenhouse,

they should be potted in a mixture of half jif'at and half loam,

adding a small portion of thoroughly decomposed manure and
a little shar-p river or silver sand. Should, however, any of

my readers adopt my suggestion, and give them a trial in the

open air, the plants should be placed in position early in sum-
mer, to allow them to make llicir growth both of root and

leaf in the places intended for tliem to winter. Before donig

60, however, it will be well to prepare the ground for their

reception by taking the soil out to the depth of about 2 feet,

well'drain, and fill up the space with the compost previously
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naii:cd for put culture ; but litre it woulil, perhHjis, be advisable

to add a little good leaf mould. The first winter a slight pro-

tection might be afforded them by shaking a little Utter over

the crown and the soil in the vicinity of the roots. The follow-

ing species arc beautiful decorative objects, are easOy grown,
and within the reach of all.

IS. aiirca.—As the illustration (kindly furnished by Messrs.

Veitch) shows, this is really a superb jjlant. The leaves arc

narrow, linear, keeled at the back, but channelled above, sub*-

erect, and dark green. The flower-scape attains a height of

about 2 feet, and upon its apex is borne an umbel of lai'ge

golden yellow bell-shaped flowers nearly 2 inches long. It is

a native of Australia. Another flue species is

B. t'nnniitfihamii.—The leaves of tliis are spreading, per-

fectly smooth, some 2 feet in length, linear in shape, and
keeled at the back, bright green above, but somewhat paler

below. The flower-spike rises to about the same height as in

the previously-named plant, and the flowers are about the
same size ; they differ, however, in colour, being a rich coppery
red, the apex of the segments being golden yellow. Its native
home is in the mountains of New South Wales.

B. flammed.—This is a fine plant, bearing a general resem-
blance to the other kinds, yet having a more rigid habit. Its

flowers are very lar'ge, rich orange scarlet, with yellow margins.
B. iiobilis is a very old inmate of our greerihouses, but so

much neglected that the majority of plant-growers of the pre-

sent day do not know it. The leaves are narrow and entire,

whilst the flowers are pendulous, produced in large umbels or
terminal clusters; they arc funuel-shaped, deep red, with the
upper portion of the segments yellow.

There are several hybrid forms of these plants to be met
with in collections, the names of which are unknown to me

;

theu' flowers, however, are all beautiful, and they deserve a
more extended culture.

—

Expebto Ceei>e.

KENT'S BANK, GEANGE-OVEE-SANDS,
LANCASHIEE.

I WILL give you a brief description of this place and its

attractions. It is called Kent's Bank from its position on the
banks of the river Kent, and on the margin of the great
crooked Bay of Morecambe, over the sands of which was once
the high road from the opposite shore of Lancaster, a passage
attended with the greatest danger from the uncertain and
shifting channel of the Kent, a fact experienced by the Roman
general Agiicola during the passage of his army a.d. 79,
narrated by himself to Tacitus.

Kent's Bank, -with its beautiful and pleasantly-situated viUas,
is on the northern shore of Morecambe Bay, in the north
division of Lancaster. Near it is a handsome and modern
mansion, the residence of J. S.Young, Esq., J.P., standing in a
verdant rocky corner of the shore, on the site of an old house,
said to have belonged to a prelate of olden times. The place
is much frequented by visitors in seai-ch of health from its
sheltered situation and mild climate, and faces south-east and
south. The view is most enchanting, commanding an extensive
prospect of Arnside Knot, with its Fir grove crown, Warton
Crags, the thickly-wooded slopes of Silverdale, Bolton-le-
Sands, Hest Bank, Lancaster, Morecambe, and the estuary of
the Lune, so cheerily sung of by the poet Drayton. Contiguous
to Kent's Bank is Humphery Head, a noble headland, with a
fine mixture of bold and beautiful scenery; Kii'khead, too,
with its craggy woods and shelving slopes, from which a grand
panoramic view is obtained.
The country around affords many very picturesque rambles,

down lanes fenced by walls of stone, mostly bordered with
Ash, Hazel, wild Roses, and beds of Fern ; while the walls, if
old, are overspread with Mosses, smaU Ferns, wild Strawberries,
Geranmm lucidum, and Lichens and Mosses innumerable.
The woods consist chiefly of Oak, Ash, and Birch ; here and

there the Wych Elm, with underwood of Hazel, White and
Black Thorn, and Hollies. In moist places Alders and Willows
abound, and Yews among the magnesian Ihnestone rocks. The
Sycamore, too, is much grown for coppice wood ; but I beheve
it must have been introduced, as I think it was only brought
from Germany two huncbed years ago. Amongst the smaller
vegetable ornaments must bo reckoned the Bilberry, never so
beautiful as in early spruig, covering the rocky knolls with a
inirc mantle of fi-esh verdure, more lively than" the verdure of
the open fields

;
the Broom that spreads luxuriantly aloug rough

pastures, mtervciiiing the steep copses with its golden blossoms

;

the Junipei', a rich evergreen that thrives, in spite of cattle

browsing, on the unenclosed parts of Ihe mountain fells ; and
there is everywhere an endless variety of brUliaut flowers in

the fields and meadows.
I must at present omit to notice the Lichens and Mosses ;

which in their profusion, beauty, and variety exceed those of

any other locaUty I ever visited.

The flowering shrubs grow luxuriantly and bloom profusely
down to the very verge of the bay. The Aucuba japonica
flourishes well, and Colletia bictonensis, that singular Chihau
shrub, endures the winter in the gardens of Abbot Hall.

One word as to the antiquities, and the Priory Church of

Cartmel, founded 1188, or alittle later than the beautiful Abbey
of Furness. The changes in architecture are very striking

from the Norman to the early EngUsh period, and to the pre-

sent time. In the old library in the vestry I was shown some
rare and curious books, among which were the second part of

the " Faerie Queene, containing the fourth, fifth, and sixth

bookes, by Ed. Spencer, printed at London, for Wm. Ponsonby,
in 1596;" ablackletterBibleiuG vols., printed at Basle in 1502;
a quarto copy of Thomas Aquinas iu black letter, printed at

Venice in 150(i. The ancient parish register is three hundred
3'ears old, and an umbrella is said to be two hundred years old.

The church is splendidly restored, and the tine old oak carving
is alone worth a visit to this venerable pUe.—D. Feugusox.

Feens and Flowers in the Neighboukhood.
AUosurua crispus, Pai-sley Fei-n.
Asplenium Adiantum-nigmm, Bfaclf Maiden-hair Splecnwort. Varieties

—

obtusatum, acutidentatum.
Ruta-Muraiia; Rue-leaved Spleenwort.
Trichomanes, commnn Maidcn-liaii'. Vai-ieties—

;

scn-.itnm, jnrisnm, 'lrp;iiiprrntniu, mlUtifidura,

Athv \'arictieB—depauperatum, paniceps,

;tics—fiu'catum, fctiictum, and pio-Blecliiiiiiii Sijit.uil, liiud luiii

Botiychium Luuaiia, Moonwort.
Ceterach oflacinaiauu, Scaly Splcenwoi-t.
Cystopteris fiagilis, Brittle Bladder Fcni.
Lastrea cristata. Vaiieties—spiiiuloaa, lUij^inosa.

dilatata, Broad Buckler Fern. Tarieties—coUiua aud dumetorum.
Filix-mas, male Fei-n. Vaiiety—Palacca.

- moDtana, Mountain Fern,
rigida, Rigid Fern.

Ophioglossoni viilgai'e. Adder's Tongue.
Osniunda regalis. Royal Fera.
Polypodium Dijopteris, Oak Fem.

calcaieum. Limestone Polj-pody.
Phegopteris, Beech Fern.
\^llgare, Common Polypody. Vaiieties—acutura, senatum, obtUBum,

coriaceo-biadum, intenuptum, lobatiun ciistatum, pulchenimum,
senutum, &c.

Polystichum aculeatum, Prickly Shield Fei-n.
anguloi-e, Soft Prickly Shield Fei-n. Vaiicticb—tripiunatum, prolilerum,

lobatiim.
Ptcris aquillna, Brake.
ScolopeutU-ium ralgai'e. Halt's Tongue, very common in this neit^hhourhood.

The following varieties have also been found:—undnlatuio, alatum,
cornutum, moi-giuatuiu, polyschides, projectum, multilidum, digita-
tuiu, iri'cgulai'e, limbospeimmn-ciistatum, sagittato-maiginato-crista-
tum,divaricatum, &c.

Adoxa moschatcUina, Tuberous Moschatcl.
AnagalUs tenella, Bog Pimpoi-nel.
Antcnnniia dioica, Mountain Cudweed.
Anthyllis vuhieraria, Lady's Fingers.
Aijuilegia vulgaris. Columbine.
Avcuaiia verna, Vei-nal Sandwoi-t.
Asperula cynanchica, Squinancywoi-t.

odorata, Sweet \Voodruff.
Astragalus glyciphyllos. Milk Vetch.
Atropa Belladonna, Deadly Nightshade.
AiTim maculatum, Cuckoo Pint.
Agi-ostemma Githago, Cockle.
Agiimonia Eupatoria, Common Agiimony.
Biyonia dioica, Red-bcnicd Bryony.
Convolvulus SoW^Mirll,,, Sc.i i;i',i,lweed.

Campanula liitil'.iM 'ii.-it. r- llflower.
Chelidonium nuim

, ( .,iiiiii-ii i tliiudine.
Cichoiiuni Iiitil.ijv, WiM m;, . ,,„-.

Cochleaiia angliLU, i:u„li„!i ^Luriy Grass.
Convallai-ia nmjulis, Lily nt the Aalley.
Comanun palustix. 31ui^li ( iii-n'tfuil.

Cotyledon nmbiliin,<. N,i el • .il.

Crithnimri T i:i-i>;ii,T:,i; -,,,, ', .liiic.

DaiJliii.' I .r' .',,
-i

•

. I
,

.
I

Digit^.h :
,

I

Piotis ji i- !. ., -. ( ..I (, ., w . ^-fl,

DrosLi,. I. h i|..n,i, I ,-.ta>i-,l .-.midcw.
r.ituiiili! -li I. I;.imj>l-leuved Sundew.

Epipaid. . 11 il.li:,, .\amnv-leaved Hellebormo.
latifnlia. LiualL avid Helloboi-ine.

Eupatoriimi caimabiiium, Hemp Agrimony.
Fedia ohtoria. Corn Salad.
Fumaria oflicinalis, Fiimitoiy.
Ornithogaliun lutcum, Yellow Stiu' of Bethlehem.
GaUum pusillnm, Least Moimlain Bedstraw.
Genista tinctoria. Dyer's Greenweed.
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Oeiuniam lucidmu, Shining C
Kunguineum, Bloody ditto

Phfeum, Dusky ditto,

sylvationm, Wood ditto,

inolle, II..-. f ..t .li't I.

pusilhnn, -
:

•'
. . 1 .

Glanciurn lui,

Gymnadeniu .

Uabeuarii

nod Poppy,
itic Orchis,

gieou Butterfly Orchis.utha, VoUi
m-idis, Frog Orchi.s.

Helianthemnm eannra. Hoaiy Dwarf Rock Rose.
vul"

.llflioreHeUeborus ^ ti . ii

Hippm-is viil :
i

VI ,i. I nil.

Hyperiemu ;.. . ;,..,i... I >its:in.

raontauuiu, .vl..ui.L.i.ii .St. .lohu's-wort.

Humuius iupulus, Hup.
lutila Conyza, Plouglunan's Spikenard.

Helenium, Elecampane.
Lathraea Squaraaiia, Greater Toothwort.
Chiysocoma Linosyris, Flax-leaved Goldilocks.
Listera nidus-avis, Bird's-nest Listera.
Lysimacliift vnl^ari-^, Yellow Loosestrife.
Mnf..nio]isi^ (.;imliri.-a, Welsh Poppy.
JI.. 111. .1.1 ..II.. iM .Ik. Yellow Melilot.

-M; .! - V eet Cicel.v.

N\ I

,

' iiimou Lady's Tresses.
1)1,1,1,- PI I : ,

I Iv Ordiis.'

Ori^amuu vul-ari', Cumiii.m llaij.jram.

Parit'tai'ia offieiualis, Common Pellitory of the Wall.
Paris quadrifoUa, True Love.
Pariiassia palustris. Common Grass of Parnassus.

Saiubucns 1

SauguisorLii

Scdum Tel,

album. 1

stonecrop.

Lt. Woody Nijllt-ibade.

vulgaris, Primrose.
Hyacinthus nou-scriptus, Harebell,

albus. White Harebell.

AUTUMN AND WINTEE-FLOWEEINO PLANTS.
Acacias.—The Acticias are a useful class of plants, as they

ciui be wiutereJ in an,y house where the temperature ranges
from 35° to •10°, care being requirctl not to over-water them iu
the short clays ; but as the days lengthen, and sun strength-
ens, let them liave all the benefit of the sun possible, when
they will begin to show signs of moving, then every attention
should be paid to them with water. If allowed to come into
bloom without any assistance, they will stand longer in bloom,
and be richer iu colour. When done liowering, prune back iuto
shape, when they may be put in a frame for a short time. If

the weather is bright, let them have a gentle touch with the
syringe in the afternoons. In about three weeks let them be
examined, when those that require repotting should have pots
a size larger, using half loam and peat, with a good dash of

silver sand. If a cold frame can be had, place them in it, and
keep it a little close for a few days, shading if the sun is at all

bright.

When they begin to grow, give more air and less shading.
If the frame is a moveable one, let it be raised G inches from
the ground by placing a couple of bricks under each corner

;

this will give a good ch-culation of ah', having the lights at
hand to put on in case of heavy raius. The pots should either
be placed on coal ashes or boards, or whatever is at hand, so
that it will keep worms from getting into the pots. Let them
have every attention iu watering tlu'oughout the growing
season , aiul on very bright days tla-ow a light shade over them
for a couple of hours, doing away with it as they finish then-
growth, when they should have full exposure to tlie sun, so
that the wood may get perfectly ripened before the short days
return. Cuttings root readily if taken off at a joint, and
put into a pot of sand and leaf soil with a bell- glass over them,
and placed in a gentle heat.

L.iNTANAS.—These are fine autumn-decorative plants, some
of the newer sorts being a decided improvement on older varie-

ties. The many different shades of the flowers make a collec-

tion of them interesting.

With a little assistance in the way of heat, large plants can
1)0 grown iu one season, in comparatively small pot.'i. Cuttings

which were potted- off a mouth ago, will have got over the pot-

ting and started .to grow. At this stage, and all through the

growing season, let them have a uight temperature of not less

than 65°, with plenty of moisture, allowing the house to rise to

80° and 85' by day, shutting up early iu the afternoon, to re-

tain all the sun heat possible, when the plants should be well

syringed overhead. Before requiring another shift it should

be decided in what form they are to be trained. If bush form,

which is the most common, pinch the leading shoot when
about 9 inches high, when the side shoot will soon begin to

push. Pinching should be attended to regularly as long as re-

quired, not letting the shoots run beyond, perhaps, two pah- of

leaves, further than necessary. This both weakens the plants

and loses time. The last pinchmg, especiallj', should be per-

formed at one time, so that the plant is iu flower at every

point at the same time. We are rather partial to standards,

from 1 foot to 18 inches high, in 7 and 8-inch pots, trained the

same as tree Mignonette. These are nice objects to mix
amongst zonal Geraniums. Most of them being of a yellow

or orange colour, they group well with the Geraniums. If re-

moved to a cooler house just as the flowers begin to open, they

will stand longer, and the colour wUl be richer. The last

pinching should be done about six weeks before the plan^ are

required to be in flower. They thrive well in a mixture of

fibry loam and leaf mould, with a sprinkling of silver sand.

After the last shift, and when the pots are getting fuU of roots,

the plants will be greatly benefited by regular watermg with

manure water, made of either deer or cow dung, with a little

soot mixed along with it.

When the plants are done blooming, let them be well ripened

off, uDicli the same as Fuchsias, then store them away in .any

out-of-the-way place all the winter, just keeping frost from
them, until tlie following February, when they can be placed

in a vinerj' or Peach house at work, where they wiU soon break,

when cuttings can be taken, and the old plants treated much
the same way as Fuchsias iu repotting and pinching, when
they will come in very early. Many of the varieties are hand-
some as bedding plants, being extremely pretty as an edging to

either Coleus Verschaffelti or Iresine Liudeni. When so tre.ite.l

they require pegging down.—A. H.—T. (iu The Gardener).

GRADATION OF COLOURS IN GERANIUMS.
I WANT to make aflower-bed of Geraniums, either from white

to crimson, with Christine for a middle shade, or from sahnon
to scarlet. There ought to be a light pink between Madam-j
Vaucher and Christine, a deej) rose above Christine, and tlien

crimson, about five rows altogether.—B. B.

[The following we think would suit you :—Madame Vauchor

;

Madame Weiie, or Blue Bell; Christine; -Amy Hogg, or Madame
Barre ; Vesuvius, Jean Sisley, or Tom Thumb.]

Mouse Tuaps.—I do not envy your correspondent " Biioad

Bean " his energy and tact for overcoming diflicultics, seeing

that he finds a very great and troublesome one in pultiug a
piece of wire through a Pea before he can use the trap I advo-

cated. I assure him he need not take the trouljle to soak the
Peas all the time—there are wrinkled Marrow Peas in plenty,

which are those I use, and small bradawls with which to pierce

them; neither has ho any occasion to " make " the wire, for

with a few ponce he can purchase enough wire to last him for

years, and with a pair of small pliers ho may cut in five

minutes as many pieces of wire as will last him any lenglli of

time. There is one more advantage in using my trap whiclj I

did not mention—viz., in nine cases out of ten when the mou.'-e

is caught the Pea is not injured for future use, and the ti:ip

may be instantly set again without the trouble of getting

fresh thread or string as used iu the one advocated bj' " Bro,vd

Bean."—Thomas Record.

CARTON.—No. 1.

The Se-S-t of the Duke of Leinster.

One can hardly write of Carton, cveu in a g.ii-deiiing point

of view, without taking a glimpse at the traditions of the place
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and the histoiy of its noble owners. As far as we know, there

is no other garden in Ireland that lias such a history of nn-

broken gi-eatuess as Cai-ton, and it has been a source of much
pleasure to us for many years to observe the steady improve-

ment going on, and that without disturbing the distinct features

of the place.

ilayuooth Castle was the original residence of the Kildare

family. The manor of JIaynooth in 1176 was granted by

Strongbow to Maurice Fitz-Gerald, who erected the castle for

protection a,f,'ainst the incursions of the natives. His son

Gerald, first Baron ef Offaly, obtained from John, Lord of

Ireland, son of Hemy II., a new grant of sundiy lordships.

Thomas, second Earl, was manied to a daughter of the Red
Earl of Ulster, and sister to Ellen, the wife of Robert Bruce,

Iving of Scotland. During the latter half of the fourteenth

century Maynooth was one of the border fortresses of the Pale,

or English possessions, in the defence of which Maurice, fourth

Earl of Kildare, distinguished himself. John,'the sixth Earl,

enlai'ged the castle (142C), aiid it was then said to be "the
lai'gest and richest earl's house in Ireland."

Then came the wars, in which the youthful Thomas Fitz-

gerald, Lord Offaly, took such an active part ; but we must
leave the exciting and heroic defence of the castle, only quoting
an episode when it was betrayed. A\'hen the youthful Offaly

heard of his father being beheaded ii> the Tower of Loudon,
he renounced his allegiance to the king, gave command of the
castle to liis foster-brother, Christopher Parese, aud went into

Counaught to levy forces. Parese informed the enemj' that

for a certain sum he would let them into the castle ; the base
work was accomplished, aud Parese appeared before the Lord
Deputy to claim his hire. The Lord Deputy ordered the bribe

to be paid, aud immediately ordered the traitor to be " cut

shorter by the head," declaring thereby, that although for the
time he embraced the benefit of the treason, he could not
digest the treaeheiy of the traitor.

1.1 those times wo find that the Earl of Kildare " was tho

; revtest improver of his laudis in this land," and if we could
Rive the iplendid pet of plans of eottfiges prepared by and
carried out under the direction of C. W. Hamilton, Esq., it
would be seen that our now noble Duke of Leinster has no su-
perior in discharging the attributes that belong to his princely
inheritance, and in patriarchal care for all that dwell on his
property.

Through the ravages of war Mayuooth Castle fell into dila-
pidation, and for a long period was not inhabited. Carton at
this time was not a chief residence, and was let on lease to
nobles of distinction. Among the notables was the Duke of
Tyrconnell. At that time Carton was said to be " a very fine
house, with all manner of convenient offices and fitie rj'ii'iU'iis."

Robert, nineteenth Earl of Kildare, repurchased the lease of
Carton with the object of nialung it his principal residence ; and
so energetically did the Earl go to work in adding to and improv-
ing the mansion, that\vithin the ye.i.r iu which the works were
commenced, the beautiful ceiling of the dining-room (now the
saloin), was finished by the Italian artists. This distinguished

jEarl died before the works were completed, leaving the^care of 1

carrying them on to his gifted Coimtess, who worthily carried
out the trust. A sum of over £21,000 was expended iu im-

proving Carton at that time. This sum represents an enormous
amount of labour and materials at that date in Irel.and.

It is worth notice in the history of Carton that James,
twentieth Earl, took to planting and improving the park ; some
1100 acres were enclosed by wall at that time, and four new lodges

and gates erected ; the Earl and Countess took great delight in

planning bridges aud drives, and their works bear testimony to

their good taste and knowledge of the capabilities of Carton.
In the new enclosed part of the grounds there stood a cottage
in the way of improvements ; in this cottage lived an old de-

pendent, and it is characteristic of this noble family that the
old man "must not be disturbed until Nature's coiu'se had
run." This "watertown cottage" is now the cottage garden
of Carton, of which we shall have more to say. We must leave

Earl James after staling that he enlarged the kitchen g.arden

aud orchard to twenty-six acres, good Irish acres. A\1iat

say garden economists to this, wlio would supply all that a

nobleman's kitchcu requires from one scrimp acre ? Cai'ton

came down to the present Duke in a thriving state, and he h; s

added many marks of valuable improvement over the estates,

as well as on the mansion aud gardens.
The ancient name of Maynooth, Magh Nuadhat, signifies
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Plain of Nnadhat. This well expresses the position of Carton,
which stands on an extensive table land about 200 feet above
the sea level. The vast estates of the Duke stretch out on every
side in unbroken fertility.

Looking at the outside of the demesne of Carton there does
not appear a leading approach—that from Ma.-vniooth is the
most important, as the spacious avenue connects the town \Yith

:\ chief entrance gate. In former times straight avenues were
admired features of Carton ; we think there is no form of

planting can produce such grand effect as a well-designed

iivcnuc ou ground and sjiaee like that at Carton. As we walked
down the Mayuopth avenue rcceutly the stunted unhealthy
trees on each side seemed to say, " Pity us, we are outside
the gate, speak of our wants to our noble master; if it be
requu-ed let us be removed, and more fit subjects planted in

our place, but we cannot bear to be a reproach." Tliis appeal
we felt so strongly that we submit it to the Duke himself, who
never turns a deaf ear to pity's call. No amount of cultural

skill will make these trees worthy of the liosition. If this

avenue should be replanted it should not be done in single

lines, which will always appear naked on such an open plain
and in such a spacious avenue. Acer macrophyllum and the
English Elm are perhaps the best two trees for planting the
outside lines of this avenue. It is after entering the park
within the gate that regret is so much felt that the avenue
trees are not in any degree to be compared to the healthy trees

everywhere seen over the breadth of the park.
The chief tree in the park is the Beech ; there are some

goodly-sized Oaks, but comparatively few with the character of

an " old Oak.." There is but a small proportion of evergreen
trees about Carton; there are some ijne specimens of the Silver

Fir, especially those by the slip of water ou the east of the
kitchen garden. Ou entering from Maynooth the impression
is that we are in rich pastures and a tame wooded landscape,
but when we apjjroach the front of the mansion the scene is

of groat grandeur; the splendid frontage of the mansion, the

quaint Italian garden, the spiral fvrr^rccnr, the f.ne glades

expanding out into undefined dist;'.iice, wUh herds of fine

cattle browsing iu such quiet rt-pose, and tl.(u the (yo rests

on the distant Dublin and Wieklow mountams. This is a

and is a fine illustration of a ducal le-rare compos
sideuce.

Furtlier remarks will be confined to details of the gardens

and gai'deniug at Carton.

FOECED STEAWBEEEIES FAILING.
Havino been very successful in forcing the Strawberry for

some years until now, I am not able to say why I have been so

unfortunate this season. The kind I force is Eclipse, and when
the berries have well set after the blossom most of them re-

main stationniy, and cease to swell, and when those that do
are nearly fuU-sized spot comes on and rots them.

I have occasionally observed something of this kind in other

years, but it was very partial, and I have thought that the

cause was too much damp in the house and syringing ; but that

is not the cause this season, as I have only syringed twice, and
have not had (he house so full of moisture. The watering I

attend to myself, and I have air on night and day. The plants

have not experienced any check that I am aware of. They

looked strong and healthy when first put into geutk heat.

They are on a shelf near the glass, about 2 feet from it, under

the ridge of a span-roof, but there is nothing to obstruct the

light, as the ridge is narrow, running east and west, and thty

are near to the ventilation. If you can throw a little light on

the cause of my failure, so that I may avoid it in future, it

would be doing me good ser^uce.—E. T. J.

[With your care in watering, ventilation, Ac, we ai-e sorry

to say that we cannot discover the cause of the failure in yorr

Strawberries. Ours, though fair, have not done so well as

last year, and we attribute tliis chiefly to the want of the

thorough ripening of the buds in the autumn, and the great

amount of dull, damp weather this spring. \Ye would tiy
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what effect adclitioiial ventilation, and along with that more
heat, will have in dull weather. We presume that yuur pots

are well filled with roots, for we liave sometimes noticed the

evil you complain about when the pots were large, the plants

healthy, hut the roots scarcely anived at the sides of the pot.

For early work, the more the whole ball is like a cheesecake

witli roots the better will the plants do, and hence rather small

pots early often succeed better than large ones.]

THE ACHIMENES.
Aljiost all the varieties of Achimeues are pretty, aU very

easily grown, and all most accommodating as to the mode of

growing them
; pot, pan, or suspended basket being equally

adapted for theii- feeding gi-ound. They naturally divide them-
selves into two sections : of one of these, the old-fashioned

A. coccinea of Pei-soon, C.VrUla pulchella and Trevirania coc-

cinea of others, is the type; of the second, or large-flowered

section, A. longiflora may be regarded as the representative.

The plants of this latter section are best adapted for growing
in masses or iii suspended baskets, and when well done are,

no doubt, effective grown in either way. We must, however,
plead guilty to a strong predilection in favour of the first-

named diN'ision. The habit of the plants composing it is much
better adapted for making handsome pot specimens, and what
the flowers lack as regards size is more than made up by their

dazzling briUiaucy and profusion. As generally grown—to wit,

an agglomeration of crowded stems in the same pot—the effect

of any of the varieties is, to our mind, not for a moment to be
compared to the beautiful unity and effect of plants of the
same kind when grown to single stems, and forming regular
and brilliant little pyramids of floral beauty. We rarely, if at

all, see them grown in this way, and it is for this reason we
bespeak the attention of growers to the matter.
By way of example, let us take a pot of A. coccinea, or

its near ally A. rosea. AMien gi'own in the ordinary way

—

namely, from a number of its scaly imbricating tubers in the
same pot—it has, notwithstanding the beauty of its bright gay
little flowers, a weedy and wispish look. Not so if the largest
and strongest of the tubers be selected and potted singly
intosmall pots (say 60's), in a light, rich, open compost,
consistmg of, say, two parts hght fibrous turfy loam, one of

sjmdy peat (heath mould), one of leaf mould, or dry very rot-

ten cow dung, another of charcoal and silver sand. As they
are rather impatient of wet at the roots, the drainage should
be abundant and carefuDy arranged.
Being placed to start in a hghtsome situation and genial

growing warmth, ranging from 05° to 75°, or a Uttle over,
gi-owth soon commences. As soon as leaves are formed a
gentle dewing of tepid water evciy morning is most benefieial.
When the roots fill the pots, shift into pots of a size larger,
until, if all goes on well, they are in G or 8-inch pots. In these
they should present the appeai-ance of symmetrical pyramids,
18 inches or more in height from the base to the apex. Or,
instead of potting the tubers singly in small pots before start-
ing them, a number of them may be placed thinly in the
same pot, and when they have made an inch or two of stem,
be then lifted carefully and traupplautcd singly into small
pu'.s, placiLg them in a close, ^^arm atmosphtre till thev ai'e

established.

When well established they should have plenty of au- (but
no cold currents of it), and be kept well up to the glass, in
order that they may make stocky, short-jointed, fioriferous
growths. A sufficiently strong but finely attenuated stake
should, at an early stage of its gi-owth,be placed to each plant,
and the main steui regularly and gently tied-in as it progresses.
Besides the daily tepid dewing overhead witli the smnge, an
occasional mild dose of moderately tepid manure water to the
roots will be no less acceptable and beneficial.
Instead of growing the plants direct from the tubers, the

prettiest specimens possible may be grown from cuttings.
These may be made early iu the season by taking two or three
joints from the young growths, when thev are sufficiently ad-
vanced to afford them. They should then be stnick singly in
small pots, sliiftiug and growing them in the usual way.

' By
striking in the same way, still later iu the season, the ends of
the lateral shoots, chaimiug little cone-shaped plants covered
with flowers may be liad, than which nothing can look neater
or prettier in the plant house.
In room or table decoration these are particularly calculated

to play an imposing part ; as in this way the most s^-mmetrieal
and profuse-flowering Uttle specimens may be grown in thumb,

or even thimble pots, thus making them peculiarly available

for the table.

It may be well here to remark, that if striking the cuttings

and growing these miniatare pyramids be defen-ed to a rather

late period of the J'ear, success will not be so assured, as iu

these late-grown plants scaly bulbils are formed in the axils of

the leaves instead of flowers. Besides A. coccinea, which we
have talven as an example, and the similarly habited but less

showy A. rosea, th-rse beautiful resirlts of the hybridist's skill

and application. Meteor, Dazzle, Carmiuata elegans. Purpurea
elegans, and later varieties of the same habit, are equally

adapted to being grown to single stems. From their lax habit

and large flowers, varieties of the longiflora section are not

adapted for this style of growing, and are best, perhaps, grown
iu masses, as is the present practice.

—

{Iri-<h Fanners' Gazette.)

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN G.iEDEN.

Now that most of the seeds of weeds lying near the surface

of the soil have germinated, every part of the garden ought to

be thoroughly hoed in dry weather ; the cleanliness of the
garden for the season greatly depends on the complete de-

struction of all seedling weeds at this time. Ground from
which Broeroli and other Winter Greens have been cleared

should be manured, and trenched or dug as may be requisite

for the succeeding crop ; if it is intended for Celery, the
trenches should be made at once so as to obtain a crop of

Lettuce or Spinach between the rows. The ground should
now be prepared for planting-out the early crops of Celery.

Trenches 3 feet apart, 18 inches deep, and the same in width,

should be thrown out, into the bottom of wliich dig some
well-rotted manure ; tliis will bring the bottom of the treucli

to within C or 8 inches of the snrface. The dung and soil

should be well mixed before turning out the plants. To gi'ow

Celery of large size a wider space between the rows is requisite,

but the above will be sufficient for moderate-sized heads.
Well hai"den-off the plants before transfendng them to the
trenches. Attend to the plants for succession crops. Plant
out Basil, Capsieums, Marjoram, and a few Tomatoes on the
south border against the wall, but the main crops had better

be delayed a week. Prepare some fermenting materials, such
as leaves, dung, or short grass, for making ridges for Cucumbers,
Gherkini, and Vetjetuhle Marroirs, Stir the surface of the soil

amongst all growing crops.

FBUIT GAKDEN.
Proceed with the disbudding of Peach and Apric'.t trees,

leaving for the pre.'ient, however, any shoot the leaves of which
overhang and shelter fruit, but the points of such should be
piuched-out in order to afford those intended to he left at the
final disbudding every encouragement. It will also be neces-
sai-y to go over Bear Plum, and Chen-y trees iu order to re-

move gross shoots, and to sti^p those not w.auttd for lajiug-iu.

This, repeated .as may be n:cessary during summer, is greatly
preferable to the old jiraclice of .illowiug the shoots to remain
upon the trees till midsummer, and then cutting them back to

two or three eyes. If red spider make its appearance on
Peach and other fruit trees on the walls, it must be destroyed
by repeated washings with the engine ; if likely to maintain
its ground mix a little sulphur with the water. Where green
fly is troublesome on the trees a portable fumigating cover
ought to be constructed, so as to render the destruction of the
black and green fly as certain as when the operation is per-

formed m a hothouse. WTiere more effectual means cannot
be had, mix tobacco water at the rate of one pint to three
gallons of water, and wash with the engine as for red .spider.

In cold exposed situations, instead of entirely cutting out each
useless shoot of Apricots, Ac, pinch "them back to one or two
eyes ; these will form short spurs during the summer, and prove
useful in contributing towards next season's crop, as the flowers
produced on the spurs generally set better than on the young
wood usually left.

FLOWEB G.AJtDEJJ.

In this department the next week or two wiU be devoted to

fiUing-up the flower-garden beds and clumps uitended for the
summer and autumn displaj'; and as soon as a change takes
place in the weather, every exertion should be made to get the
planting-out completed with all possible dispatch. If the
plants intended for each bed have been previously determined
and hardcned-off, no great difficulty wUl be met with in filling-

up the bods. Some allowance, however, must be made iu
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regard to the time when it is desirctl to have the principal dis-

play of flowers ; if early, the plants must be placed closer

together, and need not be stopped ; if not before a later period

in the summer, somewhat thinner, and the flower-buds should be
)iinched off as they appear till the plants have filled the beds.

There are two objects principally held in view in arranging the

plautuig of parterres and flower gardens ; one is to produce a

striking effect by employing plants only of a decided colour,

principally red, blue, and yellow, using white for separatuig

the different divisions. Where the colours are well contrasted

this plan is very effective, particularly when viewed from a

distance, and is well adapted for situations where the beds are

not numerous, and where there is a considerable breadth of

either grass or gravel to overpower. A repetition of the same
arrangement, however brilliant, is seldom so pleasing on a

close exarmnation as where variety both in form and colour

has been called in, and where the gradations into which the

]nimary colours run, have been arranged in accordance with

the rules governing theu' distribution. There is now no lack

of colour to effect this, as nearly every class of bedding-out

plants presents sufficient variety for the purpose. In single

beds, or in mixed flower gardens, much may be accomplished
in this way by using a decided colour for the centre and sur-

rounding it with plants of the same kind but of less intense

colour, which should gradually diminish from the centre, in a

point, to the sides. This, with well-contrasted edgings, prin-

cipally for the larger beds, will be found more generally pleasing

than where masses of one colour are only employed. Now
will be the time for the amateur to make the necessary ad-

ditions to his collections of Tuhps, and I would advise all

intending purchasers to visit various beds and select for them-
selves. It is a much more satisfactory plan than buying them
in dry roots, for the Tulip is so sportive that a change of soil

and situation will make them assume a wholly different charac-

ter the succeeding season. Mark in a book all which are de-

fective, particularly those having a stained base or stamens
;

an inferior form may be tolerated for a time, but impurity
never. Plant out Dahlias, place their supports to them, mulch
the surface of the ground, and water regularly when they

require it. Hollyhocks, too, may be treated in the same
manner. Old plants which are throwing-up four or five stems
should be reduced to two or three, and these should be neatly

tied-out to short stout stakes, so that each spiko may stand
free of its neighbour. Tie-up Piuks and remove the super-

fluous shoots. Part Polyanthuses, placing them in a shady
cjol spot; when this cannot be secured naturally, artificial

shade must be made.

OBEENHOUSE AND CONSEEVATOET.
Although slight shading is indispensable on the forenoons of

bright warm days, it must be used sparingly when the weather
proves unsettled, for withoiit an abundance of light flowers

never colour properly, and they soon fade if kept in too shady
a position. Air should be admitted freely whenever the weather
will admit. When it can be accomplished, watering should be
done in the morning, in order that the supei-fluous moisture
may dry up before evening, so as to avoid night damps, from
which there is some danger during the present state of the
weather. The shoots of the New Holland twiners, when flow-

ering is over, should be well trimmed-in before growth com-
mences, thinning the main branches where necessary by cut-

ting out those which are weakly, always having an eye to

securing plenty of young wood towards the bottom.

STOVE.

Where any considerable number of plants are grown there
can be nothing like a set time for repotting them ; in doing
this the time at which any particular class of plants are in-

tended to flower, and the purpose tor which they are required,
nuist be kept in view. Most hkely many stove and softwooded
plants will now require a shift to grow them on. In addition,

plants intended for blooming in autumn and winter, and which
have been chiefly propagated this spring, should now be potted-
oft', or any straggling shoots pinched back to form them into

compact plants ; after keepmg them close for a week or ten
days encourage them to make fresh roots, and gradually aUow
more air and hght until they will bear a free exposure to both.
As stove plants advance allow them plenty of room, particu-

lai-ly fine-foliaged plants. The syringe must be in constant
use to keep down insects, assisted by fumigation where thrips
is likely to become established. The white and brown scale

are best kojit under by carefully handwashing the plants with
a strong lather of brown soap and water. For this purpose

soft brushes or pieces of sponge should only be used, that no
injury may be done to the leaves. Achimenes should now bo

placed where more air can be given ; stake them out neatly as

the plants advance. Gloxinias also requhe a partially shaded
situation and moist heat. Gesneras may be treated in the

same way, with the addition of more light. Amaryllises, etc.,

should be removed to the conservatory or show house for

blooming, where they are a great acquisition. Mark any very

strUdng varieties for seeding ; after blooming plunge them in

a little bottom heat in a frame near the glass to perfect their

growth. Fues to the stoves and Orchid houses will still bo

necessary.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN OAEDEN.

As we rather expected, our first sowing of Carrots has come
up rather patchy. We are quite satisfied that the seeds were
good, as the second sowing is coming up weU. We have sown
over again pieces of the first-sown ground by drawing drills in

the vacancies, and that will make a third time of drawing.

We took care not to injure a plant of the first sowing, as they

win come in early to succeed others in frames and under pro-

tection. We believe our Carrot seed suffered from the snow
and frost just when the seeds had germinated freely.

Put in a succession of crops as previously detailed, and when
the ground was at aU dry ran the hoe among young crops of

Parsnips, Onions, Carrots, etc. The Onions do not appear to

have suffered from the frost, though sown early. The scuffle

\vith the Dutch hoe is the best of aU means for keeping crop-

ping gi'ound free of trrerl.-i. Weeding and carrying off weeds,

or burying them in heaps, are almost out of the question

in these days. The use of the Dutch hoe before the weeds
are 2 inches in height leaves an open surface instead of a con-

soUdated one behind the workman, and the sun soon puts the

weeds out of sight. If hea%'y rains come immediately after

such hoeing, it may be necessary to hoe again before long, to

prevent the weeds taking fresh hold. In all such cases of

early hoeing on cultivated ground a rake is quite unnecessary.

On the eontrai'y, now, in the case of a gravel walk overrun
with small weeds, a good raking is important after hoeing.

Repeat the raking several times on a sunny day, in order that

the smallest weeds may be killed. In such a case it is also

important that the smaU weeds should be cut up before the

seed is formed or approaching maturity, otherwise there will

soon be a batch of seedlings. Hence, where there are only a

few weeds on walks, it will be found the most economical plan

to pull them up and at once carry them away in baskets.

It is astonishing what an effect constant cutting at the sur-

face will have in the destruction of som5 of the worst root-

weeds, as the white-flowered Convolvulus, the greatest annoy-

ance when it establishes itself in a garden. Perseverance

in cutting the young shoots when 2 or 3 inches in height will

at last exhaust and kill the white fleshy roots ; but the best

remedy we ever found, where such a plan could be adopted on
fallow ground, is to cut the tops with a hoe, and then cover

all over with 4 inches of short grass from the mowings of

lawns. No shoot coming through this mat, the large roots

will perish.

Asparagus is a regular teU-weather plant. Ten days ago we
had it in great abundance. For four days, since the weather
has become colder, we can scarcely get it long enough for use

without cutting it beneath the surface, which we do not prac-

tise generally. It wUl further prolong the Asparagus season.

We generally give a sprinlding of salt before the heads begin

to appear ; not so much m order to increase the size of the

shoots as to keep the ground free from weeds. This season

we have neglected doing so, but the salt will have a greater

effect when applied after the plants are allowed to grow freely.

With a porous bottom, so that water may not stand within

3 feet of the surface, almost .auythmg may be done with Aspa-

ragus if we can sprinkle salt on the ground several times from
.lune to September, and give manure waterings if the weather
is at all dry.

To Cahbages, CauUflnwers, and late BroccoUvm gave a good
watering of house sewage, and for days afterwards we could

fancy we saw them growing.

Sowed ISasU, Marjnnuii, if-c, under glass to be pricked-out.

Pricked-out Celery plants, and as we are late this sea'^on we
shall keep them under glass in heat imtU they are strong, and
then harden them off by degrees before full exposure. We have
sown at Christmas and li;ul no more bolted heads than when
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we sowed in March ; but Bowing so late, witli ordinary care in

watering, tliere is less risk of run heads in earlj' Celery, and
it a little heat can be given to bring them forward there will

be no great difference in the taking-up time. We also take up
later than we used to do, as now we should have a difficulty,

with our limited space, in lieeping on regularly from July ; and
many people imagine that Celery ii not quite so good early in

the season. Many are deterred, too, from the heads running

to seed when forwarded thus early, but it the roots are not

allowed to become dry, and there is only one chief earthing-up,

there is no more danger of early Celery bolting than of that

which is later.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Gooseberries, whether owing to a rough protection from the

frost and snow by shaking a little rough hay over them, also

Currants, will be a fair crop. A good many fruit of the former
tui-ned yellow and fell, and the Currant crop will be shorter

than usual. Kaspberries showed early this season, and they,

too, had a little hay protection thrown over them. Even now,
though many of the young shoots near the points ot the stems
or caues are as brown as it they had been lired, the most ot

the trasses of the incipient blooms appear to be safe as yet.

Plums as standards and bushes have suffered much, but not

against walls. Cherries, as standards, are in full bloom this

frosty snowy morning, but they seem, nevertheless, to have
set thickly enough, though no doubt some will fall. Apricots

wo fear will be thin. There was a succession of cold wet days
when they were in bloom, and we had no sheet or net-covering.

Keeping the blooms dry, in many cases, would have saved
them. Thinned the foreright shoots, and stopped others for

.spurs as we had opportunity. It is not wise to put oH too long
taking away extra shoots. It is not well to stunt the growth
too much by removing too many shoots at once. The curtail-

ing the shoots freely acts as a check to the free growth ot the

roots.

Even when Vines are stopped a joint or two beyond the
fruit, it is as well to stop the after part of the Vine first, so as

to throw vigour of growth nearer the bottom—say, if the Vine
stem is long, doing this stopping at two or three times with a

few days' interval between them instead of doing it all at once.

After this stopping, too, it is well to allow laterals to grow a

little, so as to promote free root-action. When shoots are

grown unstopped in order to take the place of older stems next
season, their unstopped points, until they have grown the
desired length, do much to keep up free growth at the roots,

without check.

lu early Peach houses the fruit should now be pretty freely

exposed to the sun ; and extra crops, as hanging shelves of

Strawberries, that tend to cause shade, should be gradually
removed, as after May Strawberries will come on in cooler
houses, frames, and pits.

We have several long rows of Strawberry j>lant6 in the
ground, turned out ot 60-sized pots in the autumn, that would
lift well either to pot or to go with baUs into a slight hotbed

;

but the main crops out of doors are showing so well and so
early, that we hardly think we shall have to fall back on these
reserve plants, which we have often found very useful in

filUug the gap between plants potted in the autumn and the
lirst gatherings out ot doors. Sot traps for mice in one of the
liouses, as the mice have injui'ed some large fruit, even before
they changed colour, nipping out all the little seeds over the
fruit. Even when mice attack ripe Strawberries they often
confine themselves exclusively to the seeds dotted along the
surface ot the fruit. They are almost as fond of these as they
are of Lettuce seed. Small as it is, mice will pass by most
things to attack new ripe Lettuce seed.
But for scarcity of room at present we should have had

many of our forced Strawberry plants turned out in the ground,
as the earlier they are planted out the more chance will there
be of good gatherings from the early kinds in autumn. There
is no plan that will equal this for obtaining large crops the
first season after planting. The first summer's yield from such
forced plants is always the best. It is weU "that the plants
should be cleaned, all insects, if any, removed, and the pots
well soaked with water before they are turned out. Two years
ago we saw a piece of Strav/berry plants that had been turned
out of pots after these had done duty under glass, and very
miserable they looked—a practical reason, as their owner
stated, for having nothing to do with this mode of treatment.
" Watered ! Why, to be sure they have been watered every
day, and every day they look worse," and well they might.
The ground round them was as open and loose as could be.

instead ot being somewhat firm, and on taking a plant up the

ball was found to be as dry as if it had been set for twenty-
four' hours over a furnace. No daily watering would ever

affect such a baU under these circumstances even in a month,
and heavy rains would glide over the surface and escape at the

sides. As a last resort the plants were taken up, and dipped
over the tops ot the balls iu a tub of water until every air-

bubble had escaped, and then when planted they throve better,

but nothing in comp.^rison to what they would have done if

the pots had been thoroughly soaked before planting took
place. Labourers, and even young gardeners, require watching
in this respect. Repotting plants with balls dry, is one of the

principal causes ot decaying health, attacks of insects, and pre-

mature death.

Thinning Grapfs.—Except in exceptional circumstances, it

is not advisable to have more than one bunch on a shoot.

When two ai-e left it is often at the expense of having two
inferior bunches instead of one good one. In thinning, these

matters are of importance. Thin out when the berries are

small, so that the scissors may work without much touching
the berries that are left. Keep the scissors bright, drj-, and
clean. Thin only when the bunches are dry, and, unless the

day is cloudy, the work is best done morning and evening.

Touch the bunch as httle as possible, even with the hand, and
esj)ecially avoid coming against it with clothing or the hair of

the head, as these sometimes lead to rusting ot the berries,

though that is oftener owing to warm sulphur fumes, and warm
vapour accumulating in consequence of leaving the houses too

long without air in the mornmg.
ORNAMENTAL DEPAHTMENT.

Much outside work was alluded to last week. Never has
there been a more favourable time ioi fri'sli-plunti'd trees and
shrubs. Even large trees that we moved with makeshift con-

veniences look well as yet, but July will be the month to tiy

these large specimens. No water has been given them, but if

warm and dry weather come towards the end of the mouth or

the beginning of June, we should like to give them a good
watering, as by that time the roots will be pushing pretty

freely. We have long thought that drenching the roots of a
large tree or shiub transplanted in autumn, winter, or early iu

spring, was just plaomg the roots where they would have the

chance of rotting in a cold morass. Wlien the roots are

making fresh growth, when the soil is becoming vrarm, and
when the water is naturally the reverse ot cold, is the most
suitable time to give these fresh-planted trees a help from the
water-barrel. Even in bright days, when the soil and the
nights are cold, it is often better to engine the tops in smi-
shine so as to lessen perspu-ation, instead of delugmg the dor-

mant roots with water.

Florists' Flowers.—Auriculas will now require protection

;

it on the north side of a wall, and covered with glass, all the

better. It the drainage is efficient, nothing is more beneficial

to them after the trusses begin to appear than watering with a

solution of old dried cow dung, allowed to stand for a fort-

night previous to use. The best Polyanthuses arc worth care.

Even those not the best we admhe for cut flowers, but we
must give them up, as we have often had fine rows overnight
on which not a flower was left unpecked by the bii'ds iu early

morn. Carnations and Picotees, especially the latter, wiU re-

quire holding up, and nothing is neater and better than a

twisted wii-e, the flower-stems being placed round and held
secure in the twist. The best Eanunculuses, Anemones, and
Tulips must be defended from heavy rains and rough winds
it the object is to have the finest symmetrical blooms. A
little ot the care of the old florists is much needed now.

Finished pruning tender Eoses. This is quite late enough,
but the season has been so exceptional that we did not Uke to

do so earlier. The Yellow Bauksian has been producing freely

against a wall, the White has not yet opened. We have had a

few blooms ot other sorts, and shall have jilenty in a short

time. We have planted standard Eoses in the beginning of

May, but it is rather late, and what are planted out of doors
now should be from pots. We have often a vision of large

plants of the finest Eoses in large pots and slate tubs
under glass, and we have the place suitable if we could only
obtain it for that purpose. Of course, it would be years
before we had huge, healthy plants, but when obtained, a very
little heat would give us Eoses for nine or ten months out of

the year.

In the flower garden, owing to a press of other work, we
are behind with preparing the beds. They are mostly in rough
ridges when not planted, but these can soon be levelled and
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made fine wlicn the weather changes. However, we do not

thiuk we shall he able to plant much out for ten days.

Chine>ie Primro.^es.—Pricked off a first lot, and sowed- for

succession. We have a number of young i:)lants that bloomed
finely in 4-inch pots now standing on the north side of the

wall of a pit out of doors. Most likely we shall place some of

them in larger pots for early blooming, but if we had. a spare

liiece of ground we would tui-n them out in a shady place,

much in the same way as we used to do with Chrysanthemums,
Salvias, Ac, raising and potting them in the autumn. By
these means a plant in a 00, a 4H, or a 40-pot now, would be-

come a large plant, that would fill an 8 or 10-inch pot in Oc-

tober, and bloom profusely in the early winter months.

Cinerarias.—The first sowing has just come up ; we must
sow again. Seedlings in even 4 aud 5-inch pots are useful.

When large specimen plants are grown, it is well to have

known aud approved varieties. There is no plan better than

to turn out the plants when done blooming in a border

covered with light rich compost, and each stool will soon throw
out suckers, or fresh shoots from the bottom. These, taken

off singly, placed in a small pot, aud potted again aud again

until the little sucker fills an 8-inch or larger pot by October,

will make fine specimens after Christmas.

One of the greatest helps we have had in the way of cut

flowers for six weeks past, has been the blooms of seedling

Gloxinias, which have been yielding most profusely.—R. F.

TRADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
W. Bull, King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.—Retail List of New,

Beaiotlfit'ly and Rare PlantSy d-c.

"W. Hooper, New Wandsworth, Loudon, S.W.

—

Catalogue of
Softwoodecl and Bedding Plants, d-c.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
** ^^^ request that no one will write jnivately to any of the

correspondents of the '* Jom-nal of Horticultui-e, Cottage
Gardener, aud Country Gentleman." By so doing they
are subjected to unjustifiable trouble aud expense. All

communications should therefore be addressed solely to

The Editors of the Journal of Horticulture, <&c., 171, Fleet

Street, London, E.G.
We also request that correspondents will not mis up on the

same sheet questions relating to Gardening and those on
Poultry and Bee subjects, if they expect to get them
answered promptly and conveniently, but write them on
separate communications. Also never to send more than
two or three questions at once.

N.B.—Many questions must remain unanswered until nest
week.

Wjute pRniROSE Seed (D. F.).—We do not tnow ^heve this can be
obtaiiiecl. Can and will some of our correapondents inform us ?

DotJBLE Primroses {A Gardener).—If you can find a double flower witli

anthers, applying their pollen to the pistils of single flowers is the most
probable mode of obtaining seed that wiU produce double-flowered varieties.

We cannot name the varieties of florists' flowers, they are in legions. There
are very many better than the dark Pansy.

Seedling Geranium (ntron).—There is a slight difference in the tints of

the leaf from other zonals. No one can form a judgment on its merits until
after seeing a plant. Send one to the Floral Committee of the Royal Horti-
cultural Society.

Begoni-\,s (H. J. T.).—There are now so many fine-foliated vai-ieties that
we cannot undertake to name these. In addition to those you have, the
following are a few cultivated for their flowei*s—viz., Prestoniensis superba,
Dregei, liigrami, nitida, digswelliensia, boliviensis, and Veitchii.

Alpine Auriculas (D. F. J. iT.).—Send your address to the Eev. H.
Hony^vood Dombrain, WestwcU Vicarage, Ashiord, Kent.

EosE Conservatory {Tyro).—From the sketch sent of the house we
should conclude that the leaves of your Roses curl from being esposed to too
much ventilation when wet from syringing. Do not admit an- by side lights
so as to cause draughts, till the leaves are diy.

Pahadise Stocks [W. Adams, juii.).—The Pai-adise stock is generally
f^'own fi-om layers, and also hy forming a " stool," round the shoots of which
a mound of earth is foi-med like a gi-eat molehill, and in this they throw out
roots during the summer, and in autumn they are removed from the " stool."

The Apple you mention is Burr Knot. To propagate without grafting you
have only to tako off the branches under the " bui-r," and plant them securely
in the gi*ouud in a shady place. Water them weU, and they will take root.

Flower Garden Plan {Sunny).—We think your flower garden very pretty
and effective so far as the ground plan is concerned. There is no absolute
necessity that you should have the two similar groups, one on each side of
the main walk planted alike, though we do not conceal that we are admirers
rather of what you call being " so dreadfully uniform." Besides, you might
maintain eomething like uniformity or balancing, and yet use variety in
securing somewhat siniilar coloms. We should have liked to have known the
size of some of the beds so as to judge accm-ately of the others. If the
narrow beds round the central diamond and a cii'cle at each end can have

tlirej colour
equal. On:

Chi

; ', thr'-i t'r- 'hi-':- li v r.-''',
•;•- 1 tn should at least have

'' t'l- 'ii';: ! i

.'
. ; ! M-'i 'jjiijut should be more

I I itii; in each of these
,> ,1. .> I.. -[.. .(,., ; ir. 1. ir ..

L nu in the nan-ow beds.
I ilia i,>.ui..l ili.j ^uiiLi,i,l lUaiuiiil iL wuuld not he desii'able

in aul lU clo:>o to it aud rouui the half of it. Having
!!-; you have, we would never think of using vai'iegated

vAoi down round Lobelia spcciosa. Thi^ would be
^ would make it answer, at least it would be poor

when coutiustua with" small plants of Golden Pyrethrum. Take the following

merely as hints ;—No. 2, Calceolaria centre, Perilla round, Lady Middletou,
edged with dwarf Ageratum ; 3 and 4, Tom Thumb the centre, broatl band
of Bijou, eU'cd with a ban-l •<f P.'iilbi l-o^.t dwarf, or L-esine Lindeni

;

5 and 6, Lobelia el;<.il wit'.i (iil i i i ni; 7 and 8 as proposed, brown
Calceolaria ed^'ud with Cunisi'.i' > . pLLnts of Cinei-aria maritima;
8 and 9 as proposed. Yellow (_',ii

i i,l in pie King Verbena; 11 and 12
as 7 and 8 ; 13 aud 11 as 5 and ti, ;lu t . j ..a.

Sowing Auricdla Seeds, &.c. (An Old Siib^crihn-).~U you send five

postage stamps with your address to our office and order " Florists' Flowers,"

you will have a little book sent post free that answers all your queries about
them. A Walnut tree needs no manm-e. If not growing on a chalk formation,
a little lime rubbish forked into the surface soU over the roots would benefit

the ti-ee.

Shifting Roses at a Show {M. W.).—"At a local flower show a gai--

dener staged twenty-four Roses, three trusses of each, for a £'2^vizQ; and
twelve single trusses for a 10s. prize. The twenty-four were very good, but
most of the twelve were poor. He waited till the hours were up for any mora
coming in for exhibition, but no others came for the £'2 prize. Then he
shifted his best from his twenty-four trusses, and put them into the twelve

trusses, aud put the bad ones from the twelve into the twenty-four. This
made him take both first prizes. Was this right, and can one exhibitor

arrange another's Roses ? " The gardener who acted as you detail, acted
fraudulently, and yoa should inform the Committee of his base conduct. No
exhibitor ought to touch, much less arrange another exhibitor's flowers. The
two specimens were sma5he.l.

Peach Leaver Bltstkiied (A. F. (7.).~This is caused by the late spring

frosts. Eff(.- tuil -'l. 1.1 mm until the end of May is the only preventive.

Pick off all fh' : M' '

-.

Gripes Ev-; ;> rand Frionl).—Yom: Gra.^e-> are very severely

raste I. The cra^c i L >ulj_ial. They will pr obably ripen and colour, but the
brown on theU' auiface will deteriorate their appeai-ance.

Grapes Spotted {Dttx Collarbox).—Your Grapes (no letter with them)
are attacked by what gardeners call " the spot." It is an ulcer or gangrene.
Cut out cvei-y borry that is sj atta^'tied, for not one of them will ripen. If

the roots of the Vine are outside the house, put a heap of hot fermenting-

dung on the surface of the soU over them, and keep it mulched all the sum-
mer. If the roots are inside, water them copiously with weak tepid manm'O

Vine Lewes Shanked {Vinus).—The remedy recommended above is quite
as applicable to your case. The ulceration arises from the roots nob supplying
a suthciency of saj).

Stockwood Ridge CucajiBER and Vegetable Marrow Planting
{A Subscriber).—We presume you have already sown the seed, and that the
plants are potted-off singly and well-established iu -l-inch pots. When they
are good strong plants harden them off well in a frame, and plant them out
in a warm sunny situation sheltered from strong winds. Previous to planting,

take out the soil to the depth of 1 foot for about a yard square, and put in

15 inches of hot dung. It should be trodden firmly aud thou covered with the
soil dug out, which will, of course, form a hillock, and. if the soil is not light

and rich, some leaf mould and turfy loam may be added. In about foui- or
five ilays tlie hills will be warmed, thou tm-n out the plants, water after plant-

ing, and cover them with a hand-glass or an inverted wicker basket for a few
days, afterwards expose fully ; but if you use hand-lights tilt them so as to

admit air daily, and when the plants reach the glass sides raise the hand-
lights so as to let them run out. After the middle of June the lights may
be removed. Water fi-eely in di-y weather. Three Cucumber plants, or one
Vegetable Marrow, may bo put out on each hillock. The hillocks should be a
yard apart, and 6 feet between the rows.

AdiANTUM—Forced Rhubarb—Frightening Birds (LfOfi.).—The Fern,
of which you enclose a frond, is not A. farleyense, but a form of A. Capillus-

Veneris, aud we think that known as Moritzianum. The roots of Rhubarb
pla:ed in a cellar last January should with'jut delay be planted out of doors
3 feet apart in good soil, mulching them with somo good, short, rather littery

duu,', and watering with weak liquid manure when they are gi-owing freely.

The roots will he useless for forcing next winter, bat after they have had two
years' gi-owth, or become strong, they may be again used for that purpose.
You must put in fresh roots next winter. Rhubarb roots placed in a cellar

should have enough water to keep the soil moist. What will answer for

searing birds in one place will not answer in another. For keeping birds from
seeds we have not found anything so good as red-leading.

Stopping Sg^irlet Runners and Peas {Sutton -Coldjield).—The Scarlet
Runners will do equally well, if not better, stopped at 5 feet from the gi-ound,

and so will Peas if they have a sufficient number of pods or blossoms below
the place where they are stopped. By stopping you will secure bettor-filled

pods, and quantity will depend on the number you leave at the stopping.

pas Gn
—We think the cause of the Para*

the damp soil and low situation inducing
apable of withstanding the severity of

our ordinary v.
i / i , l 1 of tying-up the leaves or grass on the ap-

proach of sevi- I
, , .vuuld let it be loose, and not be in a huny to

remove it. Tiic i'.t upj. . Cliu.3.s, though requiring rich soil with plenty of

moisture in summer, docs best in a well-drained soil, and in a high rather than
a low situation.

Leptopteris superba Propagation {J. R. P.).—We do not know that it

can be propagated by the fronds in any way but by laying fronds with ripo

spores on a pot or pan of sandy peat, placed in a glass case kept close and
very humid. Division may occasionally be practised.

FLOvraR-BEDs Planting {W. Palmer).—The number for the 9th was in
type before your plan arrived. No one can he sure of an answer under a week
from the date, and more time is generally required. Your gi-oup of seven
circles is planted on the balancing system—a centre clump, and tha'oe the
same on each side. We think the proposed plan will look very well and simple.
The edgings of LobeUa on one bed aud of Golden Pyrethi-um on the other
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412 __^
eon^c u. weU. Hyou^ad a line of l^t^ t^Se^^LSror^v^ r.^ey
the Golden Feverfew it would improve '^^l^ZTci^Ts^A > lozeDge-we
dwarf AKeratum. Of the other tto«i,*fJ-'^atS^'oi' pS-ethi-om, but we
would plant the circles as. proposed with ""

/°|^-f"i^^i^g it, we would
would have no Pjrethrmn m 'he 'ozenge. tosteiut^i mjw o •

,.^,,„„)

centre with .carlet, BUiTOund '"'^
f^^'^J.^";^ tUs-T^Tom centre clump is

-We could improve on y?''"-/''°t'"«
°?i^'",.''^ould horder 5 and 6 in

of yellow Calceolaria l'?'''!"";''*
'^..{^^'^^^s'aijrce SemwithblueLobeUa.

the same line with ^^esme, but sunound ciys^ir^^ ^^^

Bijou; better border with scarlet, pmk, or purple.
^ ,„,^

Mills's book on Pine Apple culture.

lion you need.
, , , . „„/i

«.^ -Tt^t 1 r 7T r 1 —Your Viola is of a pleasing shade of colour, ana

lsof'^?he^merre«^nSc,S"a Perfection. 'ihe flower sent is infenor

to oth^ei oTthLTvp^already in the trade. Habit Vrot-s.on^r.iv^^^^^en^

of bloom are the chief points. Ton should plant it out near others oi lue

^

same class already seat out.

hrauohes that overhang the roof.
1

PE-iCH Tbees akd Vises rs the SiJiE Hoose (Wo Gnrrf««fr).-Probahly

thrtea^saretui-ning yeUow and faUing "^ ''?"J?"'
°'

7'l';„^a^,"^'^I
+ho soU a foot or more he ow the surface. Syrmge the tiees e.ery day. ii

To^mesie newly planted and intended to be permanent, do not fruit
,

thSiVi^eTtlSch have been established one season may cai-ry two bunches

toe"chroi Ptochthe side shoots at two leaves beyond the bunch. Keep

ip a supply of moisture in the atmosphere of the house as you propose.

L-iF OF APPLE Teee Blotched -PE.1CH Tree Gummed -Vn.-ERV

TREATMENT U».ate«r).-Xhe leaf sent is burned by the sun Jou *oiUd

4ateh ST effect on the. leaves, and daub the »P°' "TfT* ^.^,"^ P^'^t'ain

^?i=gi=&?o^t sferx'»^^

«on above the gummed parts at once ; remove it a httle at a time, ine

SneSe of frfnlry which contains principally Black Hamburgh Grapes

sSd be" om 65= to 70= at the time the fruit is setting, men the Grapes

Srset the n"ht temperature need not be above 6.5=, and a moist atmosphere

SoSdhematotained When the Grapes show signs of colouring, a small

SshoSl ta left for air aU night. If the weather .'^ hot and diy the

bISs and surface of the borders should be gently sprmWed twice a-da^.^

lucl wii be sufficient moisture. In damp weather omrt the spmilmg

Xgether. The temperature by day from sun heat should be from 10 to

15" above the .night temperature. Muscat Grapes reciuure 6= more heat than

-the above.

WIREWORMS rN- NEW-G.UIDES GK0T7KD {WaUall).-U i^ '^T lUBcuit to

drive wireworms from newly-hroken-np pasture ground We ^^-^^ '°™|
die.ssin-' with lime and soot useful, also guano .ind salt, which aie all good

feSers, and we advise their appUeation, but they wiU not tree the ground

if wireworm. Gas lime is the best thing we have tried ; apphed at the rate

of ten bushels per acre it drives the greater part of them away, hut it should

^e put on some weeks before the ground is requu-ed for cropping. Spiead it

«veily over the surface, allow it to remain ten days or a fortnight, and then

lork it in. Ammoniacal Uquor diluted with sb: times its bulk of water applied

to the ground with a watering-pot at the rate of three gaUons to 6 sqimre

yards blfore sowing or planting, acts as a manure as well as a preventive of

therava^es of wireworni and other grubs. We should crop with the Cabbage

-tribe, C<Sery, Peas, and Beans, and plant largely with Lettuce, winch forms a

sood tran. Take up all the Lettuces which the wnreworms attack; they wu

le knowS by the plants flagging under the sun. PuU them up and you wiU

find the wireworms at the root-stem, or in the soil near it. We have found as

many as a dozen on a single Lettuce root. Plant as baits, between the rows

of other crops. Potatoes and CaiTots, the Potatoes whole but with the eyes

taken out, and the Cairots cut into pieces U or 2 inches long. Place them m
the "round about 2 inches deep, cover them -with soil, and put in a stick to

Indicate the position of each. Yon may thus entrap many wireworms ;
ex-

amine the baits every second or third tlay, and after destro.ving thowirewonns

search should also be made in the ground, then replace the baits and cover

them with soil.

Insects (Reader).—"Lice
Send us specimens.

Names of Plants (^r(fi?»icc).-It certainly is not a seedling Ai-hor-Vitie,

but one of the vrild Mustard tribe, but we cannot say which species from

merely seein" the leaves, (r. S. H.).—Pyrus pmnatiflda, or Pinnatifid-leaved

Moun'tain Ash. (B. D. S.).-l, Kerria japonica; 2, Pemettya muoronata;

8, CvtisuB multiaoms; 4, Cytisus pnrpureus; 5, Phalaris aiundmacea or

Gardener's Garters. (M. F.).—The fungus found near the roots of old trees

-IS PhaUus fojtidus in a yonng state. (P. S-).-We cannot name plants from

leaves only. We need flowers as weU. (Sfrickiond).-!. Only leaves
; 2, Po-

tentilla argentea, SUvery CmquefoU; 3, We thmk Echiumvulgare, "Pipers

Bngloss, specimen. Imperfect; 4, Kema japonica. I.L.B. S. C.).---l, Ptens

creticaalbo-Uneata; 2, Polypodium (Phymatodes) pustulatnm ; 8, Asplemum

-bnlbiferum; 4, Pteris sermlata; 5, Pteris serrulata var. cnstata; 6, Fahiana

imhrieata; 7, Polvpodium cambricum; 8, Nephrolepis cordiioha ; 9, Libonia

floribanda. {F. P. G.).—Acer japonicum, Thunb. {SuhscrtWr, CormcM).—

" aphides," " gnats," all from the s

1, Salria verhcnacea; 2. Cardamuie pmtensk ;
S^LyctaU d^^^^^^

l^^^S!S^'f^ri^n^^^^^^ 6^.^rAspleninfn (Oi-

plazium) dubium.
_ _ _

POULTET, BEE, AUB PIGEOIJ OHEOmOLE.

WHICH IS THE BEST BBEED ?—No. 1.

I KECEivx SO many inquii-ie. as .to whicli is the ^est br^ed of

practical subject m-iT """;
\,„„„„se i have knoWB cases -where

o,er any o^'^i-^^';?
^""^^fobTeeUonT^^^^ Tre generally hardy,

.
latter there is always °'i''. °!?J^®^™°

'
ften be selected so as to

I and with P;°P-;,^^,^|e"stu\?LycL never be depended upon
prove

«f
1y f."^^^Sakes them unsuitable for the large number

not to sit, and this maKes tue
^^ ^^^

of cases where only one ="^^11 Ja d or lun can g

,

fowls, and where ch.ct-sca'^on g
1 advantage, ibeir "1°°^^'=;,

non-sittui':' breed, would be
trouble, -'^!'l^;,^yf;efXre one o? two Sroods of chickens
entirely avoided Ev«n

:^f^\^u holds good, as it is impossible

J

can be reared the
°'^]^™''f,

'!" „ „ °
if a non-sitting breed

to set all the hens
^'^'l^^Vorlwo hens for sitting each season.

;

be kept, to buy or hire one °^ *^° ^^''^^erin to lay they can be
When these bea^ off then^chid.en^andhegm ^y^.^_ 3

^

T^fs fin?sherand\hey stw an^ incUnation to sit again, they

mav be killed for table. , breeds is not
)

The objection often made to tbe pric^e of I»-
^^.^^^

nearly so gi-eat as many ''"I'^"^S,„„_j° means when he con-
understand what Mr. KmnardB. Edwards means

^^^ ^^^
trasts the prices of really ^.st-cia^s Du ^o^^^

^^
those a " year or so ago F^f^^l^J^ '^^^ that birds of such
and therefore costly

; ^"^^^^%l^^''ll eJsiom such, can now
quaUty,fromasho-^pomt of view.oie^

^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^
be bought cheap, aU I can say i» ne

^^ ^^

matter, for there i^^vct was a time when duos g
jj^^ brief

win would realise better l'""\ ^^".^^Jth^r hand, he means
months of the poultry mama. J^*'.""^,*^^ °A""'-^^^ is, birds
what the gi-eat breeders oall their ^ast rs ^ ^ ^^^^^^^

which have aU the useful quabties of th^
'l"4"i ^o„ld say that

of feather -^e disabled from bemgsho^, then^^
-^^^ ^J^^,^

I have never known the *"»«
^t^''"/"+o iq? each, and most

t^rfr^-^r:£|g^--i^--^
^s:pSt»n:|2§r^y|^%^^

I have
f^^y^/°^? fifet^er^lnTat case, also the first ex-

^tfe'o?tL'^^:ck\"Il|te onlyone.^^^^^^^

fither be hatched, or a sitting
°r,X°ns being STowed fi-om the

S:r«fyiytrst^^^^^^^^^^

breeding to e^iibition standaids excep^t
^^^^ ^^.^

inclination for it ^^^^^ '^^^^^,^,1^;° "^^e the introduction of

|;%-i%ol^^.e^.{oren5riecVa^^^^
case of a fancier, it always does and "^^^ g j J^^

lute eco'nSi^^al alTan^ges of tie best breeds may be secured

^"^oTiir^o'St.bo^^vrr; care sbould be devoted In every lot

of hens some will be better layers than others. Le^ us suppose

we s?art with six Houdans-a cock and five hens. P^obfly out

rf th" five two may lay thirty eg.gs per annum more than either

^f tVio oHiers their eggs should be noticed, and only tnese

:ggs et°' ByfoUowing^Ws plan for a^-ry few years a vei-y

o?pat increase in egg-production may be obtained. My attention

^as al-awn to this"si^bject by a fi'iend having a Brahma pullet,
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which laid nearly three hundred eggs in one twelvemonth,
though valueless as a fancy bird, and the quality descended to

several of her progeny; and I have since found other instances
which prove conclusively that a vast improvement might easily

he effected in nearly all our hreeds were that careful selection

of brood stock made for this purpose which the fancier bestows
on other objects. It is to be regretted more is not done in this

way, and having more room than I had, I hope myself to make
some experiment in this direction shortly. I will only say now
that I am perfectly certain the number of two hundi-ed eggs
per annum might be attained in a few years with perfect ease
were the object systematically sought ; and I trust these few
remarks may arouse a general attention to it amongst those
who keep poultry for eggs only, and who can easily do all that
is necessai-y "without any knowledge whatever of fancy points,
or any attempt to breed exhibition birds.

The consideration of the breeds suitable for special circum-
stances I will endeavoiu' to enter upon in my next paper.

—

L. Wright.

CHICKENS SUmTV^ING IN CHILLED EGGS.
I SHOULD like to mention the following facts for the encourage-

ment, under similar circumstances, of my fellow fanciers. I
have a number of hens sitting on Brahma eggs, and by an over-
sight, two days ago, they were not seen safely back to their
respective nests after being taken off to feed. The consequence
was that tvro hens went into one nest; this was not discovered
for about five hours, and by this time the eggs, twelve in num-
ber, and neaiiy all chipped, were perfectly cold, and not a sound
of a chick to be'heard in them. I at once put them in a bowl of
warm water, and in a short time heard the chu-ping of the
chicks. "S\'hen the eggs were thoroughly warm I replaced them
under the hen ; the following morning 1 had the satisfaction of
finding eleven very fine chicks hatched, and they now appear as
strong as any I have.

—

Vf. 1. 1.

HOME PEODUCTION OF EGGS AND POULTRY.
{Continued from page 354.)

I WTLL now direct my remarks more particularly to the several
newly introduced breeds of foreign fowls, and endeavoiU' to
point out the particular advantages these several breeds of fowls
possess in a pecuniary or commercial point of view. I will com-
mence with the Brahma, as being probably the most generally
useful and important of the comparatively new introductions.
This large Asiatic fowl surpasses all others in size and strength
of constitution : and from its suitability to our variable climate,
and from its many good quahties, it appears to have made
greater way and increased in favour more rapidly than any other
breed. The advantages this breed possesses pre-eminently over
all other birds are its extreme kindness, dociUty, great size, and
being a good layer, especially through the winter months, when
eggs are most dear and valuable. In character the Brahma is

somewhat similar to the Cochin, only more hvely in its carriage
and more incUned to roam in search of food. It also carries
more breast meat, is less coarse in the bone, and has a better-
coloiired skin. As a table bird it will not compare with the
Dorking, but the Brahma will thrive and do well where the
Dorking will pine and die. The Brahma will cross freely with al-

most any breed, and it is, perhaps, for the purpose of crossingthat
the Brahma v\'ill be found more valuable. The celebrated Surrey
chicken is highly esteemed in the London market, and is pro-
duced from a cross with the Dorking cock and Brahma hen.
The more common cross adopted, however, throughout the
country is the Brahma cock with Dorking or barndoor hens. The
importance or advantage gained by this cross is impai'ting the
great size and strength of constitution of the Brahma into the
Dorking, without much deteriorating the value the Dorking pre-
eminently possesses as a table bii'd. The Brahma is, as I said
before, a good winter layer, and equal to the Cochin as a sitter
and good mother to rear strong and hardy chickens, and when
crossed with the Dorking, produces admirable egg-layers. It is

not uncommon for Brahma cOcks to attain the weight of 12 lbs.

and 14 lbs., and hens 10 lbs. to 12 lbs. each bird. This is about
the weight of two couples of common barndoor fowl.
The Houdan is the celebrated French fowl—the Dorking of

France—more highly prized in that country than any otlier
breed, perhaps not excepting the Creve-Coem-, and since its in-
troduction here it is equally highly thought of, and promises to
supersede most other breeds. The advantages this breed pos-
sesses are its early maturity and great readiness to fatten, being
particularly light in the bone and delicate in flesh ; it is also a
precocious layer of large white eggs throughout the year, never
desiring to sit. It is no exaggeration to say that the Houdan
will fatten upon the same food that will scarcely keep other fowls
in ordinary condition. There is another valued French fowl
fully equal to it in this respect—that is the Creve-Cceur, a
magnificent jet black bird of very considerable size, and possibly
the most precocious fowl known to fatten. These birds are now

well established in this countiy—so much so, indeed, that it is
easier to purchase thoroughly pure and good specimens for stock
purposes here than it is in France.
Among the most celebrated of the ETigUsh breeds come first

the Dorking, followed by the Game and Hamburgh. The Dork-
king may, in every sense, be considered a purely English fowl.
Its antiquity clearly dates back to the Eoman period. For table
purposes the Dorking appeai-s to hold its own against all comers,
and certainly fi-om its size, amplitude of breast meat, dehcacy of
flesh, and early maturity, it is not easily surpassed. But as a.

layer, the Dorking is found very variable ; some strains are said,

to be fair layers, but, as a rule, this breed cannot be depended
upon for the production of eggs in any quantit}', and only through
the fine summer months. The disadvantages the Dorking
possesses are the delicacy and difficulty in rearing the chickens,
and the liability of the breed to disease, save in exceptionally
warru and dry localities. To increase the strength and stamina
of this breed, and make it more generally useful and suited to
our climate, it is found necessary to cross it with some of the
larger and stronger breeds, and the cross invariably produces a
valuable and profitable bird.
We next come to the Game, the bird that is sure to be the

cock of the walk wherever he may be thrown. The Game is to
the other breeds what the racehorse is to the more commoQ
breed of horses. The value of the Game lies rather in its great-
courage, bold spirit, and great beauty, than possessing any
super-excellent qualities in a commercial sense. The flesh of
the Game is, however, superb ; but there is comparatively Utile
of it, the bird being anything but large or meaty. The hens
are good layers of peculiarly finely-flavoured eggs, and I th nk
there is no bird that is better able to cater for itself or will
wander a greater distance in search of food.
We now come to that most beautiful and highly -prized breed,

the Hamburghs—the Gold and Silver-spangled, and Gold and
Silver-penciEed varieties. These beautiful birds have beea
established for centuries amongst us, and may be looked upoii
as an EngUsh fowl, although the first stock was probably brought
here by a Dutch merchant trading with this country. Such
precocious and determined egg-layers are these birds, that they
have earned the well-merited name of evei-y-day layers or ever-
lasting layers. The eggs, although somewhat small in size, are
rich in quaUty, and the shell white. Indeed, the size of egg"
laid by the Spangled variety is not veiy much smaller than the
egg of the Cochin or Dorking, both of which lay a small egg in.

proportion to the size of the body, whereas the Hamburgh's egg
is large in proportion to the size of the bird. It is not at all un-
common forHamburghs to lay fi'om 250 to 280 eggs in the year, and
occasionally 300 are obtained from a single bird. Two hundred
and forty would, I think, be a fair average yield from this breed.
For table purposes they cannot be much considered, o"wing to
their small size. They are, however, plump and well-flavoured,
and make excellent roast chickens. They are small eaters and
very busy caterers for themselves, and obtain a larger propor-
tion of their necessary food by searching about for it. In this
respect they, with the Game, are essentially a farmer's fowl.
The Black Spanish or the White-faced Spanish cannot now be

considered other than a fancy fowl ; the contin\ied breeding in-
and-in to obtain this peculiar face has deteriorated its value as
a profitable bird. In=itead of the hardy, useful, old-fashioned,
red-faced bird that formerly existed, we have now a delicate
fancy fowl, less Lcrdyand smaller in size. The Spanish have
ever been noted as good srmmer layers of a large white G^g,
and were it not for its black legs, would be highly esteemed fox~

table pui-pose, from the whiteness and delicacy of its flesh.

I have touched upon the generaUy acknowledged advantages
that the best and most approved breeds of home and foreign
fowls possess, and I shall now dii"ect youi" attention to the gene-
ral treatment of fowls and the return that may be realised by
them "with proper management, showing the importance in a
commercial sense that would result from an increased quantity
being kept and the quaUty of our breed being improved. The
first thing to be considered by those who keep fowls should be
to obtain that breed most suited to the climate of the locality as
well as the accommodation and convenience of the individual
poulti-y-keeper. To the farmer who possesses an unlimited gi-ass

rmi^ with farmstead well sheltered and soil dry, the Houdan or
Brahma Dorking would be found the most generally useful and
profitable breed to keep. As layers, considering the size of their
eggs, they are not to be surpassed, and as table birds, heavy,
large, and meaty, with readiness to fatten and quick growth to
maturity, they will aH'ays command a ready market and the
highest price. To the cottager who is obhged to confine his
fowls within a nan'ow space the Brahma or Crcve-Cccur will
probably be found the most profitable and satisfactor)-, combin-
ing egg-producing power and flesh-forming propensity in the
same bird, and less likely to suffer by confinement than any
other bird, as they are bound to thrive in a space where Houdans,
Dorkings, or Hamburghs would pine or die. For the produc-
tion of eggs in winter these birds are not to be surpassed, and
this is a necessary qualification for the profitable keeping of
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fowls in a confined state, inasmuch as the increased pnce eggs

obtain in the winter months will compensate for te^n'^'f^ed

cost of keeping fowls depending entirely upon hand-feeding.

(To be continued.)

EXIT END OE AN EGG.

I HAVE seen eggs chipped at the smaU end, but I have never

kno^ a chicken make its exit from that end. This season I

Sid one such case, but the chicken failed to chip the sheU suffi-

ciently to admit of its escape, and so it died before I was aware

ofTts position. On opening the shell I foimd that the chicken s

body was in the natural position, but its head was unusually

low down, and on that account it could not work round m tne

^
It is not unusual to find eggs chipped about the mime, out of

seventy eggs hatched this year I had three such ;
the bubble,

in each was much below the shoulder of the egg, but not entirely

on the side.
, . ,, , n . .^n, ifo

The natural position of the chicken m the sheU is with its

•caudal extremity in the smaU end, its feet drawn up against the

sides and front of its abdomen, the neck bent forwards ana

downwards, the left side of the head against the thorax a

Uttle to the right of the central Une, the right wing covering the

right eye. AU living thing,.?, oviparous as well as vi-nparous,

come into the world head foremost. The large end of an egg

comes first, and from that end the chicken makes its exit. —

p s —Since writing the above I examined the eggs that I

iave set—about fifty—and found one with the air-chamber

near the small end. It was set on the 20th. X will examme

it occasionally untU it comes to maturity, and if of any interest

to you, I will send you my notes of the case.

1 his pubUc official duties. The subscribers to the testimonial

included not only his friends and members of the Association,

but also the exliibitors at its exhibitions. That it has thriven

during his secretaryship is testified by the foUowmg statement

:

At thiir first Show they had 150 exhibitors ; second 213 ;
third,

270; fourth, 380; fifth, 490; sixth, 510; seventh, 600; eighth,

650 ; ninth, 700 ; tenth, 900.

CEYSTAL P.VLACE CAT SHOW.
A Cat Show was held at the Ci-ystal Palace, which opened yes-

terday, and will be continued to-day. The number of entries is

not so great as at the last exhibition, but what has been a faUing-

off in number has been correspondingly an improvement m the

quality of the animals exhibited. In futm-e Mr. "Wilson intends

that these exhibitions shaU take place in the autumn, when the

entries wiU be much gieater. Among the animals exhibited

was a fine specimen of the Eoyal Cats of Siam, which are only

known to exist in the palace of the King ; also a fine specimen

of the rare Tortoisehell Tom Cat. The arrangements were ad-

mirable, and such as to enable the curious pubUc, who look and

linger at these interesting exhibitions, to see the whole m com-

fort. The Judges were Lady Dorothy Nevill, Mr. Harnson

TVeii-, F.E.H.S., Mr. Jeuner "Weii-, F.Z.S., and Dr. Hogg.

BraSriNGHAM SUMMEB EXHIBITION OF POUI^TEY AND PiGEONS.—

A schedule is just issued, and one more enticing to exhibitors

could scarcely be conceived. The silver cups, of which there are

ali-eadyuolessthanforty-oneadvertised,willno doubt be even yet

considerably augmented, being throughout the gifts of private lu-

di-viduals ; and as the Ust of subscriptions is not yet complete, it

is probable there will eventually be but few if any classes with-

out their plate prizes. The number of classes is ninety, and their

arrangement foUows pretty closely that of the Birmingham De-

cember meetings. Among the special novelties of the Show, to

be held simultaneously and adjacent to the Boyal Horticultural

"Society's Exhibition, is a class open to any variety of Pheasants,

which it is expected will be of great pubho interest ;
and be-

sides this, the ladies of Moseley and King's Heath have con-

tributed a handsome piece of plate for the best pair of fancy

Ducks—that wiU, beyond doubt, insure a large enti-y of the

most valuable specimens. The Show being entirely under the

management of long-experienced amateurs, the owners of choice

poultry may safely depend on the most careful and constant

attention—in fact, as advertised in the schedule, " Members of

the Committee will be in attendance both day and night," though

another rule will be rigidly enforced, " that no exhibitor or any

member of the Committee will be allowed in the Show during

the judging." The entries close on Saturday, June the 8th next.

The Show itself will be held under spacious tents, on Jime 2oth

and three following days, and the Judges appointed are, for

Poultry, Messrs. Hewitt and Teebay; for Pigeons generally,

Messrs. EsijuUant and Child ; and for Flj-iug and Muff-legged

Tumblers, Mr. Beardsmore, of Birmingham, t'uder so careful

-an arrangement a great success appears certain.

Hampshire Ornithological Association.—After acting as

Honorary Secretary for ten years Mr. Philip Wan-en has re-

signed. A very handsome silver epergne and other articles

have been presented to him at a public dinner, and he explained

that the cause of his resignation is the claim upon his time of

SILVER DEAGOONS' BAES.

The question at issue on this subject is. Which is the proper

colour for a Silver Dragoon bar-brown or ^ack? Ml^ Grah^
does not bring foi-^-ard any evidence fl^^it'^'^^-.^'jy *^^i^\X
bar should not be upheld, much less why the black should take

''^Mr!^ Graham says my precedent is " no argument, for no

black-barred were exhibited, and therefore they (the judges)

were obhged to give prizes to the best of their abihty ,
and sup-

posing judges make L en-or one year, is that any reason why

they should always do so ? " I say the judges were "ght then

and are right now, in gi.dng brown-baii-ed
^»^-^l^^%^^l%l°l

there are So black-ban-ed birds now any more than there were

then; and to prove this assertion I quote Mr Crrahams own

lettei- of December 21st, 1871, page 498, i-Y"^^
1,1 b^fbeeS

reply to your correspondent (who, I may here add has been

one of the best Dragoon breeders in existence, and to whose

opinion I would sooner give way than to that of any man m the

fancy),
" Now I maintain that they cannot be too black and 1

should only be too glad to meet with a. P^"; li^^^^S J^'i'^fi
bars." What does this mean ? Does it not coufirni what i

have said in my former letter, that what Mr. Graham has

written up as black is not black—far from It ?
, ,t i,tf„,.

I should be glad if Mr. Graham would read my last lettei

again, evidently he misunderstands me. I then asked, How is it

so successful a fancier as Mi-. Graham has never (as far as my
personal experience has gone, and I have visited many shows)

fxhibited other than brown-barred birds until he pm-chased the

second-prize pair- at the Palace Show Mr. Graham himself

exhibiting brown-barred birds there ? Mr Graham s'lys tins
^

contraiT to the truth, for the only pair of Silvers at the Cijstal

Palace which I exhibited were black bars. Will Mr. Giaham

admit there were only two pairs of Slivers m the class (Blue oi

SUver), and that Mr. Gibson obtained the second prize.' 1 again

state the others were Mr. Graham's, having brown bars. These

birds, too, I saw at a show a few weeks before, and looking ovei

the class at the Palace before opening my catalogue, I remarKea

to a friend, " Why, Graham has done nothmg -with his aUvers .

! Mr. Graham also says Mr. Allsop, in his conteoversy with Mr.

PercivaU, in your Journal a few years ago advocated a w;hite

' rump for a Dragoon. Now I can assure Mr. Graham he is as

much in ei-ror on this subject as he is m stating bladv is the

proper colour for a Silver Dragoon bar. It was Mr Ludlow, and

not myself who took part in that controversy ; and if I remembei

aright on this subject (I have not the con-espondence by me to

refer to) Mr. Ludlow, also, never did advocate the white inimp

for a Blue Dragoon. Perhaps Mr. Ludlow -mil put us right m
this matter; and as Mr. Graham has to caU on his fi-iend Mr.

Gibson to come to the front and support the black bars, i

respectfully ask Mr. Ludlow to give his experience in breeding

SUvers, and to say which is the proper colom- for their bar.

Mr. Brent, in his book on Pigeons, says that Silver Owls

Baldheads, &c., should have black bars. Mr. Graham asks. If

correct in other breeds why not so in Dragoons ? I may as weU

ask As the Silver Dun Antwerp has red bars, wny should not

the SUver Dragoon have red bars ? I think one argiiment is as

good as the other—that is, worth nothing at all. In the first

Slace may I ask Mr. Graham, Is the " Silver " colour of the Owl,

Baldheads, or Tui-bit of the same colour as the Silver ot the

Dragoon ?—unquestionably not. Do not the -white flights ot

the Baldhead or Turbit enhance the colour of their bar by the

contrast there is in black and white? Is it .not different

altogether with the Silver Dragoon ? Do not theii- flights have

to match with their body ? Should not the neck feathers of the
'

bird con-espond with the colour of their bar ? In bro^-n-barred

birds it does—a point this which Mr. tjraham seems entirely to

ignore—as in such birds as the second-prize Palace and Bir-

mingham birds were, whilst their bars were of a bad colour, or,

to us°e a corrected term, "kite-colouredbars," their neckfeathers

were decidedly of a blue cast. This I consider a fatal objection

to a show bu-d.
, . , c

Mr Graham also says that Dragoon classes m shows are ot

comparatively recent dale, and we must therefore look to the old

flving fanciers, who distinctly state that Silver Dragoons should

have black bars, and that Mr. Moore, a flying man of twenty-

three years' standing, says, " Duu bars were always cUscaraetl,

and considered wastrels and only fit for the pie. 1 would

remind Mr. Graham that there is an exception to every riUe.

Twelve years ago I knew of a bromi-barred Silver Dragoon hen

that fled regulariy from Alton Towers to Walsall, a distance of

1 nearly fifty miles, under the hour, and lately of a Silver Dun
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Antwerp hen that has flown scores of times fi-om London Bridge
to Birmingham, a distance of nearly 120 miles, in two hours and
ten minutes, and this bird, too, obtained the first prize at Glas-

gow Show the first year a class was made there for Antwerps,
which I beheve is foirr years ago.

It is a weU-known fact that all Pigeon-flying men consider
soft-coloured birds faint-hearted, and not able to he trained to

fly any distance ; so, as the Silvers with the dun bars are wastrels
and only fit for a pie, how is it the same remark does not apply
to the washed-out blue with had-eoloiu'ed bars ? May I ask, also,

what has the Pigeon-flying man to do with the exhibitor '? Are
•the decisions of our judges, who are gentlemen of well-known
ability, to be discarded because a Pigeon-flying man says the
reverse ? Is it not a fact that the enthusiastic Pigeon-flyer cares

not what colours he crosses together, if he can improve his birds

in .speed for a short distance of twenty mQes, or add stamina
and endirrance to his champion of one hundred mil es ? Does the
flying Dragoon man object to have in his stud a black pied, a
sooty blue with bars hardly discernible, blue-splashed birds,

blue white-flighted, or wliite-rumped birds, or anything of the
sort, so long as he can fly the distance in the shor-test time "?

Certainly not. Are not such birds invaluable to a Pigeon-flyer,

and at the same time would not an exhibitor consider them
wastrels and only fit for the pie ?—H. Axlsop.

[This and similar controversies serve to rouse attention to the
subjects in dispute, but must not be prolonged. The decision
can only be arrived at by the votes of a committee of competent
judges.

—

Eds.]

EVENLT-MAKKED CANAEIES AND MULES.
I AM again reluctantly compelled to reply to my Tvorthy friend

Mr. Hawnian's remarks on the above subject. I still fail to dis-

cover any valid reason, assigned by him, why the elUptic-
capped bird with even-marked wings should not be allowed to

compete in the Evenly-marked classes; and this is really the
poiut in dispute. Mr. Hawman furnishes us with an extract
"from the rules of the Bacup Ornithological Society refei-ring

to marked Belgians, but tMs is not to the point. What are
wanted are the rulee relating to the Unevenly-marked classes of
Korwich, Cinnamon-variegated, Yorksliire, Belgians, and Mules.
I cannot but fancy that the rules quoted are of a very ancient
type, inasmuch as I notice that some of the essential and best
features of truly good Belgian Canaries are entii'ely overlooked
or omitted. No doubt the head, neck, and shoulders of a Bel-
gian Canary, as also a well-filled back, are vital and important
points, but without size, good legs, a long, close, and well-curved
tail, a good chest, small waist, freedom in movement, good
erect can-iage, and general and gi-aceful contour, what do they
all amount to ? How many bh-ds with nice, flat, snake-looking
heads, and long, fine, well-formed necks, "uith good shoulders
and well-filled backs, do you find with short stunted legs that
-cannot get off their hocks, and with short, broad, stiff tails,

sticking out Uke a rocking horse, and quite as wooden in their
general appearance? This convinces me that the rules are
either old, or the Society is certainly in the sere and yellow leaf,

and far behind the present enhghtened period in the science of
ornithology, and hence unworthy of being cited as an authority
in any form. If Mr. Hawman refers to my former article he
will find that I did not say that the cap-marked birds emanated
from the societies mentioned by him, TVhat I did say was, that
I presumed the rales excluding the cap-marked birds from the
Evenly-marked classes had originated from them; and in this,

at any rate so far as Bacup is concerned, I was quite i-ight. I

should hke to be informed upon what grounds Huddersfield,
Halifax, Bradford, itc, are to be regarded as the "principal
places having Canary societies." If this is so, why do they
not, Hke Sunderland, Newcastle-ou-Tyne, Durham, Darlington,
Middlesborough, Stockton, York, Bei-wick-on-Tweed, and many
other places, have an annual *' All England" show '?

Mr. Hawman told us in his last that several judges had at
different shows awarded prizes to the capj^ed-marked birds.
The bird Mr.Beloe claimed at Middlesborough two years ago, and
which obtained the second prize, was exhibited by a well-known
and successful competitor residing at Derby; and I ask, Where
is there a better or more successful lot of breeders and exhi-
hitors of Norwich Canaries than there is at Derby ? Therefore
it is evident that at Derby the cap and wing-marked birds are
regarded as Evenly-marked birds, another gi'eat consideration
in favour of my argument.

—

Robert C. "W-vllace, Bcrwich-on-
Ticeed.

[This controversy had better cease.

—

Eds.j

against moths; it will throw out better swarms, is more rehable
for swarms, sustains itself better, and, most of all, will give a
large surplus of honey. Such a swarm will protect itself during
the winter, will require no feeding, no removal, very Uttle care
of any kind—none in the woods—and it is only such swarms
that will pay, as bee-keeping goes. They ^^ill pay better if the
improvements are added, but without them they will pay.
We have this beautifully demonstrated here, in a rather noted

section for bees, where the common old-fashioned hive has
made little fortimes for their owners. Their secret is, strong
swarms ; this, at any rate, or no swarms. Hence little feeding,

Uttle trouble to keep, safety—you are sure of your investment;
otherwise, you may be sure the other way.
But some bees, even strong swarms, will not do well.

True, we have known such, and the strong ones held out best.

We know one cause of such decline to be bad location, not with
respect to territory, but the effect of the climate, the direct rays
of the sun striking the hive for the whole day and the entire

season; also pelted mercilessly by all the storms. But the sun is

the worst. Bees seek a rehef from this by going to the woods.
Here is, not dense shade or all sunshine, but a tempeiing of

both. The colony does not seek the lower part of the tree, dark
with shade and moisture, but ascends to the top, where light

and shade alternate, and the winds fan the place of abode. This
partial shade shoudd be the aim of the bee-keeper in selecting or

making a location.
The best success here (Starkville, N.T.), is in a small grove,

occupying the yard of the house on the north side, buildings ad-

joining on the east and west, thus lessening the tutense heat of

the sun, and yet affording sufficient warmth. No bees seem so

industi'ious, and do so im.ifornily well in this locaUty, as these.

Shade, strong swarms, and intelligent care, are the thing here.

There are others similar. We think there can be no mistake
about the shade, and we are surprised that it is not more in-

sisted upon. The thing has been spoken of, but not with suffi-

cient emphasis. That shade is an aid, generally, is clear ; that

it is of the iitmost importance, indispensable in a hot season, is

equally clear. This we have seen beautifully illustrated. In a

wet cloudy season there is little difference. It needs but a few
trees. A rather close orchard will do; though Maples and some
other ornamental trees, with a few fruit trees, somewhat scat-

tered, form the protection of the place mentioned.—F. G.

—

')i Cultivator.)

STRONG SWAKMS—IMPOETANCE OF SHADE.
The thing in bee-keeping is strong swarms. This is so much

the case that a strong swarm, left to itself, will do well in the
woods—if quite strong, remarkably well, as everyone must
know, immense amounts of honey being thus realised.
A strong swarm will defend itself both against other bees and

OUR LETTER BOX.
Illustrated Poultry Book {R. E. H".).—It is publishing ia monthly

pai-ts, price 1^. Any bookseller can obtain it for you.

Spanish Cock's Comb Black and Falling oteh (Subscriber).—It will

be safe to exhibit the bird, and the colour will probably return to the comb
when we have some dry weather. It is such an important feature in a
Spanish cock, that we advise you to leave it alone. Give two more of Baily's

puis at intervals of twenty-four hours. They should put him to rights.

Flesh as Poultry Food (P, M. H.).—It is generally supposed that when
fowls have their Uberty they find enough of animal life in the shape of slugs,

worms, snails, and other crawling things that have the ill-fortune to come
imder their notice. All bu:ds are carnivorous. Even Doves will eat flesh,

and acquire a px-eference for it over their natural food. It is said that all

men become cannibals after they have been fed for a time on human flesh,

that the love of it becomes a fui-or. The same may be said of fowls fed on
flesh. They soon acquire a distaste for other food, and oi-e always on the

look-oat for flesh. Finding no other, they eat each other. We have of late

constant complaints that fowls eat each other's feathers. We also know that

they feed gi-eedUy on any naked bleeding spot there may be on one of their

fellows, and that the sufferers stand quietly to be devoured. We attribute

much of this to meat-feeding; it induces an unhealthy state of body, a mere-

tricious craving instead of a wholesome appetite, and a longing for tasty

gai-bage rather than good, wholesome, plain food. It induces excessive fat, it

causes the appearance of health, and it stimulates laying, hut it also wears

out the fowl, and the bird that should have lasted for years crowds the wor k
of a lifetime into a few months, and, though it may live, is afterwards a
worthless thing.

Crossing H-utburghs with French (Idem).—We have never tried the

cross between the fowls you mention. We should not be disposed to do so,

because we can see no gain from it. The Hamburghs lay the largest number
of eggs, the Houdan and Creve-Coeur the largest size; but we fear if you try

to get the number of the first and the size of the last by crossing the two
breeds, you will be disappointed.

Breeding from Chickens—Feeding (W. L.).—Those learned in poultry

are not friendly to breeding from chickens of both sexes. They are quite fit

for the process at nine months of age, but as a rule we put the young cocks

with hens, and with the pullets we put the old cocks. The small eggs are

what is called pullets' eggs, and are sometimes as small as you describe, but

seldom less than Pigeons'. They ai-e not indicative of condition, but rather

argue disordered secretions. We do not admire your dietary. Pollai'd is poor

food. Substitute bai-levmeal or gi-ound oats for it, and give the scraps as well.

You may give whole maize in the middle of the day, and you should feed as

long as they run after the food, not afterwards.

Rouen versus Aylesbury Ducks (Doris).—Aylcshmy Ducks are the

earUest layers, but thev do not sit. They require wet nm-ses. Formerly they

were heavier than the' Kouens, but of late years they have yielded to tht

Rouens. The Aylesbun- people were fickle, and although the Ducks brough.

them £30,000 for manvVears, thev all, even Mr. Fowler, went in for Rouens
If it be true—" Qu'on revient toujours u ses premi^rrj amours;' some day the

Aylesburies will look up again. As a lule, the drakes are not ^^cloas.

Various (Dalkey).—V.'e expect the bird has corns from walking on the

gravel. It may perhaps be from age. Old Ducks are subject to the visitation.
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It is considered tad to keep Dneis and fowls together jty^oMhe -better to

L^%"e:^rpreJerJo,eJ^^^^^

tt.ii"'pir^Srit'^eVS^TnV&en^
more prolitabie, as there .„ —
tank ii very well for the Ducks, hut unless the ivat

tmnallv it is had for fowls. Ducks make it vei7 dr .

,

, ^, , . •„„

will keep it c"Sr We advise you to give clean water ever? day, to feed on
wm keep II iituu. .

e J ? „^«n nrr. to mve for the nud-day
barleyn nd oats every morning and evening, to give for the mid-day

whole maize ond the kitchen scraps. As they have no grass, le. soine

laree sods o?°Tass be cut withplentyof earth, and given daUy. We should he

S^sposcdlo think the half-hred hen lays and eats thYSf; .IJ^
she goes

to the nest and then cackles we heUeve she lays. A.^atch her closely. -S\ e

shallirhappy to receive your lecture and to give it an honourable position.

Bratoia Cock's Comb (G. TF. B.).-The comb should he threefold, made as it

were ^??toee, one larger and higher than the others. The two smaUer should

leem as thon-h they were pressed into the sides of the larger, retammg shape

and serrationi, but forming part of the higher and larger one.

Hens Eoo-BorND (TV.M. for R. P. F.).-lf the appearances you mention

are common, there is something wrong in your feedmg. If in only one or

too cases they are caused bv an obstruction in the egg-passage, but the shells

totog ve^&^ till they harden by exposure to the atmosphere, they break

to tans!^ They camiot be laid after that, and the hen must die To two

mevlons queries we have stated how fowls ought to be fed. Avoid aU con-

SSs Td^atural appliances; feed as birds feed in a state of nature.

Ton wiU never find a Pheasant or Partridge dead from bemg egg-bound.

Eggs by Kaii, (IF. B.).-Xour case we think exceptional. Eggs usually are

conveyed safely. If blame attached, the manager of the hue should be in-

formed of the names or stations of the delinquents.

Bkatoia Eggs (Gahfnii Amaleur).—So one would supply eggs on the terms

you mention. Eggs usuaUy travel weU, and if they are exceptionaUy injiired

by rough usage on their passage the purchaser must endure the loss. Ihe

offer of another sitting at half-price was liberal.

PiGEOs Eace.—If " H. J. H. L," or any other subscriber, encloses apostage

stamp with his address we will send the rules, He, of the race.

Pigeon Diseased (..In(iwrp).—From what you say we think your bird has

caught cold. Tiy a warmer place, and a Uttle hempseed with its food.

Thaimng Tcmblees to Elt (Ca-sar).—It is somewhat difficult to train

Tumblers to flv, the difficulty being to get them np. This is mcreased if

there are high buildings near, on which they can sit and defy you. T\e have

found the following plan answer best. 1st, Do not letyomhurds out untU you

want them to perform. If they are let out early, say six o'clock in summer,

by a servant, theytakeafly round, and do not care to move again. 2nd, Choose

a fine clear morning, put the birds which you intend to fly in one place, say

one side of the division in your loft, not letting the sitting bu-ds mix with

them. 3rd, Do not feed them ; and at, say, nine o'clock, open the trap, and

frighten them up with a caniage-whip, which, being long and making a

Bmus Dying in an Atiaby (SM>cribcr).—l wish I could prescribe a check

for the mortality in his aviary, which if unchecked bids fair to decimate its

popSation. It is always more or less difficult to keep in confinement birds

naturally wild. The CanaiT, hemg to a great degree domesticated, and having

been for generations bred in prison, is perhaps less susceptible to Aanges

which affect other birds. Of our own native wild bnrds, few are kept m ™n-

finement in numbers to equal the Goldfinch or Linnet, and everyone who has

had much to do with these birds knows on what a slender thread hang Ihei^

Uves. FuUy 60 per cent, of fresh-caught birds die either in the catcher s, the

dealer's or the first pmchaser's hands, and but a small per-centage hve to

moult in the house and become over-year birds, as they are caUed. Do as we

will, and be as careful as we may, and as thoughtful as possible to supply food

as nearly as possible like that procured in the wild state and to lurmsh con-

ditions closely approximating to those in which the bird is found, our best

endeavours aie fmile; and they first get a Uttle "thick," then mope, then

put the little head with all its sorrows and troubles under the wmg^nd go

ouietlv away. The post-mortem shows nothing—affords no clue. I'rue, the

body is wasted, but that will come about in very few hours, and a plump

hreist soon becomes a mere wedge. Sudden changes m the weather, chills

trifles which would not affect them when flying about at hberty, soon give

them their mittimus.—W. A. Blaeston.

METEOEOLOGICAIi OBSEEVATIOSS,

Camden Square, Lonbon.

Lat. 51° 32' 40" N. ; Long. 0' S' 0" W. ; Altitnde 111 feet.

the ; have found answer well. If possible, do not let

building. In a few mornings it is wonderful how they

^hen they come in they will rush to their food and enjoy—
that overfeeding is bad. Keep the fliers pretty

to pick up every stray grain. Feeding before flying is a
We

when cracked
one idler rest c:

learn to mount,
their breakfast,

sharp and
most foolish pli

—

If yon want your birds to fly.

Tumble weU, and mount up high,

Don't give them a single grain

TUl they're in the loft again.

There is a rhyming i-ule for you to remember.

PAliSLET FOH F.ABEiTS (OW^C/iarilon.)—Wc should only give it i

quantities daily.

JoNQllE, BriT, AND Mealy DEFINED (M. G.).—A Jonque Canary

an uninitiated person would call a Yellow -- < -
"-"

what would ordinarily be called a ^Tiite on

colour between the pale lemon-yellow of

orange of a Jonque, and

Date. ^^•
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is used to cause ammouiacal vapour in a -vinery, it ought

to be removed as eoou as the Grapes begin to colour.—J.

Douglas, Loxford Hull Gardens.

VIOLETS.
" Violets, deep blue Violets I

April's loveliest coronets,
There's not a flow'ret of tlie vale,

Kissed by the sun, wooed by the gale,

80 sweet as the deep blue Violets."

Eemixdees as to the advisability of devoting a sraaU portion

of every garden to the cultivation of the most unpretending,

yet sweetest of the sweet, of all hardy spring flowers, reach us

at this season of the year. Such reminders are not at aU too

frequent, and are as necessary as they are seasonable, seeing

that after all that has been said and written, many gardens
are destitute of Violets altogether, while in others they are

just tolerated in an out-of-the-way place, or, if cultivated, are

frequently seen in positions butiU-suitedto their requirements.
Violets, like butterflies, enjoy the fresh country air, and are

at home amid the breezes of the rural districts. They hate
dust and smoke, but hke modestly to settle down in retired

nooks, and give forth their perfume on the sunny biinks where
men least congi'egate. Tet, they are tractable; they may be
brought veiy near the city, and in every garden where the
Rose will flourish the Violet will grow and shed its fragrance.

Early aittumn and early spring are excellent times for

making plantations of Violets, and for replanting and renewing
where beds are already established. They will flourish on the
same plot 'or many years, providing a little attention is paid
to their natural requirements of soil and position. The beds
I replanted not long since have been devoted to Violet culture
for probably over thirty years, and each year the plants flourish

as satisfactorily as the year before. They are not at the foot

of a south wall, a place where for shelter it is common to find

them. It is a common error to plant them at the foot of

walls. I have tried them thus planted in evei-y aspect, but,
except the one facing due north, they are poor in comparison
with those grown apart from bricks and mortar. In such
positions they are denied the essential benefit of the free

current of au-, so necessary to keep them stout and sturdy, and,
in a measure, free from that devouring pest, the red spider.

Violets, fortunately, are not overnice as to soil providing it

is fairly drained. 'While they enjoy liberal supplies of water
in summer, a soO surcharged with moisture in autumn and
winter is decidedly detrimental, and greatly impau-s their
blooming capabOities. On an old hght kitchen garden soil I

find no addition so good as turfy roadside trimmings con-
taining a natural and considerable admixture of lime. In hea^vy
soil, leaf mould liberally dug-in will be a suitable improvement.
In any soil charred refuse and wood ashes •will never be a mis-
taken appUcation.
The beds here, in which rooted runners are planted 10 inches

to a foot apart, are on the soiith side of a border of espaUer
trees. In this position they flourish weU and bloom early.

They are frequently watered, and occasionally dressed -with

soot, and are never materially injured by red spider. Under
a wall with the same aspect they would be devoured. With a
hedge for shelter, a current of air continually passes over them,
while under a wall a diy inarching heat is reflected on them,
and the spider rejoices accordingly, and the Violet shrivels
and languishes. Violets grow equally well under an east and
west shelter of hedge or trees, but are not quite so early.
They will also grow freely enough in a shaded place -witha
northern exposure, but, as a rule, do not bloom in sufticient
abundance to make the beds attractive, or to give gatherings
in any useful quantity.
The varieties I find the most free and useful are the Single

Russian for autumn, winter, and first spring pickings ; the
Giant, a splendid variety, for succession ; and the old Double
Blue, for the latest of all. A few NeapoUtans are also gro^wn to
cover with a frame. From this limited collection Violets may
be had from October to May inclusive, or eight months out
of the twelve.

Just half the beds are renewed and replanted every year.
An advantage is found in this plan, as we are always sure of
early blooms by the two-season plants, the young ones coming
in immediately after them, yet with them, like parson and
clerk, only in the case of the Violets the clerk is the best in
the end. This only appUes to the singles, as the old Double
Blue likes to sing by himself, and is better not disturbed an-
nually, or even biennially, as it is often slow in re-establish-

ing itself. The Giant is an eminentl3- useful variety. It

possesses a vigorous habit, powerful odour, and is extremely
free and floriferous. It ought to be grown by everybody. I

had plants of the Czar at the same time. It is very similar in

bloom and fohage to the Giant, but does not spread and in-

crease nearly so fast, as my stock of the former is stiU small,

while I have been able to give away hundreds of the Giant.

Violet cultui-e is, perhaps, in itself too simple an affair to be
entered on willingly by many, and the plants are, as a conse-

quence, too often left to themselves. But seeing Violets so

frequently dispatched as pleasant mementos of friendship,

when I know they are met with a cheerful smile of welcome
from invalids in cottage homes, and are a comfort to sufferers

in hospital wards—knowing so much of their " sweet in-

fluence," I have pleasure in gi'owing Violets, and urging others

to grow them too.—J. W., Lincoln.

FOKCED STEAWBERKIES FAILING.
I ASK your con'espoudent "E. T. J.," whose Strawbemes

have failed, what was the state of the roots at the time of

introducing the plants into the house ? He says that after the
berries have set the most of them remain stationai^y. Does
not this show a want of proper rooting power ? The fact that

some of the fruit swell off shows a want of vigour somewhere,
or why not the whole crop swell off perfectly? " E. T. J.'s

"

treatment in the house appears to be right ; but I find that to

be successful much depends upon the preiious treatment the
plants received. I maintain, and I beUeve it to be true, that

during the short time the plant is growing it makes no more
roots than are required for its support and the perfection of the
fruit ; and diu'ing the winter these roats must be preserved by
every means in the gardener's power, so that they may be as

plentiful and fresh-looking when the plants are put into the
house as when gro^vth is finished in autumn.

I object to and do not practise the plan of packing the plants

away on their sides against walls of hothouses or other build-

ings ; in such positions the roots are too dry, and are either

killed or much injured, and when the plant sets its fruit it

fails to swell off a crop from the want of roots. I do not say
that " E. T. .J.'s " failure arises from this, as he does not
teU us how he wintered his jjlants, but it is just what I have
known to occur. Protection for forcing Strawberry plants is

absolutely necessary, but let the plants be plunged in either

ashes or leaves, or beds of convenient size in the open ground,
and throw rough Utter over the jilants in frosty weather. Set
the pots upright, I have never found that wet injures them

;

the htter must be removed in mild weather. If Strawberry
plants are well preserved dui-ing winter, and when forced in-

troduced to a high temperature gradually, and provided with
plenty of water, it is almost certain that a crop will swell off.

This season of dull and damp weather causes my fruit to rot

before it will ripen properly. Some sorts are more liable to

this than others ; if a small and a large sort are gi-owing to-

gether the latter would go first. A humid atmosphere will

cause it.

—

Thomas Record.

THUNBEEGIA HAERISI.
Mn. Recobd (page 380) has written in praise of Thunbergia

Harrisi for laurifoUa of some gardens) as a pot plant, which
eulogy it well deserves, but it can bear no comparison to one
planted out in a stove border. I had one at Hooley six yeai-s

ago which covered one-half of the roof of a Nymphjea house
and back glass partition. It was rare indeed to find it out of

flower even in the winter months, but the beauty in summer
was marvellous, the blooms hanging about a foot from the
wires to which it was trained, in clusters of beautiful " Gloxinia-
like lilac flowers," as Mr. Record describes.

I know of no stove climber in point of beauty equal to it,

and of such easy culture. The compost used was two parts
turfy peat, one part turfy loam, one part leaf soil, charcoal
knobs, and sUver sand. I had a plant also trained over the
roof of a stove running north and south, but it did not do
quite so well as the one in the Xj-mphsea house, which was
facing north, with a glass partition dividing it from the vinei'y

on the south side, the apex of which, being higher, shaded the
plant from the direct rays of the sun.—.J. C. Muxdell, Tieech-

tcood Park, Tunbridije Wells.

Sale of Orchids.—Two hundred and fifty lots of established
Orchids, drafted from E. Salt, Esq.'s, well-known collection at
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Fendeburst, near Leeds, were sold by aiietion by Mr. J. C.

Stevens on the 14th iust. They realised £520. The speci-

mens for which the highest prices were given were Odonto-
glossnm triumphans, £9 .5s. ; Ca-logyne cristata, £5 5s. ; Odon-
toglossum Hallii, £17; Cattleya labiata, £5 ; Disa grandiflora,

£12 12s. ; Ouciilium macranthum, £9 ; Cypripedium viUosum,
£6 10s. ; and Masdevallia Veitchii, £36 15s.

DINNEE-TABLE DECORATIONS.
After reading in your Journal the report of the Show at the

Eoyal Horticultural Gardens on the 15th and 16th iust., I

fully endorse aU "T>., Deal," has to say with regard to the
elegant and simple taste shown by the fair recipients of the

first and second prizes for dinner-table decorations, with one
exception—viz., that the beautiful Ferns hi the one and the
Palms in the other that so largely contributed to the effect,

were let through the tables. Now, I ask anyone acquainted
with this kind of decoration, how ordinary dining tables could

be made so accommodating as to admit of this practice, be-

sides the difficulty with regard to the tablecloth, which must
also be cut. It the pots, or any receptacle sufficiently deep to

have supported the fronds of the Ferns or the planting the

Palms, had been placed upon the table—the only way under
ordinary and practical pm-poses—the effect, and probably the

result, would have been very^different.
As there is no doixbt there will be a very extensive show of

table decorations at the Birmiugham Exhibition, I think it

but right to call the attention of the Judges to this point.

—

yV. J. Lucking.

Let me, in the name of common sense, protest against the

system of making holes in dinner tables iu order to insert the

pots of plants that are used to decorate the table. No doubt
pots are of themselves objectionable things, but if plants are

used, suitable ornamental flower-pots or vases ought also to be
used, and plants ought especially to be grown for the pui-pose

in small pots, in order lo be turned out of then' pots and put
into the vases.

I was not present to see the dinner-table decorations at

South Kensington last week, but I see by the papers that the

first two prizes in class 1 were won by designs in which plants

were sunk through the table. Now, I have always been under
the impression—it may be a wrong one—that the object of

offering prizes for dinner-table decorations was to educate

public taste in the matter, and that prizes ought to be adjudi-

cated for those designs best adapted tor general use. It seems
to me utterly incongruous to see aplant growing out of a table.

There is, I know, an old motto

—

Ars est cehire artem, but I can
hardly interpret this to mean that the art of arranging dinner-

table decorations is to hide the pot. I am happy to say that

in ninety-nine gentlemen's houses out of a hundred dining-

room tables are still made cither of mahogany or other valuable
wood. No doubt, under the present fashions of diners a la Russe
tables might just as well be made of deal ; but it does not follow

that we are to cut holes through mahogany tables in order to

insert pots, and it is equally absurd that every time a large

dinner party is given at a house, the tablecloths are to have
holes made in them to put the pots through. I know I shall

be told that pots can be put iu at the junctions of the table-

cloths, and napkins folded so as to hide the joins, and that

deal leaves can be uiserted between the mahogany ones, &c.

But all these things are only makeshifts ; as well do away with
mahogany tables, and put up tressles and deal boards, and in-

stead of valuable damask cloths use bleached calico and cover

it with long strips of damask on each side.

But seriously speaking, I again assert that if large prizes ai'e

to be given for dinner-table decorations, general utility ought
to be considered, and, as iu diners « la Russe the very best

quality of damask tablecloths ought to be used, and where it

is possible each table should be covered ^ith a single cloth with-

out joins, it seems to me very absurd to encourage the fashion

of sinking pots into the table. No doubt if one could divest

oneself of the incongruity of the proceeiUng, and forget that

deal shps must be used, and strips of damask folded, and the
joins iu the cloth hidden, that the arrangement may be pretty

and effective in itself ; but I have seen many a dinner-table

beautifully and effectively aiTauged without, and what may
look very well in a tent when we know that nothing but deal

boards and tressles are used, would not recommend itself for

general adoption at ordinary dinner parties. I am not finding

fault with the Judges ; they had only to adjudicate on the

designs put before them, and I have no doubt, from the general
agreement of the ijublic press to then' verdict, that thej' chose
the most tasteful and ornamental designs, but I think some
restrictions ought to be made in the schedule, and that piizes

should be offered for dinner-table decorations best suited for

universal use.

I must also add that it hardly seems within the province of

the Eoyal Horticultui'al Society, a Society^intended to advance
the interests of horticulture, to offer prizes of such great value

for mere matters of taste and ornament where no horticultiu'al

skin is called iuto requisition.—C. P. Peach.

Foe these I confess myself much disappointed with the result

of the offer of £84 in prizes by the Eoyal Horticultural Society.

I fully expected more entries, and of a more tasteful character.

I cannot consider it the proper way to decorate a dining table

by cutting three lai'ge holes in it, and putting therein pots of

plants. I well know that if anyone were to so serve a table of

mine, I should consider he had mistaken his vocation and also

ruined my table. I suppose on this principle in future our

dining table will be made with holes of vaiious sizes in dif-

ferent parts of. the surface, with wood to fit such holes when
not requh-ed. At one of the Crystal Palace Shows I saw
branches of trees stuck into holes made in the table. Surely

this is table decoration with a vengeance ! I do not consider it

to come within the meaning or intention of the term, and I

was exceedingly sorry to see the first and second prizes on the

15th iust. awarded as they were. Again, as a matter of taste,

it does not look well, nor in my opinion is right, to have plants

as though they grew in the table. For my own part, had I been

one of the Judges I should have given the first prize to the ex-

hibitor who only gained the third. I consider this table was
decorated in the legitimate way, and was hght and elegant to a

degree that quite won my adnui'ation, and the table appeared

to me truly decorated, and not a spoiled piece of furniture after

the cloth was removed. Perhaps we shall have dining tables

made with no centres at all, but merely a kind of shelf around
on which the plates of the guests wiU rest, and the middlepart

will be filled with cork rockwork, fountains with gold fish, &c.

;

but this would not be table decoration, although it might be

very pretty in the eyes of some.
Table decoration I take to be au ordinary dining table with

cloth and other matters placed thereon for the purpose of

dining, and to make such still more pleasing, vases or other

receptacles for cut flowers, or flowers in pots to be tastefully

and imobtrusively arranged iu then- vacant spaces, and so done

as not to hide one guest from the view of the other through-

out, and of such colours also as not to detract in any way from

the dresses and complexions of the guests. One ought to re-

member in di'essing a table, that the guests are a part of the

decoration. In some instances at South Kensington it was

evident to me that this was in the mind of the artist. I am
led to make these observations, as I feel that the ornamentation

of the dining table is diifting into the wrong direction, and
with the hope the table wiU at least be respected, if not the

comfort of the guests.—F. E. H. S.

CARTON.—No. 2.

The Seat of the Dcke of Leinstek.

In wiituig of gardening at Carton the splendid kitchen garden

claims our admii'ation and greatest attention. This garden is

in every way worthy of the place, and it has distinct features

pecuhar to Carton. Although it is now fully one-half less

than it was in the time of James Earl of Kildare, it is still

large, being nine acres iu extent within the walls. In this

garden there is more evidence of careful and practical design

than iu any like garden with winch we are acquainted. We
have not been able to find the name of him who laid out this

garden.
The accompanying plan will, better than writing, explain

this pecuUai- style of garden. The walls are placed more ob-

Uquely than the plan shows them to be. It is evident the

design was to give the gi'eatest variety of aspect, and to reduce

to the lowest di-aughts or cm-rents of wind ; and this form
would equalise the influence of the sun as far as could be

within such an enclosm-e. There are some 4000 feet in length

of brick walls 14 feet high, and nearly aU these waUs are avail-

able for fruit trees on both sides. The only thing not com-
plete in the walls is their want of a substantial coping.

A glance at the engraving will show that the main entrance
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to the gal-den is near the garclener's house, and that the main

walks throw the quarters into triangular forms. The gaa-den

is quite flat, and on entering the gates the effect and harmony

are very perfect. The whole garden is in high keeping : the

broad walks are in proportion to the extent ; the fruit trees ou

the borders are uniform, none exceeding feet in height, and

chiefly trained in pendulous form. Many of the Pear trees

are beautiful specimens. There is a considerable extent of

Apple cordons on the borders well done in H form, but we

greatly prefer the older stylo of Apple-growing here in the form

of the spokes of a wheel. Ou each side of the main walk and of

some of the other walks bedding plants are grown in summer,

and on a former fisit these borders were most effectively

jjlanted.

It will be observed that the garden is in tlrree divisions.

The second division is separated from the third by a Yew-

hedge, and the most perfect of its kind. It is 10 feet high and

4 feet thi-ough—nothing 'could be more perfect than the Yew
hedges at Carton. Along the whole length of the bottom -wall,

where the different sections of Cherries are grown on the inside,

and the Plums, Apricots, and Pears on the outside, there aro

a series of buttresses of Y'ew, which extend the width of the

borders on each side and grow over the top of the wall in the

solid form. These hedges effectually break sweeping winds,

and the effect is most artistic.

A portion of the third or back division of the garden is occu-

pied by low standard fruit trees growing on grass. All the

other parts of the garden with outside slips is regularly under
vegetable cropping. Although the area may to many appear

large, Mr. James finds very close cropping necessary to supply

the demand. To a practical gardener Uke Mr. James it must
be a great pleasure—I might say reward—to see how things

have prospered under his care at Carton ; and to see the walls

again furnished with such fruit trees and in so few years, is a

very high mark in practical gardening.

It is pleasing to know that a fair supply of manure is always

at command for the garden. The supply of water is not

equally sufficient, notwithstanding that the garden is in our

opinion too near the water. In a gai-den of such extent the

carrying of water, whether by horse or handcart, is a very un-

Carton Kitchen Garden.

satisfactory labour ; and we were not a little rejoiced the other
day to see a water-tower nearly completed, which will no
doubt contribute to the much-needed high-level supply of the
garden.

There are many detaUs of culture that have come under
our notice in the garden at Carton that would be of much in-

terest, if Mr. James would favour his less experienced brethren
-srith instructions how such results have been accomplished.
The small fruit are well managed at Carton. There are but
few varieties of Strawberries cultivated. Keens' Seedling and
Sir Harry are preferred for early sorts ; Adniu-al Dundas and
Frogmore Late Pine are chosen for late sorts. The latter does
extremely well at Carton. The British Queen -will not do any
good there, whUe near Dublin it is superb in average seasons.'
The extent of glass is not so lai-go as might be expected at

Carton. The chief range of fruit houses was erected forty-six
years ago; they are of the best form of lean-to, and now effi-

ciently heated by hot water.

The first five houses of the range are planted -with Vines.
In the first, w-hich is an angle house, there is a fine Fig of the
Black Bourjassotte, which bears lai-ge crops of fine Figs : in
this house the Muscat Hambm-gh Vine produces fine fruit
grafted ou the Black Prince. The second house is a mixed
house of good Vines, the Golden Champion showing fine
bunches. The third is a Muscat house, from which heavy
crops of fine fruit are annually cut. At this time the Vines

are in fine and promising condition. The fourth house is

chiefly planted with Hamburgh Vines, now a fine equal crop
of compact bunches of about 2 lbs. each. The fifth is a late

house planted with late sorts, and, like the others, is in fine

condition.

A conservatory, which rises considerably above the range,
divides the vineries from the Peach houses. In the conserva-
tory there is a better class of plants than uijed to be gro-wn in
it. The Paxton house affords room to grow a greater variety
than could be done in the crowded fruit houses. This Paxtou
house is a first-rate style of useful house, and most substan-
tially fitted up ; the length is 64 feet. It is 22 feet wide, and
14 feet high. Along the ridge is trained a fine Vine of Mrs.
Pince's Black Muscat, which bears fine fruit. This Vine is

planted inside.

Mr. .James's Peaches are well known at the show tables in

England as well as in Ireland, where the Carton Peaches stand
at the head of the prize lists. There are four Peach houses
all in the finest condition. The Peaches in the early house
are now ripe. There is a fine equal crop of the Bai'rington, a
valuable Peach where the fruit has to be sent to a distance by
rail. In this house we were greatly pleased with the Pitmastou
Nectarine ; it is fine in size and rich in colour. There is an
item in the treatment of this tree that merits remai-k. Two
years ago the tree w-as unhealthy an 1 the fruit small. It was
found the roots were iu bad order. Mr. Jfm^s resolve 1 to get
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'-^^t'S^^^St^^^^.^^ -^y,^e noted

foi uf«e<fuU« tyand as an example of what a practical man

^ItLno" of a house which is constructed m the extreme

^nosUe of what modern horticulturists deem essential for

successful culture. This house is in a pai't of the frame ground

Sdi^ appearance gives one the idea of a lecture hall or grand

Mand^ The back ^d ends are of soUd masonry ;
he front

and riof is glass in heavy frames. The length o the house

fs oVei 40 feet! the width 15 feet, and the front glass at leas

15 feet uprigh . The roof may be described as fla .
At about

10 eet from the floor a wooden gallery is erected the ^hole

length of t'Se house, resting on the back waU and the front

supported on pUlars. On this gallery is erected a stage having

sW Ikies of shelves. On these shelves we saw a very good crop

'o^S^a'b nS!i^i pots, notwithstanding the 'IfBtance from the

Sght. Vines are trained up the front and under the roof and

on these Vines we have seen veiy good fruit. The house is

"""Mnch'forcing is done at Carton by the old hotbed frame,

and ri"ht well done ; but a well-ordered range of properly

heatec pits would be a great advantage to this estabhshment

and save a large amount of uncertahi labour, especiaUy eaily

""orcrftical pomts we have no intention to enter, and leave

this fine garden with much pleasure and admn;ation.

Between the kitchen garden and the mansion there are a

yaiiety of walks, some good shrubs, fine Beech trees, tlie gieat-

est number of Cedar trees we have seen "^ M^nd of au

growth and well planted as to position ; a chilcb-en s gaiden

with tea-house, and an interesting space-a sort of open garden

at the end of the Cedar walk. Here at many pomts is observed

a judicious improvement in reducmg the common Laurel and

dug borders, and widening the space to mtroduce a new class

of trees ami shrubs, which wiU produce a more varied and

lightsome effect.
'

, .,, • „ i

The views we pubUshed in our last number will give a good

idea of this splendid mansion on the garden front, ihe chaste

grouping of the mferior ofQces at the extreme wmgs could not

be shown, but these buildmgs have much effect on the appeai'-

ance of this classic mansion, which was designed by K. Lastie,

who died at Carton m 1751. It is no part of our object to

speak of the splendour or furnishing of this mansion; it is

enough to state that the building extends m a straight hue

for 400 feet, with a breadth of 56 feet. The centre of the

oar-den front, which appears in the engravmg on page 400, has

I fapade of 200 feet, with two wings each 85 feet, and these

are continued as shown on page 407.
_

The gaxden m front (page 421), seems appropriate, and was

laid out from designs of the late duchess about thii-ty-five

years ago. The hedges, or rather mouldings, round the fom-

compartments are of Yew, and stand about 2 feet high and

the same through. The keeping of these is extreniely neat,

and at this time of year the young tips give all the effect ol a

beautHul bronze moulding. The space from the outer to the

second hedge is 8 feet m gTass, and the beds are laid out in

geometric form, with a figure on a pedestal in the centre of each

square. The beds are filled at this tune with sprmg flowers,

of which Wallflowers and Pansies are the most teUing. With

bulbs, Mr. James uses a carpet of SUene and such-like plants,

and this gives a very nice furnished appearance. The set of

half-scroll beds on the grass between the gravel walk and sunk

fence do not coi-respond with this garden, and having no back-

ground, however well planted, they mar the pictm-e.

The Yew avenue dividing the flower garden is a distinct

feature, admired by some, and not understood by many. This

avenue,' as wUl be seen on the plan, divides the garden com-

partments. It is 60 feet wide, and about 300 yards long.

This glade of grass is kept hke a carpet. We are extremely

glad to see that every alternate Yew is being taken out. The

close line of Yews had become far too much of the hedge form ;

now what is thinned out looks light and ornamental.

We take another look back the Cedar walk, and Mr. James

pleases us with the idea that the fence wUl be thi-own back,

and a line of young Cedars planted to match those we adimre

;

this would make a fine avenue, and we see nothirig to prevent

its broming so. We could hnger long here, but time warns,

iTid we nroeeed to the Cottage garden.

Tircottaee is about a mUe from Carton, and we pi;oceed to

extra expense to add to one or more of the islands mstead ot

"°4^'n::rly*o;pS-the Cottage in a .weet mo m ^^

Mav with such sim'ing of birds, with such a breadth of budding

amfv^ri^d leafy trefs, with such quiet repose, the eurlmg

iHlie^{rZn-f^?av-^^-^P^^t
^"^X^tig^^ts^ovj^^'i^trd:!^

-

—

E£^^rt;^H^^^s^^5

La^i at ifast 100 feet high some fine evergreen Oaks^^^^^^^

f-Vt=e ht:te^n7aSlfl^'^Ul'dr ITS o^nT.

|:pofthe CoUage ^|»^ent^^- TnThlrLTd^l

lets"' ^^reCelmf sttr^o'n'i&e.b'readth of park be

ween ns and the boundary, and we obtain a gbmp^e of the

rocks and Furze in the distance by the " black bridges.

'"Wewii not attempt any description of the mterio of th^

Cottage- it may be simply described as fauy lan I. ine

'^BheTr'oom" is the creation of the late duchess, and it is a

mSous example of systematic
--Jf^fcUt^^'/f

^'=^.

industrv The garden is m harmony with the Cottage, a pait

Eose part Aowlr, part rock garden all -
g°-^^^f

P-^'^.^^

as vet not clothed in its summer dress ;
the banks, however,

dehgbted^s. Mr. James is clearing away rubbish and intro-

ducing -wild flowers -with charmmg effect.

OuihWd visit to Carton, and pressure of business, have

noVailowed us to enter so fuUy into details as we -^^^^ t°/^

ret'ardmg the gardening and gai'iiens at Caiton, and we rear

r^any of" our notes will give but a f.^f
f/^.^^Z *^\f^

nlace We have onlv to express a wish that Mr. James wril

C" be spared to rule over the gai-dens he now so weU dnrects.

and an earnest hope that the style of flower-gardemng may

find, as it deserves, more adopters m Ireland.

THE EOYAL HORTICULTUEAL SOCIETY'S

BIRMINGHAM SHOW.

Os mv way to the Manchester Exhibition I made a dctour

toIroZoTs (pardon the mixtui-e, which is not so barbaric as

&ac^:ur),lrthepurpose of observing thesprmg^a^^^

at Mr OuUter's at the Lower Grounds, Aston, of whicn i uaci

he^d aVeatdeal, but of which I can say ''."^e ha^ -^ °°

told me "-more of this another week-and '"^

.^°^f,^° }J.^^
enabled to obtam some mfoi-mation with regard to tl^e foith-

commg meetmg, which may not be
?^^'=«f,f,t^": /.jS'^^

the opportunity of jom-neying to Derby with
t^^J^f^^^^^f |

Secretary of the Local Committee, Mr. E. Badgei, ^Jio >*

worldn7at the ean7ing-out of the details with a vigour- and

energy that will materiaUy help success.

The tent is rapidly approachmg completion ;
it will be

much larger than that at Nottmgham, and will be arranged on

Smewhat the same plan, all the plants being placed on the

grrsswhile other tents will be devoted to frmt, cut fiowers,

St'able decorations. All the appearance of f-^lf^^-^^"
tidiness which were conspicuous m the grounds at Kolting-

hamwill be avoided, for Mr. Quilter is a man of order^ No

vans or horses, nor Utter of any kind, wiU be left on the

gro4d; and m order to show his enterprising character, I may

Mention that he has agreed with the London and North-

Westem BaUway Company to erect a permanent station at

the bottom of his grounds, which will cost him nearly £000, so

ihatS-s from ill pai-ts will be able to set down at the very

place itself.
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Mr. Badger informed me that the idea -n-hicli liad suggested ' the great tent at the Regent's Parli when filled with specimens
at ail fit for exhihitiou. We have said before—we say it again

—

it is a scene of fairyland. The finest feature in the Show was
decidedly the Azaleas shown by Mr. Neighbour, gardener to Sir
"W. Clayton, Harleyford, Great Marlow. These were giant speci-

,,'.,..,-,,, -
, ,. -.1 .,, V 11 1 mens, upwards of 6 feet high, and each literally a mass of flower,

and also that instead of a formaUlinner there will be each day j.^^^.^ ^^^ ^^^ rose-purple of Coronata, the scarlet of Gem, the
white of Vesta, the red-striped form of the white Gledstauesi,

itself to me, and which I mooted in a contemporary, had also

oecui'red to the CouncU at Birmingham, and that a room will

be specially set apart for horticulturists for meeting, where
wi-iting materials, &c., will be provided (but no refreshments)

dinner provided at a moderate charge, which will be presided

over by some horticulturist, and when opportunity tor friendly

-chat and intercourse will be given. It is also the intention of

the Council to invite Prince Arthur to a public luncheon,
which will of necessity be an expensive affair. It is not known
yet whether he will accept the invitation.

I have one word of advice to give to those who may wish to

spend the week at Birmingham, and that is to secure beds before-

hand. Fh'st-class hotel accommodation did not seem to be
very abundant in Birmingham. There wUl be a great influx of

visitors, and ah'eady the accommodation in one or two of the

principal hotels has been bespoken.—D., Deal.

WOODLICE.
In your paper of the 2.5th ult. (page 3.52), in an answer to

" 0. 0.," you say, " You must be mistaken ; they will not walk
through, much loss 'under' water." Are you quite sure?

Have you ever happened to put their breathing organs under
the microscope ? I have been assured by an eminent scientific

authority, a profound microscopist, that those organs are true

gills. Be that as it may, it is certain that they can live and
walk under water, although they may not like to do it by
choice. Four or five years ago I had some small fish in a glass

globe, and, foohshly forgetting that their throats were too

smaU to enable them to swallow woodlice, I threw half a dozen
in to them. Not one of them was eaten, but all were walking
about at the bottom of the globe for several days. Ido not

remember how many, nor do I now remember how they were
ultimately disposed of.

I do not suppose there is any difference in the species of

our woodlice in the Undercliffe ; they are our greatest plague

of the insect world. I remember, some eight or nine years

ago when I came " in residence " here, complaining to my man ;

and his answer was, " Well, su', I know they are a very great

plague ; but it may be some consolation to know that for every

one you have got here. Captain Cowper Coles (who then lived

on a level .50 feet lower) has got fifty." By the way, our

woodUce do not roU themselves up in a ball when disturbed,

and possibly there may be some difference of species.—H.,

Ventnor.

[There are many species of woodUce, and some are aquatic.

Your species probably is Oniscus assellus, which does not

assume a globular form when disturbed. The common wood-
louse, 0. armadillo, does assume that form, and, though we
know that it dislikes that fluid, wUl not touch it voluntarily,

and hastens out of its haunts if water is applied to them,
on the receipt of your letter we placed a not very strong

specimen in a half-pint tumbler of water, kept it there more
than an hour, and in five minutes after being taken out it had
so far recovered itself as to commence a retreat. We will

experiment further.

—

Eds.]

ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY'S SHOW.
May 22 and 23.

HoBTicuLTUE.UL exhibitions come thick and fast upon us

;

the Crystal Palace, Royal Horticultural, Manchester, and now
the Royal Botanic Shows, have followed in close successiou.

The last-named Society has been somewhat unfortunate in its

fixtures this year, for two of its shows clash with others—that

of to-day and yesterday with Manchester, that of June 19th with
the Royal HorticiUtural Society's Meetiug of the same date. It

Blight be thought that Manchester would not affect London

—

but it did ; it may be thought that a subsidiary meeting at

South Kensington vriW not affect the June Show at the Regent's
Park—we think it -nill ; and, though not advertised, if the Royal
Botanic Society's authorities were aware, previous to fixing on
that day, that another London meeting had been already ar-

ranged for the same date, we consider their adoption of it

neither in good taste nor conducive to their own interest.

Coming now to the Show itself, the conciu-rence of Manches-
ter had evidently a great effect, not only on the quantity but
the quality of the subjects exhibited ; the Show is thin com-
pared to those of past years, but it must be acknowledged, and
it is on all hands, that there is no more charming sight than

aud Extrani, violet-rose. Mr. Turner, of Slough, sends several
excellent groups of Azaleas, as also Messrs. Lane & Son, of

Berkhampstead; some well-grown Rhododendrons in pots come
from the same firm ; and Messrs. Lucombe, Pince, & Co., of

Exeter, also exhibit a group.
In stove and greenhouse plants the grand specimens of Mr.

Baines were much missed ; but there is another good man to

the front—namely, Mr. Ward, gardeuer to F. G. Wilkins, Esq.,
Leyton, who seems to have adopted the " veni, vidi, vicl,** of

Caisar, for wherever he appears it is as a conqueror. He has
by far the best collection of nine in the Show, by far the best
six, had the best Pelargoniums, aud, better still, was a long way
ahead of all others in Orchids. To return to his stove and
greenhouse plants—among his specimens in the class for nine
are remarkably fine examples of Erica tricolor Wilsoni and
elegans. Erica candidissima, Statice profusa, GenethyUis tulipi-

fera, and Statice profusa. In his group of six are very fine

plants of Tetratheca eriCtefolia, Erica Massoni, Dipladenia ama-
bihs, and GenethyUis fuchsioides. Mr. J. Wheeler is second,
aud Mr. G. Wheeler, gardener to Sir F. Goldsmid, Bart., Regent's
Park, third, in the same class. Among nurserymen the prizes

went to Messrs. Jackson, of Kingston ; Mr. Morse, of Epsom

;

and Mr. W. Cutbush, Barnet. For a group of twenty stove and
greenhouse plants in 8-inch pots, Messrs. Jackson are first

^ith a very ordinary gi'oup, neither remarkable for novelty nor
fine growth. The same firm also contribute Heaths, which, as

usual with those they exhibit, are very good.
Roses in pots from Messrs. Paul & Son and Mr. Turner, of

Slough, ai'e exceediugly well represented both as regards large

and smaU specimens ; and in the amateurs' class Mr. Terry, of

Youngsbury, has a more than usually good group of six.

Mr. Ward, as already stated, is far before all others for Show
Pelargoniums, with Maid of Honour, 4 feet in diameter, and
large, splendidly bloomed plants of Lady Canning, Alabama,
and others. Mr. James, of Isleworth, is second, aud Mr.
Neighbour third. Excellent groujis of Calceolarias are shown
by Mr. James and Messrs. Dobson & Sons, of Isleworth ; of

hardy herbaceous plants by Mr. Parker, of Tooting, and Mr.
Ware, of Tottenham, also of alpine plants by the latter.

For nine Orchids Mr. Ward is first with excellent specimens
of Odontoglossum Alexandra, Cypripediums viUosum and cau-
datum, and Oncidum bifolium. Mr. Hill, gardener to B. Han-
bury, Esq., The Poles, Ware, is second with excellent examples
of Chysis Limminghii, Cattleya Mossiffi, the Foxbrush Aerides,

aud Phalasnopsis Liiddemanniana. For six Mr. T. Godfrey is

first.

For Exotic Ferns Mr. Williams, of HoUoway, is first with
fine specimens of Gleicheuias semivestita and flabellata, Asple-
nium nidus, &c. ; aud among amateurs Mr. Godfrey has a very
nice group. Mr. Wilhams sends a fine group of Palms aad two
large specimens of tree Ferns.
The only collection of bedding plants is from Messrs. E. G.

Henderson & Son—this is exceedingly well arranged in a demi-
lune edged with Echeveria glauca. Golden Feather Pyrethram,
and Coleus Verschaffelti.

For new plants and florists' flowers certificates were given to

Mr. Turner for forcing Pink Coccinea, and Tree Carnations
Marchioness of Westminster, CaUban, Queen of the Belgians,

and Princess Christian ; to Messrs. E. G. Henderson for Golden
Tricolor Pelargoniums Enchantress and Golden Eagle ; to Mr.
Williams for Zamia cycadiefoUa, Veitchia canterburyana, Kentia
austrahs, and Davallia Tyermauni ; to Messrs. Lucombe, Pince,

and Co. for Polystichum angiilare cristatum ; aud to Mr. Barker
for Iberis Pruiti.

A. Smee, Esq., of Finsbury Circus, sends a dish of Apples of

this year ; aud Mr. R. Dean, EaUug, Mauve Beauty Stock, a

very fine pyramidal kind densely j)acked with flowers.

MANCHESTER HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION.
May 17.

" Only a provincial show !" wUl not apply to those that are

held at Leeds, York, or Manchester ; in fact, now-a-days pro-

vinces seem to be set on one side in exhibiting. If we hold a

show in the metropoUs we are dependant on the provinces to

furnish their quota, and Rugeley, Y'ork, Beverley, and other

places send their contributions ; and a show that can gather

together WiLUams from HoUoway, Paul from Cheshunt, Baines

from Southgate, Lane from Berkhampstead, RoUisson from
Tooting, and Dixon from Beverley, can in no way be caUed pro-

vincial, and may well lay claim to being national. Nay, more :
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AtiA what m-iucea are their merchants ! By the Jancmess oi a

wm hearted and hospitable horticulturist-Mr. Simpson, of

mSleyd, I had the pleasure of goiiig over, m veiT good

comnanv he magnificent demesne of Mr. Sam Mendel, the

mStwonderful plfce I have ever visited, vnth its 85,000 super-

?cial Tefof glass, so ably managed by Mr. Fetch But if I were

to dilate on the kindness and hospitality I met with I should

" Thel^twtn isTeld in a large tent 350 feet long and VSfeet

wide, with an exhibition building at right angles. Viewed

Sm the mound at the end, one is much reminded of tbe Inter-

national Exhibition. It is admirably arranged a?<\ ^"-^

^''J?^

^

gi-and collection of plants. As it is somewhat similai to that

which is in course of erection at Birmingham for the Royal

Horticultural Society's Show there, I may say that its plan is

this There is an elevation at one end from whence, as I have

said you have a grand view of the whole ;
this mound is arrayed

w"th Ehododendfons from Lane's, then a row o Ivjes and edged

with a row of pot Boses. Down the centre of the tent are circu-

lar mounds neatly turved, and along eac4i side are turf banks

which are undulated according to the circles mthe centie. Ihe

first of these circles contained large Azaleas ; the second the

large Roses in pots; the third, Azaleas; the fourth Pelargo-

niums ; the fifth, eoUections of plants arranged for effect
,
and

the last Ferns, the tent encUng with a nice collection of good

Bhododeudrons from Mr. Yates planted in the ground. Tower-

ing above these were here and there tree Ferns ;
while all along

thi sides were carefully and tastefully arranged the various

eoUections of Ferns, Calceolarias, Succulents, Alpine Pjants, &c

all giving a very cheering aspect to the tent. In the Exhibition

house are arranged the Orchids and the magnificent plants of

Messrs. Baines, Cole, and others. Conspicuous amongst Mr.

Baines's were Franciscea confertiflora, Ixora amboynensis, 1. coc-

cinea. Azalea IveiTana one sheet of snow, Erica Cavendishii,

Dipladenia amabilis-iu fact, sixteen such plants were never

before exhibited, and, as Mr. Baines said, if he hved for twenty

years he did not think he should ever exhibit abetter lot. Mrs.

Cole & Sons were a good second, their best plants being Pimelea

spectabiHs, Ixora Colei, Erica Cavendishii, and Aphelesis hu-

milis rosea.

Orchids were magnificent; for many years London has

been unable to furnish such a bank as was shomi here. Mr.

CaUender had fine plants of LffiUa purpurata, Vanda suavis,

Odontoglossum Phatenopsis, Phatenopsis amabihs, Aerides

Larpentas, Brassia vei-rucosa, Odontoglossum Pescatorei, U. Alex-

andl-a;, and Aiirides Dayanum. This was a magmflcent lot ot

plants. Without enumerating the various classes, suflice it to

say that glorious masses of Dendi-obium nobile, Oncidium spha-

celatum, Vanda insignis, Cyi-topodium punctatum, Dendrobium

densiflorum, Vanda suavis, Phalrenopsis gi-andiflora, were ex-

hibited by Messrs. Yates ; whilst in other collections I noticed

Cypripedium Stonei, C.barbatum, C .
giganteum^Aeiides Lobbii

•superbum, and Odontoglossum citrosmum. Mr. WiUiams, ol Kol-

loway, had magnificent plants of Cattleya Mossife, C. Skinnen,

Dendrobium densiflorum, Cypripedium villosum C. barbatum

nigrum, Vanda suavis, TrichopiHa crispa, Aerides odoratum

purpurascens, A. Fieldingii, and Vanda tricolor. It is impos-

sible to exaggerate the beauty and finish of thi-s collection.

Lar"e Azaleas were exhibited. Amongst amateurs Mr. Cal-

lender, Dr. Ainsworth, and Mr. Baines were the chief exhibi-

tors ; among nurserymen Mrs. Cole & Son, and Messrs. Lane and

Son. These plants were very fine,but not equal to those exhibited

in Mr. Baines's group of greenhouse plants, which were reaUy

marvels. .

Messrs. Paul & Son contributed some grand Roses in pots,

such as we have seen at Kensington and the Crystal Palace.

Their plants were Charles Lawson, very fine; CamilleBemardin;

Madame de St. Joseph, extra good ; Vicomte Vigier ;
Madame

Thcrose Level, beautiful ; Beauty of Waltham, excellent ; Victor

Verdier, a Uttle pa.isee : Souvenir d'un Ami, Celine Forestier,

.John Hopper, Anna Alexieff, Madame Victor Verdier. The

perfect finish and colour of this collection were extraordinai-y.

The best plants of variegated Geraniums I have ever seen

exhibited were shown by Mr. "W. Young, of Heaton Mersey.

They were Mrs. Dix, Sophia Dumaresque, Flambeau, Itaha

Tuita, Lady Culhim, and Princess Clothilde. The plants were

not only large, but well-shaped and highly coloured, and showed

no sticks uor supports of any kind. I have pever seen better

plants of zonals than those exhibited by Mr. "Webb, gardraier.

Birch Vale, Stockport ; they were Amy Hogg, Hector, White
Perfection, Le Grand, a remarkably fine plant, Clipper, and

Lucius. The same exhibitor had six plants of Fuchsias, which
were very good.

As an instance of what may be done by °.°«
^J'^^^j^XVeriS

it, I think the best example was the '^"lle^*'"" ,"* fSlnche^to!
shown by Mr. Crewe, gi-own m the very heart of Mancuestei.

TheTwere beautiful plants, fi-esh and gi-een as possible, of such

sorte as Athvrium F. f. plumosum, LastreaFiUx-mascristatum,

PolysfehiSran^are, I. The Exhibition was weak in Show

nrirf Fancv Pelargoniums, only one collection of each beiu„

eS^ibite^l Some beautiful collections of herbaceous plants were

e^ bited by MTware, Messrs. BoUisson & Son of Tooting, and

Mr Yates What a comfort it is to see these plants commg

lJ olavour all over the countiT, to lieai- of t^eir being prefei^e^^^

to bedding-out plants, and to see Mr. Hooper s stands of Pansies

surrounded by admirers and buyers.

It would exceed the Umits of the sP^^^^^o^f^*".^^ *°^
merate the varied beauties and excellencies of the Show. mr.

Say ma; well be proud of his bantling --^^ Manchest^ be

TO-oud of Mr Fimllay. He entered upon it in 1867, in almost

^^positfon to the wishes of the Board; but the fi'-tj-^--"

ceipts gave a clear profit of £500, which has g"'^^ °°;i^"''f
?S

eve\- since; about ^'3000 of. debt has
.''f'^ ^T^Ptrteous manner

Society placed on a firm basis. His quiet and ^-^^eo^^B -nanner

and his zeal and activity, have contributed t° tl^y^^'^- g^";'

one can only regi-et that he does not enjoy a better meaBUjeol

health to enable him to have the greater Ple^'l"™
^"'"^i^.^^^'^

I may only add that .aU the arrangements of
«?f,.f,f^^Jf

3

seemed to me to be carried out with care, «.\™S'^'*X.fthere
kind consideration to the wishes of the exhibitors, tliat there

was no hitch, and the warmheartedness and gemahty of these

northerners put us in the south of England to shame.-D., Veal.

SELF-ACTING FOUNTAIN.

It gave me great pleasure to see the subject of fountains

noticed at page 467 if your last volume for among garden

ornaments they ought to hoia

an eminent place, especially

where a good head and supply

of water can be obtained. But

fountains of a humbler cha-

racter, and self-acting, may bo

placed in a situation where a

few gallons of water can be

had: such is the fountain I

am about to describe, mada

by a tradesman of this place

for his own garden. It wiU

throw a jet of water 10 feet

high for a short time, but may
be regulated to throw one a

height of 3 or 4 feet for two

hours. It is self-acting; the

water descends from the basm

to the lower cistern in the

base, to be pumped up agam
through the aperture a in oe£

minute into the upper cistern

for the supply and working of

the fountain. This is con-

structed of lead and zinc, is of

a hexagonal shape, and painted

stone colour. There are small

places in the angles for the

insertion of pots of Ferns or

di-ooping plants, to hang over

the edges of the basin. An-

other fountain of a different

design is now being made, and

it will hive a bi^iu for gold fish and other adjuncts. One

great a vantage of this sllf-acting fountain is that it may be

femoved by one man into any part of the grounds where it

may be desired.—James Pkingle, II raohy.

Mab^chai, Niel RosE.-Seeing in your last number a notica

ofTltogchal Kiel Rose, I am induced to mention a simJar

p ant!Xh I saw this spring growing in tl^e nur-^ of
1^^^

A F Godward of this place (Southend, Essex). It is planted

^'sUle a smaU lean-to greenhouse about 8 feet 1^|^
-t^^^//^,'

B feet at front, 7 feet wide, and 7 yards long, ihe Kose is

tinned ins\de the glass roof, and when I saw it n Aprd, -eariy

covered the whole area. It is of but one year s gi-owth. On

thlieth of April last Mr. Godward cut his first blooms and

at that tiLe\ried to count the number on the tree. TW
were to be seen upwards of 250, buds nearly open, and fuU-

blo^ Roses. No doubt many were liidden amongst the leaves
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which chew my iitteution by their rich bright appearance.
Most of the blooms were large and very double, of an oval
shape, and rich in colour. The perfume was (juite wonderful.
The house is 10 or 12 yards from the road, yet the perfume
there was dehcious.—I. E. M.

REVIEWS.
Tlic Varietii's, tC-c, of Wheat. By Colonel J. Le Couteue,

F.E.S. Second Edition. London : H. J. Johnson.

Ir is now about thii-ty-four years since the author of this

valuable work obtained the prize offered by the Royal Agricul-
tural Society for his essay on the varieties of Wheat (Journal,
vol. i., p. 113). His efforts for the improved cultivation of

this invaluable plant have, in conjunction with other able
labourers, been productive of a gradual and cousidorable in-

crease in the average produce of our Wheat lands. We would
gladly extract from his v.-ork many of his remarks if they were
suitable for the columns of a journal of horticulture. There
is every reason to believe that Wheat was consumed by man
from the very carhest of his days CGeu. iii., 19), "In the
sweat of thy face shalt thou eat bread."
The selection of this grain as the food of man in so many

countries may bo attributed to its chemical composition : it

contains, in fact, the various substances necessary to repair

that gradual waste of our tissues and bones which is inces-

santly going on. The carbon which is ever emitting from our
lungs, the nitrogen of our flesh, the salts of lime which are
removing from our bones, are all supplied in the bread we
eat. Thus, in one hundred parts of the flour of Wheat are

contained

—

Water IBparts.
|
Fat a pai-ts

Gluten 10 „ ]
Stai-ch, Ac 72 „

The " (fee. " noted in the foregoing analysis is chiefly the
mineral matter or ash, and forms about IJ per cent, of the
flour of Wheat. In one hundred parts of the ash from the
Hopetoun Wheat Professca- Way found (Ibid., vol. vii., p. 6-31)

—

Silica 5.63 pai-f s. ' Peroxide of iron 29 parts.
Pliosiihorio acid 43.98 „ Potash 34.51 „
Sulphuric acid 21 ,. Soda 1.87 „
Lime 1.80 „ 1

Magnesia 11.C9 „ 99.98

From these chemical researches we see why bread is so uni-
versally consumed by mankind in all cUmates that are adapted
to the growth of the cereals. The gluten, which forms one-
tenth of the flour of Wheat, is nearly chemicaUy identical

with albumen (white of egg), and the fat of the flour is the
same as the fat of animals ; and when we examine the mineral
matter wo find the same phosphoric acid and lime of which
bones ai-e so largely composed.
Of the marvels of this constant waste and supply of the

bodies of animals the world are far too little aware.

Flowers of the Field. By the Eee. C. A. Johns, B.A., F.L.S.,

ifej. London : Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge.

The fact that the ciyhth edition of this volume is now before
us is a powerful endenee of its worth. No book that is not
good ever has such an extensive success. The title is not suf-

flciently explanatory, for the volume contains a brief descrip-

tion—brief, yet sufiicieut for identification, of om- native
flowering plants. Nor is that all that renders it useful, for to

facilitate the identification the plants are arranged according to

the Natural System ; there is a woodcut of one species in each
genus, and a glossary and index close the work.
That a taste for an acquaintanee with oirr wild flowers is io-

creasing truly gladdens us, for it is in every aspect a healthful
taste—healthful to the mind, healthful to the body ; it makes
us acquainted more with the wonderful and beautiful, and it

tempts more into the pure air and sunlight. Moreover, let

all parents remember that to establish in then- childi-en a
love of plants is to secure to them one of the most inex-
haustible sources of pleasure, and in many instance.^ pleasure
leading to wealth and distinction. The first book that takes
hold of the youthful mind often has a great influence over
the youth's future. Sir James Edward Smith, President of
the Linnean Society, attributnd his devotion to botany to

a botanical lesson-book of his childhood ; and Sir Joseph
Banks, President of the EoyarSociety, told that he was led to

botany by the cuts in Gerarde's "Herbal" being a resource of

amusement in his early days.

To discover an unpossessed plant for our herbarium is a
vivid pleasure. We can fully appreciate the feeling that

caused Linniuus to fall on his knees by the side of the Fui'ze
when he saw it for the first time bespangled with its golden
flowers ; we fully appreciate the feehng, because vi\-rdly do we
remember in our youth kneeUng by the first Wood Anemone
we saw, and venting our admu'ation in the exclamation " Oh I

my pretty Page." Wo cannot give a fairer specimen of Mr.
Johns' volume than by extracting its engraving and descrip.

tion of that flower.

" A. nemorosa (Wood Anemone, Wind-flower).—Flower droop-
ing; sepals or petals six; carpels without tails.—This is one of

om- most beautiful spring flowers, adorning our upland woods
at the season when Primroses and Violets are in perfection.
The petals and sepals are generally white, but not uiirequently
tinged with jiiuk externally ; more rarely they are of a delicate
sky-blue, both within and without. Fl. March—May. Perennial."

Those who are led to companionship with our native plant.-?

will not rest satisfied with this volume, therefore w'e will add
the following notes on this our pet flower from our own "Wild
Flowers of Great Britain," a work which admits of more de-

tails than Mr. Johns could include in his small volume.
" The name Anemone is derived from the Greek Anenw:i, the

wind, and is well applied to most of the species of the genus, for

they not only do not shrink from, but really benefit by the
wind's btiffetings—facts gently touched by two poets who have
written thus :

—

"
' The veteran troop v.'ho will not for a blast
Of nipping ail-, like cowards, ciuit the field.'

—

Mason.
"

' The coy Anemone, that ne'er unclosed
Her lips until they're blown on by the wind.'

—

Hai-ace Stnitlt.

" The specific name nemorosa, or more correctly neinortitme,
refers to this species being a frequenter of wooded localities.

" ' — thickly strewn in woodland bowers.
Anemones theil- stars unfold;

'

and, as Charlotte Smith descriptively adds

—

" ' Gather the copse's pride, .\jiemones,
With i-ays like golden studs on ivory laid,

Most delicate : but touch'd with pui-ple cloud.'^.

Fit crown for April's fair but chaugefiU brow.'

" The flowers fold up in a ciu-ious manner, and bend down-
wards, against raiu. The whole jdant is acrid, ©oats and
sheep eat it, but it is apt to disorder the latter violeutlv. Horses,
cows, and swine refuse it. The recent flowers are poisonous,
and the plant yields an acrid, volatile principle, so c<nrrosive as

to be used externally instead of cantharides. It is al^o service-
able in headaches, tertian agues, and rheumatic gout. This
plant is sometimes found with j-eUow dots on the under surface
of the leaves, which some have supposed to be the ^vovk of au
insect, but without sufficient proof. Dr. I'ulteuey, in Liuu.
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Tr. ii., p. 30-3, lias rendorcd it probable that they are formed

of a minute species of Lyooperdon. These plants are evidently

in a diseased state, of a' yellow gi'een, and do not bear fiowers.

The leaf of Betonica ofiicinalis is liable to be afiected in the

same mauiier ; alsg, that of Fragaria. The roots afford a nidus

for Peziza tuberosa. By garden cnltnre the stamens become
transformed into supernumerary petak, and the flower then
is known as the Double Wood Anemone, and by many as the
Double Wliite Hepatica."

KUSXIC BRIDGES.

A Eusrio bridge should uevt^r bo introduced into pleasure I it. It should be moderately ornamental, as in our engraving,

grounds, except where it ii evident that uo passage is needed when connecting the dressed parts of the gronnds with tlie

beneath it, and none but foot passengers require to pass over
|
wild picturesque parts.

Mr. Wlieatley ji stly remai-ks that " Bridges are iucousisteut

with the nature of a lake, but characteristic of a river : they
are on that account used to disguise a termination. If the

end can be turned jnst out of sight, a bridge at some distance

raises a belief, while the wat.^r beyond it removes every doubt
of the contiuuatian of the river : the supposition immediately
occur.=^, that if a disguise had been intended, the bridge would
liave been placed fmther bade ; and the disregai'd thus shown
to one deception gains credit for the other.

" The vulgar foot bridge, of plauks only, guarded ou one

II. Alpiirjii's • Pro:j;cna,le3 de Pai-is'').

hand bj' a common rail, and supported by a few ordiu.ary piles,

is often more proper. It is perfect as a communication, be-

cause it pretends to nothing further ; it is the utmost simplicity

of cultivated nature ; and if the banks from wliich it starts be
of a moderate height, its elevation preserves it from meaimess.
Xo other species so eft'eetu.illv characterises a river; it seems
too plain for an ornament, too obscure for a disguise; it must
be for use ; it can be a passage only ; it is therefore spoiled if

adorned ; it is disflguned if only painted of any other than a

dusln* oolour."

PBIMULA
The subject of tlie present notice is one of the most striking

and beautiful of perennials, atid as its fortunate discoverer
truly designates it, a very queen amongst Primroses. It was
first exhibited by Air. W. Bull, of Chelsea (who has kindly
fm-nished the accompanying illustration i, on May .Brd, 1871,
at one of the meetings of the Royal Hortioultursti Society. I

liave often seen it since, but none of the specimens have
equalled in freshness and ricli colouiing that splendid basket
of plants. The leaves resemble gigantic specimens of the
common Cowslip, from the centre of wliich rise the magnificent
spikes clothed with tier above tier of regul.arly-arranged rich
niagenta-coloui-ed flowers. It was intr.iduced from .Japan
through the e^certious of Mr. Robert Fortune, the celebrated
traveller in f'liina and -Tapan. .After nnmerous failures, seeds
received I'v him vegetated in this country.
As a distinct decorative TpHtit for the greenhouse, cou-

JAPONICA.
seiTatory, or open border, tlie Primula japonicn will be in-

valuable. Although so recently introdneod, many distinct

forms of it h.ave been produced, some of them even deeper in

colour than the type ; other colours obtained are lilac, wliite,

carmine, rose, Ac.—indeed. I saw a number of plants the other

day, and not two of them were alike. Some have the flowers

much lai'ger than others, and, no doubt, in the course of a

I

few years we shall have selected and improved strains of it, as

we now have of the Chinese Primrose. As regards culture,

the plant is not a native of a wai'm country, and with tas it

ought not to be treated as an exotic, but it is stated tli.it it is

fotmd growing ou the banks of watercourses in good loam.
The plants flowering this spring are seeding freely, so that
when we can obtain fresh seeds of our own gi'owth it will soon

be abundant. As vol the great demand for it has kept tlie

price up, so that it is beyond the reach of many cultivators.
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The seetls will vegetate freely in a common greenhouse or turfy loam and one of leaf mould, with a little sand if necessary,

frame, and the treatment the}- reiiuire is much the same as Place the hoses close to the glass in a cold frame or pit.

would he recommended for ordinary Primroses. When the Should this he in summer and the weather hot, it would be as

young seedliDgs are old enough to handle, they should he well to turn the hack of the frame to the south, eo that the

pricked out into boxes or pans, allowing a distance of 2J inches glass might face the north ; if this cannot be done shade slightly.

Iietween each plant. The compost used should bo three parts ^"\'lIen the plants are well established in the boxes, those which

nve iiifpnded for pnr cuhnre-iiould be poued, one plant iu a

birge (50 or <;mall 4S.pnt, and those intended for the open

i orders should be planted nut at once.

The plant has proved itself to be quite liardy in the neigh-

bourhood of London as far as my experience of the last two

winters soe?, eousequently it will prove a very beautiful and

interesting"feature in the ordinary herbaceous border. Before

planting it would be well to remove a portion of.the old and

probably exhausted soil to the depth of a foot ; replace it with

a few sliovelsful of loam and decayed manure, and plant in the

fresh compost. To have this gorgeous Primula m full leanlv

it ought, however, to be cultivated iu pots, and protected by^,

"lass screen. I have seen it in'flower out of doors planted in

the open border, but not with more th.an one tier of flowers ex-

panded at a time. The flowers seem to suffer very muc^ from

the vicissitudes of our climate in May'-; under glass they are

"
For pot culture I would recommend a compost of good turfy

loam, deeaved manure, and a small portion of leaf mould.

Duru3g theWu-e period of their growth the plants should bo
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kept nsav th.^ glass, removing the lights entirely in fine \ve;ithor.

Ths plants may be winterecl in a cold frame, with the pots
plunged in some light material—uoeoa-uut fibre refuse is cue
of the best materials for this purpose—or they may be kept iu

a heated pit. When they are throwing up their iiower-spikes
give plenty of ah', which is necessary to prevent the flower-

stalks from being drawn up weakly.
Primula japonioa is one of the most robust-growing of its

race, and those who are successful in growing ordinary Prim-
roses will flud no difficulty in managing this.

The few remarks on culture which I have ventured to make
may be of use to those who have not the benefit of a large
experience.—J. Douglas.

WATER IN A COVERED CEMENTED TANK.
lliviNV just had a small tank constructed for rain water, I

read Mr. Fish's letter ou the subject in your' last number
with much interest. My tank is covered up and must remain
so, but the water is hard, as his letter seems to indicate that it

will be. Can he say whether there is any other cm'e for rain
water becoming hard in a brick and cement tank than that which
ho suggests, and which I cannot adopt—namely, making it an
ni)en tank? For instance, suppose the tank were emptied,
dried, and painted over with three or four coats of paint, would
that prevent the cement affecting the water ?—D. Y.
.'» [I have Uttle faitli in the painting of a cement tank when dry,
fio as to hitve the water in the tank soft. We would have more
faith iu a lead-hned tank. I have not sufficiently proved a
suggestion made to us of having a cement tank lined with
plaster of Paris. I intend experimentally to prove it again, as
iu some cases the plaster adhered badly, and in other cases I
did not find that the quality as respects the softness of the
water was improved.
As your correspondent says, there is no difficulty with an

open tank—the water will be delieiously soft.

In a close tanl<, as one buUt in the chcular, or egg, or any
other shape, with an opening at top, covered with a stone
or board, if there is an opening even from 1 to 2 inches
under the covering the water will be softer. It more than
an inch tlierc should be a rim round of fine wire or perforated
zhic to let the ah in, and keep mice, rats, Ac, out, as a
few of such luckless intruders Would injure the water. In
closed tanks where it would not be advisable to give the air
under the covering referred to^n such tanks with two filters

the watei- wUl be dehghtfuUy clear- and sparkling Ukc well
water, but it will be all the harder. I hardly Uke to say it, but
it is the f;ict, that the more rain water is filtered through stones
and gravel, &e., before it enters a close cement tank, the harder
the water will be. For mere garden purposes water taken at
once from roofs, etc., to a cement tank, even if shut, will be
much softer- than the same water taken through several filters.

It may not alway.s be so clear-, but it will be soft. Such tanks
with the water unfiltered wiU be generally soft cuoukIi, even if

enclosed after the first twelvemonth. I mention this as to the
filtering with some little hesitation, though (luitc certain my-
self as to the results. Be assured, that the more you filter

water that goes into a cement tank the clearer it wall be, but
the harder also it will be. Where water from such causes is

extra hard, a Uttle quicklime or carbonate of soda will do
much to soften it, but the simplest remedy is exposure in a
tub or basin to the air some hours before using it. We have
a taulj made with cement, closed over, not cleaned out for
thirty years, and the water is, after the first twelvemonth I
beheve, nice and soft for culinar-y and laundry purposes, but
there are no filters. As the matter is wi-ung from ua as it

were, I say, not from theory but from practical experience. For
deai-nesa of water use filters ; in cement tanks covered over,
and where softness of water is an object, dispense w-ith filters,
and aUo-w the water to clear itself by sediment.—E. F.]

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
The fu-st part has just appeared of the long-expected

" Flok.\ or BErrrsH India," by Dr. .J. D. Hooker, published
under the authority of the Secretary of State for India m
Council. The territory included in the "Flora" is that com-
prised within the British-territories iu India (including the Malay
peninsula and the Andaman Isles), together with Kashmir and
Western Tibet, but exclmling Affghauistan and Eeluchistan,
the plants of -n-hich countries are included in Boissier's " Flora

OrieutaUs," and belong to quite another botanical region^that
of Western Asia. Of the 12,000 to 14,000 species of flowering
plants and Ferns belonging to British Indian botany, not a
twelfth part has hitherto been brought together in any one
general work on Indian plants ; the description of the re-

mainder being scattered through innumerable British and
foreign jom-nals, or contained iu local floras or works on general
botany ; and a very large number being either vei-j- badly de-
scribed, or not at all. The work is, therefore, one of consider-

able laboiu' as well as importance. Dr. Hooker being assisted

in it by various other botanists. There are a lai-ge number of

new species described in this part ; and the natural orders in-

cluded in it are Eanunculacetc, DiUeniaceie, Magnohaceie,
Anonacea;, Menispermacese, Berberidea;, Nymphaeacefe, Papa-
veraceie,Capparidciu, EesedaceiE, Bixineie,'V'iolace£e, and Pitto-

sporejB, by Dr. Hooker and Dr. Thomson ; Ci-ucifer£e by Dr.
Hooker and Dr. Anderson ; FumariaceiB by Dr. Hooker; and
a part of Polygalefe by Mr. A. W. Bennett.

—

(Xature.)

Low NiuHi- Tempebatcees.—We knew an old gardener,
one of whose special proverbs was

" When frosts come in May
There's the devil to pay."

However, they have come this year, and we have not heard of

any special damage. Last week we were told of thoi-mometers
down to below 32° at night in Surrey, Wiltshire, and elsewhere

;

but the Potato foliage w-as untouched. Ou the night of the
19th in Yorkshire it was still colder, for we have a letter from
thence dated the 20th, from which we make the following ex-

tract :
—" 0° frost last night, but I go on bedding-out, and my

plants have not suffered to speak of.'' Mr. Eobson, writing
from Linton Pai-k, Staplehurst, ou the 20th, says, " We have
ice this morning as thick as a shilling.-'

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GAEDEN.

Peepaee ridges for Cucumhers by throwing out trenches
i feet -wide and 2 feet deep in light dry soil ; fill the trench
with fermenting material, such as leaves and litter that have
been iised for covering Vine borders during winter, short grass,

old tan—in fact any material that will afford a gentle heat

;

cover w-ith 1 foot of the soil thrown out of the trench, make
holes at the place each plant is to occupy, and put into each
hole about a barrov.load of fresh loam and old hotbed dung.
In this compost the plants may be put ; they must have
hand-lights placed over them, be shaded from the noonday
sun for a time, and be well attended to in regard to water,
air, i&c. Look after Celery in various stages ; see that it does
not suffer from want of water, and that the surface of the soil

do not become hard and caked ; when such is the case have it

stirred up at once. AspanKjus that has been planted this

season should be mulched with Winter Spinach, which is now
superseded by the spring-grown crops

;
give abimdant water-

ings w-ith liquid manure, adding 2 ozs. of common salt to every
watering-pot full of the Uquid. By this means plants of one
year old from seed and planted in ordinan- soil, will next year
yield shoots 2 inches in circumference. It is, however, in-

judicious to cut it tUl the thh-d year. Prick out abundance of
the Broccoli and Cabbage tribe as they advance in the seed
beds, and shade for a time ; when thus treated the plants are
always better than when allowed to remain in the seed bed
tin wanted for final transplanting. Earth-up advancing crops
of Potatoes, and fork up the soil amongst those just making
then- appearance. Earth-up and stake Peas as they advance,
and sow succession crops of esteemed varieties. Sow succession
crops of Bicarf Kidneij Beans and Scarlet Fcuniters. Thin out
all advancing crops as soon as they are fit ; neglect in this

respect frequently does great injury, the plants become weak
and dra-wn, and never recover the ground they lose as com-
pared with those that have been attended to in proper time.

FLO-iVEK GAEDEN.
No-ft- is the tune to estabUsh a firm and even sward or la-mi,

the pride of British gardens. The roller and scythe -n-iU be iu
frequent request. See that all edgings hitherto neglected are
put in order for the summer

; do not cut-in beyond the ori-

ginal boundary, and keep the ivalks filled -with gravel. Let the
roller be passed frequently along the edges in order to level

them down to the walk ; this takes aw-ay the harshness of the
outUne. Proceed with filling the beds and borders ; the pre-
sent growing weather mil assist the plants in taking hold of

the soil w-ithout much attention. Stake or peg down plants
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that require it as the plautmg proceeds, otherwise the bois-

terous winds will break off many things. Plant out in rich

soil a good supply of Stocks and Asters for the autumn, and
sow a succession of annuals for making up any Tacaneies which
may occur, and likewise another sowing of Mignonette in pots
for the rooms or for filling window boxes. I fear that the
generahty of Tulip exhibitions this season will be unsatis-

factory, inasmuch as the weather hitherto has been so un-
favorable for their development. Auriculas should now be
placed on a north border ; the seed will ripen there vei"y well

if the pots are well drained and set on a layer of ashes to pi'e-

vent the ingress of worms ; they will not be injured by the
exposure. Polyanthuses require more shading than the Au-
ricula ; they are liable to the attacks of the red spider. Car-
nations and Picotees are growing fast, so are weeds, which
must be taken from the pots as they appear. Cut over the
plants which are spindling without showing increase. Do not
delay in putting in the sticks to which they are to be attached.
Dahlias should be planted out, and a stout stake put in; to

this they must be carefully tied as they elongate. Pansies
may be shaded, and not too many pods of seed allowed to
I'ipen.

GKEENHOnSE AND CONSERVATORY.
The occupants of the conservatory should participate iu the

advantages offered by the favourable change in the weather.
Every available means of securing ventilation should be put iu
requisition. Soften the air by occasional sprinlding of water
on the paths ; liberal supplies of water must be given to the
plants generally. Eai'ly Azaleas exhibiting a tendency to in-

equaliti'es of growth may be stopped. If it be requisite to in-

crease the stock of Cape Heaths, Banksias, &c., probably suit-

able cuttings will now be found. Manure water may be given
to Pelargoniums, Calceolarias, and plants of succulent habit.
Look well after young stock at this period, especially that for

the winter's work. The early-sown Chinese Primroses and
Cinerarias should receive high cultivation ; these will bloom iu

October and November. Another sowing may be made shortly
for spring decoration. Continue successions of Achimenes,
&c., from rest stock, also Gesnera zebriua. The Chrysanthe-
m)im cuttings may be put out immediately. These will do
without bottom heat if carefully managed. Choose the shortest-

jointed wood. I have known them answer well propagated by
suckers ; the plan is to draw the suckers when about 4 inches
long and insert them in a 5-inch pot without stopping them.
They are then introduced to a mild bottom heat until the pots
are nearly filled with roots, taken to a cooler situation, and
stopped, using weak Uquid manure. When they become nice

bushy plants they receive a final shift at once into the bloom-
ing pots. As the time during which plants ai-e in bloom is

the only interesting period of their growth to the majority of

their admirers, it is always desirable to prolong the time to
which this period extends, and to allow them to be examined
without subjecting visitors either to an overheated or over-
moist atmosphere. For this purpose, where there is no con-
servator}', a suitable house should be appropriated for the
more showy specimens when in flower ; then the necessary
shading to preserve them in perfection for as long a time as
possible can be given without interfering with anything else.

The plan is now adopted in most nurseries from the many ad-
vantages it presents. By adopting a similar plan the smallest
gardens may possess theu* " show house" for displaying then-

stock of plants in flower. The common Mandarin and Ota-
heitean Oranges are recommended as valuable plants for

forcing into bloom in the winter months ; for the above pur-
pose keep them rather under-potted, and pinch the young
wood back so to form bushy, compact specimens.

STOVE AND ORCHIDS.
As in former calendars. Increase the amoxtnt of shading iu

very bright weather, and look well to watering, Ac.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OP THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

The rain has interfered much with work proposed, but it

has enabled us to attend to many things under protection
;

and in ground at all heavy, what would be the use of farmer
or gardener turning out either horse or man to forward opera-
tions ? It would in many cases be truer economy, if nothing
in-doors could be done, to give to all labour a general rest.

Our wet days are generally our busiest days, only the difference

is that the work is performed under glass or other roofs in-

stead of being done in the open air.

In th3 course of years we have had more than conclusive
evidenC3 that, even on the narrow principle of selfishness, the
caring for men, so that in wet and tempestuous weather they
shall work under protection, will be the best paying in the end.
There is something wrong when men are exposed in drenching
weather, and are turned in to do necessary work in houses and
sheds when the sun shines brightly.

Besides keeping-up successions, we have done little in the
kitchen garden. Successioual soicinri.-<, as the ground was so
wet, had the seeds covered with a light spriukhng of riddlings
from under the potting-benches. By such means we can sow
Peas, Spinach, Turnips, Lettuces, &a., at auy time. AU that
is required is a shallow mark for a drill, and a covering of

such light, dryish material, and through it the seedlings gene-
rally come up healthy and robust, and more especially if some
of the charcoal dust from charred rubbish forms part of the
covering. Without entering into the theory of the thing, we
are so satisfied of the value of charcoal-dust ch'essing, that
had we time and opportunity we would char much of the
rubbish we must now be content to rot and decompose.

Onions.—We mentioned hoeing among the spring-sown
Onions last week, that is all they wanted beyond thinning for
salads. Where such hot things not larger than stocking-
needles are prized for salads. Cucumbers, &a., the seed should
be sown every mouth from April to September. To save
seedlings we often in winter jilace Onions in heat to make
them scallions, and stripped small they become very tender,
and will not be judged otherwise than as sweet j'oung Onions.
To keep-up a nice succession of large bulbs for use, we must
resort to autumn-sowing in August and September. Here we
have a word to say for the benefit of the inexperienced. Such
sowings in autumn, though turned out well, even when thinned
and let alone, will hardly bear comparison with those that
have been transplanted. If left where sown, the bulbs are
very apt to become thick-necked, the neck taking up much of
the strength that ought to go to the symmetrical bulb. One
remedy against this evil is to go along the rows early iu spring
and remove the earth from the plants as far as can be done
without injuring the roots. This does much in the way of
securing clcan-swelliug bulbs, instead of thick-necked ones,
good enough for some purposes, but which neither cooks nor
gardeners care to see too much of generally.

One great preventive against these huge thick necks is

transplanting. For the benefit of those who like large fresh
Onions, and who have but little room to spare, we may state
that at one time we were satisfied with transplanting a.utumu-
sown Onions in spring ; but though these do well they do not
furnish the requisite supply in succession. Now we find that
if we sow in the middle of August and September, that it is

very desu-able to transplant a few rows of each of these in the
autumn, and again early in spring, and thus from these
sowings and transplantings we obtain three successions before
the general spring-sown crop comes in. Now, such iniuutias
are of little importance to the possessors of large gardens, but
we think them valuable to those who want to get the most out
of a small piece of ground. These successioual plantings speak
for themselves. An old labom-er who planted ours told us the
other day that it would be better to do all the transplanting
in the autumn, the plants looked so strong and well. On the
principle of successions we think it advisable to transplant a
portion in spring as well, as the huge bulbs from autumn
transplanting do not in general keep long. With all the care
alluded to above, of moving the earth from autumu-sown
Onions, it is not often that they will bulb so well and uni-
formly as those transplanted.

In transplanting Onions let the ground be properly prepared,
and made rather solid on the surface, then draw out the lines
for the rows of Onions. We find a distance of 5 inches iu
rows a foot apart a good fair distance, as thus the bulbs may be
fully 4 inches in diameter. Take up the Onion plants care-
fully with all the roots, and plant these also carefully with a
dibber or trowel firmly, but do not cover the base of the
Onion—in other words, plant merely the roots without a bit

of the stem, and then there will be free bulbing and not the
growth of useless long necks. If the wcrk is not done by
yourself, you must see that the workman does not bury at aU
the neck of the Onion. Nothing should go into the ground
except the roots. Attend to this, and we drro not state the
diameter and circumference of the fine bulbs one may have
early in the summer. As respects the Onions sown in August,
transplanted or otherwise, if ever they show a seed-stalk cut it

off at once, and that will tend to increase the size of the bulb.
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You cannot have a good sound bulb if you allow a seed-stalk

as well.

We have said this much, as from what was lately stated we

have had a number of inquiries as to getting the greatest

amount of Onions in little space, from those who find that

Onions are something like meat and drink. Well, we say, Sow
in the middle of August and the middle of September, and if

you have only a few yards, transplant exactly in the mode
specified in autumn, and again in spring, and you will hare a

fine supply before the spring-sown ones come in.

Asparayus Kale, or Buda Kale.—Allow us to recommend this

again to every occupier of a small garden. It really is almost

as good as Asparagus if the shoots ai-e taken off some 4 to

S inches in length.

We have cleared away aU our Brussels Sprouts. We stUl

have good rows of the Scotch Cabbaging Kale and sprouts from

old Cabbage stumps—very nice indeed to come in as changes

with Spinach and Broccoli too far gone for the parlour ;
but

for a late spring vegetable nothing equals this Asparagus Kale,

and, gather it close as you may to-day, in three or four days

there is a fresh supply. We have stiU some fine late Broccoli,

and Cauliflower is coming on ; but for tenderness and flavom-

now nothing will come up to a dish of the small shoots of

Aspai-agus Kale, and wherever there is a patch of it there will

be no necessity for cutting up Cabbages before they are well

hearted and mature.
FP.niT GARDEN.

See what was stated in previous weeks. Trees grown as

bushes and pyramids must not now be neglected. If the shoots

have the terminal bud taken out, most of these shortened

shoots will bristle in autumn and winter with flower-buds

;

and where much is wanted in little room we must encourage

fiower-buds instead of wood-buds, for after all, however we
may love to see free growth, the fact remains, that though we
can eat the fruit, we cannot masticate the finest shoots or

leaves.

Strawlerries.—We have had fine fniit damped last week, as

alluded to by a correspondent. We had no remedy except

more heat and more air in this duU wet weather. The addi-

tional air gave access to other enemies, in our case chiefly mice.

We have had to change whole rows, as some pots were covered

with fiiut not more than half swelled. Poison and trap as you
will, there is nothing to equal a cat shut up in the house.

We ai'e quite aware that many a gentleman would rather never

see a Strawberry than have a cat on their premises, as they

could hardly sleep with nightmare visions of rifled nests and
<l3-ing and dead leverets. One thing here we may state—that

cats win not go to cover much if there is a small triangular

piece nipped out from each of their ears. This will catch the

grass, d'c, in a cover or wood, and bring the dew or damp into

their ears, a thing which all cats young and old detest.

Last season we stated that om" out-door Strawberries were

not up to the mark, whUe forced ones were extra good. This

season the show of bloom is extra fine out of doors, and a few

seem suffering from the prolonged wet, without a ray of sun-

shine. We have dressed the gi'ound between the rows with

lime and soot, partly to help in the way of nourishment and
to keep slugs away. A little of this dressing does much to

secure the best-formed fruit at gathering-time.

OENAMENTAl, DEPAETIIENT.

We could scarcely touch a bed or border, we might as well

iave tried to regulate a sodden morass as do anything in our

heavy soil. We finished much potting ; regulated, potted, and
boxed beddmg plants, so as to have them strong and hardy.

Even our plants turned out in beds and growing at bottom, have
shown no signs of upward growth for tlu'ee weeks past. When
once the soU in flower-beds is friable such plants will grow
rapidly. Planting out now in such wet soil and cold withal,

is next to labour thrown away. Generally we are not much
behind as to early floral display, and one cause of this is simply
that we do not plant out too early. In such cases it will often

be found that the early planting of flower-beds is not exactly

svnonymous with early blooming and early fi lling of the beds.

—

E. F.

TRADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
S. Dixon & Co., 48a, Moorgate Street, London, E. C.

—

Bescrip-
iive Catalogue of Chrysanthemums, Fuchsias, Geraniums,
Verbenas, d-c.—Descri^itive Catalogue of Dahlias, Bedding
Plants, d-c.

Kirk Allen, Brampton, Huntingdon.

—

Spring Catalogue of
Geraniums, Calceolarias, Fuchsias, Fcriis, Palms, &c.

FrBres Simon-Louis, Plantieres, pres Metz.— Catalogue et

Prix Courant des Plantes de Serre Chaude et de Serre Froide
Plantes Vivaccs, <(c.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*,* We request that no one ^ill write privately to any of the

correspondents of the " Journal of Horticulture, Cottage
Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so doing they
are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. All

communications should therefore be addressed solely to

The Editors of the Journal of Horticulture, etc., 171, Fleet

Street, London, B.C.

Melons fhom Last Year's Seed—Perella Stopping (J. W. L.).—The
Melon plants li-om last years seed will answer, but we prefer plants from seed
two or three years old, as they fiiiit more freely and do not run so much
to wood. We consider April quite soon enough to sow Perilla, bat, by
stopping, those you have may become good plants; if they are flowering

they are of little use. "We should prefer plants sown now, for on a good leaf-

development depends their value. The plants you send, so far as we can
make out fi-om such small crushed fragments, are—No. 1, Fabiana imbricata;
No. 2 is a Diosma or Adenandra, probably ambigua.

Ci-niBERS IN Conservatory {H. D.).—TTe think the climbers you have
sent are 1, Bignonia Tweediana, or it may be a Tecoma ; and 2. Tecoma jas-

minoides, but to enable us to determine correctly we must have flowers.

Brompton Stock Sown in Spring (Idem).—This is a biennial, and we
do not think it will flower the first year though sown early in heat, but we
have no experience of this, and should advise you to plant them out. You
may now sow German Ten-week Stociis in gentle heat, and they will flower in

August or at the beginning of September, if pricked off when large enough
encouraged so as to become strong, and well hardened-off before planting

out. Do this cai'efuUy, so as to give but little cheek. If you could shade
them for a few days after planting they will take more freely, especially if the
weather be at all Ijright at planting time.

Evergreen Shrubs under Elm Trees (J. B.).—Nest to Ash, Elms are

the worst trees to plant under, as they have such gross-feeding roots, which
render the ground very dry in summer. We have found the following suc-

ceed in a mixed plantation of large Elm, Beech, and Lime, planted so closely

as to fonn a dense shade:—Evergreen and Box-leaved Privet. Spurge Laurel,

Common Laurel, Tree Box, Butchers' Broom, Common Holly, Alexandi-iau

Laiu-el, Cotoneaster microphylla. Common Xew, Portugal Laurel, Laumstinus,
Rhododendi-on ponticum, Berberis Aquifolium, B. repens, and in parts not
very much shaded, B. Darwinii and B. dulcis. In densely shaded places we
find Ancuba succeed admirably, also the Periwinkles and Ivies—in fact, I\-ies

thrive best in shade, and they may be made to take the place of shi'ul-s if

trained to iron supports.

CuctTMBERS Seedy—Greenhouse Vines not Succeeding (B. G., Bland-
ford).—The principal cause of seedy Cucumbers is old or slowly-grown plants

or fruit. Setting the fruit or impregnating the flowers we only practise

when we want seed. It is not necessary for the swelling of the fmit. We
think that the removal of the male blossoms would favour the swelling of

the fmit and absence of seeds in all but very old plants, in which it is not
unusKal for the fruit to be "club-ended." The somer such plants ai*e

pulled up the better. Discontinue setting the fruit, and afford a bottom
heat of 75" to 80=, and a top heat of 65= to 70^ at night, 70 to 75= by day
without sun, and 85= or 90= with sun and abundance of air. Cut the fruit

ten days, and not more than a fortnight, after it begins to swell. The Vines
must be in a bad condition. The border probably requires drainage. We
should examine the 5 feet of border, and if the drainage is good the fault

must lie in the soil beyond the 5-feet border, into which the roots have ex-

tended. In this case take out the soil there, and increase the width of the

border, draining it properly ; and a di-ain along the front of the old 5-feet

border would free it of any stagnant watei*. We think the Vines would then
thrive, and be free of mildew if the house were properly ventilated. It is

useless to attempt to grow Vines in a cold wet border; your only plan, then,

will be to take up the Vines and make an entu-ely new border, either replant-

ing the old Vines or putting in young ones, which we consider will be preferable.

Muscat of Alexandria is not suitable for a greenhouse ; to ripen well it re-

quu-ed a good heat. We make no charge for answering coiTCspondents
queries.

Orchard-house Trees (W.A.H.).—As your trees have borne no fiiiit

there will be no necessity for watering them with liquid manure this season.

They will grow fi-eely enough without it, but we should give top-dressings of

rich compost, as advised by Mr. Rivers and Mr. Peai-son. Copious syringing

will be needed to prevent red spider. On keeping this and other insects

under, on healthy free growth, and its thorough ripening, depend your pro-

spects for another year.

Suckers of Aloe—Cactus Propagation—Apple and Pear Shoots
Pinching (M. G.).—Remove the suckers from the Aloes now, taking them off

with r. ots, and place singly in pots that will hold them comfortably. Good,

moderately rich, Ught loam is a suitable compost ; use good drainage, and do

not water until the plants are djy. We think the plant you describe is a

Cereus ; the pink bnds may be flowers, but we rather think not. We should

say they were shoots. Propagate by cuttings of the growing points, or the

points of the shoots, after they become firm ; take them off when from 4 to

6 inches long, and lay them on a shell for a few days imtil the wound has

dried ; then insert them singly in smaU pots of very sandy soil, set them on

shelves in the sun, do not water more than will be sufficient to keep the soU

moist, but dry rather than moist. Now or August is a good time—either

before or after the growth is complete. The Apple and Pear trees against

walls should have all the shoots pinched when they have made threeleaves,

except the terminal shoots, or those required for extension or furnishing the

wall with shoots at 1 foot apart. After the first stopping, the shoots may be

stopped at every leaf of fresh growth throughout the season. The short

stubby shoots or sjiurs, or those shoots that have a cluster of leaves, shoirld

not be interfered with, but left entire.

Mrs. Pince's Grape.—Mr. T. Baines, Stock House, Bingley, writes to

inform " A YoRKEV." that " in October, 1869, he purchased five Mi-s. Pince's

Black Muscat Vines. In 1870 each ripened two or three bunches, and one

five. In 1871 thev ripened thirty-two bunches, and he has one bunch now
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(!May 14th). The Grapes are of escellent flavour. The present crop is sixty-

three bunches, of which he will cut off twenty-three at least. This Grape
does not acquire its full flavour till after Chi-istmas. It is as hard as iron
Two Vines of Maili-eslield Comt have twenty-one bunches on."

Scale on Atuicot Twigs (S.).—The semi-globose objects (half the size

of a pea) of a maroon colour, are the swollen bodies of the females of the
Coccus Adonidum, beneath each of which a great number of minute white
eggs ai-e to be seen, which will quickly hatch unless destroyed by hand-pick-
ing. The yellow ones are swollen females, which have not yet deposited
their eggs beneath their bodies ; and the small white transparent scales are
the coverings of the pupte of the winged males.—I. O. W.
American Asparagus {H. C).—It probably is the common Aspaiagus

highly cultivated. We have grown the common Aspai-agus to such a size

that sis heads weighed a pound, by supplying the beds two or three times
a-week with strong liquid manure.

TiOLET-coLOURED Glass (J. J. Ri/an).—Write to any of tho dealers in
glass who advertise in om* Journal, and tell them the colours of the glass you
need.

Kats in Outhouses {Elgin).—The following is a proved and harmless
mode of destroying them;—Melt hog's lard in a bottle, plunged in water
heated to about 150' Fahi-enheit; iutroduce into it half an ounce of phos-
phorus for every pound of lard, then add a pint of whisky ; cork the bottle
firmly after its contents have been heated to the above degree, taking it at
the same time out of the water till the phosphorus becomes uniformly
diffused, forming a milky-looking Uquid. This liquid being cooled, will form
a white compoimd of phosphorus and lard, from which the spirit sponta-
neously separates, and may be poured off to be used, for it merely serves to
diffuse the phosphorus through the laid. This compound on being warmed
vei*y gently may be poured into a mixture of wheat fioui- and sugai, mixed,
and then flavoured with oil of rhodium. This douj^h being made into pellets,
lay it in rat-hoies. By its luminousness in the dark it attracts the rats, and
bein^T agreeabJe to their noses and palates, it is readily eaten, and proves
certainly fatal.

—

{English Mechanic.)

Coverinxt Roof a>-d Sides of a Woodek House {Experientia docet).—
Cover the roof with felt, and tar that and the sides with Stockholm tai-, and
whilst this is sticky dust thickly both the roof and sides with the siftings of
bricklayers' lime rubbish.

Seedling Gloxinia (0. 0.).—We never saw a Gloxinia that is not beauti-
ful, and yours is not an exception, but there are many like it. We caimot
name your Gaiadium, nor any mere florists' varieties; they ai*e in legions, and
so nearly alike that we cannot spare time to identify any specimen.

Phlox in Pots (A. A. M.).—Xs yoxxr plants have but one stem we should
top them at 6 inches, and that will cause them to branch, but they will not
flower so finely as if you were to let the one stem grow without stopping.
We like them best when they have fi-om five to a dozen stems according to
the size of pot and strength of plant, thinning-out the weakest of the shoots,
and so encouraging the strongest and best shoots. Give them plenty of
moistui'e, and water them occasionally with liquid maniue, but not too strong.
1 oz. of guano to a gallon of water, and strained before use, will be su^ciently
powerful.

DAHLLi niPERALis CULTURE (An Amateur, Warwick).—Your plants do
not flower because you do not give them sufficient encouragement. Give them
plenty of pot room, and rich light soil with good drainage, watering abund-
antly, but not saturating the soil ; water once or twice a-week with weak
liquid maniure. Syringe morning and evening, and afford a light auy position.
It will flower late in autumn, and to do well requires a temperature of 50^
Do not place the plants out of dooi-s, though you may do so after May, but
house the plants in September.

Grapes Severely Spotted (B. G., Subscriber).—See what we said on
page 411 of our last number.

SUM3IER-PRUNING GOOSEBERRY AND CuREANT BuSHES (iT/innic).—We
highly approve of your pinching the spray back to two or three leaves, hut by
no means slipping the shoots off, unless they come from the base or bottom
of the bushes or lower parts of the branches ; when they are so situated and
are likely to crowd the centre of the bushes, which should always be kept
open, they are better removed. We advise yon to pinch back all the shoots
on the branches to within two or three leaves of their base, and that through-
out the summer, leaving the best-situated, if more shoots ai-e required, and
the shoots from the ends of the branches, which, however, may be stopped at
the sixth leaf. The stopping of the spray will admit Ught and air to the spurs,
and contribute to then* fuller development. At the winter pruning the shoots
of the current year should he cut back to within three-quai-ters or an inch of
their origin, but the spurs should he left entire. The terminal shoots of all

the branches may be pruned to 6 inches, or left longer according as size is

wanted.

Asparagus Planting [Idein).—It is now a good time to plant Asparagus.
Take ap the plants carefully, and put them in before the roots have dried.

You may procure plants three years old of the nurserymen. We consider two-
year plants are quite old enough. They will need to be packed, if they come
any distance, so that the roots will not dry. and after having been planted
they should be carefully watered if the weather is dry. They can scarcely
have too much liquid manure in summer.

Failure of Peach Trees (W. R. J.).—As you have planted your trees in
the same soil out of doors as you have in your house, it cannot be anything
in the soil that is the cause of failure. Aie the trees fi'ee from red spider and
aphis ? If either of these pests is allowed much license in summer and
autumn the wood does not ripen well, and in consequence of this much of it

dies off in winter and spring. We do not think the climate with you can
exercise any imfavonrable influence, except that some seasons aie more
favourable to the ripening of the wood and fruit than others Last season
was a had one.

Pear Trees Diseased (P. 3/.).—We discovered several thiips on the
specimens sent. We would syringe the trees with a decoction of 2 ozs. of
soft soap and 2 ozs. of tobacco to the gallon of water. In winter we would
mLx a double quantity of tobacco and soap to the gallon, and add to it 8 ozs.
of flowers of sulphur. With this we would dress the trees.

Tree Fern Treatment (An Old Subscriber).—Iticksouio. si]nani'.sa and
Cyatheadealbata will succeed in a greenhouse or consen-atory tempLiatuie.
Water abundantly at the roots, and keep the tranks always luoi^^t l>y fre-

quently sprinkling them from a syringe. Two or three times a-clay will be
suflicient. Do not pour water down the stem, though that will do if it be
kept from the centre or heart of the plants, and you may syringe them over-

Gooseben-y Saw-fly.

head morning and evening. They should have shade fi-om bright sun, and
we should not advise you to place them out of doors in summer, unless you
can command a very sheltered position. They will thrive much better under

Myosotis—Lettuce—Pruning Evergreens (Don's).—We advise you to-
sow more seed of Myosotis sylvatica, and gi'ow the seedlings so as to have
good plants by autumn. The old plants ar-e not so free-growing nor pn r.nod
as young plants. Sow the seed atonce. All the Year Round i^ r* ^no-l i .>t'vr.,

withafirm, crisp, close hear-t ; and Tom Thumb a close-ii^ "-1 :w - ^
little Lettuce, good for serving whole or in halves. ProbaM i

Cabbage Lettuce is Neapolitan. Now is a good time toi.\; > ._..:. .,,:.,

shape, but it ought not to be longer delayed. Tiitomas ruuy u^- .. Lu u. . idul

,

but we prefer doing so early in April, or in autumn after flowering. Let each
of the divisions have some good roots, and water if the weather be at all diy.

Caterpillars on Gooseberry Trees {S. G.).—The "green grubs" are
the larvae or caterpillars of a Saw-fly. The cross lines show the natm-al size
of this Saw-fly. This insect, which has been named by entomologists
Nematus tiimaculatus, Nematus Kibesii, Tentlu-edo Gr-ossulariae, and Teu-
thredo ventricosa, comes forth in the course of April. Its body is yellowish-
brown; its antennffi nine-Jointed and brown; the cro^vu of the head, eyes,

three large spots di-

vided by a light line on
the back and a large
spot on the breast, are
all black; the bodv, or
beUy, is orange; the
wings reflect the co-
lours of the rainbow;
and theirner^'es, with a-

large spot on the front
edge of the foie wings,
ar-e brown ; the legs are
brown also. The female
lays her eggs along the
principal nerves on the
underside of the Goose-
berry leaves, and less

frequently on those of
the Bed and White
Currant. The eggs ai-e

hatched within ten
days ; and the arrival of the caterpillar's may be known fr-om the leaves being^

eaten through into numer'ous small holes. These eater-pillars ar'e pale green,
with one ring at each end yellow ; the head, tail, feet, and rows of spots on
their sides being black. Siiccessional broods are hatched from the beginning
of May until October, but it is during May and June that they are usually
most abundant and destructive. Some of these descend into the earth from
cocoons, and bring forth fresh flies at the end of the summer; but the later
broods of caterpillars remain in their cocoons thr-oughout the winter, and give
birth to the earhest spring swarm of Saw-flies. You may kill the caterpihars
by dusting over them fr-esh white hellebore powder, which you may obtain of
a chemist ; and you may prevent then- recm-rence hj covering the surface of
the soil around the bushes 2inches deep with spent tanners' bark.

Specimens for HoRTictrLXURAL Shows (F. G.).—To answer your query
fully would occupy space needlessly. Reference to reports of exhibitions in
former years at other places, held at the time you propose (whicli you do not
state), would be a safe guide. Any specific answer to a query we will readily

Roses under Yines (G. V. L.).—Keep them well watered, and give weak
liquid manure once a-week. Syringe them fr-equently. To remove the mildew-
now on them, dust ^ith flowers of sulphur thoroughly ; let the sulphur
remain on two days, then syringe. Repeat this treatment until the mildew
disappear-s.

Destroying Slugs (A.E. Lock).—If you were to dust v.itli fn h ] ;; . >,

.

or three times a-week when the weather is moist, continuin

season, we have no doubt you woi^d subdue them. The dn.
;

: . . I

soot has not been effectual because not long enough crmtiiii. .1. i! i iit

destroy one generation of slugs, hut a numerous progeny would be left. And
you wUl need to be ready for them when they appear. Besides, your land ivill

be much benefited by the dr-essing of lime, and the pointing-in with a luik

will tend to bring it in contact with the slugs as well as to loosen the siufaee.

Where forking is impracticable, stirring the surface with a hoe wUl frequently

answer. The lime is best applied in moist weather, when just slacked and
cool enough to handle, at dusk or early in the morning. We do not know ouy-

fching else that will answer except paring off the surface and burning it.

Setting Vanilla Flowers {Linda).—It would be well if you were to
fertilise the flowers ; the probability of their setting would be greater. Yoa
must be able to command a good heat, and to keep a dry well-ventUated at-

mosphere. The stigma and anther are in the same flower, the pollen powdery
or cohering in small gramrles, the anther terminal and opeiring by a lid. It

is a difficult process to fertilise Orchids, but we trust you will meet with
success, of wluch we shall be glad to hear.

Woodlice in Old Walls {J. A.).—The mode refen-ed to of destroying

woodlice is anything but like placing salt on a bird's tail! On such au uUl
wall so irrfested as yours, we would have engined them freely with water at

20(r, when the buds were dormant. Even now we would syringe or en-iue
the walls freely, which would cause the woodlice, which hate water, to come
down to the bottom of the wall. Here place a little dry hay, or small pnts.

filled with dry hay or moss, with a piece of boiled potato or beetroot in

each, and examine early in the moriiing imder the hay. You may use scalding

water, and the pots and even hoUowed-out potatoes and beetroot, you iriay

empty into boilrng water ; so we used to advocate. Eugining and syringing^

the wall, with such trapping, &c., will soon thin them, but the best remedy is

to fr-esh point the wall.

Insects Attacking Fruit-tree Buds (R. N.).—The small shoots of
different trees sent by post arrived perfectly smashed. All we can say is that

they are attacked by different kinds of minute caterpillars (each tree nourish-

ing several distinct kinds), and which will turn to minute moths. The only

way to destroy them at the present time is carefully to open each infested

bud and kill the cater-pillar. We know of no fluid which will kill them with-

out injuring th^ trees.—I. O. W.
Insects Destroying Wheat Plants (J. K.).—The grubs sent are the

larvffi of the common Tipula oleracea, or Daddy-longlegs. Repeated rollings
_

with CroBskiJl's clod-cruder, or watering with salt or nitrate of soda, or dust •
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ing the ground with soot, sea sand, and salt, have been recommended, bat a
better plan is to employ children to catch and destroy the Daddy-longlegs
when they appear.—I. 0. W.
Names of Plants {T. ^.).—Prmrns Potlus, the Bird Cheny. (G. P.Jun.).

1 and 2, Two forms of Nephrolepis cordifolia; 3, Erica vestita (Thunb);
4, Erica, near cerinthoides; 5, Caliistemon lanceolatus (D.C): 6, Mespilus
grandiflora. (Inquirer).—Polypodiam iCampyloneTironl august ifolium (Swz.)

POULTRY, BEE, AOT) PiaEON CHRONICLE.

INCEEASING EGG-PEODUCTION.
Eefebbing more particularly to that portion of Mr. Wright's

notes which deals with the possibility of an increased produc-
tion of egQS, hy a system of careful and judicious breeding

—

having this object in view I can confirm, from the results of
actual experience, the soundness of his opinions.
Presuming that I am the friend of whom Mr. Wright speaks

as possessing the Brahma puUet which laid such a remarkable
number of eggs within the twelvemonth, I can add to the testi-

mony with which it was my pleasure to furnish him, that since
then another of her progeny has manifested the same desirable
characteristics, and has been laying during this year so plenti-
fully as almost to excel her parent in this respect, though, like
her also, she is valueless as an exhibition bird. This disposition
to lay abundantly, however, I have this year found not to be
confined to birds inferior in form and feather. A handsome
Brahma pullet, one of a brood hatched from a sitting of eggs
obtained from my friend Mr. Wright, has demonstrated the
possession of equal productive power, by a course of continuous

—

almost daily—laying, during the whole of this year up to the
present time, such as could have scarcely been expected even by
the most sanguine admirer of this favourite description of fowl.
She has occasionally manifested a tendency to broodiness by the
nsual clucking, and a little longer sitting on the nest, but it has
soon passed away, and with no diminution of her daily contri-
bution to the egg-basket. I hope, by carefully following out
in breeding the line thus indicated, to obtain a race of Brahmas
possessing the happy combination of qualities which combine in
an essential degree the ornamental with the useful; and I am
sure that Mr. Wright, to whom I am indebted for many a friendly
"wrinkle," is doing a good service in bringing so prominently
before your readers a question of so much importance in these
days, when the abundance of production, either of flesh or eggs,
or both, is a matter of no small moment to many who seek, by
the aid of a poultry yard, to reduce their demand on their
butcher.

—

Bk.ih5Li.

HOME PKODUCTION OF EGGS AND POULTRY.
{Contmued from page 414.)

We must now come to the more important part of this con-
sideration, and which is the comparative question of cost of
keeping and return that may be realised by their produce ; for
it is upon this head the whole question turns, which is the
" home producing of eggs and poultrj- in a commercial point of
view ;

" and unless it can be satisfactorily shown that fowls
properly cared for are capable of returning a profit commensu-
rate with the cost and attention bestowed upon them, it will in-
deed be useless to attempt to encourage the more general keep-
ing of poultry by our struggling population, who can only afford
to consider the subject in its pecuniary sense. However trae
the cry may be " Poultry don't pay us," there is one thing quite
certain, which is, that they do pay our immediate neighbours,
who not only produce sufficient eggs and poultrj- for their own
enormous demand, but a surplus sufficient to meet our pressing
wants. It has been said, by way of excusing ourselves, that the
French, Dutch, and Germans have the advantage of climate over
us, and that they can produce poultry and eggs at a profit when
we cannot. This, however, is mere assertion, and is not borne
out by the experience of those who have resided in those
countries

; and I myself, in visiting HoDand and Germany, have
quite failed to see that climate has much, if anything, to say to
the matter. The true secret of the success of our neighbours
lies rather m the fact of their understanding more about the
management of poultry than we do, and paying far more attention
to the feeding and breeding, and generally in the care and atten-
tion they bestow upon their stock. Fowls are also far more
generally kept by the country people, and in far greater num-
bers, and the breed is generally far superior to our common fowl,
and not allowed to degenerate to the same extent.
We will now consider in detail what is that necessary treat-

ment and management necessary to enable the poultry-keeper to
realise the largest profits this valuable bird is capable of return-
ing; but before doing this I wiD, by way of contrast, just
touch upon the treatment that has been very generally adopted
by ourselves during the past two hundred years bv the bulk of
the farmers and cottagers in this country. There will, I think,
then be little difficulty in understanding'why the cry has arisen

far and wide that fowls and poultry do not pay. With twenty
millions of mouths to feed, and depending as we do on foreign
supply for one-half the food we consume, we cannot afford to
keep fowls at a loss, and they, Uke everything else in this matter-
of-fact age, will have to stand the test of " Does it pay ? " and it

will stand or fall by the pubho verdict. Whatever may be said
to the contrary by those who cling to old customs and ideas, it is

undeniable that our old stock of poultry has degenerated into
a small, unprofitable mougi-el, rather tolerated upon the farm
than cared for as a source of profit. I will not go so far as to say
that our poultry has so degenerated as to be necessarily unprofit-
able ; for I am of opinion that even our commonest mongrel
breed, if properly treated, will return a profit ; but what I do
say is, that degeneration of our breeds, coupled with imperfect
housing and protection, insufficiency of food, and want of general
care and attention, has made them wholly unprofitable stock

;

hence the cry has spread far and wide that poultry will never be
made to pay. There are certain essential rules that must be
practised to make fowls profitable. The first is to keep your
stock young, and clear off your birds at that age at which they
leave the largest profit. Secondly, to hatch your chickens as
earlJ- in the spring as possible, so as to give them the advantage of

the entire summer, to hasten them to lay in maturity, and so
obtain as early a supply of eggs as possible, and at a season when
they command the highest price. Thirdl3-, to keep a breed of

fowls that is hardy and comes early to maturity, easily fattened
for the table, and a precocious and prolific egg-layer. Fourthly,
comfortable housing, together with a regular supply of sufficient

food to keep them in laying condition.
I think most will agree with me that the observance of

these essential rules is the exception, and not the rule, among
the general run of poultry-keepers. Fowls of all sizes, breeds,

and ages are to be seen scampering about the farmsteads here
and there, picking up their living as best they can ; roosting
about the trees and farm-buildings where they choose ; making
nests and laying about the premises here and there, and
many of the few eggs laid being lost or stolen. Chickens are
hatched at all times throughout the summer—late rather than
early—and few if any eggs are consequently produced during
the winter months, the season when the eggs 'are most valuable,
commanding the highest price. A minimum of eggs is onl3-

produced, and these during the spring months and at harvest
time, when food is most abundant, and when eggs are most
plentiful in the market, and only command the lowest price.

It is estimated that our common mixed breed or barndoor
fowls so treated will not produce more than fifty-five to sixty
eggs in the twelve months, and these produced at a time of year
when eggs seldom command a higher price than 8f?. per dozen,
or a total annual return from each bird of 3s. 4//. Now, if we
deduct from this the value of the food consumed, and which
it has gathered for itself, we cannot possibly put this at less than

one halfpenny per week per bird, or a total of 2s. Id. for the

twelve months, which, deducted from the 3s. id., leaves the

miserable return of Is. 3d. to cover cost of rearing, attendance,

casualties, &c. Their manure or droppings is invariably wasted

by the birds roosting about the farm-buildings, or, if confined to

a proper henroost, their manure is seldom or ever collected, or

made use of and turned to a profitable account. With manage-
ment such as I have described it is hardly to be wondered at

that fowls are considered unprofitable. Very little, if any, better

or more profitable result is obtained by rearing chickens for

market purposes. Chickens are, as a rule, hatched and reared

at a season when there is a glut in the market, and command a

correspondingly low price, and owing to their comparatively

small size and half-fatted condition, the price realised is such as

to leave little or no profit to compensate for the cost of food and

attention that has been bestowed upon them. As I said before,

it is essential in rearing fowls for market purposes to hatch your

birds at a season when the market will not be overstocked, and

to keep a breed of birds for this pm-pose that shall combine size

and weight with early maturity and readiness to fatten. As a

rule, it cannot be denied that the farmer's poultry yard does not

receive the same care and attention that is bestowed upon other

farm stock, and yet there is certainly no stock kept that will bring

in a larger or more immediate return than poultry, managed as

it should be. Fowls are, the greater part of the year, left to

themselves to live as best they can ; or if fed, insufficiently fed,

and only upon refuse com. At one season of the year—harvest

time—there is a superabundance, and the rest of the year a

scarcity, and not sufficient to enable them to maintain them-
selves in a profitable condition.

I will now direct your attention to a simple, iuexpensive, and
rational system of poultry management, siicdias may be practised
by all, and one that will not fail to return a splendid profit from
this most profitable branch of husbandry, practised as it should
be; and I shall conclude by showing the national importance,
in a commercial point of view, of producing the five hundred
millions of eggs we now import. I will illustrate the profitable
management of a small poultry-yard by describing that which I
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as "^"V ^Ynl^ tnlOs Tiprbird or a total annual profit of td( from

?ur^ bunt in a sheltered situation ij^i^lS^'J^l^.t^Lel

i?,! t„r»nd rather Ught ; the floor is asphalt, to prevent the

eaiiy in 'r"""'"" '
. J:f,r,Uce the older hens hatched the

commencing to lay, to replace me "'"":
tVipsp nrp now

vear Brevious after thev have done laying, ihese are now

hpfn- fattened and killed off at the age of nineteen months.

The "puUets continue to lay off and on ti-ugh the coming

^'^dir^eVnKL^rd-^s^ixiirgru?^^^^^^^
th'y^nTe^SL are killed off *». -^^ f^Vhe'se egV' one
succession of puUets, then commencmg to lay. ihese eggs, one

haU of wWch are produced during the winter months and fetch

1?^ nerdozen and in the summer U. per dozen reahse a total

S S^^l^tl4tn l^^d^'Si^^grifLil^S

Sfsomtrel-ar1lt;^r^^^:noThTye^
t^lve mrtl Hater, as these older birds make the best brood

Sother, and ay an increasednumber of eggs the second summer

Sidi^ cases where poultry-keepers are unsuccessful m reaiing

chicSn' and have not the necessary accommodation for domg

tMs th^y wTu find it to their advantage to l^^ °«
«^|-f

'^'^ '''

the close of their second laying season instead of the fiist.

(To be continued.)

ACCRINGTON POULTEY SHOW.

Tnv sixteenth annual Show took place on the 16th inst. The

nr^ei of eXeB considerably exceeded that of any pi-evious

mTti^" and the quality and condition of the birds were sui-

OTisiT-°f'or the height of the breeding season, and the time when

the nlSmaVe begins to fail. The Show was very extensive m
eve^-rpa^tmeS, and the number of visitors greater than ever

''thl^rsTclaS^ortttrwas for single Ga.re cocks of any
ine nibi ca

pvcention of the cup-winner, which was a

BroTn Eed There were noCSs of striking merit. Most of the

fingTe Game hens were broody, but there -r« -^Xl Eed'
*>,» fir<;t and second being Brown, and the third lilack Uett.

TbpT,Pxtc4ass was for single Game cocks shown by exhibitors

?esftog witSnlhree miles'of Accrington and Brown Reds were

first and third, and Duckwing second. Among Eed Game cocks

V v,pL =nmp were very good. The pnzes went to Brown

Peds In the Vrrle yclaLlor Game thi first was a veiy good

Sfn of Mes and the second and third Duckwings Although

th"re were live classes devoted to Game, not one really first-rate

^Sf.;:Srcl^ed, and of fair quality The first and
^ " „l:Z,^ '

lari'e. Buff Cochins were very

''™d J^the^Pa^dge rnFthec°ompetition rather close. The

Irst prize ^l^'st^efe unSsuaUy fin^e in face and wattles
;
the

second good in aU points, except that the cock showed a httle

ESrdVh!?AV.^^»rs!r«

menc. i'uy" i/ou^-i^'
flolden-spangled won the cup

the competition was close. !"« -'°>!'„ ?i^„t%„,.fect Silver-

^s^gfe^lwer^' at g3r^hrir\trd%:^o°nlp^S,l^tns'b^;iI|
spangiea were au.u B > „, , Hamburghs were also good.

OerofLebXhadtt'o'biSSnabre appearance o1 the

'"in^thf cUss for Any other Variety, first and second came un-

iisnnlU- fine Malavs, and third Sultans.

The SeUin- class was very large, although some of the speci-

„= wprp ™or The winnei-s were cheap; the first being

P^rtridTeCoc^s. the second Black (White-crestedj Polands,

and the third Spanish.

Game Banta,ns were alone a show, there bem» eighty-two

entries In single cocks the dinners were aU Blaclc Eeds All

ttiee were very good, and the run for position very close. Many

pens we.4 noticell. Of Game Bantam hens the first and second-

mTze pairs were as nearly perfect as possible, and very nearly

balanced both being Black Beds ; the third-pnze birds were

Pi es Six single cocks were sho.^'n in the loca c ass, an^ some

of the birds wo'uld have stood weU in the general cUss ;
the fi^st^

Tiri^e cock was Black Eed, and very good m aU pomts. ine nen

Fn the first prize pair of Black Eech. was perhaps one of the most

perfect Game fowls in the Show, and the others were al^o good

In the next class Piles were first and second the cock m the

latter nen bein-' almost perfect ; third also Pile. In Bantams oi

Any vaSty S?ept Game the first were a grand pau' of Blacks,

the second Pekin, and the thii-d White. ,
^

Turkeys and Geese were vei-y large, and m capital order bu

the Avlesbury and Eouen Ducis were qmte shabby. The first

prize fo!oT/amental Ducks were Ruddy Shell the second

viduada Whistlers, and the third Bahamas. White Mandarins

and CaroKnas were commended.
The entries oi Pigeons were good in aU classes, and the biicl^

were as a rule in good order. Carrier cocks were first
,
a Black

beTng placed firstfand a Dun second ; and the same colours w-on

in the class for hens ; that in the first-prize pen was very good

iS eye anTheak-wattle. In Tumblers both ^.^''g Pf|,^^«^
Almonds. White Barbs were first m their

''l^^^.^'-J^'^f .^^^J^
second- and in Owls the winners were \\hite and Blue ioreign

birds The first-prize Pouters were Blue of gi-eat size, and the

second Whites of Capital form. The winning Fantads were vei-y

mXand neat, and^the highly commended I'^ds were also neat

The first-prize Turbits were Blue, as good as
™^'|,ff^^^"^

"'<'

second Silver. Blues, of good properties, ^"'"^
^'J'' ^.J^'i^^'

but the Silvers in the second-prize pen were gather light in foini^

Both paiis of Trumpeters were Mottles, and of go"*,̂"''^^,ty; •^'^

Jacobins the first-pnze Beds were very good in li°°^and chain

and there were several good pens in the clasB wluch were

noticed. Nuns were poor ; but the -intwerps, as to ^uahty w e^e

good. Magpies came last, and Beds were first and JeUows

iecond There was no Variety class, but we should strongly

recommend one to be introduced in futm-e schedules

There was also a fair show of Babbits. Lop-eared of any sex

were firsron the list. In this class a Sooty Fawn buck of good

general quaUties, ears 22* by 5 inches was first, and a Fawja-and

White doe 22 by 4g was second. The measurements of the

hiSv co^ended pens were 22 by «, 21 by 41, and 21 by 4*.

AnSras^e good in quaUty of fur, the first especiaUy so.

Hralayarwerf a very good I'ot, anda tMrd prize wa^awarded

The Silver-Greys were all that can be desired, the winners bein„

^^il^l Blal' or- 5^:o'^'>Eeds?L°rSd
2^rw.Brierley. 3, W. Watson. ;,.,

\!S?°AS?°X'?v/rie't-^.?^rc: w'l'Br^^.oy. 2, ,. Fie'cher. 3, G. P.

"tn^BKlJo^'itrWhite. 2, W. Harvey, Sheffield. 8, J. Stott. /.., W. Morfit.,

Goole. „ ^- ^ 1 Q on.! Jk* W a Taylor, Manchester. 2, A.
Cochins (Baff or Cinnamon).—!, 3, and nc, w. a. x^j^^m

''ScSa'J^toE'bcr variety).-! and He. W. .^.Taylor. 2, C. W.Brierley. 3. J.

"^^Inish (Black) -1 W.Leeming. 3, J. Powell. Bradford. 3, C.W. Brierley.

'"BSiS.s:-if2.1 If-ailae^rnebden Bridge. 3. T. F. AnsdeU. St. Helen's.

''"H!M^ra?Hs"rjSn%eo<.lled,.-l, H Be^^ Blngley. 2, D. Lord. Stack-

^'!?iV„Sr|5^er-%'?c,i;e?,^\''a^n''d'n Weh.ter, Kelbrook. Colne. 2, H.

BeU»""™D! Lord ;''h. & A Gill, Craw'hawbooth. ^^^„„^,^ 2. J. New-

to?^s7arn"\'^.°MSoTSl'nt'nr\ri'Be1d?n fD. Lord ; J. Buckley, c, J.

'^'g^lfB^CHan, ,SUver.spangled).-l J Fielding. |.
H fUon 3, A.hton and

Booth.Broadbottom.Mottram ft<:,J.F.eldmt. Asnion^.
^^ ^

,°k*"S?ll>!f'J^'iioVi;«'el^'T°o7tingto'*n;?nv';; W. Preston. Bingley; N.

•^FBE^CH '#ow"8*-5? Jnss J. Leathes, Fakenbam. 2, J. D. Asbworth, Marsden

Heights. 3. G.W.Hibbert.Godley. ;,c, T. Wakefield. ^ „^
PoLAK-DS.-l and 2. H. Bcldon. 3. W. Uaivey. n^.

Fulwood. 3, J.

Game BASTAMS.-Cocfc^l. F. S. Kobmson^ i^w '
f. Nicholson ; G.

owaeld, Bradford, lie. W. H.
^Z^l.tM rG F Ward. Sunderland.

«^'i-.'^E^"B'A\'iAl-s?^S.^r^Haff.''2,'i.°sfarIlts.' 3. T. Aspen. Church.

'Va.^b- lAi^MT^^I^ three miles or A c^-^^on)^^^^^^^^^^

Accrington. 2. G. & J. A°''"'?'''/S.'= shlSes. 2?G. Maples, Jan.. Wavertree.
Gaste Bantahs (Black Beds).—l.T.bharpies. .. «.

S. F. S. Eobinson. he, T. Barker. ^ Haworth. 3, W. F.
Game Bantams (Any co'o"'-'-

,°;- J' «„wf.' T Sharpies, c, T. Barker.
Entwisle, Westfleld, Cleckheatpn. he G. Noble •

Tjhnarp.e^
,^ ^ Wadding-

Bantams (iny variety except Game).-l
J°S,^' f" ° e Walton,

ton. he. T. H. Pickles, Mytho mroyd; W. A Taylor ^v,
^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^

TrmKEVS.-l. H. CrosBley. 3, E. Leccn. o. j. uu

Overton. tor Wra,lker 3 W. H. Butcher, Preston.
GEESE.-l. E. Leech. 2. J. HoulKer. a. "

3 j. Heap.

g?f/s !iS)"I?l^l.M,-.!'E?Kcb.'''2; J.^fo'-ulkeV. 3, L. H.Rickctts. Barn-

'^!5'rCK°sTAj^o\fer'U^et?^W1 V Binns (Bahama and Ruddy Shell).

2 and ftc, H.B. Smith, Broughton, Preston (3).
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Ant otheh VmnsTV.—], Rev. A. G. Brooke, Sliraivardino (Ma'ayi. 2, Fumess
2Dd Sndall (Malay). S. J. F, Lovcrtidee, Newark, c, G. 4 J. Anderton (While).

Seliixg Class.— 1, H. Boldon. 2. T. Wakelielii. Golbonrne. 3, H. Wilkin-

BOE. hc.l. Lceming: S. linckley, Healey. Rochdale: H.Frankland, Church;
J.BowDcss. c, \V. A. Bnrnell, Southwell : H. B. Smith, Fulwood: W.Fawjett.
AvY Vabiety except Game and Game Bantams (Within three miles of

AccriugtOD).—1, C. H. Wood. 2, W. 4 T. Holt. 3, G. S J. Duckworlh.

PIGEONS.
Carkiebs — Coct.—1, T. "Waddington. 2 and 7ie, E. Homer, Harewood.

Ben —1 and 2, E. Homer, /ic. E. C. Stretch. Ormskirk ; W. Harrey.
Tcmblees.-I, E. Homer. 2 and (ic, W. Harvey.
Barbs.—1, W. Harrey. 2, E. Homer, /ic, J. C. Kenshaw, latUeborough; A.

Justice. Salford. „ „ „
Owxs.—1, T. Waddiigton.Feniscowles.Blackbum. 2, E. Homer, Harewood.

PnnTEES CE CkC'Ppeb8.-1 and ;ic,Bi Homer. 2,W.HarTey. c,T. Wadding-
ton (2).

Fantaiis.—1, J. F. Loversidge. 2, E. Homer. Ac, E. Homer : H. Yardley.

ToniTS.—1, H. G. Poole. 2, L. H. Eickctts. he, S. Durham, Littleborough ;

W. Kitchen. „ , ,„
Drago.ins. — 1, T. Waddinglon. 2, M. Hacklorth. he, F. Graham; W.

Selton (2).

Trumpeters.—1 and 2. E. Homer, he. W. Kitchen (2) ; W. Harrey.
Jacobiss.—I and 2, E. Homer, he, T. Waddington (2) ; W, Kitchen.
Nuns.—], W. Sutclitfe. Mvtholmrovd. 2, J. B. Bowdon.
A-;twerps.—1, A. Justice'. 2, E. Homer, /ic, K.Brierlcy.Fishpool, Bury (2);

W. F. Entwisle.
Magpies.—1 and 2, E. Homer, he, W. Kitchen, FeniscowleB, Blackburn.

RABBITS.
Spanish.—1 and 2, T. C. k H, Lord, he, J. Irring, Blackburn (2); A. H.

Easten. , .

Angora.— 1, J. Baron. 2, A. H. Easten, Hull. 7ic. J. Imng. c, J. Boyle. ]un.

BiMALATAN.—1 and 3, S. Ball, Bradford. 2 and c, J. Boyle, jun. h:, J. Houlker

;

A. H. Easten. _
Sii.\-EK-GEEr.— 1, S. G. Hudson, Hull. 2, J. Irring. he, G. Hardman, Eaw-

tenstall (2) ; S. G. Hudson ; J. Boyle, jno.
Seleino Cuss.—I.J.Boyle, jun. 2, S. G. Hndson. fie, J. Simpson, -iccnng-

ton; J. Boyle, Jan., Blackburn.

Judges.—Poultry: Messrs. TeebayandHutton. Pigeons: Mr.
Charlton. Babbits : Messrs. Teebay and Hutton.

BEDLINGTON POULTEY SHOW.
Thx eighth annual Meeting of this Society was held on Whit-

Monday and Tuesday, and on account of the favourable change
of weather, combined with nearly four hundred entries, proved
a great success. Capital accommodation had, however, been
provided hail wet occun-ed, the tents under which the birds

were shown bsing large .and commodious.
Of the Dorkings, except the winning pens little can be said,

but the class for Cochins was extraordinarily good; the first

and third prizes went to Buffs, the second to a first-rate pen of

Whdte. In the Brahmas want of good condition was a prevail-

ing feature of the class, the best pen of the whole having to be
thro^\Ti out entirely, as the cock had a very deeply ulcerated
hock, which must have caused the fowl excessive pain : a bird in

so fearful a state shotild not have been exhibited. The Spanish
fowls mustered very strongly, and in fact, both as to numbers
and good quahty, have rarely been equalled at any show. Polish
were a very limited entry, but of the highest merit. The Game
fowls, though many of them proved to be of the best strains,

mostly lacked the hard feather and condition necessary to per-

fect exhibition birds, no doubt the very changeable character of

the present spring being adverse to excellence of plumage. The
Samhurghs were, as might be anticipated, of the most perfect
character; SUver-spangled were the winners of the Hamburgh
silver cup. In the Banta/ns, the Black Bed Game and the Black
Bantams were the most noteworthy breeds shown. The Bucks
were not so good as could have been fairly expected. Of the
fancy water fowls there were, however, good entries.

The Pigeons throughout were among the most praiseworthy
l^ortions of the Show, the names of the winners being a good
guarantee as to excellence. A very grand specimen of the
Golden Eagle was on view by the kind permission of the owner,
the Rev. J. S. Hind, Vicar of Cramlington.

(From a Correspondent.)

This Society held its eighth annual Show on the 20th and 21st
inst., but its tailing place during the breeding season is a great
drawback to this Show. Ninety-one pens of Pigeons were, how-
ever, shown, and with few exceptions were aU good, proved by
the splendid birds of Mr. W. B. Van Haansbergen being un-
placed in no fewer than five classes.

For Carriers Mr. R. Daniels, Belle Vue, Sunderland, took the
cup and first prize with a splendid Black cock, a gi-and bird.
This bii-d some little time ago cost nearly i'20. The second-
prize bird we thought out of place, and much preferred pen
251 exhibited by Messrs. Thompson ct Simpson, of Wideopen
(fanciers of the old school). In Tumblers, any variety, E.
Daniels stood first and second with a pair of his best birds, they
being so good that comment from our pen would be useless,
other bircls in this class being veiy poor indeed. Pouters, only
six pens, and pen 266 should have most decidedly had the first

prize instead of being second, this bird being much superior in
length and Umb. Owls had thiiieen entries, and all very poor,
except pen 275, which was unnoticed. Tm-bits were a strong
class and unusually good. In this class our ideas again differed
from those of the Judge, we much prefen-ed pens 288 and 289 to
the first-prize bird. Barbs were aU very good, but Mr. W. B . Van

Haansbergen 's well-known old Black warrior only obtained^the
second honours, but he richly deserved the place of Mr. Orange's
bird. Jacobins were a small class, but of the liighest standard,

R. Daniels' 'White cock obtaining the first prize over Mr. Haans-
bergen's celebrated and well-known 'Whites and Bhicks. In
Fantaiis Mr. Yardley can-ied off the first prize, and Mr. 'Walker,

of Newark, the second. The Variety class was strong; thetwopens
containing "White Dragoons and "Tellow Dragoons, No. 32.5 and
326, were undoubtedly the best two pens shown, and richly

merited the honours of first and second prizes, which they did

not receive. Thel SeUiug Class contained several good birds,

and the prizes were rightly awarded. The birds were sho-mi

singly in clean roomy pens from the Newcastle Ornithological

Society.

—

Bedlixgtos 'Tebbiek.

Dorkings.-1 and 2, J.White, Warlaby Northallerton. 3. T. Briden, Conon-
ley, Leeds, e. Countess of Tankerville, Chillingham Castle ; "W. Swann, Bed-

CocHiNS.—1, H. C. & W. J. Mason. Drijfhlington, Leeds. 2, J. Eailton. 8, A.
Bamford. lie, G. H. Pi'octor(2); R. Hinc. m;'^*
Brasma Pootras.- 1, T. F. Ansdell. 2, W. Swann. 3, E. Shield.

Spanish.—Cup and 1. H. Beldon. 2, Pickering & Dnggleby. 3, "W. Jaggs.
c, H. WUkinson ; G. Holmes.
Polish.—Cup, 1, and 2. H. Beldon, 3, Parsons & Wilson.
Babndoob Fowls (Cross-bred).-1. F. E. Schofield. 2, W. H. Young.
Ant OTHER DisTlh-CT Variety Except Bantams.—1, H. Beldon. 2, Mrs.

Cross (Creve-Coenr). S, Rev. J. G. Milner (Houdans).
Game (Any variety;.—1, J. Brough (Black Red). 2, J. Bell. 3,E. Arkroyd.

c, J. Brown & Son.
Game (Black-breasted and other Ecds).—Cup and 1, E. Arkroyd. 2, T. & J.

Eobson. 3. J. Brough.
Game (Dnckwings and other Greys).—I, E. K. Arkroyd. 2, T. i J. Robaon.

3. D. Harney. ,

Game (Any other variety).—1, J. Brough (Lemon Piles). 2 and 3, W. Drysdale.
Hambubghs (Golden-spangled).—!, G. Holmes. 2, G. Holmes ; H. BeMon.
Hambdrghs (dilver-spangled).-Cup and 1, H. Beldon. 2, Ashton & Boclh,

3, G. Johnston.
Hambubghs (Golden-pencilled),-1, H. Beldon. 2, Miss Elliott. 3, Countess

of Tanker^-ille.
Hambcrgbs (SUver-pencilled).— 1 and 2. H. Beldon. S, H. & A. Gill.

Bantams (Any variety).-Cup and I, G. Bell. 2, J. Eomford (Game). 3. J.

Barlow, c, J. Fairless (Black Red Game); W. Gray & H. Pickering (Brown
Red).
Game Bantams (Black-breasted and other Kedsl.—1, Eeed & Walker. 2, J.

Eumford. 3, W. G. Purdon. e, W. Gray & H. Pickering ; R. Toull.

Game Bantams (Any other variety).-1, W. Gray & H. Pickering (Red Piles).

2, T. Reavelv. 3, Pickering & Duggleby.
Bantams (Any other variety except Game).—1, Pickering & Duggleby. 2

R. H. Ashton (B'lack). 3, W. G. Purdon (Black Eose-comb). e, H. H. Taylor
(Black Rose-combs). _
Ducks (Ayleebary).-1 and 2, Miss F. Wilson. S, Countess of Tankemllc.
Ducks (R'ouent.— 1. W. Swann. 2. G. Sadler. 3, Kev. J. Milncr.

Ducks (Any other variety).-1 and 2, W. Binns (Mandarin and Bahama).' "8,

G. Sadler (Carolinas). he, W. J. Thompson (Black East Indian).

Guinea Fowls.— 1, O. A. Young. 2, J. Robson. 3. Miss W^ilson.

Selling Class.-I, W. Swann (Dorking). 2, W. T. Barker. 3. J. Bell

(Game), fie, H. Wilkinson (Spanish!, c, W. Jaggs (Spanish); W. Patterson
(Spanish); H. Sharpe (Polish); G. Stalker (Hamburghs).

COTTAGERS' CLASSES.
Game.—1, E. Swann. 2. E. Rutherford. 3, J. Eobson. fie. J. Erown & Son.
Hamburghs.—1, D. Cheyne. 2 and 3, G. Stalker.

Bantams.—1, G. Bell. 2, J. Boss. 3, G. Dowie.
Any other Vabiety. — 1, E. Hind (Buff Cochins). 2. J. Webster (Buff

Cochins). 3, J. Anderson (Brahma Pootras). c, J. Oliver (Spanish).

PIGEONS.
Carriees.—1 and Cup, E. Daniels. 2, E. C. Stretch, he, Thompson and

Simpson, e. G. Sadler.
Tumblers.—1 and 2, K. Daniels, lie, H. Yardley; G. Sadler; W. J. Donkin.

c, W. B. Van Haansbergen.
Pouters.—1 and Medal, Thompson & Simpson. 2, R. Daniels, fie, G. Sadler.

Owls.—1. G. J. Taylor. 2, A. Ashton. fii!, H. H. Taylor; A. Ashton. c. A,
Ashton ; A. A. Vander Moersch.
Tckbits.—I, W. B. Van Haansbergen. 2, Master J. D. Maynard. c, J. (x.

Dunn : W. Croft ; G. CresswcU ; W. B. Van Haansbergen.
Babbs.—1 and 2, W. B. Van Haansbergen. fie, R. Daniels, c, H. Yardley.
Jacobins.—1 and e, R. Daniels. 2, A. A. Vander Meersch,
Faxtails.—I, H. Yardley. 2 and c, J. Walker, fie, J. F. Loversidge ; W. B.

Van Haansbergen.
Axv OTHEB Variety —1, W. B. Van Haansbergen (Nun). 2, H. Y'ardlev. fie,

G. J. Taylor ; E. Daniels (2). e, H. H. Taylor (Black-headed Nun) ; T. W. Kil-

Selli.so Class.-l.W.Bearpark. 2, J. G. Dunn, fie, E. Daniels (Red Beards).

CANARIES.
Mules (Buff).-1, T. Curley. 2, W. Aohingclass.
Singing Bird (Any other variety).—1, T. Arkle (Norwich Canary). 2, T.

Curley.
Any c

Extba"stock.—rfie, Rev, J. S. Hind (Eagle).

Judges.—Mr. John Douglas, of Clumber, and Mr. Edward
Hewitt, of Birmingham.

CEOWING AND CACKLING NOT A NUISANCE.
County Coubt, Chippenham, 'Wednesday, May 1.5th (before

C. F. D. GaiUard, Esq., Juiga).—Smith v. Bull.—This was the

only defended case, and was an action brought for alleged nuis-

ance and discomfort, caused to the plaintiff by the defendant
keeping certain fowls in close proximity to the house of the

former. Mr. Bartrum, of Bath, appeared for the plaintiff ; and
Mr. A. B. Smith, of Melksham, for the defendant. Damages
were laid at £5.

The parties are next-door neighbours, and the pi lintiff com-
plained that the noise of the cock crowing and tue hens cack-

ling prevented his sleei) at night and disttu-bed his peace of

mind by day, whilst the stench arising from the excrement of

the fowls was quite intolerable. The defendant, on the contrary,

stated that a certain noisy old cock, who seemed to be most
offensive to the plaintiff, had been made away with, that the
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cackling complained of only happened when a hen had laid an

C" that the fowls were regularly cleaned, and no effluvia nor

smeU arose from their excrement. The latter part of this

testimony was con-oborated by ilr. Lightfoot Inspector of

Nuisances. After a patient hearing his Honour iii;rected a non-

suit, allowing defendant's attorney's fees, stating that the nuis-

ance complained of, both as to noise and smell, was entirely one

of decree; and he did not consider that the defendant had so

exceeded the right which' he possessed of turning his property

to the best advantage as to entitle the plaintiff to a verdict.—

Wilts Chroyiide.)

TUMBLING PIGEONS.
-Rkx, other engagements not prevented me I should have

replied sooner to " -Wiltshire Eectob's " remarks on my letter

at page 376, not parHcularly in reference to the tumbling of

Short-faced birds, but rather as to the tumbbng faculty m dit-

fereut breeds of birds, on which point I think that W iltshike

Rector " is entirely wrong in theory. He is evidently of opimon

that tumbUng is of two kinds—voluntai-y and iuvoluntary--m

the high-flying variety a matter of fun and frolic, and m the

EoUer and House Tumbler, a Pigeon disease, akin probably to

St Vitus's dance in the human species. I hold an entirely dif-

ferent opimon—viz., that in every case the tumbling is a purely

involuntary action. The flying may be a matter of fun and frobc,

the tumbhng never. The skill is not in losing the equilibrium,

but in regaining it.
, , , ^ i i.

In case it may be thought that I make the above statement

with an imperfect knowledge of the subject, I may state that

my experience is at least half as long as " Wiltshtre Eectob s
;

and that although mv observations have been chiefly made on

one variety of the tumbling bird, yet that there is in it a sutti-

cient field for accurate investigation may be gathered from the

fact that I have, at different times, possessed birds in which aU

the after-mentioned peculiarities had been noted.
.

1st Of birds that would only tumble when high m the air I

have had some that did so frequently, others only seldom ;
some

that did it without dropping apparently m the shghtest others

where the tumble was always followed by a heavy fall down-

wards • some where the performance was noiseless, and others

where it was always preceded by a loud flapping of wings ;
many

•where the tumbles were always single, and only one that 1

recoUect of which roUed, which I imderstand means a number

of turns without any clear or distinct break between each.

2nd, Of birds showing marked individual characteristics I

had one that could come down from a height of 6 feet or so out-

side only with a roU of three or four tui-ns, and to get up to the

same height would have first to make three or four futile at-

tempts : vet the same bird, although nesting at a greater height

inside l"never knew to tumble or roll in the loft, and also if

taken to some Httle distance from home would rise nght into

the air, and get back without giving a single tumble. In con-

trast to the preceding, I had another which would fly from my
courtvard to the top of my dwelling-house -nith perfect ease,

but if" taken into my garden, which was only separated from the

yard by a wooden railing not more than 3J feet high, no matter

how close to the railing, it could not fly over for tumbling.

One I had which tumbled very weU inside the loft, going clear

over, but outside when high in the ah- only backed. Some I

have had which would occasionally tumble weU mside the loft,

particularly when going to nest, at other times not at aU ;
others

I have had which would tumble any hour of the day, and any

day of the year. ,.,,,.
I have watched aU caretuUy, have studied their various pecu-

liarities with minuteness, and where possible have appUed tests,

the result of which is, that no matter how easUy the tumbling

may be done, or how seldom, I am thoroughly persuaded that

not one of them does it when it can help it. That good flying

Tumblers become quite indifferent to it, and acquire both skill

and confidence in catching themselves up agam, Iqmte admit

;

but whether the cause be a giddiness in the head or not I cannot

say 0>ut inchne to think so from having seen some House

Tumblers when too much flurried show a shghtly tremulous

motion in the head and neck), but that the cause is the same m
everj- case I am thoroughly satisfied.

, t. n -i

That my theory is correct in so far as it relates to EoUers and

House Tumblers " Wn-TsmBE Eectok " admits, and the proof

is not ill to find, as, although I have almost no expenence of

EoUers, I understand that such a casualty as that of a bird

rolling so far as to be seriously iujured or even killed is not of

nnfrequent occurrence, which would scarcely happen "the
action were a voluntary one ; and in the case of House Tumblers

we find birds which rarely use their wings unless when forced

to do so, or when under the influence of strong excitement, such

as that of a cock attempting to foUow a hen which he is driving

and which lias flo-n-n away from him. In either case the attempt

would not be foDowed by such a fruitless efiort if the bird had

power to do otherwise. This last class, however, throw birds

iegulariy which wiU fly as freely, tumble seemingly as sportively,

and at the same time acquire as much skill in picking them-

selves up afain as anv other known breed ;
and for my part I

cannot see why it shoijd be supposed that the cause of the same

performance in the case of the progeny shoiUd be different from

what it undoubtedly is in the case of the parent.

Another evidence I wiU endeavour to adduce from the pecuhar

flieht of tumbling birds, and this to many minds will be a more
' satisfactory one, as I think that all who may have birds winch

do tumble in their possession, will be able to observe it for them-
' selves—at least I have noted it in birds which had neither the

blood of the Eoller nor of the Scotch breed within theu- veins,

1
and where the performance only came up to a very moderate

standard ; in fact, Uttle more could be said about it than that

1 they did tumble, but from my point of view, at intervals tew

\ and far between." The pecuUarity to which I aUude is a hover-

ing in the air, accompanied by a tremulous motion of the wings,

dunng which, if progi-ess is made at all, it is by no means so

fast as at other times, and I think it is generally in an upward

direction if the birds are taking a flight. It is from this cause

principaUy that it is impossible to tram other breeds to fly

alon" with Tumblers without spoiHng the beauty of the flight,

as the Tumblers are invariably outpaced and disorder ensues.

The singularity of the Tumbler's flight in this respect, I am
satisfied? proceeds from the bird steadying itself while en-

deavouring to overcome the inclination to tumble, of which at

least, partial evidence is afforded from the fact that the peciJiar

motion is frequently followed by a tumble, and to my mmd is

fully proved bv the fact that the same unusual motions are

obs;i4d amoig House Tumb ers which can fly in the oft,

and these undoubtedly proceed from the cause which I have

^
I think the foregoing should be convincing proof thatin no case

is tumbUng voluntarv, at least to those who like " Wiltshibe

Eectob " ^?m follow 6ut the subject by cai'eful observation; but

to those who mav still doubt it, I would say. Let them do as I

have done, study the tumbling of every bird individually let

them mark off such as give them satisfactory proof that the

acti^^an involuntary one, and I think from the small num-

ber of the others which WiU soon be left, that they will speedily

be convinced. Merely as an indication of the piiBCiples on

which observations may be made, I would say. At once mark-oft

all cocks which tumble while dii^-mg the hen to nest, as tumb-

Ung always loses time, and every cock is at that season too

aniious to keep close to his mate to do so voluntarily ;
and the

fact that many birds tumble better then than at any other time,

ischiefly^^g to the extra dash ^-ith which they fly m the

'^"wS^^fmBE Eectob" thinks he differs with me in taste,

and I admit he does so to a certain degree, but not to such an

extent as he obviously imagines, as I wiU endeavour to show in

th- coiise of a subsequent letter or letters, as oppn-tunity may

occ^Tnd La which I shaU endeavour to explain my views on

the^ubjTct of the Scotch House and Air Timibler.-ScoTCH

Thistle.

The Botal Counties (H-ists .«d Beeks) Ageiccltt^.u. So-

ciET?hold their annual Exhibition of poulty, P'Seons Eabbits

i^.Hn the Home Park, Windsor, on the 26th, 2/th, and 28th o

Juile The Exhibition has the immediate patronage of Hei

aSesty who has given substantial proof of her desire to promote

ifs utSests In addition to the usual attractions a grand floral

and horScituSl fete wiU be held in the show yai^: Messrs^

Turner of Slough, take an active part in the management. Ifie

S^iSsement fn Mother part of oui- paper gives fuU particulars.

Weight of EoGS.-Seeinganotein the "Poultry Chronicle,"

of Ma ch 28th, that a dozen If the eggs f^'-Brahmas weighed

26 ozs led me to weigh a dozen of mine from my prize Creve

C»ur and I am pleased to inform you that they. exceed the

SSimas by 6 ozs^ I have now a few dozens which average

32 ozs. per dozen.—FAjiSv Hopiass.

DEONE-BEARING.
Why are not drones raised at certain seasons of the year when

they are not needed ? Is it because the queen does "ot deposit

e"S in the drone ceUs ? By what I have observed I am

fSoi^bly convinced that the 'queen -i^ ^epasit eggs m c^one

ceUs at any time of the year, just as readUy as m worker cells,

buTas droles are not needed the worker bees enter the ceUs

and eat up the eggs. I wUl state what I have observed.

One year ago last faU, after the drones were kiUed off, I

opened^e ot my hives which had a glass in the -de, and saw

the queen on the outside sheet of the comb next to the glas,

depoluin" eggs. About one-haU of this comb was worker comb^

and the othel'^aU drone comb.. The l^^een first deposited eg|S

in the worker ceUs, then, passing over on *,^;1«'"«
'L"^^^^^

denosited eggs in the drone comb. Wondering whether droiies

would be ratfedso late in the season I
^^'f^l*^^//r/.feom

the bees closely. In about haU an hour the worker bees com-
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meuced eiiteriug the drone cells, and in a sliort time every cell

had a bee in it. They remained in the cells aboiit half an hour,

and when they emerged the eggs were gone. Hence I came to

the conclusion that, as drones were not needed, the bees eat up
the eggs. I also observed a similar circumstance early last

spring when opening a hive with glass on the sides. This hive

also had worker cells and di-one cells on the outside comb next

to the glass. I saw the queen, but when the light shone in the

hive she crept behind the comb, and I lost sight of her, but I

observed a few eggs in the worker cells which appeared to be

just deposited. I shut up the hive, and in about one hour opened

it again. Nearly every empty cell, drone and worker, had an

egg in it, and as it was rather early in the season for drones to

be reared, I wondered if the worker bees would enter the drone

cells and eat up the eggs as I had observed before. I watched
again. In about one hour the bees commenced entering the

drone cells. Some of them remained in nearly au hour, when
they withdrew, and the eggs were gone.
By these observations I am convinced that the queen will

deposit eggs in drone cells when they are not needed, but the

worker bees enter the cells and eatup the eggs.

—

G. Ott, Ontario

,

Canada.—[American National Agricidtarisi.)

The Forthcoming Poultry Show at Aston.—This Exhibition
is not connected with the show annually held at Bingley Hall.

The Birmingham and Midland Counties Poultry Show Society
(of which Mr. Lythall is the Secretary) have nothing to do with
the management of the summer show.

bills in ooi- possession, that tlie goods then charged for were much dearer
than they are at present, and vastly so if we take into account the i,Teater

value of money at that distance of time. We will quote a few items:

—

Fcby. 22, 1734. Eaqr. Farefas Bought of Lanct. Bland 30 itouihIr of Cho-
colate at 58 6d. a-pound—^8 5s. Orf." It i

Mr. Fail-fax Bought of Collet Mawhood. r

against the New Exchange in the Strnul,

Tea, 20s.—£3; 6 lbs. fine Green Tea, H'.-

The present prices for these being res|>.

For medicines in 1734, Mr. Fail-fax jiuii

" nine ounces of the finest Penivian Bnrli

Rhubarb in root, 6«." The present prices e

the finest Tui'key Rhubarb, 30s. per lb.

i-pni:nd. "Tln.^ Honble.

i. --,
, i,,..h:UM, 111. .,1, .r.i' -., for

tl 7,s.; Oue omue and half best
i for Bark, is. 6d. per lb., and for

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS,
Camden Square, London.

Lat. 51° 32' 40" N. ; Long. 0' 8' 0" "W. ; Altitude 111 fe efc.

OUK LETTER BOX.
Cross-hred Pheasants (E. R.).—We have never heard of a cross between

the Golden and Silver Pheasants having been accomplished, although it has
been tried. We believe it would be sterile. We know that the hybrid be-

tween a Pheasant and a barndoor fowl is so.

Cochin Cockerel's Legs Swollen (B. P.).—There is a time when a largo

Cochin cockerel has outgi-own his strength, and when the long legs cannot
support the hea\'y body ; at that period the bird walks with difficulty, and
spends most of his time squatting on his knees. He is upright as you de-

scribe only for a minute at a time, and then seems to smk do^vu from sheer

inability to stand upright. But his legs do not swell, uur is there any inflam-
mation. In this case it is overgrowth. Increased at,'e, a generous diet, and
ceasing to grow are a perfect cure ; but a? we do not supimsc you would buv a
veiy young bml in the month of Maich, wo can hardly think undue gi-owth has
anything to do with the complaint. Is he shut up at night in any place with
wood, stone, or brick floor ? Either induces disease of the foot and knee joint.

If the bh-d is worth the trouble, give him ground oats slaked with milk in-

stead of the barley and maize, and feed him on boiled egg and meat both
cooked and raw chopped up. A cock, however, that is useless at the end of

May should be veiy good to be worth all this trouble and expense. If he were
om-3 we should consign him to to the stockpot, and say, "Better luck next
time."

Parrot Feeding (Idem).—You may feed your PaiTot on bread and water'
bread and milk, hempseed, eanaiy, at times a grain or two of Indian coni'
green food and ripe fruit. Be very sparing with the hemp about moulting
time. We give water t J everything, even to Rabbits, and let them drinker
not as they think fit.

CRivE-CLEORs' Legs Downy (F. I. J.).—It is by no means usual for Cievo-
Cceur fowls to have down on then- legs and feet, yet you will sometimes find
stubs on the outside of the legs of fowls of unquestionable merit and purity.
We must not be misunderstood. It is not only nut desirable, but it would in
close competition tui-n the scale against the bird that had them.

Hen's Influence ON Her Eggs {W. O.).—The breed, shape, or colom- of
the hen sitting on eggs have no influence whatever on the produce of them.
There wa-^ a difficult question of nationality dming tlie war at the beginning
of tlii-^ century. The man was the sou of aFrenchman by an English mother.
He was bam at sea within Dutch jmisdiction, but on board a German vessel,

canning the Danish flag. Your chickens are compounded of Brahma, Dorking,
and Buff Cochin, The appearances you describe have nothing to do with the
sitting hen. Some of the chickens may appear pm-e, hut they will certainly
throw back, and youi* apparently pure Dorkings will give you Brtihma and
Cochins, and vice versd. We are not friendly to crosses ; those who are
should, we think, be content with the mixture of two breeds. The hen sat on
some of her own eggs, and she was half Dorking. No marvel that one of the
chickens has five toes.

Cat Eating Chickens ( ).—If you know the owner of the cat, give
him notice to keep it from trespassing, and if the cat again eats your chickens
sue the owner in the Coxmty Court for the value of them.
Pigeon Race (H. P. P. p.)._We are veiy much obliged by your note, hut

as we announced in om- last number, we have received a supply of the cata-
logues.

Second Scottish Metropolitan Dog Show.—" Faieplay" wishes to
know why the Judges, whilst awarding, had catalogues ?

Challenge (J. G. Dunn).—We cannot insert your challenge except as au
advertisement.

Bees not Workixg (.-f/Jiarmn).—Your hive of bees in a common cottage
straw hivf. thr, - Tru^ ,,ld with plenty of honey in it, but the bees not
working. }i:i |i ' i: tlier lost their queen, or else she is in an enfeebled
condition ;i

I M :,.
,

, I. of death. In either case you bad better follow the
advicewL ;,( . ,, ,,.,,, ,,, i^o back in " Our Letter Box," to oue whose bees
were ma ^i^uiuu lutdiciunynt. Either destroy the bees with sulphm-, if few
in number, aud put a fresh swann into the hive ; or else substitute in place of
it an old liive which has just swarmed, allowing the bees to help the young
brood. You may thus get a good second swarm.

Prices a Centcry since {Householder).—V^'e think you are entu-ely mis-
r opinion that articles for domestic consumption were cheaper a

Date.
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protect the blossoms from sprinp; frosts. 'Ulien the trees are

of small size it is uot difficult to throw a covering of tiffany or

gome similar material over them, which will serve to ward-
off the effects of a pretty sharp frost on calm nights, but it

is a sorry protectiou against cutting east winds. I tried

recently to protect a number of trees of large size by means of

a wooden framework fixed round the tree, and the protecting

material thrown over it, but the result was uot such as to war-
rant a continuance of the practice. I think we never had a

better show for fruit than this year, but our hopes are sadly

blighted. Peaches and Plums are almost nil. Apples and
Pears appear to better advantage, and of the former I think
there will be a crop.—J. Douglas.

TLANTING FORCED STBAAVBEREY PLANTS.
I WAS very glad to see in the " Doings of Last Week

"

fpage 110), "E. F.'s" remarks on planting-out forced Straw-
berry plants.

In my opinion, where StrawbeiTies are forced in quantity
there is no necessity for permanent plantations, which very
often after the second year can only be characterised as a waste
of ground. With forced plants we do not occupy the ground
more than twelve months. After forcing, the plants only need
to be set in the pots on ashes, and attended to with water
until the ground they are to occupy is cleared of the first crop
of the year—say early Potatoes, Peas, or Cauliflowers. These
crops win be off by the middle of July, and the gi-ound trenched,
well manured between the top and bottom spit, and imme-
diately planted. If, however, it be wished to plant the early
kinds for the chance of fruit in autumn, the plants may be
put out in May, so as to follow the Broccoli. I have a decided
objection to cover them with protectors, which are absolutely
necessary for the ripening of the fruit if the autumn is at aU
wet and cold, as doing so makes them tender, and they do not
fruit so well the following summer as plants that are not planted
imtil .July, and do not fruit in the autumn after planting.
There is no objection to keeping the plants in the pots until
July, except the trouble of watering, or a want of pots.
This is easily got over by turning them out of the pots, pack-
ing them closely together iu an open spot, and filling up the
interstices with soU that has been used for forcing Kidney
Beans, or with any kind of spent compost. Here they may
remain until July without much trouble as regards water, for
except in case of continued dry weather they wiU not need any.
Forced plants do uot grow nearly so strong as those which

aje planted as runners in the first instance. I do not plant the
Black Prince more than 1.5 inches apart, and all the others
18 inches, the rows being 2 feet apart. In planting, aU the
runners are removed—in fact, the plants are not allowed to
form any—also the old leaves, leaving the young only. The
sides of the ball are loosened a little, and the plants are put iu
with the soU firmly about them. If they are diy at the roots,
a good watering is given prior to planting, following with one
after planting, so as to settle the soU nicely round the ball,

and the plants need no more attention beyond keeping them
clear- of weeds until October, when they are top-dressed with
manure in the usual way ; it is not pointed-iu in spring, Bor is

the surface afterwards disturbed, the weeds being removed by
hand-picking.

After the plants come into flower I give a top-dressing, or
rather hand-dressing, of guano and salt—two parts of the
former to one of the latter—at the rate of one peck to three
rows each 14 yards long. I do not allow it to touch the plants,
but sprinkle it between the rows clear of the foliage. This I
put on in moist weather iu the evening. Everj- slug it touches
it kills. If the weather is dry, it is washed'-iu with a hose
pipe. The plants receive no water after this until the first
picking, when they are well soaked again, and afterwai'ds twice
a-week until the gatherings are at an end.
The best mode of keeping the fruit clean is to place a small

hazel stick to each truss, and secure it with matting. This is
certainly tedious, but well worth the trouble for selected fruit
for the dessert ; besides keeping them clean, it saves them from
the slugs, from spotting and decaying iu a cold wet season,
and they ripen much more evenly and perfectly. The sticking
has also another advantage—it preserves the berries from mice,
which with me do much mischief in the Strawberry quarters
by eating off the seeds from the surface of the Strawberries.
These mice are very crafty ; they will not take poison ; I can-
not trap them. They are the short-tailed field mice,' perfect
Esiniatures of the water rat, about twice the size of the ordi-

nary house mouse, and a much more fat, well-proportioned, even
handsome animal. WOl anyone help me against these ?

As soon as there are runners on the Strawberries they are
layered in .3-inch pots sunk in the ground between every alter-

nate row of Strawbeiries, and this permits of the fruit being
gathered without interfering with the pots, and I have nets

that will just cover two rows. After the fruit is gathered, when
the runners are well rooted they are detached, placed in a
shady spot for a few days, potted iu a week or ten days, the
old plantation, just ayear old, chopped up, and the ground dug
and planted with Broccoli, Cauliflower for a late supply, or
other winter greens.

By this mode the Strawberry plantations are annual, and
as " E. F." says, "there is no plan that will equal this for

obtaining large crops the first season after planting." This
may partly be owing to their not running much to leaves, nor
forming runners plentifully ; but I think it is also a result of

having plants of known f L-rtUity, for there is not one barren
plant amongst them. It is not worth while to leave them for

a second year's produce, though they will yield fruit more or

less plentifully for preserving.

The varieties I grow are Black Prince ; it is still the best for

early produce, and fine for preserving. Sir Joseph Paxton is

nearly as ef r'y as Black Prince, a better setter, not liable to

mildew, and has a firm fle ih—of some consequence when the

fruit has to be sent nearly three hundred miles by rail. Sir

Joseph Paxton, as I have it, is just the Keens' SeedUng of a
quarter a century ago, nothing more nor less. Not one in

ten of the Keens' Seedlings of the present day is the old true

sort. The variety has either degenerated or got mixed up
somehow. President follows Sir Joeeph Paxton, then Dr.

Hogg, British Queen, and Cockscomb. Frogmore Late Pine
is an admirable late sort, and the Red and 'White Alpine suc-

ceed and fruit in autumn.—G. Abbey.

THE TIME TO PLANT OUT THE DAHLIA.
One of the gravest aud most frequent mistakes which take

place among Dalilia growers is being in too great a hurry to

plant out. This, too, is the error which just now they are
most liable to make, and the one, too, against which to-day we
offer what, we trust, is a word in season as well as a caution.

And here we may remark, in passing, that as regards other
planting out, as well as that of DahUas, our friends will lose

nothing by staying their hands a bit. The present is at all

times a treacherous month, and he exercises a wise discretion

who is not too prompt to expose stock wintered under cover to

its fitful and trying vicissitudes. Our present May has been
of the most winti-y character. It is far better to exercise a
little patience and wait till the end of the present, or even the
beginning of next month, than be rashly hasty and venture-
some in planting out, as have been some of our friends, who
we see, notwithstanding the uninviting character of the weather,
have not hesitated to expose their uurshugs to its ungenial
influences, and to a most certain and undesirable check, if not
worse.

But to return to the Dahlia. One of the most important
points iu its management is that it shoidd have no check
whatever from the time it is jjlanted. Yet growers, with rare

exceptions, ignore it—nay, invite the consequences so much to

be deprecated, by the very general practice of planting out too
early. Very often, too, the plants thus early exposed are some
just received from the nursery, and transferred at once from
the pots iu which they have been propagated and grown in

heat, to the open ground, without a thought of repotting or
gradually hardening to give them vigour, and prepare them for

the change. In this last case we would not expect or look for

other than the most unfavourable results. But, even in cases

where propagation is carried on at home, and repotting and
hardening-oS attended to, bad consequences are sure to follow

planting out too early. AMien this is done the plants receive

a check to growth, become hard and wiiy, and are at a stand
for, perhaps, two or three weeks, and when they do take a
start, even then in many cases the progress is far from satis-

factory. In fact, Dahlia planting should not take place until

June, when the weather is soft, warm, aud settled, and the
plants can, without check or hindrance, start into growth at

once. Our advice then is, 'Whether you have the plants at

home or from the nursery, repot, and that more than once, if

time permits, and keep them on a dry bottom, in a cool frame,
or under a temporaiy shelter, formed of hoops, over which
canvas or matting can be stretched in case of frost. When
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there is no risk from this last, they should have all the air

possible. It is well to see that there is no overcrowding, but

ihat each plant stands free of its fellows.

Treated in this way, you will hare fine, strong, succulent

j)lants, that will go ahead at once when put out, and leave

itar in the rear those planted weeks before them. The late

Mr. Campbell was, as a grower and exhibitor of Dahlias, one
of the most successful of the day, and he has often told us
that for years the banging of cannon in the Park, on occasion

•of the Waterloo anniversaries (18th of .June), and the planting

of his prize Dahlias at Glasnevin were synchronous.

—

(Irish

Farmers' Gazette.)

BE.\UTY OF FOEil IN THE FLOWER G.\EDEN.
It afforded me much pleasure , whilst reading through the

pages of the Journal, to find ilr. G. Abbey had something to

say in favour of the ornamental character of the Asparagus,
and I only wish he had allowed his pen to have run more
ireely when descanting upon the beauties of this great favourite

of mine. I perfectly agree with Mr. Abbey in sajnng that it

would be difficult to name a plant to surpass the Asparagus
ifor graie aud eljgance; and in spite of breaking through his

rule of excluding all denizens of the vegetable garden from
the beds and borders of the pleasure grounds, I should not

hesitate to employ it in the best-kept and most rfc/icrc/ie garden,

although I quite endorse his sentiments respecting such things

as Beet, Kale, &;. I have heard it remarked, that as the

object in gardening is to produce a picture, it is of no conse-

quenoe what is used to bring about the desired effect ; but I

anust object to all coarse and commonplace-looking jjlants being

introduced—I mean plants that have only coarseness without
special beauty of form.
To return, however, to the Asparagus. My attention was

first dh'ected to this plant in the summer of 1859. Being
then a young gardener, and having by dint of great economy
and self-denial amassed a few pounds, I determined to expend
my savings on a short tour in France, to see if the style of

French gardening anl plant-growing diifered from that prac-

tised in my own country, aud if so, in what way. With this

object in view I launched out into what in those days seemed
-a gigantic undertaking aud a terrible speculition, but I had
ample reason to be well satisfisd with my venture. During
my short visit amongst the gardens of Normandy I made many
friends, and was introduced by one to a grand floral decoration

and illumination in the garden of a nobleman, where I saw
much to admire and much to learn, and the knowledge thus

•obtained was carefully stored, and has many times been used
"with advantage in the various positions I have passed through.

It was at the before-mentioned illumination that I first saw
"the Asparagus used for decorative purposes. Upon the margin
of a small stream of water I saw groups of some plants of such
beauty, that I was quite unable, by the light of the variegated

lamps which twinkled amongst them and the distance at which
I stood, to determine what plant it really was which gave such
an enchanting effect to the scene. .Judge, then, of my surprise

when upon close inspection I found it to be .Asparagus, a plant

which up to that time I had never imagined fit for any place

except the beds in the kitchen garden ; but our artistic neigh-

bours had found means to make it a feast for the eye when it

could no longer be made to please their palate at the festive

board. Since my first acquamtance with this plant I have

seen it used in various parts of Germany, France, aud other

countries, and always with great efftct. Twice mysjlf I have
had the opportunity of using Asparagus for garden decoration

and illumination ; the branches of the plants were cut and
disposed in various groups of different designs, aud the varie-

gated lamps hung upon the laterals close to the stems, and as

the branches were then laden with berries these added mate-

liaUy to the general effect. Upon one of these occasions

several members of our Royal Family were present, and also a

great number of distinguished foreign visitors, many of whom
expressed much pleasure at the appearance and elegant effect

produced by my pet plant. Those of my fellow gardeners who
liave used this plant for similar purposes wiU fully understand
why I write so enthusiastically about it, whilst those who have
not I would strongly urge to do so upon the first possible

opportunity which presents itself, and give us the results of

their experience.

—

Experto Ckede.

were fresh importations, and others were from the Rev. W.
Ellis's collection, at Hoddesdon. The gross sum realised was
£330. The highest biddings were for Dendrobium densi-

florum, £9 10s. ; Ccelogyne cristata, £5 5s'. ; Oncidium Wel-
tonii, £0 1.5s. ; Saccolabium prfemorsum, £5 ; and Phalie-

nopsis SchiUeriana, £6 10s.

Sale or OBCHros.—About 280 lots of Orchids were sold at

auction l)y Mx. J. C. Stevens on the 23rd inst. Some of them

HORTICULTURAL DRAINING.
When soil becomes so saturated that all its interstices are

filled with water to the exclusion of air, it is said to be water-

logged. The evils resulting from this stagnation in the soil

are—1, Alow temperature so constantly maintained by excessive

evaporation that it is not materially affected by the heat of

summer ; 2, The exclusion of the air with its purifying nourishing

gases ; 3, The rain water, being thrown off as it faUs, washes

and hardens the surface, robbing it of its fertility instead of

contributing thereto ; 4, The beneficial action of both land

and water are suspended, or so far checked as to afford insuffi-

cient nourishment to growing crops.

It follows, therefore, that all imperfectly drained soils are

subject to such evils in proportion to the state of stagnation.

Clay, from its tenacious nature, is most hable tobe thus affected

;

and as clay enters largely into the composition of almost all

soils, the necessity for drains will depend very much upon the

quantity of clay present in the land to be treated. This rule,

however, is not appUcable in aU cases ; the strata beneath the

surface being sometimes so irregularly deposited that water,

which would otherwise escape from soil of a porous texture, is

confined by a layer of earth not so pervious to the action of

water. It is advisable, therefore, whenever land is found to

require draining, to open a section line or trench across it from

the highest to the lowest level ; then, if it is discovered that the

water is so shut in, a few large openings through the retaining

mass will probably suffice to lay the land dry, and thus a con-

siderable outlay win be avoided.

Many instances of irregular strata might be adduced to show
the necessity for caution ; one that lately came under my
notice wUl suffice. In reducing the gradient of a hill for a

road, it became necessary to make a cutting 6 feet deep. The
soil rested upon a deep bed of sandstone gravel containing, at

a uniform depth of 3 feet below the surface, a vein, or rather a

layer, of blue clay so tough as to be excessively difficrdt to re-

move even with the aid of picks, so that there was no passage

for water through, but only over it, thus confining the water in

the portion of gravel and soil above it. Even where pure clay

does not occur, the subsoil is often of so clayey a nature as to

retain an excess of moisture in itself and in the soil proper.

The necessity for, and the depth and distance apart of drains,

should bear a correct relation to the quality and condition of

both soU and subsoil. A shallow soil containing so much
clay as to be almost a swamp in wet weather, and drying into a

hard crude inert mass, with a deep bed of clay beneath, should

have drains no deeper than 2 or 2J feet from the surface, nor

more than 20 feet apart. A deeper and wider system of drain-

age might become necessary in time as the soil is improved

and deepened by high culture, but tUl then the more shallow

method must be followed. Professor Wrightson, in his instruc-

tive papers on agricultural drainage and irrigation, speaking of

such soils says—" Their power of retention is very great, aud

this is a force which, while it exists, cannot be overcome by

any number of di^ains. Clay soil will hold, according to th«

experiments of Schiibler, 48 lbs. of water per cubic foot, and it

is only the excess over this amount which would find its way

into a drain. When, however, such soils are furnished with a

series of imderground channels, and when the work of the

drainer is supplemented by deep cultivation, the character of

the soil is gradually altered, the continuity of the soil is

broken, air gains access, pulverisation takes place, and the

altered soil becomes amenable to the ordinary rules which

govern more usual cases. Vigorous treatment is, however,

requisite, and no system of wide inteiwals between drains

would be successful. The di-ains must be close enough to

exert what Mr. Bailey Denton has termed a reciprocating effect

upon one another—that is, so close that the action of one shall

extend into the region of action of its neighbour-."

Drainage, then, forms an important part of a thorough

system of high culture. Alone it wUl not suffice : it should

rather be regarded as the necessary foundation to future success

;

for if, by remo-ving the excessive moisture, rain water and air

penetrate the soU, raising its temperature, ameliorating its

crudeness, aud bringing into activity many valuable substances,
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it is veiy certain that a tleep and frequent stining of the soil

must contribute very materially to such desirable results.

—

Edwabd Luckhubst.

BOTANIC GARDENS, GLASNEVIN, DUBLIN.
The following is a list of plants in blosm on the 18th of

May:

—

Atragene austriaca
Azaleas
Aconitiim Nap«Has
Adonis autimiQoUs

vemalia
Anemones
Aspliodelus lateiis

albiis

tauricus

Anemone palmata
thalictroides

Ajnga pyiaraidalis
-UchemUIa alpina

fissa

Aster altaicus
Arenaria montana
Allium triquetnuu

suaveolena
an^Tilosumi
lineare

tenuifoliiim
caspicum
atrtipuTpiireiun

Arabis vai-iegata

AiTim crinitiuu
Anchusa semperrirenr.
Alyssum sa^atile

maritlmunsi
olynipicum
sinuatum
spiniilosom
denticulatuin

Antennaria dioica
plantaginea

Aubiic'tia Columnfe
Mooreana
gTEECa

deltoides
grandiliorffl

enibescenB
Alopecurus ruthenieiEi

Avena pubeseens
pratensis

Armeria pm-purea
Holleri

oblongifloi'it

cephalotes
Beiberis cuneata

sibirica

duJcis

canadensis
Biscutella fnitesccns
Cytisus creticus

biflorus

capitatus
purpureus
nitbenicus
ciliatus

Clematis montana
Crataegus
Cares pendiila

brizoides
intermedia
tomentosa.
stricta

cfpspitosa

Caraway
Cowslip
Claytonia Bibirica

Calceolaria violaees
Cypripedinm Calceolcs
CorasuB japonicus

Padus
Cydonia japonica

Chest nu-fc

Cai-agana Kedowski
Altagana

Cerastium vor.
Centranthus
Coroniila Emems

velntina
Campanula speciosa
C-entaurea altatca
Chelone gracilis

Daphne Cneorum
pontica
coUina

Dielytra spectabilis
Doronicum
Dabcecia polifolia

Dodecatheon obscurum
elegans
Meadia
Jeffreyii

giganteum
Dianthug pallidifloms

CaryophylluB
Dryas integrifoUa

octopetala
Dactyl is hispanica
Erica mediteii*anea

ai'borea

Erodium hyraenodes
Eriuus alpiuus
Epimedium grandiflomna
Elaeagnus anfjOistifolius

Euphorbia CharMias
procera
palustris and oth^s

Fragaria vesca
elatior

Fedia comucopite
Fabiana imbricata
Galium
Galatella incana
Gentiana veroa
Globularia vulgaris

cordifolia

mflcrophyilum
heterophylluiQ

Genista prrecos
prostrata
pilosa

Scorpius
Galeobdolon Inteura
Gilia tricolor

\ tetraptera

Helianthemum XDontaniim
Tulgaie
tomentosura
ai-matum

Hippocrepis helvetica
Hyacinthus pumilus
Iberis Durandii

Tenoreana
Garrexiana
gibraltarica
Pruiti

Indian Pink
Jonquil
Iiis detiesa

florentina
Guldesntadtii
gerraaniea
Hvida
pumiJa
Swertii
tenuiiolia
missouriensis

Kalmia glauca
KeiTia
Lamimn Orvala
LaguruB ovatus
Lignstrum ovatum
Ijedum thymifolium
Leueojum iestivnni

Linum pnlchellum
fift\'nm

fruticosum
a£i-

Lithospermum prostratnm
orientale

piu*pureo-cferuleum
Lychnis Viscaria

dioica
Lilacs
Libertia ixioides
Lupins
limnanthes Douglasii

alba
Mfttthiola ffTfeca

Milliiun effusum
Muscari amethystiniira
Myosotis alpestris

syh'atica

Mimalus
Magnolia Lenno
Marigold
Mexican QoTer

Melica nutans
Malva campannlata
Nepeta Glechoma

s poeticus

Orchis mascula

coi'minata
latiioha
militaris

Ornithogalum umb^Iartu]
Orobus vemus

lilacinus

syItaliens
Othonna cheirifoHa
Onobrychis montana
Pemettya speciosa
Polygonum bistorta
Polygonatmn multifolia

Tulgaie
Primula farinosa

cortusoides amcena
sitkimensis

Pentstemon Scouleri
Fendlerii

Phlox umbellata
Nelsoni

Potentilla alba
Dombeyana
alpestra
chrysantha
rupestris

Peonies
Pansies
Pin^niicula gi-andiflora

Pulmonaiia mai-itima

mollis
angustifolia
sibiiica

Pyi-ethrum rosenm
Platystcmon califoniicnna
Polemonium cffimleum

grandifloram
\Tllosum

Itaunnculu:
aconitifulius

platanifulins

Rhododeuib-ons

Rockets
Rose, Boursanlt
Stellaria spinosa
Symphytum aspenimum
Saxifi-aga Mawiana

icelaudica
Guthrieana
alHuis

umbrosa, and thii'ty-fouc

others
Spiroea ulmaefolia

saliciiolla

flesuosa
prunifolia

S cilia patula

nutans
campannlata

Solidago aurea
Smilacina etellata

Sieveraia tiiflora

Solanum crispvim

Saponai-ia calabrica

fastigiata

ocymoides
Silene pendula
Salvia verbascifolia

Symphiandra Wamerit
Sesleria cfenilea

Smelewskia alpina
Sedum mpestre

Trollius europjeus
napelliflorus

Tulips
Tiillium gi-andiflonim
Thermopeis labumifolia:

TrifoUum pratense
Uvulaiia pubeiTula

gi-andiflora

Valeriana dioica

celtica

sambucifolia
tripteris

tuberosa
Veronica pallida

pectinata
circaeoides

Vieusseuxia gra?ca

utriculata

Viola cornuta
montana
lutea
palmensis

Viburnum maci
Wallflowers

Waldsteinia geoides

ophyUu

—P. N. W.

BEIDAL OEANGE BLOSSOMS.
I THINK it is quite time to give up that relic of pagan cere-

mony, Orange blossoms for the bride, for n'e were charged very
high for the bouquets, and there were no Orange blossoms in?

them ; but some had other natural white flowers in them, and.
other bouquets had artificial ones.

—

Pater.

[Crowning the bride with a chaplet of flowers was and is a.

custom—a deserving custom—among all civilised nations. It-

is not a custom merely of pagan derivation, for the Hebrews
in the very earliest times practised it. It is true that the-

selection of the Orange blossoms is of eastern origin, but that
can be no reason against adopting them. They are white

—

emblematic of purity ; fragrant—emblematic of escelleuee
r-

they are in the east on the tree even when its fruit is ripen-
ing—emblematic that attractiveness may endure with fruit-
fulness.

It is quite true that from Covent Gai'den florists bouquets;
containing Orange blossoms are not always obtainable, for a-

good authority informs us that *' When Orange blossom is

very dear and scarce, and we have cheap wedding orders to-

execute, we use the blossom of the shrub Sjringa as the near-
est approach to it in nature. We are likewise obliged to resort
to imitations of Orange blossom in hard wax, in leather, and
also in paper, all of which ai'e perfumed, and made to bear so
close a resemblance that we do not wonder people mistake
them. Still, I do not think any of our principal bouquet-
makers would venture to use them without stating what they
were."]

MAKQris OP LoENE CvcuMBER.—This was introduced by
Messrs. Sutton & Sous this spring. It gained the first prize
at the Reading Horticultural Society's Show on Thursday last.

The specimens, which were very handsome, and only eight
days old, measured over 2 feet in length, and "were giro»wn by
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Jlr. Charles Higgs, gardener to Miss Crawsliay, Caversham
Park.

JUGLANS EUPESTRIS (The Small-fkuited Black
Walnut).

Neak Austin, and northward from here throughout a large

portion of Western Texas, this tree grows along the gravelly

borders of streams. It is of low, spreading habit, rarely more
than 2 feet in diameter, with a height of from 40 to 50 feet.

Uark of the trunk and larger limbs dark grey and slightly

furrowed, the smaller branches smooth and rather slender.

The wood is very similar in appearance to that of the common
Black Walnut, but is harder and finer grained ; whenever large

enough being excellent for furniture, and susceptible of a high
polish, being more beautiful than the common Black Walnut.
Leaves from nine to thirteen-paired, generally opposite, but
sometimes alternate towards the terminal one ; the midrib
and leaf-stems somewhat pubescent ; rachis not channelled
above. Its fruit is globular and has a long style ; the entire

fruit, with the husk, being only about liinch in diameter.
The shell is very thick and hard, kernel small and edible, but
of very little value in a country abounding in Pecans, which
are superior to it in every respect.

This species of Walnut was first discovered, a few years ago,

by Dr. Euglemann, of St. Louis. It is thought by some to be
a mere variety of the common Black Walnut (Juglans nigra),

to which it has a striking resemblance. It is hardly worthy of

cultivation, because its fruit is of little value. In general ap-
pearance it is similar to both the Pecan and Black Walnut,
both of which are more profitable for cultivation, because they
grow larger and have more valuable nuts, and also they are
fully equal to it for ornamental purposes, hence the .Juglans

rupestris will bo rarely grown except in arboretums. The
largest trees we have found of it were only 2 feet in diameter,
and such specimens are very rare.

—

{American Gardener'):

Month! I/.]

MR. W. PAUL'S EXHIBITION OF ROSES AT
THE CRYSTAL PALACE.

Two years ago Mr. WiUiam Paul, of Waltham Cross—and
the name of Paul in our time, and long after, will ever be
associated with the Rose—made the bold experiment of hold-
ing an exhibition of Roses from his own nurseries. Like a
skilful general he had well considered his resources, well trained
his forces, and marshalled them in jiroird array on a position
of his own choosing; he invited no contest, sought no victory

;

he merely wished to hold his own. Bravely he did it then
with some thi-ee thousand warriors, and bravely he has done
it again with an equal force.

Friday last was the opening day of this grand display held
in what is called the Garden Corridor of the Crystal Palace,

a favourite resort of those who wish to %'iew the terraces and
fountains, and the beautiful landscape of hill and wood in the
background. There mth exquisite taste are arranged the grand
specimen Roses wliich form the leading feature of the exhi-

bition, together with the ornamental-foliaged plants which serve

to tone down colour and to give variety to the arrangement.
On entering the exhibition, to the left are Roses, to the

right masses of bedding Pelargoniums, of which more here-
after. Turning at right angles we come to the main portion
of the show, which, as already stated, mainly consists of

Roses, and such Roses as are only equalled by the best speci-

mens at the best exhibitions. Ainong them, especially at the
back of the .800 feet of low staging on which they are placed,

are set standards of the remarkably effective white-variegated
Acer Negundo, Ivies such as the large-leaved Hedera RiEgneri-

ana, the smaU-leaved doueraUense minor, and taurica, another
beautiful kind ; while nearer the front are small plants of

some of the best of the white and yellow variegated Ivies in-

terspersed among the smaller pot Roses ; likewise the beautiful

golden-leaved Oak, Quercus Concordia, baskets of Echeverias,
Golden Feather Pyi-ethrum, variegated Euonymus, and a

variety of other subjects. Among the larger specimens are

numerous splendid plants both for size and perfection of bloom,
and noticeable among them Alba rosea. La France, Madame
de St. Joseph, Beauty of Waltham, President, Anna Alexieff,

Baroness Rothschild, Madame Clemence Joigneanx, Marie
Baumann, Antoine Ducher, Marechal Kiel, Mdlle. Annie Wood,
and many more ; but we tire at the repetition of names of old

favomites (though Rose-growers never seem to do so), and
wUl merely say that all old favourites are worthOy represented.

There are, too, several new comers worthy of notice, but no
Roses, whether old or new, more so than Princess Beatrice
and Princess Christian—the former large and full, pink, with
a bright centre, a splendid cupped flower ; the latter a Rose
of the lai-gost size, of a bright glossy rose colour, and which
has before been several times shown by Mr. Panl in magnifi-
cent condition. Duke of Edinburgh is another star of the
first magnitude ; its rich crimson-scarlet colour, let alone the
great size of its blooms, would alone claim for it a prominent
place. Comtesse d'Oxford, Paul Ncron, and Marquise de Cas-

tellane also deserve special mention. There are likewise stands
of beautiful cut blooms, both of new and old Roses, placed at

intervals along the front of the staging.

The Pelargoniums have before been passingly alluded to

;

they form a very select lot, including as they do Dr. Denny's
fine seedUngs which Mr. W. Paul has acquired. Among these,

lanthe, crimson, with a beautiful tinge of violet ; Wellington,
crimson scarlet, are remarkably fine. The white variegated

white-flowered Icinds are well represented in Waltham Bride,

Avalanche, and Vu'gin Queen ; the bronzes in Danae and Wal-
tham Bronze, and the Golden Tricolors in Lady Dorothy NeviU.

After what we have said we need scarcely add that wo
heartily commend Mr. Paul's exhibition to the pubUe, most
thoroughly appreciate the excellent taste of his arrangement,
and admire the spirit with which he has carried to a success-

ful issue a task which, even for his energy and resources, must
have been a severe one. It is a striking proof of what our
great nurserymen can do when they put fort i their strength.

The horticulturists of this countiy have just reason to be proud
of such exhibitions, of the productions of our commercial and
private gardens, and the rapid growth among us of a taste for

horticulture. We understand Mr. W. Paid's exhibition will be
continued throughout this week, perhaps longer.

DEATH OF MR. HOYLE.
G. W. HoTLE, Esq., of Reading, the very successful raiser

of Pelargoniums, died suddenly on Sunday morning at an ad-

vanced age. More than thirty years since Mr. Hoyle was a

successful raiser. Few are living who remember his Pelargonium
Crusader, the rage of that time, yet many know and appreciate

his recent productions, which are always foremost on the exhi-

bition stage from theii' free-blooming habit. Mr. Hoyle was a

good cultivator, with exceedingly good taste.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
Late Fhost.—Wc had a severe frost hero on the morning of

the 18th iust. It has cut down many acres of early Potatoes.

I am also afraid the Strawberry blossom wiU be injured; this will

amount to a serious loss in Holt (a village which the river Dee
divides from this), as many hundreds of acres ai'e grown there,

and from thence the Liverpool and Manchester markets di'aw

their chief supplies. The fruit crop is, I am sorry to say, far

below the average. Pears and Apples are much better in some
districts than others, but about here the young fruit has nearly

all fallen off ; the ground under the trees is completely covered
with them.—T. J. H., Furiidon, Cheshire.

Eaelv Vegetables.—Nearly forty tons of new Potatoes
have now left the Scilly Islands, principally for London, and
the same vegetable is being sent away from Penzance at the rate

of five to six tons per day, but vegetables in Cornwall have not
been so scarce and dear for many years. Cold winds and heavy
showers of sleet and hail continue, and scores of acres of

Potatoes in the Penzance district, which, with an ordinary
season, would have been in the market a fortnight or three
weeks ago, are nothing like ready to take up. A large breadth
of Potato ground in West Cornwall will be very unprofitable

this year; several acres have been ploughed up, so hopeless
had the crops become through cold, and rain, and frost. Early
Cabbages are also a serious failure in most localities, and. even
a few leaves cannot be had under 2(7. Loudon has received

most of the Cabbages worth having, and remarkably high
prices have been readily given by agents for Covent Garden.
Old Potatoes, very indifferent, are selling in Cornwall at Is. 3d.

and Is. 4(7. per gallon.

—

(Times.)

Although Mr. Lawes has ceased to be a manufacturer
of artificial manures, it is not his intention to abandon thoso

investigations which have rendered him famous. He has
announced that it is his intention to devote the remainder of

his hfe, even more closely, to scientific agriculture ; and, further-

more, that he purposes to place in trust his laboratory and
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experimental fields, with the sum of £100,000, the interest

of which, after his death, will be applied to the continuance of

the investigations which have been carried on for so many
years at Rothamsted. By this act of munifieence Mr. Lawes
lays not only the present, but also future generations of agri-

cultnrists under obUgation to him, and Rothamsted will thus

continue to be the centre from whence the light of science will

be shed on the culture of the soil.

SuNFLowEKS AS Disinfectants. — Attention is being

directed to the sanitary advantages of cultivation of the Sun-
flower in malarious districts. Many facts have been adduced io

show that the Sunflower has the property of purifying air laden
with marsh miasm, absorbing a great quantity of moist and
noxious gases, and exhaling an ozonised oxygen. Moreover,
the French Sanitary Commission has lately pointed out that

the Sunflower is a most useful plant ; it yields about 40 per
cent, of good oil, the leaves furnish an excellent fodder, and
the stem, being rich in saltpetre and potash, makes a good fuel.

EDWAEDSIA GEANDIFLOEA.
It is well for the interests of horticulture that the merits of

old, long-neglected plants seem likely to be recognised by the

inquirers after something that is novel, and some of these

plants seem all but lost, being met with only in a few of those

old-fashioned places where
the cultivation of the present

day differs but little from
that of fifty year's ago. It is

well there are such places, or
I

where would many of our old
'

plants be met with ? Fortu-
nately there are some plants

not easily lost, owing to the

great amount of hardship
they will endure ere they
fairly give in, and such a one
is the subject of these notes.

Edwardsia grandiflora, a
shrub, and native of New
Zealand, was introduced into

this country before the be-

ginning of the present cen-

tury, yet it is seldom seen,

certaiuly not so often as it

deserves to be. It is much
hardier than the Veronica we
have from that country, and
tte bsauty of its foliage, as

well as the peculiar character
of its bloom, has certainly

been overlooked by those who
search for and appreciate the
ornamental.
With us Edwardsia gran-

diflora ranks high as a plant
to be grown against a wall.

One that has been growing
for some years against a wall
with a south-west aspect and
fully exposed, has never been
in the least injured by frost,

and blooms profusely every
spring. It does not lose its

last year's foUage until about
the time the flowers make
their appearance. These are
produced on the almost naked
stems, or rather spm-s, in
clusters, and are of a rather
duU yellow, but the indivi-
dual flowers are amongst the
largest of the Leguminous
order, to which the plant be-
longs. They resemble in some measure a huge beetle, and
are leathery-looking. The foliage is pinnated, and the growth
of the plant is firmer than that of the Swainsonia, Indigofera,
Cassia, and Clianthus, to which it is alhed ; it resembles So-
phora japonica more than any of them, and I am not sure that
it will not be found as hardy. With us it has only been tried

Edwardsia grandiflora.

against a wall, where its growth has been more sturdy than
rapid, its roots having to contend with Roses, Ceanothus,
Myrtles, &c., for its supply of food. It grows faster than
Garrya eUiptica under some circumstances. It did not suffer

from the March frosts hke
Wistaria sinensis and the

/I _ YeUow Banksian Rose grow-
^ ing near it. The blooms of

/', v^>is^ the Wistaria were killed by
the frosts on March 23rd arid

^

'

24;th, excepting a few under

J
the shelter of a projecting

cornice, and the Banksian
Rose has bloomed badly as

compared with former years.

The frosts of March and sub-
sequently, have done much
harm to flowering shrubs.

Even the hardy Lilac seems
much smaller than usual,,

and a Paulownia imperialis

that gave promise to furnish

an abundance of bloom, had
them all cut off by the frost,

so that the half-swelled

bloom-buds remain the same
size as they werewhen frozeUy

but are all killed.

This Edwardsia, by its

short-jointed h.ai'dwooded ap-

pearance, is a plant likely to
withstand the most severe of

our winters, for I do not see

a tip of any of its shoots of

last year's growth unripened.

The general character of the

plant is that of a deciduous

flowering shrub that may be
as hardy as the .Judas 'Tree

(Cercis SUiquastrum), orFor-
sythia viridissima, more
hardy than the Pomegranate,
and well deserving a place

where it is necessary to cover

a wall of moderate height.

Our plant is Umited to a
wall 11 feet high, otherwise I

dare say it would soon be
much higher. The foUage is

not so liable to attacks of

red spider as the Clianthus,

but when the latter is in

good condition it presents a,

healthier appearance. The Edwardsia has seeded with us at

Linton, the seed-pods being, Uke the flower-buds, very singular

in structure, resembling in some famt degiee a pair of spec-

tacles. There are sometimes three or four seed-pods on the-

stalk, often much wider apart than in the specimen figured.—

•

J. ROBSON.

GEOWING FEENS IN CASES.
I AGBEE with much that " T. B." says in the Journal of the

]
case not having plenty of water, for if the weather is warm, fre-

Ifith inst., and I do not think that failure arises so often from quently the case seems to be full of steam when the earth is quite
want of management as from attempting to grow Ferns that dry. In a case which I have had since 18.36, there are two or
will hardly at any time grow in cases, sometimes from there not three of the Adiantums, Asplenium marinum, and Pteris sen-u-

f'"°8 "^*t enough, at other times from the Ferns not likiug lata, and this case, except forgiving water or to take out dead
the damp state of the air in the case, and very often from the Ferns, has never been opened, I may say, for ten yeai'S

;
yet
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these Ferns have grown and seeded until the case became too
full. Last spring C1871) frost killed very many of them, as the
case was in a rojm without a fire.

—

Camjee.

PUTTERIDGEBUEY,
The Seat of G. Soweebt, Esy.

About four miles to the north of the rising town of Lutou is

Putteridgebury, the seat of G. Sowerby, Esq., a place whence
the readers of The .Jourxal of Hoktici:liure have derived
so much instruction from the pen of the worthy garden cliief,

Mr. Fish. The situation of tlie mansion and grounds is

elevated, the road from Luton (with which there is excellent

railway communication) rising nearly the whole w-ay, and
showing to the traveller the extent of this thriving country
town, in which the blue-slated roofs at once serve to distin-

guish the modern from the ancient houses, which are mostly
covered with flat tQes. The town, like many others, lies in

a valley, and I am not sure that such a site is not the most
befitting in a district like this, where water is scarce. I'ur-

suing our journey we perceive we are in a district where most
of the farming land is in tillage, and Wheat, Barley, and green
crops would seem to be the order of the day, as the rising

ground enables one to see a large extent of country. The
fields are of medium size, divided by neat low hedges ; here

and there groups of trees, or rather plantations, in suitable

places give that clothing to the scene without which a land-
scape would be naked-looking. In certain places trees grouped
in greater number indicate the position of some gentleman's
seat. A turn of the road shuts out for a time much of the
view of the valley of Lutou, and we find ourselves on the
summit of one of those irregular' ridges, or rather chains of

eminences, on which Putteridgebury stands.

Putteridgebury is in the parish of LiUey, and county of

Herts, a parish recorded in the Domesday Book, with a notice

of the .inglo-Saxon who was the proprietor in Edward the
Confessor's time. We have no doubt that Putteridgebury was
then a named locality, for the name is Anglo-Saxon, meanmg
literally " the residence by the lull-path." It is spelt in early

documents Putteriggebury and Poderichebm\v.
The earliest notice of the manor of Putteriggebuiy was when

it v.'as possessed by Thomas Cherley, Esq., in 1408. He died
in that year, and his widow being tenant of it for Ufe, and
mariying Sk Thomas de la Pole, he became its tenant. On
her death it returned to the Cherley family, and we next find

it possessed by one of them, who was married to William
Darell, of Littlecote, in WUtshire. This was in the reign of

Edward IV. In 1491 it had come into the jiossession of a
widow of one of the Darells, who held it " by fealty and one
pound of pepper and another of cummin." The Darells re-

tained it untU the reign of Henry VIII. , when they passed it to

Hichard Lyster, eventually Chief Justice of the King's Bench,
who in 1.52.5 granted it to one of the Westmoreland Docwras.
By marriage it passed in 1700 to Su' George Warburton, Bart.,

who sold it with the manors of Huckwell and Lilley in 1729 to

Lord Charles Cavendish, who resold it 17-38 to Sir Benjamin
Eawling, whose coheirs sold it in 1788 to John Sowerby Esq.,
and his family have since continued its jjossessors.

The house was built by John Docma in Heniy VIII.'s time.]

Entering the park, and pursuing a well-kept piece of carriage

road, I soon found myself in the vicinity of the mansion, and
after a heai'ty greeting and welcome from my friend Mr. Fish,

I proceeded to take a brief survey of this well-kept place.

The mansion of Putteridgebuiy is one of those commodious
dwellings in which internal comfort has not been sacrificed to

outward show, although it is not deficient in the latter respect.

The absence of stone in the neighbourhood, and the absence of

railways, also, when it was erected, no doubt led to its being
built of brick and cemented. The difficulty of making a brick
house a dry one, at one time led to many well-built residences
being coated with cement, which was thought to be a certain

preventive of the bricks being sattirated with moistiu'e, and
Putteridgebur}' is one of these. The fresh appearance which
a coat of paint gives such a dweUmg makes it stand out well

against the mass of foliage by which most country houses are
surrounded, so that in the distance mansions of this kind pre-

sent a more imposing appearance than tliose either built of

brick or stone when not so coloured. Putteridgebury is com-
mandingly placed on a nearly level piece of table land. The
view over the valley in which Luton is nestled is both varied
and extensive, and in other directions as well several objects

of interest are brought before the observer. In one place an
Ivy-clad church is seen amongst trees, in another a quiet
country village is just visible, while smUing com fields, or, after

they are cut, large breadths of gieen crops, present themselves
to view in all dkections, indicating an amount of rural in-

dustry which becomes more evident on a closer acquaintance
with the population, when it will be learned that many of the
female members of the family from a very early age are en-

gaged in that calling which, perhaps, more than most others
has suft'ered from the caprices of fashion, the platting of straw.

There has been many a change of fashion since the days of the
old Dunstable bonnets, but Lutou, having eclipsed Dunstable,
is still the centre of a large trade in plait.

The cai-riage entrance to the mansion is on the north side
;

the east, south, and a portion of the west sides front the
dressed grounds, and at the north-west corner are the offices,

occupying a considerable space. Then we reach the eastern
wall of the kitchen garden, a parallelogram, with good walls

all round, those running east and west being the longest. To
the west of the kitchen garden is the frame ground, where a
senes of cold and partially heated pits are made to contain all

the requisites for the flower garden. Southward of this kitchen
garden, as well as southward of an interesting corridor and con-
seiwatory which unite the south-east corner of the kitchen
garden with the mansion, is all dressed gi'ounds, which also

extend some distance farther west than the garden itself.

Beginning with this corridor, at the time of my visit an
artist in rockwork, Mr. Pugh, of London, was engaged in con-
verting the commencement of the corridor into a fernery, and
I have no doubt when finished and planted it will be an
interesting place, communicating as it does directly with the
mansion. Following the corridor, which takes a somewhat
curved direction, I reached the conservator}-, but as it was
being painted during the fine weather of last September, of

course all moveable plants were set outside.

Leaving the conservator}' I next entered the flower garden
proper, which may be divided into three or rather four distinct

parts, the first beuig an Italian garden in a sunk panel ; the

I

second a series of circular beds about 9 feet in diameter, each
placed in two rows about 30 feet apart from centre to centre,

and something less than that, saj' 24 feet apart in the row.

This for the sake of distinction I wUl call the avenue of

beds. Thirdly, there are two fine ribbon borders of great

length, each 8 or 10 feet wide. Lastly, there are a great

number of other beds and borders, which cannot be said to

form a uniform whole, but which are, nevertheless, each of

them entitled to notice. This class of bedding I shall call the

promiscuous beds, for they are scattered in various places, and
are certainly as essential as any of those previously described.

The Italian garden, which Ues to the south of the mansion, is

a square of perhaps 200 feet, sunk some 3J feet below the

terrace walk next the mansion, and, in fact, the high ground
which surrounds it , for it is enclosed on all sides by turf banks
of uniform slope, giving the depth above stated. A fountain

and basin occupy the centre. The rest is a group of flower-beds

of a simple pattern on grass. The number of these beds is

about eighty—too many in my estimation, as there is too little

space between, but at the time of my visit they were all well

filled. I had not time to go into details. Passing on to the

next series, the avenue of beds ; there being more space for

these to show themselves, they present a better appearance. I

will not attempt to describe them hi detail, but may state that

they were planted in pairs, and the plants used were so skil-

fully arranged as regards height, that the general outline of

each bed was somewhat in the shape of a low tent—for a tall

pointed plant Uke a Fuchsia forms the centre, next come others

much shorter, while still dwarfer plants are placed near the

edge. The neatness and regularity with which this was done
reflected great credit on Mr. Fish, who has two great diffi-

culties to encounter : First of all he has but Utile room in

which to winter and prepare his plants ; and secondly, he has
to contend against the evils of planting the same beds year

after year without being able to renovate the soil . Yet the

beds looked well, not a blank spot was visible, and the avenue
of beds pointing in a south-westerly direction formed one of

the prettiest features of the place. They commenced near to

the Italian garden previously described, and terminated in

some shrubbery that enclosed a fernery and other rustic work.

I now come to the ribbon borders by the side of the south

wall of this kitchen garden. One of these may be called the

wall border, being next to it ; the other is on the opposite side

of a walk, and having its outer side on the turf of the pleasure
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ground. Tlie wall in a great measure is covered witli Tea
Roses and other clioiee climbers, with about 2 feet vacant
space at the foot of the wall to allow of their being dressed
and attended to. The remainder of the bolder vii- ]'l:iii(' d in

straight lines this season ; on some former occasions Mr.
Fish has had it iu difl'ereut figures, but nothing looks better
than straight lines. In the past season it was planted thus;
lir,e.'fnning at the side next the walk, which was edged with turf

ot the usual width, the rows were as follows —Ist low
Cerastium; 2nd, Geranium Brilliant ; 3rd, Geranium Madame
Vaueher, a white-flowerod variety; 4th, Coleus ^Jth Cal
eeolaria, yellow

;
6th, Ageratum, the taU variety; 7th', GeianmmTrentham Rose

; 8th, Gladiolus, mostly scarlet.
'""*'""'"

It will be seen fi 1 1 11 f , that th:> intention of the
plT,utin„ IS foi the pUuts to use ^nuuallv from the walk edge
to the bid low neaiest the wall of Gladiolus. This they
di I with toleiable accuiac-j and the blooming plants all looked
well ind so did those giown fii their foliage. I am not sure
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whether double rows of the plants, and ouly ouc-half the

Iduds enumerated, would uot have been better, but this may
have been practised in some former years. The border on the

other side of the walk iu a great measure resembled the above
as regards the planting of the lirst five rows, which were re-

peated in an inverse way on the other side, so that both sides

were alike, the sixth, seventh, and eighth rows being of course

omitted. This also looked well. The same cai-e in skilful

training had maintained that uniformity so essential to this

mode of planting, that nothing was wanting to entitle it to

tlifl highest honours if prizes had had to be awarded.
We now come to the planting of that heterogeneous class

of beds which form a feature in other places as well as this,

being, iu fact, links couuectiug one kind of gardening with
another. Those beds or borders were of varioirs kinds, now

assuming the form of a raised bed, a baud of Ivy 2 feet high
surrounding a bed on which a mass of the most showy of all the
bedding plants were growing and flowering in great luxuriance
—in fact, a huge pan of flowers is the nearest comparison I

could make. Other beds were somewhat smaller, yet elevated

in the same way, and with a bow over them covered with
chmbers—these were basket beds, the planting being the same
as in the others, perhaps ; while in some beds the little eleva-

tion given to them was by rough stones, on which some hardy
plant, as the Sasifraga hu'ta or a Sedum, was allowed to

luxuriate as an edging. Other beds, or rather borders, were
masses of shrubs, around which two or three rows of bedding
plants formed a pleasmg baud, while now and then was a mix-
ture—far too httle met with at most places—of herbaceous
plants. The whole showed that care and attention, even to

Ai'ch at the east end of the Ribbon Borders. 7^

—

the most minute detail, which are the source of all success,

and good keeping prevailed everywhere.
Entering the kitchen garden on the west side, or rather

before doing so, one catches a glimpse of the pits and ether
appliances in which Mr. Fish winters the host of bedding plants

he yearly turns out, and one is astonished at the smallness of

space at command, and a sight of this quarter at the end of

April would be well worth going some distance to see. It was
September instead of April when I was there, and I could only
see good crops of Melons, Cucumbers, Capsicums, &c., in the
pits that will hereafter have to furnish a winter home for Gera-
niums, Verbenas, and other plants.

Fine rows of trained Pear and Apple trees are planted on
e.ich side of a central walk that crosses it from east to west.
These trees, which were 11 or 12 feet high, had been spurred-in
for many years, were in the best of health, and what was of

more consequence, nearly all of them weiie bearing good crops
of fruit. I omitted to take the names of conspicuous ones,

but I hope Mr. Fish wiU favour us with them at some fitting

time, for these fruits are often so scarce that one looks with
feeUngs akin to envy on such good crops as those at Putte-
ridgebury. A glance at the vineries, which occupy a portion of '

this north wall, and a simOar hurried look at some excellent

Peaches in an orchard house adjoining the Grape house, and
I find myself again at Mr. Fish's dwelling ; and time, that

inexorable tyrant which breaks up so many a friendly chat,

warned me I had no more minutes to stay, so with a hearty

shake of the hand I reluctantly left Putteridgebury with the

perfect certainty that, if I attempted to put down what I saw,

onlj' a few of the many features of that tine place would be

described.

Before concluding, however, I have one more remark to

make about the contents of the flower-beds, and that is, a

great number of plants are used which many at the present

day call old-fashioned , and yet their superiors are not to be met
with amongst newer ones. Geraniums Brilliant, Trenlham
Rose, Rubens, and Tom Thumb, I saw frequently used. Not
a few hardy plants were turned to good account, as Scdnms,
Saxifrages, and the like ; but newer plants had also their

place. Amongst others not met with every day was a good

batch of the variegated Polemonium, which many are unable

to keep alive ; but it will be a very difficult plant indeed to

manage if Mr. Fish do not turn it to good account : I expect it

will be the first thing he ever failed iu.—-T. Ronsox.

SOjME predatory insects of our gardens.—No. 30.

Rkturn'int, to the subject of aphis hfe, which was under our I remarks of Professor Dyer, quoted in the article upon honey-

consideration in the last paper, we proceed to observe that the
|
dew which appeared in this .Journal a short time since, open up
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a question of some interest—namely, as to the deuompasitiou

which the juices of plants unclorgo iu the digestive appiiratus

of the aphis tribes. It is a papular supposition, I thLnli, that

these creatures are something lilse certain pigs whose history

the poet Pope has seen fit to immortalise, or the reverse of

that. In not very elegant phrase he aUudes to these in one

of his satii-es as excreting the food they had just swallowed at

the trough in a condition exactly resembling that iu which

they received it. So it is supposed that aphides give forth the

sap they have pumped up iu almost a pure state; but this

can hardly h2. A comparison of the sap of plants and the

excretions of the aphides found thereupon would most pro-

bably show that a chemical change was worked, and the honey-

dew was not unaltered sap nor an atmospheric product, as has

been fancied—at least not generally, thougli there may be

honeydew which is not deposited by aphides. The attractive

influence which the fluid ejected by the latter exercises upon

ants proves, were proof necessary without chemical testing,

that it is largely saccharine.

We commenced by remarking that we were about to discourse

upon aphis life, but in reality it will turn out that aphis death

is rather the topic ; for it is necessary, by way of wholesome

consolation for the afflicted gardener, greatly vexed in spirit

through these tiresome though petty pests, to show that, be-

sides birds and other enemies of a larger sort, there are many
insect-destroyers of aphides. Some of these are very notice

able, others carry on their work in an insidious way. Aphides

are decidedly peculiar in their utter disregard of the dangers

which environ them from then- first start iu life until they

reach such a degree of maturity as they attain, which is, as

already observed, far from being full aphishood iu many gene-

rations. Some insects there are which, when attacked by other

insects, make a bold fight of it, or at least use their endeavours

to escape, but not so these soft-bodied creatures ; they receive

the assaults of their foes with a pusillanimity which, if they

were higher iu the scale of creation, would awaken pity or

contempt.
Ladybirds as they are popularly called—the weU-kuowu

little beetles belonging to the Coccinella genus, are generally

spoken of as holding a conspicuous place amongst the insect-

destroyers of aphides. No doubt
they do devour many, both while
they are themselves in the laiTal

state and also when they are

imagos, and the principal workers
are the species bipunctata and sep-

tempunotata. It has been several
times recorded that these species

have been observed to foUow the
aphides in their short migrations
from one spot to another. But with
the best intentions in the world,
for which one is wilUng to give

them credit, ladybirds are often
caught napping when they ought to

be slaughtering aphides or laying those eggs which should
produce the more rapacious larvic. One reason of this is

that these beetles are sensitive to cold, and at certain times
in the spring, just as aphis life is getting proUfic, ladybirds
will be found creeping about in a half-torpid state, or skulk-
ing under the leaves which have been contorted by the
aphides, and lazily devoiuing a few of these. As far as I have
observed, the eggs of Coccinella; are deposited in the spring
by those insects which have hybernated, and they hatch out
more tardily than those of the aphides. Some enter])rising
individuals have suggested that plans should be set on foot for
the rearing of these beetles on a large scale, and their subse-
quent distribution in the particular places where they would
be of most utility. But other insects, such as the Syrphi,
which could hardly be thus nurtured, are much more effective
foes of the aphides ; and under any circumstances human
efforts would be better expended in making direct onslaughts
upon the aphis hosts than in multiplying their insect enemies.
The latter, of course, should not be killed or disturbed.
Many persons in their stroUs through the woods find them-

selves greatly annoyed by the pertinacious attacks of flies be-
longing to the Syrphina family. The larvsc of some of these
feed upon aphides, and they are furnished natui-ally with a
weapon which enables them to do great execution with httle
trouble to themselves. This instrument is a kind of thr-ee-
forked trident, conceniing the use of which a writer says
" These larvm may often be seen laid at ease on a leaf or twi"

Coccinella septempunctata.

envii'oned by hosts of aphides, and these, so far from escaping,
actually walk over the back of theii' enemy. When disposed
to feed he fixes himself by his tail, and being bUud gropes
about on every side as the Cyclops did after Ulysses and his

companions, till he touches an aphis, which he immediately
transfixes with his trident, elevates into the air that he may
not be disturbed by its struggles, and then devours.

Tliere are a good many insects which are far from agreeable
in the odours they emit, but of all villainous stenches that given
off by the Lace-winged fly (Chrysopa or Hemerobius Perla), and
which adheres persistently to the fingers is the worst. " What
a beautiful fly !

" is the exclamation of the observer, who in

beholding one of them resting upon a leaf admires the delicate

structure of the wings, theii- lustrous tint, and the bright
golden eyes ; and this sentimental feeling which is thus called

forth, is speedily changed into disgust, except in the case of a
naturahst, perhaps, when the insect is grasped. It rarely flies,

however, until the dusk of evening, though noticeable on plants
or trees during the day, and as it is rather conspicuous, the
peculiar odour with which it is endowed may have been given
it for its protection. The eggs are curiously arranged on the
lea%'es of various plants. They may be found iu groups of a

dozen or twenty, each supported on a slender footstalk, the
eggs themselves being pearly and circular. The microscopists
have occasionally thought these were fungi, but if they be kept
in a box for a short time the young larvie ma.y be caught iu

the act of cautiously descending from their elevated position to

the leaf below-. The writer, however, and no one else so far as

he is aware, has been able to catch the female in the act of

oviposition. The larva of the Lace-winged fly has a pair of

mandibles (or shall we call them nippers?) wliich are long,

curved, and pointed. If we are to believe one author, a larva

of this species can seize and kill an aphis in half a minute
;

and as their voracity is remarkable, and therefore then digestive

powers proportionable, they can considerably reduce iu numbers
a colony of aphides into which they have been obtruded.
Should a supply of aphis flesh fail, the larvie of Perla fall to

upon any small fry of the caterpillar sort wliich may be handy,
nor do they hesitate sometimes to play the cannibal. Having
attained to adolescence, each larva encloses itself in a sUkeu
investiture, and lies torpid as pupa through the winter. This
larva has been called the aphis Uon ; it has not the unpleasant
odour which is the concomitant of the imago state.

On very good authority it is asserted that ants devour
aphides occasionally, nor is there anything astonishing in the

fact, though the aphides serve also as the " milch cows " of the

more active insects. We ourselves eat cows, as well as milk
them, at least sometimes—not by preference, since we find ox-

meat better. A writer in " Science Gossip," is, however,
evidently wrong in thinking that the diied and empty skins

of aphides to be seen on plants are necessaiily signs that they
have been devoured by ants or by other enemies. Nor does it

seem likely that the formic acid ants emit is hurtful to plants,

as he suggests. StiU he may be right in his statement that ants

take too much honeydew at times, and then roll helplessly

about on the stem, quite " drunk and incapable," for Dr. Gray
writes—" I know that ants do get dnmk. They will pass up
the stem of Prunus Laurocerasus, and think the secretion

from the gland on the petiole, until they get so queer that they
cannot find their way down again." For their own benefit,

and from no kindness to the aiihides, ants have been observed
to guard a colony of apliides from the predatory visits of the

tenants of other ant hUls. They also nurture them in their

hills during the colder months, and Kii'by has given an in-

teresting account of the proceedings of the common yellow ant,

which he calls the gi-eatest cow-keeper of the family. He found
that dm'ing the spring the eggs of aphides (chiefly those of

A. radicum), are watched over with great care by the ants, and
placed in the sun at suitable times. But for aU tliat, there is

stUl probability that some species of ants occasionally devour
aphides, which may be a sUght set-off against the injuries we
have to charge ants with committing in our gardens.
Various two and four-winged flies of the Hymeuopterous

and Dipterous orders make aphides their special food. One of

these is distinguished from its coadjutors by the cautious way
in which the larva goes to work upon its aphis victims. Only
a single egg is deposited by the parent fly on each aphis, and
when this hatches out, the larva feeds very coinfortiibly in the
body, which swells and turns brown as the aphis dies. But
this dies, unfortunately, before the feast of its parasite has
come to its conclusion ; so its tormentor, to prevent the carcase
being wafted away by the wind, cuts a hole through the integu-
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ment, and secures its prey by a silken cord to the object on
wliicli it died. From some recent researches it appears that

some of the aphidii which are parasitic upon aphides, and
which may often be seen in summer running about, and
dihgently plying theu- antenute to aid them in then- selec-

tion, ai-e themselves frequently the prey of a still smaller

insect foe.

It is important for the pomologist to remember that in the

spring the leaves of such trees as the Cherry, Peach, and
Nectai-ine need to be watched, lest they should gradually be over-

spread with an infesting host of aphides. From some observa-

tions communicated to the Entomological Society, it appears
that A. Rumicis and A. Persicic, which both frequent the

Peach and Nectarmc, are generally plentiful in a spring or

summer which has been preceded by a warm damp autumn
without winds of long prevalence. Some, on the other hand,
it should be stated, assert that moisture docs not favour the

development of aphides, and bona fide instances have been
given of the occurrence of some species in profusion after,

or during dry and windy weather. Mcintosh, for the de-

struetiou of aphides on out-door fruit trees, very strongly

advocates the combustion of coal tar or naptha on a still day.

This is carried from tree to tree in an iron ladle or larger vessel,

and he recommends a copious sji'inging the day following with
plain water. Others, however, wiU prefer the application of

tobacco in some form, or some invaluable and largely advertised
" compound," and there are certain of these really good, though
their announcements may savour of quackery.—j. R. S. G.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GAKDEN.

DuKiNG showery weather, such as we have lately expe-
rienced, it is difficult to keep down effectually the seedling
weeds; no sooner does the bright sunshine temjt one to cut
them up, than down poiirs a shower and starts many of the
tenacious living things into renewed activity. To remedy this
it is found an excellent plan, after hoeing through such crops
as Onions, Carrots, and Parsnips, to choose a fine, bright,
sunny morning a day or two afterwards, and go over the whole
with a long-toothed iron rake ; the distui'bance generally
effects the desired end of killing the weeds, and is, moreover, of
great benefit to the crops by scarifying the surface, and thi-ow-
ing it open to receive the full benefit of atmospheric influences.
Asparagus beds in their prime may have every shoot cut until
the middle of June. " Sprue," or very small Asparagus, may
be permitted to grow. This will hardly prevent the develop-
ment of the dormant buds. See to the sowing of Cape and
other autumn Broccoli. Sow plenty of Su-eet Basil, Saconi,
&c., on a warm border of light rich soU. Let Celery plants in
all stages have due attention as to pricking-out, watering,
stin-ing the soil, <tc. Watering, above all, is a most im-
portant point. It should be borne in mind that Celery will
grow in a ditch. Cai>.-!icuiits may be planted under the fronts
of vineries or in other warm situations. Trenches filled with
some fermenting material should be in readiness for Cucumbers ;

expose the plants rather freely to Ught and air to prepare them
for planting under the protection of the hand-glasses. Prick
out late Caulifioiccrs, and keep all seedling crops of this kind
well dusted with quickhme. Sow Du-arf Kidneij Beans for a
succession, and transplant those that have been forwarded, if

not already done. Keep up successions of Spinach. Sow
another good breadth of Turnips, and thin out those advanc-
ing. Endeavour to keep them in a healthy, quick-growbig
state, which is one of the best preventives against the early
ones running to seed. Tomatoes, if hardened off, may now be
planted out; the blanks on the walls are the most suitable
places. Plant them on raised mounds, which will have the
effect of reducing their grossness.

FEriT GAKDEN".
Peach and Nectarine trees affected with green fly, and curled

or blistered leaves, should be well sjTinged with strong Hme
water from a gai-deu engine. Continue to naU-iu the young
shoots of all kinds of fruit trees as they become sufficiently
advanced, and keep the finger and thumb at work amongst
superfluous shoots. Give the Strawbeny beds a final stirring,

and have some material at hand for laying about them to pre-
vent the fruit from getting dirty. Straight wheat straw is

often used. Keep a number of figure-4 traps constantly set
about the beds, as there are no greater destroyers of Straw-
berries than mice. Vines on walls or buildings must be at-

tsnded to as regards disbudding, stopping, Ac. Apricots must
be well examined for the grub.

FLOWER GAEDES.

RoU, mow, and clip the edgings of grass lawns once every
ten days, and use the daisy rake at intervals. Do not neglect

to stir the ground after the heavy battering rains. Thin out
annuals ; stake plants in the borders as they grow ; remove all

decayed leaves and flower-stems, and everything offensive to

the eye. Attend to minor things in the reserve garden. Con-
tinue to destroy insects on Roses. Should the weather con-

tinue dry, much care wUl be necessary in wateirug plants re-

cently turned out in masses. All plants intended for speci-

mens on highly raised beds should, when planted out, by all

means have a hollow basin or concave surface reserved around
the stem, or rather on the upper side, for a fortnight after

planting ; this wiU serve to retain the water and cause it to per-

colate through the soU in contact with the roots. If this is

not done the water on such raised ground runs off, and in doing

so produces a glazed or puddled surface, under which no plant

will thrive untQ the crust is broken. If not aheady done
Dahlias ought now to be planted out ; at the same time their

supports should be put in so that the roots may not be in-

jured, which would probably be the case if delayed to a later

period. Water and mulch the surface of the soil round the

roots.

GEEENHOUSE AND CONSERVATOET.

The turning-out greenhouse plants requires some fors-

thought. Although it may not be desirable to turn out some
of the tribes so early in the season on then- own accoxmt, it is

at least so in many establishments in the country, in order

to carry out without impediment the forcing of fruits and
other matters necessai-y for the supply of a family. In this re-

spect country gai'dens differ much from gardens round the

metropolis. In the latter, display is the piincipal point.:,

in the former, display, although not altogether unheeded, is-

sometimes obliged to give way to more substantial matters.

The first step is to provide a proper situation, and one scarcely

secondary is to secm-e a sound bottom on which to place the

pots. When the least suspicion of water-lodgments exists,,

drainage in the first place should be secured, and the pots

elevated above the ground level. I do not mean to assert

that house plants must be turned out, I merely advise on
the score of expediency. Plunging, we should say, should in

most cases be resorted to, provided the plunging material is

above the ground level. All plants with fine hair-roots, as

the Ericas and Epacrises, should certamly either be plunged

or double-potted—that is, inserted within an empty pcit>

Another great point is to classify the plants with regai'd to

their general habits and character. No plant-cultivator would
think of mixing Heaths with Pelargoniums or Cacti. After

the bedding-out is accompUshed a reserve stock should be im-
mediately taken in hand, and should receive high cultivation,

in order to fill-up blanks the moment they occur, either in

houses or in the borders. Continue to clear away exhausted

specimens in order to give place to Pelargoniums, Calceolarias,

Pioses, and other gay flowering plants now in perfection in the-

consei-vatory. If a canvas screen is used for shading from
bright sunshine, some of the Orchids in flower, especially those

found to stand cool treatment, may be removed to this house
for the sake of prolonging then- beauty. Take all possible

precautions to avoid insects, remembering that in this, as in
most cases, prevention is better than cure. Stanhopeas in

baskets should be well examined, or fine flower-spikes may be
lost tlirough coming in contact with the sides. Let the house
have a thorough circulation of ah' early in the morning, regu-

l.ating the amount by the warmth of the atmosphere. Remove
the plants pushed-on early for autumn or winter flowering, to

the cool shelves of the greenhouse, in order to harden their

wood and prepare them for early blooming. See that growing
Fuchsias have abundant watering. Look to the stock of young
plants being forwarded m cold pits forthwith. Achimenes for

late flowering may be brought on gently in such places, as

well as many other plants Ukely to be required for auttmin
and early-winter decoration.

PITS AND FRAMES.
Very young stock of Epacrises, Ericas, and small New

Holland plants will be best in a pit or frame, placmg the Ughts
to face the north. The glass must be clean-washed and the
pots elevated above the ground level on ashes, or, what is better
still, on tiles ; those used for malt-kilns are best adapted for
the purpose, as they permit the water to pass freely. Expose
Zinnias and other tender annuals entirely night and day, by
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removing the lights aud covers. Plants that are kept to

succeed Tulips, Hanuuculuses, Ac, next month, should have

plenty of room given them. Attend to air-gi'ving, watering,

and shading. The late-struck plants also require attention
;

they will come in rery useful by-and-by to fiU-up vacancies in

beds.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEX GiEDES.

Theee has been a fine change in the weather, but up to the

25th frost eveiy morning ; stiU, the weather being diy, we do
not think it has done any harm.

Our chief work has been protecting from vermin, and Dutch-
hoeing among advancing crops, so as to cut off all weeds, and
leave the surface soil open.

Jerusalem Artichokes may still be planted, and exceUeut
they are when well cooked. We are surprised that the lovers

«f game, especially pheasants, do not plant every open space in

their woods with this Artichoke, as, besides the cover the tops
would yield, the roots are eagerly sought after by pheasants
not too highly fed. The tubers to us are not to be despised,
but we would never taste one if we could get a nice lloui'y

Potato, though changes are pleasant.
Globe Arlirhokcs.—For a continuance of table suppty we re-

commend planting a row every season. If strong plants are

turned out iu ilarch and --Vpril, they will throw up theu' heads
late in autumn. When we do not so plant we select a row or
two, and give them more surface-manming and manm-e-water-
ing, so that they may come in later. In dry summers nothing
jidds more to the crispness of the heads than a good watering
through a syiinge, or with hquid manm-e.

Broccoli, lOc.—We are quite vexed that some miscliievous
urchin has taken away the label from two rows of late Broccoli,
-which has been splendid—quite as good as, and supplementing,
the earhest CauHflower. The Cauliflower has been well laid out,
lichly top-di'essed, and in the warm days had a fair allowance
of sewage water. In small kitchen gardens the great object is

to supply the best vegetables aud have continuous successions,
lately we had a visit from an old gardener. He was not sure
whether he was seventy-six or seventy-eight, but he was hale
and hearty, and one of the objects of his -visit was to find out
if we practised the system of successions we had talked to him
about eight years ago. 'WeU, he would see our successions of
-Cauhflo-wer, Onions, Cabbages, &c., and he gave us this an-
nouncement—"It is aU folly to glut people." Anything pre-
sented iu too large a quantity and too often is sure to be
despised.

Potatoes.—Those forced and protected have been very good,
and showed no signs of disease. Those on banks and borders
out of doors had the soil much consolidated by the rains, so
we used a light steel fork to stir the soU, and will earth-up ere
long. We have tried almost all modes, and now we find in
•every way an advantage in a slight earthing-up. Where ground
is scarce other crops can also be coming on iu the fuiTows.
We tried Potatoes on the flat for years, but we had not such
fine tubers, and some of the best were apt to be greened from
leing too near- the sui-face.

FKCrt GAKDEN.
Strawberries.—Since the sunny weather our Strawberries in

pots have been weU coloured and high flavoured. With air
aud su)i there is no reason for the statement that forced
Strawberries are never equal to those gathered from the open
ground. The reverse is the truth when the conditions are
favoui^able. Granted that after a fortnight of duU weather
fine-looking Strawberries are insipid iu houses, what is the
value of their flavour out of doors after ten d-ays of duU
<lrizzling weather? We have had all our rows and beds out of
doors v,-ell dressed with soot and lime. The out-door crop
looks very well—abundance of bloom, and only one here aud
there touched with the frost. But for the strain in other de-
partments we should have covered aU our Strawben-y ground
n-ith stable Utter, well shaken before it was used. Of com^se
clean straw is better, but the litter does very well, as the first
shower thoroughly washes it, and after the ground is well
soaked the litter keeps the moisture in. We have tried many
modes—sticks and strings, tiles, itc, but the htter after all is
the cheapest where it can lie had from the stable for nothing.
Where litter has to be bought, the next cheapest and most
effective mode is to fasten some httle sticks along the rows,
and ruu a cord, however email, on each side; the fruit is good'
and ought not to be splashed with soU or pelting rains.

I On the whole nothing is better than litter and straw. We
i have used tanners' bark, aud man3- other things, short grass

being about the least desirable, not only because the rains are

apt to beat the giass into the fruit, but also because there is

not enongh of free drainage in damp weather, and there are

generally niunerous seedling weeds from the gi^ass.

Heating with Fermentinii Material.—^W'e read the first

article of last week with much interest. For four or five

years we used to follow the plan largelj-. Then we had plenty
of stable dung. When we thought of starting a house—say a
vinery, we used to have a huge mound placed in the house,
bringing it at once from the st.able, and supplying water if

necessary. For two or three weeks it was hardly safe to enter
the house, as it was clouded with fumes and steam from the
dung. The only thing to be cared for was to get this mound
of dung sweet before the buds opened. In cold mornings we
used to turn the dung over when sweet, fill the house with
dung steam, and Vines aud Peaches luxuriated in it. Very
little air early giren was our safety valve. We have never
had better Grapes, &c., since, and when we thus forced with
dung, we never had au insect in the house. In one thing
we differ from Mr. Douglas : He recommends all such
material to be taken out as the Grapes begin to colour ; we
used to allow our mounds to remain until the Grapes were cut,

and not only so, but when not wanted for heat we made
Mushroom beds of them, and frequently towards autumn, the

same day when we cut a basket of Grapes, we would gather
half a bushel or more of Mushrooms. A slight sprinkling of

hay or short litter over the bed prevented that bed at all in-

terfering with the Grapes. We are quite within bounds when
we say that under these circumstances the Mushrooms would
have more than paid all the expenses of forcing the Vines.

ORX.\MEXI.iL DErABTMEXT.
Excessively busy mowing, daisy-kniving, and preparmg beds.

We have much to plant out next week. Let us urge on all

lovers of pereuuials, biennials, Ac, as Hollyhocks, Bromi^ton
and Intermediate Stocks, to sow -without delay, and in the
open ground. Such fine old flowers as Canterbury Bells, Delphi-
niums, Ac, should not be forgotten. These will bloom freely

next season. All hardy annuals if sown now will bloom freely

in the autumn. Even tender annuals, as Zinnias, Asters, and
Stocks, sown now wiE make a splendid autumn display.—K. F.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*,* We request that no oue will write privately to any of the

correspondents of the " Journal of Horticulture, Cottage
Gardener, and Comitry Gentleman." By so doing they
are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. All

communications should therefore be addressed solely to

The Editors of the Journal of Horticulture, etc., 171, Fleet
Street, London, E.G.

The GinDENEns' Te.u: Book {True Blue).—Ii is stiU in print, and can
be obtained at our of^ce.

Deebv SEEDSatEN {A Siibscrihcr).-—^As there are many seedsmen in Derby,
and not being spiritualists, we cannot tell wlio sold you the black-seeded
Cucumber.

Labour foe Garden {A Constant Bender).—You will require five hands

—

viz., a head-gardener, two under-gardeners, a labourer, aud a handy man to
see to the cows, &c., and make up his time in the gardens.

Sulphate of AaraosiA (It. 0.).—Not more than a quarter of an ounce to
the gallon of water for plants in pots. Two hundredweight per acre for
kitchen garden crops.

Azalea GiBSONn (TI^ D., York).—It ought to be disqualified if shown as
an Azalea. It is a Ehododendron.

Select GoosEBERp.rES (Governor H. S. S.).—For gathering green, the
following are good;—Antagonist, Companion, London, Queen of Trumps,
Dan's Mistake, aud -Whitesmith. Red -VVarrington for preserving.

Rhododendron (A Clare Subscriber) —Tour Rhododendron flowering in
the open air is R. Blandfordiffiflorum, found by Dr. Hooker iu the Himalayan
mountains of Sikkim and Eastern Nepaul, at elevations of even 12,000 feet.

Seedling Pansies {E. M.).—The flowers sent to us are very fine and beau-
tiful. We advise you to exhibit a stand of them before the Floral Committee
of the Royal Horticultural Society.

Grapes Spotted (3/. F. W.).—Your Grapes are attacked by the gangrene,
called by gardeners *' the spot." If vou refer to our number published on
the 16th inst., on page 411 you will find all we can recommend to be done.

CcLTtTBE OF Fraste CccmrBEns (Cambria).—The present season has been
very trying for frame Cucumbers, but where there is plenty of heating ma-
terial, fruit fit to cut ought to be produced long before June. We had them
this year the first week in ilay from a two-light fi-ame. Om^ practice is as
follows :—Early in January we commence by throwing into a heap a suffi-

cient quantity of fresh stable litter for the formation of the bed, and if dry
we give it a good wetting. It is allowed to lie until it has acquired a good
heat, and is then again turned over, putting the outside inside, and wetting
it if dry. In about a week it will have heated again, and may be very hot

;

turn it over and wet any dry portions. In another week it will have parted
with its rank steam ; the object of the turnings is to cause this result, aud
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to ffive a more lastin" neat to tne mateiiaia wii-ci i-^^j .-- ^ -a *C *i,«

Ih^ch theymav be at the end of January, making it 18 inches wider thaj^ the

l^e SZZl and carrying it up 6 feet high at the hack and 5 feet m front

Spread the materials ont, mix them together, and heat "'«'=_"'" T"l'„d
fork as the work proceeds. This done, put on the frame and kght., and

Xwthem to remam a week; then take off the hghts level the bed, and

^labarrowful of soU under the centre of each light; ^^e^P '^e hghtson

i day or two, and then spread about an inch of soil aU <"« ?« ^'j'^' '«^™f
the rest in the centre in the form of a cone, about » '°°t deep flatten^

ingthetop. The soil shoiUd be dry rather than wet In ".'i»y fJ^°,th?
plants may be put out ;

plant a good strong one on each hillock, and pve just

a httle tepid water to settle the soU about the roots This ^^^ "^
^termg

must be practised up to June, always using water the temperature of the

frame, cire should fiso be taken not to plant out until the heat of the bed

has been ascertamed. A thermometer may be sunk ^ the soil 6 inches deep

and if it do not indicate more than 85^ it is right, and the temperature o

the frame should he 70', and must not be allowed at any time o be ^s thm
60- at ni"ht. Air should b.j given at 75^ and the frame should be closed at

that temperature. It may rise to 80 , 85 , or 90 ,
with sun and »b??d''™'; °'

air. The plants ^viU need earthing-upas the roots reach the sides of the

hill; but place the 'soU inside the frame the night previous or when the

weather ii mUd. In this way the earthing is to be done at two or thiee

times unto the bed is earthed aU over from 10 mches to a foot deep. Good

Ught turfy loam is the most suitable compost. The bed will need lining m a

fortnight or three weeks after the plants are turned out, and the hmngs

must be kept up and renewed, so as to maintam the temperatm-e above

mentioned. Mats or other covering must be put over the Ughts every night

untU June, and in putting them on they should not hang over on tne

dnnn-, which, however, for the Uning, should not be fresh, but sweetenea a

Uttle, though it need not be so much so as for the bed-makmg. 1> T™ i;™-

not raise the plants in a hou--e, you wiU need to make up a hi-st hotbed three

weeks before the planting bed is made. A one-Ught box wiU answer very

weU. Then make up the other bed, so as to have it ht for the plants by

the time they have grown, so as to be stopped at the second leaf, lou

may, however, sow and rear the plants in the permanent bed, and by sow-

in.^ after the bed has attained a good heat, or in three or four days aftei

making up the bed, you will lose but Uttle time, or be only a few days later

in cutting.

Training Plums, Peacht.s, and Apricots (E.).—The horizontal method

of training will suit the Plum on your low waU. The first com-se of branches

should be 1 foot from the giound, and the others 8 inches apart, as you pro-

pose. We do not advise this method of training with the Peach and Apricot,

as the branches, especially those of the Apricot, are veiy apt to die oa, ana

they cannot, with this system of training, be easily replaced. We advise you

to practise the system called fan training.

Frcit Dropping off Orchard-hocse Trees (.Jre AMateur).—The fruit

which is now turning yellow and dropping oS was not set. If it had set it

would only have dropped off with very bad management. If your house is

unheated we do not wonder at your failure, considering the long-continued

unfavourable weather we had. You should keep the house as dry as possible,

and ventUate freely when the trees are in blossom. We beheve damp and

cold to have been the cause of your failure.

Air Boots on Vines (S'.T. TT.).—A moist atmosphere is the usual cause

of ail- roots. They do no harm whatever to the Vine. We have an early

house, in which they form abundantly every year. One season we would not

touch one of them, next season we cut them off as fast as they appeared,

and we did not notice any perceptible difference in the general health of the

Vmes ; both years we cut a splendid crop of Grapes. As these aerial ap-

pendages are not very ornamental, we advise you to remove them.

Bedding Pel-iegonitms Grafting (C. M. Major).—The taU standard

plants which you wish to graft with the better sorts Lf Zonal, Tricolor, and

Double varieties, you may practise upon successfully; but we should proceed

by inarching on each shoot, raising plants of the desfred kinds on a stage. It

is not necessaiy to use clay; merely tie with matting, and then cover with

moss, which should be kept moist. In about six weeks the union will be com-

plete ; but first loosen the bandage, and see that the parts are united before

severing. Leave a joint or two above the junction on the stock, so as to attract

the sap"; but all the shoots operated on should be shortened and kept from

growin- much, so that the sap may be diverted into the scions. The part

above the scions will, as soon as the growth is complete, need to be cut off

closely. Yon might graft them, but in this case you must keep the plants

•VC17 close, employ rather fii-m wood for scions, and all growth must be

removed from the stock. We advise marching in your case.

Hot-water Pipes P.ainted (T. W.y—The pipes will give-off fumes tor

some time after painting, and it is a mistake to use paint that is partly com-

pounded of lead. No harm will be done when the paint is thoroughly dried.

Leave a little aii- on for a tim(J at night, and with this wo do not think you

have anything to apprehend from the paint. We think the Cucumbers have

perished from cold, and we do not understand your Ughting a fll-e occasion-

ally in a stove. To keep up the proper temperature m a stove you wiU need

fii-e heat almost constantly.

Plants for South Wall (jfma/fiir).—For your low south wall we adrise

Ceanothus dentatus, C. floribundus, Escallonia macrantha, E. glandulosa,

Garrya eUiptica, and Lignstrum japonicum, all of which are fine evergreens.

Water well in dry weather.

LiLlUMS Infested with Green Aphis—Calceolarias Stopping (_M. a.).

—As you cannot well fumigate the house we ad\'ise you to wa^h the plants

leaf by leaf, and stalk by stalk, with tobacco water. This is made by pouring

half a gallon of boiling water on the strongest shag tobacco, and covering it

up. Let the liquid stand until cool, and then apply it with a sponge. It is

well to strain before use. There is no necessity for fllling-iip the pots with

compost once or twice a-week, though it will not do any harm as long as the

roots are not interfered with ; watering with weak liquid manure is beneficial.

The Calceolarias are all the better of the stopping, and we should advise their

being potted at once. Take them up with good balls, and place them in pots

that will hold their roots without cramping. They will need to be shaded for

a few days until they have become again estabUshed.

SPH.EROGYSE LATiFoLiA (W. H. S.).—It is a Wcst Indian plant, and a

noble plant. Btem and leafstalks red ; leaves ovate and velvety olive green on

the upper surface, red beneath. We cannot say whether your Draciena is

mnbraculifera from the brief description.

SiPHOc.utPl-Los (if. A.).—The plant of which you enclose a leaf and flower

is evidently one of the Siphocampylos genus, probably S. coccineus, which is

not treated of inom- Journal. S. coccmeus is a native of BrazU, and a cool

rtove ofwa™ i?eetJiouse plant, evergreen, bat sendmg up fresh shoots from

the base The rfdTarts should thei-efore be cut off after they have flowered

ius a very free.g?owing plant, succeeding admh-ably m the hghtest and most

aL;pJtof theltove.requhes to be well watered
l^-'^^^-^'^^^^^J^^

abiidance of atmospheric moistm-e, but m wuiter no moi e than wiU keep it

freSi It is nropa^ated by cuttings, which root freely m gentle heat. A
foi^osto two pS loam, one part leaf soU, half a part of sandy pea

,
the

saSe of charcoarin lumps from" the size of a pea to that of a hazel nut,

with a sixth part of silver sand. Give good dramage.

Hardy Bolbs (Cora.<6ia).-Leave them in the ground until the leaves

tm^ brow;,^heu take them up, dry, and store tbem^ Pro=^e »'. Masters

"Botaby for Beginners," noticed m our Journal of the Ibth mst.

Narcissus (Budi«y ff™ncJ!/).-We do not know the kinds you name but,

some^foS correspondents may be able to give some infoi-mation of N. pocu-

hformis elegaua, N. LeedsU, and N. major superbus.

DESTROYING BINDWEED (C. H.).-The ouly
'"«?°?,°twnc«d'X foots*

weed is to fork it out, taking away every portion of the whipcora-uke roots.

TMs however cannot always weU be practised, but whenever the gromd is

no^ioZcropitis weU to use the fork if the roots are deep, "'•growth

may te ^nsTderably checked by not oUowlng the top to make any headway.

This will weaken the roots ; but pulUng it up is best.

BEDDING Plants foe Autchn Emubition (P., Subsmber}.-It is diift-

cultto'J™ any satisfactory reply to yoiu: query, but we »?^«>-i^^ t''.%*'=^»?^,^

J C WarT It Ts likely these would not take-foliage plants would be

w^inted thietorewenamJsixthat ^e the best, bee-u- the most useW^

Centan^ea ragiisina. Golden FeatherPyrethrum,Iresme Linden. P^'^"-!™™^

Flambeau (Golden-variegated), Constantane (Gold and Bionze). and irmcess

Alexandra (SUver-edged).

berSe^i^^urAl'olLTorMVt ts^^hilo^
S laTclassofTeddi^g plants, and after they are removed m^ up fte bed ,

add some leaf soU or weU-rotted manure, and plant su* snjjjects asOiocuses

Tulips, Narcissus, Hyacinths, and sP™?-fl™e™gplants as Myssum s^tUe

compoitmn, Ai-abis albida, A. alpina ™"eg='ta. Aubnetia g^^an>hfloi-a^ A t^^^^^^

Belhs aucubsfolia, Cheiranthus Marshalh, Myosotis a-^^'™"^; *'•

'^f^^3^1
Pansy Cliveden Blie, Yellow, White, and Purple ;

S^ene Pmdu^a and Prunulos

both single and double of the followmg colom-s-white, hlac, yeUow, and

^Is^sECTS (T. A,hton).~Yow: Holly leaves are fastened together with the

web of a small spider which feeds on flies (several dead ones b^'°|,stil^in

the webs), and which has no means of bitmg or '°J!"^S '''« *°°'^.„^Z
know no msect which really hurts the shoots ; tbere is, however, a smaU fly,

thHi.™ of which make blotches on the leaves. Yom- other leaves were

JboiTt IresiTe Herbstii (T. B., Lfcrf<).-Your Rose twigs are infested by

1 Sei?sec" Coccus hesperduii, which also attacks other waU trees, suck

LpS:hes,ApiS;™ Pears, &c. The insects should be pkked oft at once, 01-

the young ones will be soon hatched by hundreds.—I. O. \\.

NA3IE3 OF Plants IA. M. L.).—The silky-seeded specimen is SaUx caprea.

The other is' Fatus sylvatica heterophylla, a voi-iety of the common Beech

and so calledbecause its leaves are of various forms. (M.E. £:.)—l,sta,ptiyica,

r^innata- 2 S trUoba. {F. T.j.-The red flower is Lychnis diurna, and the-

^Wte oLe l! vespertina; the other is not in flower. Specimens ought

Always to be numbered, (T. H-l.-Eiyngium maritimuin. The Pea flowers

nmbns ni^-er (i D. S.).—It is Primula cortusoides, or Cortusa-leaved Prim-

rose IMs a native of Siberia, and was introduced into our gardens a^ long

Bines as 1799 (Tcrf, tJic Garrfjfiifr).—Celsia Arcturus. |Hora).—1 tens sca-

berula. It is a native of New Zealand, and should be grown in a cool green-

house It is propagated by dividing it m the spring. Keep it near the glass

bSt safe from cold currents of ah:. [John).-\, Centaurea mon tana
; 2, Ajuga

reptans. (.W. F.Hrtf!.-).—Polypodium Dryopteris.

POULTEY, BEE, A¥D PIGEON OHROMOLE.

M-\NAGEMENT OF POULTRY BEFOEE ANI>

AFTER EXHIBITION.-

I SHOULD like to make a very few remarks in reply to Mr.

NichoUs, not, as he wilT readily believe, froni a desire for con-

troversy but because the points are really important. I was

perhaps a Uttle amused by reailin- how at the Ci-ystal Pa,lace n»

bird "had any water until it had first eaten some food, and

then to find "they cannot awaUow food until they have sonis

watn- " but of course we all know this must be either a shp of

the pen or of the printer, and Mr. NichoUs will not grudge the

JjL^-^hich is sure to arise with the reflection of what a small

amount of sustenance such a regimen must afford.

But what I wanted to return to was the possibility of a fowl

being starved on the return joiu-ney The particulars Ifc

NichoUs gives aUow me to identify the bird he names as a very

fine Brahma cockerel, which, so far as I remember, I offeiea

I'lSfor; and this being so, I repeat, without the very slightest

hesitation, that it i. "simply nonsense " he should have d^ed

from starvation on account of a two-days journey noi could he

had it been three. Observe, the bird amved dead
;
and I may

say, without fear of contradiction, that there is no adult ammal

whatever that will die from such a cause in t^'^^ fa°^f: fy
°wn

birds when I removed to Loudon, were nearly that time on the

S\Tthout ill result; and when Mr. Boyle bredBrahmas m
Ireland I had several times birds from him which were longer-

on the way. In one case there was a special request that a

certain cockerel should be returned "at once" if not. kept, and
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he was sent back after only one good meal of soft food, which
would be the only feed in about four days ; but he came to no
harm. To kill a Brahma by starvation would take at least a

week. The gentleman on whom Mr. NichoUs relied, whatever
his pretensions may have been, can have known very little to

give such an opinion. Few indeed are really competent to

dissect a fowl and give such a judgment; for not until heart,

liver, lungs, brain, spinal column, and countless other far more
obscure organs have been carefully and minutely examined, as

well as most diligent search mado for actual injuries, can it be
said that "all are in a healthy .state." One smaU spot of blood
in the brain would be amply stifflcient to account for death.

But, however this may be, anyone who could pretend to examine
a bird, and then say that because " all the organs were healthy "

it had " died from starvation," after two-days starving only, is a
very unsafe guide, and I am glad that the absence of any name
enables me to express that opinion freely. That two days on a

journey may do irreparable injury I freely admit; but in this

case, let it be again observed, the bird arrived dead, which is a
simple impossibility from such a cause.

Lastly, Mr. Nicholls says that feeding birds in a pen " must

"

increase the size, especially with such food as I use. I did not
say what I did, that it need " not " increase the size, without
having again and again put the matter to the most infallible

test—that of the scales. Of course size can be thus increased
;

but this depends on the quantity as well as quality of the food

;

and my direction was always to keep the birds with eager appe-
tites. Some of the best fowls I have ever seen, and bearing the
bighest honoms, have not been in the least fattened. Fattening
bides many a bird's faults, but a really first-class bird does not
need this. I only find fault with Mr. Nicholls's "must," and
only wish on my own part to rej)eat the caution against this
fattening, which is the chief cause of half that goes wrong with
exhibition fowls. The birds I mentioned as having been penned
for weeks were carefully kept from any increase of weight, and
so too are Game fowls, which are often penned previous to
showing. It all depends on the feeding. What I urge is, the best
food to get first-class plumage, but sparingly given. With nearly
all Mr. Nicholls's other remarks I cordially agree.—L. Whight.

BEDLINGTON POULTRY SHOW.
In The Jourkal or Hokticultuee for last week I find that

•" BEnLiNGTON Terriee," in a criticism on the Pigeon awards
at the Bedliugton Show, makes some remarks that require cor-
rection ; and, as one of the arbitrators, I feel assured I may ask
at least for accuracy of statements as to facts that if unnoticed
might tend to our prejudice. I shall iiui'posely avoid any allu-
sion to those portions that simply show difference of opinion,
and confine myself to three plain facts. " Bedlington Teeeiee "

says, " Owls liad thirteen entries, and all very poor except pen
275, which was unnoticed." Pen 275 was an empty pen when
judged. Your correspondent states, " Barbs were all very good,
but Mr. W. B. Van Haansbergen's well-known old Black warrior
only obtained the second honours, but ho richly deserved the
place of Mr. Orange's bird." \ ,.liva<1\ pul.liM:' ,1 i ., tlie list of
awards, the fact is Mr. Van !! :.

i r, ,,.: a i ia,, entries,
wonftottthe prizes in the 1'

i

'

!
,•';!'

i M u i; a;; > s jipn was
not noticed. "Bedlingtox Ti.uiaLu ' alou say.-,, " ike Variety
class was strong ; the two pens containing White Dragoons anil
Yellow Dragoons, Nos. 325 and 326, wei-e undoubtedly the two
best pens shown, and richly merited the honours of first and
second prizes, which they did not receive." Both Nos. 325 and
326 were empty .at. the time the awards were made, but they
were penned afterwards.

—

Edw.ibd Hewitt.
[The first duty of a critic is to be accurate as to facts, and we

Togret that we relied upon the accuracy of the communication,
ai the writer sent us his name and address.

—

Eds.I

MANAGEMENT OF POULTRY AT EXHIBITIONS.
.
As there are so many shows springing up in aU quarters, I con

sider it weU-spent time to make a few remarks upon the manage
ment of birds on their arrival at a show, during their stay, and
preparatory to repacking. Having had the entire management
of the Ipswich exhibitions, and receiving many flattering ac-
knowledgments of the birds' safe return," I am emboldened to
chronicle the few simple rules I have adopted.
In the first place, make sure that the pens are closed at the

backs and sides, for many a first-class cock is spoiled by thread-
ing his sickle feathers through the wires. No pens show birds
better than those which have closed backs and sides, galvanised
wire netting at the top, and quarter-inch galvanised upright
wire rods for the front. Strew the bottom of the pens with
coarse and the most colourless gi-it, excepting for the white or
Ught-plumaged varieties, for which we use clean straw cut into
half-inch chafi. I would here enter a strong protest against the
use of sawdust for the bottom of pens, as has been mooted in
more than one instance. For feeding I recommend scaldin"
some of the best barleymeal, then stiBen up just so much that"

when the fowls peck at it, it falls into pieces like a properly-
cooked floury potato. When they have had their peck at this
they may have water put into their tins, as they will not then
drink more than is good for them. For their next meal they
may have a mixture of small maize, barley, and wheat. Their
last meal should always be the same as recommended above for

the first, as nothing is worse than feeding birds with dry whole
corn just before packing, when they will perhaps be on their
journey one or two days and nights. I always give the police-
men (of whom, through the kindness of the Mayor of Ipswich,
we have several looking round during the Show), strict in-

junctions not to allow visitors to molest the specimens with
sticks ; for too often at exhibitions a few persons go from pen to
pen, poking a stick first at one bird and then at another.

Lastly, care should always be taken to provide abundant venti-
lation, but so managed as to prevent a cutting current of air

passing through the pens, which is very injurious, and but little

better than the merciless exposure the birds have to endure at
some shows where the pens are placed entirely in the open air

;

and, as one of our oldest and most respected judges said of one
such show, the Ducks appeared to reUsh the downpour of rain,

but the other specimens presented a most pitiable sight, let

alone the adverse circumstances under which the awards had
to be made. Therefore, select a well-lighted, well-ventilated,
weather-proof place for poultry shows, for it will contribute to
the well-being of the birds and the comfort of the adjudicators,
upon whom rests the difficult task of satisfying exhibitors and
the public generallj'.—W. B. Jeffbies, Henley Boad, Ipswich.

DEVON AND E-\ETER POULTRY SHOW.
This was held on the 23rd and 24th inst. The entries were

numerous. The following is the priZ2 list :

—

BR4HMAS.—Dnrfc.—I, R. Uren, Gunnislake. 2, E, Burton, Tmro. ftc, W. M-
Snow, jiin., Abbeville, Exeter ; B. F. Parrott, Bristol ; E. Burton, Truro.
BRAHMA3.—L/^'ii.—1, J. Bloodworth. Cheltenham. 2, F. Seccombe, Totnes.

he. J. Long, Plymouth, c, J. Long, Mrs. Wollacombe, Lewdown.
Cocmxs—Cinnamon or Biiff.-l,J. Bloodworth. 2, S. R. Harris, Cnsearne.

he, C. Bloodworth, Cheltenham, c. O. D. Gonid, Moretonhampstead; Mrs. G.
D. Gould, Moretonhampstead ; Mrs. C. Morris. Teignraouth.
Cochins.—^ny other- Variety.—1, "Whitehead & Beachy, Kin^skersweil. 2, A.

C. Travers, Falmouth, he, F. Brewer. Loatwithiel ; Whitehead & Beachy. e,

C. Bloodworth; J. Bloodworth; Whitehead & Beachy; Miss A. F. Barnes,
Bellair, Exeter.
Dorkings.—1, E. Barton. 2, R. W. Beachv. /(C, J. Chisuian, Southampton :

Mrs. Wollacombe ; G. Eveleich. c, E. Burton : R. W. Beachy,
QilMe.—Black Rcii—1, H. Browne, St. -Austell. 2, E. C. Pope, Falmouth, c,

W. Levering, St. Austell.
GiME.—Brown Bed.—l, H. E. Martin, Fakenham. 2, S. R. Higham, Mor-

chard Bishop.
Game.—Jnj/ other variety.—1, Kev. G. S. Cruwys, Morchard, Tiverton. 2, E.

C, Pop. c, F. Angel. Totnes.
B.&itBVRans.—Goltlen-spanftled.—l, H. Feast, Swansea. 2, S. R. Harris,

Cusgarne, c, H. Ascott, Tiverton.
Hamburghs.—Ovldenpencilted.-i. W. Speakman. 2. C. Bloodworth.
UA:dDCROBS.—Silver'Spangled.—l, S. R. Harris. 2, A. Goodridge, Northamp-

H. Denham, ExetP:
Spanish,—2, S. R. Harris.
MiNoRCAS.-miid-, Bla-k. or JBiiic—1. J Hatchings. 2, H. Ascott, Tiverton.

lie, H. Leworthv, Barnstaple : F. J, Bucher. Crediton ; J. Hntchings, Exeter

;

W. Blackmore. St. Sidwells, Exeter : T. Botterell : E, Burton, c, F. Beck.
Polish —1, T. Jacobs, Newton Abbot. 2, S. W Probert, Lostwithiel. he,

Mrs. r.. Morris, Teignmouth. c. Mi«s F, Solomon. St. Blazey.
French Fowls.—1. J, H, Nichols, Lostwithiel. 2, Mrs. Bamett, Croan

Manor, Bodmin, c, H, Feast.
Game Bantams.—BlncA: Bed.—\, J, H, Nicholls, Lostwithiel. 2, T. Jacobs,

Newton Abbott, he. J. Croote, Salutary Mount, Exeter: H. P. Price, Castle
Madnc. Brf cin. South Wales ; J. Pearson, c. Wingfield & Andrews, Worcester.
Game.—Any othtr vnrictii —\. Ttov, G B, Knight, Chelmsford. 2, Ashlev and

Maitland. Worcester, he. Whv'n Id .^' Andrews; R. P. Ceath, Tavistock,
J. Long, Plymouth.
Bant.vms,-BirtCftor 11 ;. ' ' i fiiwc-comd.-l, Wingfield S Andrews,

2, Rev. G. S. Cruwvs. /^ i ! ': ster ; J. Blooiworth, c,H, Feast.
BastaM3.-GoM or .f I/- .

s,
, , l. Rev, G. S. Cruwjs. 2,J.H.Amory,

Tiverton, c, Rev. G. S, Cruwys ; .1. H, Aniory.
Bantams,—.Iny other variety,—1, J. Humphreys, Llskeard, 2, 0. E. Cress-

^vell, Bagsbot.
Ducks,—I, L. H. Rickets, Banwell, 2 and c. S, R, Harris.
Ant other Varietv,—1. J. K. I.nv,.ri,i[xc, Newark, Notts. 2. T. G. Ford,

Mrs. Huxtahle, Lankey :

"

Selling Class,—C<"'
J. Bloodworth ; Hon. an

. .^. 2, S, R. Higham. /ic. J. Hatchings ;

II. l;urford;C. Bloodworth: E. Burton;
T. Chambers, jun. .North I .] a \ ' I'ravers, Falmonlh; J, H, Nicholls; S..._,..

uf, ^,t,,l„lJ Kectory, Lewdown; J, Chisman.
1, E. Burton, Truro. 2, J. Tonar, Rougemont,

R, Harris, c. Mrs. WoU,
Selling Class,—iZcji

Exeter.
PIGEONS.

Carriers.-I. T. Chambers. 2. E Burton, /ic. J. Tonar; H. Yardley.
Pouters —1, H. Yardlev, Birmingham. 2, G. Packham, Whipton, Exeter.
Bahis,-I, E, Burton, 2. H. Yardley.
TcMnLERs.-l, H, Yardley. 2, H. Willoocks. Spurbane, Exeter.
Dragoons,-!, H. Yardley. 2, F Graham, Market Place, Birkenhead.
Ants ERTS.-1. F. Beck. Exeter. 2. H. Y'ardley.
TURBiTs.—1, H, L, Ricketts. 2, J. Croote, Salutary Mount, Heavitree, Exeter.
Nuns.-1, H. Yardley. 2, W. J. Puddicombe, St. Sidwells, Exeter.
Fantails.—1,— Nosworthy, Barnstaple. 2, H, Yardley.
Jacobins,—1. O, E. Cresswell. 2, J. Bullen, Barnstaple.
Any OTHER Variett.—1, W. H, Scott. St. Leonards, Exeter. 2, O. E. Cress-

well. 8, J. L. Smith. Newport, Barnstaple.

Judge.—Mr. Tegetmeier.

SELLING DISEASED PIGEONS.
Sw.ixsEA County Court,—CrooJc versus Watkins. This was

an action, and a jury case, brought to recover £7, value of two
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Carrier Pigeons, part of two pairs which had been supphed by
the defendant Mr. Watkius, of Byford, near Hereford. Plaintiff

having called Mr. Bulpin, of Bridgewater, and Mr. Ace, of

Ystalyfera, to prove the diseases of the bii-ds, also proved by
other witnesses that the birds arrived diseased. The defendant

tried to prove the birds caught cold in transit, which accounted
for the disease being on them when arriving. It was shown
that the practice of selling Pigeons diseased was a common one,
and this action was brought to make an example. The jury re-

turned a verdict, with costs, for plaintiff.

—

(Swansea Herald.)

THE TBUMPETEE.
T"HE Tnimpeter, like all cultivated varieties of the Pigeon I wliich it differs are so distinct and remarkable that it has made

family, has its ardent admirers ; for, although its peculiar pro- fi-iends of its cn-n in aU lands,

perties are closely imitated in other breeds, those points in
|

Some modern writers credit the ancient Egyptians or Ai'abiaas

with the production of the Trumpeter, as w-ith so many other

Tarieties of our favourites, a suggestion, we think, most likely

correct, for the earliest records of the old world show the Dove
had then been long domesticated, and was an established

favourite.
Russia has furnished some of the best specimens of the

Trumpeter we have heard of, nevertheless, we should be m-
cUned to believe there the breed had been improved rather than

originated.

There is a peculiarity in the coo of this bird, distinct from any

other breed ; it is a prolonged sonorous coo-coo-cooing, to which
the variety owes its name. r^ ^ '

The majority of the breed are Black, Black Mottles, ai"l

White. There are a few Reds, Yellows, and Duns, but we be-

lieve the Whites are the most numerous, and present birds of

higher properties than any other coloured Trumpeters. The
Blacks have many good birds among them. Next to White
the most prevalent are the Black Mottles, a very large and

meritorious variety • and now that its other points are so near
perfection, we hope to see more regard paid to their marking, for

we know of few birds that would better repay the attention

necessary to perfect them in that featm'e.
Their properties are rose, crown, muffs, colour, and size. The

rose is above or at the root of the beak; it should be large, flat,

and circular. The hood or crown should be even, large, and
rise well from the back of the head, so as to give full effect to a

front view. The muffs should be long, strong, and well-pro-

portioned, as represented by the engi-avin". As to colour, the
purest white, jet black, and the best marked mottled, will have
the preference in their respective classes, other points being

equal to those of their competitors. With regard to size the

present taste is in favour of the largest.

The first element of success in Pigeon-faucying is cleanliness,

and for this variety it is especially necessary, otherwise one of

its chief attractions, the muffs, will become an eyesore.

Many fanciers in the breeding season cut the muffs short,
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thiniing toth tlie eRps and young are m danger from their

great length; but from our own knowledge in breeding long-

Sufied bif-ds Ve can affirm that there is not any occasion to do

EC, for in an experience of fourteen yeaors we bave never cut a

miff nor had any more casualties with our muffed t".ds than

with the clear-legged ones, and for many years their feathers

were from 3 inches to 4} inches long. Remember the feathers

Tu ?un outwards, and the eggs and young are carefully kept

within the feet and legs. Again, watch the old ones going to

their nest, and it will he seen there is not much to fear.
_

There is a merit in Trumpeters that many high-class varieties

do not possess. They are good nurses, requiring no more atten-

tion than ordinary Pigeons would ;
besides, they are of an even

eood temper, very familiar, and of a sound robust con.-^titution

Thus they are adapted to young fanciers as much as any breed

we know.—BmsnNOHAM Columb.^bian Society.

AUSTBALIAN PAEROQTJETS AND DORKING
FOWLS.

The following facts may interest some of the many readers of

" oni- .Journal." There are at the present time in an aviary at a

certain rectory in Kent, three young ^arroquets flying. 1 hey

have lust left the nest which the parent birds had biult m a

hole of the waU of this same aviai-y. The parent birds have

Uved out of doors throughout the past winter, their only shelter

from the inclemency of the weather being some sloping boards

over a smaU poi-tion of the aviary, which covering they have

shared with Canaries, .Java Span-ows, and different vaneties of

our English birds. „ , . n . i • n t
I hale this day taken from under a Dorking pullet which I

watched on to the nest, an egg. I did the same yesterday (May 24).

This bird was hatched on the .5th of January, 1872. Who after

this can doubt the fact of Dorkings being good layers .'—A. K. C.

HOME PRODUCTION OF EGGS AND POULTRY,
j

(Concluded from page i3S.)
I

The system of feeding practised at this farm is as follows :—
|

The fowls leave their roost at the first nsmg of the sun, and are
]

out and about for two hours picking up the early wonns, &c. ;

at eight o'clock the fowls get their morning meal, which consists

of a mess of meal mixed to the consistency of a stiff dough, 1 J oz.

being allowed to each bird. This meal is continually varied,

one time oatmeal, another barleymeal or Indian com meal, or

brank or buckwheat meal, and a small quantity of bran being

mixed through it; this is thrown to them on some clean spot,

each fowl being allowed as much as it will pick up greedily.

Midday they get a small allowance of boiled potatoes, parsmpa,

carrots or mangels hot, with a little bran and chandler's greaves

or other stimulating substance mixed through it; and at four

o'clock before retiring to roost, they are supplied with whole

grain at the rate of IJ oz. to each bird, a change in the variety

given being made twice a-week. The cost of the feeding I have

described throughout the year averages lid. tolkd. per week per

bird taking the price of gi-ain at Id. per lb.—a fair average price,

and 'this feeding is found to keep the stock in the highest pos-

sible state of health and profit. Five or six broods of chickens

are hatched every March to replace the hens killed off each

autumn, and so a succession of young and profitable birds is

being continually kept up. A little dry mould or earth is

sprinkled twice a-week over the droppings of the fowls in the

hen-house to deodorise their excrements, fix the ammonia, and

keep the house sweet, and so render the manure as valuable as

possible, and obviate the necessity of continually cleaning the

house. This manure and earth is removed every two months,

and used upon the farm or garden, and found to be nearly equal

in its fertilisingpower to guano. Two orthree broods of chickens

are reared for market purposes during the months of March,

April, May, and June, of either the Houdan or Brahma-Dorking
j

breed. The chickens are forced on by liberal feeding and con-

timial change of food, so as to get them ready for market as

soon as possible. The chickens are usually fit to kill at the age
I

of eleven or twelve weeks. During this three months they are 1

estimated to consume food to the value of about Is. 5d., besides

what they gather for themselves, at which age they weigh from i

4J to 5 lbs., and realise 3s. lid. each, leaving a profit of about 2s. i

on each chicken. The young chickens are cooped for ten days I

with their mother upon a gi-ass plot, and fed on a variety of

nourishing dainties, to give them a start in life ; after this they

are allowed their liberty with th« hsn, and fed liberally three or

fom- times a-day. At the age of ten weeks they are confined for

a fortnight, and fed upon as large a quantity of fattening food as
[

they can be induced to consume—chiefly oatmeal and milk; they
are then killed and disposed of. The profit derived from fatten-

|

ing for the market (considering the risk and attention necessary)
|

are not at all equal to that realised by laying stock. The formei-

require little or no attention beyond mixing and throwing them
their food two or three times a-day, and daily collecting their

eggs, and the manure made during the twelve months is esti-

mated to well cover all cost for attendance. The casualties

that arise from the death of chickens is found to be very trifling-

suppose one-third of each brood to die before they attain the age

of eight weeks ; the cost of food consumed by a young chicken

of this age will certainly not exceed 3d. or id., and what a trifle

is this deducted from the 10s. or lis. clear profit realised lu

twelve months by each fowl that comes to maturity. Well, to

sum up the total receipts and expenditure of this lot of fowls,

it will be found to be as follows. On the debtor side we have :—

Dr. «• <l-

Cost of rcarinK and feeding sixty laying hens to the age of

nineteen months, at the rate of IJiJ. per week for grown

birds, and half the amount during chickenhood—each .
.

b 8

Well, on the credit side we have :—
Cr.

15 dozen esgs at an average price of 1«. per dozen—i.e., Sd.

in summer and 15rf. in winter—will realise l" "

Value of fowl when killed in the autumn, at id. per lb.—say 2 U

17

Now deduct the above cost for rearing and keep during the

nineteen mouths (6s. 8d.} from the 17s., and we have a balance

of 10s. id., a clear annual profit from each laying hen ;
and, as J.

showed before, a profit of 2s. in three months from each chicken

reared for market "will thus give :

—

Sixty hens at lOs. id ^^1

Staty chickens reaied for market JJ

£31

Representing the clear profit annually reaKsed frorn this com-

paratively small stock of poultiy. It is estimated that a fowl

ViU void at least 1 oz. of dry excrement during the twenty-four

hours ; and allowing this manure in a di-y state to be woitn as.

per cwt., which is certainly a moderate price, we have the nine-

teen months' manm-e from each fowl to the value of Is. Ml.,

or a total on aU the fowls of ±-6 5s., which aUows over 2s. per

week to cover cost of attendance. Profits such as I have here

I
described I think aU wiU admit will favom-ably compare with

that realised from other farm stock.
-, . , i ^

It wiU be asked by some upon what gi-onnas fowls can be

supposed to reaUse a larger profit than other flesh-forming ani-

mals. The answer is a simple one. In the first place, fowls

obtain at least one-half their Hving at no cost whatever to tbeu

owner, upon what may be called waste food, such as worms,

slugs, flies, beetles, giiibs, gi-ass seeds, waste corn, anil vege-

table food, all of which they gather for themselves, at no cost

to the owner ; whereas, cattle, sheep, pigs, &c., depend wholly

upon food pnrchased or raised especially for their use. Again,

the average price realised in the carcass for beef and mutton is

only id. or 5d. per lb., whereas the price of fowl meat is {kt.ox

lOd., although produced at a much less cost; and again, tne

' profit reaUsed by the eggs produced in proportion to the fooa

consumed is far greater than that reaHsed by producing meat.

1 It may also be considered that an average yield of IBO eggs m
the twelve months is a high average ; but those who keep the

; best and most improved breeds, properly fed and cared tor

exceed this average, 230 and 250 eggs being commonly obtained

from certain breeds. It will also be considered by some that is.

or 3s. Gd. is a stiff price for a chicken, and no doubt it would be

for the wretchedly small-sized, half-fed birds one sees exposed
'

in our country markets for sale. A large, meaty, weE-fed Houdan

or Brahma-Dorking chicken, weighing 4i to 5 lbs., wiU as readily

fetch 3s. Gd. as a small barndoor fowl one-half its size wiU

realise 2s. or 2s. Sd. Although fowls are not sold by weight, a.

purchaser is entii-ely guided by size, condition, and general

appearance as to the price he wiU give. It therefore comes to

much the same thing. It is absurd to say as some do— un a

fowl is a fowl, and you will find no one to give more than -is.

a-couple, no matter how big and good they are." I have sent

fowls to market that weighed from 8i to 9 lbs. of Brahma-

Dorking breed ; and my experience is that an extraordinarUy

large and weU-fed fowl will fetch a fancy price, really more than

its relative value rather than less than it.

I have now touched generaUy upon poultry management, as

it is and as it should be, and I trust that I have been able tO

show to the satisfaction of some that our home production ol

eggs and poiiltry is not what it might be, and that I have Jur-

ther satisfied one of my hearers who may not be partial to tne

feathered tribe, that poultry, under certain conditions, may be

made profitable farm stock. If it can be shown that poultry

can be kept at a profit, and not only a profit, but a very hand-

some profit, then I say it is a disgrace—a national disgrace—

m

a great agricultural country Uke Great Britain, with its miUions

of paupers, to think that we so shamefully neglect this impor-
'

tant branch of industry, and depend upon our neighbours tor

the countless millions of eggs we annually purchase fi-om them.

Although I am an advocate for free trade, I beheve that tlie

existence of a heavy import duty upon eggs for twelve months

would have a most wonderfully beneficial effect upon the countip .

The immediate effect of such a duty would he to so raise the
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price of eggs as to induce the more general keepmg of fowls ty

the milUon, and in greater numbers than at present kept. The

demand would he so great and pressing, and the price so high,

ihSX energies of this country would be stirred up to the im-

rtance of this subject, and the profit that may be realisecl by

poultry-keeping; and when this was once tli°"^fIj,
'"'j!!:

ftoed, and the profitable nature of good breeds of fowl hettei

and more widely kno^-n, I believe that m a very ew years we

should be ourselves producing the million and a ha^f e^gs ^e
now daily import. The pauper population of this country has

STc^eatelof late years to an alarming extent, now numbering

OTerone miUion, besides another half milhon that may be sad

to be on the verge of pauperism. Seven millions more are said

to be Uving from hand to mouth, having made no provision for

the future, and having no interest in Ufe or stake m the soil of

the couJitiV, beyond their daily labour, to occupy their mind and

body. When we consider seriously that we have about our

very doors one million paupers, besides nine milhons (nearly

one-haH of our population) struggling for existence, ^i^d hviug

from hand to mouth, I say this sad fact does not show the con-

dition of this country to be in the fiourishiug state that oui

increasing revenues and hoarded wealth would lead ns to sup-

pose ; and I would ask, Cannot something be done to encourage

the spirit of self-help among our cottage classes, by nitlpci^g

them to take more interest in their homes by the_ keeping ol

poultry, piss, bees, and the cultivation of a garden? Nme-tentns

of the eggs and poultry we get from abroad are produced from

that very class from which our pauper population springs, it

our poor neighbours abroad are able to make a living by tfie

teepiug of poultry, although they sell their produce at little

more than half the price that we may realise I say it is a ois-

gi-ace for us to continue to import those articles we could ana

should produce ourselves. ... , .

Now, suppose for one moment that our 400,000 British farmers

and say 200,000 cottagers and country residents, aU kept a stocK

of say two dozen fowls, what number of eggs would these pro-

duce, and what profit be reahsed, and how much money which

now goes abroad would be circulating among our labouring

population? I will tell you. The number of eggs these fowls

would produce would be equal to five times the number we at

present import—no less than 2500 millions, representing, at

§d. per dozen, upwards of ten milhons sterling, a sum more

than sufficient to cover the entire poor rate of Great liruam.

Do not these figures show the importance oi this subject, ana

the benefit that would accrue to the pubUc m general by the

circulation of so many miUions of money, and especially to the

benefit of that class which so much needs a helping hand .'

I will now conclude by throwing out a few suggestions as to

the best and easiest way of improving one's existing stock ot

fowls by introducing fresh blood. The cheapest and readiest

way that will naturaUy present itself would be to introduce a

cock bird of one of the best and most approved breeds, to cross

with some sLx or eight of your largest and best hens at present

in your yard. A 9 or 10-lb. Brahma cock would probably be

the best to cross with half-bred Dorking or fuU-bodied barn-

door hens; or, if your stock is of a smaUer breed, cross-brea

Hamburghs or hall Spanish, a fine spirited Houdan cook may

be introduced with gi-eat advantage. In either case, your breed

of fowls reared from this cross will be considerably improved

the following year, both as to size, strength of constitution, egg-

Broducing powers, and fattening propensities. Such a course,

however, would be but a makeshift, and the better plan would

be to clear out one's stock entirely, and commence dc novo by

the introduction of entii-ely fresh stock, and that the very best

that can be obtained. Either a few birds may be piu-chased of

the several breeds desired to be kept, and the eggs set aside for

liatching as thev are laid, or a couple of sittings of eggs from

some near breeder of known respectability may be piirchased, and

so a stock of the best birds may be procured at little cost, ihe

following year these birds may be either crossed or kept pure
;

but in the case of allowing your birds to cross, it will be impor-

tant to see that you allow but one cross, always breeding from

the pure stock, and not from the eggs laid by the cross, or you

at once commence to degenerate. A single cross judiciously

done is rather beneficial than otherwise, as it almost invariably

produces a profitable and precocious offspring, with increased

stamina and sh-engthof constitution. The Brahma and Dorking,

and the Houdan and Silver Hamburghs, are both admirable

crosses, and the Creve cock may also be made use of with gi-eat

advantage, combining, as this breed does, great size with superb

ouality of flesh and aptitude to fatten. If there is one point

iore important than another in keeping up your breed of fowls

to the proper standard, it is the possession of a really good cock,

of a strain whoUy different from the breeds he is mated with.^

Sufficient importance is seldom attached to this essential re-

ouirement. , .,, ,

Eefjr'i concluding I will make a few remarks with respect

to Ducks. Ducks are, under certain conditions, among the

most profitable stock of the poultry yard. Those who pos-

sess plenty of marshy gi'ouud can keep Ducks at little or no

cost as they will, under these conditions, find their ovjn living

;

but in places that do not afford these advantages Ducks are

amongst the most ruinous and unprofitable creatures connected

with the farmyard, managed as they commonly are The

Aylesbury people, who are perhaps the most successful Duck-

bi-eeders in the world, adopt a system that is almost "^knojvn

certainly unpractised, elsewhere. It is said that upwards of

*20 000 is annually received in this district alone for the duck-

lings sent to the London market. The system adopted by these

breeders is to bring Ducks into the London market at a season

when none are to be obtained elsewhere, and they conseciuently

obtain a monopoly, and realise enormous prices. Ihe Ayles-

bury breed commence to lay a month or six weeks earlier thao

any other breed, and these eggs, laid open in the depth of

winter, are at once set under hens and, when hatched the

young are hastened to maturity with amazing rapidity. Ihey

ire kept in a warm, sheltered situation, fed upon the most

nourishing food, and never allowed access to water. Oatuieal

and mUk form their chief diet, and sometimes more «t'niulating

food is added. These Ducks grow, fatten and feather ^^th

rapidity. In less than eight weeks from the time they leave

the shell they are in perfect feather, and ready to send to mar-

ket. In places where Ducks have to depend on hand- eed ng

for their living, they can oalybe kept profitably by \"^S"f
them rapidly to maturity, and killing them before they take to

the water or begin to lose theii- first feathers.

CANAEY'S SONG CEASING.

I HAVE found hard-boiled eggs and mawseed an infallible cui-e

for non-singing. Many birds do not smg about this time I

have three thpft do not; the only way I can account for this is

thTt it is the breeding season. Sparrows very often destroy the

sonVof the Canary by their chirping. Sometimes birds lose

t'efr voice altoget^rir some considerable tinre aftei-^mou^t-

ins especially if they do not moult freely, but when waim

weatheicomes in they get it back again. When birds are

moulting there is nothilg better for bringing them through

San a fusty nail in their water, which may be kept m aU

Ihiough the\°nter, as it strengthens them very much.-BEi.

OP Stoue (in English Mechanic).

rThe remedy prescribed for silence is simply nonsense. All

the hard-boUed eggs and mawseed in the world won't make a

Canaiy sing Being stimulating food it has a tendency to make

abhdUvely, and the natural expression of health is song; but

as for being an infallible cure-stuff ! It is still worse stuff to

say that sUence can be accounted for on the supposition that it

arises from anything incidental to the breeding season That

Tthe very time whin birds do sing, and sing more lustily than

at anv other time. The Canary is very apt to imitate othei

bids and miXt very easily acquire the chirp of a sparrow,

wHh Wh'li hXould fnterlar^l his' own song ;
but no am-mnt of

i-mmident chirping from any sparrow would silence a fiesh

C^naiy ?n th^Sh of May. Is a rule birds never smg duiang

the moiilting sickness. Exceptional cases might occiu-, and

possMy do, hens even so far forgetting their- sex as to smg the

?™ud song over other hens-and worse. But a whisthng

Tman and a clo^nghen—nevermind the rest.-OrB Sukdek-

LAND CeNSOK.]
^

The Pope's Cat.—Though Pio Nono does not invite dinrier

commny he has nevertheless one table guest, whose conduct as

su^hl^ieither restricted nor guided cither by etiquette no

cei-emonial ; this is his black cat, called on account of its colour

Mo?Sta Nay, indeed, so privileged is Moretta that she not

unfrenu^ntly, if such be her august pleasure, eats from his very

phite and that under the caresses of his sacred hand, of that

hand which is supposed to dispense apostohc benediction Iheie

is nnn^estionably the very best imderstandmg between the Pope
IS unquestionaui^ I j

affectionate attention,

anrshe'fedprocates\'^^fattachm:nt by all the means in her

power^ she knows his step from all others, shows the ^eatest

satisfaction in his presence, and mews piteously when etiquette

or ceremony separates them. When the Pope says mass or gives

audience she is carefully shut in; nevertheless there is always a

fear lest she should step out and be discovered m.the midst of

^s^rie^and and sacred s^olemnity before the astomshedeyes of

the devout fondly rubbing her sleek sides, with her tail aioit,

againsUhhk-stLMnged'pontificallegs,pu™g forth her ^

fiction whilst he himself perhaps was elevating the veiT JiOSL

tseir' All the persons sui-roimding the Pope, aware of the pio-

bab lity of such an occurrence, guard very oarefully againsl^it.

Moretta has akeady had progeny; it is, t^'^f/"?,;,^ftiieii aUe
certainty that many a palazzo ^"^ convent fai hful in theu aUe

giance to the Pope, may possess at the present t™e. and foi ma^
I cat generation yet to come honoured eats^hich ^^

olaim

their descent from Pio Nono's favom-ed Moretta. One, at least, oi

her descendants has, we are told passed -to tiie hands oM
si^nore Nardi, who petitioned for the young thing beloren,

cameintoth^ world, although His Hohness, it is said, had al-
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ready long (letermiued in his owa mintl so to favourliim; par-

haps becaiTse Mousi^aor Nardi is of a remarkably social disposi-

tion, and does good service for the papal cause amongst the

wealthy and fashionable forestleri. And why should not Pio

Nono, whose pleasure it is now to shut him ;elf up in his palace

of the Vatican, have his cat to amuse himself with ? It is an

amiable trait in the old man's character, and nobody will think

the worse of him for it.—M\ry Howitt (in Th; Leisure Hour).

LARGE VERSUS SMALL HIVES.
In the number for February 23th, page 2)5, I replied to a

correspondent under the nom cU plumj of "The Bee Hive,"

on this subject. I then stated that I had often seen the whole of

the ten frames of a hive of larger dimensions than the Woodbury
hive filled with brood. On Saturday, the 25th of May, I divided

the ten frames of a "Woodbury hive {of which I have several now
in use) for the purpose of making an artificial swai'm, and
placed five of them with the queen in one bos, and five in

another. I had to look over every frame but one in succession

before I found the queen, and every comb, including the tenth,

was quite fuU of brood, with the exception of a very small

portion of the upper part of the combs which were appropriated

to honey, &c. The queen seemed almost as if she had not

nearly enough space for the deposition of her eggs. What may
perhaps render this fact the more interesting is, that about six

weeks ago this hive, on inspection, proved to be rather weak in

bees, and I then supplied them with a sealed brood comb from
another colony. The improvement almost immediately mani-
fested in their vigour and working was most marked, and from
being one of my weakest, this became the strongest stock in my
apiary, without, apparently, doing very much damage to the
stock from which the brood comb was abstracted, which also

had to part with another brood comb at the same time for the
purpose of supplying population, and the material requisite for

the raising of royal cells, for a hive that had lost its queen. I

am convinced that if I could have drawn out this hive laterally,

and supplied it with three or four more combs, that these would
also have, very quickly, been filled with brood as well as the
rest. People who use small hives, whereby the energies of the
queen and bees are cramped, can have no idea of what queen
and bees can do with plenty of room judiciously afforded.

—

S. Bevan Fox.

for cankei* in the mouth of young birds. Change the strain hy getting

another cock or hen.

SELF-PLUCKrs-G PARROT {A. Y. Z.).—Yon shonld have stated the bird's

diet. Nothing but bread soaked in wa'er, fniita, and lettuce leafstalks BhouW.

be given, and a shower bath through the rose of a watering-pot daily.

Net for Bee-feeder (C. A, J.).—The mesh of the net sent will do very

well for the mouth of the bottles, though we usually use one a size or two
larger. The neck of the bottle should be smaller than the rest of the bottle,

and as straight as possible, and not bulging out with a rim or lip. If you

place the mouth of the bottle resting on bars, or on combs, the fluid may
escape, owing to capillary attraction. The best way is to have a 2-inch hole

in the top board, over which is rested a piece of perforated zinc, and on this

the bottle is inverted. If properly managed, the fluid, even if as thin as

water, cannot leak thi-ough, but must he sucked out by the bees.

Destroytkg Black Beetles (Maude.)—Chase's Beetle Poison, advertised

in our Journal, we know to be effective. We extract the following from '* The
EngUsh Mechanic."—" A certain remedy is to procure some Bracken, Pteris

aquilina, or common Fern, plentiful on commons, and put it down about the

house at night. The black beetles will eat it ravenously and soon die, and
their relatives will pick their bones. It is commonly used in the north o£

England."

METEOROLOGICAL OESERVATIOKS,
Camden Square, London.

Lat. 51° 32' 40" N. ; Long. 0^ 8' 0'' "W. ; Altitude 111 feet.

Date.
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the shelf that runs along the front, and I am not sure that I tan or leaves; if the latter, the space required wiU have to be

eight would not have been still better, as the house contains larger—in other words, deeper than where tan alone is used,

a greater volume of

which must be

kept warm than most
structures of the kind.

More fuel is required

to keep up the re-

quisite heat by the

four pipes than would
suffice had there been

six or eight ; but at

the time the house
was erected these

matters were not so

well understood as

now, and, as it has
hitherto worked well,

we ; have not made
any change. : I ought,

however, to say that

it was at first ar-

ranged to grow Pines

ou the turning-out

principle, and there

ai'e two pipes beneath
the bed covered over

with rubble, &o., in

the usual way. Li
some years Pmes were
grown on this sy.stem,

but accidental cu'cum-
stances suggested a

change, and the last

three years we have
grown them in pots

on a tan bed. This

Fig. 1.—Piiio House, with accommodation for Cucumbers, Pot Vines, and Dwarf Kidney Beans.

The lengtli of tliis Iioukb is 86 feet, its widtli 14 feet 6 inclies. The width of the pathway is

the same as tliat of the doors at each end—2 feet 10 inches. The front shelf is 2 feet wide,
and the width of the tan-bed 7 feet 3 inches in the clear. The front lights, about 2 feet

high, are hung on hinges at the top, and open to admit air.

plan having given more fruit during the winter months is
|
water may be placed upon the top pipe^'

that which I would
most recommend, as

the tan bed also has
the important advan-
tage of assisting in
the heating by sup-
pljing bottom' heat in

abundance ; in fact,

so much at times that
there is danger of in-

jury it it is not care-
| ^S^-'=«sinW^" ' Hffl ^ ^

fully attended to, but ' ~
'

with judicious ma-
nagement it may be
kei)t within proper
limits. It is a very
convenient material
to work amongst, and
retains its heat a long
time ; as its manage-
ment is a very im-
portant feature I will

describe it hereafter.

Fig. 2 represents a
useful pit for Pines,

and many growers
prefer such a one to

the more elaborate

house ; where Pines
only are grown the
pit is certainly more
economical, as the
volume of air to be
heated by artificial

means is much less in

a pit than in a house.
Pines thrive as well
in the one structure

as in the other if the
heating apparatus and
other conditions to

success are duly at-

tended to. The hot-
bed may either be of rig. S.-Pine House.

There are many
modifications of pits

more or less resem-
bling that described,

some of them having
only two hot-water
pipes in front, which
in many cases wUl be
sufficient, especially if

coverings to the glass

are used in severe

weather ; or three

pipes may be placed

vertically, so as to

give more space for

the hotbed—a matter
not to be lost sight

of. With this view I

have advised the jiar-

tition dividing the

hotbed from the pipes

to be of boards only, as

occupj-ing less space

than brickwork, and
although they wQl not
last vci-y long in such

a position they are

easily replaced, and
are easily taken out to

clear away the tan and
other dirt amongst the
pipes. I have found
them more convenient

in every way. When
required, troughs for

I prefer moveable
troughs with a saddle-

shaped bottom to fit

the pipes, not those

forming part of the

pipe itself, for such

are always trouble-

some to clean out

;

these troughs we have

always in use in the

Pine house whenever

fires are employed,

and the same are ne-

cessary in pits.

The principal draw-

back to the pit is the

inconvenience at shift-

ing time, the plants

being necessarily ex-

posed to the open air

more or less while the

work is going on. If it

•were not for this, pits

would be more con-

venient than houses
;

but one or two shift-

inga are required dur-

ing the winter, and
however judiciously

done as regards the

choice of weather,

they are an inconve-

nience if not a positive

injury to the plants.

Good management
win obviate much of

this, and excellent

Pines are often grown

where there is no
house; in fact, I be-

lieve the very best are

often found in such

places. The whole of

the hgbts are move-

able in such pits, the
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front generally low, and a raised pathway along the back to

enable tlie gardener to give air, inspect the plants, and water

them with a long-spouted watering-pot. The pathway need not

be raised much if the pit is sunk, which it can be -nnthout any
disadvantage in perfectly dry ground, but not in wet ground.

Fig. 3 represents a Pine house with a path along the back,

the roof over which may be of slates or any other material

that is cheaper than glass, as it is not necessarily wanted to

give Ught. The pathway is 2 feet 6 inches wide, including the

space for the two pipes as shown. There are also two pipes in

front separated from the heating bed by a boarded partition,

the same as described for the pit. The glass roof may be
entirely fixed if required, some contrivance being made at the

lidge for the ventilation, which is not shown in the drawing.

The back wall of the heating bed may only be as high as is

required for the heating material, and being half a brick

thick, may be finished off with a timber coping the same as in

Jig. 1, but in this case small pillars at distances, say, of 6 feet

will be wanted to support the roof, as shown in the section.

These pillars may either be of wood or iron ; those of the house

{Jig. 1) ai-e necessarily of the latter material, as they are partly

buried in the tan bed, which would speedily destroy wooden
pillars. The other features of the house will be easily under-
stood. The entrance is opposite the pathway, and the end may
be all brickwork, although if made of glass from the top of the

pots upwards it will be aU the better. The heating material is

the same as in the other cases.

Besides the structiu'es above described there are many others,

some of them affording better means of inspecting the plants.

Houses consisting of a central bed with a spacious pathway
all round look very well, but as the cost of heating a pinery is

very considerable to all but those who live within a short dis-

tance of a coal-pit, I have thought it advisable to recommend
that every inch of the space heated should be occupied by plants,

reducing the space for paths to the utmost. In some houses
there is only a path through the middle, and a bed on each
side. This class of house is very convenient, and when in

connection with others of a like character used for other pur-

poses, answers very w?ll.

Pines are also often grown in the centre bed of a Grape house,
the Vines being trained under the rafters, leaving a considerable

amount of open space under the centre of each light ; but it is

better to have a house entirely for Pines, for in winter the
latter require heat, whUe the Vines ought to be at rest. The
Pine Apple is an accommodating plant, and will endure a

great amount of hard usage, but true economy will be dis-

played in not overtaxing its endurance, and a more satisfactory

as well as a cheaper result would be obtained by giving it some
kind of plain structure to itself, or if associated with other in-

mates let them be like those mentioned at the beginning of this

article. I have often seen young plants growing on a dung-
lieated bed in summer, and firmer and broader-leaved plants

it would be difficult to see than they usually were, but they
will not winter in such a place, and decay soon sets in when
the dark days come on.—J. Robson.

BOYAL nORTICULTUBAL SOCIETY.
June 5th, 6th, and 7th.

This Show, which opened yesterday, and will be continued
to-day and to-morrow, promises to !)e one of the most successful
the Society has ever held in London. The weather the first

'day was true June weather, not that mingling of winter and
spring which we have so long had. The company was nume-
rous—extremely numerous—and that which they came to see
was well worthy of being seen. The plants were well grown
and splendidly bloomed ; the fruit equally good, and by those
not in the tents in the morning simply unapproachable. The
fruit always is. This obstructiveness is a tendency of the
daughters of Eve, and the sons of Adam give way—nay, are
obliged to do so. There was in addition the attraction of Mr.
Anthony Waterer's Exhibition of Rhododendrons, to which we
shall refer hereafter.

Stove and Gbeenhouse Plants.—Foremost among the many
fine collections of these is that of twelve from Mr. Baines,
gardener to H. Micholls, Esq., Southgate. This contains a
plant of Ixora coccinea upwards of 4 feet high, and about 3 feet

in diameter, bearing a profusion of magnificent heads of bloom,
many of them quite 6 inches across—the plant is only two years
and nine months old from the cutting. Ixora aurantiaca, Sta-
tice profusa, Aphelexis macrantha pui-purea and humiUs rosea,
and Franciscea confertiflora are also very fine. Anthurium
Scherzerianum has eighteen splendid large spathes. Erica
tricolor "Wilsoni, Cavendishii, and the other specimens in this '

collection are also of high merit, especially Dracophyllum gracile

minus. The group received, as it well deserved, the first prize,

the second going to Mr. J. Wheeler, gardener to J. Phillpott,

Esq., Stamford Hill, who has very good plants of Franciscea
confertiflora, Clerodendron Balfourianum, Aphelexis humiUs
rosea, Acrophyllum venosum, and others. Mr. Donald, gar-

dener to J. G. Barclay, Esq., Leyton, is third with a gi-eat bush
of Erica Cavendishii, Stephanotis floribunda in fine bloom,
Clerodendron Balfourianum, Dracophyllum gracile, Aphelexis
humilis rosea, and Rhynchospermum jasminoides.

In the amateurs' class for six (Class 2), Mr. Baines is again
first, showing a magnificent specimen of Erica ventricosa coc-

cinea minor fully 4i feet in diameter, in the most profuse
bloom ; Hedaroma tiilipiferum, also large and in splendid con-

dition; and Ixora aurantiaca, gorgeous mth its rich reddish-

orange heads of bloom. The other plants in this collection are

a large and fine specimen of the Cavendish Heath, a fine Azalea
Iveryana, and an excellent specimen of Boronia pinnata. Mr.
J. Ward, gardener to F. G. WiUdns, Esq., Leyton, is second
•with, among others, a splendid specimen of the beautiful rose

Dipladeiua amabihs, and fine examples of Dracophyllum gracile,

Aphelexis macrantha purpurea, and Hedaroma tulipiferum.

Mr. Kemp, gardener to the Duke of Northumberland, Albury
Park, Guildford, is third.

In the nurserymen's class for six, Messrs. Jackson & Son,

Kingston, are first; and Mr. WiUiams, Hollo-way, second. These
groups contain fine specimens of Aphelexis macrantha pur-

purea, Azalea Coronata, Anthurium Scherzerianum, and Heaths.

In Class 4, for amateurs who have not previously taken the

Society's prize for stove and greenhouse plants, Mr. Bones, gar-

dener to D. Mcintosh, Esq., is the only exhibitor, and takes a

first prize, having a very good Anthurium Scherzeriammi, but

several of the spathes past their best, and well-grown small

specimens of Rhynchospermum jasm in oides, Clerodendron Bal-

fourianum, and others.

Class 5, was for twenty stove and greenhouse plants in 12-inch

pots. Here Messrs. Jackson are first -with well-gro-wn Heaths,

Aphelexids, Pimeleas, Acrophyllum venosum, Clerodendron
Ksempferi, and Hedaromas, for the most part in excellent

bloom. The second place is taken by Mr. Ward, who has neat

specimens in fine bloom, notably Adenandra fragrans, Alla-

manda Wardleana or Hendersoni, Statice profusa, Franciscea

Lindeni, Rhynchospermum, Clerodendron Balfourianum, Dra-
cophyllum gTacUe, Hedaroma Hookerianum, &c. Mr. Kemp,
.\lbury Park, is third. For nine plants in 12-inch pots, the

prizes went to Mr. J. Wlieeler, Mr. G. Wheeler, gardener to

Sir F. H. Goldsmid, Bart., and Mr. Kemp.
Fine-foluged Plants.—Of fine-foUaged there are nrmierous

noble specimens, and none more so than those in the group of

nine sho^wn by Mr. Baines. In this are his two remarkable
Sarracenias—Drummondi alba and flava—which have before

been fully described, Croton variegatum large and beautifully

coloured, fine plants of Yucca variegata, Theophrasta imperiaUs,

and noble examples of Dasyhrion acrotrichum and Rhopala cor-

covadense, together -with CordyUne indi^visa and Acanthophcenix
crinita. M. Alexis DalliSre, of Ghent, is second -n-ith Draca>na

lineata, canniefoha, Livistonia borbonica, and Marantas. The
third prize goes to Mr. G. Wheeler, gardener to Sir F. H. Gold-
smid, Bart., Regent's Park. For six Mr. W. Cole, gardener to

J. S. Budgett, Esq., EaUug Park, is first with a fine Croton
variegatiun, a grand plant of DraciEna austrahs, and Pandanus
javanicus variegatus. Second comes Mr. Donald with Pandanus
elegantissimus very fine, a large Latania borbonica, Marauta
Veitchii, and Yucca aloifoha variegata. The third prize is

taken by Mr. F. HiU, gardener to H. Taylor, Esq., Avenue Road,
Regent's Park, with a fine Croton variegatirm, Pandanus Van-
dermerschii, Latania borbonica, Maranta Veitchii, and other

plants, all of them excellent specimens. For twenty Mr. Bull

is first -with a fine plant of the beautifully variegated Curcuhgo
recurvata, Dracasnas, Pahns, and Encephalartos Vroomii.

Orchids.—In the open class for twelve Exotic Orchids, Mr.
J. Ward is first with a good pot of Odontoglossum Alexandras

and O. Bluntii, Cypripediimi Stonei with one fine spike, and
Dendrobium McCarthise, a species -with very handsome flowers.

Mr. W. Bull, of King's Road Chelsea, is second -with, amongst
others, the singiilar Oncidium cryptocopis, Cypripediums Euper-

biens (Veitchii), and Hookerii. Mr. J. Wheeler is thu-d. Of
six Exotic Orchids (amateurs), Mr. G. Wheeler is the only

exhibitor, and gains the first prize. In the nurserymen's
class, Mr. B. S. Williams, Upper HoUoway, exhibits a splendid

group—Saccolabium guttatum HoUordianum -with seven highly-

coloured spikes ; Vanda tricolor SchiUeriana, with two splendid

spikes, twelve flowers on a spike; Cattleya Warneri, Ai-rides

Lobbii, &c. Mr. Bull is second ; in his collection is a fine On-
cidium macranthum hastiferum. Messrs. Jackson, Kingston,

are third. Mr. Bull shows the best single specimen, Epidendrum
syringothyrsus.

Heaths.—Of these there is a remarkably fine display, very
much that is extremely good, nothing bad. The best six, from
Mr. Ward, comprise fine plants of tricolor WUsoni, elegaus, and
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r«t,tli<lissima Mr. J. Wheeler is second with nice plants about

I Set in dSmeterr For nine Mr. Ward is firBt with specimens

Lmewhat to" closely trained, but admirably bloomed, Tarying

fromftoVfretScifameter. 'The most -table axe Erica Mas

soni major, CandoDeana, ventncosa magniiica tn^°l°^fr^^^."!;

and obbata. Messrs. Jackson come m f
™°'''

f;",^" ^^^ '"^
iood specimens ; and for twelve the first and second puzes go

to the same exhibitors, Mr. J. Wheeler being third.

Pelabgontoms.—In the open class lor nine, Mr. Ward, gar-

dener to FGWilMns, Es<i., Leyton, is first with splendid

^Ws several of which kre upwards of 4 feet in diameter, and

be^tifX b oomed. Lilaciia, Rose Celestial, Caractac^us,

Pateonels Mdlle. Patti, and Exhibitor are the most notable.

STwefr gardener to Mrs. Hodgson, The Elms, Hampstead, is

ii^ond"ith much smaller plants ; and Mr. James, gardener to

WF Watson, Esq., Isleworth, third. In the amateurs' class

for' six plants, the fct prize was taken by Mr Bones, gardener

to D Mcintosh. Esq., Havering Park, Eomford, with specimens

ahont 2J feet in diameter, Mr. Weir being second. For six

FWes Mr. Donald, gardener to J. G. Barclay, Esq., luiott s

G^en, L^on,is flrstVith finely bloomed plants of Lucy Mrs

A Wiggins, Ain Page, Belle of the Season, Lndine, and Mrs

Ford M^ Bones is second, and Mr. Weir third each with

plants in excellent bloom, those from the former being neater

in growth. In the nurserymen's class Messrs. Dobson, of Isle-

worth, have a second prize.
t .„ iw,

Ferxs—For six stove or greenhouse Ferns, amateui-s Mr.

Baines is first with magnificent specimens of Gleichenia speluncie

and flabellata, Cibotiumprinceps.Dicksonia antarctaca, Cyathea

dealhata, and Davallia bullata. Mr. Donald is second with fine

young specimens ; Alsophila exceka and Dicksonia squarrosa

Ire noticeable. Third comes Mr N. Camp gardener to G

Walton, Esq., Manor House, East Acton. In the class for

^ateurs who have not previously taken the Society's Pnze for

^ms Mr. Donald is first, and Mr. J. F. McElroy, garaener to

A. J. Lewis, Esq., Manor Lodge, Campden HiU, Kensington,

^'^Tweive hardy Ferns, distinct (amateurs), is always an

interesting class, and the varieties of Athyiium F^^-f^mui^

exhibited on this occasion are particularly elegant. Mr. J.

James, gardener to W. F. Watson, E.sq^, of Isleworth is first

A F -f. plumosum ; A. F.-f . Elworthii, finely cut and tasselled

,

a' F -f Vemonia> and multifidum are the best. Mr. 1«. Camp,

g:;rdener to C. Walton, Esq., Manor House, East Acton is

fecond. For six hardy Ferns, Mr. W. Kemp is first, a Poly-

podium, Dryopteris, and Adiantum CapiUus-Venens are pietty.

Mr G Wheeler is second ; his collection contains a fane Lastrea

spinulosa. Mr. W. Whittaker, gardener to S. WiUiams Esq

The Laui-els, Putney, is thh-d. Mr. G. Wheeler takes a first

prize for a pail- of Dicksonia antarctica on tall stems.

BosES —Messrs. Paul & Son, of Cheshunt, exhibit nine hand-

some specimens and gain the first prize. Juno, P^lf roseJ

Madame Margottin (Tea) ; and Horace Vernet, are very fresh.

Messrs. Paul also exhibit forty-eight beautiful trusses, and gain

the first prize. Due de Rohan is very fine. Messrs. Paul and

Son are also first with twenty-four trusses. Messrs. Ivelway

and Son, of Langport, are second with a box of twenty-four lea

^
LrLTOMS.—Of sis distinct Lilies in pots the only exhibitor is

Mr W Bull, and to him the first prize is awarded. L. bzovitzi-

anin, a highly fi-agrant species, the flowers pale yellow with

dirk spots; L. umbellatum fulgidum, and L. Thunbergianum

nigro-maculatum, are the best.
, jv,„„ -p^,

Gloxinias and AcHniEKES.—There are but few of these. For

the former Messrs. EolUsson, of Tooting, are first with the

Rev H H Dombrain, a fine crimson-scarlet variety, bkeltoni,

Marietta, and others. For the latter Mr. Bones is first with

weU-grown plants rather too leafy, and Mr. G. Wheeler second.

Baskets of Plants arranged for effect.—Mr. Cole, gardener

to J. S. Budgett, Esq., Ealing Park, is first with a basket ele-

vated on a wire stand covered with Lycopods, and neatly fallea

with Begonias, Dracffinas, and a Pahn. Miss Wilhams, HoUo-

way is second; and Mr. Whittaker, The Laurels, Putney, third.

Mr. Ware has also a beautiful basket of flowers; and Messrs.

Dick Eadclyffe & Co. likewise exhibit.

PTBETHRrMS.—Of these several fine stands are shown. Messrs.

Kelwav of Langport, are first, Mr. Ware second, and Mr. Parker,

Tooting, third. Messrs. Veitch also exhibit in the misceUa-

neous class.

C^CTi.-J. T. Peacock, Esq., Sudbury House, HamniGrsmith,

who has we may venture to say, the largest collection m this

countrr, offered prizes for the best coUection of fifty, his own

not competing. We beUeve this amounts to something hke six

thousand plants, and these the most rare and cunous to be

obtained. Only one exhibitor, however, has come forward—Mr.

Pfersdorfi 110, Avenue St. Ouen, Paris, and his coUection, we

undei-stand, has been at once purchased by Mr. Peacock, who
liimseU exhibits a very choice collection of MammiUana, Jichi-

nocactus, Echinops, Opuntia, itc.

New Plants.—For six the first prize went to Messrs. Veitch

for Adiantum speciosum with a good deal of the 6°^ »^P^t

of farieyense, Diefienbachia brasiliensis D'-acffina s^ectabi^^

Croton Toun^, Draca-na amabihs, and Aaaha Veitclni. Some

of these, as well as the foUowing have been '^l/eady reported

upon The second place is taken by Mr. Bull, of Chelsea,Jfi»

SL Eryt£^na Purcelii, with a well-mairked V^^o^ ^^^S^'^-^

along the midribs and veins; Alocasia ill"^*"^',„^?f'l^,°"rb^

marked with dark blotchings or cloudings ;
Bertoonia superb

issima, a real gem, beautifully spotted with
>^f^>

proton ma-

jesticiin, very fine; Diefienbachia nobilis with large 'rtito

blotohed leaves; and Croton spirahs, with ^^k ohve-peen

twisted leaves, almost black, contrasting in a striking manner

with the brighter green of the younger gKJwtJV . ^
In Class 47, for two new plants shown for the first time m or

outof fl^wer.Mr. Bull exhibitsLUiuni Washingtonianuni, ha^g
a white flower with smaU crimson dots very pretty. l'°'^J^i"^^

phmt not in flower, introduced by .t^«/^'^^
°f,'

^H\"°\g^
commerce, Messrs. Veitch are first with Aralia Veitchii and Mr

BuU second with Croton majestieum, ^'th orange red tok

brown, and yeUow variegated leaves a'":°'-'^S
J° 1°!,^^^

Mr. Baines sends a remarkably fine farracenia caUed ma^a-
For anew plant in flower exhibited for the first

tfi^' f^^^^^
troduced by tfie exhibitor, Messrs. Veitch take a first pnze

with the splendid Hibiscus rosa^smensis ™>^t^^^"fXf^ore
a very long name ; but the flower is magnificent, mf^^S^"^^
than 4 inches in diameter, and so a'?'^"^ t'^'i'^i^'L^^^'^vSch
so. For twelve newplants sent outm 18,0 or 18,1, Messrs^ veil

are again first with, among others the l^^^lyjnimature ri-ee

Fern Todea Wilkesiana, Begonia Sedeni, Nepenthes bedem

Croton Hookeri, a beautifid golden-marked ^md Dg, ^1^«^

Mooreana, extremely fine; Dracsena Mooreana, Dr^=!?^'\°™'^.

soni, and Pandanus Veitchii. Mr. BnU is
f<=°"^^^* ^gf^

bachia Bowmanni, Bertolonia guttata splendens, beau^tol^

marked with rose spots ; Davallia Mooreana, and the sin^ar

Godwinia gigas. For three new plants in or out of A^'^er, sent

out by the elhibitor, Messrs. Veitch, hkewise take fir^*. ^^i;'^

ing Croton Weismanni, a fine golden-marked ki.^<l. %'" '^^^i
of medium width ; Paullinia thahctrifoha, !,o like a Fern tot

one might mistake it for such, a very graceful Pl^^'
'

^''uf^^"
danus Veitchii. Mr. BuU is second with Macrozamia corampes

a small-growing species with deep green graceM leaves Kentia.

FosteriiSia, a handsome Palm; and Maranta Seemanni.

Messrs. Veitch exhibit a group of "ew phmts m the mi^el

laneous class. It contains the cunous Darhngtoma cahform^a.

in fine condition ; a fine basket of Begonia "'teimedia, a hand

some variety with showy orange-scai-let blossoms, and Begonia

'trcErL7NE0i^;.-Mr.Pestridge,nni-seryman Uxbridge send,

a coUection of Tricolor Pelargoniums m baskets Mr Tunier

one of Ivies, also of cut blooms of Tree Carnations and Picotees,

which are remarkably fine; Mr. Ware a fine gi-oup of fases

ilessrs Veitch and Mr. Parker also exhibit these. From Messrs.

Dobson, Isleworth, come weU-bloomed Ca^ceo anas ;
feom

Messrs. RoUisson a large mixed gronp ''"^^'l^f^^^'^^'f^^.^^i
from Mr. A. Stelzner, Ghent, a gronp of Gymnogrammas ,

Uom

Mr Waref Tottenham, and Mr. Hooper, Bath, Pansies
;
from

Messrs Hooper & Co, Covent Garden, a gi-and coUectaon of

M sandBaXanas; and, again, from Mr. Ware a beau^AU col-

lection of cut blooms of herbaceous plants and Pansies. Mr.

Kelw^y of Langport, exhibits a fine white-ground Pansy called

Grelt Erstem. Artficial flowers are exceUently represented

hi thelSiibition of Messrs. Adcock & Co., of Prince's Street,

CavendlsrSquare. Mrs. Bray, Stamford ^i^as
.^^^J^if.^V^'h

S W sends some beautiful examples of skeletonised leaves

and Mr. Louis Bassuets, Ghent, a channing coUection of dried

Grasses.
FRUIT.

From the Show being continued for tl^,^«
''»yf

'

°f^J°"lf
have supposed that there would have been but few entnes. it

fsnorfo^ however. A larger and better lot of first-class fnut

has not been staged at the summer show fM "any years

Two fair collections are staged Mr. W. Lytiii. ga"lener to

Lord Boston; Hedsor, Maidenhead, is first with a handsome

Smooth-leaved Cayenne Pine, Black Hamburgh and™
Frontignan Grapes, exceedingly fine Dr. Hogg Strawbernes,

Victory of Bath Melon, Peaches, Nectarines and Figs. Mr.

BLnnerman, gardener tJ Lord Bagot, BUthefieUl^ Eugeley, Staf

ford, is seciSd, and has a very good Queen Pine and Black

Hamburgh Grapes, exceUent Peaches and Lectannes.

PnvE APPLES -in the class for three Queens, Mr. D. Wilson,

garlenerCastleHiU, South Monlton, North Devon, is first with

Itce fmit which have remarkably smaU crowns ;
Messi^ G. & N

Tates, Market Place, Manchester, are seconcl ; and Mr. John

Henper gardener to C. O. Ledward, Esq., ihe Elms, Acton,

thi?d In the'Any other variety class Mr. D. Wilson is first with

a vet-y large handsome fmit of Smooth-leaved Cayenne, but it IB

raTh7r paft its best ; Mr. Bland, The Gaer Newport Monmouth,

is second; and Mr. J. Douglas gardener to
F>-a"c'^_^JT^ehild

Esq., Loxlord HaU, Ilford, is third with Chariotte Eoth^chikl

Gi^ES —Class 55.—Basket of not less than 12 lbs. There are
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nine very good baskets. Mr. G. Sage, Ashridge Park Gardens,
]

Great Berkhampstead, is first with a weU-finished basket, the

berries large, black, and with a beautiful bloom. Second, Mr. M.

Henderson, gardener to Sir G. H. Beaumont, Cole Orton HaU,

Ashby-de-la-Zouch. Mr. Craven is third ;
and an extra prize goes

to Mr. T. Baunerman. Class 56.—In Black Hambm-gh or Frank-

enthal, single dish, Mr. Douglas is first with three very hne

bunches, the berries large, jet black, and well fimshed. Messrs.

Wright, Turner Eoad, Lee, Kent, are second with handsome

compact bunches ; Mr. G. Sage, third ; an extra prize being

awarded to Mr. M. Henderson. Class 57.—Black Grapes, any

other variety, Mr. Bannerman. is first with Black Prince
;
Mr.

Lynn bein" in the second place with the same variety. Class 58.

—Single dish of Muscat of Alexandria ; Mr. G. Osborne, manager,

Kaye's Nursei-y, Finchley, N., is placed first with three bunches

weighing SJ lbs. Mr. D. Pizzey, gardener to Sir E. Perry,

Fulmer, Slough, is second ; Mr. W. Kemp, gardener to the

Duke of Northumberland, Albury Park, Guildford, third. Both

dishes are imripe. In the Frontignan class Mr. W. Kemp
is first with weU-ripened "White Frontignan; Mr. Pizzey

second with the same variety ; and Mr. Bannerman third with

very pretty bunches of the Grizzly variety. Any variety of

White Grapes except those indicated above.—AU the prizes went

to Buckland Sweetwater. Mr. Douglas is first mth magmfa-

cent examples, large iu bunch and berry. Mr. Craven is

second, and Mr. Kowe, The Rookeiy, Eoehampton, third with

weU-ripened fruit. Golden Champion was sent by Mr. M. Hen-

d.erson, huge in berry, but unripe.

Peaches are magnificent. Mr. J. Brown, gardener to iiarl

Howe, GopsaU, Atherstone, worthily holds the first position

;

Ms Grosse Mignonne are truly grand. Mr. "W. Gardiner,

gardener. Lower Eatington Park, Stratford-on-Avon, is second

with very fine Royal George ; third, Mr. G. T. Miles, gardener

to Lord CaiTington, "Wycombe Abbey, with the same variety.

Nectamkes are also very fine, and, with one or two exceptions,

highly coloui-ed. Mr. G. T. Miles is first with Elruge ;
Mr. W.

Gardiner second with the same variety. "Very large examples of

Violette Hative, but without the name of owner, are third, an

extra prize being awarded to Mr. G. Sage.

Figs are very good, and are principally of the Brown Turkey

variety. Mr. G. T. Miles is first, Mr. G. Sage second, and Mr.

C. Ross, gardener to C. Eyre, Bsq.,Welford Park, Newbury, third.

Cheekies.—But two dishes of Chei-ries are shown in the two

classes. Mr. Miles is first with Elton, and he has a similar

award in the class for Black with Black Circassian, the fruit m
both cases being vei-y fine.

Steawtserkies.-In the class for British Queen, Dr. Hogg, or

any other light-coloured variety, Mr. Douglas is first with

British Queen, veiy fine; Mr. "W. Lynn second with Sir C.

Napier. In the class for any dark-coloured variety such as

Premier, President, &c., Mr. Douglas is again first with Presi-

dent. Mr. Lynn is second with the same variety.

Melons.—But few are shown, and in general the flavour is

not very good. In Green-fleshed Mr. G. Lamb, gardener to G. T.

Davey, Esq., Colston Basset, Bingham, Notts, is first with

Colston Basset Seedling, the flavour very rich. Mr. Bannerman
is second with a pale-fleshed hybrid; Mr. Lynn thrrd with

Victory of Bath. In Scarlet-fleshed Mr. Douglas is first with

Scarlet Gem ; Mr. Lynn second with the same sort ; and Mr.

Miles third with Royal Ascot.

In the miscellaneous class Mr. Eoss shows two well-kept dishes

of Cornish Aromatic Apple, Mr. MUes a box of splendid To-

matoes, and a very good brace of Blue Gown Cucumber is

sent by Mr. J. Browne.

Mr. A. Colhourne, gardener to J. Blyth, Esq., "Woolhampton,

sent some remarkably well-grown frmt of Loquat, the flavour of

which was exceUent. It received a cultural commendation Mr.

Eckford, gardener to Lord Radnor, Coleshill, sent fruit of a

seedling Grape called "White Hambui-gh, which was very de-

ficient in flavour.

FLOKAi Committee.-J"u«e ith.-Mi: J- Eraser m the chair.

A first-class certificate was awarded to Mr. Weatherill, Finchley,

for forcing Pelargonium Captain Eaikes, orange scarlet with a

browSshcrimsoi blotch veined with crimson, pale rose edge

and throat. Two baskets of flowers of the same were also sho^
It is certainly a very free-flowermg variety, likely to be useful

for market and decorative purposes. Mr. Eckford gardener to

the Earl of Radnor, Coleshill, also exhibited a hlac-flowered

Pelargonium ; and of Zonal kinds there were seedhngs from H.

Little Esq., Mr. B. Porter, Isleworth, and others. Mr. U.

Pfersdorfi, 110, Avenue St. Ouen, Paris, had a first-chiss certifi-

cate for Euphorbia Habana monstrosa ; Messrs. Downie La^rd

and Laing one for Botryodendron magmficum with beautitul

shining green leaves 11 inches long by5 wide.

Messrs E. G. Henderson & Son, Welhngton Nursery, sent

some garden varieties of Begonia, and aniong them B. magniflca,

a fine scarlet; likewise new Tricolor Pelargoniums, and herba-

ceous Calceolarias. From Dr. Denny, Stoke Newington, came

Efchard C<eur de Lion, scarlet Zona with yeiy large Ao^^rs of

a fine scariet; also Nelson, fine in colour with a violet fl^sb, but

not qidte up to the mark in form. For the former a Arst-class

certificate was awarded. Mr. Lee, flonst, Arundel, also had a

first-class certificate for Tree Carnation Model, cream white.

Mr Denning, gardener to Lord Londesborough, Grimston

Park had a cultural commendation for a splendid coUection of

Orchids and a fii-st-class certificate for Utnoulana montana, a

remarkably free-flowering epiphyte with white semi-transparent

"Tersrs"'5Slni'"co",^ofSoorgate. Street, had a first-class

cei-tificate for Petunia King of Crimsons very double, nch

crtoson purple ; and Mr. Ware, Tottenham, had asimihai- award

for Pansy Pluto, almost black, also for Aqnilegia aurea. Mr.

Holmes, Lichfield, sent a goo"! B/onze Pelargonium ; the Eev.

A. Rawson a Zonal called Maia, from which most of the bloom

had been shaken off ; Mr. J. C. Cocks, gariener, Clapham Park

a free-blooming di-ooping GloximacaUed Mauve Queen and

Mr W Cunningham, Burton-on-Trent, Pelargonium Bridal

Bouquet, a pleasing light variety, though not a florists flower.

M?. Moore, gardener to C. Leach, Esq., Capham Common

exhibited good examples of Odontoglossum hastilabium and

Irovost R^seU, Falkirk, had a cultural commendation for cut

blooms of Orchids, among which were vei-y A^ ''^"Ify??'

Saccolabiums, Anguloas, and Cypnpediums. From Messrs.

B G Henderson came a pretty fringed Pelargomum called Em-

^ Mr DeS'l^idTfiiSlass certificate for Nanodes Medusa,,

recently figurld in the "Botanical Magazine," and similar cer-

tificatelwlre awarded to W. B. Kellock Esq., for Yucca Trecu-

leana, Puya coarctica, and Dasylirion glaucum; also to Messrs.

Dixoi & Co. for a variety of Pteris serrulata ciistata. li. ±s.

Foster Esq., of Clewer Manor, had also first-class certificates

for Pelargonium Prince of Wales, crimson rose, dark blotch,

vemed^vith scarlet towards the edge and shading "5*° =:<««'

Druid, veined rose, painted top, edged with rose ;
Duchess,

dark top, edged with scariet, white thi-oat, crimson lower petals.

Countess, soft rose, white throat, dark top, edged with rose

,

Highland Lassie, Scottish Chieftain, Ruth, Eobm Hood, and

Senator. Blue Bell had a second-class certihcate.

Fruit Committee.—June 5th.—G. F. Blenkins, Esq., in the

chair. Mr. Gough, gardener to J. Putley, Esq., LowerEaton, sent

two heads of Broccoli. Mi-. Bailey, of Ainersham, sent specimens

of Bailey's Superb Cabbage, a good close-hearting early variety.

Rev. A. Rawson, of Bromley Common, sent stalks of Monarch

Rhubarb, a large green variety. Mr. Piccirillo, of Wigmore
Street, sent specimens of Marzajola Onion or New "White Silver

Tripoli, grown in Naples. Messrs. Criscuolo, Kay, & Co., Graee-

church Street, sent roots of the true Early "White Nocera Onion,

imported from Naples. It is a small silver-skinned variety.

The samcfirm sent specimens of a fine large variety of Lemon,

called Sorrento Lemons. Mr. W. Robins, gardener to Sn- E. C.

Kerrison, Bart., Oakley Park, Scole, sent a cluster of four Tele-

gi-aph Cucumber, the total length of which was 6 feet 10 inches.

Mr. J. Gardner, gardener to Col. Astley, Elsham Hall, Brigg,

sent a brace of Marquis of Lome Cucumber, 30 and 29 luches

long respectively ; one of them a very handsome fruit. Mr. C.

Eoss, gardener to C. Eyre, Esq., Weltord Park, sent fruit of a

seedling Melon called Weltord Park, scarlet flesh. It is a smaU
yeUow-netted fruit with pale pink flesh, and being not ripe an

opinion could not be formed on its merits. Alfred Smee, Esq.,

F.E.S., sent a dish of the old "White Joanneting Apple, perfectly

ripe from a vinery, to which a cultural commendation was

awarded. Mr. Frost, gardener, Dropmore, sent a plant of

" Edible Passiflora," the flavour of which wa very disagreeable.

DINNEE-TABLE DECORATIONS.

I FEEL the thorough justness of the remarks made by Mr.

Lucking, my friend Mr. Peach, and " F. E. H. S." I have said,

and stm m^ntain, that such a method is only suitable for a

club or public company, and were I set down at a private table

to such an arrangement I should at once say it was " snob-

bish " I say this, because the object of a dinner party is not

to admire decorations or to turn everything topsy-turvy tor

them, but to meet friends and eat your dinner ;
and where

tables had been cut and cloths also, I should have concluded

that not the comfort of the guests but the glorification of the

host was had in view. This is, I believe, the great ^feiice

between the dinner table of the true gentleman and that ot

the man who wants to be considered as such. In the one, the

comfort and pleasure of the guests are the considerations ;
in

the other, what will they think of my decorations, my wine, my

chefs dishes, &c. ? and everything is made to centre round

this one point. But what were the exhibitors to do ? It was

the first tune Mss Hassard (who, let me say, has invanably

taken prizes wherever she has shown), tried it; and if she

had any inkling of who the Judges were to be, she exei-cised a

wise discretion in departing from her usual role. But at the
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same time let me do her the justice to say that, had she not

done so, it is most likely she would have adopted some other

plan equally effective, and that quite independently of the

Ferns. The simpUcity of the whole arrangement was its

charm.
I am excessively sorry that this plan has received the sanc-

tion of the Royal Horticultural Society, but at the same time

I am quite convinced that it will never make way. I should

like to know how many persons of good position will be influ-

enced by the show, and say when they get home, " WeU, we
must have our dinner tables altered and adopt this new plan."

I am no diner-out, but I have never seen it attempted, and am
glad to find that Mr. Peach corroborates my views as to its

rarity. I fuhy endorse, too, all that has been said on the im-

propriety of such an expenditure on a matter which can in no
way affect the interests of horticulture. When I recollect that

the finest collection of plants that can be exhibited would
only be rewarded with halt the money, one feels forced to cry.

Shame on such an outlay as this !—D., Deal.

FOECED STBAWBEEEIES FAILING.
Mr. Recokd asks me (" E. T. J.") what was the state of the

Strawberry roots at the time of being introduced into heat.

I answer it was very good, as that is a point I am always
anxious about, knowing that I can expect no good result either

in fruit or flower if the roots are not as they should be. I

have for several years protected the plants in a six-light cold
pit, with ail' on night and day when the state of the weather
would permit, and in time of frost been careful to exclude it.

I layer the runners, as soon as I can get them, in 3-inch pots,
and shift into 6-inch pots, generally the last week in .July.

Although my first lot was a failure, and I expected the suc-
cession would go the same way, since the weather has become
drier the disease has ceased, and the frait has swelled and
ripened beautifully. My third lot look as if they would be
better still.

I fully beheve the failure in the first place chiefly arose from
the long continuance of dull wet weather, for I never remember
such a cold April and May as we have had this year. Some
years ago I Uved at a place in Yorkshu-e, where every season we
forced from six hundi-ed to seven hundred pots of Strawberries,
and as soon as they were all potted in July they were plunged
to the rim of the pot, and no covering of any kind was j^ut

over them in winter, yet they always did well. I have assisted
in taking them up and placing them in gentle heat at once,
and I do not remember a single failure. The kinds were
Princess Alice Maud and Keens' Seedling.

I am much obUged for the communications on the subject,
as I think it desirable that gardeners should report failures as
well as successes, for all are Hable to such disappointments at
times.—E. T. J.

GEAVENSTEIN AND DUCHESS OP
OLDENBUBGH APPLES.

Can you tell me whether I am right or wi-ong in considering
the Gravenstein and Duchess of Oldenburgh Apples alike ? I

have this week been hunting through and comparing many
sorts in my collection, amongst them the two sorts named
above. In these I find no difference as regards their growth,
wood, and leafage ; I am therefore afraid that I have not secured
the two sorts, although I have tried for several years to do so. I
have procured trees under both names from several of the best
English collections ; I have also done so from the best conti-
nental collections, but the result has been the same—I have
only one sort. Whether it is the Gravensteiu or the Duchess
I cannot make out, and in my distress have applied to you for
aid. I have before me the descriptions of Thompson, Lindley,
Hogg, and Downing, also the description and figure of the
Gravensteiu in the fourth volume of the Horticultural Society's
" Transactions," yet I cannot decide whether the two Apples are
alike or not. I have never seen any figure of the Duchess ex-
eeptiug the one in Downing's " Fruit Trees of America "and
Ronalds, and the two figures are exactly aUie, which you
wiU see by a tracing which I send. The descriptions, too, I
think are so much alike that they lead me to suppose that the
two fruits are the same.

Appended I quote descriptions of both fruits, and although
one fruit is said to be German and the other Russian, yet there
is a doubt about the Gravenstein being German. Some say it

is Itahan ; but may it not be Russian ? As the parentage is dis-

putable it is as likely to be the last as the first ; and there is

this peculiarity in the Gravensteiu that makes me inclined to

think it of Russian origin—viz., that neai-ly, if not all trans-

parent Apples are of that country, and therefore my notion

that the Gravenstein and the Duchess of Oldenburgh are aJike.

Description of the Gravenstein
by Thompson.—" Shoots strong
[same as my trees] dark
purplish red, sprinkled with
whitish dots ; leaves rather
large, broad, ovate, acuminate,
and serrated or acutely cre-

nated." As far as the above
goes all my trees of the so-

called two sorts agree, with
this addition, that the pubes-
cence and venation are aUke,
also that in many of the leaves,

from both trees, one side of the
expanded portion is a Httle

longer than the other; the
length of the petioles is also

aUke.

Description hy Downing.
^'Yonngvroodrcddish brown."

As the descriptions of Lindley,
Hogg, and Downing agree in
most particulars I need not
quote them, but merely point
out the discrepancies between
HoggandDowning. As regards
the Duchess, Dr. Hogg says,
" Eye large and closed, with
long broad segments, placed in

a deep angular basin." Down-
ing says, " Calyx pretty large

and nearly closed, set in a wide
even hoDow." This is the only
difference in description of any
import, and that is reduced to-

a minimum.

I find that all the continental writers give August and Sep-
tember as the months when the two fruits are ripe (ripe here
in September generally). I have not been able to find a

coloured figure anywhere excepting Ronalds's, and this is very

Uke a Gravenstein.
I do not know that I have made myself clearly understood.

Will you kindly give your opinion of the two fi-uits, and say ia
what they differ ? I may have only obtained one for both, and
hence my pei'plexity.—J. Scott.

[The two Apples Duchess of Oldenburgh and Gravenstein
are certainly quite distinct, not only in appearance of the finiit,.

but in its duration. The former is a regularly shaped Apple with

broken streaks of red on its surface, a long slender stalk, and
ripens always in the middle and end of August, and rarely

keeps longer than September. The Gravenstein is an irregularly

shaped fruit, frequently knobbed round the basin of the eye,-

which is also higher on one side than the other. The skin is

covered with red on the side next the sun and streaked with
crimson, and aU its cells are wide open, while only some of

those of Duchess of Oldenburgh are so. The fruit wiU keep
tiU Christmas. The flavour of Gravenstein is rich and spicy,,

and it is in every way a superior Apple to Duchess of Olden-
burgh, which has Little besides itsearUness to recommend it.

—

Eds.]

SELF-ACTING FOUNTAIN.
In answer to " Amateue," and other inquirers as to how »

self-acting fountain may be made, we reprint the following from
our eighteenth volume :

—

The annexed sketch
represents a fountain
30 inches high, which
is not very expensive or
difficult to make by any-
one who can use a " cop-

per bit." The top reser-

voir is a 14-inch galvan-
ised iron basin, with a
flat zinc cover soldered

on ; the centre, for about
4 inches diameter, slight-

ly sunk ; the base is a
zinc reservoir of larger

capacity than the upper
one ; the shaft or pillar

is also ofTzinc, with a
bead round the centre

by way of ornament, the

whole soldered toge er

;

the jet is the nose
large-sized carpen r's

oil-can, with a piece of

compo gas pipe long
enough to reach nearly

to the bottom of the bowl

,

soldered to it ; the tube
shown, with a sUghtly funnel top, is soldered into the cover,,

and passes through to within three-eighths of an inch of the

bottom of the lower reservoir; the only remainhig pipe is
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fixed with one end opening into tie top of the lower, and

the other under the cover of the upper reservou-. A piece of
[

ornamented perforated zmc reUeves the plainness of the top
i

and protects the tube, and at the base forms a guaid for soilm

which Ferns, ttc, grow.
.

To work it :—Unscrew the jet and tiU the top reservou-, re-

fix the jet and place your finger on the apertm-e, poui-mg water I

at the same time down the open top tube nntU the air is suth-
j

ciently compressed to resist the ingress of any more
;
the water

wiU then flow to the height of 18 or 20 inches for the space of

half-an-hoiu-. To repeat, draw the water from the tap, and

perfoiTQ as \)eloie.—{Ei)gUih Mecluimc and Minor oj ScieJice.)

BLACKBURN HOETICULTUEAL SOCIETY.

Thk above Society held their second Exhibition on the 29th

andaothof May; aid we ai-e induced to. notice it because the

estabUshment of a horticultural society in such a laige, busy

and thi-iviuK town as Blackbui-n, is undoubtedly a step m the

right direction, for in no town that we have visited either at

home or abroad, have we been so foiTiWy impressed with the

total absence of window plants. ^\ith high or lo'^, "^1^ "^

poor, plants foi-m no ornaments to the windows. Ihis is a

gi-eat misfortune, for horticnlture is a gi-eat humaniser and

softener of the heai-t, and tends more to home enjoyment tha_n

many are willing to admit; but so suiely as tie cottagei is

induied to grow a few window plants and a ^ew bolder plMits

so smely will his happiness and the happmess of his family be

incr»ased The fi-eqnent absence fiom home is changed, ne

sta-i-^ at home to tend his plants ; thus he is thrown more mto

loving contact with his wife and family than formerly occuiied

dming his leisui-e time ; he finds how much more eiipyable are

such scenes to those of dissipation, which aie too often m^ulgea

in by those having no hobby to employ their nimd upon during

their cessation from toil.
, t,, i, „ ,o

To effect such a change in the population of Blackbuim is oi.e

of the chief reasons this Society has been started :
and as the

President, E. B. Dodgson, Esq., and Vice-President, Capt. bhaw,

ai-e such enthusiastic plant-lovci-s, and so popular- and well

known among the inhabitants, there is a good prospect of the
j

Societv flourishing and working-out an immense ainoimt of

good. "Equally foi-tunate also is the Society in its selection of a

Secrctai-v, for unquestionably Mr. Ditchfield, who holds that

post, is at once painstaking and kind in the extreme to aU ,

coming in contact with him.
, , . i t

The plants exhibited were, taken as a whole, of imusual merit
j

for such a young Society to produce, and in some instances such

as have never been sm-passed at any floral display. Two examples
[

of this may be given : the fii-st, a splendid plant of Odoutjglossiim

nasvium majus in the most robust health, and beanng tw^n^-

five splendid spikes of flowers. This was staged by E B.

Dodgson Esq., and was imdoubtedly the gem of the Exbibition.

Following closely in the wake of this, however, was a magnrfl-

cent specimen of the richly-coloured Dendrobium Dalhonsie-

anum exhibited by Capt. Shaw; it was of gigantic proportions,

and in speaking fiom memory-, we are afiaid to say tiow many
spikes of its gi-and flowers hung gracefully from its long pseudo-

bulbs. Other Orchids were shown in exceJent condition, as

were also Azaleas, stove and greenhouse plants, ornamental-

leaved plants. Scarlet Geraniums, Show Pelai-gomums, Fuchsias,

Heaths, Cinerarias, Calceolarias, bouquets of -wild flowers, table

decorations, and British and exotic Ferns.

The Exhibition was also considerably enhanced by a choice

collection of plants sent from "Upper HoUoway, London, by Mr.

B S WiUiams, not for competition, but merely to assist the

Society to increase the pubhc interest in Its doings. Another

collection of a simUai- character was staged by Mr. H. \S alton,

"
The large prize for Cucumbere offered by the Society was

not responded to in the manner it deserved, but vve trust

another year to see their call bring out both more and better

plants. It is also proposed, we beheve, next year to more

ihoroughly enhst the sympathies of the working classes, by

giving prizes for window plants.

wind that blows. The estate wa.i the result of contmuous

purchases and additions. About 1812 the house at LiUey was

accidentally bui-ned down, and the present mansion at Putte-

rid^e, with the stables and oflices, was built. The house of

1788 was on the site of the present farmhouse—nay, I believe

that the main walls of the building ai-e the same. In the

transfoi-matiou effected, evidence was afiorded that it is often

much more expensive to improve and modei-nise an old build-

ing than to pull the old building down and build all afresh.

One inducement for buOding the new house at such an

elevation was no doubt the number of old trees that remamed ;

but unfortunatelv, long before Mr. Sowerby had thought ot

building a house there he had cut down m;my fine trees, as

timber brought such a high price diuuig the French w-ar.

Dmin" the time of Mr. John Sowerby 's occupation horticiU-

tm-e was confined to a small kitchen garden, with a glass house

or two and a few frames, and I have often been told that there

were gi-eat regrets felt for the comfort and the finer produce

of the LUley gardens.

Mr. John Sowerby was succeeded by his eldesi, son, WUliam

Sowerby, who, beuiglame from an accident, could not do much

to improve the estate, but whose chief hobby was the keeping

of race horses, purely from the pleasme he felt m the animals,

and not in the least as a matter of speculation. On his de-

cease he was succeeded by the next brother, the late Colonel

Sowerby, who laid out conser-vatories, corridors, flower gardens,

and pleasme grounds, and for twenty-seven years did so much

to improve the estate, the farm -steadings, and cottages, that the

neighbourhood was completely changed. No man could more

thoi-oughlv feel the responsibility of actmg as a good steward

for the benefit of the estate and the interests of those who

were to succeed him. The neat farm-steading, a Jcnne oniec,

was bmlt by him. it,,, t

On Colonel Sowerby's decease he was succeeded by the next

brother George Sowerby, Esq., who enlarged the house accom-

modation, and on his decease, ;^fter some three years' occupa-

tion, was succeeded by his eldest sou, George Sowerby, Esq.,

1 who has already made gieat improvements m changmg the

open corridors into glass-covered stractuies, heating them to

make them comfortable in winter, erecting a rustic fernery

close to the mansion, making suitable improvements m the

i
faim-steadings belonguig to the estate, and though last, not

i
least, vastlv improving the home fai-m-steading by changing

the open yards into aiiT, roomy, covered sheds, where all the

processes of feeding, attending, &c., can be most easily and

economically managed. These arrangements have been car-

ried out under the supeiintendence of Mr. GreenweU, the land

steward of the estate. A lai-ge Dutch bam has also been

I

erected, and as all buildings are weU spouted, the increase of

water is a great advantage.

PTJTTEKIDGEBUEY.
{From a Corresjiondent.)

Mb. John Soweeet, to whom reference is made on page 443,

was a native of CarUsle, and the family still hold property

there. The inducement to purchase the estate was the fact

that Mrs. Sowerby had been bom on that property. He first

purchased Lilley House, now the site of one of the best faims,

which used to be celebrated for its Walnuts and the production

of the finest fruits, as Apricots and Peaches. Lilley might

be ti-uly described as " Lily in the valley ,'' and Putteridgebnry

Park as " Putteridge on the hill," as it feels the force of evei-y

WOODSTOCK PAEK.—No. 1.

The Eesidexce or the Eighi Hon. W. F. Tighe.

This has of late yeai'S risen to be one of the most distui-

cruished Olustrations of British gardening. Descriptive details

of this residence have appeared in our Journal, but smce

then gi-eat improvements have been made, and improvements

still go on ; and as this is a place to be visited by travellers,

and where designers wUl find the most vaiied and abundant

matter for copying, we think it is instractive as well as inter-

esting to can-y'down periodical reports.

Woodstock Park is situated in a fine pai-t of the country-,

between 'Waterford and Kilkenny, about five miles fi-om the

Thomastown railway station. On reaching the rumous-look-

in" village of Thcm'astown the scenery assumes a varied and

beautiful character. Here we meet the sUvery Nore wash-

ing one side of the village. The old waUs aie hangmg full of

Pelhtorj-; great masses of Houseleek cUng about the old

houses. The extraordinaiy quantity of Fems growing on the

walls and trees here are sure indications of the cUmate we aie

in Here also begin the old castles, which stand like a line of

foits all the wav by the river, at from cue to two nules distant,

some fortv miles to the sea. The second one from Thomar -

town Dvs'art, is the birthplace of the famous Bishop Berkeley.

What a lovely spot this is ! "What a wonderful stoiy might

be written on these castles ! "What a singular blending along

this road is that of the modern mansions with the towering

old castles : On neaiing ft'oodstock the scenery giows richer

in points of interest, and when we pass through the Turkey

!
Oak avenue into the romantic-looking village of Inistioge, the

' scene is perfectly unique.
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Inistioge is iu the barony of Gowrau, and near the river

Nore. An abbey is said to have been there as early as the

year 800, but it is certaui tliat one dedicated to the Virgin and

St. Colomb, the patrons of the town, was founded there for

Augustiuian canons iu the year 1210, and was surrendered to

Henry TIU. in the thii-ty-first year of bis reign. The estates

belongmg to the .ibbey were granted to Edmund Butler and

his heirs by Queen Ehzabeth.

To a stranger this town of Liistioge is striking, and it takes

some time to master the scene. The entrance to the village is

screened by a mass of old Ivy-covered ruins. By the side of

these niins a modem church and a large chapel stand close

together. Looking from this standpoint the eye fixes on a

scene of great boldness and grandeur; the houses seem

perched on the top of each other up the steep hill. Nothuig

cordd be more picturesque than the way in wliieh the houses

stand; there has been no artificial levelling here, they are

placed at evciy imaginable angle and aspect. The whole village

has a clean, orderly, and trim appearance ; the houses are

substantial, the shops good, with a thriving air, and there is

an hotel where a prince might comfortably lodge. ^Vhere

shall we again meet such hearty and polite attention as travel-

lers get from Mr. and Mrs. Butler?

The pai-k comes close into the town on the lower side, but

the main entr.-ince is some distance above the town, up a very

steep road.

As our time is limited we ai'e advised to go to the " Red House "

by the lower road if we wish to see the real beauty of Wood-
stock, and as we made a long journey to take note of its beau-

ties we start on the lower road. On starting we are again

close to the Nore, which comes boldly through a fine stone

bridge of ten arches, and this bridge is itself a sight. All the

wall between the cope and the arches, the whole length of the

bridge, is covered as thickly as can be with Ivy, mixed with the

red Valerian, now in bright bloom. It is a wreath worth going

to see. This road is on the right of the river ; on the left the

ground expands into a fine sheep-walk well studded with trees.

Here ai'e the fom--year-old Southdown wethers that supply the
mutton so well known at hospitable Woodstock ; over us is a
bank of shelving rock some 300 feet liigh, on the upper edge
are tufts of the Silver Fir wliich have a fine effect. Some
ninety years ago Arthur Young spoke in raptures of this Mount
Sandford. This bank continues about half a mile with only
the road from the river to the rock. A gi'eat variety of nalur.al
wood covers every inch that is not sheer rock, and pendents of
Ivy are seen hanging 20 feet or more from the blanches of the
trees. This b.ank changes in a bold sweep from the right to
the left of the Nore, and has been beautifully planted by the
present owner. On the right, or Woodstock' side, the ground
rises on an easy .slope to the top of Mount Alto about 1000 feet
above the river ; this is about two miles distant, and finely
wooded to the top.

The sweep of the river where the bank changes sides is

r,'rand, and on this point of land the old mansion stood for
centuries. It is a very solitary spot ; the rising gi-ound and
woods exclude the thickly-populated country on the north of
the river. A pretty cottage stands on the site of the old man-
sion

; a curious alcove terrace still remains to show that
artistic gardening had been liere effectively done ages ago.
Fine groups of trees are dotted over this lawn-looking pasture,
and right opposite is seen a charming waterfall, roaring and
leaping into a fine salmon pool. There are some old Yew trees

at this spot, and we notice that the trees are browsed I>y the

cows grazing on the lawn. It is about 1.30 years since the

new mansion was built, and ever since that time cattle have
been grazing about these Yews—the stems of some of them
with twigs like an Irish Y'ew—and never has any ill effect been
known to come to the animals from eating the Yew. It is

clear from this that cattle are not injured by eating Yew in a

frrsh state from the tree.

We are still a mile from the Red House, but we now enter a

forest scene, the hank again changing to the right side, the

rock disappearing, and the height insignificant. The Oak
trees in this wood are the best we have seen in Ireland. From
the road only glimpses ar'e now caught of the river. The
wonderful gi'owth of natural wood is here interesting. Hun-
dreds of acres of Holly may be seen m a stretch. It is most
interesting to observe in these woods how certain classes of

trees select ground. Over the whole extent of the woods the

HoUy seems to gr-ow freely in a natural state. The Silver Fir

springs up freely on certain places, where it may be seen fronr

100 feet high in all stages to this year's seedling. The Spr-uce

appears in a far less proportion than the Silver Fir. The common
Pine springs up freely, and there are many fine old specimens of

this noble tree. We could not discover one Larch from seed.

The Larch planted thrives well, and there ai-e some large old

trees ; it is noteworthy that the Larch does not take to the

soil here under such favourable cii'cumstances.
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At the Eed House vre are again, at the edge of the river.

Here we observe that there is a " tide." Looking out at the

windows of this beautifully-kept picnic house, the river is

vei-y fine ; looking back to where it dies out of sight in the

wooded banks near the old mansion, it is like a beautiful lake

with thick-wooded islands, and the water is enlivened with

pleasure boats, and a whole fleet of "cotes" tiEhing for

salmon.
From the Red House we turn to the right up the glen along

a crooked path, and ai-e dii'ectly in front of a waterfall with

steep banks on each side, which seem to forbid farther pro-

gress. However, we scramble up a rugged path and find a

very pretty Swiss cottage. This cottage is " private," which is

rather amusing when the housekeeper presents the volumes
of names of those who have enjoyed themselves in this ro-

mantic spot, and have left written effusions that would be
worth a fortune to those who deal in manufactured literature.

Farther we must go to see the trees, and the ups and downs,
and crossing slippery stones and bridges of difficulty, bring to

mind long-forgotten portions of the " Pilgi-im's Progi-ess."

Such masses of Hyjinum spleudcns ! and here the Filmy
Fem could be lifted liy the square yard. Then we come upon
ten square yards of Eoyal Fern in one mass, with fronds

(J feet high. ' In this glen we find Finns excelsa gi-owiug most
luxuriantl}'. This tree we greatly admire as it is seen here.

The Deodar is also very promising ; more of the Gryptomeria
should be i)lanted in this glen ; the Ehododendi'ons are spread-

ing with amazing rapidity ; the Norway Maple and Thorn
.\cacia ai-e growing into fine trees, and will be a grand picture

in this glen in the autumn. A few Ai-aucarias are planted

here, but they are not promising. We must now leave the

wild woods and turn to the gardens at Woodstock.

IXOYD'S AVALL-TBEE .\nd PLANT PKOTECTOES.
The increasing uncertainty of obtaining fruit from trees on

open walls, makes us the more readily draw attention to each

protection that is suggested. Mr. Lloyd's " sash wall-tree

protector," as shown below in fig. 1, has brackets fastened to

the sash, slide in the glass, and screw down again, which
secmes the glass in position.

the wall, on which is placed the sash, and shut down. Then
place the earth-plate perpendicularly under the spike on the
bracket

; press the tubular iron pillar sufficiently down into
tlie earth, through the plate, until you can slipthe tube on
the end of the spike; fasten the tube by the nut on the plate,
and all will be fii-m together. You wUl now put in your gut-
ter, slip the glass in po.^ition, and all is fixed.

Flfi.'i is Mr. Lloyd's "portable dwarf span-roof greenhouse."
In glazing it, take off the moveable liUet on the fi-ont edge of

A. Nortli end
B. Soutli end.

c. West side—small
garden.

D. East side—uan-ow
jard.

E. Buildings,
r. Fence.
G. Passage 3^ feet wide.
IT. Door.

HEATING A SPAN-ROOFED GREENHOUSE.
I SHALL be much obliged it you will give me some advice as

to how to set about heating with hot water my greenhouse, a

span-roof, 25 feet by 10 feet, of which the accompanying is a

rough plan.

My great difficulty arises from want of space for a stokehole

outside for the furnace ; I cannot have one without the greatest

uiconvenience owing to my confined

space. Would it answer to have it on
the left -hand side of the door, with
an u'on grating to lift up or down? Of
course, this would be constant trouble.

Or could the furnace be placed at the
south-east corner, and the pipe in pass-

ing round the house be sunk so as to

be below the floor at the entrance ?

Or would you recommend one of the
iron stoves and boiler to be placed in-

side the house, or a gas-stove, if it

could be used without injury to the
plants ? With respect to the last two
plans, I must say from exi)erience that

I have not much faith in expedients of

this sort, and would rather, if possible,

have something that there is no doubt
about. Wm you add what size of

pipes should be used, and what sort

and size of boiler ? Could not the lat-

ter be placed inside the house under
the stage and fed from the outside?

Any fm-ther ruformation will be most
valuable, as I am cntkely ignorant on
the subject of hot-water heating.

Of course, if it were not for the dust,

it would bq pleasanter on snowy nights

to feed the furnace from inside the

house, or, at any rate, under some
sort of cover. Could this be managed ?—C. A.

[This is just one of those cases which, simple though it is,

involves as much consideration as heatiug a range of houses.

No doubt " C. A." thought he had told everything to enable

one to give a reply as to the different plans he proposes ; but

these things he forgets—the height of the house at the apex,

and the internal an-angement of the stages.

The entrance door being at tlie north end, and in the middle
of the end, I should conclude that he means the path to be

up the middle, and the stage or platform on each side, one of

the most economical aiTangements in such a house. For a

house from 1'2 to 15 feet in width, it might be better to have a

central platform and a narrower stage or wide shelf all round
the sides. The matter is important, as from the limited space
of the passage and yard on the north and east side of the

house, the possibOity of having a stokehole there depends on
the shallowness of the stokehole, and the consequent greater

elevation of the pipes inside of the building. These pipes

could be considerably raised either under the sides or the

central stage, and then a stokehole from 3J feet square, and
from '2J to 'A feet in depth would answer well, as if the boiler

were chiefly inside of the house, though covered over with its

Uues, there would be abundance of room to use a short-handled

shovel, and no great depth would be necessary. A very deep
and a very narrow stokehole is unpleasant to work, as there

must be a sort of ladder to get up and down. True, " C. A."
may sink the pipes as he Ukes, either under the doorway or

beneath the path altogether, having a grating over it ; but the

lower the pipes the lower in proportion must be the stokehole,

and he must go down into something like a well instead of

only two or tlu'ee steps.

There is another iioint that strikes me—though there is

little room on the north or east-side passages. Is there not

room in the Uttle garden on the west side? In all such cases

where a stokehole is to be outside, and its top is used as a

pathway or merely as a protection from wet, etc., nothing

answers better than two hinged wooden lids— say, if the width

is from .SJ to 4 feet, the lids made in two pieces so as to open
more easily and conveniently.

Under the circumst.ances and to avoid sinking, I would have

a small rather flat saddle boiler, have th.at inside the house,
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and merely sufBciently covered to secure a flue over it. I

would use :^-iiic!i pipes on tlio level, and take them all round
the house, merely missnif; the dooi-n'ay without any sinking,

as the more pipes are sunk the less lieat they give out to the

atmosphere of the house. I often advise and ])ractise the

sinking of pipes in a trench for certain desu-able purposes, but

I never suppose that as much dii-cct heat can be obtained from
such pipes as from those fuUy exposed.

These mutters being attended to, I see no objection to the

Hist pruposal, to fix your stokehole and chimney on the left-

hand side of the doonvay—that is, in the noiih-west comer.
In tliis case I would advise that the pipes be carried along the
west, south, and east sides as far as the doonvay, raising them
to that point, say, 3 or 4 inches, place an air-pipe there, and
have both pipes on a level, the one the flow and the other the

return.

As there seems to be more room the furnace might be equally
well fixed at the south-east comer ; but instead of sinking the
pipes as " C. A." proposes, I would have T pipes fixed in the
boiler for the flow and return, and take one set along the east

side as far as the doorway, and the other set gomg along the
south end and the west side. This plan, though likely to answer
equally well, is a little more complicated.
Gas stoves often do vei-y well, but I have no faith in heat

from gas so far as plants are concenaed if the products of com-
bustion are not can-ied out into the open atmosphere. This
winter I had too good proofs of what a few hours of gas-burn-
ing woidd do, even for illuminating piuT)oses at night. The
more impure the gas the worse its effects. I have come to the
conclusion , that even for lighting-up plant houses with gas
there is no plan so safe as that adopted by some of our great
jewellers, who hum the gas in a case outside and cause the
light to be reflected inside.

A common iron stove, with close-fitting doors, about the
centre of the house would be far safer than gas ; and if the
funnel is kept clean and the ashes are damped before mo\'ing,
little dust need be made. StU], such a stove requii-es cai'e,and
should have a flat top to have a vessel of water kept on it. If

the care can be given, this is by far the cheapest and easiest
mode of heating a small house so as to keep out frost.

The proposed stove boiler as advertised so frequently would
be an improvement if it could be so fixed as to be frd from
the outside. By adding pipes you could place it at tlie most
suitable comer. If without pipes, it should stand at the centre
of the house on the east side. Without water-pipes added, the
advantage of such a stove is, that the sides, lined with water,
rarely become too hot. Even this evil can be remedied in a
common iron stove, say 1.5 inche_s square, if the firebox is fixed
in the centre and there is 11 or '2 inches all open round it, or
if the firebox is lined thi'oughout with firebricks.

In all such stoves, with or without hot-water pipes, much
depends on the working and the close-fitting of fui-nacc and
ashpit doors. If I had to heat such a little house with a stove,
when once the fire fairly burned I would regulate combustion
entirely by the ashpit door. Even in a large house I have
found an opening in the ashpit door of 1 inch long and one-
sixteenth of an inch wide quite sufficient to keep up a slow
regular combustion of fuel, and thus maintain a regular tem-
perature.

Leaving iron stoves and boilers out of consideration, if

economy were the object, and the side walls were sufficiently
high, I would fix a brick stove on the east side, say 24 to
30 inches square, and from 36 to 42 inches in height, to be fed
from the outside, the top of the stove to be covered with iron
or stone, and the flue to come out at the side instead of at the
top, the opening for the flue pipe to be fuUy 12 or 1.5 inches
from the top. With such a small brick stove fed from the
yard I should have no difficulty in keeping the plants in such
a small house safe from frost. A brick stove is just safer than
an iron stove, in the heat given off being milder and more
continuous

; though a Uttle experience would enable anj'one to
do what he Uked with a common iron stove ; and for small
houses I venture to say there is no such economical plan of
heating as by an iron or a brick stove, merely with a chimney
from it and no other flue. The secret in such cheap heating
by stoves is to bear in mind that the stove is the resei-vou- of
heat, and without even the use of a damper, the free egi-ess of
heat must be avoided ; that must be regulated by the air ad-
mitted at the ashpit opening. I had an old-fashioned iron
stove that had done more than its work before it came into my
hands, nevertheless it kept out the frost, except in verj- severe
weather, from a lean-to house 75 feet long and 11 feet wide.

I have a smaller one in its place, not so effective because it is

so much smaller. In both cases a horizontal pipe is taken some
24 mches from the stove—it ought never to be longer—and
that pipe terminates in a sort of cesspool for soot, Ac, and
from that a 9-feet 3-inch pipe goes through the roof as a
chimney. When a fire is lighted this 0-feet pipe becomes hot,

but when it is deshed to concentrate the heat in the stove, l)y

leaving just a Uttle opening at the ashpit door I can have the
stove very hot, whilst the upper pai't of the pipe chimney is

quite cool. , When people try these things they are utterly

amazed at what a small iron stove, or a brick stove a little

larger, can accomplish. For all small houses, as respects fuel

and general heating, there is nothing so economical as a stove.

The next most economical mode of heating them is by a flue,

and especially if, for convenience, it is placed beneath a path-

way.
" C. A." has a hankering that even for his little house ho

should be able to attend to the fire in a snowy, rainy night
without being exposed. With more room in the passages and
narrow yards he could easily cover that part over and thus

protect himself. With the difticulties in his position imd
with this desire for comfort, I would lessen the size of the

house from 2.5 feet in length into 20. I would make the fire-

place at the south end—shut off by a door and glass division

—into a stokehole and potting-house, which would hold on
shelves numbers of plants, as half the space would do for the

stokehole, and when that was covered over the whole space

would be at command. The chimney might either be at the

south end or the east side—better the former—and a door
could open from the greenhouse into this hcathig, potting, and
preserving department. A small door at the south end would
afford admission to it for the cleaning of furnace, supplying
fuel, &c., so as not to interfere at all with the general green-

house, and many things might be brought on in this stokehole-

greenhouse.
I have shown that in our- practice for large affairs nothing

equals hot water. For small soHtary houses I would never
use it, as both in material for heating and the heating medium,
it is so expensive, as there is no comparison between heating

thousands of feet and some 20 to 30 feet ran. In the latter

cases I beUeve that stoves are the most economical. If you
add cheapest and best, then I say that a small simple flue is

best. Now, in the present case, if I were in " C. A.'s " position

I would make pathway up the middle of the 10-feet-wide

house. I would shut off 5 feet at the south end, and there fix

the furnace, as aheady indicated. I would have the chimney
at the middle of the end or east side as most suitable. A
boiler and hot water may be used, but I should prefer a simple
flue. A flow to the door-way entrance, and back again to the
chimney would be ample. Supposing the pathway to be in

the middle of the house, I would take that flow and return
flue under the pathway, having the sui'face covered with tHes
on piu-posc. Two 5 or 6-inch flues would bo ample, a flue

from the furnace right round to the chimney. Two bricks on
bed, with joints, and thin tiles, and thick tiling over them,
would be sufficient. Such flues under a pathway maie it very
pleasant to walk upon in cold weather in winter. No heating
medium is seen ; and though, after much practice, I consider
iron and brick stoves to be by far the most economical mode
of heating small detached houses even in these days, yet for

single houses not more than oO feet in length, the small flue

under the pathway has many conveniences. All the heating
is thus concealed.

If I were going to begin commercially I would do much with
stoves and flues, though nothing equals hot water where a
large extent of glass has to be heated. Many cannot realise

the fact that, though hot water is best for thousands of feet, it

may not be equally good for hundreds of feet, because in rela-

tive proportions there is no analogous loss in the heat from a
small and a large boiler. For many small greenhouses I have
no hesitation in saying that to combme neatness, simplicity,

effectiveness, and economy in heating, nothing that I have met
with will beat the small shallow flue under the pathwaj', the
tile or biick of the pathway fonning the top of the flue. One
advantage of this mode is, that such a shaUow flue does not
rcquh-e a deep stokehole. Thus, suppose that the bottom of

the flue is H inches below the level of the floor, that the furnace-

bars are 18 inches below the bottom of the flue, and the bottom
of the ashpit door 6 inches lower stiU, then a depth of 2 feet

8 inches, or a few inches more, would be sufficient for a stoke-

hole.

There have been so many inquiries on thepe matters that I
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hope to be excused for making " C. A.'s " letter a sort of text for

stating my opinions. On the -whole, then, if I had ranges of

houses to heat I would never think of using any mode of heat-

ing except hot water. Even for small houses, where a high
uniform temperature has to be maintained, I would prefer hot
water. For small isolated houses, say from 20 to 40 feet in

length, and where merely a safe temperature to keep plants

from frosts and tempests has to be secured, then hot water is

the most expensive mode which can be tried. Stoves, iron or

brick, are far more economical. I have often found that two
pecks of coke have done more to counteract frost in a stove than
seven pecks under a hot-water boiler. The small contracted

flue, as alluded to above, is not quite so economical as the

stove, but it is more easily managed, and is far more economical
as respects fuel, than the boiler, whatever may be its position

or shape. Where neatness—concealment of the heating me-
dium—is to be combined with economy, then I would urge

having a flue under the pathway. A small house I thus heated
by a flue for something like one-fifth part of the lowest tender

I had for hot water, and I am quite sure that the fuel used is

not more than one-tliird of what would be requh'ed for a boiler.

Even in a common iron or brick stove a little attention will

enable one to concentrate the heat round the stove. Use dampers
as you will, the heat will go off into the ah' from a hot-water

apparatus. This is of less consequence when thousands of

feet are heated from one boiler, but it is of consequence when
you heat only some scores or a few hundreds of feet. After aU,

the great question returns—and that I wish to keep in view

—

Why should not thousands have their little greenhouses in

winter and early in spring heated by stoves and flues, who
dare not venture on hot-water heating?—E. Fish.]

BASKET PLANTS FOR THE STOVE.—No. 4.

ToKENiA AsiATiCA, although an old inhabitant of our stoves,

must be reckoned amongst the handsomest and most suitable

for basketwork that an amateur can grow. It has a robust
free-growing habit, and yields an abundant crop of beautiful

flowers. It belongs to the order Scrophulariaceaj. The leaves

ai-e opposite, cordate-acuminate, serrate at the edges, and Ught
gi-een in colour. The flowers are produced from the axils of

the leaves ; they have a short tube, and a broad, spreading,
four-lobed limb ; the groimd colour is intense deep purple,

whilst the tips of each lobe ai'e china white.
This plant succeeds admirably in a mixture of rich loam,

peat, and leaf mould in about equal parts, with the addition

of some sharp river or Reigate sand. In the basket should be
placed a thick coating of sphagnum moss in a gi'owing state,

before putting in the soil, sphagnum being so eminently
adapted for the purpose, as it will grow rather than decay as

common moss does when placed in similar positions. This
Torenia is a common plant in the East Indies.

T. ruLcHEEKiMA.—This plant is of similar habit to the pre-
ceding, but a greater trailer, a circumstance which renders it a
fit subject for suspending in the stove. Its flowers are deeper
purple than those of T. asiatica, and its leaves somewhat haiiy
and dark green.

Before leaving these plants I must here remark that they
are liable to the attacks of mealy bug, but a httle care and
occasional cleaning wiU keep them free from the unsightly

pests of our plant houses.
CoccocYPSELru EEPENS.—I do not introduce this plant to

the notice of my readers on account of its showy flowers, for

the truth is that they are most unpretending, but because
these are foDowed by a profusion of beautiful deep blue
berries, which continue in perfection a long time. The plant
is worthy of a place in the first rank as a basket plant for

winter decoration, a fact which should recommend it to the
attention of all lovers of horticulture. I have, however, fre-

quently remarked that amongst amateurs in particular there
exists a disposition to discard plants which have no attractions

during the summer ; and thus while basking lq the beauties of

Flora, they entirely forget that with the fall of the leaf in

autumn come a dearth of flowers and long dreary months,
which are made still more dreary by the cultivator's own
indolence in summer, when plants might easily have been
provided to rob winter of one-half of its dreariness.

I have usually found this plant succeed well in a mixture of

loam, peat, and sand, and that the temperature of the green-
house is suflScient for it during summer. It must be liberally

suppUed witli water at the roots, and frequently syringed in

order to keep away red spider, for it this pest be allowed to

gain a footing amongst its foliage the plant will lose half its

beauty during winter, through having but few leaves to set oS
its bright ultramarine berries. It is a native of the mountain
regions of Jamaica.
KrssELLA JONCEA.—TMs plant belongs to the order Scro-

phulariaceffi, and is exceedingly useful both tor planting

amongst rockwork in ferneries and also for hanging baskets.

It is a free-growing plant, with long, pendulous, dark green,

somewhat angular, rush-like shoots, from which are produced
from the end of June to the end of August a profusion of

tubular' bright coral red flowers. Without these, however, it

is a veiy ornamental plant, and is well deserving the notice of

aU plant-growers, from whom it has not received the attention

due to its merits, although it has been an inhabitant of oiu'

plant houses about forty years. It succeeds well grown in

peat, leaf mould, and sand, with a little loam added, and
should be very hberaUy suppUed with water.

SAB5IIEXTA EEPEXS.—This is the only species of the genus
at present known, and is a native of ChUi, from which it may
be inferi'ed that a warm greenhouse, or at most a cool stove,

will suit it well. It is a trailing plant, and is peculiaiiy

adapted for suspending in a basket, or planting upon rockwork
in a fernery or conservatory, arranged upon what is called the

natural system. The leaves of Sarmienta repens are opposite,

ovate, fleshy, and slightly hairy, whilst from the ends of the

shoots are produced its tubular, rich, deep scarlet flowers, which
render it very attractive. It should be grown in a mixture of

peat, good leaf mould, and sand, with the addition of some
sphagnum moss, and be hberally supplied with water; there-

fore the pot must be well di-ained.

—

Expeeto Ckede.

WINTEEING BEDDING PELARGONIUMS WITH
OR WITHOUT A GREENHOUSE.

I SHALL first briefly describe the eft'ects of the common me-
thod of keeping bedding Pelargoniums duriug the winter.

Suppose the month is October, the flower-beds are still

beautiful, and the horticulturist contemplates his garden with

deUght. No faded leaves are there yet, but tasteful arrange-

ment, beauty of form, brilhant colours, and fragrant perfumes
delight every sense, and our florist in making a tour round his

garden enjoys one of the highest pleasures given toman. But
his meditations are interrupted by his gardener.

" I win take up the bedding stuff next week, sir, and will

want five or sis hundred new pots."
" Can you not leave them out tUl November or December ?

The white frosts will not materially injure the plants."
" All right, sir ; I will wait tUl the end of November. De-

cember would be rather late."

November comes ; the garden* gets the new flower-pots,

and commences the gigantic task of taking up and potting the

bedding plants.

I will not investigate at present how he manages the Cal-

ceolarias, Verbenas, &c. ; our business is to see how he treats

the bedding Pelargoniums. He pots them very neatly, cuts

away luxuriant growths, and fiUs the greenhouse, vinery, &c.
There are some dozens of plants to be lodged yet : these are

put into cold frames. This done, the Pelargoniums look very
well and are covered with blossoms.

It is now January. December has been frosty and sloppy.

One avoids the garden ; it looks so wretched now that tlie

summer flowers have gone, and the spring flowers not yet

come. The garden is a wilderness, cold and bleak
;
yet we

will take courage and have a look at our Pelargoniums. We
first go to the greenhouse. The plants look very middling

;

the leaves are hmp, the flower-trusses half blooming, half

withered ; still they seem Ukely to survive the winter. We next

visit the cold frames, and the Pelargoniums there present the

following appearances : the tops of the stalks are rotten and
quite black, the flower-stems are completely withered. The
gardener is hard at work picking off dead and dying leaves, or

rather aU the leaves, and he very properly cuts a*vay the rotten

stems and dusts the wounds with charcoal.

Bedding time comes, and the Pelargoniums in the houses

are slowly regaining their good looks, whilst those in the frames

are either half aUve or quite dead. In short, the best part of

the bedding season is lost, as the Pelargoniums do not come
into full leaf and flower until August.

The method of managing Pelargoniums I would recommend
is to commence propagating them at the beginning of June.

The first day of June have your pots and labels ready, put three

cuttings of each sort in a pot, and label them. The best soil to
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nse is a mixture of loam, leaf mould, sUver sand, and a sUght
sprinkling of cliarcoal. Place the pots on coarse gravel or

line rubbish. House the plants at the commencement of

October.

When the greenhouse ie filled with plants do not put the
remainder in cold frames, as they are quite unsuited to the
Pelargonium, but place tliem in a spare room or outhouse,
which must be rain-proof, light, and au'y. Open the windows
every day except during severe frost, and water your Pelar-

goniums whenever they i-equire it. Pick oB all dead leaves,

cut off decayed stalks, and put a pinch of powdered charcoal
on the cut to prevent bleeding. By adopting this plan you
will have plenty of flowers during the winter mouths, and
well-furnished plants for bedding-out in May.
When bedding-out, turn the plants out of the pots, and

plant them in the open gi-ound ; do not prune them until .Tune.

The pruuings will answer for cuttings
;
plant them as directed,

three in a pot.

Should you wish to save the old plants at the end of the
season, take them up in October, and hang them roots upward
in a dark dry place. Start them on a hotbed in March.

—

AaACHXE, An Irish Spider who spins her webs not far from the

Liffeij.

Sale op Oechibs.—On May 30th Mr. J. C. Stevens sold 303
lots of Orchids, the total sum realised being £150. Oncidium
sarcodes sold for £7 10s., and Trichoglottis fasciata for £11.

WOEK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GiKDEN.

Take advantage of the present showery weather to finish

the planting of any crop not yet in. Prick out from the seed
"beds the young plants of Sroccolis, Kales, Cauliflowers, &e.,

to become stocky by the time they ai'e wanted. Make a sowing
of Endive, both Curled and Batavian ; they ought to be
grown in everyone's garden for cooking purposes. Thin-out
Carrots, Parsnips, Beet, Onions, &c., so as to allow them to
attain their full growth, with the exception of any to be drawn
when wauted. Autumn Onions planted for early use should be
topped to make them bulb. Take every opportunity of destroy-
ing slugs, by dusting the vegetable quarters with quicklime on
damp mornings, and in addition laying down heaps of spai-e

vegetables as traps for them.
FRUIT gaeden.

The Peach border should be examined where there is any
danger of its being too dry for the healthy growth of the trees

;

give it a good watering if it requii-es one, for if growth is

at all checked at present, and the autumn should prove wet,
there wiU be great danger of the trees growing too late and
the wood being badly ripened. Proceed with nailing, and
avoid laying-in a single shoot which wiU not be required next
season. Where insects or mildew are still troublesome, lose
no time in applying the usual remedies. Persevere in the use
of them until the enemy is faii-ly overcome, in order that
healthy wood may be secured. Strawberries must be liberally
Eupphed with water, especially on light soils of a di7 hot
nature, for should diy weather set in there will be no chance
of securing a crop without liberal waterings. Protect Chemes
with nets or fragments of tin. Birds are infinitely more
troublesome in dry than in wet seasons.

FLOWER GARDEN.
The present showery weather wiU greatly assist the recently-

tm-ned-out plants in making theu-gi-owth,'and, when the plants
are properly staked and pegged down, the beds should be
neatly finished off. Avoid by aU means, when the ground is

wet, treading on the beds, which would render them too close
for delicate plants to root in. Boaixls or other contrivances
should at all times be used when the beds ai'e being dressed, to
prevent their being trampled on by the workmen, if the beds
are too large to be m:maged without. Stakes of the proper
lieight will have been placed at the time of planting against
all plants requiring support, to secui-e them as they advance.
Take advantage of showei-y weather to cut Box edgings.
Thi'ift and other substitutes for Box should be regidated when
they go out of bloom. Frequently examine Roses to stop the
ravages of the maggot. Where they are wanted to bloom in
August, some of the Pei-i)etual and Hybrid Roses should bow
have their buds removed, and the shoots slightly thinned and
ehorteued-back. Phloxes, Delphiniums, and some other her-
baceous plants, wiU frequently throw up too many shoots;
when tying them up thin them out sufficiently to prevent their

having an overcrowded appearance, and where the plants are
very large three stakes should be placed instead of one ; the
heads of bloom will be finer, and show to more advantage
than when crowded together round one support. Seedling
Pansies are now a feature in the amateur's collection. Anxi-
ously watching every opening flower, he experiences alter-

nately hope, gratification, and disappointment. Promising
flowers should never be removed from the seedling bed till

some stock has been rooted from them. Many fine seedlings
have been lost by risking their removal. Rooted plants may
either be placed in small pots or planted out in beds for an
autumnal bloom. By proper attention flowering may be kept
up almost continuously with these beautiful dwarf plants.

I need not caution the growers against preserving inferior

varieties. Seedling Carnations and Picotees should be now
out of their first leaves, and when they have two pairof leaves,

so as to be fairly handled, they may be pricked out into beds
preparatory to then- final transplantation at proper distances,
in September, for blooming next summer. In watering these
plants in pots, when moisture is applied let the soil be
thoroughly soaked through. Place some fresh moss round the
margins of the pots in vei-y dry weather. Tie-up the spindling
shoots. Disbud according to the strength of the jjlants : some
are more robust in constitution than others, consequently they
must be allowed to mature their blooms accordingly. Cover
the capsules of Tulips intended to be saved with a hand-glass
or some other sUght protection ; wet is apt to lodge in the
apex to the certain destruction of the seed. As the foUage of

offsets turns yeUow they should be taken up. SeedUngs should
also be cai'efully removed, they ai'e apt to send down a small
bulb several inches in the ground.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSEEV.ATOEY.
To keep down insects in the conservatory and plant houses

frequented by company is somewhat difficult, as fumigating
cannot always be resorted to. On this account syringing must
be well followed up on the permanent plants. Those infested,

which can be removed, should be taken out and well cleaned

;

weak ammoniacal water wiU destroy the green fly, and leave

but faint traces of its use in the houses afterwards. Pay
every attention to keeping up the greatest neatness and order in

plant houses, more especially those visited by the family or

by company. The conservatory borders must at this season
have frequent waterings, and should afterwai'ds be neatly raked
over. Remove Chinese Azaleas, now getting past their best, as

their flowers fade, to make room for Pelargoniums and some
of the more hardy stove plants. Keep the cUmbiug plants in

proper form by frequent looking-over. Shade by day, and
keep down the temperatui'e by large admissions of aii', allow-

ing a good portion to remain dm-iug the night. As before

directed, pluck-off the blooms from plants directly they begin
to fade ; this wiU be the more necessary with weU-bloomed
specimens, otherwise they wiU take a considerable time to

recover their lost energies. These will reqiure to be kept some
time in a cool, .shady situation to induce them to break
strongly. No attempt should be made to pot them, even if

they requu-e it, tiU the young growth has made some progress,

or the loss of many dehcate plants will be the result. Con-
tinue the necessary attention to Fuchsias and other soft-

wooded plants which will be required next month for the con-

servatory. Stake neatly Japanese Lilies and other plants

growing for the same purpose ; as these are nearly hardy the
hghts need only be kept over them dm-iug heavy rains. Many
of the climbers here, as Passiflora, Mandevilla suaveolens,

Tecoma jasminoides, &c., will now be growing veiy freely, and
frequent trimmings wiU be necessary to keep them in proper
order. The young shoots should be allowed to grow in a

natiu'al manner, merely preventing their getting too much
entangled, or growing in masses. The flowering of many
vai-ieties of the Passion-flower wiU be hastened by stopping

the young shoots, and any shoot which may be hanging too

low should be stopped, which will prevent confusion and in-

duce the production of flowers. During didl cloudy weather
the shading must not be used too freely, and care must be

exercised to keep the atmosphere moist, giving aii' sjiai'lngly

except on the sheltered side of the house. Let there be no
crowding of the plants, but allow every specimen full space,

especially hardwooded plants. It is sometimes the practice in

the management of the conservatory to huddle the plants very

closely together in order to produce a dense mass of bloom,

and when softwooded plants only aj-e used this is of little conse-

quence, but hardwooded' species are very readily injmed in

I this way, and many a promising specimen is ruined. Ee-
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arrange the plants frequently, and at once displace any that

incUne to become shabby.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
A GENTLEMAN told US lately that man's life would hardly be

worth living for if there were no obstacles to surmount, no
difliculties to conquer. A great truth underlies this obserTa-

tiou, common though it seem. There is much benefit derived

fi'om the bracing effect of contending with difficulties, and
upon the principle involved gardeners ought to be some of the

happiest and best of men. On the other hand, when obstacles

and difficulties are so great that no hope of surmounting them
can be seen, then these difficulties are too often preventives of

extra exertion. In too many cases, even where the nominal
labour would be enough, from the employers acting on the

principle that what is obtained in extra jobs from the garden men
is so much clear saving, the gardener too often finds that, after

having carefully prepared his plans, he is unable to carry them
out, because just when he wants his usual help most it is taken

away from him. We say it advisedly, that such modes of

management are no benefit to anyone, but that every estate is

best managed where men know what they have to do and are

confined each to his distinctive field of operations.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Gave Canhflowers elevated on banks a good soaking with

sewage to enable them to swell their heads well. In the drip-

ping weather Lettuces have been magnificent, and care has
been taken to keep up sirccessions. We had a fine show of

Beet, but the frost and the bu'ds together, we fear, have destroyed
it, and we shall be obhged to sow and plant out again. The
last two years the birds let the seedling plants alone, but this

season these have again become very thin, and we are satisfied

that it is not owing to slugs, &c. Such coloured seedlings as

Love-Ues-bleeding shared the same fate—the birds took them
off in the seed-leaf state. When Beet 2 or 3 inches in height
was planted out, as we used to do, the plants seldom suffered.

The rains having baked the ground, we ran the hoe among
all small plants in rows. Notwithstanding the rains, the
ground is still rather firm to permit the thinning of Onions,
Carrots, &c. True, we could do this easily if we merely cut
them up so as to give room to those left ; but this we seldom
do, as even young Onions laid-in thickly, and Carrots too,

come in veiy useful, but if cut over they are useless. Our
ground is so stiff that we never could please ourselves with
button Onions ; but the thinnings of Onions laid-in rather
thickly in rows have given us better buttons than those we
sowed on the poorest ground for that purpose.
Kidney Beans are coming well, and those partially pro-

tected ai'e doing extremely well, so as to succeed those forced.

For many years we never knew what it was to be long without
this delicious vegetable, but for a season or two we have been
obliged to withdraw our hand here, as with all oui* contriving
we could not manage to keep two things in the same place at

one time. Nevertheless, we say, after much experience, that
nothing pays better for forcing than Kidney Beans. We have
tried all plans with them, and on the whole, from November to
the end of March, we think growing in pots the most profitable

mode, and from November to January we prefer 6 or 8-inch pots,

and 12-inch pots afterwards. Later the plants yield best when
planted out. This vegetable, to families living in the country
and keeping company, is worth as much as is charged for it

in Covent G-irden, and at a much less price would well repay
for aU the labour, and trouble, and heating. We have an old
love for the China or Robin's Egg, but Sir Joseph Paxton is

better for a free bearer. If the colour of the pods is not ob-
jected to, there are few kinds that for free-bearing beat the
Negro, a black Bean.

It is rather singular that our rows of Kidney Beans out of
.

doors are far- more regular than the rows of Scarlet Runners.
These have damped much in the groimd, chiefly owing to the
weather, and we have sown in boxes to transplant, so that
there shall be no blanks. It is no bad plan to sow in boxes
under protection, and then transplant when 3 or 4 inches in

height. We have examined these Scarlet Runners, and are
convinced that the cold and wet have been too much for them.
It is just possible that the seeds that decayed were too old.

No vermin had assailed them.
We could hardly say the same of Peax. Legions of rats

have lately annoyed us, and though they did not meddle with
the more advanced crops in rows just coming above ground,
they made awful havoc, routing them out, even if they did not

eat them, where lead-coloured. Netting, and sprinkling with
soot, &c., we found of Uttle avaU. Our cliief reliance was
placing boards over the rows at night, and removing them in

the morning. What can be expected when you hear of a
thousand rats being killed at one farm homestead? What we
wish our readers to keep in mind is, that to keep down all such

vermin they must resort to many and varied means.

ORNAMENTAL DEPAKTMENT.
Being obliged to attend to other matters, we have not done

so much bedding-out as we intended, and we dislike disturb-

ing the ground in a wet state. The work is more than usually

tedious with us, as from our exposure to winds, we bush-faster»

every plant that is not naturally of a procumbent habit.

We have, however, exceeded our space, and must leave all

this for the present, with merely expressing our regi-et as to

how Rose trees and bushes have snft'ered from the shifty

weather, especially as respects the foliage. From a wall we
have had good blooms for cutting for more than three weeks,

but we can hardly obtain enough of fine foliage to dress them
with. True, other green foliage, Ferns, &c., might be used to

reKeve them, but whether in glass vases, or smaller glasses

holding from one to five Roses, we do not think that any other

green shows them off so well as fine healthy foUage of their

own. Much of our Rose foUage looks as if a hot blast had
passed over it, and we fear this wOl affect the second and con-

tumous blooming.—B. F.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*,* We request that no one will write privately to any of the

correspondents of the " Joui'nal of Horticulture, Cottage

Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so doing they

are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. All

commimications should therefore be addressed solely to

The Editors of the Journal of Horticulture, d'C, 171, Fleet

Street, London, E.G.
British Ferxs (C. TT.).—All in yom- list are natives, tut moBt ol them

ai-e varieties, not species.

Artillery Plant iAmatcur).—It lias many populai- names, such as

"Pistol-plant," " Ai-tilleryman," and "Burning Bush." Its botanical nam©
is Pilea muscosa. It is a native of the West Indies, and was introduced into

England in 1793.

Peach and Cherry Leaves Blistered (William Mills).—The leaves

sent are suffering from the cold weather in spring. There is no remedy but
to afford protection to the trees in cold periods. The leaves will be all righfe

after the weather shall have become more' settled, and we should ad\ise you
to pick off the worst leaves now, for they invariably fall a prey to mildew, for

which (and especially as there are traces of mildew on the Peach leaves

already), dust with flowers of sulphur, and wash the trees with a solution of
soft soap, 2 ozs. to the gallon of water, applying it thi-ough a syringe or garden
engine in the evening.

Grass itnder Chestnut Tree (A. B.).—Chestnut trees have such denso
foliage, and cause so much shade and drip, besides rendering the ground dry,

that it is very difficult to get anything to 'grow xmder them. This is about
the worst time you could have chosen for operations. Grass seeds in such a.

spot are best sown when the trees are leafless ; bat you may now succeed by
choosing a moist time, first scattering some fine soil on the bai'e spot, then
raking well with an iron rake, and sowing thickly Agrostis vulgaris, Dactylia

glomerata, Festuca duriuscula, Poa nemoralie, and its variety sempen-irens.

It would, perhaps, be well, if your tree is in or near dl'essed ground, to omitv

Dactylis glomerata, which is a coarse-growing and tufted Grass, nevertheless

succeeding under trees. You will need but a small quantity of each.

Lily op the Valley not Succeeding (M. IT.).—Probably the plants

have been so long in the same spot as to have grown into a close mass, and
are consequently poor, drawn, and weak. Perhaps the shade is too great,

and if it be that of trees the drip from them may be hurtful ; the tree roots may
also render the soil very poor, as weU as dry in summer, when the Lily of th&
Valley needs moisture. We should water the plants freely this summer, and
once a-week during then* period of growth, with 1 oz, of guano to a gallon of
water. This will invigorate them, but will not compensate for any injuiy re-

sulting from overcrowding. If they are very close together we should in Novem-
ber take out the roots for afoot clear of the rows, which we should leave 6 inches
wide, in the one-foot space! apply a good dressing of leaf soil and rotten

manure, and cover the crown about an inch deep with the same material.

Those removed we would plant in an east or even north border, or any place

shaded from the midday sun. Let the soil be rich, light, and well manured
with leaf soil and decayed dung. Plant in patches about 6 inches across, at

1 foot apart., and give a hght mulching of partially decayed leaves. Water
well in dry weather. After a year or two's growth you ouyht to have fine

clumps that will flower beautifully.

Urine as Manure (Q. Q.).—We advise you not to use human urine to your
potted plants. It will be Uable to be offensive. To kitchen-garden crops, if

used for watering them, one gallon to seven of water. There is no sulphate of
ammonia in urine, but other salts of ammonia are present.

Heating a Small Greenhouse (J. S. Williitms).—A house 12 feet by
8 feet would be best heated by a gas stove, provided a tube carried the fiunes

into the open air. Keane's "In-door Gai-dening" will suit you. Youcanhav©
it free by post if you enclose twenty postage stamps with youi- address.

Austrian Pine not Growtng (A. IF.).—We are unable to account forthe

tree not yet having commenced growth ;
probably the roots are in a diseased-

state, or the stem is suffering from an injury which prevents the flow of sap.

We think it will die. We have known cases of young trees doing well for

two or three yeai-s after planting, and then suddenly gomg off. On examining

the roots we found them quite dead, and covered with th e mycelium of a
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funfTus. which takes possession after some injorr has been done to the thick

roots in transplanting, and by desrees destroys the whole of the roots, those

living as well as those decaying. Exaraine'the roots, and Lf you find them
healthy you have nothing to dread. The late growth may be owing to the

tree standing in a wet spot, and the wet cold spring we have had.

Oranoe Trees Unfeuitfcl {ifandarin).—The trees are probably seed-

lings, and require to be grafted or worked with a fruitful kind. Seedlings

will, of conrse, fruit, but it is a long time before they do so, and it is likely

they are seedlings from the fine tree which bears large leaves and fruit. We
should inarch them without delay with trees of any age or size. It is a much
more certain mode of working large trees than any other, and we think you
will be able to practise it with complete success. Inarched now, the union

will be complete by September. You may also bud them at the close of July.

DESTRoyiNG Sluos (J. G. JR.).—There is no remedy so good as quicklime.

It destroys all it touches, and only needs to bo frequently applied to effectually

Iree the ground of slugs. Just before dork, or early in the morning, during

moist weather, is the best time. You would see what was said in answer to

another correspondent at page 401, on the same subject. Slugs are unusu-
ally prevalent this season, encouraged, no doubt, by the wet. Frequent

' dnstmg with fresh-slaked lime keeps them under.

BoiTBLE Lychnis and Yerontca Propagation (S. W.).—We think the
reddish and purple double flower is Lychnis Viscaria plena, and the other a
Veronica, probably latifolia. The Lvchnis is propagated by division of the
plant in spring, though you may divide in autumn if you want the plants for

spring gardening, for which they are well adapted. Cuttings of the young
^oots will also grow if taken off when from 3 to 6 inches long in spring, and
placed in sandy soil under a hand-glass. Slip them off at the root. Small
side shoots of the flowering stems may also be put in, but they do not answer
80 well as cuttings of the young shoots. They require to be put in under a
hand-light. Divisions, however, are far the best. The Veronica will be best

propagated by division of the plant in spring, though it may be divided now,
choosing a shady border of sandy rich soil.

Liquid Manure for Asparagus (L. F. F.).—To nine gallons of water
yon may safely put half a pound of guano, and the same quantity of salt. "We
prefer to apply the salt as a top-dressing at the rate of half a pound once
a-month up to the end of August. Some guanos contains a large per-centage
of salt, and when this is the case it is not desirable to add salt informing liquid

snannre-

Pea Hurdles {A Constant ileadcr}.—We neverknew of three rows between
the hurdles ; it cannot be so productive a system as only two rows. We have
had the following in use without repair for three years, and can strongly recom

mend them. The only alteration we find desirable, is, that instead of having
the supporters fixed upright, as in these sketches, they should lean inwards,
and their tops touch in this manner /\. We paid
&d. for each hurdle of unplaned deal, and had
it painted over v\-ith coal-tar. To prevent con-
fusion in the drawing, we have only shown one
of the hurdles as pierced with holes, and with
string passed through them ; but, in practice,
lioth are strung alike. Each hurdle is 5 feet
long, and 3 feet wide between the two bars ;

lor tall-growing Peas the width might be more.
The upright ends are made of deal, and are
4 feet long and 2 inches square. Eight inches
of the lower ends are charred and pointed,
l>€cause they have to be fijed in the ground.
The side bars are 2 inches wide and 1 inch thick,
also of deal, stmi into the uprights, and then
Bailed. The Peas are sown indouble rows, v.-ith

a space of 9 inches between the rows. The
hurdles are strung with stout wetted string,
because when dry it becomes tighter, and rain
does not slacken it afterwards. A hurdle is put
outside of each row of Peas, and is made
steadier by being tied to the one next to it,

and the whole made firmer by being united to
those opposite, by pieces of wood about 1 foot
long, tied as shown at No. 2.

Double Gorse, Clematis, and Genista Propagation {T. 0. N.}.—The
double-blossomed Gorse or Furze is propagated by cuttings of the ripe shoots
put in at the end of summer or early in autumn on an east border in very
sandy soil, which may have some sandy peat added to it. They may also be
put in during the spring, choosing the growths of last year. We find they do
best when the cuttings are put in as early in summer as the growth has be-
come firm. Clematises are propagated by layers in September, also bv cut-
tings of the firm side shoots in August under a hand-light, using very sandy
soil. Genista is easily propagated by seed sown in gentle heat in spring.
The seedlings soon make nice plants, which should be hardened off for the
greenhouse or open ground, according to kind. They may also be propagated
by cuttings of the young shoots taken off after these have grown sufficiently,
and have the base rather firm. Insert them in sandy soil under a hand-glass
i I a shaded warm spot.

Vine Leaves Diseased (No. 1, W. S.).—The small wart-Hke substances
formed on the under side of your Yme leaves are caused bv a close, moist
fttmosphore; they are not injurious. There is also mildew." Dissolve some

soft soap in water, and add flowers of sulphur nntil the mixture is of the con-
sistency of thin paint ; apply this with a brush to the hot-water pipes. The
water should be heated to 150-. This will destroy the mildew, also the small
warts. You must fumigate the house with tobacco smoke to destroy the
thrips.

Training Apricots, Pluhs, &c. (Sojnerset).—We would not pinch back
closely the young wood of your Apricot trees as you propose, but lay it in
between the main branches. Probably a too-luxuriant growth was the cause
of barrenness, as well as of the branch dying off this spring. Train the shoots
of the Plum trees in the same way, and shorten them back to say two-thirds
of their length at the winter pruning. We see no reason why your Peach
tree should not hear freely nest year; doubtless it will if it makes a healthy
growth, and the wood is well ripened.

Pelargonium Leaves Spotted (SheTfield Rectory).—The leaves sent are

spotted in consequence of the plants being kept in a close and moist at-

mosphere. The moisture condenses and falls on the leaves, and from air not
being given in time to dissipate it before the sun strikes powerfully on them,
the drops of water act like so many lenses. Keep the foliage dry, give air

early, with some ventilation at night. Syringing ought not to be practised.

LiLiuii acratum Flower-buds Shrivelling {Ras Hart).—We think the
buds are destroyed through being dressed with some compound which has
evidently been applied for the destruction of insects. The foliage and stems
are very weak, and very unlike the growth of L. auratum ; the leaves are

much too narrow for it, but we cannot say positively that it is not L. auratum.

Primula japonica Seeds Vegetating (A Lady Amateur).—"I acci"

dentally omitted to state the length of time which the seeds take to vegetate*

The plants frequently do not appear above ground until the spring after

sowing. Some of the seeds will be even longer than this. See that you do
not get too much heat in your warm frame, and do not give too much water,

as it will cause the seeds to decay. The soil in the pots or pans should be
kept only moderately moist.—J. Douglas."

Apple Shoots Mildewed (J. Gre^n).—The shoots are severely affected.

Dusting them with flowers of sulphur is a certain remedy. We have pre-

vented the appearance of mildew on fruit trees by lifting them and renewing
the soil. We advise yon to lift a portion of your trees, trench the ground, and
replant, adding fresh soil about the roots. Dryness at the roots is a frequent

cause of mildew.

Stock of a Cherry (Major Hinchliffe).—The stock on which the Cherry

is grafted is Pnmus Mahaleb.

Self-acting Fountain [W. F. H. B.)—Yon had better write to Mr. J.

Pringle, Wragby, Lincolnshire.

Peach Leaves Blistered—Green Fly (J. J. 77iKrI^«).—Gardeners call

the disease " blistered leaves." It occurs in greatest virulence where the

borders are imperfectly drained ; but the immediate cause is exposure to the

night frosts of early spring. Draining and protection are the remedies. You
will find the aphides or green fly most numerous on the points of the

young shoots. Cut the affected parts off, and if your collection is not very

extensive dust all the imder sides of the remaining leaves with dry Scotch

snuff or tobacco powder, choosing a dry day to do it in. In four or six hours

after, give the trees a thorough washing with a powerful garden engine, using

rain water in which have been dissolved 2 ozs. of soft soap to the gallon. Six

hours afterwards give them a similar washing with clear rain water.

Scollop Budding {J. -^ftiTtson).—Inform naof the nameof theoldgarden-

ing book in which this is mentioned.

Erecting a Small Greenhouse {Mrs. St. C. J.).—Itis impossible for us

to advise properly without knowing more particulars, as to how you are to

support the floor of the greennhouse, 20 by 8 feet, which is to be 13 feet

from the ground, and in which the plants are to be planted out, and not

grown in pots. There may be a support to the building already, for anything

we know. Cross walls and three arches, the soil put in, and the floor tiled,

would be about the best mode. For a place 8 feet in width, we have little

faith in plants growing in the ground except climbers, and these, whatever

may be the intended height of the house, would look well. They might be
grown very well in tubs, with moveable drawers beneath them to receive the

waste water. In such a case the floor might be deal, covered with oUcloth. A
floor of wood, bound securely with iron, we have seen covered with concrete

and cement, ornamental tiles fixed in the cement, and a shght inclination given

to one side or end for the moisture to pass out of the house. We can give no
idea of fernery under such circumstances ; the place would require to be seen.

Conservatory Plants [A Subscriber).—For stocking such a conservatory

35 feet long, for successional blooming, you could not do better than have
Camellias, Epacrises, Cinerarias, and Primulas, with two or three Cytisuses

for winter and spring ; Pelargoniiuns—zonal, florist, and fancy, with Fuchsias

for summer, and Coleus, Ac, brought from the Cucumber house. Cucumbers
are all the better of a iiuld bottom heat, say from 70- to 80'^, never above the

latter. To grow them well in pots without bottom heat, the house should be
rarely under 65- at night, and hardly ever above 70'^. If these temperatures
can be maintained with just a little air left on at night all the better. Then,
if that cannot be done, give air early in the morning, if only from one-eighth

to one-fourth of an inch, increasing it a little if the sun comes out hot; but

early air-giving is the safety-valve. Supposing the house to be 68- at seven

in the morning, and the sun rose it to 72-, we would give a little air; but if

the sun came out and in we would give little more air if the temperature gradu-

ally rose and simk between 75- and 85^. With a little air we have often had
Cucumbers in a heat of 90- at midday, that were not much above 60'' at

night. Such a change in a confined air would be ruinous. WTien growing
Cucumbers in pots without bottom heat, we found it useful to have circular

rims of zinc to go inside of the rims of the pots, these zinc or tin rims being
from 2 to 3 inches deep ; this permits of several rich surface-dressings.

Instead of these we often used turf rims, and if the atmosphere was kept

moderately moist, the roots would be soon coming through the turf. If for

other plants the atmosphere is rather more dry than Cucumbers delight in,

we have found a large pan for the pot to stand in an advantage, placing three

bits of wood in the pan, so that the bottom of the pot should be 1\ inch above
the bottom of the pan, and the lower part of the pan suppUed with water.

Insects {J. C. H.).—The insects (male and female), found in great numbers
on the Potatoes and Carrots are harmless. They have been brought out of

the ground (whei*e they passed their early states in rotten vegetable matter),

by the warm weather. They are the Bibio hortulana. The bee is the homed
male of Osmia bicomis, a mason bee, and not the hive bee.—I. 0. W.
Names of Plants (H. D., Hau-khurst).—The thorny, purple-flowered,

deciduous shrub used sometimes for hedging in France, and there called

Lis^re d'Afrique, is the Lycium europieuni. In Spain the tender shoots are
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eaten as a salnd with oil and vinegar. In Tuscany tliey call it " The Thorn
of the Crucifixion Crown," supposing it to be that of which oui- Saviour's

crown of Thorns was formed. (W. Nock).—Your specimens were throvm
flside, no letter being with them. {F. Hepburn).—Vicia tetrasperma. (M. G.).

—Geranium dissectum and pyrenaicum. (fl. L. H,).—Lithospermum offi-

cinale. (Camjee).—Asplenium flaccidom.

POULTET, BEE, AM) PIGEON OHEONICLE.

FOWLS FOR PROFIT, AND AS A MEANS OF
SUBSISTENCE.—No. 6.

The following is by way of a postscript to the papers •wliicli

appeared on April 4th, and in previous numbers.
There are eleven distinct varieties of lioultry ; five are sitters

and six non-sitters. The sitters are the Brahma, Cochin, Dork-
ing, Game, and Malay ; the non-sitters are the Spanish, Ham-
burgh, Poland, Houdan, Creve-Cceur, and La Fleche. Of each
of these distinct varieties there are sub-varieties, but I shall con-

fine my attention to the eleven principal varieties, nor shall I

mention the Bantam, as my object is to bring under notice only
those breeds "which will best repay the purchaser.

Sitting Breeds.
Beahjus.—First comes the Brahma, the favourite of the

fancier, the amateur, and of those who keep poultry as a pe-

cuniary aid only. The character of this bird is gentle and peace-
able ; it is by nature hardier than any other breed. It will thrive

in confinement, but also delights in a rtin, and where this ad-

vantage can be afforded it will almost keep itself without assist-

ance, as it is so persevering in its search for food. This fowl is

an excellent sitter and careful mother, and will not hesitate to

Bit two or three times iu succession. The hen is untiring in her
devotion to her offspring, and under favourable circumstances
I have known her commence laying again when the chicks were
only four weeks old ; she is a most prolific layer at all seasons
of the year.
Mature birds should weigh, the cock from 10 to 12 lbs., and

the hen from 7 to 9 lbs. Brahmas early attain size, and TriU

weigh from 4 to 5 lbs. when four months old ; their flesh is much
prized, and I am practically convinced that a Brahma fowl will

command a higher market price than any other.

Cochin.—This bird has been rather thrown into the shade
eince the advent of the Brahma, but it is, nevertheless, a most
valuable breed. It is docile and contented, and I must own
rather lazy ; it is very hardy, but the chickens are often back-
ward in feathering. Of all birds the Cochin wiU thrive best in
confinement; it is a good sitter and mother, and an excellent
layer even in midwinter. The eggs are rather small, but rich in
quality. Mature birds will weigh—the cock from 10 to 12 lbs.,

and the hen from 7 to 9 lbs. The frame of the Cochin is more
bony thau that of the Brahma, and although, if killed when
about seven months old, it will be found to be of excellent
flavour, and in size almost as large as a Turkey, yet there is a
smaller amount of flesh upon the frame than upon the Brahma.
DoEKiNG.—This bird is of a quiet nature when not interfered

with, but otherwise it will strive for mastery. It is a voracious
eater. The chicks are extremely delicate until they attain the
age of two mouths, indeed the Dorking cannot be considered a
hardy bird even when full grown. It is fond of an extensive
iMin, and wiU wander to a great distance ; it is almost impossible
to keep it in health without this advantage. A dry graveUy soil

suits it best. It is an excellent sitter and mother, and is a good
layer of large white-shelled eggs, but only in warm weather. It

is a most valuable fowl for market purposes, has a good breast,

and the flesh has great delicacy of flavour ; it is well named the
epicure's favourite. Mature birds will weigh—the cock from
10 to 12 lbs., the hen from 8 to 10 lbs.

Game.—This is a most beautiful and graceful-looking bird.
Its pugnacious quahties and unflinching courage are well known.
It is impossible to keep many cocks in the same yard, as they
will fight to the death, the victor often being in such a torn and
mangled condition as to render it necessary to kill him also.

This is a serious loss to the breeder of Game fowls ; and the
chicks are as quarrelsome as their parents. The hens sit

well, and there are no better protectors of their young ; they lay
well in the spring and summer, and the eggs are small but rich
in quality. They must have liberty. In weight mature birds
average about 12 lbs. per pair. The flesh is scarcely to be sur-
passed in flavour, even by that of the Dorking ; it is beautifully
white, and will always command a ready sale.

MAL.iY.—This is a large and plain-looking fowl ; it has a cruel
expression of countenance, and is not at all a favourite. Ti-ue
to its appearance it is an inveterate fighter, and has a fierce dis-
position. It is a hardy bird when full gi-own, but the chicks are
delicate and long in feathering. It is a poor egg-producer, and
lays only in the spring and summer ; but the hen is a good and
careful mother. It must have liberty, and wiU not thrive in
confinement. The mature occk should weigh 10 lbs., the hen
8 lbs. It is not considered a good table bird in consequence of

its yellow legs and heavy frame, but the flesh is juicy and well-

flavoured. It does not fatten readily.

NON-SITTEBS.
Hajtbubghs.—All the varieties of this breed are most prolific

layers, "the everlasting layers" is their ti-ue cognomen. They are
small fowls, and are profitable to keep. It is an active bird and
peaceably disposed, but possesses great spirit ; it is hardy when
full gi-own. The chicks do well if hatched about AprU. It must
have a long run, and will not thrive iu confinement. It pro-

duces more eggs than any known breed, but only of medium
size ; the Black variety lays the largest eggs. In matui-e birds

the cock weighs about 4 lbs., and the hen about 3 lbs. It is a

plump fowl, and the flesh is superior in flavour, but is too small
to be very profitable as an article of food.

Spanish.—This is a most aristocratic-looking bird. The white-

faced variety has a very elegant appearance. It is not a hardy
fowl. The chicks are longer in feathering than any other breed.

It is a proud shy bird, and though quietly disposed will not allow
a rival in the yard without a struggle. Like the Hamburgh it

delights iu a long run and a dry soil, but I have known some
of the varieties to thrive weU with constant attention iu a veiy
small space in the centre of a town. It is an excellent layer of

the largest eggs known, pure white in colour, but only in warm
weather. The cock is subject to a disease in the comb, and
requires warmth and care in the winter. The cock when
mature weighs 8 lbs., the hen 6 lbs. The Spanish fowl is Uttle

used for the table, the legs being black and long. It does not
put on flesh rapidly.

Poland.—This breed is larger than the Hamburgh, but is not

such a general favourite. It is a Uvely brisk bird, is a small

eater, and prefers to forage for itself. It is hardy when fuU
gi-own, and on a di-y soil. The chickens are delicate, and should
never be reared imtil spring weather has fairly commenced. It

must have a good run, and cannot be kept long in health if con-

fined. It is a good layer of medium-sized eggs, but not in

winter. The weight of the mature cock is about 6 lbs., that of

the hen about 5 lbs. It is a plump little fowl with a nice breast,

but small, and this, with the dark colour of its legs, prevents it

being of value as a table bird.

HouDAN.—Tills is a useful variety, and of late years has been
very generally appreciated. It is a hai'dy fowl, and will thrive

in confinement ; it is also a good layer of white-sheUed eggs.

Cekve-Cceue.—The great disadvantage of breeding this variety

is its delicacy of constitution, in this our variable and humid
climate ; it is positively essential that it should be reared in a

warm situation, and on a dry soil. It is a good layer of large

eggs, and the pullets put on flesh rapidly. It will not thrive in

confinement. The legs being black, it is not in repute as a table

fowl.

La FLicHE.—This variety is now also being more generally

bred than formerly. It has more size than the Creve-Cceur and
Houdan, and is a hardy, precocious, and easily-reared bird. It is

a good layer, and the eggs are tolerably large. It is, lite the last

two, a French breed.

—

Vincent Skinner.

BEDLINGTON POULTRY SHOW.
I WEOTE my report at half-past three o'clock on the Monday of

the Show, long after the judging was over. Pen 275 at that

hour contained a handsome White Owl with a blue tail, de-

cidedly the best bird in its class. If this bird was not in its pen
when that class was judged the fault is not mine, and does not
iu the least interfere with the accuracy of my report. In the

Barb class Mr. Orange's bird had a red card, upon which was
printed " first-prize," tied on its pen, No. 301 ; andin substantia-

tion of this fact I refer Mr. Hewitt to the list of awards which
was pubUshed in the Newcastle Daily Chronicle. This paper had
a reporter on the gi-ouud, and if the card was put on the wrong
pen by mistake I had nothing to do with that. The two pens
in the Variety Class, Nos. 32.5 and 326, containing White Dragoons
and TeUow Dragoons, Mr. Hewitt says were empty when the

awards were made, but the birds were afterwards penned. All

I can say is the bird.s were in the pens when my report was
taken, aud there were no cards placed upon those pens to the

effect that they were too late for competition.

—

Bedlington
Tebbiee.

In reply to Mr. Hewitt's letter in this Journal of the 30th ult.,

page 4.50, ia which he states that the two pens in the Variety

Class, Nos 32.5 and 326, containing White Dragoons and Yellow
Dragoons, were empty at the time the awards were made, but

were afterwards penned—now as those two pens belong to me,
as soon as I read Mr. Hewitt's letter I wrote to Mr. Bobert
Swann, jun., the Secretary of the Show, asking him if such state-

ment was correct. I enclose you his reply, and shall feel obliged

if you will publish it. I have seen him persoually since, and
he gives me full permission to ask you to do so. He says Mr.
Hewitt is under some wrong impression, and positively asserts

that those bu-ds were penned previous to the Judges giving their

awards. All my birds were sent in one basket, in charge of my
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nephew, aaid by Mr. Swann's instructions were carefully pennetl
on their arrival at ten o'clock in the morning.

—

John G. Dunn,
55, Westmoreland Boad, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

LIABILITY OF COMMITTEES AND RAILWAY
COMPANIES FOE FANCY BIRDS.

Fe.uion v. CnoRLET.—At the Kendal County Court, on May
24th, his Honour, Mr. T. H. Ingham, gave his decision. It -n-as

an action to recover i'lO, the value of two Cochin-China fowls,

the property of a gentleman at Whitehaven, which had been
lost at the last Kendal Poultiy Show. The real defendants were
the Committee of the Kendal Dog and Poultry Show. The
hearing had been adjourned in order to enable the parties to
come to terms. Mr. Taylor said there was no evidence which
would render them liable, because they were bailees without
reward. It was for the plaintiff to prove that there had been
culpable negligence. His Honour thought there had been negli-
gence, because the plaintiff had not got his own poultry. Mr.
Tilly said Mr. Fearon would have been very glad to have settled
the matter, and offered to take £5 ; but the Committee had
offered only two guineas. Mr. Taylor said they offered two
guineas and the fowls. Mr. Tilley said the fowls were worth
nothing. Mr. Taylor cited a case in wliich bankers were held
not to be liable for valuable securities which had been deposited
in their keeping, even although the property had been stolen by
their own sei-vants. His Honour was stiU of opinion that the
Committee were liable. Mr. Taylor pointed out that plaintiff
did not discover he had the wi-ong birds until he received Mr.
Chorley's letters, and that was several days after they were
returned. His Honour said Mr. Fearon might not write the
moment he discovered the mistake. It was quite clear that the
Committee were liable, and he would give a verdict for £3, and
costs in proportion ; the fowls now in the Committee's possession
to be handed over to Mr. Fearon.

—

(Whitehaven News.)

_
South v. Lancashire B.uxway Company.—This case was de-

cided in the Court of Common Pleas. Mr. South sent some
Pigeons for exhibition at the Middletou Show, where they gained
prizes. They were returned by the Lancashire Railway, but
were sent to a station different from that directed on the label.
They remained there from the Friday night until Monday, when
the clerk wrote to Mr. South that they were at the station.
Five of the Pigeons died, in consequence, as Mr. Sonth alleged,
of the delay and deprivation of food, and he claimed £50 damages.
The defendants maintained that the birds had been supphed

with food and water, and that abstinence from food was not pre-
judicial to Pigeons, for when flown in matches they were fasted
for two days, as this made them hasten home more quickly.

_
Mr. .Justice Quain told the jury that the defendants were

liable for the loss, if the jury considered the evidence proved
that the birds died owing to the delay in delivering them as
directed.
The jury gave their verdict in favour of the plaintiff, with

£20 damages.

A TEizE Dorking cockerel was let for six guineas during the
breeding season, after which the bird was to be returned. The
cockerel won the fourth prize at Birmingham, and the cup at
Dorking (in a pen with two pullets). He was sent by rail, and
a dog was placed in the luggage van, which, during the absence
of the guard, broke into the basket and killed the cockerel. The
railway company admit their hability, but say they are not
answerable for what they term "consequential" damages.
They say they shall only pay the market value of the fowl,
which on inquiry at LeadenhaU Market they say they are in
formed is £2, or at the most £3. I said that £6 6s. would cer-
tainly be payable for the use of the bird, and that I had no doubt
I could have .<;old it afterwards for £3 or £4 if I had wished to
do so. I should be glad to have your advice and opinion on the
subject.—W. F.

[We tliink the plea of the railway directors is inadmissible.
A Dorking cockerel such as yours was worth at the least £3,
without any consideration of his engagement; and after making
allowances for other risks before he was retm-ned to you, we
think the directors would do no more than equity if they paid
you £3 additional—that is, £6 in aU. A dealer would have given
as much, and in the County Court we think you woirld recover
it.

—

Eds.]

BATH AND WEST OF ENGLAND POULTRY
SHOW AT DORCHESTER.

One of the best shows of poulti-y ever yet held by this
Society took place this week at Dorchester. "The arrangements
were, as they always have been, as nearly perfect as can be met
vrith, although a somewhat larger entry than was at first ex-
pected compelled additional accommodation for the birds
shown. A most excellent tent, however, 300 feet long by about

40 wide, provided, vrith the exception of a few of the Pigeons,
for the whole of the collection to be exhibited in a single tier of

pens. Nothing could possibly exceed the regularity of the
general appointments, and the most anxious exhibitor could
not have devised any improvement as to the close attention
paid to all the necessities of the birds diu-ing the show time.
In fact, every exliibitor is not only deeply indebted to the
General Council for the management of this capital Show, but
also to the Stewards of that particular department, for the un-
remitting energy displayed by themselves personally in carry-
ing out any suggestion that might tend to induce confidence
among the many competitors who have entered.
A glorious treat awaited those persons who have a taste for

Bpanish fowls. An unusually good entry made by Mr. Edward
Jones, of Clifton, proving, pen after pen, the most remarkably
well-conditioned birds throughout that could be seen, even by
those who may generally visit exhibitions of this description.

This gentleman, it will be found, took first and second with
cocks, and also the Spanish silver cup, and third prize with hens.
In Dorkings were shown many excellent pens, but we confess
we did not altogether like the first-prize single Dorking cock,
which, though a wonderfully well-made bird in frame, had a.

large rosy comb that was somewhat approaching coarseness.
The hens of the Grey Dorkings belonging to Mr. Lionel Patten
were the winners of the Dorking cup, as the cocks where re-

gularly used as stock birds are now mostly losing that high con-
dition so essential in close competition. Some good Cuckoo
Dorkings were shown, and some excellent White ones. In
Silver-Greys, spurs set outside the legs were, of course, qxiite a.

fatal bar to prize-taking. A large entry of Cochins took place,

Mrs. Allsopp, of HindlipHall, Worcester, securing the silver cup
for Cochins with an excellentI3uff cock in first-rate condition, and
of unexceptionably good colour ; Mr. Taylor, of Ulverston, stand-

ing second with a really fine bird, but defective in its eyesight.

Mrs. Allsopp also showed good Partridge-feathered Cochins,
and Messrs. Whitehead & Beachy some good White ones. The
sUver cup for Brahmas was secui'ed by Mr. Ansdell's weU-known
Dark cock, pressed somewhat closely by an immense bird, said

to be 13i lbs. weight, shown by Mr. Tardley, of Birmingham.
In Light Brahmas some wonderfully good hens shown by Mr.
Pares, of Guildford, stood quite a-head of all competition.

Game fowls, though excellent, were for the most part not in

first-rate hard feather. The birds shown by Messrs. Matthew,
Fletcher, Julian, and Brown were, however, in most creditable

order, the first-named gentleman taking the Game cup with a
Duckwing cock that was one of the most striking fowls to visitors

in the whole show tent, the metaUic splendour of his plumage
being such as to arrest the attention of even the most casual visi-

tor. Game Bantams did not muster of so good quality as might
have been anticipated. Every variety of Hamhurqhs was
shown of the highest chai-acter ; a grand and wonderfully well-

spangled cock shown by his Grace the Duke of Sutherland taking
the silver cup, Mr. Henry Beldon running very closely in nearly
all the Hamburgh classes, and in some excelling. Many years
will probably pass before so close a competition in these breeds
will take place again—it was, in fact, a treat for the Hambm'gh
fanciers of this district to closely examine so perfect specimens.
In Polish fowls the entry was so few, though of generally high-
class birds, that it natiu-ally suggests a limitation of the number
of classes for this description of poultry in future exhibitions.

The Gold and the Silver-spangled left little room for exception,

but the Blacks with White Crests were a poor apology for those
shown so meritoriously some eighteen or twenty years back.

All the descriptions of French fowls were richly deserving of all

praise, but were mostly getting into deep moult. In the Variety
cock class the three prizes went respectively to Malays, Black
Hamburghs, and Sultans shown from the best yards in the king-

dom. In hens, the best pen of White Spanish shown for some
years headed the prize Ust, Sultans and Black Hamburghs taking

the other prizes in the order named. Turkeys, Geese, and Ducks
were all good classes ; and we cannot forget to draw attention to

the exhibition of both Black and White Bantams of very supe-

rior quality, and in exquisite feather.

The Pigeon classes were, perhaps, scarcely as heavily filled as

might have been reasonably expected from the prizes given, but
the whole of the classes were uniformly good, the Black Barbs,
Black Trumpeters, Silver Dragoons, and Silver Owls more espe-

cially so. The Carriers were of high value, pai-ticidarly the

Duns, a really first-rate Black one being disqualified for gross

trimming of white feathers fi'om the thighs.

The weather being favourable to out-of-door amusements, the

visitors mustered strongly, and no doubt this week's Show wiU
bear a favourable comparison with any that may have preceded
it, whether viewed simply as to the poultry and Pigeons shown,
or the attendance of those persons most interested in poultry

pursuits.

Spanish.—Cocfc.—l and 2, E. .Tones, Clifton. 3, Miss E. Browne, Chardlei^k
Green, ftc, Mrs. Allsopp, Worcebter. Hrjis.—1, Cnp, and 3. E. Jones. 2, MisB
E. Browne, he, T. Boulter ; Mrs. Allsopp ; P. H. Jonea, Fulham.

DoRKlNGS{Coloured).— Coc/f.— 1, J. Chisman. Rownhama, Southampton. 2, J
Martin, Claines. 8, Kev. J. G. A. Baker, Old Warden, Beds, he. Viscount
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Tumour, ShillinKlee Park
li. P&ttoD. 2. J. Martin. !

DoEKiNos (White or Blae}.-Cock-—l,0. E. Cresswcll, Bagshot. 2, Kev. F.
Tearle. Newmarket. BeiiH.—l. o. E. Cresswell. 2, Mrs. M. A. Hayne, Fordington.
Cochins {Cinnamon and Buff)—Cocfe— 1 and Cup. Mrs. AIlsopp. '2, J. W.

Taylor, Ulveratone. he, J. Bloodwortli, Cheltenham ; H. Yardley, Birmingham

;

D. W. J. Thomas. Brecon; Capt F. G. Coleridge, Wargrave; A. Bamford,
Middleton. H«n«.—1, A. Bamford. 2. Miss J. Milward, Newton St. Loe. /tc, Capt.
r. G. Coleridge ; H. Lloyd, jun., Handsworth.
Cochins (Brown and Partridge-feathered).— Cocfe.—l. Mrs. AIlsopp. 2, H.

Lloyd, jun. c, J. H. Nicholls, Lostwithiel. Hcn5.—1, H. Lingwood, Greeting,
Needham Market. 2. J. N. C. Pope. Bristol, c, H. Lloyd, jun.
Cochins (White). —Cocfc.—l. Whitehead & Beacbey, Fluder, Kingskerswell.

2, J. H. Nicholls. he. A. J. E. Swindell, Stourbri'ige. c, J. Bloodworth ; White-
head & Beachey. Heils.—l, F. Brewer, Lostwithiel. 2, J. K. Fowler, Ayles-
bniy.
BRiHMis (Dark).—Cocfc.—1 and Cup, T. F. .Anadell, CowleT Mount. St. Helen's.

2, H. Yardley. c B. F. Parrott, Henbury, Bristol. Hem— I, H. Lingwood.
2, J. Watts, Birmingham, he, T. F. Ansdell.
Brahmas (Lieht).—Cocfc.—1. P.ev. N. .1. Kldlev, Newbury. 2 and he, H. M.

Maynard, Holmewood, Hem.—l, J. Pares, Postford, Guildford. 2, H. M.
c. Rev. N. J. Ridley.Maynard, . .._ . „^.

Game (Black-breasted and other Reds),— Cocfc.—1, W. H. Stags, Netheravon.
2, S. Matthew, Stowmarket. he. J. Forsyth, Wolverhampton; Duke of Suther-
land, Trentbam Hall; J. Fletcher, Stoneclongh. Hcil.-l, S. Matthew. 2, J.
Fletcher.
Game (Brown-breasted Reds).—CocJ;.—:. J. Jeken. Eltham. 2. J. T. Browne,

St. Austell. ftcS. Matthew; H.M. Julian, Hull. Here.—1, S. Matthew. 2, J.
Fletcher, he, H. M. Julian.
Game (Any other yariety)—Co''fc.—1 and Cup, S. Matthew (Duckwings). 2,

H. M. Julian (Duckwings). he. J. T. Browne, c. W. Burgess, Winterboume
Zelston, Blandford. Hen.—l. S. Matthew. 2, No competition.
Hamburghs (Golden-spangled).—Coc/:-—I and Cup. Duke of Sutherland. 2,

Mrs. J. Pattison, Dorchester, c. Mrs. Senior, Aylesbury. Hem.—l, Mrs. J,
Pattison. 2, R. Wilkinson, Guildford, /ic, Dukeof Sutherlanl; Mrs. J. Pattison.
Hambdkghs (Silver-spangled).—Cocfc.—1, H. Beldon, Bingley. 2, Mrs. J.

Pattison. he, Ashton & Booth, Broadbottom, Mottram ; Duke of Sutherland
;

Mrs. J. Pattison (2); Miss E. Browne; S. Newiok. Hens.—l, H. Beldon.
2, Duke of Sutherland, c, Mrs. J. Pattison (2) ; Miss E. Browne.
Hambiirghs (Golden-pencilled).— CocA,'.—1. H. Beldon. 2. Dake of Suther-

land. Hens.—l, Duke of Sutherland. 2. C. Bloodworth.
Hamburghs (Silver-pencilled).—Cocfc.—1, Duke of Sutherland. 2, H. Beldon.

Bens.— I and 2. Duke of Sutherland.
Bantams (Black or White)—1, Rev. F. Tearle (White). 2, R. H. Ashton

(Black), he, E. Cambridge, Cotham ; H. M. Maynard.
Bantams (Game).—1, E. C. Phillips, Vennvvach, Brecon. 2, F. Fielder,

Southsea. he, H. Dear, North Stoneham Park, Southampton.
Bantams (Any colour or variety).—!, G. Hall, Kendal. 2, G. Clinton, Littleton,

GuUdford.
Polish (Golden-apangled).- Cocfc-.—1, H. Beldon. 2, No competition. Hens.

—1, H. Beldon. 2, No competition.
Polish (Silver spangled).—Cocfc —1, H. Beldon. 2, S. Probert, Lostwithiel.

Ac. J. Hinton, Warminster. ilf;t.s.— 1, J. Hinton. 2, H. Beldon. he, S. Probert.
Polish (Black, with White Crests).-Cocfc.—1 and 2, T. P. Edwards. Lynd-

iiurst. Hens.— I and 2, T. P. Edwards.
HocRANs.—Cocfc.—1. J. K, Fowler. 2, F. Brewer, he, J. C. Cooper. Hem.—

1, W. Dring. 9, J. K. Fowler.
CaEXE-C(EURS.—Cocfc.— 1. W. Dring. 2, S. Probert. he, J. J. Maiden, Biggles-

wade. Hcres —1, J. J. Maiden. 2, J. C. Cooper, ftc. H. Beldon: W. Dring.
Anv other Variety.-Cocfc.—1, J. Hintou. 2, Duke of Sutherland. S, J.

Watts, he, J. K. Fowler; Rev. N. J. Ridley (S); J. C. Cooper. Hem.—l. R.
Wilkinson (White Spanish). 2, J. Watts (Sultans). 3, Duke of Sutherland
(Black Hamburghs). c. J. K. Fowler : J. C. Cooper.
Ducks (White Aylesbury).—1 and 2, J. K. Fowler.
Ducks (Rouen).—1, J. N. C. Pope. 2,L.Patton. /tc, L.H.Rioketts,Banwell;

J. C. Cooper.
Ducks (Any other variety).-1, G. S. Sainsburv. Devizes (Buenos Ayrean).

2. Mrs. M. A. Hayne IWild Ducks), he, J. K. Fowler; C. H. Mayo, Piddle-
Hinton ; Mrs. C. L. Frampton, Dorchester.
Turkeys.—1, F. Lythall, Banbury. 2, L. Patton. he, A. J. M. Martin, Ever

shot, Dorset ; Rev. N.J. Ridley.
Geese.-1, J. C. Cooper. 2, J. K. Fowler.

1, H. Yardley.
Runts.—1, H. Yardley. 2, H. G. HoUoway, juu., Stroud, e, A. J. M. Martin.
Dragoons.— 1, W. Bishop, Dorchester. 2, H. Allsop, Birmingham, he, R.

liOram. Exeter; H. Yardley.
Fantails.—1, J. F. Loversidge, Newark. 2, H. Yardley. he. H. M. Maynard

;

L. H. Rickelts. e. Miss J. Milward ; H. M. Maynard ; W. S. Lodcr, Bath.
Trumpeters.— 1, P. H.Jones. 2, L. H. Ricketts.
Barbs.-1, H. Yardley. 2, S. Dupe, Evercreecb. 7ic, H. M. Maynard (2). c,

P.H.Jones.
Archangels.—1 and 2, H. Yardley. e, W. Bishop, Dorchester ; O. E. Cress-

well.
TuRBiTS.—I, E. T. Dew. 2. O. E. Cresswell. e, L. H. Ricketts.
Tumblers (Almond).—1, H. Yardley. 2, No competition.
Tumblers (Any other variety).—1. W. B. Ford. 2, H. Yardley.
NuKS.—1, H. Yardley. 2, Withheld.
Owls.—1, H. Yardley. 2, W. S. Lodcr.
Jacobins.—1, H. Yardley. 2. W. Bishop.
Any other VAEiETr.—I,H. Yardley (Lahore). 2and S, W. S.Loder (Ice and

Helmets).

Mr. Edward Hewitt, of Birmingham, awarded the prizes for

poultry ; and Mr. Tegetmeier, of London, those for Pigeons.

THE BEE HIVE.
The guides (on the bars), are made with wax, ajid are ganged

with old tahle knife gi-ound and notched as sho-mi in firf. 1. The
wax is put into a saucepan nearly filled with water, and when
melted over the fire it is used direct off the top of the water by
clipping a small brush into it and making a thick line of it down
the centre of the bars, when one stroke of the gauge leaves a
clean ridge of wax, and is if anything just a little better than
the patent Americau triangular comb guides, about which
Yankee bee-keepers have spent about half a million dollars in
law for infringements. By using the wax as it floats on the
•water, it is kept hot, and the brush can be kept clean by thrust-
ing it through it into the water, and all heavy dirt falls to the
tottom.

Fig. 2 is an excellent " dodge " for warming up a moribund

hive. There are very few bee-keepers who have not been
at their wits' end for the means of saving a stock of bees
which from some cause have been nearly perishing of cold and
neglect, the said stock perhaps possessing a queen of consider-
able value. It is of no use to give bees cold food in cold
weather, and warm food soon becomes cold ; so to bring the two
together I devised this plan of warming the whole lot. I tried
it first with some sUght misgivings on a stock which was rather
weak, and which showed signs of dysentery brought on by rapid
feeding and too little ventilation, and which bade fair to come to

frief, for I daily cleared the entrance of dozens of dead and
ying bees, distended, and bursting and stinking very much.

The floorboard was very wet, and the hive also at the corners,
and the bees seemed to have lost all pluck, as indeed, with the
thermometer at 19° only, was quite reasonable. I treated them
as I shall describe, and although I try the hive every evening I
do not now find more than one or two dead bees occasionally.

Fig. 2.

I made a box open at top and in front, about 3 inches higher
than a small paraffin lamp, which wiU burn about twenty-four
hours for three farthings, and yet generate great heat. I cvit

half-a-dozen small notches in the top edges of the box, and bored
a couple of holes in one of the sides, at bottom, for ventilation,
and then put a plate of sheet iron the size of the hive on the top,
and put my lighted lamp under it, and the consequence was
that, on trying it just over the lamp, I burnt my fingers, while
the other joarts were quite cold.

To remedy this, I fixed a square piece of tin, with wires in the
centre of the top, about half an inch under the plate of iron, and
that effectually dispersed the heat, so that it is now under perfect
control, and the plate can be warmed to almost anything. A
shutter door is put on the front to enclose the lamp and keep in
the heat, and I am already so well pleased v?ith it as a whole
that I strongly recommend it to all who love their bees. A very
heavy hive, containing a large and most valuable stock of
Ligurians, has this day been the subject of experiment in broad
dayhght. They were perishing by hundreds daily of dysentery,
as I discovered on Saturday last, when I found that many were
dead up between the combs. I put my warming-box close to
the front of the hive, and gently lifted the diseased hive on to
the iron plate, raising the back so that the live bees on the
wooden floorboard could crawl in, which they did. The lamp
was then lighted, the hive closed, except the hole at top, which
was covered with perforated zinc. The floor, which was covered
with dead (?) bees, I took in-doors, and putting the bees into an
old saucepan lid, I apphed another lamp to see how many would
revive, and in the meantime cleaned and set the floorboard to
di-y at a fire. In about an hour I noticed steam or vapour rising
from the hole in the top of the hive, and gave more ventilation,
and when it had in some measure subsided, I raised the hive on
wedges about a quarter of an inch all round, and was dehghted
to find the bees cleansing their hive, throwing down their dead
from among the combs, and carrying them out. Many hundreds
of bees discharged themselves, but they all or nearly all retui'ned
to the hive, yet there was not nearly so much commotion and
flying as I expected, the bees seeming to prefer their warm
quarters. Having dried and warmed the floorboard, I replaced
it on its stand as before, and replaced the hive on it, and it was
very jileasing to see the Uving bees left on the h'on j)late crawl
up into it, accompanied by many hundreds of those which had
been reviving in the saucepan lid, and which were able to dis-

charge themselves, and return to the warm plate, and thence to
the hive.—C. N. Abbott, Hanwell.—(English Mechanic and
World of Science.)

OUR LETTEE BOX.
Books {Centurion).—Wo know of no book comprehending all the bii-ds you

name, but Brent's " Canary and the British Finches," treats of the rearing,

,tc., of many of them. There is also Bechstein's " Cage Birds." (Liiiurian).

—We think " Bee-keeping" by Mr. Payne contains what is needful. You can
have it free by post from our office for live penny postage stamps, if you
enclose them with your addi'ess.
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Hen Twisting her Neck (H. White).—An she does this from side to side

after feeding, it inilicates a pressure ou thehrain. Give her a dessert- spoonful
of castor oil, and never let her eat much at one time. Ivy is not injurious to
fowls.

Feeding Poitltry (F. A. M.).—It is with fowls as with human beings,
they require more food, and of a different nature, at some times than at
others. In the winter, and in cold, cheerless weather they want more stimu-
lants, having the unkind atmosphere to contend with. We take it for granted
that your fowls have a grass run. In such case they find much food, and of
the best character; that may be profitably deducted from that given by hand.
We must tell you that your question is a most difficult one to answer in a
direct manner; we therefore tell you what jou should do, and the result will

be easily a'scertained. If your fowls are unable to get out tiJl they are
released in the morning, they must then have a good meal provided for them,
because they have been fasting from daybreak. If they can go out when they
please, a much less one will satisfy them. Morning and evening are the
times when there is most food in the shape of animal life among the gi'ass.

In the heat of the day, when the sun is up, there is very little. You may feed
with whole maize if it be the most convenient food. At midday give barley-
meal or ground oats, and in the evening give whole maize or barley. The
former is the most profitable, because the small birds do not take it. We are
not friendly to Indian meal, as we fancy our birds do not lite it, and therefore
waste it. The difficulty comes as to quantity, and here you must form your
own conclusions. No mistake is so great, no conclusion so erroneous, as that
which gives a certain quantity every day. You will do aright if you feed onlv
80 long as the birds run after their food. Wben they begin to leave it, and to
wander from it one by one, give no more. Start with a certain quantity of
food, note how long it lasts, and you will easily come at the cost. Fowls are
overfed whenever they have food always by them, and wherever it is still

thrown down though they appear careless about it.

Preserving Eggs (A. B.).—Fill a vessel with smooth lime slaked with
water till it is deep enough to cover an egg placed therein, the small end
downwards. When the layer is complete smooth the surface, and begin
again when you have enough for another layer. Continue till the vessel is

full. They should be put in very fresh.

Light Brahjias—Marking Fowls {St. -Effmunrf*).—Baily's book on fowls
treats of exhibition birds. We believe most others do the same. The hen
should have the hackle daiker than the rest of the body. It is not essential,
but it is preferred. You can mark your chickens easily by making a large
needle red hot, and perforating the web of the wing. You can mark many
different broods thus—. , . . , .

•

. , :
: , . .

. , and so on. The marks are never
obliterated. This method is desirable, because the marks are invisible. We
need hardly tell you a visible mark is a disqualification at an exhibition.

Curing Gapes (H. B. Z-.).—The disease has nothing to do with your clay
soil. The celebrated poultry of the London market is nearly all reared on the
Susses clays. The origin of the worms is a disputed point. They cause the
gapes, and many (ourselves among the number), believe they come from
stagnant and impure water. No medicine is of any avail, because the worms
exist only in the trachea, and the medicine does not touch it. They are never-
theless easily curable. When the cliickens are old enough give a pill of cam-
phor the size of a garden pea. Camphor is the strongest vermifuge, and its
odour pervades the windpipe while it lies in the crop. Give the chickens only
water strongly impregnated with camphor to drink ; this is a certain cure,
and we have never known it fail. You are in error about the feather being
dangerous to life. Carefully used, it hardly causes inconvenience to the patient.

Fowl's Claw Crooked (IT. R., Siirrey).~Th&t which is plainly an acci-
dent is never a disqualification ; but it is a disadvantage, because where com-
petition is very close, and it often is so, the faulty toe will turn the scale. It
would not hinder us from exhibiting such a bird.

Keeping Mandarin and Carolina Ducks {Idem).~-Yo\me Mandarin
Ducks may be fed on oatmeal put in a low shallow vessel, also with very small
shreds of meat smaller than worms. Feed the Duck well, and she w'ill find
food for her young with these helps. They should not be pinioned till the
wing is formed and the flight feathers begin to show, but long before there is
any sign of quiU. Take a sharp knife, put it under the spur of the wing, and
cut straight through it. Put the bird in the water; this stops the bleedic,
and they suffer little from it. It heals rapidly. You must be careful to cut
off enough, othei-wlse they will fly sufficiently to get away. The spur comes
at the second joint from the body, and the wing should be removed close to
the joint, but this last should be uninjured.

Mandarin Ducks (A Soldier).—!! you have a pair of each they will require
two hutches. We have no doubt they will breed, but it is possible that if put
on the water late in the season you will have to wait, as they had to become
reconciled to their new quarters. There is, however, no doubt of their breed-
ing sooner or later.

Ducklings for Market {Cowbo!/).—The ducklings vary very much in
weight, but some a little older than six or seven weeks old weigh from 3 to
4 lbs. They are not full-feathered; the heads show the remains of the down,
and the wing feathers are merely soft stubs. We cannot tell the malady of
your chickens. You should teU us on what you feed them, also their age.
Confine the food to ground oats slaked with milk, curd, and bread and milk
till the giddiness ceases. We take it for gi-anted they have a gi-ass run.
Turkeys' Eggs Shell-less {E. C, jun.).~V^e are very happv to answer

your questions. The secretions of your Turkeys are at fault. Of"course thev
have then: liberty and a grass run. Feed for a time on oat, and pea, or bean-
meal mixed. Give them some lettuces, the older and more seeded the better.
Pnt down m their haimts a bushel of bricklayers' rubbish, old mortar,
ceilings, &c. '

Silver Dragoons' Bars.—Mr. J. Bromley su-gests that the Birmingham
Columbarian Society should decide as to the colour of the bars.
Canker in Pigeons.-" In answer to «A Subscriber,' I wish he would

try armenian bole and goose oil, dressing the mouth a few times with the mix-
ture, and report effect in the Journal.—A Wellwisher."
Three-box Collateral Hives (Inijuircr).—Oniy

apartment, is to be kept open when the bees
that in the central c

entrance—namely,
occupy-irTr, tv. ZvT

""""*" .^.ut,^tujciiL, IS Lu UK itpt (jpeu wjieu the bees ai-e ocmg the three boxes of the coUateral system. We do not know the averageof wax and honey m London during the season. Messrs. Neighbour, of Ke^entStreet, would probably be able to inform you.
b^i^our, ui x^e^ent

rr.n^^''^^''^
Drones (Jrf€m).-The drone of the Ligurian variety is a verymuch handsomer mdmdual than his brown brother, being, when pure of arich golden colour. The difference is very perceptible. ^ '

Third Swarms {Idem).—The third swarm, if it comes off at aU, usually

ithin three days of the issue of the second swarm ; so that, if it did
off within the time mentioned, there is no probability of the hive
me forth. Thii-d swarms are by no means to be desired, and should

always be returned.

Food for a Thrush (C).—Give it German paste, lean meat cut small-
mealwoi-ms, and now and then a snail, having first broken the shell.

Bats ( T. G.).~^Vhy do you wish to destroy them ? They hve upon insects.
If there are "two thousand," they are evidence that insects are in millions
round about.

Fodder for Milch Cows {J. Tl'. ff.).—Clover bay is good fodder for them
if used with carrots and mangold wurtzel. By itself clover hay is too dry

;

and turnips, kohl rabi, &c., give an unpleasant flavour to the milk and butter-

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS,
Camden Square, London.

Lat. 51° 32' 40" N. ; Long. 0^ 8' 0" W. ; Altitude 111 feet.

Date.
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not be well to plant them with tliis I^ine ? I am 2'ersnatled

that at 4 feet apart it will withstand all winds, and not be

moved an inch out of the pei'pendicular. For planting in ex-

posed places the trees should be small, and not gi-own thickly.

This applies to all plants for exposed situations. Young trees

from 12 to 1.5 inches high arc sufficiently large, but those I

plant for shelter are stifi' plants, from 2 to 3 feet high, grown
tlmily. If thej" have been gi'own thickly, and are drawn up
weak, they are dear at any price.

The Corsican Pine has leaves twice the length of those of

the Scotch Fir, of a deeper green, and twisted or curled, while

the Austrian Pine has straight leaves, not so dense, but still

sufficiently so to foi-m a block. The plants differ very ma-
terially in habit : some are more branched and denser than
others ; the form is that of a pyr-amid with a broad base and
the branches at right angles to the stem, but our-vLng up-
wards as the tree increases outward. I give the height ef two
young trees, also of one of the Austrian Pine, and of the 'RTrite

Spruce, to show the rate of gr'owth. The numbers relate to

jears of growth, the first being calculated from the ground to

the first branches.

Corsican Pines. Austrian Pine. White Spruce.

10th. .. 1 5 .. 1 6
11th 1 10
12th- .. .. .. .. .. 2 2

I have put the asterisk to indicate the years of planting. It

will be seen that the annual growth is checked by the removal.
The Austrian Pine was moved twice. The removals are, of
course, u-respeetive of nursery transplantations. The Corsican
Pines are 7 feet through at 3 feet from the ground, and the
Austrian Pines 10 feet. The Corsican Pine is the quickest-
growing Conifer I know in an exposed spot, and it grows
straight as an an'ow.
The Austrian Pine is also good for shelter, but it must take

a secondary position in competition with the Corsican, for it

is of slower growth ; it is more dense in habit, but this is no
gain, for the wind ha\ing a greater effect upon the trees, they
have a tendeucy to lean to one side. It also does not escape
the attacks of hares and rabbits.

As a deciduous tree for shelter there is none that I have found
equal to the common Sycamore. Like the Corscian Pine it is

of quick growth, forms a dense leaf growth, and even when
leafless is useful as a break, as it has many stiff branches and
twigs.

I may mention Pinus excelsa and Abies alba as quick-gi-ow-
ing evergreen trees, not attacked by hares and rabbits, and
which are suitable for shelter; both are fine ornamental sub-
jects. Pinus montaua, a dwarf-growing or rather spreading
Jdnd, is very hardy, and is never so much at home as on an
elevated spot.—G. Abbey.

SPEING GAEDENING AT LOWEE ASTON,
BIEMINGHAM.

If I have protested somewhat strongly against the extra-
vagance of the bedding-out mania, I have, I think, also ac-
knowledged that in some places there is ample scope for it.

In a large demesne, where pleasur-e grounds of all kinds can
be an-anged, then assuredly it may be well to have a portion
laid out in this style, and in every place a modified form of it

may be sanctioned. I think no one can question that in such
places as Kensington Gardens, and the London parks generally,
it affords an admu-able opportimity for making a display which
would be impossible under any other style, for we know well
what a miserable thing the herbaceous or mixed border is
when it has been exposed to the fogs, blacks, dust, and dirt of
a London winter. To be able, then, to keep the beds clean
until blighter days, or to plant them with bulbs or other spring
flowers which can be taken up, gives an advantage which has
been admirably seized upon by our a'dUes of late years. The
same may be said of such a place as the Lower Aston grounds
at Birmingham. As a caterer for the general public of the
great iron metropoUs, it is Mr. Quilter's object to tempt people
out of doors when they would otherwise be unwiUing to believe

that it was worth while to sth- out ; and then also, of necessity,

to have them gay in the summer season, when al fresco enjoy-

ments are so thoroughly entered into by the inhabitants of

Birmingham and the Black Country generally.

I had heard a great deal of the extent and success of Mr.
Quilter's bedding-out, but I can honestly say that it entirely

surpassed all my expectations, and that it was the very prettiest

piece of spring gardening I had ever seen ; and as it is just

possible a portion of it may be left until the meeting of the

Royal Horticultural Society, I have thought that it might not
be uninteresting to state what I saw there on my visit to Bu'-

mingham lately.

The portion of the gi'ounds which Mr. QuUter has devoted

to the caiTying-out of his plans is that which originally fonned
the waUed-in kitchen garden of Aston Hall. It is nearly

square, and every portion of it—the borders round the walks,

the raised banks in the centre, and all available spaces—is

used ; so that it may be well imagined that things are done on
a scale of no ordinaiy magnitude. Some idea of this may be
given when I say that of Daisies alone .500,000 plants were put
in. The great merit of the whole aiTangement is that the

effect is gained by so few and such inexpensive materials ; and
when I say that the plants employed are 1, Cliveden Pansies,

2, Daisies, 3, Aubrietia, 4, Golden Feather Pyrethi-mn, and
-5, Cerastium tomentosum, I think this will be fully admitted.

I omit the Forget-me-nots, for these were in back places and
formed no part of the grand coiiji d'lcil. The Daisies were
white, red, and pink ; the Pansies yellow, dark blue, and
white ; and by a successful combination of these colours the

most charming effects were produced. Down the centre of the

garden are what may be called walls of Ivy, which is growing on
wire and wood fences and completely covering them. The dark

rich gi'een of the Ivy is an admirable foil to throw out the

colour's in the beds. Few of the beds or borders are on the

level, but slightly inclined, and for such dwarf-growing plants

as are employed this is a manifest advantage. The value

of the Golden Pyrethrum is more evident here than in any
place where I have seen it before. A great jjortion of the

tracing of the beds was formed by it, and at this season the

pale yellow gave a lighting-up to the beds which nothing else

could do.

Of course there is a great variety of pattern in these beds
and borders, and the ingenuity of the aixangement consists in

the manner in which the few colours used ai'e grouped together.

For example, there is a long border formed of semicii'cles

placed oijposite to each other. They are formed of Alyssum ;

the first pan- in the series being filled with white Daisies, the

second pair' with pink Daisies, and the space formed by the

semicii-cles with a dark Pansy. There is another, a circular

border foi-med in zigzag ; the lines of Ciolden Feather, and the

spaces fiUed-iu with white, red, and pink Daisies in succession.

We have again the semicircular pattern, but here formed of

Golden Feather; the centre white Daisies, the compartments of

red Daisies and Aubrietia alternately. Then there was a more
elaborate border—a sort of ribbon wave ; the Unes fonned of

Pyi-ethrum ; the ribbon of a row of white Daisies, then one of

dark Pansies, and then one of white Daisies ; the nearly circular

spaces left being fiUed in mth red Daisies at the top, and the

lower spaces with Pyrethrum. Then there was a charming panel-
Ung done with panels of Aubrietia and pink Daisies alternately,

bordered with white Daisy, and edged with Pyrethrum. The
combinations were endless, and, as in all such cases, the best

description gives but a very faint idea of the reality.

There is unquestionably here the hand of one who thoroughly
understands what he is doing, and I have no doubt that the
summer bedding is of that superior character I was assured it

was. No one who has had the opportunity of seeing such
spring gardening as this can doubt of its effect or value for

such places ; and mj- object has been, not to induce everj'bod^-

who has his few yards of ground to try what he calls spring

gardening, and so hold himself up to the ridicule of all men
of taste, but to indicate where something really good of its

kind can be seen, and to induce others to visit a gar-den which
reflects so much credit on its spuited proprietor.—D., Deal.

PELAEGOXIUM CUTTINGS.
It may be desirable to make cuttings, as recommended by

" AiucHNE," on the 1st of June, but from what plants are

these cuttings to be made ? The plants from the cuttings of

the bedding Pelargoniums of the preceding year are at this

time being bedded-out, and if sufficient cuttings for the next
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year's supply are to be taken from the bedding-out Pelar-

goniums, the plants vrould be quite disfigured. I have always
nearly two thousand cuttings taken every year in August and
the beginning of September ; some of the cuttings are put in

single pots, others three or four in a pot. The latter are jiotted-

off in March, and malsie fine plants by the thii-d week of May,
when we generally begin bedding-out.—A Lady Gakdenee.

THE COMINa PEACH SEASON.
It needs no prophet now to forecast our fruit prospects,

wliich may be taken as below the average, though there are

some exceptions. Who could guess during the brilliant sun-

shine of April that a May of cold drenching rains mingled
with fierce hail showers was shortly to follow ? Of course,

vegetation, stimulated unwontedly, received a severe shock.

Such heavy downpours are most prejudicial to the setting of

the pollen, washing it completely away. There are some en-

thusiastic enough to admire a damp atmosphere iu-doors, even
during the blooming period, or, at least, who advocate a gentle

syringing at this time ; but my own faith is very weak, and I

prefer a diy sunny atmosphere and a brisk breeze for all kinds

of fruit trees.

Of the advantages of motion among the petals and foliage

I am the more convinced, because this season, from careless-

ness, our orchard-house trees did not receive then- usual

shaking to set the flowers, and though the crop is good, there

were certainly less blooms set, and less to thin-out afterwards.

The best plan is to have a stoutish pole, long enough to reach
anywhere, vrrap some soft material round the end, and then,
once a-day, to rap gently over evei-y yai-d of branch and tree

during the time the pollen is ready to act. As syringing is

out of the question at this time, the trees, especially if potted,

should have abundance of water and a free ch'culatiou of air,

shutting up rather earlier to increase the heat ; thus, with
ordinary weather, all goes well. When a gale of wind prevails

we must open to leeward only, or, when cold rain falls, a httle

fire heat would be most useful. Pots should be turned round
to the sun, exposing all parts in succession, and the trees be
gently swayed by the hand. These may appear trivial matters,
but they are not really so if we wish to have fine regular crops,

and these of first-rate quaUty.
As regards the unfortunate Peach trees on the wall, I never

saw them look worse. Hardly a Peach set ; of leaves there is

absolutely none, those first appearing being now, when not
pulled off (which they should be), curled and dampiug-off.
Even under protecting canvas they seem httle better. The
incessant heavy downpour and the coldness of the nights have
penetrated through tiffanies and similar materials like so

' many cobwebs. Even under glass in many places the ther-

mometer descended too low for safety. Pears and Plums ai'e

but a scanty crop, and Apples are not first-rate. The weather,
however, has improved, but who can guess ?

As is evident, where situation and skilful care have been com-
bined, there are splendid exceptions, but is it not certain that

our heavily-di'iveu fruit trees, both under glass and on the
open wall, are rendered so unnecessarily weak by overcropping
that they have but a feeble chance? What are the trees

which bear at present the most heavily but such as did not
bear at all last year, or else some very vigorous young ones ?

Their stored-up strength has told during the time of trial, of

course. The more I converse with the visitors who come here,

many having houses and good gardens at home, the more I

am convinced that the rate of production expected is un-
reasonable. I have tested their opinions freely, and our ideas
do not coincide on this important point. I always thin-out
largely, and always have the same average crop ; but if I

adopted the convictions of most I have seen, I should not ex-

pect anything this season. "ttTien a tree is given me it is quite

exhausted already, though young; neither is the quality of

the fruit at all what it should be. With the exception of that
grown to exhibit, and where there is no unreasonable demand
on the gardener, certainly the amount is more looked to than
the quaUty. It is true we live in a fast age, and young trees

are readily bought ; but unless the established trees have an
occasional year of rest—and where is this to be found ?—at

the present rate of production they must fail, and that hap-
IJens not so unfrequently of late as to make the matter one to

be despised, especially whenever such a spring occurs as the
present one.

Occasionally, weai'ied ^ith the evident disappointment of

visitors, I have allowed the fruit on some ill-fated victim to

remain but very little thiimed, and have seen at once that
such was the expected proportion. One gentleman brought
his gardener with him, and triumphantly stopped before a
Passe Cohnar Pear tree, having about three hundred Peai's on
it, it having been forgotten at the thinning. Now the tree

could only bear either fifty Pears, but such as I would not
wish to eat, or twenty-five, which would be very good indeed.
Another tree, having 170 Pears on it, was reduced to twenty

;

but my visitors strongly condemned this ! There is no doubt
whatever in my mind that after a year or two of such produc-
tion the foliage would become small, the tree liable to injury
from cold or insects, and the extensions dwindle, whUe the
fruit would rapidly lose its juicy character and colour.

" I don't think you have quite so much fruit in the orchard
houses as last year," many say; to which I reply, with
humility, turning up the fohage, that there is aU over the
houses at least one fine Peach per square foot, and even more
on some trees, and I do not think this a bad crop for a be-
ginner like myself.

Those who know the least are amateurs with two or three
seasons of experience. Such are very decided indeed in their

ideas. But let us not be mistaken. There is a considerable

amount of knowledge now prevalent, and orchard houses are

common enough everywhere, and possessed by many who
have a real love for fruit culture, who are sure of ultunate
results by patience. To such and others I would say, If your
fmit crop be not an average one this season, is it entu-ely be-

cause of the cold spring ? and have not your trees by over-

cropping been so weakened that they have succumbed at once
to what they might have resisted, at least partially, had their

constitution been more vigorous ? The matter is worth con-

sideration.—T. C. BKfinAUT.

ECCENTEICITIES OP PLANTS.
The subject of the variations in the colours of flowers is one

on which I should like some of the readers of the .Journal who
may have devoted theh attention to this peouharity or eccen-

tricity to enlighten me ; in the meantime I shall here briefly

record one or two examples which have come imder my im-
mediate notice.

In the first place, I had a small Hyacinth in a glass this

season ; it should have been a single blue, but instead of coming
in a decorous manner, its blossoms, or the tips of each of the
segments of the bells, were dark green, leaving only the base
blue. Aboiit a week ago I was shown by a friend a spike of a
single Hyacinth in which each flower was splashed with blue
and pink ; two other spikes which grew upon the same bulb
were respectively wholly blue and wholly pink. What the
colour should have been I could not ascertain.

In my own London garden another remarkable variation has
been going on for several years with the root of a Daisy, and
I shall describe it, as it may not be uninteresting to your
readers. In 1868 my next-door neighbour presented me with
a root in full bloom of the Double Crimson Daisy, at the same
time remarking that it was a disgi'ace to me that I did not
grow some of these plants amongst my early spring flowers.

I may here remark that from that time no other Daisy haS'

been in my garden, and now mark the metamorphoses this

single plant has passed through. In the spring of 1869, in-

stead of double crimson flowers coming upon my Daisy roots,

they were all single white ones, not quite so single as those
we find in the meadows, but nearly so. This Daisy is a gre.at

pet of my wife, and the pecuharity of the change which had
taken place in its blooms induced us both to retain it, when,
lo ! in the spring of 1870 the same plant produced semi-
double white flowers, having, in addition, round the base a
quantity of little floral buds, formin g what is popularly known
as a hen-and-chickens flower. This change, as may be sup-

posed, exoited our curiosity, the plant became immensely
popular, and we eagerly watched for the first flowers in the
spring of 1871 to see what novelty was in store for us. We'
were rewarded with large and beautifully double pure white
blooms, each floret being tipped with rosy-pink, reminding
one of a fine Pompon Chrysanthemum. In the autumn of

1871 the plant had formed a large clump, and I divided it into

many pieces, and tins year I have plants with double pm-e
white flowers—flowers that resemble those of last year, as well

as single blooms, and, in a few instances, some flowers in which
the florets are tipped vnth deep red. These are the nearest

approach to the state iu which I originally received it, and yet

on the same plant I get occasional flowers resembling our wild
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species, Bellis percnnis. I am veiy anxious to prove if it will

icv^nt to the double crimson form.

With these changes before my eyes I find it extremely diffi-

cult to accuse my nurseryman if his plants do not all come
true to name, and I should be vei7 glad if some of my fellow-

wovkers would record theu' experiences of the eccentricities of

plants.—ExpEi-.io C'kede.

IXTERMEDIATE ORCHID CULTURE AT
EERNIEHUEST.

Hatixg, early in the year, offered a few remarks on the cool

treatment of Orchids at Ferniehurst (see page 99-101), I now
furnish some on the remaining portion of the collection, which

I shall term intermediate, there being no East Indian house.

These, however, consist of Dendrobes, Oattleyas, Oncidiunis, and

others requkiug a similar temperatm-e. The cool-house Orchids

doubtless constitute the most prominent feature, still the

intermediate Orchids may not prove uninteresting to some of

our amateur growers. The rapidity with which the cultivation

of Orchids has increased, even dirring the past few years, is

astonishing ; we now not only see them in the large gardens

of noblemen, but also in those of amateurs. To the latter the

cool section cannot be too strongly recommended, for they can

be grown at a much less expense than the others, and comprise

S'lme of the richest and loveliest of Orchids. Tiiily I can but

assert that the more I hear about Orchids the better I like

them, and the more I see of them the more ardent is my love

for them ; in fact, those who do not love them must be very

deficient in taste and judgment.
Orchids are among the richest and rarest productions of

the whole floral kingdom, and present some of the most curi-

ous and interesting works of nature, borrowing largely from

the animal kingdom in the forms of their flowers. This is

noticeable in many species ; but here I must only take for

example the weU-kno\Tn Butterfly-plant (Oncidium Papilio),

the flowers of which resemble a butterfly ; or the Dove-plant

(Peristeria elata), in which the central parts of each flower

have a very striking resemblance to a dove, whence it has been

caUed El Spuito Santo. Indeed, nothing can be more inter-

esting than to look closely into their structure and formation.

As well as this, they present every imaginable shade of colour,

from the most brilliant to the dullest ; and what greatly en-

hances the value of many of the species is tlieir lasting quali-

ties, remaining in some cases for two months or more in

perfection. Others, however, are so fugacious as to last only as

many days, or even less; others possses the most delicious

fragrance.

In my opinion success in Orchid culture depends chiefly on
attention to a few points ; certainly judgment must also be

exercised in the management of a mixed collection.

I will first commence with potting, which, as a rule, should

be done just as the plant begins to grow. Be careful not to

overpot, and see that the pots are perfectly clean. These, with

othsr materials, and the compost, which generally consists of

peat, moss, and broken potsherds, with an admixture of river

or silver sand, should be kept in some convenient place, that

they may acquire the same temperature as the house in which
the plants are growing. Secure good drainage, for although

the majority of Orchids delight in a plentiful supply of water,

they are impatient of anything stagnant or sour. After placing

some of the compost over the crocks, the pot is ready to receive

the x^lant, which must have the old compost carefully removed
from its roots ; at the same time take awaj" any decayed roots.

Next jjlace the roots on the new compost, taking care to have
it shghtly elevated above the rim according to the size of the

pot, except in the case of the terrestrial species, and then make
perfectly finn, for if that is not attended to success cannot
foUow. On various occasions I have seen them nearly falling

out of the pots, iu all cases presenting a most miserable and
neglected appearance.
With regard to watering it must be done with considerable

judgment, as some Orchids, particularly those from high ele-

vations, deUght in an abundance of water, while others will

not endure so much. At all times see that no water lodges in

the young growths, and avoid constant diibblings, as these
often cause damping-oft'. Moisture in the house may be kept
up by damping the pathways and benches, regulating it ac-

cording to the brightness of the weather ; and durmg the hot
months of summer, vriiii care, the syringe may be used freely

overhead in the morning and evening, which will assist in
keeping down red spider and other insect pests.

Air should also be admitted as freely as the external tem-
perature will allow ; much superfluous moisture which may
otherwise prove somewhat injurious wiU thus escape. As
much Ught as possible should also be admitted, but at all times
prevent the direct rays of the sun striking on the plants. This
must be done by means of blinds, but upon no account allow
them to remain on except during the brightest sunshine, for it

is as injurious to exclude light as it is to admit the direct

rays of the sun. There are, perhaps, a few species which will

endure a little more exposure ; these, if possible, should have
a house to themselves ; if not, their' requirements must be at-

tended to as nearly as other means wiU allow.

To retm-u to the principal object of this paper, from which I

have in some degree wandered. At Ferniehurst, where the
plants for the most part present a very luxuriant and healthy
appearance, in the first place the houses devoted to theu' cul-

ture are all-span-roofed, and 18 feet wide. The longest two are

about 40 feet long, and about 12 feet high in the centre ; the
width is divided into three stages, or rather flat benches, that

in the centre being G feet, and the side ones 3 feet each, thus
leaving 3 feet all round for the pathway, which enables the
cultivator or visitor to view the jilants with advantage from all

sides. I might add that the benches are covered with small

nodnles of CanneU coal, which give the whole a neat appear-

ance, as well as a steady amount of moisture, which the plants

seem to enjoy.

Among the principal genera grown are Cattleya and La-ha,

many species and varieties of each. The most notable Cattleyas

are C. Acklandise, bulbosa, citrina, exouiensis, labiata, margi-
nata, and Mossia; (which last should be grown by the dozen,
for its splendour is only fully reaUsed when the plants are

seen in a mass), C. Skinneri, speciosissima, and Triana?, one
of the best of winter-blooming Cattleyas, generaUy lasting in

perfection about fourteen days ; one particular- bloom, how-
ever, was qirite fit for the flower-stand at the end of six weeks.

Many kinds of Lsehas are also gi-own, the glorious L. purpu-
rata being most prominent ; there are about two dozen plants

of it, a plant of L. elegans Tur-neri with upwards of tweutj'

pseudo-bxrlbs, and as many others of equal merit. Chysis brac-

tescens and Limminghii are two veiy desirable species ; of the

latter a fine plant exists in the small collection of Dr. Popple-
ton, of Newley, near Leeds. At the time I saw it last sum-
mer it had upwards of twenty of its Cucumber-like bulbs. It

was gi'owing in a large pot with its roots clinging to the out-

side as if it had not been disturbed for years, which very

probably was the case ; having so many roots it required to

be supplied with water twice during the day.

Of the lovely Cu,-logyne cristata there are seven or eight

large pans, and most noticeable among the genus Cyjiripedium

is that splendid species C. (Seleuipedium) caudatmu, with its

variety roseum, of which eight plants now in flower have pro-

duced fifteen spikes, with twenty-eight individual flowers, one
spike bearing three. What renders this Cypripedium so cmious
and interesting is its tail-like sepals, often attaining the length

of 30 inches, or even more. Those on the plant referred to

are nearly of that length, and still gi'owing ; the rapidity with
which these lengthen after being released from the sheath is

very remarkable. Of its pretty httle companion Uropedium
Lindeni, there are two spikes which are similar to the above,

except that it is furnished with three tails or strings and has
not the slipper. Other Cji^ripediums are also to be seen, and
among them is a pan of C. villosum, which has borne nine-

teen of its rich flowers. Too much cannot be said in praise

of this lovely species, its lasting quaUties gi'eatly enhancing

its value for the decoration of the plant house, or the flower-

vase in the drawing-room.
Dendrobiums are, perhaps, more largely grown than any of

the other genera ; however, I shall only mention a few of the

species cultivated, among which are several plants of the

lovely chiysotis, Bensonia?, Devonianum, McCarthia;, thjTsi-

floriun, and Wardianum with growths over 2 feet long just

showing flower. Of D. Falconeri, a large plant growing on a

block about 22 inches long is furnished with growths from
top to bottom, some of which measure from 18 inches to 3 feet

long. These, with their lateral growths, form quite a mass.

Others growing on lar'ge pieces of cork are becoming equally

vigorous. The well-known and useful D. nobile is mostly

gro^TX in hanging baskets, in which manner the plants bear a

far more characteristic appearance than when gi'own in pots.

Of D. chi-j-santhum there are several sturdy growths of fi-om

4 to nearl.y 6 feet ; this, although old, is one of the best. Lastly,

I woxild mention D. infundibulum, which on account of its
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lasting qualities is very valuable as well as beautiful. One
plant now in flower has eleven of its wliite-and-yellow flowers

not unlike those of D. formosum, which when placed in a cool

house and kept rather dry will last from six to eight weeks in

perfection.

Of Epidendrums there are also many species, E. prismato-

carpum, with six leading growths, having five strong spikes of

bloom which last a long time in perfection. Odontoglossum
Phalffiuopsis has been ilowering freely ; 0. nfevium has seven

spikes, and seven to ten flowers on each ; 0. citrosmum and
its variety roseum ai'e pushing many promising spikes—as j-et

none of the delicate flowers are expanded. By far the most
prominent Orchid now in flower is a plant of Oneidium Mar-
shallianum, with a branched spike, bearing twenty of its rich

and maguificen; flowers, which are of the most beautiful yellow

spotted with brown. This, with 0. macranthum, might well

stand in the first rank among the most beautiful of aU Oncids.

It requires, however, rather more warmth than the last-named,

but when afforded the temperatui-e of the Cattleya house it

thrives admirably.
Lycaste Skinneri is also largely gi-own ; where space permit?,

too much of it cannot be obtained, its flowers being invaluable

for cutting-purposes during the dull winter months.
Among other subjects of interest are several species of

Miltonia, Stanhopea, Trichopilia, Calauthe, and Sophronitis,

which last are growing freely on small pieces of cork with a

little moss ; also many plants of the lovely PUumna fragrans

and BurUngtonia fragrans.

I had nearly forgotten that sadly too-much-negleeted genus
Pleione. Why are the species not more generally grown ?

Perhaps on account of their flowering in the absence of foliage.

Certainly this need not be any objection, since they bloom at

a season when flowers are scarce, and by placing a few light

Perns among them the deficiency is compensated for ; indeed,

they should not be absent from any collection of Orchids how-
ever small. A plant of the pretty little P. humiUs produced
thirteen flowers and is now sending up fourteen vigorous

growths, while one plant of P. WaUichiana was a perfect mass
of flower, and has now upwards of thirty strong and healthy

growths. They delight in a good supply of moisture at the

roots, but axe rather impatient of it on the leaves, being very

apt to rot at the points.

In concluding my remarks I would say that in the depart-

ment set ajjart for plants in flower are several plants of Odon-
toglossum borrowed from the cool house, among which is a

superb variety of Odontoglossum triumphans with eleven flowers

on one spike, a number, I think, not often exceeded if equalled.

The whole is under the management of Mr. E. Culley, whose
skill as an Orchid-grower has long been known to those inter-

ested in horticulture ; and he will be remembered by some as

the curator of the once-famous Bullerian collection near Exeter,

at which place I also had the opportunity of seeing the mode
of treatment carried out.—C. J. White.

P.S.—Since writing the above I have again taken the mea-
surement of the tail-like sepals of C^-pripedium caudatum there

referred to, and find them to bo rather over 32 inches in

length. While maki»)g this remark I should be glad to hear

if that length has been exceeded.—C. J. W.
[Our correspondent's communication has been unavoidably

postponed for several weeks.—Ens.]

UTRICULAEIA MONTANA.
An arboreal or epiphytal Utricularia is a phenomenon as

exceptional in the vegetable kingdom as are the flying fish,

tree frog, land crab, and similar anomahes in the wide domain
of animated nature. Such a plant-wonder we have in the re-

cently introduced Utricularia montana—an acquisition to our
collections, and worthy of extended cultivation, not alone for

its botanical interest, but on account of the size and beauty of

its delicate flowers. Anyone seeing, for the first time, this

plant in flower would be likely to smUe sceptically if told it

belonged to the same genus as the curious little Bladderworts
i(Utricularia) of our pools and ditches. The fact is so, never-

theless, and our modest little aquatics have great reason to be

proud of this exotic relative, which, ignoring the homes and
habits of its kind, eschewing the pool and the marsh, finds its

congenial feeding ground high up on the mossy trunks of trees

in Trinidad, St. Vincent, and elsewhere. In habit, mode of

growth, and the aspect of its flowers, it simulates and rivals

some of the prettiest of epiphytal Orchidacefe—Phala?nopsids

for instance. In fact, when seen, for the first time, in flower

and growing in Orchid-fashion, even an accomplished plants-
man might be takeu-in, and tempted to exclaim, "What a
pretty Orchid !

"

It is scarcely more than a year since this lovely and interest-

ing little rarity found its way to Europe. Scarcely was it in-

troduced than, thanks to the never-thing energy of Dr. Moore,
a plant was secured for Glasnevin, where we had the pleasure
of seeing and admiring it in flower on more than one occa^^iou

dming the past month. The plant is astemless epiphyte, with
pale green, enth'e, narrow lanceolate leaves, fi'om 4 to G inches
long. The leaves spring from a fascicle of oval, hollow, green,

semi-transparent tubers, formed on wiry fibrils, which bear at

intervals minute bladders or utricles, similar to those borne by
our home species, and whence the name of the genus. The
flowers are borne on a slender curved wiry scape, and may
number from one to five or more. They are vei-y large, neaiiy
2 inches in diameter, the pedicels about thi-ee-fourths of an
inch long, the calj-x-lobes pale yellowish green. The corolla

is white, with a large yellow blotch on the centre of the lower
lip. The upper hp or hood is roundish, with a truncated base

;

the lower hp is twice the size of the upper, very full and pro-
minent in the centre, closing the throat and concealing the
anthers ; the spur is a stout, curved, horn-shaped body, nearly
an inch long, of the same colour as the corolla.

As regards multiplication and gi-owth, both seem to be of the
easiest kind. The former is effected by means of stolons,

which are freely produced somewhat after the fashion of the
Strawberry. At Glasnevin it accommodates itself and flowers

freely, treated either as an epiphyte and grown in a suspended
basket, or as an ordinary pot plant in hght open soil. The
first mode, however, seems to commend itself as being the

most desu-able way of growing it ; for as we understand that
in its native haunts the plant shows to most advantage when
growing on trees, so in our plant houses its effect will be en-

hanced when grown as an epiphyte or in a suspended basket.

With regard to temperatui'e, it requires, we believe, the hear
of the stove, but as it is found not alone in Trinidad and other
islands of the West Indies, but in New Grenada and Peru, it

may very probably be grown successfully in an intermediate
house where the heat is very moderate.

—

{Irish Farmers' Gazette.)

PINE APPLE CULTURE.—No. 2.

Heating.—By a reference to the section of the Pine house
{ftij. 1, page 456), it wiU be seen that along the front of the

house there is a shelf 2 feet wide on which pots of winter

Cucumbers, Vines, &o., are placed at intervals, and between
them Dwarf Kidney Beans. Next to the shelf is a pathway
2 feet 10 inches wide, and sufficiently high to allow a person to

walk underneath the Grapes that may be hanging above. Then
there is a 4i-inch brick waU with a timber coping, which I

like better than cemented brickwork, as not so likely to jar the

pots that may be rudely placed upon it. This wall is strength-

ened in places by 9-inch work, and is, on the whole, 3 feet

8 inches high ; there is a clear space for the tan bed of 7 feet

3 inches between it and the back wall, and 84 feet 6 inches long,

giving altogether a bed on which we rarely have less than
200 plants, and often 250. There is no division in the house,

and only a door at each end. The eye of the observer is either

on a level with, or sUghtly under the fruit ; consequently the

plants have not, perhaps, such a good appearance as when
looked down upon, which would be the case if they were in a
pit, and seen from the back ; but in some respects they are

more easily managed than when in a pit, whete there is not

room to work amongst them.
The house is also advantageous, as the overheating of the

tan bed can be avoided ; for, in a house, we can with a little

contrivance shift a few plants at one end, tiun over the bed if

it is becoming too hot, and replace the plants as the work goes

on. Just as in trenching, the soil taken out at first is put

in last, so the plants first removed ai'e replunged last. This

could not well be done iu a pit where there is barely room for

a man iu a stooping postirre or half lying down, and tha

removal of plants outside in cold weather cannot be otherwise

than hm-tful to them. There ai-e other advantages also in

having a httle room in a house—plants can be potted inside,

and, in fact, all the necessary work done, so that no Pine plant

nor portion of one, unless it be the crown of some favourite kind,

when once it passes out of the door is ever brought back again.

Only some pot Vines which may have been growing inside

during the summer, and are placed out of doors to harden their

wood and rest awhile prior to being taken-in in the autumn,
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are allowed to re-enter, and these are only removed from the

inside of the house to the outside of it, as they are placed

during August and September against the front wall outside,

where they are fully exposed to the sun.

Another advantage is that a large portion of the tan may he

removed without disturbing the plants at all ; and when the

danger of overheating is not very great, it is much better that

they should not be moved at all, as, however carefully the work
is executed, a partial loosening at the neck always takes place,

especially with large plants. To avoid this and the cousecjuent

rupture of some of the roots, I have been in the habit of pull-

ing out the tan from between the pots with something like a

garden hoe or coal rake. The plants are rarely plunged more
than 4 inches deep at first, on account of the danger of over-

heating, but even at that depth I have known injury done,

and as they are usually placed quincunx fashion, the tan has
to be drawn out diagonally ; but unless the heat is very violent,

drawing out the tan in one direction is usually sufficient. It

is merely allowed to lie on the path a few days—a week or

so—untU the heat subsides, when it is put back again. By
careful management the tan may be withdrawn until furrows
are made several inches below the bottoms of the pots, so that

the latter are not liable to overheating ; but as it is always
better when a steady instead of a violent heat can be secured at

first, I endeavour to have any new tan that may be required
dried a little previous to use. In summer there is no difficulty

in this, but in winter it is not so easily done. However, where
a dry floor under cover can be secured it will diy considerably in

a few days ; moreover, if the heat in the old tan be found
pretty good, it is better not to add too much to it in turning,
but to place the new at top. It is astonishing how long old

tan win retain its heat, even when it is reduced to a very fine

leaf-monld-like material ; but it is better on all occasions, if

possible, to prevent its ever heating so as to scald itself into a
white or dry condition.

I need hardly say, that in turning or mixing the tan bed the
same plan is adopted as in trenching ground, new tan being
added in the same manner as dung is in the latter case, un-
less there is reason to think it will overheat, when the new
tan is best placed on the top. Another method I have adopted
with some advantage is, when the bed is being turned, to in-

sert draining pipes at various places in the bed. Small 2-inch
pipes will answer, and if a stake be placed inside them to keep
them upright, about three pipes will usually do at a spot.

These act as flues, and although somewhat in the way when
the plants are plunged, they can usually be pushed a little

aside to allow the pot a place. I have found them very useful,
and, though not much seen, they are not unsightly.
As regards the tan used I can give but little information

;

many years ago I had occasion to use some that was very un-
satisfactory, as it did not seem inclined to heat at all. At the
time I suspected chemicals had been used in the tanpit, but
whether this was so or not I cannot say ; certainly what I have
had lately has not been f.aulty in this respect. When pur-
chasing tan it is well to insure that it is fresh, and has not
been lying in a large heap in which it may have heated to ex-
cess and become exhausted. Secure what is wanted before-
hand, have it fresh and dry, and sweeten it at home. In fine
weather, if it be spread a foot or less thick on dry clean ground,
say on a pavement or macadamised road, and turned once or
twice a-day, heaping it up at night and throwing mats over it
if there be danger of rain, it will soon be dry enough for use

;

but when an entirely new bed has to be madegreat care should
be taken against overheating. It is in this case advisable to
use a comparatively small quantity of tan, and add more as
required ; or if the bulk is well mixed, heated, and tui-ned out-
doors before being brought in, so much the better. Even
then care must be taken that it do not become too hot, as tan
is sometimes treacherous in this respect, and total destruction
is not unfrequently the consequence. Wherever a number of
Pines with overgrown crowns and fruit of small size are to be
seen, overheating will generally be found to have been the
cause

; therefore, as soon as the bed is finished and the plants
all in their places, put in some sticks at various places, and
examine them every day, or more than once a-day after the
fii'st three or four ; a Uttle practice wiU enable anyone to jud<»e
how much warmth is useful and how much dangerous without
the aid of the thermometer. If, however, there be any doubts,
this instrument may be used, and may be inserted to a suffi-
cient depth in the bed to insure its being affected by the heat,
which, if exceeding 90', may be pronounced dangerous, but it
very often rises much, higher ; I have known it reach 140%

when, of course, immediate action became necessary ; in fact,

the plants had been removed before it even approached that

point. Sudden rises in the bottom temperatm-e are not un-
common where tan is used, and in consequence some good
Pine-growers avoid its use altogether, and content themselves

with leaves alone or fire heat. I must say, however, that I

have, perhaps, a weakness for tan, and am unwilling to abandon
its use when its excessive heat can be checked by the means
described.

Leaves.—The leaves of Oak, Beech, and Sweet Chestnut givfr

a steady, long-continued heat ; they never become too hot, and
rarely too cold. Many Pine-growers prefer them to tan, and the

mild heat they afford seems to be more agreeable to vegetation

than any artificial heat from fire and water ; but it is, perhaps,,

not so great as is necessary in some cases where Pine suckers

have to be urged into fruit in twelve months. A leaf-bed is of

great assistance in Pine-growing, and when supplemented with
plenty of hot-water pipes for top heat, all will go on well ; and
in couutiy places at great distances from a lanyard, and where
tree leaves are good and plentiful, they may be used with a
good result. The leaf-bed must, however, be deeper than the

tan bed, or capable of containing more, as quantity is essential.

Care must also be taken in collecting the leaves, so that they
may not be mixed with those of the Lime, Elm, Sycamore,
and several others, which are far inferior to Oak and Beech
leaves. The latter, in my opinion, are the best—better than
the Sweet Chestnut leaves, but these are not to be despised,,

and, being larger, are collected with greater ease than the others.

When the Pine plants are plunged in the leaf-bed the pots

may be buried up to their rims, as there is no fear in general

of leaves overheating, and an inch or two of tan on the top

gives a better face to the whole. Some, in fact, use about a

foot of tan over the leaves—sufficient for entirely plunging the

plants. This the grower may please himself about. Tan is

certainly a more agi'eeable material to work in, but in the case

of mere plunging it exercises no particular influence on the
plant.

Bed-heating by Hot Water.—There are v.arious modifi-

cations of this mode of applying heat ; the most common is to

have two or more horizontal pipes some distance apart, in a.

chamber with a floor above, on which tan, cocoa fibre, or some
other plunging material is placed, or they may be covered with

rubble, with smaller stones on the top, some dui'able kind of

litter over the top of these, and then the plunging material, or
the sou in which the Pines are planted. This mode of apply-

ing bottom heat is better adapted for Pines than for very early

Vines, for it is seldom that much forcing at the root is good
for them ; but very good Pines are often grown in this way,,

both in pots and planted out. The evils of the latter method
are, that there is no control over the fruiting, and Queens,
in particular, are so prone to form suckers, that the plan as a
whole is less practised now than it was twenty years ago. It

must be acknowledged that the diy bottom heat thus afforded

differs widely from the nice moist heat supplied by such fer-

menting materials as tan or leaves, and the substitution of the
open trough for the closed-up pipe has often led to the oppo-
site extreme. Some, it is true, have a hot-water pipa placed
inside a trough of water, and the heat thus applied is sufficient

to warm the water in the trough to the requisite temperature,,

and it is evaporated as requii-ed. Sometimes, also, the water
can be di'ained-oft' entirely when a dry heat is wanted, but com-
plicated apparatus are always getting out of order. Bottom
heat so apphed has been turned to the best account by nursery-
men and others, and I know that excellent Pines are so grown;
and as the heating here is more under command than in the
cases where fermenting material is used, hot water commends
itself to the many, to whom coals and cast iron are more
familiar than tree leaves and tan.

Although bottom heat is very essential for the Pine Apple,
atmospheric heat is equally necessary, and the requisite num-
ber of pipes to heat the atmosphere surrounding the plants
must be supijhed. It is thought good practice to arrange the
heating apparatus so that the whole heating power can be
thrown either into the top or bottom heating pipes as may be
necessary. In a cold winter's night it may be of advantage to

heat the atmosphere as much as possible, while in hot sum-
mer weather the bottom heat only will be wanted, and by
means of stop-taps, &c., this may be accomplished with but
veiy Uttle trouble.

With regard to the character of the boilers and pipe-connee-
tions, I shall merely observe that the inexperienced should rely

on known good apparatus rather than try novelties, which aie
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only said to be better by some ardent enthusiast who has not

had long-enough experience in them to find out that there is

an awkward break-down now and then with all complicated

contrivances. Many new boilers have been introduced durmg

the last twenty years, but the old saddle still retams its place.

Other Modes of Suppti/iiuj Bottom Heat.—Even before the

age of hot water, attempts were made to supply bottom heat

by the flue or open chamber, and occasionally it has been tried

since, but the results have been far from satisfactory. A di-y

ungenial warmth may be maintained at great cost, but its m
convenience, added to its Ul effects on the plants placed over it

has never been surmounted. The old flue is by no means to

be despised for many purposes, but for Pine-growing where a

tropical heat is requh-ed aU the year round, hot water is by

general consent regarded as the most efEcient mode of aftord-

iug top heat ; and where the coal pit is near, the tanyard dis

tant, and tree leaves seai-ce, it is an exceUent method of sup

plying bottom heat. Cotton waste has been used with ad-

vantage in some places, and a similar and more endurable

material is furnished by woollen manufacturers, only it is^ of

far greater value as a manure than as a heat-giving material.

In the agricultural districts large quantities are used as ma-

nure for Hops and fruits. Cocoa-nut fibre has also been em-

ployed by some, but its value for other purposes has raised its

price too high for hotbed-making. It may here be remarked,

that a steadily fermenting material imparting a heat of less

than 100°, and capable of withstanding decay for a long time,

would be a boon to the forcing gardener, for it is the short

duration of the heat afforded by many materials that renders

them unsuitable for the Pine-grower.—J. Robson.

Exhibition remarked that shows of that land could not fail to

vield general pleasure, as their influences were all ot a retn-

character. The exertions of the Committee must have

been very gi-eat, as all must concede when they carefully ex-

amined the numerous floral and horticultural treasm-es displayed

in the several tents ; and although the motto of the Committee

appeared to be nil dcsperamlum it must be remembered that

the race was not always to the swift nor the battle to the strong.

The Leeds Society had now succeeded m getting together one

of the finest shows in the provinces, and the town had gi-eat

reason to be proud that there were men among them who took

the pains and displayed the talent necessary to secure such

a desirable result. It was highly desirable that they should

have from time to time exhibitions of this kind, and he hoped

thev would be long continued. But he would express another

hope, which was, that the people should have them m their own

grouids. [Hear, hear, and applause.] They would allow him

to say that this was one of the objects the Council contemplated

in desiring to close Roundhay Park for ten days dui-mg the

vear They thought of holding the flower show there, having

galas for the Infirmary and other charitable institutions, and

thus securing for the people far more enjoyment than they

could have if they were without the park. He hoped, then, that

the time was not far distant when they would have the privi-

lege of holding the show at Koundhay Park, and he did not

tMuk when the time came the funds of the Society would suffer

from the change of locality. In proposing a vote of thanks to

the Mayor, Alderman Addyman appealed to the tradespeople ot

the town for pecuniary support, as many of them obtained a

great deal from the Shovr. When all was paid off last year the

Society had only 5 id. left. Acknowledging tho vote, which was

carried with acclamation, the Mayor seconded this appeal, and

mentioned that the expenses of the Society were ±1200 a-yeai.

THE EHODODENDBON SHOWS.
Fkom the multitude of fibrous roots which the Rhododendron

produces it may be lifted with impunity almost at any time,

even when coming into flower ; and avaUing themselves ot tins

property, the great growers of Bagshot and its neighbourhood

have yearly in June placed before the eyes of London dwellers

perhaps the most splendid masses of colour which any one plant

is capable of producing. We have so often described their ex-

hibitions, or rather attempted to do so, that it is a repetition to

refer to their splendom-, varying, it is true, from year to year in de-

cree but still such that no one who has not seen them can, trom

description, form any just idea of the scene which they present.

Mr Anthony W.a-Teker, of Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, holds

his Show in the Royal Hortioidtural Society's Garden at South

Kensington, under the same great tent as that m which he ex-

hibited last year. The gi-ound is skilfully laid out with beds ot

varying height, margined with the greenest of turf, and divided

from each other by undulating, sweeping walks, whUst near the

entrance is a mound from which a view of the two thousand or

three thousand plants which are here collected can be obtained.

We wiU not attempt to name the many estabhshed favourites

which are among them, but will confine ourselves to mention-

ing a few of the newer kinds, whose merits are not so generaUy

known. Of these Charles Bagley is very fine, with large trusses

.of cherry red flowers; Sir Thomas Sebright is a rich purple

with a bronze blotch, large in trass, and a very free bloomer.

Mrs. WiUiam BoviU, with bright rosy crimson flowers ;
Mrs.

R S. Holford, salmon rose, large in flower and truss ;
Lady i^

.

•Crossley, rosy pink ; and Lady Armstrong, pale rose, are also

very fine. Miss Owen, rose, changing to white, is very pretty,

in its young state resembUng Apple blossom. Mrs. John

Waterer, Mrs. John Clutton, Othello, Mmnie, Lady Clermont,

4ind others, which have all been noticed before, are also m tale

bloom. There are, besides, several unnamed seedlmgs, fine m
<;olour and large in truss.

i -i -t •„

Messes. John Wateeeb & Sons, of Bagshot, who exbibit m
the Royal Botanic Society's Garden, Regent's Park, have, as

iuual, an excellent display, mcluding several magnifaoent

standards. Of the new varieties, Frederick Waterer, intense

crimson, is splendid in colour, and large both in flower and

truss ; whUe John Walter is another very fine crimson. Lady

Eleanor Catchcart, Michael Waterer, Mrs. John Clutton, Mrs.

John Penn, Mrs. Thomas Longman, Princess Mary ot Lam
bridge. The Queen, and Vandyke are the most conspicuous of

the more recent varieties. Here, too, there are several promis-

ing seedUngs.

GARDENERS' GENERAL ASSOCIATION.

Leeds Hortictjltueal SociETV.-The show was of a first-class

character. It was opened by the Mayor (Alderman Barmn^

who was accompanied by Alderman Addyman and Mr. James

Birbeck, the active Secretary of the Society, in his inspection of

the flowers, fruit, and vegetables, which were displayed witU so

much taste, and to such exceUent effect, in the seyenil marquees

radiatin- from the central tent. Afterwards, his Worship as-

cended a stand in the principal marquee, and m opening tne

A PUBLIC preliminary meeting of gardeners was held on the

10th at the British School-room, AngleseaPlace Durdham Down,

Bristol, to appoint a Committee to draw up rules with a view to

the orgLnisation of the gardeners. There was a good attendance.

Mr G Webley presided, and read a letter from the Mayor ap-

nroving generaUy of such organisations, but stating that m eon-

iequence of his other duties he was unable to attend the meeting,

and promising when they had passed their rules, if he approved

of them, he would have no objection to attend a public meeting

and advocate its objects. The Chairman said he did not wish

to be considered an agitator, but he thought it his duty to step

out of the way and advocate an organisation among the gardeners

of Bristol, who, he contended, were, as a class, one of the worst

paid and overworked classes in the community. He objected to

strikes, and said that if any such thing were contemplated by

that organisation he would have nothing to do with it. He then

briefly sketched what he supposed would be the objects of the

orgauisation-namely, mutual aid, for which contributions would

be paid to assist members in sickness and when out of employ-

ment. If they passed the resolutions which would be submitted

to them, it would be a step in the right dh-ection, and would be

the means of redressing the many evils which existed among

them He had no doubt the members of the Association would

ultimately give essays on the best culture of fruits, flower.s and

ve-etables. Mr. Smith moved the first resolution, " 'That this

mating, whilst disapproving and discountenancing strikes, is ot

opinion that by an organisation of gardeners throughout the

country their professional interests would become better repre-

sented, and pledges itself to support the present movement with

a v-iew to securl the same." Mr. Bees seconded the motion

which was carried unanimously. Mr. Stevens moved the second

resolution, " That, in the opinion of this meeting, rules relating

to the formation of an organisation should be drawn up and sub-

mitted to a subsequent pubUc meeting for approval ; the present

meeting of gardeners to elect a Committee for that purpose fortb-

with." Tht motion was seconded by Mr. PiUinger, supported

by Mr. Haines, and carried unanimously.
.

The following gardeners were appointed the Committee jno

tem—G Webley, Chah-man ; H. Stevens, Vice-Chairman ; W.

H Smith, Hon. Sec; F. A. Arnott, W. PiUinger, -r. Evans, G.

Score, J. Bees, J. Morris, F. Shai-p, T. Harwood, E. Guppy,

W HaiTis, and Mr. Haines, with power to add to their number.

The Committee then held a short consultation, and ari-anged to

meet on Tuesday, 18th inst., to consider the rules. Gardeners

interested in the movement, and desirous to communicate any

suggestions bearing upon the rules, should write at once to Ml.

Smfth 'The Gardens, Old Sneed Park, Bristol. The next pubhc

meeting wiU be duly advertised.

New Use fob Cats.—A correspondent of Land and Water

wrTter:-It often appears to me that people for the mos part

are not aware of t&'^gi-eat use cats are to us. Of coui-se we

know of their use with respect to mice and rats, but do we
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generally know of the invaluable help they can give ns in pro-

tecting from birds our garden fruit and flowers? The late

lieavy rains this spring have given us the promise of abundance
of Strawberries, and in the south, at least, the bloom is mag-
nificent. To keep off the birds how simple, how certain, how
small is the cost of a cat on a small chain sliding on a vrive, and
giving the animal the walk up and down the whole length of

the Strawberry beds. A knot at each end of the wire readily

prevents the cat from twisting round the post which supports
the wire, and a small kennel placed in the middle of the walk
affords her shelter and a home for her kittens. In large gardens
a second cat is requu*ed, and the young ones in their frequent
visits to each other greatly assist in scaring away the birds. I

have for more than thirty years used, andseen used with perfect
success, this easy method of protecting fruit, and the very same
plan is equally good in keeping hares and rabbits off flower-
beds. After the first few days cats in no way dislike this partial

restraint, and when set quite free, after a few weeks' watching,
they will of their own accord continue on guard. The kittens,

more especially, attach themselves to this garden occupation,
and of their own accord become the gardener's best allies.

GEAFTING.—No. 8.

What the French call Greffe en Placage is what has been
long known in this country as " spUce-grafttng." It is

generally adopted for certain trees and shrubs when the scion
is in a state of growth, and also for propagation under hand-
glasses. It is done in the open air or in a propagating house
at the rise of the sap rather than at its descent, and is

particularly applicable to evergreens. A stock with the sap
just on the move and a free scion are the two conditions. Tlie

scion may be either of the current year or of the preceding
one, according as the grafting is done in autumn or in spring.

Its length varies from 2 to 6 inches, and should be cut slant-

ing, without the least inequality, so as to fit it exactly to the
stock. If it is an evergreen, the leaves are to be retained,
and it is to be taken from the parent tree at the time of graft-

ing. A corresponding cut to that on the scion is made on the
stock, and the union of the two parts takes place without any
spht of the wood by simple appUeation on the top or the side
of the stock, either under the bark or without it, and with one
or more scions.

Ordinary spUce-grafting is done by simply taking a slice of
bark off the side of a stock to the depth of the first layer of
the alburnum, and then cutting a corresponding slice slantingly
thi-ough the scion, applying their surfaces, and binding them
close together with bast or cotton ligatures.

In crown sphce-gi'afting the scion A should not be cut sloping
right thi-ough, but should have a shoulder, e, at the top of the

out, as ni crown -grafting, to rest it on the crown of the'stoek.
Correspondmg cuts, tl, ,1, d, il, are to be made m the crown of
the stock c, in which to fit the scions ; and when this opera
tiou IS completed, as is shown at E, they are to be bound with
a ligature and protected with grafting clay or wax.
In the illustration the bai-k alone has been taken off ; the

albumnm has not been interfered with. A thick tree would
be easier to graft than a thin-stemmed one, because the latter
would have such a sharj} curve that a portion of the alburnum
would have to be sUced off m order to fit-on the flat section
of the scion. In the case of an old stock with thick bai-k there
IS a danger of the graft shifting beneath the tie. The remedy

is to cut the slice so as to leave the sloping part toler.ably thick,

or, better, to place something between the graft and the tying

—say the piece of bark removed from the stock. Besides, in

making ready the place for the scion, the strip of bark need
not be separated from the stock, but may be left attached to

it, and bound up along with the scion.

There are two periods at which this mode of grafting can be
performed—namely, at the rise of the sap in March or Ajiril, and
at its descent in September or October.

—

Baltet,£ '--i rt de Greffe r.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
We have to record the death of one of our veteran

botanists. Dr. Roeekt Wight, F.R.S., who died May 2Gth, at

his residence, Grazcley Lodge, near Reading, at the age of 76.

Dr. Wight was a native of East Lothian, and very early in life

entered the medical service of the East India Company, and
while in this employment devoted his energies to the investiga-

tion of the then almost unknown flora of the British posses-

sions in India. In 1834 he pubUshed, in conjunction with the
late Professor Amott, the first volume of the " Prodromus
Flora; India; Orientalis," a work which was never continued-
Further contributions to Indian botany were contained in his
" Illustrations of Indian Botany," "Icones Plautarum India:

Orientalis," and " SpicUegium NeUgherrense," and in innumer-
able contributions to magazines and to the proceedings of

societies. His name will also always be associated with his

exertions towards the introduction of the cultivation of cotton
into India. Dr. ^V^ght was one of a band of botanists, to which
Sir W. Hooker, Lindley, and Arnott belonged, who have now
almost entirely passdaway.

—

(Nattire.)

Death or Mk. Rose.—It is but three months ago that it

was our painful duty to record the loss of Mr. Ingram, who had
been gardener to four of our monarchs, and who, after more than
half a century's service, retu-ed from the management of tho
Koyal Gardens at Frogmore ; and to-day we have to announce
the decease of his much-esteemed successor, Mr.. Hectob Rose,
which took place on the .5th inst. He was well known as an
excellent gardener, and though he had not been more than
three years at Frogmore, there, as at Floors Castle, where he
was gardener to the Duke of Roxburghe, he won good opinions
on all sides.

PORTRAITS OP PLANTS, FLOWERS, and FRUITS.
CvPEiPEDiuii LONGiFOLiuM (Long-leavcd Lady's-shpper)^

Nat. ord., Orchidaceie. Linn., Gynandria Monandria.—Avery
tall and handsome plant, though its flowers are not so beauti-
ful as those of other species, being yellowish green stained
partially with dull purple. It was discovered by M. Warszewicz
in the Cordillera of Chiriqui, Central America, at elevations
between 5-8000 feet. Mr. I3ull, nurseryman, Chelsea, ex-
hibited it at the January meeting of the Horticultural Society.
—{Bot. Map., t. 5970.)

Geevillea eosmaeinifolia (Rosemary-leaved Grevillea).
Xat. ord., Proteaces. Linn., Tetrandiia Mouogynia.—Native
of New South Wales, where it was discovered in 1822 by Mr.
A. Cunningham. It is a robust dark-foUaged evergreen, thriv-
ing in the open air in the west of England, but requiring a.

greenhouse or sheltered wall elsewhere. Its flowers are in
dense racemes, deep crimson, tipped with greenish yellow.

—

(Ibid., t. 5971.)
AsiEEosTiGMA Luschnathiaxum. A'rt^ or(f., Aroideffi. Linn.,

Mona'cia Polyandria.—Amateurs will more readily compre-
hend the form of this plant when we add that it was named at
its first discovery Ai-um Dracontium, though it differs very
much from the plant so named and described in our botanical
works. It is a Brazihan species, and now for the first time in-
troduced into Europe. 'The spathe is green speckled with
brown, the anthers of the spadix are scarlet, the leaf is pinnati-
fid, the stalk banded with dark purple streaks.

—

{Ibid., (.5972.),
OLE.iEiA dentata (Toothcd Oloaria). A'a*. orrf., Composita;.

Linn., Syugenesia superflua.—The form of its flowers will be at
once appreciated by our stating that it was formerly included in
the genus Aster, and had the various specific names appUed of
dentatus,tomentosus,andferrugineus. Dr. Hooker says, "This
is one of the beautiful Daisy-trees of the Austrahan" colonies,
a genus of plants many of which would thrive well and form
great ornaments in the gardens of the nuld part of western
England, and some of which stood for several winters in
sheltered water at Kew, but were lolled during recent cold winters.

" The present species forms a fine bush in the Scilly Isles,
where it was introduced by Augustus Smith, Esq., into his
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garden at Tresco Abbey, St. Mai-y's, it is believed from Kew,
a good many years ago. I had the pleasure of visiting these

gardens about fifteen yeai's ago, with my late friends Prof.

Harvey, of Dublin, and Veitch (the grandfather and foimder of

the firm), when we were aU astonished and delighted with the

luxuriance and variety, especially of the Cape and Australian

vegetation they displayed. Since that period Mr. Smith has

added many hundred species to his collection, and I have the

pleasure of receiving every early spring a hamper of cut flowers

of rare (with us) gi-eenhouse plants cultivated iu the open air,

when the Suowdi'op and the Winter Aconite are the only plants

to be seen flowering in our open borders.
" Olearia dentata is a native of various localities in the East

coast of Australia, from Port Jackson, the Blue Mountains,
and Illawarra, southward to Twofold Bay."

—

{Ibid., t. 5973.)

CiiOTALAKiA Hevne.vna (Mr. Heyne's Crotalaria). Nat. ovd.,

Leguminosie. Linn., Slonadelphia Decandria.—This genus is

closely relately to the Lupine. Of this species, which is an
under-shrub 1-2 feet high, the flowers are white variously

marked with blue. It " is a native of the western coast of the

Indian Peninsula from Canara to Travancor, but is apparently

rare. It was discovered iu the early part of the century by
the botanist and missionary, Hej'ne. The specimen here

figured was raised from seed sent to the Koyal Gardens in

1868 by Major Beddome, F.L.S., of the Madi-as Forest Depart-
ment : it flowered iu the Palm House in March of the present

yeaj:.'-— {Ibid., t. 5974.)

Petunias—Souvenir de Chiswick and Pantaloon.—These
are double-fringed varieties, they were "raised at Chiswick,
and, we beUeve, rank amongst the earUest of the fi-Lnged double-
flowered varieties. Theh history is this :—Mr. Barron obtained
from a packet of continental Petunia seed one plant which
produced single flowers having the margin fringed. A cross

was effected between this and some of the double-flowered sorts

grown at Chiswick, and the result was the production of varie-

ties combining the double flowers with the fringed mai'gin.

Pantaloon, the lighter, is a very distinct and handsome mottled
and margined flower. That named Souvenu' de Chiswick is

etjually handsome, but darker in the ground colour, and more
blotched than margined.

" Those double-flowered Petunias are exceedingly valuable as
decorative pot plants for the greenhouse and conservatory, their

habit being so much more compact than most of the single-

flowered sorts, and the flowers so much more durable. The
grotesque markings of the blotched sorts also give them a
distinctive and interesting appearance. Young plants raised
annually in succession, and grown on for the purpose, form
some of the prettiest objects which can be provided for the
ornamentation of this department of the garden."

—

(Florist and
Pomologist, 3 s. v., 121.)

plants produced double flowers.—E. J. D.

—

(EnjUsh Mechanic
and World of Science.)

THE JET D'EAU.
We have reason for believing that this garden engine is

manufactm'ed by Messrs. Purser upon an entirely new principle,

and is the easiest working of any.

It will thi'ow water downwards as

well as upwards, whereas in aU other
syringes of this class the jet must be
dii-ected upwards. It wiU throw
water farther, it is said, yet requiiTs

scarcely half the power used for any other throwing the same
quantity of water.

Obtaining Docble Flowebs.—From an old gardener who
was celebrated for his Stock GiUiflowera I obtained the follow-

ing information :—His plan was to save seed from the semi-
double plants only, and to carefully wrap up the seed in brown
paper, not to be again opened for five years. He showed me
liis collection of seeds, and gave me some of white and crimson
from packages which he declared had been saved five years.

I sowed those seeds, and the next year found nearly all the

AVOODSTOCK PARK.—No. -2.

The Residence op the Eight Hon. W. F. Tighe.

Again wc take a \'iew of the piled-up and picturesque houses

of the village of Inistioge ; then we ascend the zigzag street and
reach the main entrance-gate—a plain massive gate and lodge,

quite in keeping with everything that has been designed or

risen-up under the eye of the present owniers of Woodstock.
There are so many things of interest that meet the eye at Inis-

tioge, that it is difficult to select what is most worthy of notice

before we leave tliis charming old town, but there are in the

old churchyai'd here tombstones to the memory of more than

one gardener, also stewards, who had " faithfully" served the

Et. Hon. W. P. Tighe, and whose memories this flood master
has worthily recorded m marble.

We have long felt that the approach to a residence like Wood-
stock is one of the most difficult things to deal with in land-

scape gardening. So much disappointment has arisen in deal-

ing with approaches, and so much has been written byKepton,
Gilpin, and other authorities on this point, that we may be

excused for entering into some jjarticulars of what constitutes

one of the finest examples of approaches that we have seen

with one exception ; this exception is, that tlie approach

should have started from neai- the police barracks, and gradu-

ally risen to tlie lino of approach above Mount Sandford. We
see no engineering difficulty in carrying out this Une, and if

it were done, it would make this noble place one of the most
complete that could be imagined.

But we must proceed to speak of the beautifivl scene as we
enter the park. On the right the ground rises to a weU-wooded
ridge, and near the diive are a great variety of forest trees in

groups, and the Walnut here gives fine effect at this time,

when the rich bronzy leaves are seen against the soft yellow

green of the Beech. The river and the bridge as seen from
near the gate form a picture of rare composition. Nearing

the mansion the scene changes, all trace of the river disaj^-

pears, and the farms on the far side look as if merging into

the park. From this point the wooded side of Mount Alto

forms a bold boundary on the upper or south side of the park,

and right opposite is the lofty I3randou with the small pic-

turesque fields stretching far up its side.

From the Inistioge entrance to Woodstock House is about a

mile. This diive is kept in the finest order, and gives a re-

fined impression of the house it leads to. No underwood is

seen from this drive, but great masses of the common Brake
afford fine furnishing and cover for the deer, which, with

sheep, graze up to the haU door. Nothing m the form of

garden or pleasure gi'ound is seen from the approach, but in

passing from the entrance-hall to the drawing-room we at once

look over a picture as new to us in character as it is strikingly

beautiful, and which our feeble pen can but poorly portray.

Woodstock House (see page 462), is an unpretending buOd-
iug of the Grecian style ; it was built about 130 years ago

by Sir William Fownes, Bart., the great-

grandfather of the present owner. David
Binson, of Limerick, was the architect ; he
was a man of great abOity, and his designs

are weU knowni in the south of Ireland.

The site of Woodstock is fine and com-
manding, and is an extraordinaiy contrast

to the site of the old mansion.
Su- William Fownes was married to a sister of the Earl of

Bessborough of that day, and this " Lady Betty " must have
been a great gardener, for we stUl find fragments of her

ancient garderdng and planting bearing her name. The large

Oak wood, about which we made some remarks, was called in

the days of " good Queen Bess " " the wood of great Oaks,"

and with other lands had been granted to Edmund Butler, one
of the Ormond family. This wood and lands afterwards came
into the possession of Colonel Tighe's ancestors by purchase,

and so formed a compact part of this extensive and beautiful

residence.

It is not only the garden that surprises as we look from the

drawing-room windows, but a great expanse of beautiful wooded
country, terminated by the rocky ridges near Wexford, more
than twenty miles distant. On the ,left of the river as far as

seen, stretching round the extended base of Brandon, is the

property of Colonel Tighe, and miles farther on to the river

BaiTow. Here is a position for the landscape painter to study
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the " three distances ;" but here we shall only speak of fore-

ground and middle distance. The foregiound is a well-pro-

portioned terrace, supported on the left and front with massive

granite walls, omamenteJ with balls, urns, and vases of fine

proportions and highly- finished work. The ten-ace is divided

into four panels : the walks are 15 feet wide, with the same

width on each side of the smoothest grass, each panel being

sunk about 20 inches from the level of the main walks. The
two panels next the house are laid out on gravel with very

chastely designed scroll beds, planted with evergreen shrubs.

The gravel is of a wann red colour, and is found in seams
in a granite quany. Both panels have a frame of evergreens.

The chief plants used in beds and scrolls are Alexandrian

Laurel, Rosemary, Lavender Cotton, Savin, Juniper, EscaUonia
macrantha, and Box; for spiral trees, varieties of Yews and
Cypress are planted. The two panels farthest from the house

are laid-out in the form of St. Andrew's cross with stout

edgings of Box. The two end parts ai'e laid-out on red gravel,

with scroUwork in the form of the Grecian Honeysuckle ; the

sides are bordered with low shnibs, and planted with flowering

plants in summer. A granite vase of great size (home manu-
facture) stands in the centre of each panel, which vases aie

filled with flowering plants.

Two large beds with dressed stone kerbmg stand on each
side of the splendid flight of steps leading to the drawing-room
door. The New Zealand Flax and the Dracjena indivisa have
a grand and quite exotic effect in these beds ; some of the
DraciBuas are at least 9 feet high, with stems more than
4 inches in diameter. These plants were raised fi'om seed in

1SG3, and were planted-out where they now stand about sis

years ago. The Araha Sieboldi is also growing finely, and in

a few years will be one of the gems in the decoration of this

terrace.

It would take a little book to give aU the interesting details

of this gem of an ait garden. WeU may Colonel and Lady
Louisa Tighe be proud of it. One can hardly reaMse that httle
more than ten years have passed since over 200,000 cubic
yards were carted-in to form this terrace, which at the lower
side is raised 15 feet above the ground level. Now it appears
as if it had grown up with the house.
The -\raucaiia avenue forms a fine feature ; seen from the

new ten-ace it touches the pleasure ground at an obhque angle,
and runs parallel with the rock garden. It was from this rock
gai-den that the material was excavated to foi-m the terrace.
We only glance at the MaguoUa garden and the giant Hy-
di-angeas, wliich ai-e just showing signs of reviving spring, and
proceed to the Araucaria avenue.
The new terrace is nearly at the bottom of the dressed

pleasure gi-ouuds, and the enclosed gi-ounds rise on a con-
|

siderable slope for about a quarter of a mile in a straight line,
jThe gradation from the new terrace is well done ; the first

green ramp has about »i feet rise, and the slope is easy and
highly finished

; then a hanging flat of grass 50 feet wide, and
then a gentle slope of about 2 feet of rise, and we land on a
broad sward of sweUing ground. This ground appears natural,
but a great deal has been done by adding to the lower side to
make it so. The main walk is 15 feet wide, and the granite
steps corresponding with the ramps are the full length^in one
piece.

The walk leading to the rock garden leaves the main walk

at right angles, and here are two magnificent specimens of

the great Californian Cypress, about 50 feet high. These
trees were transplanted eleven yeai-s ago, their height then was
about 30 feet. Twenty years hence the numerous fine young
trees of this species at Woodstock will be worth going to see.

There is nothing about this part of Woodstock to give the

least idea of rock, and on entei-ing the rockery the effect is

very sti-ildng. We enter bv a good sunk road, and at once we
are in an expanding mass of rocks and exotic-looking plants,

with a miniature lake and islands covered with Bamboo, New
Zealand Flax, and kindred plants. Here again the Dracana
indivisa is grand. In many places this rockery would be con-

sidered a great work ; never in this class of garden have we
seen component pai-ts so weU united

—

" To foi-m one beanteous well-connected whole,
To charm the eye and captivate the soul."

It would be worse than useless to attempt to describe in a
paper like this the details of such a rock garden where there
is such a wealth of rare things. It may interest some to

know, that the more valued plants in the rock gai-den have in

certain cases beds 5 feet deep prepared for them, and filled

with peat, leaf mould, or the kirid of material best suited to

the plants intended to be grown
; yet this preparation is not

perceptible to strangers, but the results are immist-akeable.
We are gi-eatly pleased with the Araucai-ia avenue. This
avenae, and the transplanting of the trees, have so often been
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noticcJ in public journals, that we shall here only record the

present appeajauce of the trees, which is highly encourafjiug.

Some twelve years ago these trees were mere skeletons, and
the fragments we noticed in the glen ai'e pai-t of the same lot

when transplanted. With one exception the trees in this

avenue ai'e fine, healthy, and with a little more assistance in

a few years will be a sight perfectly unique in Ireland.

The young trees of rare kinds are growing-up with great

rapidit}'. In the wood ou the left of this avenue, and behind
the rock garden on the opposite side, the trees have a charming

appearance. A quantity of fine "mixture" for trees was
being carted on to this ground. We were, however, disap-
pointed to learn from Mr. Matheson that this strip of ground
is to be laid down in grass. This gi-ound being outside the
enclosed gi'ounds, and considering its position with regard to

the rock garden, we tliiuk the natural growth of Billberry,

Heather, Fern, and Wood Eush, &c., is infinitely more in-

teresting and in better keeping than a poor covering of weedy
grass.

We must defer oui' remaining notes on the gardens.

AQUILEGIA GLANDULOSA,
Theue are coineidonces in every man's life that ai-e very re-

markable. A man who was our gardener forty years ago, was
by our desk and reminding us of " deeds of other days," when
one of om- clerks brought to us a group of the flowers of Aqui-
legia glandulosa, and our gardener exclaimed—" Why, these

were in your garden !" and
so they were, and we looked
at them and had eaUed-up
before us foiins and happy
doings in that garden of
" long, long ago." We could
dwell upon that past, but we
must be content silently to

mourn for those gone, and
remember that we Hve for

the living.

Therefore, we will at once
state that the group of Aqui-
legia glandulosa flowers was
sent to us by Messrs. Carter
and Co., nursery and seeds-

men. High Holborn. We be-

lieve that they have raised a
good supply of its seed, and
we can attest the truth of

this statement in then' note,
" It is difficult to obtain seed
of this species."

A taste for herbaceous
plants is reviving, and once
more we express the plea-

sure this gives us ; for how-
ever much we admire the
stereotyped beauty of bed-

ded-out plants, we no less ad-

mu'e the beauty—the varied

successional beauty—of the
herbaceous and annual flower

borders. Everyone who ad-
mires these should have
among them AquOegia glan-

dulosa. It is one of the
most gi'aceful and' beautiful

of flowers, its large blue
sepals around its group of

white petals render it a fit-

ting bridal flower, and its

tender green foliage i.s no
less appropriate.

in diameter, and of a form and substance far superior to that
of the original plant. This improved plant is not apt to sport

or change its colours, and seldom runs iu any direction, except
to a degenerate or diminutive size.

" This Columbine is quite hai'dy and adapted for flower-beds
. in the open ground, where

it requires no protection in

winter. Dmingthe months
of May and .June, when well^
grown, it is by far the most
gay and attractive flower

of the season. It is also

adapted for being forced

into bloom early in spiing,

when it tonus a rich em-
beUishment iu the gi-een-

house. Plants from seed
sometimes flower during the
second, but more commonly
the third, summer of their

growth. Ou first flowering,

the plants generally yield

from six to ten blooms, but
for several years after the
number increases gi'eatly,

and, when favourably treat-

ed, some plants have been
known to yield in one sum-
mer eighty blooms, many of

them upwards of 4 inches in

diameter. In the course of

eight or ten yeai's the plants

get exhausted, when the
flowering becomes very un-
certain ; the ground should
therefore be cleared of such',

and filled up with healthy
young plants. The seeds of

this plant are ripe by the
beginning of autumn, and
may be sown any time before

the end of March. When
sown in autumn, some plants

generally appear above
ground in course of a few
weeks, but the principal part

commonly lies dormant until

spiing. Such as appear be-

fore winter require to be pro-

Aquilegift glandulosa.

It IS the Aqmlegia speciosa of De CandoUe, but is usually
|
tected, lest they be ejected from the gi-ound by severe frost,

described by other botanists as A. glandulosa vai-. discolor, or i It is not unusual for seeds of this plant to vegetate after

Two-coloured Glanded Columbine. More than twenty years remaining in the ground many months. In a hotbed they

since it was fully noticed by a good authority.
" '

|

push more readily, but under any cu'cumstances they are

" This plant is a native of some of the mountains of
j
more stiff to vegetate than any other Aquilegia, and generally

Chinese Tartary, seldom exceeding a foot in height, blooming rise very unequal, even when the seeds are newly ripened,

sparingly, and although possessed of elegance and beauty, the The ground for seeds should bo rich and friable, and the

blossoms seldom much more than 1 inch in diameter. covering vei-y tliin, with constant moisture, and whoUy or

" The experiments made on the plant at the Fon-es Nurseries
]

partially shaded. That most suitable is a rich mellow earth,

failed in producing any valuable hybrid varieties with colours
|

partaking a little of bog or peat earth, and rather cool and

superior to those of the normal plant ; but while the colours I moist than otherwise. Seedling plants should be removed

generally remained unchanged, the size and rigour of some of
j

either the first or second year of their gi-owth, and transplanted

the seedling plants were vei-y much increased—properties I into beds or lines, from 10 to 12 ruches plant from plant. Those

which have continued during the last ten years throughout re-
j

of equal strength should be placed together, as such form the

peated crops of seedling plants. In ordinary favourable seasons ! most complete appearance in a flower-bed. Any time from

plants from three to seven years old generally rise from 1} foot September to April, in open weather, admits of the plants being

to 2 feet high, and furnished with from forty to a hundred i removed ; but no plants can be depended on to flower freely if

blossoms each, many of the blooms being upwards of 4 inches ' transplanted when beyond the age of three years.
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" When better known it will be much more widely grnwn,
auJ a more really charming plant for flowering in May and
Jmie we do not possess. ^Vhen once seen in bloom its cul-

tivation in every garden will be certain."

WOEK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

The present weather is favourable for all kitchen garden
operations, particularly planting, which should be proceeded
with dh-ectly. A last sowing should now be made of the Wal-
chercu Broccoli, and the late Caulitfnn-cr : this crop will con-

tinue the sirpply up to Christmas. Plant out a good bre.adth

of Brussels Sprouts and the early BroccoUs. If the plants

have been kept thin, the early sowing will now be stocky
Plant with a trowel in a shallow trench or deep di-ill ; there is a
little more trouble in this than the more common way of

planting with the dibble and setting-stick, but the trouble is

repaid by the more rapid growth of the crop. Carrots, Onions,
Parsley, and most other summer crops should now have then'

final thmning. Sow a good fced of Endive for a fair supply.
Sow Peas, the Wrinkled Marrow and Early Frame may be
employed. Lettuce and other salad plants should, as pre-

viously directed, be sown at short intervals on a spot where
they are to remain ; the time between each sowing may, how-
ever, be decreased for the next two or three times, as during
the hot weather of July and August these crops, particularly
on dry soil, continue but a short time in perfection. The south
border, where the early Peas have grown, may have a light

dressing with manure, and should be well broken with the
spade while being dug preparatory to receive the late crop of

Dwarf Kidneij Beans, for which di'aw di-Uls 2 feet apart, and
before planting water the drUls by passing the spout of the
waterpot along them. Attend to recently-transplanted crops, as
Cucumbers on ridges. Celery, Tomatoes, Herbs, Strawberries
that have been tm-ned out of pots, and Vegetable MaiTOws,
and give them Uberal supplies of water alternately with liijuid

manure.
FKCIT G.IEDEN.

Lay-iu the shoots of Apricots and other wall trees while the
wood is pUable. There is a fine development of wood on
espalier trees ; advantage may be taken of the ch'cumstauce
to lay-in an extra quantity with a view to the ultimate re-

moval of old imsightly wood. Continue to destroy and stop
superfluous shoots on the trained Pear trees ; many shoots
may be twisted or broken short about half way up. Look
over Peach trees frequently. Pinch the points out of the
young shoots of Fig trees when they have made five or six
joints ; by this means yon will secure stronger and more
fruitful wood for the next crop than if allowed to grow. Stop
and tie-in Vines. Thin Easpberi7 suckers. Give good wash-
ings with the engine whenever insects appear.

FLO^"EK G.UIDEN.
A Uttle pains taken with walks at this season will be amply

repaid by the au- of comfort and pleasure which well-kept
walks give to any place. The edgings, whether of grass. Box,
or other evergreen, should be repaired or chpped. This may
appear to some to be an unseasonable time for such work, but
where it can be done the effect produced amply compensates
for^ the trouble, and in flower gardens effect is everything.
This is the best time of all to cUp evergreen hedges or edgings,
as they have time to make and mature then- new growth,
whilst the season is far enough advanced to prevent then-
gi-owing very materially out of shape. Watch the different
annuals as they come into flower, and mai-k those varieties
whose superior habit of growth, size of flower, or brilliancy of
colom-, makes it desk-able to procm-e seed, and destroy inferior
ones as soon as they expand thou- first flower. Ranunculuses,
though rather late this season, will in many instances be in
bloom, according to the locahty. The awning should be put
over them, and shon! 1 the weather set in very hot, the paths
may be watered. We need not impress on the amateur the
necessity of keeping the beds free from weeds and destroying
the insects which may harbom- about them. Tulij)s in the
offset and exposed beds wiU requh-c taldug up at an carUer
period than those which have been covered. As soon as the
foliage begins to change they should be taken up, choosing a
di-y day for the operation. They should be stowed aw-ay in
some di-y, au-y place where mice cannot have access to them,
allowing the fibres and husk or skin to remain tUl the Indb is
thoroughly di-j-. Auricula and Polyanthus seed must be at-
tended to

;
as soon as the capsules turn the least brown thev

should be gathered. Take care that the pods of Pinks do not
burst ; those which have had Ugatures round them will require

easing and retying. The longest grass may be piped, the
plants will then put out an abundant stock of late cuttings.

GEEENHOUSE AND CONSEKVATOBY.
Look to the plants out of doors in showery weather, to see

that none of the stock is suffering from impei-fect drainage,

and throw screens over delicate plants durmg heavy rains,

especially plants which have been recently potted. The sur-

plus stock should be looked over, and a due proportion se-

lected for potting, a reserve always being kept to make up de-

ficiencies in the beds. A cold pit is best adapted for nmsing
those plants intended for the embellishment of the conser-

vatoi-y. Cut down Pelargoniums after blooming, and employ
the branches for cuttings. The old stools, alter a few weeks'

rest, may be turned out of their pots, the soil shaken from them,
and placed in a pot of reduced dimensions. By pinching off

the blossom-buds of the young Pelargoniums, a late bloom
may be secured. The Perpetual and Bourbon Roses which
have been forced, shoiUd he placed in a cool situation with the

view of repressing further activity. After a season of rest the
soil should be shaken from them, and all decayed roots removed,
after which they should be repotted in fresh rich earth, re-

moved to the protection of a cold pit, and there plunged.

A few plants of the dwarf Orange should be placed in a shady
situation as soon as the young wood is sufficiently ripened ;

an early winter bloom may thus be obtained. Balsams and
tender annuals for succession should at once be shifted. Re-
move to houses with a north aspect, or under the shade of a
north wall, any plants whose period of blooming it may be de-

sirable to prolong. Place in then- blooming pots the principal

stock of Chi-j'santhcmums, using for potting a rather heavy
loam with a portion of weU-deoayed cowdung. Seedling

Chinese Primroses, Cinerarias, and other plants requii-ed to

fui-nish the winter supply of bloom should now be forwarded
by shifting into (iO-sized pots. Keep them in a cold frame
where a slight shade can be given them in hot weather, or,

what is better, turn the frame to the north. The Heaths and
New Holland plants that are now standing in houses, and are

making then- growth, should be duly encoui-aged by frequent
syi-ingings, waterings, and liberal airings. The growth of

Borouias should be duly encoiu-aged ; well-shaped plants

should be selected in due time, liberal shifts given, and a
situation selected under protection of some kind, such as

frames or pits facing the north, otherwise they should be

shaded in the warmest part of the day. The luxuriant shoots

must be kept pinched back in proper time in order to cause
density and stui-diness of growth. Never, by any means, should

,
any of this family be placed in a cold di-aught, or they will

(
certainly wear- a rusty brown or spotted unhealthy appearance.
Clean, healthy pots should be always chosen, and they must
be particularly well di-ained ; a good portion of charcoal should
be used with the di-aiuage, then cover it with rough chai'coal.

The son should be a good fibrous heath soU, as gritty as it can
possibly be, selected in its natural state from a well-di-ained

situation, in suitable weather, and well harvested, and con-
tinued in a healthy condition until requii-ed ior use ; it should
then be broken up roughly, getting rid of any loose or close

adhesive soil, adding a Uberal portion of clean, sharp, gritty

sand, grit, and broken rubbly stones or flints. When the plants

are making growth, and the pots are full of roots, if it is not
intended to repot or shift them, appUcations of weU-prepai-ed
clear manure water wUl improve then- health and vigour, but
at no other times should liquid manure be applied to this

family of plants.

STOVE.
As light has now reached the maximum point, and solar

heat neai-ly so, fires may be dispensed with in the Orchid
houses and stoves, except, perhaps, on the evenings of wet days,
when a little fire heat will be neoessai-y to allow for admitting
air early in the moniing. As plants at this season ai'e making
way fast, the above conditions must be taken advantage of to

supply air in Uberal quantities, which, in conjunction with
light, will help to ai-rest the rapid gi-owth of those plants
whose disposition to bloom depends mainly on a pretty free

exposm-e of both at the same time. There are but few plants
that win not be benefited by inducing a stm-dy habit, and con-
sequently estabUshing the beginning of well-ripened wood.
Propagate Luculia gi-atissima by cuttings. Gesnera zebrina
may stUl be potted for late blooming. The Cacti may be re-

moved from the stove, shifted, placed in a close pit, and sup-
plied Uberally with moistui-e. Balsams and tender annuals
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for succession shouUl at once be sbifted. Gesneras, Achimenes,

and Begonias, for the same purpose should also he repotted

progressively. Kegulate Orchids, so that those refiuhiug most
humidity or air may occupy those suitable positions. Avoid
watei-ing plants which are not in activity. Look well thi'ough

the stands of Stanhopeas and Oncitiiums now about blooming,

to see that no snails are concealed.—W. Keaxe.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN CiBDEN.

Theee could have been no better weather for mere growth,

and therefore all vegetables to be used for theh' leaves advanced
fast ; but Peas and Beans go on slowly, the blooms refusing

to set, and the embryo pods to swell out of doors. Where the

plants were dry above, as in an orchard house, they did remark-
ably weU.
We proceeded with thinning various crops, such as Onions,

for the hea\-y rains had made the work more easy. We also

nipped the centre out of some of the strongest winter Onions,

to cause the bulb to swell more freely. We sowed Onions for

salads ; this we generally do every month up to September.

Sowed also more Coleworts and CauUtiower. We cut a fine

specimen of late Broccoli on the 7th inst., the last for this

season, and not to be regretted now, as the eai'Uest Cauliflower

is coming in freely ; it is all the stronger and more compact
fi'om having received a free soaking of strong sewage before

the heavy rains came on. Our Cabbages seemed at one
time standing still, as we planted rather late, our stronger

plauts the year before being much injured in winter. This
season we have not lost a plant, nor has a plant run to bloom.
We have some lai'ge sorts for variety, but our earUest was
Veitch's Matchless, and then Little Pixie, both taking httle

room and hearting well. One soaking of sewage did wonders
with them. We know of nothing that has a greater effect on
the gi'owth of Cabbages and CauUllowers than rather strong

house sewage.

Time may often be gained where ground, as with us, is

scarce, by pricking-ont all winter stuff some 3 or -1 inches

apart ; the plants become stouter than when staniling thickly

in a seed bed. If we had plenty of ground we should plant out

at once.

Potatoes Frosted.—Our most forward Potatoes out of doors on
sloping banks facing the south were cut down by the frost.

Extra cai'e might have prevented this, but httle could be done
when all above ground was thoroughly blackened. Ere long

the fresh tops appeared again, but we have frequently noticed

that after such a frost the early tubering is retarded from a

fortnight to three weeks ; also, that very frequently the tubers

are not individually so fine. This we attribute to the multiplica-

tion of the shoots that takes place after the first shoots are

destroyed by frost. When growing Potatoes in pots and in

beds under glass, we have long satisfied ourselves that one or

two stout shoots from a set gave a better yield than a number
of shoots. Hence, if a moderate-sized Potato were used,

we found it true economy to rub or cut out all the buds or

eyes except one or two. If we could have spared the time we
would have gone over these Potatoes on the bank, and thinned
out the shoots as they broke from the old stem after the frost.

We can only recollect of two instances in which we did this,

and there was an interval of some years between them. In a

given space of thinned and untliinned shoots the produce in

the first case was one-sixth more in weight, and the quahty
was better. In the second case the weight was rather in favour

of those left to themselves, but the quality was very infei-ior, a

gi'eat many being so small that the}" could not be used for table,

whilst the crop from those where the fresh shoots were thinned
was of good and more uniform quahty, the tubers being more
equal in size, and aU ripening about the same time. It would
be desirable if some of our readers would state their experience

of having only one or two shoots to a set of Potatoes, or when
such was cut down by frost, thinning out greatly the small

shoots that would break, and doing this eaiiy, when 1 or 2 inches

in length, as regards not so much the mere weight as the even
serviceable quality of the tubers.

FKUIT G.iBDEM.

We had some fine lines of Strawherries in pots from which
we expected great results, and what has been left of them has
not lUsappointed us ; but we were much chagrmed to find, that

for two consecutive nights the half-swelled fruit, quite green,

was either cut off' and lay on pots or shelves, or many not cut

had the httle seeds nipped out, and the berry, therefore, was of

j
no use afterwards. In both cases the object of plimder seemed
to be the Uttle seeds, as the berries were not touched. We tried

the usual remedies—traps, various kinds of poison, &c., and
though the poison told a Uttle, we still found the devastation

going on, and were obhged to move the plants elsewhere, and,

almost against rules, domicile a cat in one house for a part of

a night, and in another house where there were Strawberries

for the other part of the night. The pots of Strawben-ies have

been let alone since, and the cat has been the chief cause.

It is said that slitting a cat's ears—that is, nipping a triangular

piece out of the tip of each ear, which seems to give httle

trouble to the cat when young—wiU be a preventive against

game-hunting, as the slit draws into the ear the damp and dews
from the grass, and this the cat abominates. We think there

is some truth in the statement, and should be glad to meet
with corroborative proof, as some game authorities say that

it is aU nonsense. Be this as it may, we can safely afiii'm

that where the cat is banished from a garden the gai'dener is

deprived of one of his best and most efficient friends. Years

ago we noticed, in going round some gardens, fruit untouched,

and hardly a bhd to be seen. The secret was half a dozen
well-fed cats, which, being fed regularly, seldom went beyond
the gai'den, but hardly allowed a bh-d, mouse, or rat to be seen.

With regard to Strawberries, we wish our readers would
assist us. Ur. Hogg has been with us good and flourishing in

pots, but our plants out of doors ai'e only about half the number
they were last season. Having good plants in pots we can

secure plants for forcing, but we should be glad to know
more of its relative hardiness out of doors, as that is a matter

of importance as respects this elegant, fine-flavoured fruit.

Were we assm-ed of its equal hardiness few Strawberries would
beat it. Our best and heaviest returns have been from what
are called 40-sized pots—a size between 5-inch and 6-inch pots

—and they have pleased us in size, colour, and flavour. It

wiU, however, be a gi'eat drawback if it do not withstand our

damp and frosty winters out of doors. Some rows that yielded

fine fruit out of doors last year look very badly this season,

nearly half of the plants being gone ; and we should only be

glad to leai-n that that was more owing to some fault in oiu-

treatment than to the rather tender nature of the variety.

As a forcer it sets so freely as to require a considerable amount
of thinning so as to get fine fi-uit, and we find its appearance

and flavour are much appreciated.

We have some large fruit of Marguerite coming on—the

first season we have forced it, but, though fine-looking, we ds>

not consider it equal in quality to Dr. Hogg. Between these

and tine fruit of Keens' Seedling, a first-rate sort for more than
forty years, we have rehed for size on an enlarged Keens',

the Empress Eugenie, and the flavour is very fair when the

fruit is gathered dry and the soil rather di-y. This was intro-

duced to our notice by Mr. Dewsbury some years ago, when
gardener at Stockwood. We recorded our opinion of his Straw-

berries at the time. A visitor lately asked if we could stUl

endorse the high opinion we expressed of these Strawberries

for that year, and we answered. Undoubtedly. Our Strawberry

pots that morning happened to be very fair, but they were not

equal to those we described at Stockwood at the time. In

fact, we had never before nor have we since seen such crops

in 5 and 6-inch pots, especially of Empress Eugenie. We
hope that Mr. Dewsbury wiU be as successful at Cobham HaU
iu Kent (Lord Damley's). If, as the gentleman told us, it is

a benefit to contend against obstacles, we hold it to be a greater

benefit to see successes gained which you never have reached.

In our time we have grown British Queen Strawberry in pots

so as to give pleasure to all concerned, but there are two friends

who hi cultivating this vai-iety we never could equal—Mr.

Bogue and Jlr. Judd, both well known to the readers of the

Journal. There must be some Uttle secret which enables them
to grow this variety so weU ; and when weU grown what can beat

it ? We cannot satisfy ourselves with it, and therefore grow

less of it.

Last year was, perhaps, the best year we have ever had as

respects quantity of fruit from plants in pots, and the worst

year for produce out of doors. We assigned as the reason for

a thin crop, that wet and frost together had destroyed the

flower-buds in embiyo. Some visitors said we must have been

getting a barren lot of plants. To show we were so far right,

the same plauts that were deficient in bloom last year, are

loaded this season, and show every sign of producing heavily.

One thing, however, we omitted to state, and it was that

from press of other matters the Strawberry plants were cleaned

and mulched much later than usual, and that, we beUeve, gave
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because imotber conxFi>on(lc-nt says he cannot find it in botanical books. It

is the Golden-netted Honeysuckle of some authors. Train it upon a treJis;

it requires no pruning.

Aecms—Ln-iEs or the Vallet—Pannn-is attee Flowerino (J/. H.).—

The Arams should be kept in the greenhouse, and be watered as may be need-

ful They will require less water than when growing and flowenng. In

autumn they will begin to grow freely, and shonld then be potted as may bo

necessary, and watered more freely. They may be placed out of doors now,

and housed in September. Plant out the LUy of the \ alley m rich bght soU,

at a toot apai-t every way, selecting a border shaded from the midday sun, but

not oTerhung by trees. The plants must have liberal suppUes of water in dry

weather. In the course of a yeax or two they will be fit for forcing agam, or

thev wiU flower out of doors. They wUl not be satisfactory in pots next

season As rcai-da the Piimulas, you may remove the old flowers, stems, and

leaves,'and set" the plants in a sheltered slightly shaded position, and they

will flower again in autumn, but not bo well as young plants.

Peonia Mot;TAK Propagatios (H.).—It is increased by division and by

cuttings of the voung shoots in spring. Take ofi the latter close to the stem,

insert them in"sandy soU, place them in a hotbed, and keep them close

and shaded from bright sun. It is also increased by layers of both the old

and young wood, ringing them—i.e., removing a snrnU nng of bark aU round

the shoot or branch, and if this be done between every joint, and the shoot

be hiyered in the soU, every bud will form a plant. There are upwM-ds of bfty

good distinct varieties, and about a dozen of them have very fine double

flowers. We should be glad if any of our correspondents would favour us

with a select Ust of the varieties of this neglected but fine hardy flowering

shrub.

Tbatxisg Misiattee Fecit Teees (J. J.).—From the remarks in yoM
letter you seem to understand the treatment that the trees requu-e. Pmch

the side shoots as von propose. The length at which the leading shoot

requires to be slopped depends much on the sort; some form side branches

more freely than others. We generaUy pinch the leadmg shoot twice in the

season when the tree is in fuU growth. Apple, Pear, and Plum trees requure

similar treatment in this respect. We do not advise you to let the young

shoots grow untU autumn, and then cut them back. Pinch back the shoots

Trees in Oechaio) Hocse (^molcur).—No one can tcU you how many

trees should be allowed to mature their fruit in your orchard boose unless

he knew the size of them. You may place the trees as close together as you

please when they are dormant; but if they are crowded when making tlieur

growth weakly shoots and but few f^ui^buds will be the result. Supposmg au

orchard house to contain seventy-five trees when the frmt is npemng-oH, a

hundred may be admitted mto the same house until the first week of June,

when twenty-five of them should be placed out of doors to ripen the frmt.

Fecit Tree Ccltcre (H. HaU).—The Pear and Apple trees on your walls

are probably trained on what gardeners caU the horizontal system; if so,

the young side shoots ought to be pinched back to three or four leaves,

the Cherry and Plum trees are trained

young wood will require to be laid-

Orchard House" will

tbe front extra power over tlie more expcsed buds. AVheu

rather rough material is "useel as mulching in the autumn, and

brought close to the collars of the plants, much security is

given against severe frosts. .

The appearance of tender fruits out of doors shows tbe im-

portance in our fickle chmate of protectmg them in a simple

mode with glass, but on this we cannot enter. Even such frmts

as Apricots and Peaches will stand a considerable degree of

frost if tbe air is dry and still. In confirmation of this we may

state that Peaches, Nectarines, Cherries, Plums, &o., in

orchard-houM-s have set too thicHy, and must be thinned very

much, except at least the earliest Chenies which are npemng.

Such trees grown in pots, even if the pots, as ours are, should

be mostly sunk, require frequent examination to see that the

moisture is sufficient. In such cases there is no test so good

as a gardener's finger grabbing down into the soil ;
the next

best would be a neat pointed stick. We lately showed that one

cause of ruin to plants in pots was repotting them with the ball

and roots in a dry state. This surface-sprinkling is a.nother

cause of failure to plants in general, and to fruit trees in pots

in particular. Some time ago we were asked by a keen

amateur to look at some fruit trees in pots in a small house,

hut ventilate and water as he would, though the trees were

iair the fruit when young would keep dropping until scarcely

any were left. As the bottoms of the pots were merely set m
the ground, from one-half to two-thirds of the upper part of the

pot being exposed, a stroke with om- walking-stick against the

pots told us the cause in an instant. " Too dry ! Impossible !

Just see how wet they are. Watered them this momingmyself."

Well, the turf and soil were moist enough to the depth of

IJ inch. To prove our case, we went on our knees, and with

our knife made an opening and dug up the lower soil as dry as

dust. The rest of the crop was saved by two or three water-

ings, not a great one, until every root and bit of soil was

moistened.
0BNA3IESTAL GAEDESISG.

We did much potting, fresh arranging, and propagating.

Or chief work would have been planting-out, and we have

about half done, reserving Coleus for a fortnight later, but the

heavy rains have forced us to do the work in snatches. Only

one fine day we had, and we put in a lot of plants, almost

filling the beds at once. On this, the 8th, as on two previous

days, we could only do a little In the forenoon ; the ground was

too wet in the morning, and in the afternoon there was nothing

but shed work for the men. In vei7 light ground more might

have been done, but, in our soil, experience teaches us that we
tveen the" flues „

had better wait, as when the ground is at aU poached the
^J|^ie to let the heat up into the s'oU'. The water is taken out of the tank,

plants rarely flourish. It is just like sowing in muddy soil, there might be too much damp, and still no improvement. We see at once

We mention this because many are uneasy that tbey are so
|
;,^,t„f^^^^.'^-'^"„^^S„^^7,^^^^^^

great deal too much bottom heat, and that, though not hurtmg mere growth,

hurts the valuable pa:t—the young fruit. We think that with one flue shat in

under the bed, and the other left exposed for top heat, we should have no

difficulty with such a pit. We prefer the rubble under the eirth, however, to

be first covered with a layer of fine clean gravel. Under present circumstances,

as the tank is there, we should fix a 3-inch pipe over it at every 4 feet, the

pipe rising 3 inches above the soU, and furnished with a plug, so as to let

moist heat into the atmosphereof the place at pleasure. On each side, between

the tank and flue, we should fix similar or 4-inch pipes upright through the

soU the lower end fixed, but left open among the rabble. This would give

TOU dry heat, and if too dry pour water down among the stones. Tou would

not need so much fire as now. Extra bottom beat we think the chief cause of

failure.

CoLocn OF TnicOLOE Geeashims U- P-)- — 'fon may use weak liquid

manure for your Tricolors planted in beds, to increase the size ajid brilliancy

of the leaves ; but one of the simplest and best plans is to cover the beds with

from 1 to 2 inches of riddled rotten dung, then have a bright sun, and the

foliage will be bright.

Show Pelaegosicms foe BEDDrao-ocT (E. S.).—Several of the hardier

lar^e-flowerin" or Show Pelargoniums will do when bedded-out, but tbey do

not"Ust long enough, and require to he thoroughly protected from wind. It

is some time since we have seen any tried, but the best were of the Fancy

tribe and if we remember right, EUen Beck, D^Ucatum, and a few others

sQcceeded admirably. We should be glad if any of our correspondents can

name any varieties of this section of Pelargoniums which have succeeded in

their hands.

Eose-buds Distorted (S. F. ^.).—The buds have apparently suffered

from oranne rast or fungus, most probably from having been too dry at the

roots. Dust with sulphur, and water libcraUy, giving a little guano as a top-

dressing, and let the plants have plenty of air without draughts.

Lamaeqce Koses Grees-centeed (Lamarque).—The reason the boda

have come with green eyes is most probably from a check after too vigorous

fTowth. Cold weather coming after a forcing spring is apt to cause it. The

riant will most probably do well after another year. Thin out any weak

™.n.fl, hnt rlo not Tinme nor shorten strong wood this autumn. If Marcchal

the fan system, then some of the

to tbe wall, cutting back all young wood

not required for this purpose. Thompson's "Gardeners Assistant"
'

best practical work on fruit culture. Pearson on the '

suit yon.

CccnrBER Pit (A Disappointed Amaltur).—Yovi do not say a word about

the ventUation, and therefore we presume that it is efficien t. You say you can

have what heat you require: want of heat, therefore, cannot be the reason of

the Melons not setting and the Cucumbers not swelling. Your place is heated

by three flues—two flows along the sides, a return in the middle, and a tank

over the latter, supplied with water and covered with perforated matenal ;
the

them, and over the tank, covered with open

behind. We know our plants are growing, and we can soon

get them out if the weather changes. We disHke, too, having

grass round beds trampled when wet, or discoloui-ed with wet

mud on it. We counsel to wait a little longer in preference to

tui-ning the plants out when the ground is soaked. We find

even good-sized plants do best when the earth can be turned

round the roots in a nice, friable, dryish, warm condition.

When not too wet, mowing could be proceeded with, and this

was aU the more necessary, as the rains made the grass grow

too quickly for our macMnes. This is especially the case

with the lawn we fresh-laid last season, as to make it all even

and level we had to use richer soil than we liked for the

jurpose.—R. F.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*,* We request that no one will write privately to any of the

correspondents of the " Journal of Horticulture, Cottage

Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so doing they
ai'e subjected to imjustifiable trouble and expense. All

communications shotdd therefore be addressed solely to

The Editors of the Journal of Horticulture, <&c., 171, Fleet

Street, London, E.C.
Mowing SLicmsE {Mower).—We never knew one unsatisfactory if properly

managed, so we cannot recommend any one specially.

Seedling Pansies (C. S. HilUide).—They are very unique and good, both
in colour and form. Send some specimens to the Floral Committee of tbe
Koyal Horticultural Society.

Ferns cnder Yellow Glass [W. A.). — As the glass is not entirely
yellow, but only with a diamond pattern of that colour on it, we think that
the Ferns will thrive under it. At all events try them, and send us a report
of the result. We found our opinion upon the results of Mr. Hunt's experi-
ments, who found that under yellow glass and blue glass plants were not
blanched, but they were under red glass and green glass.

Japanese Honeysuckle {Boheston).—Your specimen is this Honeysuckle,
Lonicera brachypoda r. aureo-reticulata. W"e give the botanical name fully

growth, but do not prune nor shorten strong wood this autumn.

Kiel has succeeded well in the same aspect, we have Uttle doubt Lamarque will

*%Tah'aleb Stock (Centurion).—It ia quite common, and Cherries worked

upon it may be bad at any nursery in England. Brent's book may be had at

om- office if twenty-six postage stamps are enclosed with your address. Any

bookseller will obtain the ether for you.
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Vine Shoots Gangrened iQ. Q.).—If roots are outside cover the surface

over them 'A-ith fermenting Hum;, and keep the border mulched throughout

the summer. If the roots are inside the house water them thoroughly once

a-week. " Surface wateiinga " are worse than useless.

Vines in Greenhouse Meldewed (R. H,).—Dust the affected pai-ts with

flowers of sulphur whenever it appears. Admit air freely, affording a gentle

fire heat so as to allow of free air-giving, and if the pipes be painted with 2 ozs.

of soft soap to half a gallon of water, and that brought to the consistency of

paint with flowers of sulphur, fumes not injurious to the Vines but unfavour-

able to the mildew will be produced. If the case Ls a bad one you may, in

addition, give the bordera good wateringwith loz.of guano andhalf an ounce

of salt dissolved in each gallon of water at a temperature of 70 .

RoYAi. Ascot Grape ( ir.}.—We cannot tell you if yours is the right sort

unless we see some of the berries when ripe.

Creeping Plant {H, L. D.).—It is a. native plant, evidently a favomite, for

it has many local names—Creeping Loosestrife, Herb-twopence, Twopenny-
grass, Creeping Jenny, Moneywort, Lysimachia. It is k-nown to botanists

as Lysimachia Nummularia, and the following notice of it is in our " Wild
Flowers of Great Britain." "Lyaim/ir/ios is a Greek word signifying a termina-

tion of contention, and one of the Enghsh names of the plant, Loosestrife,

translates it literally. Nummularia is a Latin word, meaning belonging to

money, and has reference to the somewhat tlat, orbicular shape of the leaves.

Its other English names, Moneywort, Twopenny-grass, and Herb-twopence,
have a similar reference. ' I have named it Herb-twopence,' says Dr. W.
Turner, writingin 1568; 'it runneth along by the ground with small branches,

whereon grew small rounde leaves, like pennies in couples, one against another,

whereupon it hath the name.' It is not often that we have such a clear trac-

ing of a pliuit's name and of its bestower ; but the same authority, our earliest

English herbalist, proceeds to give us another derivation, which our readers

will not consider irrelative. ' It is good,' adds Dr. Turner, ' for the cough that
younge childer have, called in right English The kindt-cough , for kindt is a
chylde in Duche : and in Frenche-English The Ching-cough.' It was con-

sidered such a universal medicine in some parts of Europe that it was named
Centimorbia, as if a remedy against a hundred diseases. It has no such re-

putation now ; and we will only add, from the herbalist already quoted, * an
apothecaiy of Germany tolde me that if an horse do halt, because he is stricken

in the quick, if the nayle be plucked out and the juyce of the herbe, or the
herbe chewed in a man's mouthe, be put into the hole, will soner then a man
beleve hele the horse hove, so that he shall not be hindered of his joumeye
thereby.' In the neighbourhood of London the plant is popularly called

Creeping Jenny."

Propagating House (florfi)-—We make all sorts of contrivances do for

propagating houses ; in fact, we have nothing of the sort just now, though
turning out many thousands of young plants every yeai-. Any house, pit, or
frame we make suit our purpose. If to-morrow we were to put up one that
would cost little and yet be convenient and serviceable, we would select a
spot for a span roof from 10 to 12 feet wide. We would have a wall all round
3 feet in height, except where the doorways would be. We would have a bed
on each side, and a pathway of 3 feet down the middle. The walls outside
being 3 feet, we would make the walls of the pathways from 30 to 33 inches
in height. In each of these beds at the sides we would place two 3-inch
pipes, or 4-inch pipes, 2 inches or so above a concreted bottom. Around and
among these pipes we would put as openly as possible cUnkera and brickbats,

and cover them with 6 inches of the same, with an inch or so of fine washed
gravel over them : there would be the bottom heat. Above that you could
have what you liked for plunging the pots in, and room for the cuttings to
grow. For tender plants, or to strike in the first stage as soon as possible,

we would use moveable sashes, resting and supporting them inside the outer
wall and on the plinth on the top of the wall in the passage; and by using
moveable wooden divisions you could give a distinct treatment to the cuttings
under any particular sash. Kefping this in view is the reason why we wish
the inside walls of the beds next the passage to he 6 inches lower than the
outside walls. For top heat we would have two pipes all round the house, or
wherever you found it moft convenient. There would be no side glass. The
roof on each side would be fixed and go from the wall-plates to a double ridi^e-

board, leaving an opening of 9 inches for air-boards, covered with a cowl out-
side to keep wet out. These ridgeboai-ds may be 7 or 8 feet in height from
the floor level, finch a house, with beds at the sides, with earth instea^l of
plunging matenal, would do admii-ably for Cucumbers; but if you want a
tine-looking house for them you should have at least 2 feet of upriyht glass on
the side walls, and raise the height at the ridge to at least 10 feet. The side

lights could be made to m'>ve a httle, and but little front air is required. The
same elegance might be obtained in a propagating house, and the additional

room above might be used for shelves. In both propagating houses and
Cucumber houses the t >i> and bottom heat should be independent of each
other. We have merely mentioned what we know wUl succeed well in the
simplest way, and what will be the best paying. As to the outlay, we should
prsfer a more elegant house if we could got it. By a little scheming we do
next to wonders with Cucumbers in a small lean-to 6-feet-wide pit, but we
know we could do better still if, instead of our flat narrow lean-to roof, we had
a span roof, and from 4 to 6 feet higher at the apex. We made this common-
sized pit into a little house by digging out a passage at the back 2 feet wide,
and using a brick-on-bed wall to keep the bed in front from the passage. We
have a little door from which we drop ourselves into this small passage.
Altogether the affair is more fitted for men somewhat dwarf than those of

the giant order, but as a simple propagatini:,' pit we could desire nothing better.

The bed in front conld be at once—and in truth, when not fully occupied by
Cucumbers is—turned into a propagating place. When necessary we have
some little frames that just go across. This place is heated by two 3-inch
pipes among rubble beneath, and two at the front above the bed for top heat,
but there is scarcely enough of top beat ; three pipes would have been better

—two flows and a return. We once used a low-roofed lean-to house 11 feet

wide as a propagating house, and with good results. The pipes went round
the house—three 4-inch pipes. Wo allowed the ends and the back to remain
for top heat ; we shut tho front pipes into a chamber, and there in a bed
3 feet wide plants did strike remarkably woU covered \s'ith little sashes,

which saved all trouble in drying by merely reversing them every morning.
We had a pathway 2.J feet wide, and the back part of the house we made into

a stage reaching near the top of the wall, with narrow shelves for receiving

struck cuttings, and cuttings potted off, just as soon as they het^-an to root.

Such a plan was a very simple one, and we question if any other could be
more economical. Meanwhile wo repeat what we said at the commence-
ment, that were we to have a useful and at the same time economical h':u83,

we would have a low span roof with no side glass, a bed on each side, aLd a
path along the middle. We would use glass over half of the beds or pits, and
shade when necessary, leaving the main roof^open and exposed. The cheapest

and yet most useful mode that you can devise for a Melon or a Cucumberhouse
will also answer well for a propagating house. All that is wanted Is something
to shade and cover the cuttings in the bed when necessaiy.

Elevated Boiler {W. F.).—W^e do not know any boiler that you can
well place higher than the saddle-back, unless you raise the pipes in pro-

portion. Of course you could have the boiler altogether above tho ground
level, and thus avoid the water in the stokehole, but then you must take your

pipes on a level with the flow and return, or raise them proportionally. Such
stokeholes should be built with brick and cement. We have known cases

where lead had to be used, to form, as it were, a dry tank.

Grubs Destroying Edging Plants (J5.).—The grabs that come from
under the turf, and destroy the Cerastium, &c„ are the lar\'8e of the Crane-

fly or Daddy-longlegs, Tipifla oleracea. Mr. Curtis ohser\-es, that it is said

that lime-water will not kill them, and suggests that if quicklime were

scattered on the gi-ound at night, it would destroy them when they come to

the surface to feed; and all the gnats that are found on the walls, palings,

ground, or elsewhere, should be killed, especially the female, which would
prevent any eggs being deposited in the ground. A mixture of lime and gas-

water, distributed by a wateiing-pot over grass, has completely exterminated

the larvae where they had been exceedingly destructive ; and by sweeping tho
grass with a bag-net, like an angler's landing-net, only covered with canvas,

immense numbers of the gnats might be taken and destroyed.

Insects (A. Z.).—Tour Apple buds have been attacked by the caterpillars

of a small moth, most probably Tortrix ocellana, or perhaps Laverua atra.

Hand-picking is the only remedy. The black colour of the shoots must bo
due to smoke and soot, which would bring the trees into a state of ill-Ltalth,

making them very attractive to insects. (C. A. J.).—As well as we can deter-

mine from the shrivelled-up condition of the very minute insects sent, they

are the just-hatched young of a species of Aphis, and would be easily killed by
fumigation. The shrivelied-up and brown condition of your Cherry and Ribes

leaves is doubtless due to atmospheric action upon the leaves of trees brought

by last year's drought into an ujuhealthy condition.—J. 0. W.
Names of Plants (T. G.).—Ribes speciosum, Showy-flowered Gooseberry.

It is caUed in some botanical works Ribes fuchsioides. Fuchsia-flowered Goose-

berry. (AlderforfD.—lt is Bignonia jasminoides. It is a native of Moreton

Bay, and was introduced in 1830. (H. S.).— 1, Limnanthes Douglasii;

2, Iberis Pruiti; 3, Saxifraga hypnoides var. [W. B. S.).—Cordyline Esch-

scholtziana of Martius, often called in gardens Dracaena brasiliensis. (A. K.),

—1, Campanula Rapunculus ; 4, Geranium pusillum; 5, Vicia tetraspenna;

6, Arenaria balearica.

POULTET, BEE, AND PIGEON CHRONICLE.

WHICH IS THE BEST BREED ?—No. 2.

Veey few people at the first glance can form any conceptioo

of the many circumstances which have to be taken into accomit

before the question we are now considering can be answered. I

had begun last week a paper on some of these, but I have since

read a remarkable address given in February of this year to the

New York State Poultry Society, by the Hon. J. Stanton Gould,

which deals so ably with this very matter, that I have put some
of my own notes in the fire, and insert extracts fi-om his address

instead. I ought to say that the speaker is well known in

America as a stock-breeder, while, curiously enough, he professes

to know very little about poultry ; hence he considers the matter

solely from a stock-breeder's point of view, which, indeed, for our

present puri)Ose is the very best which can be adopted.

Mr. Gould naturally takes up first the poiut of laying. " Some
men," he says, "who have kept a considerable number of

different breeds have, after careful trial for several years, con-

cluded that the Hamburghs were the best and most profitable

of all breeds. After reading through a vast mass of statements

from reliable men, the largest number of eggs laid in any one

year that I have found was 240 by Hamburgh hens. I have

been told again and again of hena that would lay an egg every

day in the year, but when I have attempted to verify such state-

ments I have always failed, and until you actually have reUable

proof that any hen has laid more than 210 eggs, you may take

that for the maximum number ; but I should mislead you if I
should fail to tell you that these Hamburgh eggs were very

small; many of them weighed no more than an ounce, not one

of them exceeded 2 ozs.
" Another man," continues Mr. Gould, " had some Brahmaa-

that averaged 170 eggs in a year [I wish I had them.—L. W.],

none of which weighed less than 2 J ozs., and many weighed 1 J ozs.

Now if we take mere numbers as our guide, the Hamburghs
certainly beat the Brahmas 141 per cent. ; but if we take weight

as the basis of our calculation, the Brahmas have beaten the

Hamburghs 142 per cent. This last, however, is the true basis

of calculation. It is not the number of eggs a man eats, but the

amount of nutriment they contain, that forms their measure of

value for him. Still, we have not yet found out whether Ham-
burghs or Brahmas are the more profitable breed to keep. You
have still to find out how much it costs to produce the 240 Ham-
burgh cgs and the 170 Brahma eggs. Tho Brahmas gave

142 per cent, more nutriment than the Hamburghs, and there-

fore you say they are better for you to keep. Suppose now that

we discover that the food of the Brahmas costs 1.50 per cent, more
than the food of the Hamburghs, we should be compelled to

change our opinion again, and come back to the conclusion that

the latter were the most profitable. "We have some experiments

on record ''on this point], but unfortunately they are contra-

dictory—some of them are in favour of the Brahmas and some
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of the Hamburglis. But even if they all pointed to the same
result they -would be inconclusive ; for suppose a perfectly
satisfactoi-y series of experiments made in Albany shows that
the Hamburghs gave more nutritive matter in a year relative

to the food they consumed, such would be perfectly conclusive
here in Albany, but would be anything but conclusive in Maine
or Minnesota, where the soil and climate and quality of food
were entii-ely different.

"I have said," he then goes on, "that such an experiment
would be conclusive for Albany, but it would tell us nothing
about the production of meat. It may be a fact that Ham-
burghs in Albany will give a greater return in eggs for the food
consimied than the Brahmas, but it by no means follows they
will give the gi'eatest amoimt of meat ; it is vei-y likely it wiE be
exactly the reverse. Now if this should turn out to be so, we

. should be obhged to strike a balance between the relative value
of meat on the one hand and eggs on the other.
" And suppose that this last balance is stnick, we are not even

then sure that we know which is the most profitable breed.
Suppose we ascertain that the Black Spanish lays the largest
eggs, which is actually the case, and that they will lay as great
a weight for a given amount of food, as is probably the case

—

still the Brahmas wiU be a more profitable breed for us to keep
than the Black Sj)anish ; for the latter lay their eggs in summer
when they are cheapest, and the Brahmas lay liberally in winter
when eggs are the highest in price. It may, then, turn out that
from this circumstance some breed will be more profitable to
keep than another, though that other really does give more eggs
and more meat for a given amount of food.

" Even now, when we have found out as we suppose what is

really the most profitable breed for us, it may turn out that we
had better keep some other ; for it may not be possible for us to
keep that profitable breed at aU. Suppose you find that the
Game is, aU things considered, the best fowl, giving the most
eggs and meat for a given amount of food, and producing them
at the season when they can be sold at the highest prices ; now,
if you are so situated that your fowls must be kept within a
hmited space, you cannot keep these best and most profitable
fowls at aU, for one of the first conditions of success with the
Game is a wide run, all their good quaUties being marred by
confinement; but you may keep Brahmas or Houdaus in your
limited space, for they are not much inclined to ramble."

I have drawn so freely on Mr. Gould that I have left no room
for remarks of my own ; but his are so masterly in their treat-
ment of the subject that I do not regret it, and must leave the
rest of what I have to say for a future paper. Some may think
no more is needed, but that after this lucid exposition of the
elements of the prol)lem they can answer for themselves the
question we have proposed as well as I can do it for them. Many
doubtless wiU do bo. All I have to say is, so much the better.—
L. WniGHT.

DOECHESTER SHOW UNDER TWO ASPECTS—
IN RAIN AND IN SUNSHINE.

Xo. 1.—In Heavy Eais.

The Bath and "R'est of England Show is the prettiest show
during the whole year. I use the word prettiest advisedly.
Others, as the Eoyal, may be larger and gi-ander, but then it
does not cater for all tastes—as, for instance, no poultry and
Pigeons are to be seen there. Again, winter shows of poultry
are, of course, the best ; but a tent show, grass below and canvas
and flags above, is much prettier doubtless. Then the Coimcil
of the Bath and West of England seem always to choose pretty
places for their exhibition. I saw it at WeUs with the quaint
cathedral lying below, twice at clean farmer-loving Salisbury,
once on Durdham Down, CUfton, two years ago at pretty Taun-
ton, and now at historic and antiquarian Dorchester. I said
the Cotmcil cater for all tastes, I scarcely know whether more
for man's than for woman's—Honiton lace, textile arts, flowers,
pet ponies, light can-iages for the latter ; for the former, horses,
cattle, machinery ; and for both an infinite number of things
useful and interesting. Then, somehow, west of England has
its special advantages—softer air, antique unmanufacturing
towns, and richer foUage. The peripatetic nature of the Bath
and 'West of England is a mercy likewise to all who write about
it, for though much must be similar within the tents, yet out-
side each time there is a difference—a benefit to us scribes.

" The rain—it raineth every day," is, I see, the commence-
ment of a leader in a London daily paper, and no wonder.
Wednesday night, glass going down, but surely no more rain-
it cannot be. Thursday, my only possible dav for Dorchester :

rain undoubted, but it cannot continue, only '" the pride of the
morning." At the Bath and West of England Show it never
rains. I have hidden under the tents from the blazing sun and
there been stifled, but I have never been rained on ; besides, a
ride in a raUway, especiaUy if a long one, is much pleasanter 'in
ram than in too much heat. There are happv times when we
each can say, " My bosom's lord sits lightly on his throne,"
and we wiU not anticipate anything even in the least decree

uncomfortable. Such was my feeling on Thursday morning
last. A wet walk to the station : never mind, I had the best of

company—two waterproof-covered merry httle girls, who de-
clared " they liked nothing so much as a walk in the rain."
Once in my carriage, before me sat a rosy-faced, blue-eyed,
middle-aged man, a gentleman farmer no doubt, and, as he
proved, a Wiltshire farmer—just a fit companion to a Wiltshire
rector ; and capital company he was, for he was going to the
Show of course.
The rain—well, heavy rather ; but never mind, it looks lighter.

We shall reach Dorchester at noon, and that is the time for
clearing up. We did reach Dorchester at noon—and how it

rained I Aran and a nish at the station through rain above
and 3 inches of water below to get into a covered vehicle—a very
poor one, as it proved, a break with an extempore canvas top
and calico curtains. '* Two miles to the show-yard, sir." N.B.
—Miles are very short in measurement on such occasions, the
reason being to enlarge the fare. Oh, how it rained ! Surely
it had never rained at Dorchester for many months, to come
down in this steady torrent. Peeping through the curtains at
the driver's back, I see we are in a town of avenues. Idiot
Englishmen to plant avenues in such a wet climate ! N.B.

—

My bosom's lord did not now sit lightly on his throne, for my
spirits sank with sodden feet. We enter, I see, a long narrow
street with garlands from pole to pole on the sides, aU drenching
wet, and flags hanging from windows and across the street.

Miserable flags, flopping, not flapping, and floating in a breeze.
Unhappy flags, trying to run into small compass and hide them-
selves ; wet comers catching up and sticking—poor, abbreviated,
wretched poles and bunting. "We pass, I presume, a Town Hall

:

it may be a nice building, but evergreens soaked with rain do
not improve any building. The miserable conductor leaves his
post on the step for a minute, and I see down the long street

we have just passed through, and I see not one human being,
but a forest of wet umbreUas with human legs staggering under
them. We go on and enter another avenue—of Elms this time,
but not such fine trees as our Wiltshire Ehns. The trees only
add to our misery, for the torrent becomes a series of water-
spouts as the rain, broken and turned by some branches, pours
through between others. Another peep through the curtains
behind the driver, and I see a rising ground—a park no doubt,
some large tents, and, standing high above everything, some
agricultural machines. This park, like the long street, is covered
with a wondrous growth of that large mushroom, Agaricus um-
brellaensis. Not a human being is visible, but the Agarici
umbrellaenses seem, strange to say, in motion. A halt amid
pools of mud half way up to the axletrees ; we descend into a
mud bath, pass the cUcking turnstiles, and buy from a half-

drowned boy (deceased now, doubtless), a damp catalogue.
The one hope on which I rested was that this, the show-yard

—

Kingston Park, I believe—had a porous subsoil. Tliis hope
lingered, but now left me. The mud oozed through the dank
grass ; the grass, soon ti"odden-in, wholly disappeared, and
around the entrances of the tents the ground became like a
cowyard in winter. I go at once to the refreshment tent, feel-

ing that to be fortified within might lessen the peril from the
damp without. The careful and attentive keepers of the re-

freshment booth had httered the floor deep with straw, which
was like a damp sponge, and from which the water issued at

each step. The rain came through the canvas roof. I sat on
a damp form, but had the best of fare and the most careful

attendance.
Making for the Arts' building, as it was a wooden erection I

fotmd it " choke full," and a struggling, slipping, dripping
crowd in vain seeking to enter.
Then to the poultry tent ; I love that tent, it is an acquaint-

ance of ten years' standing. How often have I admired its

splendid proportions, and counted its fourteen pretty Uttle flags !

With difficulty I enter, and what an atmosphere ! Fortunately
the English lower orders do not eat garHc. It is the cheap day,
and 8,.5O0 people are at the Show, chiefly of the lower classes, and
jolly and good-natured, if a trifle vulgar, are they all. I was
jammed tight, and then jolted onward. Sometimes I saw a
Spanish cock's face, at other times a gleam of a taU, but class

unknown, as the sight was momentary. If the poor poultry
could have spoken, they would, I am sure, have said with
Milton

—

" Fit audience let us find though few,"

for the crowd were there from necessity not inclination ; they
had no love of poultry or Pigeons, but a strong wish to avoid
that continuous downpour. Now and then the lads took to

imitating the Cochins crowing, which seemed to astound many.
Once driven near a Pigeon's pen by the surging of the crowd, a
woman noticing the tares inside, said, " Lor ! they feed the
poor things on peppercorns !" Much amusement seemed to be
caused by the many prizes. "Here be another first prize."

"Why, bless us, here's another." Wedged up beside Mr. Hinton's
beautiful first-prize Polish hens, five gigghng seiwant girls, each
with a chignon—mark the chignon !—went into fits of laughter at

the topknots, as if the hens had not more right to them than they
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had to theirs, for the hens' chignons were not pinned to their

lieads, but gi-ew there, and no cocoa-nut fibre stuffing was under
them ; they had not robbed a door mat. In this tent I remained
until three o'clock, seeing absolutely nothing, jammed, jolted,

crushed ; seeing the rain over the forest of umbrellas at either

end, umbrellas of those desirous of entering but unable, and I

saw it was still raining just as heavily as ever. But at three

came a sudden change, Mght first, then less rain, then none,

then gorgeous, clear sunshine. The mob dispersed, for the baud
began to play, and, with very few in the tent, I began my
pleasure and my work, for I soon found iien No. 1, Class 1.

Spanish cock. The atmosphere grew pleasant, the sun seemed
to be verUy licking up the wet, the spirits of man and bird

revived, and what under his genial influence I saw shall be told

next week.T—WiLTsHiRr. Eectok.

BEDLINGTON POULTET SHOW.
In last week's Journal "Bedlingtox Teekier " says, "If

this bird fpen 27.5. White Owl) was not in its pen when that
class was judged the fault is not mine, and does not interfere

with the accuracy of my report." It as certainly, however,
plainly enough purposely reflects on the decision of my colleague
and myself, when coupled with his former statement—" The
Owls were all poor except pen 27.5, which was unnoticed."

" Bedlin'gtox Terrier " now says, " In the Barb class Mr.
Orange's bird had a red card upon which was printed * first

prize ' tied on its pen, No. 301 ; and in substantiation of this

fact I refer Mr. Hewitt to the list of awards whicli was published
in the Newcastle Daily Chronicle. Tliis paper had a reporter
on the gi'ound, and if the card was put on a wrong pen by
mistake I had nothing to do with that." I myself never assumed
for a moment that " Bedlingtox Terrier " had anything " to

do with that," and why this unsolicited denial I know not ; but
this I do know, that both of the prize cards in the Barb class

were properly tied on Mr. Van Haausbergen's pens about an hour
before he says his report was written, and Mr. Orange's pen
was then unnoticed. The error of the Newcastle reporter cannot
surely be urged to falsify the actually con'ect award as made ;

and i must here contend arliitrators are not at all responsible
for mistakes inserted in local newspajjers.
Most persons will no doubt be surprised to hear that " Bed-

LiNGTON Terrier " and Mr. John G. Dunn, 55, Westmoreland
Hoad, Newcastle-on-Tyne, are one and the same person : and
"with this fact perhaps his criticisms on the Variety class will be
read with greatly increased interest. Mr. Dunn writes, " Those
two pens, 325 and .326 in the Variety class, belong to me." In
Ms criticism, when writing as "Bedlixgton Terrier," he
reports thus of his own birds—" The "\'ariety class was strong

;

the two pens containing Yellow and "^"hite Dragoons, Nos. 325
and 326, were undoubtedly the two best pens shown, and richly
merited the honours of first and second prizes, which they did
not receive." For the direct information of Messrs. " Bedlixg-
ton Terrier " and Dunn & Co. I need ouly here add, when
these Dragoon Pigeons were penned I was present, about an
Iiour and a half after the class was judged, and stated to the
man then putting them into the pens, *' Well, it does not much
matter, for they would not have interfered with the prize birds."
For the exposition now given I am indebted to the sponta-

neous letters of personally unknown correspondents who were
on the spot whilst "Bedlingtox Terrier" was engaged in
•compiling items for his report ; and again (now publicly) beg to

thank both those parties for this and other information conveyed
l)y them of a far more startling character, which in due time,
df conclusively proved to be correct, shall receive my best atten-

tion. At present I think, however, it is scarcely ripe for dis-

closure.

—

Edward Hewitt.

[To the above reply we shall insert no response, nor shall we
add any comment. We have communications relative which
we shall not publish unless similar conduct renders publication
needful, and others which we shall publish after malang further
inquiries.

—

Eds.]

Oxford Poultry and Pigeon Show.—We think that the Com-
mittee in introducing for the first time, on an extensive scale,

^ Show in Oxford of poultry and Pigeons, are justified in believ-

ing that from the very general and increasing interest taken in
poultry in this neighbourhood, the distinguished patronage
already promised, and the excellent railway accommodation pos-

sessed by Oxford, an exhibition much above the average may be
fairly anticipated. Subscriptions to a handsome amount have
been promised; eight silver cups have been presented as prizes;

the Mayor and Corporation have kindly gi-anted the use of the
Com Exchange for the Show. The competition will be open to

all England.

Ip.swich Poultry Show.—We find that Mr. W. B. .Jeffries,

Secretar}' and projector of this local Show, has assumed for it a

new title—viz., the Suffolk and East of England. As this title had
lieen previously adopted for exhibitions of considerable import-

ance held in the eastern counties, and another to take place as

per advertisement in our columns, in conjunction with the Suffolk

Agricultural Society's next annual meeting, we consider it fair

to Mr. W. Groom, of Ipswich, under whose management these

successful exhibitipns are conducted, to state that that gentleman
is in no way whatever connected with the Ipswich Poultry Show.

LIABILITY OF POULTRY SHOW COMMITTEES.
I thixk the case Fearon v. Chorley, copied in last week's

Journal, is one of very great importance both to committees and
exhibitors. I believe I have seen reports in back numbers of our

.Journal where -Judges have given decisions directly opposed

to the one quoted above, notably the case of Messrs. Jennison,

of Manchester, where the bird (a Pigeon, I think), was stolen

from its pen during the hours the exliibition was open. It seems
odd to me, when the law is so distinct, two Judges should give

such opposite verdicts. Is there not some higher CotU't where a

case could be taken, and a decision got. by which ordinary

County Court Judges would be bound ? For if committees are

to be held responsible absolutely where no culpable negligence is

proved, it appears to me poultry shows must collapse, for no body
of men would care to get up an exhibition, knowing as they do

that in nine cases out of ten they barely pay expenses, and in

addition are at the mercy of anyone who chooses to swear he
has not received his own birds back again. We all know there

are plenty of black sheep in the fancy, and what could be easier

than for one of them to send a pen of birds to a show for the

express purpose of denying them when returned to him, and
coming on the committee for £10, £20, or even i50 according

to the elasticity of his conscience ? Will some of our leading

committees take the matter up ? I am sure most of our old

exhibitors would assist in having a case, should another occur,

tried by a higher tribunal.—Ax Occasion.il Exhibitok.

BIEDS VARYING THEIE NOTES.
In a late number of the Journal I find the following observa-

tions on the Trumpeter Pigeon, page 451—" There is a peculiarity

in the coo of this bird, distinct from any other breed." This

difference in the note of Pigeons leads me to observe a curious

difference in the note of the Cuckoo here and in the south of

France. The Cuckoo abounds in the woods about Paris, and its

note is cuck-cuck-coo, instead of our bird's cuck-coo. I sup-

posed they were talking French, but is it common for bu-ds in

different countries to adopt a change of note ?—C. W. H.

'The Cuckoo varies its note at certain periods of the year.

When it first arrives in England "the wandering voice"

is " Cuck-oo," but now in Sussex and elsewhere we hear
" cuck-oo, cuck-oo, cuck-cuck-oo, cuck-cuck-oo."

—

Eds.]

TUMBLING—VOLUNTARY OR INVOLUNTAEY ?

" Scotch Thistle " seems to attempt the solution of this

knotty point with the confidence of one who knows his way to

the truth " hid within the centre." I for one shall be delighted

to follow him as far a? I can see him, and I have no doubt there

are hundi-eds of readers of this Journal who will also follow;

but an experience with Tumblers extending over twenty years

tells me we had better tread cautiously, or we may find our-

selves up to the eyes in mud.
I submit that unless the words " voluntary " and " involun-

tary " be taken to mean, in a loose sense, natural and unnatural,

we have no means of arriving at what we call knowledge. The
clown at a circus would, no doubt, say that the action of tumb-

ling was voluntary in his case ; but though I have kept all the

grades of tumbling Pigeons referred to by " Scotch Thistle,"

as well as some which he has not named, no bird has ever

confided the secret to me of whether it tumbled voluntarily or

involuntarily. t™. ,

In endeavouring to guess the truth, perhaps the difficulty of

valuing the evidence of those incapables called Ground Tumb-
lers, wiU be less, if we carefully consider what a Ground Tumb-
ler is. A Tumbler which cannot rise from the ground, or does

so after several futile attempts, is a nervous bird, possibly from

breeding-in, or one which has been incarcerated in a coop ; or,

perhaps, it has been shut up in a dark place untU, coming into

the light of day, the poor thing is dazed ;
or, it may be the

offspring of parents labouring under these drawbacks to vigorous

health.
° In any ease it is what we call a well-bred Tumbler.

Its ground-tumbling arises not from any added power of tumb-

ling, for a good Air Tumbler -n-ill do more tumbling in half an

hour's time, but from a state of nervous indecision ; the bird

wants to tumble and it wants to fly, and in its eagerness to do

both it begins to tumble as soon as its wings are spread. Habit

is second nature, and by a little drilling, and some trickery, this

eagerness gives place to despau-, and the poor bird becomes a
" first-class " incapable, and is often sold at a gi-eat price.

The most successful breeder of Ground Tumblei-s I ever knew
was a lame, unlettered man who lived in a little hut, and whose
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Pigeons went in at the door. His birds tnmbled on the ground
as cats might have done. Report said that nearly any good
Air Tumbler would in his hands become a ground Tumbler.
Some of the birds I saw had not been on a house for months ;

indeed, if a bird not quite broken in spirit attempted to rise he
would knock it down with his cap. I could say more, but per-

haps this is BufBcient for aright appreciation of ground tumbling.
Though I hold no opinion as to the voluntariness or involun-

tariness of tumbling, except in the unscientific sense of its

being natural or unnatural, I cannot help thinking that the

Tumbler which soars into the sky and does his " balancing " far

away from the false balances of this naughty world, is a far

more agreeable spectacle than the one which tumbles on the

gi-oimd, and can liy no better than a Duck.

—

Old Bob Ridley.

WHY DO PIGEONS TUMBLE?
I AM glad to recognise in " Scotch Thistle " a Pigeon fancier

akin to a naturalist—a close observer of the birds, and one who
reasons from what he observes. This is that higher order of

fancier which I am specially pleased to welcome. There is not
only room for various tastes in the fancy—and where, as I have
often said, will you find so many and diiJerent classes of birds

to catch the taste ?—but, also, persons may take to Pigeons and
enjoy Pigeons variously. One likes to see them iiy about his

home and feed from his hand; another goes in for points, pro-

perties, and prizes ; then a third, as " Scotch Thistle," watches
their habits and reasons thereon, watching, too, the habits of

each individual bird.

I see that " Scotch Thistle " has embraced the later views
of Mr. Brent as to why Pigeons tumble. These views are con-
tained in an article in vol. vi. of this Jom'nal, page 104 (in the
number of February 2nd, 1864). I make no doubt that " Scotch
Thistle " is well acquainted with that paper, as he refers to

Mr. Brent's reception of some House Tumblers from Mr. Paton,
which was as far back, I think, as 1860.

Now, I shall be very loth to give up the theory that the
natiu'ally-bred older class of Tumblers, of which the Baldhead
is a good specimen—a high-liying and moderately-performing
bii'd. Tumbler also in form, compact, neat-headed, pearl-eyed

;

not the long mousey-headed coarse bird that the Roller is, ill-

shaped, bad-coloured, and of low caste—I shall be loth to think
that he, the Baldhead, really, when flying over my head in
the merriest of merry moods, just beginning to enjoy life with
his young mate, is yet a diseased creature. If I must yield to

plain clear reasoning—well, I will. I'll then give up the theory
of the older fanciers and the pleasanter theory, but with great
regi'et.

How many old-cherished beliefs one has to give up. The
pretty tale about the building of Rome, and Romulus and Remus,
is now said to be a myth. The Duke's " Up, Guards, and at

them," was never uttered. Chevy Chase, perhaps, will be
proved by some hard reasoner never to have been fought. We
are now told that humpbacked Kiug Richard had no hump ; that
Robespierre was a gentle angel ; so, also, says Mr. Froude, was
Heniy "VIH. (How his wives* heads happened to come off I

cannot see : perhaps, like the heads of wax dolls, they were
stitched on and the stitches came undone, as is the custom with
was dolls). But to return to Tumblers. I make no manner of

doubt that there are classes of Tumblers, or rather Rollers,
which suffer from some brain disease, and hence their actions.

The most extreme case is that of the Lowtan or Ground Tiimb-
lers of India, which roll over and over on the ground, not unlike
Pigeons in their death struggles when their necks are -wi'ung.

These, no doubt, are diseased, epileptic birds, but they are not
Tumblers at all, the word Lowtan, says an authority, niL-aning
to roll on the ground. I pass on next to the House TuinbUr, one
degree in disease removed from the Lowtan, which in struggling
to fly a few feet high rolls back. Such a bird, says Brent, will
after great struggles overcome the involuntary turning and reach
the desired height, but out of breath. Brent says, also, he had
a bird who used to rise 2 feet aud then fall back, evidently de-
sirous of reaching the roof and flying as a bird, but its disease
prevented it, and back again it fell. No one can doubt but this,
too, is a case of disease ; but these birds are diseased in a less
degi-ee than the Lowtans, but should be called House Rollers,
not Tumblers. Next come the Rollers, so frequently called in
bird shops Birmingham Rollers. " These Inrds," says Brent,
" whilst flying sometimes roll until they touch the ground, and
not unfrequently kill themselves. I had," he adds, " two young
cocks which killed themselves on the spot in the past summer
from this cause."
Thus we have Ground Rollers, House Rollers ("some rapi^ing

their heads in flying down from a perch, and so afraid to come
down and feed," says Brent), and Flying Rollers. These I hold
to be all sufferers in different degi-ees from some disorder of the
brain, all fearful of hm-ting themselves, and not Tumblers at all
—to my mind giving no more pleasure than seeing persons in
fits. I pass these Rollers by, and now come to aiiother class of
bird, the result in form of careful selection, still being a far

more natural class of birds than the Short-faced Tumblere, as
they can and do rear their own young perfectly, and they have
perfect powers of flight, unlike, for instance, the tender Almond.
This class of bird was the Tumbler proper of the older fanciers,
the same two hundred years ago as now. It was not bred from
the Rollers or Dutch Tumblers, because, holding my theory to
be true, disease being always increased by domestication (a high
fancy Pigeon is almost the weakest), it is strong aud vigorous,
and the disease of rolling does not exist in it ; its brain is clear
of it, but if bred from it, that disease would have appeared, not
in a milder form, but in an increased degree.

I now speak of not-roUing, but falling Pigeons, of the Tumbler
proper—a fancy bird, but not a weakened bird—a fancy bird
for returning to the Baldhead as a type of the old variety of
Tumbler proper. He has a clear white head, separated by a
straight line from another colour. Great care must have been
bestowed to get at first and then to continue (to breed true) that
clear white head, a very snowball. The bird has also clear
pearl eyes, the result of careful breeding, a sharpish-pointed not
Dove-house-shaped beak, rounded head, and clear flight and tail,

with rounded undove-house-like form. AU this proves careful
fancy breeding and selection. The same is true more or less of

any of the right and proper-shaped clean-legged Flying Tumb-
lers, whether Beards, Mottles, or whole-coloui-s. They all possess
a shape and carriage so far removed from the original bird that
they are entitled to be called fancy Pigeons. In addition, these
birds possess two peculiarities of flight—they mount up into the
air straight over their dwelling, they do not shoot in one direc-

tion like the Carrier kind of Pigeons, but ascend, rising higher
and higher, keeping compactly together in a close mass, and
making circles, not straight lines. Apart from the tumbUug the
flight is very interesting. I have Baldheads which sometimes
go clear out of sight. I keep my eye on the place where I lost

them, and then I see them come into sight again. High flying

of such a character everyone hkes to see, and I admii'e the
daring power of the little bird thus ascending and ascending,
and yet with it.s heart and eye on its home. I often, when
watching mine, use at them the words Wordsworth uses iu
regard to the Skylark

—

" Type of the wise, who soar, bat never roam,
True to the Mndred points of Heaven and home."

Nest, and iu addition to this marvellous wing-power pleasantly
exhibited to the eye, its master, the Tumbler, has a power of
turning a somersault clearly and cleanly, and if its wings bo
white, which I think they always should be, the effect is better
still, as they twinkle, so to speak, and look very pretty, con-
trasting with the dark body of the bird, aud show well against
the sky. Then the tumble I still believe to be the result of
joyousness, as I think no sick bird tumbles, nor a hen -svith egg.

Then yoimg birds begin by backing, but get to tumble as they
become quite adult. That this tumbhng is not disease but
arises fi'om sportiveness, is, I think, partly proved from this,

that in close and high-bred birds it does not increase but di-

minishes, and in them is, we know, very rare. The *' flapping,"
and "sailing," and "backing" of some Tumblers is, I think,
joyous too, but a kind of make-up on the bird's part for not
tumbhng, or failm-es in attempting. Then, at pairing time they
tumble most, and that time is the most joyful time of all to a
bird. I can understand the horror of a bird roHiug down from
air aud being robbed of its fly, and its own disgust, but I can
also understand the joy of the feathered acrobat iu tumbling
over in his air-bath. Still, I own " Scotch Thistle's " theory
and Mr. Brent's later theory may be right, but I am not pre-
pared at present to yield up the older and much more agreeable
theory. Everyone likes to see a good Tumbler, and I believe
the taste, a pm'e healthy one, is reviving. The marvellous
height of the flight, its circling movement, and the occasional
tumbles of the bird in it, give pleasure to my mind, because both
flight and tumbles owe their origin, according to my belief, to

pleasure. On a fine briUiaut day, a day often preceding wet.
Rooks in their joy at the day's brightness and balminess rattle

their wings. The Homing varieties of Pigeons dart and rusk
off extra joyously on some occasions. Excess of animal spirits

is shown by the Pouter's flappings and pufUngs, and to my mind
by the Tumbler's soarings and tumblings ; but I make a wide
distinction between an outpouring of Nature's joyfuLness, aud
the manifestation of disease in all the RoUers, whether Ground,
House, or Flying. I may be wrong, but I hope I am not. Of
the number—by far the gi'eater number—of Tumblers, we
know they do not tumble ; eye, head,anarkings, all correct, but
no aiirial performance. " Scotch Thistle " would say they have
overcome the fault; I, that they fail in the beauty of tumbling.
In conclusion, I would make a few remarks upon the cul-

tivation of Tumblers at Birmingham. Much as all fanciers owe
to Mr. Ludlow's pencil, I regi'et that he chose the cross-breed
between Roller and Tumbler as his only specimen of the Flying
Tumbler. The bird, with a pedigree of two centmles, deserved
a portrait; indeed, I shoidd like to see a group of all the older
varieties of the Tumbler, with the legs free from one single

feather. Mr. Hallam's articles on the Birmingham Tumblers
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two years ago were very interesting, and admirable in their

practicalness. As he says, some old fanciers in Birmingham will

iiot allow a muff-legged hird in their loft. There would seem

to be no difficulty, from the great prevalence of the flymg fancy

in Birmingham, to breed-up true to colotu' and proper Tumbler

characteristics, with each bird being "a good performer," al-

though colour appears there to have greatly neglected, as, in-

deed, everywhere, I fear. Thus, the high flying Tumblers sent

by Mr. Brent into Wiltshire some years ago were good on the

wing, but broken baldpate-looking things, the very reverse of

baiiutiful. I hope that many more besides " Scotch Thistle,"

wUl derive pleasure from watching the habits of the pretty little,

easily-managed English Tumbler.—Wii-tshiee Eectok.

SELLING DISEASED PIGEONS.
I NOTICED a report of a County Court case at Swansea in which

I was the defendant. I may mention that I was partly prepared

to see such a report, as I received a letter from the plaintiff in-

forming me that he intended summoning me for the other pair

/copy of which letter I enclose to you), and also that a report of

the proceedings would be inserted in several papers, with the sole

pui-pose, I presume, of damaging my character as a breeder of

fancy poultry and Pigeons. I have sold hundreds of Pigeons and

poultry, and have never had a complaint from any with whom
"I have done business, and this is the first time I have ever had

occasion to be in a County Court during my experience of

poultry and Pigeon breeding. I always make it a rule when I

send goods on approval, as I did in this case, to have a post-office

order payable ten days after date.

The Herald st&teB that Mr. Crook, in addressing the jury, told

them it was a common practice to sell diseased Pigeons. If that

is his experience it is, I am happy to say, not mine, and I hope

there are many others who can say the same. The Judge gave

me a verdict when the case was previously heard, on the giound

that the birds ought to have been declared diseased a long time

before they were so declared. Whilst the birds were in posses-

sion of the plaintiff I received a post-card from him stating that

he liked the birds very much, and would keep them, which

card I produced at both hearings of the case. The second pair

which he threatens to sue for were also sent ten days on approval,

and were bought by him after the first pair had been in his

possession six days, which is sufficient time for any fancier to

tell whether a bird is diseased or not. The birds were sound

when I sent them to him, and no disease of any kind was amongst

my stock. At the inclement season of the year (November) high-

class Carriers would be Uable to catch cold going a journey by

rail, for which, as I said in my defence, I do not consider I am
responsible. I enclose you a copy of the threatening letter I

have mentioned, and I would be glad if you have a space to give

it publicity.

—

John W.\.Tiaxs.

[We think the jury were misled, for the Pigeons being placed

in the purchaser's possession for ten days gave him ample time

for him to ascertain if they were diseased. If a new trial were

granted and fuller evidence of the healthiness of your birds were

produced, we think the verdict would be reversed. The Judge

oiving you a verdict in the first instance is immaterial, for his

Secision was merely on an omission in the pleadings. The letter

sent to you by the plaintiff is quite indefensible.—Ens.]

EVENLY-MAKKED CANARIES AND MULES.
"How on earth can a bird be evenly-marked which has an

odd number of pkices on its body dark, such as wings, tail, and

cap ? Three places, or perhaps some people would say five-

each side of the tail two, each vring two, and cap one, making

five altogether. Canaries and Mules ought to be judged by the

same rules, and in my opinion the most desirable even-marking

is pencilled eyes and even saddle. Black in the tail is an

abomination, and a dark cap worse. AfterpencUled eyes and even

saddle, I place clear head and even saddle." So writes one of

the piUai-s of the fancy, one of the most successful Mule ex-

hibitors we have. The style is forcible, the question propounded

a puzzler, and the opinion expressed one deserving of respect.

" Much has been said about Evenly-marked Canaries, but I

do not agree with the decision of Mr. Robert C. Wallace, who
has offered his opinion on what he considers the form of mark-

ing should be. I therefore beg to detail my knowledge of the

standard. All evenlv-marked birds should be marked on both

sides of the eyes, back and front, half on the wing, and one black

feather on each side of the tail. From the beak to the tail end,

under and over, should be clear of all foul feathers. In this part

of Yorkshire and Lancashire we do not consider eye marks alone

or wing marks alone to constitute show birds, nor do we consider

birds marked on the wings and in front of the eyes only as good

birds for show. To constitute a show bird the marldng must go

round the eyes from front to back. As for cap-marked birds,

no such thing goes to a show ! At Middlesbrough and Bail-

don, they, this year, made a distinct class for them in the

Uneven-marked class. I think they have put them in the right

place." So wi-ites another very old Yorkshire breeder who has

staged as many winning Evenly-marked Yorkshire birds as most
admirers of that variety.

I have been asked to add my opinion on the subject, and I

apprehend the two letters from which I have quoted have been

sent to furnish me with a few pegs on which to hang a few notes.

I wiU not attempt to prove as an abstract question how a bird

can be evenly-marked when it has an odd number of marks on

its body, though now-a-days it is possible to prove almost any-

thing—even that a man is the daughter of his grandfather's son

—an incontrovertible fact. But if the tail be admitted as one of

the places in which marks proper may be found, then, unless

there be a limit to the number of dark feathers admissible in the

tail, it is quite possible for a bird to have six on one side and six

on the other, and who shall say this is not even ? But the fact

is, the tail is a most objectionable place for marks. Bh-ds have,

unfortunately, only one tail. For the sake of the fancy this is

perhaps to be regretted, in other respects it is an admissible

arrangement. It is dangerous ground on which to tread when
attempting to legislate on the subject of even-marking on a single

member, inasmuch as they may increase on either side till the

idea intended is lost in uniformity. "Black in the tail is

abomination." It is at least but of little or no value, for even

in the case of an evenly tail-marked Canary or Mule there is m
ninety-nine cases out of every hundred the presence of a most

objectionable dark flue round the base of the dark feathers which

is barely counterbalainced by the evenly-marked tail—nay, is not

coimterbalaneed by it, for I should repudiate a beauty which

necessitated the existence of an eyesore in its immediate neigh-

bourhood. If the evenly-balanced tail exists without any per-

ceptible dark flue, I am wiUing to admit that such a tail would

score, though I am by no means wiUing to admit that a six-

pointed bird becomes of necessity a better bird than a four-

pointed one, but very frequently the contrary.

Besides being restricted to one tail, birds are hmited to one

head a-piece ; but they have two eyes and two wings, and here

must we look for true even-marking, clear and decided. What
exists on the thighs is of so undecided a character as to be of no

avaU for show purposes, and only in avery close contest where an

exact estimate of points was required would it be taken into con-

sideration. Practically it has a negative rather than a positive

value.

With regard to eye-marks, I should consider circular marks

simply hideous. The marking described above is the true type

of perfection as universally accepted. It should come froni a

weU-deflned point clear of the front of the eye, pass a hair s

breadth above and below it, and, foUowing the curve of the head,

sweep away in a pencilled line, finishing in a point. Such mark-

ing is seldom seen. A lot of spurious stuff which has to pass

for even-marking finds its way into our shows, but there is a wide

difference between the neatly pencilled eye and an irregular

patch on the side of the head, which in some parts of its area

happens to enclose the eye. The one is a mark of gi-eat value,

the other is next to worthless, assuming more of the character

of a blotch, to which class belong caps of all kinds. They are

not markings proper. They do not exist in localities m which

they can be repeated in dupUcate. Existing in conjunction with

even-marking, they mar its beauty and spoil its effect. I entii-ely

agi-ee with Mr. Hawman that a perfectly clear run from the beak

to the taU, above and below, is a sine qua non m a marked bird.

As well might a spangled back (in itself a beautiful marking), or

a horseshoe on the breast, be accepted for even-marking as

recognise a cap. Sometimes, however, it has been thought

desirable to allow birds with oval caps to compete with evenly-

marked ones, as at the gi-eat Cheltenham Show last year. Such

arrangement is, not to be mistaken for the enunciation of a

principle or the tangible expression of an opinion; it is rather

a compromise between the rigidly exacting definition Evenly-

marked," and the comprehensive " Best marked or variegated

of the Palace. But if the hcau ideal of an exactly marked bird

be one with a clean run above and below, it is only playing

variations on " The Old Man and his Ass " to depart from this

universally recognised standard with a view to include m any

class birds which have no business there, and for which special

provision is made in a section where imperiections m^ marking

are ignored in favour of colour and quaUty. Into this section

capped bird ought to go.

I believe that we in Sunderland were the first to append to our

schedules a definition of what we wished to be understood by

even-marking, that the judges might adjudicate according to the

spirit of oiu- schedule, and not according to any whim or caprice

of their own. Any committee has a right to offer prizes forwhat

it thinks fit, only let it be cleariy specified what the conditions

are, and a judge who neglects to read his schedule or pooh-

poohs its instructions fails in his duty. It will be found

that mth scarcely a single exception every Canary society m
the country holds the same views on even-marking, slightly

modified, perhaps, as to the amount of wing or tail marks, but

most assuredly united as to the exclusion of caps. Indeed, the

understanding is so general that a definition is unnecessary, ex-
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cept where the term " Variegated " occurs in the same schedule,
in which case tlie distinctiou should be clearly poiuted out.
While speaking of the amount of marking, t will just say that

I consider haU the wing dark to be too much. I take it to be only
a matter of opinion, and do not wish to be understood to speak
authoritatively. I consider seven dark feathers in either wing
ample. I prefer less. As few as four make a perfect V, and
with such a -wiug there is probability of a bird blowing so
black as to hold out little prospect of throwing lightly-marked
stock. A heavy wing is not my idea of a well-marked wing.
Fancy " Edward I." or those two wonderful Jonque Mules Mr.
Doel exhibited at the Palace in 1R70, with their delicately mai-ked
wings half black ! To have half a wing dark almost invariably
involves more than meets the eye, certainly more than the words
themselves, taken in their integrity, mean. With so much of
the wing dark, how often it happens that many of the smaller
feathers are dark also—indeed, with half the pens dark, irregulari-
ties may be expected, and if such seeming evenly-marked wings
be extended a wide difference will be found to exist between
their apparent and their real value. These are not the -^ings a
breeder would select as the foundation of future wings. All
marking having any pretension to regularity is pretty generally
the result of chance. Its extreme rarity demonstrates this, but
heavy marking has a tendency to produce heavily-variegated
and in-egularly-mai-ked, rather than exactly marked specimens

;

and a bird with half its ^^*ing dark is not far enough up the ladder,
either as a show bird,- or as one whose offspring is likely to be
as good or better than himself.—W. A. Blakston.

OUR LETTER BOX,
Ii-LrsTEATED POULTRY BooK (A. B., Sit&scn&t'c).—That by ilr. Wriglit-

It is published by Messrs. Cassell, Fetter, & Galpin.

Andalusians (St. Edmund).—Ask any questions you please, we will answer
to the best of our ability. We cannot account for the eccentricities of the
estrs. Lite should produce like, and we do not au{,Tir well from the ai.parently
white chickens ; we must say as much for the black ones. Spanish have many
white feathers when batchel, and your account would lead us to believe soms
have thrown hack. We would not advise you to give up hope, or to destroy
the chickens, but we should have more hope of excellence were they all of a
dingy colour. It is fair to tell you, we have never bred Andalusians.

WASmxG Light Brahmas for Exhibition (D. S. G. H.). — You may
. sponge wetted with warm water, and you may use a little soap. Wipe

the feathers gently downward ; the outsides only are dirty. \Mien"they
clean wash the sponge thoroughly, and wipe the feathers with it, wetted
slightly with clean cold water. If there be any sun expose them to it in a
basket filled with soft straw. If, as is most likely, there be no sun, put them
before a fire, not close to it, and let them stay till they are dry. If you wash
youi- fowls with a view of sending them to a show, you should not do so till a
day or two before it, as the feathers become dirty more easily after they have
been washed.

Hex-Cock (J. iJ.).—you ai-e the possessor of a hen-cock.

" A whistling girl and crowing hen
Are neither lit for yards nor men."

It will make good soup, and is fit for nothing else. Themetamoi-phosis is the
result of an injury to the laying organs, and there is no remedy.
Weight of Light Brahmas (F. L).—Light Brahmas ore to a certain ex-

tent hh-ds of colour, and if you choose them perfect in their markings, weight
is not of the first importance. At tlie same time we must tell you 7 lbs. form
a guod weight for laying pullets. The very heavy birds we meet with at shows
are often very old, and if you have capital layers weighing 7 lbs. you may be
satisfied, and show with a good hope of success. Choose your exhibition birds
with a well-striped hackle, the black streaks being accurately defined, a black
tail, and black flights. There must be no markings on the back or saddle.

Choss-bred Dorkings and Brahmas (IF. F.).~We ai-e not friendly to
crosses, except when the introduction of a new breed may supply a quality in
which another is deficient. Thus, we believe, in any country where Dorkings
fail, or are found delicate, the introduction of Brahma blood may be foimd
beneficial, but we do not beheve the nimiber of eggs is increased. ^Vhere
fowls are wanted for the table, and where there is a market for them, no fowl
will beat the Dorking, and none of the sittting breeds will lay better. ^Tien
a good hardy fowl is required that asks for no other caie than being provided
with food, we are in favour of a cross between the Brahma and Dorking. The
real system of providing eggs profitably is to have a sufficiency of pullets
aiiiT.-ing at the laying age in regular succession. You will then have eggs in
the scarce season when they are very valuable, and a very little arrangement
will secure this.

_
You are, we believe, quite right in saying that from very

eojclj eggs there is always a majority of cocks, but you are wrong in saying
they would not he so suitable for market. They would be fit early in the
season

: poultry is then scarce, and size is a desideratum. Cockerels are much
larger than nullets.

Egg-preserting (L. J/.).— We know of no better mode than that we
detailed on page 472 last week. The composition you mention we do not know.
The Custolet Pigeon (31. B.).—The authority on Cumulet Pigeons states

not only that " they are most estraordinarv birds to fly high," hut that " two
bu-ds will fly together as well as a flock." "This we doubt, as even Tumblers
do not pack well unless there ai-e a good many together. The more you get
the closer they will probably keep together. Put them on the wing on a fine
day, and in the morning. As you continue to watch their habits, we should
be obliged by a few notes from you when you have a flock, as they are not
much known in England.

Infectious Canary Disease (C. ilf.).—We know of no infectious disease
among Canaries.

CAN.4RY CoNTiNOALLY MouLTiKG (C. A. J.).—Great heat wiU sometimes
unseasonable moult. Try by keeping him in a very warm place to
conip^ete moult. A PaiVs life pill and a Mrs. Allen's' bottle are much

Canaries. Yoa may read any quantity of rubbish in books,
as fact if you listen to all the

stuff which people who never dare to think for themselves relate as tnrtb.
It is not usual to pair two Crests, but it is one of the steps in breeding, fo?
which there is a proper time, the same as forpaii'ingtwo Yellows or two ^ifEs-—W. A. Blakston.
Hive Threatenixg to Swarm (J. C.).—Before this reply to your qnerj-

reaches you, the bee?) of your employer's hive will have most probably swai-meJ
for good, or will have become quietly disposed to remain in then* old home;
The cause of then- lea^•ing their hive and returning thereto on three several
occasions, may have arisen from theu- old queen being unable or unwilling to
accompany the swarms. Sometimes, from incapacity to fly, she becomes losfc

on one of the occasions of the bees leaving. In that case the swarm does not
properly come off until the inmates of the royal cells arrive at maturity, but
the bees often manifest eonsiderable restlessness. We do not think there is
anything to be done to prevent their wasting so much valuable time.
Ants Hive-robbers—Adding Supers (A Young Apiarian).—Ants are un-

doubtedly injurious to bees as pilferers if they find their way into the hive'?,
as they will by minute crannies ; but you con easily get rid of them by fresh
tan-ing your posts every now and then, or spi-inkling petroline oil about them
from time to time. Now is the time (when you read this) to put a super on
your swai-m—that is, if the weather continues favourable and the liive filled
with comb. Open the communication at the same time you give the super,
and if there is a bit of fresh comb in it so much the better.
GciNEA Pigs v. Rats (F. F.).—We never heard before of anyone believing

that the presence of guinea pigs banished rats, and your experience shows it is
a delusion.

induce i

wanted
^^ ^_

and you may accept any amount of

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS,
Camden Square, London.

Lat. 51° 32' 40" N. ; Long. 0^ 8' 0" W. ; Altituae 111 feet.

Date.
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ing (loop blue species which flourishes in orcliuary garden loam.

G. gelida throws up stems from 'J inches to a foot high, with

five or six light blue flowers. I only grow these three sorts,

but others are equally pretty. G. bavarica and G. Pneumon-
antho should also be grown. Lithospermum prostratum, a

trailing plant with deep blue flowers, and a continuous bloomer,

is not particular as to soil. Eranthis hyemaUs, Winter Aco-

nite, opens its pretty deep yellow flowers with the Snowdrops,

and is much admired.

The Hepaticas, red, white, and blue, double and single, and

the five-lobed species H. augulosa, with its very pretty sky-

blue flowers, must occupy a place in the front rank. Some of

the dwarf-growing Campanulas form perfect masses of white

and blue bell-shaped flowers. Of the dwarf-growing species

may be enumerated C. carpatica.blue and white; C. Bai'reUieri,

blue; C. Elatiue, blue ; C. gai'gauica, blue and white ; C. tur-

binata, blue and white. Many of the traUiug species are ex-

cellent for basket and vase work. Then, who would be with-

out the Wood Anemone, A. nemorosa, and its varieties, in

their gardens, and its lovely companion A. apennina ? also

Scillas of the different early spring-flowering species, such as

S. amcena, S. bifolia, blue, white, and rose-coloured, and S. si-

bmca or proecox, which flowers in February ? The summer-
flowering species are not so well known as they ought to be.

Of S. peruviana, white and blue, the blue is by far the finest,

and an excellent species for pot-culture ; the plant is hardy,

but it will not continue to flower if planted permanently in the

open border.

Of taUer-growing plants for back rows we have an abundance
to select from. The autumn-flowering Phloxes are very sweet

and effective. Numerous fine varieties have been raised from
P. pyramidalis and P. decussata. Since I have Uved in the

neighbourhood of London I have seen but few of the first-

named ; they do not succeed well here, and the decussata

section are fai' preferable to them ; but in Scotland those of

the pyramidalis section are cultivated with much success, and
are jjreferred to the late-flowering sorts. A continuous suc-

cession of robust plants must be kept up by striking a batch
of cuttings every year. As soon as the young shoots are

2 inches in length they may be taken off and inserted in small
pots ; if this be done early in spring the plants will flower well

the first year, but two-year-old plants are the best for back
rows in the herbaceous border.

Delphiniums are exceedingly showy, and in evei-y respect

well adapted for planting in the background ; they are of va-

rious heights, from 2 to 5 feet. The varieties, both double
and single, are numerous. I will name only two which ought
to be in every garden—D. formosum, deep purplish blue, and
D. Madame Henri Jacotot, bright sky-blue. They axe easily

propagated by dividing the roots.

Pentstemons are also very useful for maldng a continuous
display early in autumn ; thej' ai'e easily propagated from
cuttings, and many fine varieties may be raised from seeds.

Seedlings are the best for ordinary border purposes. The
plants throw out numerous side shoots, which are very useful

as cut flowers.

Acjuilegias, or Columbines, cannot be dispensed with. Some
of the species are very strildng and effective, aU of them make
a distinct feature in a weU-arranged border. A. -STilgaris, the
common Columbine, and its numerous varieties are well known
and appreciated in cottage gardens, flowering in May and June.
Of the species not so well known, but well worthy of cultiva-

tion, are A. alpina, A. cajrulea, A. glandulosa, and A. Skirmeri.

As a striking contrast to the above we have the brilliant

scai'let colour of the tall-growing species of Lobelias, L. splen-

dens and L. fiUgens. These elegant plants are not hardy in

every position out of doors during winter, but with a little

protection they may be wintered out of doors in dry borders.

Damp is then- worst enemy ; I have seen plants of these taH-
growing Lobehas lifted in autumn and potted, yet the greater
number of them died during winter from damp. In the case
alluded to the plants were overpotted. Small pots ought to

be used, and the potting material shoidd be light sandy loam,
with some leaf mould and pieces of charcoal added to it. The
pots may be plunged to the rim in a cold frame, or placed on
shelves near the glass in a heated structure. The jslants are
increased by division.

As a distinct feature, graceful and elegant, some of the
Spirfeas should be cultivated. S. palmata, a receutly-intro-

dnced species from China, is one of the most distinct and
beautiful of herbaceous plants ; nearly all the species have
vrhite flowers, or white tinged with rose ; the inflorescence of

S. palmata is quite crimson, and freely produced. S. Ulmaria,
the common Jleadowsweet, of which there are three or four

distinct forms, one with double flowers, is much admu'ed.

S. FUipendula is a free-growing species with creamy white

flowers, and of vigorous habit.

Many more interesting and beautiful herbaceous plants may
be named ; and the border, if a proper selection has been made,
will contain something in flower nearly aU the year round

;

and except for a few—a very few indeed—of the more delicate

species, no glass protection is necessary. Nearly all the taU-

growing species enumerated require deep, moderately rich loam
2 feet deep at least. It ought to be remembered that a deep

liighly-cultivated soil is the best for neaiiy aU of them, and
the plants will requii'e but little attention as regards watering

in such soils. There is one objection which may be urged
against having a border composed entirely of herbaceous plants,

and that is, when the spring-flowering plants die down the

borders have a bare and patchy appearance. In this case some
land of bedding plant may be put in, taking care not to mjure
the dormant roots of the permanent plants.—J. Douglas.

PLANTS THAT ENDURED 52° BELOW
FREEZING.

I NOTICE that your correspondent " Expekto Crede" men-
tions the satisfaction he has had in his hardy Cactuses. In
addition to those he writes of, the Opuntia vulgaris of our
Northern States, quite common in our neighbourhood, is ex-

tremely hardy. The flower is of considerable size, and, to my
taste, very beautiful, being of a clear dehcate yellow. How-
ever, what I chiefly wish to say is that I have from the far-oft'

Rocky Mountains three distinct members of the Cactus family,

all of which stood out entirely unprotected during our last

winter—a winter severe almost beyond example. These Cac-

tuses endured a cold of at least 20° below zero—52° of frost

!

They were not ni the slightest degree injur-ed, and are now
growing with the utmost vigour-. So fai' only one has flowered

with me. This plant seems to belong to the Mammillaria
section. The flower is about IJ inch across, and of a blush

colour.

It may interest some of your readers to know, that among
other plants which endured in my garden these 52° of frost,

may be mentioned Yucca filamentosa variegata, Acorus ja-

ponieus variegatus, Lilium anratum in aU sizes, even down to

bulblets no larger than a pea, the varieties of Lilium lanci-

foUum, and the very lovely CaUfornian Lilium Washington-
ianum. Sciadopitys verticillata is also thoroughly hardy under
the above-mentioned amount of cold.

—

Geokge Such, South
Amhoy, New Jersey, U.S.A.

[Mr. Such is in business as a florist ; we rejoice over such
communications, and we hope to hear from him again and
again.

—

Eds.]

THE GLADIOLUS DISEASE.
An elaborate paper has appeared in the Gardeners' Chronicle

by " R. C. T.," who has collected all the evidence that has

been brought forward on the subject, dismisses as incon-

clusive all the suggestions, ideas, notions, that have been
given on the subject, and, enraptured by a visit to Mr. Kelway's,

launches us into a charming sea of certainty and clearness,

attributing the disease to exliausted bulbs. I have, as allusion

was so frequently made to myself in the paper, briefly rephed
to it, reservuig a fuller statement of my reasons for dissenting

therefrom to my o-mi proper sphere, for " every cock likes to

crow on his own mixen."
There is an old Latin saying, " Omne iynotiimj'ro magnifico"

of which I heard a very good equivalent in Ireland the other

day—" Cows in Connaught have vei-y long horns." I have

never seen Mr. Kelway's collection in bloom, and I am quite

sure I have missed a treat, for the specimens which he exhibits

at our London shows clearly point him out as om- foremost

cultivator ; but if I am called on to believe that Mr. Kelway
has no diseased bulbs, or, if any, a very small number, I must
decline to do so. It is said of Beau BrummeU, that once when
a friend was visiting the poor king at his toilet, and when he

had succeeded in adjusting one of those marvellous neckties

which made him the leader of fashion, that he saw a heap of

some height in the corner. " What are these ?" " Oh ! tfiey

are only my failures." And as the swells who saw him that

day admired his tie but never saw the heap he had spoiled, so
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probably " R. C. T." saw noue of the diseased plants, which,
if Mr. Kelway were wise, ho would treat as my friend

M. Souchet does—ruthlessly pluck them up, so that iu his

ground two diseased bulbs are a rarity.

The astounding discovery which "R. C. T." has made is,

that the Gladiolus disease is occasioned by the exhaustion of

the bulbs ; that we receive them, perhaps, after they have grown
for many years and borne seed ; and that hence, although
they may bloom well, it is but to wither and die ; and that

the disease is more prevalent amongst imported bulbs than
home-grown ones. Both of these discoveries are, unfortu-
nately, baseless. " R. C. T." seems to be in happy ignorance
of the fact that it is not the same corm which is planted from
year to year, that the corm dies, and from it are produced
those of the following year. He might say, although that

is true, yet they are from an exhausted bulb, but he recom-
mends the bulbs which have been grown from spawn produced
in England ; but these are the products, according to his

notion, of exhausted bulbs also. And when " R. C. T." says

no one thinks of growing Dutch bulbs, such as Hyacinths,
Tulips, etc., a second year, he is evidently in a muddle. The
Hyacinths we receive are the same bulbs which have been grown
lor four or five years especially for us, and are identically the
same bulbs. It is generally supposed that these are then ex-

hausted, but this I believe to be a fallacy ; at any rate, I saw
with my brother-in-law, Mr. Tandy, of Dublin, the best grower
of Hyacinths I know, a bed in which the foliage was as vigor-

ous and the fiower-stems as strong, as from any imported
bulbs, and he assiu'cd me that he had had as fine spUces of

bloom as many of those he exhibited, and this bed was made
of the bulbs grown iu pots the previous year. As to Tulips,

they only require to be liarvested with care, and you can get

as good blooms as from any imported bulbs, and this year
after year, as I can testify from my own experience.

As to the French bulbs being more liable to disease than
home-grown ones, that again is, as far as I know, utterly un-
tenable. I have every year had some, and can say that they
are not one whit more liable to disease ; indeed I find it about
equal amongst the bulbs whether of home or foreign growth.
Bat when " R. C. T." speaks of the dazed folly of the grower
gloating over his large corm in happy ignorance that it is an
exhausted bulb, surely he must fancy amateurs know very
little about it, for there is not one of us who does not prefer

a middle-sized bulb to a large one—not on this account, but
because it is the more liable to throw up two or three stems,

and thus to detract from the strength of the bloom. Then, if

the disease be attributable to exhaustion in the bulbs, how can
" R. C. T." deal with the new varieties ? There can be no
«ihaustion here; for M. Souchet is of course anxious to get

up his stock, and as soon as ever he can obtain a sufficient

quantity of bulbs large enough they are sent out, and yet in
these the disease appears as well as in the bulbs of older
varieties.

Evidently, too, " R. C. T." would imply that manure used
in excess has to do with this malady, and attributed my loss a
few years ago to this. Now I have never manured to excess,

and both last year and the year before no manure came near
the bulbs. As if to show how utterly inexplicable the whole
thing is, I may mention this simple fact : In taking up my
bulbs last autumn I found some so diseased that I did not
even think them worth the trouble of removing. My gardener's
little boy picked up three of them and planted them in liis

own garden, and to-day I have seen two of them with fine

healthy-looking shoots. I shall carefully watch them, and
certainly, if they do anything, shall never again throw away
diseased bulbs of any valuable sort. If they are dried, it is

hopeless, but there is apparently from this case, and from what
occurred in my own garden once before, a chance that if at once
XJlanted they may survive.

Some persons have recommended that Gladioli be left in

the ground all the winter. Having a bed of varieties I did
not care much about, I did so last autumn, and the result is

that about one in five is alive ; the rest have perished, probably
from worms and wet, certainly not from frost.—D., Deal.

Dendkodium DALHonsiANuii.—In your report of the Showheld
by the Blackburn Horticultural Society (in your issue of June
6th), your correspondent was afraid to say how many spilies

the DendrobiumDalhousianum, exhibited by Capt. Shaw, had
on it ; I now beg to supply that information—viz., forty-three

spikes, many \vith fourteen flowers on one spike. It had about

440 individual flowers, four hundred of which were open all at

the same time. The pseudobulbs are 6 feet long, nine of which
were grown during the season of 1870. The flowers were

4i inches across. It is altogether a noble plant when seen in

such condition as it has been the last three weeks.—R. B. Vakley,
Gardener to Capt. Shaw, Higli Field House, Blackburn.

A SMALL ELEVATED GREENHOUSE.
After pondering the matter over, on which notes appear at

page 4B8, I thought I would see what an enthusiastic friend of

mine was doing with a proposed elevated greenhouse.

There will be awash-house, etc., beneath, and the greenhouse

will be entered from the second floor. Most Hkely soil and
other materials wUl be carried up from the outside by means
of steps. Ho has as yet only had the floor made ready ; the

bottom of the floor is of boards in the usual way. Two holes

are left for pipes to take away all water ; the opening of the

pipes is to be beneath the level of the floor. It may help " Mrs.

St. C. J." to know how he proceeded, without giving his reasons

for doing so. The floor was painted over thinly with heated

tar, holding a Httle oil ; on that was spread a layer of brown
paper, which was painted in the same way, and on that was
placed, with the tar oozing through, a layer of flat house tUes,

the bottom side resting on the freely-tarred paper. The upper
sides of the tiles were then well damped, and covered first with

a layer of Portland cement, and then, when rather di-y, that

was damped, and a layer of cement and sand about three-

quarters of an inch thick. This formed a firm floor for walk-

ing on, and no damp would pass through it. On such a floor

" Mrs. St. C. J." might form her beds of earth, but there should

be a pipe to take away drainage. Our friend says, when he

gets richer after the house is up, he may floor it with orna-

mental tiles flxed on the cement. The house wiD command a

view of a small flower garden. The house is one iu a street of

a town ; already, in addition to other things, he has a row of

the finest Tricolor Geraniums on each side of the walks, each

neatly edged. To my knowledge, many of these keen en-

thusiasts, with but a small income, spend more in one year

on plants for their Uttle places than possessors of gardens

employing a dozen men spend in several years. The owner

of this place intends to keep all his plants in pots, with suffi-

cient walking room, and heat either by stove or by a pipe from

a small boUer in the wash-house.
Another house, about 1-5 feet above the ground level, has the

floor tarred, and rough sanded on the top of the tar ; no moisture

has gone through to the boards, but the latter had to be tarred

two months previous to use. In another house, some 12 feet

from the ground, the boards had been covered with pitch, and

when dry covered with half an inch of spar and washed gravel,

none of the gravel being larger than horse beans, and most of

it not much larger than peas. When it became a Uttle dusty

and worn it was washed, and a Uttle fresh added. In this case

the boards had been used for a flooring for some ten years, and

the pitch had kept the damp from acting on them. In these

cases there was no planting-out, but all the plants were grown

in pots, vases, and baskets. In the last case the damping of

the spar and gravel was of much benefit in hot weather. I

found the idea of oUcloth on boards was much disapproved of

—the damp gets beneath it, it moulds, and soon becomes un-

sightly, useless, and not pleasant to walk on. With care the

boards alone would do. But these are mere hints, and I should

be obliged for the benefit of many if they were supplemented.

—R. Fish.

EFFECTS OF MAY FROST IN IRELAND.
In your Journal of May 2.3rd, in " Notes and Gleanings," I

see some happy indiridual commenting on the old proverb

—

" "When frosts come in May
There 's tlie devil to pay,"

adding, " However, they have come this year, and we have

not heard of any special damage." Now, just let me teU you

of some effects of the frost on the night of the 18th of May
last in this, the west side of the county of Wicklow—the east

side did not probably suffer so much, being near the sea.

First, the Potatoes were all cut off to the groimd ;
half-hardy

aimuals, such as French Marigolds, exposed, were entirely

killed; Apple trees suffered much ; and Gooseberries could be

had ready boiled (in appearance) on the trees. Hardy Azaleas

were cut-off both in blossom and leaf ; the blooms of hardy

Rhododendrons were either melted away if fully out, or if only
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bursting open, were dwarfed and destroyed ; the latest kinds,

even, will not, I fear, show good trusses this season ; the young
shoots are all cut-off. To this iujuiy there is one curious excep-

tion in the case of an old early white kind of Ehododendron,
which has been in bloom since the SOth of April to the present

time, June Gth. Planted in several places this is entirely im-
hurt. The Geraniums, &c., put out "to harden" in shelter, were
much injured in the foliage, and have not yet recovered. This
caipe from neglecting the proverb of an old gardener (I like

old gardeners' sayings), the wisdom of which I have seen from
several years' observation. Some people say, Do not put out
your bedding plants untU the middle of Slay ; his rule was

—

" Yonr beddinfj plants are sure to come to f,Tief

If out before the Asli tree is iu leaf."

He had another rule for himself and children, a very good
one, too

—

" Ne'er cast a clout

TUl Hay is out."

Having spoken of the difference between the climate of the
two sides of this county, I may mention that here, the west
side, the tenderer Ehododendrons, such as The Grand Arab and
Testatum coccineum, do not succeed, except in shelter ; while
on the east side I saw this j-ear iu the end of March Ehododen-
dron baj-batum in splendid bloom, and since that Ehodo-
dendron Eoylei also blowing in the open air. The Ash tree,

too, the gardener's index as I may call it, is full in leaf there
lung before it is so here.—il. G. D.

KOTAL HOETICULTUEAL SOCIETY.
June 19th.

A jnxoR Show, biit well supported, notwithstanding the fact
that exhibitors are holding back for IJirmingham, notwithstand-
ing the concurrence of the Boyal Botanic Show. The Exhi-
bition was held in a tent on the croquet ground, and though by
no means large it was a pretty Uttle enjoyable Show, and at-
tracted many leading horticulturists to it.

In the amateurs' class for six Zonal Pelargoniums, not varie-
gated, only one collection was shown for competition, and that
came from Mr. Weston, gardener to D. Martineau, Esq., Clap-
ham Park. It contained good specimens of AmeUna Grisau,
Herald of Spring, &c. Mr. Cathn, gardener to Mrs. Lemntte,
East End, Finchley, sent a very fine half-dozen ; Lord Derby,
scarlet, Virga Marie, white, and Pioneer, salmon, being particu-
larly good. These, however, not being entered, were not eligible
for competition, otherwise they would decidedly have been first.

Mr. Weston, therefore, was the only prizetaker. In the nursery-
men's class Mr. Wright, Turner Eoad, Lee, was the only exhi-
bitor, taking a second prize with specimens fairly grown and
bloomed. Mr. 'W^right was also the only exhibitor of Double-
flowered Pelargoniums, and took a second prize.
Of variegated Zonals there was a better display, and the com-

petition was veiy close. The best six in the amateurs' class
came from Mr. Watson, gardener to T. H. Bryant, Esq., Airhe.
Lodge, Surbiton Hill, and consisted of evenly-gi-own, weU-fm--
nished plants of Sir B. Napier, Sophia Dumaresque, Lady
Culliun, Italia TJnita, Caroline Longfield, and Prince Silver-
wings. Second came Mr. T. Welch, Hilliugdon, with well-grown
and finely coloured plants of Sir E. Napier, Smith's Defiance,
Sophia Cusack, Lady Cullum, Sophia Dumaresque, and Mr.
Butter. Excellent plants, mostly of kinds already named, came
from Mr. Goddaxd, gardener to"H. LitUe, Esq., Twickenham
and were third. In the nursei-ymen's class Mr. Pestridge,
Greenway Nursery, Uxbridge, was first with finely coloured
plants of Lady Cullum, ItaUa TJnita, Charming Bride, Sophia
Cusack, Mrs. Headley, and Achievement. Mr. Stevens, Ealing,
was an exceUeut second ; and third came Mr. Turner, of Slough.
For six Fuchsias no first prize was awarded, iir. Weston,

gardener to D. Martineau, Esq., had a second prize. In the
nurserymen's class Mr. Wright, Lee, was first with plants iu
fine bloom, consisting of Excelsior, Gipsy Queen, and another
dark kind ; Mrs. Marshall, Starlight, and Conspicua, light kinds.
In the open class for twelve the first prize was withheld, and a
second was given to Mr. Weston. Mr. James, gardener to W. F.
Watson, Esq., Eedlees, Isleworth, sent a very fine collection
not for competition. These were in profuse bloom, Avalanche
and Starhght being especially fine.

Baskets of plants arranged for effect were exhibited by Mr.
Hepper, gardener to C. 0. Ledward, Esq., The Ehns, Acton; Mr.
Cole, Ealing Park, and Mr. G. Wheeler, who received prizes in
the order named. Mr. Hepper's basket would have been much
more effective if it had been placed beneath the eye instead of
above it.

Palms were shown in good force. In the nurserymen's class
or eight, Mr. WrUiams was first with noble specimens of Latania
borbouica, Chamffiropg Fortimei, Sabal Blackburniaua, Thrinax
elegans, Chamserops humilis, and Calamus asperrimus. Mr.

Bull, of Chelsea, had a second prize for Areca Verschaffeiti,
Acanthophojnix crinita, Zalacca Wagneri, Geonoma pumila,
Euterpe edulis. Calamus adspersus, Areca lutescens, and Dse-
monorops melanochartes. Messrs. Eollisson, of Tooting, were
third. In the amateurs' class for six, the prizes went to Mr.
I. Hill, gardener to E. Haubury, Esq., The Poles, Ware, for a
nice collection in excellent condition ; to Mr. Cole, gardener to
J. S. Budgett, Esq., Ealing Park; and to Mr. G. Wheeler, gar-
dener to Sir- F. H. Goldsmid, Bart., Eegeut's Park. Mr. Hepper's
basket wa.s the most effective, and would have been more so had
it been placed lower do'^m. Messrs. Dick Eadclyffe & Co. also
exhibited.
For twelve Banunculuses, the Bev. H. H. Dombrain, WestweU

Vicarage, Ashford, and Mr. Hooper, Widcombe HiU, IBath, were
respectively first and second. For the Metropolitan Floral
Society's prize for twenty-four Mr. Hooper was first, and the
Bev. H. H. Dombrain second. Mr. Tyso, Walhngford, .sent a.

fiue collection not for competition. Prizes were likewise offered,

by the Metropohtan Society for stands of twenty-four Pinks ;

they were taken by Mr. Turner, Slough, and Mr. Pizzey, gar-
dener to Sir E. Perry, Bart., Fulmer, Slough ; the third prize
going to Mr. Hooper, Bath.
Mr. Williams sent a good miscellaneous group, containing a.

fine example of the beautiful Todea superba, Anthuiium Scher-
zerianum, Orchids, Palms, &c. Messrs. Eollisson also staged a
group of Orchids and stove and greenhouse plants.

ERa.vTUJi.—Iu the report of the Show held June 5th, Hibiscu."?

Eosa-sineusis miniatus semi-plenus, which obtained the first

prize as the best new plant in flower introduced by the exhi-
bitor, and not in commerce, was ascribed to Messrs. Veitch in-

stead of Mr. BuU.

Fbcit Committee.—G. F. Wilson, Esq., F.E.S., in the chair
Mr. Douglas, Loxford Hall, Hford, sent a dish of frtrit of Earley's
Defiance Tomato. Mr. James Stott, Alnwick, sent enormous
stalks of a seedUng Ehubarb, which was considered too coarse
to receive any distinction. Messrs. Sutton & Sons sent a plant
of their new Pea " First of All," the consideration of which was
adjourned to the meeting at Chiswick, where this variety is at'

present growing in the collection.

Floe-u, Cosimittee.—W. Marshall, Esq., in the chau\ Mr.
Denning, gardener to Lord Londesborough, Grimstone Park, sent
a magnificent gi'oup of Orchids, for which he received a ciUtural
commendation, also a fine specimen of Ex^idendrum nemorale^
for which a similar award was made. From Mr. Wilson, gar-
dener to W. Marshall, Esq., Enfield, came Phajus MarshalliaB-
with large pure white and yellow flowers. This received a first-

class certificate, as also did Cupressus Lawsoniana lutea with
golden variegated foliage, a very ornamental variety.

Messrs. Downie, Laird, & Laing, Stanstead Park Nurseries,
had first-class certificates for Pansies Mrs. Neilson, violet edged
with white ; Miss McKen ; Lady Boss, and James Neilson,,

maroon and yeUow.
Messrs. Barr & Sugden, Covent Garden, exhibited fine varie-

ties of Lihum Thunbergianuni, especially one called incom-
parabile ; and from G. F. Wilson, Esq., W^eybridge Heath, came
Lihum californicum with glorious crimson-tipped and spotted
flowers. Messrs. Paul & Son sent Bose Annie Laxton, of a deep
rose-colour; Mr. Earley, Valentines, some fine Foxgloves ; Mr.
Hooper, Bath, Pansies; Mr. Green, gardener to W. Wilson
Saimders, Esq., a hybrid Streptocarpus, between Bexii and
Saundersii, with hlac flowers, as well as other interesting plants ;

and Mr. WiOiams, Holloway, had a first-class certificate for
Pteris Applebyana, a pretty-crested form.
Mr. Welch, Hilliugdon, had a first-class certificate for Tri-

color Pelargonium Magdala, one of the Golden section, with,
finely-coloured foHage, and Mr. C. Edmonds one for Mrs. H.
Little.

Dr. Denny, Stoke Newington, exhibited a specimen of Pelar-
gonium Silver Gem, not, however, large enough to judge of, and
Messrs. Eollisson a pretty Heath, by name Erica jasminiflora
roseo-tincta.

EOYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY'S SHOW.
June 19th ANn 20th.

The second of the principal Shows of this Society opened
yesterday, aud will be continued this day. That it is equal to
the Eegent's Park Shows of foi-mer years we cannot affirm ; that
it forms a pretty and effective scene—a pretty pictm-e, that mth-
out contradiction we can fearlessly say. There has been a great
falling-off not only in the number of exhibits of plants, but also

iu those of fruits. Of the latter there cannot be one-third of

the quantity e.xhibited in past years. Wliy is this ?

In stove and greenhouse plants Mr. Baines, gardener to H.
Micholls, Esq., Southgate, is as usual to the front, showing
splendid specimens of Statice profusa, Ixora coccinea, EoeUa
ciliata, aud Dipladenia amabilis ; Mr. Ward, gardener to F. G.
Wilkins, Esq., Leyton, has a very fine collection, aud takes the
lead for Show Pelargoniums, and for twelve Orchids. Mr. Hill,
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gardener to R. Hanbiiry, Esij., Poles, Ware, is first for six

Orchids, and shows fine specimens of other subjects. Mr.
Williams sends fine Palms ; and Mr. Parker, of Tooting, has fine

collections of herbaceous plants ; Messrs. Jackson of stove and
greenhouse plants, as well as of Heaths, of which there are
several good exhibitions ; Messrs. Paul & Son of cut Roses; Mr.
Tximer, Pinks. Mr. WiUiams, Mr. Bull, and Messrs. Downie
and Co. sent groups of plants, many of which, being recent, had
certificates.

Of Fruit, Mr. Burt, gardener to H. B. MUdmay, Esq., Seven-
oaks, has excellent Black Hamburgh Grapes, taking a first

prize, also a similar award for baskets ; Mr. Stapleton, Spring
Grove, being second. Pines, though few, are good, especially
Mr. Benham's and Mr. Baily's Queens. Mr. Jack, gardener to
the Duke of Cleveland, Battle Abbey, has excellent Royal George
and Bellegarde Peaches ; Mr. Brown, Gopsall, Royal George
and Grosse Mignonne.

COTINUS AMERICAXUS.
This rare tree was first discovered by the English botanist,

Nuttall, in the autumn of 1819, in Arkansas, on the high,
broken, calcareous, rocky banks of the grand river, a large tribu-

tary of the Arkansas, at a place then known to the voyagers
by the name of " Eagle's Nest." In this rocky situation it

did not rise beyond the height of a shrub, and had a yellow,

close-grained, fragrant wood.
Nnttall afterwards described it, and he also has given a

figure of a fruiting specimen in the fifth volume of the " North
American Sylva," page 70.

In the month of March of ISil, when on a botanical tour,

we found this Cotinus on the hills south of HuntsviUe, in

Alabama, just before arriving at the ferry across the Tennessee
River. It was there a large shrub in flower and fruit, the
long hairs of its infertile panicles giving it a gay and beautiful

appeai'ance, resembling much the Venetian Sumach or Smoke
Tree (Rhus Cotinus), common in cultivation. It was very
common among the rocks near the summit of the hill just

before we descended into the river valley. North-east of

HuntsviUe, on our way to Salem, m Tennessee, soon after

crossing the state line, we stopped at a farm house and spent
part of a day in the woods, where we again saw the large-

leaved Cotinus as a small tree, some of the largest about a foot

in diameter, and from 25 to .30 feet high, the bark of the trunk
and larger limbs of a light grey, rough and furrowed. We
ascended one of the trees after specimens, and found the

branches very brittle and easUy broken, the broken stems ex-

uding a yellow sap and a strong odour, which to us was not

pleasant, although described as fragrant by Nuttall ; but tho
difference ipay have been caused by the season—he found it in

the fall and we in the early spring, when the sap flowed freely.

On the trees in Tennessee its leaves were large, some being
6 inches in length by 3 and 4 in width, smooth, and of a light

green above, jjaler beneath, and pubescent along the veins. We
think this tree has not been noticed by any botanist except as

we have stated—hence it must be very rare and local in its

habitat.

—

(American Gardener's Monthly.)

CAPILLARY ATTRACTION OF SOILS.
CAprLLABY attraction is so constantly and powerfully at

work in all moist soU, that it is highly important it should be

clearly understood. The term, derived from capiUun, a hair,

is significant of the fineness of the tubes or passages in which
its action takes place. It may be described as a property of

almost all liquids to ascend or spread by attraction. In un-

drained tenacious land the water, as it enters the soil, sinks

downwards till it reaches the level of gravitation, and although

it finds no passage by which it may escape, yet, strictl}' speak-

ing, it cannot be said to be at first altogether in a quiescent

state, as it rises thence by attraction or capUlarity to heights

limited by the quality and condition of the soU. In pui-e clay

it has been found to attain a mean height of 3 feet, this ap-

parently being its maximum in any eoU, while in soil of a

more open textare it does not rise to more than one-third of

that height. A knowledge of these facts is of great importance

in making drains, the object of the scientific drainer being two-

fold—namely, to rid the soil of superfluous moisture, and to

keep the water-table or level of supersaturation so far beneath
the sm-face that a few inches may be entirely free from the

effects of capillary attraction, which then, instead of proving

hurtful, is of benefit to the crops, especially in a dry season.

The following fact, from its bearing on the subject, is not

without interest. One side of the cutting through the bed of
sandstone gravel to which reference was made at page 439, is

di'essed to an angle of ('A)\ and is fully exposed to the sun, yet
the whole of the gravel and soil above the layer of blue clay
continues wet even upon the sloping surface or face after

several weeks' exjuosm'e in bright clear sunshine, while that
part below the clay di'ies in a few hours, thus causing the bare
slope to present a singular, and to the casual observer an un-
accountable, appearance. Now it is very certain that the sirr-

face of a slope so thoroughly exposed to the drying action of

the sun's rays must be subject to excessive evaporation, so

that this is a noteworthy demonstration of the power and per-

sistency of capUlai'ity. Nor is this by any means a solitary

example, for I have seen others even more remarkable, where
the clay was so ii'regulai'ly disposed that iu some parts it was
not more than 18 inches below the sui'face, thence descending
abruptly to a depth of 5 or 6 feet, and so rising and falling iu

its entti'e course through the gravel bed, the irregular' and yet

connected Une being quite apparent iu dry weather by the
uniform wetness of the whole of the substance above it.

—

EnWiKD LCCKHUKSI.

A PROFITABLE CALIFORNIA FRUIT R.\NCH.
Chables Noedhoff gives the history of a successful fruit

ranch near- Stockton, U.S. :

—

The ranch, whose jjarticular history I am to relate, was pur-

chased twelve yeai-s ago by the present owner for S.5500. It

was at that time in pari under cultivation, with orchards old

enough to have trees in bearing. The house iu which the

owner has lived ever since was ah'eady built. The ranch con-

tains a section 040 acres, with a frontage of a mile on the

river. This whole frontage, which makes about 60 acres, is

in fruit of various kinds. Of this, 1.5 acres are in Grapes, 7 in

Pears ; the remainder is divided between Apples, Apricots,

Chen-ies, Plums, Peaches, Quinces, and Figs. Two years ago

the receipts of this ranch from aU its products aggregated

512,000. This year, though the jield is gi'eater than ever

before, the price of fruit being so much less, the net profits

n-iU not exceed §7000. I shall record the items that go to

make up this amount, and begin with the Pears. A box of

Pears contains 40 lbs. The shipping of these was commenced
the last of May. The Madeleine variety was the first sent to

market. Of these, five hundred boxes were sold at §4 per

box, the fruit at first selling at 7 cents per pound. Next came
the Bloodgood and Deai-born Seedling. There were sixty

boxes of these. At first they sold for $2. .50 per box, then came
down to §1 as the season advanced. The Bartlett came next.

Of these a car-load, 420 boxes, was sold to go east, at $1.50 per

box. In New York, they brought 36 per box. These boxes

contained 60 lbs. Beside these, there were two hundred boxes

of Bartletts sold in San Francisco at §2 per box.

The 'White Doyenne Pear came next. There were fifty boxes

of these, which sold at $1 per box. Then came that little jewel

of a Peai', the Seckel. Three hundred boxes of these sold at

an average of $2 j)er box. Two hundi-ed boxes of winter Pears,

at §1 per box, and one hundred boxes sundries, not included

in the previous statement, make up the list of Pears.

Chen'ies are generally very profitable. The jield per ton,iu

money, is greater than that of almost any other fruit. But
through misapprehension in regard to the nature of the soil,

which proved to be alkah, the Chenies on this ranch proved
almost a faUure. Had the soU been as supposed, the profits

of the Cherry orchard would have been some $4000 per aimum.
As it is, only $200 were received this year, though last year the

receipts were $500.

There is something veiy strange about this alkali soU. In
the Pear orchard there are rows of trees extending all the waj-

through, in which the trees are dwarfed to half the size of

those that grow on each side of them, and the Pears that grow
on these trees are so exceedingly bitter that no use can be

made of them. There happened to be a streak of alkali rtm-

uing through the soil just there.

—

(Horticulturist.)

Castle Bkomwich.—Let me advise aU the lovers of an old

EugUsh garden who may visit Bu'niingham to go out by traia

to the Castle Bromwich station, and then walk up to Lord
Bradford's place at Castle Bromwich. They will see such

hedges of Box as cannot often be seen, and terraced walks

from which one expects to see Watteau-like figures issuing

;

but here, alas ! too, the bedding-out rage has interfered, and
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a parterre in the front of the house, which would be glorious

if laid-out as an old herbaceous garden, is made to do duty in

bedding-out. But despite this, the place is one well worthy
a Tisit ; and if after this they will walk on to The Cedars, they

may see, if they are lovers of the Eose, such pegged-down
Eoses as, I believe, can be seen nowhere else. Mr. Perry has
been most successful in thus growing them, and when in bloom
they are a grand sight.—D., Deal.

DENDEOBIUM LOWII.
A SPECIMEN of this lovely Dendrohe is now flowering here

(Femiehurst). It has produced from the top of a sturdy
growth 14 inches high a cluster of nine of its rich flowers,

which present a very peculiar appearance. As yet I beUeve it

is one of the rarest of the genus, so that probably but few
of our amateur' cultivators have had the opportunity of seeing

it—at least, when in flower.

Demlrobiuin Lowii.

The plant is somewhat distinct in its growth ; the stem,
together with the leaves, is covered with minute black hairs,

giving the whole a very dark gi'een appearance. The flowers

are produced near the top of the growth ; they are of a bright
yellow ; and the lip, which is also hairy, is richly marked
with reddish veins ; the hairs are also red at the base, tapering
off to yellow. This is certainly one of the most beautiful of

Orchids, and when obtainable should have a place in all good
collections. To procure it, however, seems to be the greatest
difficulty. I only remember seeing it in flower once before,
some three years since, in the rich collection then kept up by
W. W. BuUer, Esq., of Strete Ealegh, near Exeter, and then
only with three or foiu-, or at most five blooms.—C. J. White.

AQUILEGIA GLANDULOSA.
_
It IS a beautiful plant, but I would caution yom- readers who

live in the south of England against hoping to do anything
with it in the open border ; they will find it will not succeed.

I have had plants from aU quarters, and have raised seedlings,

but they dwindle away under every treatment. I speak of Kent.
Will Messrs. Cai'ter be kind enough to say where the flowers

spoken of came from, or rather where were they grown ? I can
strongly recommend Aquilegia csrulea and A. spectabilis.—A. E.

KOYAL HOETICULTUEAL SOCIETY'S
EXHIBITION AT BIRMINGHAM.

We pubhsh the gi'ouud plan to-day of that part of the Lower
Grounds of Aston Park in which is to be held the Exhibition,

which commences next Tuesday. It will be a useful guide

for visitors. No better place could have been selected as the

locality for the Exhibition. It is a portion of the grounds
attached to the Holte Hotel, respecting which a few years

since we pubUshed the following, and which we need not now
alter or add to :

—

The proprietor of these grounds is a spuited and genial man,
wonderful in resource, and prompt and decided in action, by
name JIi'. H. G. Quilter. Some few years ago (having, as the

manager of the Aston Park Estate under the corporation of

Birmingham, obtained some insight into the recreative require-

ments of a great industrial community) , he became the propiie-

tor of about 36 acres of the Lower Grounds of the Aston Park
Estate, with the idea of making it a place of popular resort

and recreation. His design was to pro^•ide, for the masses of

population who inhabit Birmingham, sources of recreation

that, while they should be broadly appUcable to the varying

tastes of an enormous community, should also exclude every

coarse feature which would be likely to wound the sensibilities

of the most fastidious social reformer. This, by dint of un-

tiring energy, he has estabhshed in one of the immediate
suburbs of Birmingham, scarcely more than two miles distant

from the busy centre of this vast iron metropolis ; and by
means of lakes for boating and fishing (one being exclusively

retained as an ornamental water for various species of water-

fowl, etc.,) ; by providing archery, cricket, and croquet grounds,

and extensive bowling greens; by high-class concerts, by pri-

vate theatricals and dancing under the strictest regulations;

by the daily attendance of a first-class band of music ; and
lastly, and not least of the category of attractions, by the

introduction on an extensive scale of the best modern features

of spring, summer, and subtropical gardening, combined with,

shady walks, grass plats, specimen ornamental trees, clumps
of Rhododendrons, &c.
The following memoranda will probably be found useful to

many of our readers :

—

1, Exhibitors and others desiring private lodgings near to the
show ground should write at once to Mrs. Quilter, Lower
Grounds, Aston, Birmingham, saying what accommodation they
require, and enclose stamped directed envelope for reply. Mrs.
Quilter keeps a register of houses in the neighbourhood where
lodgings can be had.

2, The following are the names and addresses of temperance
and other hotels where good and inexpensive accommodation
may be had :—Corbett's (Temperance), Paradise Street; Wilkins'
(Temperance), Moor Street ; Waverley (Temperance) Hotel, New
Meeting Street; Knapp's, High Street; Bullivant's, Carr's
Lane ; and Suffield's, Union Passage. There are innumerable
respectable inns in Birmingham.

3, The principal hotels are :—The Great Western, at the ter-

minus of the Great Western Railway ; the Queen's Hotel, at the
terminus of the London and North-Western and Midland Rail-
ways ; the Hen and Chickens Hotel, New Street; the Stoke
Hotel, Old Square ; and the Swan Hotel, New Street. These
are all first-class houses.

4, Exhibitors who require horses to convey their* vans to the
show grounds should at once communicate to one of the under-
named according to the line they wiU use, stating on which day
and by what train they will travel, and whether they will want
one horse or more. H by the London and North-Western Rail-
way, to Mr. Nicholls, London and North-Western Railway,
Curzon Street, Birmingham ; if by the Midland Railway, to
Mr. Peai-son, New Street station, Bu'mingham ; if by Great
Western, to Mr. G. W. Andrewes, Snow Hill station, Birming-
ham. If vans as well as horses should be requii'ed it must be
stated, and some idea of size given. Exhibitors who neglect to
write beforehand will not find horses awaiting them. Exhibi-
tors who take only a few boxes with them wiR find it best and
cheapest to hire cabs ftwo-wheelers), or cars (four-wheelers), to
convey them to the Lower Grounds. A plentiful supply of these
vehicles will be found at all the stations. The fare for the former
is 2s., for the latter 3s.

5, Exhibitors and others will have, free of charge, access to a
room in the hotel adjoining the Lower Grounds (which will be
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hiuppUed with all the leadiuR Loudou aud Birmuigham daily I liberty to have their letters addretised there, and it is huped they
papersi, for letter-writiug, appoiutmeuts, A'c. They will be at

|
will find this arrangement a very convenient one. The proper

3S^

Pi

t:^
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mode of address will be, Mr. A B
,
Qidlter's Holte Hotel,

Aston, Birmiugham.
G, The Local Committee have arranged for many of the lead-

ing manufactories in Birmiugham and district to be open for

inspection, free of charge, on production of an introduction from
the Local Hon. Sec, Mr. E. W. Badger, who wiU be on the show
ground all the days of the Show. A complete list of these
manufactories will be issued in the oiHcial catalogue, which will

contain a list of exhibitors in the horticultural and implement,
itc, dejiartments ; a complete list of horticultural buildings,

heating apparatus, garden implements, garden furniture, gar-

den engines, vases, and other decorative appUances, wirework,
&c., exhibited at the Show.

7, The Show will be opened on Tuesday next, at one o'clock,

by H.K.H. Prince Arthur. Holders of tickets will be admitted
to the gardens adjoining the show ground at 11 a.m., but none
others will be admitted imtil after l^.'SO. As soon as the Prince
has entered the great Kxhibition tent the barriers will be with-
drawn, and the visitors assembled will be allowed to enter the
show grounds, where at one o'clock precisely an address from
the Local Committee will be presented to H.K.H. Prince
.Vrthur, who, after replying, will declare the Exhibition open.

8, At half-past one a public luncheon, at which the Pi-ince will

be present, will take place in a marf|uee in the grounds. Pro-
vision will be made for five hundred guests. The luncheon will

he of the best possible character, the charge for which, including
wines (which are to be of first-class quality), will be 21s. for

gentlemen, 16s. for ladies. Immediate application must be made
tor luncheon tickets to Mr. A. Forrest, 10, CheiTy Street, Bir-
mingham. Prizes amounting to t^O have been offered for the
floral decoration of the luncheon-tables.

9, The Horticultural Congress will take place on Wednesday
and Thursday, 26th and 27th iust., at four o'clock each day.

10, On Wedjiesday, Thursday, Friday, and Saturday the Ex-
hibition will open at 10 .i.m., and close at half-past 7 p. si., and
the ground will be cleared at 8, except on Satui'day, when it will
close at 6 p.m.

11, On every day except Tuesday an ordinary will be provided
jit a time to be announced. The charge will be moderate, and
it is to be hoped that this arrangement will afford more oppor-
tunities for social intercourse than the usual gardeners' dinner.
The chair will be taken each day by some well-known horticul-
tiu'ist. A cold dinner will be provided daily for those who
lu'efer it.

12, Ample arrangements as to refreshments generally have
been made.

In our next number we shall publish a full and illustrated

report of the Exhibition.

We are happy to be able to auuouuoe that Messrs. Sutton
accede to the suggestion which has been made to them, and
win not withhold the special prize offered by them for the
best collection of six sorts of Peas iu the event of its not in-

cluding then- new late Pea, " Best of All," which may not be
ready in time owing to the backward season.

8TKAY NOTES ON THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY'S SHOW AT SOUTH KENSINGTON,

June .5.

In the palmy days of the old Chiswick shows it was often
urged iu the gardening iieriodicals of the time, that employers
of gardeners ought to afford them the means of visiting one
show each year, so as to enable them to see what was going on
in the horticultui'al world. Times, however, have altered since
then, and although the liOudon sliows have multiplied, they
have lost the attraction they once possessed, partly in conse-
Huence of provincial exhibitions competing with them, and
partly owing to the abseuce of new or striking productions, or,

indeed, owing to such shows following too much in the same
track. Be this as it may, it is certain that the metropolitan horti-
cultural shows of the present day do not attract in equal degree
the class of visitors who used to throng the gi-ouuds of old
Chiswick upwards of twenty-five years ago. I remember the
crowds that followed a foreign prince—I believe it was Ibraham
Pasha—through the tents at one of the shows before the period
alluded to, and the glowing accounts of the exhibition that were
given in the papers at the time ; now, excepting in journals de-
voted to gardening,' the details in the daily papers are often
meagre and imperfect. Nevertheless, horticultural shows have
their attractions ; enthusiastic admirers of fruits and flowers
continue stUl to assemble in tolerable force, their numbers
being materially increased by that very numerous class which
may be called fashionable loungers or sightseers, and a recent
visit to a show at South Kensington enabled me to foi-m some
kind of judgment as to how far the objects there exhibited met
the general approval of the mass. Some other jottings or
criticism may likewise be acceptable to such of your readers as

waut to know something more than the official details of the
prizetakers.

The whole of the exhibition was under canvas, one large tent

being devoted to gi'oups of Rhododendrons from an entei-prising

nurseryman iu Surrey; another large tent contained all the
plants and cut flowers, and a third and similar one the fruit.

The contents of the last-named tent need veiy little comment,
as that has been already made by others, but in general it

may be said the Black Hambm'gh CiraxJes were good and well
coloured. The other black Grapes were not so good, and iu-

diftereutly coloured. Black Prince taking a prize ; and as this
variety generally colours best of any, it ought not to have been
so. White Graj)es, including some of the largest and best-grown
bunches of Muscats, iu most cases were not ripe. Golden
Champion and Foster's White Seedling were far from ripe.

Peaches and Nectarines were very good; but there was a lack
of Cherries. Melons it is so difficult to judge, that only those
who have the privilege of tasting can give any opinion of their
merit ; they were not so numerous as I have sometimes seen,
nor AVere there any that I should admire for their appearance,
and that is a point of great importance. Strawberries consisted
of President, Sir Charles Napier, and British Queen, all pretty
good. Pines were not so large as at a September show, antl,

excepting one Cayenne, they seemed aU Queens. Figs were
also exhibited, and one grower had sent a dish of Loquats—

a

fruit not by any means plentiful. Oranges, Lemons, and Citrons
were also shown, and not the least interesting of the fruit were
specimens of Apples of 1870, 1871, and 1872, those of the first

two years being Easter Pippin or French Crab.

Passing on to the large plant tent, I found, on entering, that
the ground had been formed into embankments "\vith steps or
small terraces on which to jjlace the plants—a plan that receives
a much higher degi-ee of praise elsewhere than I am disposed to

give it ; for although there are many instances iu which it

answers admirably, and shows off the j)lants to the best advan-
tage, I thiuk it is not so desirable for displaying the large plants.

In most instances the exhibitors of these had found it necessary
to prop-up the back of their plants to a degree that made it

painful to look at them lest they should tojiple over. It struck
me forcibly at the time that if these large plants could exchange
places with the general public, so as to give the latter the higher
ground, the x>lants would in reality look better, and there would
be no occasion for that ugly tilting on one side. Besides, the
exhibition plants of a pendulous character are so few that there
would not be mucli loss if this were done, and if the plants were
«ewed more from above there would be less excuse for that
vei-y unnatural mode of tying-iu and trimming so often met
with, and which, iu my opinion, spoiled a very fine Ixora with,
probably, upwards of threescore blooms ; the shoots of this

plant had been twisted about in all directions to spread the
flowers over the front of the specimen—an unnatiual process
which I hope to see in a great nieasiu'e abandoned. Some Aza-
leas accompanying this plant were less stiff and formal than
they usually are, but several other plants were kept iu stays.

Some there were in which the tying-up contrivance formed the
principal object to look at. Much of this, I thiuk, might be
avoided if a new arrangement could be made of the ground,
foi-miug in places sunken panels for large plants, and others
either on the level or slightly raised, as is generally the case.

I know I am speaking something very much like treason to find
fault with the plant shows of the present day, but I hope to Uvc
to see this suggestion carried out, and to see such plants as

are capable of supjiorting themselves without sticks and ties

being allowed to do so. A little wajTvarduess of gTowth and
flowering are not so offensive to good taste as the truly artificial

mode so often adopted. An open expression of pubhc dislike

to such artificial treatment would do much towards securing the
exhibition of plants with a more uatund appearance, and if it

were insisted that only such plants were admissible for prizes,

they would be siu'e to be forthcoming.
Turning to other parts of the Show, I may add that a much

more attractive feature (judging by the numbers who hngered
over them) was a collection of new plants exhibited by Messrs.
Veitch, and certainly there was much to admire in them. Here,
again, I was soiTy to see the number of flowering plauts was
veiy few—in fact, I am not sm'e if the whole were not there as
being remarkable for their foUage. This is unfortunate, as the
number of exhibition flowering plants has been diminishing
instead of increasing of late years, while those remarkable for

their foliage receive additions almost eveiy day. There were
certainly promising-looking plants amongst Messrs. Veitch's
collection, not the least interesting being some that evidently
would become hardy.

I will now advert to another feature—namely, a collection of

flowers from bulbous plants exhibited by Messrs. Hooper, of

Covent Garden Market ; this was one of the gayest objects iu
the Show, the varieties of Ixias, Babiana, Sparaxis, Iris, &c.,

presenting almost every imaginable hue, including bright gTeeu
and a good black. The flowers were all named, but perhaps a
Utile crowded iu the stand, aud if the beholder could have seen
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them all in a growiug state it would have been better, as speci-

nieus of cut flowers convey no idea of the growth and habit of

the plant. Kor a like reason the coUeelion of herbaceous plants

from Mr. Ware, of Tottenham, was sliorn of much of its interest,

although it contained some good old things as well as new ones.

The double yellow Rocket (so called, but not properly so) and
the Fraxinella were both there, as well as other favourites.

Near to them was a collection of dried ornamental Grasses, very

interesting, and highly deserving of notice as affording, in con-

junction with Everlasting Flowers, the means of having a very

pretty bouquet at aU seasons. The Grasses referred to were

certainly very ornamental, but I should like to know a little

more about them, and whether they are easily gi-own and dried in

the condition of those exhibited, as their whiteness seemed to

indicate a bleaching process not, perhaps, easily practised by
every amateur who may gi-ow a patch or two in his garden.

Another feature in the Show, and one which I have for many
years advocated as deserving as much encouragement as fine-

foliaged plants, was a collection of succiUents; their diversi-

ties of form and all other characters being such that no one

could look upon them without feeling surprised at their

singular gi-owth Several of them were also in flower, and

some not devoid of beauty. A much less interesting part of the

Show was a collection of Liliums, which fell far short of what

was expected of them. Scarcely less satisfactory was the com-

petition in Palms—a class of plants that might assist materially

in giving effect to a show, especially the tall-growing ones, in

which the Show, as a whole, was deficient.

There were one or two collections of cut blooms of Pyrethruras,

resembling (Ternuin Asters in size and colour—a class of plants

I have not" vet found so satisfactor-^' as could be wished, and

unless hardy, or nearly so, they will scarcely answer the pur-

pose of tlie' ordinary Hower gardener—1 do not mean florist.

I fear the aim at very large flowers will result in so many of

them hanging their heads down, that a smaller bloom would be

much more nseful. As they were staged they looked beautiful

enough, and possililv may not aU possess the defect I allude

to. Pansies were also sliowu, but as the season hitherto has

been so favourable to this plant, good flowers with a tolerable

diversity of coloirr are met with in most gardens where they are

tnown; whereas in a dry hot season it is no easy matter to keep

them alive where water is scarce.

One more remark I must make bearing on the pubhc taste,

and tliat is not at all complimentary to the admirers of a class of

plants that have for many years been considered the aristocracy

of the vegetable world, and these plants are Orchids. The col-

lections, good as they were, received Tei7 little attention ; occa-

sionally an ardent admirer might be seen book and pencil in

hand noting their peculiarities, and it was no disparagement to

ill.' members of this once-exalted famUy to find that most of

their admirers were of the class to whom the use of lad gloves

is a bore ; in fact, beyond the attention paid them by gardeners

and professional growers, the once-aristocratic Orchids had few

admirers; while opposite to them, on the other side of the

thoroughfare, I saw a group of herbaceous Calceolarias of no

extraordinary merit beyond being healthy and in small pots,

that everyone seemed to stoop over and admire, showing un-

mistakeab'ly that colour, after all, is more attractive than form.

T cannot say that it was pleasing to see this ; for although the

I )rchids, from their costliness and diificirlty of gi-ow^.h, may not

ilesei-ve so high a position in public esteem as their most enthu-

siastic admirers claim for them, they are still entitled to .as

much attention as a varied collection of one species of flower.

Public taste, however, is very capricious, as was evinced in the

almost total neglect of some baskets of Tricolor Ger.amnms.

These, although well gi-own and attractive in every respect, were

all bnt ig:nored by the mass of observers.—J. Robson.

U-R. GEORGE LIGHTBODY, OP FALKIRK.

Thebe has passed away, after years of protracted sui^ering,

one of the foremost of the old race of florists, a race whose

successors it seems more and more difficult to find—who find no

favoiu' with the modem school, that sniff at them as narrow-

minded, bigoted, Ac, but who could devote their time with a

patience that nothing could battle to the perfecting of the

especial objects of their care. Such a one was George Light-

body, of Falkirk, of whose death I have just received an uit;-

matiou. We have corresponded for thirty years, but we never

met, and yet I feel as if 1 knew him, and his loss comes to me

as that of an old and valued friend. In early life Mr. Light-

body served in Her Majesty's navy, but retired to bis native

town, Falkirk, where he made himself a name, not only by the

skill with which he cultivated florists' flowers, but also by his

success in raising new varieties. In his palmy days he culti-

vated the Fink, Carnation, Tulip, Pansy, Auricula, and Ranun-

culus. He suffered for many years from a most distressing

complaint, and this led bim to restrict bis cultures to the

Ranunculus, Tulip, and Auricula. The year before last he

parted, however, with his magnificent stock of Ranunculus to

my brother and myself ; and it is with a melancholy pleasure

I now look out froni where I am writing on the splendid beds,

nearly all of his own raising, that are now m full bloom in my
garden. Last year he parted with his collection of Tulips to

a gentleman near Manchester, still clinging to what I believe

was his especial favourite, the Auricula. With this flower his

name will be associated as long as Auriculas are growia, not

only from his own seedlings but also from that raised by Mr.

Headley, of Stapleford, and named after him. His Lord Clyde,

Richard Headley, Meteor Flag, Sir Charles Napier, and Star

of Bethlehem bear witness to his skill and perseverance. No

one knew the plant better, no one cultivated it with greater suc-

cess and no one was fairer or more upright in all his dealings.

Like so many that I have known as florists, a simple and

unaffected piety was a strong trait in his character ;
and while

to many who, like myself, have never seen him, be has afforded

much enjoyment through bis productions, there are many who

will miss iiira as a kind friend and neighbour. His latter

years have been full of suffering, hut his spirit still remained

unbroken. He had even contemplated a visit to Mr. Headley

this year. But all is over now, and we must number him

amongst the many whom horticulturists mourn for ns taken

from them during the last year or two.— ]>., I><-iil.

" DiEn, .Tune 9th, 1K72, at Falkirk, after very seveie and

lengthened suft'erings, George Ligbtbody, aged 77 years." Ihe

tidings that George Tnghtbodylias passed away will be received

by many Horists, especially the older ones among us, with

feelings of siucerest sorrow. Those, however, who either per

sonally knew Mr. I,ightbody or were acqu.ainted with hun

through his kindly and instructive letters, can be now but

Httle surprised to bear that he is gone. His life, assailed a.s

it bad loii" been by a disease which caused him seasons ot the

acutest suffering, had already lasted far beyond lus own e^

pectations. Truly he had a very vocation of siiffermg, bu

there was most patient endurance of it. Often, in the muls

of some simple and toucbmg allusion to his illness, he n-ould

write a quiet word of bis thankfulness for the intervals of easo

during which he could write at all-thankfulness, as we may

say, for the lesser mercies of these short recoveries. Little by

Uttle and one by one he had laid aside most of bis favourite

flowers. The Tulips were the last to go. His Auriculas remain

behind. He told me he should keep this gentle favourite-

perhaps his chief-as long as be should live ;
and it speaks

much; to my thinking, for this pearl of flowers that it could

have the last hold of them all upon an old man's love and lu.

within the shortened compass of an old man's care. If anyone

miagine there is " nothing much " in "the unmanageabl,"

Auricula," let bim thmk of an attachment like to this.

I have not the honour to belong to the now veteran Re"""'

tion of florists who were young men with George Lighthody

so am not the fittest to speak of his life and times, but we all

knew him for a hearty true old florist. His judgment on tlu'

flowers he was familiar with, his counsels on their cultivation,

his dealings with us in them aU were trustworthy O'rongliou1.

Perhaps the Auricula and Ranunculus, especially the toime
,

are the florists' flowers with which the naiue of^''^"^f
/;'f''/.

body remains most intimately connected. Although he told

me be had forty years' work with the Auricula and mo-

destly called his success in raismg new varieties but small,

still we shaU have some of bis flowers for long to come. He

hoped some one would lead the Auricula on, and !"« ;™>*
were not lost on me for one. No one, I believe, would have

rejoiced more than George Ligbtbody to see improvemen s

beyond his own. I was to he careful to show bmi any, and he

took great pains to aid other younger growers beside myself.

I repeat, I cannot attempt to do adequate justice to t he

memory of George Ligbtbody, but having been ^"t;"^*"^
^^^

'

a mission to simply announce bis death, I "^"""t
^f^/^/^

from the few words I have written over a very kind fi.eiul t .

me, and a very old friend of my father's before me.-K J).

HoENER, A'l'rA-fc;/ Malieanf, Eipmi-

LAMPORT HALL.

LAJiroaT Hall, Northampton, is the seat of Si'' tni"rles

Edmund Isham, Bart., and is near the railway station of the

same name, about six miles to the north o the county town

on the Ime between BUsworth and Market H'ir\oro 'Sh In

Domesday Book it is named Langeport.bemg the Anglo-Saxon
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for Loiigtowu, and at that time tlie tenants of its lands were

one Fulcher and St. Edmunds Abbey. In the reign of Henry II.

it pivssed into the possession uf the Trussell family, and re-

mained with them until the reign of Henry VII., and then by

marriage went to the Veres, Earls of Oxford, from whom the

manor and advowsou at the commencemect of the reign of

Elizabeth were purchased by the Eev. Eobert Isham and his

brother .John, and the latter eventually became its sole pos-

sessor. It has continued the property and residence of his

descendants ever since, and a baronetcy was confen-ed on one

in the reign of Charles I.

The Ishams were Northamptonshire gentry in the earliest

period of our authentic history. They derived their patronymic

from ft town in that county, and Roger de Isham in the time

of the Normans is recorded among the first benefactors of St.

Andrews Priory, in Northampton. We mentioned on a former

occasion George London, then gardener to Dr. Comptou, Bishop

of London, aceompanying that prelate when he commanded
the guard which protected Princess Anne in the time of J.amesII.

That command was offered to Sir Justinian Isham, who
modestly declined it, but consented to be cornet of the guard,

and he earned its standai'd on wliich was the motto yulumiix

tfiir.i Aiiiiliir miitdii.

The mansion is situated on one of those hold undulations

with which that part of Northamptonshire abounds, and is on
the margin of a park full of picturesipre landscape and rich in

patriarchal timber. Some of the Oaks and Walnuts are of

gigantic size, and their age may be reckoned not by yeai's hut

by centuries. On the side of the park skirting the Northamp-
ton Road, Sir Charles has mdiUged his love of trees by planting

it most profusely with scarlet and double pink Thorns, and
other flowering trees and shrubs, to the great adornment of liis

estate and the delectation of the wayfarer, who cannot but be

charmed with the beauties that thus cheer him on his weary

way. No part of the original residence of the Isliams now re-

mains. The present house is a tine specimen of the Palladian

style, introduced by Inigo .Tones, and is built with stone dug
in the neighbourhood, wliich in appearance is so fresh, and in

Xlie riuwcr Giudeu at Lamport Iltil!.

condition so perfect, that one rciiuires to be assured that the

mansion was erected in the reign of Charles II. from designs

fm'uished by .lohn Webb, the son-in-law of Inigo Jones. A
considerable addition was made about the beginning of the

last century in harmony with Webb's design.

It is not our intention to enter into a full description of

Lamport. In vol. xxiii. of our old series om- correspondent,

Ml-. Fish, furnished abundant particulars descriptive of the,

in some instances, unique way in which gardening is practised

there ; and the notes we now supply are more in the way of

sequel than of minute detail.

Oui' first illustration (firj 1.) is a representation of the flower

garden at the hack of the house leading to the lawn, the rockei-y

,

the conservatory, and the kitchen gardens. At the period of our'

visit the season was not sufficiently advanced for the flower-

beds being clad in their gay adornment, but the photograph
from which our engraving is taken conveys some idea of what
effect is produced later in the summer.
Leading from the flower garden by a narrow entrance is the

rockwork, a small piece of which is shown in the right-hand

corner of the engraving. This rockwork is the great feature of

the gardening at Lamport, and is a striking evidence of Sir

Charles Isham's fine taste and wonderful patience. The whole
is his own handiwork, and has occupied a period of two and

twenty yeai'S to bring it to its present high perfection. Asjit

would" be impossible from mere description to give any ade-

quate idea of this remarkable production, we have obtained

an excellent representation of it taken from a photograph ( see

)/(/. 2) ; and our readers will agree with us that it far exceeds any

idea they could have formed of it by the mere term rockwork,

taken, as that term is usually employed, to denote a heap of

stones thrown together with no definite object in view but to

make their interspaces receptacles for alpme and other plants.

We cannot do better than repeat what Mr. Fish wrote on this

subject :

—

I had frequently heard, through friends, of the riches of this

rockery in plants, etc., and my unagination had revelled in a

scene of romantic ^s-ildness, where the narrow overhanging

defile, or chasniy dingle, had afforded an opportunity for the

artist's skill in evoking ideas of the times when the old giants

pOed hill upon mountain, or just pitched from their large fists

huge masses of stone from some far-off elevation, to enable us

to note and compare the wondrous prowess of the past with

the comparative weakness of the present. Such are some of

the positions for a good artificial rockeiy. Judge, then, my
surprise on obtauiing the first view of the rockei-y from_ the

conservatory, and in such nearness to an elegant mansion !

Of all positions this, at first sight, seemed to be the strangest.
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Some would at once determiue, without seeing it, tbat it would
be as much out of place iu its position ae a rough basket formed
of tree roots immediately in front of a (irecian temple. Such
arrangements as the latter ai'e to be met with every day ; and
if the owners Uke them, why should we grumble because their

taste may be different from our own? Iu frout of a tine mas-
sive building, and there forming a centre to a pretty flower gar-

den, was lately a hu^^e hillock of roots of trees, stones, shells,

Ac, with plants of all kinds growing among them. In another
place, and also iu front of an elegant mansion, rough raised beds
of roots were considered specimens of style as well as cultural

skill. In a retired portion of the same grounds, roots, &c., were
introduced with good effect. Notwithstanding its position, how-
ever, uo such violent contrast is exhibited at Lamport. Except
from the conser\-atory and a bedroom window or two, from
no part of the house or grounds do you see much of the rockery

j

until you get inside it. The greatest height iu points, and
sweeping and swelling curves, is on the top of a straight wall

on the lawn side, tliat wall miming in a line with the end of

the conservatory. That wall was screened with evergreens
;

but there being a want o.f neatness about them they were re-
moved, and white-variegated Ivy plants are now growing against
it, and will soon cover it. Studs and wire are also placed on
the wall, so as to train a few Roses, Clematis, &c., thinly, to

give a light, airy appearance to the Ivy. On the end next the
flower garden, a wall seme '> feet in height is also placed,
covered with Cotoneaster microphylla, and inside and above
that wall there are specimens of Yews and Arbor Vitic, thick
enough to conceal the interior view. A space is left between
this wall and the mansion for an entrance, and a pathwaj' up
to tlie conservatory. With the exception of the culminating
points, which will soon be draped with variegated Ivy, uotlnng
of this rockery is seen from the grounds.
Once inside you forget all about the position, in looking at

its deep recesses, bold profusions, mounds as if fallen from
ruins, depressions as of the remains of partly filled moats, and
all grouped and studded with ncxt-to-endlef s varieties of rock
and alpine plants. Xay, ere long, you must instinctively

begin to see some reasons why it should be where it is. The

conservatory forms, as it were, a second wing to the mansion

;

but it is placed at the end appropriated chiefly to the domestic

offices. It is not likely, therefore, that there would be any

access to it from the principal rooms, except by passing along

the open garden front. The flower garden would thus be a rival

to it ; and it may have been desu-ablo that the beautiesof the

conservatory should only be seen when reached, --igain, the

daily, with "a wide-based", high-peaked, domed roof, supported

on pillars, and exteuduig a considerable distance from the

walls, has that roof thickly thatched with reeds, for securing

coolness in summer. Other modes might have been adopted,

as the thatch hardly harmonises with the other roofs
;
but

being tliere, and about the centre of the rockery, you feel there

is a friendly ueighbourUness between the two. The third and

most powerful reason could only be seen if the visitor had the

good fortune to meet with the kind and courteous baronet. It

is the delight of some men to look through a telescope to learn

more of the great and magnificent. It pleases others, by

means of the microscope, to note the mechanism and the fit-

ness for a destined purpose in the very minute. Sir Charles is

evidently a great lover of the beautiful in flowers, as on the

evening 'of our risit he was carefully coUectiug some, to give

the finisliing touch to pretty vases iu the dining and other

rooms. Admiration, howe\cr, seemed to give place to enthu-

siasm, chiefly in the case of plants minute in size, and distinct

and beautiful, and sometimes grotesijue in form. Many of

these are never at home unless they have a stone to cling to.

Were the rockery far off, the little things might not be seen

for days or weeks. Here they might be visited and noticed

any time. The whole affair is not only the design of tlic

baronet, but almost every stone, large as many of them are,

was put iu its place by his own hands. Many little beautie.'i,

whose names I had forgotten, many that I never knew, were,

as respects theii- scientific and popular names, localities, pro.

perties, and whence obtained, as familiar to tlie owner " ns

household words."

Mb. Hector Eose.—We noticed the death of this excellent

man and gardener last week, and we have since received the

following notes :—" The death of Mr. Bose took place at his

residence in the Eoval (hardens, Frogmore, on the 5th inst.

after a severe illness of ten days. He caught a cold, which

terminated in inflammation of the lungs. His age was but

forty-six vears. He leaves a widow and a numerous young

family to" mourn his loss. He proved himself a thorougli

practical gardener, and his energy, perseverance, and punctn-
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ality enabled him to overcome mauy clifficulties. Previous to 1

BOiBg to the Eoyal Gardens be was eleven years gardener at

Floors Castle, and bis excellence was higbly appreciated by
the Duke and Duchess of Eoxburghe. About four years back
he was chosen to fill the important situation of bead gardener
to the Queen at Windsor, which jiost be filled in a most
exemplaiy manner, being kind, courteous, and just to all.

The gardening profession has lost a good friend, more espe-

cially the young gardeners, for be strove hard to raise them
and the profession to a proper standard, giving every facility

for study, attending to their comforts in the garden rooms or

bothicB, better pay, and, above all, making a proper distinction

between the young gardener and the garden labourer. Many
head gardeners have the same opportunity, and I should be
glad to see them ' do likewise.' "

WOODSTOCK PARK.— No. 3.

The Residence of the Eight Hon. W. F. Tighe.

Eefore leaving the rock garden two plants deserve note

—

viz., Pinus Hartwegii and Fortune's Dwarf Palm ; the former
is a tree of grand effect, and the latter is gi'owing-up as fresh

as the native Fenis around it. This Palm should be largely

planted in Ii-eland.

On again entering the pleasure gi-ounds our walk skirts the
wooded deer paddock, and the ground rises very considerably
all the way to " Knox's Bower." A spur of Mount Alto is the
Ijaokground, and from this point blends finely into the park.

By this walk we meet the Ehododenilrons in broad masses,
and as single specimens, especially the large seai'let ones
near the fountain. Here, too, is a gi'eat mass of the Medi-
tenanean He.ath fi feet in height ; also many fine shrubs that
time will not peiinit to note. On the left of this walk ai-e a
fine tree of Sequoia sempenirens, a good specimen of the ma-
jestic variety of Cupressus torulosa, and some grand examples
of Pinus insignia. Here we are introduced, through a belt of

Ebododendrons, to a line of young Araucarias planted at

eijual distances; they have been planted about five years, and
we have never seen such vigorous growth in this tree. This
curved line of trees promises to add a giand feature to the
place in a short time ; besides the shaping and draining of
tlip ground for these trees, at least forty cartloads of stones
:ind fresh earth were put as a base for each tree, and well the
trees repay the trouble. On coming on to the walk again there
is a splendid specimen of Thuja gigantea, over 25 feet high ;

lliis tree was, in .Tune, 18fi.S, put in as a small plant. At this
|ioint, the south-east outside of the kitchen-garden wall is a
pretty sight with the exuberant covering of choice hardy
climbing plants. .A. few are noticeable as being unusually
lai'ge—Fieus repens covers a large space, Pnssiflora coprulea is

very large ; Edwardsia grandiflora, large ; and Mahouia fascicu-

laris, large and very handsome. The Solanum jasminoides is

also fine.

Farther up, in a corner sheltered by large trees, is the circle

bulb garden, with a fine Laurustinus hedge round it. This
garden is interesting, but it wants renewing. Around this
there is a great variety of interesting plants ; a very fine Thu-
jopsis borealis and a Funereal Cypress are striking objects. A
fleanotbus divaricatus, 1'2 to 14 feet liigh, with its dark shining
leaves, and so full of flower, is a rare sight, mixed with Ehodo-
dendrons.
Now we are in front of " Knox's Bower," standing on the

edge of a gentle, natural-lookiog slope. This bower is of elegant
design and exquisite workmanship, and it commands a beauti-
ful view of Brandon and the country to the east of it. Here
we find at an outside suitable point, nine fine young Arau-
carias planted on a curved line. These have been planted
about three years ; the sites were treated like those of the
others already spoken of, and the trees are equally promising.
From this turning point the walk winds round the upper

p.art of the grounds, and the higher part of the park is screened
from it by forest trees and a great bank of Ebododendrons.
At the first turn we come upon an egg-shaped Eose garden, a
pretty style, with an arched trellis round it. On the edge of a
sloping glade by the side of this garden stands the great Ai-au-

caria, a most perfect tree, about 45 feet high, and the massive
wavy branches sweeping the grass. The ghth of the stem
near the ground is now 7 feet 10 inches. In the last four years
it has increased 1 foot 2 inches in girth, or at the rate of

3J inches a year. This tree is now showing cones for the first

time. It is generally beheved that the soil at Woodstock is

favourable to the growth of the Araucaria ; the reverse is the

case. All over the declivity on the north-west side of Wood-
stock demesne there is underlying the surface a sulphury iron

pan, and whenever the Ai'aucaria roots touch this pan rapid
disease commences. It so happened that this great tree,

now the admiration of every visitor, was planted on artificial

ground made by the levelling for the Eose garden. A match
tree was planted at the same time on the opposite side where
the ground is natural : that tree died more than twenty years

ago. The tree we are admiring began to sufl'er from the wet

seasons ten years ago—the branches on the upper side showed
unmistakeable signs of decay. A drain was then made at some
10 yards from the tree, and 10 feet deep, and tilled to the top

with stones, which cut off the water from the high ground.
The ground was otherwise improved on that side of the tree,

and the growth has been uniform since.

Although the Araucaria imbricata is perfectly hardy in this

climate, we are convinced, from careful study of tliis tree, that

it will only be seen of a healthy tree size where the gi'ound

formation is naturally suitable, or is made to suit its require-

ments. Its physiological construction is distinct from any
other tree adapted to our cUmate, and this is easUy accounted
for by the climate of the natural habitat of the Chili Pine,

which is for a considerable period of the year within the track

of the south-east trade winds. 'ttTien our summer sun come^
north the belts of perpetual winds and calms arc affected, anil

the north-west wind plays counter to south-east, whicli causes

the deposit of moisture on the region of the Chili Pine; but

this moisture never affects the roots of the tree, i 'an anyone
inform us where a liealthy Ai-ancaria 10 feet high is to be seen

on a wet subsoil ?

Near this there is quite a new class of trees and shrubs fruni

what we have seen in the lower part of the grounds. A fail-

sized scarlet Oak attracts the eye by its beautiful golden leaves
;

a tree of the Butter-Xut (Caryocar nuciferum), near it, is veiy

stiiking in the expanding foliage ; a great shrub-like mass of

the brilliant-coloured Erica austraUs has a charming effecl.

Here we have a large Mabaleh tree, a group of curious Crat.T-gus

,

and another of Hollies, among which is noticeable a good plait

of the latifolia variety. A belt of Ebododendrons screens tliis

from another piece of lawn, where we are hi front of another

ornamental bower, from which a straight walk runs across the

flower-garden terraces, and seen on through the ornamental
gates of the kitchen garden, and the eye rests on a part of the

massive ornamental wall far away at the new teiTace garden -

a grand garden scene without a single interrupting element to

mar it. Close beside us are vei-y fine specimens of the foUowinj'

trees ;—Cedar of (ioa, with a veri- large head ; Cunningbaniia

sinensis ; Pinus Lambertiana (it sirrely cannot be true there is

any intention of cutting down this fine specimen :'l, and Abie^

Morinda, a grand tree with brancblets hanguig down ti feet.

Picea cephalonica is of gi-eat size and a perfect model of this

fine tree. Abies Menziesii is growing rapidly, and of a fine

glaucous colom'. This large tree was transplanted ten years

ago. The last we mention here is Pinus apulcensis. This is n

vei-y beautiful Pine, and quite a picture here.

We are now looking at the south-west outside wall of the

kitchen garden, also beautifully clothed with cMmbing plants,

of which there are fine masses of the Smilax, Tasmania aro-

matiea, Olea excelsa, Anagyris indica, Correa rufa, Viburnums,
Garrja latifolia, and Magnolias, with many wall plants rarely

seen out of doors.

The flower garden is not yet planted, but we admire its

style and surroundings. There is no change here since Mr.

Fish described it so admuably in this Jounial some yesrs ago.

This garden is the design of Lady Louisa Tighe, it consists of

two terraces and a set of Tx-double beds along the foot of the

ornamental waU, and we cannot imagine anything more com-

plete than the design and effect of this garden when well

planted.

The cousen atory standing at the end of the terrace garden

is one of Turner's best style of circular houses, more need not

be said. The beautiful Phoenix Palm that used to furnish the

centre of this bouse overgrew its place, and is now planted in

a sheltered spot near the old greenhouse, and throwing-up new
leaves. The old fronds are about 15 feet and in a healthy

condition. It will be a rare sight if the Date Palm take to

grow at Woodstock.
Here, again, we find a new variety of garden Mnbellishment

—borders edged with cheerful quartz stones, varieties of ever-

green hedges, quaint-looking marks of an old garden, a wide

border of rare shrubs and trees nursing, ranges of forcing

houses in good order, and the products of first-class culture.
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We meet with Roses of the choicest Tea, ami of the most
!,'lowmg Perpetual varieties, the sweet Carnation in great
breadths, and hedges of Veronicas 6 feet or more high, and
the "Hill" Bamboo some 17 feet high.
The range of fruit houses inside the garden is half a century

old, but in good order, and it would be difficult to find a more
promising crop of fruit than is now to be seen in them. In
the new pai-t, at the bottom of the range, some 80 feet long,
the Vines are grown on the extension system, and show great
vigour. The fruit houses, with the three other ranges of

houses, consisting of a pinei-y, plant house, vinery, with wings
of plant and forcing houses, are all heated by one of Weeks's
duplex lioOers. One of Weeks's large tubular boilers, which
was iu use here before, gave way after eleven years' service.

Mr. Mathesou is well pleased with this new boiler, but a period
of two years is not a fail' test of such an expensive boiler, and
there is abundant proof that it is not safe to rely on one
boiler where such an amount of work has to be done as there
is at Woodstock.
The old greenhouse chiims a special word for the beautiful

effect of the climbing plants which it contains, consisting of a
Wistaria running the whole length under the ridge, the Abu-
tilou striatum, and Bignouia radicans. Cantua dependeus,
trained iu festoons on cross rods, is really beautiful.

Mr. Mathesou is too well known as a practical gardener to

require it to be told how he does things here, it is enough to

^av that his work does him credit.

The fanning at Woodstock is equally as successfully done
Hs the gardening, and it was with regret that we had to leave
without seeing more of the enterprising work carried on with
such order and success by Mr. Davidson.
The gardens and grounds of this maguiflceut place are freely

open to the public at all times.

ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY'S MEETINGS.
Thk May meeting' was held on the '2nd ult. at Burlington

House, H. T. Stairitou, Esq., Vice-President, being iu the chair.

Mr. Edward Saunders exhibitedau extensive series of Australian
l^uprestidie, with the view of showing the gi'eat sexual differ-

ences iu these insects, which had not previously been sufl&cieutly

recognised. Mr. F. Smith exhibited a large coUeetion of Hy-
meuopterous insects, chiefly of the stinging tribes, collected at

Hiogo, in Japan, bj' Mr. G. Lewis. Like many other tribes of

•Japanese insects, those exhibited were extremely European in

their aspect, and among the Ants some of the species appeared
identical with European species ; the genera were all represented
iu Europe except one genus of l-'ormicidie. There were also six

new species of Hylotoma, and a new Sh-ex allied to S. gigas, but
with the base of the abdomen constricted. Mr. Verrall exhi-

bited a specimen of Syrjjhus lasiophthalmus with two of the
legs ilistorted, as though they had sustained an injury on emerg-
ing from the pupa shell.

The Chairman exhibited an Aspen leaf sent by Lord Walsing-
liain from Fort Klamash, Oregon, pierced "with a multitude of

small oval holes made by small Lepidopterous mining cater-

pillars, each of which had detached an oval case formed of the
cuticles of the leaf, and which had subsequently produced a

Hiiuiite Moth of the genus Ampidisca, which he exliibited. Mr. E.
Saimders read "Descriptions of twenty new species of Bupres-
tid.T ;" and Mr. W. H. Bates a memoir " On the Longicorn Coleo-

ptera of Chontales, Nicaragua," containing 242 species collected

by Mr. Belt in the neighbourhood of the gold mines of that dis-

trict. Of these, 1^3 were peculiar to Chontales, thirty-eight of

them had beau also taken in Mexico, twenty-four in New" Grenada
and Venezuela, twenty-two in tlie Amazon region, ten iu South
Brazil, and five appeared generally distributed in tropical Ame-
rica. Of the 129 genera contained in the collection only seven
were represented iu the Old World, but ninety-five of them
were universally spread over tropical America. Hence Mr.
Bates deduced the two following facts—1, The homogeneity of

the type of the insect faima of the forest regions of tropical

America, extending probably over 4.5 degi-ees of latitude ; 2, The
existence of a distinct northern element whose metropolis is

Central America.

The June meeting was held on the 4th iust., with the Presi-

dent, Professor Westwood, in the chair. A very extensive and
valuable series of works presented to the Society since the last

meeting were laid on the table, including M. MilUcre's work on
the transformations of Lepidopterous insects J

the Transactions

of the Entomological Societies of France, Berlin, Italy, and
Ontario, the Zoological and Koyal Societies of London, &c.

Viscount Moreton was proposed as a member.
Mr. Stainton exhibited, on behalf of Mr. Traherne Moggeridge,

a sprig of the Cork Oak from Mentoue, having an excrescence

at the base of the leaves like a Black Currant, but whicli proved

to be the female of a globose species of Coccus. He also exhi-
bited specimens of a small Moth, Elachista EivUlii, the history
of which had been described by M. Crodet de Riville more thau
120 years ago, but the existence of which had subseqacutlvbeeu
ignored. Its economy is very interesting, the larvie feeding
on the leaves of Vines in Malta. Mr. Stainton had now suc-
ceeded in rearing it from infested Vine leaves collected at Massa
de Carrara by Lady Walsingham.

Professor Westwood exhibited a mass of very delicate white
cottony cocoons as large as a moderate-sized Orange, which had
been formed by numbers of the minute larva' of an Ichneumon
which had fed within the body of a large caterpillar in Ceylon,
collected by Mr. Thwaites. The Professor had extracted 717
specimens of winged insects from the mass, aud there stiU re-
mained between 200 aud 300 entangled in it, so that the unfor-
tunate caterpillar must have supported not fewer than a thou-
sand parasites feeding on its internal organs. He also exhibited
sprigs of an Apple tree, the buds of which had been destroyed
by a caterpillar, probably the Tortrix ceollana.
Mr. Higgins exhibited a fine series of CetomidiC from Java

collected by HeiT Mohuicke, which had recently been described
iu the Zoological Archives of BerUn. Mr. J. Jenner Weir men-
tioned the interesting fact, that having i^lauted a South Euro-
pean species of Ehaumus iu his garden, it was immediately
found out by the Brimstoue Butterfly, Gouepteiyx Khamni,
which he had never before seen there, aud which deposited on
the plant its eggs, from which he liad reared the perfect insect.

Professor Newton communicated the fact that the nest of Merops
persicus had been fouud lined at the bottom with the wings of

Dragon FUes on the bodies of which the bird had fed. Mr.
Miilier read a notice of the plague of jVuts in May Island on the
coast of Scotland. Mr. McLachlau read a notice respecting
large numbers of the splendid Beetle, Calosoma sycophanta,
which had been observed upon the dead body of a man toimd
hanging in a wood in France. As this insect is known to feed
upon caterpillars, it was suggested that it was found in that
situation iu search of the larvie of blowflies which had already
been deposited iu the body.
Professor Westwood mentioned a fact recently observed by

M. Guenee, showing the repugnance of Nature to perpetuate
monstrous varieties. He had reared the male aud female of p

rare Moth, brrt the male differed from the onlinary character of

that sex by having its wings colom-ed as iu the female. For
four days the two moths remained without pairing, but ou that
day several of the ordinarily colom'ed males were produced,
with one of which pah-ing took place as soon as the male was
free from the chrysalis.

The CLiiiDENEiis' Royal Benevolent Insiiiution — This

really benevolent Institution, which has now been iu existence

for upwards of thirty j-ears, and which during its early period

was vei-y indifferently supported, has uow, we are glad to say,

attained a position at least of the highest respectability aud
usefulness, if not of absolute wealth. It is the latter which it

is now most iu need of ; and as the anniversary of the Institu-

tion is to be held on the 2ud of July next, we trust that those

who are charitably disposed, aud have the means, will not for-

get the attlicted brethren who have contributed so much to

their pleasure. Dr. Hogg wiU be very pleased to take charge

of any contributions for this desirable object.

SOME PREDATOEY INSECTS OF OUR
GARDENS.—No. 81.

Uniiouiiiedly it is the case, that not only those compara-

tively ignorant of science, but those with some proficiency in

botanical aud entomological kuowiedgc, are liable to mistake

the work of insects for incipient decay arising from other

causes, and oice versa. I have had recently an instance of

this with some Chrysanthemums which were evidently perish-

ing, and, upon then- being dug up, about the roots were a

number of that common centipede, Julus terrestris, aud also

sundry parties of earwigs. Now to anyone not fully acquainted

with the circumstances it would seem as if liere lay the secret

of the sickly condition of the plants, but the truth was that

the conditions necessary to insure the health of these par-

ticular- Chi-ysanthemums had not been compUed with, and the

plants were dying through neglect. The centipedes infesting

the roots were not the cause but the consequence of the change,

and it is very doubtful whether in their predatory proceedings

centipedes ever resort to roots which have not begun to de-

compose, unless it be in pursuit of bisects or other living

creatures. This does not, of com-se, exonerate centipedes and

their relatives from the charge of attacking fruits, which they

will sometimes devour. Thus, I have more than once found

ripe Strawberries swarming with a small millipede in an im-
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mature cjuditiau, 1 faucy the spseies kuowu scit'Utitically as

Avtlirouomalus lougicornis, aud whicli, though popularly called

a millipede, has not anything approaching that number of

Icga even when mature.
But as to the earwigs, though under the cii'eumdtauces in-

clined to enter a verdict of " not guilty " against them where
the dying of the plants could be otherwise accounted for, it is

yet true, as I believe, that during the winter months they
carry on operations uudergrouud, in some cases to the de-
struction of roots and to the injury of bulbs. Only a part of

the species, however, spend the winter thus, many of these
insects livmg in a half-torpid state in crannies aud corners,
freciuently under bark, ito.

The Easpberry of different varieties, as cultivated in our
gardens, is not the object of the attacks of many insects. In
fact, there are several caterpillars found not uncommonly upon
the wild Easpberry of our hedges aud copses which do not
show any tendency to shift their- quarters aud experiment
upon the shrub as it is modified by culture. The almost
universally troublesome aphis does not particularly infest the
Easpberry, so far as I have obseiTed, nor have I noted any
record of injury done by insects of this genus which is at all

of importance, common as thoj' are upon species near akin.

During the present spring I have been surprised at the caution
with which the caterpillars of the common Gooseberry Moth
(Abraxas grossulariata) avoided touching the leaves of the
Easpberry, where they were intermingled with those of a
Gooseberry bush on which they were feeding. As the season
advanced, aud the cold weather checked the development of

the leaves, these caterpillars grew faster than their food, and
were compelled to desert the Gooseberry and Currant bushes
(on which they were left undistiu'bed, for the sake of experi-

mcut), and foraged in other parts of the garden. The Peach,
I'lum, and even the Eose, supphed these stragglers with con-
genial food, but they continued to avoid the leaves of the Easp-
berry. From the moths being seen at rest occasionally upon
this shrub, it has been supposed by some persons that Sesia
tipuhformis attacks the Easpberry shoots as well as those of
the Currant. The species certainly does not touch the former
in this country, nor, indeed, would the ordinary growth of the
Easpberry suit the habits of the caterpillar.

Passing by the suppositious enemies of the Easpberry, we
come now to consider its real foes, and prominent among "them
is the caterpillar of the small and very elegant moth, called by
the entomologists of our time Lampronia rubiella. Amongst
other names the species bore we find variella, though the
insect is not remarkably liable to vary, and corticella, also in-

appropriate, as it is not on bark or under it that the cater-
pillar mostly occurs. No recognised English name has been
applied to this little moth, though, were one necessary, the
Gold-spotted Easpberry Moth
would not bo unsuitable, except
that it is full long. The wings
of the perfect insect are brown,
rather lustrous on the fore

wings, the hind wings are of

a duller tint. The dark shades
are reUeved by the golden yel-

low spots, and under a mode-
rate magnifying power the
moth has a handsome appear-
ance. The females deposit
their eggs in June and Jul}-,

and the young caterpiUar-s,

w-hich arc little noticed in this

stage, live through the winter,

and make themselves only too
prominent by the destruction they effect among the young buds
in those places where this species occurs. The drooping and
withering of the shoots and blossoms in April aud May, reveal
to the gardener that something is amiss, and the intruder, on
examination, is dislodged in the form of a reddish caterpillar,
rather sluggish, the head and legs black, also the anal extremity
of the body. The " claspers " or pro-legs are flesh-colom-ed.
As it often happens with insect ravages, the mischief has gene-
rally proceeded to some length ere the caterpillars are sought
for; aud should they be left undisturbed after feasting ail

lihitidii on the buds, they enclose some of the withered leaves
with sUken threads, and ui these cocoous tuni to pupa-.

Against this insect fumigation, sjTinging, and remedies of a
similar character prove of little avail, and the tetlious process
of examining the Easpberry canes aud squeezing the buds in

pi-hyucbns i^iUuatii

early spring is the most effectual preventive of extensive
damage. One author, w-ritiug on this species, observes that
" should they deposit their eggs on the old bearing w-ood, these
will of necessity be cleared away at the winter pruning, as all

that wood is at that time cut away, aud we can scarcely be-
heve them endowed with sufficient sagacity to choose thi:

young wood which is left." With all deference to this writer,

such an instance of instinct w-ould not be so very remarkable,
aud cases not dissimilar are familiar to most students of ento-
mology. Take, for example, that of those moths which will

deposit their- eggs on seed-pods, aud place them in a position
which enables the newly-hatched hu-va with the least difficulty

to reach the enclosed seeds which are to afford it nutriment.
StUl, I do not assert that the eggs of L. rubiella are placed on
the new wood, not having had an opportunity as yet of look-
ing for them at the right time. This species does not seem at

present to be notably common in the districts west and south
of London with which I am acquainted.
Some insects there are which are a cause of injm-y aud

annoyance in both larva and imago states, and this is true of

the Beetle known as Otiorhynchus sulcatus. A frequent enemy
of the Easpberi-y, it also does not spare other plants aud trees

valuable to the horticulturist. It

is tlii-oughout the w-inter that the

lar-^-ffi or gi-ubs of this species ai-e

busy at work, both in and out of

doors. In fact, they appear to be

more active in greenhouses and
conservatories at that season, due,

doubtless, to the influence of the

higher temperature therein. In

open grovmd it is likely they be-

come partially torpid m frosty

weather. Succulent plants are

most favoured by them, and then-

attacks are made pretty indiscrimi-

nately, the exhaustion produced by

the damage done to the roots beuig

rendered patent by the sickly aspect

of the plants. These larva;, which
are only a few lines in length, fleshy,

and bristled, are endued with con-

siderable strength, and move under

the earth very dexterously, beconi

'

ing pupic about the end of May, and beetles in a month after.

The insect is rarely injurious to the Easpberry until it comes
abroad iu the latter state, when it is about half an inch in

length, black and glossy, the wing-cases furrowed and granu-

lated. In June and July these beetles will sometmies be de-

tected in the act of gnawing the shoots of the Easpben-y; fre-

quently we only discover that they have been on the plant by
the results of then- %'isit, as they are partial to night excm'sions.

In reply to au inquiry regarding the best meaus of checking

their ravages, they have done much harm to fruit trees iu hot-

houses in 1871. Mr. Newman states that the only plan of any

utiUty is to search for them with a caudle and lantern. Some
seasons, 0. sulcatus has choseu the Vine as its especial object

of attack, and in hothouses it has been out as early as March,

eating both the shoots and the leaves. The gi-ubs have also

been discovered at the roots of the Vine, though not able to

do much harm in that way, but still havurg a tendency to pre-

vent its bearing.
Other species of Otiorhynchus are troublesome in gardens

;

thus on the Apricot and the Peach 0. tenebricosus is seeu in

swarms during some seasons. It is commonly supps-sed to be

most prohtie upon trees which are trained upon, or situate

near to old aud partly decayed walls. Certain it is that such

walls afford them a ready means of concealment, and to operate

against them we must, after removing all we can from the

branches and leaves, deprive the rest of their i-etreats by
tiUiug up all cracks with cement. Any loose pieces of bai-k

should also be taken off. 0. vastator visits the Apple, more
particularly iu orchards, and Loudon records an instance

where many hundreds of young sapUngs were said to be de-

stroyed in a single night by a visitation from the species iu

great force. The tmstworthiness of this naturalist is not to

be questioned, yet it is possible the report made to him was not

quite correct, at least as to the suddenness of the disaster.

Sprinkling the branches with a strong decoction of tobacco

has been recommended, or the thio\ring of lune upon them by

some of the various forms of appai-atus devised for the purpose.

One more pest of the Rasiiberry should be named, the !ar^a

irhyiichus tenebricosus.
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of the fly known as Femisa pumila, which is fouiul in (not on)
the leaves during July, lining and thriving between the two
surfaces, and producing at length good-sized blotches on the
leaves. On investigation we detect, within, a small dull green
caterpiUai- or grub, having, however, twenty feet, and thus
proving itself to be non-lepidopterous, since in that order the
number does not exceed sixteen. The caterpillar of F. pumila
has .six true feet and fourteen claspers, and when adult it quits
the leaf and seeks the ground. In August the flies are on the
wing, and in some seasons it is believed there is a second brood.
This species is rather disfiguring than actually injurious ; the
only way of dealing with it is to pick oS and burn the blotched
leaves.—J. B. S. C.

Death of the Eev. W. Ellis.—At Eose Hill, Hoddesdon,
on the 9th inst., died the Eev. William Ellis, aged 77, who,
during a long and active cai-eer, did much both for missionary
work and for horticulture. He carried in liis youth gospel
tidings over untrodden paths, m his latter years he brought
undreamed-of plants from little-known lands. Of his mission-
ary labours it is not for us to speak; his "Polynesian Ee-
searches," which he published shortly after his return from
the islands of the South Pacific, are a charming record. Sub-
sequently he went to Madagascar, of which island he wrote a
history, and with which country his name is more particularly
connected. From it he introduced the singular and still rare
Madagascar Lace Plant, Ouvu-andra fenestralis, and besides
we owe to him the introduction of GrammatophyUum Ellisii,

AngrfEcum sesquipedale, A. EDisii, and other Orchids, a class
of plants of which he was a frequent and successful exhibitor.

Sales of Okchids,&c.—Mr. J. C. Stevens had another auction
of Orchids on the 8th inst. Specimens of a new Cattleya realised

£6 ; MasdevaUia Lindeni, £8 8s. ; Cattleya gigas, £5 los.

;

Mesospinidium sanguineum, £6 ; and Odontoglossum scep-
trum, £7 7s. On the 12th inst. he sold a collection of Orchids
and rare Ferns. Saceolabium guttatum giganteum realised

£14 10s. ; Vanda suavis, £8 15s.; Cibotium princeps, £3 10s.

;

and Aisophila austraUs, £2 5s.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Lose no time in plautiug-out Broccoli and Winter Greens
generally ; TSn/ssc/.s- Sprouts cannot be too highly recommended.
Continue to ridge-out Celenj. Stop Pens and Beans ; another
sowing of Peas may be tried, and stake Scarlet liunncrs.

'Ea.rth-np Potatoes ; as yet we are entirely free from the dis-

ease. A piece of ground should be trenched and richly ma-
nured to receive a batch of Strawbcrrji plants of this season's

forcing ; they are to be preferred for the purpose. It is a
good practice to make and destroy a bed each season. It is

advisable to begin the selection and potting of Strawberry
runners for next year's forcing ; as soon as they are advanced
sufficiently for the pnrijose—that is, when they show a dispo-

sition to root, peg them in small pots neai'ly filled with rich

loamy soil, and plunged. Collect e, good heap of compost for

ultimate potting, for which pm-pose a mixture of loam, rotten

cowdung, and decomposed night soil is recommended.

FEUIT GAKDEN.
Black fly is sometimes very troublesome on the late Cherry

trees at this season ; it is, however, easily disposed of by
dipping the ends of the shoots in tobacco water, and giving the

trees a good washing with the engine next morning. This

may occupy a little more time than the usual method of syring-

ing, but it is a more certain remedy, and much less tobacco

water is required. Lay-in the young shoots of Peach and
Nectarine trees, stopping any that may seem to be taking a

decided lead, and endeavour to secure an eiiual growth all

over the tree ; also persevere in stopping the breastwood on
all trained trees, whether wall, espalier, or pyramidal, and
proceed with nailing as expeditiously as circumstances will

pennit.
FLOWEB GAEDEN.

Now that the bedding plants are fairly cleared off and grow-

ing freely in their summer quarters, there will be more space

and time to attend to the propagation of favoui'ite hardy plants,

and no time should be lost in putting in a good supply of cuttings

of such plants as it may be thought desirable to increase ; for

the propagation of the bedding-out stock for next season will

soon require attention. If not ah-eady done, sow Brompton

and Queen Stocks for spring flowering, selecting for them a
piece of hght rich soil, and never letting the surface become
dry until the plants ai'e well above ground, for there is no
time to be lost if these are to be strong for blooming next Maj',
and at that season we have nothing more beautiful or half so
fragrant as well-grown plants of the latter. Do not omit to
put in on a slight hotbed a good stock of Pink pipings, and also

see that there are plenty of young plants of Pansies for enhven-
ing the borders next spring. They are deserving of extensive
cultivation for the spring decoration of the flower garden.

Young shoots, where they can be procui'ed, will root freely

under a hand-glass in a shady corner, and when struck, if

planted-out in rich soil in a similar position, wLU grow rapidly

during the autumn, and may be transplanted into the flower

garden when the frost cuts off its present occupants. Cuttings
of Eoses gi'own under glass root in a gentle bottom heat very
freely, and every cutting which can be procured should be put
in at once, for it is hardly possible to be overstocked with
these. Persevere with mowing, rolling, and keeping down
weeds.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.
Contributions from the stove should still assist the ordinary

stock, so as to maintain the gaiety of the conservatory. The re-

moval of some of the larger specimens from the stove will afford

much useful space for the young and deUcate portion of the
stock, which should now be shifted and otherwise encouraged.
This recommendation appUes to seedling stove or recently-in-

troduced tender plants, which should have all appliances to in-

duce a vigorous growth the first season, as our winters are

very trying to such immature plants. When stove and green-

house plants afford suitable cuttings, propagation may still be
pursued, or, generally speaking, it can be practised with greater

success in the early part than m the latter part of the year.

It should be remembered that the propagation of most plants

is facihtated by the employment of bottom heat and bel'.-

glasses. It will be necessary frequently to look over green-

house plants plunged out of doors, and check the havoc of

worms and robbing by weeds ; also attend to their security

from high winds. At no season should the plants be crowded
in this house, and this is especially to be avoided at the

present, when mildew is unusually active, and most things in

such a state as to be speedily injured by it. Endeavour to

grow every plant well and to bring in nothing but fair specimens

here ; then there will be no temptation to huddle them to-

gether for the purpose of making one hide the defects of the

other. In the case of softwooded stove plants, or such as

are grown in a season, it is not of much consequence if they

receive a Uttle injury by being placed close together while in

bloom, but all valuable specimens of hardwooded plants should

stand quite clear, so that every part may receive plenty of Ught
and ah'. Indeed, most conservatories are so constructed and
managed as to be very unsuitable for many of our finest, sum-
mer-blooming greenhouse hardwooded plants, as Ericas, Les-

chenaultias, itc, and if these must be brought here, they

should, while in flower, be placed near the glass in the coolest

part of the house, where air can be freely admitted during the

day ; and a httle left on at night when the weather is warm^
wiU greatly assist in preventing drawing-up. Plants which
are known to be impatient of a confined atmosphere should on
no account be allowed to remain too long in a situation which
is in the least unsuitable, for fine specimens are not grown
without much time and care, and many of them do not soon,

if ever, recover from an injury, wliich at the time, save to the'

practical eye, may be hardly perceptible. The CameUias and
Azaleas for early blooming will have set their buds, and should,

be removed to a sheltered shady situation out of doors, for if

kept in heat they will be apt to make a second gi'owth, which

must be avoided, as it prevents tbeir flowering so freely as

would otherwise be the case. Give every possible attention ta

plants for autumn and early-'svinter flowering, as Lilium lanei-

folium, Chrysanthemum, Salvia splendens. Globe Amaranths,

Tree Carnations, Scarlet Geraniums, Cinerarias, Gesneras,

Begonias, Euphorbias, &c. Let these have plenty of pot room,

good rich compost, a moist atmosphere, and plenty of space

for the perfect development of their foliage, regulating the

temperature according to the nature of the plant, and they

will make very rapid progress. Selago distaus is an exceed-

ingly useful muter-flowering plant, merely requiring a cold pit

to grow it in, but we have nothing that surpasses the Epaeris,

the winter-blooming Ericas, and the varieties of Polygala—

a

remarkably useful and ornamental class of plants, 'which can

be had in bloom nearly at all seasons in good condition ; the
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colonr of their blossoms and their freeness in producing them ' daily list sent to the mansion, ic is well that the lady and
will always obtain for these plants a place as nsefal ornamental gentleman should occasionally see the vegetables and fmit that

subjects. The soil in which they delight is one consisting of
|

go ia daily, and that it should he Itnown that they do lee them.

equal portions of fibrous loam and heath soil, with an addition This latter fact will do wonders, and every gardener should

of charcoal, gritty sand, and rubbly stones. If good heath . try that it should be acted on. It is thoroughly repellant

sou cannot be easily obtained, make use of half-decayed, open, to our nature to be suspicious. We have sometimes snfiered

rough, healthy leaves with the loam, pressing it aU together a little from being too trustful, but after all we have found the

pretty firmly when potting them ; after this is done set them grand truth of the words of Eliza Cook

—

for a time in a shady situation in a cold pit, or some place " It is better to trast and be decetred

where they do not become sunburnt, and regulate the sturdi-
]

Than nerer to trust at aU."

ness and shape of each plant by stopping or pinehing-back the
, jt is well that what a gardener grows and prides himself in

growing shoots indue season. Occasionally apply clear diluted
j
growing should go to his employers' table, and to secure this,

manure water to such plants only as have an abundance of
, jf i^s situation is at all problematical, one or other of the two

healthy roots and are in the middle of their growing period, courses alluded to above are necessary, and in self-defence
Among comparatively modem plants Sericographis Ghies-

, ought to be acted on. We have stated repeatedly that we have
breghtiana is well suited for the decoration of the conservatory

i ^o faith in a narrow, contracted, concealed mode of acting, but
in winter, as also the blue Conolinium ; and the singular Thyr- ' every faith in an honest, straightforward, and true course,
sacanthns rutilans is ereellent for a rather warm house, but is i^^g gardener ought to look on his fellow servants in that light

not found to answer for winter use in the conservatory. The nntil he is forced to see differently. Independence and straight-

atmosphere of plant houses can hardly be kept too moist at forwardness are the weapons a man should prefer using,
this season, but it is very easy to err in the opposite direction ; Some day we may enter more prominently into the whole
therefore sprinkle every available surface frequently, and

; qnestion; meanwhile we say to our con/rer<a. Act in a straight-

syringe growing stock lightly twice a-day. During bright
| forward manner ; be courteous, but avoid manfully anything

weather avoid a too free use of the shading, and ventilate

well in order to sccitre compact growth.

STOVE.
The fine weatherwill render the use of the syringe frequently

necessary. Atmospheric humidity may be sustained by fre-

quently damping the house. If the regular and continuous
admission of air is given it will be found usefuL Let a supply
of turfy peat be kept at hand to make-up the baskets of Orchids
and feed vigorous plants.—^W. Kease.

DOrSGS OF THE LAST WEEK.

like trimming, falsehood, and mere subserviency.

Betuming now to Broccoli and CauliSowers. When we have
acted as judge, sometimes that judgment has been questioned.

It is unpleasant to be called on to give your reasons for this

and that in a crowded hall or tent. We recollect being taken

to task because we passed over some large Cauliflowers, but

rather open, and gave the prize to heads crisp, close, but scarcely

more than half the size, exhibited by a gentleman's gardener,

and then in the cottagers" class we gave the prize to the largest

well-formed heads. Some may still say we were wrong, but

we acted on this principle, that for a gentleman's table quality

should have precedence over quantity, whilst for a working
miiTi with a family the fill-month and the fiH-dish principle

ought to coiae in as a matter of the first importance. Thus in
KITCHEX GiKDZS.

CauUflmcers.—^We lately boasted of these, but for two or
three days there were none fit to cut, for the heads would not ! judging the productions of gentlemen's gardens we make quaUty
swell a bit, and though we hke them to go to the dining-room the first consideration ; in judging the produce of cottage
rather small and compact, we could not get them large enough gardens we hold in a great measure to size,

to suit our purpose. The fine weather of two or three days I Besides securing successions and thinning Onions and Car-
at the end of the week has given them a start, and most Ukely rots, we have been hoeing to keep down weeds. One sunny day
the servants will have plenty of them, as Cauliflowers, how^ | Vi1l<: them when cut up smaU. It is a great waste of time to

ever desirable, will not keep crisp and close long. We mention
j
aUow weeds to become so large that you must rake them off.

this because, though we had some fine early heads, the cold
|
Use the hoe in time, and so far as weeds are concerned the

damp weather interrupted the continuance of the supply. rake may be kept locked up.
We said something lately about some huge yet close Broccoli, ! Cucumbers.—We have several inquiries whether we stUl find

and we have had several letters, the purport of which is simply
\
that curbing the roots is conducive to the abundant production

this :
" Do you approve of sending such large-swelled heads to

l
of fruit. In all confined places, as a narrow pit or common

jonr master's table ?" We do not. We would sooner send three
j
frame, there can be no question of the results as regards fer-

small compact heads than one huge one, though that huge one tility. Our frames, where the plants have yielded freely, are

might be firm and bright-coloured ; our chief reason for this
| 6 feet wide, and the width of earth in the centre is 2 feet,

is, that good as the large head may be, it is rarely that it equals
|
banked off with boards back and front, and we have proved

in flavour a compact head of a third of its diameter. Still,
^

over and over again that with such an arrangement we have
mere bulk goes such a way with some people that we would

, smaller foliage but much more fruit than when we had a bed
advise young gardeners now and then to send in a huge head of earth 6 feet in width. We had only four lights of frames,

of Broccoli or Cauliflower to the dining-room. We have known
| and after gathering freely there was such a supply from our

of several cases where ladies and gentlemen, seeing large heads i small narrow pit that we' rather neglected these frames, and
of Broccoli and Cauliflower in the market, thou^t their gar- some green fly attacked them, and therefore, to avoid smoking,
dener was not using them well, because he sent them always

,
Ac-, we pulled the plants out, turned over the bed, added a

such small heads to table. He, poor man, was all along study-
;
httle fresh dung beneath, made the trench as before, and

ing what would be the best for them. A few days' longer
, turned out strong plants. If those in the pit show a little

time and a fresh dose of liquid manure would have changed the
I distress we can now fall back on the plants in the frames,

compact sweet little heads into huge ones ; and though a firm I Growing Cucumbers in pots first suggested to us the import-

Cauliflower, however large, is sweet, we never found a head
i

ance of curbing the roots, and we are glad to say that hundreds
1 foot in diameter equal in flavour to one of -5 or 6 inches. As ! now adopt the plan with great advantage. The owner of a two-

a general rule it will be found that the very best vegetables are ' Ught frame told us the other day, that by merely having six

confined to small dimensions, and on the whole the medium-
;

pots 1-5 inches in diameter, and a plant in each, he cut three

sized are the best. Even a medium-sized kidney Potato is times the quantity of fruit he ever did before. In our small

generally better flavoured than a huge monstrosity. Other
j
narrow pit, where the plants are in pots, we top-dress fre-

things being equal, we do like a large rotmded head or shoot of quently, covering the pots and all, but still the roots are

.Asparagus. A first-rate judge told us years ago, that though i curbed, and we obtain a large quantity of fruit, and com-
huge green heads were the best to look at, they were not equal paratively small healthy foliage. As we stated lately, such care

in flavour to medium-sized heads, and that though 1 inch was is not necessary where there is plenty of room in a lofty

all he could use of the white blanched Asparagus in Paris, he
|

Cucumber house,
could Tue i inches of ours, and draw the juice out of an inch fetht gaedes.
or two more. We have received some letters of thanks as to watering trees

We do not like the idea of being set down as an authority, but ' in pots and borders. Simple though the matter is, much mis-

as the matter comes frequently before us we do not hesitate to i chief is caused because people will not examine for themselves

say that in the ease of all servants it is well that every tub the state of the eoU and roots. Bead last week's notice as to

should stand on its own bottom, and well also to use a'little ,
this. A damp stirface and dryness beneath are ruinous,

prudence to see that that is the case. If there is not a regular I There are two simple things which we find it next to impossible
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to Ret young gardeners to attend to. First, to apply the tests

as to the dryness of plants in pots. They will teU you when
they watered them, but hoio is the question. Then there is

the custom of rushing into a stokehole and piling on a fire

iiTespective of eu-cumstances. Now, the first thing that should
be done is to consult the outside thermometer, the inside ther-

mometer, and then feel with the hand the condition of the

heating medium, be it flue, pipes, etc. But no ! iu spite of all

warning the stokehole must be gone to first, and there is the

waste and worry of having to counteract fire heat and sun heat

meeting together. Just think of a fierce sun iu May and June,

water pipes so hot as not to be touched, the results without

counteracting care, and the waste of material and care in-

volved.

OESAIIEST-U, DEPAKT5IBXT.
Did a deal of potting as respects Euphorbias, Poinsettias,

and Ferns, but oui- chief work was bringing up leeway with
bedding, &c. Our Calceolarias are large plants in trenches, and
lifted with large balls, so as not to feel the moving. In fact,

we pot but little, and find that Calceolarias, Iresines, Ageratums
do best when raised with balls after being planted out. The
economy as respects watering is wonderful when contrasted

with keeping the plants in pots.—E. F.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Books f r. Bird).—"We know of no book on Flower Gardening with coloured

pl:ites of the flowers. It would be too expensive for general use.

EiTixr, Market Gaedess (Jnjutrer).—We published inNo. 508, December
2-3nd, 1870, page 498, not only our opinion, but the decisions relative to rating.

You most refer to that number.

Cast Iron Vases (t. J.).—Write to Mr. Fox, Arcade, Eoyal Horticultural

Society, South Kensington.

Excr.ESCEXCE ON CosiFER {T. E.).—The cm-ious woody out-growth on the

Conifer you sent us is not, though much like, a fungus ; but it is an excres-

cence of woody tissue, and covered with bark.

V.iRiocs (S.).—Seed com mnst not be mixed with poison. Post cords will

not do for queries. We never give addresses.

BcDDlXG KoSES iE. K.).—Bud on this year's shoots.

La-wn Sand (3f. C).—We do not know anyone who has tried it.

Stove foe Geeenhocse (Egremont).—Being only 16 feet by 8 feet, a gas

stove would be best for you, with a tube passing into the open air for convey-

ing away the fomes.
.

Seedling PELAEGONirus {J.'DX—The flowers, snow-white with a crimson

blotch on one or two of their petals, are beautiful ; but no one con judge of

the merits until after seeing an entire plant. Send one to the Floral Com-
mittee of the Eoyal Horticultural Society.

AsTEES (Jaiia).—Xo. 1 as German, 2 and 3 as French, but there is also a

quilled race of No. 2.

Boiler for a Stove ( J. T. ff.).—On the whole we do not think that anj-

thing will beat a common sadOle-back boiler, but, of com-se, this as well as an

upright tubular is liable to wear out and crack. One thing in favour of saddle-

backs, we have frequently patched them up when leaky, but this could scarcely

be done with tubular ones. Farther than this, having tried all, we have little

prepossession in favour of any kind of boilers, only the simpler they are the

better, and with the exception of the common conical, not tubular, we con-

sider the saddle-back the simplest. More depends on the management than

the form.

Bhododen-brcs Leaves Gxawed (M. C. D.).—The leaves are eaten by

some caterpillar. We advise you to syringe the trees with water holding 1 oz.

of white hellebore powder to every gallon, and in the evening at dusk. It

mav also be apphed with a rose watering-pot, and only when the foHage is

dry. Almost all kinds of caterpillars ore destroyed by it. We also find a solu-

tion of 4 ozs. of soft soap to the gallon will answer the same end, and act as

a deterrent.

Cctting-back PniELEA SPECTABILIS (Le Grand).—The plant behig out of

bloom ought to be cut back now, but not to the old wood, leaving an inch or

two of last year's growth. Keep the plant rather dry for a time, and repot

when it has made fresh shoots an inch or two long.

Cloibees foe Geeexhodse (A J3.).—Passiflora Countess Gulglini is a fine

white, blue, and rosy pnrple-floweiing climber, and Kennedya Mairyattffi a

fine scarlet Pea-shaped flower. Tacsonia moUissima, deep shaded pmk or

rose, is good and free grower, and so ore the two former.

EEHovDiG Beech, Lime, and Hoese Chestnut (J. P.).— Ton may re-

move the trees you name. They could have been transplanted with much
greater safety if they had been dug round this spring, and we should be in-

clined to adopt that practice now il a moist time could be depended on. At

the some time we should cut-in their heads considerably, so as to balance the

loss of roots consequent on taking out a trench roimd the stems. The prun-

ing should leave the trees in good form though considerably reduced, ond by

thinning-ont and shortening the strong and irregular gr-owths you may form

very handsome heads. Transplant in autumn as soon as the leaves toU,

taMng-np the trees with aa many roots os possible, and being very careful of

the small roots, and if you could preserve a ball to each tree there would be a

gi-eater prospect of success. Plant with the centre rather higher than it was

before moving, carefully spread out the roots, cover them with fine soil, and

make firm. Secure the trees against winds.

Melon Leaves Scorched (^. f".).—The leaf is scorched, probably from

the plants being kept very dose and moist, so that then: leaves ai-e unable to

withstand sun. Give more air, especiaUy eai-ly m the day. We do not think

your plants ai-e affected by the disease. Keep them also drier, and we thmk

they will go on well.

Conservatoey Plants not Thuivtng (Inquirer).—We caimot iccount for

the plants not thriving, but from the whitened appeai-ance of the leaves wo
should consider the causes to be the glass and the iusufBcient ventilation.

With what description of glass is the house glazed ? We should try the

effect of a sUght shade, and admit aU the air possible. We haidly think it

can be due to any mineral substance in the soil, but it may, and soil of a

heavy nature overlying chalk is not good for Camellias, nor, indeed, for most

greenhouse plants. You ai-e quite right to try to get the roots of the plants

in good condition ; unless they are in a healthy state you cannot have good

growth, and without suitable compost you cannot attain that end; therefore,

secure proper soil at once. Medinilla magnifica may be cut back to the old

wood, but then it will not break so freely as from the young wood. We have

cut back the plant successfully, keeping it rather dry at the roots until it had

broken, but encouraging it with a moist atmosphere, and when the shoots

were a few inches long repotting and placing in a hotbed so as to encoui-ag©

free root-growth. We should not like to place Orchids on an open stage

9 inches above hot-water pipes. In addition to the troughs you propose for

placmg on the pipes, we should also have the shallow troughs, which during

the growing season could be filled with water, and the pots contaimng the

plants set on mverted saucers so as to be clear of the water. When theplanta

are at rest the troughs would need to be dry.

Newly-planted Vines not Thriving (.4n Irish Subscriber).—Ihe ^ ines

aie making very poor progress owing to then- being iu an outside border and

the soil being so cold. VvTien the gi-ound becomes warm we think they will

make good progress, and to secure this sooner we should cover the border

with 18 inches to 2 feet of hot dung, which will set the roots m action, and

with these in a good condition you have nothmg to fear. Encourage growth

with a good heat, and plenty of moistui-e and shade from bnght sun for a

Eyeegeeen fok Screen to a Koseey (TF. M.).—kt the end of Septem-

ber or early in October you may plant the American Arbor \ itaj, which forms

a neat and good screen, bears cutting well, and may at once be planted ot

the height required. It is of no use as a hedge, as it is too weak to turn any-

thing. HoUy forms a very fine strong hedge, but it is of slow growth. Yew

is the best evergreen of all, and beai-s cutting better than any. Evergi-een

Privet is quick-growing and good, and for beauty we think Berbens Parwinil

is superior to them all. They may be transplanted readily dm-mg moist

weather at the end of September or beginning of October.

RHYNCHOSPEH3ICM JASMINOIDES PROPAGATION (F. R. B. S.).—Cuttmg Off

B flower will do no harm to the plant, and there is no necessity to cover the

wound with clay, it will heal over better without it. The plant is pro-

pagated by cuttmgs token off when 3 or 4 inches long, prefemng the short

stubby shoots. Cut them immediately below the lowest leaves, remove these

and aU others for about 2 inches up the cutting. Insert the cuttmgs round

the sides of a pot well drained and filled with equal parts of loam, peat, ana

sUver sand, surfacing the pot with an inch of sUver sand. They wtU strike

freely in gentle heat, either under a beU-glass or without one, providmg they

have a close moist atmosphere. Shade 1)hem from bright sun. ihe plants,

will flower next year if their growth be oncom-aged. Pot them off as soon as

rooted, and keep them m a gentle heat untU estahUshed. A hotbed used for

striking cuttings will answer well, with a temperatui-e of 70' to 1 5 .

Various [F. J.).—You may safely cut into shape trees of Arbor Titffi, and

the present is a good time ; we should use a shoip knife or small pnimng

scissors Gnano at the rate of 2 ozs. to the gallon may be given Koses once

a-week for the next two months, and one gnUon wiU be snflicient for a dwarf.

We would use it at the rate of 1 oz. to the gallon, and apply two gaUons to s,

bush instead of one. Ihe flowers should be removed from Incolor and other

Pelargoniums grown for their foUago, also from the Echevena glauca and

Sempervivum califomicum.

Utilising a Strawberry House in Sujtmee {Churchin). —^e do not

thmk you could put your house to amore profitable use for market than grow-

in" Cucumbers after the Strawberries are cleai-ed out. Ton could raise the

pLants in a hotbed, so as to have them ready for plantmg by the time the

Strawberries ore out of the house, and ha\-ing cleaned the house thoroughly

you could moke a hotbed 18 niches or 2 feet deep ;
place on it a foot m depth

of good rich light soil, and put out the plants 2 feet apart, trammg the shoots

at about a foot fi-om the glass. In this way you might grow a gi-eat niimber

of Cucumbers iu summer and autumn up to the time you rcquue the house

for Strawberries. Volunteer is a good Cucumbei-, being very free-bearing and

of a considerable size. The sprig you enclosed is not that of a Fern, but or

the ArtiUeiy Plant, PUeamuscosa. Itmaybe useful for market as adecoiative

plant.

Vines Neglected-Cctting Box Edging (.V. G.).-As regards the Vines

which have not been touched nor pruned since last year we should thin them

out so as to leave the shoots along the rod at 18 mches apart on each side,,

and we would stop them at the joint above the fruit ; or if there be no fi-nit

we would stop them at the first tendril, the lateral we would stop at the first

leaf. Now is the tune to chp Box edgmg. You may cut it as much as you

wish, choosmg, however, moist weather. The Bnais planted last November

will need to have all the side shoots removed, save oneor two of the strongest,

and the sooner this is done the better. You may bud them any tune from

the middle of July to the beginning of August.

CicTcs CtJLTCRE (-imafcur).—Tho pruning should be confined to cutting

out the old bare shoots. Encourage the young shoots, especiaUy those from the

bottom. Thm out the shoots when the flowermg is over, and repot at the

same tune. Give a moderate shift, say a pot of 2 mches gieatei- diameter,

drain weU, and use a compost of two paits light turfy loom, and ^^^V^^
each old cow dung or veiw rotten manure, and crocks and sharp sand, pot

rather firmly. Be careful not to overwater untU the roots have taken to the

fresh soil, but keep the soil moist.

HuMEA ELEGANS Cfltcee (G)-OT/.ousf).-Sow the sccd ot tho end of MajT

or early m June m a pot or pan of two parts tui-fy loom, and one of leaf soil,

with one part of sand. Just cover the seed with fine soil. Place the pots m
a frame irith a gentle heat, and keep them neai- the glass, and just moist.

When the plant! are up admit air freely, and as soon as they are large enough

to handle prick them out in pans at about an inch apart, andretum them^to

the frame. When they are fit to pot off singly i 1 3-inch liots do s

SmposTbefore nii^d ^^^ace tW In a coTd frame, and water thern overhead

da^y, but avoid making Le soU verr wet. ANTien tie roots show at the «des

of tL pots, and,before they,are™7 close y f,!'!',,^ 'If^^^^^rt's"
4i-mch pots, and so on until autum"n, when they will require J-inch pots.

They caiiot have too much air after they arc estabhshed m small pots,_

indeed, at anytime, especially in winter, en

The main thing is to keep them slowly gi|—

pots as those they "
"" "" ^"

they are secui-e from frost,

„ .„„,.. ..^,.., 6- =. and to shift them into larger

flU with roots. They should have good diomage, »n4
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nple foi-ms of Dr. Amott's

a compost of two poi-ts turfy loam, one of leaf soil, one of old manure, and a
sixth of shai-p sand. They may be put into 9-inch pots in February, and have
11-inch or ISinch pocs at the close of March. Liberal supplies of water ai'e

required, but do not ^ve any until the soil in dry.

Hydrangea Culture [Subscriber).—We presume you are in possession
of young plants ; if not, you should put in cuttings at once, taking them from
the old plants when about 4 inches long. Take out the eyes from the parts
inserted in the soil aa well as the base of the leaves. Insert them singly in
small pots, place them in a gentle heat, and cover them with a hand or bell
glass. AMien rooted admit air, harden them off, pot them in 4-inch pots, and
place them in a cold frame. If they show for flower remove it (but the
cuttings should be taken from such parts as are not likely to flower), place
them in a cold frame, keep them well supplied with water, and give abundance
of air. They may be kept in the frame during the winter, the pots plunged in
ashes or in a cold house. In January you may repot, and place them in any
house with a gentle heat, as that of a vinery or other house. They will suc-
ceed with gentle forcing, such as that given to Deutzias and other hardy
shrubs. Six-inch pota will be sufficiently large, and a compost of two parts
good friable loam, with one part of old rotted manure and a sixth of shai-p
sand, will grow them well. The plants are benefited by weak liquid manm-e
when the trusses show.

Botanists' VASccLuar (C. F.).—Any of the principal seedsmen or iron-
mongers could supply yoH.

Arnott's Stove (Medicm).—FoT a small greenhouse it is very efficient.
We do not know where one can be puixhased, but any ironmonger or brick-
layer could make one from the following, which we published some years
since :—All stoves used in plant-houses should have a small firebox standing
quite free from the sides. A good stove for such a purpose would be the
. 1^

* ^ T^
. ,,. intended to represent one about 3 feet square

and a trifle more than 4 feet 6 inches in
height. The small fireplace is enclosed in
an iron box, with thin firebricks up the side.

An iron division comes down not quite in the
centre, and leaving a space open top and
bottom for the heated au- to go round and
round as well as out at the smoke-pipe. 1 1^
the feeding-door made airtight ; 2, the ash-
pit door, also airtight, with a small valve in
it to turn round to regulate the draught for
the fire. A very small quantity of fuel will

in such a stove give out a long continuous
heat ; and being placed in the centre of a
small house, the heated air will ascend and
pass along next the glass to each end, whilst

gw
II

- the cold air will keep coming along the bot-
'r> tom or floor, to be brought again and again^ M in regular rotation against its sides—sides

which, though hot, will never become dan-
gerously warm if the valve at the ashpit is attended to. "When fairly Hghted
and the iron warm enough, a smaD hole at the valve, of the sixteenth of an
inch m diameter, will give enough an- to support a slow combustion. When
the heat decknes give a UttJe more air. To keep the air moist, place a pan of
zmc or other metal 2 or 3 inches deep on the top. suppUed with water, or
Che top may be so cast. If deshable. the pan may be concealed bv an open,
corneal, light cap. The vessel and the top are shown in dotted lines. The
plate at top will be so much hotter than the sides, that the top mav be formed
into a small boiler, and pipes with hot water taken from it, or a tank of water
be heated. Coke broken small is the best material for such stoves. To insure
draught, with a small or no aperture at the ashpit, after combustion has fairlv
commenced, the smoke-pipe should not proceed many feet in a horizontal
position, but should soon rise upright or in a slanting position against the
back wall of the house before going outside; and the longer the pipe the less
heat will be lost. Previous to cleaning out the ashpit a shght damping of the
ashes will be necessary. Keeping the principle of the Amott's stove in view,
and substituting solid 4-inch brickwork for the iron, there will be little diffi-

culty m making them. Mr. Rivers has the fireplace or firebox in the middle,
and above the firebox a firelump is set up about 3 inches from the mouth of
the smoke-pipe, a similar space being left at the ends, which thus acts some-
thing like the partition in the iron stove in regulating the draught. Mr.
Kivers tells us that for heating a house 30 feet long by 12 feet wide, the stove
should be 2 feet 4 inches square, 3 feet 10 inches high ; and the firebox should
"be 8 inches over and 8 inches deep. For a larger house, a larger square and a
firebox a few inches larger would also bo necessary. In forming the size
named, lay out a space in the middle of the house about 2 feet from the back
wall, and 28 inches square, lay that with one coarse of bricks and mortar,
brick-on-hed. On this, at front and in centre of it, fix your ashpit door that
will fit tight with a small ventilator in it, mark out a space from 7 to 8 inches
wide, and to within 11 inches or so of the opposite side : that will be the base
of your ashpit. Build all round it until you get as high as, or a httle above
the height of, your ashpit door; then place bars across for the bottom of the
fireplace, form your fireplace of firebricks 8 inches square and that deep, or of
four firelumps of the size of 8 inches deep, finish with brickwork outside, and
above the height of the fireplace place your double
door for feeding. Use brickwork for the necessary
height above them, and cover with a plate of u-oii

three-quarters of an inch thick. A firelump should
stand 2 or 3 inches in front of the draught-pipe to
equaUse the heat, &c., and the smoke-pipe should
not be far from the top. With such stoves Mr.
Rivers finds the horizontal pipe should not be long,
but that it should enter an upright or sloping flue

at the distance mentioned. He gives moisture by
an evaporating-pan of water; and by fixing a small
cistern, or rather boiler, on the top, he can easily

lieat pipes or tanks of water. The following shows a
rough vertical section through the centre, on much
the same scale as the others—viz., 5 feet to the inch, only the openings by the
sides of the firelump equal to those in front of the smoke-pipes are not shown.

Tricolor Pelargoniums for Exhibition—Disbcddino Balsams iRf:i\

JR. S. D.).^We consider your plan of plunging in a hotbed good, as it must
promote root action and a good leaf-growth ; the other requisites are to give
them plenty of air, and to shade from very bright sim, but only a few hours
in the hottest part of the day. Do not syringe the plants overhead, and do
not water excessively, but let the soil become dry, and then give a thorough
supply. Withdraw the pota from the hotbed gradually. Afford protection
from heavy rains, otherwise you can hardly expose the plants too fully in

1, Firebox. 2, Ashpit.

Ban-e, Gloire de Cor-

j erected for the e

order to have the colours well defined. From the time Balsam plant a have
buds as large as Peas they take about a fortnight, so that you can see when to
discontinue picking off the buds for any required time of blooming.

Removing Rose Trees {C. I'.).—Tou may remove Rose trees in September
hut you will need to tike up the roots very carefully, tie them up in damp
moss, and damp the foliage before covering with the mat. They should be
kept from the sun, and after planting we should sprinkle them overhead
twice a-day, moraing and evening. If you could afford shade from bright sun,
their chance of becoming speedily rooted would be greater.

Flowertng Shrubs and Trees (B. fl".).—Of flowering shrubs Berberis
Darwinii, Laurustinus, Rhododendron in variety, Cydonia japonic^, Deutzia
gracilis, Lilac of sorts, Philadelphus coronarius, Ribes in variety, Spinea
ailsefolia, S. Douglasi. Wei^-ela rosea, and double Gorse or Whin. Of trees or
large flowering shrubs, scarlet, pink, and double-flowering White Thorn,
Scotch Laburnum, double-flowering Cherry, scarlet and double white Horse-
chestnut, TnhpTree, flowering Ash, Mountain Ash, Robinia Decaisneana, and
Rhus typhina. Though these are very desirable we apprehend you have not
decided to do without the u'lual evergreen kinds, which are quite as essential,
if not more so, as the flowering ones, which are for the most part deciduous.

Select Bedding Geraniums (An Amateur FIo'-ist).~ Scarlet : Jean
Sisley, Cybister, Grand Duke, WiUiam Underwood. Rove : Amy Hogg, Rose
Rendatier, Blue Bell, Chi-istine. Salmon : Monsie ~ --

. - -

benay, Emile Licau, and Eugenie Mezard.

Cheap Greenhouse (S^njford).—The small on(
stated: but remember, if you want such things a

,

must superintend the erection yom*self , and that would be of no use unless
you did some of the work yourself. The firm to which you allude do sashes
beautifully, and, aa you say, you can have glass cut to any size. However,
everybody must live by their labour, and if you employ regular tradesmen
for everything you could not do it for the money. For cheapness, why have
sashes at all? Why not have rafter sashbars—say, 1\ by 3^ inches, and
20-inch glass between them ? Some time ago, having a wall facing south, we
took in a width of 11^ feet, and covered a length of 75 feet with wood and
glass for £30. The wood and glass cost £16, but wood since then has become
dearer. If you indulge in hobbies you must pay for them. For a very small
greenhouse a friend of ours spent four times the amount.

Refuse Vegetable Matters for Manure (C. A. J.).—The stems of
Cabbages, Rhubarb, &c., should be chopped into small pieces, as they then
decay rapidly. No fresh vegetable refuse dug well into the soil promotes the
breeding of insect vermin—it is beyond their reach. We know of no remedy
against the "white bhght" at the roots of your Moneywort, but we should
liie to have tried one part carboUc acid mixed with four parts water. It might
be appUed to the roots of one plant,and we should like to know the result.

Gooseberry Caterpillars {N. S. S.).—They were destroyed by the poafc

office pimches. That you describe with yellow rings is the lan'aof the Goose-
berry Saw-fly, Nematus Grossulariae. AU the caterpillars may be destroyed by
dusting with white hellebore powder. Root-prune your over-luxuriant Currant
bush.

Aphides on Cucumbers (A Suhscribei).—It is the worst case of aphis we
have ever seen, the leaf swarms with them, both green and black. Shut-up
the house closely, and damp all surfaces except the foliage of the plants,

then fumigate with tobacco, taking care to deliver the smoke cool, as other-

wise there is a danger of scorching the leaves. Syringe well next morning,
and shade from bright sun, so as to lessen the necessity for air-giving—in fact,

keep the house as close as you can consistent with the safety of the plants,

and keep it moist, without, however, wetting.the foliage. When the leaves are
dry in the evening again fumigate effectively. Pursue a similar mode of

treatment the following day, and fumigate every alternate night for a week.
We could name many things that will destroy the aphis, but the foUage of

the Cucumber is so tender as not to admit of their application. Strong shag
tobacco, or tobacco paper on which you can depend, should alone be used.

Plants Insect-infested (Cedam).—The Pelargonium leaves are blackened
with the deposits of aphides. Fumigate with tobacco. The Orange leaf is

covered with black fungus in consequence of being attacked with scale. The
remedy for this is to wash every leaf with a sponge, using a solution of soft

soap, 4ozs. to the gallon, and adding to every gallon a wineglassful of spirits

of turpentine, as hot as the hand can bear. For the scale on the Kennedya
lay the plant on its side if in a pot, and syringe with the above solution at a
temperature of 140^, turning the plant round so as to thoroughly wet eveiy

part. If the plant is on a trellis remove any plants beneath it, and then well

syringe. Wash or syringe with water after three hours. It may be necessaiy
to repeat the application. Orange trees require to be frequently sponged to
keep them in good order, and to preserve plants in good health the insect

pests should he battled with on then- first appearance.

Names of Plants (A. W. E.).—1 and 4, Asplenium flaccidum; 2, A.flabelli-

forme; 3and 5, Adiantumhispidulura; 6, Pelltea hastata ; 7, Selaginella Kraus-
siana; 8, Asplenium Adiantum-nigrum. (F. T., Bournemouth).—1, Calluna

vulgaris ; 2, Erica cinerea; 3, Erica tetralix. (R.H. W.).—Limnanthes Douglasii.

POUITEY, EEE, AND PIGEOU OHEONIOLE.

MATING.
" Ladies, the tale that I relate

Instruction seems to carrj',

Choose not alone a proper mate,
But proper time to marry."

—

Speaker.

*' Proper mating is the science of good breeding."

—

Rural Ncic Yorkn:

Cousin, you have hit on the truth, and when we have a
poultry convention we will ask you to give us a lectiire upon
the subject. In the meantime we shall make use of it, and
hope this vnXl meet your eye. We are afraid our first quotation
will cause some to ask themselves how lonf; it is since they read
it. Imagination will cai-ry them many years back, when they
stood up on certain days (they were Wednesday and Satm-day
with us, 1821), with the old "Speaker" in their hands, for read-

ing and elocution, and began the tale from which we quote.
" I shall not ask Jean Jacques Rousseau
If birds confabulate or no."
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If fhey coiild they tvouM often give iis a bit of their mmd on the

subiect of matins. We have seen and still see such curious

proceediugs ; we hear such complaints of disappointment when

nothing else could be looked for, such anticipations of success

that will never be realised, and such senseless hopes from most

incongruous matings, that the mine being charged, the match

was applied by our New York friend, and we determined om-

experience should be made public.
, ,, ,

Before putting bii-ds together to breed from, we should be

quite clear in our minds on the subject of our requirements—

whether size, symmetry, feather, or all of them. We should be

cai-eful to note the results of past experiments. We should set

ourselves no tasks that we cannot perform. Some results may
be attained in one season, others are the work of years. We are

not without some guide ; it is found advantageous to mate a

two-year-old cock with pullets, or a twelve-months cock with

hens. It is admitted by aU large breeders that defects are more

surely transmitted by hereditary descent than beauties or ex-

cellencies ;
therefore' choose perfect birds. We had a Silver

Sebright cock so perfectly beautiful, so admirably laced, such

a tail, such a carriage, but he had a single comb. We thought

it terrible to lose the services of such a bird. His parents had

faultless double combs, the correct shape, the perfect colour.

His was an accident. We would breed from him, but as we

believe in such matters, in the effects of appearances, we dubbed

him artistically. We cut through the thick of the comb, divided

it down the centre, and notched it across. It almost deceived

us, and we tried him as one of our stock birds. It proved a bad

breeding year, and the only chickens were his. They all had

single combs. How many breeders of Dorkings have been led

astray, like ourselves, by the best bird we ever bred, only he

•was a claw deficient on one foot. His parents had all then-

claws, and it must surely be a sport, but the fault ran through

his progeny ; fom--elawed birds were common among them.

There was never a gi-eater triumph, as the result of skilful

mating, than the manufacture of the Sebright Bantam. If let

alone the breed would return to the old brown, white, black,

and spangled fowls that were the ingredients. If the lacing

becomes faint, recourse must be had to a black hen crossed

with a Sebright cock ; her produce, much too dark, must be

put to the faintly-laced birds. The black hen, having brought

the requisite colour, is done away with, but her dark descendants

are skilfully mated till the good effect of her colour is seen

throughout the yard. Wherever colour is the desideratum the

principal drawback is the time employed in the operation, years

Ijeing necessary. It may often be shortened by maldng many
rnns at the same time, all differently composed ; but this re-

quires appliances that are not within the reach of aU. Where
size is required, the most successful choose the largest possible

ien, and a perfectly shaped but middle-sized cock.

The secret of all perfect mating is to use no bird with a

-positive defect. It is to seek in both parents that which you

wish to perpetuate. This is ti-ne not only of the stock birds you

are using, but also of those that are running with them in the

yaxd. Nothing that is objectionable should meet or offend the

eye. In breeding, it must be recollected, perfection, or the

approach to it, is difficult to attain with all the means and ap-

pliances to boot, and therefore, if anything be neglected, there

is small hope of success. The downfall of many is, it is thought

-that faultlessness in one parent may overcome slight defects m
-the other. This is a fatal error. In mating for feather, degrees

at merit may be taken into consideration. Thus, m a Silver

Poland or a Spangled Hamburgh, it would be worse than useless

to seek to produce the correct white sickles -with black moons by

means of birds that lacked them themselves.

Patience, common sense, and close observation will succeed

in accomplishing anything that can be reasonably desired. The

most legitimate object an amateur can seek, is to maintain the

purity of a breed and at the same time to develope its good

points. This may at first appear paradoxical, but it is not so.

Proper food and care, joined to a careful selection of the parents,

wm develope the useful properties. In the egg-producers health

-wiU prove- itself by fecundity, in the table fowls by size and

•weight. All this may be done without crossing.

It is said that a recent French king, not remarkable for the

quaUty of his wine, was in the habit of mixing many sorts to-

gether till he attained, according to his palate, the acme of

di-inks He then insisted on his attendants di-inking it, declaring

it excellent. The advocates of crosses belong to the same category.

PUBE BREEDS versus CROSS BREEDS.

I HA\-E occasionaUy seen the merits of pure versus cross breeds

discussed in your .lournal ; for the information of some of your

readers I will merely state the following, and leave them to

decide the case for themselves. One of my Dark Brahma

pullets, hatched in April, 1871, commenced laying early m Wo-

vember continuing, without intermission, laying daily tih the

commencement of the new year; she then ceased for four- or hve

days but recommenced regularly, only omitting an egg every

third or fourth day. As she was not an exhibition bird I was

in hopes she would shortly commence to cluck, giving me the

chance of an early brood ; but she laid steadily on, with only

the intermission of a few days occasionally, until the middle of

March, when on five occasions she laid an egg before 10 a.m.,

and another before 10 P.ii. of the same day. The eggs were

perfect in shape and size, but a trifle brittle m shell, so I ad-

ministered at intervals two five-grain Plummer s pills, which

checked the double-laying ; since then she has laid continuously,

evincing no disposition to sit, up to present date—Tune ird, her

comb being as red as ever, and her condition m no wise im-

paired. I may add she is perfectly pure bred, ancl I now leave

the advocates of barndoor fowls to say whether they can beat

us lovers of pui-e breeds.—F. S. F., Halifax, Nova bcotia.

DORCHESTER SHOW UNDER TWO ASPECTS—

IN RAIN AND IN SUNSHINE.
No. 2.

—

In Sunshine.

The stifling crowd gone, the heavy clouds dispersed, and the

bi-iUiant sunshine being poured on us in its utmost splendour,

the spirits of man and bird, as I have remarked, revived.

First, the Show was larger than formerly, but many of the

bii-ds were in a dirty condition while others were perfectly clean,

thus showing that the dirt had not been acquired during the

Show. Sm-ely there might be a Uttle more attention in this

matter. Birds may be made perfecUy clean, as witness the Eev.

F. Tearie's first-prize White Bantams, perhaps the most beau-

tiful ever shown. , , ,

But I am in front of the Spanish, eight pens of cocks and

thirteen of hens ; excellent birds, but the Bristol birds, Mr. ih.

.Jones's, beating aU. Among the Dorkings were many fine-

bodied fowls, but the heads andcombswere coarse. 1 he Locluiis

in aU classes were more numerous than before, and yet, save at

a show, how seldom one sees a Cochin! while Brahmas.oi

haU-Brihmas, are everywhere. The Game cocks were large-

Umbed noble birds. The Hamhurghs desei-ve a special notice.

A few years ago they were to be counted on one s fingen!jit the

Bath aid West of England Show, but this year they formed the

largest class ; and considering that their feathered beauty is so

great, especially when seen near at hand, we may say that they

were the most attractive of all the birds shown. The beauty

of the Duke of Sutheriand's bird was very Syef •
_B°th the

Spangled classes were to my judgment superior to the PenciUed

Tinly it was atieat to look at such birds. Tet it is only at a

show in the south that they are seen I I'^^'-'l/,.'!^,^,';'?' Pf°
call them " speckled Dorkings," and I was asked ^'l^f tl^°fe

funny spotted fowls were." I feel sure tha this exhibition mil

cause a Hamburgh mania in the neighbourhood of Dorchester.

Now let me atk. Where were the Golden PohsA, fanciers ?

Where indeed, for only one entry m each class! Is there no

one who Ukes to be sure of at least a second prize ? Please do

not let the beautiful Golden PoUsh become thmgs of ^e Pa *

The Silver PoUsh were better in numbers, but not so "^meious

as they ought to have been. The same may be said of the

o-igina'^Pohsh, the Blacks. I would recommend PohBh f?^!?

to those who could make an aviai-y m their garden but couldnot

allow fowls their Ubei-ty. The PoUsh are cleaner and happier

L confiTement, for if at large they soon, lose themselves bemg

unable to see w4ll. In confinement, t^^"/,
f'''^'

^^'^^^f?^;^
they are clean, content, and very beautiful. Th-^tiencli towls

were numerous, but not worth looking at m their moulting

rurrdirtvpondition It is a wonder to me they have so many

atokers^ but"one to his taste. Of the Sebright Bantams

thS^was but one pen, and that bitter bad. The Black Bantams

extremely gamey-looking uttle fellow.
,. ^. , . , ,„„„

In re'ard to the birds in the Any other distmct variety class

I must notice the Malays in this way. I had just bef'"-« ^^^
l.^^L.;r,o at the nair in Mr. Wright's new book, and must testuy

rtt^l-otderfSucSracyandfifelikecharactero^those^

Malays were always made too pretty I'':*"™;
..^.^•^l^f'ifo'fa

X

Inokinc' birds and usuaUy at first inspire dishke, but noltt tne

SSn'/of those who tale to them. I for ™e should be very

soiTy to miss them from our shows, they being so unhke aU

°'l now come to the Tigeons. I was glad to see that they were

fed hilaXnware dishes, and had not their food scattered on

the floor thfs gave a better chance for heavily wattied bird^.

SHll rather deeler vessels of zinc or tin fastened rather high up

fnliont of thfpensy are better than the almost flat earthenware

*''?he"cSrTe"ses"were chiefly remarkable for the prevalence

of dun colored bi!-ds But there should have been gi-eater

entries in all the Pigeon classes, when one considers there was

actudly oiJy one Ln Pouter and only one pair of Almond
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TmnLlers. Passing by the Carriers, -n-hich -n-ere good, I came
to the Pouter cocks—only four pens, and the first-prize bird the
only really good one. Three pens of Hunts, a class of birds
scarcely kept as generally as they deserve to be.
The Dragoons were more numerous, indeed they are clearly

becoming very popular, and kept in colour and points as unlike
as possible to Carriers, are very interesting; the first prize a
pair of beautiful SUvers with proper coloured bars—I mean, of
course, broira bars—belonging to Mr. WiUiam Bishop, of Dor-
chester. Their light and elegant frame pleased me much. Mr.
Allsop's second-pi-i2e birds were, on the contrary, much heavier
and more Carrier sized and shaped birds ; they also Silvers with

u
^"^ ^''rs. I notice that a correspondent recently suggests

that the Birmingham Columbarian Society should decide as to
the colours of the bars. I wiU remark that their decision has
been already made, and in favour of brown bars—ride their
article on the Dragoon Pigeon, vol. xviii., pagt 208, of this
Journal, being the number for April 21st, 1870. As even the
colour of silver is not well known, it being thought to be whitish,
and that black must be a good contrast to white, whereas on
the contrary it is light drab, I wiU reproduce the passage from
the article—" Silvers are frequently bred from and crossed with
Blues

; but it is better not to do so, for, as a consequence, too
often the produce of such a mixture is a muddle of both, result-
ing chiefly m the production of birds of a silver colour with
black bars and dark flights, which are, therefore, not regarded
as Silvers but as washed-out Blues. True SUvers are as follows
—Colour whity-brown or very hght di-ab, "n-ith darkerdrab bars,

?,«f
K and flights. They should have light homy bills and naik.

The hackle is not so beautifully resplendent as in the Blues, the
indescence being greatly diminished by the drab tint of which
their colour consists. The eyes of this variety partake of a rich
pearhsh kind, without a particle of yellow observable iu them.
Ihey ai-e a %'ery attractive variety," as undoubtedly they are.
The pretty Fantails were, as usual, numerous, and so good

that nearly all were noticed. Among the three pens of Trum-
peters was a beautiful pair of Blacks belonging to Mr. Jones, of
iulham. Barbs good, so likewise Archangels. Turbits too few,
likewise Tumblers—only three pairs to contest for four prizes.
Uwls only two pairs. Jacobins, on the contrary, mustered
strongly. Any other distinct variety, five pens only. I hope,
wherever the Show be held nest year, there will be many more

Having satisfied myself with my survey, I proceeded to see
how the Bath and West of England Show looked in sunshine.

" Blest power of sunshine, genial day,
"WTiat power, what life, is in thy ray !

"

Power and life indeed. Before there was nothing but misery,
but now pleasure seen on every face. Proceeding to the band,
around which were abundance of seats, and I thank you, excel-
lent Council not only seats but boards for the feet—very neces-
sai7 this cold June, I took my seat ivith my face towards Dor-
cJiester, so that the whole park and Show were before me ; I on
tne top of the slope and the park gradually sloping townways,
lor m the valley is the town. A couple of spires rose above
the avenues, and one tower, that of St. Peter's church, the only
church which escaped the great fire of 1613, when three hundred
nouses and two churches were burnt, very few houses escaping.
But neither man nor woman perished, saith the old history

;

owing, perhaps, to the fire beginning at two o'clock in the day.
-ice town of Dorchester seems to lie almost in a square, and on
three sides has spacious avenues, pknted in 1700, of sycamore,
horse chestnut, and ehns. The streets are rectangulai- and
regularly built, hence squareness and its results are marked
upon the place. A view over a wide valley is always pleasing,
especially ^^^th dovrns beyond it: In wandering through thebhowl could but think what a useful and pleasure-giving thing

if ^"SJS 5 ^' ^^ ^^ * I'etter edition of a Urge old fair—
oeautUul horses and cattle, without the noisy rogues of dealers
and the screws, and in addition many things which an old fair had
not. V enly this is an improving age ; indeed each age is in tm-n
an improvement upon its predecessor—less coarse in manner,
ana with additional comforts and conveniences for all. Upon
the highe.st ground of all stood Suttons' and Carter's seed tents.
It chanced that I had never been in them before, bo I entered
nrst button and Sons' and then Carter's. Both are very im-
posing-looking structures, with a lengthy and ornate frontage,
lintemig Sutton & Sons' at the end, I could not fail being struck
with the elegance of the arrangements. Seeds, especially agri-
cultural, are not picturesque, but good taste made a picturesque
tent. Une looked on the samples, and then, arranged at the
DacK, were specimens of the Grasses, each bxmch formed into a
lau-snape. bo there were the Urge sample-bags, and, behind,
gi-own specimens. Indeed the arrangements were tasty in the

^JS"^!?"' ^/Itlie whole weU bore out the high tone and character

dis la
'^'^ading. The same may be said of Messrs. Carter's

Passing down the slope of the park viewing carriages, ma-cmneiy 01 aU sorts and sizes, I essay to enter the cattle sheds,
out could not venture, especially when one had been wet-footed

for hours. Still I will and do see the horses, and have the con-
fiding noses of pet ponies thrust into my palm, hoping for
biscuit or bread. " Bless you, sir, no money would hny that
pony. The young ladies drive it and make an awful pet of
him." N.B.—I pat that pony again and again, and allow him to
thrust his soft nose again and again into my palm.
But my train starts at 7.10, so I must go, and I mount an

omnibus, one among a hundred conveyances, and the hundred
drivers struggling for places, and shouting for passengers, in
the quagmire outside the entrance. Slowly we move on through
a crowd that appears to like being run over. The avenues and
the streets are now bright with sunshine and holiday-makers.
What a nice old place I What capital avenues !

" My bosom's
lord again sat lightly on his throne." I viewed all things under
a different aspect to that of the morning. I admired the jollity

of an English agricultural crowd. I saw little druiikenness

;

that, I fear, would be a later exhibition. Slowly, very slowly,
we threaded our way, at length reached the station ; saw Bristol
and Yeovil trains off, heavily laden, then stepped into my own,
which was not inconveniently crowded, and saw opposite me
my friend of the morning—quite friends now, having been to
the same place and seen the same sights, and by midnight I was
in my own rectory.

—

Wiltshibe Eectoh.

MANAGEMENT OF POTJLTET AT EXHIBITIONS.
It is very amusing to me to learn that the omission of a word

or two causes Mr. Wright to be so hilarious as to grin at such a
simple thing, and he need not fear my begrudging him his
laugh. Probably he enjoyed the fun as much as I did when he
some time ago seriously advisedBrahma breeders to •' cut neatly
round with a pair of shears " the vulture hocks of a bird intended
for breeding purposes, and you would then be able to breed
birds with hocks which would please any good judge! What
I intended to say, and what I fancy most of my readers inferred
from my previous remai'ks, was, that birds cannot at first and
without water eat too much food to be injurious to them. But
when the water-can is filled while the pen is empty, a bird after
a long journey will, on being put into the pen, at once rush to
the water, and before touching a bit of food satisfy its thirst,
and then commences the mischief.
When Mr. Wright has had some experience in the rnanage-

ment of shows and has seen the letters which follow every show,
he will, I think, come to a different conclusion about the possi-
bility of the starvation of birds.

After the second Crystal Palace Show, two gentlemen living
at Bristol, and well known to Mr. Wright, wrote to us stating
that through the delay in the delivery by the railway company,
their birds had been killed from want of food and from cold.

One bird was a Brahma and the other a White Cochin, and I
fancy neither of these birds was quite so long as a week without
foci. With regard to the an-ival of the dead Brahma he was,
when taken out of the basket, warm, and another bird which
was delivered at the same time was so exhausted that he could
not stand, and had he been detained a little longer there is no
doubt he too would have died fi-om starvation.

A friend sent me a week ago a pair of Spanish pullets to pre-

pare for him for the Bath and West of England Show. They
were put into a pen and fed three times a-day. Their first meal
consisted of wheat with a little hempseed at midday, barleymeal
mixed with milk, and at night the same food as that given in
the morning. Every grain was eaten up at once, and they were
always ready for more food, and yet these birds in seven days,
with such simple fare, and with a mn every alternate day for an
hour, increased in weight more than half a pound, and I main-
tain this must always be the case.

I am afraid we might continue discussing these matters for

some time ; this will therefore be my last communication on
this subject. But before concluding I must congratulate Mr.
Wright on the splendid work he is now pubUshing. It certainly

enters very minutely and fully into all poultry matters. The
engravings, both coloured and plain, are excellent, and I have
read each part published with great interest.—W. J. Nichols.

CEOSS-BEED FOWLS—USE OF FAKM FOWLS.
As in your columns I often see the Brahma-Dorking recom-

mended as the best cross, I will state my experience of it for

the benefit of those who have not yet tried it. I am no lover of

cross-bred fowls, having proved by experience that pure breeds
are more profitable and prolific. I have tried the Brahma-
Dorking cross several times and bothways—viz., with a Dorking
cock and Brahma hens, and with a Brahma cock and Dorking
hens, and have always found it unsatisfactory-. I have also
found that the chickens hatched from this cross are as delicate

as pure Dorkings, that the pullets are bad and late layers, and
that they are not equal to pure Erahmas as table fowls. The
Houdan-Brahma and Houdan-Dorki ng crosses I have also found
unsatisfactory.

The most satisfactory cross I have yet seen is between a Duck-
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-sring Game cock and Dark Brahma hens. I think that these

birds wiU be found the best for a farm or unconfined space it

many chickens are required ; the Game cock, being an active

lively bird, -n-ill lead the hens well about in search of food, ihe

chickens raise! from this cross are hardy, good layers, early

ready for market, and imsurpassed as table fowls. The prefer-

ence is "iven to Duck-sving Game cocks, as they are rather larger

than the other Game varieties, and match better m colour with

the hens. I would recommend that on no account should any

cross-bred birds be kept to breed from, as their progeny dete-

"
What' a pity it is that farmers wiU not see how profitable

'

fowls may be made. I have just been oyer a friend's farm, and

he has been telling me what bad crops he had last year in con-

sequence of the vermin. He told me also that his best crop was

in a field next to his stackyard, and said that if it had not been

ior the fowls it would have been a very heavy one. I tried to

explain to him that it was through his fowls clearing this Held

of vermin that this particular crop was better than the others,

but I could not make him beUeve in then usefulness.—L. L,.

Shaejian, Finchleij, Middlesex.

SILVEE DBAGOONS' BAES.

We have read with considerable pleasure the discussions

which have been published of late in your .Journal on this sub-

iect, and we agree with you that such Kttle controversies do

rouse attention to the subject, and oftentimes with a good result

do they terminate.
,

Much has been said as to the proper colour of Silver Dragoons

bars, much more might be said, but the subject has been pretty

well ventilated—so much so, indeed, that the dullest of our feUow

fanciers can clearly see through it, and thus solve the problem

for themselves; in short, and in fact, the question black bars

or brown bars is simply a matter of choice, upon which a

difference of tastes might be expected, and whether the matter

be decided now by one or twenty lanciers it wiU stiU remain

an open question, to be left to the discretion and preference of

whoever may be selected to make the awards vrhere both the

Mnds may be antagonists.

In your Journal of June 6lh you stated that " Mr. J. Bromley

suggests that the Birmingham Columbarian Society should

decide as to the colour of the bars." We therefore willingly

repeat our opinion on the point for the use of those who may
value it, and who may have passed unnoticed the number of the

journal in which our views were contained.

Our opinions upon the Dragoon Pigeon were given at some

length in your issue of April 21st, 1870, in which all the acknow-

ledt'ed varieties were referred to, accompanied by a portrait of

a Dragoon Pigeon. The following paragraph we extract from

our notes as bearing upon the point at issue :
" Silvers are

frequently bred from and crossed with Blues, but it is better not

to do so for, as a consequence, too often the produce of such a

mixtm-e is a muddle of both, resulting chiefly in the production

of birds of a silver colour, with black bars and dark flights,

vphich are, therefore, not regarded as Silvers, but are looked

upon as washed-out Blues. True Silvers may be simply de-

scribed as follows :—Their colour is a sort of whity-brown or

very hght drab, with darker drab bars, neck, and flights
;
they

should have hght horny bills and nails ; the hackle is not so

beautifully resplendent as in the Blues, the iridescence being

ci-eatly diminished by the drab tint of which their colour con-

sists. The eyes of this variety part.ake of a rich pearhsh kind,

without a particle of yellow observable in them. They are a

very attractive variety, and good specimens are very scarce,

more especially cock birds."

These were our opinions given two years ago alter lull con-

sideration and mature experience of the breed ; but as the subject

has lately been fre«Jy discussed, and our opmion sought, we

have again brought the matter before our members for recon-

sideration at our last periodical meeting, but the verdict was the

same fuUy confirmed,- but tHs time with many additional voices

to proclaim with emphasis the brown or drab bars as the

proper and established colour for Silver Dragoons.

Amongst our members we have many admirers of Dragoons,

who have made an especial study of them for years, and ex-

perience has taught us to prefer in SUvers the brown-ban-ed

kind. Indeed, until lately, none other were exhibited,
f^'^V'-J,

perhaps, because there was not a weU-matched pair of black-

barred to show. Odd ones now and then were bred, but were

not regarded as show birds, because to foUow precedent brown-

barred birds as standard specimens were required.

So-called black-barred Dragoons were produced as by accident,

and not designedly, and they are about as numerous now as they

were then. It is true we admire both kinds, and probably il we

could introduce any other pretty offshoots from those aU-eady

known and recognised we should also admire them, tor were

they whit* bars, red bars, real black bars, or even gi-een bars,

they would doubtless attract our attention, command our ad-

miration, and eUcit our praise ; but we cannot see the wisdom ol

attempting to revolutionise a settled characteristic by any sudden

fi-eaks of fancy to which fanciers ire liable. „,,,,, ,

It is no new thing to produce the so-called black-barred

Silvers : but it is quite new, and an entire revolution of things

to endeavour to persuade that no others are perfect, and thus

i-more the long-known and acknowledged Silvers.

°We have, unfoi-tunately, in our category of fancy phrases and

names a hist of misapphed terms, and those often mislead the

amateur Pigeon-keeper, and sometimes ruffle the calmer fancies

of the more knowing ones. We are of opimon that such is the

chief cause of difference as to Silver Dragoons. Silvei;s !
Ah !

there's the question, for in reaUty there's more against that

name than either of 'the kinds in dispute. The name we think

is an inappropriate one, answers as well to one as the othei, but

in fact, is unsuited to either, though the teim Silver 1ms long

been used in describing both kinds. Thus, experienced fanciers

woiSd know, that in%eaking of Silver Dragoons, Fantails

Owls Caii-iers or Kunts, that the brown-ban-ed kmdweremeant,

because the flights and tail feathers of these kinds must be of

the same coloSr, or in accord ^^}'.}'^%.''?^°'f^''^°i^,'^^}tt
the Turbit and Baldhead, being white-flighted and white-tailed

birds, are understood to have darker or black bars It therefore

seem. foUy to endeavour- to transfer the Utle from vaneties

ab-eady estabUshed to one not yet in existence, even though it

wovp I'dmittedto be better; for although there are (of Silveis)

rhos'ewhi" more nearly approach black than their feUows, yet

the darkest of these are, in truth far fi-om being black; and the

more intense the colour of bars for Sdvers with coloured flight

and tail, the more certain is the last-named appendage to be of

a bluish cast, and the more yanegated with green lustre is the

neck of the bird likely to be.
, ,. i-

Now we are not opposed to a change when such alteration is

advisable or can be' supported by weU-grounded argument

backed up bv precedent or sustained by sound theoiT; hut by

the adv^^rat^ of the black bar aU these essentia s seem to

be forgltten. It is not sufficient for a sohtary pair of dark-barred

birds to be exhibited, and because they win a few pn^e^^*^

certain iud"es that henceforth none other are perfect. This is

sStrtirmuchto expect, and we cannot help eehng sm-pnse

thit in the controversy which has taken place the names of one

or two f^ciers have appeared in support of Wack bars whose

exnerience should have taught them to use more care and

thought in advocating a chan|e of fashion which would ahenate

scorefof persons fi-om the ranks of fanciers, who would thus

desert the fancy in disgust at the needless and ever-changing

flScies of gentlemen who have been looked upon as authorities,

iTt who, whilst destroying that confidence n themselves, also

wouldSdln the destruction of the admir.able variety of Pigeon

bv which their reputation was gained, and to which breed the

hLIest prases have been
^^f^' ^^%'^l^'^''^\^°l'^^LTZ

sefk to overthrow the very kind of Pigeon l^^T helped to

establish.-BmiiMGina Columeabian Society-J. W. Ludlow,

Secretary.

nxFOED PorLTBY SHOW.— The Committee are desii-ous of

adto
°
to theii schedule a class for Black Bantams, but it being

?heflr°st Show held at Oxford our funds wiU not admit of giving

nrizes in evei-y class. We hope with the ,
assistance of the

Fanciers of thole beautiful Uttle birds to give a c^P/or that
lanciers o

Cruiws has kindly promised a gumea.

^hrp'^ize'^chelriTe ^ifbe inT^int next week. We shall be glad

of subscriptions however small.-JosEPH Kixg, Hon. Sec.

EVENLT-MAEKED CANAEIES AXD MULES.

THBquestionis-(pi-esumingof course thatabirdhasare^lar^

fm-med can extending from a point a httle above the DacKoi

th™ ill toVe extrem'e back of the head, runmng m a regular

Sie on bSti siles a Uttle above the eye and foi-ming a complete

pIUtisp -nith a nair of regularly-marked -wings)—Are tneie Diras

evBS%^neveSy-markld,oriithecapundersuchcircumstances

tJ be regarded as a mere blot? That is the question
;
but

nsttd'ofconfinSg themselves to the
f^-^^^-^^ XT<^-r'e-

what way it is to be regarded as an uneven ™ai^'J°^ .^°X
Tpondents offer opinions on matters totally n-relevant to the

'"?4m now'Se'r to Mr. Blakston's letter No, 1. The remarks

contliedThereL may be -^/«"^l<',^„lnr;tTenTirlly
estimation of Mr. Blakston but T^ust confess that I entirely

fail to see their force. The writer says, .^e prefers penoiiea

eyes and evep saddle. Has a bird two saddles? ^^Jj^^t
^^"er

encefs there between a cap and two wing
™^^^;.fi^jf^^^Xo ,ly

ThSMr^^Hiran ^hf hi speak., <. ;;cn^^^^^^^^

(^.'!e^%"STsiSpr;i^gtu%tTA^^^^^
marSg " SpeSacie eye marks " is a common expression with
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north countrymen, and to my thinking convey a more correct

idea of what is intended. Nobody ever saw a bird with literal

*' circular eye marks/' therefore it is xumecessary for me to dwell

further on this point.

With regard to letter No. 2, I am more disposed to listen with

respect and deference, as I am satisfied from its tone that it is

written by an experienced man, but unfortunately it refers to

the Yorkshire fancy only, and I know that the Yorkshire rules

disregard evervthing except the four and six-marked birds.

Now if you look at No. 1 letter you will see that the writer in

his opinion regards a bird with a clear head and even saddle,

as the second-best marked bird that can be produced, whilst the

writer of No. 2 informs us that birds so marked are entirely

disregarded in his part of the country and are not admitted as

show bii'ds. "V^Tiich is right?
For Mr. Blackston's information I may tell that a horseshoe

mark on the breast of a marked bird is regarded by Scotchmen

as a regular and goodmark.—R.L. V^xi.i.kcz,Berwick-on-Tweed.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Hants ant> Berks Poultby Show (H. A.).—We regret that a -wrong date

was given in our list of shows ; but we do not think the entire blame for dis-

appolntment should fail upon us. Secretaries should send us special informa-

tion ; and in this instance we published a paragraph noticing the Show and
calling attention to the advertisement, which if it had been referred to would

have been found to state the date of the entries closing.

pRECOCiocs ERAmrA PcLLET (Xeophyt^).—It is very early for a pullet

hatched January 29th to lay June 12th, the more so that the weather has not

been favourable, or calculated to produce early maturity. In most cases of

precocious laying (for we consider it so), the subjects are hatched in the last

week in April, and begin laying in August. They thus have all the " vantage "

in the way of weather, and even then it is very early ; but yours has been
accomplished spite of disadvantages. As growth as a rule ceases when laying

be<nns, we are not sure it is desirable pullets should become matrons at such

an early age.

Crossbred always Moulting (T. C. O.).—We are not friendly to crosses,

and never surprised to find they are subject to vagaries. You do not tell us

enough. Are your fowls at liberty ? Is the hen by herself ? We hardly ever

know an instance of feather-eating when fowls have a grass run. If their

liberty is confined to a paved yard, then they eat their feathers in lieu of

something they require and cannot get. We have never known a fowl eat its

own feathers. The tail feathers and the quilled feathers of the wing are

always left, they cannot pull them out. If the hen has been running with
i

others she must be separated, the stubs are a temptation the other birds

camant resist. While she is alone give her large sods of growing grass, and
gnpply her with lettuces that have run to seed. True Spanish chickens are

pied when first hatched, and retain some white feathers for a long time.

Cock's Claws Cr.«iped (E. E. E.).—Judging from the way in which you
have been treated hitherto, and supposing the bird remains cramped, we ad-

vise you to return him, writing first to state the case. We say this confi-

dently, because we know the vendor.

Duckling's Eyes Discharging {Subscriber).—Teed your ducklings on oat-
meal in the following manner :—Take a very shallow vessel, and put a thin sod
of growing grass, covering the bottom, put some meal on the top of it, add
water enough to cover the whole barley. If the ducklings are losing strength,
add some very small thin strips of raw meat. You do not say whether they
a"-e hatched by hens or Ducks.

Marking Chickens Painlessly (Mrs. D.).—Mark them in the web of the
wing with a red hot iron. It is painless, invisible, and indelible.

Fowls' Necks Featherless {EwaviUe).~V?e do not like your feeding, and
you mention no green food as part of it. You say nothing of grass. Boiled
rice and potatoes are bad food. They are unsatisfying and irapoverisy-ing.

The latter especially induce disease of the liver. Being dissatisfied, they are
subject to a craving they cannot allay, and seek the nearest approach. We do
not understand why, but it is probable feathers most nearly resemble that
they require, and they therefore eat them. You must alter your treatment
entirely. Give yourfowla in the morning some oatmeal or ground oats slaked
with water. You may give some whole lidian com at midday, and meal again
at night. Give them plenty jf large sods of growing grass cut with plenty of

mould to them. Give them also some lettuces gone to seed. This will

probably recover them. They are at present insufficiently fed, and out of

health.

Hamecrgh Cock's Ear-lobe (L. H. B.).—There is no method for making
or keeping the ear-lobe white. It is one of the merits of a pure-bred good
fowl, and seldom loses character. You need not be discouraged if daring
moult it becomes spotted with red. When the process is over it regains its

pure colour.

Selling Diseased Pigeons (IT. Croofc).—It will be more just to publish
nothing more on the subject until after the trial for the recovery of the
money you paid Mr. Watkins for the other Pigeons. If you will oblige us by
sending a paper containing a report of the trial we will publish it.

Food for Rents (Amateur],—Indian com and oatmeal mised with water
forming a sti£f paste, also horse beans.

GERii.iN Paste—Young Larks {JR. F. JT.).—German paste may he thus
made : Take 1 pint of pea flour, in which rub up a new-laid egg ;" then add
2 ozs. of fresh lard, and 3 ozs. of honey ; continue to rub this well, so as to pre-
vent its being in large lumps ; when mixed to a fine powder, put it into a clean
earthen pipkin, and place it over a slow and clear fire, until warmed through,
stirring it all the while to prevent its burning; when sufficiently hot, take it

off, and pass it through a fine wire sieve ; then add about 2 ozs. of mawseed.
Young Larks require great care, being very subject to the cramp ; they should
he kept in a wicker basket, covered to prevent them flj-ing away. Soak two
partsof ?tale bun, or best wheaten bread, and one part of rapeseed, in cold
water for five or sis hours; then put it into a piece of clean cloth, let it

simmer in water over a slow fire for about half an hour, and form it into a
custard by rolling it to a complete pulp, adding to it a little yolk of a hard-
boiled egg ; feed them with this food until they can feed themselves. This
mixture must be made fresh twice a-day, or it will turn sour ; a bit of raw

beef mav be given occasionally. As soon as they get pretty strong with their

legs and' wings, they must be caged-off, keeping clean soft hay at the bottom

of the c^es,"shifting it for fresh twice a-week at least. When they can feed

themselves, give a little German paste, stale bun cmmbled very fine, and

chopped egg, mixed together; when about a month or five weeks old, cage

them off, supplying them with a fresh drawer of sand,

gravel, twice a-week. You may continue the eg;

break them off it by degrees, also

they have moulted-off.

Pigeons Trespassing (A. G. B.).—Yonr neighbour cannot legally shoot

your Pigeons, but as they eat his garden crops, and he has given you more

than one notice of the damage done, he could recover compensation for the

damage if he sued you in the County Court. He has no right to close the

windows in the gable of your house. Why not keep Pigeons that will hear

confinement ? Being at war with a neighbour is a perpetual blister as well as

fresh turf, and clean

bra short time, and
two of lean beef ; continue this until

expensive.

KatTrap(J. Y.L.)
pills is most effective :

-No result came from the prize. Phosphoric paste or

I destroying rats.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS,
Casides Square, London.

Lat. 51° 32' 40" N. ; Long. 0' 8' 0" W.; Altitude 111 feet.

Date. in.
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ever to he seen bv the eye of faith, but never attained in the
lifetime of the contributor.

That unions with their attendant stiikcs have been a means
of raising wages and lessening the hours of laboui', those who
look at strikes with the gieatest possible disfavour must admit.
It is not here attempted to do anyone an injustice, but if the
scale of wages has been higher, and the hours of labour less,

it remains a fact all the same that pauperism has increased to

an alarming extent, and drunkenness has risen proportionately
to the increase of wages.
Unions have driven from om- midst the skilful, enterprising,

and perseveiing, caused them to seek a home in other lands,
leaving behind a class that in health and prosperity contribute
to those institutions which, instead of keeping them from the
jail and jioorhouse, bring them to a premature old age or
death, they or their families falling into the extreme of poverty.

business as others do of theirs ; but then, as ours is a \no-
gi'essive business—one in which it is imijerative, if we mean to

make our mark, to lay hold of those agencies of instruction
which will enable us to keep pace with the age—the better

informed our minds, the greater will be the skill and fruit of

the hands.
Secondly, to afford succour, by interesting ourselves in each

other's welfare mentally and physically, to those who, from
no fault of their own, are suffering from non-employment or
imdergoing any of those trials encountered by man in the
struggle of Hfe. It should be om- duty to keep one of our body
from taking a known bad service ; and whilst we should see

that none belong to the association but those who have under-
gone a proper course of instruction and have proved their

respectability so as to wairaut our affording them assistance,

they should not allow of a known dissipated and unworthy
Strikes, then, not only cause much present but also great after- character taking a good and responsible position without
misery ; they stay entei-prise, stop the chculatiou of money,
increase the cost of production, and raise the price of the raw
as well as the manufactured material—in fact, advance every-
thing but morals and virtue.

" But if unions are so great an evil, why say we need one for

making it known that the person does not belong to the society.

In this way no discredit could accrue to the society.

Thirdly, to afford relief in sickness and infirm old age.

From the pecuharity of their ca lling gardeners are liable to a
considerable amount of sickness from extremes of heat and

gardeners ? " I saj- we need—and all men dependant on labour ' cold, and of the sudden transitions from one to the other, and
need—a union ; not one that has for its object the raising of ' these bring on very often a premature old age, and frequently
wages or reducing the horns of labour by a strike—not one ' death at an early period of life, leaving, it may be, a wife and
that requires payments in advance equal to what is gained ' children behind, with no means of maintenance. Xow, I hold
afterwards with loss of interest—not one that v.ill not aid us ' that everj- man whilst in health is bound to so much self-

in adversity, succour us in aiHiction, or comfort us in old age
;

but one that will, by improving our mental and moral condition

,

raise us in the eyes of our fellow men, render us more worthy
of respect and consideration from om* employers, and fit us
for a higher position in art, science, industn-, and society. To
effect this we must form ourselves into an improvement so-

denial of those indulgences and extravagances which tend to

no good either to himself or others, as to provide for those

misfortunes and infirmities that beset human nature, by
laying aside each and every time he receives pay, a portion of

his earnings. Anyone not doing this in prosperity has really

no just claim on our sympathy and support in adversity, only
ciety—a gardeners' institute, on the same broad principles as we must not allow anyone to fall without striving to lessen its

those of mechanics' institutes, such as already exist at Maid- I effects, and keep, if possible, that one from a like calamity,
stone, Leeds, York, and, no doubt, other places—institutions

i
Were everyone to lay by one half-of that which is spent on

of mutual, help and improved mind-culture. In connection articles of dress, or the gratification of the eye and palate, there
with such an institution there should be a Benefit society, not i

would be with the interest sufficient to meet every demand of

only to meet cases of sickness, but also to afford assistance to 1 man arising from want of employment, misfortune, infirmity,

the unfortunate—those who through no fault of their own are ! old age, and death. But as everyone has not this forethought
thi'own out of employment, and tlirough the mere whim or I it becomes a matter of consideration whether it ought not to
t.iTannical treatment of a late employer has kept back from

|

be made compulsory on everyone to provide for those cala-

him the needful requirements of future prosperity

—

i.e., the
j
mities which befall humanity, by a system of contributions

testimonials to which he is justly entitled. Many, and, alas ! which, whilst it entails no present hardship, woiJd at some time
too mimy, employers think not and care not how a gardener
is to live after he leaves or is dismissed from service. Happily
worth win always find its proper position, but there is no cal-

culating the inconvenience and loss many really honest and
trustworthy servants are put to by the caprices of their em-
ployers. It is this mere whim or fancy, and want of considera-
tion on the part of employers, that makes it impossible for any-
one with a sense of what is due to his respectability and merits

prove of benefit. Were this done the poor-rate would cease to

be levied, our temples of Bacchus would fall into decay, and
the vice and misery they foster be done away with.

It will be apparent to those giving the subject of imions
more than a passing notice, that where they exist for no other

object than for raising wages, or lessening hom-s of labour, or

other grievances, by a strike or the stoppage of labour, they
only place a higher price on the articles resulting from their

as a gardener to serve them with other than of eye-service, and
|

industry, other things advancing in proportion, so that with
a longing to be freed. In fact, gardeners are often more valued the increased pay they are no better oft after than before the
for their submissive spirit than for any merits they possess as ' strike. What a different result would be attained were the
gardeners. If they can set their own experience aside, prac- members of unions to apply the money to co-operative pur-
tise according to the idea of the employers, bear all then-
hard rebukes for what are at best only fancied causes of offence,
it may be well ; but if they should rebel, or rather repel attacks
of then- employers on their truthfulness, honesty, and ability,

they are driven away in a manner anything but justifiable,

and are treated to a considerable amount of loss and incon-
Tenience. I make a point that our numbers out of employ-
ment are increased to an alarming extent through the want of
consideration shown to gardeners. I contend there are em-
ployers whom no gardener can serve faithfully, and I also hold
it is unworthy anyone to strive to do so by pursuing a course
his conscience says is neith^ir just nor honourable. It would
be well if we had a society to save gardeners from becoming
preys to such employers as those. It is only reasonable that
respectable and worthy men should, in their battle for a liveli-

hood for themselves and families, be protected from becoming
a prey to these destroyers of a gardener's prospects, and direct
causes of their drinking deeply of the cup of adversity.

I could give even stronger reasons why we should "form our-
selves into an improvement society, one of mutual support

poses, allow it to accumulate imtU sufficient capital had been
raised to enable them to set themselves up in business on their

own account. That the money expended on strikes would be
sufficient to start more than one co-operative company annu-
ally in nearly every branch of industry, everyone but those

engaged in this foolish work of strikes can or may see, and so

would they if they were only to think.
•' But how are we without strikes to secure our rights ? You

sm-ely would not have us submit ourselves to every injustice,

and bear with every grievance ? " Not at all. It would be
cowardice and worse. But could we not have boards of arbitra-

tion to settle all disputes that may arise, and composed equally

of employers and employed, all agreeing to abide bj- the de-

cision arrived at ? This would prevent strikes ; or, if no solu-

tion could be come to satisfactory to the employed, they might
with the funds at command set themselves up in business on
their own account, and this would so far reduce the number
of hands that employers would be more ready to accord a
settlement. In this way the funds of the workmen would,
instead of being thrown away on a strike, go to increase the

and especially that of self-help, which is the greatest necessity ' manufacture of the article or material, whilst the same result

of all. I shall, however, content myself with stating three
causes, or reasons, why we should resolve ourselves into a society.
The first of these is improvement. It will not be denied that
we, as a body, are not behind other branches of industry in

would be secured by those who would be taken on after the
settlement of the dispute.

" But do you intend your observations to apply to gardeners ?

Decidedly so. Why not we have our co-operative society ?

intelligence, and are possessed of as good a knowledge of our ' Have we not within us the spirit of enterprise, energ}-, skill,
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ami imUistry, to carry on the business of <a mai-lcet gardener ?

Could we not raise funds at a single stroke to start us on an
extensive fruit and vegetable farm, and, if need be, add to

ourselves that of nursery and seedsmen ? Brother of the

spade, let us j^ut forth our strength ; let us show to the world
that we are above the secret and underhand deaUug which
precedes and results in a strike ; let us find for our brethren

out of employment profitable employment, give them an in-

terest in the cause, wliich they would have by placing at the

disposal of the concern the moneys they are bound to expend
in maintaining themselves and families between leaving one
place and securing another. It would be a gain to us all.

We should be able to give employment to all our unemijloyed,

and I have no doubt would return good interest on the funds
invested.

Such, then, is the union I consider needful for gardeners,

and not only for them, but those engaged in every other branch
of industry. We need self-help, self-improvement, as well as

that which is mutual, extending to others. Let everyone
now commence. It is never too late to begin a good work.

True, we have shown very great antipathy to every movement
having for its object the bettering of our position as members
of a useful art. It will be remembered by many of the readers

of this Journal, that in the spring of 1863 the subject was
brought prominently before them (see JonRXAL of Hoeticul-
TUKE, vol. iv., New Series, page 189), that it ended in the

propounding of a Benefit Society (vol. iv., page 305), and
my views on the subject wUl be found at page 345 of vol. v.

Since then they have undergone no change. I say now as I

said then, that the whole scheme as first propounded will ulti-

mately be carried out with the unanimous consent of all

sections of the gardening community. Of unions framed only

with a view to the advancement of gardeners as apart from
the interest of other parts of the great and powerful gai'dening

community, I am equally sanguine that they will fail, and I

appeal to them as an " iuteUigent and industrious class," to

refrain from a movement that is calculated to end only in

disaster.

Of the second circular little need be said. Everything
is set forth in the circular and paper accompanying " The
Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institution, instituted in 1838.

For providing relief by means of pension for life for aged

gardeners, their widows, and others connected with horticul-

tural pursuits." There is no disputing the value of a society

such as this ; it is one eminently suited to the gardener. The
time is not of a veiy late date when gardeners could shield

themselves, or have an excuse, for not subscribing to its funds
from their having no more prospect of being placed on its

funds than anyone who had not contributed to them. Happily
there is now no necessity for seeking election by a round-
about and expensive course of canvassing members. All that

is now necessary is to contribute for fifteen consecutive years,

and then preference is given to such contributors over non-
subscribers, or subscribers for a less number of years. Let us
hope none of us will need such aid ; but as the best of us know
not what is to befall us through life, ought we not to lay up in

store against the evil, which is tlie better for us if it do not
come, better again if it come and find us prepared? Shall we,
then, give this excellent charity nothing but the cold shoulder ?

I say not. Those who ajre not subscribers ought at once to

send in their names, and we shall have the pleasure of feeling

that we are doing good whilst we live, and is there not more
pleasure in giving than receiving ?

In hope that some measures may be taken to reheve the
suffering of gardeners in adversity and affliction, I commend
these observations to all classes of the gardening community, in

the firm belief that they are just and commendable.—G. Abbey.

EOYAL HORTICULTUEAL SOCIETY'S
EXHIBITION AT BIRMINGHAM.

June 25 to 29.

There ai-e some places in the world that we do not readily

associate with flower shows, and perhaps if anyone were to be

asked off-hand where the best, most extensive, and varied

exhibition connected with horticulture had been held of late

years he would hardly have said, unless he were better ac-

quainted with the people, Birmingham
;
yet when we recoUect

that the poultry and dog shows of Birmingham take precedence

of all others, and that a cup won there is a higher honour than

one taken anywhere else, we might suppose, if once the in-

habitants pnt their shoulders to the wheel, they would initiate

an exhibition of equal importance in its way. Time was when
Birmingham was associated in the minds of most with that

only which was trumpery. " Brummagem " became a synonym
for a sham, and its traders were looked upon as simply smart

and unscrupulous. It was said, we know not how truly, that

the same ship which carried out some devoted missionary, who
left home and kindred to tight the battle of the Cross in heathen

lands, can-ied out also casks of idols chiefly manufactured at

Bh-mingham ; that Bu-mingham traders suppUed the guns with

which New Zealand chiefs cariied on their wars_ with the

EngUsh colonists ; and that even now many a claim in the

Cape diamond fields has been sold above its value by the 'cute

owner scattering about it a few Bh-mingham-made diamonds.

Now, however, Bu-mingham from its numerous trades and

occupations, more especially in all connected with metals, has

become the worship of the world ; its merchants are princes ;

and nowhere can we meet with more remarkable examples of

what men call " self-made men," nor any place where art has

received more liberal encouragement. Witness Mr. GiUott,

the steel pen manufacturer, who in his early days made the

pens in a garret while his wife poUshed them, and whose col-

lection of modern pamtings of the English school sold for

188,000 guineas; or Josiah Mason, who commenced life as a

cake-seller in the streets of Kidderminster, but who at Bir-

mingham made his large fortune, which he has so nobly ex-

pended in foimdiug and endowing, at a cost of £250,000, an

orphanage for children and almshouses for aged women. But

there ! I am not going to write a history of Birmingham or

tell of all its deeds ; anyone who wants to know about it may
consult Mr. Tanner's "Industrial History of Bii-mingham and

the Midland Hardware District," or some very readable articles

in the " Leisirre Hour " of this year.

There is one name, however, connected with Bu-rmngham

and with horticulture we cannot pass by—one noble-mhided

woman whose name, perhaps, is likely to be forgotten in that

of her husband, but without whose aid his works would pro-

bably never have been produced—Mrs. J. C. Loudon, who was a.

native of the neighbourhood, and who, when all her husband's

earnings were absorbed in his great work, the " Arboretum

and Fruticetum," for many years supported her family by her

pen ; and who, when he was compiling his " Encyclopc^dia of

Cottage, Farm, and Villa Architecture," says herself, "Mr.

Loudon and I used to sit up the greater part of evei-y night,

never having more than four hours' sleep, and drinking strong

coffee to keep ourselves awake."

That the people of Birmingham can appreciate horticulture

and gardenhig is proved by the fact of theii- purchasing Aston

Hall and grounds, and which in 1858 were opened by_ our

gracious Queen, by one of whose sons the present Exhibition

is also opened. The enthusiasm on that occasion was so great;

that the whole distance from the Town Hall to the park, nearly

three miles, was lined with galleries tilled with spectators;

and amidst the toucMng scenes of that visit nothmg was more

remarkable than the assemblage of 47,000 children, who, as the

Queen passed, each took up then- refrain, and many a one heard

the sweet chUdren's voices with a full heart. No such gather-

mg took place on Tuesday last, but crowds of people who gladly

welcomed the young son of Her Majesty testified, by the hearti-

ness of their reception, that the old loyal feeling of England

stUl remained.
Tuesday, the day of Prince Arthur's entrance mto the town,

the whole place was en fete. Bunting to an enormous extent

was displayed in everv direction, but more especially in the

route traversed by the Prince. Triumphal arches were erectvd

at various mtervals, and immense masses of people were con-

gregated in the streets ; the shops were closed early, and at

night the whole town was briUiantly Ulummated, and no one

would have imagined that they were in the town of which

Thomas Attwood and John Bright are the political idols-

As I am writing for those who are not present at the Show,

and not for those who are, I may as well, before entenug on

my own special department, give a general outline of the

ground. A reference to the plan published in last weeks

Journal will show that the shape of the ground is triangular,

the base of the triangle being about half of the sides. At this

base the principal tent, containing the stove and greenhouse,

fine-fohaged plants. Ferns, Palms, Geraniums, Ac, is placed.

This tent is laid out in a style similar to that at the Inter-

national Exhibition and at Nottuigham ;
but I may say that

the arrangement is the best I have seen, the banks or terraces

are wider and more shallow than I have seen tjiem before, and
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the grass is in perfect condition. The sides of this tent aie

boarded, and the whole is sing>ilarly hght and elegant ParaUe

wX t is the tent for fruit and cut flowers, and the long tent

Ts devoted to miscellaneous objects. There are moreover two

tentof hardy British Ferns, another for table decorations

lighted with gas, whole tents occupied by some firms, as

Messrs Carter & Co., of London, and Mr. Vertegans, of Edg-

baston I^the cent;e of the ground are greenhouses, wu-e-

tork benc^iies and all sorts of horticultui-al contrivances;

whiTe' one s de 'of the triangle is bounded by what may be caUed

Iveritable horticultural fair. It is composed of sheds open

?n front and here may be seen "whatever you please, my

Uttle deirs-" so that by judiciously spending a few pounds

voun^ghlcome out the most veritable cockney m gardemng

hatTmild be imagined. Messrs. Carter & Co. ^aje a magni-

ficent tent, and so have Sutton & Sons of Eeadmg. The

arran'-emeAts that have been made are admuable ;
and whether

I consider the prize list and its Uberal premiums for every-

thing the indefatigable exertions of the Local Committee,

^ded'bv their invaluable Secretary Mr. Badger, the provision

made for the comfort and convenience of exbibitors, the open-

Wed hospitalitv by which houses have been throwB open to

thot whose only claL has been the brotherhood of horticul-

ture I do not envy the place that next mvites the Royal Hor-

""i^^^^f^^'lntL., the large tent is fine in the

extreme, the one defect being, perhaps, that the ground at the

eXnce is not sufficiently high to enable one to gam a

general view over the whole tent ; but the ample space given

for promenading and viewing the plants, the width and shal-

o^iess of the banks on which the plants are placed he

Sect condition of the grass, the exceeding hghtness of the

t'nt itseH with its gi-een framework-all eombme o give a

-ery charming view, and to make a scene that_ might weU be

cha'racterisedlis a fairy one o^av-^ritable tropic^ garden

Annexed is a ground plan of the principal tent -mth cioss

•sprtions showin" the disposition of the plants. A B Is the loUoi

tud^nS sect^rthe cros's sections being represented by B s,p q,

N 0, L M, J K, G H, E F, and CD.
, . V, c

After His Boyal Highness Prince Arthur had passed thjough

thfShow accTmpanfed by several leamnghortic^^^^^^^

s^ry^^^ssasr^ssrs^^l^tSfsSow-
ing address was presented to him :—

the most succesrful, yet held under the
'^^^'f^^.?, *^,^°ffi^-Societv, we beg

lel^'edS promote the welfare and advantage of the oommnnity.

° '^'^^*' ?Jlg^siDLM7Sl™or of Birmingham, ri«-Pr«M.n«.

To this His Eoval Highness replied :—" Gentlemen, it affords

m^great pTeasu?rto be%nabled L open this Exhibition, which

you have such good reason to believe is one of the most success-

?iil that the Societv has yet held in the provinces. I have no

doubttat for tKsuU we are indebted to the energetie and

well-directed labours of the Local Committee-a committee

admirably constituted, whose members, I undei-stand, have

devoted much time and attention to workmg out the many

wearisome detaUs that are necessary to ensure so sati.sfacton a

result. I am Ukewise glad to hear that good use is being male

of the Botanical Gardens at Edgbaston. An inspection of the

Sngs i'^plemeuts, and other apphances m connection with

horticulture v^Ul afford me great interest, partly because they

are matters in which my father took the deepest possible

interest and especiaUy as they form a branch of the local

Sdustr^ of this neighbourhood.' Pray accept my best thanks

orthe^kindly expressions contained in your address, and let

meassufeyoulshallever be ready to f«^-*^%t^^,J7fXllt
Society whose object is to encourage a P"'^"'* J' ^'^J'„f"V^^
such innocent enjoyment, and which engenders habits of taste
sucn innoceni, eujoj, ' „. jj ™i Highness added :

"l'aS'"aTd^Gentle^?n,''lnlwdedare tLs Sho^wto be open."

'"TnT^owSg to my excellent confrn^s to detail their Meas

of the otherportions of the Show I proceed to notice those ckisses

in which florists' flowers are exhibited, the Committee naying

supplemente" the schedule of the Eoyal Horticultural Society

with a large number of classes, so as to embrace every descnp-

tion of fl'we" which is in an.exhibitable ^'-t^, -'
t^^^f

^^^ °

the vear Thus, in Pelargomums we have no less tnan twenty

our'^^Talses. and amongst them some -'Tjudicious PJ^f^J
which will enable growers of these Pl'^'it-VlpU

to be offered
those alreadv sent out, or of any that are likelj' to be onei u.

TMs is an iSmense advantage, and the Birmingham Committee

are to be congratulated on having set so good i^ii example

PELABGONit-MS.—S7t0!« Pelargoniums are, on the vvhole, very

I in^iffe^Xand to those accustomed to the -eti-0P°lit-»/^f?7

are noor indeed, the best being those contributed by Mr. L.J.

Per^ Thi Cedars, Castle Bromwich. In the class for Zonal

?eS?goniums, Mr.' Perry is first with some grand Pl^'-^ts rf

Vesuvius, CUpper, Qneenof Beauties, Amelina Gnsau, Gloiiou.

m'' W. Paul.^ Another good collection is e^l"bited by M..

WilUam Cox, of Madresfield Court comprising AvocatGambetta

Edith Dombrain, Milo, Mane Stuart, Madame Hoste an I

Vesuvius. Six new Nosegay Pelargoniums, Messrs. BeU an

Se are first with David Ganlck.Master Christine^ and

others For six new Zonal Pelargomums Mr. C. iumer is

second with Miss Allnm, Colonel Vyse, Andrew Marvel, Mr.

TWss &c. For four new Show Pelargoniums of 1871 a^ I

TfiraMr Turner is the only exhibitor with Pompey, Brignol

SuUan,"a™hievement. Lr the bestfgj^ o- n°" ye s^^

nut Mr Turner is first, second, and third with byren, lyiogui,

n rl Conau™t For the best new Nosegay Mr. Turner is first

^ hMSrauUte;,°a beautiful pink. For the best n^w Bronze

Pelargonium not sent out Messrs. Dowme, La rd, &. to are

first second, and third with Prince Arthur, Climax, and it

r

FA Pollard For the best new Silver Tricolor the same firm

are first with Mr. Laing, Mr. Turner second with Marchioness

nf Headfort and Messrs. Bell & Thorpe third.

Tricolor Pelargoniums.-Here the competition was very se-

vere Mr C TiS-ner is first with Mrs. Headley, Mrs. Bousby,

lady C^um, Lady B. Bridges Princess of ^-l«!.^^,f/S?j,^:";

ment; the plants small, but high m colour. Bell & Thorpe

fecond with large plants of Sophia Cusack Confess Crave

Macbeth ItaliaUnita, Sunset, and Lady Cullum. Mr. _.^estnaj,e

rxbridge, is third with Lady Cidlum, ItaUa Umta Mrs.

Headlev Achievement, and Sophia Cusack. Messrs F- A A

1

fmUh have a veiy nice high-coloured lot, amongst which I

nSiced particulariy Mastei-piece, very distmct, fine .
this col-

Ipftinn was awarded an equal second.
„ ,

. • i i

For sS variegated Geriiiums (open), the first prize is awarded

to Mr F Ford, gardener to B. Davenport Esq.. for Gem of

Tricolors; Italia L^nita, Mrs. PoUock, Lady Godiva, Jock O Ha-

-^0^ G\?a^rmI^F^r-the best three new vaiieties sent

MlM^ah\T^"V^^^iSnd°^^E.^—t^n^^^^^

In DoubleTflowered Pe argouiums (amateurs), Mr. Marsh, gar-

dener to JO slcchus, Esq. is first with Capitame L'Hermite,

Marie Lemoine, and Victor Lemoine. „. , , . c * ,^+1,

In siu^k Tricolors not sent out, Mr. C. Kimberiey is first mth

Fnin?es? Messrs. Downie, Laird, & Laing second with John

1 Do^i'e and Mr. Turner third with Miss Morns

Piv^-In the prizes offered by Mr. C. Turner, Mr. Pizzey,

Fiflmer Slough is first with Eev. George Jeans, Mr. JuiU
M.rion'BerS Serpent, Eustace, Device, Prince Frederick

WiUto. lttrac^ion!a£d Helen. Mr. Beardsley is second, and

Mr. E. Kingston third.

T7i-cHSi\s —The first prize for a specimen is awarded to Mr.

G Harborne for Eose of Castille ; second to Mr. "WestaU ;
third

to Mr Fonlds fo, Dan Lambert. For four Fuchsias lamateurs),

the first nrize goes also to Mr. G. Harborne for Margueiite,

Puritan!S ofCastille, Vainqueur de Puebla; the second pnze

for larger plants to Mr. 1' oulds.

BosES -Notwithstanding the veiy unfavoui-able nature of tue

season these were exhibited in very good condition, some fine
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stands being shown by Cant, Turner, and Paul & Son. In the

class for forty-eight, Mr. Cant is first vnth some f^P eiid"l

flowers, amongst which are Elie Morel, Antome Ducher

Mens. Noman, Baronne de Rothschild, Abel Grand, Louis Van

Houtte, Beauty of Waltham, John Hopper, CamiUe de Rohan,

Prince de Porcia, and Duke of Edinburgh. The second prize is

awarded to Messrs. Paul & Son, Cheshunt, for some fine

flowers, conspicuous amongst which are Mons Noman Ehe

Morel, FeUx Genero, and Dupuy Jamam. Mr. Charles Turnei

is a good third. lu the class for twenty-four Roses (amateurs),

Mr. Evans, gardener to Mr. Newdegate, is first, with some fine

blooms, amongst which are Dr. Andi-y, Marie Baumann, General

Castellane, Therese Levet, and Jean Goujon ;
Mr. Laxtou

second. In the class for twenty-four cut Roses, three trusses ot

each (nurserymen), Mr. Cant, of Colchester, is first again vnth

some very fine blooms, amongst which, conspicuous above all,

is Mons. Noman. It seems as if this year is especially favour-

able to it. Mr. Turner, of Slough, is second ;
Messrs. Paul and

Son third ; and Mr. G. Davison fourth. In the class for twelve

cut Roses (amateurs), Mr. Evans is again first with flowers a

little rough ; Mr. J. Lakin, Chipping Norton, second with flowers

amongst which is Marechal Niel, Louise de Savoie, Beauty of

Waltham, and La France; and the Rev. C. Evans, Sobhill

Rectory, third with some very nice flowers. For six Roses Mr.

'j. E. Cavell is fii-st with La France, Prince de Porcia Mar-

guerite de St. Amand, Madame Victor Verdier, and Victor

Verdier. .
j. i • i •

Bouquets.—As a rule,-wethink that agreatmistake is inade m
making-up hand bouquets. Agi-eat deal too much stuff is used,

and consequently they are heavy. So it is to-day ;
and were it

not that they are relieved by a considerable quantity of Maiden-

hair, they would have been stiU more so. Messrs. Pope fc bons,

King's Norton, Bii-miugham, are first with a vei? handsome

bouquet, but somewhat large. The second prize is obtained

bv Messrs. Felton & Sons ; the third by Mr. Hewitt, of bohhiU
;

and the fom-tb by Mr. Yates, Sale, Cheshire. Thus the principal

prizes are awarded to Birmingham and its neighbourhood, a or

the gentlemen's button-hole bouquet, the first prize is given

to Messrs. Perkins & Son, Coventry, for one with a Tea Rose,

Forget-me-not, one bloom of Stephanotis, and Adiantum. ihe

second to Miss E. Turner, Liverpool; and the thii-d to Mr.

C Turner. For a single vase of flowers, the first prize is

awarded to Miss Hassard, St. Ronan's Church Road, for one of

Ml-. Thomson's vases with Ferns and Water Lihes at the loot

;

Centaurea, Adiantum, Water LiUes, Rhodanthe, and Grasses m
the upper glasses. The second is awarded to Miss Hassard for

a small vase of the same arrangement ; and the third to Miss

E. Blair, for one very similar. There is an extensive exhi-

bition of .,,.,.. j_ I,

T-usLE Decoeations.—Taking these m their entirety we have

no hesitation in saying that they are gi-eatlym advance of those

exhibited at South Kensington. There are no such violations

of taste as in those exhibited at South Kensington, while many

of them are exceedingly good. The first prize is awarded to

Mr. Cypher, Queen's Road Nursery, Cheltenham, for an ex-

ceedingly effective arrangement. It consists of three March

stands; the centre one surrounded by a border of glass contain-

ine flowers and Maiden-hair Fern. The bottom circle ot the

stand is composed of Isoras and Eucharis amazonica, the

upper one of Heaths and small Roses, vdth a plentiful supply of

grasses The dishes of fruit are handsome. At the head and foot

are aPine Apple and Melon, suiTOunded with a trough containing

flowers. The glass is good and appropiiate. The second

prize is awarded to Miss Hassard, St. Ronan's Church Road,

Upper Norwood, and is arranged with her usual good taste--

two Palms, surrounded by trays containing flowers, being let

into the table (a barbarism, as we believe) ; the centrepiece being

one of Mr. Thomson's stands, aiTanged with Grass, Ferns, and

the climbing Fern. Two statuettes occupy the space below, and

the fruit is placed in small baskets. The arrangement is simple,

although wanting, we think, in colour. The third prize comes

to Miss F. Cole, Birchfield, Birmingham. It is arranged with

a March stand in the centre, from the top of which hangs

Cissus discolor, two shallow dishes filled with Maidenha,ir, &c.

The foui-th prize is awarded to Mr. MuUer. It consists of

thi-ee March stands very prettily arranged with baskets ot Iruit

between, a button-hole bouquet arranged in each finger napkin,

and a few specimen glasses placed round. Miss B Blair ex-

hibits a prettily-an-anged table and two March stands. This,

we think, quite deserved the third prize. There are other tables

very pretty, but these are decidedly the best.

^^•Tt;.—In Class 1, for twenty
!. ' in diameter, Mrs. E. Cole

I
i.'xhibit several very fine

r.f which are Ixora coccinea,

•oil uoa,wio ^.1 „..,.-„, „ 'i tliiMU very large ;
a fine speci-

^>,^ of AzalTa Duchesse .Adelaide de Nassau ;
Ixora Colei, with

large heads of white flowers ;
Vinca rosea, quite 2 feet m diame-

ter and in splendid bloom ; Vinca oculata, not so large, but in

Stove and Gbeenhoi
plants in pots not exceed

and Sons, Withington,
specimens, the most not

sixteen heads of bloom, so

excellent bloom ;
Dipladenia crassinoda, fine ; Phcenoeoma pro-

lifera Barnesii, 24 feet in diameter, beautifully fresh and bright

,

Aphelexis macrautha purpurea, fine ; and several weU-grown

Heaths. Messrs. Jackson & Son, Kingston, Surrey, send also a

coUection containing several excellent Heaths ;
Clerodendron

Kajmpferi, fine ;
Dracophyllum gi-acile, very good ;

andashowy

scarlet Kalosanth. The firstpnze goes to Mrs. Coles & Sons^he

second to Messrs. Jackson. In the next class, for nine. Mis

Cole & Sons have a specimen of Azalea Bxtranei, a splendid

mass of rosy flowers, 5 feet high and nearly as muchm diameter ,

Ixora Colei, about 4 feet in diameter, mth heads of floweis

some of which measure 6 inches by 5, and fuUy establishing its

claim to be considered a first-rate exhibition plant ;
AUamanda

gi-audiflora in profuse bloom ; a good Clerodendron Balfouna-

num, hut not far enough advanced to show much crimson
;
Alla-

manda cathartica ; a large Erica CaudoUeana and Dipladenia.

crassinoda in fine bloom. Messrs. Jackson have a very fine

Aphelexis macrantha purpurea, Dracophyllum gi-aciie, tue

charming Dipladenia amabilis in fine condition, btephanotis

floribunda, and large and fine specimen Heaths. Mr. J. E.

Marsh, gardener to J. 0. Bacchus, Esq., Brinstead, Leamington,

has an excellent Clerodendron Balfouri.anum, a good. Eucharis

amazonica, Allamanda Schottii, very weU gi-own and flowered,

and Hoya camosa, balloon-tramed.
r„lr1»„

In Class 3, for six plants, Mr. T. M. Shuttleworth Golden

Hill, Leyland, near Preston, has very fine specimens of 1 hceno-

coma prolifera Barnesii and Mussa?nda trondosa, each fully 4 feet

in diameter, and the latter the finest specinaen we have ever

seen of this plant. Others from the sa,me exhibitor are Anthu-

rium Scherzerianum with a score of fully expanded spathes and

buds, a good Stephanotis, and Erica Cavendishn ^Ij'; M^rsh

and Mr Plumbley, gardener to J. CharlesworL,h, Esq The

Hollow, Leicester, and Mr. Webb, gardener to J Gulsou Esq.,

Stoke, Coventry, also exhibit in this class together with Mr.

Chapman, gardener to J. Spode, Esq., Hawkesyard Pai-k Ruge-

ley, and Mr. Coysh, gardener to E. Wood, Esq. Newbold Revel.

From the former come very fine specimens of PhtEnocoma pro-

lifera, Clerodendron Balfourianum, Ixora amboynensis, and

Ixora coccinea, the last two very splendid ; from the latter, Al-

lamanda Schottii with very large flowers, Eucharis amazonica.

Si feet in diameter, with a profusion of its large, white, seented

flowers. Mr. Wakefield, gardener to F. Gretton, Esq., Bladen

House, Burton-on-Trent, has a finely grown and bloomed plant

of AUamanda Hendersoni, and the showy scarlet Clerodendroii

' faUax with four spikes.
. , ., -^ i -ui

As a specimen stove plant, Mr. Baines exhibits a remarkably

fine Dipladenia amabilis peculiarly bright in the colour of its

flowers Hoya bella, from Mr. Stacey, gardener to F. Osier,

Esq Bdgbaston, is second; the plant is well giown, but to

show the beauty of its flowers it ought to have been placed ma
more elevated position. The best specimen greenhouse plant is

Phcenoeoma proHfera Barnesii, from Mr. Barnes, a splendid

specimen quite i feet across. Mr. Foster is second with a good

Aphelexis.

Mixed Groups.—Mr. Baines has a magnificent coUection,

consisting of gi-and specimens of Heda,roma tulipifera
;
Ixora

iavanica,nearly4feetihdiameter,one of thefinest specimensever

seen both in growth and freedom of bloom ; L coccinea, equ.aUy

fine
;' Allamanda nobilis, the flowers both numerous and large ;

Statice profusa, fine; Dipladenia amabihs and splendens, with

more flowers than we ever before rernember on either plant

Anthurium Scherzerianum, with eighteen spathes and buds,

and DracophyUum gracile. Of fine-fohaged plants there are

Soble examples of fai-racenia flava, Rhopala corcovadense,

Acanthophcenix crinita, Yucca variegata, Theophrasta imperi-

aHs, Cordyline indivisa, and Dasyliriou acrotrichum, with a

towering specimen of that noble Palm Verschafieltia splendida.

Mr. E. Dixon, Norwood Nursery, Beverley, is second with a.

noble Cycas revoluta, Seaforthia elegans, and Variegated New

Zealand Flax, not in good colour. Mr. G. C^X'-;^^'iS'^
Nursery, Derby, is third, showing, among others, a nohle-

Phcenicopborium seychellarum, Allamanda Hendei;soni m finc>

bloom, and an excellent Cycas revoluta. Mr. Cutbush, of Barnet,

sends a group, in which we notice a large specimen of Peri-

rophe figuItifoUum variegatum, and good though not lai-ge

nlants both flowering and ornamental-leaved. Messis. Bell

and Thorpe have an elcellent Alocasia Lowii Marautha Veitchii

lid roseo picta, also Alocasia metalUca, Cordyline Banfaii, and

Pritchardia M^rtii, together with Statice profusa and other

flowering plants.

FiNE-FOLiAGED PLAKTS.-Of thcse there is a gi-and e^bibition

and we are glad to say veiy few plants m any of the col eotions

to which elception can be taken. In the amateurs' class for

nine, Mr. Foster, gardener to E n.v.svs, r. = i.,
Avousde War-

wick, is first with magnificeut p :."i -i .1. "'' ;'
; '"""'^J^gi:

thurium magnificum, Cycas re v. .1
.

•. i ;

,

1

:

;
'
r ' 'i

'
"

^n En-
larum, Alocasia metallica, two

^'^-'-'-'h'.,'' ' I-''^'^^, '

"\.p'^-i,oVl
cephaiartos. Mr. Coysh, gardener to E. AA ood, Esq., ^^^^^^
Revel, who takes the second prize, has a veiy large a^"d »"«

Alocasia violacea, an excellent Croton variegatum, C. angusti-
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folium, fine; Alocasia macrorliiza vavie^ata, aud Alocasia ze-
In-ina. Third comes Mr. W. Shuttleworth with a large Croton
pictum, Cycas revohitam, Phceuicophoriiua seychellarum, Cor-
dyline indi\'isa, and Crotou augustifolium.
In the nurserymen's class, Mr. Williams, of HoUoway, takes a

decided lead with a very even collection of large plants in fine
health. Koticeable among them are noble specimens of Cycas
revoluta, Chamaerops huraiHs, Latania borbonica, Encephalartos
latifrons, and Cordyliue indivisa. Mr. Bryant, Bugby, is second
with Cocos coronata, Anthurium magniiicum, aud other good
specimens. Messrs. Bell & Thorpe are third with, among others,
remarkably fine sijecimens of Pothos porphyrophyllus and
argj'rea, 2 to 3 feet across, and a large pan of Gymnostachyum
Pearcei. For six (amateurs), Mr. Quilter is first with an im-
mense Cycas revoluta, Seaforthia elegaus, a fine Cyathea me-
duUaris, and a large Chama?rops excelsa. Second comes Mr.
Hodges, Gravelly Hill, with fine plants in perfect health of

Alocasia Lowii and metallica, and a large Phccnicophorium
sechellaram. Mr. R. Berry is third. Mr. Marsh also shows a
good sis. Mr. Brown, Elmdon, has, in a grouji of six, excellent
plants of Marauta roseo-picta and Alocasia metallica.
Of specimen flne-foliaged plants, from Mr. J.Westall, gardener

to J. Kempson, Esq., Handsworth, comes a good balloon-trained
Cissus discolor; from Mr. Baines a grand plant of Sarracenia
flava, 3i feet high'exclusive of the pot ; from Mr. Quilter, Lower
Grounds, Aston, a very fine Cordylme iudivisa ; Mr. W. Jones,
Church Road, Edgbaston, Maranta zebrina; Mr. Berry, gar-
dener to J. Thorp, Esq., Leicester, large Alocasia violacea.

Palms.—In his six Mr. Williams shows a magnificent Sabal
Blackburniana, a fine Latania borbonica, a handsome Calamus
asperrimus, Cham£erop3 humilis, or Dwarf Fan Palm, and a very
nice specimen of Phoenicophorium sechellarum Messrs. Eol-
lisson are second with Areea Verschaffelti, Areca lutescens, and
other good specimens. These form a fine group at one end of

the large tent.

Draccenas and Cordr/lines.—The first prize for four goes to Mr.
W. Brown, gardener to Mrs. Alston, Elmdon Hall, who has hand-
usome plants of D. reginte, Guilfoylei, and Veitchii. Messrs.
Eollissou are second, and Mr. J. M. Shuttleworth third for a pair.

Crolons.—The best single specimen is C. pictxun, 6 feet

liigh and .5 feet in diameter, with beautifully coloured leaves,
exhibited by Mr. Baines. The next best is a fine Croton
angustifoUum from Mr. Foster, gardener. Mr. Shuttleworth
also sends a good plant, though not so highly coloured as that
from Mr. Baines.

Alocasias.—The only exhibitors of theSe are Mr. Coysh and
Messrs. Bell & Thorpe, Stratford-on-Avon. They e.xhibit excel-

lent specimens of Alocasia Lowii, macrorhiza variegata, zebrina,
and Jenningsii.
Begonias.—The first prize for three is taken by Mr. Black,

gardener to J. Horsfall, Esq., Moseley, with fine plants of Im-
periaHs, Prince W^ilgenstein, and grandis ; the last two 4t feet in

diameter, and all with large, healthy, well-marked leaves. The
second is taken by Mr. Coysh with semperflorens, sanguinea,
and coccinea in good bloom, the first-prize group being orna-
mental-leaved vaiieties.

CaladUims.—In the open class for the best six, large plants of

Houllettii, Cannaertii, Baraquiniana, Bicolor, Chantini, and
AVightii from Mr. .Jones, Church Road, Edgbaston, are first.

Jlr. Shiittleworth is second \vith good specimens. Mr. Westall,
gardener to .J. Kempson, Esq., Handsworth, is third with good
plants.

PiTCHEB Pl.ists.—Of thesc only three collections are shown,
birt they are of great merit. Mr. Baines comes first with a mass
S\ feet in diameter of Sarracenia purpurea, such a mass as we
have only seen sho^Ti by him, S. variolaris, and a fine specimen
of an unnamed sort. Mr. WilHams, Holloway, is second with
iin 18-inch pan of S. pnri)urea. Nepenthes Rafllesiana with seven
fine pitchers, and N. phyUamphora ; Mi'. Dixon, Norwood Nui--

sery, Beverley, is third.

Oechids.—The collections of Orchids backed with Ferns form
41 very effective and exceedingly interesting gi'oup. In the open
class for nine there are three competitors. The first prize goes

to Mr. J. Hodges, gardener to E. Wright, Esq., Gravelly Hill,

Birmingham. He has a magnificent specimen of the rare
Aijrides Schroederii with two branched spikes—we counted on
one fifty-three fine flowers ; Saccolabium guttatum with five

spikes, Lselia purpurata Nelisii, Epidendram viteUinum majus,
its bright orange-scarlet flowers forming a pleasing contrast.

Messrs. EoUisson, of Tooting, are second; they have a nice

Aerides Lobbii, a handsome example of Barkeria spectabiUs, and
Cypripedium barbatum. Mr. E. Mitchell, gardener to Dr.
Ainsworth, Broughton, Manchester, is third. In the class for

six (amateurs), Mr. .J. Hodges is again first with a handsome
specimen of Aerides Lobbii, A. virens Dayanum with seven
s^iikes, and a nice Phalasnopsis Ltiddemanniaua. Mr. Mitchell
is second. In the corresponding class for nurserymen Mr. B. S.

Williams has a very fine group ; it contains a magnificent spe-
cimen of Saccolabium guttatum Holfordiamvm, Lselia purpurata,
Cattleya Mossise aurantiaca profusely flowered, Cypripedium

barbatum superbum, Aerides Larpentie, and .inguloa Clowesii.
Messrs. Dixon, of Beverley, are second, and stage a highly
meritorious gi'oup—Saccolabium priemorsum has five spikes,
aud is in good condition ; Lielia purpurata, a handsome speci-
men, and others. In single specimens, Mr. W. Chapman, gar-
dener to J. Spode, Esq., Rugeley, is first with a Phalicnopsis
grandiflora, which has two magnificent spikes; Mr. B. S. Wil-
liams is second with a well-managed specimen of Cypripedium
Veitchii ; Mr. J. Hodges is third with Saccolabium guttatum

;

Mr. G. W. Lawrence, gardener to Bishop Sumner, Faruham
Castle, takes a fourth prize with a handsome example of Den-
drobium filiforme. In new Orchids in flower, Mr. B. S. Wil-
liams gains the first prize with Ai^.rides Ellisii, a species with a
long spike of very large richly-coloured flowers.

Heaths.—There is for the time of year a very good display of
these. Messrs. Jackson & Son, Kingston, are first in the class
for nine large plants in excellent bloom of Erica Massoni major.
Tricolor speciosa, Paxtoui, Aitoniana, Turnbullii, Ventricosa
magnifica, and others. Mrs. E. Cole & Sons are third. In the
amateurs' class for six Mr. Baines, gardener to H. Micholls, Esq.,
takes the first place with very fine specimens of Shannoniana,
venosa, Jemnla, and others. Mr. Chapman, gardener to J.
Spode, Esq., Rugeley, who is second, has fine plants of Parmen-
tieriana rosea, Aitoniana superba, and Ventricosa magnifica.
For single specimens, Messrs. Jackson & Son, of Kingston, are

first with a very weU-gro^\Ti plant of Vernoni, 4 feet in diameter
and the same in height ; and Mrs. Cole & Sons second with a
gigantic bush of Cavendishii 6 feet in diameter, and standing
about the same fi-om the ground. Third, Mr. Eaines.

Feen'S.—Of these there is an extensive e cbibition, not re-

markable for the great size of the plants, but for those shown
being so generally good.
Exotic.—Only one exhibitor appears in the class for twelve—

Mr. Shuttleworth, Golden Hill, Leylaud, who has, among
others, fine examples of Todea superba, Leucostegia immersa,
Alsophila excelsa, and Cibotium Schiedei. In the nurserymen's
class for nine Messrs. Bell tt Thorpe are first with a collection,

in which Lomaria gibba is especially good. The remaining
awards go to Mr. Cypher, of Cheltenham, and Mr. W. E. Dixon,
Norwood Nm-series, Beverley. The competition is severe in
groups of six, where Mr. Baines, gardener to H. Micholls, Esq.,
is first. Fine specimens of Gleichenia speluneje, Lomaria
cycadsefolia, and Gleichenia flabellata are included in this col-

lection. Second comes Mr. Brown, gardener to Mrs. Alston,
Elmdon Park, near Birmingham, who has, among others, a
beautiful example of Todea superba. Mr. Berry, gardener to

J. Thorp, Esq., London Road, Leicester, is a good third, and
Mr. Bluck, gardener to J. Horsfall, Esq., who is fourth, has a
fine Adiantum cuneatum, A. pubescens, Pteris serrulata cristata,

large aud ver}' good, while an extra prize is awarded to Mr.
Lamb, gardener to E. .7. Lowe, Esq., Highfield House, Notting-
ham. J. E. Mapplebeck, Esq., Woodfield, Moseley, sends
a good group, as also Mr. Coysh. For six hardy Exotic Ferns
the prizes go to Mr. Lamb aud Mr. Shuttleworth. Mr. Baines
has among specimen Exotic Ferns an immense plant of

Gleichenia spelunca?, nearly .5 feet in diameter, and Mr.
Shuttleworth another, also very large and fine. These are re-

spectively first and second.
Adiantums.—The best six come from Mr. Shuttleworth. Among

them are fine specimens of farleyense, cuneatum, and formosum.
In the competition for specimen Adiantums, Mr. J. Bluck, gar-

dener to J. Horsfall, Esq., The Firs, Moseley, Birmingham,
has a very fine plant of A. cuneatum 4 feet in diameter, and
beautifully furnished. A good plant of the same species also

comes from Mr. R. Berry, gardener to J. Thorpe, Esq., Leicester.

This takes the third prize, the first going to Mr. Bluck, and the

second to Mr. F. Ford.
Tree Ferns.—But few of these are shown, no doubt owing

to the difficulty of carriage. Mr. Quilter is fii-st both for a pair

and for a single specimen. Mi'. Vertigans second for a pair-.

The second-prize single specimen is a stately Dicksonia from

Mr. Shuttleworth ; and Mr. Baines is third with a thiok-trunked

specimen—not, however, with such a handsome head as that

just mentioned.
British.—In the amateurs' class for twenty Mr. Lamb is first

with a very good group, Mr. Shuttleworth second. J. E. Mapple-
beck, Esq., has fine examples of Osmuuda regaUs cristata, several

varieties of Athyrium Filix-fcomina, including coronatum, very

fine Trichomanes radicans, and others. Mr. jUlen, gardener to

J. B. Fiunemore, Esq., Birmingham, is second with an excellent

group, aud the remaining prizes go to Mr. J. Morley and Mr.
Farrand, Nottingham. In the nurserymen's class Messrs. E.

Wilson & Son, Saltisford, Warwick, are first, and Mr. Clift

second.
, .

In the class for twenty, limited to amateurs residing in War-
wickshire, Woroestershlre, and Staiiordshire, J. E. Mapplebeck,

Esq., Woodfield, Moseley, Birmingham, is first with fine healthy

plants of several forms of.\thyrium FiUx-fcemina, Lastreapseudo-

mas cristata angustata, L. asmula, Polyiiodium alpestre flexile,

Polystichum anguiare cristatum, Blechnum Spicant ramosum,
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and other interesting forms. Mr. Clift, Oakfleld Eoaa, SeUy

Park, is second, and Mr. Holiusworth, Birmingham third in

the similarly Umited class for twelve, .J. E. Mapplebeck, Esq.,

is again first; Mr. S. Evans, gardener to C. N. Newdegate, Esq.,

Arbury, Nuneaton, being second with fine healthy plants. Mr.

J. Moi-ley, iun., is third. ,

Lvcopins.—Some excellent pans of these are shown, ihe

hrst six are from Mr. Shnttleworth, Golden Hill, Leyland. Mr.

Berry, gardener to J. Thorpe, Esq., Leicester, is second with

beautifully-furnished pans of Selaginella stolonifera, S. denticu-

lata varieeata, S. Wildenovi, and others. Mr. Coysh is third.

Messrs. Bell & Thorpe have good pans of S. apoda and

S. Martensii. , , -r r, i -c

In the class for four Mr. Webb, gardener to J. Gulson, Esq.,

Stoke is first with S. mutabilis, growing naturally, and about

3 feet in diameter, and others less noteworthy. Mr. Jones is

second, and Mr. Hodges third. Mr. Plumbley, gardener to T.

Chaiiesworth, Esq., has, in addition, a beautiful pan, about ^teet

across, of Selagdnella densa. .

AcHiMENES.—These are escellently represented, especiaUy

in the half-dozen shown by Mr. Webb, gardener to J. trulson,

Esq. Stoke, Coventry, who takes the first place with splenduUy-

bloomed plants of Coccinea, Longiflora alba, Longiflora major,

and three others equally good. Fine plants of Dazzle, scarlet

;

Longiflora alba, white ; Longiflora, violet ;
Edmxind Bossier,

and another, from Mr. Marsh, are second ; Mr. Cox, Madi-esfield

Court Gardens, being third; and extra prize is awarded to

Mr. Bryant, Rugby Nursei-y. ^ ^^ , ^ -c

Gloxinias.—Mr. J. Hodges, gardener to E. Wright, Esq.,

Gravelly Hill, Birmingham, is first with splendid luasses ol

bloom of Ceinture d'Hebf , Albino, two light-rose-tmted flowers,

Walter Beck, fine, Le Russie VirginaUs, and Princess Koyal.

Mr. Marsh is second, and Mr. E. Allen, gardener to J. B. Fenne-

more, Esq., third. For six drooping-flowered varieties Mr. Marsh

is first, with, among others, very good plants of Von Moltke and

MacMahon, the whole collection being seedlings.

SuBTBOPicAL Plants.—Mr. Quilter, Lower Grounds, Aston,

exhibits a fine group, including Palms, Dracaenas, Aralia Sie-

boldii Fan Palms, Monstera dehciosa. Variegated Aloe-leaved

Yucca, and the Abyssinian Banana. To this the first prize was

awarded, the second going to Messrs. Bell & Thoi-pe, and the

third to Messrs. Eollisson. Mr. Williams, HoUoway.has a group

•consisting of the larger-gi'owing class of plants, and including

fine examples of Cycas revoluta, Pandanus elegantissirnns, Lha-

mffirops Fortunei, Corypha australis, and Aralia Sieboldii anrea-

variegata.
, .,, .

Agaves —Those in the three collections shown are, without

exception, handsome plants. Mr. Croucher, gardener to J.

Peacock, Esq., Sudbm-y House, Hammersmith, is first wath

A^ave Tonelliana, A. fiUfera, A. Schidigera, A. Eegeh macro-

dontha, A. ensiformis, and A. applanata. Mr. WiUiams, who is

second, has a fine plant of A. fiUfera, A. densiflora, A. zylona-

cantha latifoha, A. applanata, A. lopantha, and A. Eegehana.

Mr. W. B. Dixon is third.

FETJIT.

The show of Fruit is not very extensive, considering the

national character and importance of the meeting, nor, with

some few exceptions, is the quahty anything above the average.

Collections.—Two only are staged for exhibition. That from

Mr G T. Miles, gardener to Lord Carrington, Wycombe Abbey,

Hi^h Wycombe, contains three bunches of Black Hamburgh

Grapes, 9* lbs. weight, but badly coloured ; Foster's White

Seedling, 54 lbs. ; two handsome Queen Pines ; excellent Violette

Hative Peaches ; Blruge and Murrey Nectarines ; Bailey s Green-

fleshed and Eoyal Ascot Scarlet-fleshed Melons, and Su-C^apier

Strawberries.
' Mr. W. Lynn, gardener to Loi;d Boston, Hedsor,

Maidenhead, has Black Hamburgh and Buckland Sweetwater

Grapes, two nice Queen Pine Apples, Peaches, Nectarines,

Melons, and Cherries. First prize, Mr. Miles; second, Mr.

piNES (three fruits).-With the exception of three large fruits

of Black Prince, the productions in this class are all Queens,

Eight competitors. Mr. E. H. Smith, gardener to H. Walker,

Esq Calderstone, Liverpool, is first with three handsome truit

.

oecoml Mr. J. Barnett, Decker Hill, Shifnal ; third, Mr. P.

Middleton, The Gardens, Wynnstay, Ehuabon. In the class

for any variety, the prizes are all awarded to Queens. Mr. M.

fmith is again first, Mr. J. Barnett second, and Mr. G. Ward,

cardener to T. N. Miller, Esq., Bishop Stortford, third. A very

handsome Queen from M. A. Sanrin, Esq., Crielton, Penibroke,

from not being entered in time, was disquahfied, but had an

extra prize. An extra award was also given to one from Mr.

Harris, The Gardens, Singleton, Swansea.
^ ^

Geipes.—Black Hamburghs are, as a rule, wanting m colour

;

some of them have the bloom washed oft by syringing, out the

prize dishes are good. In the class for a single dish of Black

Grapes, any variety, the first prize is awarded to Mr. J. Gough;

gardener to G. PuUey, Esq., Lower Eaton, Hereford, for good

bunches, large in berry, but a little wanting m colour. Second,

comes Mr. Eawbone, gardener to the Earl of Shrewsbui-y and

Talbot, Alton Towers, Cheadle, with well-finished bunches
;
and

third, Mr. G. Silcock, gardener to Sir C. W. Shakerley, Bart.,

Somerford Park, Congleton.
. ,, i ^

White, single dish. In this class there is nothing nearly equal

to the splendid Muscat of Alexandria exhibited by Mr. J
.
Smith,

gardener to W. Blinkhorn, Esq., Waterdale, St. Helen s, Lanca-

shire, who gains the first prize. The berries are large, even m
size, and fihished-off to a fine golden colour Mr. Wakefield

gardener to F. Gretton, Esq., Bladen House Burton-on-Trent,

is second with Foster's White Seedling. The other dishes are

not in condition. ,„.,,. -at -^^fi.

Basket of Grapes, 12 lbs. Mr. J. Smith is again first with

his Muscat of Alexandria. Mr. M. Henderson gardener to Sir

G. Beaumont, Cole Orton Hall, Ashby-de-la-Zouch, is second

with Black Hamburgh ; and Mr. G. Sage, gardener to Earl

Brownlow, Ashridge "Park, is third with the same variety, ien

baskets are in competition. ii„.„„
Prizes are also offered for three varieties of Grapes, thiee

bunches of each. There are five exhibitors, and the first prize is

awarded to Mr. G. Sage, who has well-ripened Muscat of Alex-

andria, Black Hamburgh, and Foster's Seedling. fl;.'^^'°l^-
bridge, Walton Gardens, War^dck, is second ;

and Mr. 1- ^^n-

nermau, gardener to Lord Bagot, Bhthfield, Eugeley, who hi.s

a good dish of Golden Champion, is third.
, ,, „, 4^,^

PEACHES.-There are twenty-two dishes stage^, all of them

good, and the prizes are keenly contested. Mr. G.
«;J-'^^'f 1

gardener to the Eariof Yarborough, is first with fine examples of

Grosse Mignonue; Mr. G. Jackson, gardener to J. Tj-rei-^ Esq

Tixall Hall, Stafi'ord, second with very fine Noblesse
,
the third

prize being awarded to Mr. J. Gardner, gardener to Col Astley,

Elsham Hall Gardens, Brigg, Lincolnshire, for Barrington

NECT.iKiNES.—These are not so numerously shown but mere

are some very good, and, considering the season well-coloured

fruit Mr. J. Douglas, Babworth, Eetford, has the first pri.e

ior very large I'ituiaston Orange. Mr. W. Lynn is second with

weU-coiured Violette Hative. Mr. E. Smith Bentham Gar-

dens, Upper Elston, Cheltenham, is third with Elnige.

Fi^.R.I'single dish. Mr. W. Coleman, The Gardens, Eastmir

Castle, Ledbury, is first with very fine Brown Turkey. Mr.

G T. Miles is second ; and Mr. J. Day, gardener to A. Seymoui,

Esq Norton Hall, Daventry, is third with the same sort.
,

(?HEBaiES.-Mr.' G. T. Miles is first mth Black Circassian;

Mr. J. Day, second, and Mr. J. Turk, Tewkesbury Eoad, Chelten-

^Melons.—Twenty-six are exhibited, but none of them are very

remarkable for flavour. In Green-fleshed the first prize is awaraett

to Mr. J. Bead, gardener to E. B. Egerton W arWon, Esq.,.

Arley Hall, Northwich, Cheshire, for Victory of Bath- mi- J-

W Chard, gardener to Sir F. Bathnrst, Bart., Clarendon i arJj

Salisburv, is second ; Mr. W. Coleman, third. In Scarlet-ttesned

Mr. T. Mitchell, gardener to T. Cross, Esq., Euddington Mail,.

Notts is first with a very nice Scariet Gem. Mr. W. Chard is

second with Malvern Hall.

STEuviiFRiuES.—For six dishes distinct kinds, Mr. B. Smith ia

first with good dishes of President, Keens' Seedling, TroUope s.

Victoria, Sir Harry, Goliah, and Eifleman. Mr. J Tm-k is se-

cond, and Mr. J. Durbin, Englishcombe Rosery, Bath, tbird.

In single dishes, Mr. G. T. Miles is first with very fine examples

of DrrHogg ; Mr. J. Barnwell, Garnons, Hereford, is seoondL

with Premier ; Mr. J. Turk third with GoUah.

MiscELL \NEOus.—In this class Messrs. Lane, of the Niirseries

GreatBerkhampstead, are first withtwo Vines mpots, and a third

prize is awarded to Mr. G. T. Miles for a dish of Orieans Plums.

An extra prize is awarded to Dr. Moore, of the Botanic Gardens,

Glasnevin, for examples of fruit of a species of Luciima. Ihere

is also a branch with exceedingly fine examples of frmt ot Aan-

thocbvlus pictorins (the Gamboge tree), from the nurseries of

Me-isi-K Osborn & Sons, Fulham. This plant is growing m one

of the stove houses there ; it is about 6 feet high and can;ies

three clusters of fruit of a deep yellow colour, the largest being

6J inches in circumference ; it is nearly round, with a promi-

nent nipple at the apex. The leaves are highly ornamental,

large, and broadly lanceolate. The fruit was labelled " poisonous.

The remainder of this report, as well as that of the Rose

Show held this day, will appeal- in our next issue.

ENTOMOLOGY.
The Insect World; being a Pop n I. ir Ac.o,n,t of the Orders of

Insects, together icith a Des, ,,,.ii..u m I he Habits and Eco-

nomy of some of the most nil.n^ln,,, -^P^-'es- ^Vf^"^'^
FiGUiEK. Revised by P. Maetin Duncan, F.E.&. IT ith 579

niuUrations. Cassell, Fetter, & Galpm.

Anyone wishing to obtain a useful Imowledge of insects,^ or

to arouse in anyone an interest and desii-e for information

about this wonderful division of the ammal world, should lead

the volume now before us, as well as Kii-by and Spence s Ir-

troduction to Entomology." We know of no two volumes so
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effectual in wiuuiiig attention, nor any two which so woU
ilhistratc each other, nor any one that so thoroughly annihi-
lates the prejudices against entomology. Botany is more
popular, and wo love that science, but we love entomology too,

and we will jot down a few of the answers to the " whys and
wlierefores " that may be suggested ; but we cannot spare
space to answer these in detail, and therefore will group our
reasons for delighting in the science under three heads, the

first of which shall be the beauty of its objects. Every member
of an insect—its eyes, wings, antenna, and even the mere
down upon its limbs—when viewed through the microscope
is marvellously beautiful. The eyes of a butterfly, says
M. Figuier

—

" Are more or less spherical, surrounded by hairs, and com-
posed of innumerable facettes. Colours are seen on these as
various as thoLse of the rainbow. Bat the colour which serves
as a base to all is black in some, grey in others ; then again there
are different gold or bronze colours of the greatest splendour,
iucliniug sometimes to red, sometimes to yellow, sometimes to

gieen. On the compoimd eyo of a butterfly as many as 17,325
facettes have been counted."

Then the entire form of a butterfly is of surpassing beauty,
and its floating motions graceful. We again borrow from M-
i'iguier

—

CambcrweU Beauty {Vanessa jVutiopa).

" The Vanessa Antiopa, one of the greatest of entomological

rarities in England, is not very common in the woods about

Paris, hut it is fi-equently found in the environs of Bordeaux,
and, above all, at the Grande Chartreuse (in the department of

Isere). The Parisian collectors go as far as Fontaineblcau in

pursuit of this beautiful species, with angular wings, of a dark

jiurple black, with a yellowish or whitish band on the hind

border and a succession of blue spots above it."

Nor is the beauty confined to the anatomy and form, but is

displayed in other of theu- gifts—the soft hght of our own
glow-worms, the brighter brilliancy of the tropical fireflies,

the social economy of the bee and the ant, the webs of the

spiders, the ingenuity of the clothier, carpenter, mason, and

upholsterer bees, are all instances of the beautiful. Their

motions are pecuUar, and many of them very graceful. One
minute fly moves its legs so rapidly that it makes 540 steps in

half a second ; the common flea and some frog-hoppers jump
distances equal to 25(1 times their own length, and if a man
could do the same he would pass over a quarter of a mile at

one leap ; and the common fly walks along the ceiling of a

room by means of the vacuum-forming soles of its feet, an

arrangement as beautiful as wonderful. We were about to

dwell upon the instincts and reasoning powers of insects, but

\vc must pass on to their usefulness.

They are the most effective scavengers of the world, and we

could fill pages with the list of flies and beetles which clear

away decaying vegetable and animal matters, which would

otherwise be olfensive and deleterious. The visits of insects to

many flowers are absolutely necessary for their fertilisation, for

otherwise the pollen of the stamens would not come in contact

with the pistils, and the insects are lured to this, on their part,

unintended usefulness by the honey which the flowers produce.

Insects not only are eaten by man and quadrupeds, but are the

sole food of many birds. Though of limited use to man as his

food, thev are of vast importance to him in supplying his other

needs and luxuries. The Spanish fly is one of his powerful

medicines, to the gall Cynips he is indebted for his ink, from

the cochineal insect he obtains his most brilUant dye, from the

silkworm his most luxurious dresses, and from the bee his

honey and wax. On this last-named insect M. Figuier's volume

is rich in details and illustrations, and we will give one brief
extract relative to the swarming as a specimen.

" When a branch of a tree has bcea selected by a cerjtaiu
number they fix themselves on it. Many others follow them.
When a great many have collected, the queen joins the thi-ong,
and brings in her train the rest uf the troop. The group already
formed becomes larger and larger every instant. Those which
are still scattered about in the air hasteu to join the majoi'ity,
and very soon all together compose one solid mass or cliimp of
bees cUngiug to each other by tlieir legs. This cluster is some-
times spherical, sometimes pyramidal, and occasionally attains
a weight of 9 lbs., and may contain as many as 40,000 bees."

Cluster of bees ban;

But insects are as powerful to injure as they ai-o to benefit

mankind. Locusts, aphides, black fleas, caterpillars, grubs,

sawflies, ruin the crops of the farmer and gardener, and lessen

their profits thousands of pounds annually. Let one of the

smallest of these depredators serve as an example. It is the

Pea weevil, and thus noted by M. Figuier :

—

" The Pea weevil (Bruchus pisi), is brown with white spots
;

it comes out of the Pea at the end of the summer. The female

lays her eggs on Peas whicli are ripe and still

standing, in which the larva scooiJS out a habi-

tation, and then makes its exit by a circular

hole. It remains at rest all the winter, andis

not hatched till towards the following spring.

The Beau weevil (Bruchus rufimauus) marks
each Bean with many black spots. The
Vetch has also its special Bruchus. The
Wheat weevil (Calaudra grauaria), of a dark-

isli brown, lays its eggs on the grains, of

Pea Weevil (Bmohus -^yhich the larvic then cat the interior."
pisi), magm e .

^^^ reference to the ravages of insects

leads us to point out one special use of entomological know-

ledge—the power to distinguish our insect friends from our

insect enemies. Had this knowledge been possessed by the

Hop-growers of Kent and the Bean-cultivators of MulcUesex

they would not have deprecated the an-ival of myriads of lady-

birds. In their ignorance they attributed the plague of aphides

to the coming of the ladybirds, which in truth the latter came

to devour. Nor would the orchardists of Evesham have cut

down their Poplar trees because, as they erroneously thought,

the cottony insects upon them imparted them to their Apple

trees. The cottony insect of the Apple tree, AphiS lauigera,

is totally different from that of the Poplai'.

We hope we have said sufficient to induce many of our

readers to peruse M. Figuier's interesting volume.

Steawbeery SurronTS and Eivees'b E.vnLV CuUEUV.—^ye

find the simplest and most lasting supports are a stout wire

bent iu this form n. Kivers's Early Cherry is, with us {Tice-
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hurst), quite ripe (June 16th). It is a proUfio sort-large,

handsome, and of good flavour.—Obserteb.

PLANT NEIGHBOUBS OF NICE.

T VM not sure that it is worth while noting for you the few

hltStermCSSyintoIheBu'bject, and I wiU only venture

r-havm of TOur pages, and which leadb us aU to leei as ii ij.,

nf T)^al the '' WS.TRHIEE Eectob," and many others who love

l?ts were often sitting .-ith us, carelessly talkrng over the tea

? ble of what we have most admired m our walks.

To be^n with the OUve, snubbed by many travellers as being
io be_gin wiiu I

^...jgjj' ^-een colour. I think it a vei-y hand-

*°^nT,ee^nd toowTotliing more beautiful than a landscape

wZ the blue M«hterranean^ the gieen com fields red rocks,

rndVforest of Olives, which, as the breeze rises or faUs changes

Cm sombie grey to the bright silvei-j' tint whrch the under

^irof the leaves gives. What stiiick me most as v-'mtY. noting

is its peciiJiai deplndance on the immediate neighbourhood of
IS Its pecimai u i. Florence and elsewhere, the
the sea. 1?*^,^"°/^°°*

t toe ^°°S the Riviera, as at San

H inches hTghT^ere may be some higher trees m that forest,
b incnes mgn. /• J

^ ^ ^ taken as the average
but ,7* f"^>'at,tot The OUve trees here are too much
^''^

fl.fl toXer to show much beauty of form, but in the
crowded togethei to "i°^ ^ J^ ^ sufficient distance
^" f[nTbow out as fine formsls any of the Oak andEhn hedge-

''^'''./. Fnclnd and mowto great sizes. They diminish m
rows m Englana, ana gio

| ^ Toulon to Marseilles,

F^nTllarsers^n the Iftbank oTthe Rhone they flourish, but

-S^uTaTytl^^^^^^^
Rhine t^ards the Me'^^terranean they will scarcely live They

are seen IlTUggling not much larger than Gooseberry bushes,

and I s^w whole fiflds killed to the gi'oimd They reappear as

fine tree! Though not to be compared to those on the Riviera

1 t M™tT,pli?r and Cette, but disappear entirely when the

SA^ane^afIS left behincl on the route to Carcassone. This

'-^'t^:T^^°^^^^^ tr- in the south

of France Except for the production of tar it seems to be one

of the least valuable of the Pines. It is of low growth; and

m i!tf rr^vprs a rrreatpart of the /o«rfcs of Bordeaux, it seems
^

t.°nie sStedto^ougritas the Scotch Fir. I allude to it

torn tie melancholy spectacle that I saw along the railway
tiom tne meuiu^ j Cnme siv vears ago, when I last passed

W^'l'atoSeYtr vast w"rk of 'plantifg'these desert L,.?e.
there, i aomixeu

^ . g fa,, as eve could reach, on each

swfttse'pine w\S^" rordfast orplanted fro
sicte tnese i lues

flourishing condition, some of the plant-
in Unes, and f^^™°/J„ ?57eet iiWi. When I last passed they
^*'°"', t'rilaSTad Thev seemed to have died last year, large
were "'=^^1? ^

''|fii,,^ ha^ been burnt ; but it was not so, the

c';;ii'es' s?m hfn-. on the^dead branches. I could see nothing to

Lt for tM? failure. Had it been the roots reaching some

Xebecls 0^ bad subsoU the youngest trees would not have

VI cTw»1l n% the oldest I suppose that water must have lam
died as ^ ell as the west ^ U ^^^^ ^.^ ^^,^^ j^^ar some

kiUed ?y t"^
.y';'; bptter success. Then Le Monnier, physician

?^Li,cH™s of late years has been that of the Eucalyptus, or
lutroduct ons ot late jea

^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^
Austraban Gum

•^'?^;^^^/„J=',o„ietimes 9 feet in the season.

?have"a s cto'ofa trfe onl/nine years planted which i. 2 feet
I nave a °e"^?"

fprence and the wood is exceedingly bard.

toe from powder. When first shooting out they have eyeiT

1,„,1P nf rid and pui-ple hues, and are very ornamental W hat

pmTose of nXo is^ effected by this change of leaf I cannot

imagine. We are accustomed to suppose that the HoUy lo.,iug

its prickles where it shoots above the reach of cattle is because

Nature does not grow prickles where not of use. ..I^.^rhaps some

AustraUan reader may supply some reason for this change in

the Eucalyptus.

The next tree that arrests one's attention in the neighbourhood

of Nice is the Schinus moUe, or False Pepper Tree. It grows

to a large size-about 40 feet high, and with its hght pinnate

olfageisoneof the most gi-aceful of trees -^"*
*Sf

,^ "tl,!lu
what give a quite oriental character to Nice. Althoughjudl

known of old in the Palm forest of Bordighera and alpng hat

part of the Riviera, they are of comparatively modern introduc-

tion into the town'andlnvirons of Nice. They are "o^ e™^-
where along the promenades and in the gardens arouiid Nice.

They transplant them from Bordighera, often P^'^S iSOf 2' °"r
tree and they seem to bear removal admirably, fhey flowei

and beai fruit^ but do not ripen it. The Date Palm is the com-

monest, and its long raceme of yeUowfrmtis very ornamen al.

There are good specimens of the Sago Palm hut not manj.

There is said to be' only one male plant of the Date P^ i°
"^^

neighbourhood of Nice, and it is in the garden of the Villa

Bacquis behind the EngUsh church. One of "^e best Palm

ti-ees is in the Rue St. Etienne. It has a stem 28 feet b inches

high to the springing of the leaves, and to the top 11 feet b inches.

I do not think there are many higher. „ .• „ „„,i

There is one veiy fine specimen of the Cedi-us atlantica and

I beUeve the only one in that district of Nice. It is a very beau-

tiful tree, ^ith a straight clean stem of 27 feet and then a fine

spreading head, making the "t^me height o9 feet .the guth

at 4 feet from the gi-ound, 6 feet b inches. The two best speci-

mens of the Ilex I saw were at the convent of Cumez which

are supposed to be of gi'eat age. Their girth at 4 feet, is 8 feet

4 inches one, and 8 feet the other ; height only 50 feet b"* t^ey

are veiy wide-spreading trees. The Phytolacca is ^^^h phmtcd

gi-ows very vigorously along the seashore, and is theie on the

Promenade des Anglais, headed every season, and makes long

vigorous shoots in the summer.
,n„ „f w,v.o

Another of the most graceful trees on the P^-penade of N ce

is the Tamarisk, which is grown as a standard alternating with

Phytolaccas and Palms, and forms "^ery beautiful heaths of lasp-

beiiy-cream-coloured flowers. One of the most stnkrng and

beautiful of the trees is the Carouba or Ceratouia sihqua, the

long bean-Uke fruit of which is used for feeding horses it s a

very beautiful evergi-een, with close dark gi-een foliage, not unlike

sonie smooth-leavecl Hollies. It seems to flourish out fiom the

cre^-ices of rocks where nothing else ^oiUd gi-ow On a steep

precipice in the neighbourhood of Mentone I found on5 o d t,ee

the stem of which, from the nature of the gi-ound, I could not

accurately measure, but estimated it about 12 feet m circum-

*^Those plants that struck me as new to us -"-to Ji^'e
farther

north, aie the Araucaria or Colj-mbea excelsa, which gro^^s

rapidly, and flourishes in a situation fully exposed to the sea

at the ViUa Gasteau, now caUed Les Palmiers, at ^'^e J «st^:

mated the height of two of these perfect trees gi-owmg ^-Jthout

having lost a branch, and in the most vigorous niannei, at from

30 to 40 feet high. Tliese gardens, upon which a l^an^f^ of the

name of Gasteau had lavished enormous sums of "loney on

works executed in the worst possible taste, contain some of the

finest points of view in the neighbourhood of Nice ^nd some ot

the rarest trees. M. Gasteau having naturaUy
f
J.e<

'
^^'^ Pl/^^

was bought by a Dutchman, who is dmdmg it ifo separate

viUas. I had fortunately walked in at the open gate and seen

the most of the garden, when I was told that visitors ^eie "ot

allowed in. and. of course, retreated at once, and wr-ote a note to

the proprietor, asking his leave to wa.lk through agam, as i

wished to observe the height and make sl^etf
'^'V

°* "'Xde
these trees, but got so peremptoiT a refusal that I can only allude

to the height of the Araucaria excelsas by gue.ss. One V^^
struck me Is curious, that wherever I saw the ^f,';^<^'"-'f,\^^":
cata, which flourishes so weU here, it seemed not to flourish at

all there, and the Coljmibea Cunmnghami seemed also very

struggUng. The RusseUa juncea gi'ows m the Jaidm P"bhque

at MeltoSe to about 12 feet high; but a rather similar plant the

Casuariua equisetifoha, seems to flounsh at <^annes in a most

remarkable manner, gi-owing 18 inches m the yea^;- and looking

as flourishing as a yoSng Larch tree. In Algfla they giow nto

timber trees^ I ™s sSrprised not to see the Catalpa w^ch

scents the air of Como, and the Panlo^Tiia, of^vhich I s.iw at

Tours a large tree covered with beautiful and f'-fgrarit fioweis

and both of which would, doubtless, flourish on *ese shoies ot

the Mediterranean. The Austrahan Acacias grow to a gi eat

size longifolia is the most common ; and I saw at Cannes tne

Camphor Laurel in perfect health and 12 feet high.

Let us now tm-n to the shrubs which are more or less of an

exotic character with us, and which stnke the toimst as^naost

remarkable for beauty. Fu-st comes the Wiganlia, which is

treated as an annual in the neighbourhood of Pa"!;;°^^^"^and
a greenhouse plant. I saw plants of it 10 to 12 feet high, and

spreading over 15 feet, covered with its beautiful pui-ple floveis,
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anclexistiu^'perennialh', althon^'h a very severe wiuter sometimes
cuts it down. Next comes Sparmamiia africaiia, one of the most
popular plants both iu the ^^ardens and in pots for house deco-
ration ; it is quite hardy at Nice, and seen everywhere. Then
there are Crataegus or Photinia glabra, which grows 10 or I'l feet
high iu large bushes, with beautiful foliage varying from shades
of red when young to deep green, anil large Laurustinus-like
flowers of blushing white ; Pittosporum sinense, Eibes rosieflora

and other varieties, Habrothamnus elegans, Ai-alia papyrifera,
Abutilon, .Tusticia, Salvia, a pretty white shnib, called there
Salvia oceana, not noticed as such iu the " Bon Jardinier ;"

Solanum marginatum, Ficus rubiginosa, Anthyllis Barba-Jovis,
Cyananthus, Pittosporum uudulatum, and Heliotropes flourish

perennially in the interesting garden of Dr. Bennett near
Mentone. The Authenils parthenoides, which is used so much
as a pot plant in Pai-is, grows freely everywhere, and I saw a
yellow variety at Nice which I thought very pretty. There is

one great favourite in the villas about Nice which I cannot
admire. It is Cineraria populifolia, wliich is something like a
gigantic Ragweed.

I shall just notice one other little plant which strikes the
stranger's eye in the country about Toulon, the Everlasting, or
Helichrysum orientate. One sees large lields carefully cul-

tivated of this plant, which looks like a common Pink, only
that the leaves are whiter. This is cultivated largely to supply
the crowns that cover tiie graves in Pcre la Chase and other
French cemeteries as an emblem of lasting sorrow and im-
mortality.
Many of these plants would only attract the notice of one

accustomed to look for pleasui-e in contemplating the beauties
of every variety of vegetable growth ; but the Orange gi'oves,

the Citrons, the Roses, the Camellias, the universal undergrowth
or cai-pet of Parma Violets, are what charm the many. In the
neighbourhood of Nice one of the most charming of Orange
groves is the Villa Benuond, where the fruit is sold fresh from
the tree, and where plants of 5 or G feet high can be bought for

ten francs, and carefully packed for eight francs per each pack-
age of four trees. I was there on the day that the Prince of

Wales ordered some of them, aud I note tliis for the benefit of

owners of orangeries in England.
Perhaps the finest Orange grove is at the Jardin des Hes-

perides near Cannes, which is, I suppose, some ten or twelve
acriS iu extent, and all large Orange trees ; some 12 feet high,
and with round heads loaded at the time I saw them with ripe
Oranges as fully as any Apple tree is with Apples in our orchards.
It is crossed by broad well-kept gravel walks, dividing it into

square plots, and there are seats in which visitors cau sit aud
eat as many Oranges as they choose to buy for a few sous. As
the fruit was thus ripened the trees were bursting out iuto full

flower again.
One of the most curious instances of the effect of minute

changes in climate is, that from Toulon to beyond Nice the
groves and gardens are full of Oranges and scarcely any Lemons

;

once Nice is passed there are gi-oves of Lemons covering the
hillsides and scarcely any Oranges. The Lemon, which has
one advantage over the Orange of blossoming nearly all the year
round, is a more delicate plant—just sufficiently so to feel, with
the invalid, some minute difference in the climate along the
northern Riviera around Mentone and San Remo.
The profusion of Violets, Roses, and Camellias that are hawked

about the streets of Nice during March and April is very attrac-

tive, and the taste with which the bouquets are arranged very
remarkable. AU through the country the little children run
about offering little bouquets of Violets and wild flowers arranged
with a taste that you would not find in Covent Garden. The
white Camellias are not so beautiful as what we have in our
houses ; they are very white, but do not open out, and have the

appearance of a Fuchnia with the outer petals recurved, and the

centre petals standing upright aud close together. The Rose
in that season appeared to rae to be chiefly Safrano of the large

Roses ; but the masses of the Yellow and "White Bauksian that

hang down from the walks of every garden are perhaps the most
striking objects at that season. The Scarlet Geraniums, which
grow everywhere, are chiefly a Nosegay of a pinkish scarlet.

I have seen a hedge on the roadside at Beaulieu 6 feet high, and
masses hanging over the rocks on the seaside at the same place

;

but they grow everywhere, and are very beautiful.

The Aloes seem to grow wild along the seashore, and their

immense flower-stalks, which often exceed 20 feet in length,

and some .5 inches in diameter, are very singular objects. The
variegated Aloe is much grown in the gardens along with the

Prickly Pear, which attains a great heightand girth of stem. The
rapidity of vegetation is very remarkable, and I believe that

this is mainly owing more to light than heat. Dr. Bennett in-

formed me that the light at Mentone was ascertained to be four

times greater than the light of Paris, and I believe that it is

to this that is omng, which astonishes one so much, that the

Lemon gi-ows thickly imder the thick forests of Olive trees,

aud corn ripens, Potatoes grow, and A'iolets blossom again

under these Lemons, so that the production of the same area of

land is there multiplied by three as compared with our northern
acres.

I think I have now noted the principal points that struck

me as a passing stranger as interesting on these shores. Wovdd
I exchange their untidy though luxuriant gardens with ours

—

their blaziug sun with our chequered sky ? Certainly not : they
have all their enjoyment at once ; when .Tune comes everything

is burnt up. It is true that they have Roses in February and
March, but we have them from June to November, aud what
variety of scent and bloom adoru our gardens for two-thirds of

the year ! Nature does everything there, and they are content

with what she does ; but it is with gardening as with farming,

where difficulties have to be overcome success goes on until it is

more abundantly successful, and coy Nature is most lavish of

her favours to the most enterprising of her wooers.—C. W. H.

AQUILEGIA GLANDULOSA HARDY.
lonSERVE, at page 498 of your .Journal, the remarks of " A.R."

respecting the beautiful Aquilegia glandulosa, in which a

caution is given against hoping to grow it in the open border iu

the south of England with success ; and that, speaking of Kent,

the seedlings dwindle away under every treatment. My own
experience of some years leads me to say that both on the

chalk formation and the clay soil of Surrey it succeeds very

beautifully. I sow the seed saved regularly, and generally

under glass, though it does well iu places iu the open border.

Some years since I found it growing in Forfarshire in splendid

masses. I have always been fortunate with it up to the pre-

sent season, having had splendid trusses of bloom on the older

pVmts, while those of later growth have almost all bloomed

fairly.—W. B. H.

EErLYiNo to the letter of " A. R." iu the Journal of 20th

inat., we cannot account for his failure in the cultivation of

this plant. Last year we flowered it so near London as

Twiekenliam, and the plants are at this moment in capital

condition.—J.VMES Cakter, Dunnett, & BE.iLE.

We regret to have to record the death of Mr. E. C. King-

ston, of the Royal Herbarium, Kew. He died on the 2'it\i

iust., aged twenty-five years.

Died, June 14th, at the Moulsham Nurserie.?, Chelmsford,

Mr. .Joseph S.VLTM.\Hsn, in his 71ft year.

MERITS OF STRAWBERRIES.
In Doings of the Last Week (page 485), " E. F." is desirous

of knowing something of the hardiness of Dr. Hogg Straw-

berry. In complying with his wish I beg to state that our

plantation of this sort amounts to 444 plants, and out of that

number I find on examination twenty-two blanks; all the rest

of the plants are in the most perfect health, aud the blossom

they have shown indicates that the fruit wUl be very fine. This

is the second year of the plantation, aud I expect a good crop
;

but whether that will so weaken the plants that they will not

be able to withstand the winter well I am not prepared to

say. Our soil is light and sandy, resting on a sandy subsoil

;

but I endeavour before maldng a fresh plantation to have the

ground trenched from 2J to H feet deep, at the same time in-

troducing plenty of manure. I give an annual dressing of well-

decomposed manure in the autumn, but I do not leave it on

the surface, as practised by some, for I have it lightly forked-

in, bringing up as much soil as covers the manure. This gives

the plantation a more tidy appearance, and I am convinced

secures better results as regards the manure than leaving it ou

the surface. , . .

I gathered my first lot of fruit out of doors ou the 17th mst.

;

the varieties were Black Prince, Marguerite, and Dr. Eoden's

Early Prolific ; the last-named I consider in every way a first-

class Strawberry, as it is very early, a good bearer, and of a

nice form. Marguerite is a grand Strawberry if picked care-

fully aud dished at once, but I find it does not bear carriage

weU, being easily damaged when fully ripe. As far as my
experience goes I do not consider it a good forcing variety.

I can fully endorse the statement of "E. F." as to Straw-

berries last "season not showing blossom and this year bemg

loaded, for I had a number of Keens' Seedling growing ou

a border, scarcely any of them blossomed last year, and I

I came to the conclusion that they were barren ;
accordingly I
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]iad pai-t of them destroyed, and planted the ground with eided on one of the former, and do not regret the decision. I
Mai-guerite and Dr. Eoden's Early Prolific. Those plants of can only speak from one season's experience, but so far I am
Keens' Seedling which I left have this year been a mass of perfectly satisfied. My Geraniums when turned out were
blossom, and have set a large crop.

i pictures of health and vigour, and my Vines now in the second
The following sorts promise to bear a very heavy crop—viz., ! year are making excellent wood. The fire was attended to at

BlackPrince,Marguerite,Prolific(Dr.Eoden), President (a first- six o'clock in the evening, and four mornings out of five it

rate variety). Empress Eugenie, Sir Charles Napier, Prince of was still burning when my man came at G a.m. to attend to it,
Wales, Cook's Magnificent, La Coustante, British Queen, and when it was not relit unless necessary.
Dr. Hogg. I use clean straw to keep the berries free from

! The fuel consumed was cinders, small coal, and a few small
dirt

;
I consider it superior to anything else.—.J. A.

,
lumps of coal mixed, about two or tla-ee pecks in a day. If

I had had no man to attend to the stove boiler early in the

c.i^TxTi-r>rmT,T . TTTTur r, t^ t, t^ -r i. .

^

moniiug I should havc tried a gas boiler, as requiring lessAMUUKiUM bCHJLEZEKIANUM SEEDING. i attention ; but I think the expense of the gas consumed would
The seeding or fruiting of this Anthurium is not, I am be a consideration. I considered for some time whether there

well aware, a nev,- or even rare occurrence, and we often
,
would not be a loss of heat in putting the stove boiler out-

hear of jdants being raised

from seed produced in our
gardens. 'Those who have
had the opportunity of see-

ing a plant when thus fruit-

ing, will doubtless have
been stiuck with its curious
and interesting appearance
when bearing its fruit on
the spadix, or elongation at

the top of the spathe.

One plant of several hero
has produced on one foot-

stalk the most fruit that I

have seen; the spadix, which
is about S) inches in length,

is completely covered with,

its red wart-like berries to

the number of nearly two
hundred. Each of these will

contain from two to three or
even more seeds. A few such
as this would aid consider-
ably to increase the stock of

this truly beautiful plant,

which certainly should not
be absent from any collection

of exotics, for it can be con-
veniently grown in one of

the warmest houses, aud
when in bloom placed in the
flowering department, where
its noble spathes contrast

well with the delicate flowers

of the Orchids, presenting

an appearance not to bo sur-

passed, if equaUed, by any
other stove plant.

As a rule, I beUeve the
berries ripen at intervals, by
fits and starts, but in tlie

case referred to they are

tolerably regular from top
to bottom. This freedom in

setting I attribute to the
ants, which are extremely fond of traversing
all stages of their development.—C. J. White.

HEATING A SPAN-EOOPED GEEENHOUSE.
It is not very easy to advise your correspondent " C. A."

(page 463), without seeing the place and knowing all the de-

tails ; but I think if a few of your correspondents narrate their

own experience of successful work it wiU assist him materiallj'.

I have a span-roofed house 16 feet by 12 feet, which I f ur-

nislied with heating apparatus last autumn. I considered the
question of heating with stoves inside aud outside, flues, gas,

oU, etc., and came to the conclusion that there was nothing
like hot-water pipes. The difHoulty then was to find a suitable

boiler. I got togotlier .all the prospectuses I could find of

boilers—tubular, saddle, conical, elliptic, cylindrical, double-L,
convoluted, twin, and a great many others, some of them re-

quiring to be set in a ma?3 of brickwork and consuming as

much fuel as a sm.aU steam engine, and others requiring no
brickwork and fed principally on cinders. After looking them

side, and whether I could
not put it inside, or partly

inside, so as to economise
heat ; but the loss of heat is

not so much as I expected
with the stove boiler outside,

and the smoke is a fatal ob-
jection to puttiug it inside.

It is fed at the top, and when
you hght the fire the lid is

taken oU', aud all the smoke
for about five minutes come.s

out there, so that if it is

put inside it must be cut off

by a partition and have a
door communicating with the
open ah'.

The cheapest and best
plan is to put the stove
boiler outside in a stokehole
near the brickwork, at some
point where it can be covered
over by a lean-to, and where
tlie pipe from the stove boiler

can be held up by irons

driven into the brickwork or

woodwork above. Two posts

driven into the ground would
support the lower end of the
root, and the sides might be

boarded-iu, or xino used it

there were any danger of

scorching the wood. " C. A."
liad better see one of the
stove boilers before he finally

decides where to put it. My
hot-water pipes are of 3-inch
size, an I run along two sides

and one end of the house,
and I would recommend
" C. A." to have the same

;

say 110 feet of 3-inch pipe,

and No. 2 size stove boiler,

would warm tho house ; but
the stove boiler must be

the blooms at I 3 feet below the level of the ground to work properly.

j
From tho plan it appears as though one of the corners to

the right or left of n would be the best place for the stove

boiler, and then pipes weuld run to the right past n and turn

back, and to the left past c and turn back, which would make
the two sides and one end recommended, leaving the end n
without any, which would be all the better, as the entrance is

on that end.

—

Amateur, Cire>ii:cxtrr.

AiUlu

AEE GLOIEE DE DIJON AND MAEKCHAL
NIEL TEA EOSES?

At York Show, .June 12th, a prize was given for tlie twelv°

best blooms of auy kind of Tea-scented Eoses. The only

Eoses staged were three stands of Glou'e de Dijon, and one stand

Marechal Niel. The Judges, of whom I was one, gave tlie first

prize to Marechal Niel. The judgment was questioned, not on
the merit of the Eoses, as there was no doubt of the box of

Marechal Niel being infinitely superior to the other three, but
because Marechal Niel is put down in the Eose catalogues as a

over I preferred the stove boilers of Mr. Eiddell and Mr. Lynch I
Noisette. I promised I would write to your Journal, and ask

Whit« a.s most likely to answer my pm-pose, and finally de- the opiuion of other Eose judges on the subject. I have little
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doubt myself that Maiccbal Niel is quite as true a Tea Rose as ; Tea-sceuteJ, wliether only those which are entered iu Rose

Gloire de Dijon, the one being a cross between Noisette and lists as Tea-scented are to compete, or whether the Noisettes

Tea, the other between a Bourbon and a Tea; moreover,
|
may be aUowed to compote as well ? I shall be glad, however,

Mari'ehal Niel has far more of the true Tea scent than Gloire to elicit the opinion of other jiiJges and Rose-growers on the

lie Dijou. However, the question is. If the schedule states ' subject.—C. P. Pkach.

POLES.—Ko. 1.

Seat of Robert Hanhury, Esq.

A LITTLE to the south of Ware, in Hertfordshire, is the

manor of Tliundridge, iu Anglo-Saxon days known as Torrich.

Its tenant at that time was Alnod, a vassal of Archbishop

Stigaud's ; and though it changed possessors during the Norman

dynasty, yet it remained the property of the Church, for its

tenant held it of the Bishop of Baycux. In Edward I.'s time

it belonged to John Dive, and the inquisition at his death sets

out that, besides lands and messuage, he had a dovecote here.

From his beirit passed m the time of Edward III. to a son of

Sir William Disnev, who sold it to John Gardiner, " citizen

and fishmonger of London." After many descents in the same

family, John Gilbert Gardiner, about the year 178'2, conveyed

awayparts of the estate, called Poles and Downfield, to Samp-

son Hanburv, Esq. During the occupancy of Mr. Sampson

Hanbnry Poles made no pretensions either to gardening or to

residential importance, the owner reserving it merely as a

huntin"-box, where he kept his stables and kennels. Only so

far as i"t contributed to his well-known love of sport did Poles

liold much importance in the mind of Mr. Sampson Hanbury.

At his death, however, the estate was bequeathed to his nephew,

Mr. Robert Hanburv. the present excellent proprietor, and m
his bands it was destined to become one of the most beautiful

examples of landscape and horticultural gardening to be found

iu the countrv. The park, which contains some fine old timber,

was on his succession greatly beautified : new approaches were

formed, and the whole of the present splendid garden and

pleasure grounds are of his creation. It is not, however, our

intention to go into detail respecting this place, which has on

more than one occasion been previously noticed in our pages.

Our present object is merelv to furnish two views, to give our

readers some idea of the style in which Mr. Hanbury has

created this charming place.
, . , ,,

There is a part of the arrangements which we think has

never yet been noted in any of our descriptions of Poles, and

it is one for which we neijd make no apology for noticing,

senug that in doing so we have an opportunity of commending

it to the attention of employers of labour. Near the gardeners'

house, itself a gem of architecture and internal comfort, there

is a buOdiug, the upper part of whicli'serves as a fruit-room,

and the lower storey as a reading-room for the gardeners and

people employed on the establishment. This reading-room

is furnished with an excellent library of miscellaneous science

and literature, and it also contains cupboards for the men to

hang theii- working clothes and keep their food. Here every

morning at half-past seven, wet or dry, does Mr. Hanbury meet

aU his people, and ask for Ciod's blessing and protection

throughout the day ; and were our readers to see the place,

they would indeed say that His blessing did attend upon it

and its benevolent owner.

One of the most striking features in the management of the

"rounds is the almost total absence of weeds. A gentleman

visiting the gardens one day said to Mr. Hill, the devoted gar-

dener,"whose pride is in his place, " I have many plants in

my garden which I do not find here." Mr. Hill thought Ins

collection of plants was as nearly complete as any to be found

iu most gardens, and on inquiring with a look of surprise what

they could be, the visitor answered, " Weeds."

WILLIAMS'S IXOEA—I. WILLIAMSII.

Oi' aU hardwooded flowering stove plants which hold a pla-^e

in our collections, the palm must, we think, be given to the

species of the genus Ixora. There are over a dozen species

and varieties in cultivation, not one of which is unworthy of

all the care and skill the grower can bestow. Fine as all are,

there is one, I. WUliamsii, which stands out from its fellows
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as prominently as did the small specimen of it exhibited at
the late Show iu the Rotundo, by Mr. Bowen, of the Chief
Secretary's gardens, from the numerous other new plants com-
peting with it on that occasion. Anyone looking at the small
plant then exhibited, and at the immense trusses or heads of
rich reddish salmon-coloured flowers which it bore, could not
fail to see that it is a free-growing plant and a profuse bloomer,
qualities highly appreciated by every plant-grower. In fact,

it is just the subject the latter would Uke to take in hand to

fashion into a grand and tellmg specimen. What a picture of
beauty would a plant of I. Williamsii be if grown and flowered
in the style of the fine specimen of the Ixora cocciuea exhibited
at South Kensington on the 6th inst. by Mr. Baines, gardener
to H. MichoUs, Esq., Southgate. Mr. MichoUs's plant was
4 fett high, 3 feet through, and laden with aprofusiou of heads
of bloom, many of them 6 inches through. That it does not
take long in skilled hands to make such a specimen as this
may be gathered from Mr. Baiues's statement, that it was only
two years and nine months since his splendid plant was in-

serted as a cutting.

Short as this time may appear in which to produce a speci-
men such as his, the time is far shorter iu which from the inser-
tion of the cutting one may have smaller, Imt not less hand-
some and equally profusely flowered specimens. In fact, plants
most useful for decorative purposes may be had like the small
plant exhibited at the Rotundo, little more than G inches high,
and can-ying trusses of bloom Hydrange.i-like in size, and
yet be little more than a few mouths out of the cutting pot.
Ixora WilUamsii is a hybrid variety sent out last year by Mr.
Williams, of the Paradise Nursery, HoUoway. It is decidedly
about the finest thing of its kind in cultivation, and we hope
ere long to see it brought out here as fine, if not finer, than
the sensational I. coccinea shown at South Kensington on
AVednesday week. We know one or two growers with whom
the Ixora is a speciality, and with whom we have seen plants
little, if at all, inferior to Mr. Baiues's. If they will take our
jnesent plant in hand and grow it as successfully as they do
I. coccinea, they will have something to be still more proud of,

and worthy of the highest admiration. Cuttings of this and
other Ixoras s'rik^ freely in bottom heat. When rooted, pot
tliem off and ke?p close and shaded for a few days, till they
lay hold of the soil. When they are established, pinch out
tlie top, witli a view of getting shoots from the base to form
the foundation of a handsome bushy specimen. These pri-

mary shoots when suificiently long, but while yet flexible,

should be drawn gently and pegged down at light angles to the
main stem, and these again be pinched in tlieir turn. Place
till- iilanls on a slielf in the stove where they will be well up to
the light. The after-treatment is simple enough, and consists
of attention to watering, syringing, thorough cleanliness, and
pinching the shoots, so as to give fulness and form to the
plaut. They wiU grow well in soil composed of two parts fibry
loam and one part silver sand and charcoal, and during the
growing season they will enjoy and benefit umeh from an
occasional dose of clear liquid manure.

—

(IiUIi Foniwrx'
Gazette.)

WOBK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

The few hours' rain we have had did invaluable service in
this department ; crops that but a few days ago were languish-
ing owing to want of moisture, are refreshed, and have an ap-
pearance which, as contrasted with that which they have
borne for some time, is quite delightful. Never was the ad-
vantage of deep cultivation more apparent than during the
late hot dry weather ; crops growing on ground that had been
well trenched and pulverised last winter and spring, have ad-
vanced with a rapidity and vigour quite foreign to those that
are in ground which has only had a single-spit digging. The
reasons for this are obvious. Iu the first place, the roots of the
plants penetrate to a greater depth iu the soil with ease; and
in the second, the quantity of air in the soil, coupled with the
pulverisation thereof, prevents rapid evaporation. Deep culture,
drainage, and proper application of manure, and a thorough
destruction of all weeds, are the grand secrets of cultivation,
whetlier for the farm or the garden, for wet weather or dry.
I take it for granted that all hands have been at work making
plantations of r.ruaseh Sijruuts, Bmhi Kale, Scntch Kale,
Savoys, and succession crops of CaiiUtlower and Cahhaqe, as
well as Lettuce, Eiidire, Leeka, and the principal crops of
winter Celery. Thin all crops such as Carrots and Par.iuip.'!

;

during the late dry weather it has not been practicable to

do this in some soils. Nail Toiimlnex that are planted near the
walls, and stop their shoots where they are growing strong.

FBUIT GARDEN.
Attend to the previous directions in regard to thinning and

stopping the j'oung shoots of all trained fruit trees, and now
make the final thinning of Peach trees and Nectarines, of

course leaving the heaviest crop on the most vigorous trees

and strongest branches. As a general rule, no two fruits

should be left together. Plums of the large kinds, as well as

the finer sorts of Pears, should also be thinned if the crop is

too heavy. Young Peach and Apricot trees when making over-

vigorous leaders should have the points of the branches
shortened, to encourage them to make other shoots less vigor-

ous and of a fruitful character ; this ^vill obviate the neces-

sity of shortening-back at the winter pruning. Strawberries

will require attention. Layer runners intended for pot culture

early, as well as those required for making new plantations.

All spare runners may be cut away, and keep the plants free

from weeds. Thin and stop shoots of Figs as soon as they

have made a growth of about G inches, and remove all useless

growth from Vines.

flowt:r garden.
Attend to staking in due time. Peg down the early Verbenas

and Petunias in due course. Patches of Musk as edgings

should have the tops cut off, otherwise it grows wild. Reduce
occasionally some of the blossoms in the bud state on some
of the very free-flowering Perpetual Roses ; it will cause them
to keep longer in bloom. Let gross shoots on fancy Roses be
pinched when a few eyes long, after the manner of fruit trees.

Pipings of that favourite and sweet-scented flower the Pink
may now be struck, and the blooms ought to be shaded ; the

secondary ones do not usually flower so large as the first ; but

this is compensated for in a great measure by the correctness of

the lacing. The pointals, or horns, should now be fertiUsed.

With a very small pah- of tweezers extract the anthers contain-

ing the farina, which will bo found lower down amongst the

petals than the pointals, which arefeathtry-lookiug appendages
to the seed-vessels ; to these the fai'ina must be carefully

applied, choosing a warm sunny day for the operation. Con-
tinue to take-up Tulip bulbs, and dry them in an airy place

;

do not remove any offsets, it is best to allow them to remain
attached to the parent bulb till all are dry. The major part

of the blooms of Ranunculuses will now be past their best ; as

the grass withers they should be taken up, for no root is more
easily excited than this, and should they again emit fibres

then- loss is imminent. It will, therefore, Le advisable to keep

off all heavy rains. Disbud Carnations and Picotccs as they

become large enough, and Uquid manure may occasionally be

applied, choosing wet or damp weather when it is given to

them. Keep the pots free from weeds, and a slight top-dress-

ing of rich vegetable soil will be found highly beneficial. Care-

fully attend to Dahlias as they grow, and by no means neglect

tying-up the main shoots to the stake, as they are easily blown
over and the plant ruined for the season. Auriculas and Poly-

anthuses will require no further attention just now than

keeping them free both from weeds and aphides, watering as

they have occasion.

geeenhodse and conservatobt.
Many of the showy specimens of superior stove plants should

now be removed to these structures at this period, provided

they are coming into blossom. The large Clerodendrons, Ixoras,

Stephanotis, Pergularias, Gardenias, Plumbagos, Liliums, Jas-

minums, Erythrinas, &c., are of this class. These when highly

cuitivated begin at this season to press on their weaker neigh-

bours, and their beauty will, moreover, be longer preserved if

they are slightly retarded. A greater depth of colour also wUl
be produced under a moderate temperature. Seize every

opportunity of sprinkling every available surface three times

a-day in bright weather. This will supersede the necessity of

syringing. Look well to the training of climbers on trellises,

whether in pots or out, and frequently stop the tops of grow-

ing young stock. As has been previously observed, see that

sickly or badly-rooted specimens, if any, are kept free from

red spider ; also that young stock are not allowed to suffer

from want of pot room. During bright weather attend carefully

to watering, giving weak liquid manure to all plants in free

growth that are lUcely to be benefited by it. Such stove plants

as may have been removed to this house whUe in bloom should

be replaced in heat as soon as their beauty is over, in order to

permit their young wood to become ripened before short days

set in. The time is now arrived when many Heaths and New
Holland plants require more pot room. Putting should be
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performed witli particular care, as previously directed, and
suitable places should be chosen for them to stand comfort-
ably, so as to well-establish themselves again both at the
roots and in the branches. Watch their growth daily, stopping,
watering, syringing, and shading them ; there will then be
but little reason to fear that the labour tins well bestowed
will be unrewarded in securing healthy plants with abundance
of bloom for the succeeding year.

STOVE.
Many of the basket Orchids will soon be protruding their

roots through the moss or soil, and a little additional fibrous
peat or moss should be added in duo time. When dull weather
jirevails, lay by the syringe for a day or two, and increase both
the amount of atmospheric moisture and of air. Keep the
foliage clear of insects. Pot Achimenes and Gloxinias for late

flowering, and bring forward those showing bloom.

PITS AND FRAMES.
Amidst the turmoil of general gardening, a steady and un-

tiring eye must be kept on propagation of all kinds during the
summer months, for it must be remembered that it is a much
less costly process at this period with regai'd to ordinary stock
than at any other, provided wood in a proper state can be
obtained. The back of a wall with a northern aspect can be
made available at thi« time for striking many plants. Care
]nust be taken, nevertheless, to provide against the drenching
rains of a wet .July by placing the cuttings whether in pots or
in the open soil much above the ground level. Many of the
Ericas will succeed in such a situation covered with glasses,

together with a host of pot plants. Let cuttings of all soft-

wooded and quick-growing plants be selected of a somewhat
firm character, and those from hardw oded plants in a rather
young state and beginning to turn somewhat brown at the
base.—W. Keaxk.

DOINGS OF THE LAST "WEEK.
The end of the week has given us a refreshing shower, and

we feel the relief of the more temperate weather, after being
something like roasted with several days of next-to-a-tropical

temperature, all the more enervating after the cold and com-
paratively sunless season through which we have passed.
Light clothing became the order of the day, and these glorious

days of sun did much to empty the shelves of clothiers that
had something light and thin to dispose of.

One thing in om- limited observation rather surprised us,

that many who wished for coolness seemed to imagine that
coolness was chiefly identical with thinness and flimsiness of

texture. They had not learned the simple fact that comfort
as respects temperature greatly depends on colour, and that,

therefore, in hot sunny weather the Ughter and whiter-coloured
our garments are the more comfortable we shall be. In fact,

but f'jr mere prejudice, light-coloured garments ought to be the
most prevalent at all times, being the coolest in hot weather
and the warmest in cold weather. " Oh, we must have some
dark warm colours for winter," is nothing but a delusion. We
are foolish enough when we dress-itp to put on a darkish coat,

because we have not the resolve to be singular in such a simple
thing. Just think of a poor fellow with a black coat pretty

well parboiled during the last week, and of the same black coat

radiating as fast as possible every bit of heat from his body in a

cold frosty day in December. For mere house-wearing black is

all very well in winter, especially if we get near a fire, so that

the black shall absm'b more heat than it radiates.

Not ages ago we saw a man pretty well distracted from work-
ing in a small place with an open red-tiled roof, vigorously

washing the roof wil!i a thickish paint of soot and water, " as

the darker the colo ir," said he, " the cooler it must be." Mr.
Sun soon told him a different tale. His neighbour, who had
been dipping into the Cottage Gakdener, covered his tiles

with a thick sprinkling of limewash, and he felt in June as

comfortable inside as if it had been the first days of joyous
though shifty .\pril.

Just generalise upon the one principle involved in these

simple facts, and the mystei-ies of colour' as respects tempera-
ture will stand revealed as an open letter. There are many
cases in gardening where it is advisable that the heat from the
8un should be absorbed by a dark surface. There are also

many instances in which it is advisable that the heat should
be reflected from a light surface. Thus, a black wall will be

warmer in a bright sunny day than a light-coloured one, biit

it will also be colder at night from free radiation. A white

wall wOl make the atmosphere near it warmer in a sunny day,
but the wall, unless on the mere surface, will not get so warm,
and conseipiently there will be less heat radiated at night.
Where the highest temperature near a wall is required from
heat from the sun we must use light colours ; when we want
the wall itself and the things fastened to it to be as hot as
possible from sun heat, then we must use dark colours. As
in the matter of clothing, so also as respects temperature in
gardening, the best absorbers are the best radiators. For ex-
tremes of temperature, therefore, dark colours are best ; for
the most uniform temperatures light colours are best. In our
climate, where during the day a high temperature not quite
close to the object grown, but around it, is often a matter of
importance, it would often be desirable to have white fences
instead of dark brown or black ones, so that heat and light
should not be so much absorbed as reflected and sent back
into the surrounding air. In shading, damping, d-c, in the
few tropical days through which we have passed these matters
are not unworthy of importance. One thing we have long
felt—namely, the importance of a high temperature during
the day rather than a more equal temperature at night, aud a
good deal of this might be wrought out by colouring could we
apply ourselves to it.

Sitrf(ici'-!<tirrinfl.—Among vegetables and flower-beds never
was this work more needful, especially on heavy ground. Thv
rains had battered our soil considerably, and the tropical sun
had made the surface crack, even where there was plenty of

moisture beneath. We managed by means of the Dutch hoe
to get over the most of flower-beds and vegetable rows before
the refreshiug showers of the evening of the 21st, for as yet
we have had nothing of the deluges that have occurred in other
parts of the country. Partly, no doubt, too, owing to our
elevated position we have not lost a square of glass from hail
for thirty years. In the worst hailstorm we had we put the
thorough drenching and pelting we had against the delightful

s'ght of seeing 20 by 12-iuch of 16-oz. glass rising and faUiug
to the hailstones. Though an advocate for good glass, we
have doubts it 21 and 25-oz. glass would have done so. They
would not so easily have rebound 3d, an 1 therefore would have
been cracked and broken.

kitchen gakden.
As anticipated. Cauliflowers have come in only too fast, but

were never more tender aud rich, thanks to sewage before

the rains. Though reluctantly, we must now begin and let

the Asparagus go. The returns this season have been immense
from plants grown on the quarters as rows. There is, however,
an advantage in the bed system where there is plenty of room,
as the alleys came in for other things. lu watering Cauli-

flowers we did not forget our foi'wardest Peas ; and as our
Cauliflowers were raised on beds, after watering we mulched
Cauliflowers and Peas and Beans hberally with short grass.

If grass is kept short there is httle chance of weeds, and such
green mulching is very nourishing, as well as good for keeping
out the force of the sun's rays. We will salt our Asparagus as

soon as we can get some, aud if we could get it on before the
shoots get too strong, we would mulch with the very short

grass from the machine. Many of us are even yet not aware
of the nourishing properties of such material. We are just

now passing through a transition state, otherwise we would
have paid more attention to our rubbish and compost heaps,

and for the first especially, one of the best and most fertilising

components we have found to be laj'ers of short grass suffi-

cient to keep the whole heap iu a state of fermentation, hot
enough to destroy weeds aud seeds of weeds, though the latter

is not so easily done. Next to an unlimited supply of manure
is a well-managed omnium gatherum of a ruJihhh lifa/i. When
we had little manure we found this most valuable for hea%T
continuous cropping. A Httle salt and lime added to the heap
makes it more valuable ; but the great thing is to keep all

decaying vegetable matter covered over with a surfacing of

earth, however thin. After all there is no such cheap deo-

doriser as di-y earth, aud every valuable gas that escapes in

the processes of decomposition is absorbed by it. AH the rago

now is about draining and flushing, so as to get rid of the same
manuring agents that we purchase at a high price. The
time may soon come when the utilising of such materials may
be the highest consideration ; and then we do think that the

dry-earth system, as to the treatment of the most valuable of

all manures, will become more important than as to the hows
and the whys of getting rid of it most easily. Nothing is

more insalubrious than a putrefying mass close to a cottage

door or window. Remove it to a fair distance and keep cover-
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in^' the same heap with earth, aud instead of being a caiise of

fever and disease, it becomes a source of the richest fertility.

See previous articles as to planting-out vegetables. We
have done but little just for want of room. Our last winter

vegetables are, two rows of Asparaj^us Kale that were planted

late, and therefore came in late, but we can do without them
now. Nothing but deep dif^giug and plenty of manuring can
sustain such continnoas cropphi;/. Strange that the holders

of thousands of acres should be satisfied with one crop from a

field, but expect ever so many from similar land just because

it is called a garden. To our knowledge some of the best

gardeners have left their places because it was impossible to

get the requisite supply from a limited space called the

kitchen garden, and that, too, though the surrounding land
scarcely paid SOs. per acre. We care not who knows it,

there is a perfect infatuation in such matters, and whatever
may be said to gloss the matter over, we know full well that

ultimately there will be little comfort, and what is more
valuable, manly indei^endcnce for the gardener, uukss he can

cram the kitchen.

FRUIT DEPAHTMENT.
Apples—we are sorry to say that these so promising at one

time are not so now. A good part of the young fruit of some
kinds has fallen, and many leaves seem as if they had been
scorched with a hot ii'on. Cherries thickly set are suffering in

a similar way. Tears have stood the ordeal of the trying

season best. Strawberries promise to be fine and abundant.

Netted Cherries and Strawberries. Gave manure-waterings to

houses, and in the hottest days spattered many houoes, and
especially orchard houses, with wliitened water, throwing it

over the glass with a syringe. As to shading and protecting,

see what we have said as to colouring. The lighter coloured

the material the better it is for both purposes.

ORNAMENTAL DEPARTMENT.
Pretty well finished bedding-out, and never had less trouble

with it. It takes us long, as we Uke good-sized plants, and
we find it necessary to stake and tie, though we use chiefly

mere brushwood. Potted lots of things for succession. Gave
manure water to Chrysanthemums, Fuchsias, Geraniums, &c.,

coming in for succession. Even Pelargoniums will stand some
heat, with plenty of air on. All the Scarlet tribe will grow
all the faster, and produce huger heads, if privileged with just

a little bottom heat. Secured Pinks and Carnations ; a twisted

wire is the best support ; will presently insert cuttings of Pinks.

Where cut flowers arc a consideration it is pleasant to be able

to cut a huge basket of Pinks of different colours. We nerer

cut the cuttings, we pull them out, but we have described the

process. See what we said about Poinsettias, Euphorbias,
Justicias, and Gesnoras, for these matters miist not be for-

gotten, or where should we be in winter?—R. F.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
N.3.—Many questions must remain unanswered until next

week.

Gardeners' Union (J. D.).—For yoiu- notes wo are obliged, but you will

SCO in oui- columns to-day tbe views of a first-class gardener on the Bame
subject.

Gardeners' Mutual SELF-surroETiNG Society.—'* W. A., GavfUticr,"

writes to us that he enclosed stamps to the Hon. Sec, at Bristol, as directed

iu the advertisement, but has received no reply.

Iris (G. S.).—It is certainly not I. biflora, and we think it is I. vailcgata.

Wo have not seen the Figs.

Apricot Trees in Pots (W. C. G.).—There is no book devoted to the

culture of these trees ; but Mr. Pearson's little volume on " Orchard Houses "

contaius good du-ectious on the subject. You can have it free by post if you
enclose twenty penny i)ostage stamps with your du*ection.

Missing Querv {J. P. RatU(lownt'y).^'W(i have no quoiy left unanswered.
"What was the subject and signature ?

Ducks Trespassing {Nottingham).—You cannot legally kill them. You
might sue thcii- owper in the C ninty Court for the damages; but the most
desirable resource would be to put a low galvanised wire net alnn;^ the bank
facing the river. It would cost but little, and your neighbour would not be
deprived of the pleasure aud profit arising from duck-keeping.

SuM>iF;n-ruuNiNG Peach and Pear Trees {W. TF.).—The Peach and
Nectarine trees with shoots 2 feet long aud planted last autumn, should not
be interfered with, but trained-iu their full length ; wo presume they arc the
leading shoots of the branches. Thes* should be a foot apart; and when,
from extension, they become of greater \v;.h h im 1

1
Imut should be trained-

in, so that the main branches may be 1 t ( i
.

> i
; .

fijhout. These ought
not to be interfered with, but if they are ; >

: i.. produce laterals, the

latter should have their points taken out i! tin it
i
.int. Along tbe main

branches ashoot at every foot iu Icn^^h of la^t vc.ir^^ wood should be trained-

in, and these may be stopped when they have grown a foot long, and any
laterals they may produce stopped at the first joint. All other shoots should

bo stopped within an inch of theii- origin, leaving two, or it may be thi-ee

leaves, and the shoots they afterwards pi-oducc ought to be stopped at the

first joint. The Pear trees should have the shoots or branches trained 1 foot

apart, and their extremities should not be stopped, but the shoots intended to
form bi'anches and the shoots from the ends nf tbe branches are to be trained-
in at then- full length. All the other shoots must be stopped at the third leaf,

and subsequently to one leaf of the aftei--gi-owths.

Arbutus Removing {C. B.).—X tree forty years old is too old to remove
with a certainty of success. It would b-? much more satisfactory to plant a
young healthy plant. If you arc obliged to remove it ive r.hould give the
tree a trial, ttdiing it up carefully and dui-ing moist weather in September or
early in October ; but should you have no necessity, or can put up with it

where it is, leave it alone.

Vines Unfruitful [C. A. M.).~\Ye think your bunches of Grapes turn
into tendi-ils owing to the wet having made the border cold ; hence from the
little air given tho bunches have cui-led-up from lack of support. The case
mi;,'ht have been different had more air been given. It is not " shanking,"
which is an affection of the footstalk of the berries, but a result of the roots
being in a cooler medium than the leaves, so that the foimer do not supply
sap iu sufiBcient quantity to meet the demands of the foliage, &c. Our
" Vine Manual" will suit vou. It may be had post free from our oflBco
for 2s. Sd,

Ivy not Clinging [M. E. r.).~We should attribute the nou-clingiug of
the Ivy to its being against a south wall, which is probably too diy and hot
in summer. We should nail-up the Ivy for a few yeai's, and after it covers
the wall so as to cause shade we have no doubt it will cling well, and probably
if you were to sprinkle the wall occasionally, or eveiy evening in diy weather,
it would cling to the wall much better than at present. The leaves von send
arc those of the Fin-cr-leaved I\->- {Hcdcra digitata). To stop the bleeding of
large Elms and Oaks, we do not know of anything better than to bru.-h the
wounds over with the patent knotting used by painters.

Cucumber Leaves (S. A. M.).—We cannot find any trace of insects on
the leaf you sent us, and beyond a largo blotch which has been caused by
the sun's ra;s striking powerfully on the leaf whilst wet, we should say that
it has been destroyed by the application of some insecticide in too powerful
dose, or else destroyed by being kept too long without air, or until the sun
has scorched the foliage. The leaf, however, was iu too di-y a state for us to

form a decisive opinion.

Calceolarias Diseased (J. Bryar).—The plant you sent us is discnsed

and unfortunately we do not know of a remedy. We should be glad if any of

our correspondents could thi-ow any light on this disease, which appcius like

a cankeiing of the stem, but fi-om what cause it arises we have ay yet no
satisfactory information.

Melon Plants Cankering (J. J, P.).—We should attribute the cause of

the plants' dying off on tbe stems to the removal of the leaves, and the damp
of the atmosphere producing decay, which is aggi'avated by the excess of sap
yom- plants seem to have for leaf-gi-owth. They will no doubt right thenv
selves if you keep them diy and admit air freely, leaving a little at night.

Dust the stems where infected with quicklime, rubbing it on until dry, and
then leave off. Very fine charcoal is nearly as good, but we prefer the lime.

The latter ought to be removed when it scales off, and more dusted on. The
stems ought not to be wetted, aud whatever leaves are removed should be
taken off in bright weather. We agree with you respecting Marquis of Lome
and Blue Gown Cucumbers ; both have long handles or necks, and so have all

the very large long Cucumbers. And we fm-ther agree with yom- estLmate of

Telegraph. Have you tried Volunteer ? We like it for its free- bearing', swell-

ing, and size combined with good quality. Improved Sion House is also good.

We think the spray you sent is that of the Fei-n-leaved Oiik, Quercus Robur
aspleniifolia. It would succeed gi-afted on the Oak.

Roses for Light Soil {if. Haijne^).—Your soil is about tho worst possible

for Roses—sandy on chalk. It is no use attempting to grow standards on the

Dog Rose stock; and we should advise you to get your Rose- inTIi 1 in fhc

Manetti stock, plant them deep, aud get them by that mean .
• 1 in

their own roots. The soil should be well manured, and nini 1 . .

! wwj,

the summer. The foUowiug twenty-four would answermi>-^i inn i ,\cH

as any—John Hopper, Charles Lefebvi-e, Abel Gmud, Victor N enhri. Inike of

Edinburgh, Jules Margottin, Boule de Neige, Baroness Rothschild, Countess
of Oxford, Senateur Vaisse, La Duchessc de Moray, Gloire de Dijon, Madame
Clemence Joigneaux, Alfred Colomb, Berthc Baron, MarechalVaillant, General
Jacqueminot, Madame Caillat, Baronne de Maynard, Monsieur Noman, La
France, Marquise de Castellaue, Dr. Andiy, Princess Mary of Cambridge.
There are many others very good which would he too delicate. We do not
know of any niu'serymen or Rose-gi*owers who supply buds. If you order

from any of the leading nurserymen and state the nature of your soil they

will supply suitable plants.

Trial of Mowing Machines' {Norfolk Parson).—Wc never heai'd of an
intended trial at Birmingham. If one takes place we shall report the iTSults.

Pea Hurdles (T. O. J.).—We had them made at the price named at

Winchester some years since.

H.utDY Aquatics (D. H.).—Any florist and uurseiyman who advertises in

our colunms could obtain them for you.

Rue and Sweet Basil {Qucstor).—You ask, " MTiy will not Rue and Sweet

Basil glow together?" We would ask, previously to considering whether this

is a real example of the " antipathy of plants," Is it true that they will not

grow together ?

Fruit Trees in Heated Greenhouse {An Inexperienced Gardener).—
pots In the house

We have Chenies now loaded to break-

iufT th(\y \<: A}\r][.--^. iiNil iit'iiv ii-F'Eiil i'-y the dessert, that have stood in an un-

licaf' I
I I

I 1
'

. Id \ ;.! 1 ;< ' in using firo heat in winter to keep out

fr-ist. V o: !;,!.] If liii li';ii lio above 40-. That will keep your
Camellia ^ ;

i nl li. !' i m,; p^int - n 11 ri-lii, and not uuduly excite the fruit trees,

as the lafrv tlicy bloom, unless you force them, tho better. Keep your fruit

trees too, dryish, not dry, in winter. Act as above, and we shall be astonished

if the following yeai- yoiii- trouble be not thinning fi-uit.

Planting Vines {W. S.}.—By planting Vines in a growing state now you

will gain considerably; the Vines will attain to the same size as they would

if gi-own hi pots till autumn, and veiy likely make canes tiivice as strtiu^:,

besides ha\'ing the roots fii-mly estabUshed in the border, by winch they will

be enabled to make a much better growth next yeai- than the Vines that are

planted when at rest, which ai*e dfpendant on fresh gi-owth for the formation

of fresh roots. Plant at once good, young, growing, potted canes.

Making a Vinery of a Cucumber House {Fleetwood).—We can hardly

see how you can accomplish all you propose with strict reference to £ s. d.

No doubt your present beds would suit admirably for Cucumbers. So they
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^ould do for early Vines planted out in the beds, and care taken not to give

too much bottom beat ; but if these Vines ore planted out you could use no
very hish temperature—no more than 45- from the timo the Grapes were
gathered to plan! iug them again. If you used Vines in pots of coiurse you
could fi-uit them early, and then have Cucumbers in the same beds. If you
can get a good sale for Cucumbers in winter and spring, we think the best-

paying mode would be to have Cucumbers in winter, plant the Vines outside,
with means of taking them outside when done fruiting, and keeping them
secure in a narrow glass case until they broke freely, say in April. Then
admit them into the house and cut out the Cucumbers as the Vines grew.
By having Vines in pots you could have the Grapes first, and Cuciunbers
afterwards, but it is not everyone can make pots pay. Our "Vine Manual"
would suit you. For thirty-two postage stamps you can have it by poet frura

our oflice.

Cyclamen persiccm Seed Sowing (A Young Reader).—It is now late to
sow seed for plants to flower next spring, but you may still do so in a hot-

bed, and the plants being gro^-n on in beat, and through the winter they may
attain strength sufficient for flowering late in the spring. We presume the
small bulbs that form round an "Onion plant" are those of the Potato
Union, which should be planted early in March in good, rich, light soil, about
3 inches apart every way, covering them just up to the neck, or cover with
soil, just leaving the nose out of the Rround. They require to bo taken up
when the tops turn yellow, dried, and kept in a cool dry place safe from frost

mitil planting time. We hope we have understood your question aiight. We
cauuot name florists' varieties of Pelargoniums, they are too numerous.

Stopping Peacit and Nectarine Trees (Tyro).—Tour gardener's stop"
ping of the trees in pots is right, but for those against the wall, as they have
space for development, the shoots will not need to be stopped; but planted
last autumn the shoots should be trained-in their full length, and at 1 fout

distance apart, stopping any laterals they may make at the tirst leaves. You
will find full instructions on'tbe pruning of Peach andNectarine trees, which
require like treatment, in the '" Modem Peach Pmner, " by the Rev. T. Ceilings

Brt-haut. It may be had from our office for 3#. Sd.

Pansies for Bedding (F. J.),—For bedding purposes you could not hav^
anything better than the Cliveden—the dark blue, light blue, and yellow beinS
veiy fine. We do not care much for white, they, as a rule, are not sood. Th^
Cauhflower and Cabbage plants you had in spring, and which have not ye*

headed, we should attribute to the cold we have had, and probably they ai-e a
late kind. You have only to exercife a little patience, and we think, though
late, you will have ample reward in larger heads, for, as a rule, they are pro-

portionate to the leaves. It may, however, be that they are of a bad stock,

but another month will tell.

Espaliers Cutting Over {Mrs. C).—We would cut them over at once, at

9 inches above the upper pair of branches. We believe most of them will stoit

into gi'owth this season.

Names of Plants (IT. TT.).—We cannot name the varieties of Colcus*
they are a legion, and too nearly alike. (T. M., Jcrseif).—We beheve it to be
Pitto^pomm undulatitra, but cannot be sure unless we saw its flowers as well.

(Flora).—Francoa appendiculata, Sowthistle-leaved Francoa. Native of moist
places on the hills of Chili. The Fern is too young for identification. (Arth£-

V ice I.—1 , Malva sylvestris ; 2, Lotus comicolatus ; 3, Heliantbemum vulgare

;

J, Eiijihorbia amvgdaloides ; 5. Trifolium procumbens; 6, Armeria maritima;

7. Centianthusriiber; 8, Geranium Hobertianum: 9, Vicia sativa; 10, Stel-

laria Holostea ; 11. Anthyllis vulneraria; 12, Achillea Millefohum. (H. S.).—

Coronilla glauca. (J. Coles).—We could not venture to name plants

seeds cnly, and all we can say cf yours is that they
plants.

from le;

POTJLTET, BEE, AND PIGEON CMONIOLE.

TO OUR EEADEES.
The extraordinary length of the Eeports compels tis to omit

many interesting communications, for which we will make
room nest week.

BIRMINGHAM POULTRY SHOW.
This opened on the 2.5th inst. The entries were mimerons,

especially those of Pigeons. We shall give details next week.

DOPKIXGS (Colonred, cjcept SilTer.Grey).—Cocft.-l, L. Patton. 2, J. W. WiU
3 R W. Eichardson. Ac, D Gellntly; J. Chisman; E. Rice, c, R. D. Holt.

Hm —1 and 2. Mrs. F. S. ArkwriBhl. S. L- Patton. he, J. S. GlcEsall; R. W.
Bfaohv; L. Patton; D. Gellally. c. .I. White. _ „
DoBKiNGS (Silver Grevj.-C'oct—l. J. Horton. Jan. 2, W.H. Denison. S.W.

Harrev. ftc, O. E. CresWell. B<'k.—1, J. HoirtoD, jun. 2, F.Cheesmm. 8,0.

E. Cre'sbwell. Ac, R. D. Holt : W. H. DcDison. „,. ,. „
CocHlNSlCinnainonorBuffi.—CocJ:.—I.Mrs. Alleopp. 2, H. Lloyd, jDn. S.H.

Lacv. 4. W. A. Taylor, ftc. H. Lloyd, jun. ; J. W. Taylor. Hin -1 and 3, H.

Lacv. 2, H. Llovd, jun. ; J. W. Will. 4, H. Tomlinson. Ac, W. P. Ejland (2)

A. E'amford(2); W. A. T.iyior. „ . „ , „ „
rocHTNS (Partridge) -Cock.—l, C. W. Bnerley. 2, W. A. Taylor. 3, Mrs.

Allsopp. 4, T. W. Anns. Hen.—1 and 2, W. A. Taylor. 3, T. Stretch. 4, E.

Tn-iinnn. he. C. W. Briertey. ,„
Ci ciiiN-s (White, and any other co!onr\—CocJ:.—1, Mrs. A. Williamson. 2. W.

A Tailor. 3, J. H. Nicholls. lie, J. Bailton; R. S. 8. Woodgate : G. Shrimp-

ton, c. Whitehead and Bcachy. Hfn.—1. ,T. Eailton. 2, R. 8. S. Woodgate.

3 F Brewer. )ic, F. Wilton; J. Railton; Mrs. A. Williamson ; R. S. S. Wood-
gate : E. Fearon ; J. K. Fowler. c.E. Chase (!). „ „ . ^ ,, , _
Bn»PMA (Dark).-Cocl-.—1 and 2. H. Lacy. 3. T. F. Ansdell. he, RcT. J.

Eichardson ; B. F. Parrott; R. B. Wood ; J. Watts : J. H. Nicholls. c, La-ly

GwvdiT • L. Wright. Ben—J. J. Mitchel'. 2. H. B. Morrell. 3. T. F. Ansd.-ll.

he U."B Morrell; T. F. Ansdell ; E. Pritchard : Mrs. F. S.Arkwnght; H.Laoy;

C. Taylor ; J. Watts, c. R. B. Wood ; H Yardley.

Bri'bius (Light).—Cock—I, Mrs. A. Williamso
Eodbard. 4. M. Lcno. Hen—J. T. A. Dean. 2 i

3,J. B.Rodb^rd. 4, S. Sambrooke.
SP4NISH.

—

Cock.—\, J. Leeming. 2, Nicholls Broths

Jackson; Mrs. Allsopp; J. H. Wilson, c, E. Jonei

siUitoe. 2. C. W. Britiley. r'ir. E. ,1.

Walker; J. Leeroiri- :
T\ >n, i,, imh TT. V.r

Browne, c, E. Jon.^ v '

GiME (Black brea-l ill,
Fl.tcher. 3, .1. W.ii-i .

II
!

l'm>^y8. Hen.—1, t. WhiUki I. Jui.

W. E. Oakeley.

3, J, Walker. he.'E.
ni.-l. Cup, and 3. .T.

lie, E. Wright; W. Prosser; .1.

" AUsopp; Miss E.

• -1 and Cap. G. F. Ward. 2, J.

V
; C. W. Brierley ; Rey. G. S.

.thew. Ac R. Ashley ; J. Tyler

;

Gamk (Black and Brassy-winged).— Cocfc—l, Cup, and 3, Capt. W. G. Webb.
2, K. KeLdriik, jun. Hen -1. 2. and 3, Ciipl. W. G. Webb.
Game (.«oy other yariety) —Coo*.—1 and Cup. C. W. Brierley. 2. H. M.

.Tulan. S, J. Fletcher, he, A. T. Emery, jun. ; T. Kobson. c,Hty. G. S. Crawj'S.
Htii.—I.e. W. Brierley. 2, S. Mathew. S, A. T. Emery, jun.
IlAJinusGns (Gold or Silver-spangled).—Cock.-l, J. EoUinson. 2, L. H.

Bicketls. 3, Ashlon & Booth. Ac, J. Eollinson ; H. Beldon ; H. Pickles, jun.
c. T.E.Jones. HeiM.-landCup.J. Eollinton. 2 and 3, H. Beldon. Ac, E. T.

S.H. tickles, jun. Ac, W. Speakman. Hi-ns.-l, H. Pickles, jun.
S.W. Meanly. Ac. L. H. Eicketts; H. Beldon ; C. Bloodworth
nAMBLKGKS (Black).-l, I

he. H. Bflilon. c. N- Marlor.
PoLAKDS— rock.—1 aDd2, H. Beldon. 3, W. Haivey.

Unswcrth. Hen—I and 2. H. Beldon. 3, S. W. Probert.

F. Pittis

(Black).-], Key. W. Serjcantson. 2, T. Bush. 3,' H. Iloyle

Ac, W. Fearnley ; P.

e-Coeurl. 2, J. Dewry (Houdan). 3, T. Hawkcn.
Malays.-1 and 3. Rev. A. G. Brooke. 2, T. Hollis.
Any other DtSTiscT Varietv.-Coclt.-1 and Cup, Countess of Dartmouth

(White Dorking). 2. Rev. G. S. Cruwys (While Minorca). 3, T. Moore (Anda-
lusians. Ac. J. Mitchell (White Dorking).; Countess of Ay'esford (Cuckoo
Dorking) ; J. Walls (Sultan). Hen.—1 and Cup. Mrs. A. Clay (Cuckoo Dorking).
2, R. viiikinson (White Minorca). 3, J. Watts (Sultan), c, B. S. S. Woo- gate
(jilky); Was M. Fairhnrst (White Dorking).
Game Bantams —1, J. R. Robinson. 2 and 3, Wingfield & .\ndrewa. Cock.

—1,D. Hunter. 2, G. HaU 3, W. Rogers. Ac, W. F. Addie; J. E. Robinson,
e, G. F. Ward: Ashley & Maitland.
B>sTAMs (Gold or Silver.laced) —1 and 2, U. Leno. 3, S. .i. Wyllie. Ac, J.

Bavtaiis (White, Clear-legged).—!, Rev. G. S. Cruwys. 2, Rev. F. Tearle. 8,
W. Whiteley.
Bantams (Black, Clear-legged).—I, M. Eidgway. 2, R. H. Ashton. S, H.

Beldon. c. E. Cambr dge.
Bantams (Any other variety) —1, Mrs. A. Woodcock (Japanese). 2, Rev. W.

SerjeantBon (Dark Japanese). 3, T. Davia f^^pecliled Feather-legged).
Bjstams (Any variety except Game).—Coeks-1. J. Watts (White-booted).

2. R. Pickles (Black). S.'H. B.' Smith (Pekin). Ac. M. Ridgivay (Black); Lady
F. Legee (lapanese) ; Rev. W. Serjeautson (Dark Japanese).
Pheasants.-1 and 2, M. Leno.
HccKs (White Aylesbury).—1, J Hedges. 2 and 3, J. K. Fowler.
Di.oKs (Rouen).—1, J. K. Fowler. 2. L. U. Ricketts. 3. F. Cheeaman.

( Any other variety).—1 and 4, H. B. Smith. 2 and 3, W. Einne,
,- nn-nt n TT Vavr.' /niii1.1v V;}iieM rineVsl. .T Wnt.tH (Mftndflritu); F.

I, J. Watts; J. K. Fowler.Gekse.— 1, J. K. Fowler. 2, J. C. Cooper.
TCEKEVS —1, F. Lvthall. 2, E. Kendrick. jun
Selling CL>B3.-i, H. Tomlinson (Buff Coch'ns). 2. W. E. Bull (Spanish).

3, T. Wakefield (Silver-spangUd Polands). 4, H. Yardley. Ac, Ashley and
MaitLind (Banlams); T. WakcUeld (Silver-spangled Polands); H. Yardley; R.

Cant (Black Spanish), e, H. B. Morrell (Uark Brahmas); U. Beldon; J.J.
Waller (Dorkings); Lady Gwydyr.
Selling Class —Coefei.—l, P. Unaworlh (Golden-spangled Poland), 2, E.

Tndman (Paitridge). 3, Mrs. A. Woodcock (Buff Cochin), i. Mrs. Cross
(Creve-Cfflur). Ac, H. Lloyd, jun. (Buff); J. W. Will; J. Hedges (Partridge

Cochin); T. W. L. Hind (Dark Brahma); Lady E. Legge (White Japanese): A.

Baraford (Dockwing); J. K. Millner (White-crested Black Poland); F. Bennett
(Creve-Cceur): J.J.Waller (Dorking); R. Smallcy (White Cochin); E. T.

Gardom (Golden-spangled Hamburgh) ; R Beokeileg. jun. (Partridge Cochin)

C. W. Brierley; W. Barratt (Black Creve); G. Huist (Siianiih). c, Ashton
and Booth (Silver-spangled Hamlmrgh); H.Y'ardley.
SELLING Class.—Hens.—1, J. Walker (Black Spanish). 2, C. Bloodworth

(Bnff Cochin). 3. E. Jackson (Spanish). 4, C. W. Brierley. Ac. H. Beldon ; W

.

Nottage (Spanish); J. F. Sillitoe (Spanish); A. Bamford (Buff Cochm); R. W.
Beachev (Dorking); T. Bush (Black Hamburgh) (2); H. Brown (Spanish): D.
Y'oung "(Black Hambnrghl; J. K. Fowler ; H. Wade (Hamburgh), c, H.Lloyd,
jun. (Partridge Cocbin); J. W. Will; T. W. L. Hind (Coloured Dorking); G.
Hurst (Spanish); D. Young (Buff Cochin).

YOUNG BIRDS.
DonKiNGS, Cochins. Brahmas, and Spanish.—1 and Cup, Horace Lingwood

(Dark Brahmas). 2, M. Egginton (Spanish). 3. Mrs. H. Somerville (Coloured

Dorkingsl. I'Ac, Mrs. A. Woodcock (Bnff Cochins). Ae. F. Cbetsman (Silver

GrevDorkingt); Hon. Mrs. A. B. Hamilton (Dark Brahmas): F. L. Turner
(Dark Brahmas); Mrs. H. Somerville (Coloured Dorkings): T. HoJton (Black

Spanish); E. Jackson (Spanish); A. Darby (Coloured Dorkings); Horace
Lingwood (Partridge); Dr. Holmes (Dark Br.ihmas); T. A. Dean (Light

Brahmas) c, Mrs. A. Wiicox (Cochins and Coloured Dorkings): Rev. A. K.

Cornwall (Dorkings); J. Bloodworth (White Cochins); T. A. Dean (Light

'anv'other VASiETr.—1. S. Matthew (Game), 2. B. Heald (Houdans). 8, T.

Moore (Andalnsian). Ac, B. Heald (Houdans) ; W. E. Oakley (Black Red) ; J.

J. Mal.Jen (Oreve-Cteurs) ; T.Moore (Andalnsian); E.Winwood (Game), c. W.
nrin" (Houdans); R. Coney (Houdans): G. F.Ward (Gamei (2); O. Carlisle.

(Prown Red Game); H.Winn (Silver-spangled Hamburgbs); E.Mann (Brown
Red); J. K. J'owler.

Carriers (Black).-Cof k

HeiLs.-1,R. Fullon. 2. -T. 1

CARBiERS(Duni.— (' '

sen. Hens,—I.E. H. 1 i

Carriers (Blue or si

He?i«.—1, C. E. Duck%v Mt ;i.

YoLNG.-l, E. Hoinir. d

Pouters. - Coeks.-l, 2,

Horner. 3, Fulton
Fastaii

PIGEONS.
-1. J. Ha

kworth' 2, E.Horner. 's, W. Siddo
I, l-'ulton.

1 and 3. C. E. Duckworth. 2, J. F. Whi'c.
' i'lil. 3, W. Siddons, sen.
.133CV. S.J.Stanley.
It. Fulton. Hen.s.—Cup, J. Hawlcy. 2, E.

(White).—Cup, T. Rule. 2, W. H. TomJinson. 3, A. A. Vandcr

Fan

Bakes (Am- other co"lour).-l,H."Yardi5y7 "2. ^Justice. 3, J. Hawley.

TrMBLEiis'(Almond). -Cup, E. Horner. 2. T. Waddmgton. 3, R. Fulton.

TcMBLEKS (Short-faced or any other variety).-l, H. Adams. 2 and 3, B. Ful-

ton. Ae, S. Stephens, jun. ; J. Ford ; W. Choyce : J. Hawley.
^

Tlmblees iMuff-legged, Mottle, Rosewing, •

Mapsey. 2, J. Yardley. „
Tumblers (Muff-legged or Saddle).—1, E. Pitlaway.

^xJ-mblers (Muff-legged and Badge).-!, E. Pitlaway. 2, R. Taylor. 8, H.

^'T?Mii'LEKs''(M'uff-'lIggcii fid aLToftcr variety).-! and 2, E. G. Teebay. 8 and

'' TUMB "Islfciear-'egged, aiid any variety).-!, W. Harvey. 2 and 8. R. Fulton.

T'jRmS'^^c'up', L.^H.' Eicketls.'' 2, W. Baniis. 3, E. FoUoa. Ac, A. A. Vandcr-

"oivra'iVTi.Tlisbl—Cnn E M/ngnall 2, J. W. Edge. 3. P. H. Jones. Ac, R.

and J Ande?son ; G a Gregory ;j!w; Edge ; T. Waddington ; F. W. Zarhorst

J. Watts; S A. Cooper: J. Hawley. c, G. H. Gregory.,

On-LS (Foreign) —1. R. Wils "

, Wa ' —
Teu

: Redbreast).—Hcn«.—1 and 3, J.

G. White. S, J. F

-Cup, P. H. Jones. 2, T. Rule.
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jjp^.^^ 1 P,-.,,, \ (i Brooke. 2, W. Croft. 3, A. A. Vamlerineersch. he, Key.

A.G. !;> '! 1
' i; iw.lon; T.,JackBon; T.Imrie; E.Horntr.

Dm.. I .11.. R. FuUou. 2, H. Yardlty. 3, J. Philpott. ^liole

Dbv.'' ii. I r-i / How).—!. R. Fulton. 2 and S. F. Graham. -

Dhagoi.ns (Any nihcr colour).—!, F. Grabam. 2, C. E. Duckworth. 3, H.
Allsopp. Whole class Highly Coramenfled. „ .^ ,

Young —1, P. Grabam. 2. W. H. Mitchell. 3. T. Waddington. he, H. Wade.
ANTWEEPsfRlue)—1, C. Gamon. 2. H. Yardley. 3, W. Bourne, he, W.B.

Mitchell; J. W.Ludlow, c. T, Morris.
, „ „ ™- - , ^

ANTWEKP3 (Dud) —1, R. P. Rylaud. 2 and 3. H. Yardley. vhc, H. R. Wn^M.
he, H. H. Bavrowe : A. Justice ; C. Gamon ; S. A. Taylor, c, W. Bourne ; G. F.

ANTWERP3 (Any other colour).—!, 2. and 3, J. W. Ludlow, he, F. Woodhouse
H. P. Rylaud ; J.'W. Ludlow, c, E. C. Stretch : W. Bourne.
Antwbrps (Homing).—2, J. T. Galey. 3, D. Riddiougb, jnn. he, J. T. Galey

;

W. Eoui-ne.
Swallows.-1. C F. Herrieff. 2. H. Draycot^. 3, W. Choyce.
Magpies,—1, J. Watts. 2, P. H. Jones.^S, E. Horner, he, W. Kitchen, c, W. R.

Tomlinson.
Akchangels —1 and 3, J. Bowes. 2. J. Thompson.
Any otuer VARiETy.—Cup and 2, W. Banks. 3, 1. Jackson.
Selling Class.—1,T. Chambers, jun. 2, C. Gamon. S and 4. J. Watts.

Selling Clals.-I, J. Watts. 2, H. Adama. 3, W. Choyce. 4, H. Yardlsy,

Judges.—Poultri/ : Messrs. Hewitt aud Teebay, Figeons :

Messrs. Esquilant, Child, audBeardsmore.
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OUR LETTER BOX.
Cross Between Tuuke? and Brahma (B. S. L.).—We have never met

with the cross before, but we have known it tried many ycai'S ago. It has

succeeded abroad, and some of the cross-breds were to be seen at lai-ge in the

Jardin d'Acclimatation at the Bois de Boulogne, the year before last.

Keeping Geese (Tyro).—Beiore you decide upon Toulouse Geese, you
•will do well to ascertain the assistance you can depend upon in your im-

mediate neighbom-hood in sitting. The TouloUse are vigorous layers, but

thev will not sit. Geese do not want a house to roost in, unless you fear

foxes or thieves. They genei-ally roost a gi'eat part of the night on the water,

You must not endeavour* to keep them in the same house as fowls,

they want to sit make some houses of sods against an old wall or <

The orchard would be enough for the thi-ee birds, and they have
in the fields till they go with then" young into the bai-ley stubbles.

Chinese Pheasants (A. M. H.).—For full instructions what to do with
Pheasant poults when first hatched, we advise you to buy Baily's book,

*' Pheasants and Pheasantries." When first hatched they require bread and
milt, egg, dough, cui'd, and sometimes a little cooked meat chopped fine. It

would occupy more space than we can afford to answer the whole of your
question.

Canker in a Fowl's Mouth (H. M. T.).—We know nothing better for

canker in the mouth of a fowl than powdered camphor and sulphur- ointment.

The latter should be applied just before or just after they roost. We prefer

going in and taking them off the perch, and applying the ointment freely,

especially in the cauliflower cracks. The c;u-ing process goes on during the

night, while if it is done in the day, feeding and drinking carry off the

remedies. If powdered camphor is not at hand, two pieces each the size of a

garden pea may be given whole.

Kjeeping Eggs foe Sitting (W. E.).—You should now have no lack of

broody hens. In most poultry houses they are nuisances at this time of year.

Your eggs will keep thi-ee weeks or a month and still be fit for sitting, but as it

is unquestionable the fresher the egg the stronger the chick, we do not advise

keeping. Buy, boiTow, or exchange a hen with some neighbom-, and the sooner

the better—the season is getting on.

Management of Brah^ias [A Sub.).—You may wait two months longer

before you sepai-ate them. Your hens laid again early, and the high feeding

may have to do with it. More frequently, however, they are old bu-ds that

so soon beeome broody again. It is not particulai-ly eai-ly for a hen to

moult. We have many in that state. If she is losing featheiing on her legs,

3 should think she picks her feathers herself. We suppose she is shut \x^,

"
t a month old.

{T. 0. J.).—The simplest is thus made. The articles

requu-ed are a flower-pot and saucer. Detach
apiece from the rim of a flower-pot, about

tlu-ee-quarters of an inch deep, and 1 inch

wide, plug the hole in the bottom of the pot

\\'itb 11 piece of cork, fill the pot with water,

placing' the saucer on the top, then quickly

turn the whole upside down, when the watei

will fill the space in the saucer around the

pot. The hole in the rim of the pot must
not be quite so deep as the height of the side

of the saucer, and the plug must be au--

tight—that is the secret of success. It is

easily cleaned, simple, and cheap, and no

'.s her chickens c

Poultry Fou>

out the bees into a

, .-i^^.^o "" tiie table instead of the glass ; hut this is seldom

notwithstanding yom: precautious and the darkened room,

other bees show a disposition to rob the super, remove it to some other part

of your premises, proceeding as before.
\ -nr i ^

Securing a Swakm from Bees in a Chisinev (Ignoramu8).~\\ e aonoo

think you will succeed in inducin- a swarm to take possession of a hive fixed

up in the way vou describe. Possibly if you could procure a hive with empty

combs of a stock tluit hail perished in vhe whiter the swai-ms might choose to

mnVfi nsP. nf it. Y..:.! ..u. i ^ riuac too late for reply in the next issue.
_

) —We know of no cheap book which will give

atural histoi-y and physiology of bees than our

have. " The Honey Bee^'_' by Dr. Beya "'"

^ar, out of print; " ""

;," by L. L. Langstroth. would gi'.

latter work could be obtained thro"

't^BKlT'LSIs^XH'i'avrfk F. HA-^Ve do not knew of any

u bees who much understands the number of di-ones which

an ordinai-v stock. Langstroth says, " The number of di-ones

,, y,-,,.,. .".,.r|i, riTU'-.untiug not merely to huudi'eds, but some-
'

1

'

i" i

.'

1)1 tnyy, '''There are the drones, or males, to the

;,, M'ii)\u-cordiug to the strcii-th of the family."

\, . . ;> side box into whii.-h the drones of a hive had

i-L aiv-i.'.i.--;i-i'-'U of the workers, "rather more than 2200,

;w Lh;«t had escaped." Mr.

than this last number from c

Good B^

you more i

own little

second edition, which 'The iECive and Honey
yau*all the requii-ed information. The

-h Messrs. Neighbour, of Regent Street,

reliable author
may be found i

times to th'>i; :

number of p* '

Ml". Taylor t.K>

retreated to a\

besides some
destroyed

^_ Fox, of Kingsbiidge,

me stock. With the improved

frame "hives, drones can to a certain extent be kept under control by removmg

drone combs, and substituting empty worker combs.

Disposal of Surplus Bee Pkobuce (E. H.n.). -Thei-e ai^ vanoutf

Italian warehouses, and other estabhbhmeuts m London, which deal laigcly

in sui-plus honey of prime quality i

'stored. We cannot undt:

honey in your immediat
the cottager-, auy more 1

which, whether you send

prefer. Dry foud wUI n<.t d,

grass. Two females and one

needed in summer as well

is gi"eat cold.

_ with

, ,, I,; i;; i, . \ .
i

- i.ir'-ic quautlty

ird aniiuaily into EDi^land. We have

leat profits which, according to some
u this country.
coarsest green vegetables are what they

They prefer the rankest weeds before

1 best kept together. Good shelter is

winter, for gi'eat heat is as injurious to them as

fear of the chickens dabbl

Andalusian Chickens.—" S^. Edmunds"
chickens vai7 in colour. I say this from my
during ten years. From eleven chickens the

three pUes, and two blacks, "" "' "' "^^ '

he the sa

will tilways find Andalusian
wn knowledge of this variety

iverage has been seven blues.

The coloui- of the first down of the chickens will

when full fledged.—H. Leworthy,

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIO^'S,

Camden Square, London.

Lat. 51° 32' 40" N. ; Loag. 0^ 8' Q" W.; AUitude 111 feet.

Dead Duckling {C. O. L.).—It was in a state of offensive decomposition.

Food foe Younq Canames (R. E. C.).—Feed with tard-boUed egg chopped

vei? fine, and mixed with its own bull: of bread crumbs. As the bii-da grow

add more cinimbs, a little crashed hemp, or a portion of scalded rape. But

what one hen will feed on, another in the next cage will starve on. It is a

question of health on the part of the hen—that, and nothing else. Should

she refuse to feed, it is a mercy to kill the young ones, and give her another

start.—W. A. B.
Goldfinch and Can.ibt not Mating (H. M.).—Your Goldfinch most

likely had given his affections to one of his own kind when at liberty, refuses

to listen to the seductive calls of the pretty Canary damsel who is imprisoned

with him. There is no remedy but to separate the ill-assorted pau-. and in-

troduce another bird who may not be proof against the blandishments of the

charmer. She evidently shows a very laudable desire to have a family, and it

s a pity a suitable spouse should not be had for her. Birds take strangr

Date.
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